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BERMUDA HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY
OFFICIAL HANSARD REPORT
3 MARCH 2014
10:01 AM
Sitting Number 11 of the 2013/14 Session

[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

PRAYERS
[Prayers read by Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton,
Speaker]

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
28 February 2014
[Deferred]
The Speaker: Honourable Members, we have confirth
mation of the Minutes. The Minutes of the 28 , our
last meeting, will be deferred.

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR
The Speaker: There are no messages from the Governor.

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER
OR MEMBER PRESIDING
APOLOGIES
The Speaker: Hon. W. L. Furbert, from constituency 6, and Mr. Kenneth Bascome, from constituency 1, both will be absent today.

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE
The Speaker: No messages from the Senate.

PAPERS AND OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE
The Speaker: No papers and communications to the
House.

PETITIONS
The Speaker: There are none.

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS
AND JUNIOR MINISTERS

The Speaker: I recognise first the Minister for Health,
Minister the Honourable T. G. Moniz. You have the
floor.
CHANGES TO THE STANDARD HOSPITAL BENEFIT AND THE STANDARD PREMIUM RATE FOR
2014/15
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, during this session, I will be
bringing forward the usual legislative amendments to
set the standard premium rate. However, I felt that it
was important for me to provide some advance notice
regarding the necessary changes that will also be
made to Bermuda’s minimum health insurance package, known as the standard hospital benefit [SHB].
I want to start, Mr. Speaker, by setting the
context of the changes. The reality of the Government’s financial position and the fiscal space available
to us is well known. We know that all Ministries were
asked to reduce their budgets, and we know the reasons why: We simply do not have the money to continue to spend today as we have in the past.
In this context, there are tough decisions to be
made. No one wants to see public benefits reduced,
and I, in particular, would prefer to see no reductions
in health benefits, as I am too aware of the potential
impact on patients and the public. But, sadly, a nochange position is simply not an option this year.
Money does not grow on trees, and we have to find
ways to ensure that the funds that are available are
dedicated to the most essential population needs.
Mr. Speaker, budget reductions in the health
sector necessarily mean reductions in benefits; and
this is what I must explain to this Honourable House
and to the public. I appreciate it can be highly technical, complex and unpalatable in some instances, but I
trust that most will understand the difficult circumstances that we are in and the difficult decisions that
have to be made—today and in the days to come.
Mr. Speaker, the standard hospital benefit is
the minimum benefits package that must be included
in any health insurance policy sold in Bermuda. Employers are mandated to provide at least this level of
coverage for their employees and their non-employed
spouses, and the Government subsidises specific
population groups for the hospital portion of this insurance at the following rates:
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children at 100 per cent;
seniors aged 65–74 at 80 per cent;
seniors aged 75 and over at 90 per cent; and
the indigent at 100 per cent

Currently, SHB covers a majority of local hospital services and some diagnostic imaging procedures outside of the hospital, as well as some overseas hospitalisation. Through a separate fund, the
Mutual Reinsurance Fund (MRF), the coverage also
includes kidney-related claims and long-stay costs.
The premium for this SHB and MRF package of benefits is the standard premium rate (SPR); it is actuarially
priced annually and set in law by this Honourable
House.
However, because Government pays for the
subsidised populations, part of the cost of SHB coverage is borne by the Consolidated Fund. In recent
years, that bill has amounted to approximately $115
million each year for local and overseas claims. This
year, the Ministry had to deliver a budget savings of
7 per cent, Mr. Speaker.
In order to achieve this saving, the options
were few: We could reduce public health services, or
we could reduce the amount spent on subsidies and
grants. With great difficulty, Mr. Speaker, we chose
the latter. Allow me to explain why and what this
means.
Public health services target prevention; they
are essential to maintain a level of health for a majority of the population. For example, they ensure communicable diseases are not spread, and they ensure a
minimum standard of safety in our supermarkets, restaurants and other such establishments frequented
both by locals and visitors. In addition, public health
services have had to fill the gaps for the uninsured or
underinsured with recent trends. Significantly, however, public health services represent only 14 per cent
of the total health budget ($27.4 million of $195.2 million in Fiscal Year 2014).
Mr. Speaker, while we did make savings for
the coming fiscal year, we could not realise the required savings just from the Government departments. Conversely, the total spent on subsidies provided some scope for change, but changes to Government subsidies necessarily impact the standard
premium rate, as the two are inexorably connected.
By way of summary, the changes that will be
made to the standard hospital benefit in 2014/15 are:
1. SHB portability will be abolished, including
portability of subsidy;
2. Age subsidy will be reduced to 70 per cent for
65- to 74-year-olds, and to 80 per cent for
persons aged 75 and over;
3. All MRF benefits will be transferred to SHB.
This includes kidney-related claims and long
stays in the hospital;
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4. The transfer from the MRF to the Health Insurance Fund will be increased from $7.00
monthly per insured, to $14.00;
5. Likewise, a transfer of $14.00 per month from
the MRF to the FutureCare fund will be established; and
6. A transfer of sixty-seven cents per insured per
month from the MRF to the Bermuda Health
Council will be introduced.
Allow me to elaborate on the impact of each
of these changes.
Firstly, changes to SHB and subsidy portability. As I said earlier, Mr. Speaker, the standard hospital benefit has to date included some overseas coverage, or portability. This has applied to subsidies, too,
so Government has paid millions of dollars each year
to cover claims for seniors and children who are eligible. Removing the portability subsidy will save the
Government an actuarially estimated $9.6 million this
year alone. However, if the overseas subsidy is removed, but SHB remained portable, the standard
premium rate would increase significantly, as the cost
of this coverage would be transferred from the Government to the insured population. This was not
deemed affordable for employers or employees at this
time, Mr. Speaker, so to abolish the portability of subsidy, we also had to abolish the portability of SHB.
In reality, Mr. Speaker, the vast majority of
health insurance policies sold in Bermuda have supplemental benefits that cover overseas costs. SHBonly policies are rarely sold, and if sold, they are normally sold only as an exception, when supplemental
benefits are covered elsewhere. HIP [Health Insurance Plan] and FutureCare currently have overseas
coverage, and this will be maintained regardless of
the changes to SHB portability. So, while SHB will
cease to be portable overseas, the majority of the
population will continue to have overseas coverage,
and this will be managed as it is now by individual insurers.
Second, changes to age subsidy. As I explained earlier, Mr. Speaker, currently, the Government subsidises 80 per cent and 90 per cent of SHB
costs for seniors aged over 65 and 75, respectively.
The change we will be making is to reduce the subsidy level to 70 per cent and 80 per cent, respectively,
a change of 10 per cent. The impact of this change is
two-fold:
• First, it transfers more of the SHB costs
from the Consolidated Fund to the insured
population. Insurance plans with a high
concentration of seniors, such as GEHI
[Government Employee Health Insurance
Scheme] and FutureCare, will be impacted more by this change, as they will
no longer benefit from the subsidy to the
same extent. However, the impact on
seniors is minimised because the pre-
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mium continues to be community rated,
so the cost of claims is spread across the
population.
Second, the reduction in subsidy levels
results in significant budget savings for
the Government, amounting to an estimated $8 million. Given the current fiscal
space, this has been a necessary measure.

Three, transfer of MRF benefits to SHB. The
next change, Mr. Speaker, involves the Mutual Reinsurance Fund. This change simply transfers the
claims payment of dialysis, anti-rejection drugs, kidney transplants, and long stays from the MRF to the
SHB. This means that, first, insurers will retain the
premium to cover these claims; and second, insurers
will pay these claims directly, as any other SHB claim,
rather than the Health Insurance Department adjudicating the claims and paying them from the Mutual
Reinsurance Fund.
The transfer of these benefits is consistent
with the reported original intent of the MRF as an experimental fund. There are now years of claims experience for these benefits, and it is prudent and reasonable to download them to the SHB.
Four, transfers from the MRF to the Health Insurance Department. Mr. Speaker, a second role of
the MRF is to provide a transfer to HIP and FutureCare to compensate them for the higher risk profile of
the populations they insure. Unlike private insurers,
HIP and FutureCare do not turn anyone away, so
populations with higher risks are shifted to these
plans. The MRF transfer serves to compensate the
plans for this higher risk. To assist the plans with projected increases in claims, the transfer to the plans
has been increased from $7.00 to $28.00 per month,
to offset the impact of the reduction in subsidy and the
other changes that are taking place.
Five, transfer from the MRF to the Bermuda
Health Council. Lastly, Mr. Speaker, a new transfer
has been introduced to reduce the burden on the
Government’s Consolidated Fund. Namely, the MRF
will now transfer sixty-seven cents per insured person
per month to the Bermuda Health Council, to enable it
to carry out its legislated functions as health system
regulator and watchdog.
The Health Council is fully funded by the
Government and has an annual operating budget of
$1.3 million. The grant in the upcoming year will cover
some of these costs, and the balance will be raised
through the MRF transfer. The transfer was agreed so
that the Health Council could continue to operate at
current levels while easing the financial burden on the
Consolidated Fund. It should be noted that this transfer mechanism was originally recommended in the
1996 Oughton Report.
Mr. Speaker, this concludes the explanation of
the changes in benefit provisions that have impacted
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the standard premium rate and enabled savings of
$17.6 million dollars to the Government’s Consolidated Fund. I cannot stress enough, Mr. Speaker, that
these changes were necessary in the current economic situation we face. We have done everything
possible to assess the risks of a number of alternatives and deemed these the least painful changes.
The reduction in aged subsidy will be offset by the
standard premium rate picking up the difference. The
transfer of MRF benefits is simply administrative for
most plans. And overseas cover will continue to be
available, as it is now, under supplemental benefits,
including for HIP and FutureCare.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The Speaker: There are none.

QUESTION PERIOD
The Speaker: We move now to question period. First,
we have E. T. Richards to provide an oral response to
a Parliamentary Question from Mr. E. D. Burt on the
National Pension Scheme.
Yes, Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I have not had a chance
yet to get that information to answer that question. We
are working on it, though.
The Speaker: Okay. All right. Thank you. We will just
carry it over.
[Crosstalk]
The Speaker: First of all, the first is MP De Silva for a
question with reference to—
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
And, Mr. Speaker, I did have a host . . . I think my total
allotment of questions and supplementaries for the
Minister, but we had a chat previous and we have
agreed to exchange some information after.
The Speaker: Yes.
QUESTION 1: CHANGES TO THE STANDARD
HOSPITAL BENEFIT AND THE STANDARD PREMIUM RATE FOR 2014/15
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But I did have one question
that I would like to ask the Minister. And that is, Will
the Minister be tabling the actuary report with regards
to the finalisation of this standard health benefit when
it is complete?
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The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, I have to take
that under advisement. But I will be providing the most
information I can. They are still looking at what the
outcome of these changes will be with respect to private plans. So as we get that information, we will be
sharing it with the public.
The Speaker: Thank you.
I have a question from MP Burt.
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Mr. E. David Burt: The second question that I have,
Mr. Speaker, is in regards to changes to subsidy portability. Does the changes to subsidy portability only
affect overseas care, or will other things be affected?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I am not sure. If you could
repeat that?
The Speaker: MP Burt?

QUESTION 1: CHANGES TO THE STANDARD
HOSPITAL BENEFIT AND THE STANDARD PREMIUM RATE FOR 2014/15
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, in regard to the Minister’s
Statement, I am going to assume—and I just want the
Minister to confirm—that these changes are going to
increase the cost of private plans.
The Speaker: Will it increase the cost of private
plans? Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes, Mr. Speaker, that is a
possibility, but it is a matter to be worked out by the
private plans. That is why I wanted to get this information out as early as possible. The private insurers will
have to work through their own plans to see what that
net result is.
Mr. E. David Burt: Supplementary?
The Speaker: Supplementary, yes.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Mr. E. David Burt: If I could then possibly rephrase
and say, Is it the Minister’s expectation that this will
raise the price for the standard hospital benefit itself?

Mr. E. David Burt: On page 5, Mr. Speaker, the Minister speaks about the changes to the standard hospital benefit and the subsidy portability. I am just saying
that it basically says that SHB portability would be
abolished, including the portability of subsidy. The
Minister states in his Statement that it will apply to
overseas claims, with some overseas coverage.
The question I am asking is, Mr. Speaker,
Does that apply to anything else? So, the elimination
of this, does it only mean that overseas, or will there
be other things inside the health system that will be
affected by this change?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, that really refers to
overseas. But there are other changes being made
which will affect local claims. So it is not just portability
we are talking about.
But let me just say to the Honourable Member
that this has to be followed up with legislation. So
when we debate that legislation, we will be able to get
into far more detail.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Honoured
and Learned Member from Sandys [South Central],
MP Kim Wilson. You have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This is
the supplemental to MP Burt’s question.

The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: No, no. It will not raise the
price for the standard hospital benefit. The standard
premium rate for the standard hospital benefit will go
down. But that may have an effect on the private insurance plans going up. But we do not know at the
moment what that effect is. So I am not assuming
anything as we go forward.
The Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Yes, go ahead.
QUESTION 2: CHANGES TO THE STANDARD
HOSPITAL BENEFIT AND THE STANDARD PREMIUM RATE FOR 2014/15

The Speaker: Okay. Yes.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: And I do appreciate the Minister
said that further details will be debated.
But I guess my first question is, With respect
to the portability of the subsidy, what is the adverse
effect that it could have on children that need to be
treated overseas for conditions in which the only insurance that they have is this SHB?
The Speaker: Minister?
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Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, that is a complicated
equation. It depends on what cover they have. Because you get supplemental benefits which come under other insurance benefits. So you have people, for
example, who might be under GEHI. You have people
under HIP. You have people under—not FutureCare
in the case of young people, but you have got private
insurance plans. So there are different effects.
And what Government is doing is it is shifting
money from the MRF to HIP, which will affect children,
and also the FutureCare to moderate the effect of the
changes. That has to be worked through. So when we
know those exact effects, it will come back to the
House, and hopefully, we will have them at the time
that we debate the legislation.
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The Speaker: A supplementary?
SUPPLEMENTARY

The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Carry on, MP Wilson. Your questions now?

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes.
And I thank the Minister for that comment,
because we note that many children may very well be
covered under their parents’ plans. And I certainly am
glad that the Minister considered a means-testing approach. However, in the event that children are not
covered and they just have the SHB, the minimum
benefit—correct? The minimum benefit, there is no
supplemental plan. So SHB is the minimal that a parent should have insofar as their employment status for
their children.
In circumstances where the portability aspect
. . . I am sorry. I am just concerned about the—

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, my question, Mr. Speaker.

The Speaker: Question. Question.

The Speaker: Yes?

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: —kids, so, in circumstances
where the portability aspect has been reduced, is
there a guarantee that these children will be able to
get treatment overseas if their parents only have
SHB? Or are they going to be relying on charitable
organisations and the like to raise the money to pay
for this overseas treatment?

QUESTION 1: CHANGES TO THE STANDARD
HOSPITAL BENEFIT AND THE STANDARD PREMIUM RATE FOR 2014/15
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Again, with respect to the age
subsidy that the Minister spoke at at page 5 concerning the reduction from 80 per cent to 70 [per cent] and
from 90 per cent to 80 [per cent] for the seniors, I
wonder what position . . . Has the Government considered any position with respect to a reduction of the
subsidy for children, who generally have a more
healthier lifestyle, who at this point are still 100 per
cent covered, as opposed to seniors, who generally
have more ailments as they grow older, and making
the reduction for them as opposed to reducing it for
the children, for a cost-savings measure?

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, Mr. Speaker, I think the
only thing certain in life is death and taxes. But it is a
difficult question. If the parents have other cover, they
have—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Right. But it is not the case.
Normally, in cases like that, you know, you do not
have SHB on its own. That is what is included in other
insurance policies. So, the situation in those cases—

The Speaker: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, Mr. Speaker, I do not
want to get into it more deeply here. But I think with
respect to children, there is more likelihood in most
cases that they are covered under plans which their
parents have. And, you know, the idea is debated
whether on some of these subsidies, whether going
forward we will have to look at whether they need to
be means-tested in some way rather than being universal subsidies.
We have not formed any conclusions on that
yet, but we are looking at that.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
MP Wilson, yes?

[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Please, let us hear the Minister.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: The situation in those cases is
most likely that they will fall under indigent. You know,
there was the recent case with the twins, and one twin
was flown up. Well, the cost to Bermuda was a half a
million to a million for that. And you and I paid for that
because they were uninsured and they were covered
under [the] indigent part of the subsidy. So, that is the
likely answer in the case that you posited. It is hard to
talk about hypothetical examples. But normally, they
would fall somewhere in that system.

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes. This is a supplemental.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister.
I had MP Brown. Already been done?
Okay. Then I have MP Roban.
QUESTION 1: CHANGES TO THE STANDARD
HOSPITAL BENEFIT AND THE STANDARD PREMIUM RATE FOR 2014/15
Mr. Walter Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
In the Minister’s Statement, he says on
page 6, “SHB will cease to be portable overseas, the
majority of the population will continue to have overseas coverage, and this will be managed as it is now
by individual insurers.”
Does the Minister have any idea now as to the
percentage of the population that may not find themselves covered under portability, even with private
plans? Is there an estimation of the [likely number] of
those who may not be covered?
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But bear in mind, when you are taking so
much out of the system, there will be effects on people. I mean, I am not going to pretend that no one is
going to have any effects. You are taking a massive
amount out of the system, and there will be pain
across the board.
We have tried to do that as fairly and reasonably as possible, while protecting the most vulnerable. And those are the ones who receive a subsidy,
those people are covered by HIP and FutureCare, et
cetera.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
MP Roban, do you have another?
Mr. Walter Roban: Yes, a supplementary to that
question.
The Speaker: A supplementary, yes.

The Speaker: Minister?

SUPPLEMENTARIES

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: The best answer I can give on
that is I have been looking to get more accurate statistics on both those people who are uninsured and
those who are underinsured. I do not have specific
estimates of people who will not, you know, be able to
go overseas. We do not have those specific numbers,
but we are looking for them.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Yes, MP Roban.
Mr. Walter Roban: Second question.

Mr. Walter Roban: So, Minister, you are confirmed
that there is likely to be some increase to, particularly,
FutureCare patients as a result of these changes?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, you know, I cannot answer that at the moment. But pain will be felt. But I
cannot speak to any specific category and say what I
anticipate the changes will be. I am not an actuary. So
we are waiting for all those bodies to look at what the
net result of these changes will be in dollar terms.
The Speaker: Thanks, Minister.
Yes, MP.

The Speaker: Yes?
Mr. Walter Roban: Supplementary?
QUESTION 2: CHANGES TO THE STANDARD
HOSPITAL BENEFIT AND THE STANDARD PREMIUM RATE FOR 2014/15
Mr. Walter Roban: On page 7, the Minister states,
“Insurance plans with a high concentration of seniors,
such as GEHI and FutureCare, will be impacted more
by this change, as they will no longer benefit from the
subsidy.”
Can the Minister give us any indication now
as to the percentage of increase that may be faced,
particularly by FutureCare patients, as a result of
these changes?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: The answer, Mr. Speaker, is
that we cannot at the moment. But we have tried to
anticipate that by a transfer of additional funds from
the Mutual Reinsurance Fund. So we are trying to
moderate that.

The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. Walter Roban: In light of the Minister’s answer,
will the Minister acknowledge that this will bring some
concern to many seniors in light of, in the last fiscal
period, the majority of FutureCare patients experienced an increase in their premiums as a result of the
changes the Government made? It is likely to bring
distress to some as a result of what you are proposing?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, this whole community is going to suffer stress as a result of the situation that we found when we came into office, this financial hole. And that includes in the health space.
And that is just the situation we are stuck with.
Mr. Walter Roban: Question, Mr. Speaker, next question?
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The Speaker: The third question, your final question.
QUESTION 3: CHANGES TO THE STANDARD
HOSPITAL BENEFIT AND THE STANDARD PREMIUM RATE FOR 2014/15
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, the reason I got up rather
quickly is, it is upon a different highlight I would like to
bring to the House today. And it is one of prayers, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: One of—?

Mr. Walter Roban: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
In light of what has been proposed that the
Minister has in his Statement, will the Minister undertake to make sure that his department has a robust
public information campaign in light of the concerns
that these changes will bring to many who rely on FutureCare, GEHI and other plans? Because I think that
will be important for the public to digest the changes.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: One of prayers.
As you may or may not know, the former
Speaker, [the Hon.] Mr. [Stanley W.] Lowe, was flown
out over the weekend after having a heart attack.
The Speaker: I did not know that!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. So I rise to ask that all
Members keep Mr. Lowe, former Speaker, in your
prayers as he faces this challenge.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes. Mr. Speaker, I could not
agree more with the Member.
The Speaker: Thank you.
And MP Burt, you have one more question.
QUESTION 3: CHANGES TO THE STANDARD
HOSPITAL BENEFIT AND THE STANDARD PREMIUM RATE FOR 2014/15
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, just with regards to the Minister
and his overall Statement and the effects of reducing
the health care costs, if the Minister is looking at reducing the overall cost of health care to the Consolidated Fund and minimising the impact of these
changes, will the Minister undertake to examine some
of the fees that are charged by doctors and other institutions to possibly look for some moderation there to
reduce the impact on citizens for out-of-pocket costs?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: We are looking at a new fee
schedule at the moment, Mr. Speaker. So I do undertake to look at those things which the Government has
control over.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Thank you, Honourable Members.

CONGRATULATORY AND/OR OBITUARY
SPEECHES
The Speaker: We now move to congratulatory and/or
obituary speeches.
It looks like MP De Silva has the first take. MP
De Silva.

The Speaker: Absolutely. This is the first I am hearing
of it. Certainly, the whole House would be mindful of
that, and certainly we will be praying for him. Thank
you.
Are there any other Members who care to
speak?
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Smith’s [South], the Government Whip,
MP Cole Simons. You have the floor.
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to send condolences
to the family of Edwin Sinclair Baker. The Honourable
Pat Gordon-Pamplin would like to be associated with
these remarks. Mr. Baker recently passed, and he
was known as Mr. Sewing Machine Fixer.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Oh, yes.
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: I mean, the people at that
funeral were from one end of the Island to the other.
Everybody said, Oh, I know him! I sew a lot. And he is
the man. He picked up his trade, found a niche market
and was an entrepreneur from then on. So I would like
to send my condolences to his family. He was a good
family man. He was a pleasant man. I knew him personally, and he always had a smile on his face and
was very, very positive up to the end. So, to the family, I wish them my condolences and I provide my
support to them for the future. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Are there any other Members who would care
to speak?
There are no further congratulatory or obituary
speeches.
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MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE
The Speaker: There are none.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS
The Speaker: None.

NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR THE
ADJOURMENT OF THE HOUSE
ON MATTERS OF URGENT
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
The Speaker: No notices of motions.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS
The Speaker: No introduction of Bills.

ORDERS OF THE DAY
The Speaker: And we move now to the Orders of the
Day. We have the resumption in Committee of Supply
for further consideration of the Estimates of Revenue
and Expenditure for the Year 2014/15.
For that, I ask that the Honourable Member,
the Deputy Speaker, please take the Chair [of Committee].
House in Committee at 10:34 am
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
[Continuation thereof]
The Chairman: Good morning, Members. We are
now in Committee of Supply, or we resume in the
Committee of Supply, to consider the Estimates of
Expenditure and Revenue for the Year 2014/15.
Premier, you have the floor.
I will mention that we will be doing right now
the Cabinet Office, Heads 9, 14, 26, 43, 51, 80, 84
and 96. This portion of the debate is for six hours.
Premier?
CABINET OFFICE
Heads 9, 14, 26, 43, 51, 80, 84, 96
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Madam Chairman. Good morning, everyone.
I am grateful for the opportunity to lead the
debate and present the Estimates of Revenue and
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Expenditure for Heads 9, 14, 26, 43, 51, 80, 84
and 96. These Heads represent the Government’s
corporate services.
You will already know that in December 2013,
steps were taken to combine and consolidate these
support services under the remit of the Cabinet Office
in a bid to strengthen the infrastructure upon which
the organisation relies to deliver services to the people of Bermuda. If you take a look, you will notice that
we have added four new departments to the Cabinet,
those specifically being Information Technology Office, Head 43; Head 80, Project Management and
Procurement; Head 84, E-Government; Head 96, Sustainable Development. This consolidation sets the
stage for public service reform.
Madam Chairman, the Government of Bermuda is at a pivotal point in its evolution. Like governments across the world, it faces unprecedented
financial challenges and is actively seeking to ensure it delivers optimum services to the Bermudian
people—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Madam Chairman.
Excuse me, Mr. Premier.
Madam Chairman, is it possible for the Premier to share his brief with me, and if possible . . .
Yes?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes, Madam Chairman.
We had several corrections that are being made from
the original. So you will get it, yes. My apologies.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, the
Government of Bermuda is at a pivotal point in its evolution. Like governments across the world, it faces
unprecedented financial challenges and is actively
seeking to ensure it delivers optimum services to the
Bermudian people through efficient and effective
services.
The Government of Bermuda is the single
biggest employer in the country, accounting for
14 per cent of the overall working population. In other
words, 1.4 in every 10 jobs in Bermuda is within
Government. We ended 2013 with a payroll at a
cost of $20,682,584.76 for those who are monthly
paid, and $1,025,977.00 for those paid weekly during
the last week of December 2013.
Human capital costs related to salaries,
wages and staff overheads account for 44 per
cent of all Government expenditure, making it the
single biggest area of spend. Understood in this
context, there can be no doubt of the criticality of
managing the Government’s financial investment in
its workforce.
Madam Chairman, the policies, approaches
and systems for human resource [HR] planning and
management will have one of the most fundamental
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impacts on the success of the Government’s reform
agenda. At best, a forward-looking HR strategy will
unlock and enable changes, both supporting the Government and providing a fair and transparent framework for staff. At worst, a poor HR strategy or no
strategy at all may function as a grave roadblock to a
nimbler and more efficient Government emerging.
The Spending and Government Efficiency
(SAGE) Commission, as part of its wider remit, looked
at the role of HR and how this may need to evolve,
and I am pleased to inform this Honourable House
that the Management Consulting Services Unit has
recently completed a review that builds on the SAGE
recommendations, as well as many of the recommendations contained within previous reviews. As a result,
we are now well placed to commence the implementation of seven high-impact changes to our HR practices
within Government.
Madam Chairman, let me be clear: While it is
accepted that the size of Government is significant,
and various models are being considered to determine the way forward, we cannot underestimate the
value of the talent that exists within the service and,
accordingly, human resource strategy is at the heart
of the public service reform initiative.
Public service reform (PSR) will embrace
those SAGE recommendations that this Government
determines that it will accept, and build on other work
that has been done and work that is currently in progress. As a part of the decision-making process, the
Government has directed the civil service executive to
identify all of the policy and legislative implications
owing to each of the recommendations contained in
the SAGE report. It has been an extraordinary crossMinistry process that has engaged department heads,
as well as other technical officers within the service.
The data that are being compiled will provide for more
informed decision-making. Each Ministry is in the final
stages of consolidating its submissions.
Madam Chairman, to this end, all of our union
partners have also been provided the same spreadsheet containing over 200 SAGE recommendations,
and they too have been asked to participate in the
process by providing collective agreement implications, as well as any other implications or views that
they believe must be taken into consideration as a
part of the decision-making process. It is understood
that the union submissions remain outstanding at this
time; however, this notwithstanding, we anticipate
that, given the collaboration required to move the service and Bermuda forward, the unions’ submissions
are forthcoming.
Let me also add, Madam Chairman, that the
world economic battle of who thrives and survives is
not moving at a snail’s pace. The essence of time is
critical. We must move swiftly.
Madam Chairman, to complement and build
upon SAGE recommendations, steps have already
been taken to formalise the public service reform
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planning and implementation framework, with the establishment of a high-level working group within the
service that has very quickly worked to deliver preliminary short-term action items to be considered.
Let me just also interject here that this highlevel working group that I am talking about consists of
some PSs [Permanent Secretaries], some from the
management consulting services, some from Human
Resources and also Cherie[-lynn] Whitter within Cabinet. These action items, once approved for implementation, are intended to set the stage for implementation of some of the more complex initiatives that will
follow.
Madam Chairman, the overall goals of public
service reform are directly aligned with those goals set
out for the SAGE review:
• to streamline Government processes;
• to improve the delivery of services;
• to make Government more efficient;
• to make Government more cost-effective;
• to make Government transparent; and
• to make Government more user-friendly.

Madam Chairman, I trust that it is clear that
we have moved beyond the review stage of the process and we are now nearing a state of readiness to
make the decisions that will ultimately transform the
service over the next several years.
Madam Chairman, ultimately, the implementation of the plan will impact, amongst other things, organisational structure; talent management; performance management, as we heard come from the Honourable Member, David Burt, in his Budget Reply;
corporate culture; automation and digitalisation of services; processes and procedures; as well as data
management.
Arguably, the thinking is broad and complex.
As I said the other night, There is no money; we now
have to think.
As you may know, public service reform can
include almost anything; our focus, however, will be
the effectiveness and efficiency of the delivery of services, and our infrastructure and human resources will
be aligned accordingly. In the coming weeks and
months, the public will be kept abreast of where we
will start, how the process will move forward and
about the progress that we are making. Rest assured,
however, work has commenced, and we endeavour to
ensure that we collaborate with all of our stakeholders
and that the service is fully engaged in the process.
Madam Chairman, the work being done to
strengthen our infrastructure will be complemented by
the development and implementation of sound economic policy and effective management of our Foreign
Affairs programme.
Madam Chairman, you would be aware that
Bermuda cannot be content to sit on its laurels and
expect the world to come to us. Many other jurisdictions are actively competing for the business that we
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consider our own. Companies that once considered
Bermuda a natural home now are willing to domicile
elsewhere. If we are to be competitive, if we are to
remain in our lines of business, and indeed, if we wish
to create new lines of business, we must aggressively
market ourselves and seek out those businesses.
To do so means leaving our beautiful and
comfortable shores and going where the business is,
going to the decision-makers and convincing them of
the value of doing business in and with Bermuda. Our
economic survival depends on it. The employment of
our people depends on it. The success of our small
businesses depends on it.
To assist us, we are re-energising our overseas representative offices. Yes, when we assumed
the responsibility of Government, we questioned their
value. Having visited them to understand their role, we
have re-focused their attention and priorities, and they
are now poised to lead our outreach to new markets,
to new opportunities. We will be looking at markets
other than the traditional North American and Western
European bases. We will look at the burgeoning
economies of South America and South East Asia.
We will continue the development of our outreach to
Islamic financing. The success of these initiatives is
imperative if we are to thrive, rather than just survive.
Madam Chairman, with those opening remarks, I will now present in detail the Estimates of
Expenditure and Revenue for the eight departments
that are the responsibility of the Cabinet Office.
HEAD 9—CABINET OFFICE
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, it gives
me great pleasure to present the budget for Head 9,
the Cabinet Office, found on pages B-30 to B-34 in the
Budget Book.
Our mandate: The Cabinet Office is the heart
of Government, providing services to Cabinet, the
Premier and Ministries of Government. The Cabinet
Office also co-ordinates initiatives on cross-cutting
issues, acts as the corporate headquarters for the
public service, providing services, advice and guidance for other Government departments and, by extension, to the wider public sector.
Madam Chairman, the Cabinet Office is now
responsible for the departments that provide support
services to other Ministries. Those service departments in the Cabinet Office Ministry include
• The Department of Statistics;
• The Department of Human Resources;
• Information Technology Office;
• The Department of Communication and Information;
• Project Management and Procurement;
• E-Government; and
• Sustainable Development.
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Madam Chairman, there are several benefits
to having the departments that service the whole of
Government moved to Cabinet Office, particularly
when it comes to public service reform and obtaining
value for the public purse.
For example, one of the initiatives that we are
working on is in finding ways to obtain the best value
for the reduced funding available for capital expenditure, particularly with regard to IT projects. IT projects
are critical to public service reform and reducing the
reliance on manual processes that require increased
labour costs. However, often, major IT projects are
implemented without a clear business case and
achievable measures for success.
Management Consulting Services (MCS), Information Technology Office (ITO), E-Government
and the Office of Project Management and Procurement (OPMP), all now under the Cabinet Office, are
collaborating to identify a process for assessing the
viability and successes of IT projects.
Often, IT projects are assessed in a vacuum,
without leveraging the success of other Government
projects that already have been implemented. The
essential components of this initiative will include:
1. Departments completing a brief project outline
that defines the problem to be fixed.
2. A business concept group, consisting of MCS,
ITO, E-Government and OPMP, being established to review the project outline and make
recommendations on the next steps. It may be
that the problem does require an IT solution,
but may require other types of change initiatives. Such issues will be captured at this
stage. The business concept group would
have awareness of all major change projects
taking place, so they would be in a good position to advise on whether or not the proposal
would result in duplication or would benefit
from collaboration.
3. If approved for further exploration, the departments would develop a full business case
outlining options and focusing on requirements as opposed to considering vendor-led
solutions. The business case should outline
the financial and non-financial benefits that
any allocation would have, as well as give an
idea of ongoing operating costs, and project
management costs for implementation.
4. The full business case would come back to
the business concept group for final checks. If
deemed a strong business case, it would be
forwarded to Cabinet for final approval.
5. Once approved by Cabinet, departments
would be required to issue tenders for all capital projects via OPMP to ensure fairness, equity and value for money.
This process will require quite a significant
change in thinking and operating for many Govern-
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ment departments, as it forces proactive planning
and/or at least minimises the risk of vendors selling-in
solutions.
Madam Chairman, this is only one example of
the benefits that we expect to accrue as a result of the
consolidation of the core functions of Government under the Cabinet Office.
Expenditure Overview
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, as
shown in detail on page B-31, the total current expenditure for 2014/15 is estimated to be $6,992,000,
which represents a decrease of $99,000, or 1 per
cent, under the original Budget for 2013/14. Madam
Chairman, the two major programme areas for the
Cabinet Office shown on page B-31 are:
1.
General (0901); and
2.
Economic Policy and Foreign Affairs
(0902).
The first programme, General (Services) Programme—cost centre 0901—has been allocated a
budget of $5,313,000. This budget is $139,000 less
than the 2013/14 original budget allocation, reflecting
a 3 per cent decrease. The budget is allocated across
six cost centres within the Cabinet Office, including:
1. General Administration, or Head Office, which
has a budget allocation of $2,966,000, representing an increase of $312,000, or 12 per
cent more than the 2013/14 original budget allocation. There were savings in two areas:
a. [A total of] $48,000 were realised from the
furlough day savings; and
b. Savings of $61,000 by replacing the diplomatic driver with a full-time officer from
the Regiment.
These savings were offset, however, by the
following increases:
a. Increases in energy and maintenance
costs of $39,000;
b. The cost of $215,000 for the contract with
Benedict Associates for the Employee
Assistance Programme for the entire
Government, where previously, costs
were covered by each department. So
basically, what we have done is consolidate all [contracts] under Cabinet Department as opposed to 60-something
more different bills going out to the different departments; and
c. The cost of $106,000 representing the
cost of the consultancy contract for
the Consultant Political Adviser to the
Premier.
Finally, I am pleased to announce the transfer
from the Department of Tourism of Ms. Valerie Leader
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to the post of Administrative Assistant to support the
Permanent Secretary, Cabinet Office. This represents
an increased cost of $61,000.
2. Professional Development and Travel, which
has a budget allocation of $200,000, representing a decrease of $55,000, or 22 per cent
less than the 2013/14 original budget allocation. This decrease results from the reduction
in travel costs.
3. Protocol and Hospitality, which has a budget
allocation of $595,000, representing a decrease of $30,000, or 5 per cent less than the
2013/14 original budget allocation. This decrease results from the reduction in cost of the
annual events sponsored by the Cabinet Office. While events will continue to be held, we
will either be streamlining the costs or partnering with other organisations and Ministries to
realise economies of scale.
4. CPU, Central Policy Unit, which has a budget
allocation of $711,000, representing a decrease of $106,000, or 13 per cent less than
the 2013/14 original budget allocation. This
decrease results from the following:
a. A decrease in $28,000 resulting from furlough days;
b. Cutback of the Jumpstart Intern Programme at the end of October 2014, in
the amount of $123,000, when the contracts with the current interns expire. A
weakness of this programme is that, once
an intern’s contract has expired, there is
no guarantee that the intern will obtain
employment within Government. CPU
thus will take the time to review how this
programme can be re-shaped to recruit
suitably qualified Bermudians who can be
hired and ultimately transferred into Government jobs where there is a shortage of
skilled Bermudian labour; and
c. A decrease of $38,000 in Professional
Services.
However, I am pleased to announce the transfer from the Department of Tourism of Mr. Gilbert
Rowling to the post of Assistant Policy Analyst. This
represents an increase of $83,000.
5. Public Access to Information, which has a
budget allocation of $146,000, representing a
decrease of $189,000, or 56 per cent less
than the 2013/14 original budget allocation.
This decrease results from a reduction in the
funding of two of the three posts in the Office
of the Information Commissioner until after the
legislation has become operational and the Information Commissioner has been recruited.
He or she will then be in a position to determine the staff that will be required in the Information Commissioner’s office.
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6. Management Services, which has a budget
allocation of $665,000, representing a decrease of $71,000, or 10 per cent less than
the 2013/14 original budget allocation. This
decrease results from:
a. A decrease of $31,000, resulting from furlough days; and
b. A decrease of $40,000, resulting from the
delay in the recruitment of one post,
which will remain vacant for the first half
of the budget year.

The second programme, Economic Policy and
Foreign Affairs, cost centre 0902, has been allocated
a budget of $1,679,000. This budget Is $40,000 more
than the 2013/14 original budget allocation, reflecting
a 2 per cent increase. The budget is allocated across
the two overseas offices within the Cabinet Office,
including:
1. The London Office, which has a budget allocation of $1,037,000, representing a decrease
of $128,000, or 11 per cent less than the
2013/14 original budget allocation. This decrease mainly results from the Economic Advisor’s post continuing to remain vacant for
the 2014/15 year. Minor cuts were also made
in such areas as travel, materials and supplies, as well as maintenance costs.
2. The Washington, DC Office, which has a
budget allocation of $642,000, representing
an increase o f $168,000, or 35 per cent
more than the 2013/14 original budget allocation. This increase results from:
a. An additional $88,000 to pay for the
Consultant Director’s consultancy fee;
and
b. The hiring of the consulting firm, Sloane
and Company, at a cost of $80,000, to,
among other things, assist the director in
preparing a future strategy that will provide the means to maximise the DC Office’s benefit to the Government.
Capital Expenditure
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, the
Capital development budget, as seen on page C-9, of
$14,000 is allocated for the purchase of a photocopier
and computers to replace ageing equipment.
Manpower
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: But let me just go to a
correction under Manpower; sorry. Before I proceed
further, I must draw your attention to an error on
page B-32, under the heading of Employee Numbers (Full Time Equivalents). The figure attributed to
the 2014/15 Estimate for the CPU (Central Policy
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Unit) should remain at eight to reflect the additional
post transferred from the Department of Tourism.
The full-time staffing establishment, including
posts in the London and Washington, DC offices, is
38, down from 44 in 2013/14. The change in numbers
is due to the following:
a. A net reduction of one person from General
Administration. Two Assistant Cabinet Secretary posts were transferred from Cabinet to
become the Permanent Secretaries of the
Ministries of Legal Affairs and Public Works,
respectively. In addition, one administrative
post was transferred from the Department of
Tourism to support the Permanent Secretary,
Cabinet Office;
b. A reduction of one post, the Director, in the
Washington Office during 2014/15 until the
expiry of the consultant’s contract;
c. A reduction of two administrative posts in
the Office of the Information Commissioner; and
d. The reduction of one post, a Trainee Management Services Consultant, in the Management Services section.
Output Measures
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, the
Cabinet Office’s output measures are shown on page
B-33 to B-34. It should be noted that the target outcomes were partly or completely achieved in all
measures except one, representing a success rate of
94 per cent.
Major Achievements
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, at this
juncture, I am pleased to highlight the major achievements in each cost centre listed in B-31.
General Administration: The 2014/15 allocation for General Administration covers the cost of advisory, administrative and other support services to
the Office of the Premier—arranging Cabinet meetings; appeals to the Cabinet; liaison with Government
House on treaties, international conventions, deportations and high-level visits; oversight of performance
across all Ministries and departments; publication of
Government notices and statutory instruments; and
conduct of civil service disciplinary matters.
Madam Chairman, I would be remiss if I do
not acknowledge the retirement of the former Cabinet
Secretary, Mr. Donald Scott. Mr. Scott devoted over
35 years of his working life to serving the public. After
distinguished service in the Department of Statistics,
the Ministry of Finance, and the Ministry of Health and
Family Services, Mr. Scott was well positioned for the
role of Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Civil
Service. I wish to publicly express my appreciation to
him for the assistance he provided to me as we transi-
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tioned into Government. On behalf of the entire Public
Service, I wish him a full and joyful retirement.
I would be remiss also if I did not mention
Judith Hall Bean, who also worked within the Cabinet Office and who was with civil service for over 40
years. She came in at an entry level, and shows
that by sticking in and doing hard work, you can
reach the highest of levels in public service. And so
to her, I wish her also a full and joyful retirement.
I also want to acknowledge the appointment
of Dr. Derrick Binns as the current Cabinet Secretary
and Head of the Civil Service. Dr. Binns is committed
to public service reform in an effort to make the public
service more efficient and better able to serve the
needs of the people of Bermuda. I am pleased to note
that he has hit the ground running, and to demonstrate, I would like to highlight some of the early
achievements of his team:
• Transferring former Assistant Cabinet Secretaries to head up Ministries. Yes, a recommendation of the SAGE Commission;
• The creation a Permanent Secretary for the
Cabinet Office to ensure that those departments that fall under the Cabinet Office receive the same level of support and direction
as those in any other Ministry;
• Appointing an Acting Deputy Head of the Civil
Service, whose focus is recommending and
implementing public service reform, based not
only on SAGE recommendations, but also on
the number of internal and external reviews
that have already been conducted; and
• Initiating a review of the Public Service Regulations to reduce the bureaucracy currently involved in the management and development
of the Public Service.
Professional Development and Travel
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, in
2013/14, I have participated in a number of overseas
events on behalf of the people of Bermuda. These
visits serve as a major component of our efforts to
generate interest and investment in Bermuda, and
thereby increase the employment of our people. Some
of the highlights include:
• RIMS;
• Fortieth anniversary of the Bahamas;
• Meeting with the UK Consul;
• Meetings with Mayor Bloomberg;
• The KPMG Island Based Infrastructure Summit;
• Joint Overseas Territories Ministerial Conference;
• The annual Bermuda reception we have
for Bermudians living in Europe; and
• The World Islamic Economic Forum in
London, where Bermuda was the only
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other nation outside of London to have
been privileged to attend and be on the
panel.
Protocol and Hospitality

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, the Protocol and Hospitality team plays a leading role in arranging ceremonial functions including the presentation of the Throne Speech, the Remembrance Day
ceremony, the annual Seniors’ Tea, official dinners
and receptions at Camden, and facilitating VIP delegations and visitors on arrival and departure at the LF
Wade International Airport. The team also is responsible for managing the operation of Camden.
Central Policy Unit (CPU)
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, the
CPU carries out a number of varied functions, which
include providing advice on current and emergent
proposals to the Secretary to the Cabinet and the
Premier, developing and implementing policy initiatives and generally improving the standard of policy
communication within the Government. More specifically, the CPU assists with the coordination of policy
proposals across the Bermuda Government and identifies and explores the wider implication of those proposals for Government’s consideration.
The CPU manages the Cabinet Office Intern
Programme, the vehicle through which young Bermudian university graduates were provided with invaluable work experience and opportunities to learn
more about the inner workings of Government, with a
view to have them find future employment, ideally
within the Government, but also within the private sector.
Madam Chairman, Cabinet Memoranda are
the written documents by which Cabinet is informed of
a given Ministry’s policy proposals. The documents
must follow a particular format and be clear, but succinct. On behalf of the Secretary to the Cabinet, the
CPU reviewed some 300 Memoranda submitted for
Cabinet’s consideration, to ensure that:
• the policy proposals are viable and well
thought out;
• appropriate background research has been
taken;
• more than one option is explored;
• appropriate consultation has taken place; and
• the proposed policy is sustainable into the future.
In order to build the capacity within Ministries,
over the past year the CPU has trained more than 25
civil servants from various departments in the basic
technique of writing Cabinet Memoranda. The CPU
generally worked within a five-day turnaround time to
provide one-on-one advice to departments soliciting
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assistance or an objective review of their policy proposals.
The CPU also worked with the Departments
of Education, Community and Cultural Affairs, and
Workforce Development to provide feedback on a
number of matters, including the proposed national
cultural heritage policy, the inclusive education policy,
and several proposals related to training the workforce. At the request of the Bermuda Economic Development Corporation, the CPU reviewed the operation of and provided feedback on the North East Hamilton Economic Empowerment Zone.
The CPU’s role includes acting as a Secretariat for the Cabinet Office. To that end, the CPU has
responsibility for collating initiatives from each Speech
from the Throne so that they can be properly monitored and reported on. Additionally, the policy analysts
have responsibility for accurately recording Cabinet
proceedings and ensuring a quick turnaround of the
minutes. The CPU also records meeting notes for the
Civil Service Executive and acts as the liaison for the
Omnibus Survey Report. The CPU also plays a support role to the Economic Tripartite Committee.
Madam Chairman, notwithstanding the fact
that we have been forced to cut the Cabinet Office
Intern Programme in order to reduce the cost of running the Government, the programme, also known as
the Jumpstart Programme, has proven to be hugely
successful, with an average of 60 applications per
year for the posts which were available. Each intern,
paid $61,270.10 per annum, remains at the CPU for
the first months to hone his or her skills in research,
memoranda writing, problem-solving, debate and critical thinking.
During this time, the interns present their written views to the Premier and others on topical matters
such as Bermuda’s Exclusive Economic Zone and
possible alternative revenue streams for Bermuda.
Interns have also researched, written on, presented
and debated in-house topics such as enhancing tourism, international business and tourism, solutions for
feral pests, and aquaculture. As part of understanding
Bermuda and its infrastructure, interns paid site visits
to the House of Assembly, the Department of Statistics, Westgate Correctional Facility, and BELCO.
For the next nine months, the interns spend
three-month periods in different departments, lending
value by providing much-needed hands-on assistance
while at the same time gaining professional experience. The CPU is responsible for recruitment and selection of interns, coordinating secondment placements, drawing up the contracts for the placements
and for completing each intern’s probation report for
the Department of Human Resources. Madam
Chairman, since its inception some six years ago,
more than 30 young Bermudians have benefitted in
various aspects from this programme.
The CPU’s work is not confined to Bermuda’s
shores. Over the past year, the CPU coordinated and
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provided Bermuda’s responses to requests for information from the Social, Economic and Cultural Report
for the United Nations Economic and Social Council;
the United Nations Conventions on the Rights of the
Child; the International Labour Organisation; and the
United Nations Charter XI: Article 73, which deals with
non-self-governing territories.
The unit is presently involved in identifying
Bermuda’s role in the development of CARICOM’s
five-year strategic plan, and is working on the next
steps to be taken with public access to information.
Madam Chairman, the value brought by the
CPU to the Government is undeniable, and in fact, its
role has been supported by both the SAGE Commission and other reviews of the civil service. Moving
forward, we intend to bolster both the CPU and the
role it plays. The first step, to add a staff member, has
been taken. The next step is to ensure that the CPU
can better support the strategic planning and visioning
for the Government, and that decisions made are followed through.
Public Access to Information (PATI)
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: As per my instructions, it is
planned that this legislation will become operational
before the end of 2014. As a result, a team from the
CPU and the Sustainable Development Department
are working together to progress this further. The
Regulations referred to in section 59 of the PATI Act
are in the final stages of drafting and will be tabled in
the summer session. The Regulations are intended to
address:
• the prescribing of fees;
• the addition, modification or deletion of any
public authority;
• providing for the management and maintenance of records held by public authorities;
and
• general requirements for carrying out the purposes and provisions of the Act.
Management Services
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, taking
into consideration the unprecedented economic challenges that we face, the Management Consulting Section assisted Ministries and departments with delivering better service to the public and achieving public
value for money. Some of the projects completed by
the Management Consulting Section include:
• A review of the Accountant General’s (ACG)
Department organisational functionality and
structure, which resulted in recommending the
elimination of six substantive posts, the termination of six temporary additional posts (nonrenewal) and the creation of three new posts,
for a total financial impact of reducing the payroll cost by $902,000;
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In response to the Department of Transport
UK Audit Findings dated February 2013, MCS
conducted a review which focused on stabilising the Department of Maritime Administration
in order for the department to continue with
operating the Bermuda Shipping Registry.
The department is now well positioned to the
point where the audit should be favourable for
the Department of Maritime Administration to
continue growing the Bermuda Shipping Registry, which will result in additional revenue for
the Government of Bermuda;
There is a high demand for aircraft registry
services globally. The Department of Civil
Aviation has a well-established and highly
reputable aircraft registry. It has, on average,
experienced 27 per cent growth year-overyear for the last five years. In order to remain
competitive and positioned for growth, the
Management Consulting Section has realigned internal resources and assisted in
identifying efficiencies—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of information. Excuse
me. Point of information.
POINT OF INFORMATION
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Madam Chairman, we are
approaching an hour, and it has been a lot of information provided by the Honourable Premier that for some
reason I am not going to be able to follow. So I am still
awaiting the brief.
The Chairman: Thank you. We will follow up. Would
you allow us to continue while we do further research
for it to make sure you have—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, certainly, continue. We
cannot stop the business. It is just—
The Chairman: You just wanted to make the point
you still do not have it.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: When I have to get up and,
you know, this information that has been said, but I
would not be able to refer to.
The Chairman: Yes. I totally understand. Thank you.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, let me
just say that I know that corrections were being made.
I did say that we would provide it. So, this insistence
on raising it, let the people do their work. They will get
it done for you.
[Inaudible interjections]
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The Chairman: It is also noted that it is the option to
supply the brief.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes. It is an option.
The Chairman: And I appreciate that the Premier has
said that he will make sure that the brief is available.
So, Premier, please continue. We are still on
Head 09, the Cabinet Office. Please proceed.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: On its way. Check the
clock. Yes.
Madam Chairman, due to the confusion I will
start with that last paragraph.
Management Services. Taking into consideration the unprecedented economic challenges that we
face, the Management Consulting Section assisted
Ministries and departments with delivering better service to the public and achieving public value for
money. Some of the projects completed by the Management Consulting Section include:
• A review of the Accountant General’s (ACG)
Department organisational functionality and
structure, which resulted in recommending the
elimination of six substantive posts, the termination of six temporary additional posts (nonrenewal) and the creation of three new posts,
for a total financial impact of reducing the payroll cost by $902,000;
• In response to the Department of Transport
UK Audit Findings dated February 2013, MCS
conducted a review which focused on stabilising the Department of Maritime Administration
in order for the department to continue with
operating the Bermuda Shipping Registry.
The department is now well positioned to the
point where the audit should be favourable for
the Department of Maritime Administration to
continue growing the Bermuda Shipping Registry, which will result in additional revenue for
the Government of Bermuda;
• There is a high demand for aircraft registry
services globally. The Department of Civil
Aviation has a well-established and highly
reputable aircraft registry. It has, on average,
experienced 27 per cent growth year-overyear for the last five years. In order to remain
competitive and positioned for growth, the
Management Consulting Section has realigned internal resources and assisted in
identifying efficiencies in their process so that
they can seize future opportunities, which
could result in increased revenue and efficient
civil aviation services;
• With the establishment of the Regulatory Authority, the Management Consulting Section
reviewed the remaining structure and re-
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sources of the Department of Telecommunications. The recommendations ensure that
the resources are aligned with the Ministry’s
objectives and are delivered in the most efficient and effective manner to achieve public
value;
A review of the Office of Project Management
and Procurement resulted in recommended
changes that will improve its effectiveness in
the design, tendering, purchasing and control
of projects, while ensuring transparency and
increasing public value in procurement and
contract management.
The London Office

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, the
London Office was established in February 2009 and
has been in operation for the past five years. The purpose of the office is to establish a greater working relationship with departments of Her Majesty’s Government (HMG), while working in cohesion with Governments of the Overseas Territories on collective priority
issues. Today, the London Office is recognised as the
official representation of Bermuda and the Government of Bermuda in the UK by all departments within
HMG, to include both Houses of Parliament; the UK
Diplomatic Corporation, such as Embassies and High
Commissions; the United Kingdom Overseas Territories Association; the Commonwealth Secretariat,
along with all UK-based Commonwealth Associations;
Bermudians living in the UK, including students; the
general UK public, to include private companies and
NGOs who have an interest in Bermuda.
The staff comprises three from within the
Cabinet Office: Director and UK Representative,
Assistant Director and Administrative Officer. In
addition, the London Office holds the satellite offices
for both the Department of Civil Aviation and the
recently introduced Department of Maritime Administration.
In January 2014, Bermuda was adopted
to the revised Overseas Association Decision in
which the London Office will be responsible for
Bermuda’s engagement with the European Commission and the Overseas Countries and Territories on relevant issues within the European Union.
The Washington, DC, Office
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, Fiscal
Year 2013/14 was a year of transition for the Washington, DC representative office, with the introduction
of new personnel. With that transition, the office reexamined its current approach and reassessed its
mandate.
The Washington, DC Office of the Government of Bermuda was established in September 2009,
generally to strengthen relationships with the United
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States public and private sector. The Washington, DC
Office has continued to serve as a full-time liaison to
US Congressional members and staff since 2010. The
Director, assisted by Bermuda’s various industry and
political lobbyists, has accepted and attended several
meetings with Congressional members and high-level
staff and advisors to inform of Bermuda’s broad public
policy agenda in the United States.
Areas of interest remain, but are not limited to
taxation and protection of the insurance/reinsurance
industry, promotion of Bermuda’s tourism sector, and
the general promotion of Bermuda as an international
business centre.
In addition, the Washington, DC, Office has
embarked on a programme that would enable Bermudian overseas students to remain linked to the local business community throughout their college and
university tenures by offering access to information to
aid in career selections, as well as internship and/or
training opportunities that may be available to them
when at home.
However, the Government of Bermuda, as
part of its ongoing review and assessment of expenditures, has taken a close look at the current office’s
roles and responsibilities to determine appropriate
budgetary support. Prudent and responsible Government requires a careful examination of effectiveness
and strategy.
Under the leadership of the new Overseas
Representative, the Washington, DC representative
office has worked diligently to complete a strategic
assessment and develop a plan for the years ahead.
To that end, the Washington, DC Office completed the
following:
• establish global relationships that create
trade partnerships, cultural exchange, foreign direct investment and travel—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of clarification,
Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Your point of clarification?
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes. The Honourable Premier has now commenced to give measurements and
indicators which basically are performance measures.
But there are no performance measures for the Washington, DC Office contained in the Budget Book.
The Chairman: Your observation is correct. We are
talking about, my understanding is, what they will be
doing.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you. Yes. I am letting them know that we are going to establish that because it was never established in the past. So now we
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are setting out the objective of ensuring that we have
something to go by, some measures to go by.

•

The Chairman: So we can expect that, the performance measure for Washington, in next year’s Estimates and Expenditures?

•

POINT OF CLARIFICATION

•

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Madam Chairman, point of
clarification.
It is one thing to have performance measures
for next year. But we just completed a fiscal year, and
the office has been in operation for at least three
years. Why are there not performance measures in
the Budget Book for the last fiscal year?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, we certainly can get to those after we get through this here.
So I am not sure why [the point] of clarification . . .
The Member would well know that the DC Office has
been in operation for years and has not had any
measurements assigned to it.
So us coming into this last fiscal year, us realising that, we have now set throughout this last year,
going forward, to put those measures in place. They
are not complete. But we did do them during the
Budget of 2013/14.
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Madam Chairman.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Premier is misleading the House. I am looking at the approved expenditures of estimates for 2012/13, and there are
performance measures listed for the DC Office.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Madam Chairman. We will get to that, for sure.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Please proceed.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Oh, yes. We will get to it.
The office was stagnant for years, nothing getting
done.
Under the leadership of the Overseas Representative, the Washington, DC representative office
has worked diligently to complete (I am going to go
back) a strategic assessment and develop a plan for
the years ahead. To that end, the Washington, DC
Office completed the following:

•

•

•

•
•

•
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establish global relationships that create
trade partnerships, cultural exchange, foreign direct investment and travelItourism opportunities;
create structure to support Bermudians and
Bermuda-based business in key overseas
markets;
also, further develop key messages for
Bermuda that reflect Bermuda’s diplomatic,
tax, trade, cultural and social policy positions;
conduct educational meetings with key advocatesIresources— Embassy of the United
Kingdom, United Kingdom Trade and Investment Office;
provide ongoing research and monitoring of
legislative and public policy developments in
the US, Canada, Mexico, Latin America and
Asia;
identify target markets and sectors for further trade, cultural, tourism, education and
social opportunities with a focus on created
social media presence for Overseas Representative Office;
arrange media background briefings in coordination with the Cabinet Office;
conduct consular visits to foster communication and develop areas of mutual interest
in trade, cultural, tourism, education and
social policy with more than 15 countries;
engage as a member and accept board
position with the Foreign Trade Commissioners Association.
Plans f or the Upcoming Year

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, I will
now identify the plans for the 2014/15 budget year by
cost centre:
General Administration/Head Office. Madam
Chairman, one of the main focal areas for the Head
Office will be public service reform. The objective of
the Reform is to achieve results in the following six
areas:
• to streamline Government processes;
• to improve delivery of services;
• to make Government more efficient;
• to make Government more cost-effective;
• to make Government more transparent; and
• to make Government more user-friendly.
Under the leadership of the Secretary to the
Cabinet and the Deputy Head of the Civil Service, the
new form of the Public Service will begin to take
shape.
Madam Chairman, in just a matter of days, on
behalf of the Government of Bermuda, I will be signing
the Hamilton Declaration on Collaboration for the
Conservation of the Sargasso Sea. Let me begin by
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stating emphatically, so that the fears of many can be
allayed, that this declaration will have no impact on
Bermuda’s own Exclusive Economic Zone—no impact
whatsoever. The declaration is an aspirational nonbinding document that is designed to coordinate efforts to protect the Sargasso Sea in areas beyond national jurisdictions.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: And, Madam Chairman,
let me just say this here. This is not only for the benefit of those who are within these walls, but those who
are listening as well, as I hear some of the interpolation, so that they know.
th
Madam Chairman, on 11 of March, governments and representatives of international bodies
from across the world will gather in Bermuda to publicly announce their support of efforts to protect the
Sargasso Sea. The work is driven by the Sargasso
Sea Alliance, a partnership led by the Government of
Bermuda, in collaboration with scientists, international
marine conservation groups, and private donors, who
all share a vision of protecting the unique and vulnerable ocean ecosystem of the Sargasso Sea.
The Sargasso Sea is a unique marine ecosystem in the north of the Western Mid Atlantic Ocean. It
is the only sea without a coast, for the sargassum algae from which it gets its name is held in place by the
currents of the North Atlantic, concentrating it into
large mats and windrows around the Islands of Bermuda. Spreading over more than four million square
kilometres, the Sargasso Sea provides shelter and
nutrition to large numbers of threatened and endangered species, including sea turtles, and also to commercially important species such as tunas and billfish.
It is the only spawning place in the world for the
American and the endangered European eel.
Bermuda has for decades demonstrated its
leadership in ocean conservation, and our leadership
of the Sargasso Sea Alliance and our work to bring
other governments and international bodies together
to create a means to protect high seas beyond national jurisdictions furthers our legacy in this regard.
Madam Chairman, good governance is not
just important; it is essential. Therefore, I am pleased
to announce that the Government is preparing to ask
the UK Government to extend the United Nations
Convention against Corruption to Bermuda. This is a
front-burner issue for this Government. As a result, I
have convened a Cabinet subcommittee to progress
work on this, including identifying additional financial,
technological and human resources required.
At the same time, there is a team of civil servants in the Cabinet Office, from the CPU and the
Sustainable Development Department, and headed by
the Permanent Secretary, that are reviewing the conventions and identifying any gaps in the legislation
and working with the Ministry of Legal Affairs to rec-
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ommend and table the most appropriate legislation to
address the gaps. This is a very tight timetable and
deadline that has been given to complete this important and critical initiative.
Madam Chairman, the United Kingdom Bribery Act 2010 is considered one of the most stringent
Acts of all the jurisdictions that are signatories to the
OECD Convention on Bribery. You will be aware that
in the UK White Paper on Overseas Territories, under
Governance, it has been suggested that the Overseas
Territories adopt the Act.
We have undertaken a comparison of Bermuda legislation against the sections of the Bribery
Act and have determined that there appear to be only
two sections of the Act which are not already covered
in Bermuda law. These relate to the offences of
(1) the Bribery of Overseas Public Officials, and
(2) failure of commercial entities to prevent bribery. A
draft clause has been produced for the former, and we
will soon be consulting with the various representatives of the business industry, together with the Director of Public Prosecutions and other legislative and
regulatory agencies. We will also be consulting on the
latter to determine the most appropriate legislation to
address this issue. Madam Chairman, this is a critical initiative that has the support and commitment
of all members of Cabinet.
Central Policy Unit (CPU)
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, the
CPU will be working on projects that are focused on
progressing the Government’s strategies of national
interest. These include:
• Identifying Bermuda’s role in the development of CARICOM’s five-year strategic
plan;
• Implementing Public Access to Information
across Government;
• Developing recommendations to assist the
Government in developing strategies to address our ageing population in a number of
areas, including employment, health care,
housing, and other areas.
Madam Chairman, you will agree that these
are significant projects that will require a number of
resources to progress quickly. CPU will have a staff of
three, with the transfer of Mr. Gilbert Rowling from the
Department of Tourism.
In order to supplement their numbers, they will
be teaming with the Sustainable Development Department to work on these projects. Staff from other
departments and Ministries will be brought in, as
needed.
Public Access to Information (PATI)
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: In order for the PATI legislation to become operational, we will need to have
the position of Information Commissioner in place.
Therefore, the recruitment process will begin in the
second quarter of 2014.
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partments, with the intent of determining if they are
operationally critical.
The London Office will be expanding to include two surveyors within the Department of Maritime
Administration’s satellite office. The office will be the
surveyors’ main place of operation in order to be more
Management Services
effective in surveying Bermuda’s registered ships
based in Southampton.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, during
In 2014/15, based on its research and guid2014/15, the Management Consulting Section will ance, the Washington, DC Office will begin a reinvigocontinue to focus on the Government’s Public Service rated effort to create an overseas representative office
Reform while carrying out its mandate. Thus, the that is global in nature, but primarily focused on the
Management Consulting Section will continue their United States, Canada, Latin America and Asia, with a
efforts with seeking efficiencies and strengthening the strategic plan and targeted objectives that are driving
effectiveness of how public services are performed diplomatic, policy, business, cultural and social conand delivered in the Bermuda Government. In this nections on behalf of the Government and to the
regard, the Management Consulting Section will look benefit of all Bermudians.
at standardising key financial positions, which will imWhere possible and in coordination with UK
prove reporting and the efficient use of resources Government, the Washington, DC Office will focus
within Government Ministries and departments.
efforts on advancing treaties, MOUs and agreements
The Management Consulting Section will also that will further Bermuda’s economic and social proconduct phase two of the review of the Department of gress, enhance its reputation, attract talent, and genMaritime Administration, with the intent of strengthen- erate support for the jurisdiction. These efforts will
ing the registry side of the department. As a result, the include:
department will continue to provide world-class cus• ongoing diplomatic engagement on a daily
tomer service for clients on the Bermuda Shipping
basis in DC and New York, as well as other
Registry, and position Bermuda to grow its registry
regional markets;
and revenue.
• regular daily Government relations efforts
through and with the support of BerMr. E. David Burt: Point of information, Madam
muda’s consultants and lobbyists;
Chairman.
• ongoing support for Bermuda’s citizens and
businesses;
POINT OF INFORMATION
• regular review and dissemination of research
and statistics that underscore the benefits
Mr. E. David Burt: And in no way, shape or form [am
Bermuda provides in the global economy, inI] attempting to further interrupt the Premier.
cluding capital flows, investment, trade and
But did not the Premier already speak about
job supports;
the Shipping [Registry]? I just want to make sure
• strategic communications materials and
that we are making best use of time so we can get
media relations support, including collatthrough the questions.
eral material development— videos, White
Papers, press releases, speeches, presenHon. L. Craig Cannonier: Sure. Sure.
tations, website and social media;
• the creation and coordination of events
The Chairman: Thank you.
that extend and expand Bermuda’s reputaPremier, please, proceed. We are under
tion;
performance measures. Please proceed.
• development and execution of strategy, with
support of the UK Government, to engage in
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: The Management ConChina through a Bermuda/China mission trip
sulting Section has commenced a review of the Dethat will include meetings with key Govpartment of Human Resources that will result in the
ernment officials, Ministries, businesses and
development of a business strategy and organisacapital sources;
tional structure which will allow the department to con• development of a Latin American strategy
tinue to fulfil its critical mission and mandate effecthrough meetings with economic attachés
tively.
and chamber of commerce or business asIt is necessary for the Management Consultsociation targets including Mexico, Brazil, Coing Section to play its role assisting the Bermuda
lombia, and Chile;
Government with meeting its six public reform goals.
• advancement of Singapore engagement plan
Thus, the Management Consulting Section will conthrough SGX, SMX, Singapore Ministry of Fiduct more strategic reviews of processes within denance and Singapore Tourism Board;
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organise additional diplomatic mission trips to
Bermuda, with initial jurisdictions including
Mexico, India, Canada and China.

Madam Chairman, the Cabinet Office is the
heart of the Government. For the Government to be
effective, the Cabinet Office must be effective. The
culture and leadership of the entire public service
emanates from our offices. We understand our responsibility for good governance and leadership, particularly during these most challenging of times, and
we take that responsibility seriously.
In closing, I would like to express my appreciation to all of the individuals who comprise the Cabinet Office for their unstinting dedication and service.
Given the nature of our work, many of them are called
upon around the clock, and they respond without hesitation. Without them, we could not have achieved the
success that we have enjoyed.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.

•

•

•

•

[Pause]
HEAD 14—DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Department of Statistics.
Madam Chairman, it gives me great pleasure to present the Budget for the Head 14, the Department of
Statistics, found on pages B-35 through to B-37 of the
Budget Book.
The mission of the Department of Statistics is
mandated to collect, process, analyse and provide a
body of statistical information that is timely, accurate,
relevant and reliable for dissemination to the Government and the general public.
The department seeks to fulfil its mandate
accordingly by delivering sound, quality data that align
with the international standards and best practices to
facilitate a culture of evidenced-based decisionmaking and policy.
Expenditure overview. Madam Chairman, as
noted on page B-35, the Department of Statistics has
been allocated a budget of $2,773,000 for the Fiscal
Year 2014/15. This budget is $202,000 less than the
2013/14 budget allocation, reflecting a 7 per cent decline.
Madam Chairman, the changes in the estimate budgeted are explained as follows:
• A decrease of 1 per cent, or $22,000, in salaries, which is listed on page B-36, line item
one. This decrease represents savings resulting from the furlough day policy, representing
one day deducted from officers’ salaries;
• A decrease of 47 per cent, or $70,000 in
wages, line item 2. This can be attributed to
the reduced need for temporary staff that was
necessary for the now-completed 2013
Household Expenditure Survey;

•

•
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A modest increase of $7,000 for travel. This
increase will be used to cover the cost of officers in the department to attend overseas statistical meetings and workshops. Staff participation in overseas offerings of this nature is a
critical success factor to the department fulfilling its mandate, and for officers to keep
abreast of changes and new initiatives implemented in the global statistical system as it relates to regional and international standards
and best practices;
An increase of $3,000 in the budget for advertising and promotion, which will be allocated
for continued public awareness, education
and promotion of the department’s surveys
and the use of statistics for decision-making;
A significant decrease in professional services
of 44 per cent, or $35,000, resulting from the
completion of 2013 Household Expenditure
Survey, which required the hiring of temporary
interviewers;
A significant reduction in the rental expenditure of 30 per cent, or $87,000. This decrease
can be directly attributed to a re-negotiated
rental lease with the landlord, resulting in a
lower rental price for office accommodations
during the next two fiscal years;
A slight increase of $6,000 for materials and
supplies to cover annual subscriptions, renewal for statistical software used by the department for the analysis of survey data; and
finally,
A decrease of $4,000 for other expenses,
which was used in 2013 during the Household
Expenditure Survey to purchase different
things like refreshments and the like, the
weeks of evening training sessions for the potential surveyor interviewers.

Madam Chairman, capital expenditure. Funds
budgeted for capital acquisition for 2014 amounts to
$135,000. This budget is listed on page C-9. The department is seeking to implement a user-friendly frontend solution with a database that allows for employers
to submit information pertaining to key employment
details on all persons employed during the employment-survey referenced week.
The information collected enables the DOS
[Department of Statistics] to track employment trends
in the economy. Thus, data are collected on vacant
and filled positions.
Manpower. Madam Chairman, the total manpower for the Department of Statistics remained the
same as in the last fiscal year, at 28 full-time equivalents. The budget covers a complement of 26 permanent posts and two temporary posts. At this point, let
me add that the department established a temporary
designate post to prepare a Bermudian officer to fill a
senior post in the department currently held by a nonBermuda House of Assembly
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Bermudian contract worker. This is in alignment with
the Government’s efforts to give qualified Bermudians
opportunities to fill positions at a higher level, engaging their technical skills, knowledge and experience.
Performance measures, output measures.
Madam Chairman, the achievements of the department’s performance measures are outlined on page
B-37. The staff in the department worked diligently
during the past year to achieve these goals. Overall,
there was good improvement in the delivery of the
core statistical indicators and the completion of business and household surveys that were undertaken.
This enabled the production of more frequent and
timely data made available to support decisionmaking.
The revamping of the department’s website
was completed and rolled out earlier in the year, offering easy accessibility to statistical data and information. A new option was included on the website that
allowed the public to provide feedback and ask questions about the statistical reports and data they access.
Major achievements. Madam Chairman, I
would like to report in greater detail on an array of activities that the department’s staff carried out this past
fiscal year: (1) increase awareness of the benefits of
statistics for decision-making; and, (2) promote collaboration and partnering in the production of statistics.
Madam Chairman, in September of 2013, the
department launched its National Strategy for the Development of Statistics, a strategic management tool
that will be used to design and develop a strategic
plan to strengthen the culture of evidence-based policies and decision-making.
Madam Chairman, I was a part of this launch
when the department hosted a one-day consultation
workshop with over 100 stakeholders participating,
who comprised data users, data producers and data
suppliers of statistics from both the public and private
sectors. The workshop was held under the theme
“Sustainable Development and Progress through Statistical Collaboration.” It was at this time that I reiterated the Government’s full support for the national
statistical strategy, and impressed upon stakeholders
to collaborate and partner so that Bermuda has a
strong, robust statistical system to support a culture of
data-driven policies.
Madam Chairman, in addition to the national
statistical strategy, the department rolled out a number of public awareness and informational activities
that included:
• monthly, quick statistical facts that were featured on CableVision Community Channel;
• a series of presentations to schools to reach
our students and share the importance of collecting and using data;
• the production of a DVD that was broadcast
on CITV to introduce the national statistical

•
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strategy; explain the type of statistics produced by the department; and, detail how
data had been used by local organisations to
make informed decisions; and lastly
the department held an open house for the
general public that centred on the use of “Statistics in Everyday Life.”

Madam Chairman, these activities demonstrate that the staff not only understand their responsibility to provide data and information for use by
Government, business and the general public, but
also the need to raise awareness and [provide] education about the data to ensure correct interpretation
and use of statistics for decisions that essentially impact all of our lives. I commend the staff in the department for their efforts in this regard.
Madam Chairman, you will agree that it is
critical, now more than ever before, to have datadriven policies that will target and help alleviate the
economic and social challenges we face. Therefore,
the department will continue their publicity and awareness efforts during this upcoming 2014/15 Fiscal
Year, emphasising the importance of collaboration
and everyone’s role in providing accurate information
when called upon to participate in business and
household surveys.
As one of the shared services departments
under the Cabinet Office, the department will function
more fully in its legislative mandate during the next
fiscal year. Greater collaboration work will be fostered
with Government Ministries and departments to focus
on the production of indicators and measures that will
strengthen and support a culture of data-driven policy
within public service.
Plans for the Upcoming Year
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman. I will
now highlight three key statistical initiatives that the
Department of Statistics will engage in completing
during the year 2014/15.
Firstly, as mentioned earlier in this brief, the
department launched a Household Expenditure Survey in May of 2013. Now that we have the survey results, the data will be used to update the Consumer
Price Index, or CPI, which measures the annual rate
of inflation. The CPI index numbers will be reweighted to reflect a more current basket of goods
and services purchased by households. For example,
the results of the 2013 survey reveal that households
now spend more on electronic and technological
[products] and services, such as digital cameras, laptops, Kindles, iPads, cell phone, MP3 players. Therefore, the weights of the CPI index will be updated to
reflect these types of products.
Keeping the Consumer Price Index, CPI, current is critical and critically important, since the rate of
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inflation is one of the most widely used economic indicators by businesses and individuals.
Secondly, during the next fiscal year, the department will revisit its 2007 Low Income Threshold
Study. The income and expenditure data collected
from the 2013 Household Expenditure Survey will be
used to update the 2007 study and will examine
changes in the level of economic well-being for
households in Bermuda. It will provide the extent of
economically disadvantaged households by comparing the level of income for each household type, relative to an established low-income threshold level. This
statistical indicator will assist the Government in determining whether any social policies and programmes need to be reviewed, established and the
like.
Thirdly, the Department of Statistics will be
launching a census pre-test in May of 2014. The undertaking of a census pre-test is a universal best practice stipulated by the United Nations Statistics Division
that all countries carry out prior to the actual conduct
of a major population census. As you are aware, the
department is legislated to conduct a Census of Population and Housing in the year 2015.
Madam Chairman, for the very first time, the
department will offer households the option of completing their census questionnaire online. This costreduction data-collection method must be tested in
advance to assess efficiency in operation and obtain
feedback from households regarding their experience
in using the online option. This quality management
test is one of the several tests that will be carried out
during the May 2014 census pre-test in preparation for
the 2015 Census of Population and Housing.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Statistics will continue to augment its statistical work programme by seeking to collect and produce relevant
economic, business, environmental and social statistics for dissemination to the general public. Additionally, the wealth of data gathered will assist and support the development of evidence-based policies for
improving the economic and social well-being of the
people of Bermuda.
In closing, Madam Chairman, I would like to
extend my appreciation to the Director of the Department of Statistics, Mrs. Valerie Robinson-James, and
her team of statisticians and support staff for the high
quality of work that they produce on a regular basis.
Without sound data, we would not be able to make
sound policy. Therefore, their work is critical to our
success.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
HEAD 26—DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, it gives
me great pleasure to present the budget for Head 26,
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the Department of Human Resources, found on pages
B-38 to B-44 of the Budget Book.
The mission of this department, the Department of Human Resources, is “to partner with internal
and external stakeholders to provide professional,
strategic and value added solutions to maximise human capital and enable operational success.”
Expenditure Overview
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, as
noted on page B-39, the Department of Human Resources has been allocated a budget of $4,094,000
for the fiscal year 2014/15, representing a decrease of
$153,000, or approximately 4 per cent less than the
2013/14 budgeted allocation. The subjective analysis
for the department is on page B-39. The specific increases or decreases are attributed to the following:
• Salaries—a decrease of 8 per cent, or
$201,000, which represents (1) savings resulting from the furlough day policy; and
(2) reduction of $40,000 in funding for salaries
for bursary students;
• Wages—an increase of [285per cent], or
$57,000. These funds will be utilised to cover
a temporary additional resource to assist with
providing services for the Learning and Development Sections;
• Other personnel costs—a decrease of 40 per
cent, or $6,000, primarily due to the elimination of assessment fees associated with recruitment and selection that will now be covered by employing departments;
• Training—a reduction of $9,000, or 4 per cent,
for professional development for officers
within the department;
• Travel—a decrease of 4 per cent, or $3,000,
which represents savings that will be realised
as a result of minimising the frequency of having overseas trainers who deliver specialised
training programmes travelling to Bermuda;
• Communication—this decrease of 44 per
cent, or $11,000, is representative of savings
that will be realised for costs associated with
local and overseas calls;
• Advertising and Promotion—a reduction of
$5,000, or 13 per cent, for available funding
for the advertisement of local and overseas
recruitment and promotions of the Government of Bermuda as an employer of choice;
• Professional
Services—a
decrease
of
$57,000, or 17 per cent, which represents
savings that will be realised by the renegotiation of training contracts with local and
overseas facilitators;
• Rentals—an $8,000, or 2 per cent, reduction
in funding for rental of buildings to host external training courses. The Department of Hu-
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man Resources will be looking to offer more
training courses in-house;
Repair and Maintenance—the $110,000, or
275 per cent, increase results from the department receiving funding for the annual
hosting, support and licence costs for the
Government of Bermuda’s first Human Resource Information Management System
(HRIMS);
Materials and Supplies—there has been an
$8,000, or 5 per cent, reduction primarily associated with materials and supplies that are
used for training courses.
Equipment Minor Capital—a decrease of
57 per cent, or $12,000, which is attributed to
entering into a lease for a new photocopier to
replace an outdated machine that has
reached the end of its useful life.

Madam Chairman, funds budgeted for Capital
Acquisition for 2014/15 amount to $4,000. These
items are listed on page C-9, and the allocated funding will be used to purchase computer and printer
equipment.
Manpower
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, the total
manpower for the Department of Human Resources,
outlined on page B-40, remains the same as in the
last fiscal year, at 29 full-time equivalents. At this juncture, I would like to highlight the fact that the department is 100 per cent Bermudian, as well.
There are currently four vacancies of which
the recruitment and selection process for a human
resource officer has been completed, and the posts
th
will be filled on the 10 of March 2014. Recruitment
for the other three vacancies has not yet commenced,
as two posts are currently not funded, while the other
positions will be considered for recruitment in conjunction with the agreed recommendations from the recently completed organisational review of the Department of Human Resources.
Madam Chairman, the output measures. The
achievements against the department’s performance
measures are outlined on page B-41. Due to the revised requirement for reporting performance measures for 2013/14 that were mandated by the Ministry
of Finance, the Department of Human Resources will
be reporting on the actual 2012/13 results for two areas.
Firstly, we are pleased to report that four
Bermudian professional and technical trainees were
appointed to posts that are difficult to fill or held by
contract officers, between April 2012 and March 2013.
The posts these individuals were appointed to include
two Land Title Officers, an Environmental Health Officer, and a Designate Planner.
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Secondly, the Department of Human Resources was able to achieve 100 per cent of the annual review of trainee development plans, exceeding
the forecasted 90 per cent. This review ensures the
agreed outcomes of the trainee development plans
are being achieved and enables appropriate placement of suitably qualified Bermudians.
Madam Chairman, the major achievements I
would like to report in greater detail on an array of
activities that the department staff carried out this past
fiscal year. Specifically:
• The completion of the review of the Department of Human Resources undertaken by the
Management Consulting Section, which enables the department to develop business
strategies and an organisational structure
which will allow it to continue to fulfil its critical
mission and mandate effectively;
• the development of the Human Resource Information Management Systems;
• the development of public service vision, core
values and definition for performance management;
• the development of a five-year learning and
development strategy;
• the coordination of talent management programmes; and
• placement of staff in the Department of Tourism.

The Department of Human Resources successfully launched phase one of the Government of
Bermuda’s first Human Resource Information Manst
agement System (HRIMS) on April the 1 of 2013.
Those seeking employment within the Government of
Bermuda are now able to apply online at
www.govtcareers.gov.bm.
During the second quarter of 2013/14, the
Department of Human Resources commenced work
on phase two, which is the talent management module. This module includes succession planning, performance management, and learning and development. The talent management module is in alignment
with the SAGE Commission’s recommendations, as
well, pertaining to a medium- to long-term human resource strategy. The [SAGE] report states that “such a
strategy would help to retain high performance employees by making it clear how future leaders are selected and would ensure that, when the need arose,
there would be a smooth transition to new leadership.”
Madam Chairman, the Human Resource Department’s vision of building a competent, engaged
workforce that drives a vibrant world-class public service continued to be the focus in fiscal year 2013/14.
Therefore, the Department of Human Resources recognised the need to embed a performance management culture within the public service. This strategy
was also endorsed by the Civil Service Executive.
This resulted in the development of a public service
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vision, core values and definition for performance
management, together with identified elements and
management skills. In July of 2013, performance
management descriptors were communicated across
the public service to ensure clarity of purpose and to
provide critical descriptors of what good performance
behaviour looks like.
It should be noted that page 25 of the SAGE
Commission report highlighted the need for a performance culture in the public service.
Based on the need for public service to improve delivery of services, resulting in more efficient,
more cost-effective, more user-friendly and accountable public service, the Human Resources Department’s five-year learning and development strategy
focuses on performance management and building
leadership capacity. The focus for the first year would
be on employees who have been in service for up to
five years, and all employees who supervise staff,
from executives to foreman level, irrespective of years
of service.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Human
Resources continues to manage two talent management programmes, namely the Professional and
Technical Trainee Scheme and the Public Service
Bursary Award Scheme. The Professional and Technical Trainee Scheme provides Bermudians with the
opportunity to obtain qualifications and work-related
experiences that enable them to fill professional and
technical positions within the public service.
There are currently 17 trainees enrolled in this
scheme, seeking to obtain qualifications and experience to eventually fill posts such as electrical engineer, [quantity] surveyor, intelligence analyst, management accountant, environmental health officer,
planner, structural draughts-person, airworthiness
safety inspector, land title legal officer, land surveyor,
radio controller and supervising engineer.
The Public Service Bursary Award Scheme is
another successful programme that awards bursaries
to Bermudians who are enrolled in courses of study at
a university, college or other training institution in order to acquire professional and technical qualifications. The areas of study are identified by Permanent
Secretaries and/or heads of departments as essential
or desirable for appointment to office in public service.
Fifteen bursaries valued at $10,000 can be awarded
annually. Currently, bursary awardees are studying in
the fields of accounting, dental hygiene, library science and information, engineering, chemical engineering, aviation management with flight, biology and
medicine.
There were six bursary recipients who successfully completed the programme and were recognised during the Fiscal Year 2013/14. These individuals completed studies in accounting, architectural design and construction, aviation maintenance, science,
economics, and law.
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Madam Chairman, with the establishment of
the Bermuda Tourism Authority, the Government
committed to ensure that employees within the Department of Tourism who wished to remain in the public service were re-deployed. The Department of Human Resources is pleased to advise that all of those
who fell into this category have been placed in other
Government departments. I would like to take this opportunity to publicly recognise the efforts of Ms. Shannah Butterfield, Human Resource Manager, who led
the redevelopment initiative and partnered with the
Ministry of Tourism and Transport to ensure this
commitment was realised.
Plans for the Upcoming Year
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, I will
now highlight four key initiatives that the Department
of Human Resources will engage in during the
2014/15 Fiscal Year.
First, the Department of Human Resources is
in the process of revamping the performance appraisal programme. This consists primarily of creating
a new electronic form (E-Form) which will be an enhanced digitised version of the current form. The EForm will reduce administrative and financial costs
while creating new efficiencies. Through its utilisation,
the Department of Human Resources will collect statistics allowing cross-pollination of data for individual
and collective assessment.
The information collected will enable the Department of Human Resources and managers to
make data-driven decisions. A pilot of the E-form will
be conducted during April and May of 2014. Pilot testing will provide evidence to determine if the system
functions smoothly and efficiently. The areas within
the civil service that will be participating in the pilot
phase include:
• the Bermuda Post Office;
• the Departments of E-Government, Human
Resources, Immigration and Statistics;
• the Human Rights Commission; and
• the Ministry of Public Works and its associated departments.
Second, to effectively manage the public services’ greatest resource, its human resources, a human resource strategy that transforms the workforce
is required. This strategy has been formulated by the
Management Consulting Section of the Cabinet Office. Strategic recommendations are being reviewed
to determine action and implementation plans. Work
on implementing the agreed actions will commence in
Fiscal Year 2014/15.
Three, the Department of Human Resources
will implement a talent management module of its
Human Resource Information Management System.
As mentioned previously, the module incorporates
succession planning, performance management, and
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learning and development. Succession planning will
be the first area to be rolled out, specifically targeting
posts that will become vacant within the next two to
three years due to retirements of the Civil Service Executive and heads of the department levels, contract
expirations and difficult-to-fill positions.
Four, mandatory training courses, as part of
the five-year learning and development strategy, will
be expanded to include courses that focus on performance management and leadership development.
Madam Chairman, the officers in the Department of Human Resources have persevered throughout the 2013/14 Fiscal Year in developing professional
and strategic partnerships with their stakeholders, with
a focus on providing value-added solutions to achieve
operational success. For this, I commend them for a
job well done. However, much work remains to be
done. In Fiscal Year 2014/15, the Department of Human Resources will continue to work towards achieving its vision of building a competent, engaged workforce that drives a vibrant world-class public service.
Madam Chairman, I would like to thank the
Director, Mrs. Carlita O’Brien, and her team for the
work that they do to make the Bermuda Government
the employer of choice. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
That completes Head 26, the Department of
Human Resources.
[Pause]
HEAD 43—INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OFFICE
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Madam Chairman, it gives
me great pleasure to present the budget for Head 43,
the Information Technology Office, found on pages B45 through to B-48 of the Budget Book.
The mission of the Information Technology
Office is to empower Ministries, departments and civil
servants to improve productivity and services by providing IT [Information Technology] consulting services
and core IT infrastructure at reasonable cost.
The mandate, Madam Chairman—the Information Technology Office is responsible for the following functions:
• maintaining and securing the IT Infrastructure
that hosts applications used by departments;
• supporting IT projects underway throughout
Government;
• delivering and managing IT services used by
departments;
• sustaining disaster recovery systems for selected departments;
• supporting IT governance processes for Government;
• delivering training on IT systems to improve
effectiveness and productivity.
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as we see the numbers. We are going to go by division. IT decided to, wanted to put the different divisions together. And you will see as I go along the
numbers.
Madam Chairman, as noted on page B-45,
the Information Technology Office has been allocated
a budget of $6,742,000 for the Fiscal Year 2014/15.
This budget is $587,000 less than the 2013/14 budget
allocation, reflecting an 8 per cent decrease. Now, the
budget is allocated across nine cost centres within the
Information Technology Office. The cost centres are
grouped by operational divisions within ITO.
The first division is the Administration and
Training Division, which manages the human and financial resources of the department and submits reports to the Ministry. The division also delivers training
and data entry services, and includes the following
cost centres:
1. Administration and Management (cost centre
53000), which has a budget allocation of
$1,284,000, representing a decrease of
$219,000, or 15 per cent less than the
2013/14 original budget allocation. This decrease results from the following:
a. a decrease of $31,000 resulting from
furlough day savings;
b. elimination of funding for two posts, at
a savings of $175,000, representing
one administrative post vacated
through early retirement and one senior controller post that has not been
filled; and
c. the remaining decrease of $13,000 is
accounted for by decreases in travel,
telephone, fuel and office supplies;
2. Data Entry (cost centre 53050), which has a
budget allocation of $53,000, representing a
decrease of $58,000, or 52 per cent, on the
2013/14 original budget allocation. This decrease results from the following:
a. a decrease of $3,000 resulting from
furlough day savings; and
b. elimination of funding for one post at
a savings of $55,000, representing
one post vacated as a result of retirement;
3. Training (cost centre 53080), which has a
budget allocation of $146,000, representing a
decrease of $9,000, or 6 per cent, on the
2013/14 original budget allocation. This decrease results from the following:
a. a decrease of $7,000 resulting from
furlough days; and
b. the transfer of the budget allocation
for Materials and Supplies to the Administration and Management Cost
Centre.

Madam Chairman, expenditure overview. Let
me just say that I will not be going completely in order
Bermuda House of Assembly
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The second division is the Business Systems
Division, which manages the Information Technology
(IT) Services delivered by ITO to departments. The
division also provides project support for departments
that engage in IT projects and includes the following
cost centres:
1. Service Support (cost centre 53040), which
has a budget allocation of $400,000, representing a decrease of $23,000, or 5 per cent,
when compared to the 2013/14 original
budget allocation. This decrease can be directly attributed to the furlough day savings;
2. Business Systems Support (cost centre
53060), which has a budget allocation of
$574,000, representing a decrease of $3,000,
or 1 per cent, compared to the 2013/14 original budget allocation. This decrease results
from
a. a decrease of $20,000 resulting from
furlough day savings, which is offset
by;
b. a small increase in the amount of
$17,000 to fund software maintenance.
3. Information Technology Security (cost centre
53090), which has a budget allocation of
$204,000, representing a decrease of $9,000,
or 4 per cent, compared to the 2013/14 original budget allocation. This decrease can be
directly attributed to the furlough days.
The third division is the Infrastructure Systems
Division, which maintains and manages the IT infrastructure that supports the IT services and applications used by departments and civil servants located
throughout the Island. The division includes the following cost centres:
1. Device Support (cost centre 53030), which
has a budget allocation of $338,000, representing an increase of $19,000, or 6 per cent
more than the 2013/14 original budget allocation. Savings of $15,000 are realised from the
furlough day savings. However, these savings
were offset by salary increases of $34,000 to
account for grade increases for three of the
four posts that make up this section.
(I have only got like five more minutes if you
want me to finish this one off? Yes?)
2. Network Support (cost centre 53035), which
has a budget allocation of $1,981,000, representing a decrease of $490,000, or 20 per
cent less than the original 2013/14 budget allocation. This decrease results from the following:
a. a decrease of $17,000 resulting from
the furlough day savings;
b. a decrease of $69,000 in salaries,
which reflects eliminating funding for
a post that remained vacant;
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the reduction of expenditure on data
circuits in the amount of $368,000,
realised by network optimisation work
carried out during 2013/14; and
d. a decrease of $31,000 in maintenance by replacing old equipment;
and
e. a further decrease of $5,000 for training.
3. System Support (cost centre 53070), which
has a budget allocation of $1,762,000, representing an increase of $205,000, or 13 per
cent more than the 2013/14 original budget allocation. There were savings in two areas:
a. [savings of] $31,000 were realised
from the furlough days;
b. savings of $248,000 from three posts
that will be left vacant;
c. there is a further reduction of
$300,000 in Professional Services to
effect a budget correction reallocating
funding to Rentals to accurately reflect the data centre services.
These savings and reductions were offset,
however, by increases resulting from budget corrections that raised the estimate for data centres to
$516,000, and hardware and software maintenance
by $268,000.
I think at this time we can break for lunch,
Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Committee stands
2:05 [pm].

adjourned

until

Proceedings suspended at 12:33 pm
Proceedings resumed at 2:05 pm
[Mr. Glen Smith, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
[Continuation thereof]
The Chairman: Good afternoon, Honourable Members.
We now resume in Committee of Supply for
further consideration of the Estimates of Revenue and
Expenditure for the year 2014/15 for the Ministry of
the Cabinet Office, Heads 43, 51, 80, 84 and 96.
I call on the Premier to proceed.
Premier, please proceed.
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CABINET OFFICE
[continued]
HEAD 43—INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OFFICE
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you very much, Mr.
Chairman.
I will continue on with the capital expenditure
as stated already for Head 43.
Mr. Chairman, the Capital Development
budget as seen on page C-9 of $2,335,000 is allocated across four cost centres:
1. Infrastructure Computers (cost centre 76074),
has been allocated a budget of $550,000 to
install new and replace ageing computer devices, including desktop computers, screens,
printers and mobile devices. There are approximately 700 computers that are more than
five years old and the hardware and operating
systems are extremely slow, unreliable and
overdue for replacement. The replacement
programme began during the 2013/14 fiscal
year and oversaw the replacement of over
200 devices. The programme will continue
into the 2014/15 fiscal period when it is intended to complete the initiative.
2. Development Projects (cost centre 76075),
has been allocated a budget of $340,000 to
provide funding to support minor works for
small IT projects. Small IT projects normally
involve (1) enhancing or replacing small lineof-business applications used by departments, and (2) enhancing core IT services
such as the Intranet SharePoint. The current
workload and related investment is mainly designed to replace ageing systems that present
an operational risk to departments if they are
not enhanced or replaced.
3. Network Upgrade (cost centre 76169), has
been allocated a budget of $650,000 to maintain and upgrade the Government network
and support departmental relocation and
renovation projects. This budget allocation is
also used to modernise the network infrastructure to support voice, video and data traffic as
well as some wireless access. This investment improves services available to departments and reduces expenditure on data circuits and communication.
4. Systems/Servers Upgrade (cost centre
76172), has been allocated a budget of
$795,000. This cost centre provides funding to
maintain and upgrade the server and system
software infrastructure that supports the lineof-business applications in core IT services
(for example, e-mail, file share, network sign
on) used by departments. This budget will
also facilitate an upgrade to disaster recovery
systems that will: (1) reduce Current Account
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expenditure on data centres, (2) payment of
Microsoft licences to support the desktop
computer
replacement
programme,
(3) accommodate capacity growth, and
(4) replace the old servers currently used by
departments.
Manpower

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, the ITO
manpower will be reduced to 37 from 44, a reduction
of seven posts. Five posts have been abolished and
two posts became vacant because of retirement and
will not be filled. The reduction in manpower and corresponding savings in salaries is the result of efficiency and cost-saving initiatives pursued by the ITO.
Output Measures
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, the output
measures for the ITO remain constant year-over-year
with a slight increase in volumes of work driven more
by aggressive use of ticket recording as it relates to
project support work as opposed to real increase in
the volume of work.
The forecast for business unit 53060—
Business Systems indicates that only about 20 per
cent and 40 per cent of Annual Service Level Review
Meetings will be accomplished in 2013/14 and
2014/15, respectively. This low figure is a result of
reduced manpower in this section. Only four of nine
posts were funded in 2013/14 and this will increase by
one in the upcoming year. This section concentrates
its efforts on project support and managing services
and repair tickets logged by departments that are escalated as a consequence of delays or special handling.
Major Achievements
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: During 2013/14, the ITO
concentrated on risk mitigation and cost savings. The
risk mitigation involved replacing ageing core servers,
network switches and desktop computers. The cost
savings were achieved by network optimisation that
reduced data circuit utilisation and resulted in a corresponding lower expenditure on communications that is
reflected in the 2014/15 estimates. There was some
development work carried out in the areas of wireless
access and upgrading the Intranet SharePoint platform. The Intranet SharePoint platform is a websitebased information sharing tool. As a consequence of
work accomplished during 2013/14, the platform is
being expanded to include collaboration and workflow
between departments and Ministries.
Information systems are critical to the information delivery of Government services. As a result, the
Information Technology Office has been involved in
mitigating the risk of systems failing due to age or ca-
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pacity overload. This mitigation approach was fourpronged involving:
• Systems and Servers;
• Networks;
• Devices; and
• Business Systems Support.
From a System and Servers perspective, the
risk mitigation work involved purchasing new core
servers and moving applications to the new servers
that were installed in high availability data centres. To
this end, some of the key “line-of-business” applications, such as the financial management system and
TCD, have been relocated. Work on migrating to the
new servers will continue and be completed in the
upcoming year. A number of other applications and
document file shares have already been relocated offsite to high availability data centres.
From a Network perspective, the risk mitigation involved the re-engineering the core network of
the Government Administration Building. New core
switches were procured and installed and work is under way to migrate three floors of this building from old
network equipment. Work on the migration of remaining floors will continue in the upcoming year in coordination with department relocation and renovation
plans. Efforts continued on cost reduction that included examining data circuit utilisation and moving to
more cost-effective options, where possible. In addition, 19 department relocation and renovation projects
were completed and one of these relocations served
as a pilot for providing wireless network access for
selected departments. The demand for relocation and
renovation projects turned out to be higher than originally planned and, therefore, the corresponding estimate for 2014/15 has been increased accordingly to
reflect a similar demand in the upcoming year.
From a Device perspective, nearly 200 ageing
desktop computers were replaced with new hardware
and corresponding software. This work will continue in
2014/15 on a more aggressive pace, based on templates and software management systems devised
and installed during 2013/14.
From a Business Systems Support perspective, the SharePoint platform that hosts department
Intranet sites was upgraded to the latest version and
plans were devised to extend the use of this platform
in the upcoming year for collaboration both within and
between departments. It is important to note that the
Business Systems Support section plays a key role
working with departments to plan and manage their
individual infrastructure risk mitigation projects.
Plans for the Upcoming Year
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, in 2014/15,
ITO will place priority on further risk mitigation and
cost savings. The risk mitigation efforts include the
programme to replace ageing computer devices and
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on enhancing the Disaster Recovery System. Further
efforts will also be directed to testing the benefits of
the cloud for e-mail and office systems and leveraging
the recently upgraded Intranet SharePoint platform to
support more efficient collaboration at department and
Ministry levels.
To continue with our efforts to mitigate risks
and reduce costs, the plan is to re-engineer the Disaster Recovery environments, and in so doing reduce
the related current account expenditure even further in
2015/16. In addition, work will continue with upgrading
network services to selected locations to accommodate voice and data convergence that will lower data
circuit expenditure as well as modernise phone and
computer network services. Lastly, work will continue
on relocating and renovating departments in support
of the plan to make efficient use of office space. Future relocation and renovation projects will also include the introduction of wireless on a selective basis
to reduce cost and improve services wherever feasible.
The initiative to replace the more than 500
ageing desktop computers in departments throughout
the public service will continue in 2014/15. This work
will include refreshing the Microsoft licences to account for upgrading operating systems and office applications where necessary.
Cloud-based services will be examined and
tested with the intent to modernise and enhance core
IT services such as e-mail, office systems, and access
to line-of-business applications via the Internet. These
technologies have the potential of reducing current
account expenditure and support services.
As a consequence of efforts started in
2013/14, work will continue on expanding the use of
the Intranet SharePoint platform to introduce efficiencies by collaboration, document sharing and information sharing.
Lastly, work will continue with departments
supporting major IT projects in the Tax Commission
and Child and Family Services, along with eight minor
works projects designed to replace or enhance ageing
line-of-business applications in cooperation with various departments.
We recognise that the Information Technology
Office is a critical component of this Government’s
efforts to progress public service reform by realising
cost reductions and increasing efficiencies. They have
demonstrated that they have done more with less, and
we will continue to support the stellar efforts of this
tireless group of professionals.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
That ends Head 43, Information Technology
Office.
HEAD 51—DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION
AND INFORMATION
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, it gives me
great pleasure to present the budget for Head 51—the
Department of Communication and Information found
on pages B-49 through B-51 in the Budget Book. (Excuse me just while I turn to it.)
The mission. The Department of Communication and Information’s mission is to “proactively develop public awareness of Government activities and
to provide a media, printing and public relations advisory service to all Government departments.”

•

•
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A decrease of 15 per cent, or $9,000, in Materials and Supplies, line item 10. This represents a reduction in the amount of money allocated to purchase office supplies.
A decrease of 52 per cent, or $16,000, in
Equipment, line item 11. This represents a
decrease in the amount of money allocated to
purchase office equipment for the various sections within DCI.
Capital Expenditure

Expenditure Overview
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: If we now look on B-49 at
Expenditure Overview, Mr. Chairman, as noted on
page B-49, the Department of Communication and
Information has been allocated a budget of
$2,375,000 for Fiscal Year 2014/15. This budget is
$186,000 less than the 2013/14 budget allocation,
reflecting a 7 per cent decline.
Mr. Chairman, the changes in the estimate
budget are explained as follows:
• A decrease of 6 per cent, or $125,000, in
Salaries, which is listed on page B-50 (if you
will turn over the page) line item 1. This decrease represents savings resulting from the
furlough day policy, representing one day deducted from officers’ salaries, as well as a reduction in the amount of money allocated for
the payment of acting appointments.
• A decrease of 50 per cent or $11,000 was in
Training, line item 3. This can be attributed to
the department taking advantage of more
cost-effective online training programmes as
opposed to sending officers overseas for
training.
• A decrease of 10 per cent, or $5,000, in
Communications, line item 4. This reduction
has arisen from an improved focus on budget
management in several areas of the department.
• A decrease of 21 per cent, or $10,000, in Advertising and Promotion, line item 5. This decrease can be directly attributed to a renegotiated contract for the printing of the Blue
Pages in the Bermuda Telephone Directory.
• A decrease of 24 per cent, or $14,000, in Professional Services, line item 6. This saving
arose through an increased ability to manage
the department’s affairs in-house.
• An increase of 2 per cent, or $1,000, in Repair
and Maintenance, line item 7, represents a
slight increase in the cost of maintaining and
repairing equipment.
• An increase of 7 per cent, or $3,000, in Energy, line item 9, represents an increase in
electricity costs for the Government television
station, CITV.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman. Funds
budgeted for Capital Acquisition for 2014/15 amount
to $5,000. If you turn to page C-10, you will find there
the $5,000. The department is seeking to purchase
two new laptop computers for use by the Department’s Public Affairs Officers.
Manpower
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, the manpower estimates for the department, as outlined on
page B-50, are 25 full-time posts. Within the department, all posts are filled except two. It is anticipated
that the vacant post of Director, DCI and Videographer CITV will be filled within the upcoming fiscal
year.
Output Measures
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, the department’s performance measures are outlined on B-51 (if
you turn back from C-9). The staff in the department
worked diligently and conscientiously to achieve these
goals.
The department’s primary function is to communicate Government policy and action to its people,
and over the past fiscal year DCI played a critical role
in keeping Bermuda’s citizens fully and constantly informed of Government policies, programmes and
practices.
Overall, there was good improvement in the
delivery of core services, and deadlines for the completion of major projects were regularly met by all sections within DCI.
Major Achievements
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, I would like
to point to the major achievements within this department. I would like to provide greater detail of some of
the accomplishments of the various sections within
the Department of Communication and Information.
Public Affairs. Over the last fiscal year the
Department of Communication and Information’s Public Affairs section has provided communication and
public relations advice, assistance and project man-
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agement for numerous Government events and activities.
Public Affairs offices actively managed and
promoted a number of initiatives that were laid out in
the Throne Speech, including the production and
creation of the Ministry of National Security’s Gun
Bounty awareness programme to address gun violence.
Also, in an effort to ensure that the public was
aware of the Government’s efforts to assist unemployed and underemployed Bermudians, the Public
Affairs section actively assisted in the promotion of the
relocation of the new department of Workforce Development and the services it provides.
Other highlights this past year were Public Affairs Officers lent their assistance were:
• The media management of the visit of UK
Minister Mark Simmonds, who has responsibility for Overseas Territories in the UK; and
• In media managing the inaugural arrival of the
Norwegian Breakaway in Dockyard where
DCI played a very key role.
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partnered with the Department of Community and Cultural Affairs to produce the Senior Citizens’ Biographies book and the book [Bermudian Folk Remedies[Using Medical Botanicals for Common Ailments]. The
Senior Citizens’ Biographies book featured 46 seniors
whose photographs were taken by two staff photographers in the studio and on-site; the graphic designer
prepared design concepts and oversaw print production of the annual book that honours Bermuda’s seniors.
Photographs for the Bermuda Folk Remedies
book were taken over several months and the photographer assigned to this project worked with the
graphic designer on retouching photographs for print
production and participated in press checks. The designer worked with the Department of Community and
Cultural Affairs and Sports (I know he likes to have
that in there) and the author to develop the look and
layout of the book and oversaw print production. This
popular book sold out in a few weeks and a revised
second edition is underway.
Plans for the Upcoming Year

CITV, Mr. Chairman, the Government television station. Over the past fiscal year the staff at CITV
has created 137 original programmes ranging in
length from 30 to 90 minutes. They also produced 85
public service announcements and promotional clips,
all of which serve to highlight Government programmes and initiatives.
Since signing on in 2007, the CITV has produced more than 500 hours of local programming and
the station has grown into the production facility,
transmission centre, and motion picture archive of the
Bermuda Government. Arguably, CITV has produced
and aired the most diverse selection of local programmes since signing on in 2007.
CITV has achieved wide recognition among
the local community and is regarded as a community
asset. I said it—a community asset—yes.
Mr. Chairman, Departmental Efficiency. Over
the past fiscal year, the Creative Services section
within DCI received approximately 750 work requests.
All work requests were responded to within 24
hours—that is 95 per cent of the time. The two photographers responded to work requests 100 per cent
of the time including evenings, weekends, and holidays. Production schedules were met 90 per cent of
the time, and fixed production deadlines for the preparation of the Throne Speech and annual reports were
met 100 per cent of the time. The photo librarian
downloaded all file images and delivered requested
copies to clients within 24 hours of a shoot 98 per cent
of the time.
The Creative Services section also worked
diligently to design and coordinate the production of
the Throne Speech within a tight timeframe and the
photographers provided event coverage and formal
portraits of the House and the Senate. The section

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, unprecedented changes in technology have created a 24/7
media environment with instant international decimation of news—dissemination—sorry, dissemination of
news via the electronic media. Government must for
the foreseeable future steer the country through difficult economic circumstances and is, as a consequence, introducing a number of new policy initiatives.
The department must, therefore, become even more
accurate, efficient and focused as it delivers critical
information to the people of Bermuda and the global
community beyond.
Under these circumstances, the need for the
importance of the department is underlined. Government must communicate its message clearly and consistently so that Bermudians understand why policies
have been made and how they are to be affected.
This is always true, but it is perhaps more important
now more than ever.
To fulfil its mandate, the department will continue to show that its work contributes to successful
policy implementation and simultaneously achieves
outstanding value for money for the taxpayer. The
department’s processes will be reviewed and, where
necessary, updated to ensure that both of these goals
are achieved.
Mr. Chairman, in the coming year the Department of Communication and Information will work
closely with the Cabinet Office and other Ministries to
educate and inform the public of key priorities, such
as the Public Service Reform initiative.
Mr. Chairman, new technology and social
media have increased the speed and dissemination of
breaking news events and activities. The transfer of
news-breaking responsibility and “instant” analysis
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from traditional to electronic media is likely to continue
to gather speed. The department has begun to adapt
to this ongoing change. In the future, it will operate
with greater and more efficient use of online media,
which is becoming the information channel of choice
for younger Bermudians.
Mr. Chairman, CITV’s mission is to provide information on Government programmes and initiatives
and to provide educational, informative and culturalbased programming that offers vital information for the
health, safety and welfare of our community and enriches the lives of the channel’s viewers.
CITV provides advice, guidance and services
to Government Ministries and departments. The producers, editors, videographers, and writers provide
support for documenting Government and community
events. A powerful tool in the department’s armoury,
CITV is actively exploring ways to better promote the
programmes and services it offers.
So, Mr. Chairman, perhaps it would be useful
for me to clarify the fact that because CITV appears
on our list of operations to be considered for some
form of outsourcing, does not mean that we are dissatisfied with it. Quite the contrary. We value the service that it provides to the Bermuda community. However, because of this value and because of our need
to reduce the cost of operating Government, it is a
natural option to consider for outsourcing.
Given the nature of much of its work, the department has no means of precisely measuring its
effectiveness in communicating its messages.
Thought is being given to ways in which the department might measure the response to its activities.
This would in turn allow for improvements in the way
in which the department operates.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank
the dedicated members of staff at the Department of
Communication and Information. Their work in keeping the Bermuda public informed of Government policy and activity is of critical importance in allowing
Government to move forward. Communication is a
specialised skill that requires careful thought and constant analysis of how messages are received by the
public. DCI will continue to strive to deliver Government’s messages and provide value for money.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That ends
Head 51—Department of Communication and Information.
HEAD 80—OFFICE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT
AND PROCUREMENT (OPMP)
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, it gives me
great pleasure to present the budget for Head 80—the
Office of Project Management and Procurement
(OPMP) found on pages B-52 through to B-53 of the
Budget Book.
Mission Statement. Mr. Chairman, the mission
of the Office of Project Management and Procurement
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is to provide oversight and guidance to Government
departments and Ministries regarding project management and procurement activities; to ensure fairness, transparency and consistency in awards of contracts and adherence to applicable rules and industry
best practices.
Expenditure Overview
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, the total
current expenditure for OPMP is estimated to be
$913,000 for 2014/15 and represents a decrease of
$64,000 or approximately 7 per cent lower than the
budget of 2013/14 and is explained in further detail in
the Subjective Analysis on page B-53 as follows:
1. Salaries, line 1, which has a budget allocation
of $803,000, representing an increase of
$72,000 or 10 per cent more than the 2013/14
original budget allocation. This change is due
to:
a. An increase of $240,000 representing
the total that is credited to the department in charge to various capital
projects. The department will no
longer manage capital projects, therefore, salary costs cannot be offset to
recharge for work undertaken under
projects;
b. A decrease of $103,508 representing
a 1.5 full-time staff that have not been
funded for 2014/15;
c. A decrease of $45,358 that will be realised from the furlough day’s savings; and
d. A decrease of $19,465 from the Director’s salary (1.5 months) as this
position is currently vacant and the
successful candidate will likely be required to give proper notice to his or
her current employer.
2. Other Personnel Costs, line 3, has been reduced by $4,000 to zero dollars as performance bonus awards are not expected to be
paid in 2014/15;
3. Professional Services, line 7, has been reduced by $150,000 to zero dollars. The comptroller that was paid as a consultant will be replaced this year by a comptroller who is a fulltime person in the Accountant General’s
Chambers and who has transferred to the
Cabinet Office to act as Comptroller for the
OPMP, Information Technology Office, Sustainable Development and E-Government;
4. Rental fees, line 8, has been allocated a
budget of $7,000 for the rental of office
equipment;
5. Repair and Maintenance, line 9, has been allocated a budget of $32,000, an increase of
$18,000, to cover the maintenance costs for
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photocopiers, office equipment and software
maintenance for the Purchasing and Tendering System; and
6. Materials and Supplies, line 11, has been allocated a budget of $28,000 a decrease of
$6,000, which represents a decrease of materials and supplies reflecting the reduction in
full-time staff.
Manpower

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: OPMP has 14 positions—
FTE positions, I should say—but only nine are being
funded in 2014/15—page B-53. Current vacant posts
include the Director, the Technical Services Manager,
three Project Managers and three trainees. The following posts have not been funded for Fiscal Year
2014/15: Technical Services Manager, two Project
Managers and two contract trainees.
Output Measures
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: All Cabinet memoranda
received by the Office of Project Management and
Procurement expect to receive an initial response
within two working days of receipt. Request for reviews or other technical assistance with procurement
documentation and processes also receive an initial
response within two working days of receipt. All contracts received by the department receive an initial
response within five working days of receipt.
Mr. Chairman, the major achievements for this
department. During Fiscal Year 2013/14, the department worked on several projects including:
1. OPMP website. With the assistance from the
Department of E-Government has established
a website linked to the Government home
page where Government procurement notices
and other documents are posted. This enables all potential bidders to access the
documents electronically and more efficiently
as it will no longer be necessary for them to
pick up paper copies from the Procuring department.
2. Morgan’s Point. OPMP completed Phase I of
asbestos abatement, procurement of consultants for Asbestos Abatement and Remediation, dismantling of underground storage
tanks, removal of underground fuel lines, full
remediation of Parcels A and B, removal of
contaminated soils, and preliminary bioremediation and preliminary landfill maintenance.
The OPMP is currently working on
Phase II of asbestos abatement, removal of
remaining fuel lines, scrap metal removal,
validation of Parcels A and B, remedial designs for upcoming remediation work (fuel
plume, Bassett’s Cave, et cetera). This project
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will be handed over to Public Works on
April 1, 2014.
3. Office renovations and relocations:
a. Workforce Development Department
(Old Magistrate’s Court Building). This
project was completed and the department took occupancy in October
2013.
b. Ministry of Public Works Headquarters renovations. This project has
been commenced and will be handed
over to Public Works in April 2014 for
completion. The project is currently
scheduled to be completed in the third
quarter of the fiscal year.
Plans for the Upcoming Year
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, during Fiscal Year 2014/15 the OPMP plans to:
• Complete recruitment for all vacant posts,
subject to the recommendations contained in
the Management Consulting Section Review
of the department’s structure and available
funding;
• Conduct training sessions in November 2014
and February 2015 to educate senior managers and executives on procurement guidelines
and best practices;
• Implement the Purchasing and Tendering
System (PATS). OPMP intends to pilot the
system in the Ministry of Public Works and the
Department of Education. The system will
then be rolled out to all departments;
• Develop and implement a Procurement Procedure Manual (PPM) which will include template documentation and in-depth procedures
for procurement;
• Draft and implement updated guidelines for
managing Capital Projects for all Ministries
and departments; and
• Implement a Small Business Government
Contracting Programme in conjunction with
the Bermuda Economic Development Corporation.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to expand a little on
the Procurement Procedure Manual (PPM). While the
rules regarding the use of the public purse have become more stringent and standards have been raised,
when purchasing on behalf of Government public servants must focus on controlling spending, applying the
same principles as if the money was their own. When
purchasing, there is no reason why the thinking in the
public sector needs to be different from the private
sector.
Government must continue to leverage its
name, its credit rating and its buying power. To this
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end, a process of asserting control over major suppliers has begun.
Historically, there has been no central coordination of contracts. Major long-term contracts have
been set up by each department or Ministry, often with
the same supplier. Government contracts have been
negotiated using inefficient commercial pricing. Poor
negotiation has led to inadequate flexibility of service
levels for many contracts.
As a result we are incorporating in our Procurement Code of Practice the following principles:
1. Mandating centralised procurement for common categories to leverage this buying power
and achieve best practice;
2. Producing accurate spend and consumption
data;
3. Pricing common items at the same level for all
central Government departments (and making
contracts available to the wider public sector);
and
4. Overseeing and managing across Ministries
demand and specifications.
Let me stress that while procurement will continue to be decentralised, control and oversight will be
centralised.
Mr. Chairman, as you see from the plans for
the upcoming year, the Office of Project Management
and Procurement will be relinquishing its role of direct
project management and focusing its efforts to carry
out its mandate of providing oversight of project management and procurement, to ensure that Government is getting the best value for money from the public purse.
To emphasise its clarity of focus, the Office
will be transferred from the Ministry of Finance to the
Cabinet Office. You will note, Mr. Chairman, that we
have taken deliberate steps to house under the Cabinet Office all those core corporate functions that provide support services across Government, rather than
to the public. It is our view that this approach will enhance our good governance efforts by strengthening
the centre core of Government.
Mr. Chairman, in closing, I wish to thank the
small team at OPMP for their diligent work over the
past year. They have worked under challenging conditions, having expanded their mandate to direct project
management in addition to oversight, while operating
with a shortage of staff.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That ends
Head 80.
HEAD 84—E-GOVERNMENT
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, it gives me
great pleasure to present the budget for Head 84—the
Department of E-Government found on pages B-54 to
B-56 of the Budget Book.
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Mandate or mission. The mission of the Department of E-Government is to work with Government departments to identify and progress opportunities for the creation and deployment of online content,
transactions and services that meet the needs of
Government, citizens and the voluntary sector.
Expenditure Overview
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, if you look
on page B-54, the department has been allocated a
budget of $1,057,000 for 2014/15. The department’s
budget allocation has essentially not changed from
last year. An initial budget cut of 9 per cent was offset
by the transfer of a position together with funding from
the Department of Tourism to the Department of EGovernment. Consequently, the department’s budget
has only decreased by $2,000. The material changes
in the budget allocation include:
1. Salaries, line 1, which has a budget allocation
of $742,000 representing a decrease of
$10,000, or 1 per cent, less than 2013/14
original budget allocation. This change is due
to:
a. The decrease of $35,000 realised from
the furlough day savings;
b. The increase of $94,000 representing the
transfer of Mr. David Wellman, Manager
of Creative Services, from the Department
of Tourism; and
c. The remaining difference of $70,000 is
the combined result of the removal of a
seconded position in the department, as
well as incremental payroll scale (PS) increases for two employees based on their
anniversary of employment.
2. Professional Services, line 7, has been allocated $67,000 a $13,000 increase over
2013/14. This change is due to an allocation
to GIS consulting resources and a small increase in fees for the department’s Gartner
research services.
Capital Expenditure
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, the total
estimates for Capital Acquisition Expenditure for
2014/15 can be found on page C-10 of the Capital
Acquisition (Schedule C). The total amount allocated
for capital expenditure is $610,000 which is allocated
across three capital accounts:
• [Allocated] $500,000 for the initial phases of
the portal replacement project, including the
information architecture, requirements and
phase one of the software implementation;
• [Allocated] $50,000 in the department’s “EInitiatives” budget which is employed to assist
departments in defining and developing web-
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•

based applications and investing in the planning and requirements of new systems; and
[Allocated] $60,000 for the continued development of the Geographic Information Systems Portal and the creation of new public
facing map services.

•

Manpower
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, the Department of E-Government has a total establishment
of eight positions. Two positions in the Administration
and Policy programme, including the Director, three
positions in the Portal section and three positions in
the department’s Insight and Innovation programme
which provides resources to measure the public’s satisfaction and awareness of Government services and
also assist departments in defining requirements for
new automated systems and e-services.
Output Measures

•

•
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ability of the portal team to publish information
to the portal. These are normally quickly resolved but have been increasing due to complications with the ageing software.
Speed of portal—reflects the time it takes an
average user to load a portal page. The department believes that portal access times
have been acceptable since technical improvements were made to the portal infrastructure two years ago.
Portal team response—this reflects the time
taken for the Portal team to respond to requests from departments to publish information such as news releases, RFP notices,
event notifications, and published reports. The
team normally responds within a 3.5-hour
window.
Percentage
of
population
accessing
www.gov.bm site—the measure of 49 per cent
is based on an external random telephone
survey and describes percentage of the local
public who access content on the portal by directly using www.gov.bm versus accessing a
Government website directly.
Number of home page visits—this is measured through the use of a web analytics tool
and tracks access to the www.gov.bm home
page by local as well as overseas customers.
Note that the targeted outcome for 2014/15
should be corrected to 97,000 hits.
Customer service tracker—reflects the number of departments enrolled in the Measure to
Improve initiative that tracks customer satisfaction and awareness with Government services over time. Enrolment by departments
has been steadily increasing year over year.
Business process improvement training—
During the last year the Department of EGovernment initiated a training programme for
civil servants to provide them with techniques
for documenting, analysing, and improving
business processes. The response and participation have been very positive.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, the department’s output measures can be found on page B-56
and are described as follows:
•
• The number of departments assisted by EGovernment—this describes the level of activity of the department through assisting other
Government departments through the provision of consulting, advising, web development
or providing customer insight.
•
• GIS software licences—reflects the use of
GIS technology in Government measured in
the number of desktop and server deployments. The penetration of GIS in Government
is an indication of the efficiency gains being
achieved in Government through the use of
•
this technology.
• Customer satisfaction—the customer satisfaction rating of 49 per cent is derived through
the department’s own participation in the
Measure to Improve initiative and represents
the number of people who are very or reasonably satisfied by E-Government’s services.
The current score reflects current limitations
Major Achievements
with navigation and content on the existing
www.gov.bm website.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, the De• Response time in forwarding customer re- partment of E-Government has secured a vendor to
quests—the E-Government receives a num- assist in developing a needs assessment and reber of requests from the public through its quirements for the replacement portal. This project will
online “Ask a question” service. The depart- include the development of a more user-friendly conment forwards these on a daily basis to the tent and information structure. This will allow the pubappropriate Government agency for action. lic to access information without having to navigate to
This measure represents the response by E- particular departmental web pages. The initial phase
Government in reviewing and referring re- which is estimated to take three to four months will be
quests.
followed by the acquisition of an appropriate software
• Reported portal errors—describes the fre- platform.
quency of portal infrastructure or software erThe department initiated a business procrors that impact access by the public or the esses management training initiative in 2013. StreamBermuda House of Assembly
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lining and automating processes in Government is
dependent on the availability of business analyst skills
within Government.
With the Business Process Management
training programme it is anticipated that those skills
can be embedded within departments enabling them
to improve, streamline and automate their processes
leading to reduced administrative effort and improved
utilisation of Government resources.
The department expanded the use of its
Measure to Improve initiative to currently 36 departments.
Plans for the Coming Year
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, the Department of E-Government plans to focus on the following initiatives in the year 2014/15:
• Portal replacement project. In collaboration
with an inter-Ministry Steering Committee, the
Department of Communications and Information, and the selected web consulting firm the
Department of E-Government will complete
the detailed needs assessment and requirements for the replacement portal platform and
acquire and begin the implementation of a
software solution for the new www.gov.bm
portal. This is to facilitate the implementation
of a cost-effective web portal to replace the
current www.gov.bm website that will provide
better continuity of content and a more professional web presence, information to Government’s internal and external clients and
provide a stable and secure platform for the
delivery of web-based transactions and services.
• Online mapping services. During the last year
the Department of E-Government purchased
GIS mapping software which will be used to
replace the existing obsolete online mapping
services such as those currently available on
the Department of Planning’s website and the
www.bermudamaps.bm service. The mapping
software integrates with the existing GIS portal and will be utilised to roll out additional
online mapping services. The department, in
conjunction with the GIS Committee, is also
planning to make current map data including
aerial photography available online via a cloud
service.
• Measure to Improve programme. There has
been a positive outcome of this initiative illustrated by the 15 departments that have repeated the survey, with 12 showing an increase in public satisfaction and four increasing by 20 per cent or more. The Measure to
Improve initiative also received strong support
in the recent SAGE Commission’s report.
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Mr. Chairman, the primary objective for the
department over the next year is to progress the initiative to replace the existing portal and provide a website platform and a policy framework that effectively
supports the delivery of information and online services. This will, in turn, reduce the amount of time
spent by the public conducting business at Government’s office locations as well as avoiding the attendant administrative costs to Government in processing
those transactions. Based on estimates from UK local
authorities, typically the cost to Government for an
office visit can range from $24.00 to $123.00, for a
phone call $7.50, e-mail $3.75, and online web form
only $1.75. Clearly, there is a strong argument for
“channel shifting” services to web-based methods.
However, as experienced by many state and local
governments around the world, deployment of eservices needs to be driven by a deep insight of customer needs and an attendant streamlining of government administrative processes. These are critical
E-Governance success factors that will play a part in
supporting Bermuda’s public sector reform initiative.
The Department of E-Government stands ready to
support this endeavour through its skills and services.
Mr. Chairman, the Department of EGovernment is another core function of Government
that has been transferred to the Cabinet Office to better coordinate the corporate services of the Government.
As I conclude this presentation of the Department of E-Government, I would like to thank the Director David Atwood and his team for the work that they
do to lead the Government away from manual processes to e-processes.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That ends
Head 84—E-Government.
HEAD 96—SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, it gives me
great pleasure to present the budget for Head 96—the
Sustainable Development Department, found on
pages B-57 to B-59 of the Budget Book.
The mission of the Sustainable Development
Department is “to facilitate integrated and holistic decision making that sustains and improves the quality
of life for current and future generations.”
Expenditure Overview
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: We could now look at the
Expenditure Overview, Mr. Chairman, on page B-57.
As noted the Sustainable Development Department
has been allocated a budget of $438,000 for the Fiscal Year 2014/15. This budget allocation is $62,000
less than the 2013/14 budget allocation, reflecting a
12 per cent decrease.
The changes in the budget estimate are explained as follows:
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A decrease of $17,000 representing savings
resulting from the furlough day policy, representing one day per month deducted from officers’ salaries.
An increase of $16,000 to correct the original
budget allocation of 2013/14 to accurately reflect the salaries of the three staff which, before deducting the furlough days, should be
$369,000.
An increase of $41,000 for Professional Services, line 3, on page B-58, which represents
an increase in promotions and publication materials for the purpose of strengthening the
department’s outreach and education programmes.
And a significant reduction in the rental expenditure, line 5, of $111,000, or 96 per cent,
less than 2013/14 resulting from the department’s move to 129 Front Street into premises
that had become vacant as a result of the
move of former Assistant Cabinet Secretaries
that have transferred to the Ministry of Legal
Affairs and Public Works respectively.

•

•

Manpower
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, the Sustainable Development Department has three full-time
staff, a Director and two Sustainable Development
Officers. The SDD actively recruited a university student from the Government Summer Employment Programme who provided technical and administrative
assistance. Five volunteers have also assisted in progressing the department’s initiatives during the past
year. SDD partnered with the Family Centre and the
Department of Human Affairs to secure three volunteers to the respective Building my Future and Community Driven Development programmes. Currently,
two volunteers are still engaged in the SDD work projects. One volunteer works four days per week and
one part-time one day a week. It is anticipated that
they will continue until the end of this upcoming
spring.
Output Measures
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: The performance measures for the Sustainable Development Department are
listed on page B-59 and are explained as follows:
• Sustainability impact assessments. This is the
assessment of various policy project and programme proposals by looking through “the
lens of sustainable development” to project
the potential impact on our social, economic
and environmental sustainability. The outcome of these assessments could result in
changes that are made to planned Government initiatives to ensure that they are compatible with the SDD objectives. During the

•
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last fiscal year, the Sustainable Development
Department conducted several Sustainability
Impact Assessments on major policy and project initiatives. They include reviews of the
plans for the expansion of the Fairmont Hamilton, the establishment of South Beaches, the
Grotto Bay Cave Spa extension, and the reworking of Morgan’s Point Act. In addition,
SDD was invited to participate in the National
Health Plan Finance Task Group, the Environmental Mainstreaming Study and InterAgency workgroups that have a focus on the
social well-being of our people.
The Sustainable Development Department is
also measured by its response time and turnaround time to requests for sustainability assessments. Depending on the nature of the
sustainability assessment request, it can be
expected that requests will be turned around
in five working days. The Department of Sustainable Development reports that in most instances the response time for conducting
these assessments was met.
The Sustainable Development Department is
required to produce a set of Sustainable Development Indicators on an annual basis.
These Indicators measure the sustainability of
six areas of life in Bermuda including health
care, education, public safety, the economy,
the environment and housing.
The Sustainable Development Department
has produced a set of SD Indicators annually
from 2007 to 2011. It should be noted that that
Department of Statistics has been working in
partnership with the SDD to reduce the cost of
the critical qualitative data collection and we
are grateful for that cooperation.
The Sustainable Development Department
seeks to conduct extensive public relations
and community outreach to continuously raise
and maintain awareness and understanding of
sustainability. Therefore, the number of public
presentations on Sustainable Development,
the number of public meetings hosted by the
Sustainable Development Roundtable, and
the extent of broadcast, print and web page
coverage, are significant measures of the effort from the Sustainable Development Department. During this past fiscal year the department has been very deliberate about raising its profile.
Most of the year efforts focused on the work
required to plan and execute a massive public
consultation on the future of Bermuda’s Exclusive Economic Zone. Outside of the topic,
the Sustainable Development Department delivered eight public relations projects in various forms. These included written articles for
various news outlets, guest lecturing for New
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York’s St. John’s University Discover Bermuda course and the Bermuda Alliance for
the Sargasso Sea Summit at Bermuda College. Additionally, SDD made presentations to
summer camps conducted by the Department
of Youth and Sport.
The Sustainable Development Department is
also measured by the number of policy proposals, including those from the Sustainable
Development Roundtable, that are submitted
for Ministerial consideration. These SDcompatible proposals are developed and proposed to enhance our social, economic and
environmental sustainability. The Sustainable
Development Department submitted two SDcompatible proposals to its former Minister of
Environment and Planning on behalf of the
Sustainable Development Roundtable. The
proposals contained recommendations for a
Twenty-year National Water Strategy and Interim Economic Support for Families. Both initiatives involve consultation with and input
from public and private agencies. The Sustainable Development Roundtable also reviewed and commented on the Hamilton Waterfront, Hamilton City Plan and Queen of the
East developments. The board also explored
and reviewed policy matters on Energy, Workforce Development, Housing and Educational
Work-Ready Programmes.
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Department of Environmental Protection, Conservation Services, as well as other public and private sector agencies on the global issue of Climate Change. A
working group has begun to develop the foundational
work for the strategic development of adaptation and
mitigation strategies that will be used to address the
threats to Bermuda. There is much work to be done to
protect our Island. The work of the Climate Change
Working Group should be elevated and accelerated
this upcoming fiscal year. This work will add value to
current and future political, infrastructure, environmental and social policies for the future.
Special Projects
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: The SD Department has
worked in partnership with colleagues in the Department of Environmental Protection, Conservation Services as well as other public and private sector agencies on the global issue of climate change. A working
group has begun to develop the foundational work for
the strategic development of adaptation and mitigation
strategies that will be used to address the threats to
Bermuda. Mr. Chairman, there is much work to be
done to protect our Island. And the work of the Climate Change Working Group should be elevated and
accelerated this upcoming fiscal year. This work will
add value to current and future political, infrastructure,
environmental and social policies. It will solidify the
work of the Emergency Measures Organisation which
plans for National Disasters.

Major Achievements
Plans for the Upcoming Year
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: The Sustainable Development Department has made important progress in its
education, awareness and public outreach activities
this year. One of the major accomplishments for the
year was the completion of the preparatory work and
launching of a major public consultation on the question, “What should be the long-term plan for Bermuda’s Exclusive Economic Zone and what is the
feasibility of establishing a Marine Protected Area in
it? Addressing this topic was a national undertaking
that engaged the public. The administration of an
online survey, several social media posts, concentrated print, broadcast and web advertising, secondary
school workshops as well as a debate and documentary that were televised. The large town hall community conversations also explored the topic of Bermuda’s EEZ and this was attended in person or online
by almost 1,000 people, which also speaks to the importance of this subject to a large portion of the general public. These actions in combination with the
stakeholder focus groups and Facebook campaign
generated a plethora of submissions. It is anticipated
that the results of the public consultation will be considered by Government shortly.
The Sustainable Development Department
has also worked in partnership with colleagues in the

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: The Sustainable Development Department, in fulfilling its mission and objectives, seeks to build on the efforts of this past year:
strengthening awareness, embedding the principles of
sustainability in decision-making, evaluating initiatives
through the lens of sustainable development, and reporting on the progress of measures that indicate our
movement towards sustainability.
The Sustainable Development Department
will continue its public awareness and outreach efforts. More specifically, a recycling campaign, which
was the brainchild of Bermuda College student
Claudie Richardson, will commence. Ms. Richards
has been volunteering in SDD for almost a year and
she has worked with the Department of Waste Management and the Department of Communication and
Information to garner material for this initiative. This
campaign specifically targets youth and young adults,
but it will also inform the general population to the
economic, environmental and social benefits of recycling.
The Sustainable Development Department
will continue its work with the Ad-hoc Working Group
on Climate Change (AWGCC) to strategise and creating an implementation map for Climate Change prepa-
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ration. They will also work towards partnering with
small island states in establishing preparation priorities. Winter storms, droughts and heat waves have
always occurred but the increased intensity of these
extreme weather patterns is evident worldwide. In this
regard, the AGWCC will continue its efforts in the upcoming year.
SDD will seek to obtain Sustainable Development best practices and information using online
tools and partnerships with other jurisdictions and
overseas jurisdictions.
Following Government's consideration of the
outcome of the public consultation on the future of
Bermuda's EEZ, the Sustainable Development Department is expected to release a summative overview of the public consultation process that explored
what Bermuda should do within its Exclusive Economic Zone. The document will present options that
can be considered together with the relevant social,
economic and environmental impacts associated with
each option.
Lastly, SDD will continue to conduct Sustainability Impact Assessments and provide a valuable
advisory role on proposed projects that are important
to progressing the Government's agenda.
Mr. Chairman, the Sustainable Development Department is a small but necessary arm of
Government. If we are to thrive, we must live in a sustainable manner. The role of the Sustainable Development Department is to keep us focused on ensuring
that all of our decisions, all of our policies, all of our
programmes are sustainable economically, socially
and environmentally.
I would like to express my appreciation to
Charles Brown, his team of Sustainable Officers and
their cadre of volunteers for leading this charge.
Thank you, Mr Chairman. That ends
Head 96—Sustainable Development and all eight departments under Cabinet.
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Premier.
Just before we get started, Honourable Members, just to help me and the Clerk if you could give
the Head title, the page number, and refer to the line
item, so I can follow you in the Heads, please.
Thank you.
The time the debate finishes is at 6:12 this
evening. At 6:12. Thank you very much.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Good afternoon.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Good afternoon to Honourable Members and to the listening public.
I would first like to thank the Honourable Premier for a comprehensive brief on all the Heads we as
the Opposition had requested to debate. I would also
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like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the Head
of the Civil Service and Cabinet Secretary Dr. Derrick
Binns, who was my Permanent Secretary when I was
a Minister. Rest assured that I am confident that the
information that has been provided is accurate, is correct, and certainly the Cabinet Office is in good hands,
from my experience.
Mr. Chairman, I would like for us to move right
into Head 09—Cabinet Office, and look at page B-31.
And when we look at the department objectives . . . I
am going the lead off by reading one of the main objectives of the Cabinet Office. And that is to
strengthen governance, transparency, and accountability across the public sector—strengthen governance, transparency, and accountability across the
public sector.
Mr. Chairman, what that speaks to is good
stewardship and, more importantly, confidence in the
Government by the voters and potential investors.
During the general economic debate, I did not give
myself a chance to speak on the issue of confidence.
But, suffice it to say, Mr. Chairman, confidence, contrary to what some may think, is not a fairy tale. Confidence is an intangible value that is derived from the
principle of honour and being honest brokers. In Government relations . . . I heard the Attorney General
heaving a big sigh, but this especially relates to the
Attorney General.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Uh huh, sure. Let me . . . let
me read it again then.
It is an intangible value . . . an intangible value
that is derived from the principle of honour and honesty. That is where confidence comes from. In Government relations it flows from all sides being honest
brokers—all sides. If good governance, transparency
and accountability are the cause, then confidence is
the effect. If they are the seeds, then confidence is the
fruit. Again, confidence is not a fairy [tale], but it is the
result of tangible, actual human activity.
Today we heard our Honourable Premier, our
Honourable Minister of Finance, our Honourable and
Learned Member, the Attorney General, and the entire
OBA Government speak at length in regard to confidence, almost as much as they did in regard to Public
Access to Information a few years ago.
Mr. Chairman, do you remember that campaign for PATI—Public Access to Information? I can
recall the OBA’s Lead Opposition in the Royal Gazette. I can recall the United Bermuda Party, the BDA
and now the OBA—
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Take your seat, Honourable Member.
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POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: He is misleading the
House. The RG [Royal Gazette] is not the arm of the
OBA.
The Chairman: Honourable Member.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Even the former Premier, the
Honourable Alex Scott (from our side of the benches),
spoke and promoted Public Access to Information.
So, Mr. Chairman, I ask the question, What
happened to PATI? After years of using it as some
political tool, since the One Bermuda Alliance came
into power it seems to have fallen off the radar screen.
So if I refer to page B-31, cost centre 0901/19050
Public Access to Information, you will see Mr. Chairman, that in the fiscal year of 2012/13 we had an actual expenditure of $147,000. Last fiscal year 2013/14,
$335,000 was allocated, but only $80,000—eighty
(eight-zero), which represents 24 per cent of the original budget allocation—was used or spent. And on the
face of it, when I saw it I said, Wow, that is a remarkable figure—24 per cent? And so I wondered what
was going on. And it has been confirmed.
If we look at B-32, Employee Numbers, I note
that there was a 67 per cent reduction in staff representing two personnel. And I figured at that point this
could account for the variance between the original
and actual spend. I was seeking confirmation and,
thankfully, I received it from the Premier’s brief. So I
understand it.
Let us go back to Public Access of Information, B-31. We see the estimated budget of $146,000,
which represents $189,000, or a 56 per cent reduction
from last year’s original budget. But on B-32, Employee Numbers, we see no change in Employee
Numbers. Now remember, Mr. Chairman, the actual
spend with three employees in the fiscal year 2012/13
was $147,000—$1,000 more than this year’s budget
of $146,000. But this year’s budget, Mr. Chairman,
only has one employee. One employee. So the question is, What will these funds for PATI be used for?
I think I received an explanation, but I guess I
can ask the question again. If three employees cost
$147,000, how is it that that one employee brings a
cost of $146,000? What will these funds be used for?
Who actually knows?
If we turn to B-33, Performance measures of
the various business units, lo and behold, there are no
performance measures in the Budget Book on Public
Access to Information. None. Now, a better question
that could be asked, then, is, What is the intention of
this Government in regard to PATI? What is the intention? Was the previous campaign that went on for
years, even when the official loyal Opposition was not
official or loyal, or not even working coherently . . .
they still had an Opposition arm out there that was
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pushing PATI. Was that all a farce? Was it a farce?
Was it meant to deceive the populace of this country?
Or was it an electoral ploy?
You see PATI, Mr. Chairman, is the key component of delivering the objective of good governance,
transparency and accountability. Yet, a 76 per cent
reduction in spending this previous year, to me, is evidence of a One Bermuda Alliance indictment that the
record speaks to in regard to this overall objective. In
other words, it is said, but it is not really serious.
There is no real desire to bring Public Access to Information once the One Bermuda Alliance assumed
governance. And to be honest, I can understand why.
Why is there a hesitation to deal with Public
Access to Information? Well, first off, we had the
abandoning of the referenda with misleading statements in this Honourable House and the robbery of
the democratic rights of the voters of this country.
Then we have the infamous Jetgate, where
we had the Premier and two other Ministers—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Honourable Member, will you take
your seat, please.
POINT OF ORDER
[Sub judice]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: That Member should well be
aware, because he has a writ in hand, that if he
skates into certain areas it is sub judice. There are
facts that are to aired out in other places—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It is not—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: So he can show up with his
lawyers there and deal with them, but he cannot do it
here.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It is sub judice. Those facts—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —are sub judice.
The Chairman: Yes.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, if the Leader will bear . . . point of
order. Actually, it is a point of information. No doubt
the Chair will agree—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Base it on the—
The Chairman: Honourable Member—
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Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: As per [Erskine] May’s [Parliamentary Practice], the matter concerning sub judice,
once it is in the public domain, it is no longer sub judice. This is a matter of public record. Hansard will
report the comments that have been said since May,
and repeated constantly since that time.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Chairman, that is totally
incorrect. That is totally incorrect, and the rules are
very clear with regard to that. All right? Once it is in
the domain of the court then the matter is not to be
discussed in this place, whether it has been discussed
at length or ad nauseam somewhere else. Just like if
you say it here and then you go on TV and say it is
something else, you are putting yourself in a different
position. And they are now in a different position. Especially that Honourable Member is in a different position.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I hope, Mr. Chairman, that the
public are listening because we are debating Public
Access to Information. Okay? I hope that everyone is
listening to our Learned Attorney General, who is trying to use some Mickey Mouse excuse of sub judice
for a topic—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order—
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Jetgate is a matter before this
House since May. Okay? A Ministerial Code of Conduct was ignored. In fact, the Learned Attorney General—
POINT OF ORDER
[Sub judice]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
That is not agreed to at all. That Honourable
and Learned Member needs to check carefully with
the rules. The Speaker has had a look at this. These
matters are sub judice because of things that he has
said in a different place and they are in court and cannot be discussed here. They have been discussed ad
nauseam; he should not be bringing them up now.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman, I understand
your predicament. Right? But Jetgate and the writs . .
. the writs were based on allegations made inside and
outside this House, of a particular instance a particular
matter. It has nothing to do with Jetgate unless someone up in here is suffering from a guilty conscience.
Now, I am going to return back to Public Access to Information. Now, we had Jetgate—
[Laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay? We had Jetgate. I am
not intimidated by the legalese speak. I know what
ground I am standing on. We had the Premier and two
Honourable Members go to Washington, DC.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —that has—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —Point of order—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —been rightly relevant.
POINT OF ORDER
[Inappropriate language]

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Chairman, you are going
to have to rule on this because he is trying to take advantage of the situation. Check with the Speaker. The
matters he is skating into are sub judice.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, they are not.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order. That Member
is using inappropriate language in this place. The
rules of sub judice are ancient and he should not be
using that type of language. Those are the rules. They
are clearly stated, and he cannot skate into it. He
needs to come to court and deal with what he has to
deal with and then he can talk about it all day long
here.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Those are issues . . . if he
reads his writ, that are before the court in a different
place. We have aired the matter ad nauseam. There
is nothing new to bring. He just needs to be cornered
into what he can talk about. If he wants to talk about
Public Access, then do that; but not in relation to matters that are before the court.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Chairman? Mr. Chairman.
Point of order.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I do not even think we will get
there. Mr. Chairman—

[Crosstalk]

An Hon. Member: We will.

The Chairman: Can you take your seat, please?

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman.

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

The Chairman: Yes, Honourable Member.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I have a point of order. The
Learned and Honourable Attorney General is misleading this House.
rd
According to the 23 Edition (2004) of Erskine
May’s Parliamentary Practice . . . I would invite you to
have a look at this. I am reading from page 525, “The
sub judice rule is not absolute. The Leader of the
House” (or in this case, the Chair) “exercises the general power of waiver and also a power of waiver in
specific circumstances which are described below.
The House has agreed that the practice governing
motions and questions relating to the matter should be
similar to the Houses of Parliament, since it is desirable that each House be put in the same position. The
rules governing sub judice do not also apply to bills,
Measures or delegated legislation or proceedings on
them.”
Should I continue?
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Chairman, but I can get a copy from HOTT 107.5
where the Premier was holding the closest thing to a
Banana Republic press conference where he banned
journalist from entering and then he did not take any
questions—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: You had the Minister of Tourism saying something else on—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —live radio.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order.
The Chairman: Take your seat, please.

[Inaudible interjections]

POINT OF ORDER
[Standing Order 19]

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Do you want me to continue?

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I refer to [Standing Order]
19(11), Mr. Chairman, you are going to have to look at
it with regard to that Honourable Member’s conduct
and what he is saying. Just to be very clear, these are
our rules of the House with regard to debate—
“[19(11)(b)] Reference shall not be made to any matter which is sub judice, in a way as might,”—

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: That is not sub judice.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Learned
Shadow Attorney General.
Again, the irony is that we are speaking about
Public Access to Information. And now, I guess the
public can understand why we had this apparent attempt to silence the discourse on holding the Government to account after months of breaking the Ministerial Code of Conduct the same Learned Attorney
General got up and said he was not aware of at the
time that he broke those rules. He was not even
aware of it. Then a few months later, nine months
later, we find out there was a third or fourth party on
the aircraft, and then we find out two contrasting accounts of where, what, and when, by the Minister and
the Premier. No wonder PATI has seen a cut in its
budget.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —“in the opinion of the Chair,
prejudice the interests of parties hereto.” And “(d) it
shall be out of order to use offensive and insulting”—
Banana Republic—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Is it clear?
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Would you like for me to continue reading?

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr. Chairman, clarification—misleading the House.
There is no conflicting stories here, none
whatsoever.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, that is not a point of order. And I know we do not have a Hansard, Mr.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: You cannot fault me.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —“or disrespectful language
about Members of the House or which tends to bring
the House of Assembly into disrepute.”
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Ha!
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: “(f) No Member shall impute
improper motives to any Member of the House or indulge in personalities, except on a substantive motion
moved for that purpose.” Which is not here.
Mr. Chairman, I would ask that you have
those rules in front of you. When that Honourable
Member starts to speak, you will find that he will skate
over any one of those at any time and a point of order
will be called and I will repeat them again.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Yes?
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Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Continuing on in Erskine May’s
[Parliamentary Practice], “The rules governing sub
judice are subject to the proviso” (Mr. Chairman,
again, at page 525), “where a ministerial decision is in
question or a case concerns issues of national importance such as economy, public order, or the essential
services” . . . and I would respectfully submit such as
misleading the public insofar as this whole Jetgate
episode and not recognising what the powers are insofar as the Ministerial Code. That I respect—
Oh, they are going to go get the Speaker?
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Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: The Honourable
Member indicated that the matter was of national importance, it was relating to . . . all of those issues according to Erskine May’s [Parliamentary Practice] are
not in accordance with what our House rules indicate,
which the Attorney General has indicated.
[Gavel]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Let me just say
that we are not trying to shy away from debating the
issue—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes you are.

[Inaudible interjection]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: He cannot come back.
That I [regard], Mr. Chairman, with the greatest respect, as a matter of public importance. We are
debating the economy and public order, or the essential services. Those rules governing sub judice . . . do
you want to take your legal advice now? Those rules
governing sub judice according, to May’s, are exempt.
So, therefore, I would respectfully submit that we are
talking about the economy and the budget—

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: It is just the question of the appropriateness of the manner in which
that issue continues to be brought up to this Honourable House. And I would like for you, Mr. Chairman, to
make a ruling on this so that we can continue with this
debate in an appropriate manner.
Thank you, sir.
The Chairman: Honourable Members, if we can—
[Crosstalk]

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Point of order, Mr.
Chairman.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: —and it is a matter of public
importance—national importance—as it relates to the
issues that were raised in May. Previously, Hansard
has reported it, concerning the issues of Jetgate.

The Chairman: Honourable Members, if we can focus
and get back to focusing on the budget and not on the
. . . the individual stuff that is happening in—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Point of order, Mr.
Chairman.
The Chairman: Honourable Member?

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman, again, the
irony of all of this hoopla is that if there was actual
transparency and accountability we would not be having this discussion.

POINT OF ORDER
Some Hon. Members: Yes.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Chairman, I
hope we can start to bring some sensibility to this debate. The comments that were read by the Honourable and Learned Shadow Attorney General are totally inappropriate for the purposes of that to which we
are now speaking.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Stop! You are wasting our
time.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: But in the absence of accountability and transparency we get this circus! A
circus, where then you have the Minister, the Honourable Member Ms. Gordon-Pamplin, getting up with the
white face saying, Come on. Let’s get along and this
is really getting out of hand. What is making it get out
of hand is the Learned Attorney General refusing to
have the light of accountability and transparency shine
upon his and his colleagues’ actions.

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Chairman—
POINT OF ORDER
[Impugning improper motives]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman—
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Chairman—
The Chairman: Yes?

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order.
That Member is impugning improper motives—
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, I am not!
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —in relation to [19](11)(b)—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not accepting it.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —with regard to the fact that
I am trying to close down some transparency. I welcome transparency. It is just a fact that it is a matter of
sub judice. He is the one, with respect—
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accountability, we get, again, another Banana Republic response—that we cannot allow our competitors to
know how much we are paying our team.
So again, you have the refusal to disclose
compensation packages in a taxpayer-funded Tourism
Authority, the allowance of a merger between two
telecom providers two days prior to the issuance of
the first integrated communications operation licence.
Mr. Chairman, I think you are familiar with it because
there are one or two Members on your side who sit
[on the] board of directors of that company.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It is not.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: That Honourable Member is
the one that caused that to go there, as all the Members on his side know. All right?
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman, I will continue.
But I know [that] two of my colleagues, my business
manager and I did not jump on a plane and go to
Washington, DC for free on the taxpayers’ dime (in
the sense that they still got paid, they still got a salary). So it is a matter of public record. And this happened nine months ago. Okay?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, because we are seeking
accountability and transparency. I do not know if the
One Bermuda Alliance thinks they can hide from this
issue, but you could—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, because up until this
point you have been running and hiding! Okay? Every
time we ask questions on it the story changes. Nine
months later we find additional information.
[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: What company? It is
KeyTech.
Now, I am being respectful to the Chair, but I
am sure that his interest has been declared. His is
one of the thickest Registers of Interest that we have
in Parliament, and one of the directorships—
The Chairman: I am a very busy person.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, good. One of the directorships is with the KeyTech group.
Then we have the Honourable Member
Jeanne Atherden who is a director of the KeyTech
group. And, lo and behold, two days before the issuance of the first integrated licence that the PLP (and
subsequently the OBA) worked diligently to bring into
manifestation (and the CS, Dr. Binns, can confirm it
because he was the PS at the time) . . . we worked
diligently. But then all of a sudden the whole exercise
was almost turned on its head. Yet no questions were
asked, no transparency manifested, no accountability
whatsoever.
Then we have the sudden decision to close
the Lamb Foggo Clinic, which I think the—
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Point of order. Point of order,
Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, it is recorded for all to
hear and see. So let me move on because—

The Chairman: Take your seat, Honourable Member,
please.

The Chairman: Thank you. Thank you.
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —because, again, we are
talking about a key component of delivering the objective for good governance, transparency and accountability, being honest brokers.
So we had the abandoning of the referenda
and the robbery, the piracy, of democracy in December. We had the ill-fated Jetgate—and it is ill-fated,
trust me. We had the refusal to disclose the compensation packages of the Tourism Authority employees—taxpayer-funded funds. To this day . . . to this
day we still do not know who the CEO and COO . . .
their compensation packages, using taxpayer money.
And when we ask for transparency, when we ask for

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: The Ministry of Health and
Environment will come up soon enough. Today is the
Cabinet Office. He is in the wrong church, never mind
the wrong pew. I am happy to discuss those things—
but not under Cabinet Office—at the appropriate time.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Some of us are clean-handsand-pure-heart enough to go to any church, Mr.
Chairman. I am speaking of accountability and transparency across government because PATI applies
across government.
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Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Chairman, we are talking
about the budget for PATI—the budget, the budget.
This is not a substantive debate on transparency. This
is a debate on the budget of PATI, not a substantive
debate on transparency.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: You guys will try all you like;
you are not going to be able to block this. Okay?
The sudden decision to close the Lamb Foggo
Clinic, which, at the time, the Minister had told this
Honourable House that she received the Cab[inet]
Paper on a Sunday and the decision was announced
on Tuesday/Wednesday—the same decision that the
Honourable Premier, who was abroad at the time, was
not even aware of! But then we had a reversal. How?
Why? What? When? We do not know because there
is no PATI.
Then we have the intimidation of civil servants
within the Attorney General’s Chambers.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: This is going to get tiresome.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Oh, you have got a short
memory?
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batsman. That is the difficulty they are facing, Mr.
Chairman.
The Chairman: And which line are we on?
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman, then we had
the rejection of a Bermudian to become DPP. Now
that is the remit of His Excellency, but we still do not
know what made it untenable. Okay?
And then we have the passing (and soon to
be amendment) of the Municipalities Act which voids
contracts retroactively. Okay? These are reasons why
we need Public Access to Information. Because the
public, I am sure, would like to know at some point
what exactly went through the minds of the One Bermuda Alliance when they brought legislation like this
that is contrary to the rule of law—
The Chairman: Honourable—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —contrary to inculcating confidence in this country.
The Chairman: Honourable Member, can you just
refer which line item we are on?

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Bang—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes.
The Chairman: Honourable Member, take your—
The Chairman: I am all over the place.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —out of order! And he knows
it—
The Chairman: Honourable Member, take your seat.
POINT OF ORDER
[Inappropriate language]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: The Honourable Member
knows he cannot use that type of language. He is trying to take advantage of the Chair. He knows he cannot say that. That never happened. It is totally inappropriate for him to say that. He is taking advantage of
this Honourable Chamber to try and . . . to try and put
out slander. That is what that is.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Save your energy, Mr. Chairman, save—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Inappropriate language under 19(11)(d) if you want the rule.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Save it, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Can we just continue to focus on the
budget, please?
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am continuing. I am on a line
in length that has got movement in and away from the

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I will tell you what line item I
am on. I am on line item, cost centre 0901-19050
Public Access to Information. And I am speaking
about how there has been a reduction in the allocation
of the budget, which is a reflection of the intent of
PATI from the One Bermuda Alliance.
And then I am speaking about the instances
over the last year where PATI was most relevant. But
without it we have all this jumping up and down, all
this sub judice, and all of this stuff, because we want
to ask questions on something that they have done.
We have not made it up. We are not making . . . this is
not make-believe. We are asking simple questions
that they still refuse to answer—Public Access to Information deals with this matter. So that is the line
item I am talking about, Mr. Chairman.
So I have to ask, with all of that being said,
with all the mental gymnastics and legalese, how do
we expect to cultivate confidence—which is based on
being honest brokers, which is based on being honourable in all our affairs—yet the Government seems
to be neglectful of PATI? Something does not add up.
And I think the public can look on and say,
Well, hmmm, we felt something wasn’t adding up, but
now we can see it. It is starting to manifest.
I will move on now to General Administration,
page B-31, cost centre 0901. Here we notice an overspend of $455,000. But, to be fair, it was a reduction
of the previous budget in 2012/13 of $552,000. So
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while there was overspend of just under half a million
dollars, it still represents a half a million dollar reduction on the previous fiscal year, which, as far as I am
concerned, is commendable. Even though it was an
overspend, I looked at the trend from two, three years
and I can see a downward trend. So that is commendable. I offer no criticism.
Then I noticed a 12 per cent increase in this
year’s budget of $312,000 and I said, Well, that’s
okay. It means it is more in line with the actual spend
of last fiscal year 2013/14, which was $3,139,000. So
the increase of $312,000 basically brought it up to
$2,996,000, which, again, is close to what was spent
on the General Administration in the last fiscal year.
So that increase makes sense. It is just sound administration.
But then I turned to page B-32, Current Account Estimate, and a few concerns popped up, Mr.
Chairman. The revised . . . sorry. Let us look at Salaries, under the Subjective Analysis of Current Account
Estimates—Salaries. In the fiscal year 2013/14, it was
$3,338,000 ($681,000 less than the original budget of
$4,019,000). The employee numbers were reduced by
four persons, as indicated by the Premier. Now, I say
four instead of eight because if you look at page B-32,
Employee Numbers, the actual number in 2012/13
was 40. Then it was budgeted for 44 in the next fiscal
year, but actually it ended up having 36. So there was
a reduction of four persons—four real heads—from 40
to 36, $127,000 less than the actual 2012/13 spend of
$3,465,000. Do you follow me, Mr. Chairman?
But here is my confusion then: How could you
have a reduction of four staff that saved $127,000, yet
this year’s budget of $3,642,000 is actually $304,000
more than last year’s revised budget, but with only
one additional employee? Do you mean to tell me that
that one additional employee is costing the taxpayer
$304,000? Because the numbers do not add up. I had
to ask myself, What on earth is going on here?
Now I am sure some adjustment because of
the furlough day that was taken, but it still does not
add up—$304,000 extra, but one additional person.
And so I wrote that this is the first example of questionable accounting in this Budget Book. Because by
the time I have finished my contribution I am going to
point to similar errors or question marks contained in
this Budget Book. I see salary reductions, I see salary
enhancements, but the employee numbers are not in
sync with it. Something is wrong, something is not
adding up.
I suspect that there could be some . . . hmmm
. . . some sticky accounting going on somewhere. And
this is no indictment on the Civil Service, but something does not seem right. But we also know of this
trick where you have unfilled posts and so you are
able to hide spending within your department or Ministry and instead of putting it on the line item . . . let us
say I spent actually $20,000 on travel. I will just lump it
in under salaries. Because I have an unfilled post I
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could hide this cost. It is very intelligent—or nonintelligent—accounting. And I am sure that any accountant worth his salt could pick it up. And so it is
questionable and I have to wonder, What is going on?
Why are these numbers not in sync?
I would like to move on to Professional Services, which is on B-32, Current Account Estimates.
We see an overspend of $524,000, but it is also a reduction of $347,000 over the previous year (that is
2012/13). So we see an overspend but then it correlates to a reduction in terms of a trend. Again, I have
no problem with that. But this year shows a 79 per
cent increase of $374,000 from last year and is more
in line with the actual spend. In fact, it is $150,000
less than last year’s. I believe it is actual . . . yes, the
actual spend.
I would like to ask the Premier: Mr. Premier
(well, I think the CS is listening), in terms of these Professional Services, does this mean (because there is
$150,000 less from last year’s actual budget) that the
Premier will get rid of his political advisor, special advisor (and in his brief he called it the special political
advisor or something like that), Mr. Grearson, who is
making roughly $106,000 a year (being that we have
Ms. Burgess, the PR, who is making about $113,000
a year; and then you have the Chief of Staff, Mr.
Jackson, who is making $120,000 a year)?
Hey, listen, listen. I understand that premiers
need support staff. A budget is allocated for his personal staff. I have served under premiers. At one point
I was a consultant. But, man, the work that we did under Dr. Brown was actual work. Dr. Brown had you
hustling. And none of us went above six figures. None
of us broke through the $100,000 range. But—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Maybe at the end, maybe
$101,000, $102,000 or $103,000. But not three people
who have a combined [salary of] $350,000!
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Honourable OBA Whip,
Mr. Simons, says, We have better quality people.
Boy, that is wishful thinking. That is wishful
thinking. That is why they have three to do one person’s job. This is taxpayers’ money that is going, according to the brief, to a consultant political advisor.
Mr. Premier, are you looking to get rid of any
one of your overpaid consultants? Because, quite
frankly . . . and this is no slight on anyone in particular,
but the public will agree that the PR coming out of the
Cabinet Office has been a disaster. You actually
made our job very easy. Very, very easy. It is a disaster.
Even last night’s knee-jerk reaction that was
sent out as a result, obviously, it was MP Burt on the
Larry Scott Show. And so we had this knee-jerk reac-
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tion that talked about corporate income tax and all
types of fallacies, figments of their imaginations. Do
you mean to tell me that we have got to pay upwards
of $300,000 for that foolishness? Give me a break!
Something is wrong. What, really, is our
money [being] spent on? You have a Chief of Staff
who decides that he is going to harass and intimidate
a well-known journalist at a press conference called
by the Premier, a press conference where the Premier
then refused to take questions from the media, but the
Chief of Staff is stopping the journalists. So we are not
getting value for money when it comes to our consultants.
Now value for money is subjective. But look,
man, people can see if someone is actually doing
something that is beneficial for this country, seriously.
And we are not. Yet, during this brief I heard the rationale for salary reductions, I heard this 5 per cent
furlough day. It flowed out of every department from
the Premier, which translates that every day Mr. and
Mrs. Bermuda . . . some are taking a 10 per cent cut
to their income because of this furlough day. But we
have got the higher echelons of Government spending
money like we have a printing press. Something is not
adding up. And the people see it. They feel it, Mr.
Chairman. It is not what you say, it is what you do.
Lord knows we only ask questions [about] the
Tourism Minister and the Premier. I know some Ministers do not travel much. The Deputy Premier Dunkley,
he does not travel much, but that is all part of the image because he knows we are going to make some
noise over travel, so he wants to position himself in
the slip so he can say, Well, not me, see?
That is how, . . . that is how the Minister, the
Honourable Member, that is the game he plays. You
know that. Okay?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, if I slip, he sits—
The Chairman: Honourable—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —right there—
The Chairman: Honourable Member—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And he says, I am not travelling because—
The Chairman: Can you come back to the budget,
please?
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Oh, I am, I am about travel
expenses.
[Laughter]
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am talking about travel expenses, Mr. Chairman.
So I can move on off of Professional Services,
but suffice it to say—Mr. Premier, the public is not
seeing their value for money, and I am getting a little
sick and tired—not because it irritates me in a bad
way—but your PR and the statements that are coming
out, that is not value for money. I could get statements
like that . . . much more superior statements done and
I do not need . . . I could probably pay someone
$100.00, not $100,000. That is the concern. We need
to see value for money. If not, I encourage the Premier to cut back on his personal staff.
Now, if we move on to B-31, Economic Policy
and Foreign Affairs. I would like to start off on the
London Office. First, I would like to send my regards
to Ms. Kimberley Durrant, who has done a tremendous job for our country.
[Desk thumping]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: In addition to the staff, I think
there are one or two members still up there, but—
make no mistake, the London Office is invaluable to
the affairs of this country. And we, as the Progressive
Labour Party, take full credit for setting it up. Even in
the midst . . . admittedly, the Premier said that when it
first came out the UBP/OBA spoke vociferously
against it—a waste of money, a waste of money.
Okay? I do not even think the Premier was in politics
at that time, but they spoke out against it. And now, all
of a sudden on the road to Damascus, you become
Government, and all the things that you spoke out
against, once you actually get your feet wet, you realise, Hey, there is some value to this. And so I would
like to send my regards to the London Office. Their
work is invaluable.
I have to ask, being that we are now (on that
side of the aisle) recognising the value of it, why do
we have a reduction in our budget? But yet we have a
big increase in the . . . well, not a big increase, but we
have an increase in Washington, DC, which I will
touch on now. We have a 35 per cent increase in the
budget in the Washington, DC, Office, which we welcome because, again, we established that office too.
And there is value, just like in London, to have a direct
presence in Washington, DC, for multiple reasons.
But I have to ask this question: If you are increasing the budget of the DC Office, and the Premier
even went as far as to say that we are expanding our
reach to Latin America, the Middle East, and Asia.
And I was like, Well, how? Well, through the Washington, DC, Office. Which, again, makes no sense from a
foreign affairs perspective, MPs Walton Brown and
Commissiong. It makes no sense that you would try
and set up a DC Office to deal with Asia? Latin America? What type of foolishness? You all . . . does the
One Bermuda Alliance need a course in Diplo-
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macy 101? And Foreign Affairs 101? Geography 101,
maybe?
How is it that you are going to give this minor
. . . Well, it is a 35 per cent increase, but it represents
$168,000. We are told that that is going to consultancy fees, amongst other things. So how can you
expand the scope of the DC Office to not one continent but three continents, and actually allocate no additional funding for it? It is either you do not know what
you are doing, or you think you know and you just do
not know how to do it. It is either you are ignorant or
you are incompetent to make such decisions. Or you
are listening to . . . someone is talking to you in your
ear trying to ensure that they get to travel on the taxpayers’ dime.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, I will tell you what. The
Premier just interpolated. He says, What was the DC
Office doing?
Mr. Chairman, where are the performance
measures that give that answer? Because they were
there two years ago, but they are not there now. So
before the Premier asks me, What were they doing
before? why does the Premier not ensure that the indicators—performance measures—are actually in this
Budget Book? And then the answers will be selfevident. But they are not there, they are absent.
Yet, without that data you want to raise the
budget and expand the scope of the DC Office? So
what is the rationale for it? There is nothing that you
can actually present to the people because there are
no performance measurements. So, I guess I could
ask the question to the Premier: What do you think the
Washington, DC, Office was doing prior to the OBA
becoming Government? They are doing the same
thing as the London Office was doing. Right? Facilitating Government relationships.
Now let me . . . let me . . . there is one other
point that I needed to make mention of in terms of this
Economic Policy and Foreign Affairs. Well, two. One,
if you want to go into Asia or Latin America, I suggest
setting up satellite offices somewhere in Hong Kong
or maybe Panama or somewhere that is close
enough, because you cannot conduct diplomacy from
100,000 miles [away]. The purpose of having offices is
to have that direct contact. And I think it would be a
little bit more cost-effective, too, than having someone
from Washington jumping on an airplane travelling
long haul every other week.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No. I do not want the Washington, DC, Office to close. I want us to get into the
practice of international diplomacy in anticipation that
one day we will stand on our own two feet. So, I do
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not want it to be closed down. I encourage it, but it
must be used effectively.
So let me ask this question to the Honourable
Premier: He says that $88,000 (the additional 35 per
cent in the budget, which is $168,000) is the additional
fee for the Consultant Director (and you can correct
me if the title is wrong). So are you saying to us that
the Consultant Director (who I think is Ms. Packwood)
is getting paid $88,000 more than the previous Director (who was seconded from the Directorship of DCI)
who gets paid, I believe it would be PS 41 level. And
now we have Ms. Packwood getting $88,000 additional, which amounts to basically $211,000 a year?
If she is making that, you cannot tell me, Ms.
Durrant, who does twice as much work, but she is getting paid half the amount . . . how is it that Ms. Packwood (and no disrespect to Ms. Packwood, she is a
Bermudian, so all is well) but she is getting paid
$211,000 to sit up in Washington, DC, and she has
got half the budget of London, half the work of London. But, Ms. Durrant, who is getting a PS grade, I
would guess 38 or 39, somewhere like $120,000 a
year. But Ms. Packwood is making almost 80 per cent
more than that?
If this was the PLP, do you know what the cry
would be? Friends and family—cronyism. That is what
the cry would be. How could you justify paying Ms.
Packwood a salary that exceeds yourself, Mr. Premier? She gets a salary that is just . . . almost a little
lower than his Excellency the Governor. Is it in the
anticipation and expansion of the scope of the DC
Office? Because there is nothing in this Budget Book
that gives us a rationale for that. Luckily, I am grateful
that at least we got the information, unlike the Tourism
Authority CEO which remains a mystery [as to] how
much he is making with our money.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, I do not know. I would
not speculate because I do not know and I do not
think it is fair. I am hearing different numbers. But until
such time . . . as far as I am concerned, I do not care
what it is. All right? But we are able to measure his
work based on what he is getting paid. That is the
whole thing.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, you could pay him a million dollars if he is going to turn around tourism. Sure,
pay the man. But it is taxpayer money, so tell us how
much he is getting paid.
Now, let me move on to Travel, page B-32.
Travel, it says, is $252,000 allocated for this year, a
22 per cent decrease which represents a $71,000 decrease. Fair enough. I wonder how much of the staff
in Cabinet Office utilise those funds, because we just
got questions back last week that the Premier spent
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$180,000 worth on travel. It was not $171,000 it was
about $180,000 . . . a little typo in there. And then we
get the excuses, Well, you did it. You know the old
refrain—the PLP did it. And then the other excuse is,
Well, we are cleaning up your mess so we have got to
go see everybody and we have got to travel.
Look, I am going to have . . . it is time for a
frank real discussion up here in this place today—a
frank discussion. Because you cannot fool us. We
have been there, done that. We have been to Whitehall. We have been to the FCO. We have been up into
the corridors of DC—the corridors of power—and we
shook hands and rubbed shoulders with the who’s
who of the political world. Okay? We are not amateurs. We are not colts, so you cannot fool us. We can
measure and judge one’s effectiveness. And I am going to tell you, $180,000, by the Premier this year
alone begs the question, was that value for money?
That is not a point—
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
He is misleading the House. It was not for a
year, it was for 14 months—14 months. The PLP
spent more than that in less than that time.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
I do believe that the Honourable Premier
might be unintentionally misleading the House when
he says that the PLP spent [in] that time. He may want
to make it clear that . . . whether it was the Premier or
the entire travel budget for the Cabinet Office.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you.
Before I get to travel, can the Premier . . . can
you tell us that in addition to the $211,000 salary that
Ms. Packwood is getting paid to head up, as a Consultant Director, the DC Office, can you tell us if her
living expenses and rent are also covered by the
Government? Yes or no. Just nod.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay. Because we are told
that that is actually in addition to—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, and it is probably normal. But again, for transparency let us know. This is
the Budget Debate. We need to know where the pennies are.
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not drawing it out of you
now. I will wait for you, the Honourable Premier, to
answer me. No problem.
But in terms of the Premier’s travel over 14
months or whatever—$180,000—it comes down to a
simple value for money. And I am going to be frank.
No disrespect to the Honourable Premier. All right?
But we had the Minister of Finance who once described him as a “colt,” referring to his inexperience.
Okay? And when we say a “colt” it is speaking of a
colt in Cup Match. So from an analogy perspective,
we could say that the Premier has some experience at
the domestic level—the domestic cricket level—but he
is a colt at Cup Match.
How on earth, then, can we expect the Premier, who is a colt at Cup Match, to become the captain of our task team abroad? How is that possible?
Because if you asked 99 per cent of the people in this
country if they feel that the Premier is capable on that
stage (and this is not a personal attack, we are talking
about professional capacity) there is no evidence to
dispute the feeling that the Premier is actually out of
his depth when we are talking about international affairs. There is no evidence to dispute that feeling.
But then on the other hand (no disrespect
again), there are many who feel that Cabinet has no
problem with the Premier’s travel because knowing
the way some of them think it just keeps him preoccupied . . . or occupied. So travel, man, do your thing.
And because we have already seen what happens
when he travels. He travels, and being abroad, the
next thing you know Cabinet goes and unilaterally decides to close down Lamb Foggo Clinic and the Premier was not even aware of it! He was not even aware
of it. So it shows me that Cabinet has no problem with
him travelling. It is one big farce.
Regardless . . . regardless of what many may
think, Mr. Premier, I would encourage you to put
shared sacrifice into action. And that might mean cutting back on a few of your trips, just a few. Just a few.
Because I could tell you one trip was to the Bahamas
for the Bahamian Independence Celebration. I was
there. Of course, I was there. I paid my way to get
there, me and my wife. My wife is a Bahamian, so of
course I was going to celebrate Sir Lynden Pindling
and the Bahamas. Of course.
But guess who rode up? The only Head of
Government in the whole world outside . . . the only
th
Head of Government to show up to the 40 Independence Celebrations was none other than Premier Craig
Cannonier. No one else from CARICOM—no Baldwin
Spencer, no Ralph Gonsalves, no Alden [McLaughlin],
no Portia Simpson—
[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No. Was it Freundel Stuart?
That’s his name from Barbados? Prime Minister Stuart? He was not there. Now, the Premier just said
[that] my mate invited him. Are you speaking about
the Right Honourable Perry Christie?
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The Chairman: Yes?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: That is not what I was told.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The Honourable Member
is misleading the House. The purpose to go to Singapore was to see their regulatory structure, not to look
at the model.

[Inaudible interjection]

The Chairman: Thank you.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And trust me, I am closer to
Perry and all of them down there than you are. I can
assure you of that. I asked, How is it that the Premier
of Bermuda, a colony, is the only Head of Government
at this set? Because you invited yourself!

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Bie, I tell you, man. This
wicket does not even require a turn . . . flat wicket.
Mr. Chairman, I am going to move on because the travel expenses of our Government in the
midst of . . . from the Cabinet Office, in the midst of
shared sacrifice, where you have these predatory
banks calling in mortgages because you have got a
family, a husband and wife—who are civil servants
who are taking a 10 per cent cut in their income and
so now they have to make a decision whether they
are going to pay this, pay that, or sacrifice this or sacrifice that—but yet we see $300,000-something spent
on personal consultants who are doing a terrible job
out of the Cabinet Office. A terrible job! Then we see
Ministers and a Premier that are flying all around the
place and no one can put the finger on what is the
value we are getting for it. But yet, our people have
been required to take pay cuts? Totally unacceptable.
And do not think for one minute, no amount of propaganda is going to make the people forget this one.
I will move on, Mr. Chairman, to Head 14—
Statistics, page B-35. You have a cost centre 1401,
Unit 24025, Core Annual Surveys. I noticed the fiscal
year 2012/13 was $676,000. The revised budget for
2013/14 was $664,000. So, basically, it is consistent
from year to year in terms of the cost. So I was wondering why we got a 9 per cent cut of $59,000 this
year. Well, I mean, I got the brief late so—

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I got an official invite, what
are you talking about?
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Boy! That is what I am talking
about spending money, profiling, boguarding. In fact,
such was the case that I know I had a conversation
. . . it could have been with the Premier (correct me if I
am wrong). But remember I mentioned, Premier, you
know the Bahamas had a Referendum on Gaming
too—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, because that was new
news to you.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: That was new news. He was
not aware at the time.
After going to the Bahamas, after talking to
the Prime Minister, sitting up there, still does not know
that 12 months prior, that the Bahamas had a Referenda on Gaming, Mr. Chairman—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, you were not. He said,
That is why we were there.
But yet our Tourism Minister, when talking
about a model, never mentioned once the Bahamas.
He mentioned Aruba, he mentioned Singapore, he
says we are dealing with Singapore, then he gets on a
plane and spends $50,000 to go and see the model in
Singapore. But yet he had been to the Bahamas too.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Mr.
Chairman.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Some of the things you were
saying I was not listening [to], trust me.
Now, the Core Annual Surveys. If we look at
the performance measures for 24025, we see that the
performance measures are . . . we have a more timely
release of statistics relating to the current job market
for informed decision-making. So that is to be done.
[There is] a target outcome for this year for April 2014.
Heighten the number of survey returns to
economy survey from businesses, for increased confidence in accuracy of annual GDP estimates. [There
is] a minimum of 85 per cent response rate targeted
for this upcoming fiscal year. And that is very important because of, you know, the hue and cry that sometimes the Department of Statistics is not credible. We
heard that coming out of the OBA. They were ques-
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tioned a few times this last year. Anytime the data did
not match up with their fantasy—their fallacy—the
data collectors—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Right, the data collectors are
wrong. Not those who are using the figment of their
imagination.
So we also see a conduct of the annual labour
force survey for delivery of more and timely unemployment measures. That, too, it is an outcome. So all
three indicators from the previous years, which required an outlay of $676[,000] and $664,000, now we
see a reduction of 9 per cent (or $60,000), but the
same work is required. The same work is expected.
And because this data seems to be critical in the environment we are living in today, I have to question why
you have that 9 per cent decrease.
Likewise, cost centre 1402, 24055–Nonannual Surveys. We see that the Census and Survey
Res Unit has seen a $100,000 (or 17 per cent) reduction. Again, why is this? If we take a look at the performance measures on B-3, C-7, we see these indicators: the use of technology during conduct of household surveys for greater efficiency in data collection
and reduced costs in processing survey data. Now
there is a requirement, or expectation, that there will
be a 10 per cent response rate for E-Census questionnaire submission, which is something different, I
think, from last year’s survey.
But then we have the development of new
economic indicators for measuring industry contribution to economic growth and more timely release of
economy measures. In 2012/13, that was achieved. In
2013/14, it says a production of annual GDP estimates by September 2013. But the next outcome is
the production of two new business and economic
indicators. And I would think that that is two additional
economic indicators in addition to the annual GDP
estimates, because this is an annual estimate. That is
a job that is required anyway, but we are adding two
more surveys—important surveys—two new business
and economic indicators that have to be done. Yet, we
are reducing the budget by 17 per cent or $100,000.
I know the PLP say, Let’s do more with less.
The Honourable Paula Cox coined the term. But come
on! Are we really neglecting—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: MP Blakeney coined the
phrase—sorry.
Are we neglecting our Department of Statistics? Are we setting them up to fail when data comes
out that does not fall in sync with the narrative from
the One Bermuda Alliance? Because these reductions, to me, at a time when you need the surest,
soundest data—because it says that the data is used
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for sound decision making, policy making . . . why
would you reduce their allocation of a budget?
Mr. Chairman, I would like to move on to
Head 26. And before I go, let me send a shout-out to
Miss . . . what? Ms. Robinson?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Ms. James, yes, sorry. Ms.
James and her staff at the Department of Statistics,
because this year we have heard, Statisticians are not
economists. They cannot run governments. We heard
statements like that attributed to Mr. Cordell Riley.
But, again, when you say it about one you are saying
it about all. They are statisticians and not economists—they do not know how to run government.
Well, I tell you what, there are a lot of economists
around here that do not know what they are doing either. Okay? So it is not the degree that you have, but
how you apply that knowledge. So we should not neglect or downplay the work of our Statistics Department.
I think, on behalf of the Progressive Labour
Party, we would like to thank them for their excellent
work and contribution to our country. And we look forward, one day soon, to resuming Government so we
can forge, or renew, that relationship between the
Legislature and those in that civil service.
Head 26—Department of Human Resources,
which is B-39, Mr. Chairman. Look at . . . first off, I
was listening to the Premier’s brief, and not too much
was mentioned in the general economic debate, but in
the Premier’s brief we heard so much about SAGE
and this Civil Service reform that they are about to
undertake over the next 12 months. First time I heard
it in detail—detail—the way the Premier gave it in his
brief. Right? It was the first time I heard it.
Yet, in all of that we see an overall 1 per cent
reduction in training across the board for government—1 per cent. It might not seem like much, but it
is a cut nevertheless, which makes me wonder, Well,
what type of performance review are you all planning
to do? Because then I look at cost centre 2602, Learning and Development, and on 36050, Training
Courses, we see a 19 per cent (or $76,000) reduction,
although there was $20,000 overspent from last year.
So last year you spent $20,000 more than what was
allocated, this year you reduce it by $76,000. What on
earth . . . ?
Likewise, in cost centre 36060, Professional
and Technical Training Scheme, we see a 58 per cent
(or $14,000) reduction. Yes, the actual spend last fiscal year was $10,000 and this cut leaves it at that
same level of $10,000. But let us take a look at the
performance measures of both, so we can get a better
idea of the significance, especially in the light of
SAGE, especially in the light of the Civil Service Review, the significance of any cut when it comes to
training courses.
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On B-41 Training Courses; “To conduct four
briefing awareness sessions between November 2013
and January 2014 to ensure 100 per cent of the participants are knowledgeable on the established leadership competencies.” That was . . . it did not apply in
2012. It actually occurred in the last fiscal year, and it
is planned to occur this upcoming fiscal year—these
same four briefing awareness sessions. But in addition to that, you see that there is one other indicator
that says, “to ensure visibility as human resource subject matter experts who provide strategic and credible
advice to Permanent Secretaries and Heads of Departments by attending client meetings.”
Now what is the outcome? It says “meet with
three client Ministers of departments per quarter by
March 31, 2015.” Now, I would think that if we are going to look to streamline, if we are going to look to enhance the performance of our Civil Service, then having these . . . ensuring the visibility of human resource
experts, meeting three times a quarter is essential.
But yet . . . yet it does not match up with the budget
allocation of a 17 per cent—sorry—a 19 per cent (or
$76,000) reduction. More work has to occur, but with
substantially less money. And we are talking about the
people component, not a computer—people. But we
are seeing a $76,000 reduction. That is unacceptable.
Likewise, let us look at the Professional and
Technical Training Scheme where it says, “90 per
cent of trainee development plans will be reviewed
annually by the respective training manager to monitor
progress towards the agreed outcomes to ensure that
the trainees are suitably qualified to be appointed to
the substantive posts that are difficult to fill and/or held
by contract workers.” And we saw a reduction of
58 per cent in that budget.
Contract workers—there is a thought out
there, Mr. Chairman . . . let me make it clear because
I know how the OBA and the Royal Gazette like to
switch up your words. There is a thought that if we are
going to reduce the size of our Civil Service, then the
first group of persons to be identified are our contract
workers in the Civil Service. Make them redundant
first. In fact, I would like to know (and I probably would
give a Parliamentary Question to that effect) how
many contract workers do we have, and at what cost
to the government on an annual basis in terms of
salaries and/or wages, but I guess mostly salaries.
Now, as the previous Minister of Environment,
Infrastructure Strategy, I had plenty of contract workers in my midst. And as far as I am concerned, they
are very professional, just like any other person. So
there is no homophobia—sorry, not homophobia—
[Laughter and inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Sorry, my apologies. Do not
cast stones, Minister Dunkley.
Xenophobia—there is no xenophobia in this
statement. But if we are going to reduce the cost of
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government in terms of head count, then why do we
not identify the contract workers? This is not the private sector, you know. This is the public sector that is
paid by public funds. And I would think that the taxpayer (well, the majority of taxpayers in this country)
would prefer their funds to go to Bermudians rather
than to a contract worker. This is the public sector;
this is not the private sector. So I would like those
numbers. Who knows, we might find the 10 per cent
reduction in our overall salary costs for the government.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, you are seeing a lot of
them are Bermudian. I know for a fact there are a lot
of contract workers in government. I am not talking
about the ones that are Bermudian, who became
Bermudian through status or whatnot. That is not . . .
that is not my fight. But those who on contract, there
must be a Bermudian who works beside or under,
who, with this proper professional and technical training scheme, should be able to assume that role.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not talking about the Statistics Department, Honourable Premier. I am talking
about across government. This is not . . . this is not
cherry-picking.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am sticking to the line item,
Deputy Premier Dunkley. Do you care to ask your
staff to provide that information for us?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay. It is called Professional
and Technical Training Scheme—do you have your
Budget Book in front of you?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Or are you just over there
chirping?
[Laughter and inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: See, these indicators are very
important and I think that it is something that we could
look at. And again, not in a xenophobic way, but if we
are going to reduce the size of government by a head
count, before you identify Bermudians—because I am
Bermudian first—and if we have to identify our friends
who have come [to Bermuda] and given yeoman service to our government, give them a nice redundancy
package and say, Thank you very much. And let us
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reduce the government that way first, if we are going
to do anything.
But you see this cut in the budget actually
speaks contrary to any intent. Because I hear it. I
heard the Premier. You spoke about this Civil Service
reform based on the SAGE Commission. But I do not
see anything in this budget that is evidence that what
you are saying and what you are meaning to say and
what you are looking to do, are the same thing. The
money is not adding up with your words.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay. You say it is. Well, time
will tell. But I think more can be done.
Now, let us look at B-39, Mr. Chairman, the
Department of Human Resources, and the Current
Account Estimates. The salaries show a $201,000
reduction (or 8 per cent) from last year. And the
wages show a 285 per cent increase of $57,000 from
last year. Yet, on page B-40 the Employee Numbers,
we see no change in the numbers. So you have an
increase of $57,000 for blue collar worker, a decrease
of $201,000 in terms of a salary, but the employee
numbers remain the same?
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Premier says he gave a
full explanation. I can accept, like I said, the furlough
day taken into account and a few other things, but
again, this is something that makes me say, Hmmm.
Hmmm. What type of accountancy is this? Are we
shifting costs somewhere? Okay. I will take it at face
value.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Premier is saying he
gave me the booklet. I got the booklet when he had
two sections left.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay, thank you, Mr. Premier.
B-39, Current Account Estimates—Repair and
Maintenance shows a 275 per cent increase of
$110,000, and this is in Human Resources. I just beg
the question, what is that increase for in terms of repair and maintenance? Are we referring to a building
or something—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: See? Head 43—Information
Technology Office (that is page B-45, Mr. Chairman),
cost centre 4301. And I see cuts in Network Support,
Server Support, Data Entry, Business Systems Support, Training, but an increase in Systems Support. I
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am concerned because when speaking about EGovernment or speaking about being more efficient, I
am concerned that those cuts—all those cuts—except
for Systems Support, will compromise service delivery.
Now, I admit I am not an IT expert in any way,
shape or form. But it does not make sense (and
maybe because I am just not an expert) to see an increase of Systems Support of 13 per cent, but see
massive reductions in the Network, Service, and Data
Entry and Business Systems Support budget. Something just does not seem right, it is not adding up. But I
am speaking from a layman, because Lord knows, IT
. . . I am learning, but I am far, far from being proficient in it.
Likewise, if you look at the performance
measures of the IT Office (which is on page B-48), the
measurements, the target outcomes, are all improvements from this last fiscal year. So more work. There
are higher expectations on this office, but yet we see
cuts going across key areas of the IT Office. So how
can we expect better outcomes when we are reducing
the budget in these key areas? Again, are we setting
up our civil servants for failure? Or are they going to
do more with less? I hope that the latter is the case.
But again, something does not seem right.
Now, if I go to B-46, Salaries, this, again, is
very confusing to me. B-46, Salaries reduced by
$661,000 (or 17 per cent) over the last fiscal year. But
employee numbers show an increase of two persons
over the actual numbers. And I ask myself, How on
earth do you have a $661,000 decrease but employee
numbers increase by two?
And then I note the 2012/13 actual budget for
salaries was $3,511,000 with 34 employees (if you
look at the bottom of the page, $3.5 million with 34
employees). Yet the revised estimate for last year was
$3.9 million, which is $425,000 more, but with only an
increase of one person. So Premier, Honourable
Premier, Honourable Minister Richards, can you explain to this Honourable House how you have a
$661,000 decrease and show an increase of two
heads in salaries—two heads, two employees additional—but a decrease of $661,000?
And then you have 34 employees at $3.5 million, the estimate is revised to $3.9 million or
$425,000 more, but there is only an increase of one
person? Unless somebody is getting paid $420,000odd a year . . . it is either that or there is some sticky
accounting going on. But I will leave that to our resident accounting experts to bring that clarity because I
do not understand it. I do not understand it. But it
seems like the numbers are being played with—
putting it kindly.
Then we move on over ITO, to Head 51–DCI.
I certainly want to leave as much time for everyone
else to contribute. B-50, Mr. Chairman, Current Account Estimates–Salaries. Again inconsistencies. In
2012/13, it was $2,093,000 with 24 staff; 2013/14 is
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$2,166,000 with one additional staff, or 25. Now that
makes sense. That is only like a 50 or 60 . . .
[$]75,000, [$]74,000—$73,000 (sorry) addition. So I
can understand that. One additional staff. I can see
that in the budget. Yet this year shows 25 employees,
just like last year, but at $124,000 less.
Mr. Premier, how do you have 25 staff members at $2.166 million last year and have 25 staff
members—no change in employee levels—but the
salaries have been reduced by $124,000. Maybe that
is the 5 per cent furlough day.

agement and Procurement will “provide oversight and
guidance to Government departments and Ministries
regarding project management and procurement activities to ensure fairness, transparency, and consistency in awards of contracts and adherence to the
rules and industry best practices.” And then if you look
at the department objectives, basically this is how we
are going to bring this and make it deliverable.
Do we know that it was the Honourable former
Premier, Paula Cox, that established the Office of Project Management and Procurement?

[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay. The Minister of the
great erudite, Krugmanite, Keynesianite—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay. You know that.
We see $165,000 less spend. It was under
budget by $165,000 last year. Okay? Okay, that
sounds good. But when I looked for the performance
measures . . . let us see. Where are the performance
measures? Hold on. When I looked for the performance measures for Project Management and Procurement which deals with transparency and consistency and fairness, lo and behold, Mr. Chairman,
there are no performance measures in the Budget
Book! None, again.
Now . . . which goes, if there are no performance measures over PATI (which deals with transparency and accountability), there are no performance
measures over the Office of Project Management and
Procurement—nothing there to measure that that
deals with fairness and transparency. So what on
earth is going on with the One Bermuda Alliance Government? There are no performance measures!
In fact, this under budget spending of
$165,000 appears to be a result of something very
odd in the One Bermuda Alliance Government. In fact,
let me ask you this question (if you really want to see
how odd it is), Where is the list of contracts from December 2012 to today that have been granted by the
Government or entered into by the Government that
was made public by the former Premier and Minister
of Finance Paula Cox when she gazetted it? We have
not seen any evidence. I cannot tell you what contracts have been granted or to whom or what amount
under the One Bermuda Alliance Government.

An Hon. Member: Crystal ball.
[Laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay. I can accept that. Yes.
Green house.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I figured.
So the Minister of Finance says that variance
is just the furlough day. So $124,000 has been removed out of the pocket of everyday Mr. and Mrs.
Bermuda—that is what that means. Right. Again, it
just makes me reflect on the junkets . . . and I see
Larry Scott described the Corporation of Hamilton
thing as a junket. Well, the Government has junkets,
too.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes. That Larry never talks
about.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: So thank you for that clarity.
That is one variance that I can understand.
But there are others that just do not make
sense, especially the last one in terms of . . . was it
Human Resources or ITO? That is all right.

An Hon. Member: Don’t we have a right to know?
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I . . . well—

[Inaudible interjections]
An Hon. Member: PATI.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It could have been HR.
Now, let me move on to Head 80 and I have
only got Head 80 . . . Yes, basically Head 80, Project
Management and Procurement, will be my last substantial contribution. I just have a few things to say
about Sustainable Development.
The mission statement and the department
objectives, Mr. Chairman; the Office of Project Man-

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: PATI.
An Hon. Member: Don’t we have a right to know?
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: PATI. That is what I am saying. It takes . . . it is full circle right back to PATI!
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Where is the list of contracts? Who has been
feeding at the trough of crony capitalism? Who?
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[Inaudible interjection]

An Hon. Member: Or the public purse.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And the Minister of Finance is
saying he got rid of her. You go rid of her, but what is
the result?

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Who has been getting contracts that are over $50,000, that have gained Cabinet
approval, but yet the public does not know.

[Inaudible interjection]

An Hon. Member: The Treasury trough.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: See? That $165,000 reduction, again, is a reflection of the attitude the One Bermuda Alliance has towards procurement, towards issuing contracts, towards being open and transparent
and accountable. That is what it reflects, because we
see no evidence. People could be forgiven for thinking
that the Office of Procurement was disbanded when
the One Bermuda Alliance became Government. Because I am going to tell you, the former Premier Paula
Cox, she went above, way above and beyond herself,
some would say on our side of the fence. Okay? Way
beyond herself to put these rules in place. To the point
that many of us Ministers, in the final year as Ministers, we felt like eunuchs.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: A $165,000 saving, but without the transparency of who you are issuing contracts
to. Lord knows, we could have $50 million being sent
to friends and family pockets. So I do not care about
the $165,000 save, I want the transparency that tells
me what contracts the OBA Government gave out and
to whom and to what amount. And up until this point
there is no evidence of it. I do not see any evidence of
contracts.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Why should I have to ask a
Parliamentary Question?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Because we have a right to
know. You see?

An Hon. Member: That’s right.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: We were constrained. In fact,
we felt like eunuchs. Eunuchs—like the Ethiopian
eunuch. We felt like eunuchs under these rules that, I
believe it was Pricewaterhouse Cooper that ran it . . .
What is the lady that heads up the OBA’s business
thing? Caroline Foulger?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Right. Right. She was the
head of that. And I remember that in order for us as
Ministers to actually do something on a project, we
had to get a sign-off from Ms. Foulger at this department.

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
An Hon. Member: If you want to know, ask the question.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: If you want to know . . . I just
asked the question, and the CS is here and the ACS
is here. And we are going to have a long enough debate to go ahead and make the call and send a list
from December 2012—actually, it started January
2013—up until today. Who have you given contracts
to? And it is unacceptable that the Minister of Finance
says, Well, why don’t you just ask the question. Can
you imagine someone from our side saying that four
or five years ago?

[Inaudible interjection]
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I don’t care who she is, she is
not elected.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: She is not elected. And I do
not care whose office this was. Why would we . . .
how could I as the Minister get permission from some
cats up in some ivory tower to do something that I
think is going to benefit our people? They are not
elected. They are not appointed. But that was the nature of the environment that the former Premier and
Minister of Finance put us in. It constrained us.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, we did not. We actually
went way and above to try and prove that we were
good stewards. We went way and above to prove to
God knows who that we were good stewards of the
public purse.
Now here comes in Zorro riding in as the new
Government and the rules have changed. The rules
have changed. The rules have changed.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: But . . . but, yes, you all are
laughing. Right? But, hey, I see a judgment coming
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when that list comes out because I know they have
been giving out contracts. I know you have been giving out contracts. Okay? Obviously you have, because no Government has inertia.

An Hon. Member: Even the road to hell is paved with
good intentions.

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Now, look, I want to know the
recipients, you know, because we have a contract up
at Heritage Wharf that still is not complete, despite
Minister Moniz getting up and saying it will be done in
two weeks . . . and rae, rae, rae . . . and before that
the thing was not ready, but the ship docked, and now
they are still up there and we still do not know how
much it cost.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: MP Zane De Silva probably
got a contract. Do you know why? Because unlike a
few of you, MP De Silva has the capacity and ability to
deliver on things that others cannot. And so he bid—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No problem. No problem. Minister Richards. Minister Richards . . . I mean . . . Mr.
Chairman, let me speak to Minister Richards. He is
talking about Zane De Silva got contracts. Wait a minute! I thought Minister Bob Richards got contracts under the PLP Government too.

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]

The Chairman: Mm-hmm.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Hmmm! Mirror, mirror on the
wall—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: We do not have any idea because there is no transparency when it comes to contracts under the Project Management and Procurement Office.
So my question is, What is the intention of the
OBA Government for this Office? Because during your
campaign, which . . . to be honest, to be fair, nothing
they said in their campaign can be taken at face
value. It was just theatre. It was Broadway. It was
meant to deceive you. Okay? But in that campaign
election, half manifesto, they said that they would get
rid of this department and have an Office of a Contractor General.

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mirror, mirror on the wall.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Who said that from that side?
Was it the Learned Attorney General?
No?
Was it the Deputy Premier?

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Ooh! Ooh!
[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And no, I am not making allegations either. If you report to us that MP De Silva
received a contract, I would say, Well done, Zane.
Make sure you deliver on budget, brah. Straight up.
But I do not know. That is just hearsay. The public
does not know.
Where are the contracts? We want to see the
list. How soon can we get that list? Or do I have to go
and make a Parliamentary Question? Because I
thought I submitted a Parliamentary Question a few
months ago. Somehow, on the road to Damascus, it
disappeared.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: On contracts. And I also
asked Parliamentary Questions on consultants. I
wanted to know about consultants. I want to know
about contracts in addition to travel. But I guess that
we will re-submit those questions since we have to
ask.
[Inaudible interjections]

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Grant? Oh, it was all of you—
collective responsibility—good. Do not forget that. [In]
a couple weeks’ time we are going to talk about collective responsibility, trust me.
So what happened to the Office of the Contractor General? Or did you get a review from Management Services who then said, Hey, you know, the
thing about life is, it’s not what you think, it’s what is,
you know, Premier. You might say all that up on a
platform, but when you actually put your feet and get
your hands in the soil, you realise that, yeah, it is not
what you think.
So is the Contractor General . . . has that now
been shelved? Is that no longer on the table? Is the
Project Management and Office of Procurement, is
that sufficient? And if it is, when are we going to see
some transparency around it then? Because I do not
care what you call it—Contractor General, Office of
Procurement, without transparency—especially in light
of the One Bermuda Alliance Government’s track re-
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cord of secrecy and backtracking and breaking promises and misleading the people—we need to see the
transparency around contracts.
It is the contracts. That is the real reason why
you all fight and sacrifice to get up in this House and
have political power, because that is the gravy train.
Yes? Hello! For those of you who are just coming into
politics, that is Politics 101 around the world. Okay?
So if you open up your eyes, you will probably notice it
going on right in front of you right now—right now.
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The Chairman: Member—
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Chairman, point of
order. I will reiterate it. I ask that those comments be
withdrawn.
The Chairman: I have taken note—
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: If you want to be impugned . . . I will not be impugned.

POINT OF ORDER
[Imputing improper motives]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
I ask the Honourable Member to withdraw
those comments; he is imputing improper motives on
every single person in this House. And Mr. Chairman,
I think it is unacceptable.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Ha! Who the cap fits—
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: If he cannot bring proof,
withdraw the comment, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, sir.

The Chairman: Honourable Minister Dunkley, you
can have your seat.
Your point of order has been duly noted.
Member, please continue and stay focused on
the Head in question, please.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am very focused. I am talking about the Office of Project Management and Procurement. If certain words . . . if certain words reach
somebody’s conscience and it pricks it, so be it. But
no one’s—
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Point of order, Mr. Chairman!

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr.—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —character has been impugned.

[Mr. Rolfe Commissiong, in the Chair]
The Chairman: Honourable Member, can you proceed and stay focused on the Head in question,
please.

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: It is not pricking the conscience, it just doing what is right.
The Chairman: What is your point—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not going to take that
back because it is Politics 101—
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Chairman, I stand to
call for a ruling on this.

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: If you want to impugn everyone in this House, go ahead. It is not acceptable.
The Chairman: What is your point of order, Minister
Dunkley?

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I will repeat.—
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: If you want to be impugned like everyone else in this Chamber, Mr.
Chairman, take the silence. I am not about to let him
impugn everybody in this Chamber. It is unacceptable
and we need to raise the level of debate, my brother.

POINT OF ORDER
[Imputing improper motives]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: [Imputing] improper motive
on everybody in this Chamber. It is not acceptable.
Hey, if you are guilty you can take it, but we are not
taking it.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I heard that “Kumbaya” tune.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Well, you are listening to it
right now, my brother, whether you like it or not. I am
on my feet and ask for Mr. Chairman . . . I ask you to
withdraw that comment.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Again, Politics 101, contracts—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Ha! This whole debate today
has been one of guilty consciences and defensiveness, and we do not want transparency, we do not
want accountability. So I am speaking of the need that
those contracts, the nature of contracts . . . the reason
why you need transparency is because everyone
knows that the gravy of politics is contracts if it is not
open and transparent!
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[Inaudible interjections]

Mrs. Susan E. Jackson: Point of order. Point of order, please.
Absolutely. I have to ask, please, if the Committee Chair can have that Member withdraw that
statement. I find it offensive.
The Chairman: What is the point of order?
Mrs. Susan E. Jackson: The point of order is that
people in this House are not sitting here thinking that it
is 101 Politics.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman, see, when you
do not have the Royal Gazette to spin things away,
right? You cannot just get up here spin things away.
The Chairman: Member, I will caution you.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: If they are speaking from a
guilty—
The Chairman: Member, Member—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: See?

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: So be it. But I am not impugning anyone's integrity. I am giving the MP Susan
Jackson a little Political 101 lesson about contracts!

Mrs. Susan E. Jackson: You are impugning my reputation.

The Chairman: Well, Member, I would also caution
you not to cross the line.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not crossing the line. If
that was a line to be crossed, Mr. Chair—

The Chairman: You can have your seat, Madam, that
was not a point of order.
POINT OF ORDER
[Offensive language]

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, I am not arguing with the
Chair.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: The point of order—and it is
quite right that the Honourable Members call for it. I
would encourage that we all do that—is [Standing Order] (11)(d) “it shall be out of order to use offensive
and insulting, or disrespectful language about Members of the House or which tends to bring the House
of Assembly into disrepute.” So the comment of the
“gravy train of politics or people” tends to bring the
House into disrepute. So that is what you focus on for
the rule.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Minister, I have taken note of your
opinion on this matter. I am going to allow the Member
to continue.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I will withdraw the gravy train
part.

An Hon. Member: Yes, you are!
[Inaudible interjections]
An Hon. Member: You are arguing with the Chair.
An Hon. Member: Shh, shh, shh.
An Hon. Member: Get back on track, Marc.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Can I recall the amount of
times we heard the word corruption—
An Hon. Member: That is right.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —when we were the PLP
Government?
Some Hon. Members: Yes!

The Chairman: I will offer you a caution. I think those
comments were broad based and were not—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Of course.
The Chairman: —referenced specifically towards any
particular individual in the House or—

An Hon. Member: Yes, you just proved it!
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It reminds me of someone
that has a whip, you know, and they whip you and
they think they are in a position of strength. But as
soon as they drop the whip they jump up and cry and
sing “Kumbaya.”

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Gavel]
The Chairman: —any Member in the House—
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The Chairman: Members, can we have order in this
Chamber?

has taken a back seat. So I would like to know what
really—

[Gavel]

[Inaudible interjections]

The Chairman: Can you have your seat, please,
Member?
Can we have order and some decorum in the
Chamber, please?
Thank you. Honourable Member, you may
resume your presentation and stick to the Head in
question.
Thank you.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay, the Premier is saying
that he has put more emphasis—

[Crosstalk]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: So we are on the Office of
Project Management, page B-52 and B-53. Salaries—
2012/13, 7 employees, $602,000. [In] 2013/14, 13
employees, $565,000. So from one year it goes from
7 employees at $602,000. The next year it is 13 employees at $565,000. This year we see 9 employees—
not 7, not 13—but the salaries are $803,000! How do
you go from 7 employees at $602,000, to 13 employees at $565,000, to 9 employees at $803,000? Is that
also a reflection on the furlough day? It cannot be! It
cannot be.
What type of mathematics is going on? What
is this? What is this? How do . . . I am going to ask it
again. How do you get 7 employees whose salaries
are $600 grand and the next year you have 13 employees whose salaries are $565,000 and this year
(which is last year) you have 9 employees at $800
grand?
An Hon. Member: Differential calculus.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Differential calculus?
[Laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well? Yes. Yes, some sticky
accounting going on.
There is something going on at the Office of
Project Management and Procurement. The numbers
are not adding up. So I would like answers from the
Premier so that the public can understand how you
have 9 employees who average $90 grand but 13
employees who are averaging about $55 grand. Same
office from one year to the next. It does not make
sense.
Lastly, to close, Head 96 Sustainable Development—not much to provide, although I can say that
I would like to see in the future performance measurements for Project Management and Procurement.
Sustainable Development—the only thing that
I would like to say is that it seems as if the attention of
Sustainable Development under the One Bermuda
Alliance Government has kind of waned. It is like it

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Oh—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay, so the Premier is saying that . . . because it was under a former Ministry
before, but now it is under the Cabinet Office. That is
good. Give Information Technology Office (ITO), some
more energy. I tell you what. It was discussed in your
brief, Mr. Premier—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Right.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Last week.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No Problem. The EEZ [Exclusive Economic Zone] and this discussion on the
EEZ—I am going to make it clear, and my former
Permanent Secretary was there—the biggest mistake
I ever made as Minister (it is a mistake I regret to this
day) was allowing for Pew [Charitable Trust] to be entertained by the Government of the Bermuda. Now, I
am not concerned about you tree huggers who see
Pew as a cash cow, and so you will gravitate to them
like bees are on honey. Okay? And you will take up
their cause just because you think you can get paid
from them.
The biggest mistake I ever made as a Minister
was when I allowed the Pew Foundation to come in
under the guise of something which ended up being
this global effort of taking away indigenous people's
natural resources and economic potential. It is the
biggest . . . and the Cabinet Secretary now is shaking
his head. He knows that that is a mistake that I wear
on my chest. And I will fight to assure that they do not
make it a marine no-take zone.
Let me declare my interests. I am the youngest son of the oldest fishing family in Bermuda. Yes,
fishing put me through school. Okay, after the fish
popped in. I know the value; I know the sacrifice that
we have to take when we are talking about the ocean.
No matter how you have some people up here (call no
names, Learned Members) who minimise these
things. I will fight with every inch of my being to ensure that Pew does not bring their nefarious plot to
shut down our Exclusive Economic Zone. I do not
want to hear anything about the tree huggers out
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there who noticed—one time—that Pew has money.
You know how they gravitate towards donors. They
are not your friend. They are just parasites. They take
up the whole Pew initiative and then they become the
spokespersons of it with no care of the livelihoods of
people in this country. I wear that. That is my error.
Not the OBA Government's error.
But I pray that the OBA Government sees the
wisdom of using our EEZ as an Exclusive Economic
Zone and not an Exclusive Environmental Zone. Because a lot of these environmentalists are people who
are high net worth individuals. Yes. Because poor
people do not have time to enjoy or appreciate the
environment, Mr. Chairman. Poor people do not have
time to enjoy and appreciate the environment because
they are dealing with food, clothing and shelter. So I
pray that the Premier (since you have it under your
remit) keeps it as an EEZ. Let us make sure these billfishing tournaments in July and June and the marina
gets full, and their fellows will go down to Miles [Market] and spend $10,000 on groceries. That is what we
need. Not some cats coming around here talking
about our—our—inheritance is off limits. Send . . . as
Bob Marley said—Chase those crazy bald heads out
of town. Chase them.
Mr. Chairman, I believe that there is an hour
and 15 or 20 minutes left—one hour in the debate—so
I will now yield for our other Members—
An Hon. Member: [There are] 62.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: [There are] 62 minutes left? I
will yield for others to participate. I would like to thank
the Premier and the Cabinet Secretary for the briefing,
and I appreciate their work.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. Are there any
other Members who would care to speak to these
Heads?
The Chair now recognises the Member for
Pembroke Central, constituency 17, Mr. Walton
Brown.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank my leader for leaving a bit
of time for us to participate in this debate. It has been
a heated debate, and what I would like to do is just
look at a few topics under these sections and hopefully the Premier will have time to answer some of the
questions that I would like to present.
The first issue, Mr. Chairman, refers to the
Office of Procurement on B-30, line item 80. I know
the Premier spoke about the importance of having
contracts put out there—dealt with a high level of care
and attention, and that pricing and company experience is going to be very important in the allocation of
contracts. What I would like for the Premier to consider is adding an additional component to this consideration of the allocation of contracts, and that is the
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question of opportunity. One of the signs of a Government that truly cares about its people is to ensure
that those who have not had opportunities also get
opportunities. This is not for those who are not competent, but those who are competent but have not had
opportunities in the past.
Mr. Chairman, you will know that the Honourable Premier spoke in an earlier Throne Speech about
allocating a certain amount of Government funds toward new contractors. I am not sure where that is, but
in the spirit of disclosure, I am going to assume that
you are going to fully disclose all the contracts that
have been allocated during the OBA tenure, and that
hopefully we will see a number of those contracts—I
believe you said up to $30 million—allocated to people who have not had opportunities in the past. If that
is not the case, then the Government should make a
concerted effort going forward to ensure that there
really is genuine equality of opportunity, and that people that have not had opportunities will get them.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, big companies
can always underbid to get a contract. They have
many, many more resources to get contracts, but if
you really want to help diversify opportunities, this
would be an important step forward. So I would like to
hear from the Premier on that issue.
The second issue that I want to raise relates
to the London Office, page B-33—whatever the code
is called, 19035. I, too, agree that the London Office,
to date, has played an important role in one aspect of
Bermuda's interest. Every time we go to London—one
of my favourite cities—I pop in, I pay a courtesy call
on the London Office and I know that Ms. DurrantJackson is working very hard. My concern though is
that, are they working hard on the full range of issues
that they should be working on?
For example, they spend, as you have seen in
the output measures, a great deal of time going to
meetings. They go and they represent Bermuda at a
variety of meetings, both UK based and some of
which are based on the EU commitments. Mr. Chairman, as the Honourable Premier spoke about the
Washington, DC, Office having a role to lobby for
Bermuda's interests—I would like to see the London
Office occupy a similar role, to articulate and to promote and to advance some interests, rather than simply being a participant in meetings that are coordinated primarily, it seems, by the FCO [Foreign and
Commonwealth Office]. I think that that is not in our
best interests. It is not in our long term interests. So I
would like to see the office in London have some of its
efforts directed at more of a lobbying effort.
There is one great example that could be
looked at. That is the issue of ensuring greater visafree travel options around the world. You are in London—you have access to all of the offices there, and
just for the sake of disclosure to this body, it was
when the FCO decided not to help us in that regard
that Bermuda initiated it anyway. So, because it is not
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under our remit constitutionally, we still need some
interest and involvement from the UK FCO. I would
encourage the Government, nevertheless, to consider
ways in which we can take that office, identify a much
wider range of issues—business opportunities as
well—that can help us grow the economy, create jobs
and also get investment.
Now, Mr. Chairman, when you look at the
Washington, DC, Office (on the same page) we see a
significant increase in allocated expenditure. We
heard from the Honourable Premier that the office will
now take responsibility for promoting Bermuda's interest in a much wider field—the United States, Asia, the
Middle East and Latin America. That troubles me because it suggests a lack of full appreciation of the
work that is required, because the United States is our
biggest trading partner. It is our most important ally,
but we face significant challenges from the United
States, especially in Congress, as the Premier will
know. So our representatives in Washington need to
be fully occupied with the wide range of challenges
that exist there—the pending legislation, the lobbying
officials.
I know that the Association for Bermuda Insurers and Reinsurers have a paid lobbyist, but there
is something altogether different when you have a
lobbyist from the country representing your interests.
So I expect Ms. Packwood to be fully occupied on
those matters. It is inappropriate, it is a . . . not a misuse, but it is certainly not going to allow her to do her
job properly if you add to her [current responsibilities]
the promoting of business interests in Asia, in the
Middle East, and in South America. I would recommend, Mr. Chairman, that if the Government is serious
about expanding into areas that they have not looked
at in the past, that we identify an alternate route, an
alternate framework, because the emerging markets
in South America—Brazil, Argentina—have massive
potential.
If you have a half-hearted effort at looking at
that, you are going to have half-hearted results. So
there needs to be something looked at that can
achieve that goal. We have had in the past offices in
different countries to promote our interests. Let us
look at a cost-effective way of achieving that goal. We
have many companies here that have a presence in
South America—some still in Hong Kong—so let us
try to find some innovative ways in which we can piggyback on some of those resources to better pursue
our interests.
I think it is inappropriate to have someone in
Washington try to (at the same time) promote the
Middle East, Africa and Asia when the United States
alone should be a full-time undertaking.
I wanted to speak about the importance about
Stats—B-35. The Statistics Department is absolutely
vital for good decision-making. You cannot make policy without sound data. No one up until recently has
ever challenged the integrity and the validity of the
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work undertaken by the very competent staff at the
Department of Statistics. We had some disputes coming out last year from Government when results were
being published by the Statistics Department that a
Minister, in particular, did not agree with. But you cannot always get the statistics you want. You have to get
the statistics as they are. If you believe you have hired
competent people (and they are competent in that
department) then you have to accept the results that
have been presented.
One of the issues that has proven contentious
is the whole issue of the residential population and the
need to look at the data more carefully and figure out
what to do with it. The Census Department quite
rightly pointed out recently that there has been a decline in the Bermuda birth rate. Many rich countries
have low, if not negative, birth rates, because a lower
birth rate is a consequence of affluence. That is true
all around the world. But to go from that presentation
of fact to the argument that we have a population crisis, if you will, is an altogether different thing.
One of the interesting facts about Bermuda is
that our population has always grown through a natural increase by people coming to Bermuda. If you look
around this Chamber, a few of us were married, or
have been married, to people who came from other
countries. So if you look at the stats report and you
are looking at the Census over the decades, the residential population has always been supplemented by
people who came here, who lived here, who got married or had some other connection. So we have to be
very careful about focusing on just the decline in the
birth rate [and tying it] to an argument about a need
for an increase in the population.
Countries are giving an increase in the population when there is demand for it. Germany needs a
lot of technical and unskilled labour and they went to
Turkey. The United Kingdom in the 1960s needed a
lot of domestic workers—they went to the colonial
Caribbean. So if we need to bring more people into
this country, it will be because our economy is demanding it. But to hear arguments that say Bermuda
can only grow by bringing in more people makes no
sense. It makes no sense. That is why people suspect
there are some ulterior motives involved when that
argument is made, because no one is going to say
you just need to bring in people. The only people who
really want to bring in people, no matter what, are
people who have properties that are unoccupied.
One of the interesting and inconvenient truths
about the great boom of 2008 was we were building
all these residential units when there were 2,000 vacant units already. So what then should the Government policy be with respect to population growth?
Should it be simply to ameliorate the concerns of
those who built during a boom period? Should we be
focused on bringing in people to occupy the thousands and thousands of office spaces vacant because
people believe that the economy will never tap out?
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No, Mr. Chairman. So we need to look at these numbers that come out of Stats, we need to understand
what they mean, and we need to figure out what we
need from a country standpoint to properly develop
our country. Just an abstract argument about increasing population does not make a whole lot of sense in
my view.
The other point I wanted to make relates . . .
let us go back to the Premier's office, the Cabinet Office. I am not quite sure where it falls under, but I am
going to say General Administration. The Premier, as
the head of Government, answers to some extent to
the United Kingdom. The Premier along, with one or
two of his Cabinet colleagues, attends the Joint Ministerial Conference that takes place every year in December. I still maintain the view that the Joint Ministerial Conference is a conference that Bermuda need
not attend in its current form, or it needs to attend if it
can reshape the remit of that ministerial council because what this ministerial council does, Mr. Chairman, is give the United Kingdom Government control,
influence and the ability to give directives on a far
wider range of issues than they are currently constitutionally able to do.
Our Constitution gives the United Kingdom direct control over our police, our Regiment, and external affairs. It does not give them control over the environment. It does not give them control over our social
services and our human rights positions, but in attending these ministerial conferences where the agenda is
set, not by Bermuda, it raises the prospect of a far
wider degree of influence and control over our affairs.
And as I have said to the Premier privately, publicly,
and again today, in my view it is not a wise decision to
allow the United Kingdom Government to enter into
this kind of discussion because you are giving them a
level of control they do not have and should not have.
Those are my brief remarks. I am hoping that
the Premier will have enough time to answer those as
well as those by my party leader.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
The Chair now recognises the Member from
Southampton East, MP Zane De Silva.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Our leader—so people do not get confused,
the Opposition Leader, Marc Bean—I think pointed
out a few things with regard to errors. And I am referring to Department 51, and, in particular, I just had
some notes that I think that we in this House need to
be aware of for those that have not done the math or
for the listening public who have a right to know.
Now, if you look at page B-50, Head 51, and I
am looking at the salary number, and if you look at
that salary number—and it was pointed out earlier by
my leader and answered by the Finance Minister, Mr.
Richards—if you go to the bottom of the page, you will
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see the 2013/14 original figure of $2,167,000, the
amount of employees 25. Now put a pin in that for just
a moment.
If you look at the estimate for 2014/15, it is
$2,042,000 and it is $125,000 less. Now, my leader
asked the question, Why did it drop $125,000? Well,
the Finance Minister said, Well, that is easy. It is the
furlough days. Okay, cool, I understand it—got it. But
what we have to take note of is very important because certainly we, on this side, have been approached by many people in Bermuda, in particular,
those civil servants that have taken furlough days.
Some of our Bermudian families all work for
government. Now, why am I bringing this up? I will tell
you why. If you take that $125,000 (and I am just using this particular department, this is throughout the
entire Budget Book, if you do the math on it), let us do
the numbers. $125,000 divided by 25 employees
works out to be about $5,000 per employee, per year.
Let us break it down a little further. [The] $5,000 per
year divided by 52 is $96 (round it to $100). Four
weeks in a month, that is $400. Three people in a
family—that is $1,200. Do you see what I am getting
at?
So if you just have a husband and wife and
they happen to have a few kids, and they are taking a
drop in pay collectively of $800 a month—that is a big
hit! As you know, Mr. Chairman, some of our people
are struggling to make their mortgage payments. I am
not even going to talk about childcare and groceries
and all that stuff because with all the other layoffs
around the country some of our families are coming
back home. Children are coming to stay with mommy
and daddy because they are finding it tough. They
have been laid off and cannot find work.
This is very important and this is only this particular Head. Very important. I think that you will find
that if you do that sort of number throughout the
Budget Book you will find similar numbers. If we have
over 5,000 employees working in Government—start
thinking about that and what effect it has on our people.
The other thing I would like to touch on very
briefly is on B-32, Head 09, Cabinet Office, and in particular travel. If you look at travel because . . . you
know, when we were in Government we heard about
travel, jets, restaurants. We heard this week in and
week out. Let me be clear. There is nothing wrong
with Government officials and Ministers traveling, you
know. You will never see me saying that I totally disagree with it, especially in my private capacity. I will
jump on a plane in a heartbeat and go and meet
somebody face to face as opposed to talking to them
over the phone—especially if I feel as if a relationship
is about to blossom. So I do not have an issue with
that.
My issue is that the current Government when
they were Opposition chastised us week in and week
out about the amount of travel, and in particular our
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Premier, Dr. Ewart Brown, when he was in office—
banged him every week.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You can tell when you are
hitting home.

[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh, and the Honourable
Member, Dr. Gibbons says, He deserved it! My golly!
What a comment to make! And he deserved it.
Dr. Brown, as I said last week, held two Ministries. Let us talk about that for a minute—$350,000
saved for the taxpayer every year. The current Premier does not even have any Ministry. But I will tell
you what—his travel was three times as much!

The Chairman: Continue, Member. Continue on.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Let me point out for the
listening public: The Government took delight every
week in this House blasting the PLP Ministers for
traveling. Of course, they would not blast me, Mr.
Chairman, no sir.

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member,
Mr. Sousa, wants to talk about Port Royal. Well, I will
tell you what. We can talk about Port Royal for a moment, because as we know, that was way off track,
Mr. Chairman, and they have had to apologise for that
one. But if you want to talk about a contract, let us talk
about the one down at the hospital, Mr. Sousa.
An Hon. Member: Line item—
An Hon. Member: What line item?
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So anyway—

[Inaudible interjection]
The Chairman: Let us stick to the debate in question.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh, yes? No, you would
not. Well, the Premier says, Not this Government.
Come on now. Come on, Mr. Premier. You know it is
a red coloured house, but then you open the door, you
know it is an OBA colour, it is UBP inside. Come on.
All those Members that are sitting on that side—I can
count them up—I can start calling them off!
[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Maybe they will have a
chance to speak, but it is nice to know, you know, that
the peacock's feathers are spreading wide.
Mr. Chairman—
[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I can start calling them off!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Let us go back because
they are trying to get off this huge, huge travel expenditure by the Premier.

[Inaudible interjections]

An Hon. Member: How much is it?

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I can start calling them off!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The question I have for the
Premier is this: If the actual spend for 2013/14 was
$323,000—now if we look at the estimate it is
$252,000—

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But let us not lose track,
Mr. Chairman.

An Hon. Member: Which line item are you talking
about now?

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Let us not lose track.
The Chairman: Speak to the Chair, Member, please.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, yes, Mr. Chairman, I
will.
It is amazing. You can tell when you are hitting them because they all start chirping up, you know,
their feathers stirred like a peacock. The feathers start
spreading.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Chairman, if you look
at it . . . See? The Honourable Member Mr. Dunkley
just came in and was worrying about chirping and
everything. But let me repeat so he can follow me—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Let me repeat so he can
follow me. I would ask the Honourable Deputy Mayor
[sic] to please pay attention this time—so here you go.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I am not a mayor.

[Inaudible interjections]
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Here you go.

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I am not a mayor.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: For the Premier himself.
See? The Honourable Members say it is in
the book. See, it was in the book last year, too. But lo
and behold, I do not think anybody in this House knew
that almost all of it was going to be spent on the Premier's travelling—$15,000 a trip, 17 trips. In 13 or 14
months—$15,000 a trip, 17 trips.
Mr. Chairman, again, I am going to be hoping
that the Premier is going to clarify and confirm for this
Honourable House and the people of Bermuda that he
personally is going to cut that number down substantially—and we will get into some of the other monies
that can be saved with regard to Minister's salaries in
the forthcoming two weeks.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Here you go, Mr. Mayor.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Speak to the Chair, Member.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I keep getting him confused with cows and mares and horses and all that. I
am sorry, Mr. Chairman.
So we are on travel. The Premier has got me;
it is his Ministry. He has got me.
Mr. Chairman, the estimate for this year is
$252,000. Now, if we take last year's travel by the
Premier of $180,000—$190,000 I think it was revised
to—I think there was a $10,000 error.
An Hon. Member: No.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No? It was $180,000, was
it?
An Hon. Member: Yes.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay—$180,000. What is
that? [That is] $15,000 per trip.
And I had to listen for four years about Premier Ewart Brown's travel, and he carried two Ministries.
But, Mr. Chairman, the question I have is, if
you take a small number of, I do not know, the rest of
the Cabinet Office, away from the $252,000, if the
travel is repeated in this next year, that leaves about
$62,000 or $72,000 for everyone else. So my question
to the Premier is this, does the Premier think in his
estimation (for this next fiscal year) that he will be
anywhere near his $180,000 expended in the last fiscal year? That is my question.
I hope that the Premier, when he gets a
chance to wrap up, is going to tell all of Bermuda that
he is going to cut that substantially. He had his first
year—everyone has to meet people, you have to do
the meet-and-greet thing which, I think, when we had
people out of work, people suffering, struggling to pay
any bill that you can pull out of the hat, Mr. Chairman,
that our Premier would say, No, let me pull back a
little bit. Now, I know he had a freebie and that is not
in the book. I do not think that is going to be repeated
either, Mr. Chairman. But I would hope—and I have
two of my colleagues who wish to speak, so I will
quickly take my seat. But I hope, Mr. Chairman, that
the Premier is going to verify for the country—maybe
today or before the budget session is over—what his
estimate is for travelling that he estimates he will be
doing for this next coming year.

The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Are there any other Members who care to
speak to these Heads?
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Hamilton parish, [constituency] 6, the
Honourable Wayne Furbert.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think the point I am going to emphasise is
what my colleague talked about as far as the furlough
days regarding certain civil servants. Our understanding is that because of the furlough days of certain civil
servants that the families are really, really hurting, particularly when you have three or four members in a
household that work for government. There is a sizable amount of reduction in income when the income
was going particularly to two mortgages.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, paying of mortgages.
Mortgages.
So I am going to ask the Government to look
at how they can assist those families that have three
or four within the household to make things—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am sorry. What was that,
Premier?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Oh, okay.
—to assist those individuals that have extreme pressure for that period. You are talking about it
lasting for at least another year and a half, these furlough days. I do not know, we do not know, exactly
what is going to happen after that. Negotiations will
have to take place with the unions, but I am assuming
that most civil servants are expecting to come back
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after that period. It is a problem for those families who
have an exceeding amount.
We have to touch on—and my colleague
touched on it and I am sure many of our colleagues
have touched on—travel. Make it very clear. We have
no problem with travel on this side if it is being travel
for certain reasons. But when you have a Government
. . . the Honourable Member is shaking his head. I
really want to emphasise that, Mr. Dunkley, so you
can be aware.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But I am sure . . . let me just
say this. I remembered that within the Ministry of Tourism, we had $45,000 in Tourism. That was for myself
and the director.

An Hon. Member: The last Member just told something different.

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No. He agreed. He agreed.
He said he had no problem with it, provided that is
being travelled for a reason. Okay?
But you have to understand that last year
when I stood before the House I said to them that I
believe (personally) that some travel could be cut significantly within Ministries. I believe they could. They
said that, Well, the budget was made by us; hence
they could not make any changes because it was too
late. But now this is their budget, 100 per cent. You
cannot deny that one.
I believe . . . and as a matter of fact, I believe
that if the Honourable Grant Gibbons was there, the
budget would be cut. I keep on giving the story about
how when I was the Minister of Transport he allowed
me $15,000.
An Hon. Member: No. That is all he allowed you?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I will never forget that. I have
not forgiven him since.

An Hon. Member: But you spent $80,000 just on the
business development.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am glad you said that. That
is no problem.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Member
said I spent $80,000 on . . . and that was not just on
me. It was myself, my director, and your PS went a
few times with us.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, no.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Member . . .
because I knew that he was going to . . . I knew that,
Honourable Member.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Now, the question is, Mr.
Chairman, Mr. Chairman—
[Crosstalk]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman—

[Inaudible interjections]
[Gavel]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I gave you that
much?

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, the question is, What
has he accomplished?

[Laughter]
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, $15,000. And this is
when we were negotiating with Vancouver as far as
back and forward. I was going back and forth over
there. All I was allowed to travel with was $15,000, Mr.
Chairman. If every Minister was only allowed
$100,000 for a year, we are going to get $1.2 million.
Whatever.

The Chairman: Come on, back to the Chair. Back to
the Heads under discussion, gentlemen.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, what has he
accomplished with this $20,000 that he spent?
[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I believe . . . I believe . . .
Well, I am glad you asked me the question. I do not
quite remember.
[Laughter and inaudible interjections]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Chairman
the Honourable Member Grant Gibbons is chirping
over there. He is chirping over there and he is quite
aware that the Bermuda Business Development Corporation came under the Progressive Labour Party
Government. As much as he would like to take re-
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sponsibility for it, it happened under the Progressive
Labour Party Government.
An Hon. Member: It did not!
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Now, the CEO that came on
that left after six months happened under the OBA.
We know that!
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that disagreed with it. I have not heard him chirp that
there is any reason why they should not be there now.
But I think we should go further with another office in
Asia.
I agree with my honourable colleagues. Because they said to us if we are not there they cannot .
. . and the Chinese love to form relationships—
An Hon. Member: Yes.

An Hon. Member: Aah!
[Inaudible interjection]
An Hon. Member: Yes, we do know that.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: We know that. But we will
get to that when his Ministry comes up. But the orchestration of that department happened under the
Progressive Labour Party Government. You want to
stand up and say point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: It is all about relationships.
So if there is anything under that Member, that Minister who just keeps on talking and does not know what
he is talking about, he should come back and say that
we are forming an office in Asia because we believe
that should take place.
[Inaudible interjection]

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, point of order,
Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: What is your point of order?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Honourable
Member is misleading the House because the Bermuda Business Development Corporation was not
formally established until April 2013. The Honourable
Member is correct in that some of the groundwork was
certainly laid with the prior Government—I will give
him that. But it was not formally brought into place
until April 2013 because BIBA [Bermuda International
Business Association] and the others were still in existence prior to that.
Thank you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, the Honourable Member is quite aware that it takes time to work
out the arrangements that we had worked with them.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: If you are negotiating with
Qatar, negotiating in Hong Kong, in China, there
should be an office. There are other Caribbean islands that [have offices] over there (that they can contact) that are making advancement that we are not.
We have to be over in that area. Okay? So we have
no problem with that, Mr. Premier. We have no problem with that. Take some money from some other department . . . take some money from the Ministry of
Economic Development and get an office set up over
there very quickly. We believe that that should be set
up.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: At the end of the day—Nǐ
hǎo piàoliang. I remember that one!
Mr. Chairman—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: It means "Hello Beautiful."

An Hon. Member: It took you 15 years.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That was the arrangement
that we had worked out for a time period for BIBA to
fall off and the other organisation . . . he is well aware
of that. We know that that time period happened under the Progressive Labour Party Government, not
under the OBA. So he has to tell us what he has really
accomplished. And we will wait for that Ministry to
come up. Okay, now . . . that is all right. We will deal
with you when your time comes up.
We were travelling to deal with, to . . . let us
say, China. I think my colleague said we had set up
an office in New York, no, Washington, sorry, and
London. At that time there were people on that side—
particularly the Honourable Member that just spoke—

An Hon. Member: Ooh!
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Is there anything wrong with
that? I do not see anything wrong with that. I am not . .
. I mean—
An Hon. Member: You had better be careful!
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Nǐ hǎo piàoliang. I do not
have any problem—
[Inaudible interjections]
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, we encourage the Government—probably during their spare
time—to evaluate and see how we can take some
money from a certain department and try to set up an
office over there. We were making great progress in
Qatar. They have not talked to the Qatar Government
since that time.
[Inaudible interjections]
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The Chairman: Talk to the Chair, Member.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am talking about it.
So we were working on that and, of course, it
actually came up and we know what happened. What
I am saying to you, at the end of the day, we were
working some things out with Qatar. No, I am saying
why an office needs to be over in that area. We had
worked out in Hong Kong. There was some piece of
legislation, there was . . . I said one office—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: You have?
[Inaudible interjections]
An Hon. Member: Of course, yes.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Seriously? At what level?
We went to the very top. We did not deal with the bottom.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: We were at the very top.
When we went there, the Premier and I, Paula Cox,
the Prime Minister and all the Ministers and the . . . I
am not sure if the Minister of Tourism or the Minister
of Economic Development has the report that we had
produced for them. What they were interested in was
the hotel development here in Bermuda.
An Hon. Member: We have heard all about it.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Right?
An Hon. Member: You accomplished very little.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, the Honourable Member, you know, he loves to talk, but his time
will come. He is talking about accomplishment. I
would really like to know what he has accomplished.
They asked us for a plan on what it would be
like to set up a hotel in Bermuda, because Qatar
spent about $762 million a day—a day! And they were
not interested in short-term gain. They were looking
for a return on investment over a period of time. So
we worked out a plan, had a hotel planned—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, I am not going to refer to the Honourable Member Michael
Dunkley. He can speak when he has his chance.
So we believe that an office should be set [up]
over there. But the travel, when you compare the
travel of the Premier with the former Premier, the
Honourable Ewart Brown, there is no comparison.
There is no comparison.
I heard the Honourable Premier (I think it was
last week or maybe a couple of weeks ago) talk about
India and the training of staff. Where do you think that
came from, Mr. Chairman?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Where do you think that
came from? It did not come from out of that Cabinet. It
did not come from that Cabinet. It came from the
Honourable Ewart Brown, when they complained
about the Honourable Ewart Brown, the Premier, travelling to India.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Those accomplishments are
now bearing fruit by the former Premier. The casino—
talking about on the ships, was a bearing of fruit by
the Honourable Premier.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: There are a lot of things—
yes, there . . . I did vote against it.

An Hon. Member: What line item is this?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am talking about Cabinet
Office, because it came under Cabinet Office. Okay?
Mr. Premier, the report should be in your office. I am
not sure if you have seen it or not.

An Hon. Member: Yes.

[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But it was in your office and
we . . . as a matter of fact, the Assistant Cabinet Secretary was responsible for it. She is quite aware of it.
You can talk to the Assistant Cabinet Secretary. She
was aware of it at the time.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: You are in the Cabinet, now,
in'it.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: You did, too. Are you going
to vote this time against it?

[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Right, I understand that,
Honourable Grant Gibbons, and I doubt . . . read your
statement what you said. I will vote against again. But
you’re not.
So, Mr. Chairman, there are some things that
were accomplished by the Honourable Premier when
he travelled. His return on some of this travel has
borne fruit. The Honourable Premier travelling to the
Bahamas is bearing no fruit other than when he went
down there and saw . . . the meeting with the Prime
Minister of Bahamas and some of his other travel.
He has a Minister of Transport, the Minister,
and you know, we accomplished getting JetBlue during this time, the Miami flight—the negotiations with
American Airlines. These were things that were accomplished during his travel. Airjet, WestJet, and also
the travelling with the . . . I just said, well, India and
some other things. My point is . . . and the Minister of
Tourism. So that is the reason why he had to travel.
Now, I understand he had to attend some official business as far as the Premier. But every week?
The Premier should be on this Island! He is out of the
Island every five minutes. Left the second in command, the real Premier, the Honourable Michael
Dunkley, in charge.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: How much time do we have
left, Mr. Chairman?

[Laughter]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: How does that happen? I
mean, why not—

The Chairman: [There are] 22 minutes—6:12 pm.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay, I will be two more
minutes.
When we look at performance measures—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —when we look at performance measures and when they say the number of
Cabinet memorandums reviewed will be 350 in
2013/14; 331 in outcome in 2012, but 320? How in the
world do you pick a number like that? We are only
going to review a number of Cabinet memorandums,
review them at 320 now. So if you get to 320, you
stop?
[Laughter]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I mean how does that work?
An Hon. Member: You take them on vacation.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The real Premier.
An Hon. Member: You plan. You have a vision.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I see he has increased his
Facebook discussions lately. I know the Honourable
Member. He really does some good PR work. I do not
mind saying it. I like the Honourable Member Michael
Dunkley. He does good PR work, gets his thing out
there.
The Chairman: Let us get back on track, Member.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am. I am. I am talking
about—
The Chairman: Just get back on track. Talk to the
Chair, please.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —travel and why the Premier is travelling and why the Honourable Michael
Dunkley is second in command.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Why not beating 350 at 351?
How does somebody come up with 320? [By] only
reviewing Cabinet memorandums of 320? Okay, here
is another one.
An Hon. Member: Really?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: At least 80 per cent attendance at all meetings, forums, ceremonies in the UK
and EU on behalf of the Government. That
80 per cent in 2013/14—it has been 100 per cent in
2014. That means the Premier has been travelling
more.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That is what it means. Okay,
then I am going to be flying more and I will let you
know beforehand. I am 100 per cent on target on that
one.

An Hon. Member: Two minutes.
An Hon. Member: You have work to do.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Two more minutes, yes. Two
more minutes. How much time do I have left?
[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, the CPC response time was 75 in 2012, 100 per cent—how did
you measure that? How did . . . did somebody say,
Keep a track record for later on the floor of the House
so we can see how that track record was done. It was
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100 per cent in 2013/14 and then we go back down to
90 per cent in 2014/15.
So these are the questions. Some of these
performances are just made up as far as I am concerned. It sounds nice and we follow a pattern. Okay,
let us fill it in. All right? Let us fill it in because that is
what the budget is going to say we are going to do
and we are going to fill in the numbers.
The Centre of Business Promotion permits—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I have two more minutes—
one more minute—within four days of receipt,
98 per cent 2013/14 and 98 per cent in 2014/15. How
do you come up with 98 per cent and not 99 or 97?
An Hon. Member: What?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Premier, you were gone
for the last half hour. You did not hear all of it. But alI I
am saying is, based on performance measures, how
do you say I do not want to do 100 per cent target
market on every one—that is our goal—that is the
point I am getting at. Why not say 100 per cent?
We said achievement in 2012/13. That is what
we want to achieve 100 per cent. You are going less
than what you said you want to do. Are you lowering
the goal or lowering the standard in saying that we are
only going to achieve less than 100 per cent? Because that is what the goal should be. That is the
point I am getting at. For coming up with, saying, Oh,
320, okay, all right.
So all I am saying, Mr. Chairman, is that we
support some travelling. We do not support all the
travelling that the Premier is doing, as we think it is
unnecessary. We also support that the Government
should look at an overseas office somewhere in Asia
and again, look at the performance measures going
forward to see whether they are realistic.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Finance, the Honourable David Burt.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I will be very quick with my questions. First, I
will ask the Honourable Premier if he can turn with me
to page B-32 and explain the extraordinary
100 per cent increase for professional services over
the $474,000 that was originally budgeted. And now
we see that the revised figure estimates of the Cabinet Office is going to spend over twice that amount, at
$998,000, or just $2,000 short of $1 million. There is
certainly a challenge there on the line item of professional services. So I would like if the Honourable
Premier would explain to me the reason for that ex-
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traordinary increase in these times of austerity. We
are doubling the consultant budget. And also to whom
did that money go to? Would he be so kind as to list
the top five vendors for those items?
I will move on very quickly to page B-46 under
the Information Technology Office. I note that there
were nine posts eliminated. However, the funding remained the same for salaries. My view is if you are
going to not fund posts then you are probably not
supposed to spend the money on other things. I think
this is something that happens in a lot of government
departments. We talk about the overall overspend of
$45 million. If government departments set budgets, if
they say this is what they are going to spend the
money on, of course, departments can transfer saying, Oh, we are not going to fill these posts but we can
just use this money that we were going to use to pay
staff to do this over here, or to do this over here, or to
do some additional travelling over here, or to build
some additional system. I think it is dangerous, and if
we get into the habit of that then we will never meet
our budgeting targets.
If we say this is how much we are going to
spend in this particular area, and if we end up spending less, we should resist the temptations to take that
money and spend it somewhere else, and then it can
go back in reverse.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: You will have time to speak if you
want.
Next, we will move on finally to B-37 under the
Department of Statistics, under performance measure
24055. It says it will be the production of two new
business indicators, and the question is, What will
those two business indicators be?
Now, just for your edification, Mr. Chairman, I
submitted a number of questions in advance to the
Cabinet Office. The Premier has indicated that if he
does not have the time to answer them and permit
any follow up, that he will be able to give me those
answers. So I am thankful, but I hope that we can
have the debate.
Further, one final thing, I will go back to page
B-32. And while we are on the subject of travel I think
it was very interesting that before, when we were in
the debate and things got a little bit rowdy, we were
talking about the Premier's travel. The Premier said
that, you know, in his time he spent less than the Progressive Labour Party did and all of this stuff about
that. What I think is key—and I want to make sure that
we make it very crystal clear—is that when we were
talking about the travel budgets and the comparison of
the travel budgets, the comparison of the travel budgets is not for the overall spend from the Cabinet Office
travel, which the Premier quoted in the news media. It
is travel that is related to the office of the Premier and
official trips taken by the office of the Premier. There
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is travel that happens inside of the Cabinet Office that
does not have anything to do with the Premier. That is
why that budget is there.
So when the Premier made that statement
about saying, Oh, well, last year it was $205,000 and I
only used a small portion of that in the small time that
I was there, so that means that previously the former
Premier spent all this money. No, that is not the fact.
The fact is, that was all the money that was spent on
the total Cabinet Office travel budget. And I think we
must make that very clear, because I am not going to
stand here and say that the Premier spent $290,000
on travel in this term. Because it is not the case that
he spent $290,000 in this term because it is the travel
that is associated to him. There is other travel that
would happen in the Cabinet Office for other civil servants that were maybe needed for other purposes.
So I think that is very clear, Mr. Chairman. I
just wanted to make sure that we correct that record. I
look forward to hearing the response from the Premier.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. Is there any
other Member that would care to speak to these
Heads?
If not, the Chair will recognise the Honourable
Premier.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One thing that has been very consistent is
that the PLP believes that the more we throw money
at things the more likely things are to get fixed, and
that is why we are in the mess that we are in today.
Continuing [in the thinking], Well, you know,
we are taking money from this and we are taking
money from that and we are taking from . . . Well,
people are not going to be able to train and get things
done. I think the public should know there is no
money. So where is the thinking on this?
Obviously, it has been a lot of rhetoric today
back and forth, and it continues to go back and forth.
And we certainly look at, you know, this talk about B32 concerning travel and the actual amount for
2012/13 of $205,000. Now, this travel involves Cabinet Office.
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as far as travel is concerned, but that is the number
that they came up with, an original number.
That is not an OBA Government number. That
is a PLP number that came from that budget.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: So then, we look over at
2014/15 at $252,000 that we are estimating for
2014/15.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Now, Mr. Chairman, let us
just go ahead and look at this here—especially this
particular number here, because we are going to
compare the travel that was taken by myself and other
Members—not just myself but other Members who
travelled with me, whether they were coming from another department, whether they were coming from
within the Cabinet. When I release the figures of the
spend for 2013—well, actually 2013/14—the actual
spend for that fiscal year you are going to find out is
$165,000 (in that area). For the fiscal year of 2012/13,
which included taking many other people on those
trips—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: [Its is] 2013/14.
An Hon. Member: You said 2012/13
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Sorry, 2013/14.
For the fiscal year of 2012/13, which included taking
many other people on those trips.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: [Fiscal year] 2013/14.
Sorry. Sorry, 2013/14.
Now, what I want us to know and understand
for that year . . . those actual numbers will come out
and you will see that they are in that figure, in that
area.

An Hon. Member: [That is] 2012/13?

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: That is what I said—
2012/13.
Now, as you will know, Mr. Chairman, we assumed the budget from the then-PLP Government
because we won the election in December. All of the
budgetary things had already been put together, and
by the time that we had [the] budget—much of it had
been already assumed. So, you see, for the original
$323,000 . . . I am not sure what they were planning

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Oh, they are coming. I do
have many budgets reported, the actual numbers are
coming. March has not gone yet, mate. It is not the
end of the period.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Take your time, Minister.
Help is on the way, Honourable Member. Help is on
the way.
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But let us just take a look at the 2012/13
budgeted year of $205,000. So the question would be:
Well, if it is budgeted for 2013/14, why is it so high up
in [$]323[,000]? Well, PLP lost the election in December, which means the whole quarter, three months—
January, February, March—there was no travel by the
PLP. You weren’t Government. That is for the fiscal
year of 2012/13.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: There was no travel. So I
have done this homework, Mr. Chairman, because
October, November, December was the election period, where PLP was not the Cabinet Office, traveling.
So now we are down to six months. And so when I
looked at the actual figures, and I started looking at
$205,000 that was spent for 2012/13, it accounts for
only about six or seven months!
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes, well, that is right. I am
not worrying about that. We know that.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: That is all right.
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: That is all right. It did not
cost the taxpayer a penny.
So, it is unlike stories that I know of where we
had unpaid bills for fuel for private jets that the PLP
went on. Okay?
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Unpaid bills that the PLP
did not pay for going on private jets! You know what I
am talking about.

An Hon. Member: Wow!
The Chairman: Speak to the Chair, Premier.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Six or seven months!
An Hon. Member: Wow!
POINT OF ORDER
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Chairman. I
would hate to correct the Premier, but there was travel
that occurred in the periods of time in which he was
saying there was no travel. Because, guess what?
Things have to happen.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes, they certainly do have
to happen. And we know what happened here.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
So all of this nonsense . . . what I am getting
at, Mr. Chairman, is this here. You know, they love to
throw stones, but they do not want a stone—a rock—
thrown back at them. They do not want a rock thrown
back!
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: So, you know, no one has
anything to hide here. All I do know is this: The numbers do not lie. The numbers do not lie!
POINT OF ORDER

An Hon. Member: Wow!
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Within the fiscal year of
2012/13, we have got $205,[000]. So when I pulled all
the figures from December, from January until now
(which is 14 months) it accounts for $171[000]–
somewhere [around] $180,000—for 14 months of
travel, which included the Cabinet Office and all those
who came along. So all this nonsense going back and
forth about all this money being spent . . . and let me
just say this here as well. Let me just say this here,
Mr. Chairman. When I travel to the East Coast, unlike
the year before we became Government, I travel
economy. I travel economy. And you know what else?

Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order. Point of order, Mr.
Chairman.
First of all, that would be unparliamentary language. But, secondly, if you want to say that the numbers do not lie, $290[,000] is a lot more than
$205,[000]. So the Premier has increased the travel
budget, so he should speak to that.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, you know,
this revised number is a fluid number. And I am still—
Some Hon. Members: Ooh!

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I stay—

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I am still trying, actually,
trying to find out how they continue to come up with
this fluctuating, revised number, because it is this fluid
number. The truth is the actual amount that is spent.

[Inaudible interjection]

An Hon. Member: Okay.

[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: The actual amount that is
spent. So we can speculate all through this budgetary
period about this or that, and maybe, maybe, the actual numbers will speak for themselves. So enough of
that, Mr. Chairman.
Now, one of the other things that concerns me
about this particular debate, Mr. Chairman, is this: I
read through completely, line by line, and ensured that
the departments gave me explanations for just about
everything in here. Now, there are some questions
that I am going to address that were not addressed in
my brief. But in the brief, I gave detailed explanations.
And to sit down, and then have to hear the same
questions being asked over and over and over, after I
have given the explanation as to what happened,
where the money went, and I am saying, Well, why
are we going through this process?
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address. And in the effort of being transparent, we
need to be looking at a process that allows the public
to know about these projects and who they are being
awarded to. Because we—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Sorry?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Well, I . . . you know, I will
find out what that . . . I do not see any performance
measures exactly in the Budget Book for this year,
last year either. So I did not see them. I did look in
2013/14; they are not there.
[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Well, yes. Yes.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Why are we going through
this process? Because I have given the explanation.
And had they listened to the explanation they would
have something in hand. So that is why I have provided the brief, to ensure that if they need to go back
to see anything or look at anything, they can certainly
see the answers within my brief—which is very important and vital.
Now, I am going to try and go over . . . because there were all kinds of questions being asked
here. (I covered that in ITO—sorry, Mr. Chairman.
Original—no, I did that already in my brief.)
Now there was a question about no performance measures for the OPMP (Office of Project Management and Procurement) Now I must say this here:
I just acquired this, I think it was Thursday of this
week, Thursday gone. So I am getting schooled up on
this particular department as well as in the ITO.
But I did look in the Budget Book last year,
looking for performance measures, and they were not
in the Book. Now, I do understand that there were
some performance measures that were not given for
the [Washington,] DC office, and I am still not sure
why that is not in the Book, but we need to correct
that. But one of the things that is important to understand and note is that I take on the [idea] that maybe
we should have something published that gives the
list of all of the projects that are handed out by Government. I think that that is a vitally important thing, so
that the public is aware of who is getting contracts.
There was something else that was asked
about fairness in that particular area as well—
opportunity for projects. Now, one of the things, although I have just taken on this particular department,
is that I have heard over and over that many of the
smaller businesses do not even know how to fill out
these forms that they are getting. So it is creating a
real challenge for them to win some of these contracts. That is something that I must address. I have to

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Well, I need to find out
what is the best way. Whether it is in the Royal Gazette, whether it is online, whatever it is. We will take
a look at that to ensure that everyone knows.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: It is usually officially gazetted. That is what I was asking while I was sitting here.
Is it officially—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Listen to me.
—whether it is officially gazetted, we will sort
that out. Again, I just acquired it this Thursday, so I
will find out what the answer is and—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: My CS [Cabinet Secretary]
is telling me that these projects are put out in the
Royal Gazette. So they are publicised. So, you know,
if they are not being publicised then maybe we will
look at it, but I am being told by the Cabinet Secretary
that they are listed in the Royal Gazette. So this call
for transparency . . . there is no need, because it is
happening.
Let me just see, what is the other one here?
That was explained in the—
The Chairman: You have two minutes remaining,
Premier.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Let me just say this here,
the Shadow Finance Minister did send me several
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questions. I have printed them off to ensure (because
I knew we would probably be going time to time here)
that he gets the answers.

Yes, I will be moving Head 72 which is the
Department of Environmental Protection. I have a
copy of the brief here for the Shadow.

[Inaudible interjection]

[Crosstalk]

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I am not sure what you
want me to answer about London. You did not ask
any number questions there. Maybe philosophical
questions, and we can talk about that later.
I will ensure you that I answer all of these
questions . . . I do have them printed out, and I will
supply them to the Opposition, in particular, the
Shadow Finance Minister, on many of the questions
that he asked. And ensure then that he gets the answers that he needs and the Opposition Leader also,
which many of the questions he asked are in here and
I have them printed as well. Okay? For the additional
questions.
So with that in mind, Mr. Chairman, I know
that my time is up. I want to thank you very much for
this afternoon. It has been enlightening, for sure.
Some lightning within it, as well.
Thank you very much.

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: There you go.

The Chairman: Members, that brings to an end our
consideration of these following Heads: 9, 14, 26, 43,
51, 80, 84, and 96.
Premier, are you prepared to move the Heads
in question?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, yes.
I so move that we [approve] Heads 9, 14, 26,
43, 51, 80, 84, [and] 96, all within the Cabinet Office.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Are there any objections?
No objections.
Agreed.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Heads 9, 14, 26, 43, 51, 80, 84 and
96, non-Ministry Departments, were approved and
stand part of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures 2014/15.]
The Chairman: Members, we will now proceed to
deal with the consideration of Head 72, Health and
Environment.
I now recognise the relevant Minister, the
Honourable Trevor Moniz.
HEAD 72—DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[Crosstalk]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Chairman, this Head 72,
which is Environmental Protection, is found in the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure on pages B-156
to B-162.
Mr. Chairman, it gives me great pleasure to
present the budget for Head 72, the Department of
Environmental Protection. The mission of the Department of Environmental Protection is to protect Bermuda’s environment and to manage the sustainable
use of its natural resources. The total Current Account
Expenditure for 2014/15 is $3,877,000 which represents a decrease of $197,000, or approximately 5 per
cent compared with the 2013/14 budget. This change
is due primarily to the introduction of the furlough
days.
A complete tabulation of the output measures
for the Department of Environmental Protection can
be found on pages B-160 to B-162 of the Approved
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15.
Mr. Chairman, a two-year process to develop
a National Agriculture Strategy, guided by central administration, was brought to a conclusion in January
2014. Parallel to the strategy’s formulation was a
management review of the department to provide,
inter alia, institutional capacity capable of giving effect
to the national strategy. The new structure now being
studied by myself, as Minister, would add two new
posts of Chief Agriculture Officer and Agronomist.
Also during this year, the department redeemed its membership in the UK-based Commonwealth Agriculture Bureau International (CABI) organisation as a means of bringing to bear vast information
resources for agricultural development. Already the
department has benefitted from the CABI relationship,
having collaborated on a joint application for a UK
Darwin Award.
Mr. Chairman, the Marine Resources section’s activities during 2013/14 continued to be guided
by the “Strategy for the Sustainable use of Bermuda’s
Living Marine Resources” (a document released in
2010 that combines all of the aspects of the Marine
Resources programme into a coherent plan). Three
pieces of fisheries legislation were enacted in 2013 to
support the management of local fish stocks and continue the implementation of the black grouper and bait
species management plans. The new legislation provided:
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1. additional protection for bait species by restricting the size of bait nets allowed in Harrington Sound and Flatt’s Inlet;
2. continued protection for black grouper spawning aggregations through a redesigned
Southwestern Protected Area;
3. additional protection for black grouper, hogfish
and other species targeted by “fixed lines” by
redefining this gear type as “fixed fishing gear”
and thus banning the gear from use.
Additional management plans for spiny lobster
and guinea chick lobster were also drafted, and recommendations for the management of the recreational
fishing sector were submitted to the Director and Marine Resources Board for consideration.
Bermuda’s membership in the International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas
(ICCAT) continued. As pelagic species (such as Tuna,
Billfish and Wahoo) are highly migratory, they need to
be managed on a regional and international basis.
The Senior Marine Resources Officer led negotiations
for appropriate quota and catch limits of these species
for Bermuda, and the other UK Overseas Territory
members of ICCAT (these include BVI, TCI and St.
Helena), at the November 2013 ICCAT Commission
meeting.
There are 315 registered fishermen and 192
licensed vessels. The commercial finfish catch for the
year was at 879,000 pounds and 47,157 lobsters were
landed (including guinea chick lobsters). The variability in finfish catches from year to year is due mainly to
fluctuations in the landings of wahoo and yellowfin
tuna (the two main pelagic species landed).
Mr. Chairman, the first three commercial
aquaculture licences for tilapia farming are due to be
issued by the end of this fiscal year. This is a big milestone in aquaculture development for the Island!
Plans to establish another tilapia farm and three other
farms culturing marine species are also underway. It
is hoped that these ventures will lead to additional
employment opportunities and income for Bermudians.
In line with the strategy objective to develop a
new fishery targeting the invasive Pacific lionfish, [Marine Resources] section staff worked with knowledgeable lobster fishermen during the year on the development of experimental lionfish traps, which were
adapted from the lobster trap design.
Staff also attached cameras (obtained with
funding from the Darwin Plus grant) to some lobster
traps to gain a better understanding of the way in
which lionfish interact with the traps. This information
was used to adjust the design of the lionfish specific
traps following the first experimental period in the
summer of 2013. The Marine Resources Officer also
collaborated with the Lionfish Taskforce, BIOS and
the Department of Conservation Services to conduct
lionfish surveys, with funding from the Darwin Plus
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grant, in order to gather information on the status of
the lionfish population in Bermuda.
A master’s [degree] student from the University of York, in the UK, supervised by the Marine Resources Officer, mapped recreational fishing activity
around Bermuda using data collected during the 2011
recreational fishing survey. Data submitted by licensed lobster divers and spear fishers was also analysed in order to map their fishing activity and gain a
greater understanding of the motivations, activity patterns and impacts of these specialised groups of recreational fishers.
Acoustic receivers remained in the northeastern and southwestern grouper aggregation sites to
monitor the movements of tagged fish; however, active research was suspended due to the lack of funding. The [Marine Resources] section continued to
liaise with Dr. Rick Nemeth from the University of the
Virgin Islands to identify and apply for a grant to continue the project in future years.
Mr. Chairman, Government demonstrated its
commitment to Marine Spatial Planning by entering
into a public/private partnership agreement with the
Waitt Foundation and the Bermuda Institute for Ocean
Sciences to acquire a full-time coordinator for the project.
The successful applicant, Dr. Kevin Mayall,
will work closely with a cross-ministerial steering
committee, led by the Departments of Environmental
Protection and Conservation Services, to ensure that
the Marine Spatial Planning component of the strategy
progresses according to the desired schedule.
The goal of the project is to develop a zoning
plan for the Bermuda Platform which minimises user
conflict and ensures sustainable multiple use of the
area. This is a significant undertaking by Government
and will take many years to complete. Scientists from
the Sustainable Fisheries Group of the University of
California, Santa Barbara, will provide technical expertise for the project at no cost to Government.
Public consultation on the feasibility of establishing a marine reserve in Bermuda’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) was led by the Sustainable Development Department in 2013, with very significant
technical support from Marine Resources section
staff. A position paper stating Government’s view was
presented by the Senior Marine Resources Officer at
the public consultation.
Working collaboratively with the Sargasso
Sea Alliance in areas of mutual interest, the three
[Senior] Marine Resources Officers attended both the
Meeting of ICCAT’s Standing Committee on Research
rd
and Statistics [SCRS] and the 23 Regular Meeting of
the ICCAT Commission in 2013. The Group recommended continuing contact with the Sargasso Sea
research teams and the UK-Bermuda scientists to
develop a scientific collaborative plan per ICCAT’s
recommendation on the Sargasso Sea passed in
2012. An update on the progress of this work is due to
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the Commission in 2014, with final recommendations
due in 2015.
Mr. Chairman, Fisheries Wardens conducted
168 land based inspections at restaurants, food
wholesalers, roadside vendor stalls, the airport and all
shoreline areas where fishing occurs. Wardens spent
approximately 2,700 man hours patrolling the Bermuda Platform, with special attention to the seasonally Protected Areas off the east and west ends of the
Island.
Approximately 525 vessels were stopped with
attention being paid to daily bag limits, size and species restrictions. There were 35 complaints from the
general public concerning illegal fishing and sales of
fish by fishermen both licensed and unlicensed. Once
again several warnings were issued to premises suspected of accepting fish from unlicensed persons.
Fisheries Wardens recovered 12 illegal fish
traps and also helped licensed lobster and Guinea
Chick fishermen recover 11 lost or stuck traps. Wardens issued 18 warnings to mainly recreational fishermen for a variety of minor offences. Wardens spent
approximately 475 man hours on vessel maintenance,
including maintenance to the mooring facilities at
Coney Island.
The Fisheries Wardens’ section is currently
pursuing four cases before the courts. These include
one for the misrepresentation of imported fish as local
fish, two for fishing in a protected area, and one for
contravention of size restrictions and bag limits.
Mr. Chairman, the Environmental Engineering
section provides technical support and advice to the
Environmental Authority.
Under the Clean Air Act 1991, a total of 33
new and 420 re-issued Operating Licences (453 total),
plus 23 Construction Permits for controlled plants
were presented to the Environmental Authority and
issued over the 2013 calendar year. A total of 134
operating licences were withdrawn in 2013, which was
mostly attributed to removing 100 renewable energy
plants from the definition of a “controlled plant” and 18
plants associated with cruise ship systems.
Under the Water Resources Act 1975, this
section currently has 3,950 active water rights for abstraction wells and disposal boreholes. Currently, 100
water rights are with Debt Collection and a further 43
are due to be paid (i.e., less than 60 days overdue) as
they expired towards the end of the 2013 calendar
year.
Forty-four stakeholder consultee responses
were provided by the Environmental Engineering section to the Department of Planning for a range of developments including the South Beaches Development, Fairmont Hamilton Princess marina, and upgrades to Heritage Wharf for larger cruise ships.
A total of 573 fuel storage tanks are registered
in Bermuda, 362 of which are buried in the ground or
vault. In 2013, a total of 10 fuel storage tanks were
excavated and remediated according to Bermuda's
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Risk Based Corrective Action [RBCA] Guidelines.
Most of these tanks were removed due to the department’s requirements of addressing liabilities associated with fuel tanks which are more than 30 years old.
A total of five new tanks were installed in 2013.
Mr. Chairman, total rainfall for 2013 was 61.7
inches compared to a long-term average of 57 inches.
This above-average rainfall will help to address the
shortfall that had existed from 2010 to 2012. The Island's freshwater lenses are at acceptable capacities
and are currently being monitored annually until a hydrogeologist is recruited. The Port Royal freshwater
lens is the exception to this since it is currently recovering from a previous reduction in volume to below its
sustainable target.
In addition to the day-to-day responsibilities
summarised above, other programmes of note that
were addressed by the Environmental Engineering
section included the oil spill exercise held at the Fairmont Southampton Princess Hotel. In March 2013, the
Department of Environmental Protection provided the
Incident Commander for a detailed three-day Oil Spill
Exercise with the Exxon Mobil North America Regional Response Team, Esso Bermuda Ltd, TRG Inc.,
BELCO, BIOS, Clean Caribbean America's, and a
wide range of Government Ministries and departments.
A total of 120 participants were involved; over
half of whom were flown in from overseas for their
expertise and guidance. Their participation came at no
expense to the public purse. The exercise achieved its
goal of testing Bermuda’s national response to a major oil spill, including addressing risks to the public,
marine environment and energy security.
Mr. Chairman, the Environmental Engineering
section completed a survey of 2,590 recreational boat
owners about their habits with respect to wastewater
collection and disposal. An article appeared in the
Green Pages of the Royal Gazette in February 2014.
The article highlights the implications of certain
wastewater habits on the quality of bathing water in
Paradise Lakes, for example, after Cup Match weekend. The department is requiring wastewater pump
out facilities through the Planning process for all new
marinas (i.e., the Hamilton Princess Marina) and is
developing other strategies for existing marinas.
The Cabinet decision supporting the proposed
Clean Air Amendment Act in September 2013 included recommendations that require public consultation with owners of certain classes of controlled plants
before the detailed drafting instructions can be developed.
The Environmental Engineering section has
been working closely with the Bermuda College and
the HVAC Working Group to develop a process
whereby refrigerant handlers need to first pass a US
test (which many already do so) or be assessed for
equivalency at the Bermuda College before applying
for a licence from the Department of Environmental
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Protection. This was already practiced in 2000 on a
voluntary basis, but unless all refrigerant handlers
agree to abide by the same approved requirements,
then it creates inequality in the practices and ultimately in the quotations generated. This process is
necessary to ensure that Bermuda meets its obligations under the Montreal Protocol of 1976.
All owners of septic tanks connected to deep
sealed boreholes (174 in total) were contacted to
highlight their obligations with respect to pumping out
the waste at the appropriate frequency. Septic tanks
are typically required in environmentally sensitive areas above caves, adjacent to the coastline, or if the
property is close to the water table.
Through consultation with HM Customs, the
department has continued to address importation of
banned anti-fouling paints and has also added coal tar
products to the list of chemicals requiring an import
permit due to its environmental toxicity.
Reconfigured in 2012/13 as a satellite-based
monitoring system, the Marine Environmental Programme completed its survey of the western one-third
of the Platform in 2013/14.
Results of the first complete three-year survey, ending in 2014/15, will provide a baseline for the
[detection] of changes in the condition of benthic
communities at three-year intervals.
The Air Quality Programme highlighted that
the site with the greatest number of exceedances of
the Clean Air Regulations 1993 was at East Broadway. This year we have repurposed the monitoring
shelter from Heritage Wharf to increase the range of
pollutants monitored at East Broadway, a site that is
primarily influenced by vehicular emissions.
The Amphibian Research programme has determined this year that the in-situ clean-up of ponds of
Poly-Aromatic Hydrocarbons, probably derived from
road run-off, can proceed without affecting the existing
organisms in the ponds. Furthermore, an assessment
of three oil absorbent products has provided data of
which products will best meet Bermuda's needs in
terms of hydrocarbon removal from rainwater run-off
at a range of sites.
Mr. Chairman, the enforcement arm of the
Department of Environmental Protection is centred
within the Marine Enforcement and the Animal Control
units. The Animal Control (Enforcement) section, now
comprising the Head Animal Warden and three Assistant Animal Wardens, has surrendered two of its Animal Warden posts, one due purely to financial constraints, and the other to accommodate the new staffing needs for agriculture. While this puts added pressure on the Animal Control Unit, the remaining staff
are considered very capable of measuring up to the
new demands, provided they have the necessary
equipment to get the job done. Recognising that Animal Control has also functioned without a full complement of properly equipped vehicles, a request for a
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replacement vehicle has been submitted as a Capital
Acquisition item.
The Animal Control section probed 764 complaints in 2013. [There were] 254 dogs collected during 2013, an increase of 19 dogs over the previous
year. This increase is attributed to the “Zero Tolerance” position the Minster took on illegally bred prohibited dogs. Over the past year, 17 cases were put
before the courts for animal-related offences. Ten
cases ended in successful conviction. Four cases
were dismissed, and three cases remain pending.
Three court files await approval by the Department of
Public Prosecutions.
Mr. Chairman, the Agronomy Section (the
Government Marketing centre) saw its staff reduced
this year from four posts to three. During the year, 125
embargoes went into effect in a year of good performance for the crops sector of the Agriculture industry.
There were 2,600 customer visits to the Marketing
Centre during the past year and the total value of the
transactions was $295,000. Transactions include the
purchase of ice, seed, agricultural chemicals, produce
boxes, and the rental of refrigerated storage and banana-ripening facilities. Complaints were minimal at
fewer than the targeted five per annum.
The industry saw continued declines in the
number of registered farmers from 24 to 22, and the
number of farming operations (from 64 to 58, exclusive of home gardens). In contrast, home gardening
has grown steadily from 14 registered home gardeners in 2009, to 21 in 2012, and 23 in 2013.
Mr. Chairman, 2013 was another poor year for
overall honey production. Production had an estimated value of between $90,000 and $95,000 for
2012 and 2013, only half of the 2009 honey harvest.
Perhaps the single greatest threat to agriculture in Bermuda continues to be the decreasing
amount of arable land available for farming. Feral
chickens and theft or “night farming” continue to be
important factors, with farmers reporting significant
crop losses.
Mr. Chairman, the Plant Protection Laboratory
inspected approximately 1.6 million imported plant
items. These represented 1,826 individual shipments,
an increase of 20 per cent. Of these shipments, 808
were infested with plant pests and diseases, and the
number of shipments resulting in confiscation declined
by almost 19 per cent [18.5 per cent].
Trend wise, there was a 5 per cent reduction
in the total number of items inspected, and about
7 per cent [6.7 per cent] fewer pesticide entries.
[There were] 10 per cent fewer import permits and
40 per cent fewer phytosanitary certificates issued in
2013. These trends are in line with larger trends seen
in the general economy. There was a decrease of
45 per cent [45.2 per cent] on the actual number of
plant items arriving in Bermuda with plant pests and
diseases. On a more positive note, the number of
Christmas trees imported increased by 33 per cent
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[33.1 per cent] compared to 2012, with a total 10,582
[Christmas] trees being imported in 2013.
During 2013/14, the policies relating to the
importation of seeds, the use of neo-nicotinoid pesticides in Bermuda, the dock procedures for importation
of used machinery and related items (boats, trailers,
portable buildings, et cetera) and the pre-inspection
process of Christmas trees overseas were reviewed.
Neo-nicotinoid pesticide use continues to receive poor
reviews in the scientific world, especially as it relates
to the decline in bee populations worldwide. However,
a very limited number of tests conducted to date failed
to identify these pesticides in bees wax samples. Still,
in light of international reports, the department is taking a precautionary approach with this class of pesticide due to its concern for local bee populations. Consultation with farmers and beekeepers proved fruitful
in building support for a collaborative approach.
Mr. Chairman, after an increased number of
imported second-hand boats, vehicles and other items
were found to be infested with insects, spiders and in
some cases soil, the Department of Environmental
Protection reviewed the policy on importing items of
this nature. The stakeholders from Customs and the
shipping agents were consulted, and a new policy
specifying how such articles are to be processed and
shipped has been disseminated.
Mr. Chairman, during 2013/14, the Plant Protection Lab has been engaged in biological control
trials against the citrus leafminer which, as its name
suggests, causes extensive damage to leaf tissue
thereby affecting the performance of local citrus orchards.
A source for a parasitic wasp [Ageniaspis citricola] was found in Hawaii, and in July 2013, the
Hawaiian Department of Agriculture shipped 30 wasp
pupae, hand collected from their research orchards, to
the Department’s Plant lab. Only 16 individual wasps
hatched and they were successfully released into one
orchard. By the end of September, samples of local
citrus leaves examined revealed that the wasps had
survived and parasitised leafminer larvae. The situation will be monitored to determine if the population is
able to maintain itself through the cooler months and
into next year. If it does, citrus growers can cease using the systemic pesticides (the aforesaid, neonicotinoids) that they have been applying to manage
the leafminer pest.
Extension and surveillance efforts to monitor
Bermuda’s bees is shared between the Plant Protection Lab and the Agronomy section. A large number of
managed hives died out in the early part of 2013 due
to unknown causes; however, several hives exhibiting
symptoms of bacterial gut infections caused by
Nosema were reported, and this may have contributed
to the overall stress on the bees.
Several cases of deformed wing virus, a disabling virus transmitted by the varroa mite were also
seen. One beekeeper had a confirmed case of Ameri-
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can Foulbrood that affected two hives which were
subsequently removed and destroyed. The farmers
also reported very low pumpkin and cucurbit yields
which can probably be attributed to the lack of primary
pollinators. The Beekeepers Association met four
times in 2013, with Department of Environmental Protection officers in attendance, to discuss bee health
and hive management options.
With a focus on Agriculture in Bermuda as a
Throne Speech initiative in 2013/14, staff of the Plant
Protection Lab participated in various capacities in the
development of the National Agriculture Strategy, particularly in service to the Coordinating Committee. The
Senior Plant Protection Officer, with input from the
Principal Agriculture Officer and others, also prepared
an overview of issues pertinent to crop farming as part
of the information provided to consultants brought in
to assist with completion of the crops portion of the
strategy.
Mr. Chairman, during 2013, the Veterinary
section focused a large effort towards preparing the
dairy portion of the department’s strategy for the revitalisation of Bermuda’s agriculture. In support of that
strategy, Veterinary Services continued logistical support of the Dairy Enhancement Programme, which
was established to address the reproductive inefficiencies within the local dairy industry.
[The year] 2013 marked the completion of the
first year that all dairy farms participated in this programme. Pregnancy rates continue to fluctuate. For
farms that could not avail themselves of artificial insemination, significant focus was placed on management of bulls, and improved pregnancies are evident.
Focus was also placed on identifying poorly productive animals and examining alternate models for dairy
farming, the goal of which is to minimise costs of production so as to avoid the necessity of a retail price
increase, especially during these difficult economic
times.
Veterinary Services continued with its closer,
regular and formal communications with the Department of Health. Veterinary Services in conjunction
with the Department of Health has nearly completed
new proposals for the keeping of pigs to establish
more modern legislation and husbandry conditions to
alleviate problems seen at piggeries, to the benefit of
the pig keeper, neighbours, the animals themselves
and food production.
The reduction in staffing has impacted services provided by the Veterinary section. Contacts
with school-based programmes that keep chickens for
egg or meat production or for demonstrating husbandry techniques have certainly been fewer. Similarly, our partnering with the Department of Corrections to provide short-term labour on dairy farms has
been curtailed. Labourers gained work skills and experiences that helped re-integrate them back into our
society.
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The Veterinary Services section worked in
conjunction with the Animal Control section to consider recommendations of the Canine Advisory Committee, and to implement Ministry policy.
PLANS FOR THE UPCOMING YEAR
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Chairman, the department’s facilities at the Botanical Gardens host a number of statutory boards and committees. With the existing board room being located on the second floor
and there being no elevator, the decision was made to
move the boardroom to the ground floor to accommodate the larger committees and boards, and to make
the space accessible to the elderly and persons who
are physically challenged.
The 2014/15 Budget for Head 72 will be 5 per
cent below that of the previous year. Among the major
initiatives for the coming year will be the restructuring
of the department and the implementation of a National Agriculture Strategy via a new agricultural division recommended by the Management Services Office. Eight government posts will have been sacrificed
to obtain four new posts that are called for under the
department’s new structure, these being the posts of
Chief Agriculture Officer, Agronomist, a department
Secretary and Marine Resources Technician (fisheries
and allied aquaculture). The Agronomy and the Technician posts are both designed to add value to the
local economy, but only when sector growth is being
limited or potentially put at risk because of insufficient
technical knowledge and skill.
During 2014/15, the Marine Resources section plans to continue implementation of the strategy
initiatives. Officers will continue to work on implementing the fisheries stock management plans currently in
place, and additional plans for commercially important
fish species will be developed in 2014/15. Amendments to the Fisheries Act and regulations will be
necessary to efficiently administer a growing aquaculture sector. Bermuda’s involvement in the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic
Tunas [ICCAT] will continue, and efforts will be made
to ensure that Bermuda has access to adequate fishing quotas of tuna and billfish.
Mr. Chairman, with regard to developmental
work of economic significance, the section will continue to support persons establishing aquaculture ventures. In anticipation of significant growth in diverse
aquaculture technologies over the next five years, a
technician post has been included in the organisational model, but this will remain frozen until conditions are more favourable and aquaculture growth is
contributing significantly to the local economy.
Research will continue on the use of traps to
control a lionfish invasion that is showing signs of potentially impacting reef fishery resources on an apocalyptic scale. Trapping, as a means of control, has also
been selected with a view to establishing a full-fledged
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commercial fishery for lionfish by 2015. Other studies
on the lionfish population will also continue as outlined
in the terms of the Darwin Plus grant.
The section continues to look for ways to increase capacity to accomplish more of the research
objectives of the strategy. Therefore, during the upcoming fiscal year, efforts will continue to be made to
recruit more graduate students for specific projects.
Projects of interest include: studies on age, growth
and reproduction of targeted fish species (especially
bait species), studies on juvenile and adult fish habitat, and studies on the biology and ecology of highly
migratory fish species such as tuna and wahoo.
Work will continue on the Marine Spatial
Planning [MSP] project in conjunction with local and
international partners. The steering committee’s work
will focus on the MSP process, with a policy working
group focusing on legislation, and a technical working
group focusing on data needs.
The review of the commercial licensing system originally scheduled for last year has been shifted
to this fiscal year. In addition, efforts to strengthen
catch reporting from the recreational sector will continue.
Mr. Chairman, following the necessary public
consultation with owners of controlled plants, the detailed drafting instructions for the amendments to the
Clean Air Act 1991 will be completed and forwarded to
the Attorney General's Chambers.
From April 2014, the Government Fees Regulations will set an appropriate permit fee ($200 for five
years) for the refrigerant handlers. The department is
due to present a new permitting process to the HVAC
Working Group, and all HVAC operators will be invited
to the presentation and given opportunity to provide
feedback. The department is expected to mandate the
permit process by the end of summer 2014 with the
system being available from April 2014.
Under the Clean Air Act 1991, the department
will be looking to obtain the initial results of trials recently started to detect pollutants associated with particulate matter that is deposited onto roofs. Also, the
department will organise an oil spill exercise during
the year to train personnel who have yet to gain experience in this area.
The Amphibian Research contract will be
looking to address and prevent road run-off pollutants
to one trial pond, in addition to starting the in-situ
clean-up of the existing pollutants within the pond.
The oil absorbent materials tested in the 2013 study
will be recommended for use at sites that are defined
as “controlled plants” to reduce pollutant run-off. The
department will work with BELCO to select a site for a
BELCO third ambient monitoring station that meets
the US siting requirements.
In 2014, the Department’s Air Quality Programme will identify a greater range of pollutants generated from vehicle emissions at East Broadway
which should help to highlight the positive environ-
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mental effects when the TCD cut point emission testing is introduced. The department will continue to
work collaboratively to address the chemical hazard
associated with medical wastes. The department will
closely monitor the new tertiary grade Waste Water
Treatment Plant located at the new hospital that has
yet to undergo commissioning. With the anticipated
recruitment of a hydrogeologist, the frequency of the
lens monitoring will be returned from annually to quarterly.
Mr. Chairman, during 2014/15, the Plant Protection Lab will be brought under the banner of the
new division of agriculture. Should priorities change,
there could be an impact on the projects planned for
the coming year.
That said, the Plant Protection section plans
to continue working on the biological control of the
citrus leafminer, and bio-control agents for (non-citrus)
crop pests will be investigated. A fruit fly trapping programme will be resumed. Bee health monitoring will
engage beekeepers in greater cooperation regarding
cultural controls. A honeybee management program
incorporating the varroa sensitive hygienic trait (VSH)
is also planned. Also, a policy aimed at the control of
neo-nicotinoids pesticides will be considered this year,
with the exception of neo-nicotinoids used in turf
management and insect bait stations.
Mr. Chairman, with the department now being
part of a new Ministry of Health and Environment, the
Plant Protection section will be looking forward to
working closely with the Environmental Health section
of the Department of Health to bring the Pesticide
Safety Act into effect.
The section will also research fruit tree and
fruit budwood importations as there has been an
overwhelming interest in fruit trees (especially mangoes). The challenge will be importing pest and disease-free material. Unfortunately, areas from which
this plant material is readily sourced are also the areas that pose the greatest risk of importing pests of
quarantine significance, like the pink hibiscus mealybug.
This year will also include more frequent Customs Officer training sessions (especially for officers
stationed at the airport) with a view to decreasing the
amount of plant material smuggled into Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, the Agriculture Strategy will
command much of the focus of the Veterinary Officer.
The strategy shall be implemented and shall call for a
collaborative approach to the various issues that
plague the local dairy industry. The department will
focus on issues identified in the National Agricultural
Strategy that will bring efficiencies and increased production, profits and stability to the livestock industry.
Farm animal welfare and farm standards will continue
to be pursued in conjunction with partner organisations. Focus will continue to be on milk quality, milk
production and efficiencies that alleviate the need for
price increases at the retail level. These activities are
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intended to preserve this valuable, but fragile industry.
The delivery of these services will depend on whether
the department is able to recruit a compliance officer
to take full charge of the Enforcement Unit (Fisheries
Wardens and Animal Wardens).
Also related to the Agriculture Strategy will be
the completion of the pig keeping regulations. The pig
keeping proposals will be used as a model to review
and strengthen proposed legislation for keeping other
species, such as poultry. There has been a recent
increase in interest from the public in keeping chickens for personal and commercial gain. The standards
and protocols will speak to animal welfare, health and
safety of the keepers, and production of products that
meet a standard fit for public distribution and consumption.
With the department’s alignment within the
new Ministry of Health and Environment, Veterinary
Services will continue to be included in matters involving public health. Veterinary Services is better positioned to be able to call on Ministry colleagues for expertise not available within this department. This collaboration strengthens the previous weak link between
Veterinary Services and the Department of Health,
and fortifies the concept of “One Health.”
Mr. Chairman, in concluding this presentation
of the Budget for Head 72, I take this opportunity to
thank the entire staff of the Department of Environmental Protection and the various Government boards
and committees, which they serve, for their many contributions over the past year: monitoring and protecting our ambient air and inshore and near shore waters; making every effort to protect our local flora and
agriculture from invasion by new plant pests and diseases; making it possible for you to place bagged
garbage at roadside without the fear of it being invaded by stray dogs; for protecting our local fish
stocks; and, for contributing directly to Bermuda’s
economy through their latest efforts in support of fish
farming and land farming or agriculture.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Opposition Leader and Shadow Minister for the Environment—
An Hon. Member: You have to mention that he’s the
Opposition Leader.
The Chairman: Opposition Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Opposition Leader. I am
speaking to the Environment—
The Chairman: Thank you for the corrections.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Good evening—
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The Chairman: You may proceed.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you. Good evening to
you, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to thank the Minister, for one, for providing me with his brief, right off
the top, it is going to make this discussion very short
and to the point.
I would also like to acknowledge the presence
of the Director of Environmental Protection, Dr. Fred
Ming, and the Permanent Secretary, Mr. Kevin
Monkman, who, from my experience, are two gentlemen who certainly know their stuff when it comes to
environmental protection.
There is not much negative, or in terms of
negative criticism that I can provide as 95 per cent of
the efforts that are being continued through the Department of Environmental Protection actually commenced under the Progressive Labour Party Government. So, I would be a tad pit hypocritical if I was to
get up here and try and find fault with this upcoming
year’s intention from the Environmental Protection.
I would like to turn to page B-161, cost centre
82080. This is in the performance measures—Animal
Control. I see a fluctuation in the number of dog licences. In 2012/13, there were 4,044 dogs licenced.
The forecasted outcome for this last fiscal year is
5,378 and the target outcome for the upcoming fiscal
year is 4,500. So that is . . . in terms of a percentage
of dogs licensed, that are eligible to be licensed, that
is 51 per cent, and then it jumps to 75 per cent, and
then it goes back to 60 per cent.
I am trying to ascertain why would the department give that estimation in terms of the licences
issued under dogs. Why would it go to 5,378 last year
and then have a 15 per cent drop off to 4,500? It does
not really square with what I know to be correct, and I
know the intention of Animal Control. So I would like a
response as to why they feel that estimate is such.
But it brings me to a much greater issue in
terms of animal control, and I think that the former
Minister, Minister Richards, and the current Minister,
Minister Moniz, as well as those who were previous
Ministers under the PLP administration can readily
identify. And that is the whole issue of dogs. Now, I
have said it before and I will say it again. Regardless
of all the difficulties and challenges that one would
have in the Ministry, you will find that dogs become
the most pressing, day-to-day issue that you will face
as a Minister.
In dealing with the issue, mark my words, it is
non-political. Because you will have people who do
not vote, you have persons who are PLP supporters,
you have persons who vote for the One Bermuda Alliance, but play around with their dog and see how fast
their political loyalty flies out the door. There is no partiality, so this is not something that is worth politicising. And that is why about two or three years ago I
convened the Canine Advisory Committee to take a
real look at the licensing regime for dogs. I came to
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find out that there are actually more unlicensed pit
bulls in the country than there are licensed pit bulls.
And this was after the pit bull ban was put into effect,
which shows that this ban has been counterproductive, which means that we have to take another look at
how we manage and license our canines in this country.
Make no mistake—dogs are people’s best
friends. Now, there is a culture in this country that is
more restrictive than what you will find in the United
Kingdom. If you go to the United Kingdom, in the
common lands, or the parklands (the commons they
call it) you will find every single dog off the leash, in
these commons. You will see one dog on one end and
another dog on another end, and they will be sprinting
to each other—and you would think that there is going
to be a big fight—and they end up licking each other.
The culture of dog ownership in the United Kingdom
has evolved beyond what we have in Bermuda. And
that evolution of culture, from my perspective, comes
as a result of policies put in place by the Government.
And that is why I feel that you need to take a serious
look at that report by the Canine Advisory Committee.
I would declare my interest. I am not a dog
man. I am not a lover of dogs. A dog would look at me
and say, Yes, yes. A lamb to the slaughter. And it is
true. But with the stress that you receive as a Minister,
you are driven to try and find a solution to it. And, to
be honest, for lack of a better term, You are damned if
you do; you are damned if you don’t. It is a rock and a
hard place.
The former Minister caught a little flack a few
months ago over [the dog named] Hershey. Well, trust
me, that is not the only example over the last few
years of dogs being put down. Every other week I was
getting a call, getting me on appeal to try to talk to Dr.
Ming, to try and get Dr. Ming to save a dog, and they
would give you a hundred thousand reasons why,
That is a dog that you shouldn’t touch.
But on the other hand, when it comes to dogs,
I am a firm believer in personal responsibility. Personal responsibility. Any dog can hurt you if it is
trained wrong. I was a bitten by a Doberman Pinscher
when I was a young boy, hence my phobia toward
dogs. But a pit bull . . . a little Yorkshire Terrier will
wreak havoc on you also. So it comes down to how
the owner takes the responsibility of owning and protecting and securing their dogs. I feel the Canine Advisory Committee has put forth recommendations that,
if looked at and implemented, would give freedom to
those love all types of breeds, but with that should
come responsibility.
In other words, you can have whatever breed
you like, but if that dog, somehow for whatever reason, destroys another person’s property or harms another person physically, you can expect the dog to be
put down. But you can expect the owner to face severe penalties, because freedom comes with responsibility. I think that is the balance that we are seeking.
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That is what I was seeking when I was the Minister,
and I am sure the former and the current Minister will
be looking at the Canine Advisory report to see if they
can bring balance. Trust me when I tell you, it is wise
to get on in that report. All the challenges regarding
dogs will continue on a daily, even weekly, basis. Like
I said, when you get between a person and their dog,
people get fool foolish.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Fool foolish. They will go—
some people love dogs more than they love human
beings.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: In this country, man. Okay?
Now, to each his own, but some . . . it is a
serious psychology in this country. All right? So, as
Ministers, as Government, look to liberalise it. The
more restrictions you put on it, the more stress you
are going to get on your doorstep. Mark my words! So
give some consideration to that, Minister. Then, hopefully, we will see more licensed dogs, even those who
will be moved from the prohibited list to the restricted
list. As long as they are licensed, it makes the job of
the dog wardens much easier.
Right now, the dog wardens and Dr. Ming put
dogs down because they are acting within the law.
They are not acting outside of the law. Oftentimes,
they are made out to be the chief offenders, the enemies. There are people who hate dog wardens in this
country, who do not like Dr. Ming. And Dr. Ming is a
lovely gentleman. But Dr. Ming can only act within the
confines of the law! So the responsibility is not on Dr.
Ming and the wardens; the responsibility has to lie
solely with us, the legislators. So I would encourage
us, the Minister, to look at the Canine Advisory Committee so we can get these performance measures on
B-161 up.
I would like to move on now to cost centre
82090, still on page B-161, Agronomy. And I looked at
the Marketing Centre. The value of produce, goods
and services provided by or handled by the Marketing
Centre is fairly, it is a little bit of an increase year over
year, from $261,000 up to what is estimated for this
year, $305,000. For those in the public who do not
know, the Marketing Centre is located up in Cedar
Park, just to the north of the police headquarters, just
to the south of Prospect Primary School, and it has
been there as long as I have been alive. I can recall
the Marketing Centre being much more vibrant, as a
younger man, when I used to go with my father up
there to deliver our potatoes, to store our potatoes
and other produce.
The Marketing Centre fulfilled an absolute
crucial role in facilitating farmers getting their produce
to the market. Some farmers have the ability to have
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direct relationships with certain supermarkets, but
generally speaking, even the supermarkets cannot
take three, four, five, thousand bags of potatoes. So it
is important that the Marketing Centre has the chill
room and facilities which you can store and then distribute this produce to the marketplace.
We see, well, from these performance measures it appears as if, even though the numbers of customers served range from 2,000 up to as far as 2,600,
it is my opinion, looking at its face value, that the Marketing Centre requires a redoubled effort, a renewed
effort. And the reason why is because we’re speaking
of an enhanced agriculture strategy.
Now, if we are talking about an enhanced agriculture strategy, you need that logistical point,
whereby the farmer can be connected with the buyers.
And the Marketing Centre was created just for that.
And so I would encourage, because I do not see . . . I
see a reduction in the overall budget under Agronomy.
It is a $369,000 reduction, if you wanted to refer to
page B-156. There is a $369,000, or 56 percent, reduction in the Agronomy budget. But yet, we are talking about bringing forth a new and improved agriculture strategy. Again, words saying one thing, and then
the budget says something else. It seems like we are
out of sync.
So I would encourage more funds to be reallocated in that direction lest the agriculture strategy
be piecemealed, and it would not be the success that
people are hoping it could be.
Recognising the fact, Mr. Chair, that I would
estimate 15 per cent, max, is the amount of produce
that our local farmers could supply to our country, the
rest has to be imported. So there has been this move
and discussions about food security. Well, the reality
is that, even with a depletion of arable land, we will
never be self-sufficient in terms of food production.
But we should do all that we can to make the existing
farmers as efficient and productive as possible, because whatever we can produce, certainly from an
economic perspective, can allow us to retain some of
our foreign exchange earnings, and we do not have to
go and buy our foods from abroad. And as the Whip of
the Government says, it is fresh, and we all know that
local produce tastes much better than something that
comes from California.
So I would encourage us to re-look, take another look at that budgetary allocation, because it is
not in sync with the agriculture strategy that started
under the PLP and is being continued, thankfully, by
the One Bermuda Alliance Government.
I would like to now move on to Marine Resources.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Chairman, if the Member
would take a point of clarification?
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Sure.
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POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I am advised by the Permanent Secretary that those figures under Agriculture,
there is an errata there. There is a mistake. So in fact,
with respect to Agronomy, there is a $21,000 increase
in the amount being spent on that this year. The numbers were juxtaposed. So we will get you a correction
on that.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay. Fair enough, fair
enough. Thank you to the Learned Minister. I appreciate it.
Now, even with that additional $21,000, I still
think that the Environmental Protection and the agriculture strategy deserve more. It deserves more. Now,
I am not sure how it can be done, but I just think that
that is a little too low when we are talking about introducing a new strategy.
Marine Resources, 82020. The Minister in his
brief mentioned ICCAT, which is the [International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna].
And we share our quota with the British Virgin Islands,
the Turks and Caicos Islands, and St. Helena. But
even with that, our quota, if we are to catch our quota
and get it to market in the North East at market prices,
the value, I estimate, to be roughly $200 million a
year. That is bluefin, bigeye, yellowfin, albacore, and
swordfish. Based on the various levels for each species, if we can harvest that within our EEZ, that is
$200 million of actual foreign exchange into our economy. So that is something worth looking at.
Which makes me drop down to page B-157,
Grants and Contributions. I see there are zero grants
and contributions. Now, I know when I was Minister,
there was about a half million dollars allocated for the
development of a shoreside facility at Marginal Wharf
to facilitate, be the logistics provider for the offshore
fishery. I made the error—I made the error of reallocating that money towards the national infrastructure
strategy, which the OBA conveniently ignored. That
was my error. I wish I had never done it and I would
have put that money into the shoreside facility. Because who can turn down $200 million a year in foreign exchange earnings that is being produced indigenously in Bermuda? It is something that we need to
tap into. It is something that we need to take a serious
look at.
Marine Spatial Planning was also mentioned
in the brief, under Marine Resources. And that is an
initiative that commenced under the Progressive Labour Party, and I am glad to see it coming to fruition.
Now, this Marine Reserve, on the other hand—
[Laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: For the record, for the record,
the Progressive Labour Party is against the Blue Halo
project.
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I know. But, again, as I already said, that is one of the greatest mistakes I ever
made as a Minister in Government, and I regret it. I
really do, that this marine reserve, I allowed these
people to slither their way into Bermuda, and they are
looking to turn something that is for our economic
progress into some environmental conclave. I am
against it. The Progressive Labour Party is against it.
I will move on to lionfish. I am going to tell
you, lionfish are dangerous to our marine ecosystem.
They are very dangerous. Now there are some people
there who say, Lionfish taste better than anything
coming out of a frying pan! And I am talking to some
fellows, and they are like, Man, lionfish melts in your
mouth! I just cannot get over the idea of eating something that has poisonous spines attached to it! But
they have a way of cleaning it, which is safe.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I definitely do not like snakes
and alligators, for sure. No, sir.
[Laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: So, the lionfish is an epidemic
that is spreading not just in Bermuda, but throughout
the Caribbean and most tropical areas. And we should
declare an all-out war against lionfish. Part of that war
that the Minister alluded to was that we have a fish
trap system used by certain commercial fishermen. I
can tell you that I have seen it for myself, going out
with my brothers, because they are some of those
fishermen. And the reality is that most of the spawning
of lionfish occurs in deeper waters off the platform in
the area of 30 to 40 fathoms, which is about 120 to
160 feet. Now, that is very deep off the edge.
Now, these fish traps are useful, but they
have a design for . . . Just letting Dr. Ming know, and I
think Mr. Simmons, Norbert Simmons, Norbert Simmons, the Fisheries Officer, he is aware, because he
was on the boat. But there is a little gap in that fish
trap at the end, which is about that long, about three
to four inches long and about an inch-and-a-half high.
That is all the space needed for a lionfish to get out.
So we are finding that if we can close up that little
gap, we will find the yield, the amount of fish that we
are taking, would increase.
But right now it seems like . . . Because lionfish are not stupid, right? They see a little gap, and so
they are able to slither out. So, because I am all for
lionfish being trapped by fish pots—all for it—I think
we should have a thousand of them at 30 fathoms
going around the platform. But we have to have the
design of that technology, the fish trap, proper, if we
want to be effective.
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I would like to move on to B-157, again, the
Grants and the Contributions. It is zero. I would like to
see a shoreside facility developed. Government can
take a role in helping to facilitate it. If not, I would encourage the fishermen to collectively band together
and, through collective investment, put that shoreside
facility in place, and also collectively go get those
boats between 70 to 100 feet that are easy to operate,
and harvest our natural wealth. I would encourage us
to do it if the Government do not want to do it.
And lastly, Mr. Chairman, B-158. You see in
the revenue summary, you will see fishermen—
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Just another point of clarification.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: On that B-157, the Grants and
Contributions are $403,000. It is the difference that is
zero from the year before.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: My apologies.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: But you are right on the
shoreside facility; there is nothing there for that because it was removed.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, again, for the
clarification, Minister Moniz.
B-158, we look at the revenue summary. And
I am closing now. Commercial Lobster Licence Traps,
Sports Lobster Divers, Fishermen, Local Vessels,
Other Fishery Licences. That made me think of fishing
licensing as a whole. And thankfully, the Minister in
his brief, mentioned that there would be a review of
the commercial licensing system that was put off from
last year, but it is going to commence this year.
I can tell you that that is a review that I initiated as the Minister, because at the time, my brother
was the Chair of the Fisheries Council. So I restored
the challenges in terms of licensing. And I hope that
that could be expedited. It needs to be fixed. Because
I will tell you why. And again, no disrespect, but people have to understand why. You have a person today
who is a major executive, C-suite executive of a major
company in Bermuda, who has multiple licences—
multiple licences. They make nine-to-five, eight-tofour, Monday through Friday, in Hamilton. But yet,
they are licensed to go out and directly compete
against those fishermen who wake up five o’clock
every morning and go out and catch their fish—
directly compete against their livelihood. Okay?
But what is even more alarming is who that
particular person is now the new Deputy Chair of the
Fisheries Council and the Chair of the Marine Resource Board. I have a major problem with that. Not
the appointment, not the appointment, because if you
are willing to serve, you serve. But the fact that you
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are CEO, you are making at least six figures, and you
are able to go out and you have got a variety of licences and catch fish and then take it to market and
compete against those who sacrifice themselves
every day? That is an issue.
On the other hand, you have these younger
fellows, or not so young, from Somerset to St. David’s,
who have 15- to 25-foot vessels who go out regardless of what Environmental Protection says, and they
go out on the platform, and they catch their turbots
and they catch their silk snappers and they catch their
coneys, and then they come on and they sell that fish
to the local populace. And they are unlicensed! But
they are selling the fish because they are trying to
make a living. They have the talent and skill to go out
and feed themselves and their family by fishing. But
they are illegal because we have not granted them a
licence.
So, now the fish that are being taken cannot
be reported. It is under the radar screen. So Environmental Protection does not know exactly what is being
taken. So, the licensing regime has to reflect proper
monitoring and bringing everyone within their net, and
also creating an environment that is conducive to
small business development. You have some people
in here who are not interested in insurance or IB [international business] or IT [information technology].
But they have a love for our maritime environment that
is second to none. And I would like to see a commercial licensing regime that allows the smaller vessels,
at least, to be able to go and fish within our platform.
Because people like my brothers, who are major fishermen, you cannot get a bag of filet from them. You
cannot. Because as soon as that fish is caught, it is
going [to the] Lobster Pot or MEF [Enterprises] or
whoever he sells it to, straight from the boat, straight
to the restaurant.
So what happens when the Government
Whip, Mr. Simons, wants a nice piece of hind for Sunday? He cannot go to my brother and get it. So where
do you get it from? This is where you have your
smaller, localised fishermen who can make their living
by supplying the local, domestic economy. Not the
restaurants, not the major operations, not the hotels,
but those who are coming over like Mr. Barnes does,
and you want your bag of filet because you are tired of
chicken all week. That is where you need to go. What
is the boat club down at North Shore? You go down to
the boat club, and that is where you see the fellows.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Devonshire Dock. You go up
to Somerset, not necessarily Robinson’s, but Somerset, up in the Daniel’s Head area, and I guarantee you
can get a nice bag of silk snappers from certain folks
that I am not going to call, whose name I am not going
to call. But they make their living. So, instead of keeping them outside the system, have a commercial li-
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censing regime that deals with their existence and
brings fairness, so CEOs do not get to go and have
licences and compete against real fishermen. And
then real fishermen who are not licensed, so they are
illegal, right—all that has to be fixed so there is fairness across the board, and the people in this country
are not restricted from using what amounts to be a
historical and cultural phenomenon that is being fishermen in this country.
Give them the legality to make their living for
themselves. And I regret that I was not able to do that
myself, as the Minister. But I am encouraged to see
the current Minister saying that the commercial licensing regime is going to be put on the front burner. And I
think it is very important.
So, all in all, again, not too much negative
criticism towards the department. To do so would be
to criticise myself. But if it was criticism, I would offer
it. But I think, all in all, they have done an excellent
job, led by a very competent director. And I just hope
that we collectively can use the law to help people
help themselves and not intervene in people’s affairs,
whether it is dogs or fishing or whatnot, because that
is the type of government intervention that creates
tension between the voters and the politicians. So, we
also have to have the mindset of giving people the
freedom, but also look to be fair.
And I will wind up my contribution at this point.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Opposition
Leader.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, Mr. Jeff Sousa.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman.
I am certainly feeling the love in the Chambers this afternoon. I am going to move on with
Agronomy, 82090, page B-161. And I do agree with
the Opposition Leader, wholeheartedly, that we do
need to see the Marketing Centre doing more, as I
remember back in the day, as we would say, for the
farmers. Certainly not happy to see that registered
farmers, gardeners are in decline, but I am happy to
see that home gardening is on the increase.
And there is where I think we have a great
deal of hope, because Bermuda was certainly built up
on an agricultural background, and now we look at our
closest neighbour the United States, where gardening
has actually passed walking as the number one recreation. So I would like to see the Marketing Centre
actually go into the schools and educate the young
people, from pre-school, primary schools, and actually
encourage every school in Bermuda to have their own
vegetable garden.
And on that note, I would like to encourage
the citizens of Bermuda to have their own vegetable
garden, because we are very fortunate here where
you can grow vegetables like tomatoes and string
beans year round. We have unbelievable weather.
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Likewise, we would like to encourage people to grow
pawpaws and bananas and sugarcane, et cetera, in
their own garden. So I feel that department could do
much more in that area because we are blessed with
the weather you have seen us having this year so far.
Particularly, as the Opposition Leader alluded
to, in regards to the fishing, in these economic times,
growing your own vegetables would save you money.
You will get exercise. You will have the opportunity to
get outside with your children and your grandchildren.
So it is just plus, plus, plus. Back in the day, everybody had a vegetable garden. And you do not necessarily have to have a large piece of land. You can
grow in pots. You can build up soil. There are so
many different things that you can do.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to move on to Plant
Protection, 82040, page B-161. I am very pleased to
hear that the department have been doing research
with biological control for the citrus crops. All of us
remember back in the day, those in this Chamber and
those in the listening audience, of the unbelievable
citrus trees that we had in this country—navel oranges, tangerines, grapefruits. But we do not see that
today. And we are an island, and it is expected. The
tourists want to see it! And they do not see it. So I
would like to see a real concerted effort. As I said, I
am happy to see what is taking place. But I would like
to take it to the next level.
Of course, we heard mentioned that many on
the Island would like to see mangoes brought in. And I
am all for that. But where we have to be very—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Jeff Sousa: I was just having some beautiful ones
down in Trinidad. It was awesome, right? Awesome
ones. Yes, Trinidad was awesome.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Mr. Chairman, I will stay focused
here.
But on the importation of . . . I was going to
say something I do not want to say. But on the importation of mangoes, I am all for that. But where we
have to be very, very, very careful is that in many of
the areas that the mangoes were being imported from,
they have the pink mealy bug, you know, that thing
there. Yes, pest. And we do not want that in Bermuda,
because we certainly do not want a repeat of what
took place with the cedar blight back in the 1940s.
And we have to be so careful. For example, hibiscus
and oleanders are banned from being imported in
Bermuda, and for good reason, because they provide
more flowers to Bermuda, coverage-wise, than any
other plants. So there we need to be really careful
because we do have a very fragile infrastructure here
on the Island.
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And the same thing applies with this department. They do a great job when it comes to making
sure that we are not bringing in invasive species. This
is so key. Because we have all seen what has happened with the Mexican pepper and also ficuses and
other things.
Another thing that I am pleased that they have
been quite strict on is the licensing of pesticides. This
is so important because, of course, we see the damage that many of these pesticides have done, you
know, to things like tree frogs and toads. And of
course, we have heard about the effect with the bees.
And of course, we do not want our bluebirds being
affected, as well. And what I would like to see in the
future is that when it comes to these various pesticides, that only chemical applicators, only certified
chemical applicators would be permitted to spray
these various products, which are quite dangerous. In
other jurisdictions, that is [the rule]. So that is somewhere we need to go in the future.
Moving on, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to
touch on Veterinary Services, 82060, on page B-161.
And of course, just like there has been an increase in
the popularity of the home gardens in Bermuda, which
is great to see, there has been—and I have noticed it
in the last decade—a move towards having chickens,
one’s own chickens, like we did back in the day. Likewise, people are also having goats and pigs. And
there is a back-to-nature vibe going on in the country.
And I do feel that we should encourage that,
but at the same time, monitor it very closely, particularly if it is being done for commercial gain, because
we all must remember that Bermuda does have very
strong agriculture roots, and we need to support that
and keep that going.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The same Head that my
honourable friend, Mr. Sousa, was talking about. He
knows what it is. I just cannot recall it at this time. The
Honourable Member knows. I will talk about the
chickens on that one.
But I tell you, we need to find a way to encourage, and it needs to be a way to encourage everyone. The Honourable Member is correct, to try to
encourage as many people as possible to have just a
little, small garden. I have been successful to have
onions, beets, corn, lettuce, tomatoes, broccoli, just
from a small garden, and carrots coming up. So, I am
really enjoying that.
And let me just say—I said I am going to be
off in two minutes—my son-in-law encouraged me to
have chickens. I never had chickens in all my whole
born days. But there are enough feral chickens
around Hamilton Parish to catch. And that is another
point we can speak about later on. But we now have
nine chickens. So every day they produce eggs. I
have not bought a chicken from Michael for over two
years. I am sorry to say that. I am sure his profit is
going down, because I am not buying his chickens.
But I would encourage people to have a little
chicken. Do not let them get wound up in those wild
feral chickens out there, because that could be a mixture of bad. So I am growing my own chickens, Mr.
Chairman. I have these crazy feral chickens running
around the yard, too. So I am hoping that the Ministry
will deal with those particular feral chickens.
Now, I heard my Leader talk about the lionfish. And that is something that we need to deal with.
But those Mexican peppers, as the Honourable Member said—

The Chairman: Thank you Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, Wayne Furbert.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, these are things that
we are trying to get rid of. Right? We need to have a
total attack or assault on getting this Mexican pepper
out around the country. I see a lot of people right now
have these hedges, and maybe that is what I need to
be dealing with. But they are growing within our banks
and eroding some of our banks. So it would be nice to
know what the department is doing with it, to at least
educate the people on how we can get [rid of them].
So those are the few things I wanted to talk
about as far as encouraging Bermudians to set up a
little garden. We are fortunate to have a little avocado
tree. And the first time, Mr. Sousa, I saw these two
oranges, because we have an orange tree, the first
time I saw an orange tree grow up, [I thought it was]
very delightful. But I am enjoying that, and I encourage other Bermudians to get into growing some of
their own vegetables. Thank you.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes. I will be very brief, Mr.
Chairman. I promised my honourable friend, Mr.
Lister, from Somerset.
Mr. Chairman, I must admit, I was not a great
gardener or that type of thing. You know, I went to the
marketplace and was there to buy most of my stuff.
But since 2012–2013, my son and my son-in-law have
encouraged me to grow, to have a little garden.
The Chairman: Which Head are you referring to?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am on the Head that talks
about the gardens.

[Inaudible interjections]

[Laughter]
The Chairman: What is the number?

The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, Mr. Terry Lister.
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, this debate, while short, only
two hours, is a very important debate. What used to
be the Department of Egg and Fish was restructured
way back in 2000, when I was the Minister, in fact.
And we created this Department of Environment Protection with the view to ensuring that the issues of the
environment were properly looked at. And the conversation that has been had today gives an indication
that that is happening.
Now, I do not want to use up a lot of time going over and discussing points that have already been
raised. I intended to discuss several points that have
been raised. So I will leave those alone and work with
the rest.
I will say, however, about the lionfish, that we
really do need a plan for eradication. I heard what was
said about the traps. I heard that we have said we
would do something serious in 2015. But the longer
the lionfish are allowed to operate the way they are,
so to speak, the more dangerous it is for our marine
environment.
Mr. Chairman, I heard the Minister say that
with regard to illegal fish—i.e., fish being sold to the
restaurants illegally—warnings were being given.
Well, I am not sure why we are giving warnings to the
restaurants. The restaurants that accept illegal fish
have been doing it for years and years and years. We
should have long moved past warnings. Similarly, with
the fishermen who sit by the roadside selling Bermudian Belize fish, you know, they must have a Bermudian parent and a Belizean parent, those fish are
just plain illegal.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: But because it is a Bermudian
parent, they are called Bermudian fish. But we do not
seem to get those fishermen in court often enough to
make them put it to a stop.
I know there was a court appearance just recently, and I applaud the department for having that
happen. But there needs to be more of that because it
impinges upon the right, sort of, economic rights of the
fishermen who are abiding by the rules. So we need
to stop that.
With regard to the Environmental Engineering,
I am concerned about the impact on the western lands
of the Watlington Waterworks line running through,
what impact that is going to have. But I am even more
concerned, and I think, just like former Minister Ann
Cartwright-DeCouto bought out the fisherman, and
she bought out their pots, it might be time for Government to consider buying out the water truckers. As
we go down the road, it is going to be less and less
demand for water from water truckers. The Lands has
gone into my neighbourhood. It is now 1,000 gallons
for $25.00, and 2,000 gallons for $50.00. From the
truck, it is 1,000 for $90.00. So you know what people
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are doing. It is pretty obvious what they are going to
do.
And so, I cannot remember how much consultation there was with the truckers. But if there was
any, how do you actually have a proper conversation
with a person when you are saying, I am going to run
this line, and it is going to put you out of business?
You know, it is sort of difficult having that conversation.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Well, my colleague, my former
colleague sitting in the Gallery, I am sure he can
speak for himself when he gets a chance.
However, that is something the Government
needs to consider, how we work this thing through,
because eventually, the truckers are going to be out of
business, or the numbers of trucks are going to fall
away, and as an investment, having put good money
into it, it is going to become harder and harder.
The damage to the ponds was mentioned.
And in regard to that, I would like the Minister to give
us an indication, if he can, or consider through time, in
the next little while, what is happening, what is the
incidence of deformities in tadpoles and frogs? You
remember Jamie Bacon, Dr. Jamie Bacon had done a
study 10 years ago—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: She is still doing the study,
okay. So that is good. That is what I want to know.
She is still doing the study, so she should be
able to give us a record of the movement through time
of what is happening with the tadpoles. It was at crisis
point 2000–2001, when the study started to come to
light. We are now 10–12 years on, so we should have
an idea of whether some improvement is taking place.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: So it is doing better.
One of the other problems, of course, that the
golf courses were having was, when I was a little boy,
we all had turtles. I had turtles in the house. We all
had them. Everybody had turtles. Then the Government must have banned imported turtles, and nobody
had a turtle. And then about 20 years ago, turtles
were allowed again. Turtles are like puppies at
Christmas. Everybody loves their turtle for a little
while. And then you see them by the roadside, and
you pick them up if you are a turtle lover, and you take
it home and put it in your little turtle tank. Otherwise,
they work their way into the golf course and into the
ponds on the golf course, and other ponds. So that is
another issue that we need to take a look at under this
particular Head.
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Now, the Honourable Member Jeff Sousa
talked about the home gardens. I was pleased to see
an increase from 14 to 12 [sic]. But 14 to 12 [sic] in
27,000 homes is not quite it. So, I would like to know if
Government can develop or has developed an actual
plan, a marketing plan, to introduce the public back to
their own roots. Because there are so many of us, as
we sit down and talk to our moms and dads, they tell
us about it. You know, my mom talks about how she
and all her cousins had to milk the cow, take the goat
out, do this and that and the other, before they
headed to Purvis School. And when they came home
it was the same exercise, bring the animals in, feed
them and all that. That was only 50 years ago.
And this generation have completely forgotten
it, have no appreciation for it. Some of them think milk
comes from a store and a carton. That is where it
originates, in a carton. No, no, it does not. It actually
originates with the cow. We all knew that 50 years
ago. People do not know it today.
So, we need to get a little marketing programme going to have people end up where the last
speaker, the Honourable Member Wayne Furbert, is.
He says he never gardened and now he has got this
beautiful garden with all these different vegetables.
I am not going to suggest that we will ever
feed ourselves. Okay? When I was the Minister responsible for Agriculture, one day I was driving along.
I had a speakerphone on my dashboard. And the
phone rang. I hit the button, and a man started speaking to me, up by Warwick Lanes Bowling Alley. I was
coming to town. And he was saying all these really
clever, intelligent things about agriculture and what we
should do. And I was taking note, wishing I could write
it all down, but trying to remember it.
And just as we got down to, I think it is Strawberry Hill, coming down the hill, and he said—and I
am trying to ring off now. We had talked enough. He
said, Mr. Lister, there is one more thing I have tell you!
I said, What is that? He said, When the boats dock,
we are not going to be able to feed ourselves. So we
have got to get this done so we can feed all the Bermudians. I thought to myself, My gracious! I have
been listening to a crazy man for 20 minutes.
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hard. But it is a beautiful Bermuda product. You know,
the Bermuda honey is far better than any that you see
anywhere else.
As long as there has been farming, I am sure
there have been night farmers. My brother and I and
my father used to have a grocery store in Somerset.
And then my dad and my brother had it all worked out.
When you walked in in the morning with a beautiful
bunch of bananas, the question was, Where is your
patch? Well, we did not have a patch, did not own
anything, but this bunch of bananas. We told him to,
Get cracking. We are not going to buy them from you.
You do not have a banana patch, we are not buying
your bananas.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: And there are other night farmers who go around selling whatever is in season.
Whatever is growing right now, they will come and
offer it to you.
And if we are going to give warnings, and I
think more than that to the restaurants, over the fish,
we really should be looking at whoever it is that is
buying the night-farm product, the stores, and putting
warnings and fines on them as well so we can stop it.
I believe the Bermuda farmer has a hard way to go.
And to have his crop destroyed by night farmers is
bad.
Then, of course, we have the other enemy,
the feral chicken. Now, Mr. Chairman, you will recall a
few months ago, we had a discussion about feral
chickens up here, and it was a delightful afternoon.
The Chairman: It was an overly extended discussion,
as I recall.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes. I was going to say it was a
discussion of much laughter and mirth. We remembered a TV interview with the Honourable Minister
Michael Weeks. I remember that interview. I almost
hurt myself laughing so hard as he talked about how
he was going to deal with the feral chickens. And
there they were walking behind him, strutting their
stuff.

[Laughter]
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: We cannot feed ourselves! That
is never going to happen. That is never going to happen. But what we can do is have people able to take
care of themselves where it is possible. We certainly
cannot do it for everybody.
I was concerned about the honey harvest. I
was aware that it had fallen off. I believe there was a
disease as such going on. And I wanted to have an
idea of whether or not we have figured out just what
the problem is and whether we can restore it. And
there are only a few people who are really in the business. So working closely with them should not be too

Hon. Terry E. Lister: I will never forget that.
But, Mr. Speaker, since that day, rather than
just laughing about it, I have a committee that is working on this. We have met with and talked with Andrew
Pettit, who is the person who did the work for the
Government. We are trying to come up with some answers and some ideas ourselves. In the very near future, we intend to meet with Mr. Pettit. And when our
final report is done, we will table it in this House.
I think it is a serious issue. So we are putting
work in on this serious issue.
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Sorry? Oh, the Honourable
Member Cole Simons is admonishing me for not putting him on my committee. The next committee I have
I will invite him to join.
One of the things that we did not mention and
an area where this department works very, very well
at is dealing with the pests and the problem of both
mosquitoes and rodents. I know I have come home
from time to time and found little notes, warnings,
when I have left just something, anything that could
collect water. And they have come around, and they
have noticed it and given me a little warning to stop
this. Otherwise, I will be punished for it.
I do not know how often people are actually
prosecuted, or they may say “persecuted,” over it, but
I think the aggressiveness that is being displayed is
very, very helpful.
Similarly, there are times when the rodents
get out of control and the people from the department
will go around in the area, lay traps, put out bait and
this sort of thing, and get to a point where they can
eradicate the problem. So this is all really very, very
good work.
Now, Mr. Chairman, on B-158, the revenue
page, I had two questions, really. Sport Lobster Divers, the revenue in 2013 was $99,000. It was
$75,000 in the current year. And now it is projected to
be $103,000 in the coming year. I could not figure out
why it was jumping. Those are not big, big numbers.
But they are changes, from $99[,000] down to
$75[,000], and now back up to $103[,000]. So I would
just like to get a handle on why that has happened.
Secondly, I would like to tie two pages together. A little further down, we talk about agricultural
produce. When you see the revenue was $21,000 in
2013, it was $66,000 this year, and then $33,000 next
year, a 50 per cent falloff. I really do not understand
why $21[,000] became $66[,000], and I certainly do
not understand why it is going to become $33[,000].
But if you turn the page to B-116, under Head
82090, Value of Produce, goods and services provided by or handled by the Marketing Centre, we see
$261,000, $295,000 and then $305,000. I am just trying to figure out how those two numbers tie together,
because one has a pattern of upward movement and
one goes up and down, and up and down severely.
The moves, the swings are really quite large in that
area.
Now, going on to the performance measures,
you will recall that for years I have stood and criticized
them, even when I was a Minister, because mine
never made any sense to me at all. I do not know
where they came from. However, hopefully somebody, this Government, is taking them more seriously
and trying to make them make sense. Okay.
B-160, under the Business Unit, Veterinary
Sciences, the very first item says number of farm vis-
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its—80 visits in 2012, then 100 in the current year,
and for next year, 90 visits. For 24 farms last year, 22
this year, with the number of farms falling away, how
do you actually determine how many visits are made?
Is it on the basis of something going wrong? A rumour? A request from the farmer himself? What actually gets us out there for these numbers of visits?
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes, yes. I appreciate that. But
in the current year, we have gone from 80 to 100,
which is a 25 per cent increase. That is a pretty big
increase when we actually fell away, from 24 to 22.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Ah. Got you. Understand.
Okay. The last little bit I have is on B-161.
Again, I mentioned the revenue stream from the Marketing Centre. There is also a piece here about the
number of customers served at the Marketing Centre.
And it says that we served 2,092 people in 2012/13,
but we are projecting that we are going to serve 2,600
people this year.
That is a huge increase in people coming into
the Marketing Centre. But then it looks like we are
going to be thoroughly exhausted and worn out from
seeing all those people, and so we are projecting
1,950 next year. We will be down less than last year.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: The Minister says the forecast
may have been a bit unrealistic. You know, I am prepared to accept that because I have never really put a
lot of value in these performance measures. I looked
at the ones under this Head. I think they are far better
than some I have seen in the past, and I congratulate
you on coming up with meaningful performance
measures.
Overall, Mr. Chairman, as I have said, I think
this is a very important department in Government. It
does find itself in a lot of controversy, over dogs, over
fishing, over night farmers, over feral chickens. All of
those problems exist, as well as the importation of
plants and fruits and vegetables—all of that. And the
people conduct themselves in a very professional
way. They act in a very even-handed way. And it is
really to Bermuda’s benefit. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, Mr. Sylvan Richards.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just wanted to make a contribution to this
wonderful debate that we are having today. And I am
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going to talk about my favourite subject, which is animal control, which is found on page B-161, 82080.
When I was first appointed Environment Minister, I asked my then-PS, in his opinion, which part of
the Ministry would cause me to lose sleep? Whatever
I am doing at any given point in time, I like to know
what I am up against.
And he very quickly said, Dogs. And then he
kind of laughed. And I thought he was being facetious.
I said, Dogs? No. Don’t you think it would be the environment or agriculture? And he said, he repeated it:
Dogs.
So said, so done.
Now, I must admit that, like the Honourable
Opposition Leader, I too have had a kind of traumatic
history with dogs. I was attacked by a Doberman Pinscher when I was young, through no fault of the dog.
He was a trained police dog, and he had a flashback
one day when I was playing with him. He jumped up
on me and subdued me and stood on me for about 10
minutes growling to the back of my neck. So I have a
phobia against Dobermans to this day.
But I also have an affinity for other dogs. I am
an ex-owner of an American bulldog, which I had
about 12 years ago. And once I was named Minister, I
started to think back on my experience with dogs,
both good and bad. And then I realised that I, in the
past, was like a lot of other Bermudians, especially
when I adopted my American bulldog. I had no idea
what that dog was capable of doing. It was a beautiful
dog. But I really should not have been the owner of
that dog. And eventually, the dog was stolen, and I
never saw her again.
But the point I am going to make is that, when
I first became Environment Minister, I met with my dog
wardens within the first couple of weeks because I
wanted to find out what they were up against. And it
was clear that they had a serious challenge on their
hands with managing the dog population in Bermuda,
especially pit bulls. They told me that they had to deal
with pit bulls that were aggressive. Some of the gentlemen had been attacked, and there was one lady,
also.
And I had immediate empathy for them. I said,
This is a difficult job. You are dealing with animals.
You are dealing with people’s emotions, people who
love their animals. And I said, You know what? I am
going to back you up, and let’s enforce the policy as it
is, which basically says that if an illegal dog is found, it
is to be confiscated and euthanized.
And I gave them my word. I said, You know, it
is going to be difficult for me because I do not like
euthanizing dogs. But that is the law. Let us enforce
the law. Because when you do not enforce the law
across the board, it causes problems. And to my understanding, that is what they did.
And my phone started to ring. I got calls from
friends who had dogs confiscated. I had calls from
people I work with who had dogs confiscated. And
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they went on and on. But in each case, I spoke to the
individual, and I explained to them what the policy
was, and that I had given my word to my dog wardens, and that their dog would be euthanized—across
the board.
And it got very personal for me when my sister’s dog was confiscated. In fact, it was not confiscated. I was advised that there was an illegal dog on
the residence that I was very familiar with, and I advised her to turn the dog in, and she did. So it became
very personal for me. And they put my sister’s dog
down, with my blessing, because it was the law.
So, when the infamous Hershey incident
came up, I was pretty much demonized across Bermuda, because I insisted that this illegal dog be put
down. But my conscience was clear because I had
enforced the policy without fear or favour, which is
what any Minister should do.
But unbeknownst to many people, I had empanelled, a few months prior, a Canine Advisory
Committee, which was a reconstituted committee that
the previous Environmental Minister, and the Honourable Leader of the Opposition, had put together, but it
had gone defunct. So I reconstituted it. I put some
new people on the board. And I said, Listen. I have a
position. I want all pit bulls eradicated from Bermuda
in 10 years. That was my start-up position. I said, But
go out, do the research. I said, And come back in a
few months and advise me on the best way forward. I
said, You are probably not going to be able to change
my mind, because I just do not like pit bulls. I think
they are dangerous in the wrong hands.
But they came back a few months later, and I
met with them. And they changed my mind. They
gave me a different perspective on dogs and the responsibility of owning dogs. And I was prepared to do
two things. The first was to announce an amnesty on
all of the unlicensed dogs in Bermuda, whether they
were pit bulls or other breeds. There are a lot of unlicensed dogs out there. We do not have a handle on
just how many dogs are out there, because they are
underground. They are in the underground environment.
So the amnesty would have given those individuals out there who have unlicensed, illegal dogs,
whether they be pit bulls or other dogs, to bring these
dogs above ground. Bring them forward, get them licensed. We would then record the number of dogs
that come forward. And I believe that if we did it tomorrow, it would be a substantial number of dogs,
because people now know that their dog will be confiscated and euthanized. If they have the opportunity
to bring the dog forward, I am sure they would.
That amnesty period would last six weeks or
so. If it is an illegal dog, like a pit bull, the dog would
have to be licensed, spayed, neutered, and then micro-chipped. Once the amnesty period is over, then
basically, in my opinion, you have just the bad actors
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out there who refuse to bring their dog forward. So
that was the first part of the equation.
The second part of the equation was, now you
move all of the dogs on the prohibited or banned list to
a managed restricted list. What does that mean? That
means that if I, as an individual, want to own a pit bull
or an American bulldog or a Rottweiler, I can come
forward and apply to own that dog. My premises
would be inspected to make sure I have the proper
equipment, training or whatnot to own this dog.
And then you can have—I do not know—the
Canine Advisory Committee or another board decide
who gets to own a restricted dog. What does that do?
It allows responsible owners the opportunity to own a
somewhat large, potentially aggressive dog. It also
gets rid of the underground, illegal market, because
then the dog wardens would have to enforce the policy. Once the amnesty is over, they would have to enforce the policy in terms of confiscating unlicensed
dogs. And then you’d beef up the fines for having unlicensed dogs.
So, Mr. Chairman, that is what my Canine
Advisory Committee have recommended to me. And I
was getting ready to implement it. But then the landscape changed politically. So now I am no longer the
Environment Minister.
[Laughter]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: So I have advised the
current Minister that it may be worth following up on
this policy. And we have had conversations about it.
And he has told me that his mind is open to potentially
looking at amending the current dog policy.
So I, like the Leader of the Opposition, believe
that there are some improvements to be made. And
he is right. You know, I am convinced after what I
went through that some people in this country put a
higher value on a dog’s life than individual human
lives. I stopped trying to figure it out, but it is what it is.
[Crosstalk]
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It needs to be looked
at. Yes. That is the contribution.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there anyone else who wishes to speak to
this? No?
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Maybe there are a few things that I can deal
with here. There are a couple of points that arose that
I would just like to address.
With respect to the invasive species, those
that are land-based invasive species are dealt with
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under the Department of Conservation Services, not
Environmental Protection.
With respect to the honeybee decline, as
some of the Members mentioned, a single cause has
not been identified. There are certainly different vectors which put stress on the honeybees. But there are
no definitive answers to what is causing their decline.
Right now, I believe, we bring in the queens from
abroad.
With respect to the estimates of dog numbers,
with respect to the forecasted outcomes, it is estimated that there are over 8,000 dogs in Bermuda.
And it was hoped that, it was forecasted that they
would achieve a licensing percentage of 75 per cent.
But that was never achieved. It proved to be an optimistic forecast. And therefore, the new target has
been revised to 60 per cent, which is viewed as more
[realistic]. So with respect to those performance
measures, some of them are aspirational and optimistic.
Keeping with dogs, as certainly the Honourable Member on this side, Sylvan Richards, knows, I
have an open mind on the subject. I do not propose to
make any immediate changes in the short-term future.
I have met with the officers of the department, including Dr. Ming and Dr. Nesbitt. It is difficult with the
numbers that are there at the moment to have a system which is enforceable. So it requires very careful
thought. But I am sympathetic to the idea that there
should be some change. I am certainly collecting
ideas from people which include ideas, like I have discussed with the Honourable Member Sylvan Richards,
with respect to another amnesty. Some other people
have suggested having a muzzle law here as they do
in the UK. I think it was the Honourable Member Suzann Roberts-Holshouser who gave that idea to me.
So there are a number of ideas being brought
forward. And we hope to look at them in the fullness of
time, perhaps in the next six months or so.
The report that did come forward from the
Canine Advisory Committee was a little bit uneven. In
that report, the actual . . . It is a strange committee
because only certain members are allowed to be voting members. And among those members, a report
was written. But the chairman of the committee did not
quite agree with the members of the committee. So
there was divided opinion, even on that committee, as
to the way forward. But I have not managed to really
come to grips with it yet, but hope to in the future.
With respect to lionfish, I could not agree
more with the Opposition Leader. I think there is a
great risk going forward. It is a more difficult one than
most people realize, from the reading I have done.
And I do not claim to be any sort of an expert. But
they are living and breathing at deeper levels than
people at first thought, as the Honourable Member
said. So it is something that we really have to put our
thinking caps on in order to deal with that.
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With respect to . . . the Honourable Member
Terry Lister raised some issues about the Watlington
Water heading towards the western parishes. Two
things I have to say with that. That is being done under a Memorandum of Understanding that, I understand, the Honourable Member Derrick Burgess put
into place when he was the Minister of Public Works.
Hence, it is a Public Works matter. It is not a matter of
Health and Environment. I only happen to know about
it because I was the Minister of Public Works last
year.
But I agree with that Member that there may
be some challenges coming forward for water truckers
as a result.
With respect to the Honourable Opposition
Leader, who spoke about the desirability of legalizing
small fishermen who are not recreational fishermen.
They go out and fish, and they do sell their fish. You
know, that is something which I do think we need to
look at, and I will make investigations, undertake to
make investigations into that as we review the commercial fishing licences regime.
I think those are all the points I really have to
cover, Mr. Chairman. And with that, I would move the
Estimate of Revenue and Expenditure for Head 72,
Environmental Protection, [be approved.]
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ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
The Speaker: [The Committee of Supply rose, reported progress and sought leave to sit again.]
Minister? Minister of the Environment? Yes.
That is right.
We go now to the rest of the Orders of the
Day. Are any of these Orders going to be taken up?
All Orders are carried over. So I recognise the
Premier. Premier?

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
th
I move now that we adjourn to March the 5 ,
Wednesday, 10:00 am.
[Gavel]
The Speaker: The House is adjourned to Wednesday
th
the 5 , at 10:00 am.
[At 8:04 pm, the House stood adjourned until
10:00 am, Wednesday, 5 March 2014.]

The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
It has been moved that Head 72 be approved.
Any objections?
Agreed to.
Minister?
We have concluded this portion of the debate
for today.
[Motion carried: Head 72, Environmental Protection,
was approved and stands part of the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditures 2014/15.]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I move that we rise and report
progress, or report to the House and ask for leave to
sit again.
The Chairman: It has been so moved.
Any objections?
Agreed to.
[Motion carried: The Committee of Supply rose, reported progress and sought leave to sit again.]
[Pause]
House resumed at 8:03 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
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[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

PRAYERS
[Prayers read by Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton,
Speaker]

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
28 FEBRUARY 2014
The Speaker: Honourable Members, we have confirth
mation of the Minutes of the 28 of February 2014. All
Members should have those Minutes. And having perused those Minutes, if there are no objections, then
the Minutes will be confirmed.
There are no objections?
So, the Minutes are confirmed.
[Motion carried: Minutes of 28 February 2014 confirmed.]
rd

The Speaker: The Minutes for the 3 of March 2014
will be deferred.

PAPERS AND OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE
The Speaker: No papers and communications.

PETITIONS
The Speaker: No petitions.

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS
AND JUNIOR MINISTERS
The Speaker: No Statements.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The Speaker: We do have a Report of Committee.
I recognise now the Honourable Government
Whip. MP Cole Simons, you have the floor.
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR
The Speaker: There are none.

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER
OR MEMBER PRESIDING
APOLOGIES

REPORT OF THE PARLIAMENTARY JOINT SELECT COMMITTEE ON PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNANCE
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: I hereby table for consideration and approval of the House a report of the Parliamentary Joint Select Committee on Parliamentary
Governance, Mr. Speaker.

The Speaker: The Member, K. L. Bascome, from
constituency 1, will be absent today. And the Premier
has sent the message to say that he will be arriving a
little late today. He will be here.
Just one other announcement I would like to
make, Honourable Members. And that is that, as we
continue our debate today, I ask that all Members to
continue to be mindful during the debate of the Rules
of Debate, Standing Order 19.

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member. Did you
want to make a comment before you lay that?

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE

Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, I am delighted
to be tabling this report this morning, which you know
is long overdue. As you are aware, the objective of the
Joint Select Committee was to examine, make recommendations and report to the House its findings on

The Speaker: There are no messages from the Senate.

Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Yes, I would, thank you.
The Speaker: First of all, are there any objections to
that?
No objections.
So, please, Honourable Member.
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the Legislature’s management structure and governance.
The committee examined three areas: organisation of the Legislature, functions of the Legislature,
and values of the Legislature.
Mr. Speaker, the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, of which our Legislature is a member, has published a set of internationally recognised
benchmarks. A major key finding was that our Legislature did not measure up in the areas of organisational
effectiveness.
Also, the committee discovered it is widely
recognised that, in terms of accountability and the appropriate relationship between the executive and the
Legislature, a committee commission of parliamentarians from across the political spectrum should
manage the Legislature and administer its budget,
which should not be subject to the review of the executives.
Mr. Speaker, the report contains several recommendations. Some are as follows:
1. A new independent body known as the Management Commission, responsible for the
administration of the Legislature, should be
established.
2. House committees should meet on a regular
basis.
3. Adequate staffing is needed in areas such as
editorial and reporting, security, library, research, public information, independent legal
support, accounting support, IT support, facilities and maintenance.
4. The Senate Chambers should be located in
the same building as the House of Assembly
so that the Legislature could be contained under one roof.
Mr. Speaker, to conclude, I am confident that
this report will be the catalyst in developing policies
and legislation aimed at reforming this historic institution. Reorganising the Legislature’s management
structure is important and will enhance areas of transparency and accountability.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, thank you very
much.

QUESTION PERIOD
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Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Minister is indicating to me that he does not have the response. So I
ask that the question be set over one more time until
Friday.
The Speaker: Yes. All right. Thank you. Thank you,
Honourable Member.
That is the kind of cooperation I like in this
House.
All right. The next question was a question to
the Honourable S. T. Richards. And I spoke with the
Honourable Member T. E. Lister. This is a very, very
long answer to that question. The Honourable Member Lister will have the question, and if there are any
questions that he would like to ask on it, I will give him
opportunity to ask the question at the next meeting,
because it is just too long for a response for this period.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker?
The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of information.
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF INFORMATION
Mr. E. David Burt: For the edification of the House,
could we possibly know what the question actually
asked was?
The Speaker: Yes. It is on the Order Paper, I think.
Yes, yes, yes.
Oh, the actual question? It had to do with the
question on commercial litigation. Yes.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Walter Roban: Mr. Speaker?
The Speaker: Yes?
Mr. Walter Roban: May I ask a question? Will others
be able to ask supplementary questions the next session as well—

The Speaker: We move to question period.
We have one question that was carried over
from the last meeting. Honourable Minister, are you
ready today? So I will call again on the Shadow Minister.

The Speaker: Honourable Member, I will continue just
as the House does continue. If the question is asked,
there are always supplementaries on questions. You
will not be stopped from asking questions, Honourable
Member. Do not worry about that. Do not worry about
that.

Mr. E. David Burt: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.

[Inaudible interjection]

The Speaker: Yes.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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The Speaker: Yes, both questions [are from] MP
Lister. As I said, I have already discussed it with MP
Lister, who brought the question. And everyone will
have the opportunity.
Next, we have a question to the Honourable
Minister of Transport and Tourism. And it is a question
from MP T. E. Lister.
MP Lister?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, and good morning,
Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.
QUESTION 1: LEGISLATION ON BLOOD ALCOHOL LEVELS
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, the first question
reads as follows: In March 2013, the Minister of
Transport reported to this Honourable House that he
would bring legislation to reduce the legal alcohol
level in a person’s blood when tested for drunk driving.
Would the Honourable Member explain why
this legislation has not been tabled almost a year
later?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
1
In March of last year, I provided a Ministerial
Statement that presented two initiatives to improve
safety on our roads. They included seeking Cabinet
approval in reducing the legal blood alcohol level and
the ability to make roadside sobriety testing admissible in court. Subsequently, further internal research
was undertaken by our Ministry on the blood alcohol
rates worldwide. The data tend to show that Bermuda
is probably on average with the CARICOM [Caribbean
Community], US and the United Kingdom.
However, the UK has three separate ways to
test, with three different levels—35 micrograms per
100 milligrams when testing breath, 80 milligrams per
100 milligrams when testing blood, and 107 milligrams
per 100 milligrams when testing urine. What also was
apparent as commonplace in other jurisdictions was
the ability for the police to take samples of breath right
at the roadside and have the information presented as
admissible evidence.
Our Ministry also consulted with and received
correspondence from the food and beverage industry,
who expressed concern that lowering the legal blood
alcohol limit may have a detrimental effect on their
industry, with potential clients choosing not to eat out
in restaurants. The associated challenges with the
1
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availability of public transportation late at night and in
the early hours of the morning was also highlighted as
a component that needs to be factored into a holistic
approach in addressing the drinking and driving sobriety issues.
Following our research and stakeholder outreach, our Ministry decided to defer the proposed reduction in the blood alcohol limit and continue to work
very closely with the Road Safety Council and CADA
[Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse] to increase public awareness on drinking and driving, and to also focus on changing the drink culture.
Although the proposed initiatives have been
deferred, it is still the intent of our Ministry to progress
these initiatives in collaboration with the Bermuda Police Service and the Attorney General’s Chambers.
The Speaker: I recognise the Honourable Member T.
E. Lister. You have a supplementary?
SUPPLEMENTARIES
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes, Mr. Speaker. And I should
thank the Minister for that Ministerial Statement. Nevertheless, we will go on.
Mr. Speaker, given the race to legalise Sunday alcohol sales, the failure to bring this legislation
gives the public the impression that drunk driving is
not important. What measures will the Minister take to
provide assurances to the public that the issue is both
important and of concern to himself and his Ministry?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you.
The Government considers the issue of drink
driving extremely important. And if you will recall, we
did amend legislation to ensure that there was a mandatory penalty for such. We will continue to look at
policies, continue to look at different initiatives to help
reduce this behaviour.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister.
MP Lister, another supplementary?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes. Mr. Speaker, given that
the official road traffic collision statistics of 2013 show
that 4.4 per cent of all traffic collisions were deemed
to be involving drink or drugs, and that in all but one
case an arrest was made on suspicion of impaired
driving, can the Minister agree with me that this matter
should be regarded as serious and that the suggested
legislation make its way here in quick time?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you.
Again, I do agree with the Honourable Member that it is an issue that the Government deems to

“Road Safety Initiatives”—Official Hansard Report, 1
March 2013, page 139.
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be important. Reducing the blood alcohol level, we do
not necessarily believe, will be the remedy, although
we are still looking at that. Like I said earlier, the consultation suggested that that might be more punitive
for those who do not offend than those who do offend.
However, in relation to the roadside Breathalyzer testing, I am working now with the Minister of
Public Safety. We both recognise the importance of
this, and we have some ideas that we think will be
beneficial that will come online, Honourable Member,
this year.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Yes, MP Lister, you have a—
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I have a second
question, which I will read just to read.
The Speaker: Yes.
QUESTION 2: LEGISLATION ON BLOOD ALCOHOL LEVELS
Hon. Terry E. Lister: But in answering the first question and making his Ministerial Statement, the Minister
was able to answer my second question, and thereby
eliminated the opportunity for me asking supplemental
questions in doing so—a very, very clever approach.
Arriving having four questions today, I am reduced to
two questions. I will accept that today.
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The Chair recognises the Honourable Member Zane De Silva. You have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I do not know if this is unprecedented or even if I hope I have your blessing. But, Mr.
Speaker, I rise to my feet today and ask this Honourable House to give you congratulations, Mr. Speaker,
on your appointment to the CONCACAF [Confederation of North, Central America and Caribbean Association Football] Committee, which is looking at the
potential of a Caribbean football league, Mr. Speaker.
I am sure with all your years of experience in the
magical sport of football, which is our national sport, I
am hoping that, once you sit down and converse with
this committee, you will certainly be talking to our Minister of Tourism, because I am sure that you will have
Bermuda in mind when you have those talks.
So, congratulations, Mr. Speaker, and I wish
you all the best.
[Desk thumping]
The Speaker: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Warwick [West], MP Jeff Sousa. You
have the floor.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Well, I have no choice. But I will
invite the Minister to give me four in the future.
The second question was, Would the Honourable Minister please inform this Honourable House
when he will table legislation relating to roadside
Breathalyzer testing? He has already dealt with that,
and I do not expect an answer now.
But as I said, having had the time to read the
questions, he could have framed his answers in a way
that he—
The Speaker: All right. All right, MP Lister. Thank you.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, just trying to
be efficient.
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Minister. Thank
you.
Members, that concludes our question period.

CONGRATULATORY AND/OR OBITUARY
SPEECHES
The Speaker: We move now to congratulatory and
obituary speeches.

Mr. Jeff Sousa: And to the listening audience.
I rise on this spring-like day and ask the Honourable House to send congratulations to the Berth
muda Audubon Society for celebrating their 60 anniversary. In celebration of this milestone, the Audubon
Society President, Andrew Dobson, delivered a fascinating and enlightening lecture at the Bermuda Underwater Institute. They actually had a second lecture,
as the first was so popular. And I am happy to say that
this can be seen now on CITV. And of course, I am
most delighted, as I did miss those two talks.
I was very surprised to learn that we have 385
bird species identified in Bermuda. This is amazing,
considering we do not have any mountains or rivers.
We only come second to Trinidad in terms of species
identified, which is quite amazing when you look at the
size of Bermuda compared to the other islands south
of us in the Caribbean, and also the fact that Bermuda
is the second most isolated inhabited island in the
world, second to Tristan da Cunha located in the
South Atlantic.
I want everyone in the listening audience and
in the House to think about the pleasure they have
when they listen to a cardinal sing, or a red bird, or
when they see a family of bluebirds coming out of
their bluebird box, or when they are quietly picking
loquats, and they see a chick-of-the-village, a white-
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eyed vireo. And of course, every year all of us enjoy
witnessing the first longtails coming to the Island.
Many of you may recall the abundance of
birds that come here after every storm. After hurricanes Emily and Fabian, there were quite a few. So,
Mr. Speaker, I salute the Bermuda Audubon Society
for their 60 years of work on the Island. I certainly appreciate the work they do, because 40 years ago on a
natural history course out at Nonsuch Island, they
opened my eyes to the wonder that we have around
Bermuda.
I also, Mr. Speaker, would like to be associated with the congratulations put to yourself by the
Honourable Member from the other side, MP Zane De
Silva. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Hamilton Parish, MP Wayne Furbert.
You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
There is no doubt that I also would like to be
associated, with my colleague, the Honourable Zane
De Silva, for the work that you have done and that you
are achieving and that you have made in soccer. Everyone remembers you as the great (if you don’t mind
me calling you) Randy Horton from Somerset, the Silver City. Somerset was and still is my team, despite
[that] I live in Hamilton Parish. And it is all due to people like yourselves and Clyde Best, who made Somerset a great team.
Mr. Speaker, it has been some time, but I
would like to also to pay condolences, I should say, to
Dr. Charlotte Ming. I wanted to do it the first day, but
unfortunately due to tradition we were not able to do it.
But Dr. Charlotte Ming, Members will recall, died, or
passed away, in December at a young age of 68
years old. I am sure my colleagues on the other side, I
am sure the Minister would like to also be associated
with those remarks.
But she was the wife of the renowned chef,
Fred Ming. Of course, her brother, Dean Furbert, was
the Chief Education Officer; [Solomon] Francis Furbert
was a former Senator; Randolph Furbert [Jr.], was a
bee keeper. Yes, these are all my cousins. But she
spent 40 years—40 years in education, 10 years as
principal of Harrington Sound School, and principal at
Clearwater Middle School at 1994.
Mrs. Ming had always wanted to be a teacher.
I believe her mother was a teacher at a very young
age. She was one of the pioneers as far as the middle
school system was concerned. And, Mr. Speaker, we
in Hamilton Parish and her family, which I am a part
of, a member of, are certainly going to miss Charlotte.
She was a dedicated lady to education. I remember
when we moved back from Warwick down to Hamilton
Parish, and at that time you had to go to your local
schools, and of course, Francis Patton was the school
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that my kids were supposed to go to. But, of course, I
made a call to my cousin, and we ended up at Harrington Sound School. So I would like to ensure that
the Parliament recognises that family.
I would also like for the House to send congratulations to Nahki Wells, who was named to the
Sky Bet Football League Team of the Week. He was
able to, because of his performance in his club’s win
of 5–0 over Barnsley there in the UK, he has been a
tremendous soccer player over there in that part of the
world.
So, Mr. Speaker, with those few remarks, I
would like to sit down. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from constituency 2, MP Nandi Outerbridge.
You have the floor.
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge: I rise to my feet to quickly
send condolences to the family of Daniel “Bubba”
Trott. He was a constituent of mine. He lived in Pain
Lane East in St. George’s. But I also knew him
through his daughter, Charmaine. So I just want to
send condolences to the family and hope they find
comfort during this time. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Sandys South. MP T. E. Lister, you
have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Good morning, Mr. Speaker,
again.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I too want to join in offering
congratulations to yourself, and also to two other former colleagues. I want to congratulate the Honourable
Neletha Butterfield on 30 years of CARE Computer
School giving service to the country. I want to join the
Honourable Zane De Silva, the Honourable David Burt
and the Honourable Kim Wilson. CARE Computer has
done a wonderful job with students. And the Education Minister, as well, Dr. Gibbons, and the Honourable Glen Smith.
The Speaker: Looks like the whole House, Honourable Member.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: The whole House.
They have done a wonderful job over the
years of taking, in particular, young men who have
had challenges in the education system and doing
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their best to turn their lives around. So they deserve
those congratulations.
The last thing I would like to do is congratulate
an old friend of ours, a former Member of this House
for many, many years, Mr. Reginald Burrows, who
th
yesterday celebrated his 80 birthday.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member, Deputy Speaker. MP Roberts-Holshouser,
you have the floor.
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker, and good morning.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: I would like to
take this multi-purpose opportunity (a) to congratulate,
and (b) to encourage—and that is Nikita Robinson
from HOTT 107.5. I would like to send a letter of congratulations for her efforts and endeavours behind
World Book Day, which happens to be tomorrow. I will
say, out of the anticipated 41 pre-schools that have
the opportunity to participate, that totals 1,546 of Bermuda’s young students. Unfortunately, right now,
there are a remaining five schools to be adopted, or
263 children that, effective last night, did not have the
opportunity to be receiving books for tomorrow.
It is a wonderful opportunity, Mr. Speaker! The
Deputy Premier, Michael Dunkley, and myself, we
adopted two different schools. And I have taken a
look. I see the Honourable Member, Mr. Weeks, he
also has adopted a [school]. We will have an opportunity tomorrow to attend our allocated pre-school, to sit
down with our children and to read the books and to
participate with just a very small part of their day.
I have to tell you, Mr. Speaker, it is one of the
most rewarding hours or half hours that an individual
can spend, especially as we go through the very hectic time of our budget. There is no greater reward than
seeing the sparkle in a child’s eye when a storybook is
being read to them. So I do encourage Members that
sit in the House, five more schools need to be
adopted—that is 263 children that would love to have
someone buy them a book, sit down and read for
them for tomorrow, World Book Day.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Opposition Whip, MP Lovitta Foggo. You have the
floor.
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to be associated
with the remarks of the expression of condolences for
Mr. Daniel Trott, who was a St. Georgian. He spent
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many years as a prison officer, worked with even the
Sergeant-of-Arms who now serves in this House, and
with my brother, and later, once leaving that position,
spent many years as a taxi driver. He did for quite
some time live in my constituency in St. David’s. But
nonetheless, he was a St. Georgian, coming from the
area of constituency 2, where he grew up in Wellington. Daniel came from a fairly large family, a particularly extended family, and I would like for his family to
know we share in his loss.
I also would like to be associated with the remarks regarding CARE Learning Centre for their 30
years of service. They indeed fill a void in our educational system. I would like to say, Mr. Speaker, they
provide an invaluable service to our community by
ensuring that those who do not find success the traditional way in our educational facilities can go on and
find success in other institutions of learning. And indeed, that is the type of avenue that CARE Learning
Centre provides. It provides tuition to our young individuals, and even mature individuals, who want to realise their secondary certificates of education. And I
hope that that institution does go on to last for many,
many more years.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Honourable Members care to
speak?
There are none.
So we move on from congratulatory and
obituary speeches.
Just before we move on, we would like to take
this opportunity to recognise in the Gallery, Mr.
Stanley Oliver Moore, who is from the Supreme Court
of Swaziland. We thank you for visiting with us.
[Desk thumping]
The Speaker: Welcome to Bermuda. I know your
daughter is here.

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE
The Speaker: There are no matters of privilege.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS
The Speaker: No personal explanations.

NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR THE
ADJOURMENT OF THE HOUSE
ON MATTERS OF URGENT
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
The Speaker: No notices of motions for the adjournment of the House.
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INTRODUCTION OF BILLS
The Speaker: No introduction of Bills.

NOTICES OF MOTIONS
The Speaker: No notices of motions.

ORDERS OF THE DAY
The Speaker: So we move now to the Orders of the
Day.
The Orders of the Day, initially I recognise the
Honourable Minister of Finance, Minister Bob Richards.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now
resume in the Committee of Supply to consider the
Estimates of Revenues and Expenditures for the Fiscal Year 2014/15.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
There are none.
So, the Chair would ask that the Honourable
Member from Devonshire, MP Glen Smith, take the
Chair.
House in Committee at 10:35 pm
[Mr. Glen Smith, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
[Continuation thereof]
The Chairman: Good morning, Honourable Members.
We are now in Committee of Supply for further consideration of Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure
for the Year 2014/15 for the Ministry of Legal Affairs,
Heads 87, 4 and 75. There are three hours that have
been allocated to this Head.
I call on the Minister to proceed, Minister, Attorney General, you have the floor.
MINISTRY OF LEGAL AFFAIRS
HEAD 87- HEADQUARTERS
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
and I will be moving Heads 87, 4 and 75 with regard
to this Budget.
Mr. Chairman, the Legal Affairs Ministry’s
main function is to protect the public, provide access
to justice, increase confidence in the justice system
and uphold the people’s civil liberties. It has a respon-
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sibility to reduce re-offending in this country and ensure that we are protected from external criminal influences. It is therefore my responsibility, Mr. Chairman, as Minister of Legal Affairs, to direct policies and
legislation that would ensure this end. Today, as the
Minister, I have been invited to present the position of
three departments contained in my Ministry, 87, 4 and
75, the Ministry of Legal Affairs, the Attorney General’s Chambers and the Department of Public Prosecutions, respectively.
Mr. Chairman, the House should observe that
all Ministry departments have realised a decreased
budget, the largest of which is Ministry Headquarters,
as we have transferred Consumer Affairs to the Ministry of National Security, as well as there were other
targeted spending reductions that we have achieved.
Mr. Chairman, the Budget for the Ministry of
Legal Affairs begins at page B-60 of the Estimate
Book, for Members that do not have that. The Ministry’s budget for 2014/15, Mr. Chairman, is $24.9 million, down $2.5 million from last year’s budget of
$27.4 million. Of the $2.5 million reduction, furlough
savings represents approximately $800,000 of this.
Revenue is budgeted at $6.801 million, down 5 per
cent from 2013/14, the estimate of $7.134 million.
Mr. Chairman, this slight reduction in revenue
is directly impacted by the current economic climate,
as the major revenue sources are Stamp Duty on Deceased Estates, and Traffic and Criminal Fines. Capital Expenditure is budgeted at $801,000, driven primarily by a necessity to upgrade to the Court Reporting Technology in the Supreme Court. Also included is
an allocation for phase two of the Video Conferencing
Project.
Particularly important this current fiscal year is
the Attorney General’s successful implementation of a
new policy which effectively reduced Governmentwide spending on outside legal counsel by approximately 50 per cent, a savings of hundreds of thousands of dollars, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, the House should observe, this
year as compared to past years, there has also been
a cut to the Ministry travel budget. We are conscious
of the delicate position of the economy, although as a
vital component to restoring Government’s agenda, it
is imperative that we continue to flesh out opportunities to increase revenue as well as protect the vital
interests of this country. This involves some travel. It
involves face-to-face encounters. It involves, in some
instances, a room as opposed to a teleconference
experience.
The issues surrounding the International
Monetary Fund recommendation cannot always be
addressed on-Island, and the same [is true] for National Anti-Money Laundering, civil asset recovery,
gaming and other legal matters that include potential
litigation. But we endeavour to do our best with less.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry of Legal Affairs,
under the direction, is charged with the responsibility
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of upholding the Constitution and legal system of
Bermuda. The Ministry’s mission is simply to provide
and promote fair administration and access to justice.
The departments that come under the umbrella of the Legal Affairs Ministry’s Headquarters are
the Judiciary, the Attorney General’s Chambers, the
Department of Court Services and the Department of
Public Prosecutions. Those are the departments that
come under the umbrella of the Ministry of Legal Affairs Headquarters.
The Ministry of Legal Affairs, as with many
other Government departments, was tasked with reducing expenditure by approximately 7 per cent from
the 2013 to the 2014 budgetary allocation. To that
end, a critical analysis of the Ministry expenditure was
undertaken to accord with the reduced budget ceiling,
whilst preserving the effective delivery of services.
The Current Account Expenditure for 2013/14 versus
2014/15—the original estimate for 2013/14 was
$7,360,000; the estimate for 2014/15 is $5,725,000, a
decrease of $1,635,000, or 22 per cent.
Mr. Chairman, the Current Account Expenditure estimates for Head 87, the Ministry of Legal Affairs, begins on page B-61 of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures book. A total of $5,725,000 has
been allocated to the Ministry Headquarters. This
represents a decrease of $1,635,000, or 22 per cent,
from the 2013/14 estimate. Approximately 50 per cent
of the decrease is due to the transfer of the Department of Consumer Affairs from the Ministry Headquarters to the Ministry of Home Affairs. The remaining
50 per cent is due in part to the elimination of vacant
positions, as well as a targeted reduction in spending
on external legal counsel in the Legal Aid Office.
Mr. Chairman, of the $5,725,000 allocated to
the Ministry, $1,545,000, or 30 per cent, represents
the allocation for salaries. This includes salaries for
the Ministry Headquarters, the Legal Aid Office and
the Office of the National Anti-Money Laundering
Committee [NAMLC]. And it is detailed as follows:
$691,000 to Ministry Headquarters; $436,000 to Legal
Aid Office; and $418,000 to the Office of NAMLC.
Mr. Chairman, $2,446,000, or 43 per cent of
the Ministry budget, is allocated to Professional Services, largely consisting of the budget allocation for
external legal counsel retained by the Legal Aid Office, of $2 million. Also included in the Professional
Services allocation is a budget of $300,000 for the
Justice Protection Programme. This programme continues to provide excellent dividends for the Bermuda
Government and country as a whole by aiding in the
successful prosecution and conviction of criminals.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry of Legal Affairs is
divided functionally into five programmes:
• 97000—the Administration;
• 97010—Financial Intelligence Agency, as
grantee. Just to be clear, the Financial Intelligence Agency (I will deal with this a little bit

•
•
•
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more) receives a grant from the Ministry for
their function as a branch of;
97030—Legal Aid;
97040—NAMLC; and
97070—Justice Protection Programme.

Mr. Chairman, this programme provides for
the administration costs associated with Ministry
Headquarters, to which $1,015,000 has been allocated. This represents a decrease of $299,000, or
23 per cent, from the 2013/14 estimates. Factored into
this decrease is the budgetary allocation for the Electronic Monitoring Programme, which began as a oneyear pilot under the Ministry of Legal Affairs in 2011.
During Fiscal Year 2013/14, the programme was
transferred to the Ministry of National Security,
thereby reducing the Legal Affairs budget allocation
by $220,000.
Included in the Administration cost centre are
Salaries and related costs for Ministry Headquarters.
Administrative support for the Minister and Permanent
Secretary is provided by one Executive Assistant and
one Administrative Assistant. Policy formation for Ministry legislative initiatives and project management is
provided by a Policy Analyst. Fiscal and financial control is provided by a Ministry Comptroller.
Additionally, as the Ministry remains committed to increasing the pool of Bermudian qualified attorneys, also included in Ministry Headquarters
budget is a provision for two Pupil Barristers. These
persons will spend 12 months rotating throughout the
Ministry, including the Attorney General’s Chamber,
the Department of Public Prosecutions and the Legal
Aid Office, receiving practical training to enable them
to qualify for admission to the Bermuda Bar. The first
pupil commenced employment in January 2014, while
the second is scheduled to being her pupillage in early
April.
Legal Aid Office, Mr. Chairman, which is at
97030. Mr. Chairman, the Legal Aid scheme, which is
administered by the Legal Aid Committee under the
authority of the Legal Aid Act 1980, is supported in the
2014/15 budget by an allocation of $2,633,000, which
is a 13 per cent, or $380,000, decrease from the
2013/14 allocation.
Mr. Chairman, access to justice by all citizens
ordinarily includes a publicly funded legal aid system
which provides legal services to persons who would
not otherwise be able to afford legal representation.
However, socio-economic factors, particularly increased unemployment and an increase in criminal
activity as well as serious crimes, have escalated the
cost of legal aid and necessitates consideration of
new measures to contain expenditure and to make it
more predictable to allow for targeted fiscal planning.
In light of the recent queries regarding the
issue of availability of legal aid for persons on Government Financial Assistance, it should be categorically stated that receipt of Financial Assistance does
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not automatically prevent persons from applying for
Legal Aid. As with all other applicants, the relevant
eligibility criterion applies; i.e., the disposable income
remaining after the relevant deductions are made, in
accordance with the Legal Aid Act 1980.
Mr. Chairman, historically, the largest area of
expenditure within the Legal Aid budget has been legal fees. Budgetary allocations over the past five
years have been insufficient to meet the demand for
legal services. In particular, Legal Aid costs reached a
high of $5.2 million during Fiscal Year 2011/12. As a
result, the Legal Aid Office has attempted to reduce
costs through the following cost-saving initiatives:
1. containment of legal fees through acquirement of brief fees for criminal trials for serious
offences such as murder and drug offences;
Mr. Chairman, just for the sake of the listening
audience, a “brief fee” is a charge for the case that is
established at the front end. So instead of charging by
an hourly rate, it is an agreed brief fee with regard to
the conduct of the trial. There may be some variation
with regard to that brief fee if the case settles earlier,
or so on or so forth along those parameters. But with
the brief fee, at least you have some idea as to what
the allocation of fees, the payment, is going to be.
2. expansion of the role of duty counsel to include responsibility for fielding calls, advice
and representation for persons detained at
any of the Island’s police stations or correctional facilities outside of business hours, as
provided for under section 7(2)(a) of the Act,
thereby negating the need for a separate
counsel roster. In-house counsel currently averages three weeks each month as duty
counsel.
3. strict adherence to the Act with respect to the
eligibility criteria on the basis of the type of
matter and household income;
4. amendment of legislation, particularly in the
area of civil and family law, limiting the eligibility of non-Bermudians to family law areas involving children, immigration matters and human rights challenges against the Government; and
5. amendment of legislation allowing discharge
of Legal Aid certificates in cases where the
assisted person is the subject of the confiscation of assets order under the Proceeds of
Crime Act 1997.
Mr. Chairman, as of March 31, 2013, the Legal Aid Office managed 75 domestic and matrimonial
cases, 60 civil cases and 189 criminal cases. A total
of $104,000 was recovered in the form of client reimbursement and contributions, and has been applied to
the Consolidated Fund to offset costs.
st
As at February 21 , 2014, Mr. Chairman, the
Legal Aid Office has had 22 domestic and matrimonial
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cases, 18 civil cases and 44 criminal cases, and has
incurred $2,404,000 in legal fees year to date. A total
of $173,000 has been recovered in the form of reimbursement and contributions, and has been applied to
the Consolidated Fund, also.
Mr. Chairman, in an effort to further reduce
costs during the upcoming fiscal year, the Ministry will
consider a proposal to increase the pool of in-house
counsel, thereby reducing the reliance on external
legal counsel, except in cases where such external
legal support is required by statute.
Mr. Chairman, the Office of the National AntiMoney Laundering Committee (or NAMLC), at 97040.
Mr. Chairman, the purpose of the Office of the National Anti-Laundering Money Committee Office is to
ensure that Bermuda has a strong, effective regime to
combat money-laundering and the financing of terrorism and proliferation, while collaborating with international entities to help address these issues on a global
scale.
NAMLC’s budget for the Fiscal Year 2014/15
is $574,000, a decrease of $80,000 from the 2013/14
allocation. This decrease is directly attributable to a
combination of furlough savings, as well as the removal of an expired temporary additional Administrative Assistant position from the Office of NAMLC head
count.
During the financial year 2013/14, a key focus
of the Office of NAMLC was completion of the updating of Bermuda’s legislative framework to address the
recommendations made by the International Monetary
Fund (the IMF) in its 2007 review of our regime to
combat money-laundering and terrorist financing. That
is the AML/ATF regime. The Office of NAMLC worked
closely with the NAMLC Legislative Working Group to
review the outstanding issues in the IMF report, and
as a result, amendments were made, inter alia, to the
Proceeds of Crime Act 1997, the Anti-Terrorism (Financial and Other Measures) Act 2004, and the Proceeds of Crime (Anti-Money Laundering and AntiTerrorist Financing) Regulations.
In addition, a new Act was passed in the Legislature and brought into force, the Transnational and
Organised Crime Act 2013, to incorporate into our
domestic framework the provisions of the United Nations Convention known as the Palermo Convention,
as our failure to have done this previously was identified as a gap in our AML/ATF regime. Mr. Chairman, I
am pleased to say we had a very successful year last
year in playing catch-up to fill the gaps where we had
fallen short in relation to the 2007 report. It was imperative that we did that. I will expand on that a bit
later.
Another major initiative in which the Office of
NAMLC played a key role was Bermuda’s first national risk assessment of the country’s risks and vulnerabilities in relation to money-laundering and terrorist financing. The team in the office worked with more
than 65 persons from key Government Ministries,
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relevant agencies and the private sector to develop a
comprehensive assessment of the various risks that
Bermuda is facing in this area.
Mr. Chairman, Bermuda has now embarked
on its work to prepare for the next review of our
AML/ATF regime, which is expected to be carried out
by the IMF in early 2016. This review will take an indepth assessment of the effectiveness of our regime
to include an evaluation of the extent to which Bermuda’s legal and institutional framework is successfully combatting money-laundering and terrorist financing in this jurisdiction. The Office of NAMLC will
play an integral role in coordinating and providing
relevant assistance for Bermuda’s efforts to develop
its framework in the required manner so that we will
be successful in this upcoming review, given its importance to Bermuda’s position as a well-regarded international financial centre.
Updating and implementing Bermuda’s national action AML/ATF plan will therefore be a key focus for the Office of NAMLC team in 2014/15. In this
regard, not only will the office work closely with the
relevant Government Ministries and agencies, but it
will also continue its liaison with the private sector to
assist them in understanding and effectively implementing the requirements imposed upon them.
Mr. Chairman, the Justice Protection Programme, 97070. Mr. Chairman, the Justice Protection
Programme has been allocated a budget of $303,000
for the Fiscal Year 2014/15, representing a decrease
of $56,000. This programme is operated pursuant to
the Justice Protection Act 2010 and provides protection for witnesses who support the prosecution process and meet the legislative requirements for entry
into the programme.
The success of this legislative initiative is apparent from the increase in successful prosecutions,
particularly those that are gang-related and involve
violent offenders. It is in relation to these categories of
offences that witness intimidation is most apparent.
Mr. Chairman, with regard to grants, the
budget allocation for grants for the Fiscal Year
2014/15 is found at page C-17 of the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure. For Fiscal Year 2014/15,
grants will be provided to the Financial Intelligence
Agency and for the Government’s annual membership
fee for the Caribbean Financial Action Task Force.
The Financial Intelligence Agency [FIA]. In
continuance of the Government’s efforts to combat
money-laundering and terrorist financing, the FIA was
established under the Financial Intelligence Agency
Act 2007. The FIA is an independent agency authorised to receive, gather, store, analyse and disseminate information relating to suspected proceeds of
crime and potential financing of terrorism, which is
received in the form of a suspicious activity report (or
SAR). The FIA is empowered to disseminate such
information to the Bermuda Police Service and Foreign Intelligence Authorities. The FIA has been allo-
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cated $1,200,000 for the Fiscal Year 2014/15, an
amount which is unchanged from the Fiscal Year
2013/14.
The agency will find it challenging to meet its
financial obligations during the upcoming fiscal year,
as it no longer has the benefit of surplus funds remaining from prior fiscal years. However, given the
budgetary constraints, the Ministry is working with the
agency’s senior management in an effort to streamline
its operations and related costs. The FIA, as required
by law, reports its quarterly expenditure and provides
an annual audited report to the Ministry of Legal Affairs.
Mr. Chairman, the Caribbean Financial Action
Task Force (or CFATF). Also included in grants is the
Government’s annual membership in the CFATF,
which is allocated from the Office of National AntiMoney Laundering Committee. As in past years, the
contribution will be $35,000. I note here, Mr. Chairman, that the amount recorded in last year’s Budget
Book, in looking at it was, $30,000. The actual amount
paid last year was $35,000, just to be clear. So it has
not increased; it is the same figure of $35,000 that
was actually paid.
Capital Expenditure Estimates. Mr. Chairman,
the budget allocation for Capital Expenditure is found
on page C-10 of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure. The Ministry has been allocated a total of
$175,000 for the Fiscal Year 2014/15. Just over
70 per cent of this allocation, or $125,000, is intended
to be used towards the second phase of the Video
Conferencing Project. The remaining $50,000 will be
used towards the cost of case management software
for the Legal Aid Office.
Mr. Chairman, I am satisfied the Legal Affairs
Ministry’s budget allocations for 2014/15 will enable
us to successfully fulfil our mandate, with careful
monitoring and the exercise of financial prudence.
That completes Head 87. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
[Pause]
HEAD 4—ATTORNEY GENERAL’S CHAMBERS
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Chairman, Head 04. The
Current Accounts Estimate for the Attorney General’s
Chambers, Head 04, begins at page B-72, for Members, of the Estimates Book.
Mr. Chairman, a total of $3,982,000 has been
allocated for Chambers. This represents a decrease
of $304,000, or 7 per cent, from 2013/14.
Mr. Chairman, the purpose of the Attorney
General’s Chambers is
1. to provide quality legal services to the Bermuda Government;
2. to advise all Government Ministries, departments and entities on the law applications to
their operational requirements;
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3. to draft legislation as required to implement
the Government’s policy, to maintain Bermuda’s legislative database and to support
law reform;
4. to draft contracts, international instruments for
mutual tax information exchange, conveyances and other documents required for public purposes and to provide advice on Private
Bills; and
5. to conduct litigation in the civil courts of Bermuda on behalf of the Government of Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, the Attorney General’s Chamber is functionally divided into the following six programmes:
Administration—14010. The Administration
provides administrative support to the Attorney General and services including office supplies that are
common to all sections of the department. It is staffed
by the Office Manager, a Receptionist, Records Management Clerk, and Administrative Assistant (Accounts).
I should pause here and tell you, Mr. Chairman, it sounds like a minor consideration. But we
made that almost like getting into Fort Knox, to get
paper and pens and all the rest of it, with regard to
trying to just address as much as possible on budget
cuts.
At 14020, on Advisory, the Advisory Section is
responsible for providing quality advice to all Government departments and conducting litigation matters
brought by or against the Government. Additionally, it
is responsible for recovering debts owed to the Government. This cost centre provides salaries for one
Solicitor General, two Deputy Solicitors-General, two
Senior Crown Counsel and six Crown Counsel, and
four Administrative Assistants.
Legislative Drafting. The Legislative Drafting
Section drafts primary and subordinate legislation for
all Government departments and provides advice and
support to Ministers as their legislation progresses
through the House of Assembly and Senate. The section also provides advice on legal and constitutional
issues to Ministers and the Governor. The cost centre
will provide salaries for the Legislative Drafting Section, which will include the Chief Parliamentary Counsel, Deputy Chief Parliamentary Counsel, four Parliamentary Counsel, two Assistant Parliamentary Counsel, Legislative Database Manager, Legislative Editor,
Legislative Administrator and Legislative Processor.
Revised Laws of Bermuda. This cost centre
provides the consolidation, periodic revision and publication of the laws of Bermuda. It is responsible for
providing Members of both Houses of the Legislature,
business, lawyers and the general public with access
to the revised statutes and regulations of Bermuda.
The cost centre [supports] the ongoing consolidation
of primary and [delegated legislation.
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Debt Collection. The Debt Enforcement Unit
(DEU) within the Attorney General’s Chambers was
established by the Government to assist the Department of Social Insurance and the Office of the Tax
Commissioner in the recovery of unpaid social insurance contributions, payroll tax, land tax and other
taxes owing to the Government. The cost centre provides salaries for one Crown Counsel, one Junior
Crown Counsel, Administrator and Secretary.
Law Library. This programme provides for the
cost of maintaining the Law Library in the Attorney
General’s Chambers, which includes the purchase of
books, periodicals, and the provision of access to
leading online legal information sources such as LexisNexis and Westlaw.
Output Measures. During the 2013 calendar
year, Mr. Chairman, 49 Acts were enacted and 125
statutory instruments made. In addition to the annual
Budget legislation and a steady stream of transport
measures, legislation for the Ministry of Finance was
prepared, in collaboration with the Bermuda Monetary
Authority, to ensure effective regulation of the financial
service sector, and amendments were made to the
Proceeds of Crime Act, Criminal Code, International
Cooperation (Tax Information Exchange Agreements)
Amendment Act 2013, and USA–Bermuda Tax Convention Amendment Act to give effect to the Palermo
Convention and other international obligations. Also of
note were the following:
• the Human Rights Amendment Act;
• SAGE Commission Act;
• Bermuda Tourism Authority Act;
• National Drug Control Act;
• Proceeds of Crime Amendment Act;
• Cruise Ships (Casinos) Act;
• Municipalities Amendment Act;
• Corporation of St. George’s (UNESCO World
Heritage Fund and Levy) Act.
The Bermuda Laws website, which contains
all of Bermuda’s laws and subordinate legislation, is
updated in real time from within Chambers, and we
are continuing to make improvements to this site. That
site is something, Mr. Speaker, for those that do not
know, is accessible online. For anybody who wants to
look up a law in Bermuda, that is the place to go. Just
tap into Bermuda laws online, and you can see what
you should and should not be doing with regard to
your activities. Some people may not know that they
are infringing the law with certain activities. That is the
place to go and check it out.
Mr. Chairman, there are currently nine vacant
posts in the Attorney General’s Chambers: one Deputy Solicitor General, two Senior Crown Counsel, four
Crown Counsel and two Secretaries. We anticipate
the recruitment of a Senior Crown Counsel by May
2014, and the promotion of a Junior Crown Counsel,
Wendy Greenidge, to Crown Counsel before the end
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of March 2014. There are no vacancies in the Drafting
Section (thank goodness).
During the year, there have been changes in
the Attorney General’s Chambers staff. In the Civil
Advisory Section, these changes consist of one retirement, two promotions and three appointments. Mr.
Martin Johnson retired from the post of Crown Counsel, and we are very thankful for his years of service,
Mr. Chairman. Mr. Melvin Douglas has been promoted
to the post of Solicitor General, and we are very
pleased to see that appointment. I actually started
with Mr. Douglas in the Chambers over 20 years ago,
and it was very pleasing for me to come in there as
Attorney General and see him take on that role as my
colleague, now as Solicitor General for Bermuda. And
Ms. Shakira Dill to the post of Deputy Solicitor General—I am very pleased about that appointment, also.
I also have worked with Ms. Dill for a number of years,
and am pleased to see her. Mr. Gregory Howard and
Mr. Myron Simmons were appointed to the posts of
Crown Counsel, and Ms. Rhonell Outerbridge was
appointed to the post of Receptionist, all very valued
members of the team.
Staffing changes in the Drafting Section this
year were the recruitment of one Assistant Parliamentary Counsel and three promotions—Ms. Lorraine
Welch to the post of Deputy Chief Parliamentary
Counsel, Mrs. Miriam Rogers to the post of Parliamentary Counsel and Ms. Alicia Simmons to the post of
Legislative Database Manager. We congratulate them
on their success and their promotions, and I, indeed,
am personally thankful for their service and devotion.
We currently have six Parliamentary Counsel,
including the Chief and Deputy Chief, and two Assistant Parliamentary Counsel, in the Drafting Section
Chambers. In addition to these dedicated lawyers,
who are responsible for drafting all Government Bills
and statutory instruments, we are fortunate to have an
excellent administrative team comprising four persons, each of whom plays a vital part in the timely
production, publication and consolidation of legislation.
Training and Development. The Attorney
General’s Chambers includes in its mandate the development of its administrative and professional staff.
Members of the Administrative Section of Chambers
attended training, management and personal development courses offered by the Department of Human
Resources.
Training continues to be one of the main priorities of the Civil Advisory Section, and in October
2013, the Deputy Solicitor General successfully completed the Department of Human Resources Managers Development Programme Level I. In March 2013,
the Solicitor General and Deputy Solicitor General
attended the Human Resources Information Management System training session, which is currently in
use. The Solicitor General and Deputy Solicitor Gen-
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eral have also assisted Crown Counsel and Junior
Crown Counsel in advisory and litigation matters.
Training of the Bermudian Assistant Parliamentary Counsel remains a priority, with a view to the
assistants gaining sufficient knowledge and expertise
to be promoted to full Parliamentary Counsel posts in
due course. All Parliamentary Counsel participate in
the mentoring system, which pairs each assistant with
an experienced drafter to provide on-the-job training
and support, and to review their work. We are continuing regular in-house “lunch and learn” sessions so that
drafters can take in turns to lead a discussion on a
topic of general interest.
The Deputy Chief Parliamentary Counsel and
the Assistant Parliamentary Counsel have prepared a
drafting manual, which will be a valuable training tool
for the future Assistant Parliamentary Counsel and a
useful aide-memoire for more experienced drafters.
In February 2013, the Assistant Parliamentary
Counsel attended a five-day regional seminar on legislative drafting in Trinidad, sponsored by the Commonwealth Secretariat. Another Parliamentary Counsel attended at his own expense.
Members of the Drafting Section have also
attended training, management and personal development courses offered by the Department of Human
Resources.
Another important training function is helping
officers in client departments who are charged with
the task of drafting instructions to the Parliamentary
Counsel. The Chief Parliamentary Counsel and the
Deputy Chief, assisted by other members of the Drafting Section, have given several seminars on behalf of
the Department of Human Resources to senior civil
servants entitled, “The Legislative Process: from Policy to Law,” aimed at clarifying the respective roles of
the drafter and the instructing department with a view
to making the whole process more efficient. The
seminars also cover related topics including identifying policy issues that do not need to be legislated,
preparing ministerial briefs for the House of Assembly
and Senate, and making regulations subject to the
affirmative and negative resolution procedures. We
have updated the accompanying manual for use at
the seminars and for distribution to civil servants working with legislation.
Mr. Chairman, Initiatives in the forthcoming
year. Advisory initiatives in 2014. A principal focus will
continue to be on the development of Bermudians in
the Chambers, particularly in using Senior Counsel to
assist Junior Counsel with advice and guidance on
advisory and litigation matters. We will continue to
focus on improving personal development of staff by
providing them the opportunity to attend training
courses offered by the Department of Human Resources. We anticipate commencing the process of
the recruitment of a Junior Crown Counsel and the
recruitment of the Secretary to the Solicitor General.
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We will continue our review of contracts for
various Ministries and departments to aid the same in
making better decisions in contract negotiations. That,
I should say, has been a particular focus, as I indicated I wanted to focus on it when I first came into
office. I was focusing on reviewing a number of contracts, particularly ongoing contracts and how Government entered into them, and making the right decisions, Mr. Chairman, for the Government, in the best
interest of the Government, when it came to contracts.
Ministries and departments have been assigned specific counsel to provide advisory and litigation representation for their respective matters. The
assignment of counsel to specific Ministries and departments will continue to be monitored and modified
to improve more effective legal services to the Government. We will also seek to improve our case management system to reduce our demand for paper resources.
Mr. Chairman, that assignment of counsel is
something that I considered was in the best interest of
effective management of the Government’s legal advice to particular Ministries. And I had a concern about
the amount of outsourcing when I came into the office
that was taking place in relation to outside counsel,
outside the Attorney General’s Chambers, sometimes
without the Attorney General’s Chambers even being
aware that Ministries in the past were instructing outside counsel.
We brought an end to that by the assignment
of counsel, and I am very pleased to say that that, Mr.
Chairman, is what is reflected in a 50 per cent reduction—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —over Government spending
in sourcing out to outside counsel, as I saw it being
unnecessary, as opposed to the previous—
The Chairman: Honourable Member, do you want to
just take your seat, please?
Colleagues, you will have plenty of time to ask
questions during the debate. I am trying to listen to
what the Minister is trying to say in his brief.
Thank you.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: So that has been, Mr. Chairman, an implementation of a specific control, and I am
particularly pleased and proud about it, that we have
gone that way.
Legislative drafting. Initiatives in 2014. Training. A principal focus will be on the development of
Bermudians in legislative drafting. In the coming year,
we plan to send one Assistant Parliamentary Counsel
on a four-week academic drafting programme to the
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies in London. The
other Assistant Parliamentary Counsel has been
awarded a CARICOM regional scholarship, funded by
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the Canadian government, to study for the diploma in
legislative drafting via the University of Athabasca’s
distance learning programme. For budgetary reasons,
any other training initiatives will have to be arranged
in-house or self-funded by members of the Drafting
Section.
LIMS. We continue to produce legislation
quickly and accurately, using the Legislative Information Management System (LIMS), which is customised
to our Bermuda drafting [style.] This has kept the
number of errors and inconsistencies found in legislation during House and Senate debates to a minimum,
expediting the legislative process. We are supported
in our maintenance of LIMS through our Canadian
vendors, who provide timely, professional assistance
whenever necessary, and who regularly update our
software with the latest versions and technical corrections.
We continue to improve our database and aim
to post new laws within a week of enactment on the
Bermuda Laws online website—free advertising here,
Mr. Chairman—www.bermudalaws.bm. Check it out!
Consolidation, which is the incorporation of
amendments into existing laws, is more timeconsuming, since the amendments are checked by
the drafters, as well as the database manager, but we
aim to complete the process within one month of enactment of the amending legislation. We keep the
public informed of laws which have been assented to
but which are not yet in force (and are highlighted in
green font on the database, to avoid confusion), laws
which have been repealed, and provide a quick reference point for Ministerial responsibilities. We have
also made a number of improvements to the search
facilities, and have received positive feedback from
our regular users. We will continue to enhance the
website during the coming year.
HEAD 75—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Chairman, now moving
on to Head 75. Mr. Chairman, the mission of the
Department of Public Prosecutions is to uphold
and honour the duties of the criminal justice system of Bermuda. To that end, we will be guided
by principles of fairness and equity, maintaining
the honourable tradition of the legal profession.
We will be ever mindful of the obligations to
serve the public interest and criminal justice
agencies with care, consistency and integrity. As
guardians of the law, we will prosecute in a manner that is f earless, impartial, transparent and diligent.
Following are the objectives f or the Department of Public Prosecutions:
1. to promote the effective, fair, impartial and [efficient] prosecution of criminal offences;
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2. to promote high standards and principles in
the administration of criminal justice, including
procedures to guard against or address miscarriages of justice, in support of the rule of
law;
3. to promote and enhance those standards and
principles which are generally recognised internationally as necessary for the proper and
independent prosecution of offences;
4. to promote professional interests of prosecutors and to enhance the recognition of their
crucial role in achieving criminal justice;
5. to promote good relations between individual
prosecutors and policing agencies, to facilitate
the exchange and dissemination among them
of information, expertise and experience, and
to that end to encourage the use of information technology;
6. to enhance the presentation by the prosecution of cases before the courts; and
7. to maintain a team of highly competent administrative professionals to carefully handle the
day-to-day responsibilities of the department
with great detail, and confidentially, which is a
critical and essential element in helping
prosecutors fulfil their mandate.

Mr. Chairman, 2013/14 has been another demanding year for the Department of Public Prosecutions. The department’s staff continued to experience
an unusual increase in workload due to the increase
of serious, complex trials, including those which are
gang related, as well as gun crimes. Furthermore, serious trials involve increasingly complex forensic evidence and sometimes now require the use of protected witnesses, which can lengthen trials. The department’s Crown Counsel continues to experience
back-to-back prosecutions of cases. Despite these
[substantial] challenges, they have considerable success in the prosecution of most of these serious or
complex crimes.
The Current Account Expenditure estimates
for Head 75, the Department of Public Prosecutions,
Mr. Chairman, begin at page B-79 of the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure Book. A total of $2,930,000
has been allocated to the Department of Public
Prosecutions, which includes its Witness Care Unit.
This represents a decrease of $63,000, or 2 per cent,
from the Estimates of 2013/14.
Mr. Chairman, $2,787,000 has been allocated
to the Department of Public Prosecutions, which
represents a decrease of $54,000, or 2 per cent. Despite the reduction in current estimates, the Department of Public Prosecutions continues to uphold its
mandate to train Bermudian prosecutor’s successors
for all positions. Therefore, adequate training will continue to ensure the proper development and skill enhancement of Bermudian lawyers to fill senior positions within the Department of Public Prosecutions.
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The Witness Care Unit. Mr. Chairman,
$152,000 has been allocated to the Witness Care
Unit. This represents a decrease of $9,000, or 6 per
cent. The Witness Care Unit is responsible for providing information and support to all victims and witnesses. It is their single point of contact. The Witness
Care Unit’s responsibilities are:
1. to keep witnesses informed and positively
engaged throughout the process;
2. to encourage and provide support and updated information to victims and witnesses
regarding the progress of criminal trials;
3. to provide someone to talk to in confidence
about their status as witnesses;
4. to conduct pre-trial visits of all courts in
Bermuda, ensuring the victim/witness is
familiar with the courtroom procedures
prior to the trial;
5. to provide the witness with information
about the outcome of the case, including
any appeals;
6. to advise the witness of court dates;
7. to provides a safe and comfortable place to
meet and wait prior to the giving of evidence;
8. when appropriate, to refer the witness/victim
to other professional external agencies;
9. following the outcome of a guilty plea or conviction, the Witness Care Unit assists victims
and witnesses with completing a Victim Impact Statement. And this statement gives the
opportunity to express their feelings, concerns
and trauma as the result of being the victim of
crime.
The Witness Care Unit consists of two Witness Care Officers and is ultimately managed by the
Deputy Director (Administration) of the Department of
Public Prosecutions. After six years operating as a
temporary unit of the department, the Witness Care
Unit has become a permanent fixture. I should add
there, probably, Mr. Chairman, that that measurement
is a justification for the continued use of the funds—a
very, very effective area with regard to the prosecution
of crimes.
The following are a few excerpts from testimonials that were received from witnesses/victims
over the past few years:
“I am thankful for the Witness Care Office and
blessed that Witness Care Office . . . was assigned to
my case. The department is a great asset to victims at
a time when they are suffering and in pain. In my
darkest days this department . . . saved my life as I
thought of everyone that was concerned for me and I
could not let them down but had to keep going. Thank
you everyone in this department as you continue to
fight for the justice of others.” [UNVERIFIED
QUOTE]
Another quote, Mr. Chairman: “I just want to
thank you for everything you have done and for caring
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about me. I would not have made it without this team.
Yesterday I came home and just rested from everything. What an experience that was.” [UNVERIFIED
QUOTE]
Another quote, Mr. Chairman: “My son was
killed. This as you can imagine has been the most
stressful period of my life. Shortly afterwards I received a call from the Witness Care Unit. I was walked
through the process and kept abreast of each court
matter and outcome. I was able to understand the
procedures. Also, I was prepared prior to the day of
sentencing. I am grateful for the Witness Care Unit,
and caring professionals that help ease the burden to
families and witnesses. It was good to have someone
unrelated to the matter hold your hand through a difficult period.” [UNVERIFIED QUOTE]
Mr. Chairman, during the past year, the Witness Care Unit assisted 1,000 civilian witnesses,
bringing the total number of victims/witnesses that the
Witness Care Unit provided assistance and care to to
over 3,000 since its inception. The unit consistently
receives positive feedback from members of the public who were either victims and/or witnesses involved
in a criminal trial.
Mr. Chairman, Performance Measures. During
the Fiscal Year 2013/14, the Department of Public
Prosecutions handled approximately 1,000 crimes,
criminal cases in the Magistrates Court. There were
4,000 traffic cases completed during the financial
year. In the Supreme Court, there was a total of 15
trials completed and 35 cases disposed of, and there
were 35 indictments filed in 2013/14. Let me say, disposed of cases, Mr. Chairman, that means there
would be 35 indictments in total; 15 of those would
have gone to trial; the remainder would have been
guilty pleas or nullies, but likely more guilty pleas, I
believe.
In the Bermuda Court of Appeal, 15 appeals
were carried over to the following year and 15 appeals
will be disposed of by the end of 2013/14 over three
sittings of that court.
Staffing. Mr. Chairman, under the direction of
the Director of Public Prosecutions, there is a complement of 14 attorneys who are all engaged in the
prosecution of offences and appear, when appropriate, in the Magistrate’s Court, Drug Court, Supreme
Court, the Bermuda Court of Appeal and, in fact, the
Privy Council. The prosecutors also provide legal advice to Ministries and departments on matters relating
to offences. Additional staff includes one Manager of
Finance and Administration, one Litigation Manager,
four Administrative Assistants and one Receptionist.
In addition, the department employs two Temporary
Witness Care Officers.
Changes to the staffing complement. The
changes to the staffing complement during the fiscal
year are as follows:
1. the recruitment and selection of one Senior
Crown Counsel;
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2. the recruitment and selection of two Crown
Counsel Junior Grade;
3. the temporary secondment of one Crown
Counsel (Junior Grade) to the Attorney General’s Chambers;
4. the retirement of one Administrative Assistant;
and
5. the recruitment and selection of one Administrative Assistant.
Training. Mr. Chairman, training has always
been and continues to be viewed as a high priority for
both prosecutors and administrators. The Department
of Public Prosecutions has a mandate to train Bermudian successors for senior positions within the department.
Last year, the Department of Public Prosecutions forecasted training to take place in March 2013.
As such, the department hosted a Commonwealth
Caribbean Regional Workshop entitled “Investigating
and Prosecuting Transnational Crime.” Approximately
90 per cent of the expense was funded by the Commonwealth Secretariat. Participants from 17 Caribbean Commonwealth member states and British
Overseas Territories were in attendance. This included overseas prosecutors and police officers, who
were joined by over 20 prosecutors and police officers
from Bermuda.
These included—Ms. Andrea Bradford, Manger of Finance and Administration; Ms. Gaylhia Lemay, Legal Administrative Assistant; and Ms. Deborah
Trimm, Customer Service Representative attended
the International Association of Administrative Professionals (IAAP) Educational Forum and Annual Meeting in Anaheim, California. The workshops were over
a four-day period. The facilitators gave instructions on
best practices and updates in technology that directly
helped to increase the efficiency of the department’s
administrative team.
The Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions,
Ms. Cindy Clarke, was seconded to the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) in London for six weeks. Ms.
Clarke was assigned to Special Crime and CounterTerrorism Division within the CPS, and was given the
opportunity to work exclusively with the Appeals and
Review Unit, as well as the Extradition Unit. The attachment was designed to assist her to hone her skills
and develop her abilities. She was given the opportunity to work with a cross section of specialists in other
areas, such as the proceeds of crime and mutual legal
assistance.
Ms. Kenlyn Swan, Crown Counsel Junior
Grade, travelled to Buffalo, New York, along with a
delegation from Bermuda, to observe and receive information regarding the operation of the Buffalo Mental Health Treatment Court, as Bermuda was seeking
to implement a court of this nature. The delegates
were given a tour of a residential treatment facility and
the Buffalo Psychiatric Center. Further, the delegation
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was taken to one of the treatment providers within the
programme, and they were given the opportunity to
observe the Veterans’ Treatment Court. They also
observed the Mental Health Treatment Court for a
day, as well as meeting the judge who presides over
the court. This opportunity has greatly helped the
prosecutor to properly perform her role within the
Mental Health Treatment Court which is currently operating in Bermuda.
Crown Counsel Takiyah Burgess attended a
two-day Serious and Organized [Crime] Workshop in
Miami. This workshop was sponsored by the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office. This brought together
prosecutors, police authorities and witness protection
personnel from the British Overseas Territories in the
Caribbean region. The workshop was designed not
only to assist the territories develop their legislative
programme, but also revolved around finding practical
solutions to serious and organized crime issues, including considering the development of a major incident manual for use by all relevant jurisdictions.
The Director of Public Prosecutions, Mr. Rory
Field, and Crown Counsel, Nicole R. Smith, travelled
to the Annual Conference of the International Association of Prosecutors. The theme of the Conference
was “The Prosecutor and the Rule of Law.” Plenary
sessions and workshops provided analytical, yet practical, guidance concerning how the rule of law must
coexist in such areas of law as international legal coperation, prosecutor’s discretion to charge, and corruption. Crown Counsel Smith acted as a rapporteur
for the first workshop, which concerned “The Rule of
law and International Mutual Legal Assistance.” Mr.
Field chaired the Small Islands and Small Jurisdictions Regional Forum and led discussions in relation
to those prosecutorial issues which are unique to
small regions.
The Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions
(Administration), Mr. Carrington Mahoney, attended
the third IAP Regional Conference in Rhode Island
and delivered a presentation on Weapons and Drug
Trafficking in Bermuda. The conference also dealt
with the rising trend of human trafficking, its detection,
investigation and prosecution, as well as the global
faces of cybercrime.
Landmark Cases, Mr. Chairman, in 2013. The
following cases were of great public interest, and they
involved high-profile defendants and/or were complex
both legally and factually:
They included Regina v. Norris Simpson. This
was the murder of a 66-year-old woman who was
stabbed multiple times by a man she had helped. She
was discovered lying on her kitchen floor in a pool of
blood. The trial involved complex forensic evidence,
including DNA evidence, blood-pattern analysis and
blood-spatter evidence. The defendant was convicted
and was sentenced to life imprisonment. The prosecutors were Mr. Rory Field, Ms. Cindy Clarke and Takiyah Burgess.
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The case of Regina v. Butterfield-Smith and
Blackstock. Mr. Chairman, this was a case of conspiracy to import the controlled drug cannabis into the
Island. The drug was shipped in cabinets through a
local courier service. The quantity of drugs seized in
this case had a street value of $558,400. The case
consisted of complex telephone records evidence.
Both defendants were convicted and sentenced to
eight years imprisonment. The prosecutors were Mr.
Carrington Mahoney and Kenlyn Swan.
Mr. Chairman, the Queen v. Rashaun
Codrington. This was the first murder committed by a
child in recent history in Bermuda. In killing the deceased, the defendant inflicted 27 wounds. The case
involved juvenile witnesses and complex DNA evidence, and much research was required to ensure
that a just and constitutionally compliant sentence was
passed. The prosecutors were Mr. Carrington Mahoney and Geoffrey Faiella.
The Queen v. Wanda Bowen. This was a
money-laundering case, Mr. Chairman, where a large
amount of cash was seized from the defendant on
leaving the Island at the LF Wade International Airport. The cash was secreted in pairs of sneakers, and
they were packed in the defendant’s luggage. Forensic examination linked the cash to a known gang
member. Upon conviction, $316,428 was forfeited to
the Crown and deposited into the Confiscated Asset
Fund, and the defendant was sentenced to two years
imprisonment. The prosecutor was Larissa Burgess.
Mr. Chairman, the Queen v. Neville Richardson. This was a case of a home invasion with the rape
and, eventually, armed robbery of a 64-year-old complainant. The case involved DNA evidence and strong
involvement of the Witness Care Unit to assist the
complainant in testifying. The defendant pleaded
guilty mid-trial and was sentenced to 15 years imprisonment. The Prosecutors were Ms. Cindy Clarke,
Deputy Director, and Karen King.
The case of Queen v. Dill and Hewey. This
was a case of a gang-related premeditated murder
using a firearm. The trial involved leading complex
forensic evidence. Experts in the fields of DNA, GSR
(that is gunshot residue, Mr. Chairman) and ballistics
testified. The Crown also relied on expert gang evidence and telephone call analysis. The defendants
were convicted, and both sentenced to life imprisonment. The prosecutors were Mr. Garrett Byrne and
Maria Sofianos.
In relation to the Appeals Court, Mr. Chairman, was the case of Marico Bassett v. the Queen.
This was an appeal against a sentence of 25 years for
a gang-related attempted murder by firearm. The
Court of Appeal agreed with the Crown that such a
sentence for offences of gun violence, where there is
retaliation by gang members, is appropriate for these
types of circumstances. The prosecutor was Ms.
Susan Mulligan.
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The case of Glenn Brangman v. the Queen.
This was an appeal against a conviction for sexual
assault of an adult male by a man of good character.
The Court of Appeal centred around what expressed
weight should be attached to the character of the appellant by the Magistrate in considering his guilt. The
Court of Appeal agreed with the Crown that there was
no onus on a Magistrate to set out the directions he
gives himself in law in coming to his decision on guilt,
and upheld the conviction. The prosecutor was Ms.
Nicole Smith.
The case of Andrew Laing v. the Queen, in
the Privy Council, Mr. Chairman. This hearing was
related to an appeal against conviction on the basis
that the appellant had been deprived of the protection
of the law and of a fair hearing, as in the absence of
reasons from the Bermuda Court of Appeal—he argued that he had no way of knowing why his appeal
and application had been dismissed or even if they
had been properly considered.
The board was not persuaded that these were
grounds for regarding the conviction as unsafe, but
confirmed that the guiding principle is one of fairness.
An appellant is entitled to be assured that his case
has been properly considered and to know why his
appeal did not succeed. The Crown was represented
by London Counsel, together with Mr. Rory Field and
Ms. Cindy Clarke, the Director and Deputy Director.
Mr. Chairman, the case of Jermaine Pearman
v. the Queen, (in the Privy Council) and the case of
Mr. Ze Selassie v. the Queen, (in Privy Council); these
two appeals were heard together. The cases, taken
together, determined that the maximum period of time
to be served in custody before someone becomes
eligible for parole (the tariff period) is 25 years for
premeditated murder and 15 years for murder simpliciter. The life sentence continues to apply in both offences. The Crown was represented, again, by Mr.
Rory Field, the Director, and Cindy Clarke, the Deputy
Director. I should indicate, Mr. Chairman, that when
it comes to life sentences, those matters are being
reviewed by a legislative change in the Criminal
Code Act.
Future Events. Mr. Chairman, in March 2014,
the Department of Public Prosecutions is planning a
one and a half day in-house training to focus on issues arising out of sexual offences and the prosecutorial aspects of pre-trial applications. In March 2014, inhouse training sessions for administrative staff and
counsel will take place pertaining to the Judicial Enforcement Management System (JEMS), which is now
used to track and maintain criminal court records in
both the Magistrate’s Court and the Supreme Court.
The Department of Public Prosecutions is currently working to integrate its records with the Court’s
JEMS records in order to streamline our administrative processes and create a reliable permanent electronic record of our files and the actions we have
taken in relation to the prosecution of criminal of-
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fences. It is expected that the necessary JEMS software module will be developed and operational by the
rd
23 March—that is this month—2014.
Mr. Chairman, in-house advocacy training will
continue throughout the year. A Crown Counsel (Junior Grade) will attend the one-week Bar of England
and Wales advocacy training course in Oxford.
Mr. Speaker, that is the conclusion of the
Heads to be considered.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that wish to speak?
I recognise the Honourable Kim N. Wilson,
JP, MP, Shadow Attorney General and Shadow Minister of Legal Affairs, from constituency 34. You have
the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and
good morning.
I am obliged to my honourable colleague and
the Learned Attorney General for his brief. A number
of questions that I did have, have been answered with
respect to certain areas. So I thank him for that. I still,
nonetheless, Mr. Chairman, with your indulgence, do
have a couple of other areas that I would like to just
ask questions about. Starting with, Mr. Chairman, at
page B-60, the Ministry of Legal Affairs Headquarters.
The Chairman: Honourable Member, just to remind
us, there are two hours left to this debate. I just
wanted to give you the courtesy to give you that.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: That is fine. Thank you very
much, Mr. Chairman.
Just a moment, Mr. Chairman.
[Pause]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I am sure my learned friend, the
Attorney General, will appreciate that brevity is the
soul of wit. So I do not intend on being very long at all.
I just have a couple of questions.
With respect to the Ministry of Legal Affairs
Headquarters—I am referring specifically to page B61, Mr. Chairman—under the heading of Administration, line item 97000, I note that the original estimate
in 2013/14 was $1.314 million, and the revised estimate, $1.416 million. And then when we look at the
estimate for 2014/15, the difference of the 2013/14
and the 2014/15, there is a $299,000 difference, or a
reflection of 23 per cent.
I appreciate that the Learned and Honourable
Attorney General indicated that part of that related
specifically to the electronic monitoring scheme now
being transferred to the Ministry of National Security.
However, I wonder whether he could also advise
whether or not that particular area relates specifically
to any losses in staff. I note that the Honourable Attorney General indicated that there were, I believe he
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said nine vacant positions within the Ministry. Is it
nine? (Just a moment. Just a moment, Mr. Chairman.)
Yes, nine vacant positions.
And I wondered whether or not he could answer as to, first and foremost, whether or not any of
those vacant positions are relating to Administration?
Secondly, are those vacant positions, because they
have been vacant for quite some time, whether there
is an intention for them to be filled? And thirdly,
whether or not an accounting of the costs related to
those vacant positions is reflected in the budget that
we are looking at now under debate?
Likewise, Mr. Chairman, if we can turn to B62, please. I note that under the heading Salaries, we
see a decrease of some $733,000, or 32 per cent.
And I note that there was a reduction in staff, and the
Honourable Attorney General has indicated that five
have gone to Consumer Affairs. However, I wanted to
know whether or not this reduction, this extension of
32 per cent, represents any further decreases in salaries—or, I am sorry—does it represent any further
staff cutting in that 32 per cent decrease for salaries?
We have heard about five for Consumer Affairs. But I
want to know whether or not there are any other further staff cuttings represented in this particular figure.
At B-62, Mr. Chairman, likewise under Professional Services, I note that for Professional Services,
there has been an increase initially from . . . (Just a
moment.) Yes, under Professional Services, Mr.
Chairman, the original 2013/14 estimate we see at
$3,087,000. And then the revised has gone up by
$200,000. Yet in the budget estimates, we note that
there is going to be a decrease of some 21 per cent,
or $641,000.
My question relates to this. We see that between the 2013/14 and the revised, it actually went
up. So there was an increase in spending with respect
to Professional Services. Yet for the proposal this
year, we are seeing a decrease of some 21 per cent.
So if we had an overspend in 2013/14, and yet we are
decreasing it by 21 per cent, I wonder if the Honourable and Learned Attorney General can indicate to us
what this represents insofar as this decrease and
whether or not there is sufficient funding within that
line item to be able to cover what is envisioned under
Professional Services? Or may we be anticipating a
supplemental?
Mr. Chairman, turning now to Travel at page
B-62, as well, under the issue of Travel, I note that in
the 2013/14 Head, the budget was at $60,000. Then
the revised budget for 2013/14 was $85,000. That
represents an increase of 40 per cent of what was
anticipated for travel—40 per cent increase, Mr.
Chairman, concerning Travel. And I would like for the
Learned and Honourable Attorney General to itemise
for us what this represents insofar as the nature of the
travel, as well as, why is there seemingly a substantial
increase from what was originally estimated to what
actually took place concerning travel?
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We know that there were a number of areas
of travel in which the Attorney General has spoken
about. We know Jetgate was not one of them. So we
recognise that that would not have been included in
that 40 per cent increase of Travel. So if the Attorney
General could please indicate to us what that represents insofar as his personal travel relating to Government business.
Mr. Chairman, continuing on, on page . . . oh,
B-61, I have to go back, if you do not mind, Mr.
Chairman, concerning Legal Aid, 97030. I know that
we have the Manager of the Legal Aid Department
here. Recognising that, to coin the phrase, doing more
with less, has to be commendable with respect to the
Legal Aid Department. We all agree, I am certain, that
the denial of an access to any type of legal representation equates to the denial of justice. The fact that the
Legal Aid Department provides not only yeoman service, but they provide a very important role to the justice system in Bermuda . . . And in many years, we
have seen that the cost of legal aid has been unsustainable. It has increased, and as the Learned Attorney General indicated, part and parcel of it is multidefendant cases and the level of expert witnesses that
are required because of the type of cases and so
forth.
Regrettably, with the economy being as it is,
we may very well see more people making application
for legal aid. I know that the Attorney General indicated that there were a number of areas in which they
were looking at insofar as reducing the cost to the legal aid system. My question relates specifically to this
reduction, because we are seeing a 13 per cent decrease in the amount of money that will be afforded to
legal aid. I am concerned as to whether or not the
Government are satisfied that they will be placing
enough safeguards in the system to ensure that the
provision of legal services for those who financially
cannot afford same, but are also equally entitled to
justice like those people that can pay, are not going to
be prejudiced as a result of the reduction in the legal
aid.
We have heard that, year over year, the
budget for legal aid has been set and there has been
an increase year over year insofar as how much legal
aid is required, supplementals and the like. And I am
concerned that we are seeing yet another reduction in
the cost of legal aid. And I am hoping that the Honourable Attorney General can indicate, what further
steps perhaps is the Government considering insofar
as reducing that?
I do understand that the Attorney General indicated that there were some steps insofar as perhaps
looking at hiring further lawyers so that there is a reduction insofar as outsourcing. I guess my concern at
that is, what, if any, results are they concerned about
with respect to how that may affect certain law firms
who have historically practiced within the criminal set,
and their principal revenue is as a result of legal aid,
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and whether or not the Government has any concerns
as to whether or not those small local businesses may
be adversely affected if legal aid is removed from their
docket, so to speak?
Mr. Chairman, also, if I can speak to the Justice Protection Programme, again at B-61, 97070. We
see a reduction of 16 per cent. My concern and my
question relate to the reduction in this programme. We
have heard already from the Honourable Attorney
General about the benefit that the Justice Protection
Programme has with respect to our justice system.
A number of questions. One, I wonder if the
Attorney General can indicate to me what the status is
of the other Overseas Territory countries insofar as if
they have complied with the legislation insofar as being signatories so that we have this mutual exchange
of witnesses to the other territories, and what the
status is of those.
Secondly, with the reduction of 16 per cent in
their budget line item 97070, I have to relate that specifically to page B-63. That is line item, again, 97070,
under the Justice Protection Programme. It seems to
indicate under the Employee number, zero. So my
question is, Who is going to run that? How is this programme to run, that we recognise as so valuable to
our justice system in allowing witnesses that may very
well require protection for certain matters to be sent
overseas and protected, and so forth, as well as their
families, but yet I look in B-63, it seems to say that
nobody is going to be running that programme? So if
the Honourable Attorney General can please provide
us in the House with information about that.
Because I heard all the comments from the
Attorney General insofar as what a good programme it
is. But I am concerned that in addition to them receiving less money previously, there also appears, unless
this is incorrect in the Budget Book that I have been
supplied with, zero people that are going to be running
that.
I did have another question about the legal aid
cases, but I think that was answered with respect to
the percentages. I was trying to jot it down quickly, so
perhaps the Attorney General would not mind indicating to us what percentages of the legal aid cases were
actual civil cases. I got the matrimonial and criminal.
But if he could perhaps provide that information yet
again, I missed that, unfortunately.
Okay. And also with respect to Head 87, just
for clarity. The Attorney General indicated that there
were nine—I think I wrote nine, from his brief—nine
posts that were unfilled. Again, I would like to know
whether those posts have been budgeted for and are
represented in this budget right now.
Okay, Mr. Chairman, let me go on. Yes, that
last question, Mr. Chairman, is found at page B-64,
the number of legal aid cases. We have a breakdown
insofar as the forecast and what was previous. But I
would like to know if the Attorney General could,
please, provide me with a breakdown of the civil.
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All right. Mr. Chairman, now turning over to
Head 4, the Attorney General’s Chambers, at page B72. (Let me just make sure I have asked all these
questions. Okay.) Under Salaries, Mr. Chairman, B73. The Honourable Attorney General did provide
quite a detailed explanation of a number of the line
items under the Current Account Estimates. I do have
a couple of questions on some areas that seemingly
were not reported on. But let me first start with the
salaries. I note that under the Salaries, for the original
we have $3,751,000. Then we have the revised of
$3,304,000, and then the estimate of 2014/15,
$3,527,000. There is a reduction of some $224,000,
or 6 per cent, in salaries.
Yet, when I look at the bottom of page B-73,
the number of employees, full-time equivalents, has
remained the same over those three years, at 36. So
my question with respect to that is, how is there a reduction in salaries by 6 per cent, or $224,000, but yet
we have remained the same number of employees?
So, if somebody is not getting paid, or if that is an error, I would certainly like some information about that,
please.
Professional Services, still on page B-73. Mr.
Chairman, with respect to Professional Services, we
see that the original 2013/14 estimate was $134,000,
and the revised of 2013/14 was some $481,000. Now,
Mr. Chairman, with respect, I did law for a reason,
because math was not one of my favourable subjects.
But according to my calculations, in Professional Services there is an increase of 358 per cent that was not
budgeted for—358 per cent of an increase for Professional Services! So it begs the question: What are the
professional services that required such a substantial
increase of overspend? If I went home and I had
358 per cent of overspend in my household income, I
am sure my husband would look at me cross-eyed. An
increase of 358 per cent represents a lot for professional services.
So, my question is, What does that 358 per
cent represent, what professional services? We have
already heard in the public domain that the Attorney
General’s Chambers has outsourced certain areas
within their Chambers, such as the drafting of the
Regulatory Authority to a private entity here. And perhaps the Attorney General can indicate what the fees
were associated to that. I know I personally found that
quite surprising, having had an opportunity to work in
Chambers for a number of years as the Attorney
General and work specifically side by side with the
Chief Parliamentary Counsel, as well as the Drafting
Section, who are second to none. Chief Parliamentary
Counsel hailing from working in Whitehall. And we
have the best drafters, I would say, certainly in all of
the Commonwealth jurisdictions. But yet, something
like the transport . . . (What is it called?)
[Crosstalk]
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Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Tourism Authority. (Excuse me,
too much cold medicine.)
The Tourism Authority was outsourced to a
different, to a law firm. So, perhaps that 358 per cent
increase of professional services includes an element
of that. But recognising that we have qualified drafters, I think it was an affront to the professionalism of
the drafters insofar—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
I am sorry.
The Chairman: Point of order.
POINT OF ORDER
[Imputing improper motives]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I hate to interrupt my friend, I
am sorry. . But with respect, she has gone a little bit
too far. Because I now work with those people. And
they are—
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: The point of order is? The point
of order is, Mr. Chairman?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: The point of order is—
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I have not heard a point of order!
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: She is [imputing]—
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proper motives. I am speaking facts. And most people, as lawyers, that is something that we relate to.
And the fact is that there is a 358 per cent increase in
professional services! That is a fact! The next fact is
that the—(what is that Authority called?)—
[Crosstalk]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: The Tourism Authority was outsourced from the Attorney General’s Chambers to a
private law firm. That is another fact.
Another fact that my learned friend agrees
with me on is the fact that we have very skilled drafters that are currently in the Attorney General’s Chambers. That is a fact. Another fact is that the person that
drafted the legislation on behalf of the Government
concerning the Tourism Authority is a civil litigator. He
is not a drafter. And having the opportunity of having
been the Attorney General, I can tell you there is a
huge difference between going to court and litigating,
and drafting. And regrettably, it seems that some of us
do not appreciate the importance of the Drafting Section and are quicker to outsource cases.
I am not suggesting for a moment, though,
people in the streets and people that are my constituents have suggested, Hmm. Mello Jones and Martin?
Shawn Crockwell? What is that connection? I am not
suggesting that. I just speak on behalf of my constituents. And the question has been asked.
POINT OF ORDER
[Imputing improper motives]

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Imputing improper motives!
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: In [Standing Order] 11, she is
[imputing]—

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: With respect, Mr. Chairman,
and I do not want to interrupt my learned friend because she is really getting her flow on. But that [imputes] improper motives as well.

The Speaker: Can I have the point of order, please?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes. Under [Standing Order] 11, there are two things there. It is [imputing] improper motives, and calling into question the whole
Attorney General’s ambit with regard to those people.
There was no slight whatsoever with regard to them.
They are first-class. I work with them all the time. In
certain areas there was a decision taken to outsource.
There was just absolutely no slight whatsoever.
And my honourable and learned friend—I am
surprised; I am sure she does not mean to be doing
it—is, I think, [imputing] that I gave some slight or that
some slight was given by the Government to the
drafters. And there certainly was not. It was just a decision taken to outsource that particular area for particular reasons, which were canvassed.

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I am speaking on behalf of the
people!
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: With respect, this is the challenge sometimes with the Opposition. They think it is
okay to say, I heard.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: And the point of order is, Mr.
Chairman? The point of order?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: The point of order is imputing
improper motives, under [Standing Order] 11. If I may,
they have this habit of thinking they can repeat what
has been said and somehow duck under slandering
someone or under unparliamentary language.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Slander?

The Chairman: Thank you.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, there was no attempt on my part to give a slight or to impute any im-

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: And it does not work like that.
It is inappropriate. Okay? That is [imputing] improper
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motives. And there were none here, and there are
none here.
The Chairman: Thank you.
If we can just get back to the debate on the
Heads.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I am on the same Head, and I
am on the debate of Professional Services. Do you
want to join me, Mr. Chairman? I am at B-73.
The Chairman: I am with you.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Professional Services, continuing on.
So, perhaps the Attorney General can answer
the question as to what the 358 per cent [increase] of
Professional Services represents. What per cent of
that was the cost that was outsourced to Mello Jones
and Martin for the drafting of the Tourism Authority?
And if that information can be supplied to us.
I also note . . . now, this is a bigger challenge.
In addition to 358 per cent increase with respect to
Professional Services, we now have an estimate of
$65,000. So, from $481,000 last year as an overspend, we are now estimating that it is going to be
$65,000. Again, I am not a math person, but that is a
645 per cent decrease.
So if we are going to 645 per cent decrease
insofar as what is now going to be applied to Professional Service, I guess that begs, on the converse, the
question is, are we going to be able to get the work
done that needs to be gotten done if there was such
an increase previously and now we are seeing this
almost double decrease to what was initially increased
for Professional Services?
Perhaps I can get some answers in that regard to Professional Services. I did, like I said, listen
attentively to the brief of the Honourable Attorney
General, but when we got to page B-73, we stopped
at Training. And the other areas with respect to this
particular current account analysis were not indicated.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Oh, I have not got to Travel yet.
I am dealing with Professional Services. Travel is
next.
Training. Actually, no. I am going to leave that
one alone now.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak now, under the Current Account Estimates, to the issue of
travel. (Goodness. Where is my paper?) Okay. Mr.
Chairman, we note that under the heading of Travel,
there is—
[Inaudible interjection]
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Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I am still at B-73, that is correct,
thank you, two lines up from where I was at Professional Services.
Under the heading of Travel, we see that the
original 2013/14 estimate of [$]10[,000], then it was
revised down to [$]5[,000]. We note now that for the
[2014/15] estimate it is [$]12[,000], and an increase of
20 per cent. So I wonder if the Attorney General can
indicate to me, please, the Learned Attorney General,
what that travel represents. Again with respect to the
Attorney General’s travel I am more particularly interested in, and whether or not this travel includes . . . If
he can identify the expenses relates to this travel that
reference the Singapore trip concerning the gaming
and so forth, as we have heard about in the House.
So those are a couple of questions concerning Travel and Professional Services, if the House
could be provided with that information accordingly.
Mr. Chairman, turning now, please, to . . . Oh,
yes, also, perhaps the Attorney General could also
indicate to me, presumably . . . Well, I will ask the
question, whether the following question that I am going to ask insofar as an individual comes under Professional Services. And this is an individual who I understand was recently retained by Chambers to come
and assist with the drafting and the formation of gaming legislation.
Now, we have already heard that the Attorney
General was in London and in Singapore dealing with
the gaming and speaking to people. But I also understand that there was someone that was recently in
Chambers that was assisting with respect to that. And
if the Honourable Attorney General can provide to us
the cost associated with that, and was that encompassed in the area of Professional Services? Because
it seems a pity, Mr. Chairman, that we see Professional Services increasing, yet Training is decreasing.
It speaks to priorities, I respectfully submit.
Over on page B-74, Mr. Chairman, the Debt
Collection. This is unit 14050, page B-74, under Debt
Collection. We see the percentages with respect to
the proceedings that were instituted. I would be grateful if the Attorney General can indicate to us the percentages insofar as cases that have already gone to
judgment and the position that we are in insofar as the
collection of those judgments.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to now turn over to
the Office of the DPP [Office of Public Prosecutions].
(Just a moment.) I am at B-79, Mr. Chairman. The
mandate of the Office of the DPP is to train Bermudians to be successors for all positions to fulfil within the
Department of Public Prosecutions. I have also heard
that the Honourable Attorney General indicated that
that was a very high priority. But I will return to that in
a moment, if we can just put a pin in that.
Under B-79, Witness Care Unit, Mr. Chairman. I note that the Witness Care Unit has received a
reduction insofar as the money allocated for them for
their budget. Again, that is yet another area within the
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Ministry itself, of course under the DPP’s Office, that
provides a very, very important segment to the justice
system to ensure that those persons that may be vulnerable witnesses or persons that are participating in
the court processes for the first time literally have the
care and the assistance from this particular unit that
will assist them through the court processes.
And I commend the two individuals that run
that unit, Sharman Marcus, as well as Marcia (I cannot remember her last name, sorry). But in any event,
they play a very, very important role.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Sharman Marcus and Marcia
Park.
But I note that there is a decrease in the Witness Care Unit. I am wondering, in conjunction with
the question I asked previously about the Justice Protection Unit, whether or not, subject to the Attorney
General’s answer insofar as who is going to be running the Justice Protection Unit, whether the Witness
Care Unit with this reduction is going to be further
challenged. Because I heard from the Honourable
Attorney General they have done over 3,000, I guess,
cases over the last several years, and it is a very, very
busy unit. I appreciate that. But they do have a reduction in their budget, and I do not know whether they
are going to be taking on this role in the Justice Protection Unit or not. But I will get to that question in a
moment. But that does concern me, if they are, that
they have less monies to work with.
Mr. Chairman, again at B-79, Professional
Services. I note for Professional Services we are seeing an increase of 73 per cent, and I hope that the
Learned and Honourable Attorney General will indicate to us what that represents and what the anticipated rise in Professional Services equates to. I also
note, Mr. Chairman, that . . . (I am never taking cold
medicine again, not before I have to stand up, bear
with me, sir) there is a 73 per cent rise. So, if the Attorney General could please indicate to us what that
represents.
Under Salaries, at B-79 I see a decrease of
$128,000, or 5 per cent. And if the Attorney General
can indicate to us what that decrease represents insofar as the Head of Salaries. It could very well be that
one person short at Public Prosecutions. But if the
Attorney General could just answer that for me so that
I am not guessing, I would be grateful.
Okay, 85010. Employment Opportunities. As I
read from the Attorney General (and I was trying to
write it quickly), he indicated what the mission was of
the Office of the DPP. I noticed that the comments
were with respect to Bermudian successors and the
like. When I look at the resources that are applied, I
am mindful of the fact that we need to ensure, particularly in all areas of the Civil Service, but as a country
we need to take steps to ensure that the career ad-
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vancement of qualified Bermudians exists and that
opportunities are made for qualified Bermudians to
ensure that they have career advancement to the
same opportunities that are provided to our guest
workers that work within the Civil Service.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I wonder whether or not
the Attorney General can indicate . . . and I will tell
you my line item before somebody asks me where I
am. Page B-79, under Training. So we do see a training reduction for this year of 23 per cent. But I wonder
whether or not the Attorney General could indicate to
me what steps he and his Government are taking to
ensure that we have the mandate that was read out
previously insofar as training Bermudians to be successes in all areas of senior position, et cetera, of the
DPP’s Office.
Now, I ask that, Mr. Chairman, because . . .
and, again, these are comments and I am not trying to
impute to anyone improper motives. These are comments that have come, and questions that have been
asked of me during my canvassing. However, I will
ask the question. There have been serious allegations
that the issue concerning the appointment of, not the
existing DPP, but the issue concerning the appointment of a Bermudian in that position when it recently
became vacant, has indicated that there was some,
perhaps, heavy-handedness that was done by the
Attorney General insofar as some form of intervention.
And I wonder whether or not the Attorney
General can indicate, because it was asked by the—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: That is just beyond out of
order.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: It was asked by—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It does not matter.
The Chairman: Take your seat.
Point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
[Imputing improper motive]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It is that classic . . . It is beyond out of order with regard to [imputing] improper
motives under [Standing Order] 11 to suggest that
there was heavy-handedness on the part of the Attorney General. It is beyond out of order. It is the classic
kind of, I heard this.
Nothing—and let me repeat, nothing—with
regard to that issue could be further from the truth
than what my learned friend is suggesting there. Nothing could be further from the truth! It is imputing improper motives. It is attacking my character and credibility—which I know they like to do and they like to do
it on the basis of I heard.
It is the wrong way to go about. It is unseemly
for this House. And I would implore you, Mr. Chair-
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man, and the Speaker when he is here, that that has
to stop. That gets out there. It is entirely, entirely
wrong, what is being suggested by questions from her
constituents or anybody else.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, I am still on B-79,
under Training. Perhaps the Attorney General could
indicate what was so untenable about the position of
Ms. Cindy Clarke to the appointment of the DPP’s Office, the DPP position.
The Chairman: Can we just focus on the numbers?
[Inaudible interjections]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I am on Training! I am still on
Training.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
Again, a point of order!
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Are you asking me to sit down?
The Chairman: Yes, please.
POINT OF ORDER
[Imputing improper motive and impugning integrity]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I am being asked a question
that is undermining my office and imputing improper
motives.
That is a constitutional position for the Governor, and it was the Governor who made the statement
publicly that it was untenable. That is nothing to do
with me. Whether I agree or disagree or what it is, it is
not my role. And surely, I am confident that my honourable and learned friend knows that! So why impugn my character and integrity with a question like
that?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I
could just—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: On what basis? On what basis?
Hon. Michael J. Scott: No, no. This is a point of order
I am rising on.
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Michael J. Scott: The Attorney General is the
constitutionally appointed person in this House to answer probing questions on the DPP.
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Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order! What is your
point of order?
Hon. Michael J. Scott: And the Attorney General is
completely wrong in not hearing the question and
fielding it. Because he has the constitutional role of
answering questions raised about the DPP’s office or
the Attorney General’s Office. This is only he who can
answer these questions.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: He protests too much. The
Shadow should be permitted to ask the question, and
the answer should be fielded if the Attorney General
can answer it. You cannot shut down these kinds of
questions in this House.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, continuing on,
with respect to . . . Well, as I indicated, I was hopeful
that the Attorney General . . . Again, I have the utmost
respect for the Honourable Attorney General. I recognise that he may feel that I am attempting to bridge
rules and impugn his character, and nothing could be
further from the truth. I simply would like to get some
answers to some questions, not only questions that
are being asked by my constituents, but as an elected
member of Sandys South Central, constituency 34
(God’s country) I have a responsibility to ensure that
the I try to get answers to the questions they ask me.
If I ask the question here and the answer does not
want to be given, then I can at least go back to my
constituents, Mr. Chairman, and say, I was not able to
receive an answer. But at least they cannot fault me
by saying I did not ask.
I am still on line item Training, if anybody
wants to know, at B-79.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, perhaps the Attorney General can answer the question concerning
training. What other opportunities are being afforded
to Bermudians, qualified Bermudians, to ensure that
they are granted the same opportunities (I am on
Training) that our guest workers have insofar as upward mobility?
I have heard what the Attorney General indicated, that a succession plan was their mandate and
that was one of the most important things. So I would
like to know that, because we recognise that there are
circumstances and questions have been asked by my
constituents, and I will continue to ask those. That
word “untenable" does not sit comfortably with a number of my constituents, and they want to know what
that means.
When it comes to the Witness Care Unit, I
noticed that the Witness Care Unit, Mr. Chairman,
indicated that there were two temporary positions.
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Recognising the important role that they do, and the
Attorney General acknowledged them, I just wondered, in addition to them having a budget decrease,
at what point would those two temporary positions be
made permanent? We heard this morning about the
critical role that they play and that they are now, I
guess, a fixture. So I wonder when their temporary
positions will be made permanent.
Mr. Chairman, I think that that perhaps satisfies the questions that I had that were not answered
initially in the brief. And I will stand by and wait for the
answers.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: I notice the Honourable Member Michael Scott. You have the floor.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Chairman, I have one or
two questions under the Head of the DPP’s Office and
the Legal Aid Office Head.
So, under the DPP’s Office, Head 75, Mr.
Chairman, to the Attorney General: During the last
sitting of this House, the Learned Attorney General
responded to an interpolation from a Member of this
side of the House that there had been no prosecution
of any Members of the Progressive Labour Party for
corruption, notwithstanding all of the allegations typically hurled at the PLP, to which the Attorney General
interpolated—
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either on overseas trips or whatever, will he confirm
that the practice does not persist of not allowing the
Deputy DPP to act in his stead? That is the second
question under the DPP.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Does the practice persist in
not allowing the DPP, Ms. Clarke, to act in the DPP’s
stead in his absences?
I heard with some interest and concern that
. . . This is now under Legal Aid under the specific
Legal Aid heading referred to in the Learned Attorney
General’s brief, that the post of the legal aid in-house
counsel will be filled this year and in this Budget. Can
the Learned Attorney General kindly confirm to this
House the justification for going overseas and filling
this post, which was formerly held, I believe, by Mr.
Leo Mills? What is the justification for filling this post
with a non-Bermudian, given the economic climate,
given the extent of the pressures on the criminal bar
for engaging Bermudians in this particular role?
Thank you. I am grateful.
The Chairman: Are there any other Members who
would like to speak to the Estimates of Revenue and
Expenditure for the Year 2014/15 for Legal Affairs,
Heads 87, 4 and 75?
[Pause]

The Chairman: Honourable Member, can you tell me
which line item you are speaking to, please, in the
Budget Debate?
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Yes. In the Budget Debate? I
am speaking to the general mandate of the Director of
Public Prosecutions, under cost centre 0401, and the
constitutional mandate of the DPP to bring prosecutions in this country, cost centre 0401.
The Chairman: What page?
Hon. Michael J. Scott: B-79, Public Prosecutions.
—to which the Attorney General’s response
was (and I quote), “Not yet.”
Can the Learned Attorney General confirm to
this Honourable House whether a specialist prosecution attorney has been engaged by the DPP from the
United Kingdom to conduct the preparation of a corruption prosecution in this country? That is my first
question.
My second question, again under the DPP,
relates to the same cost centre, the general operational activity of the DPP. In reference to the controversy over the overlooking of the appointment of the
Deputy DPP, Ms. Clarke, I think we all know that refers . . . We all know about it. Will the Learned Attorney General kindly confirm to this House whether, in
the absences of the DPP from the Office of the DPP,

The Chairman: Attorney General?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: If I may. I mean, my honourable and learned friend has asked a number of questions, and I think that many of them have merit and
deserve some fulsome answers. I note the time.
There was quite an extensive list. I do not know if my
honourable and learned friend could perhaps provide
me with some itemised list, if she has one. If she does
not, then we will sort it out. Okay.
I was just asking if you had an itemised list. If
not, I understand entirely. I know she is very capable
of asking questions like that on her feet without preparing a list.
So I would ask that we take a break now. And
that way, I can come back and go through that particular itemised list and also address the issues raised
by my honourable and learned friend, Mr. Scott—
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Chairman—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —or I can start now.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Chairman, before we break for
lunch early, as the Attorney General is suggesting,
and as he is going to take the lunchtime to come up
with some additional figures, can I ask the question to
him on this Budget line item?
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ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15

The Chairman: Question?
Mr. E. David Burt: As the Honourable Premier, when
we last met on Monday, was able to provide for us the
breakdowns of the persons under Professional Services, can I also ask that, after lunchtime, as he researches, he can give us a breakdown of the
$481,000 revised figure for Professional Services and
the top five vendors under that heading, as the Honourable Premier did on Monday?
The Chairman: Can you just give me the page number to assist us on this, please, and where?
Mr. E. David Burt: It is Head 04, page number B-73,
object code description Professional Services, revised
2013/14 of $481,000. I am asking if he could provide a
breakdown of the top five vendors underneath that
line item.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Chairman, there is no jet
smoke anywhere, so [I am] more than happy to see if
we can address that. That is not something that my
honourable friend, when they were in Government,
ever did. But he is asking the question; that is fine.

MINISTRY OF LEGAL AFFAIRS (HEADS 87, 4
and 75)
[Continuation thereof]
The Chairman: We are about to resume the debate
on the Legal Affairs and Heads. Well, the Minister,
Attorney General, you are actually wrapping up still,
right?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I am wrapping up, Mr.
Chairman.
The Chairman: Okay.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I notice the Shadow is not
here and the technical people are not here, but I
can—
[Gavel]
The Chairman: Let us begin, yes.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I can press on. I am here,
that is the main thing, and you are here.

Mr. E. David Burt: I asked the question.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: My bottom line, as I have
indicated from the outset of the debate, we cut spending exponentially. And it may be there that it has been
increased in some areas, but it has been cut exponentially.
So it is important—an important question—
that we explain why and how we have done that.
Thank you.
So now, on that, I will suggest that we break
for lunch.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I do not think I can do that,
Mr. Chairman. The Chairman does that. The Chairman does it. He is in the Chair on my debate.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Committee stands
2:00 pm.
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adjourned

Proceedings suspended at 12:23 pm
Proceedings resumed at 2:02 pm
[Hon. Dennis P. Lister, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY

until

The Chairman: I know you are waiting for some—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: We are all here.
The Chairman: I am game to continue on.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: So there is no issue to be
had with that.
I will address the two issues as they have
arisen with regard to the line items . . . just bear with
me for a moment. There is the line item that related to
travel at B-73. And let me be clear about this, Mr.
Chairman, because I know there is some issue being
taken with regard to things. I heard the comments
about Jetgate. Well, it is not . . . it is all jet smoke.
Okay?
The fact of the matter is that there was something of a marginal increase in travel in the Attorney
General’s Chambers office. Some of it was certainly
mine. Some of it related to the travel of technical officers and so on. But this is the key: Two major items
increased that travel budget. And the reason it decreases again this coming year is because we do not
have to do that stuff again. But what we had to do as
a new Government was, I was specifically asked and
invited to do two presentations—one at the Plenary for
the CFATF in Nicaragua and the other one as related
to the “Arab Spring” in Morocco. I spoke at both of
those. At the second one it was arranged that I would
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meet with the US Attorney General with regard to particular issues.
And the reason that we had to attend those
particular conferences, Mr. Chairman, was the fact
that Bermuda had fallen into a grey area as it related
to CFATF and was about to be placed in what is
called “expedited reserve” on the basis of not being
compliant with other jurisdictions. Now you will have
heard today (or the previous Chairman heard) that in
2007 particular recommendations were made by the
Plenary for us to get our House in order. Unfortunately, as of 2012 (at the end of December when I
took over), that house was not in order. And I was
specifically invited as a new Attorney General to
speak in those regions in relation to what the new
Government’s plan was to do and to basically give an
undertaking that we would get the house in order as it
related to the requirements of legislation for the
CFATF and what our responsibilities were under that.
I have indicated already with regard to how
significant those are, and that relates to the financing
of terrorism money laundering. It is a very important
regime and we have to go, and it puts us in a bad spot
if we are not in a good light. And I am pleased to say
(at the risk of being immodest) that because of the
work, I believe, that I did with my team in making
those presentations and meeting with certain key
stakeholders, that pulled us off the list and put us in a
good spot and we got the legislation done.
Now, that—those two particular trips—are
probably what bumped us in excess of the previous
year. Now the good news is that those matters do not
come up again until 2016, we are now well on the ball
with getting it done. I do not have to go to those things
this year, nor would I. So the first thing I have said is,
Right. We can reduce the travel budget by the degree
that we have done.
We had to take technical officers with regard
to certain things we did and the travel was well worth
it. And I heard, you know, particular comments about
this and that. Every single item of travel that this Attorney General did either related to addressing those
issues at the Plenary or related to matters of Government litigation or matters that I had to attend to in relation to the FCO (the Foreign Commonwealth Office)
directly—not go on the Internet or start doing it that
way, it does not work like that. Direct matters to be
addressed, and no fluff.
I have stayed in hotel rooms where if you
swung a cat around, you would kill it on the first turn.
And those are provisions that I put into place—
travelling “economy,” doubling up, and ensuring that
we are not over spending. So not overspending, and
those are the facts.
[Inaudible interjections]
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Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: And, you know, you heard
the chirping come out all at once to, Carry on, but
those are the facts.
And here is the fact to start with the Attorney
General’s budget—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Here are the facts: A 50 per
cent reduction in legal fees—I hope that accountant is
listening—a 50 per cent reduction in legal fees under
this Government. Do you know why, Mr. Chairman?
Because I put in place the measures that dealt with
that, where Ministers and departments just could not
go off and hire, willy-nilly, whatever lawyers they
wanted to because they did not like what was coming
from the Attorney General’s Chambers. That is a
fact—$2.5 million in the year before we came into office—and I knew I had to put the brakes on that.
So when we start trying to find things in my
budget and say, Oh, this is increased or that has increased, it really comes down to being a nonsense
because you have to look at how much we have done,
how many costs we have cut, and how that has put us
in a good position for going forward in the coming year
and years with regard to what we are going to be able
to do.
Now moving on from that I will address some
other specifics. In point of fact—
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of information if I could,
please.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Sure.
Mr. E. David Burt: Just so I can follow—
The Chairman: Attorney General, would you just sit
now and let the Shadow Minister have a point?
POINT OF INFORMATION
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, we are on page B-62,
yes, Attorney General?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: Okay, I just want to be sure.
And on B-62 you said there was a reduction in travel
spend, even though the budget shows an increase?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: No, no. No, I did not. You
came in a bit late, with respect. I acknowledged the
fact that there was an increase. I acknowledged the
fact that there was an increase in the previous year. I
have explained why. And what I am saying is that
there is a reduction for the coming year. Okay? And
the increase, I fully explained as to why we had it and
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we all know that it is not anything substantial. All
right? So, good. And it is all the facts.
Now, let me just clear up a question on other
things. [On] B-61, Headquarters, the question was
asked, Does the 23 per cent relate to losses in staff?
The answer is no. The $299,000 is made up of the
$220,000 from moving electronic monitoring to another Ministry. And $70,000 is a combination of furlough savings and a vacant administration post that
had not been budgeted. So that explains that.
At B-62 Salaries, Are further staff cuttings represented in figures other than Consumer Affairs? The
answer is no, Mr. Chairman. Page B-62 shows a decrease of $733,000 in salary—$476,000 relates to
Consumer Affairs, $177,000 relates to three vacant
administrative posts and the remaining $80,000 is the
Furlough.
Professional Services increased initially then
decreased by 24 per cent, what does this represent?
An increase of $220,000 supplemental. The total increased initially and then decreased by 21 per cent.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes, it is increased and then
decreased, yes.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: You are an accountant and
you do not know it?
The revised estimate up by $176,000 is due to
additional funding for Legal Aid—Professional Services includes Legal Aid—not us running around and
hiring people left and right. It is Legal Aid, Professional Services through Legal Aid. Legal Aid hires private lawyers. All right? So that is $176,000 due to additional funding. And the new estimate is down from
$641,000 due to the $221,000 in electronic monitoring
to National Security and another $420,000 for Legal
Aid.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: The percentage . . . the Honourable Member opposite me asked about the percentage of civil cases (I think that was the Honourable
Member Burt) with regard to the percentage of civil
cases in the last fiscal year. (Was that you? Okay.
Somebody asked about civil cases.) The last fiscal
year is 19 per cent and this year is 21 per cent to
date—that is the ratio of civil cases to criminal cases.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Sorry?
[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: That is the number of cases,
number of civil cases, compared to the number of
criminal cases. It probably runs at about where it has
been for some time, there has been a decrease in that
because of the way that it has been managed. And
there is a reduction of lawyers on outsourcing.
On Justice Protection, Mr. Chairman (at B61), status of OT countries, Have they complied? Yes,
we have complied. We cannot speak for other OT
countries in the terms of their compliance, but we
have entirely complied in that area.
B-63 says zero. [It was] asked if we could explain the zero number in Voluntary Service Commitment for Counsel and Chambers. So the answer to
that is that the one full-time equivalent shown on B-63
under original and revised estimate represents an allocation for an Administrative Assistant position that
was never actioned and has not been budgeted in
2014/15. It does not mean it is not going on. It was
going on in relation to the structure that was in place.
So it was not actioned, that is why it is a zero.
Nine posts that were not fulfilled in Chambers,
are they budgeted for? And seven out of the nine
have, in fact, been budgeted for. The answer is yes,
but we are still nine unfilled.
Head 4, B-72, How is there a reduction in
Salaries by 6 per cent if the number of employees remain the same? One vacant position has not been
budgeted for in this fiscal year together with the savings on furlough. So that accounts for the 6 per cent.
Professional Services increased to $358,000
(I think that was definitely the Honourable Member
Burt that raised that), for what? The 258 per cent increase is due to advisory counsel being funded by
salary savings via vacant positions. So let us be clear
on that. We still have got to get the work done. We
have got nine vacant posts. We are not outsourcing
as much work as what has gone in the past by hiring
outside lawyers and so on and so forth, so we have
advisory counsel that we have hired in order to get the
job done, when we need to get it done in particular
areas, and have done it very well. And part of that
cost included—
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of clarification, please. If you
will yield.
The Chairman: Attorney General, will you allow the
Shadow Minister to make a point?
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Mr. E. David Burt: The Attorney General is saying it
is due to unfunded posts. However, the amount of
posts that are funded remains the same—it remains at
36.
The Chairman: Attorney General, can you clarify that
for him?
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Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I think I just touched on that.
The amount of funded posts is seven—there are
seven empty posts. We have got nine current empty
posts. So if you think about it like this—
The Chairman: Mm-hmm.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: If I may, you have to have—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Don’t think? Now that sounds
like . . . the Honourable Wayne Furbert is saying,
Don’t think. Well, that might be his habit, but it is not
mine. I like to think—
The Chairman: Continue on, Attorney General, continue on and answer the question.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I have got to think.
So if you have a contingent of lawyers that are
really . . . the amount that you want is at nine—nine
more—let us say. We are nine short. Okay? We
budgeted to try and get seven. Some of that work,
inevitably (and the previous Government knows this
because they hired lawyers all over the place, whether
there were shortages or what) you have to go out—
whether it is specialty counsel or just because you are
short-handed or, you know, particular expertise and
hire counsel. It is the way an Attorney General’s
Chambers work.
Now, it should be done the way that I have
done it, where you approve the counsel that is being
hired, you make the break fees, and you budget for it
very carefully. All right? So what we effectively have
done is to budget for that. We still have to get the
work done and we have been able to hire within that
remit when it comes to Professional Services some
advisory counsel that are on board. It is a huge saving. It is a huge savings. We are not farming it out on
fees. That is why my budget is down the way that it is
because you sensibly are able to hire advisory counsel, you know? So that just . . . it makes a lot of sense.
The head count numbers are unchanged because the posts have not been abolished. Because,
as the former Government would know, you might
abolish a post . . . well, those posts have not been
abolished. You know? All the time I have endeavoured to look, with the team, at what is the most efficient and effective running of Chambers, which included the implementation that I put in place of assignment of counsel out of Chambers to particular
Ministries. We did not have that before. So the Ministries know exactly where to go, who their counsel is,
and are not allowed just to go out and decide that they
want advice and that they are going to go and hire a
lawyer.
I was on Justice Protection at B-61—nine
posts, we touched that.
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Head 4 B-72, How is there a reduction of
Salaries by 6 per cent if the number of employees remain the same? One vacant position, I said that, not
being budgeted in the fiscal year.
Professional Services (that is where we were)
the 58 per cent increase on advisory counsel funded
by salary savings via the vacant positions. So it is still
amounts to an astounding overall savings. That may
well—and that figure also includes (and I will call it)
the “farming out” of some work. And my honourable
and learned friend touched on the fact of us getting
somebody in to deal with particular expertise in the
gaming area. Yep, absolutely.
Let me say that was in conjunction with drafting and what we had to do—a very specialised area
with regard to regulations and so on. Nobody here has
done it. I would not expect them to have . . . we cannot all have the knowledge right at our fingertips.
Sometimes you have got to go out and get it. And I
am particularly prudent and judicial with when we do
that and how we do it. Sometimes you have got to do
it, Mr. Chairman, because you do not have the expertise and sometimes you have to do it just because you
are overburdened.
As dynamic, as fantastic, as hardworking as
your whole staff are, sometimes you have got to get
things done in a window of time that relates to legislation and you are just inundated. So something has got
to go, something has got to give. And in those circumstances (and it does not have to happen very often, in
fact, it can happen very rarely) you need to go outside
to get the job done. And we have still done it on the
basis of having a saving in relation to that.
If you just bear with me for one moment, I am
going to raise a question with the technical—
The Chairman: Sure. Get your answer from the technical
[Pause]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: My honourable and learned
friend said I, too, am not an accountant. But sometimes a certain number will jump out at me and not
strike me as right. And I am pleased to say I am that
way.
On the Singapore trip the cost. The total cost
in relation to the two individuals, myself included, that
travelled from my Chambers plus a technical officer—
immensely well worth . . . huge saving in doing it the
way we did—was $20,000 to gather what we had to
do. You know?
Witness Care, With decreases in the unit are
there going to be further challenges? The $9,000 decrease is furlough. So outside of that, the answer is
no.
Professional Services, 73 per cent, what does
this represent? That is a budget for the Privy Council.
Now, due to more cases that have come in that year .
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. . the training reduction . . . training and reduction of
23 per cent, and the fact of the matter is that there is
an ongoing training provision, a lot of it may be done
internally, you do not have to budget all with regard to
expending money on training within the Chambers.
That is the DPP I am speaking to now, Mr. Chairman.
But the Professional Services in the DPP’s Office
(sorry, I did not highlight that) relates to an increase in
Privy Council cases, which one would anticipate will
be less this year.
In Witness Care, the two temporary additional
positions were made permanent in the month of February.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I appreciate that. That was a
fair question.
The two temporary positions were made permanent in the month of February.
Mr. Scott asked, Can you confirm whether a
specialist prosecution has been engaged to conduct a
corruption prosecution in this country. I should say
this, prosecutions, constitutionally, are the remit of the
Director of Public Prosecutions who is appointed by
the Governor under the Constitution. So it is not appropriate to advise about potential investigations. It is
not. And the fact of the matter is that, you know, with
regard to matters like TCI, which had extensive corruption cases, they took years to come before the
courts—years. It is not like anybody walked in and
found a file that sets everything out. So, you know that
is the consideration that has to be there. Sometimes
these things take a long time to put together.
There was a question asked by my honourable and learned friend, Is the present Deputy Miss
Cindy Clarke allowed to act as DPP in his absence?
Well, of course. She has done and I am sure she will
do, and so she should. So I do not know . . . this is the
danger of, I heard. Somebody told me that this is going on. This is the real danger that we have got to put
pave to in this country. It does not . . . I tell you this
much. If somebody sues you in relation to you said
something because you heard somebody else said it
about them, that is not going to be a defence. You are
going to find yourself in big trouble in the court if you
get sued. That is not going to defend you. And that
seems to be a habit. You know, I heard from somebody that so and so did this—it does not fly. Good
luck with that. So that type of thing has to stop. But
that is the answer with regard to that question.
Why did we go overseas to fill a Legal Aid
position? The post was advertised. I love to have
people on board, want to get Bermudians in. We have
got some great Bermudians working in Chambers. It is
a great place for people to do a career. You take people like Melvin Douglas, the Solicitor General, who I
started with. He went from pupil to the top over a 20
year career, which you would expect. That is about
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the journey from bottom up. Interesting enough, I went
from a pupil there, went out and did another little bit of
a dynamic run, and came back as the Attorney General after 20-odd years. And that is the type of thing
for a Bermudian that stays in that position, like Mr.
Douglas. That is the type of route you see.
So we certainly are—I particularly, Mr. Chairman—about getting young Bermudians in there. I will
grab students from school when I can get them, and
go out and say to schools, I will take students on their
days when they have got to have these days where
they can do professional days—come to me! I have
always been a practitioner of that, and Chambers is
as well. If they get an interest in law and they go out
and get trained and come back, come to the Attorney
General’s Chambers. Come to the DPP. Great career!
You may stay there for a while and you may end up
getting poached and going out into private practice.
That happens. That is the way that I ended up going.
But you have some really great career opportunities
and we want people to do it.
Now having said that, we have still got to fulfil
the positions. We still have to do the job. And if you
have got jobs to do, you would have to go and farm it
out, you know, hire outside counsel or, if it needs a
more full-time position (depending on what you are
doing), you are going to have to advertise. You advertise locally and then if you do not get somebody that
you need with the requirements to fulfil the position,
you are going to have to do it overseas.
So with regard to that Legal Aid position that
was raised, that is exactly what was done. The criteria
was not met with regard to the court experience—five
years call. You know, we have got to set standards,
Mr. Chairman. We have to set standards because the
world watches and we have to keep a pace with the
world. So when you are hiring and need to hire experienced counsel, you have got to set your minimums that are accepted in the professional world. So
you have to make it five years’ call, you cannot say
five years’ call but if you are Bermudian two years’
call. That is not going to do anything for you. That is
not going to do anything for those people that want
those jobs. That is not what it can be about. So that
was done in Legal Aid and the criteria was not met
with regard to five years’ call and the experience
needed and we had to go outside and outsource it. It
is as simple as that, and rightly so, so the job gets
done.
The impact on the private firms? Should Legal
Aid take in more in-house counsel? Well, firms in private practice will certainly still be utilised for multiple
defendant matters which are the current trend and
specialist matters as well as any matters for which inhouse counsel may be conflicted. So is it going to
have some impact? The answer is it may. But, you
know, you often find that the lawyers in practices . . .
and certainly mine was like that. You might do, you
know, Legal Aid and a number of other things and you
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still have paying clients that will come in and will hire
you to do something. So that is how we have to approach that.
With regard to the expenditure that the Honourable Mr. Burt raised (I used the term “vendors,”
they used the term “counsel”) I have two, three advisory counsel, consultancy counsel, on board for filling
full-time requirements. Effectively that covers that position. There was the farming out of work on the one
matter of the Tourism Authority. Again, that came
down to just we needed to get it done and being inundated.
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of Information.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mm-hmm.
POINT OF INFORMATION
Mr. E. David Burt: Just if you can give me the page
and line item specifically so that I can be sure that we
are talking about the same thing.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Sorry.
The Chairman: I think he just wants to follow along if
you can provide, you know . . . keep him tuned.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It would be 73.
Mr. E. David Burt: Okay, so under Attorney General’s
Chambers.
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and say, Can you give us advice on this and that. That
happens.
We have a lot of international positions in
various things and sometimes, sometimes, you will
come across one who has it. Sometimes you come
across a counsel that speaks a different language. It
might be great, just what you need. But we have positions like that. We have had issues with other jurisdictions. I want to say issues or things that we might
have to liaise with in jurisdictions in Europe and
places that speak different languages or have a whole
different system of law. And you have got to go out
and you are going to have to pay for that, you know,
and do it as best you can.
So those are how those figures get addressed, and I think very validly addressed. And the
key position to look at, when you look at this Ministry
and you look at it overall, is money we saved—a better part of a million dollars last year in outside counsel
fees—because of the way that this Government structured it. This is the fact—huge saving, you know, saving in just inefficiencies that were able to have reductions.
Some places had to go up because of the
things that have to be done, but not by hundreds of
thousands of dollars. When you start talking about
travel—not at all—it had to be done. Reduction comes
back this year because the planners do not need to do
those things again. I had to do them as a new Attorney General, we had to do them as a new Government. It was requested and required to do them. We
do not have to do it anymore, so we are able to pull it
back.

The Chairman: Yes, I am right on the page.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Part of that number relates to
the Bermuda Bar Association. We have to pay Bar
Counsel fees for all of our people. It is $16,000,
$17,000. And, you know, so we have got the three
counsel that are on board and some work that does
get (I will say) farmed out.
It may be an occasion where you have got
somebody in a particular area of expertise that you
want to ask a question of. I will give you by way of
example, like TIEA arrangements on tax exchange
information and so on. If you need to get a quick answer on something, it might be that it necessitates
going out. It could involve overseas counsel.
This just by way of example. I am not saying,
Mr. Chairman . . . but, let us say, that this year I had
one case that I conducted in the Court of Appeal. But
you are dealing with Argentinean law, an Argentinean
treaty arrangement. Well, you can ask in Chambers.
You send around an e-mail and say, Anybody qualified and specialised in Argentinean law? You anticipate that the answer is going to be no. You might
have to go out and have a paid-for chat with somebody—not travel. You might have to get on the line

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill:
I think that that addresses most, if not all, of the questions that were
raised by way of responses.
The Chairman: Okay. But you may have generated
some more questions. I will ask if anyone else would
like to speak.
Thank you, Mr. Attorney General, I think we
have some other Members over here that would like
to join into this debate. It looks like Shadow Minister
Burt was on his feet first.
I will acknowledge Shadow Minister Burt, and
then we will let the Shadow Attorney General come to
her feet.
Mr. E. David Burt: Two quick follow-ups, thank you,
Mr. Chairman.
Two quick follow-ups. I thank the Attorney
General for his responses. I was not very clear on the
responses under page B-73, the line item Professional
Services, so I am hoping that he could answer the
question with the detail that the Honourable Premier
answered the question yesterday in detailing the top
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five vendors of Professional Services. The only specific thing that we got was Bar Council, we did not get
any other specific numbers and I hoped that during
the lunch period he was able to find those numbers so
he could share that with the House.
Also, the Attorney General spoke about the
trip to Singapore. And he said the trip to Singapore
was $20,000. I was just hoping he could tell us which
specific quote or Head that came out of—whether or
not it came out of the Attorney General’s Headquarters or whether that came out of the Ministry of Legal
Affairs Headquarters—because that would be something that I wish to know.
Thank you.
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Mr. E. David Burt: The question asked were the
amounts paid.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes, I mean sure. Okay. That
is fine. The amount . . . absolutely. These are counsel—$169,000 with regard to one Senior Counsel;
$125,000, and $108,000. Those are for the counsel.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Forty-five. Let me just say
this, Mr. Chairman, that is something the previous
Government never did with regard to breaking down
what they paid for counsel. All right?

The Chairman: Thank you, Shadow Minister.
Would you like the Attorney General to reply
or do you want to get all your questions together?

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Could I?

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order.

The Chairman: Okay.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —never broke it down.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: If I could, because they come
into my head and it would be easier to reply like that.
But I will—if I could.

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of—

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: The previous Government—

The Chairman: The Shadow Minister . . . Shadow
Attorney General?

[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: You are yielding? You are yielding?
Attorney General, he just wants you to respond to those two questions.
Mr. E. David Burt: Respond to all of them.
The Chairman: Okay. Well, Attorney General they
want to go ahead and field you a lot of questions. So
we will take their questions.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: But if I may, with respect, if
you would not mind, I could address those two—I am
not trying to cut you off.
With regard to the—we will work back on it—it
came out of Legal Affairs with regard to the trip to
Singapore, Legal Affairs. Okay?
And with regard to the vendors, I did name
Bar Association. I am not going to get in . . . I think . . .
it is not hiding behind anything, I have three counsel
that are on board. I am not going to name who they
are, but they fulfil particular roles in Chambers as advisory counsel. One of them, I will tell you, two of them
are in the remit of my section of Chambers and the
other is in the Parliamentary Council area. Okay? So
that is the three that are actually on staff, let’s put it
that way. That are working within house, so that is not
farming it out. And the other one was the MGM Limited that was raised, and then there was Bar Council,
that is your five that.

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you. I do have to rise on
a point of order. The point of order is with respect to
. . . my learned friend’s favourite one about misleading
the House. Those questions were not asked. If the
questions were asked—
The Chairman: They would have been answered.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: They would have been answered.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I am sitting right there behind
you, Mr. Crockwell.
The Chairman: Thank you. And up until that point, I
was about to say that was a good exchange that went
back and forth because the Shadow Minister got his
questions answered right away. Well, I see that . . .
Mr. Furbert?
I recognise Mr. Furbert, he has some questions for you, Attorney General.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes. Thank you.
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The Attorney General, I believe, mentioned
earlier that the travel has gone down. Is that what you
said?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The projected has gone
down.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The budget for travel has
gone down compared to what? Last year’s estimate?
No, because last year’s estimate—this is B-62 . . .
Travel was $60,000 compared to $71,000 this year.
So it has gone up. It has gone up by 18 per cent.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That is what accountants
look at.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That is what accountants
look at. I am not sure what lawyers look at, but accountants look at that. And it went up by 27 per cent in
comparison to 2012/13.
The Chairman: Mm-hmm.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay. I just want to make
sure that people know that travel went up, not . . . It
did not go down, because that is what you had mentioned.
Okay. The numbers are here. There is no way
you can doctor those numbers unless you can change
them in front of me, but the numbers have gone up.
Now, the Attorney General has Professional
Services—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, but I am looking at
overall travel. How he breaks it down is up to him,
how he . . . where he takes his budget from.
Professional Services . . . and I understand
putting a number here of 2-4-4-6—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry, B-62—I am looking at
the overall Ministry of Legal Affairs. And when you talk
about Professional Services, and most of that I understand from what you are saying is Legal Aid.
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Most accountants look at
historical information to make projections going forward. I am not sure, Attorney General, whether there
are any significant policies or legislation that you are
going to bring forward that is going to really reduce
Legal Aid cost that much. And I hear what you are
saying, but every Minister, every Government that I
am aware of has had a struggle with that.
And I wish you all the best, but I can guarantee that you will be back before this House (unless
something changes) with a supplement on this particular issue. You can put the numbers here as much
as you want, and make it look good for this year’s estimate, but I remember seeing last year that fiscal
revenue, when the Minister of Finance talked about
Payroll Tax, he underestimated (is the term I will
use)the actual amount. I believe you have underestimated the actual cost for Legal Aid in this budget to
make the numbers look good. And you are going to
come forward . . . I would probably say looking at historical information, you will back for at least a half a
million dollars. I am predicting right now you will come
back, and you will probably try to prove me wrong by
doing some of the cases yourself.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I know that—just joking.
But you will probably be back for half a million
. . . and I cannot wait until the Minister of Health
stands up because they will do the same thing. They
are going to come back . . . because everybody has
done. All right? It makes it look sharp. So that is . . . I
wish you all the best.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, everyone does it. You
know, you may estimate it and say, Well let me do it,
but you know you will be back for every . . . I have
never seen supplements not come to this House. And
you will be back because you had $48 million overspent over last year, so you will be there explaining
your supplements for last year, when you said that
you were—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: And I wish you all the best,
all right?
Unless crime has gone down . . . I will applaud you and the Minister of National Security that if
that is going to take place, that all of a sudden crime is
going to go down and we will not have it . . . legalise
marijuana and this type of stuff and you may not have
some additional . . . before the courts. You know,
those things could possibly happen because you can
then tolerate certain things. So that is possible.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes.
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And then I will blame it not on your experience, but on what you . . . that is why I said policies
and legislation. Because I know my honourable colleague here, we used to battle in Cabinet on that particular item. What do you do? And we made changes.
I can remember the former Attorney General would
stand up and state a change that we made to try to
get that bill down. But someone has got to pay it. We
promised people would get protection of Legal Aid.
Now, this issue that you talked about—
Salaries. The last thing was Salaries. How much time
do we have left? I will not be too long. How much
time?
The Chairman: You have got time.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay. The way I understand
is that there are—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: This is Staffing overall. I believe you were talking about nine, you had mentioned
nine vacancies, seven lawyers and two, I think you
said, secretaries or administrators.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: How long have these posts
been vacant? I am not sure whether the former Attorney General asked this question. How long have
these posts been vacant? And if they are vacant for a
long period of time, why do we still need to budget for
it? I am well aware how Ministers budget for—
particularly on salaries—because we had looked at
going back to the actual number. I heard the Minister
of Finance say on television, on Let’s Talk, Oh, no, we
only paid “X” amount of staff. That is not the number.
You know we actually . . . we know exactly what the
staffing structure is, how many actually we pay every
month.
Then why are we budgeting for unfilled posts?
Because that is where, I think, at the end of the day,
the Minister of Finance can really cut some costs because every Minister (I can tell you right now—we are
guilty of it and every Government beforehand was
guilty of it) will put this budget in for staffing and then
we will spend it on something else. Okay? And I believe that overall that is where the Minister of Finance
could probably get . . . I am not sure how many millions, but it is millions within the unfilled positions. And
when just before we lost office in 2012—
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Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: That is fine, thank you very
much for yielding.
The Chairman: Yes, Attorney General?
POINT OF INFORMATION
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It is not millions. It certainly is
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Overall.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Oh, over the whole Government? Oh, I apologise, yes. I meant my Ministry,
sorry.
The Chairman: Continue on, Mr. Furbert.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Because I know that in
Transport . . . in Tourism, we have about four or five
that we were going to cut out in 2012/13. In other
words, the Finance Minister of that day told us to not
budget for unfilled positions. But every permanent
secretary, or whoever does the budget, your accountant people, put the same people back in. And I expected this year . . . to be honest with you, I thought
that you were going to go back to (should I say) zero
budgeting, particularly when it comes to the heads of
individuals.
Because, like I said, every Minister . . . because you look for it. I have got five posts unfilled. Let
us say they are getting $100,000. You have got half a
million—and we hid it. I was able to say, Hey, we have
got that post that is not filled, take that money and
allocate it to a John Lennon concert, for an example.
And I think that is where the Minister of Finance could
really crack down and keep tight, and make you live.
Now, if you really need that additional nine,
seven legals, we understand that. And then maybe,
maybe you will say that this year we will fill those positions. But if you are not, then I think that, overall—and
that is throughout every ministry. Every ministry.
Probably not the new ones, the Ministry of Economic
Development, they may be pretty well lean on their
numbers.
But you mentioned, I believe, that there is
money inside of the Salaries that will go towards Professional Services, if I heard, for outside lawyers. Did I
hear that? In other words, and I think you read it off
that document. You said that the savings will go in the
Salaries?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of information.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So that means that really the
funding is not allocated in the right position. It should
be under Professional Services and not under Salaries. Because you already got it in your head that you
are going to outsource staffing. Then it should be un-
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der Professional Services and not budgeted under
Salaries.
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Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Can I do a point of clarification there because it is a long discourse—

And like I said, we . . . every Government has
been guilty of it. But we were going to try to straighten
up in 2012/13. But I will deal with that under the Ministry of Finance.
The last position, and he may have answered
this question, and that was on Advertising and Promotion . . . Did you answer that question?

The Chairman: Go ahead, Attorney General.

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: And the Honourable Member
may be able to assist, but part of that reason is (and I
hear what he is saying) that I have to look at it in coming in there. And I have tried, having had the experience of building up two law firms over the years, to
look at how we can best bring, you know, that type of
private approach. Not privatisation—but that type of
approach to a Chambers. And we have tried to do
that.
The fact of the matter is that I am looking at
what . . . and I take my honourable friend’s point because I think he has a good one. I am looking at what
the best situation would be that I could hope for (like
the wish list). I would like to have this complement. I
would still like to get it. And you are looking for those
people all the time. And it is not easy to fill those positions.
So part of it has to be budgeted for that because, ideally—that is what I am saying, ideally—I
would love to have that number. It would be a savings
on that. I know in not having that number it is inevitable, inevitable, as it has been, that I am going to have
to use Professional Services, that I have to go out because I do not have the contingent that I want to have.
So that is the juggling act.
Now, I am not so sure I am obliged to the
Honourable Member for this, because the Finance
Minister is here he might have heard him and now he
is saying, Oh, Pettingill needs seven next year, and so
when I come back for nine, I am going to get cut, but
okay. You know, I have to look at that and I think I
could see a malleable position in that down the road.
But just to address the Honourable Member’s point,
that is my thinking as to how the approach is in doing
it and what the inevitability is. But you have got to try
and find those counsel all the time.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, Advertising and Promotion in 2013 you budgeted for $156,000 and the
actual was $156,000, but then all of a sudden zero for
2014/15. Where . . . what happened? Are you not going to be advertising and promoting anything within
the Legal Affairs Headquarters? Because you budgeted and you spent it. Where is it going now? And—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Ahh. Not . . . no, do not go
too fast on that, because, really, it was transferred to
another department. Okay? And it sounds nice like
saying everybody just transferred over there and we
had 100 per cent savings, which is not true.

The Chairman: Continue on, Mr. Furbert.

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: And I appreciate that. I appreciate your response on that.
I know it is not the debate of the Ministry of
Finance, but I would hope that the Government will
come to Parliament and tell us what is the total unallocated—sorry, not unallocated, unfilled—positions in
each Ministry and the cost of it so we know the total
package. I think that would be a very interesting number coming from the Government.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I mean it sounded, I mean,
you had me for a while, until I started searching for
some numbers, and saw something is not right there.
That is why I led to the Advertising and Promotion because then you would be able to track it down. So it is
not 22 per cent overall. You probably saved, I don’t
know, maybe 5 per cent or 7 per cent based on the
Minister’s requests.
And the last but not least, you mentioned that
your Ministry paid for the trip to Singapore.

POINT OF CLARIFICATION

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay, I heard it.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: That was a good question.
The Chairman: Attorney General, would you like to
answer him now? Go ahead.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Again, that was the . . . it is a
good dialogue I think. I appreciate the questions. They
are very valid, with respect.
That is a Consumer Affairs situation, so that
has moved out now so that eases me up on that end.
The Chairman: Mr. Furbert, continue.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I think that leads to probably
my two last questions. You had mentioned about
22 per cent savings. Right?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Overall.
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay. Answer the question
again then, How much did your Ministry pay—
The Chairman: His staff. Attorney General?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: [It was] $20,000.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay. So it was a total trip—
because I have the report, the Minister’s response
from his Ministry of 50—of $48,000. Is it $48,000 plus
$20,000?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of clarification for
the Honourable Member.
The Chairman: Would the Minister Tourism?
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you.
The Honourable Member asked a question of
the . . . all the trips, those who accompanied and the
total cost. So the total cost of the trip was $48,000 and
$20,000 was paid for from the Ministry of Legal Affairs.
The Chairman: Mr. Furbert, continue.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, let me tell you a good
secret, in the future, just give your Ministerial Brief, it
looks better.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well listen, I read the question over, it says the number of overseas trips the Minister has taken.
An Hon. Member: And the total cost.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, for the Minister and the
officials. All right? So in other words . . . because we
. . . because I . . . you had me thinking that you had
paid two trips. But it is clear. Thank you very much.
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Furbert.
The Shadow Attorney General, Ms. Wilson,
would you like to have the floor?
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, thank you.
I just have a question that was not answered,
despite the representation that I was not in the House.
Actually, I was in the back, so I could hear from the
radio these proceedings that this answer was not provided. And that is with respect to the Justice Protection Scheme, which is at B . . . (oh, dear) it is relating
to the fact that there is, under the employees . . . it
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seems to indicate that there are zero employees. So I
was wondering who was going to be operating that
Justice Protection Scheme if there are no employees
to do so.
It is on page B-63, Justice Protection Programme, line item 97070, estimates of zero employees. So that is the first question that I had previously
asked, so if I can get an answer to that I would be
obliged.
And then the other question . . . actually, I did
not ask this previously but hopefully the Learned Attorney General will be able to assist us in that, and
that is with respect to the Financial Intelligence
Agency [FIA]. I know that the grant that they received
is the same sum that they received last year. And I
recall when we were speaking about the FIA last year
in this particular Honourable House, one of the concerns I raised was with respect to the IMF review that
Bermuda scheduled to have in the spring of 2016
concerning our compliance to money laundering and
terrorist financing, and recognising in 2007, there
were a number of areas in which they felt that Bermuda fell short on insofar as our regulatory regime.
One of those particular areas related specifically to what we refer to as “designated non-financial
business professionals”—car dealerships, jewellery
stores, real estate agencies, and the like. And the understanding was that the FIA would be the unit to provide that regulatory framework. And when I asked this
question last year to the Honourable Attorney General, the issue . . . the answer was that there were not
enough funds at this point to bump up the FIA insofar
as providing them with the financial support to help
them with the human resources so that Bermuda can
be ready when we are reviewed in 2016, which is, you
can appreciate, Mr. Chairman, right around the corner.
It is very, very critical that Bermuda receives
stellar marks. We have put a lot of work into the regulatory regime and the former PLP Government did
substantive measures insofar as getting our legislation
up to date, so that we could be compliant with the
40+9 FATF (Financial Action Task Force) Recommendations. And my concern now is that the budget
for the FIA has not increased.
So I would hope that the second question that
I have while I am on my feet for the Honourable Attorney General is, what resources are going to be found
for the Financial Intelligence Agency so that they can
assist in their mandate for Bermuda’s protection and
so ensure us finding the resources so that the designated non-financial business professional entities
(which we will be marked on) can be completed . . . I
am sorry, so that that regulatory process can be implemented if the FIA has not been provided with more
financial resources to do so.
The Chairman: Thank you, Shadow Attorney General, Ms. Wilson.
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Does any other Member wish to speak?
Attorney General, I will recognise the Shadow
Minister, Mr. Scott.
Mr. Scott?
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Did the Learned Attorney General field my
questions on DPP?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael J. Scott: You did. So they are recorded?
Those were the first questions on the . . . the
question about the corruption attorney and the DPP—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael J. Scott: All right. Thank you.
I apologise, I was not in the House.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: And the other piece was on
the acting—
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Scott.
Does any other Member wish to ask a question of the Attorney General?
All right. Attorney General?
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With regard to the question that my honourable learned friend asked with regard to the zero at B63 on the Justice Protection, the fact of the matter is
that there is a voluntary service position there and
also there is the commitment from counsel in Chambers that are dealing with it. The one full-time equivalent shown on page B-63, under Original and Revised
Estimates, represents an allocation for an Administrative Assistant and that position was never actioned
and has not been budgeted for this year. That is what
happened.
So we had, much to Honourable Member
Furbert’s budget, with regard to it, I think we got it
right on that one. We have not budgeted for that position this time. It has been taken out and become a
zero, which I think is what he was suggesting me to
be doing. So that is how we have done it in relation to
the Justice Protections, which makes a lot of sense
and there is a saving there and the accounts in
Chambers are doing a stellar job in addressing the
particular issues that we have to address there.
There was the one area I wanted to touch on,
the Honourable Member, Mr. Furbert, raised some
key points with regard to Legal Aid and the projection.
And I take his point on that that. We always have to
come back for a supplemental. But the one little,
maybe Ace that I have in my hand, and part of why I
think that is a realistic projection on the Legal Aid
budget, is that crime is down exponentially. I mean,
crime is down 48 per cent. So I already am able to
look—

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Thank you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order. Point of order
. . . I have heard that before.

[Crosstalk]
The Chairman: Senior moment, eh?

The Chairman: Attorney General, will you yield, you
have a point of order?—

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: No, no, junior moment, I think
more is what it would be in my profession. The seniors
tend to do very well.
On the IMF position, and I am obliged to my
honourable and learned friend for that, we have had
. . . it is ongoing, let me say. I, you know, it is one of
the major focuses of my administration and indeed
some of the work that I have done in speaking to
those issues in other jurisdictions and getting us to be
fully compliant. And my learned friend will appreciate
how much has had to be done and how much still will
need to be done.
And when it comes to the FIA there are certainly matters that are . . . I will say this much—as
much as I can—that are continuing under review. We
have had one post there that has been vacated in recent times and we are now looking with regard to
making sure that we are fully up to date, up to scratch,
and up to speed with regard to that spring date of
2016. But that is an ongoing position that we are addressing.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes, of course, I will.
The Chairman: Mr. Furbert?
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, yes, the crime
is not down 48 per cent. Crime is down 48 per cent
since 2009—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: [Since] 2009.
It is only down 12 per cent over 2012. But I
keep on hearing him repeat that. Yes, I said it was
down 44 per cent between 2009 and 2012—I accept
that—that was under the PLP. I accept that part.
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Furbert.
Attorney General?
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Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Quite. No, I take that point—
2009—12 per cent last year.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: [It was] 12 per cent. That is
still . . . here you go with the lawyers and accountants.
But no, valid point. It is down 12 per cent. But 12 per
cent is 12 per cent, you know—
The Chairman: It is not 48.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —that is a considerable—
The Chairman: It is not 48, though.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It is not 48, 48—
The Chairman: We will take that as a move in the
right direction.
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right direction. If crime trends down, then your Legal
Aid payment logically trends down as well. So that is
. . . we will come back and I am hopeful—and by the
way, if my honourable friend has to acknowledge that
I got that one right (and I know that he is a man of
humility that would do that) that is in the best interests
of all. We would all be winning—
The Chairman: We all want to see that.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —if I have to choke that one
and say, I was wrong, I mean, he is not going to be
happy about that because if I am wrong, that would
mean that we trended in the wrong direction. So we
will all be happy—him included, I am sure—if he has
to say, Okay, that one, you got it right. But that is what
I am hopeful for, and I am going to stand by that.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of information.
The Chairman: Honourable Member Furbert.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —you know, 12 per cent in a
year anywhere in the world is a “wow” factor, let us
be—
The Chairman: Like I said, a move in the right direction.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —honest, 12 per cent in a
year is super stuff.

POINT OF INFORMATION
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I accept the Honourable Attorney General saying that the crime is down. In certain categories, by the way. In other categories they
are up. But Legal Aid does not just cover crime. Legal
Aid also covers divorces. Correct?

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I mean, you have got to give
us credit for that. Or at least you have to give credit for
the fact that it is down that much.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes, that is not quite what I
said, if I may. Eighty per cent . . . over 80 per cent of
the Legal Aid budget is crime. Okay? Nineteen per
cent, I think, is on civil matters—19 [per cent]—so
81 per cent is crime. That is how I arrived at that. So
that is a pretty substantial position—

The Chairman: It is a decrease.

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: So when you do the projection, the Legal Aid budget—

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It was included in that? I
heard sotto voce my honourable learned friend’s position on matrimony . . . that is included in the whole of
that.

The Chairman: That is true.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Well, I don’t know about that.
The Legal Aid budget, over 80 per cent is on
criminal cases. So when one is doing a projection on
what you are going to cover on crime and you look at
how much your crime is down, you know, it creates, I
think, a little bit of a fairer position with regard to your
estimate on what that might be. It might be that you
have to come back depending on what happens, but
you already know, at least for this part of the year,
what the scheduled cases are and what you are going
to be looking at.
And you have to hope, hope—and hope
springs eternal—that the trend continues in the same
direction. It looks to be doing that, knock on wood.
God forbid. It looks to be doing that—trending in the

The Chairman: Sure.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It is 19 per cent—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —relates to civil matrimonial
cases, 81 per cent is on crime. So that is how we arrived at that number. I think the 12 per cent, just going
back to my honourable friend’s comments there, relates to overall crime being down. So if you have got
overall crime down by 12 per cent—
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The Chairman: Mm-hmm.

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —you are trending in the
right direction.
If you want to say . . . and look, here is a
point. If I wanted to do it that way and I did not try to
gild the lily with this, you know, murders are down
quite considerably percentage wise. And those are the
cases that cost the most money. So it might be that
that impact is even greater. We have not gotten into
all those numbers and we will see on a projection, but
that is my hope, too. With that rate being down, one
hopes that it stays down.
It is important to all of us if that rate stays
down and the percentage of that, which is quite considerable. Then you could see the impact on the Legal
Aid budget because those are the cases that cost the
most money with regard to experts, financing, lawyers, and all the rest of it, they take longer, they cost
more.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: and it sounds good. it
sounds good. I mean, because it—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, since 2000 and—
An Hon. Member: Just 2000.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Right. What is the crime rate
since 1956? That is my point. Let’s not compare way
back there because it is over a thousand percentage
down.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, for your input.
Attorney General?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes.

The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Attorney General.
Does any other Honourable Member wish to
add a comment or question?

The Chairman: Would you like to just wrap it up? I
think you were looking for the answer to Mr. Scott’s
question.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Oh, so sorry.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: If I could just have a minute, I have an application for the Attorney General.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: My honourable and learned
friend, Mr. Scott’s, question. He asked about whether I
could confirm whether a Specialist Prosecutor has
been engaged to conduct a corruption prosecution in
this country. And as I said, I indicated earlier, that that
is the remit of the DPP constitutionally and must be
that way. And the comment with regard to that is it
would not be appropriate to advise about potential
pending investigations or prosecutions. I think that is
the way that it must be.

The Chairman: Yes, we have the Minister.

The Chairman: Good.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The point that was raised
a minute ago in terms of, as the Attorney General
raised, he said 48 per cent. But just to clarify: In all,
2013 marks the lowest crime recorded in the last 14
years—a 43 per cent decrease as compared to 2000.
That is in the Royal Gazette. I am trying to find the
date here . . . February 14, 2014.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: That is the answer I must
give.
In relation to the questions that were raised
and people asking in the constituencies . . . and my
honourable learned friend asked me, Is the present
Deputy Director allowed to act as DPP in his absence? And the answer is of course. There are two
Deputies and both have acted in the past and one
would expect that that would be the case.

The Chairman: Okay.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: My honourable friend raised
. . . I said I would . . . I missed it. There might be some
members of the listening audience that did not hear it
with regard to—

The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, point of order.

The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Attorney General.
Honourable Member, Mr. Scott?

The Chairman: Mr. Furbert, you have the floor.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: I am very grateful. And I appreciate the fact that this was repeated. A follow up
question?

POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I know the honourable colleagues . . . and for some reason they keep on dwelling on this to, to—

The Chairman: Sure.
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Hon. Michael J. Scott: Whilst I accepted that and I
concur that the details of any prosecution through the
constitutionally appointed DPP’s Office are not to be
disclosed, my question is: Is there counsel engaged in
the management, preparation for the specific purpose
of a prosecution relating to corruption against person
or persons yet to be identified? I do not know if the
Attorney General can answer that question, but that
was the gravamen of my question.
Thanks, sir.
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Scott.
Attorney General, would you like to respond?
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Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: The role relates to the putting
together of all of the legislation that relates to a gaming regime, there is a plethora, and a plethora of
amendments that have to be made. And in large part
though, it relates to the putting together of the regulations, which in any jurisdiction are voluminous. The
counsel that we sought out has particular experience
in regulations and gaming experience, and we, you
know, looked at that very carefully and I also think, we
cut the best deal possible. There is no question—no
question—that was with the support of the full team
that we needed to get some assistance in that area.
The Chairman: Sure.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: From my constitutional position I have to say, again, it would be entirely inappropriate, if I had that knowledge, for me to answer that
question.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: And it was well, well worth it.
The Chairman: All right.
Ms. Wilson, would you like to continue?

The Chairman: Sure.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It has to be that way, particularly when it comes to prosecutions.
The Chairman: Any other Member?
The Shadow Attorney General, Ms. Wilson?
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you.
At B-73, Professional Services, in the Attorney
General’s Chambers or it could alternatively be listed
under, I presume, it is under the Attorney General’s
Chambers . . . well, or the Ministry of Legal Affairs,
because those lines can be blurred on occasions. I
seem to recall that the Honourable Attorney General
indicated that there was a specialist lawyer that was
brought in to assist recently with respect to the gaming issues and so forth, and I wonder whether or not
the Attorney General can indicate which core heading
does this fall under? Is it under Legislative Affairs or
was it under Attorney General’s Chambers. and the
sum that was paid in total.
The Chairman: Thank you, Shadow Attorney General, Ms. Wilson.
Any other Member?
All right. Attorney General, you can have the
floor.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Thank you.
Attorney General’s Chambers, and the answer is $40,000.

The Chairman: Attorney General, I think she is asking—the Shadow Attorney General has asked a specific question.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: That is correct. Of 2 Hare
Court Chambers, London. Yes.
The Chairman: Ms. Wilson, that is your answer.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, thank you. And my followup question to that is that the Learned and Honourable Attorney General indicated that this person had a
“wealth of experience in gaming regulation” and I just
want . . . find it curious that when you look to the website of this individual, gaming is not even mentioned.
In fact, the word “game” is not mentioned. This person
[has 21 years] of criminal experience at the Bar, specialising in cases of serious crime, money-laundering,
and increasingly [cases of] health and safety and environmental enforcement matters.
So I guess my question would be why the
Government felt the need to spend $40,000 on someone that has “regulatory gaming expertise” when their
own website and the Chambers in which they are affiliated with makes no mention of that.
The Chairman: Thank you, Shadow Attorney General.
Mr. Attorney General?

The Chairman: Yes, Ms. Wilson?
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Right. And $40,000 . . . and this
individual was . . . What was this person’s role?
The Chairman: Mr. Attorney General?

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes. Can the Attorney General
confirm that the $40,000 that was allocated for Professional Services for the individual to help address
the gaming regulations was Christopher Gillespie?

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It is a good question. I do not
know which website my learned friend is seeing, but I
have certainly seen the website that says something
different. And I will try and provide that to my honour-
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able and learned friend. I think that is all . . . they certainly . . . that individual, I believe, has criminal experience. There is no question they have been involved in this particular area and that their Chambers
are involved in that particular area and in discussing it
with the Chambers, decided this man was the right
man for the job.
And I am telling you, given the job that was
done, I do not think we have any question with regard
to that. So that is a valid question. What the website
is, but I will undertake to provide the credentials that,
certainly, we have with regard to that individual. No
question at all that that helped us to get the job done.
The Chairman: Shadow Attorney General Ms. Wilson, you have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, thank you.
And so for Professional Services under that
heading under Attorney General’s Chambers, $45,000
was paid to Mello Jones and Martin for drafting the—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Tourism Authority.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: —Tourism Authority and
$40,000 was paid to Christopher Gillespie for assisting in the gaming regulations. Correct?
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Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will now move that the Heads 87, 04 and 75
be now approved.
The Chairman: No objections?
Approved.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Ministry of Legal Affairs, Heads
87, 04, and 75 were approved and stand part of the
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures 2014/15.]
The Chairman: The next Head is that of the Ministry
of Home Affairs and it is the Junior Minister, Mr. Sylvan Richards who is going to be presenting this.
Mr. Richards, the floor is yours.
Could you give an indication, Mr. Richards of
what Heads . . . whether you are going to do all Heads
or individual Heads so we will know from the start?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
I move that Heads 93, 27, 32 and 42 be now
taken under consideration.
The Chairman: So you move them all together collectively?

[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes.
The Chairman: It has not been paid yet—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It has not all been paid. I
think somebody . . . that was the total cost, I mean, of
doing it, so that has not been paid, but the other figure, I think, yes, that is correct. That is what he said.
Again, I would say, Mr. Chairman . . . and to
everybody hearing this, that is not a startling number
when you consider what . . . I go back to it again. I
have to say, I saved over a million dollars across
Government last year in the outsourcing and hiring of
counsel. Saved it! So those numbers . . . you know,
lawyers get paid money. You need to get them on
board—money well spent and well reviewed beforehand, too.
The Chairman: Does any other Member wish to
question or add a comment on this debate?
No other Member?
Mr. Attorney General, are you complete? We
can close this out and move on to the next?
Would you just like to move your Heads now?
Yes. Just move your Heads, so it is a few—

The Chairman: Thank you.
Continue on.
HEAD 93—MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Chairman, I would
invite my honourable colleagues to turn to page B319, Estimates of Expenditure and Revenue for Head
93, the Ministry of Home Affairs.
The Chairman: Is your microphone on?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, it is.
I had a little problem. I got too close to the
microphone a few nights ago, so I am trying to be
more careful.
The Chairman: All right. Do not be frightened of the
microphone though.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It might bite me.
The Chairman: Yes, do not be frightened of it.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Just give me the script and I
think that I have the same—.
The Chairman: We approve your Heads.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The proposed fiscal
2014/15 budget for the Ministry of Home Affairs reflects changes in service delivery and service levels
for some established programmes and the inclusion of
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new initiatives designed to enhance the quality of service to the public offered by the various Departments.
The Ministry of Home Affairs has responsibility for:
• The Department of Workforce Development;
• Registry General;
• The Department of Planning;
• Bermuda Economic Development Corporation;
• The Department of Immigration;
• Consumer Affairs;
• The Rent Commissioners Office;
• Parish Councils;
• Charities; and
• The two municipalities.
The total Ministry budget is $18,850,000. Of
this amount, the Ministry Headquarters allocation,
Head 93, totals $3,466,000.
The Current Account Estimates for Head 93
includes funding for all of headquarters administration
which is inclusive of grant funding of $54,000 for the
Parish Councils and $1,477,000 to the Bermuda Economic Development Corporation as found on page C22 of the Budget Book.
The mission of the Ministry Headquarters is
consistent with other Ministries in that it is responsible
to direct and coordinate the activities of its departments as well as drive any policy or legislative
change.
Mr. Chairman—
The Chairman: Yes?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: —the Ministry of Home
Affairs has a number of core objectives it will focus on
in the upcoming fiscal year as a matter of priority such
as but not limited to:
1. strengthening the economy;
2. streamlining processes;
3. stimulating business and job growth;
4. improving efficiency;
5. protecting the Consumer.
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The mandate is to continue working with the
various businesses in the Island to encourage them to
take part in the shared sacrifice so the consumer can
enjoy additional financial relief as we continue the upward trend in turning the economy around.
Mr. Chairman, I am happy to report that in
November of 2013, we held a retreat at the Southampton Princess to kick-start our meetings, with the
Committee meeting quarterly to keep discussions going regarding the way forward.
I am equally pleased with the commitment
from the members of the Committee since we have
been having more frequent meetings with suggestions
forthcoming relating to ways we can stimulate job
growth.
To date, Mr. Chairman, we have had presentations held in early February 2014 from the grocers
since there was some talk about price gouging in light
of the 10 per cent discount being offered on Wednesdays.
To this I can say that the presentation was
quite the eye-opener which was well received and
appreciated by all Committee members. It is worth
mentioning that the President of the Bermuda Industrial Union personally thanked Mr. Tredick Gorham for
his most informative presentation that not only
enlightened the Committee members to the workings
of the grocery stores, but clarified issues relating to
the variance in prices among the stores.
Mr. Chairman, in addition to the ongoing
monitoring of the grocery stores, I will mention a number of initiatives we are pushing forward in the Ministry
of Home Affairs as I deliver the respective briefs by
department. However, as I am quite excited about
what we are doing, I will take this opportunity to mention just a few initiatives beforehand.
The Ministry will:
1. continue its review of the Commercial Immigration Policy;
2. complete the work started in relation to the
Review of Work Permit Policy in consultation
with the stakeholder group;
3. continue with the progressive work relating to
the revision of internal work permit approval/appeals processes which is progressing very well;
4. complete the work on the National Training
Plan;
5. continue working with the Economic Tripartite
Committee to have other entities such as
BELCO, the insurers and the banks to take
part in the shared sacrifice;
6. complete the merger of the Consumer Affairs
Office with the Department of Rent Commissioners to realise further savings to the Government by way of salaries and rental expenditure;
7. continue work on the modernisation of the
Planning Regulatory Framework;

As a result, the Ministry's resources have
been directed towards achieving these objectives.
The Ministry continues to be actively engaged
as a participant on the Economic Development Committee, working to streamline regulatory processes
and removing roadblocks and barriers associated with
major developments in Bermuda in a bid to create
new jobs. This will be done by focusing on the core
objectives as previously mentioned.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry will also continue
the work started with the Economic Tripartite Committee, a group of organisations made up from many sectors of the Island from the Collective Unions, the Hotel
Association, and the Bermuda Employers Council to
various Government departments.
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8. continue work on the consolidation of Bermuda's Labour Laws in consultation with all
stakeholders;
9. continue work on the new Bermuda Building
Code;
10. continue work relating to the upgrading of the
Land Use Register;
11. going live with the Job Board website so employers and potential employees can see what
is available in the job market.

Further, Mr. Chairman, the Ministry will continue:
1. reviewing the Immigration and Protection
Act—Land Licensing regime with Real Estate
Stakeholders and the Conveyancing Bar of
the Bermuda Bar Association;
2. updating the Municipalities Act;
3. participate in the 2014 Hospitality Job Fair;
4. mediating issues between the Bermuda Industrial Union and employers when required;
5. working with our cruise line partners to provide more opportunities for locals to explore
careers on board cruise ships;
6. will table the Charities Act 2014; and,
7. will table amendments to the Labour Relations
Act to make Public Transportation an Essential Service.
The Ministry also spearheaded the development of several new training programmes including
the Industrial Cleaners Training to the Cruise Ship
Employment Programme among many others.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry actively engaged
stakeholders during the past year and conducting individual stakeholder meetings with the:
• Work Permit Stakeholder Group;
• Bermuda Industrial Union;
• Bermuda Trade Union Congress;
• Bermuda Public Services Union;
• US Consul General;
• The Philippine Consular;
• The Musicians Association;
• Bermuda Hotel Association;
• The Salvation Army;
• BEST;
• The Economic Tripartite Committee; and
• The Labour Advisory Council—to name just a
few.
All of this, Mr. Chairman, in an effort to find
solutions to ensure the Ministry met its core objectives.
Against that background, Mr. Chairman, I
would now like to draw your attention to Current Account Estimates for Head 93, the Ministry of Home
Affairs, page B-321 refers.
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The Chairman: Go right ahead.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Current Account Estimates. Mr. Chairman,
there is a Programme 9301 that comprises Administration as well as Consumer Affairs.
Mr. Chairman, Administration costs are
$2,797,000, down from $7,172,000 from the previous
year, which represents a 61 per cent decrease from
the revised estimates for 2013/14.
Mr. Chairman, Consumer Affairs is a new section within the Home Affairs Ministry.
Mr. Chairman, Consumer Affairs costs are
$669,000, down from $820,000 from the previous year
which represents just under an 18.4 per cent decrease from the revised estimates for 2013/14.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry Headquarters is
staffed by seven full-time employees. These include a
Permanent Secretary, Executive Assistant, Policy
Analyst, Controller and two Accounts Assistants. The
Policy Analyst post is currently filled by a seconded
officer and will be filled on a substantive basis in the
coming months.
[Cell phone rings]
The Chairman: Cell phones should be off in here,
please, in the Gallery.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: A little background music.
Mr. Chairman, with a quick review of the Subjective Analysis of Current Account Estimates, the
allocation of the funding is clear with the two most
significant line items being that of Salaries and Grants
and Contributions.
The Grants and Contributions line item represents the Operational Grant to the Bermuda Economic
Development Corporation (BEDC). Notwithstanding,
this grant was reduced by some $130,000 when compared to the fiscal year 2013/14.
Salaries have increased $538,000, primarily
as a result of Consumer Affairs now falling within the
Ministry with the five full-time staff in this Section.
Other funding for Professional Services, for
instance, another sizable line item represents an allocation for legal and consulting fees for specialised
work to be carried out by the Ministry in the exercise
of its remit. Such work includes support of the Immigration Appeals Tribunal, Governance Reform project
costs and other incidental costs.
Merging of departments (which will result in
cost savings), Mr. Chairman, you will be aware of the
many recommendations highlighted in the SAGE report that was released to the Minister of Finance and
subsequently to the public in the fourth quarter of
2013.
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This report recommended: (1) reducing expenditure of rents paid to the private sector,
(2) making better use of the existing Government inventory of buildings, and (3) reducing the number of
public officers to ensure the long-term sustainability of
the Government, among many other recommendations.
In January of 2014, the Ministry undertook a
review of its departments in light of the recent reorganisation of Ministries and departments effected in
December of 2013.
Of the many departments in the Ministry, this
review highlighted the fact that the Consumer Affairs
Office and the Rent Commissioners Office had small
staffing compliments (five in each Office) and carried
out very similar investigative and enforcement functions.
Mr. Chairman, this review was well timed
since the Department of Consumer Affairs' lease at
their current location situated at 129 Front Street,
Hamilton, had expired in the fourth quarter of 2013,
with the department about to enter into a renegotiated long-term lease for this same facility.
Since the expiration of their lease, Consumer
Affairs has been on a month-to-month lease during
this time. Notwithstanding, the landlord was given notice by the Estates Section within the Ministry of Public Works that the lease would not be renewed and
that the Government would be surrendering the property as of March 31, 2014.
Conversely, the Rent Commissioners Office
had already signed a three-year lease commencing 1
January 2013 with the expiration of this lease in December of 2016. And since the space the Rent Commissioner occupied in the Rego Building situated on
Reid Street appeared large enough to house both offices, it only seemed logical to consolidate departments into the same location as phase one of this initiative. The revised plan indicates phase one should
be completed by mid-April 2014.
Mr. Chairman, the Estates Section within the
Ministry of Public Works has been working with the
heads of the two offices to ensure the merging of
space is as seamless as possible. And at this time, I
would like to take this opportunity to thank the Honourable Patricia Gordon-Pamplin, Minister of Public
Works, for her continued support.
The Director of the Rent Commissioner's Office advised that he had planned to retire in August of
2014 with the Assistant Rent Commissioner advising
that she also planned to retire in September or October of 2014, as well.
Taking the above factors into consideration,
and remaining consistent with the SAGE recommendations, it was decided that the two most senior positions within the Rent Commissioners Office not be
refilled—and that the remaining three officers either
be retained by the Department of Consumer Affairs or
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they be transferred into other Government departments.
Mr. Chairman, as a result of the consolidation
of office space and the abolition of two senior civil
servant posts, the Ministry is expecting to realise the
following savings per year moving forward:
• The savings as a result of the Directors Salary
will be $138,146.
• The savings of the Assistant Rent Commissioners Salary will be $95,504.
• Rental of Accommodations, the former Consumer Affairs Office, will result in a savings of
$87,000.
• The total savings $320,650 per year.
I would also like to thank the Director of the
Rent Commissioner’s Office and Executive Officer of
Consumer Affairs who have been very supportive of
the merger, understanding the long-term sustainability
of the Government as the bigger picture.
Mr. Chairman—
The Chairman: Yes?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: —the Heads have also
been tasked with reviewing their relevant legislation in
consultation with the Attorney General Chambers in
short order to determine what legislation would be
required to best assist the one department now carry
out their consolidated functions.
The Management Consulting Services within
the Cabinet Office are also working with the two offices with respect to the most cost-effective use of the
remaining staff. We are anticipating the two offices will
become one before the end of the summer.
Mr. Chairman, this is just one of many initiatives within the Ministry of Home Affairs currently under review to assist the Government in reducing the
financial challenge we are now faced with. And although the $320,000 savings will by no means balance the books, we firmly believe that each little bit
will contribute to the overall picture so our children will
not have to be faced with a problem they did not
cause.
COST CENTRE 103010—CONSUMER AFFAIRS
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Chairman, provisions for the establishment and operational duties and
authority of Consumer Affairs are mandated under the
Consumer Protection Act 1999. They are also directed
by law to be the enforcement agency for the Copyright
and Design Act 2004 and the Supply of Services Act
2003.
Consumer Affairs has been charged with protecting the rights of consumers by ensuring a fair and
equitable market, fair trade practices, product safety,
and the education of consumer and business on their
rights and responsibilities under law. Their core func-
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tions are criminal and civil investigations, enforcement, prosecution, mediation, advice, market research
and monitoring, education and training.
Consumer Affairs requires five full-time
equivalent staff in order to carry out their constituted
duties. The Consumer Affairs staff takes great pride in
their work and continues to strive for excellence by
carrying out their mandate with the highest standard
of integrity, efficiency and service to individuals, commercial, professional, and governmental departments
and organisations.
Mr. Chairman, from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013, Consumer Affairs conducted 490
investigations, of which 246 were complex in nature.
This represents an increase of 74 cases over the previous year. Consumer Affairs participated in 40 joint
investigations with other Ministries within Government
and a further six cases which involved overseas and
local enforcement agencies.
Consumer Affairs projected output measures
for 2013/14 were either on point or exceeded expectations. However, their joint Ministry legislative initiative
was not fully realised.
I will now give some figures on the Consumer
Affairs Department.
Under the heading Product Recall:
• The number of product recall investigations
were 360, or 11 over target.
• The number of recalled product brands sold
locally were 15.
Under the heading Unfair Trade Practices:
• The number of cases investigated, both civil
and criminal, were 490, or 74 investigations
over target.
• The number of cases resolved was 407.
• The number of cases under active investigation is nine.
• The number of cases proceeding to civil court
[is] 30.
• The number of cross-Ministry involvement [is]
40, or 25 over target.
• The number of cases pending court action,
11.
• The number of joint investigations conducted
overseas was six, which represented two over
target.
• The number of inquiries processed, 547.
• The number of case referrals from within
Government numbered 40.
• The percentage of complaints that were filed
electronically—13 per cent.
• The percentage number of complaints filed in
person was 87 per cent.

•
•
•
•
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The number of commercials developed was
11, or three over target.
The number of radio talk shows was 22, or
four over target.
The number of public relations presentations
was 8, which was on target.
The number of website visits was 12,922, or
2,149 over target.

Under the heading Legislative and Joint Project Initiatives:
• The number of legislative initiatives was two,
which was on target—excuse me, I stand corrected—there were two, target not met.
• The number of joint Ministry initiatives completed was five.
• The percentage of responses to clients within
48 hours was 90 per cent, which was on target.
Activities. Mr. Chairman, I would like to share
with you now some of their activities over the past
year.
Enforcement. A market cannot work well for
consumers unless it is also working well for businesses. Unfortunately, with the economic downturn,
local businesses have struggled to stay in business
and keep their people employed. Recognising how
important business is to a thriving economy, Consumer Affairs worked closely with local businesses
offering advice, support, and guidance. They encouraged businesses to adopt voluntary codes of practice,
to look at the quality, uniqueness and price point of
their products and to take the initiative in offering better customer services.
Regrettably, some businesses did surrender
to the harsh reality of this economic downturn. The
Consumer Affairs team assisted liquidators in the ongoing process of making sure consumers who had
products in for repair or on lay-away received their
goods. Consumers with gift certificates and financial
deposits were listed as creditors within the liquidation
process. Consumer Affairs also facilitated agreements
with local retailers and overseas manufactures to
honour the warrantee on those products brought from
the closing business.
Mr. Chairman—
The Chairman: Yes?

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: —Bermudians, especially seniors, are a favourite target of pedlars selling
scams, pyramid and multi-level marketing schemes.
Joint investigations were carried out with the police
resulting in the closure of those operating locally.
Conversely, scams operating from overseas
Under the heading Public Relations and Education:
continue
to plague our shores as well. The greatest
• The number of articles published was 30,
enforcement
tool we could offer was through educawhich was on target.
tion. Consumer Affairs, in conjunction with local
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banks, the police service, and the Bermuda Monetary
Authority, launched an education campaign on the
radio and in print at the end of October of 2013.
These ads provided useful information on
phishing; consumer bank fraud, lotteries and credit
card fraud, just to name a few. Consumers were directed to the Consumer Affairs website for comprehensive information on scams.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to take this time to
list the number and types of scams so the Bermuda
public can be aware should they be approached by
these unscrupulous characters.
There are four local scam investigations ongoing:
1. door to door collecting for charities;
2. counterfeit money;
3. people going door to door offering to do work
which they already had started without permission and then demanding payment from
seniors via physical violence (that is despicable);
4. multi-level investment for those out of work.
There are four overseas scam investigations
ongoing:
1. phishing, using our banks to seem legit in
gaining access to personal information;
2. lotteries;
3. individuals who target credit card stolen information; and
4. you get a call saying that inheritance money
awaits you, they just need your banking details.
Mr. Chairman, money matters dominated the
concerns of both consumers and businesses last
year. Criminal and civil investigations some of which
were complex with many stakeholders were carried
out on the top five money concerns. By addressing
these concerns, a few things became evident that will
require Consumer Affairs intervention, whether it be
through education or legislation.
1. Many consumers do not read or understand
the terms and conditions of the contracts they
sign for goods and services. Their lack of understanding resulted in debt, repossession of
items and court proceedings. Many terms
within these contracts were unfair in nature.
2. Businesses are not providing proper quotes,
estimates or contracts which then cause overruns in all areas of the services being provided.
3. Debt collection agencies are not regulated
which resulted in high interest rates making
debt repayment almost impossible for some.
4. Young entrepreneurs starting up businesses
with no business acumen, capital or legal input. This resulted in receiving money from
consumers for services or products they could
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not supply. They were then unable to repay
the money owed as they spent the money on
salaries.
5. The lack of available parts especially for those
businesses that rely on their vehicles to bring
in a pay cheque such as taxi, construction
equipment, et cetera.
Mr. Chairman, product recalls are a daily task
within Consumer Affairs who receive an average of
five product recalls a day. There are times when the
recall could involve hundreds of model numbers within
a brand name, such as a Mattel toy recall or a Toyota
car recall.
All recalls have to be assessed as to whether
it is likely to be sold locally, would a pedlar be likely to
sell this item as well as a business, is the recall mandatory or volunteer, is there the threat immediate danger of death or harm, and what is the remedy being
offered by the manufacturer and the feasibility of the
remedy when shipping and custom duties are factored
in.
The results of the assessment determine the
course of action to be taken by Consumer Affairs
when working with local businesses and overseas
manufacturers. All recalls whether sold here or not are
placed on the Consumer Affairs website for consumers to review as many may have been purchased
overseas while on vacation or online.
Mr. Chairman, Consumer Affairs play a vital
role in the public perception of Government; their role
is as varied as it is numerous. People from all walks of
life come seeking assistance for a myriad of issues;
which can be as simple as help in navigating the Government system, assisting with completing paperwork,
to dealing with violations under the Act.
Over the past year Consumer Affairs has
spent an enormous amount of time helping people
who are frustrated, angry and disillusioned with their
respective circumstances.
The challenging economy during this time has
also forced some hard decisions to be made which
changed the way business would normally be conducted. As a result, grace periods are a thing of the
past as businesses are now utilising debt collection
agencies to recover monies owed after one month of
arrears.
Consumers are now realising contracts signed
just a few years ago do not afford them the protection
they assumed they had. Balloon payments, foreclosures and confiscation of goods are becoming the
reality for some people.
Budgeting has been a topic that many Bermudians know little about and one that Consumer Affairs have been educating consumers on through multimedia outreach. Instilling hope and confidence back
into people's lives is a necessary challenge.
Mr. Chairman, one of the ways Government
has met this challenge was through partnership with
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local grocery stores in the implementation of the
10 per cent discount on Wednesdays.
I would like to reiterate to my honourable colleagues and those listening by way of radio with some
of the findings of a Price Monitoring Report which was
conducted by Consumer Affairs.
The public will recall that as one of Government's Throne Speech pledges it announced that participating grocery stores would offer a 10 per cent discount on Wednesdays as a positive step towards
helping to ease the financial burdens facing Bermudians during these unusually tough economic times.
Since the introduction of the 10 per cent discount incentive by Lindo's, Marketplace and the Supermart, our findings show staple store item prices
have remained at a moderate, steady level throughout
the monitoring period.
Mr. Chairman, in response to consumers'
concerns that prices would be increased in order to
offer the 10 per cent discount, Consumer Affairs was
tasked with monitoring the prices of those grocery
stores that participated in the 10 per cent Wednesday
discounts. Monitoring was done on a weekly basis
from November 2013 thru to the end of January 2014.
With over 21,000 products in most stores,
making it virtually impossible to monitor all items, the
Department of Statistics assisted by providing the staples food basket list to use for our monitoring purposes. This food basket consisted of 60 food items
listed under the following ten categories:
1. bakery products;
2. cereals and cereal products;
3. dairy;
4. meats and fish;
5. oils and fats;
6. fruit;
7. vegetables;
8. sugar and confectionary;
9. prepared foods and snacks;
10. non-alcoholic beverages
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: For some people.
Only brands carried by all participating stores
were monitored. This was to ensure that like products
were compared for price variation and increases.
Some of the brand names monitored were Motts, Uncle Ben's, Heinz, Libby's, Campbell's, Hellmann's,
Aunt Jemima, Skippy, Kool Aid, Kellogg’s, Dunkley’s,
Catelli and Bird's Eye, to name a few.
Mr. Chairman, during this exercise, Consumer
Affairs found that the cost of the average shopping
basket varied from store to store depending on product availability. Notwithstanding, the price variance by
store, Consumer Affairs found no evidence to indicate
any significant increases on products listed within the
staple food basket list. In fact, what their study did
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reveal was that the participating stores were all consistent and close in price point on these items.
In cases where there was price variance,
Consumer Affairs discovered such variances were
attributed partly to local suppliers offering different
deals and discounts to the supermarkets at various
times. External factors influencing local food prices,
included agriculture and energy cost, commodity
prices and market speculation, extreme weather
events, rising global demands and falling surplus
stocks.
Mr. Chairman, in an effort to forewarn local
consumers, it should be important to note that the
United States Department of Agriculture Economic
Research Services anticipate that the Consumer Price
Index will increase 2.5 per cent to 3.5 per cent over
the 2013 levels in the first quarter of 2014. Some of
the anticipated price increases will be beef and veal,
which are expected to rise from 3 per cent to 4 per
cent, dairy is expected to rise by 0.9 per cent, with
eggs seeing a rise of 3.3 per cent in December 2013,
with a further anticipated rise in 2014.
The US Government's most recent forecast of
US farm prospects suggests food makers will struggle
with relatively high crop prices at least into 2015. According to the January 2014, World Food Price Index,
commodity supplies are expected to remain tight in
part because of the global recession, and tight credit
which are prompting growers to plant fewer high-cost
crops such as corn, wheat and cotton in favour of
crops such as soybeans.
Mr. Chairman, here are additional findings
highlighted in the Consumer Affairs Report.
Under the heading Bakery Products, the cost
of bread in January 2013 was $5.75 a loaf. It increased by twenty-four cents to $5.99 in February
2013 and it has remained consistent at that price for
almost a year.
Under the heading Cereals and Cereal Products, the cost of these products remained consistent
throughout the monitoring period until January 22,
2014 when the cost of a 12-ounce box of Kellogg's
Corn Flakes increased by thirty-one cents at one local
supermarket. Not all of this supermarket’s stores reflected the price change of the corn flakes. This was
because the old stock had not been completely sold
out in some of the stores.
Under the heading Dairy Products, while the
cost of dairy products remained consistent during the
monitoring period, the most significant price increase
was eggs supplied by a local company. These eggs
usually sold for between $3.39 and $3.99 a dozen.
However, the price increase occurred in the new year.
The reason cited for the increased cost was the decreased availability of brown eggs.
Under the heading Fruits and Vegetables, all
the stores sold broccoli, pumpkin, lettuce, tomatoes,
bananas, apples and oranges for the same price.
However, there was a slight variation in price from
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store to store depending on the size of the produce. If
local produce was available, then an embargo on imported produce came into effect. For instance, at the
start of the monitoring, imported bagged carrots were
available. However, two weeks before Christmas, local carrots became available for purchase and the
imported carrots were removed from the shelves.
Under the heading Meats and Fish, there
were no apparent price increases for these products.
Packages of codfish differed by a dollar between the
supermarkets. The most popular sliced meat at all of
the stores was turkey, followed by boiled ham (that
looks like a healthy choice).
Oils and Fats. These prices remained consistent during the monitoring period.
Under the heading Sugar and Confectionary,
prices were consistent during the monitoring period.
Under the heading Prepared Foods and
Snacks, prices remained consistent during the monitoring period. Some of these products were offered on
the grocery specials.
Under the heading Non-alcoholic Beverages,
prices remained consistent during the monitoring period. Certain brands of coffee, tea and bottled water
were offered on the grocery specials.
Mr. Chairman, during the two-month monitoring period, it was discovered that some products in
one of the supermarket chains were priced differently
in their different stores. The reasons for this were:
1. If a store had several cases of a product still
in stock, that product would be reduced in
price to sell. Therefore, that particular store
would have a product on special that the other
stores would not have.
2. Some stores received new stock before others and if there was a price increase, that new
price would be reflected on those products.
3. Human error during pricing—in such cases, if
a product was marked differently from store to
store, it would be brought to the store manager's attention and the error would be corrected immediately.
Against the aforementioned findings, I would
like to reiterate that there were no significant increases observed on products listed on the staple
food basket list. Going forward, I have asked Consumer Affairs to continue monitoring food prices and
report such findings to me should there be any
anomalies.
To ensure that consumers better understand
the supermarket industry and how it operates, the
Minister has recommended the following initiatives be
explored and implemented:
1. A joint education campaign between Consumer Affairs and the Grocers Association.
This campaign would provide consumers with
basic information about the supermarket industry.
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2. Consumer Affairs are to make available tips
that would educate and empower consumers
about their responsibility to voice their concerns to the store managers.
3. Consumer Affairs are to provide customer
service education to store managers to ensure they are best equipped to handle customer complaints.
In spite of Consumer Affairs findings that
there has not been any price gouging during this
10 per cent discount exercise, we do anticipate that
there will be those consumers who remain convinced
that the supermarkets are raising their prices unjustly.
Therefore, as mentioned previously, the Minister has
tasked Consumer Affairs to continue monitoring food
prices.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that the
Government has been pleased to see that since the
introduction of our Throne Speech pledge grocers
were not being unscrupulous in raising prices and that
consumers were genuinely benefiting from the extra
discount.
So, we view this as a demonstration of shared
sacrifice on the part of our local grocer partners—
whom I would like to thank at this time.
I would also like to remind Bermuda that the
findings of the report on the grocery shopping 10 per
cent discount pricing were presented to the Economic
Tripartite Committee last month and has now been
posted on the Consumer Affairs website at
www.ca.gov.bm under Publications. It is hoped that in
the near future we will be able to announce additional
incentives that will benefit all Bermudians.
Under the heading Education Initiatives for the
Department of Consumer Affairs, Mr. Chairman, this
past year's focus was to drive the public to the Consumer Affairs website as a primary source of help and
advice. Through the use of online and offline marketing channels, Consumer Affairs maintained a strong
education and outreach presence, covering a wide
range of issues. Social media allowed the public access to Consumer Affairs after hours where they could
file a complaint, e-mail questions, make inquiries and
research consumer topics at their leisure.
The expanding Consumer Affairs website has
been constantly updated to provide content that is
timely, relevant, targeted and useful for the entire
community. This year an online free survey tool was
added, this tool enables Consumer Affairs and the
Consumer Affairs Board to gain valuable feedback on
various subjects throughout the year. The use of this
tool keeps Consumer Affairs focused on the needs of
consumers.
The website is being used by schools, businesses and consumers in our ongoing efforts to empower them about their rights and responsibilities.
Next, I will give a top 10 content search on the
Consumer Affairs website.
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1. Businesses—and how to protect yourself from
unethical behaviour;
2. Buying a second-hand car or bike;
3. Consumers—how does the law protect me;
4. Publications—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Minister, will you just yield for a minute? We have a point of order.
Mr. Furbert, would you like to enter your point
of order?
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes. Mr. Chairman, this is a
budget debate and—
The Chairman: Yes.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I have been waiting for the
Minister, the Junior Minister, to kind of give us some
numbers on that particular department and I have not
heard at all . . . I am going to sleep over here. I want
to hear the numbers before I go to sleep. So can he
get to the numbers and let us know what is going on
with the numbers in the department? Thank you. As
far as salaries, travel, those are the type of things that
we want to hear about.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Furbert.
Minister, just to remind you, as you resume,
that we are on the actual Head and it is the numbers
that are in the estimated revenue book that we are
really here for. So as you are standing, if you can just
refer to where those relate to the actual numbers it
would be very helpful.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: All right.
So I was reading the top ten content searched
on the website:
5. Managing expenses;
6. Businesses—customer service satisfaction;
7. Purchasing second-hand appliances;
8. Recalls;
9. Online complaint filing and e-mailing;
10. News—Consumer Affairs articles.
As a result of the Consumer Affairs outreach
initiatives in 2013, more consumers were using the
Consumer Affairs website as a primary source of information. Their website received 12,922 visits during
2013, which represented a 66 per cent increase over
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the previous year. This significant increase in web
traffic is a clear and measurable indication that their
education and outreach initiatives are proving very
successful.
Mr. Chairman, Consumer Affairs partnered
with the office of Financial Assistance to provide
monthly budgeting and personal finance presentations
to their clients. This initiative was established to equip
their clients with the necessary tools to move off of
assistance and become financially independent.
The Consumer Affairs Board sub-committee
and the Education Officer developed an education
project dealing with consumer contracts. Print and
radio public service announcements were utilised to
educate the public on different types of contracts, the
meaning of certain terms and conditions and warranties.
In addition to the numerous outreach activities
and channels that Consumer Affairs utilises, they
added cinema and additional television public service
announcements as well as the social network marketing tool, Facebook.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to highlight additional education initiatives undertaken by Consumer
Affairs during 2013:
1. Monthly Radio—Rhonda Daniels and Honey
Adams appear on the David Lopes programme (FM89) and on Power 95, on the last
Thursday of every month to discuss consumer
issues and to offer consumer tips and advice.
The response from the listening public has
been very positive which has resulted in the
radio stations renewing our spot year after
year for free.
2. Television—CITV—television public service
announcements were produced by CITV for
airing on their Cable Channel 2.
3. CableVision—Channel 100 aired Consumer
Affairs public service announcements free of
charge.
4. Presentations—Works and Engineering—
Basic Budget Tips Presentation to staff in October.
5. Finance Workshop—Family Expo by the Family Centre held November 2, 2013.
6. Training Seminars—There was a Social Media Summit October 17 and 18, 2013.
7. Publications—Consumer Affairs produced a
2014 calendar with useful consumer tips; and
8. There were 30 consumer articles published.
Mr. Chairman, before concluding I would like
to thank the staff of Consumer Affairs for a job well
done. They continue to work diligently to ensure that
unfair business practices and unconscionable acts are
not prevalent in everyday consumer business transactions.
Although a small team, five in total, the officers at Consumer Affairs understand and are sensi-
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tive to the needs of consumers as well as businesses
during these rough economic times.
They continue to deal with common consumer
complaints as well as paying close attention to those
emerging consumer-related trends in our global marketplace. They are proactive in identifying and addressing the important issues, especially those relating to our current economic climate.
Mr. Chairman, last month you will recall my
Ministry provided a one-time operational grant to the
Corporation of St. George’s in the amount of
$750,000.00.
The purpose of this grant was to ensure the
Corporation was able to carry out its functions until
May 2014, after which time they anticipate receiving
wharfage fees by way of recent amendments to the
Municipalities Act 1923 that should put to rest any future [Corporation} grant requests from the Government.
Mr. Chairman, in the 2012 One Bermuda Alliance’s platform, the OBA committed to: (1) work with
the Corporation of St. George’s to protect the special
historical qualities of the town, (2) implement the
Town Heritage Plan and commit adequate funds to
market St. George’s as a World Heritage Site, and
(3) to re-establish a close working partnership between Government and the Corporation of St.
George’s to ensure its viability as a municipality.
In the ongoing effort to strengthen the relationship between the Government and the Corporation, the technical officers and substantive Minister
met with the Mayor of the Corporation along with his
Council in early January of 2014 to discuss the Corporation’s current financial situation which—as the
[Mayor] indicated—was at such a critical state that
they would have no choice but to either lay a number
of staff off, or cease operations until the start of the
new fiscal year.
During this discussion, the Mayor advised the
Corporation would need a cash injection of $500,000
for operational purposes in which $275,000 would be
required on an urgent basis to prevent their inability to
fund operations beyond mid-February 2014.
The Mayor advised the balance of $225,000
would be required as close as possible to April 1,
2014 to fund operations for the months of April and
May.
Mr. Chairman, questioning why the Corporation were in such dire straits financially, the Mayor
informed the Minister that their annual budgeted shortfalls began around 2010 by way of amendments to the
Municipalities Amendment Act 2010—which removed
the ability of the Corporation to levy taxes. Since that
time, the annual deficit of up to $450,000 was routinely funded by the former Ministry of Works and Engineering through a virement.
The Mayor also noted that since 2003 the
Corporation received an annual grant of $350,000 in
lieu of municipal taxes since it was deemed that mu-
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nicipal taxes represented double taxation for residents
who also paid land tax.
Mr. Chairman, since the Government had
taken a number of approaches to reduce expenditure,
the Minister in turn challenged the Corporation to undertake a similar exercise before any grants could be
considered. Against this challenge, the Corporation
undertook a thorough review of its operating costs
which included salaries and benefits to furlough days
for employees.
The Chairman: Mr. Minister, if you do not mind, while
you are refreshing yourself there, I know the role of
Junior Minister is new for you presenting here, and I
just want to help you out a bit in that part of your presentation. The main part of your presentation should
refer to line items so we know the spending, because
we are talking about the Budget.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Right.
The Chairman: Just now you gave an excellent sort
of breakdown of why you assisted the Corporation of
St. George’s, but nowhere was there any indication as
to where the funding of that money is coming from,
what line item, what . . . department, what Head. That
is the purpose of the economic debate—or the Budget
Debate rather, to go into the individual Heads to try
and tie the funding, the performances, the changes
and expectations—the changes from last year and the
expectations for next year’s funding or this year’s
budgeting.
When you tie that to the actual Budget Book,
it makes it easier for the purpose for this debate. I understand that you are the Junior Minister, and the line
items is all purposed for that so we can question
where funding is spent correctly and where it could
have been spent incorrectly or it could have better
spent versus how it was spent.
But if we cannot tie it to the line items, it just
provides basically . . . it seems like you are providing
a Ministerial Statement rather than the actual bait that
this debate calls for.
So I am just trying to help you out in that regard. And I note that you do not have any of the technicals here with you, which has really raised concern
for me in that if any of the Members get on their feet
and ask you particular questions, it is normally the
technical staff who help you provide those questions,
as we saw earlier with the Attorney General. The
question . . . numerous questions are asked of the
Attorney General, his technical staff were right here
helping to provide the answers. I do not notice any
technicals here. I do not know how you would be able
to respond if questions are thrown to you, and it is
important that we do have that type of input. So, I am
offering that as a suggestion—that maybe a senior
Member could help you get some technicals here.
Thank you.
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[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: And Deputy Premier, Deputy Premier—you are coming out about a good speech—I am
the Chair. I am in control of the House at the moment,
and I was actually trying to assist your Member.
Thank you.
[Crosstalk]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, I am referencing C22, Mr. Chairman.
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tinued to fall into further disrepair or even worse, close
its doors until funding of some kind was realised.
This $750,000 one-time grant will now ensure
the employees of the Corporation will remain employed, will be able to take care of their families, and
the town can now be beautified in time for the upcoming tourism season.
With regard to the Corporation of Hamilton,
the Minister has continued to work through the many
challenges and is quite optimistic all issues will be
resolved in the coming months.
Bermuda Economic Development Corporation

The Chairman: Yes, go ahead.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Now, where did I leave
off?
Notwithstanding, the Corporation advised the
Minister that furlough days could not be considered
since they were already at the bare minimum number
of staff to run the operation—currently 18 full-time
staff down from 27 a few years back.
The Corporation also considered (1) a reduction in man-hours which we were advised would result
in a negative impact on the winter maintenance of the
town and general preparation for the Annual Peppercorn Ceremony, as well as (2) delayed negotiations
with the BIU related to salaries, since the union was
seeking salary increases which have not been granted
in the past three years. And this salary freeze is consistent with the Government's freeze.
Madam Chairman, [sic] the $250,000.00 capital grant request—
The Chairman: You changed my gender, I am
“Madam” now.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: —comprised of the estimated labour component for urgent repairs and upgrades to the King's Square bathrooms in time for the
2014 tourism season in order to meet the National
Tourism Plan objectives of improving the visitors experience, and to generally prepare the town as a better reflection of care given to the "start of Bermuda's
history," among other urgent capital works.
Madam—Mr. Chairman, in fairness, the Mayor
acknowledged the timing of this request was not ideal
in light of all the measures the Government was undertaking to reduce expenditure since we were right in
the middle of Budget. However, he reiterated the urgency of such support to ensure unemployment levels
would not increase and that the infrastructure to the
Old Town, which has been listed as a World Heritage
Town by UNESCO, would not fall into further disrepair.
Mr. Chairman, the Minister simply could not sit
idly by while the Corporation of St. George’s, considered by those in the East to be "God’s Country" con-

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Chairman, I will continue my presentation on Head 93, Ministry of Home
Affairs with the Bermuda Economic Development
Corporation ( BEDC) found on page C-22, Grants and
Contributions of the Approved Estimates of Revenue
and Expenditure for the year 2014/15.
Mr. Chairman, it gives me great pleasure to
present the budget for Bermuda Economic Development Corporation, a quango presently under the Ministry of Home Affairs, found on page C-22 of the
Budget Book.
The quango mission is to position the Bermuda Economic Development Corporation as the
foremost resource for small- and medium-sized business and community enterprise through the provision
of effective technical guidance, financial assistance,
useful relationship networks, pertinent business intelligence, and accurate and timely business and databased policy advice.
Historical Background. The Bermuda Economic Development Corporation (BEDC) was originally established as the Bermuda Small Business
Development Corporation (BSBDC) under the Bermuda Small Business Development Corporation Act
1980 to assist with the development of the small business sector through the provision of financial support
and business start-up and management advice.
The BSBDC commenced operations on January 20, 1981 funded by an original capitalisation of
$680,000. Such capitalisation was subsequently increased to $1,000,000 in 1996 and was contributed as
follows:
• $500,000 by the Government of Bermuda;
• $228,600 by the Bank of Bermuda Limited;
• $228,600 by the Bank of N. T. Butterfield &
Sons Ltd.; and
• $42,800 by Bermuda Commercial Bank Ltd.
Presently, operating expenses for the BEDC
are funded by way of a Government grant. The Corporation via its legislation is able to provide guarantees
of up to six times its capital; therefore, it can at any
time provide a total of $6,000,000 in loan guarantees.
In 2006, the Act was amended to reflect the
Corporation's responsibility to maintain a Register of
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Businesses. In August 2011, by amendments to the
aforementioned Act, which is now the Bermuda Economic Development Corporation Act 1980, the organisation's remit was expanded to assist medium-sized
businesses as well as Economic Empowerment
Zones (EEZs).
The Bermuda Economic Development Corporation is currently responsible for overseeing the operations of the EEZs, for providing financial support
and technical advice to small- and medium-sized
businesses, and for managing the operations of outside vendor markets.
The Bermuda Economic Development Corporation is Bermuda's source of free, confidential business advice with a singular focus to actively assist the
development of a strong, well-managed and prosperous local business sector in Bermuda. The key objective of the BEDC remains to provide a broad range of
business advice, counsel and financial assistance to
local businesses in Bermuda.
[Mr. Susan E. Jackson, Chairman]
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Madam Chairman,
under the Act, a "small business" is defined as: a
Bermudian owned and owner operated business enterprise, having an annual gross payroll not exceeding
$500,000 and having annual sales revenues of less
than $1,000,000.
In addition, under the BEDC Act, a "medium
sized business" is a Bermudian owned and owner operated business enterprise with at least three of the
following attributes:
• gross annual revenues between $1 million
and $5 million;
• annual payroll between $500,000 and $2.5
million;
• a minimum of 11 and a maximum of 50 employees;
• in operation for a minimum of 10 years; and
• having net assets of less than $2.5 million.

•
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The maintenance of a Register of Small Businesses, Medium-Sized Businesses and Economic Empowerment Zone Business Entities,
which may be divided accordingly.

There have been drastic changes to the
global and local economic environment over the past
three to five years. As a result, there has been a
greater need and demand for affordable, professional
business advice and financial assistance for both existing and start-up local small- and medium-sized
businesses.
While BEDC's role expanded to meet these
demands, due to the lack of available funding over the
past three years, sufficient resources have not been
available to maximise the effectiveness of BEDC's
successful programs and initiatives. Notwithstanding,
BEDC remains committed to leverage private sector
relationships to fully deliver on its mission.
Madam Chairman, it is estimated that BEDC
will generate a total of $1,644,093 in revenue for the
next fiscal year. Revenue will be generated from Government grants, sponsorship fees for services, interest
on fixed deposits, and carry over from 2013/14.
The breakdown of the revenue is as follows:

• Government Grants, $1,537,138;
• Sponsorship, $36,000;
• Fee for Service, $20,513;
• Interest, $6,112;
• Carryover, $44,330;
• Total Revenue of BEDC, $1,644,093.
•
The grants, totalling $1,537,138, being advanced for the upcoming year represents a decrease
of $62,862 or approximately a 4 per cent decrease on
the grants offered in the 2013/14 fiscal year. The Department of E-Commerce provides $60,138 of the
Government grant total which I will go into further in
my presentation.
Expenditure Overview. Madam Chairman, the
total current expenditure is estimated to be
The BEDC’s aim is to fulfil the following func- $1,644,[094] for 2014/2015 and represents an intions of the Corporation as stated in the Bermuda crease of $44,094 or approximately 3 per cent higher
Economic Development Act 1980, amended in 2006 than the current expenditure for 2013/14.
and 2011.
With BEDC's carryover savings in the amount
• The granting of loans or other forms of finan- of $614,982 fully utilised to fund a 2013/14 operational
cial assistance, to assist persons in establish- funding deficit, BEDC has implemented an ongoing
ing, carrying on, or expanding small busi- programme to work with industry partners in order to
nesses, medium-sized businesses, and enti- conduct various initiatives and supplement any shortties with Economic Empowerment Zones;
fall in Government funding.
• The provision of technical advice or assisManpower. Madam Chairman, BEDC curtance to persons who are seeking or who are rently has 10 substantive posts and is staffed with
granted financial assistance;
nine full-time employees as follows:
• To operate and manage markets;
There is one post currently vacant, which is
• To oversee and manage the development and the Executive Director who is responsible for the
implementation of economic empowerment overall management of the Corporation's operations,
for the approval and issuance of loan guarantees,
zones; and
loans, and grants and for the provision of financial and
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technical advice to clients. The Executive Director is
also in charge of public relations, financial, and human
resources management within the Corporation, according to the strategy as set by its Board of Directors.
At this time, it would be remiss of me to not
laud the accomplishments of Ms. Michelle Khaldun,
who recently retired as Executive Director of BEDC
earlier in 2014. Ms. Khaldun is praised for raising the
profile of the BEDC and building the organisation into
the essential first-stop for entrepreneurs today.
Having dedicated 13 years to the Corporation
during two separate employment stints, Ms. Khaldun
can be credited with establishing well-known current
programmes such as the Small Business Construction
Incubator, the Economic Empowerment Zones, and
the Vendor Markets.
The Small Business Director manages the
corporation's Small Business Unit. The Small Business Director is primarily responsible for the provision
of business development advice and guidance to the
small business public and Corporation's guarantee
program clients. The Small Business Director also
engages in public relations and is responsible for the
Small Business Construction Incubator initiative and
the next phase of that programme titled, Hands-Up
Empowerment Programme, as well as the Retail Development Programme.
The Business Development Officer offers client advisory services, refers clients to business professionals, and liaises with the banks on a regular basis. The Business Development Officer also engages
in public relations and external communications with
the public. The Business Development Officer is responsible for the Partnering for Success Mentorship
Program as well as Youth Entrepreneurship and
Global Entrepreneurship initiatives.
The Finance Director is in charge of the internal accounting for the Corporation, database management, auditing, debt recovery, and client advisory
services. The Finance Director is also responsible for
running the QuickBooks seminars and other financial
workshops for the benefit of internal staff and external
clients. The Finance Director is also responsible for
providing a range of financial and information technology services within the Corporation to enable the officers to discharge their duties and responsibilities in an
efficient, economic and effective manner.
The Administrative Officer is responsible for
office management including database management
and procurement, and performs secretarial and clerical duties. The Administrator Officer directly manages
the Client Services Representative.
The Client Services Representative is the
front-line person that clients meet upon entering the
Corporation and is responsible for the receptionist
duties as well as providing first point-of-contact information on the Corporation's services to initial clients.
The Director of the Economic Empowerment
Zones Agency is responsible for establishing and
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managing the economic empowerment zones
throughout Bermuda. The Director is responsible for
the overall management of the Economic Empowerment Zones Agency's operations (a division of the
Corporation), for the approval and issuance of any
EEZ loans and grants, and for the provision of financial and technical advice to clients. The Director is
also in charge of public relations, financial and personnel management within the agency.
There are three posts of Economic Development Officers who manage the work, clients, and resources in the three EEZs throughout the Island—
Somerset, St. George's, and Northeast Hamilton. The
officers are responsible for the Vendor Market initiative as well as the clients in the Economic Empowerment Zones. The officers offer client advisory services, refer clients to business professionals, and
liaise with the banks on a regular basis. They also
lead economic and community development projects
within their respective zones.
Madam Chairman, I took the time to share the
roles and responsibilities of the officers within the
BEDC as too often the mandate of the BEDC is lost.
Therefore, I am hoping that this now assists my honourable colleagues and those listening by way of radio.
Under Major Achievements, Business Planning Advisory Services. Madam Chairman, for the
twelve-month period ending December 31, 2013
BEDC officers met with 708 persons seeking business
planning and management advice. This is an increase
of 59 per cent over 2013/14 in which only 445 persons
had advisory meetings.
Approximately 12 per cent, or 84 [of these
persons] were interested in the BEDC Loan Guarantee programme. These individual business coaching
sessions generally last approximately 45 to 60 minutes and are offered free of charge to the public.
BEDC Loan Guarantee Programme. For
2013, BEDC managed a guarantee portfolio supporting 57 businesses. The total value for the 57 loan
guarantees was $3.3 million which supported $8.3
million in bank loans. As at December 31, 2013, 9 per
cent of the loans supported by these guarantees were
on interest only for either seasonal or distressed circumstances.
BEDC officers are in monthly contact with
these clients providing business advice and counselling as required to mitigate the risks of these loans
being demanded. This mitigation resulted in BEDC
successfully avoiding any payouts on called guarantees in 2013, which was an exceptional feat in our
challenging economic climate.
In 2013, BEDC surpassed its annual target
when 12 of the loan guarantees extended were successfully satisfied with the guarantee certificates returned to BEDC. To date, since its beginning, the EEZ
has supported 10 EEZ businesses with Bermuda
Economic Development Corporation Loan Guarantees
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in the amount of $518,039 to secure $1,116,077 in
bank financing. During this year only two BEDC Guarantees have been advanced totalling $55,000 supporting $110,000 in loans. This is a decline of 78 per
cent from 2012/13 mainly due to the decline in lending
by the local banks.
Business Advisory Seminars and Forums.
Madam Chairman, this year, due to financial constraints, BEDC could not fund its annual seminar series on its own. As such, through creativity and collaboration BEDC partnered with many organisations
over the reporting period to hold the Corporation's
popular quarterly business seminars. These seminars
provide entrepreneurs with up-to-date professional
business advice and knowledge of best business
practices.
BEDC co-hosted two seminars with financial
institution HSBC entitled, "Planning for Change—Part
2: Knowing your market; resourcing your business"
and "Planning for Change—Part 3: Managing the financial health of your business."
Part 2 focused entrepreneurs on the components of a strategic plan including understanding their
target market and managing their employee resources, while Part 3 encouraged business owners to
pro-actively adjust their businesses to the current
market challenges.
BEDC also partnered with the accounting firm
KPMG to provide advice and knowledge geared at
medium-sized businesses. One seminar was held in
July 2013 entitled "Effective Human Resource strategies in an Ever Changing Environment" geared at
helping business owners effectively manage their human resources.
This informative seminar provided 50 attendees with practical tips, techniques and strategies to
help them remain competitive. A second seminar is
scheduled for March 2014, entitled “Managing Finances in a Soft Economy—Cash Management and
Cost Reduction."
BEDC partnered with Colonial Insurance to
co-host two launch and learn seminars for businesses
on "Key Man Life Insurance" which also covered areas such as succession planning, managing life and
business risks, and safeguarding and creating future
income.
During 2013/14, the US Consulate General
also partnered with BEDC allowing the Corporation to
host five web chats, webinars, through the US State
Department and its www.co.nx website aimed at providing best-practice information to entrepreneurs. Topics ranged from African-American Entrepreneurs to
Crowdfunding to Bootstrapping and Raising Capital.
BEDC continues its partnership with the U.S. Consulate General, and later in March 2014 will be launching an initiative once again through the U.S. State Department for Bermudians to access free universitylevel courses from top institutions through its Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOCs).
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Madam Chairman, acknowledging the importance of growing our tourism sector, BEDC hosted a
seminar in the St. George's Economic Empowerment
Zone entitled "Tourism Business Matters" which had
an attendance of over 90 persons all interested in establishing tourism businesses, and the overall economic growth of the East End of the Island.
BEDC administered the grant provided by
Government's Department of E-Commerce for the
coordination and execution of the eMonday initiative
which included a series of six workshops.
In February 2013, the initiative was rebranded
and re-launched as "Inspire eBusiness" aimed at facilitating growth in the E-Commerce industry through
providing the series of workshops ranging from Payment Processing to Social Media and Marketing to
Government Obligations.
Initiative partners include the Youth Entrepreneurship Initiative of Bermuda and the Bermuda
Chamber of Commerce Business Technology Division. In tandem with the workshop initiative, a competition was held to send two eBusiness entrepreneurs
to an East Coast Start-Up Weekend with the intent on
holding a Bermuda Start-Up Weekend later in the
year.
Madam Chairman, this past February has
been a particularly busy month for BEDC in that the
Corporation hosted two major events. The first was a
seminar titled "Day Care Matters" aimed at those entrepreneurs interested in starting a Day Care.
With the public school system providing for
only 14 per cent of all children under the age of five,
the data indicates there is a great capacity for the private sector to fill the gap and meet the needs of parents. Over forty people attended the seminar which
covered the requirements for starting and operating a
Successful Day Care and Identifying the Right Facility.
th
The second event was the "4 Annual Business to Business Networking Seminar and Event"
held on February 27, 2014. I gave the opening remarks at that and it was a very well attended event.
Sponsored by the Ascendant Group, Washington
Properties, Logic, CellOne, KPMG, Butterfield Bank,
Link Bermuda, and HSBC, the event saw close to 70
persons engaged by presenters speaking on the topic
of "Diversification and Expansion" who were then afforded the opportunity to network with several expert
service providers in a mini trade show.
Additionally, BEDC continues to partner with
the Community Education and Development Programme under the Ministry of Community, Culture and
Sports to teach a six-week entrepreneurship course
every term. The entrepreneurship course is aimed at
helping existing business owners and new entrepreneurs through the basics of developing their business
idea and their business plan. Currently, for the winter
of 2014 term, there are 19 budding entrepreneurs going through the course.
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Vendor Markets. Madam Chairman, the Economic Empowerment Zones Agency (EEZA) is
charged with the establishment of an outside vendor
market in each of the zones. Presently, there is a
regular market at the Rubber Tree Market in Warwick,
the Hidden Treasures [Market] in Somerset, and the
Old Towne Market in St. George's.
The EEZA assisted in the organisation of all
three markets and provides ongoing assistance to
these markets on an as-needed basis. There is a
small amount of funds allotted in budget to assist
these markets in 2014/15.
These vendor markets have proven to be
quite successful as a weekend, part-time business
venture for dozens of the 200 entrepreneurs registered with the BEDC who vend regularly. In 2011,
several of the Warwick Rubber Tree [Market] vendors
collaborated to establish a daily indoor market called
Gallery 61 located in Warwick.
In this reporting year the EEZA rolled out a
series of vendor market seminars aimed at strengthening skills of these micro-entrepreneurs. The Vendor
Market Seminar Series was designed to expose vendors to all of the Government requirements and information that they need to know so that their business
venture can be successful and operate at the highest
standards.
BEDC sees growth opportunities for microenterprise. hence its attention to this industry since
2006. The BEDC remains vigilant in its mandate to
support vendors and the vendor markets through vendor training, market knowledge, as well as the provision of site materials. One of the BEDC’s key goals for
2014 is to strengthen the vendor market industry and
provide avenues for micro-enterprise to grow in Bermuda, hence the development and piloting of this series of skills workshops for the benefit of all vendors.
Madam Chairman, the first workshop, entitled
"Making Money at Vending," allowed attendees to
learn the skills needed to take their businesses to the
next level in these challenging economic times. The
second workshop, entitled "Vending as a Business—
Merchandising for Success," focused on strategies
and tips to help vendors with financing, merchandising, branding, and how to attract customers.
The third and final workshop entitled, "Bermuda's Vendor Markets—Identifying your Niche" provided attendees the opportunity to learn from organisers of all the Island's vendor markets on the Island, as
well as participate in a trade show aimed at providing
all the information one might need to be successful at
vending. The successful trade show helped vendors
to make connections and identify opportunities in the
market.
The vendor markets seminar series were
hailed a huge success with over 130 people attending
the series. Those who attended all three seminars—
15 in total—were awarded with a Certificate of Professional Development in February 2014.
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Customs Duty Deferment. Madam Chairman,
the customs duty deferment allows business and
property owners located in the EEZs to take advantage of a deferral of customs duty for capital projects
and endeavours. The customs duty deferment can be
applied to all imported goods, materials, merchandise,
and construction development if a project meets the
intent of the approved scheme. The EEZA has approved customs duty deferment on total goods valued
at $996,081 resulting in deferred duty totalling approximately $240,000. This has greatly assisted 13
EEZ businesses and property owners.
EEZ Payroll Tax Concession. In order to encourage and attract businesses to start up in an EEZ
a reduction in the payroll tax rate was implemented
wherein a rate of 5.25 per cent is offered to new businesses up to a maximum—
POINT OF ORDER
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Madam Chairman.
Just a quick call to order. Can I please ask
where we are referring to in the Budget Book, because I do believe the Minister is now talking about
programmes which were implemented five years ago?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, I am referring to C22, line 7000.
[There have been] 10 tax concessions
granted. There were 11 businesses started in the new
areas or relocated to the EEZ and have taken advantage of the EEZ Payroll Tax Concession for nine tax
periods currently at a reduced tax rate of 5.25 per
cent.
Small Business Construction Incubator (SBCI)
and Hands-Up Empowered (HUE). Madam Chairman,
the Small Business Construction Incubator was
launched late 2007 and designed specifically for the
small construction company owners. This initiative
was aimed to strengthen the leadership and business
acumen of Bermuda's small construction-related business owners. Participants benefitted from instruction
and support that provided guidance with the key competencies for operating a successful and profitable
construction company. During the first phase of this
initiative, 90 persons participated in the six cohorts of
the 16-week program which had a 92 per cent graduation rate.
In 2010, the second phase, Hands-Up Empowered commenced via a Memorandum of Understanding with the Ministry of Works and Engineering
which was to ensure that graduates of the SBCI continued to benefit from the knowledge gained during
the programme as they bid for work and manage them
successfully from project inception to completion. The
goal, in part, was to facilitate a greater involvement of
small businesses in growth sectors of the construction
industry.
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To date, six SBCI graduates have been
awarded Government contracts with several more
hired as subcontractors at the new hospital. Another
SBCI graduate completed the Magistrates Court Department of Workforce Development Office project in
October 2013. In this reporting year, BEDC has assisted another two SBCI graduates being awarded
contracts.
In 2011, BEDC partnered with Butterfield
Bank to develop a 100 per cent Mobilisation Loan
Guarantee product for SBCI graduates to assist them
with start up financing to commence construction projects. The Mobilisation Loan is 100 per cent guaranteed by BEDC. To date, 10 loans for these construction projects have been guaranteed and fully repaid as
agreed, which has allowed these small contractors to
successfully manage jobs.
Retail Development Programme (RDP).
Madam Chairman, in response to the challenges
faced by retailers in Bermuda, BEDC was tasked with
developing a programme to help small business
owner and managers revive their business. The
BEDC undertook this task by first researching the
market. BEDC sent out an RFP for research on small
retail business in Bermuda. During the first quarter of
2010, Deloitte Consulting conducted this research.
The comprehensive research included feedback from focus groups and interviews with individual
retailers—
POINT OF ORDER
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Madam Chairman.
The Minister is, again, referring to items from
2010 and we are discussing 2014/15 Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure. And I would ask if you
could direct him to get to what we are actually dealing
with in these figures insofar as what the plans are for
this coming year.
The Chairman: Minister—
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes?
The Chairman: If you could—
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, Madam Chairman.
I am breaking down the revenues of what was spent
and I think the Bermuda public is very interested in
this presentation and in these numbers. I am quite
sure that there are entrepreneurs out there listening
by radio who are finding this presentation very interesting.
Mr. E. David Burt: The Minister is giving figures on
2010, and we are discussing the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15. So I do not think it
is an unreasonable request that the Minister will speak
to what we are doing this year going forward.
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The Chairman: Honourable Member, if you can just
finish up your historical perspective and then move
on.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. This is leading into
something very interesting.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: And I appreciate the
Honourable Member’s comments.
The BEDC board members, focus groups, the
Chamber of Commerce and the Bermuda Department
of Tourism. The results of this feedback were eventually used to develop the RDP. The goal of the RDP is
to provide small retailers with educational opportunities to foster the growth of their business.
January 2012, marked the start of this pilot
programme and the programme concluded in March
2012. Participants included existing retail business
owners and those considering starting a business in
retail. Over a period of nine weeks students engaged
in instruction and support that guided them through
the daily operations of running a stable and efficient
retail business. The topics covered included:
• business fundamentals;
• customer service;
• marketing/communications;
• analysis of the market;
• bookkeeping/account management;
• legal matters;
• human resource management;
• product placement; and
• identifying and addressing challenges.
In addition, participants gained access to
Government departments to assist in answering questions to help prepare them with best practices for
working with departments and managing employee
and customer issues.
There is funding in the present budget to conduct a second RDP class in March 2014, which will be
directed towards tourism-related retail businesses in
alignment with the goals of the National Tourism Plan
and the desire to improve the tourism product and
service in Bermuda. The eight-week course will be
limited to a cohort of 14 retailers dedicated to spending six hours per week fine-tuning their businesses.
Five weeks will be focused on products and services
with the remaining three weeks on business acumen.
The Business Register. Madam Chairman, in
2006, in response to a long outstanding request from
the Auditor General, and after internal consultation
with the Office of the Tax Commissioner, Consumer
Affairs and the BEDC decided that the BEDC would
be responsible for the establishment and maintenance
of a Business Register for Small Businesses—and
now medium-sized businesses via the Bermuda Small
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Business Development Corporation Amendment Act
2011.
This register is to contain the company and
owner's names and contact details. In 2009, utilising
internal as well as data collected from the Department
of Statistics, an electronic register was populated. As
of December 2013, the register is populated with
5,718 small businesses and 82 medium-sized businesses. The next step is to populate a web-based register with the goal to have all of Bermuda's small- and
medium-sized businesses listed on this register.
The benefits of the register will be to:
• capture data on existing and new businesses;
• capture data on individuals interested in starting a business in Bermuda;
• sorting and classifying data by industry sector;
• reporting on selected data to be used to help
guide policies for local businesses; and
• increase and improve internal business efficiencies.
Currently, the BEDC website redesign and
Business Register enhancements are under development with a target roll out date of April 2014.
Under the title Economic Empowerment
Zones. I will now discuss the North East Hamilton
Economic Empowerment Zone.
Madam Chairman, the North East Hamilton
Economic Empowerment Zone was designated on
June 18, 2007. It is 59 acres (approximately 25
square blocks) in the North East quadrant of the City
of Hamilton consisting of over 300 households and
over 200 businesses. An Economic Development Officer provides dedicated advice and support for the
new zone that started in July 2008 and is still ongoing
to this day.
St. George's Economic Empowerment Zone
was designated on March 29, 2011. It is approximately 334 acres covering over 100 businesses. An
Economic Development officer provides dedicated
advice and support for the new zone started in October 2011.
The EEZA office opened officially in St.
George's in July 2012 and currently provides direct,
timely and accessible advice and resources to EEZ
stakeholders. The Economic Development Officer
conducts routine walkabouts in the EEZ to remain
abreast of issues affecting EEZ stakeholders.
Somerset Economic Empowerment
Zone was designated on March 29, 2011. It is approximately 305 acres consisting of over 140 businesses. An Economic Development Officer provides
dedicated service, advice and support for the new
zone started in October 2011. The EEZA office
opened officially in Somerset in June 2012 and to date
still provides direct, timely and accessible advice and
resources to EEZ stakeholders.
Between the months of May and December of
2013, the EEZs recorded 20 businesses openings
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resulting in 43.5 new jobs created. The Economic Development officers also met with a total of 405 businesses in 2013 during their mandated weekly business walkabouts in each of the zones.
Global Entrepreneurship Week (GEW).
Madam Chairman, in the reporting year the BEDC
celebrated Global Entrepreneurship Week in November 2013 by joining with over 138 countries around the
world. Global Entrepreneurship Week is the world’s
largest celebration of the innovator and job creators,
who launch start-ups that bring ideas to life, drive
economic growth, and expand human welfare.
With the goal to inspire young people to embrace innovation, imagination and creativity, Global
Entrepreneurship Week encourages youth and entrepreneurs to think big and turn their ideas into reality.
BEDC has a Memorandum of Understanding with the
Global Entrepreneurship Week, Inc. to host the activities in Bermuda until 2015.
The Bermuda host committee consists of representatives from: the Bermuda Economic Development Corporation (BEDC), the Department of ECommerce, and the Youth Entrepreneurship Initiative
(YEI) of Bermuda supported by a GEW
(Global Entrepreneurship Week) Advisory Board
comprised of representatives from Bermuda's Emerging Professionals [BEPRO], the Ministry of Education,
and Business Development's Business Development
Unit, and local entrepreneurs.
In 2013, BEDC was able to partner and gain
sponsorship for GEW from local businesses which
allowed 12 events to take place—which encouraged
hundreds of entrepreneurs to get inspired and therefore create businesses and grow jobs. Funding in
2014/15, combined with local sponsorship, will allow
the week's events to continue to grow.
The BEDC Capital G Micro Loan. Madam
Chairman, in October 2013, BEDC launched a Micro
Loan Product in partnership with Capital G Bank. The
Micro Loan Product was developed in response to an
identified gap in the lending market. The Micro Loan is
designed to assist businesses with inventory purchases and/or capital items directly related to increasing sales or services.
This product gives the small business person
access to the often time-sensitive and secured financing they needed to purchase goods and/or capital
items directly related to generating income for their
businesses. The Micro Loan Product is available to all
small businesses Island wide; including vendors and
those businesses located in a designated Economic
Empowerment Zone. Capital G has allocated
$100,000 in funds to be used for this product to facilitate small loans in amounts from $2,000 up to $7,500.
The small business Micro Loan product differs
from a regular loan in the following ways:
• It is only offered to start up existing small
businesses. The BEDC defines a small business as Bermudian-owned and managed, op-
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erating locally, having an annual gross payroll
not exceeding $500,000 or having annual
sales revenues of less than $1,000,000.
The loan is 100 per cent guaranteed by
BEDC.
The bank interest rate is fixed at 3.5 per cent
for vendors and EEZ businesses, and 4 per
cent for all other small businesses.
The applications are processed by BEDC officers.

To date, this new product had seen one Micro
Loan approved with several in the pipeline and expected to be approved before the end of March 2014.
Current Contracts, Memoranda of Understandings and their status. Madam Chairman, BEDC
currently has the following contracts and Memorandums of Understandings:
• Department of E-Commerce. There is a grant
for administration and operations of the Inspire eBusiness Initiative which is $60,000 for
the 2014/15 fiscal year.
• TBI—BEDC communications, $1,400 per
month which expires May 2014.
• Certified Systems Limited—IT service provider—$2,400 per month which expires September 2014.
• The Prince Albert Lodge—Somerset EEZ office space—$467.50 per month which expires
March 2014.
• The BIU—NE Hamilton EEZ Office Space—
$650 per month which expires May 2014.
• St. George's Corporation—St. George's EEZ
office space—$375 per month which expires
June 2014.
• MSB Limited—Sofia House headquarters office space—$11,661.67 per month which expires November 2016.
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9. Conduct the Retail Development Program
with existing businesses (primarily tourism retailers);
10. Partner with private sector to offer two medium-sized business seminars;
11. Implement two entrepreneurship curriculums
and coordinate the training of BEDC officers;
12. To host Global Entrepreneurship Week initiative and activities;
13. Partnering with private sector stakeholders to
offer six seminars (three in EEZs and three
centrally);
14. Gain approval for new vendor legislation;
15. Continue to assist in supporting Government's
20 per cent spending with small business
goals;
16. Conduct business walkabouts at least one
day per week in each of the existing EEZs;
17. Present BEDC audited statements to the Legislature for Financial Years 2010 through
2013;
18. Create revenue generation services plan for
the BEDC Business Register; and
19. Recover 1 per cent of losses.
20.
Madam Chairman, in 2012 BEDC Board and
staff members went through a strategic planning exercise resulting in a Strategic Plan for 2013 through
2016.
To this end, the strategic goals for the Corporation are as follows:
1. To build BEDC competency and capacity by
cultivating an appropriate balance of generalist and specialist skills and competencies
across the team; by designing an internal administrative framework and supporting processes, protocols and procedures that will facilitate the cost-effective delivery of multiple
BEDC services; and by implementing an effective measurement and tracking of individual/team performance, output and impact
against target expectations.
2. To achieve the mandated re-definition of
BEDC through an organisational redesign that
establishes BEDC as an umbrella organisation providing a bundled network of multiple
services and consistently demonstrates a client-focused approach to the delivery of business advice by mapping and responding to
the path of the client’s journey.
3. To increase BEDC’s level of financial autonomy.
4. To use the EEZ development framework to
build social capital through grassroots enterprise programmes and projects and the establishment of robust entrepreneurial interfaces
across a broad spectrum of stakeholders.
5. To develop and prototype “multiple services”
that recognise and address the business ad-

Plans for the Upcoming Year. Madam Chairman, BEDC sets annual operational goals to guide its
day-to-day work. The following outlines the operational goals for 2014/15:
1. Meet with and advise each Guarantee client
quarterly;
2. Meet with and advise each Watch List client
monthly;
3. Provide 12 BEDC Capital G Micro Loan guarantees;
4. Provide six BEDC Loan Guarantees;
5. Assist eight SBCI graduates through the HUE
Programme to attain work;
6. Assist in the development of three new businesses in each of the three EEZs;
7. Action agreed recommendations from the fiveyear review of the North East Hamilton EEZ;
8. Gain approval of the North East Hamilton
Economic Empowerment Zone plan and make
operational;
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visory needs of business start-ups versus
maintenance, small versus medium, and social enterprise programmes and projects.
6. To increase the level and variety of entrepreneurial participation and success by promoting diversity and advocating for the increased
engagement and inclusion of underrepresented social and economic groups.
7. To develop a communication strategy, inclusive of social media, that promotes a compelling BEDC image and brand identity while simultaneously cultivating key client, public and
private relationships.
8. To establish a system of capturing and analyzing relevant data about and for the local,
small- and medium-sized business sector
economy which can also be utilised to extend
business advisory reach and impact to BEDC
clients and stakeholders.

achieved laudable success and remains focused on
its dedication to the local business community in Bermuda. Many entrepreneurs who come through the
doors receive valuable assistance, guidance, and
support during consultations which makes the difference in starting and successfully running a small
business in Bermuda.
Through the Loan Guarantee program, clients
have been given the opportunity to participate in Bermuda's commercial marketplace.
It is therefore vital that the Corporation continues to provide the necessary support in order to foster
economic stability and growth in Bermuda's local
commercial sector.
I shall now move on to Head 27, the Department of Immigration.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.

Legislative Review. Madam Chairman, the following are BEDC projects anticipating legislative
changes in 2014/15:
• Pedlar's Act Review—The current Pedlar's
Act is out dated and does not address the
needs of the growing vendor industry, hence
the Corporation will be recommending new
vendor and vendor market legislation.
• Local Land Use Plan for North East Hamilton—The Corporation is currently partnering
with the Department of Planning to finalise
this Local Plan and anticipate its roll-out in
concert with the new City of Hamilton Plan.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The Department of Immigration—Head 27 found on pages B-324 through B329.
Statement of Purpose. Madam Chairman, the
Department of Immigration has the mission to administer the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act
1956, including the control of entry, residence, employment, land acquisition by non-Bermudians, and
the granting of Bermudian status.
Mission Statement. The Department of Immigration is committed to serve travellers and to conserve and protect Bermuda for the benefit of its people, both residents and visitors.
In pursuit of our mission, we will work as a
team and exercise sound judgment in the performance of our duties to ensure that we respond to the
needs of our customers in an efficient, effective and
timely manner in accordance with the laws of the land,
the policies of the Ministry and the procedures of the
department. We will act sympathetically, courteously
and impartially to accomplish our mandate.
The legislation for which the department is directly responsible includes:
The Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act
1956, which is divided into the following parts:
• Part I, Preliminary;
• Part II, Authorities for execution of Act;
• Part Ill, Acquisition and enjoyment of Bermudian status (administered by the Personal
Services Section);
• Part IV, Control of entry and residence in
Bermuda (administered by the Compliance
Section, Personal Services Section, and Corporate Services Section);
• Part V, Regulation of engagement in gainful
occupation (administered by the Corporate
Services Section);

Outstanding Guarantee Loss Collection. While
it is never the goal of BEDC to have the loans it guarantees called, Madam Chairman, the reality is that
due to the slowly reviving economic climate, some
loans will be called and the Corporation will have to
pay out on some guarantees.
As mentioned earlier in my presentation,
BEDC's diligence and close relationship with its clients
had resulted in the Corporation successfully avoiding
any payouts on called guarantees in 2013. Nevertheless, on those that had been paid out prior to 2013,
BEDC has set a goal of collecting at least 1 per cent
of the guarantee losses paid out over the years.
Madam Chairman, we have been gratified to
see the level of enthusiasm and the entrepreneurial
spirit demonstrated by existing business owners and
newly introduced business owners in Bermuda. In
these challenging economic times, BEDC officers will
be providing more on-site business and counselling
support for the loan guaranteed clients and customers
in the three zones. Additionally, services to mediumsized businesses will now be offered on a limited basis for this second year.
Madam Chairman, during 2013/14, the Bermuda Economic Development Corporation has

HEAD 27—DEPARTMENT OF IMMIGRATION
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Part VI, Protecting land in Bermuda for Bermudians (administered by the Personal Services Section);
Part VII, Deportation (administered by the
Compliance Section);
Part VIII, Supplemental, et cetera, provisions.

The regulations and amendments associated
with this Act are:
• Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Rental
and Use) Regulations 2007;
• Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Minimum Annual Rental Values) Regulations
2007;
• Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Territorial Restrictions) Regulations 2007;
• Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Licence
Application) Regulations 2007;
• Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Designation of Eligible Condominium Units) Regulations 2007;
• Bermuda Immigration and Protection (LandHolding Charges) Regulations 2007;
• Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Tourist
Accommodation and Hotel Residences)
Regulations 2010;
• Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land
Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations
2010;
• Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Rental
and Use) Amendment Regulations 2010;
• Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Designation) Amendment Regulations 2010;
• Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land
Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations
2013;
• Bermuda
Immigration
and
Protection
Amendment Act 2013;
• Bermuda
Immigration
and
Protection
Amendment (No. 2) Act 2013.
• The Bermudian status by Birth or Grant Register Act 1992—which establishes the register
of Bermudians and is administered by the
Personal Services Section.
• The British Nationality Act 1981—
POINT OF ORDER
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Point of order, Madam Chairman.
I would like for the Minister to let us know
which line item under Head 27 he is discussing so that
we can at least pay attention to what he is trying to
communicate.
Thank you.
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Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It is Corporate Services,
37010. I will go back to the beginning of the sentence
and continue.
[Crosstalk]
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Budget amount for the
year under debate.
Madam Chairman, the budget for 2014/15 for
the Department of Immigration is $4,406,778, down
from the previous year's budget of $4,893,675. This
difference of $486,897 represents a 10 percent decrease from the 2013/14 Budget year. This decrease
is primarily due to the requirement for each staff
member to take one furlough day each month.
Corporate Services, 37010. Costs are
$720,011, down from $721,351 the previous year.
Madam Chairman, the Corporate Services
section is responsible for administering Part V (regulation of engagement in gainful occupation) of the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act 1956 and for
processing work permits and permissions to reside
while seeking employment or attending school or college.
To this end, this section is responsible for
processing the wide range of work permit applications
(including related landing permits). Comprising a team
of 10 full-time staff, the Corporate Services Manager,
Industry Relationship Officers and Customer Service
Representatives liaise directly with employers and
work in conjunction with the Board of Immigration to
make recommendations for each application.
Standard Work Permits. Madam Chairman, in
2013, the Corporate Services section processed
4,207 standard one- to five-year and 10-year work
permit applications in an average turnaround time of
four weeks. This compares to 4,007 in the previous
year.
Temporary, Periodic and Landing Permits and
Applications for Job Title/Category Changes. There
were 3,318 temporary and periodic work permits
processed in 2013 (compared to 3,253 in 2012). Many
employers use temporary permits, which are processed in 10 working days, to bring in new employees
from overseas while the standard work permit is being
processed. Periodic permit applications are for business visitors who have a requirement to make multiple
visits (maximum stay is 30 days for any one visit) to
Bermuda in any period of the validity of the permit.
The number of landing permits processed remained relatively static: 1,150 in 2013 compared to
1,095 in 2012. Landing permits are often requested
for resident work permit holders because a person
has to travel—
POINT OF ORDER
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Point of order. Would the
spokesperson for Labour, please let us know what
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page he is on and what line item he is referring to,
please.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It is B-327, Performance
Measures.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: B what?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: B-327, Performance
Measures.
POINT OF ORDER
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Point of order.
Which performance measures?
please identify? Thank you.

Can

he

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Corporate Services.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay. Thank you, sir.
Now, I lost my place. I will have to go back to the beginning of the paragraph.
The number of landing permits processed remained relatively static: 1,150 in 2013 compared to
1,095 in 2012. Landing permits are often requested
for resident work permit holders because a person
has to travel and his/her work permit has expired or
will expire while he/she is off-Island and/or his/her
employer submitted the new work permit application
late, or because the new work permit is in process at
the Department of Immigration and a decision is not
likely before his/her travel date. In lieu of a work permit, landing permits provide confirmation that a person
has a right of residency and employment in Bermuda.
There were 603 applications for work permit
job title and job category changes. In 2012, the number of applications was the same.
Permissions to Reside—There were 274 applications for permission to reside in 2013, up from
261 in 2012.
Major Achievements—Policies and Legislation. As of April 1, 2013, Phase 1 of the Work Permit
Policies Reform was implemented. The new policies
were more robust and served to protect the rights of
Bermudians to work in their own country while simultaneously removing some of the barriers that were
seen as inhibitors to businesses to retain qualified
talent. Prior to implementation, the Chief of Immigration facilitated approximately eight information training
sessions with stakeholder organisations to ensure that
all changes were clearly explained and understood.
Madam Chairman, you will recall that Special
Category Work Permits, the requirement that employers contact the Department of Workforce Development (then the Department of Labour and Training) for
suitable candidates prior to submitting a work permit
application, the introduction of a declaration to remind
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work permit holders that they should have no expectations of residency in Bermuda, and the requirement
for employers to complete and sign a Recruitment
Disclosure Form attesting that the contents of a work
permit application is truthful with full knowledge that
any false statements would be subject to penalty,
were among the major changes to the Work Permit
Policies under Phase 1.
The reform of the Work Permit Policies did not
stop at April 1, 2013. Rather, the Work Permit Stakeholder Group commenced a further review, Phase 2 of
the Policies, in June 2013. The exercise, under the
chairmanship of Mr. Richard Winchell, with representation from the Bermuda Human Resources Association, the Bermuda Employers Council, the Bermuda
Chamber of Commerce, the Bermuda Trade Union
Congress, the Association of Bermuda International
Companies [ABIC], and the Association of Bermuda
Insurers and Reinsurers [ABIR], seeks to further
streamline the work permit processes effected by the
Department of Immigration.
Prior to the implementation of the Phase 1
Work Permit Policies, Immigration Policy has remained principally unchanged since the 1950s. As a
means of understanding the impact of this status quo
over many, many years, the Work Permit Stakeholder
Group undertook an exercise to compare Bermuda's
policies with the likes of the UK, US, Ireland, Switzerland, Germany, Singapore, Hong Kong, and the Cayman Islands.
The group found all these countries offer a
path to citizenship and their policies are:
• more economic, less protectionist, more affirmative than by exception;
• very open to highly skilled workers and nearly
closed to low-skilled workers; and
• were aimed at attracting rainmakers, which
are top level executives. (I guess they make it
rain on everybody beneath them.)
A very close-up look at the vision of Singapore revealed that it:
• aims to be the "talent capital" of the global
economy—
POINT OF ORDER
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Point of Order, Madam Chairman.
Can the Minister, since he is talking about
Singapore, he is not talking about Bermuda . . . I
would like to know what Head and what line item he is
on at the moment, please.
Thank you.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: This is Head 27, Madam
Chairman.
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Mr. Walter H. Roban: Madam Chairman, line item,
please.
Thank you, if the Minister could let us know
where he is.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: These are under the
performance measures for the Honourable Member.
Shall I continue?
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Madam Chairman, there is
nothing mentioned on Singapore on our performance
measures under Immigration on page B-27.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. For the Honourable Member’s edification, this is relevant information
because we are comparing Bermuda to what the rest
of the world is doing. It is topical and I believe that it
deserves mention, so I shall continue.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Madam Chairman, we are supposed to be discussing the Revenue and Expenditures for 2014/15 under the Department of Immigration for Bermuda. The last word I heard the Junior
Minister mention was Singapore. I am just trying to
clarify that he is actually talking about the Bermuda
Government Budget for this period.
The Chairman: He is discussing Head 27. He is going through the performance measurements and he is
giving a little background information for comparison.
Please proceed.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Singapore’s highly skilled workforce jumped
from 14.6 per cent in 2006 to 22 per cent in 2012.
Turning attention to our shores, the work permit
stakeholder group found that, in Bermuda:
1. Foreign labour is allowed only if Bermudians
are not suitably qualified;
2. There are no rights for families of foreign employees.
The needs of international business are managed by exception. There is no path to citizenship.
Bermuda’s immigration policies are the most protectionist of all competitors. Additionally, the local policies
are now impotent in protecting many high school jobs
in global businesses. Employers are forced to tailor
job advertisements when they wish to hire highly
skilled professionals, and employers typically have not
been held accountable for breaches of the work permit policies.
Having said all of this, the question that must
be answered is, What ought to be Bermuda’s vision
for an immigration policy which makes it a leader in
the global economy?
The answer is selective openness. To this
end, the Minister responsible for Immigration provided
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the following key objectives for the work permit policies reform:
1. maintain a spirit of protection for Bermudian
jobs;
2. provide for the growth and development of
Bermudian employees through the incorporation of strong training elements;
3. streamline the policy, making it easy for employers to read and understand, with emphasis on the length and complexity of the policy
document itself;
4. introduce a segmented approach to demonstrate that Bermuda is open to international
business;
5. remove restrictions/limitations to growing
companies;
6. clarify the practice of tailoring advertisements,
job descriptions, et cetera, in a bid to retain
work permit holders and specifying other permit violations; and
7. reduce reliance on stakeholder group vetting
save for statutory requirements.
The stakeholder group also came to the table
with their own set of objectives, most of which complemented the Minister’s objectives. The group’s objectives aim to ensure that the new policies would:
1. not disadvantage qualified Bermudians:
2. acknowledge the unique needs of different
sectors;
3. enable job creation;
4. encourage training and upward mobility;
5. enhance Bermuda’s international competitiveness; and
6. simplify and streamline work permit processes.
Currently, the draft document is being considered by the Department of Immigration, with the aim
of rolling out the phase two policies on April 1, 2014.
Madam Chairman, the introduction of the recruitment disclosure form was the first step towards a
stronger work permit violations compliance regime.
Let me explain why I believe this to be the case.
The recruitment disclosure form presses the
need for employers to provide a summary assessment
on all Bermudians, sponsors of Bermudians and permanent resident certificate holders, including whether
such persons were interviewed or not and the outcome of each interview. By historical practice, applications for work permits were often deemed to be deficient of expressed justification for why an employer
wanted to hire a foreign national over a Bermudian.
With the recruitment disclosure form, employers must
also clearly articulate why a foreign national is best
suited for a role. This form must also be signed by
employers. For example, an agency or consultant undertaking immigration matters for an employee cannot
sign the form.
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Madam Chairman, to formalise Government’s
mandate to ensure work permit processes are adhered to while remaining business-friendly and promoting fair employment practices that serve to protect
the interest of Bermudian workers seeking employment opportunities in Bermuda, the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Amendment (No. 2) Act 2013
was passed in the House of Assembly on September 27, 2013.
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6. Persons aggrieved by an imposition of a civil
penalty or the Chief Immigration Officer have
a right to appeal to the Supreme Court;
7. The former employer shall be responsible for
the deportation expenses of the employee
and any qualifying dependents, if warranted;
and
8. Criminal penalties under section 141 of the
principal Act have been increased from
$5,000 to $10,000 for a first offence—

Mr. Walter Roban: Point of order, Madam Chairman.
Mr. Walter Roban: Point of order, Madam Chairman.
POINT OF ORDER
The Chairman: Yes.
Mr. Walter Roban: Can the Junior Minister tell us exactly where he is under Head 27, which line item?
Thank you. I think that would be appreciated by all of
us.
The Chairman: He is reading under performance
measures, business unit 37010.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Mr. Walter Roban: Madam Chairman, it appears that
he is talking about enforcement and compliance
measures. I am just trying to confirm where he is. And
I think perhaps the [Junior] Minister can speak for
himself as to where he is?
An Hon. Member: Ooh!
[Inaudible interjection]

POINT OF ORDER
Mr. Walter Roban: We have been subjected for the
past two and a half hours to a snail’s pace of a presentation—in fact, three hours—by the Junior Minister.
We are now on the second department of his Ministry.
There are 14 other programmes and line items on this
page to deal with, and we have three other departments to do, two other departments to do.
The Chairman: Duly noted.
Mr. Walter Roban: And, you know, there are still
Members who might want to participate. I doubt at the
pace that the gentleman is going he is going to get
through this whole Ministry. And I do not think this is
fair to everybody in this House, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Well, let us give him time to carry on,
then.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The [Junior] Minister is
trying to speak for himself. Permit matters.
An Hon. Member: Carry on.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The Bermuda Immigration and Protection (No. 2) Act clarifies that:
1. Employers are responsible for the accuracy of
the information, including related documents,
submitted for work permit applications;
2. The definition of “exceptional person” already
contained in the Act applies to work permit
holders;
3. The most recent employer is responsible for
the costs associated with repatriation of a
person and their qualifying dependents when
the work permit has ended;
4. The Chief Immigration Officer can impose civil
penalties of $5,000 for a first offence, or
$10,000 for a second or subsequent offence
on a person or employer who violates the Act;
5. The procedures for natural justice will be followed before a civil penalty is imposed;

Mr. Walter Roban: I want that to be noted that this
has been an appalling presentation by the Junior Minister thus far.
The Chairman: Yes. Carry on, please.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I have duly noted the Honourable Member’s
comments. I was given five hours for this debate.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Walter Roban: Point of order, Madam Chairman!
POINT OF ORDER
Mr. Walter Roban: This is not five hours owned by
the Junior Minister. This is five hours for presentation,
and comments and questions to be made on the relevant Budget Heads and programme areas. The Junior
Minister does not own this five hours. And clearly, he
has a misconception, perhaps due to his inexperi-
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ence, as to what should happen during a Budget Debate. And he should be prepared to allocate some
time so that others in this House can participate. At
the rate he is going, with the amount of that work that
he has to present, it is impossible, possibly, for him to
do that.
The Chairman: Member, yes. He does not have to
. . . He can deliver his presentation in whatever required time that he chooses to give.
So, please proceed.
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Mr. Walter Roban: I would like to remind the Shadow
[sic] Minister to let us know which page and performance measure he is on while he is reading. That might
be helpful to all of us at his very lackadaisical pace
that he is taking to go through these measures.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It is page B-325, bottom
of the page, for that Honourable Member’s edification.
Are you there?
The Chairman: Thank you.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The criminal penalties,
under section 141 of the principal Act, have been increased from $5,000 to $10,000 for a first offence,
and from $10,000 to $25,000 for a second or subsequent offence.
Madam Chairman, I would be remiss if I did
not take the time to mention the Immigration Board.
The work of the Corporate Services Section is greatly
aided by the work of the Immigration Board.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Found it?

[Crosstalk]

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]

Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The Immigration
Board, acting on behalf of the Minister of Home Affairs, comprises 12 members who meet each
Wednesday at the Department of Immigration to adjudicate on the work permit applications.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: [Continuing.]
• $508,138 for permission to reside in Bermuda
and work or attend school or college;
• $1,899,254 for general services related to
employment such as late work permit application fees, job title or category change.

Mr. Walter Roban: Which line item, Madam Chairman, is he on?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: [Line item] 8287, page
B-325, 8287.
[Pause]

[Inaudible interjections]
Madam Chairman, I will now move on—
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: At February 2014, three
new members, all replacements of former board
members, were added to the board—namely, Dr. Michael Bradshaw and Messrs. Christopher Garland and
Charles Dunstan. The review process effected by the
Immigration Board makes for quicker decisions and
faster turnaround times. Applications are usually decided upon well within the department’s established
processing times.
On a weekly basis, the Immigration Board
reviews approximately 220 applications for work permits, permissions to reside and permissions-inprinciple. The Immigration Board is to be commended
for the work it does.
Madam Chairman, Corporate Services revenues are expected to be $9,364,992, distributed as
follows:
• $4,750,000 for full-time and part-time work
permits;
• $2,270,600 for temporary and periodic work
permits;
• $508,138 for permission to reside—
Mr. Walter Roban: Point of order, Madam Chairman.

Mr. Walter Roban: Point of order. I will just ask a
point of order.
POINT OF ORDER
Mr. Walter Roban: The Junior Minister said, I believe,
that the work permits, full time, is $4,750,000?
[Pause]
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: What’s that?
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Walter H. Roban: I am asking the Minister.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. Yes. What? What?
Mr. Walter Roban: I do not know what that means.
So, Junior Minister, you say that $4,750,000, but you
are also expecting an increase in work permits. But it
is the same as last year; is that true?

POINT OF ORDER
[Inaudible interjections]
Bermuda House of Assembly
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The Chairman: Could you just allow the Minister to
finish his statement, please?
Please, proceed.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I am trying to figure out
what the Honourable Member would like me to do. If
he would like me to start again so you can hear the
numbers?
The Chairman: Please proceed. Can you talk to the
Chair?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Or should I just continue
on? I am trying to read as fast as I can—
The Chairman: Talk to the Chair.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: —so you could ask your
questions. But you keep interrupting me.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay. I will take your
advice, being I am so inexperienced.
[Laughter and crosstalk]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, sir.
Moving on, Madam Chairman, I will now move
on to the next section within the Department of Immigration, the Personal Services Section. That is 37020,
cost centre Personal Services.
Personal Services costs are $915,368, compared with $1,109,467 in the last fiscal year. That is
on page B-324. This represents a 17.5 per cent decrease from the revised estimate for 2013/14. The
decrease is due in part to the requirement for all staff
to take a furlough day each month. In the Personal
Services Section, one FTE [full-time equivalent] remains frozen.
Madam Chairman, this division, which comprises 12 staff, liaises directly with the individual customer. The customer service representatives in the
reception area are available to answer all individual
inquiries. The Personal Services Manager and Client
Services Officer are responsible for the following areas:
• travel documents;
• the acquisition of Bermuda status;
• naturalisation as a British Overseas Territory
citizen;
• permanent residence applications;
• issuance of related certificates;
• licences to purchase land;
• permission to reside;
• permission to seek employment;
• permission to attend school;
• letters for sponsors of Bermudians;

•
•
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lending permits; and
airline ticket validations.

Land. There were 72 applications for land licences for houses. This number decreased from 153
in 2012 because there is now no need for spouses of
Bermudians to obtain licences. There were 155 applications by land licence holders requesting permission
to rent out their houses to visitors. There were 82 in
2012. For such requests, a rental charge equivalent to
the hotel occupancy tax is levied so that this private
visitor accommodation does not compete unfairly with
commercial accommodation. There were 57 permissions to reside on an annual basis, compared to 54 in
2012; and 16 applications for residential certificates,
compared to 11 in 2012.
Bermudian status. There were 150 applications for Bermudian status versus 137 in 2012. Ninety
of the applications were from spouses of Bermudians,
and the remaining sixty applications were by PRC
holders. There were 170 applications for naturalisation, compared to 168 in 2012. Most of these were
attributed to the requests for Bermudian status. There
were also applications for naturalisation by British citizens who possess Bermudian status and wanted to
be naturalised as British Overseas Territory citizens,
in order to benefit from the visa exemption granted by
the United States to Bermudians who are also British
Overseas Territory citizens.
There were 45 applications for permanent
residence certificates for long-term residents and dependents of long-term residents. Finally, 1,400 persons applied to have their names added to the Register of Bermudians, up from the 1,293 persons in 2012.
Travel. The Personal Services Section issued
4,000 passports for adults, as compared to 3,646 in
2012; and 1,500 passports for children, compared to
1,068 passports for children in 2012. A total of 450
persons took advantage of the express passport
processing procedure, up from the year before, of 391
in 2012. This year, the increase in express passport
requests was attributable to more people updating
their British Overseas Territories citizenship passports—
Mr. Walter Roban: Madam Chairman, could the Honourable Junior Minister tell us exactly which page he
is on, please? Thank you.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: B-324.
This year, Madam Chairman, the increase in
express passport requests was attributable to more
people updating their British Overseas Territories citizenship passports in order to apply for UK passports,
and to persons relocating to the United Kingdom.
Madam Chairman, plans by the UK Government to transfer the printing of British Overseas Territories Citizens [BOTC] passports to the UK will take
effect at the end of December 2014. The requirement
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to look at the printing of BOTC passports came as a
result of the UK Government, via the Identity and
Passport Services (or IPS) introducing a new UK
passport design, with improved security measures, for
th
British citizens only, on October 5 , 2010. A new
passport contract with De La Rue was implemented
for the production of this new passport, with associated termination of the previous contract with 3M Security Printing at Oldham.
At that time, concern was that the termination
of the 3M Security Printing at Oldham contract would
likely limit the ongoing supply of passport books for
the production of BOTC passports. This concern has
been addressed, and now plans are fully under works
to centralise the printing of BOTC passports in the UK.
Standing with Bermuda, affected territories
include Anguilla, the Ascension Islands, the British
Virgin Islands, the Cayman Islands, the Falkland Islands, Gibraltar, Monserrat, Pitcairn, the St. Helena
Islands, Tristan de Cunha, and the Turks and Caicos
Islands. Because all BOTs [British Overseas Territories], including Bermuda, currently issue BOTC passports, a solution to ensure the security and integrity of
all variants of the UK passport had to be considered.
As this is a complex issue with many factors, the
Overseas Territories Consultancy Council mandated
that a programme be initiated to scope, develop,
agree, and implement a robust solution to transition
the BOTC passport-issuing arrangements in the
BOT’s to the new UK passport design.
Madam Chairman, in early 2011, a working
group was set up to discuss and devise a plan for a
new service of repatriating the printing of BOTC passports, representing officers consisting of senior officials and Overseas Territory Governments, and members of Governors Offices, were identified by each
territory. As the processing of BOTC passports in
Bermuda comes under the remit of the Department of
Immigration, the Chief Immigration Officer, the Assistant Chief Immigration Officer, and the Personal Services Manager represent Bermuda on the working
group. The Executive Officer of Government House is
also on the team. Due to the geographical challenges,
the working group does not meet face to face.
On average, the Department of Immigration
issues 7,000 Bermuda Overseas Territories citizenship passports, adults and children, per year. Under
the proposed programme, the responsibility for the
application process will remain with the BOTs, but the
passport personalisation, printing and dispatch will
take place centrally in the UK.
Establishing this end-to-end solution means
that the Department of Immigration, along with all
other BOTs, must replace its current application processing system with a solution that fully supports the
application approval process and which links securely
to the IPS production system in the UK. Although this
matter is being addressed, another issue worth men-
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tioning is the process for requests for emergency
passports.
Madam Chairman, it is understood that Bermudians travel for any number of reasons. Commensurate with frequent travel activity, one of the reasons
Bermudians travel abroad is for medical attention, and
the requirement can be at short notice, on an urgent
basis. While the Department of Immigration does not
issue emergency travel documents, it currently has
the ability to produce passports for bona fide medical
emergencies.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Mr. Walter Roban: Madam Chairman. Point of order.
Could the Honourable Minister—Junior Minister remind us where he is currently in the Budget of Expenditure and Revenue, please?
The Chairman: That is a point of clarification.
Mr. Walter Roban: Can we be reminded?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Still on B-324.
While the Department of Immigration does not
issue emergency travel documents, it currently has
the ability to produce passports for bona fide medical
emergencies within one business day. During early
discussions, the Department of Immigration communicated to the working group that the repatriating of
BOT passports back to the UK will result in serious
implications for Bermuda, particularly as it relates to
emergency medical travel.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: As recent as December
2013, a subgroup for technical support was set up.
For Bermuda, the Personal Service Manager and the
Business Systems Officer serve on this team. The
current discussions relate to how emergency passports will be processed in each jurisdiction. Based on
the feedback provided to date, the Department of Immigration is confident that the printing of emergency
passports will be satisfactorily resolved so as to not
disadvantage Bermudians who need to travel for
medical reasons. At mid-February 2014, the Department of Immigration had a total of 18,000 passport
stock here in Bermuda. With the imminent change in
processes, it estimates the following:
• Its current passport stock of 18,000 will last
until mid-2016 for both standard and emergency applications; and
• Post-December 2014, its passport stock of
11,000, if confined to bona fide emergencies
only, is likely to last until 2020, at a minimum.
Madam Chairman, during the second fiscal
quarter of 2013, in July, the Bermuda Immigration
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Protection Amendment Act 2013 advanced the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act 1956, as
amended, in 2010 and 2012, to remove the requirement for married couples, where one spouse is a nonBermudian, to apply for a land licence for the purchase of a second or subsequent property. The
amendment now allows such couples to acquire property in accordance with the rules and regulations that
pertain to a Bermudian, with no added regulatory requirements.
Madam Chairman, Personal Services revenues are estimated to be $11,279,500, distributed as
follows:
• $61,500 for entry clearance;
• $659,000 for passport issuance;
• $10,007,500 for land holding and rent
charges. This estimate is similar to the estimate from the previous year, $69,000, for
permissions to reside;
• $174,000—

Madam Chairman, the Compliance Section is
overseen by the Compliance Manager, who, together
with two principal compliance officers and 11 inspectors, is responsible for the inspection and the investigation of potential breaches of immigration law, regulations and policy. They conduct compliance audits,
enforce work permit conditions and restrictions, maintain control over Bermuda’s border, and are responsible for processing Bermuda entry visa applications
and visa waiver requests. Staff members in the division are assigned to both Immigration Headquarters
and at the LF Wade International Airport.
The number of investigations increased from
1,990 in 2012 to 2,000 in 2013. A total of 80 persons
were added to the Bermuda stop list.

Mr. Walter Roban: Madam Chairman, point of clarification.

Mr. Walter Roban: Which page is the Honourable
Shadow [sic] Minister on at the moment? Because I
know he is not on Personal Services on B-325.

POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Mr. Walter Roban: Could the Shadow [sic] Minister
let us know exactly the line item number that he is
quoting with the revenue that he is stating, please?
[Pause]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you. For the
Honourable Member, I am at the bottom of B-325, the
bottom, at 8275.
• $174,000 for Bermudian status-related services;
• $14,000 for naturalisation and registration of
British Dependent Territory citizens;
• $294,500 for other services such as applications for permanent residence certificates and
spousal letters and credit card-sized cards for
travel purposes to replace the permission letters and certificates.

Mr. Walter Roban: Point of clarification, Madam
Chairman.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Compliance. I am at
Compliance, B-324.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Walter Roban: I did not hear him say, but he has
not been speaking very clearly for like most of the
three hours. So I had to ask.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: I have it. I heard him clearly.
Please, proceed.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Tell the Honourable
Member I will speak more slowly so he can catch up.
[Laughter]
[Gavel]

Madam Chairman, the third core division of
the Department of Immigration is the Compliance Section.

The Chairman: There you go.
Please, proceed.

[Inaudible interjection]

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: So you can catch up.

Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. We are at 37030,
page B-324.
Compliance costs were $1,425,530 down by
10 per cent from $1,282,262 from the previous year
[sic]. The decrease from the 2013/14 budget to the
2014/15 budget consists of cuts in overtime, in addition to the requirement for monthly furlough days.

Mr. Walter Roban: You need some English lessons,
Minister.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Madam Chairman, the
number of investigations increased from 1,990 in 2012
to 2,000 in 2013. A total of 80 persons were added to
the Bermuda stop list, which was up from 77 in 2012.
There were eight deportations, as opposed to seven
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in 2012. Requests for visa waivers against the requirement for a Bermuda entry visa increased in 2013
to 497, from 433 in 2012.
Major Achievements in Policies and Legislation. Madam Chairman, in February 2014, Cabinet
approved the removal of a requirement for Bermuda
entry visas and visa waivers. This now means tourists
and business visitors and work permit holders no
longer require a Bermuda entry visa or need to apply
for a waiver to be landed in Bermuda. Where necessary, travellers must possess a multi re-entry visa for
the US, UK or Canada, that is valid for 45 days after
the expiration of the visitors stay and/or the work permit. All travellers that require a multi re-entry visa must
also possess a passport with a validity of 45 days past
the expiration of travel and/or the expiration of the
work permit.
Should already resident work permit holders
not possess the requisite visa, and where an employer wishes to retain them in Bermuda, in accordance with the section 130 of the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act 1956, the Chief Immigration
Officer may request that a sum of money be deposited
to cover the cost of repatriation of the work permit
holder and his or her dependents.
Madam Chairman, this request is also aligned
with the work permit violations previously mentioned
under the Bermuda Immigration and Protection
(No. 2) Act 2013. Additionally, an administration fee of
$200.00 would be charged to the employer if the repatriation with assistance by the Department of Immigration be necessary. Should the work permit holder obtain the requisite visa, the deposit will be reimbursed
to the employer under normal accounting procedures.
Madam Chairman, since the Minister’s Statement on Bermuda entry visas and visa waivers on
th
February 19 , 2014, the Department of Immigration
has received positive feedback with respect to this
policy change. As an example, the Chief Immigration
Officer received a telephone call from a representative
of an international air transport association, which is a
representative of all airlines, expressing pleasure that
the visa restrictions for Bermuda entry visas have
been lifted. Equally, e-mails from the likes of Russian
and Indian nationals desirous of booking cruises to
Bermuda have been received. This is simply proof
positive that this Government and the Department of
Immigration are moving in the right direction and continue to ensure that Bermuda remains open for business.
One last comment with respect to the Compliance Section. I wish to mention the current exercise of
preparedness being undertaken in advance of the full
implementation of the Bermuda Immigration and Protection (No. 2) Act 2013. The section has partnered
with the Bermuda Police Service and the Department
of Public Prosecutions for assistance in refresher
training for the principal compliance officers and all
senior immigration inspectors. The training will be
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conducted in March of 2014 and will focus on investigative techniques and statement writing.
Madam Chairman, before I move on to talk
about the remaining two sections of the Department of
Immigration, I wish to speak about two other major
changes that occurred during Fiscal Year 2013, and
which affect the three aforementioned sections of the
th
department. First, on January 14 , 2014, Cabinet approved increases to certain existing fees, the introduction of new fees charged for various applications, a
removal of the provision of refunds for applications
that are refused, and correcting an anomaly under
Head 6 of the Government Fees Regulations 1976.
With the fee increases ranging from 29 per
cent to 174 per cent, along with the introduction of
new fees, it is anticipated that approximately $600,000
will be generated in revenue. Fee increases comprise
applications for passports for adults and children, and
for expedited requests; permanent residence certificates; traveling salesmen; personalised work permit
cards; landing permits; and searching records. New
fees that will come into effect at April 1, 2014, include:
• permissions-in-principle;
• letters of permission;
• copying documents for the Immigration Appeal Tribunal;
• appeals against decisions by the Minister responsible for Immigration;
• multiple re-entry permits for non-Bermudian
property owners;
• permissions to let applications for residency of
non-Bermudian dependents of persons who
have ex-spousal employment rights; and
• applications for residency for non-PRC
spouses of PRC holders.
Second, under the Bermuda Immigration and
Protection Amendment Act 2013, clarifications and
improvements were made to the method of operating
by the Immigration Appeal Tribunal. Madam Chairman, while the legislative enactment of rules needed
to govern the practice and procedure of appeals came
th
into effect on March 4 , 2013, many of the appeals
directly relating to the Minister’s refusal to grant a
work permit were misdirected to the IAT (the Immigration Appeal Tribunal). The amendment to the Act
therefore clarified that, for the avoidance of doubt, the
decision of the Minister to either withhold or grant
permission to engage in gainful occupation, subject to
any duration, condition or limitation, is not subject to
appeal to the Immigration Appeal Tribunal.
These amendments also clarify that decisions
of the Minister under section 61 of the principal Act
are subject to appeal to the Immigration Appeal Tribunal, that the Immigration Appeal Tribunal has the
power to dispense with, vary or modify any conditions
or limitations imposed by the Ministry under Part IV of
the principal Act—
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Mr. Walter Roban: Madam Chairman, could the Honourable Junior Minister clarify as to what section the
Immigration appeals that he is discussing come under
in the Budget Book, please?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Still on Compliance, B324, B-324, as I should be.
The amendments also clarify that decisions of
the Minister under section 61 of the principal Act are
subject to appeal to the Immigration Appeal Tribunal;
that the Immigration Appeal Tribunal has the power to
dispense with, vary or modify any conditions or limitations imposed by the Minister under Part IV of the
principal Act; and that the Immigration Appeal Tribunal
panel shall consist of at least one barrister, or attorney, which can be the chairman or deputy chairman,
and two other members, one of whom shall also be a
barrister or attorney.
In April 2013, the Minister of Home Affairs
enlisted assistance from the Attorney General’s
Chambers for legal representation on his behalf for
Immigration Appeal Tribunal matters. Currently, Mr.
Philip Perinchief serves in this capacity. At Mr. Perinchief’s start, there were approximately 44 backlogged appeals dating back to 2011.
With the clarifications made under the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Amendment Act
2013, approximately 18 appeals were removed from
the list, as they were outside of the Immigration Appeal Tribunal’s remit. Additionally, some appellants
have withdrawn their appeals. Mr. Perinchief meets
weekly with the Chief Immigration Officer to review
appeals and the relevant legislation to guarantee good
strategy in preparation for either directions or substantive hearings.
I am happy to report that significant strides
have been made to clear the backlogged appeals.
Approximately five hearings have been held. To date,
all responses by the Minister have been distributed to
the Tribunal Chairman and to the appellants. Arrangements to firm up the remaining hearing dates
are presently in the works. It is expected that all current appeals will have been heard by the end of May
2014, with final decisions by the Immigration Appeal
Tribunal being complete some two to three months
later.
Madam Chairman, I will advance to a conclusion by speaking about the Finance and the Administration, and Policy and Planning Sections of the Department of Immigration. These two sections are
deemed to be support entities in the department.
Cost centre 37040, Finance and Administration, variance 2013/14 versus 2014/15. Madam
Chairman, Finance and Administration costs are
$1,427,765, down from $1,524,394 from the previous
year, which represents a 6 per cent decrease from the
revised estimate of 2013/14. As with the previous section, this decrease relates to furlough days.
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Madam Chairman, the Finance and Administration Section is overseen by the Finance and Administration Manager, who, together with the Administrative Assistant, Processing Clerk, Cashier and the
Records Management Clerk, is responsible for the
department’s accounts, budget, financial records and
reporting, annual budget preparation, administrative
support services and personnel administration functions. There is a total of seven staff in this section,
including the Chief Immigration Officer and the Assistant Chief Immigration Officer.
Madam Chairman, this section logged in
60,000 documents, as compared to 60,080 in
2012/13, representing a 1 per cent decrease. This can
be attributed to a reduction in the submission of incomplete applications, thereby decreasing requests
for additional information.
Cost centre 37050, Policy and Planning, variance between 2013/14 versus 2014/15. Madam
Chairman, Policy and Planning costs are $94,492,
down from $112,934 from the previous year, which
represents a 16 per cent decrease when compared to
the 2013/14 estimate. This decrease represents one
FTE and overtime savings.
Now, one employee in the section continues
to be involved in the implementation of the new IT
systems. Madam Chairman, our Policy and Planning
Division is overseen by the Chief Immigration Officer,
who, together with the Business Systems Officer, is
responsible for the development, implementation and
maintenance of information systems and responses to
public access to information requests.
Within this section, the Chief Immigration Officer is also responsible for the management, administration, control and implementation of the Minister’s
and department’s policies and procedures and strategic planning processes. Madam Chairman, there were
no major achievements, policies and legislative
changes in the Finance and Administrative Section or
the Policy and Planning Section during the 2013/14
period. Notwithstanding this, the Policy and Planning
Section is leading the charge for a new business visitor line at the LF Wade International Airport and for
the creation of a work permit card for all work permit
holders. We expect that the business visitor line will
st
be operational beginning at April 1 , 2014, and that
the new work permit card will be rolled out by the third
quarter of the fiscal year 2014/15.
Madam Chairman, in conclusion, since February 2013, the Department of Immigration has had
several internal promotions, namely, a post of Chief
Immigration Officer, Assistant Chief Immigration Officer, Industry Relationship Officer and Compliance
Manager. Such promotions have served the department well, with improvements in processes and the
ultimate delivery of services not going unnoticed both
by the internal and external customer.
At the very beginning of this brief, the Department of Immigration’s mission was communicated.
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It should be noted that attached to the mission, the
department’s leaders espouse the following values:
customer service, responsiveness, respect, efficiency,
quality, integrity, innovation, teamwork, commitment
and professionalism. In an attempt to be on the cutting
edge, the department will continue to evolve so that
the needs of all of its customers are sufficiently met.
Starting internally in January–February of this year,
the entire department engaged in training facilitated
by the Department of Human Resources under the
title “Building Effective Work Relationships.”
Because the sessions were confined to Immigration staff, follow-up work will see each manager
and supervisor engaging in more dialogue with his or
her team to transfer the learning back to the office on
a collaborative front. Going forward, you will see other
meaningful changes to the way the department does
things.
Madam Chairman, I would like to commend
the team within Immigration. As the substantive Minister relayed to me during one or more recent meetings,
how he has personally seen during his tenure as the
Minister responsible for this department remarkable
change relating to the efficiency of service, as well as
consistency in policy and information disseminated to
the customer. Notwithstanding these improvements,
the substantive Minister and I have challenged the
department even further in 2014, and it looks like they
are already on their way to achieving even more successes in the coming year.
HEAD 32—DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I shall now move on to
Head 32, the Department of Planning.
[Mr. Rolfe Commissiong, Chairman]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr. Head 32, the Department of Planning, found on pages B-334 to B-338,
pages B-334 to B-338.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to present the
budget for Head 32, the Department of Planning,
found on pages B-334 through B-338 of the Estimates
of Revenue and Expenditures in the Budget Book.
Mr. Chairman, the Department of Planning—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

that he would have given the Opposition an opportunity to ask questions, because they are the ones . . . I
mean, they already know the numbers, facts.
The Opposition has a right to ask the Government about the numbers, and we are now just getting into Planning, and Planning is not a small department. I am hoping that the Minister would just basically allow the Members from the Opposition and the
Independent Members to ask questions to the Minister.
The Chairman: Okay, Member, you have made your
point. I do not know if that was a point of order, but
you have made your point.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Can the Honourable Member give us a rough idea how much more time does
he have on the other heads?
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
The Chairman: You can take your seat now, sir.
Junior Minister, you may continue. If you care
to answer that, you may.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Department of Planning strides to responsibly serve the people of Bermuda—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Chairman! The Honourable Member . . . I know that, like I
said . . . I respect your telling him to go ahead. But if
he can give us roughly an idea, we can go outside
and have coffee and come back once he—if he wants
to finish. But to pay attention, we want to ask questions to the Honourable Member. And it is not about
paying attention. We already have the book in front of
us. So all I am asking the Member, to give us an idea,
asking the questions on basic . . . You do not need to
read all this stuff. Just get your numbers.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: To the Honourable
Member who just took his seat—
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order, Mr.
Chairman.
The Chairman: What is the point of order, Member?

The Chairman: What is the point of order, sir?
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, I know the
Honourable Member is pretty new to this procedure.
But your loyal Opposition put aside five hours for debate for this particular Head, Ministry. And he has now
taken up at least four hours of it. I would have thought
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POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Chairman, this
Honourable Junior Minister is wasting time. We have
sat up here. We have heard him read Ministerial
Statements that have been read in the Chambers before, in the Senate.
The Chairman: Right.
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Now, either we are
going to have a fair debate or we should not have one
at all. You might as well just close it.
Now, I would like to have an indication, how
much more time does he feel he needs to finish? That
is a fair question. If it is an hour and a half, that is fine.
But let us know. If he wants to play games, that is fine.
But you are playing games with the taxpayers’ money!
It is as simple as that. Now, we owe a responsibility to
the taxpayer to ask about these monies. Let us get it
right!
The Chairman: Member, your point has been well
taken.
Junior Minister, would you care to answer that
question about the time remaining on your presentation?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Chairman, all I can
say is that I am reading as quickly as I can.
[Laughter]
[Gavel]
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I am trying to be as
clear and articulate for the public who are listening. It
is not very often that the various departments in Government get a chance to be thoroughly congratulated
on their work. I think it is pertinent information. And if
the Members of the Opposition choose to leave the
Chamber, that is their prerogative.
But there is a bigger audience out there that I
am speaking to, which is the Bermuda public. And
they want to know how their money is being spent.
I would like to thank MP Terry Lister for remaining in his seat.
The Chairman: Junior Minister, please resume.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I will continue as quickly
and thoroughly as I possibly can. Thank you for your
indulgence, Mr. Chairman.
Now, where was I?
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The mission of the Department of Planning. Mr. Chairman, the Department
of Planning strives to responsibly serve the people of
Bermuda to ensure the sustainable management of
the natural and built environment. The department’s
core values are teamwork, communication, trust, proactivity, integrity and responsibility.
It is accountable for the preparation of development and local plans, management of development
and protection of the environment, monitoring and
enforcement of development regulations, management of building activity through a building permit sys-
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tem and enforcement of the relevant building codes by
way of inspections of projects under construction.
Expenditure Overview for the Department of
Planning. Mr. Chairman, the Department of Planning
has been allocated a budget of $3,331,000 for the
Financial Year 2014/15. This figure is a reduction of
$451,000, or 12 per cent, compared with the department’s budget for the 2013/14 Financial Year. The
salaries budget for 2014/15 has decreased by
$416,000, or 12.5 per cent, compared to 2013/14. The
additional savings over and above the decrease due
to the furlough day policy have been realised due to
early retirement of two staff members, which results in
two posts being frozen and the department’s decision
to leave one post unfunded in order to assist the
Home Affairs’ Ministry in meeting its budget ceiling
cap. The department’s other operating expenses have
been reduced by $35,000.
Mr. Chairman, 93 per cent of the budget is
allocated to salaries of similar percentage as compared with the 2013/14 budget. Currently, there are
five vacant posts in the department: one forward planner, one development applications service officer, one
development applications clerk, one senior planning
officer development management, and one electrical
inspector.
Recent changes in the department’s applications processing systems and the imminent operating
of its core database system mean that three of aforementioned posts are in the process of being reevaluated. It is anticipated that the senior planning
officer post will be filled in line with the Ministry’s policies regarding promotion from within the service, while
the electrical inspector post will continue to be filled on
an as-needed contractual basis, depending on the
demand for the service. More information is provided
on this later in this budget brief.
Revenue. Mr. Chairman, the department’s
revenue is projected at $799,000 (found on page B336, for the benefit of the Opposition). The main
sources of revenue will be building permit fees, at
$315,000; planning application fees, at $260,000; elevator licensing fees, at $105,000; and enforcement
searches at $70,000. Revenue is projected to decrease by $205,000 when compared with the 2013/14
original estimates, due to the reduced level of construction activity.
Capital Expenditure. The department has a
capital acquisitions budget for 2014/15 of $100,000,
found on page C-16. This is for phase one of the project, to replace the department’s Bermuda Environment Management Information System (BEMIS). BEMIS is the department’s core database system, and it
is used to record and track information on every single
aspect of the department’s work responsibilities. A
new BEMIS is required to eliminate system breakdown, improve functionality and incorporate new,
streamlined, efficient business practices.
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Phase one, funding, will be used to develop
the required documents that will [form] a request for
information, leading to a request for proposals that
can be issued toward the end of 2014/15 Fiscal Year.
BEMIS is mission critical for the Department of Planning, and careful but swift progress towards a new
database system is essential.
Mr. Chairman, I now turn your attention to the
allocations for the individual cost centres found on
page B-335 of the Budget Book. The reduced funds
allocated overall to the various cost centres reflect
primarily the proportional decrease in the salaries
budget, due to the furlough day policy, combined with
the early retirements. With respect to other operational costs, those budget allocations have decreased
for most of the department’s seven cost centres as
well.
General Administration cost centre, 42000, is
the only cost centre to have an increase in other operational costs. This is due to the consolidation of office supplies, gasoline and other incidentals into administration, rather than having them spread throughout all seven cost centres.
General Administration. Including salaries
funding under General Administration, cost centre
42000 decreased by $140,000, or 15 per cent, due to
an early retirement post being frozen. So, although
the employee number stands at eight, this work is being carried out by seven people.
Front Desk Operations. Funding under Front
Desk Operations, cost centre 42020, decreased by
$71,000, or 22 per cent, largely due to a post being
unfunded for the next financial year. As a result, the
department’s primary customer service function is being undertaken by four people instead of the established five.
Enforcement and Searches. The allocation for
Enforcement and Searches, cost centre 42050, decreased by $8,000, or 5 per cent. This represents savings associated with the furlough day policy.
Forward Planning. Under the Forward Planning cost centre, 42060, the budget reduction is
$124,000, or 16 per cent, again largely due to an early
retirement post being frozen in this section. This is in
addition to the furlough day savings. Given the frozen
post, the work in this section is being carried out by
six people.
Development Applications. Funding for Development Applications, cost centre 42070, decreased
by $54,000, or 7 per cent, again mainly due to the furlough days, combined with a reduction in other operational costs.
Building Permits. Funding for Building Permits, cost centre 42080, decreased by $24,000, or
9 per cent, due to the combination of furlough days
and the reduction in other operational costs.
Building Inspections. Finally, the allocation for
inspections, cost centre 42090, decreased by
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$30,000, or 5 per cent, due again to the impact of the
furlough day policy.
Manpower. Mr. Chairman, the department’s
establishment is set at 39 employees, including two
designated planners and one trainee planner. However, as two posts are frozen and one post is unfunded, the 2014/15 budget allocation will support 36
employees.
Output Measures. Mr. Chairman, the department’s output measures are to be found on pages B337–B-338 of the Budget Book. However, for comparison, we are providing data from Fiscal Year
2012/13 and data from the current year to date—that
is, April 2013 to January 2014, as it is available at the
time of the preparation of this brief. These data update
the information that is contained in the Budget Book.
Where possible, the department has taken the opportunity to align the information provided with respect to
performance measures. Also, the performance measures are adjusted to reflect the implementation of new
systems, expected staffing levels in the upcoming
year and new priorities.
Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to say to
Honourable Members that comparing the last fiscal
year with the current year to date, the Department of
Planning has continued in its commitment to improve.
During the Fiscal Year 2012/13 with respect to the
Enforcement and Searches Business Unit, the department received requests for 117 planning searches
of property. The current data for 2013/14 indicate 155
requests received so far. In the current year, the department completed 96 per cent of these requests
within the statutory 28-day period, an increase of
1 per cent on the previous year’s performance of
95 per cent.
The performance target for 2014/15 is 95 per
cent in 28 days. Also, the average time taken for a
search dropped from 23 days in 2012/13 to 17 days in
2013/14. The department received 157 complaints for
the Fiscal Year 2012/13. A total of 112 were received
up to the time of report preparation for the current
2013/14. In addition, the section issued three enforcement notices during the year and assisted in providing evidence at six hearings on several cases that
are proceeding to the courts. With respect to development applications, during the period 2012/13, the
department received 438 applications for planning
permission and 386 applications for revisions. This
compares with 405 planning applications and 300 revisions received to date in the current fiscal year.
Mr. Chairman, the data indicate a continuing
trend of improvement in the processing times of planning applications. On average, the processing time
has decreased from 13.5 weeks in the last fiscal year
to 10.1 weeks in the current fiscal year, with 50 per
cent of applications determined in the 12-week period,
compared with only 42 per cent in 2012/13. A performance measure target is 55 per cent of applica-
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tions determined within 12 weeks. Clearly, the department is on track to reach this target.
The departments continue to provide a highquality service in the review of planning applications
affecting listed buildings, with 43 planning applications
so far this year. During the Fiscal Year 2012/13, the
department received 697 building permit applications.
This compares with 599 received in the current fiscal
year to date. During this current period, 595 permits
were issued, and these were processed in an average
of 5.1 weeks, which compares with the year before,
when permits were processed on average in 6.6
weeks. Of the residential permits issued in the current
year, 62 per cent were processed within six weeks,
while 66 per cent of commercial permits issued were
processed in six weeks.
In the previous year of 2012/13, the figures
were 15 per cent of residential permits issued in six
weeks and 14 per cent of commercial permits issued
in six weeks. A performance measure target is 70 per
cent of residential permits in six weeks, and 80 per
cent of commercial permits in six weeks. Given the
progress made already this year, the department is on
track to achieve the target in the coming year.
Mr. Chairman, during the Fiscal Year 2012/13,
a total of 281 minor works permits were issued and,
on average, 3.8 weeks were required to process these
applications. In the current year, 246 minor works
permits have been issued at the writing of this report,
with an average processing time of 2.7 weeks. A total
of 483 use and occupancy certificates were issued
during the period 2012/13, and to date, in the current
year of 2013/14, a total of 438 have been issued. In
Fiscal Year 2012/13, there were a total of 5,534 site
inspections conducted, and on average, 106 inspections weekly. In 2013/14, a total of 4,651 inspections
have been undertaken so far, which is an average of
89 per week.
Building inspections are taking the opportunity
to close off older, outstanding cases that have not received use and occupancy certificates. This involves
informing owners of incomplete projects of the work
that remains to be done and following through the final
inspections in use and occupancy. Mr. Chairman,
linked to this, the Building Control Section is establishing a system whereby the Land Valuation Office is
notified in cases where buildings are occupied so that
these buildings can be brought into assessment and
charged land tax.
Plans for the upcoming year. Mr. Chairman,
following on from completion of the Technology Vision
and Strategy Report in 2011, the department will embark upon the first step in developing the requirements for a new version of the database system, the
Bermuda Environmental Management Information
System, in the upcoming fiscal year. BEMIS was
launched in October 1999, and it has been built upon
progressively in the years since. BEMIS is a bespoke
client/server application written in or utilising five tech-
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nologies, four of which are no longer vendor supported.
As a result of the age of the system and the
lack of vendor support for all but one of its technologies, it is more difficult and costly to retain programmers to support and maintain the system. The result is
system failures on an increasingly regular basis that
cannot be repaired and which are affecting productivity. Additionally, it is very challenging to integrate BEMIS with other, more modern Government systems
and impossible to incorporate newer components into
the existing system itself.
A key part of the BEMIS functionality is its
integration with the department’s website, which is
outdated. For example, our website does not incorporate newer technology that allows staff to make anything more than very modest changes, so simple updates and amendments must be outsourced. Also, it
lacks effective connectivity with newer Internet browsers, making access to departmental information challenging to our customers. Therefore, as part of the
development of a new BEMIS, the website will be replaced as well.
Mr. Chairman, working with the Information
Technology Office and the Department of EGovernment, the capital allocation of $100,000 mentioned previously will be used to draw up the requirements documentation for a new BEMIS that will [form]
a Request For Information [RFI] to be distributed
widely to potential interested vendors. The information
obtained through the RFI process will be used to write
specifications for a specific request for proposals to be
distributed to the short list of vendors from the earlier
RFI process.
Mr. Chairman, during the upcoming year,
work will begin on a review of the Development and
Planning (Use Classes) Order 1975. This legislation,
which applies generally to the Island, but not to the
Corporation of Hamilton, regulates the change of one
use type to another and provides the framework for
determining when planning permission is required.
The enabling legislation—
Mr. Walter Roban: Mr. Chairman, could the Minister
clarify exactly where he is in the Planning Head on 32
for me? Thank you.
The Chairman: Minister, would you care to clarify
where you are at right now, line item?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. I am trying to move
ahead so that I can allow some time for questions.
The Chairman: I understand that. What is the line—
Mr. Walter Roban: I would like to know where the
Honourable Shadow [sic] Minister is in the Budget
Book. I think he should let us know exactly what line
item he is on and what cost centre he is at.
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[Pause]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Page B-336.
Mr. Walter Roban: Which line item, Mr. Chairman? I
would like to know. There are a number of line items
on that page.
The Chairman: Minister, can you provide the line item
on that page?
Mr. Walter Roban: I would hope that the Honourable
Shadow [sic] Minister knows where he is, Mr. Chairman. Or is he just reading just what is in front of him?
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contact throughout the year will be used to reach a
broad audience.
[Mr. Chairman], I wish to thank the Director of
Planning, Mrs. Aideen Ratteray Pryse, and her able
team for their dedicated service during this past year
and their ongoing commitment to departmental improvements.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my presentation
Estimates of Expenditure and Revenues for the Department of Planning, Head 32.
HEAD 42—THE DEPARTMENT OF THE RENT
COMMISSIONER

[Pause]

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I shall now move on to
Head 42, the Rent Commissioner. Head 42, found on
pages B-339 to B-341. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to
present the budget for Head 42, the Department of the
Rent Commissioner, found on pages B-339 through
B-340 and B-341 of the Approved Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Year 2014/15.
The mission of the Department of the Rent
Commissioner is to protect the welfare of the community from unreasonable rent increases and unlawful
eviction, and to educate the public on the rights and
responsibilities of landlords and tenants under the law.
Mr. Chairman, the objectives of the Department of the Rent Commissioner are:
• to regulate rent increases on tenancies of
residential premises;
• to protect tenants from arbitrary eviction;
• to limit how much a landlord can charge a
tenant for a rental deposit;
• to educate the public on the rights and responsibilities of landlords and tenants under
the rent control laws; and
• to serve the public as a resource of information, counselling and direct intervention on
landlord and tenant matters.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: In its current form, it
limits the application of the general development order. A review of the Use Classes Order is due and
timely, given the expansion of the general development order anticipated later this year. Amendments
that update the Use Classes Order would improve the
regulatory framework within which the department
operates.
Finally, looking forward to the upcoming fiscal
year, the Department of Planning has developed and
will implement a dedicated communication strategy
and plan to increase its capacity to communicate with
citizens in a meaningful way, and to raise awareness
of the responsibilities and activities of the department.
The department’s communication endeavours will include greater access to information for the public, increased presence at community events, and forging
relationships with established groups and entities in
Bermuda. Digital print media outlets and face-to-face

Mr. Chairman, the department’s budget allocation of $480,000 for Fiscal Year 2014/15 represents
a decrease of $89,000, or 16 per cent, under the
original budget for Fiscal Year 2013/14. This reduction
is mainly attributed to a decrease in salaries due to
staff requirements that will take effect in the fourth
quarter of 2014.
Expenditure Overview. Mr. Chairman, salary
costs have been revised to $309,000, a decrease of
$86,000. Advertising and promotion costs have been
revised to $5,000, an increase of $4,000. Repair and
maintenance costs have been revised to $34,000, a
decrease of $2,000. Materials and supplies costs
have been revised to $16,000, a decrease of $5,000.
Revenue Overview. Review fees. Mr. Chairman, review fees of $1,000 remain unchanged from
the original budget for Fiscal Year 2013/14. There
were no other changes between the Fiscal Years
2013/14 and 2014/15 budgets.

The Chairman: Thank you, Shadow Minister [Roban].
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Okay. Those comments are not really
necessary right now, Shadow Minister.
The line item?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. I am trying to get
the information for the Honourable Member.
It is page B-335, line item 3204, Forward
Planning.
The Chairman: Could you repeat that?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: [Line item] 3204, Forward Planning, on page B-335.
The Chairman: Thank you. Continue, Minister.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you.
Now, where was I?
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Manpower. Mr. Chairman, the manpower
complement for the department remains the same, at
five full-time officers.
Performance Measures. [Mr. Chairman], the
Department of the Rent Commissioner’s performance
measures for the year are found on page B-341 and
are as follows:
• Within 30 days of receipt, 95 per cent of all
rent increases, applications and agreement
notices lodged with the commission were
processed and adjudicated.
• Within three working days of receipt, 100 per
cent of all rental inquiries lodged with the
commission were acted on and resolved.
• There were 10 public awareness seminars
held in 2013, which featured presentations on
the operations of the department, the services
it provides, and the laws it administers and
enforces.
Mr. Chairman, this is under the heading Output Measures. The Department of the Rent Commissioner’s output measures for the year are as follows:
1. [There were] 43 rent increase agreement notices processed and registered during 2013,
as compared to 96 rent increase agreement
notices processed and registered in 2012;
2. [There were] 202 rent increase applications
processed and adjudicated during 2013, as
compared to 250 rent increase applications
processed and adjudicated in 2012;
3. One rent increase review application was
processed and adjudicated during 2013, as
compared to three applications processed and
adjudicated in 2012;
4. During 2013, 1,513 clients were served. This
included giving advice to landlords and tenants on rental sundry matters, mediating
rental disputes, investigating allegations of
rent overcharging, and attending court under
a witness summons to give evidence in respect to civil proceedings instituted by tenants
to recover from landlords rent paid in excess
of the law rate. This compared to 2,061 clients
served in 2012.
Priorities for the Upcoming Year. Mr. Chairman, the department will continue to administer and
enforce rent control laws in a vigorous manner and to
encourage the public to use its good offices as a
source of information, counselling and direct intervention when dealing with issues and concerns relevant
to the rent control and landlord and tenant laws.
Mr. Chairman, as I mentioned in opening
comments, the Department of the Rent Commissioner
will be merging with Consumer Affairs, which is expected to be complete by the fourth quarter of 2014.
As I conclude my presentation of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Depart-
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ment of the Rent Commissioner, Head 42, I would like
to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Eugene Foley, the
long-serving Director of the Rent Commission, who
will be retiring this summer, for his assistance with the
merging of the departments, as well as his long and
dedicated service to the Government of Bermuda. I
would also like to thank the remaining hardworking
staff of the Rent Commissioner’s Office for their continued dedication and commitment in carrying out their
duties and responsibilities in the true spirit of service.
Mr. Chairman, this now concludes my presentation for the Ministry of Home Affairs, Heads 93, 27,
32 and 42. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Junior Minister.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister for Home Affairs, the Honourable Walter Roban.
You have the floor, sir.
Mr. Walter Roban: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Well, well, well. It has been an interesting four
and a half hours, to say the least. It has not quite
ended the way it started. But I still must, for the record, cite that I do not believe that the Junior Minister
has done an appropriate job that would allow all those
who really wanted to participate in this debate with the
four heads to be able to deal with the issues that he
has raised.
But I will press on and begin essentially where
the Junior Minister ended, and that is with the Rent
Commission, which begins on Head 42, on page B339. As the Junior Minister ended, Mr. Chairman, by
stating that this particular department will be the subject of a merger with the Consumer Affairs, which
comes under the Ministry Head, and will essentially be
a part of the Ministry and will perhaps to some degree
disappear as a part of the Consumer Affairs or become a department of Consumer Affairs, and that will
be under Head 93.
I do note that it does appear as if this was first
mentioned in an article, or by a statement by the Minister in February of this year, and stating that there
would be a savings of $320,000 a year, and that the
current Rent Commissioner, Mr. Foley, and his deputy
will be retiring. And I would also like to thank Mr. Foley
and his deputy for their service and the years they
have given to the Government.
[Desk thumping]
Mr. Walter Roban: They have certainly shaped and
made the Rent Control Department and the Rent
Commissioner an important part of how many Bermudians’ rights were protected in the rental market,
and being a source of information and protection for
rights that perhaps some felt were being abridged,
and have shaped it with the times.
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One of the questions I would like to ask, which
was raised in the Minister’s statement, is that there
are . . . As it relates to staff, there were five members
currently on staff, two of which are Mr. Foley and the
deputy. There are three other members who essentially will have to be placed. Now, there was a suggestion that—and this is also what was stated by the Minister and was in the media, that most will perhaps be
merged with Consumer Affairs, but, and those who
are not going there will go to other departments. Have
the other departments been identified where those
persons have the opportunity to go? And what is the
actual process that is in place to ensure that they are
easily transitioned into whatever places they intend to
go? I would like to know more about that.
And it was curious that the Minister also mentioned in his brief that what is being done is consistent
with the SAGE recommendations. Well, the only other
time that the SAGE recommendations have been referred to during this Budget Debate has been when
the Finance Minister outlined a list of departments that
might be subject to outsourcing, privatisation and mutualisation. And there was no mention of the Rent
Commission. So, although the Junior Minister and in
the statement publicly has said that this is consistent
with the SAGE Commission report, I would like to
know why this has not been mentioned in the Budget.
Or is this just something that came up more recently?
And how does it gel with the SAGE recommendations
of which the Finance Minister has made no mention of
this particular move?
So, I think it will be good to have more clarity
as to what is going to happen with the Rent Commission and how that transition is going to be properly
done and, ultimately, how much assurance [can] the
Minister give us that those persons will be properly
transitioned into jobs that will suit them, having been
members of the Rent Commission?
I would like to now go, moving from the Rent
Commission to Immigration. Perhaps one can argue
that this is one of the areas of most interest to most
people because it is the area that has had the most
activity under the Ministry of Home Affairs, to some
degree, over the past year, and has been the subject
of much public discourse and discussion. In fact, a
year ago we had people marching on this House as it
relates to steps that were taken by the Minister with
some policy changes, of which the Junior Minister did
somewhat discuss.
What I am interested in knowing about, as it
relates to the Immigration Department; we see there is
a salary reduction which is proposed, with the original
salary being $3,516,000 and the projected salaries
being $3,248,000. I am interested in knowing, since
there is only a minor adjustment in staff to that department, how is that particular reduction rationalised?
On page 325, there is a question of training.
And there, once again, is a severe reduction in the
amount of 52 per cent in the training budget. Now, we
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did hear last year from the Minister that there were
substantial policy changes. There was going to be an
uptick in enforcement, and measures that were going
to be taken making sure that the Immigration Department was tougher in the community on infractions.
And it seemed to be resonating as a great sort of
campaign by the Minister, with his moves to make
changes to the term limit policy, with a number of
things the Minister did actually do, the substantive
work to make changes that were announced very
early on by the Minister, the enforcement measures
that the Minister said that were going to be put in
place.
But the training budget under the Immigration
Department has gone down. So, one has to . . . And
this was a point that was made last year. If you are
talking about ramping up your staff to do more and
taking on the responsibilities of a more robust enforcement area, then why is the training being reduced?
So, we would like to know exactly what role
training is going to play in the work that the Minister is
seeking to do to make the enforcement measures in
place be more robust and to be able to instil confidence in the public that Immigration is being tough on
those who infringe the law.
And speaking of that, I would like to just perhaps get a query as it relates to, as enforcement, you
would talk about compliance. And going to [line item]
37030, there were a number of deportations. Page B29 under Performance Measures, there was a list of
deportations, which forecasted—actual were seven
and were forecasted at eight, and the target is the
same.
One would like to get an answer to, How
many companies were actually penalised? Because,
presumably, those deportations were related to, okay,
infractions of the immigration law, persons who were
found to be here illegally, potentially working. We
would like to know how many companies were also
dealt with as a result of those deportations? Because
presumably, somebody took the time to retain that
person and allow them to work, which was clearly
against the law. So it is not just the person who is deported, but also the respective person who may have
been an employer.
If those types of infractions are a part of the
number of deportations that are listed, we would like
to know how many companies within the number of
eight that were deported are the subject of company
infractions, where persons were working illegally?
How many companies were also penalised as a result?
I think it is difficult to review the work of this
department without referring to some of the events
that did transpire in the year 2013, namely, as has
always been referred to, the dramatic change in the
term limit policy by the Minister, with having promised
a two-year review, but then making a dramatic step to
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actually remove the policy outright in a very short period of time, which brought considerable angst
amongst unions, the general members of the public
and persons who, just frankly, thought that the OBA
Government was going to take a much more methodical approach when looking at such a dramatic change
in policy.
But it does not seem, generally speaking, as
if, when it comes to immigration policy, that the Minister has been very forthcoming in being straightforward
about taking steps that he and his Government felt
very right to do. Not only did we have the dramatic
change in immigration policy with the removal of the
term limit policy, there was also the list of recommendations which presumably came out of the work permit policy group. And a number of those recommendations perhaps were seen as being very straightforward. But then we saw one particular recommendation that brought great consternation, which was the
proposal to give non-Bermudian children below the
ages of 19 the right to work, again raising great consternation amongst many in the community, and it did
cause the Minister to have to withdraw that proposal.
But it was not without some drama, as I recall,
in that it was suggested that this was a proposal that
had been put forward by the Progressive Labour Party
in its own work with the work permit policy group. But
it was then clarified by members of the group that no
such thing had occurred.
Added to that, we did also hear the Minister
suggest that he had the blessing of the Opposition
Leader to make the change, the dramatic change to
the work permit policy that he actually proposed and
said it in a statement in the media. That also turned
out to be quite untrue. So, the effort to be forthcoming
and open by the Minister seems to have, from the beginning, been quite lacking. And this was a part of the
basket, as I referred to the Corporate Services Head
in B-324, which was a part of the dramatic policy
changes that the Minister said would be needed to be
put in place to reform immigration, make the immigration process more efficient and ensure that business
was more comfortable with working with the department.
But I would just go to page B-327 and look at
the Performance Measures as it relates to the average processing time for a five-year work permit and
the average processing time for a temporary work
permit. The Minister made great effort to proclaim to
the public that there would be an effort to make the
process much more efficient. Processing times would
be crunched down. But as it relates to performance
measures, not only has there been no change, but
there does not seem to be an aspiration to make it
any quicker from . . . We see four weeks forecasted
from actual outcome of 2012/13. We see forecasted
outcome for 2014, four weeks. And we see the target
remains the same.
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So, one has to ask the question. The Shadow
[sic] Minister had a lot in his statement about finding
efficiencies, changing the process. But there seems to
be no aspiration by the current Minister and the department to make their turnaround times any (actually)
shorter than the four weeks. So it does suggest that
perhaps it was all quite efficient already. Perhaps
there can be technology changes, which always are
[possible]. And people can actually do the work. Perhaps some of the interactions can be better with the
business community that makes them feel that they
are more comfortable. But as we have seen with the
policies of immigration over the past year, the focus
has been on making business comfortable.
But when one looks at the outcomes, there is
not really any change. So perhaps if there is a true
effort to change, the Shadow [sic] Minister can make it
clear to us actually what they are intending to change
about the process of immigration to actually make it
more efficient. I think that could be more clear. Because the data that we are presented with in this
Budget Book does not suggest that. It suggests that it
is all really a lot of fluff, a lot of talk to give the appearance to certain interest groups that things are being
done to improve the process. So I would perhaps like
to hear more from the Shadow [sic] Minister on that as
to, if the four weeks turnaround time is not being
changed or has not improved over the past year, then
what exactly are you improving about the process?
Presumably, the work permit working group
has played a role in this. But we have not heard much,
other than with the initial phases of their work, as to
what they are actually doing. Most of their major initiatives were around the special category permits, the
global permit. And as we remember, the Minister—
and this was mentioned by the Shadow [sic] Minister—that there were some fee changes. Most of the
fees were jacked up. But there was one particular fee,
there were a couple of fees that we on this side felt
that the Minister went in the wrong direction. And I
would be interested to know if it can be reported [concerning] the 10-year work permits, which presumably
the Minister reduced the fee from the $20,000 down to
the $10,000, was there an uptick in that particular
work permit category as to the demand? Were there
more of those permits actually distributed, since there
was a reduction in fee? And there was also a $750
processing fee with, I believe, the special category
permits.
And as that was done, we always felt on this
side that that was too low, considering that the group
of client that was likely to take advantage of those
category permits were C-suite clients, which presumably can afford a $750 fee pretty easily. Again,
was there any uptick in the demand for these particular categories, since the Government’s case for reduction in these fees and for such a minimal entrance fee
requirement was that it was more inviting?
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But as one can see from the numbers, if I can
just refer to the numbers again on B-327, when you
look at the outcomes, there is an expectation that
there will be 500 more or so work permits issued for
the upcoming year. This does not represent the great
flow that the Minister proclaimed would happen with
the changes in policy that he instituted early in 2013
with the removal of the term limit policy and with other
changes that were supposed to streamline and make
the process easier for applicants to get through.
There is not even an expectation here, based
on the data, for any huge uptick in additional work
permits, since all the policies prior to that were supposed to be shooing people away. I just find it very
interesting, Mr. Chairman, that despite all that we
have heard over the year from the Minister of Home
Affairs and his colleagues that the expectations in the
data are so low. Their steps were supposed to bring
about the turnaround, the great increase in jobs. But
we know what the data is around jobs! And none of
their steps that they have taken, like the changes in
immigration policy that they felt were so desperately
needed, that some of their cheerleaders in the international business community and the commercial community have lauded, [has caused] the great inflow,
that just has not happened. The data says it.
I can be accused, perhaps, Mr. Chairman, of
being dramatic. But the data backs up my identification of the issues here. They themselves do not even
predict for the upcoming year an uptick, a dramatic
inflow of work permit holders for the industries that
were, they would proclaim, so desirous because prior
policies were so unfriendly. So I would just like to
know, really, what the Government is certainly,
through the Ministry of Home Affairs . . . If their expectations are not that high, then what are they going to
do to actually push things forward?
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they were telling the rest of the public were going to
happen.
But again, Mr. Chairman, I will go back to
some of the other issues in this budget presentation
that I would like to query. One of my colleagues,
again, brought up the point which is on page B-325.
And unfortunately, you know, the time is not really
there perhaps for all of us on this side who have questions that we want to raise. Perhaps we will deal with
that as time goes on, through the ongoing, the rest of
the fiscal year.
But my honourable colleague who sits to my
left brought up the issue on page B-325, work permits
full time, that the projection for income on those permits is the same. It is at $4,750,000. But when you go
to the amount of work permits expected to be processed, the numbers are not that different. Well, actually, they have changed. So is that not just going to be
a fee increase or a fee reduction? I am interested to
know what the Government is going to do there as
they are not expecting any real increase in income
with work permits for full time. But the numbers are
changing. So perhaps at some point the Minister can
give us an answer to that.
There are only really 10 minutes left so I am
going to sit down. This has not been a very satisfactory debate as it has been structured and carried out
by the Shadow [sic] Minister who speaks for Immigration and there are numerous Heads that were dealt
with, Mr. Chairman, of which there is not the satisfactory time for myself to get into, but what I will do is sit
down and give the Shadow [sic] Minister an opportunity to answer some of the questions that I have already raised—
An Hon. Member: Junior Minister.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes, sorry, the Junior Minister,
yes, and the former Environment Minister to answer.

[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walter Roban: It is always soon come, as the
Honourable Member Finance Minister says. Everything is aspirational for the OBA and very little practical.

The Chairman: Thank you, Shadow Minister Roban.

[Inaudible interjection]

The Chairman: The Chair now recognises MP Brown.

Mr. Walter Roban: Yes, we have been told, whether
in the Budget Statement or even in the output measures that we have seen here, that everything is in discussion. Everything is in some sort of stage of embryonic or embryonic stage! Nothing is being actually
brought forward and they can say it is here. Well,
some of their proclamations around job creation actually turned out to be quite flat, that they were proclaiming earlier in the year that the steps they were going to
make with immigration policy, as we see in these output measures and other things, were actually going to
bring about the changes that they believe in and that

Mr. Walton Brown: Page B-329, performance measures. There are about 2,000 investigations involving
potential violations. Can the Junior Minister identify
whether or not any of these investigations took place
with respect to domestic workers? And can he assure
this House that there were adequate provisions and
protections in place for domestic workers in Bermuda?

Mr. Walton Brown: Just one question, one quick
question—

The Chairman: Thank you, MP Brown.
Junior Minister, would you care to answer
that, or any other questions that were posed, in the
time remaining?
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Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There were quite a few questions posed during that time and I will try and answer the ones that I
can remember. If I miss out on some, then maybe we
can have time to circle back.
I think the first question related to a staffing
question. I think it was to do with the training in Immigration and why there were salary reductions. There
were reductions due to furlough days. Also, two senior
acting positions are no longer. They were made full
time so they are no longer acting. Also, training that, I
guess, was contracted out, is now being done inhouse so those costs are coming down.
For example, the Human Resources Department is now doing training for the DPP office, the Police and they are also conducting training for Immigration. So when you put all those together it has resulted
in a 52 per cent decrease in the training budget.
The second question I believe referenced the
deportations. There were eight. And the question was,
What companies were involved in these deportations.
There were no companies involved in the deportations
because those eight individuals were incarcerated
prisoners who were deported.
There was a question, I believe, asked about
the SAGE Commission and an amalgamation of the
Rent Commissioner's office. That decision was made
back in January per the Minister's Statement earlier
this year. So this is nothing new. This has been out in
the public domain and it is bringing down the expense.
So I guess to answer your question, it may not have
been specifically alluded to in the SAGE Commission
report; however, this is all a part of the Government's
work to reduce the cost and the size of Government
and the $300,000 plus in savings. It is not going to
eradicate the problem, but it is something that is beneficial to the bottom line.
I think there was a question . . . I think the
question was why is there no perceivable turnaround
in the government in terms of creating jobs and job
losses and whatnot, if I understand you correctly.
What the department has done is immediately, once
we came to Government, embark upon, I guess, a
mission to improve the relationship with the various
stakeholders through better communication. So the
Minister has met with the major heads of international
business, the Alphabet groups. And I have been made
to understand that there was a pent-up demand for
those types of meetings. They have occurred and I
believe that it is bearing fruit.
I think there was a question about work permits and turnaround time in work permits. The actual
turnaround time now for work permits is three weeks,
with the worst case scenario being four weeks. The
goal and the expectation of this Government is to get
more Bermudians employed, especially in those industries where there is a heavy abundance of nonBermudian workers. The various training programmes
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at the Workforce Development are training our Bermudians, and this started under the previous Government and we are going to continue with that.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Training Bermudians—
we are going to train Bermudians to take these positions.
[Gavel]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: And if the Honourable
Member would be honest, he would . . . I am not going
to say that because he is an honourable man but—
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
The Honourable Member is—
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: A lot of work permits
were issued under the PLP also.
The Chairman: Members we have reached—
Mr. Walter H. Roban: The Honourable Member has a
question of honesty here and I think he needs to withdraw that. We are all honourable and honest people in
this House as far as we are concerned.
[Crosstalk]
The Chairman: The Junior Minister has indicated that
he withdrew those comments.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I did.
The Chairman: We have now reached the end of the
time allotted Members for consideration of Home Affairs Heads 93, 27, 32 and 42. The Chair now asks
whether the Junior Minister is prepared to move those
respective Heads.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I move that Heads 93, 27, 32 and 42 be approved.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Heads 93,
27, 32 and 42 be approved. Is there any objection to
that motion?
No objection?
So approved.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Ministry of Home Affairs, Heads
93, 27, 32 and 42, were approved and stand part of
the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures 2014/15.]
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The Chairman: The Chair now recognises the Minister of Finance.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Chairman, I move
that the Committee rise, report progress, and ask for
leave to sit again.
The Chairman: Is there any objection to that motion?
No objection?
[Gavel]
The Chairman: Agreed to.
[Motion carried: The Committee of Supply rose, reported progress, and sought leave to sit again.]
[Pause]
House resumed at 8:11 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]
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So the Chair will now recognise the Honourable Minister of Finance, Minister E. T. Richards.
You have the floor.

BILL
SECOND READING
CUSTOMS DEPARTMENT AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very much,
Mr. Speaker.
I move that the Customs Department
Amendment Act 2014 be read a second time, and in
doing so, Mr. Speaker, the Bill proposes—
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that, Honourable Members?
There are none.
Carry on, Minister.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Bill proposes to amend the Customs DeREPORT OF COMMITTEE
partment Act 1952 by transferring responsibility for
border control from the Minister of Finance to the MinThe Speaker: Honourable Members, are there any ister of National Security.
objections to the Report of the Committee?
Mr. Speaker, in the 2013 Throne Speech,
No objections so we will move now on to the Government declared its conviction that Bermuda's
rest—the next order of the day is Order No. 2. Order borders must be protected and there is strength in
No. 2? Are we taking up Order No. 2? So carrying it joint operations. Shortly thereafter, in December, the
over?
Honourable Premier announced a number of revisions
to Government, Ministry and departmental structures
[Inaudible interjections]
including the intention that the Minister of National
Security should assume the Ministerial accountability
The Speaker: I guess Order No. 2 is carried over.
for the Customs Department Budget (and that is
Head 12) and those customs officers performing borAn Hon. Member: I thought it was Order No. 5.
der control functions. The transfer of border control
st
functions is planned to take effect on the 1 of April of
[Inaudible interjections]
this year.
Mr. Speaker, as you are aware, the Customs
The Speaker: I am going through the Orders, so you Department is established under the Customs Dejust say that to carry it over.
partment Act 1952, known as the principal Act in this
Order No. 2 is carried over?
case. At present the Minister of Finance reflecting his
ministerial responsibility has sole control of the CusAn Hon. Member: Yes.
toms Department by virtue of section 2(2) and the
definition of Minister in section 1 in the principal Act.
The Speaker: Order No. 3?
This Bill will afford the Minister of National
Security reflecting his own ministerial responsibility a
Some Hon. Members: Yes.
limited form of control of the Customs Department so
that the synergy and the efficiencies of joint border
The Speaker: Carried over?
control operations with the Bermuda Regiment and
the Police Service might be realised.
Some Hon. Members: Yes.
The Bill does not touch the revenue collection
and reporting functions within the Customs DepartThe Speaker: Order No. 4?
ment. These are to remain unchanged and are to be
retained by the Ministry of Finance. As a purely practi[Inaudible interjections]
cal consideration, all of the current powers and responsibility of the Customs Department, the Collector
The Speaker: It is carried over.
of Customs and her customs officers are to be preBermuda House of Assembly
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served. Indeed, no new statutory persons will be created—persons like officers of border control, et cetera.
Mr. Speaker, upon the transfer of the Customs Department budget to the Ministry of National
Security it is intended that customs revenue officers
will continue to perform functions in respect of import
and export prohibitions and restrictions as an agency
function on behalf of other government departments
such as they do now. Similarly, customs officers performing border control functions will continue to perform certain revenue functions. This overlap is unavoidable. However, in the future, the Minister of National Security will have primary responsibility for customs officers performing border control functions and
the enforcement of prohibitions and restrictions upon
the importation and exportation of goods. The customs officers affected are those currently assigned to
Customs traveller operations and Customs enforcement operations.
Mr. Speaker, this cooperative approach is
nothing new to Customs. A perusal of the principal Act
reveals that for many years customs officers have had
a role as health officers and as immigration officers
and, on a daily basis, are required to comply with the
directions and instructions of the Minister responsible
for Immigration and the Chief Immigration Officer, as
the case may be, the Minister responsible for Health
and the Chief Medical Officer in relation to matters
falling within the control of those authorities.
Customs Officers are required to comply with
any provision of law relating to the functions to be performed by him in the capacity of an immigration officer
or health officer. Government is confident that customs officers will comply in exactly the same way with
any direction or instruction of the Minister of National
Security in matters relating to the enforcement of import and export prohibitions and restrictions.
In the Throne Speech, Government shared its
vision of an enhanced maritime role uniting the uniformed services in interdiction and maritime safety.
This Bill is a positive step towards achieving that objective. Criminals must be prevented from importing
illegal contraband, such as guns and narcotics, and
from using Bermuda as a transhipment point for such
contraband.
Government is committed to strengthening
this country's national security in our continuing efforts
to make Bermuda a safer place for residents and visitors alike, and to ensure a secure and stable environment for the conduct of business. A combined and
coordinated preventative and interdiction measure by
our joint uniformed services is vital to safeguarding
the economic and social stability of our community.
Therefore, Government commends this Bill to the
House.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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The Chair will now recognise the Shadow
Minister of Finance, MP David Burt from constituency 18.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Good evening, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good evening.
Mr. E. David Burt: I thank the Minister for his introduction. We are not going to take this too long—just a
couple of questions for the Minister.
The Minister said that as of, I guess it is
st
April 1 , this becomes operational. I was hoping that
the Minister could . . . I know he said the specific departments that will be assigned to the responsibility. I
guess the Minister of National Security and the Minister of Finance. Is there any other legislation that is
expected to come on this issue? Or is the transfer just
purely administrative and these are the only things
that we will be looking at insofar as any legislation that
will come before the House?
Of course, the other thing is, Is there any expected budgetary impact or additional posts that will
be created that need to just happen because of different oversight and management?
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, MP Burt.
Is there any other Honourable Member who
would care to speak to this matter?
There are no other Members, so Minister
Richards you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
To answer the Honourable Member's questions, we do not expect any more legislation and
should have no budget impact—same number of people doing basically the job that they are doing now.
They will just answer, from an operational standpoint,
to the Minister of National Security.
So if there are no further questions I move
that this Bill now be committed.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to the Bill being committed, going to Committee?
There are no objections, so I would ask that
the Deputy Speaker, MP Roberts-Holshouser, please
take the Chair [of Committee].
House in Committee at 8:21 pm

COMMITTEE ON BILL
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]
CUSTOMS DEPARTMENT AMENDMENT ACT 2014

The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Minister.
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The Chairman: Honourable Members, we are now in
Committee of the whole [House] for further consideration of the Bill entitled Customs Department Amendment Act 2014.
I call on the Minister in charge to proceed.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I would like to move clauses 1, 2 and 3.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Please proceed.
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we have the debate and decide further responsibilities
going forward.
I hope that clarifies, Honourable Member.
The Chairman: Are there any other Members that
would like to speak to clauses 1 [through] 3?
Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I move that Bill be read a second time—
The Chairman: Clauses?

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Clause 1 of the Bill is a
citation and is self-explanatory.
Clause 2 corrects some outdated references
to Ministers in section 2(3) of the principal Act and
inserts a new subsection (4) into section 2 of the principal Act as a result of the assignment of Ministerial
responsibilities for border control to the Minister of
National Security.
Clause 3 provides for commencement on 1
April 2014.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Clauses 1 [through] 3.

The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 [through] 3?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Honourable Member from Sandys North, constituency 36, the
Honourable Michael J. Scott, Shadow Minister of Public Safety.
You have the floor.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I move the Preamble.

Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you.
I thank the Honourable Finance Minister.
In clauses 1 and 2 there was a reference, I
believe, in the general debate about defence and police. I would be grateful if he would explain to what
extent any responsibilities for border control are to be
covered by the Defence Department, the Regiment—if
I understood the Minister clearly.
Thank you.

The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1
[through] 3 be approved. Are there any objections to
that motion?
No objections.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 3 passed]

The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved. Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections. Agreed to.
[Gavel]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I move that the Bill be
reported to the House.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections?
No objections. Agreed to.
[Gavel]
An Hon. Member: Wham bam, thank you ma'am.

The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any other
Members that would like to speak to clauses 1
[through] 3?
Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Good evening, Madam
Chairman. I am just trying to help the Honourable Minister, the Shadow Minister. I am not entirely sure if I
heard what he was referring to, but he referred to the
Defence and the potential for border patrol responsibilities. At this point in light of the fact that the National
Security and Defence Review is not available for circulation yet, and will be tabled in this Honourable
House, that question will certainly be answered when

[Motion carried: The Customs Department Amendment Act 2014 was considered by a Committee of the
whole House and passed without amendment.]
House resumed at 8:24 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
CUSTOMS DEPARTMENT AMENDMENT ACT 2014
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The Speaker: Thank you, Members. The Customs
Department Amendment Act 2014 has been approved. Any objections to that?
There are none.
We will move now to the next Order of the day
and the next Order of the day is the Liquor Licence
Amendment Act 2014 in the name of the Minister of
National Security, Minister Michael Dunkley.
You have the floor.

BILL
SECOND READING
LIQUOR LICENCE AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move that the Bill entitled the Liquor Licence
Amendment Act 2014 be now read the second time
and committed.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
Carry on, Minister.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Bill before this Honourable House this
evening is the Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014.
Honourable Members will recall that in the summer of
2013 we convened a meeting of the owners and operators of liquor licence premises here in Bermuda.
Mr. Speaker, we met at the Hamilton Fire Station and there was a frank and useful exchange of
views. As I indicated to this Honourable House in a
statement shortly after the meeting, the following matters were identified as priorities:
1. Implementing a “ban from one, ban from all”
policy for some licenced premises;
2. Mandatory ID checks at licensed premises;
3. Stronger enforcements of bans already in
place including more workable legislation
apart from the Summary Offences Act 1926;
4. Standardised training for security guards to
ensure common standards across the industry; and
5. Better sharing of information between businesses in conjunction with police.

•
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empowered to require proof of age before
serving alcohol to the patrons of the premises.
The Government will continue the consultation
with the owners and operators of licenced
premises to ensure that these requirements
do not adversely affect their ability to run successful establishments.

Mr. Speaker, the Bill before this Honourable
House tonight delivers on the Throne Speech promise. With the support of industry partners, these policies also fulfil one of the recommendations of the
framework for alcohol policy produced by the Department of National Drug Control.
The Bill before the House does four main
things:
1. It sets out to define "minor"—that is to say a
person who is under the age of 18 years.
2. It requires certain licensees to demand ID of
persons thought to be minors before the sale
or supply of alcohol.
3. It requires bars and nightclubs to demand ID
upon entry.
4. It requires those establishments holding licences other than nightclubs that offer music
until 3:00 am to ensure that they demand ID
after 11:00 pm for persons who appear to be
minors.
Additionally the Bill creates offences for the
breach of these new requirements. The overarching
aim of this Bill is to add to the safeguards required to
prevent underage drinking. Let me repeat that, Mr.
Speaker, it is to add to the safeguards required to
prevent underage drinking.
Honourable Members will recall a statement
presented to the House previously on the results of
the National Survey of Drugs and Health Among Middle School Students here in Bermuda. The results of
this survey reveal that in 2011 more than half of the
middle school-aged student participants reported the
use of alcohol at some point in their lifetimes, and
19.1 per cent said they had used alcohol in the past
30 days, with the first average initiation around the
age of 12 years old. This survey suggests that a number of Bermuda's young people under the legal drinking age of 18 have indeed experimented with alcohol.
The Bill will complement efforts by organisations like the Department of National Drug Control,
Council on Alcohol & Drug Abuse (CADA), and Parent
Resource Institute for Drug Education (PRIDE) providing the enforcement safety net also required as part of
reversing any trend towards alcohol abuse here in the
community.
Mr. Speaker, underage drinking and associated problems have profound negative consequences
for underage drinkers, their families, their communities
and indeed our society as a whole. A person that begins to consume alcohol before the age of 18 is four

Mr. Speaker, the Ministry of National Security
continues to work with this sector of the community
and attendees of the meeting have all been consulted
on the Bill before this Honourable House this evening.
Honourable Members will also recall that in this Government's November 2013 Speech from the Throne
we promised the following:
• Licenced premises will be required to effect a
stricter regime for the service of alcohol.
• Amendments to the Liquor Licence Act 1974
will require mandatory ID checks for bars and
nightclubs while other licence holders will be
Bermuda House of Assembly
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times more likely to develop alcohol dependency than
someone who waits until they are 21.
As I commend this Bill to the Honourable
House for debate, I wish to thank the owners and operators of licenced premises in Bermuda who have all
indicated a desire to work with the Government to
provide an atmosphere that is safe and enjoyable for
their patrons and one in which we as a community can
be ensured encourages responsible consumption of
alcohol.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you very much, Minister.
Is there any other Honourable Member who
would care to speak?
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Learned Member from constituency 36, the Shadow
Minister of Public Safety, MP Michael Scott.
You have the floor.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, thank you.
Liquor licence revenues, according to our current account revenues analysis, generate around
$180,000 annually to the Bermuda coffers. Certainly,
Mr. Speaker, we know that customs duties levied on
imported alcohol and taxes earned from the sale of
alcoholic beverages on our Island generate millions of
dollars into the coffers of the Government. The regulation of sale and dealing in wines, spirits and alcoholic
beverages is certainly highly revenue positive.
th
Bermudian society of the late 19 century engaged in a great debate on the societal mores and
values about the consumption of alcohol. This can be
examined by going back no further than 1888. Some
of the first legislation dealing with our consumption of
alcohol with an Act described as the Control of Liquor
on Her Majesty's Ships Act. That was passed to prohibit any person bringing any alcohol or fermented
product on one of Her Majesty's Ships—except with
the consent of the Captain. So, clearly, as far back as
th
the late 19 century even with the great debate going
on about whether it was proper to consume alcohol,
the Captain of the ship could give a pass.
Then came the period of Prohibition that was
so familiar in the United States, and in our country the
Spirits Act 1890. This was Bermuda's version of Prohibition and it permitted the authorities of the day to
enter by day or night any premises or any place and
take and seize the still or the vessels that alcohol was
being made in and seize the materials and detain
them.
Here is what is interesting, Mr. Speaker, not to
destroy them—not to break up the stills—but to detain
them and keep the alcohol in a safe place. I would
have given them my eyeteeth to know who will continue to supervise those detained products.
[Laughter]
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Hon. Michael J. Scott: These funny carryings-on in
the area of liquor consumption persisted until 1936
when we passed our first Liquor Licencing Act ushering in the licencing regime for the sale and dealing in
intoxicating liquors.
The preliminary elements of the 1936 Liquor
Licencing Act, in its interpretation of construction provisions, makes for a most interesting reading. And
really on any careful reading, Mr. Speaker, forms a
usable template for Governments considering legitimising practises that were previously illegal. Subsection (a) through (o) of the Interpretation section, Mr.
Speaker, define “beer,” define the expression "intoxicating liquor" . . . there is even a definition of the expression of "dancehall." So, way back in 1936 the
concept of what was the consumption of liquor actually contemplated where it was going to be consumed.
The definition of the “Chairman of the Liquor
Licencing Authority” as far back as some 78 years ago
was the Senior Magistrate. So interestingly, from a
history of prohibition, we then have the person assigned to regulate these intoxicants becoming none
other than the Senior Magistrate. Without anticipating
debate in the House, would it not be interesting that
when we debate that particular other matter about
prescribed substances that the Senior Magistrate,
whether it is Mr. Warner or some other Senior Magistrate who holds that position, becomes the Chairman,
for example, of the Cannabis Authority (for example).
We shall see.
Mr. Speaker, enough of the history. Today,
some 78 years on, we find ourselves now looking at
the parent Act of 1974, the Liquor Licencing Act, and
bringing liberalised laws and changes to it so that it
st
meets the needs of the Bermuda in the 21 century.
The Opposition supports, of course, this provision and
amendment to mandate identification for persons
deemed to strike any licence holder as a minor.
It is interesting that the evolution of liquor licencing provisions today in this House by the Government is moving in this direction. And I say, again,
that we support it. But I wish to note, Mr. Speaker, too,
that the former administration, the PLP Administration,
in 2010 engaged in other upgrades and updates of the
Liquor Licencing Act when we introduced the security
provisions and made provisions for the necessity of
having parties that go beyond ten o’clock at night and
that involve a disc jockey, or the playing of music, to
have a level of security in it.
If we go back a little further to 1998, in even a
previous administration, the liberalisation elements to
the 1974 Act were undertaken by the, then, United
Bermuda Party Administration where they introduced
(as we remember) al fresco dining so that al fresco
dining allowed alcohol to be consumed al fresco. And
I think there was the occasional licensure that was
introduced by that administration—the UBP Administration—to allow for charities or other events to have
an occasional licence.
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So I have strained the Honourable Members
and I appreciate your patience with this historical
overview first to just recognise that—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Pardon? I started—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael J. Scott: I detected you are, Mr.
Speaker. I appreciate your interest.
How interesting it is that when we have been
dealing with matters that in one historical context were
completely prohibited and forbidden, we find, as society changes and values change, that we engage in
these very sensible updates of our legislation to ensure that they reflect the values that we have today.
So, Mr. Speaker, we note that the sanctions
provided to enforce these provisions for either the
persons that are seeking to misrepresent to holders of
licences who are examining these IDs, that if they
fraudulently create an ID the sanctions appear balanced and sensible to ensure that the objectives of
today's amendments have proper teeth so that we
achieve our objectives of some $500 fine for either
refusing to comply with a rejection from premises because the persons are under the age of 18 (and that,
we notice, is the definition of a minor—persons under
the age of 18), and if they seek to get around the identification regime, again, the sanctions seem to be balanced in reflecting the enforcement of these amendments.
So with those remarks, I pledge the support of
the Opposition to these amendments.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from St. George's, constituency 2, MP Nandi
Outerbridge.
You have the floor.
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I just want to show my support for this initiative and the Minister and his Ministry for bringing it
forward. As a former bartender myself, I know it is not
always easy to tell if people, or persons, or a younger
person, minors, are old enough to drink just by looking
at them. It is not always easy. So I think that mandatory ID checks will be essential and will be a good
move in order to ensure that our minors are not drinking at a younger age.
We even go as far as saying mandatory ID
checks. I remember when I went to college in Canada.
I think the drinking age was 19. And many people that
were going to college at the time were not 19 yet, so
fake IDs became very popular. Very popular. So then,
you know, the nightclubs got hip to the fake IDs, they
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started using the proper scanner equipment to swipe
your ID through. If the barcode did not match, you
were not getting in.
So after talking to the Minister, I am excited to
see that his Ministry is moving forward to bring that
equipment in eventually so that we can be on an even
higher level of checking for minors and their fake IDs
or even just underage drinking.
On another note, I recently attended a meeting who had a presenter who told us that the average
person should wait until the age of 21 to drink. And if
they do not use any drugs—alcohol, drugs, whatever
it is—if they are exposed to this before the age of 21,
that they had a higher chance of becoming addicted to
drugs later on in their years. So I am actually glad to
see that we are all in support and moving forward with
wanting to secure our youth, preserve them, so that
they are not exposed to drugs or alcohol even before
the age of 18.
In closing, I think that, you know, this Government . . . we do all we can to provide that the youth
and our young people and ensure the safety of our
youth and this Island. So I am happy that we are all
moving forward and on board with this initiative.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Sandys South, constituency 33, MP T.
E. Lister.
You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, as
always.
I, too, support this legislation. I am pleased
about the process. The Minister seemed fit to do considerable consultation in bringing everybody on board.
I think that is a really good thing.
One might say that this has taken a long time
to get here. The last speaker for the Opposition mentioned that changes were made in 2010. Some of
these changes came out of the work of the [D]NDC
[Department for National Drug Control], some come
out of a report produced by CADA in July 2008. So
this is another step forward in getting that report, in
particular, into play. So I am pleased to see that.
Mr. Speaker, one of the pieces that may have
been missed is in the definition that points out that
minors are not allowed to work in these premises. I
think that is a very good piece to put in there and to
clarify. Sometimes people are quite happy to get
youngsters working, doing this, that, and the other.
But this Act makes it very clear that minors—people
under 18—not only are they not allowed to drink on
the premises but they are not allowed to work on the
premises. So I am pleased to see that.
One of the concerns, though, is that the Act
says that people who appear to be minors . . . I know
in Washington, DC, if you go into a restaurant that
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serves alcohol and your table is not ready and they
say, Well, take a seat at the bar, it does not matter
who you are. When you sit at the bar and you put your
hand up to make an order, they ask for your ID. So
you and I would be asked for our ID. It is pretty flattering for someone to think that I am not 21.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Sort of makes me feel good.
But then I realise that they ask everybody and all the
feel-good goes away.
But I am a little concerned that this Act says
that based on appearing to be a minor. I would prefer
if the Act simply said, you card everybody, so that
people like us who go in there just pull out our ID and
show our driver's licence and that is the end of it. You
know, not a big deal. But this little leeway, I am not
very happy about.
Obviously, fake IDs have been a thing that
young people have used for years. And to discourage
fake IDs (in my view) you have to have a penalty that
makes it no longer worth the cost for me to do it. The
Act calls for a fine of $500. The CADA report had
suggested that the persons found with fake IDs lose
their driver's licence for six months. I talked to the Minister about it and he said actually we cannot put that
together. The legal beagles said you cannot make it
work that way, and I accept that. But the fine (most
times) is the fine for the mother or the father because
this child, this young person, may not be working.
An Hon. Member: Unless I am the mother.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Well, if you are the mother, that
is good, maybe your child would not be in the place.
Mr. Speaker, this is the little wrinkle and wiggle that I have with it. I would have preferred to see a
penalty that really fell to the offending party as opposed to their mother or their father.
I am not sure under the Act whether to be
valid the ID has to be current or not. If it is expired,
what happens then? We do not say. The Minister can
explain that to us when he comes up later so we can
fully understand which it is.
Also, if the bar staff are going to be making
the decision based on what they see. What training
will the bar staff receive? Clearly, they will need training to be able to judge who is 18 and who is not. It is
not as simple as one thinks, whereas if they were required to ask for a card from everybody, there would
be no problem. So that is something that has to be
thought about as well.
Clearly, carding must be done at the door.
The idea of the restaurants that become nightclubs or
bars at a later time, they will have people in there at
nine, nine-thirty, ten o’clock who may or may not be
under the age or over the age and so that creates a
little bit of a difficulty, too. I respect the fact that the
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Minister has put two hours in place—one hour at
10:00 certain things happen; one hour at 11:00 certain
things happen—that is put in place to allow those who
are having dinner at an earlier time to be able to exit
the bar (the restaurant, now bar) by eleven o’clock—
but you do not know how it is going to linger back and
forth. So carding really should be taking place at the
door.
Mr. Speaker, one of the things that most people do not realise is that occasional licences are the
bulk of the licences. I believe of all the liquor licences
issued annually in Bermuda, over 60 per cent are occasional licences. And when I read the Bill, I did not
see where occasional licences fit into the Bill. So I
would like the Minister to explain to us how that actually fits in. And if it does not . . . if this does not apply
to occasional licences at all, then it does not apply to
60 per cent of the activity, if you think of it that way.
So maybe we need to take another look. If we have
missed that, then we can come back and fix it. If it is
in here, then the Minister can explain to us just how
that actually works.
I read through the Act. I did not go to the principal Act so the answer to my question is probably in
the principal Act. But I was wondering what the actual
fine for the bar is, the fine for the bar or nightclub or
whatever place. The fine for the student or the young
person is $500. What is the fine for the bar that says,
Look over the shoulder, let all these kids in because
our revenues are not what they should be.
I did a little research in Washington, DC. A
restaurant or bar that is found having young people in
the bar drinking underage can be suspended and shut
down for two days automatically. That is it. You are
just shut down. In Alaska the fine is actually $5,000, if
caught. So these two penalties are substantial penalties for the bar/restaurant/nightclub and, therefore,
there is, again, an incentive to actually follow the law
and work with the law.
As I said when I rose, I support this. I have
some questions and some things that I am not clear
about, so I am throwing them out for the Minister. I
look forward to his responses.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Minister for
Transport—it looks like he has lost his microphone.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, somebody—
The Speaker: Somebody took your microphone.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: They took my—
[Inaudible interjections]
An Hon. Member: It still works.
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Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: It works. You just do not have this little—
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The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Devonshire, MP Glenn Blakeney, from
constituency 13.
You have the floor.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I want my cushion back.
The Speaker: You do not have the fuzzy part.
[Laughter]
The Speaker: Stay away from it!
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, I rise very
briefly to congratulate the Minister for bringing this
amendment to the House. I am glad that the Honourable Member who spoke before me is pleased with
this initiative. This dovetails with what we were discussing earlier in the day in terms of measures that
will help reduce the overconsumption of alcohol and,
in this case, it is restricting the consumption by our
minors and making sure that these individuals who
run these premises that sell alcohol have an obligation
to ensure that the individuals are of legal age.
Mr. Speaker, I know that the Honourable
Member that just spoke raised an issue in terms of the
discretionary element (if you wish to define it that way)
contained in clause 4 [new section] 17A(1). I think this
is really a common sense provision. As you look at it,
we are talking about the holder of a Licence (A)—
talking about a hotel licence, a restaurant licence, et
cetera. And it is saying here that there in an obligation
to examine the photographic identification, but of individuals who appear to be a minor.
I am rising just to speak from the tourism perspective. I think it would be unfortunate if we have our
tourists that are going to restaurants who are clearly
of the age of majority and they are prohibited from
enjoying some form of wine, or whatever the case
may be, with their meal because they just did not
bring identification. So I think this is a common sense
approach.
If you look at [clause 4] [new section 17A](2),
when we are dealing with a nightclub, the Licence (B),
then it is mandatory that every person seeking entry to
that premises must provide identification. Then, again,
it is sensible because if the restaurant has an event
that goes late into the night after ten o’clock or eleven
o’clock, then everyone is required to provide photographic identification to get entry into the premises. I
am glad that this was a balanced approach.
We know what we are trying to address here
but we do not want to be overly heavy-handed and
cause inconvenience, particularly to our guests who
are here to enjoy their stay.
So I would like to congratulate the Minister
and I am glad to see the whole House is in principle
support.
Thank you.

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
Just a couple of things. One with regard to the
point raised as far as a query on expiry of IDs. I do not
see that being a real problem because if the ID is expired of someone who is legal, I do not think they get
any younger, so, I think someone would use their
common sense.
Also, I think what is really, really important is
an education component with regard to public relations. I think the ounce of prevention should be the
importance of abstaining so that we do not have the
problem in any case, if we cannot prevent it from that
preventative kind of PR exercise—I think that is very
important.
But some of the concerns that I have—and I
am going to ask questions because I may have
missed it—but when we talk about monitoring and
policing with regard to security, with regard to ID
checks, et cetera, we are dealing with the licenced
premises. But you do have occasional licences for
independent promoters, for example, where there
could be a big music concert and a number of patrons
would be allowed in for the music who are underage.
Now the challenge is being able to police that
because an 18-year-old going with a 16-year-old can
go show his ID, even though that may not be a requirement just because of this law there may be a responsible promoter that says, Look, I want you guys
at the bar to check for IDs after they come in even
though they are not checked at the gate. We do not
want to sell minors liquor. There is a consequence.
But the 18-year-old gets a drink for himself and a beer
for the 16-year-old. That is an anomaly. I do not know
how we approach dealing with that without having
some kind of a security presence around the bar that
just keeps a general sight—a line of sight—on those
that are purchasing that may look a little suspect or
buying a little more than they should be able to consume, that kind of thing, and seeing if they are passing it on to an associate or friend, a companion, if that
person looks like they are underage and then having
the right to approach them and ask for ID if they actually have the liquor in their hand, consuming it, et cetera. I do not know.
You also have the booze cruises and most of
the commercial vessels that engage in, let’s say, a
Happy Hour, are able to sell liquor on board the boat
while they are cruising about on a beautiful sunset
summer night. Does this extend to leisurely cruises? I
do not know. It might be a common sense thing, but I
do not see . . . is it specified there?
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[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Oh, okay, I missed that. The
retail part of it. There is, again, that potential for a legal person to go into a retail establishment that offers
liquor for sale, buy the liquor and then pass it on to the
consumer that is actually going to consume—not consumer as far as spending the money is concerned, but
the individual who is a minor consuming the liquor
outside of the store. So that is why I bring up the point
of education being extremely important.
I do not know if where and how we put a punitive or a preventative penalty up front that would deter
that kind of anomaly that I see, because the objective
is to prevent the minor from consuming the alcohol
obtained from a licenced establishment.
So those are just a few points, but I believe
the educational component should be something that
would wisely be committed by the Ministry not just to
edify the general public and minors in particular with
regard to the consequences, but why, based on statistics, data, the like. Some examples of maybe the statistics relative to inebriated individuals operating vehicles, as well, who might be underage and getting on
the bike behind somebody who is really able to ride
and knowing that person has been consuming liquor
and that kind of thing. So it kind of relates. It is kind of
just like a public relations exercise that brings to the
forefront and presence of mind why they need to be
responsible with regard to their behaviour as minors
so that they do not fall into some of these traps where
they could be lured into consuming alcohol before
they are actually legal able to.
So that is my contribution. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Deputy Speaker from constituency 4, MP RobertsHolshouser.
You have the floor.
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
First of all, I would like to say, as a mother . . .
and I am sure most of us, if we are parents, look at
the fact that what this legislation does is help us to
protect our child. And I do not care how old your child
may be; they are always your child. It goes that one
step further when they are not in our doors, if they are
not in our sight, that we know that there is another
checkpoint because, quite frankly, I think we all have
to admit at some point or the other that one of the, I
think, staple pastimes that Bermudians have been
recognised for is drinking.
I do not want to be a hypocrite and stand here
and say how relieved I am, but the truth of it is, I am. I
do remember getting carded when I was younger going into the discos. My twin sister would go in front of
me and she would have to be carded and I should not
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say that I got carded because normally they did not
card me. I was always really offended, you know,
when you are younger you are the one that . . . you
really want to be older and that is one of the problems
here.
While Bermudians . . . and as I said, there is a
tendency to recognise that one of our pastimes . . . it
almost has become acceptable. But one of the other
faltering parts of that is how many of our children take
a look at alcohol and do not understand the full consequences of it. As a result, in order to be accepted,
to have a drink amongst their friends is important to
them. So it is important that there are other safeguards put out there. So I am very grateful to the Minister and his staff for ensuring that we have taken this
one extra step.
I will point out that I did take a quick look
online when I was doing some research on liquor licencing and I looked at what the occasional licences
were for (who would apply for them). I was pleased to
see that . . . because my question was, well, there are
parties, there are one-offs (you would not necessarily
have a full-time licence), so there are the occasional
licences available. Indeed (to the last Member who
took his seat), in my view, if I was having an event I
would think the burden would be on me. While I would
not necessarily want that full burden, the truth of it is,
if I am serving alcohol the burden is on me to make
sure, as best as possible, that all individuals within
that environment are of the legal age of drinking.
I took a look at a report that was submitted in
2008 by CADA to the, then, Ministry of Community
and Cultural Affairs where they had identified the financial aspect of alcohol. In that report (back in 2008)
it was a $100-million-a-year industry. So we are looking at an industry that is not just a drop in the bucket.
All that we can do to try to address our underage drinking is important as we move forward. I believe that with other steps that have been put forward,
the Training Intervention Procedures (TIPS) under the
PLP (I think they put in that programme), where the
education process went into place for the people who
served alcohol, that was exceptional, going one step
closer to at least safeguarding our children a little bit
more. I am not going to stand here and pretend that
there are not going to be individuals who are going to
sneak through the cracks, but at least this helps,
again, to fill the cracks.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Shadow Attorney General from constituency 34, the
Learned Member, MP Kim Wilson.
You have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I want to join in the chorus of commending the
Government for bringing a very pivotal and critical
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piece of legislation. Anything that we can do as legislators, particularly that will help to alleviate and minimise the prevalence of underage drinking, I think the
Government needs to be commended on. There are a
couple of questions that I have, and I hope that, perhaps, in addition to getting answers . . . I have one or
two suggestions that perhaps the Government will
take under consideration
First of all, I too have the challenge with respect to the subjective element of who may appear to
be a minor. I appreciated the position of the Honourable and Learned Minister of Tourism and Transport
insofar as not wishing to perhaps cause disquiet with
tourists that visit. But as MP Lister had indicated—and
I know that this has happened to me as well, as a
tourist abroad to the United States—they card everyone. I think that, though I can understand concern with
respect to tourists, on the other hand, I think that perhaps we should consider taking the choice away from
the bartenders and the persons that operate bars and
these Licence (A) and Licence (B) [establishments]
and just make it a requirement that everyone—there is
no subjectivity, everyone—must be carded.
I am sure we have all seen individuals that
look very, very much older and more mature than their
ages. I think that if we could perhaps consider taking
that choice away from the bartender so there is no
element of subjectivity, as a suggestion.
The other thing that I note of, on the converse,
Mr. Speaker, is that when we look at page 2, clause 4
[new section 17A](4), concerning the type of identification that is required and all of which must have the
holographic mark—a valid driver's licence, passport or
other valid government-issued identification. Again,
the converse, if it is a tourist and perhaps they have
decided to leave their passport and driver's licence in
the safe on the ship or in the hotel and they do not
have a government-issued identification but maybe
another form of identification . . . I know university
cards or IDs, the tourists might have that and they
would obviously not be able to consume alcohol because of that type of identification.
Just a minor point, but two points if perhaps . .
. one more question, actually, before I make two more
suggestions. And forgive me, I did not have an opportunity to research this myself, but I wondered whether
or not that $500 fine is comparable to the fines that
are imposed by premises that perhaps . . . I know it
does not happen now, but with respect to smoking in
public premises. I do not know if it is a comparable
fine or not, so I was just curious about that. And forgive me; I did not have the opportunity to look that up
myself.
Also, if the Minister would just perhaps consider taking this legislation . . . and I appreciate, like I
said, I commend the Government for bringing this forward . . . but perhaps considering two other issues
that may augment this legislation. One would be social hosting laws, because we do recognise that . . .
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social hosting laws, Mr. Speaker, speak to parents
and/or guardians responsible (I should not say “responsible”; I say that with inverted comments), adults
who allow children to underage drink on their premises, in their homes, on their boats, on their boatyards,
et cetera. In many jurisdictions they have what they
refer to as social host laws. If underage drinking is
taking place in the home of an adult, then that adult is
the one that is held liable.
There are some very, very stringent penalties
for that. So perhaps the Government might take that
under consideration in an extension to further boost
what we are trying to do here insofar as prevent underage drinking.
The other thing I thought perhaps the Government might want to consider, and it stems from
what MP Blakeney raised insofar as, again, we are at
one of the beach sets where they might have 2,000 or
3,000 people there, and I appreciate it would be an
Occasional Licence. I know it would be a nightmare to
enforce, but that is a different issue. But in circumstances where an 18-year-old purchases the alcohol,
shows their ID and then turns and supplies it to their
16-year-old friend, [I wonder] whether or not the Government might want to consider making those an offence because that 18-year-old has not broken any
laws insofar as purchasing the alcohol. They have
shown their Government ID, et cetera, et cetera and
then they walk away with their alcohol and then they
turn around and give it to somebody else.
So, again, that might be something that the
Government might want to do to just help further
augment this great piece of legislation.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you Honourable Member.
Any other Honourable Member care to speak?
Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I thank Honourable Members, certainly Cabinet colleagues, colleagues on this side and Opposition Members, for their support on this piece of legislation tonight. I think we all understand the challenges
that we have with underage drinking on the Island and
it is good to see us all work together to want to try and
deal with it. I appreciated the look back in history by
the Shadow Minister and, my, how far we have come.
And we need to keep going forward on that.
I will try to answer a couple of things with regard to the Shadow Attorney General who just spoke.
The social hosting laws are something that we can
certainly take a look at. I did come across some research on that a couple of weeks ago when I was
looking through some notes. It was quite interesting
on what they are doing in some other jurisdictions. So
it is something that we can certainly take a look at.
In regard to your comment about somebody of
age buying the drink and then giving it to a minor, that
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is already covered under the legislation—procuring for
a minor.
The discussion by some Members in regard to
mandatory carding for everyone was interesting, because I have to say that we had the discussion back
and forth. It was a discussion that went on for some
time about the need to card everyone. But, certainly,
at the end we all came down to support the sentiment
that the Tourism Minister gave tonight where, because
we are a visitor destination, we need to have just a
little bit of flexibility because you do not want to upset
your customers.
We are trying hard to turn things around here
and we need to try and be as friendly as we are
deemed by our visitors. So it was important that we
took that step. I think because we are a small community we are leaps ahead of other jurisdictions such
as Washington, DC (which MP Lister mentioned), in
knowing our customer base much better. You know, it
is typical that people go to the same watering hole or
go to the same restaurant for dinner so you basically
(in Bermuda) know who people are and you are going
to eliminate that problem.
In regard to the Honourable Member, the
Shadow Attorney General, on the carding of visitors, I
do accept your point to some degree. But I feel very
comfortable, because the vast majority of our visitors
come from a jurisdiction where they are very used to
carding now anyway—
An Hon. Member: Yes.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: They are going to remember to take some form of ID with them. In fact, I continually get stuck with my daughter in Boston. I went to
a hockey game last year. I went there, showed my
Bermuda driver's licence, the guy said, I’m sorry, you
know, you need a passport. I needed my passport to
get a beer at the hockey game! The guy was adamant. So about an hour later, after the first period, I
went back to another one to see if I could try again. I
went around the corner, and the guy said the same
thing! So they were very . . . they uphold the law in an
appropriate way. If we could get some of that thinking
to come to Bermuda with legislation like this, then I
think we can make an impact on responsible drinking
and underage drinking and we can work with the Department of National Drug Control and CADA and
PRIDE and people like that. We can start to turn that
culture that we have here around.
It is a true challenge. And I am pleased that all
Honourable Members understand that challenge and
want to work together. It is something that is not a political issue—it is an issue about the well-being of our
fellow citizens. And it is interesting because our children are old enough now to drink and they are somewhat removed from that age of experimenting at 18,
19 and 20 and before. But it was very real to me—
when they were in university and they could drink in
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Bermuda at 18, but at 21 away—the times when they
would binge drink when university students would go
out and binge drink. And binge drinking is certainly
starting to have an impact in Bermuda and it is something that we need to get them away from because the
consequences of binge drinking can be drastic. Just
with a little bit of bad luck it can be, you know, loss of
life and things like that.
So legislation like this where we consult with
the owners and operators of night clubs and bars and
restaurants and they want to get on board can have a
lasting impact.
I want to take this opportunity to also mention
the security guards and the work that they do. Honourable Member Blakeney, you talked about the burden being on organisers. Yes, the burden is on the
organisers. And I want to stress, as we head closer to
the summer period where people are looking to do
concerts at beaches and parks and all that type of
stuff, anyone who wants to organise something should
get to the police and get to security officers and get to
Parks Department early because then you can build
the framework in to make these things work properly.
You cannot go to the police or the Parks at the last
minute and think that you can put a framework around
a responsible holding of a large event.
So I take this opportunity to urge people to go
out there and do it quickly because they have strict
responsibilities in what they have to do.
Another thing I will say about security guards
is in tandem with this piece of legislation. In the meeting that we had last summer with the owners of these
establishments we talked a great deal about improving security guards and what they do and make it
more uniformed and to a code of practise that was
acceptable. I am pleased to be able to say tonight that
the police have drafted a Code and through the Department of Workforce Development they have already started this type of training. So we are going to
raise the standard of what can be offered in the industry and have a uniform process.
So for anyone that wants to get involved, they
will continue to be licensed by Bermuda Police Service, but they will have to take the training through the
Department of Workforce Development where they
can make it standard and very good across the board.
I think I have answered just about all the
questions that I can remember that came across. So,
Mr. Speaker, if there are no other questions, I move
that the Bill be committed.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
Are there any objections to the Bill going to
Committee?
There are no objections.
The Chair asks that the Deputy Speaker now
please take the Chair [of Committee].
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COMMITTEE ON BILL
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]
LIQUOR LICENCE AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Chairman: Honourable Members, we are now in
Committee of the whole [House] for further consideration of the Bill entitled Liquor Licence Amendment Act
2014.
I call on the Minister in charge to proceed.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I would like to move all six clauses.
The Chairman: Please, proceed.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Clause 1 provides the title
of the Bill.
Clause 2 provides the definition of a “minor”
and defines the term as a person who is under the
age of 18 years of age.
Clause 3, in keeping with clause 2, amends
sections 10, 35, 40 and 42 that refer to a “person under the age of eighteen years” to now make use of the
newly defined term “minor.”
Clause 4 inserts section 17A into the principal
Act to provide that (1) the holder of a Licence (A), a
Restricted Licence (A), a Hotel Licence, a Restaurant
Licence, a Propriety Club Licence, a Member’s Club
Licence, a Tour Boat Licence or an Occasional Licence, his servant or agent, must check photographic
identification of anyone who appears to be a minor
before selling or supplying intoxicating liquor; (2) that
the holder of a Licence (B) and a Night Club Licence
must check photographic identification before a person is granted entry to the licensed premises; and (3)
where a Restaurant operates as a bar/club after 10:00
pm, photographic identification of a person seeking
entry who appears to be a minor must be checked
starting at 11:00 pm. A definition of “photographic
identification” is also provided, Madam Chairman.
Clause 5 amends section 40 of the principal
Act to provide the offences for (1) failing to check the
photographic identification of a person who appears to
be a minor before the sale or supply of alcohol;
(2) allowing entry to a licensed premises without
checking photographic identification; and (3) providing
a false or altered photographic identification.
And finally, Madam Chairman, clause 6 provides the commencement of the Bill such that it
comes into force by notice in the official Gazette.
Thank you Madam Chair.
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Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 [through] 6?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Finance, Mr. E. David G. Burt.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Dealing with clause 4, just to echo the points
by the Shadow Attorney General, Does the Minister
have any concerns that specifying holographic mark
might cause challenges especially that there are some
Government IDs that are issued locally here in Bermuda that do not have holographic marks? I know the
IDs issued by Transport Control Department (TCD)
have holographic marks, but I do not believe Voter ID
cards have holographic marks. So that might be
something that should be considered.
Also, insofar as looking at clause 5 and
speaking with the Minister, Would the Minister possibly consider possibly coming back to the House with
more stringent penalties for bars and nightclubs? I
guess the question is insofar as the penalties. As they
are now, I believe it is a $300 fine if they commit an
offence against these particular sections. I think there
were other speakers in the general debate that spoke
about whether or not they would consider suspension
of licences, which I think is the only thing that would
actually deter nightclubs because the fact is that enforcement is a very big challenge.
There is not going to be a lot of people that
are going out to enforce. And if you might be caught
on a casual enforcement action with a $300 fine, and
if your bar is bringing in, you know, on a . . . I can just
speak from experience. On a busy night in a night
club you can be pulling in $8,000 worth of revenue
just from the bar alone. So I do not know if you are
really going to see the impact on a casual, an occasional . . . we are not going to see multiple instances.
One would think that the best way to deter
would be the suspension of the licence or giving people the right to suspend the licence. So I am not entirely certain if that is something that has been contemplated. Maybe that is something that is caught
somewhere else. But when we are talking about the
offence and for these particular penalties it only basically says that if you do it there is a fine, but it does
not actually speak specifically to it. So I was hoping
the Minister could clarify.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 [through] 6?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Economic and Social Development, Mr.
Glenn A. Blakeney.
You have the floor.
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Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you.
This is maybe a redundant question—

erational control it is something I think will speak to
hopefully seeing more of that happen.

The Chairman: No questions are redundant.

The Chairman: Minister?

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: It would relate to maybe an
ambiguity. For instance, someone goes out to celebrate their birthday. They have an ID, but at midnight
they go to enter a nightclub and the ID does not theoretically say obviously that they are the age that they
turned after midnight. That flexibility . . . would common sense prevail and you say, Okay you’re okay,
you know, go in, right?
So just maybe a silly question, but I mean it
could pose a challenge for someone that does not
have a clear understanding of the law as it may be
literally applied.

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you—two parts to
that question, I believe.
It still is an offence to sell liquor to a minor.

The Chairman: Right. Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 [through] 6?
Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
In regard to the Honourable Shadow Finance
Minister and the more stringent penalties, the suspension of licence and all that is covered in the original
Act so that is an option that can be taken up at the
first time, or on the second time depending on how
they want to do it.
In regard to the holographic, this legislation in
many areas mirrors the UK Act. We feel that it is appropriate because if you loosen it up a little bit, then
you bring in the potential for fake IDs—which if you
are trying to crack down on a problem with something
you do not want to do. So we think it is, in 2014,
something that is acceptable and people are getting
used to.
Then Chairman: Are there . . . Thank you.
The Chair recognises Mr. E. David G. Burt.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much. I thank the
Minister for his response. I was hoping the Minister
would be able to answer the question, or give an undertaking to get back to this House, because previously it was still under . . . it was against the rules to
serve alcohol to a minor.
What we are doing here now is mandatory ID
checks and discretionary ID checks for making bars
and nightclubs responsible. But, clearly, before there
were issues insofar as serving alcohol to minors. Can
the Minister speak to if that exercise of power of suspending of licences of establishments has been exercised in the past, and if it may be something that it
might be in his discussions when he meets with the
police commissioner? Although he does not have op-

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Excuse me?
An Hon. Member: Before.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, so it still is.
And in regard to suspending their licence, I
will have to get back to you on that. I think I remember
seeing it in the not-too-distant past on that, and I even
remember there were petitions in certain parts of the
community to go petition the Liquor Licence Authorities in certain parts of the area to suspend licences.
So it is something that certainly will take place going
forward. But I do not have specifics on when it is taking place. I am happy to look into it and get you more
information.
Mr. E. David Burt: As just a final part of my statement, can the Minister give an undertaking to this
House that . . . he already speaks with the Police
Commissioner. When he meets with the police on a
regular basis would he possibly promote that and say
we are looking at cracking down on this problem and
we believe that in addition to this it might be more
helpful to get the results insofar as taking a licence or
two and making an example if people are caught? I
was just hoping if he would make that undertaking.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Most certainly. I can say in
conversations earlier today with the Permanent Secretary we have already had the basis on how we want to
move forward. As I mentioned (or if I did not, I meant
to mention in the overview), the police have been very
supportive of this legislation. They understand with it
there is a responsibility on their part as well.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: So, Madam Chairman
unless—
The Chairman: No. Before that, I am just going to ask
are there any other Members that would like to speak
to clauses 1 [through] 6?
There are no other Members.
Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you.
I move the Preamble.
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The Chairman: How about the clauses?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I move all the clauses 1
[through] 6.
The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1
[through] 6 be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections. Agreed to.

LIQUOR LICENCE AMENDMENT (No. 2) ACT 2014
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move that the Bill entitled the Liquor Licence
Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014 be now read for the
second time and committed.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
MP Lister, please, carry on.

[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 6 passed]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I move the Preamble.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved as written. Are there any objections?
No objections to that motion. Agreed to.
[Gavel]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I move that the Bill be reported to the House.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections?
No objections. Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Liquor Licence Amendment Act
2014 was considered by a Committee of the whole
House and passed without amendment.]
House resumed at 9:24 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
LIQUOR LICENCE AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Speaker: Members, the Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014 has been approved. Are there any objections to that?
There are no objections.
Order Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16, I understand, are all carried over. Is that correct?
So we move now to Order No. 7 in the name
of the Liquor Licence Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014 in
the name of MP T. E. Lister.
MP Lister, you have the floor.

BILL

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
It is with a true sense of purpose that I bring
this Bill before this Honourable House tonight. This Bill
seeks to address three problems created by the sale
of single-serve ready-to-consume alcoholic beverages. These three problems are common throughout
the Island, and are not localised to any one or groups
of communities. These problems are drinking and
driving, littering and loitering, with an associated element of criminality.
San Bernardino, in California, noticed a significant reduction in gang-related activities when the
sale of single-serve ready-to-consume alcoholic beverages was banned as part of a pilot programme. In
our own community, the sale of cold single beers and
wine coolers has resulted in the following scenario,
which, I would venture to say, has been witnessed by
the majority of, if not all, Members of this Honourable
House.
An individual drives to the grocery store, goes
in, purchases a cold one, twists the brown bag around
the neck of the bottle, opens it, takes it to drink while
still in the store, proceeds towards his car, takes another drink, enters the car, takes a third drink, places
the bottle between his legs and drives off. This is a
very common scenario in Bermuda Island-wide.
The second problem: At least once a year in
my constituency we participate with Keep Bermuda
Beautiful (KBB) in a clean-up effort. We start at Hog
Bay Park with as many as four teams going in different directions.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: The Honourable Member Zane
De Silva recalls working with us on one of those, he
has just mentioned it.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: What did they find?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Well, he wants to know what we
found.
As we work our way along the main road an
amazing number of beer bottles are collected. These
are the discarded "cold ones" purchased since our last
clean-up. And this behaviour is displayed all over the
Island.
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Mr. Speaker, the third problem is that of loitering. With the ease of going into the store and purchasing cold beers, miniatures and wine coolers, there are
groups of persons who seem to spend the day in the
immediate vicinity of liquor stores and groceries.
Sometimes (as I mentioned earlier) there is an aspect
of criminality associated with this behaviour.
The critics will say that the change to the law
in this manner required by this amendment, will not
reduce the total consumption of beer, wine coolers or
miniatures. This is debatable. It might, or it might not,
be the case. However, what this amendment will do is,
first, it will significantly reduce the instances of driving
while having a cold one. Rather than popping into the
grocer's for that cold beer the driver will be forced to
go home, go to his friend's house, or go to a bar. In
each of these cases the beverage will be consumed
on site and the driver will then go to his next stop. The
distraction of drinking and driving will be eliminated.
Of course, there will always be some who will
still drink and drive and have an open alcoholic beverage in their possession. This is still against the law
and I would hope that the police would step up their
policing in this area to discourage the practise. Certainly, the number of bottles found on the trees along
the roads during clean-ups will be much smaller and
Bermuda—beautiful Bermuda—will be that much
more beautiful in [the] future.
Thirdly, the amount of loitering will be reduced
as those partaking will be required from time to time to
go home, chill, [and] do something else. With those
brief comments, I now invite others to participate in
the debate.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there any other Honourable Member [who]
would like to speak on this matter?
[Crosstalk]
The Speaker: Any other Member care to speak?
The Chair will recognise the Honourable and
Learned Member from Sandys North, constituency 36,
MP Michael Scott.
You have the floor.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Under any ordinary course of debate on a
Liquor Licence Amendment (which has been just dealt
with in the House) you would have thought that a second Liquor Licence Amendment would enjoy the same
level of engagement both by the Government and
even support by the Opposition (and myself) as we
indicated in the last Liquor Licencing Amendment.
I did not have the Honourable Independent
Member, Mr. Lister speak with me about and try to
join my support for this provision, and, frankly, I really
was not aware that we were going to take it up today.
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But what I notice about the two respective items is
that this Bill, the Honourable Member, Mr. Lister's Bill,
is really targeting a different cohort from the item just
last considered (without reflecting too much on the
last debate). It is really targeted at adult use as opposed to trying to contain and regulate drinking
amongst our children.
Now, you know, Mr. Speaker, in both the Pitt
Report, and just as we understand it as Bermudians, I
mean, men—primarily men—and in these conditions
where we have these economic conditions with men
who are unemployed, men disport themselves with a
fresh beer or a cold beer and they do it with decreasing amounts of cash in their pockets because they
cannot go and buy, you know, their case of Heinekens. They cannot afford it.
They often stop all of us in the streets and
say, you know, Got a dollar? because they want to get
a drink. I am not insensitive to what Lord David Pitt
recognised in his report that there was this whole
question about how (and this was as far back as
1977) we take the top off of our stressors in life in this
country. And this is not exclusive to Bermuda.
Now, I accept that the Honourable Member,
Mr. Lister's, objectives are clear. Not only clear and
noble and admirable, he has put his case on the basis
that it is aimed at reducing what CADA has been
seeking to contain in our country—drinking whilst driving. But I do not think there is an ineluctable nexus
between these miniatures and their capacity to buy
one beer and dealing with the question of whether our
citizenry will cease with further regulation (and the
regulation, as proposed by the Honourable Member
Mr. Lister) to just ban it in shops and allowed in hotels.
I think that goes a bit . . . I think that is excessive. I mean the general cohort—and I use that word
just in sociological terms, the people who buy miniatures over at Arnold's, or wherever, at Marketplace—
are not going to find their way over to the Fairmount
Hamilton Princess to find miniatures. I think it is going
to have the intention that Mr. Lister wants; it is going
to put a real damper on people being able to get these
items.
So I want to acknowledge that, whilst I accept
that both the CADA supported aims of reducing drinking and driving, and then Mr. Lister, the Honourable
Member, refers to the reduction of littering by bottles, I
cannot make the connection necessarily between the
provision in the Bill sponsored by Mr. Lister and stopping persons getting into cars with some alcoholic
beverages.
Then we always have to consider, you know,
how prevalent this is. I think Mr. Lister has done a
good job at persuading this House about the frequency of it, but I am not convinced that the problem
is so widespread that it merits a complete blanket ban
on what is an important economic activity in liquor
sales. If you go to liquor stores you will see these
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miniatures and you will see the freezers there with
beers available, you know, for buying one at a time.
What am I saying? So I am saying, Mr.
Speaker, that whilst we acknowledge the problem
identified by the Honourable Member, we do not support, the Opposition does not support, this item, the
Liquor Licence Amendment (No. 2) Act. The position
we take also is that we seek to understand where the
Government is and we hope that Members on the
Government benches will declare their position.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Are there any other Members who would care
to speak?
The Chair now recognises the Learned Member, the Attorney General, Minister Mark Pettingill.
You have the floor, Attorney General Pettingill.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
First of all, I want to say how obliged I was to
the Honourable Member, Mr. Lister, for discussing this
with me in advance. We did sit and meet on his desire
to bring this particular Bill, and we have heard him this
evening speak forcefully with regard to his views and
his concerns as they relate to this particular issue.
I take the view that they are valid. They are
very valid views. When he came and sat with me, I
thought they were valid views and I certainly . . . in
this type of area I am always apt to give as much consideration as to the mischief that needs to be addressed and where we need to pass laws.
I indicated to the Honourable Member at the
time that certainly that I would not be in a position of
endeavouring to block the Bill from coming before the
House for debate. I understood it was something that
he probably had wished to bring in the past as a
Member of the Government and, for whatever reason,
it did not occur at that time. And now, as an Independent Member, he has gone about putting this together.
It was well drafted and a sensible piece of legislation to consider. He certainly has spoken with force
with regard to what the concerns are.
I have to say after he came and sat with me
and I was able to look at the Bill (I obviously, discussed it with my colleagues) I went away and had it
looked at and had to consider, What do we need to
address here? Do we need to address this? Is there
an urgency to address it? Is there a concern to address it that we have to look at in the balance?
The law, Mr. Speaker (and I have used this
analogy many times) . . . it is like what you see with
the scales of justice. You have to put in the pros and
the cons on any matter and find the balance. This is
one, with great respect to that Honourable Member,
that tipped backwards and forwards with me. That is
the way it is going to go. There are other issues we
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are going to bring before this House that I think are
going to engender great debate, and, in the balance,
you know, my own legal mind is tipped backwards and
forwards. And that is the way that it should go.
Eventually you kind of have to have the scale
tip one way or another when you take a side on an
issue. You cannot sit there all day long (unless you
are going to abstain on everything) and say, Oh, well,
it could be this, it could be this, it could be this. It just
does not work. So what we have to do on a matter like
this is go away and consider the social impact of social concerns, go away and consider the commerce
because, you know, liquor sales is a commerce.
My honourable learned friend, Mr. Scott, just
raised that. It is not an invalid consideration and we
will have to consider that with other matters that we
may want to look at. Addressing the mischief . . . we
all, goodness knows . . . I mean, I tend to be more
liberal in approach. If you want to go and get yourself
blind drunk or stoned, or high as a kite, you know, my
own liberal view is like, Well, you know, you should
know better. It might not be the healthiest thing, and
off you go—as long as you do not do any damage to
somebody else. And that is my line. You start to get
into a car and run into innocent people because you
decided to have too many, then my view is that you
need to go to jail. But if you want to sit in a corner and
drink yourself into oblivion, I tend to take the view—
and it is a personal view—that is more your business.
I have that type of liberal moral view across the board
with a lot of things—a lot of things.
I have been very frank about those—on what
my own views are with regard to those things where
. . . you can do what you want to as long as you are
not hurting anyone else. If you are hurting yourself
and you are causing social issues—because we have
to address that then—that is something the law has to
come down and address.
One has to look at those types of considerations in the balance. So turning to this matter, because I want to be very clear as to why in shifting
backwards and forwards in looking at it, I have come
down, and I think my colleagues have come down, in
the position that we have. And it is not without a lot of
thought. And I want to be very clear on that out of respect to the Honourable Member for bringing this.
I have not been driven . . . and I use a term
that a judge might use. I am not driven to the irrevocable conclusion that the mischief that is being raised
here—and I accept that there is mischief being
raised—is one that we have to bring the hammer
down on in this way. In looking at it . . . and I went out
and asked the questions and all the rest of it. I have
not been satisfied that there is a proliferation of miniatures to the extent that where they are piled up in the
street and we have major problems in that regard and
we have to bring on extra sweepers and all the rest of
it because we have to deal with that.
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I have looked at some of the drunk driving
cases. I am not satisfied that we have had instances
where people have gotten into cars, or onto bikes,
because they have been chucking back miniatures, or
have had a single. You know, the converse argument
to that could be, if you cannot buy a single, you might
buy a six-pack and you might drink it. And if you drink
the six-pack you are going to be more wasted than if
you drink the single. That is the kind of balance.
I know a lot of guys . . . you know, when I was
a younger man and worked in construction and was
going to college, they would go down and get their
Elephant or get their beer and sit off with their mates.
And I used to train, like a lot of guys here, and one
was what I liked. You know, I was going to have one.
A few mates around that had a bit more money maybe
I would have had two or three. You know, when it is
there you tend to be more like, Let me jump on. And
that is a concern.
So that is the balance I am trying to weigh between those. A guy wants to have an Elephant in a
bag (like what is being said) and look at that and have
a little bit of a chill. And then we are going to tell him,
Well, you can’t have that and the only way you can do
it is have six, and maybe he is going to buy his six for
the week and drink three of them right there. Because
it is easy to do when you get that flow going. We all
know that. You all know it is easy to get one go, two
go, because it is there. You are drinking on your own
and, you know, the shot tray comes around—we have
all been there.
[Laughter]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Members of this House . . .
that is not denigrating to anybody. You are out having
dinner . . . let’s have another one. That is in the balance. Sometimes I would think that if you could limit it
to just one you would probably have a better social
position. You only have one.
That is the type of mischief, Mr. Speaker, I
think that has to be looked at. I know one of the things
that I used to like to do as a younger man as well, I
could not afford much more than that, have a girlfriend, go get a couple of beers or a couple of wine
coolers and sit out and watch the sunset. Could not
afford four. Right? You know, I was trying to be
healthy, so I would say, Here you go, honey. And one
was probably enough in those days. You would not
want to go out and have to do that and buy more.
I have swayed on that type of potential with
regard to, Do we potentially, by this, address one mischief and really increase another? Do I hear where a
guy goes and he gets in the car and he drives because he has gone and bought four in a pack and
ended up drinking three of them when he would have
only had one and then he crashes into somebody?
You know, because it was just there and it was done.
That is where I weighed it.
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So I had to look . . . and I called around and I
wanted the Honourable Member to know that. And I
know, certainly, Mr. Dunkley, Honourable Member
Dunkley, through his sources in his Ministry also
called around and gave some consideration to this
issue. How many cases have we had of drunk driving
or people getting into assaults where a guy has gone
in and bought a single, or he had a pop, or he has had
a beer and he has had a pop. I could not find any. I
am not saying there have not been any; but I could
not find any where somebody came along and informed me or the evidence in this case was he went
and bought one and got into this type of trouble.
There might have been a case where a guy
got cautioned because he bought one and threw it
over the wall and created a litter problem. But maybe
he would throw three over the wall if he sat there, if he
had them.
So, in looking at that and in addressing that . .
. and, again, I think there is a commerce argument,
too. I think that certainly the commerce feedback I got
back from liquor sales people and people that sell singles and sell single beers was that they did not support it at all. One can probably understand why. But
they did not support it. They thought it would be a hit
on business if they were put in a position where they
could not sell the singles.
I can just imagine the mom-and-pop-type operations that sell singles in some of the places up,
down the country, and in the middle, you know, where
somebody pops in to get one. That is their business.
That is their main thing. If we had the situation where
people are going in there and they are buying one and
we say, like, You know, this guy has gone in there this
year and bought singles and got into fights and got
into issues and got into car wrecks and bike wrecks—
then, yes, I might be looking at it and saying, Okay,
now I am concerned. But I have not seen that. I have
not seen that.
So we cannot, in my respectful view, legislate
against what our fears are or, the greater risk, Mr.
Speaker, legislate against every single potential that
could occur. We have to sensibly find a balance between the extent of the mischief and what we need to
do by way of cure or by way of prevention. I weighed
this one out of respect for that Honourable Member
and out of respect for the legislation he brought and
out of respect for the issue. At the end of the day, I
have come down on the position that I cannot lend
support to the Bill on the basis that I have stated. That
is the position.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
and Learned Member from constituency—
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: [Constituency] 34.
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The Speaker: [Constituency] 34. I should know that, it
is constituency 34 in Sandys, MP Kim Wilson.
You have the floor.
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is not the same thing at all. So we are not going to
retreat—
[Crosstalk]

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I will
be brief.
I am going to start actually where the Learned
and Honourable Attorney General ended, and that is
with respect to the importance of finding a balance. I
think that there is no question that the concerns that
have been raised in respect to the single sale of alcohol insofar as an increase of pollution, the loitering
aspect, as well as the oftentimes public nuisance aspect are definitely challenges I think that we all as a
community face and we see. One only has to walk
three blocks—well, whichever way City Hall is, whichever direction—and you can see oftentimes individuals that are having their one single sale in a brown
paper bag, standing there underneath the sign that
says no loitering, no drinking. This happens on a very
frequent basis and I appreciate what the Attorney
General is saying insofar as trying to strike a balance.
I also appreciate the mischief behind the legislation. And I think that one could argue that while
there are already laws in Bermuda that deal with loitering and public intoxication and the littering, but then
on the other hand, because obviously those laws do
not seem to be going far enough, we have seen many
instances with respect to the challenges that single
sale alcohol is causing in our community. So, again, it
is a situation of balance and I think certainly merits
discussion and consideration with respect to this important element.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there any other Honourable Member who
would care to speak?
There are no other Members that would care
to speak. I now go back to the Honourable Member
MP Lister from Sandys South.
MP Lister, you have the floor.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Okay? Mr. Speaker, not all the
shops, not all shops.
Mr. Speaker?
The Speaker: Yes, carry on, Member.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: The report for last year, the year
2013, indicated that some 4.4 per cent of all traffic
accidents were deemed to be alcohol and drug related. I said that this morning.
And in all but one case, the person involved
was arrested and charged with drunk driving. So,
again, this idea that it does not happen . . . what do
you mean it does not happen? It happens. You know
that. It happens frequently—4.4 per cent is frequently
enough.
The one that I really liked was the impact on
small mom-and-pop stores. If you will allow me, I will
tell you the story of small mom-and-pop stores. I
owned a small mom-and-pop store. I have said that
before. We had a market. Here is how our market existed when we opened our store in 1981. We went
from 7:00 in the morning until 10:00 at night. We had
a lot of business of people going down to Somerset
first thing in the morning (because we opened at 7:00,
the other two stores opened at 8:00). So from 7:00 to
8:00—that was us. We sold sandwiches, coffee and
newspapers, as a minimum, to people [who] stopped
in and they took that as they went to town.
After a few years in business, the major stores
decided that they would open up at the same time as
us. Big impact. At the back-end the grocery stores
closed at 6:00. After a few more years, they decided
that they would close at 8:00. Now, you grew up in
Somerset, others in here are from Somerset—there is
not much moving in Somerset after 8:00.
[Laughter]

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I want to first of all thank all the
Members that have spoken tonight. I think it is helpful
to have the input. It is helpful to have an indication on
what people are thinking and where the thought process carries us.
It is interesting, though. As I listened, I heard
people say, Well, if you get rid of the single serve cold
alcoholic beverages, people will just buy a four pack
and drink it right there.
Hang on, hang on, hang on. We are talking
about that relaxation, which the Honourable Member
Scott talked about; chilling, as the Attorney General
talked about, with a cold beer. The four pack is hot off
the shelf. What am I missing? It is hot off the shelf. It

The Speaker: That is for sure.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Very quiet. So as a result, because the grocers stayed open from 6:00 to 8:00, it
was like a knife in our chest, a knife in our chest.
Roll forward another 15 years and we get to
today and the small mom-and-pop shops that are still
trying to survive. We saw fit, this House, only two
months ago, to pass legislation allowing any and
every store to be open all day Sunday. What do you
think that has done to mom-and-pop shops? What do
you think that has done to mom-and-pop shops? So to
come and say, Oh, Terry, if we do this we are really
going to hurt them. Nobody was worrying about who
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was getting hurt two months ago when we passed the
legislation. Were we?
We passed legislation that allowed liquor to
be sold all day on Sunday. I have had a couple of
people contact me and say, Listen, you stood up and
you said this thing would hurt the sports clubs. I heard
you say it. I said, That’s right. [They said] But let me
tell you what is happening to my club. It is having an
impact on us right here right now. So it is quite easy to
slide into these comfortable positions of, Look at the
economic harm you will do, Mr. Lister—but we did the
harm two months ago—happily! We did the harm.
And some of us (myself included) stood and
said, Take your time. Do not race down this path.
Think about what it’s going to do. Nobody wanted to
do that then. But tonight we want to think about it. We
want to get it right. We do not want to upset people's
ability to have a cold drink and we are painting this
picture of lovely, beautiful Bermuda, a happy place for
the tourists. And we are pretending that the problem
we are trying to solve here almost does not exist.
I used to laugh at something I thought was totally ridiculous when the owner of Lines Liquor Mart
grocery store used to get on the radio and TV and
complain about all these boys who hung around his
place all day being a nuisance. What were they doing,
Mr. Speaker? Do you remember what they were doing? They were buying his beer and hanging around
his shop and then going back in and buying more beer
and he wanted the police to move them. You see? We
want it both ways. We constantly want it both ways. It
is not right.
Tonight it is obvious that this Bill cannot pass.
So, Mr. Speaker, I will rise and report progress and
come back at a future time.
But in the interim, I would invite Members to
be consistent in their behaviour. We cannot in December pass a Bill opening the Sunday store all day,
pass a Bill drinking liquor all day, and then come back
here and sing a different tune. It does not work, Mr.
Speaker! And whilst it may work in this room there are
a lot of people outside of this room who listen here
and know when we are being not quite honest.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
So, the Member has asked that we rise and
report progress.
[Crosstalk]
[Pause]
The Speaker: Honourable Member Lister, what you
have to do—there are two things you can do. Either
you can withdraw the Bill or we can go into Committee
and it is in Committee where you will be able to stand
up, rise and report progress.
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Then I will ask that the Bill be committed.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
I will ask that the Deputy Speaker, please,
come.
House in Committee at 9:58 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL
LIQUOR LICENCE AMENDMENT (No. 2) ACT 2014
The Chairman: Honourable Members, we are now in
Committee of the whole [House] for further consideration of the Bill entitled Liquor Licence Amendment
(No. 2) Act 2014.
I call on the Member in charge to proceed.
Member, you have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
As has been said, at this point in time I believe the best course of action will be to rise and report progress.
Thank you.
The Chairman: You are welcome. We will rise and
report progress.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Committee rose and reported
progress]
[Pause]
House resumed at 9:59 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
LIQUOR LICENCE AMENDMENT (NO. 2) ACT 2014
The Speaker: It has been moved that we rise and
report progress. Are there any objections to that?
No objections.
That brings us to the end of the Orders of the
day and the Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Premier.
An Hon. Member: No, no. Third Reading.
The Speaker: The Chair will now recognise the Honourable Premier.

An Hon. Member: No, no. Third readings.
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THIRD READING

The Speaker: Third . . .
Honourable Member Richards, you have the
floor.

LIQUOR LICENCE AMENDMENT ACT 2014

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014, I
move that the Bill do now pass.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that Standing Order 21
be suspended to enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Customs Department Amendment Act 2014
be now read for the third time by its title only.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Are there any objections to that?
The Bill is now passed.
[Motion carried: The Liquor Licence Amendment Act
2014 was read a third time and passed.]

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Are there any objections to that?
[There are] none.
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]
The Speaker: Honourable Member?
Honourable Member? The Bill will be now
passed—

THIRD READING
CUSTOMS DEPARTMENT ADMENDMENT ACT
2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I am sorry.
I move that the Bill be now passed.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
There are none.
The Bill is now passed.
[Motion carried: The Customs Department Amendment Act 2014 was read a third time and passed.]
The Speaker: The Chair now recognises the Minister
for National Security.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move that Standing Order 21 be suspended
to enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Liquor
Licence Amendment Act 2014 be now read a third
time by its title only.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Are there any objections to that?
Minister?
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]

The Speaker: Now we move to the Honourable Premier.

ADJOURMENT
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move now that we adjourn until Friday,
th
March 7 , at 10:00 am.
The Speaker: I move that we now adjourn.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member MP De Silva.
ROAD MODIFICATION IN VIEW OF RECENT FATALITY
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I have a few things I would like
to discuss tonight. The first one being, Mr. Speaker,
you will know last week there was yet another death
on Bermuda roads and this latest death at a popular
spot, a frequent spot, down at the end of East Broadway opposite the old Crow Lane House.
Mr. Speaker, I bring this up because since
2008, five people have lost their lives in that vicinity—
five people! That is a confirmed number from the Police Department, but I was also told that if we go back
a little bit further we will find that it was 10 people in
the last 13 years—or 13 in 10. But, certainly, there
have been five people since 2008.
So, Mr. Speaker, my point of bringing this up
is, if you travel down East Broadway, and as you
make the turn, right behind the old Crow Lane, just
before the bus stop . . . in fact, Minister Burgess, put
some (what do you call them?) rumble strips, not far
from there when he was the Minister. What happens,
Mr. Speaker, is you are turning to the right, but the
road is banked to the left.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So what I am saying is, Mr.
Speaker, is that I have two suggestions (actually,
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maybe three or four by the time I am done). The first
thing we need to do, like yesterday—and I implore the
Minister of Works and the entire OBA—is to take the
rumble, or add rumble strips, maybe about 50 yards
up the road.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, further west.
In other words, because we know that, or we
can talk about whether or not the individuals that have
lost their lives may have had a few “pops” or may be
tired, going home from working late. So, what I am
saying to the Minister of Works and to the OBA, Mr.
Speaker, is maybe we should put some rumble strips
further up the road. Because maybe where the rumble
strips are at the moment, by the time the person’s attention gets to where it should be, it is too late. It is too
late.
The other suggestion, which is a longer term
suggestion, is, if you look at the corner, the sidewalk
is there, then there is a wall, then there is the bus
stop. So we have rumble strips, we have road itself—
which in my humble opinion we need to bank it a bit
so that it goes with the flow.
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh, no, no. The Honourable Member, Mr. Dunkley, says the tweety birds
come from this side. No. Actually, some of the tweets
have come from this side, maybe. But a little tweety
bird, Mr. Speaker, I am understanding—and it is not a
tweeting, laughing matter—that some Members of the
OBA may be trying to close down Brown-Darrell
Clinic.
Some Hon. Members: Ooh!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. And, Mr. Speaker, I
just want to lay down that marker because we all
know who owns that clinic.
An Hon. Member: Ewart Brown.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Dr. Ewart Brown owns it—
the Brown-Darrell Clinic. We know that a former Premier, Ewart Brown owns that building. Mr. Speaker,
the word [out] is that there are certain Members that
want to try and shut it down. I hope, Mr. Speaker, that
is not correct.
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]

An Hon. Member: Like a berm.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is all I am saying.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, almost like a berm.
Like racetracks. You see the car tracks [on] race
tracks? Those race tracks . . . if you watch, and I am
not a NASCAR fan, but those, those—

[Gavel]

[Crosstalk]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —but those tracks they are
not—What is it? They are not convex; they are concave. Okay? So what I am saying, Mr. Speaker, is
[that] long term we have two things to do. Fix that.
Maybe the other thing we need to do is look at
moving that bus stop, take that area where the sidewalk and the wall is and let us put something soft in
there, so if somebody does fall asleep, or they had a
few “pops,” one o’clock or two o’clock in the morning,
they just have to be drifting off, Mr. Speaker, maybe
they could survive. Maybe they just might survive. So,
Mr. Speaker, that is my first item.
BROWN-DARRELL CLINIC—RUMOUR OF CLOSING

The Speaker: Yes. I do not think . . . just a minute.
That’s all right.
Honourable Member, I think you want to stay
away from impugning improper motives.—
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh, I definitely—
The Speaker: All right. Please.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point taken. Thank you,
Mr. Speaker, I will be guided. I will be guided. I will be
guided and I thank you, Mr. Speaker. But it just concerns me that, you know, these undercurrents are out
there.
[Inaudible interjections]

Mr. Zane J. S. De Silva: Now, Mr. Speaker, my second item on my agenda tonight is this: I hear little
tweety birds—

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member,
Mr. Moniz, says I am worried about my boss. I wish
Ewart Brown was paying me.

[Inaudible interjections]

[Laughter]

An Hon. Member: They all come from that side.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I wish he was. I wish I was
on his payroll, Honourable Member, I certainly do.
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An Hon. Member: Be careful.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. But, now, Mr.
Speaker, the next thing I would like to talk about tonight is . . . How much time do I have left, Mr.
Speaker?
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Yes, you have 13 minutes left.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: [I have] 13 minutes. Okay.
I am okay. I am okay with that.
[Crosstalk]
JOBS LOST
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, we have discussed over the last week and a half jobs in this country and how important they are to our people. Mr.
Speaker, I am sure that you know, you have seen the
newspaper reports—
The Speaker: Just a minute, Honourable Member. I
cannot hear you. I cannot hear you.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I could not hear myself for
a while there, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Right. Now I can hear you, Honourable
Member.
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winked? Because, Mr. Speaker, the jobs are not coming.
And the reason I bring this up tonight, Mr.
Speaker, is not only because of today’s report, because I was going to have this conversation anyway,
but this adds fuel to the fire. We have a tsunami coming. Now, the OBA—jobs, jobs, jobs. Okay? Vote for
change. Vote for jobs.
Mr. Speaker, we have the largest construction
project ever in Bermuda coming to a close. We have
Waterloo House, which is just about finished. Mr.
Speaker, what we have to be concerned with is,
where are those people going to work? Where are
we? And I ask the Government, What are you doing?
Now, I am not going to start talking about jets, and
flying, and all of that. Okay? All I am saying to the
Government of the day, and I will say it again, I said it
last week (or I said it Monday night). Let me make it
clear again for those who did not hear me, Mr.
Speaker. I will gladly stay in Opposition until the day I
die, if our people can get back to work and our country
can prosper. Let us be clear. Okay?
Now if the people of this country want to vote
the Progressive Labour Party in for Government, that
is cool. That is okay.
[Laughter]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is okay, Mr. Speaker.
But, look, I am telling you, and I know we can have a
little joke now and then. But I know everybody on this
side wants our people working. They want our country
prospering. And I know, you know, I believe—
An Hon. Member: Yes.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
That is much appreciated.
But, Mr. Speaker, I am sure you saw the
newspaper reports, the media reports today that, well,
it could be as many as 19 jobs, but I understand that
maybe it is 12, because 7 people were shifted at
HSBC. And four jobs are lost at Catlin, Mr. Speaker.
So we are looking at, just today, in the last week or
so, another 23 jobs lost, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, we know from the information
that was given to us by Government’s Department of
Statistics, that last year we lost 921 jobs. So here we
have another 23 today. You have some others that we
do not hear about. In my industry, the construction
industry, I hear it every week. You see, Mr. Speaker,
let me say this. Let me say this.
th
th
I remember on December the 13 and 14 , I
could not go anywhere without seeing a red sign that
said Vote for jobs! Vote for jobs! Vote for jobs! Everywhere, Mr. Speaker. Everywhere you went, Vote for
jobs! Vote for jobs! I do not have to ask myself . . . or
are many Bermudians that are out of work, or their
family members are out of work, are they asking
themselves today, 14 months later, Was I hood-

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I believe some Members
on the other side do too.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Now, the only reason I say
“some” is because . . . let me go another way with that
comment, Mr. Speaker.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: When we were Government, and we told the Opposition, now Government
(some Members were not here), every week, Stop it!
Stop talking about corruption! Stop talking about
crookedness! Stop talking about the international
people listening! Now, we hear them telling us that.
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, what a difference a day makes!
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always had them, Mr. Speaker, but they changed the
licence plates. They took the GP off.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: What a difference a day
makes, Mr. Speaker. So I say, let me say it again, we
will gladly stay in Opposition. Get our people to work!

[Laughter and crosstalk]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Tried to trick us again!

An Hon. Member: Yes.
[Laughter]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Get our people to work.
Get our country moving. And when I say, “Get our
country moving” it does not have to happen, flying out
of here every two minutes, even though we know it
has to happen. You guys were the ones that cut our
tails every week up here for flying. For taking—
The Speaker: Language. Use better language than
that, Honourable Member.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Except for GP 10, Mr.
Speaker. And you know what? Again, Mr. Speaker,
we do not knock them for having GPs. I think they
should. Ministers should have their GP cars and
should be in such a fashion, they should be licensed
like they are—GP7, [GP]5, [GP]6—so that people
know who they are. We are Members of Parliament.
We are Ministers of the Government and we should
be—

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Sorry. Sorry. Sorry, Mr.
Speaker.

[Crosstalk]

The Speaker: Better language than that.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, see this red carpet?

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: They really gave us—

[Gavel]

[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: Come on!

An Hon. Member: A shellacking.

[Gavel]

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, they gave us some—

The Speaker: Can we have some order in this
House?

An Hon. Member: Shellacking.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: A shellacking is a good
word. Yes, it is, Mr. Speaker.
Every week about the travel. And we used to
say the same things. We need to get overseas and
talk to people. So we do not knock the fact that they
do it. We knock the fact that they say they are going to
do it less—and a lot less.

The Speaker: Yes.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So, Mr. Speaker, what I am
saying is, OBA, let us get our people to work. Let us
get them to work. Let us get them to work.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I know my time must be
short.

GP LICENSED CARS
The Speaker: You have got six minutes.
Mr. Zane J. S. De Silva: Consultants? No, we are not
going to do that.
GP? Oh, look at the GP cars in this parking lot
today.
[Laughter]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: What is going on, Mr.
Speaker?

BUDGET PRESENTATION BY JUNIOR MINISTER
OF HOME AFFAIRS
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Six minutes. Okay. All
right. Okay. That is good.
Mr. Speaker, I will finish on this topic. We had
a Junior Minister—
An Hon. Member: Yes.

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Every week, if it was not
FutureCare, if it was not the consultants, it was trips
and it was GP cars. All of a sudden, today, the parking
lot is full of GP cars. But you know why? They have

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —a former Minister of the
Government today.
[Crosstalk]
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Member, Mr. Richards, today . . . I received emails. I received calls about the way in which the
Honourable Member presented that Ministry today.
And you know, it was appalling, Mr. Speaker. It was
appalling—
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Mr. Speaker, the only reason I bring this up—

The Speaker: You cannot talk about what was said—
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay.
The Speaker: I think you know.

The Speaker: I do not . . . I think . . . Can you withdraw that? Appalling—no. I am not going to accept. I
am not accepting that language.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. Okay. I will withdraw
that one, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you. Thank you for
guidance. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: It was . . . let me tell you
what I found, Mr. Speaker. I will tell you what I did
find, [concerning] the way in which he presented that
today.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I think my granddaughter,
she is three going on four, has a very good vocabulary
for her age, Mr. Speaker. I can say that. It was not
too—

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. I will talk about . . .
no, I am not going to talk about what was said, Mr.
Speaker.
An Hon. Member: About what was “not” said.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I was just talking about
“how” it was said. Mr. Speaker.
What disappoints me most is that some of the
calls I got were from constituents—yours and mine,
Mr. Speaker. And do you know what they said? You
know, this is terrible for the country. I voted you all in
(and he said “you all”—36) and budget time is the
time, especially in these tough, economic times, we
the listening public, the people that voted you all in,
we are listening. And we want to hear what they have
to say, and we want to hear what you have to say.
Mr. Speaker, I will share an e-mail with you.
This particular person said, You guys need to change
the rules of the House when it comes to the Budget
Debate—
The Speaker: Absolutely, you might be right.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —because how can you
. . . But you know what, Mr. Speaker?—

The Speaker: Be careful. Be careful.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. All right.

The Speaker: But what was done was by the rules.
Understand that. Yes.

The Speaker: Be careful.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, let me say
this. The way in which the Honourable Member presented, the length of time that the Honourable Member—
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, point of order.
The Speaker: What is your point of order, Honourable
Member?

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: It was done by the rules,
yes. And this is what I explained to the person that
wrote.
Mr. Speaker, in order for us . . . and the OBA
Government continues to say the words like “collaboration,” “let’s work together,” “let’s do some things together.” How can you do things together when a Minister has five hours to discuss a Ministry and leaves
the other 35 Members half an hour?
[Inaudible interjections]

POINT OF ORDER
[Reflecting on debate]

[Gavel]

Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, I believe that he
is reflecting on today’s activities. Thank you.

The Speaker: Honourable Member!
[Gavel]

The Speaker: Yes.
Carry on. Carry on, Honourable Member.

The Speaker: Honourable Member!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, I knew they
would fall into that trap.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That I have a short memory. Well, Mr. Speaker, they will have a chance—
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Honourable Members, let’s not have all
. . . let one Member speak.
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Carry on.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. Mr. Speaker, I will
finish like this. The OBA said, Vote for change. Well,
let’s lead. Let’s lead as you asked the people of Bermuda to vote, Vote for change. Let us change up a
little bit. Think about some of things that I talked about
tonight, and let us see what we can do going forward.
We will just let all of us here in the House monitor, and
we can all comment, and we will let our people keep
an eye on us too.
Thank you very much.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Honourable Members will
have a chance to talk, Mr. Speaker. Thank you very
much.
Now they mention, Well, you’ve got a short
memory. I do not have a short memory, Mr. Speaker. I
have been in this House going on seven years and I
only remember once that a Member of the PLP Government did such a thing. And there was a reason for
it!

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Thank you very much.
Anyone else?
The Chair recognises the Honourable Minister
for Public Works, Minister Patricia Gordon-Pamplin,
you have the floor.

An Hon. Member: Whoa!

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I would just like to say thank you
to the Honourable Member who just took seat for
highlighting the challenge that exists on the East
Broadway egress from Hamilton. Needless to say,
one life lost is one too many. I do know that when this
last tragedy happened, within two hours (I would
guess) when I had the opportunity to look at my social
media page there actually was a message to me from
my son who said, Patricia, do something to fix this
because this is the spot where my friend, Leah, was
killed. It would be two years ago.
Mr. Speaker, I had not been made aware at
that point in time about the tragedy, but once I did, I
straightaway got on to the chief engineer and asked
that we have the opportunity to brainstorm, because
that is giving me grave concern. That area was actually where one of the five people the Honourable
Member spoke of was actually one of my constituents
from Valley Road, a young man who had served in the
Bermuda Regiment a couple of years ago, and was
struck and killed in almost the exact same spot.
We realise, Mr. Speaker, that those rumble
strips which were put in as a reminder to people to
maybe sort of make them slow down, were things that
were put in to be able to ameliorate the challenge of
people coming off that strip and maybe not realising
that the road dog-legged. So I straightaway got on to
the chief engineer and, in fact, he said to me that . . . I
said to him, Needless to say, this frequent accident
spot is cause for concern. Can we brainstorm on this,
please?
I think that it is very important that we as a
Government keep on top of those things. Now there
are certain behaviours that may not be able to be

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And it was the Premier of
the country, Dr. Brown. And what happened is . . . you
know how the rules work. The Opposition picks the
hours, picks the days. The Premier was invited to a
very important meeting at CARICOM. (Maybe that
might have something to do with it too.) But anyway,
that is another story for another day.
But, Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Premier
asked, asked if they could move that day for his particular Ministry so that he could give it full debate, full
debate, because he really wanted to attend this
CARICOM meeting. And the Opposition (nowGovernment) at the time refused. They said, Nope, we
are not changing. That’s it! You are not doing it. It is
either you go on that, you have somebody else, or you
know . . . it’s not happening! That is the only time that
I can recall, Mr. Speaker, it happening since I have
been in this House.
So having said that, Mr. Speaker, I hope, I
hope that other Members, other Honourable Members, Ministers, on that side, do not have a repeat.
And you could do things to—
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. Yes.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I would just like to say to that
Member, no, we, in general, will not behave like they
did.
The Speaker: Thank you. Honourable Member,
please, take your seat. There is no real point of [order].

ROAD MODIFICATION IN VIEW OF RECENT FATALITY
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regulated. My son’s friend, indeed, as information had
it . . . well, let us just say not my son’s friend, but let’s
just say that information has had it that some people
who have succumbed to accidents at that particular
spot may either have been tired or may have been
consuming alcohol. There may be some contributing
factors.
But, with that said, there is no excuse for us
not to be able to look at what is an appropriate resolution, to come up with something for that particular
spot. And, Mr. Speaker, the response that I got from
the chief engineer, among other things, basically saying that he has had a chat with the highways engineer
about some options which we will look to implement. I
believe that it is important to let Honourable Members
know that we are trying to keep on top of this situation. We take this very seriously. And know that I, certainly, for one, do not want to see anybody injured
unnecessarily on our roads.
I will also speak, Mr. Speaker, with respect to
the issue of potholes. I have received many complaints over the course of the last couple of weeks for
similar sorts of things. [One such] person actually
blew out his tire and misaligned his wheels because
he went into a pothole that he did not realise was
there because the water had sort of masked the fact
that there was a hole. We are certainly looking at that.
I have asked the chief engineer . . . they have actually
taken a team and gone from Somerset to St. George’s
and made comments and made repairs—
POINT OF INFORMATION
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of information, Mr.
Speaker. And this is a, this is a—
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[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes, I do want to
say that these are things that we are looking at very
actively. Because of the additional rains that we have
had, there seems to be an inordinate number of potholes that have actually manifested themselves over
these last couple of weeks. But we certainly have it
under control as best we possibly can. We want to
ensure that our roads are safe, Mr. Speaker.
2

GP LICENSED CARS

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I would like to
speak to the Honourable Member’s comment, though,
with respect to GP cars because that is something
that comes under my responsibility within the Ministry,
in terms of the allocation of GP cars. Let me just say
that the Honourable Member indicated that there were
some GP cars that had civilian licence plate numbers.
Let me inform the Honourable Member and this Honourable House that there is no intention to trick anybody by changing a licence plate number. But I can
tell you that as Minister, when I have been made
aware that there are threats to the safety of Ministers,
that it is important to ensure that we try to minimize
those challenges as much as we possibly can.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: And as a result of
that, some of the licence plates have actually been
changed from GP to a regular civilian plate number. I
would ask that Honourable Members—
POINT OF CLARIFICATION

The Speaker: Yes, carry on. Carry on, MP De Silva.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you. Thank you, Pat
for—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of clarification, please,
Minister.
The Speaker: Just clarification?

The Speaker: Honourable Member.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —for letting me—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes. I’m just trying to understand. Did you, did the Honourable—
The Speaker: You are asking a question. Clarification, when you say—

The Speaker: Honourable Minister.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Honourable Minister.
Thank you, Honourable Minister, for yielding.
At this point, and I am sure the Honourable
Minister would join me, Mr. Speaker, because I am
glad she brought up potholes, because I think at this
time she would certainly join me in congratulating
Wendell Eve and his fantastic team who do a marvellous job at fixing the potholes. And they do it rather
quickly, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I want clarification on a
statement she made. Did she say “threats towards
Ministers”?
The Speaker: Yes. Yes, I think so. Yes.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes, I did.

2
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Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: And, you know,
there is no need for us hide anything on this side. I
mean, you cannot really hide a car. But I can assure
Members that there is no intent to mislead, deceive, or
whatever. But when I look at the safety of our Ministers, it is paramount to me to ensure that any necessary steps are taken so that these problems do not
exist. And that is—
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tion asks us to give. We are happy to give that information.
[Crosstalk]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: We are not trying
to shy away from giving any information or from permitting any interaction or interchange. But let me
just—

[Inaudible interjection]
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Well, you know, I
agree. But there are things that need to be done in
consultation with special branch in other parts of security forces that give us recommendations. And we
would be foolhardy if we did not follow those recommendations.
So I just ask Honourable Members if they
want to know anything about any particular vehicle, I
am quite happy to answer the questions. I am quite
happy to answer them offline, because I think it is very
important to recognise that we cannot throw caution to
the wind when we have situations that may create a
challenge for us. So, I would ask Honourable Members to be mindful of that. There is nothing sinister
about that particular move. It was a decision that I
made, and I thought that it was one that was absolutely necessary to make.
BUDGET PRESENTATION BY JUNIOR MINISTER
OF HOME AFFAIRS
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Let me just say,
Mr. Speaker, finally, with respect to comments that the
Honourable Member made, is that, you know, we
want for a full engagement and a full debate of the
various heads for the budget. Let me say that the Opposition chooses the hours, makes the selection as to
what they want, and it would perhaps work if Members
on the other side can actually work with the Ministers.
We know that the way the system works is
that the civil servants prepare full briefs for the Ministers. And as I have done with my Shadow Minister
today, to say if there are any areas you have given me
the full breadth of the Heads that are within the Ministry, but if there is any area that you would like for me
to concentrate on more than another, I am more than
happy to accommodate.
I believe that we can work together. I believe
that we can work together effectively. Because there
is nothing that we are doing here, Mr. Speaker, that
cannot withstand the scrutiny of the budgetary process. So we would like to ensure, Mr. Speaker, that we
have robust interactive debates, and I can tell Honourable Members that if you have a particular area
that you are more concerned about than others, then
we could . . . you know, share that information. We
are happy to give on all of the Heads that the Opposi-

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Let me just say
that—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Let me just say
that we want robust debate, and certainly all of our
Ministers are more than prepared to have the effective
engagement so that we can have a constructive and
effective debate.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, MP David Burt.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker, and good evening to you.
I just want to pick up where the Honourable
Minister just finished because I think what we saw
earlier, and I am going to be very careful because I
am not going to touch on anything [or] reflect on the
debate, but what we saw was a Junior Minister of this
House purposefully read his brief as slow as possible
and slow down on occasions and make joking remarks as if he was slowing down on purpose, when
there are important issues of which we have to debate
in this House.
So I thank the Honourable Minister who just
took her seat to say that she will make sure that she
works with her Shadow Minister, and I thank the Honourable Premier who shared his brief yesterday and
gave extensive answers to the questions, and I even
thank the Honourable Attorney General who spoke
earlier today who gave extensive answers to questions that were asked. And we were able to have that
robust debate—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: And Minister Moniz.
An Hon. Member: Yes.
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Mr. E. David Burt: But what happened earlier today,
Mr. Speaker, was an affront to democracy. And for
Honourable Members to laugh about it, as we saw
from the Government benches, is unacceptable.
The story at which we hear about, Oh, you did
it too. I think that we are past that, Mr. Speaker. I think
that there is enough of “we did it too.” Because if people tell that to me, I will say, I wasn’t here before, and
when I was in another place, I made sure that I left
ample time for Shadow Ministers at that point in time
to make sure they conveyed the issues. And I made
sure that I reviewed the brief. But I did not talk about
things that happened six years ago, inside the brief,
and repeated them over and over again.
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The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Imputing improper motives]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: The Honourable
Member is imputing motive. I do not believe—
The Speaker: Yes. All right. Thank you.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —that his comment is appropriate.
The Speaker: I will take that, Honourable Member.
Yes.

The Speaker: Let us not talk about what was said.
Mr. E. David Burt: Understood.
So, Mr. Speaker, I just want to make that
clear. And I hope that, as the person who speaks for
Finance, on this side, going forward the Honourable
Premier will at least instruct his Ministers and Junior
Ministers to work with their respective Shadows to
make sure that the people’s budget can get a very
good and fair examination as it deserves, because
that is one of our primary responsibilities in this
House.
GP LICENSED CARS

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: That . . . yes. You should be making
the point, not making a point as if maybe that is what
is happening.
So if you could just stay on—
Mr. E. David Burt: Understood, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: —stay on a good road.
Mr. E. David Burt: I am not saying that they are attempting—

Mr. E. David Burt: Now, Mr. Speaker, let me move on
to another thing that Honourable Minister touched on
because I was quite surprised when I found out earlier
today that the Government has been switching GP
cars to private licences.
I understand that the Minister has said that
there are security reasons. I am not going to in any
way, shape, or form say the Minister is saying something incorrect. What I would say is that this is interesting because we have seen, now, an increase in the
number of Government cars that have been in use.
Before there were a few, and now we see more that
are being used by Ministers, and now we see that
they are now being switched to private numbers.
The one thing that I want to caution, because
we understand how the Government likes to play with
statistics . . . I understand how the TCD [Transport
Control Department] system works, Mr. Speaker, because I have a little bit of knowledge there. And when
questions are asked about the number of GP cars, I
can see that they will say that it is lower because they
are starting to switch things to private plates. So I just
hope that we do not get that from the Government
because we know how, in some ways, they like to
play with numbers and like to play with statistics which
causes a—

The Speaker: All right.
Mr. E. David Burt: —to manipulate the numbers.—
The Speaker: I hear you.
Mr. E. David Burt: What I am saying is that when the
numbers come out, I hope that they do not claim a
reduction based upon the fact that they are changing
things to GP cars. Because a few years ago—
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: All right. Stay—
Mr. E. David Burt: A few years ago, when there were
a number of cars that were registered “miscellaneous”
to various Government Ministers, and they were, as a
Government policy, changed to GP licences, and
when Parliamentary Questions were raised, the thenOpposition said, Oh, look, the Government has doubled the size of the GP fleet. When that was not the
case! They were just changing the licence plates on
the vehicles. So I am just drawing that parallel, Mr.
Speaker, because I think that it is important.

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Mr. E. David Burt: But, now, let me move on to other
things, because, Mr. Speaker, in that, I am saying that
the Government does have a trust deficit, and we saw
it with the unions today. The unions, the reason why
the Government has a trust deficit is because the
people have trouble believing what the Government
says. And the reason why they have trouble believing
what the Government says is because the Government, in many times, makes misleading statements.
And that damages the credibility of the Government. It
damages the credibility of all of us, and it damages
our prospects for economic recovery which is so desperately needed.
The Minister of Finance, in his Budget Statement, spoke about the need to work together. Now,
one would have thought that the need to work together would be the need to collaborate. So why are
you going to do something, which is almost a declaration of war on the unions, when you know it is going to
provoke results, right after we just come from labour
unrest? So this is something, Mr. Speaker, that points
to a trust deficit with the people. And it is not surprising that we see the reaction that the Honourable
Members of Government, the Honourable Premier got
today. Because at the very beginning, they tried to
sneak out the back door and did not even want to confront the protestors—
The Speaker: Honourable . . . I cannot—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order!
The Speaker: I cannot, I cannot. Please.
An Hon. Member: You do not know what you are
talking about.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Honourable Member, you cannot say,
you cannot say “that they tried to sneak out.”
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: You cannot say that. Please withdraw
that remark.
Mr. E. David Burt: I will withdraw that statement, Mr.
Speaker, but I was in the Chamber and I heard the
conversations, and I saw the Ministers going that way.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: Not this way.
The Speaker: All right. Carry on. Carry on, Honourable Member.
Mr. E. David Burt: So I saw that—
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The Speaker: Honourable Member, please, take your
seat.
Mr. E. David Burt: That is what I saw. So now, Mr.
Speaker, let me continue. Of course, we have to face
up to the people— the people who put us here. And I
will get to that point a little bit later, Mr. Speaker, because I think it is important that we remember who we
represent in this Chamber, because it is important.
But, now, when I go back to the trust deficit,
Mr. Speaker, I am going to go back to statements that
were made by the Honourable Premier on Februth
ary 19 , and this was a statement that he made at the
Cabinet Office. This was a little bit after allegations
were made in this House, and he made these statements. And why I say that we have a trust deficit, Mr.
Speaker, is because when the Premier of the country
speaks, we should be confident that he is speaking
the facts, and he is making sure that he is levelling
with the people.
So when he admonished the media and said
that there were things that they should put in the
headlines, and not focus on things that were regarded
as distractions, I just want to cover some of those, Mr.
Speaker.
The first thing he said was that, the crime rate
is down by 43 per cent. Wow! So I am happy, I guess,
that the Honourable Premier is taking credit for the
work that the Progressive Labour Party did in reducing
the crime rate.
I am happy that he is, but the thing is, when
you get in front of the cameras and you say, The
crime rate is down 43 per cent, without saying that,
Oh, it was down 30-something per cent before we
came into office, then you create a trust deficit with
the people of this country.
Mr. Speaker, when we hear about . . . and this
was interesting and I have to quote this, because the
Honourable Premier said, and I quote: “We have recently brokered a deal with the Government of India to
provide fully funded trainings for Bermudians in a
number of disciplines.” I said, Oh, my word! Where
have I heard that before?
When the Honourable Premier gets up and
says, We have recently brokered, one would assume
that that would be something that he has done, or his
Government has done. But, no, Mr. Speaker, that existed since 2010, which was something that was done
when the Honourable former Premier, Dr. Ewart
Brown, went over to India and returned with that deal.
Now, Mr. Speaker, we know that there were
challenges. We know that there was chirping from the
then-Opposition about this programme, but that was
done way back then. So when the Premier gets up in
front of the country and admonishes the media about
things they should put in the headlines, first thing is,
Mr. Speaker, I do not know how they are supposed to
find out about it because no Ministerial Statements
were ever made to this House.
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POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order. Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. Yes, Honourable Premier.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: The Honourable Member
is misleading the House. He obviously is not aware of
what was going on. He is making assumptions. These
negotiated deals were new.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: We were aware of those
before—
The Speaker: Thank you.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: —that expired and these
are new.—
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: So talk about what you
know, not what you do not know.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Thank you, Premier. Right. So that answers that. The Premier says that these were new—
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: —even though some may have been
done before, but these were new.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I look forward to the
Premier making a Ministerial Statement to this Honourable House, if he would, on this new deal so he
can be questioned on this new deal. I would look forward to that, because if he wants to . . . I am sorry. If
the Honourable Premier would like to remove the . . . I
do not want to . . . the—
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Ministerial Code of Conduct says. We all understand
the supremacy of Parliament. But we are not even the
respect of being informed as to the things of which the
Government is doing. So I hope the Honourable Premier will come here, and I hope he will tell us about
this new deal he has made with India, which is something that, if it is new, should be applauded by all
sides.
JOBS LOST
Mr. E. David Burt: With that I will move on, Mr.
Speaker, because this is where I want to close. I think
it is very important. And it is this other thing that he
admonished the media for, and this was, you know,
These are things that should be put in the headlines.
And he said, The unemployment rate has dropped.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I spoke about this last
week when I gave my Budget Reply. But I think it is
important that we remember that 921 jobs were lost
out of the economy in 2013. The Honourable Premier
can get up and admonish the media that those are
things that should be in the headline, but when there
are more people who are giving up looking for work
than are getting work, then there is a problem inside
the economy of our country.
And if we want to talk about the headlines, Mr.
Speaker, let us talk about the headlines of which we
have been treated to over the last few months. [There
were] 19 full-time positions gone at HSBC, 4 positions
outsourced at Catlin, 13 staff gone at Coral Beach,
and 7 people gone from Hardy. These are just recent
things that make it to the headlines, Mr. Speaker. Yet,
we hear the Honourable Premier admonishing the
media to report that the unemployment rate is falling.
We do not hear the Honourable Premier speaking
about, report the fact that 921 jobs disappeared from
the economy last year. And these are the things that
we have to focusing on, Mr. Speaker. We have to be
talking about jobs.
Now, in the exact same newspaper, Mr.
Speaker, in the exact same newspapers we hear
about yearly reports of profits from insurance companies—some places record profits [for the] insurance
companies. And what are these insurance doing, Mr.
Speaker? They are outsourcing Bermudian jobs—

The Speaker: Just be careful.
An Hon. Member: That is right!
Mr. E. David Burt: —the trust deficit.—
The Speaker: Yes. Be careful.
Mr. E. David Burt: —he would submit to scrutiny on
these matters, the scrutiny of Parliament. Because,
Mr. Speaker, we have seen in the newspaper things
about the Honourable Premier [that he] is signing
agreements to do with the Exclusive Economic Zone
[EEZ] and nothing coming to this Parliament. We hear
about it from the Royal Gazette. We all know what the

Mr. E. David Burt: —when they are reporting these
record profits.
Now we can talk about banks because we
have seen two banks that have recently reported profits just in the last few days. You know what the thing
from Butterfield Bank headline was, Mr. Speaker, that
was buried inside their financial statements? That
over the last year the Butterfield Bank eliminated 98
jobs!
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Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —spoke to the
Gibraltar $80 million.

Mr. E. David Burt: The Butterfield Bank eliminated 98
jobs, Mr. Speaker!
Now the Hongkong and the Shanghai Banking
Corporation, better known as HSBC, they do not report the amount of positions they have eliminated. But
if you look at their financial statements, Mr. Speaker,
there was a 10 per cent reduction in employee compensation and benefits. So, one must assume that,
clearly, there was a reduction there. So, the 10 per
cent reduction ends up being about $13 million of our
economy.
Now, it looks very cute, Mr. Speaker, that at
the same point in time the bank decided to make sure
that they pointed out their shared sacrifice and that
they had given $750,000 to the Bermuda economy.
So they gave us 0.3 per cent of their earnings. Well
done. Well done. Applause to the HSBC! At the same
time, Mr. Speaker, that they are shipping away jobs,
at the same time, that they are squeezing their customers but say, Oh, we want to lend more, Mr.
Speaker, I do not buy it.
That is why I said before, we have to remember the people that we represent here in this House.
They are the people who, Mr. Speaker, were marching on the streets. They are the people, Mr. Speaker,
who live in all of our constituencies who want jobs.
And what they want, Mr. Speaker, is a Government
that has the guts to take the bold decisions like diversification that are necessary and put their interests
ahead of the corporate interest.
Now let me get to that point, Mr. Speaker, because I think it is very important. Because while our
economy is shedding jobs and our insurance market
is changing, when presented with an opportunity, with
an idea that brought $80 million in tax revenue to our
sister overseas territory of Gibraltar, $80 million—
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.

The Speaker: Thank you. Right.
That Honourable Member, that is . . . we have
been through that, so let us try and be careful.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, with respect. I am
speaking about something that happened after that
debate, which I am about to get to.
The Speaker: All right. Well, go ahead.
Mr. E. David Burt: I am not reflecting on the debate.
The Speaker: Well, go ahead, quickly.
Mr. E. David Burt: I was speaking about something
that happened after that debate.
The Speaker: Go ahead. Move towards it.
Mr. E. David Burt: Okay. I am getting there, Mr.
Speaker.
So when faced with this opportunity, instead
of the embrace that we had here in the House, Mr.
Speaker, we hear that the Government, in a statement
from the Premier, which was released on Sunday, is
listening to the exact people who are shipping our jobs
overseas.
Some Hon. Members: Hmmm.
Mr. E. David Burt: So that is why I have to ask, Mr.
Speaker, who does the Government work for? Do
they work for the people who are looking for jobs? Or
do they work for the international companies that are
saying, No, Bermuda, you can’t have that. We can’t
trust you to regulate that. That is going to harm what
we are doing.
An Hon. Member: Come on.

The Speaker: Yes. What is the point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
[Reflecting on debate]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I understand that
the Honourable Member’s exuberance, but he is reflecting on a debate which was had just two days ago,
the economic debates,—
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —and his official
reply—
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, again, these are the
same companies that are shipping our jobs overseas.
These are the same companies that are bringing people into their offices and saying, I’m sorry. Your job is
now going to be in Poland. You do not have a job here
anymore. And we are turning our back on and criticizing—because that is what happened on Sunday—
criticizing the Opposition, the Progressive Labour
Party, for putting forth ideas of diversification, which
have worked in other places, Mr. Speaker.
It is wrong. It is not right, and the people of
this country expect the Government to act for them—
to act for the people who vote, Mr. Speaker, for the
people who are looking for work, and the people who
are looking for jobs, to not buy into the tune of the international companies.
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Mr. Speaker, there are bright people in this
House. There are bright people in this country. Surely,
we can regulate an industry that the Premier says is
difficult to regulate. Surely, we can get it right, Mr.
Speaker, so that we can bring jobs to our people.
So, Mr. Speaker, I would hope (in closing) that
the Government will back off from the reflexive position of rejection, which we saw in the Premier’s
Statement on Sunday, and [he] will say, You know
what? This might be something that we need to take a
look at because we have no other ideas for diversification in this economy.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise now the Honourable
Minister of Finance, Minister E. T. Richards.
JOBS CREATED
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I really loved the exuberance, enthusiasm,
and, might I say, new-found courage of the speaker
that just took his seat. He has now found the courage
to criticise banks. While the Government, in the past
14 years, when they had an opportunity to do something about the banks, because the practices of these
banks are not new. They had the opportunity to do
something. They did what? They did nothing!
They said what? They said nothing!
Yet, all of a sudden, there is courage on the
other side to criticise the banks of this Island—the
banks on this Island! I find that to be most interesting.
I wonder what would have happened, Mr. Speaker, if
this Government had not had the courage to speak
about the realities out there in the banking world. I
wonder if that Honourable Member, or any one of
those Honourable Members on that side, would have
had the testicular fortitude to open their mouths and
speak about conditions that affect Bermudians in this
country.
I wonder.
So, you know, we hear all of this thunder and
all this bluster, but I am glad that I have been able to
give the Honourable Member an ounce of courage,
and maybe he could give the courage to the rest of his
colleagues to speak up about things that affect Bermudians, because, on this side of the House, Mr.
Speaker, there is no lack of courage. We are about
doing what we have to do whether it is popular or not.
We know what has to be done and we are doing it.
As a for-instance, Mr. Speaker, you know . . .
Before I go there, let me say one or two things about
jobs. It is the only reason I got up because the first
Member from the Opposition got up and talked about
jobs, and jobs are very important.
We have made the creation of jobs our number-one priority in this Government. And the interesting thing about it is that when jobs are created in an
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economy, it generally is in stealth mode; nobody finds
out. It is not news or anything like that. People just get
a job. When a company lays off people, it is news.
But, you know, there is one piece of news that nobody
over there seems to have remembered, and that was
[that] the Tax Commissioner said that because of our
tax initiative, there were 200 jobs created. And then
there were 200 other jobs that did not quite meet the
criteria. They were created too.
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Minister is misleading the House.
The Speaker: Yes. What is it?
Mr. E. David Burt: The payroll, the Office of the Tax
Commissioner, did not say that there were 200 jobs
created. It says that there were 200 people who were
previously unemployed who were now employed. It
did not say that—
The Speaker: Okay. Thank you.
Mr. E. David Burt: —new jobs were created.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you.
An Hon. Member: Big difference.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Carry, carry on, Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: There is a thing in
mathematics that says that if two items are equal to
the same thing, then they are equal to one another.
An Hon. Member: Yes. Yes.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: All right? The Honourable
Member just had an exercise in pure circumlocution.
What he said made no sense at all.
Some Hon. Members: Whoa!
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: All right. No sense!
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So we are about creating
jobs, but the problem is, Mr. Speaker, these jobs are
not going to be easy to create. They are not going to
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be easy, but they are certainly pretty easy to destroy,
and we saw that over the last six, seven years.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: We saw that in the last
six, seven years. No real consciousness of what was
going on in the job market with the former Government. Right?
They were more interested in GP cars. They
were more interested in traveling. They were more
interested in what I would call the “politics of division.”
We just heard from the Honourable Member. You
know what, Mr. Speaker? Where are these jobs going
to come from? They are going to come from the same
corporate sector that that Honourable Member just
railed against. Because I can tell you one thing. I can
tell you one thing for certain, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I was sitting over that
side (I do not know how many years ago but it was
within the last six years) when the then-Government
stood up here and forgave a $6.8 million loan that the
Bermuda Industrial Union had to the Government,
forgave that debt, said, The debt is gone! And one of
the reasons . . . the conditions of that was that they
would have no wildcat strikes. Well, okay, the debt got
wiped out, but the wildcat strikes did not get wiped
out.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Wildcat strikes are still
happening. They did not get wiped out, but the debt
sure got wiped out. The deal has been broken somehow. So we really have to have some cooperation
here for—

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]

[Gavel]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —one thing for certain,
that these new jobs are not going to come from the
Government. They are not coming from the Government.

[Pause]

[Gavel]
The Speaker: Just a minute. Just a minute.
Honourable Members on both sides, if you
could stop shouting across the floor . . . and Honourable Members on this side.
Carry on, please, Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
So there has been a tremendous negative
momentum in this economy that we are arresting. I
hear the politics coming from the other side. We never
said we were going to snap our fingers and create
2,000 jobs overnight. We have had a measure of success, and we will continue to have a measure of success. We have put our plans for creation of jobs out in
the Budget Statement or for the House and for the
country to see.
One thing it is going to do. One thing that has
to be done though, Mr. Speaker, we cannot have the
kinds of seemingly random disruptions in services,
particularly by Government workers, that we have
seen in the last few weeks. And that is the reason that
this Government has brought legislation to, at least to
some extent, control it.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: You know what, Mr.
Speaker? I was sitting over that side—
[Inaudible interjections]
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The Speaker: Carry on. Carry on.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
This is the reason that I do not want to go too
far down this road because the legislation is going to
be debated here and we will hash that all out. It is very
important, and people seem to forget that if we want
to grow jobs in this country, we have to provide services to customers. If we do not provide a proper, or a
quality, or a reliable service to customers, the customers are going to go somewhere else. And that is
one of the big problems we have in tourism. Also, we
have the same problem, to some extent, in international business. Our customers are not satisfied. They
can go someplace else. Get something better for less,
sometimes. Right?
You are not going to be able to snap your fingers and create jobs. You are going to have to provide
some sort of service for those jobs. You know, people
do not go to work for nothing. You get paid, but if you
get paid, that means that you have to provide a service or product to get paid. That is pretty simple, but
you just cannot snap your fingers and create jobs that
way.
To hear the, sort of, schizophrenic approach I
am hearing from the other side, which is, you know,
Bermuda is not recovering. We are still in the depths
of depression, yet with a few fancy ideas we are going
to make the economy grow by leaps and bounds just
in three years. That is the kind of approach we heard
from them last week. Well, you know, that is just not
realistic. It cannot be all “going to hell in a handbasket” right now, and then all of a sudden we go from
negative 10 to 100 miles an hour in two years. That is
just not realistic. It is just not going to happen.
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[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: We need to have a realistic view of what is happening in Bermuda and we have
to have realistic solutions. If you want to grow this
economy and create jobs in Bermuda, the first place
you have got to go to are the companies and businesses that exist here now—including the same
bunch of people that that Honourable Member, who
just took his seat, just railed against. All right?
Now I know that there is a problem with outsourcing. We all know that. We all know that. And, no,
I was the one who criticized the banks. So we know
that too. Okay?
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come to us with an idea and we said, Okay, how can I
help you develop this idea?
I am old enough, Mr. Speaker, to have been
in those early meetings of insurance when it happened in the late 1970s. I was there. I was working for
the Monetary Authority when it was happening out
there. I know how it happened. None of these guys
were.
[Inaudible interjections]
An Hon. Member: None of these “guys”?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I am speaking out of experience.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: But to just do it in a way
that kind of tries to drive a rift between us and them . .
. it is always “us and them” with these guys. I just do
not understand that. The “us and them” thing will not
solve anything. Will not solve anything! We have got
to work for these people. We are all in this Island together and we need to work in a way that companies
can grow, the existing companies can grow.
And if the existing companies are doing well,
then maybe we will get some new companies. But to
think that we can just flip a switch and, because of
their say-so, we can diversify . . . Mr. Speaker, I can
tell you, and everybody who reads or understands or
has any knowledge of the economic history of this
country will tell you, that no person in a Government,
whether this one or any government in the history of
Bermuda, sat down here and said, We are going to
have a tourist business. We are going to have international business in the form of insurance. Right? Nobody said that! These things happened because of
businesspeople and entrepreneurs seeing an opportunity.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: They brought the business here. We did not go get it. We did not think it up
and go get it. They brought it here. That is how it happened.
And you know what? That is how the free
market works. Governments generally do not have
great ideas. I have said to this Parliament before, you
know, we are like a farmer. We do not make the plant
grow. The only thing we can do is nourish it, water it,
expose it to sunshine. Give it nourishment. That is
what governments do. Government does not go into
business. We allow business to happen. We help
business to happen.
That is how it works and that has been the
secret of Bermuda. That is what made Bermuda work.
That is what made Bermuda special. The people have

The Speaker: Should be “Honourable Members”
here. Honourable Members, so let us . . .
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Excuse me.
The Speaker: Yes. Please.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I stand corrected.
You know, I am speaking from the authority of
experience here. So that is how these things have
happened. So to sit up here and say, Well, you know,
I have got this little blueprint that we are going to do
this and we are going to do that . . . the only thing that
we can do is what I have already said.
We have some infrastructure projects that we
are going to prosecute with all vigour to create some
jobs. But even those, Mr. Speaker, are not going to
happen overnight, because we have to do it without
Government funding. Thanks to the former Government, there is no money to have Government funding.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: All right? Thanks to them,
there is no money to have Government funding.
What did we say, Honourable Member? They
spent $140 million on a $70 million school. Right? And
stuff like that. All of the excesses of their administration . . . we are still lumbered with them. So, you
know, really their performance when they were at the
wheel really disqualifies them from making any kind of
statement on the economy. It really does. It disqualifies them!
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Because they had a
chance to do something and they fumbled the ball—
big time!
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: They fumbled the ball!
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
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So we had better change. We had better shift. I think
we know how to do it.
Carry on, please, Honourable Member.

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Can you tell me how much time? I know there is not
much—

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member is
misleading the House. I tried to just sit here and let
him run on about the—
The Speaker: Quickly, quickly, quickly! What is the
point of order?
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He is misleading the
House, Mr. Speaker. For the Honourable Member to
say that we “balled” it up, we done all . . . has he forgotten the list that I read out last week?—
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member—
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, I will read it
out again for him on Friday.—
The Speaker: Your point is made.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I guarantee him that.
The Speaker: Have your seat, Honourable Member.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes.
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, that gentleman, that Honourable Member, should be embarrassed from that list he read out there. Should be totally embarrassed, because for every dollar that he
quoted, the Government spent $1.30 doing it!
Some Hon. Members: Ooh!
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: For every dollar that he
quoted that they [spent building], they spent a $1.30
doing it. That is why we are in billion dollar debt. So
he should be ashamed of himself for thinking of that.

The Speaker: Yes, you have got four minutes.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Ah! Four minutes! Okay.
I will just end that point. They really are not
qualified. They disqualified themselves by their performance on this whole economic situation.
You know, we are doing our best. We are not
perfect. It is not going to happen overnight. But you
know what, Mr. Speaker? It is a heck of a lot better
than what they did. And you know, they did it during
times that were really easy. They took over an economy that was firing on all cylinders.
An Hon. Member: Yes!
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Prosperity everywhere!
And, you know, they just fumbled the ball. You know, I
think everybody knows that. I think everybody knows
that, Mr. Speaker. That is why we are over here now.
Right?
Now, let me change gears just for a second,
before my time runs out. And that is: There is criticism
of my honourable colleague, and namesake, for his—
The Speaker: Honourable Members, I am not going
to say “stop” any more to anyone for interrupting. The
next time it is going to be the door. You know, let us
stop interrupting. And the rules state clearly . . . and I
am very lenient.
Carry on, Honourable Member.
BUDGET PRESENTATION BY JUNIOR MINISTER
OF HOME AFFAIRS
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: There has been criticism
of my honourable colleague, and namesake’s presentation this afternoon. I was one of the Members who
sat over there and witnessed Dr. Brown’s performance where he left my colleague two minutes—
[Inaudible interjections]

[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Because every transaction has two sides of it. It has the asset that you built
and you have to the cost of building it.
The Speaker: Just a minute. Honourable Member,
just a minute. Just a minute.
It is getting late, and I am looking at the
[Standing Orders]. Honourable Members know this.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —okay, one minute—to
speak. Again, the old Bermudian saying goes, They
got some crust. Really got some crust to criticise.
And you know, there were other Ministers who
are sitting over there who left us, as Opposition, very
little time . . . I mean, the Dr. Brown case was the extreme case. All right? But there were other cases similar to the Honourable Member’s today. Lots of times!
So, you know, their complaints are just hollow. They
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had time to make their points and they made them.
What is good for the goose is good for the gander, Mr.
Speaker.
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than an hour and actually be interesting to listen to.
Fidel Castro was one of them. There is no Fidel Castro here.
Mr. Speaker—

An Hon. Member: Ooh!
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: You cannot criticise us if
you did it yourself. That is not just equitable if you do
that.
I think those are the only comments I have to
make and I will take my seat. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, MP Walton Brown.
You have the floor, MP Brown.

Mr. Walton Brown: Yes, I admire Fidel Castro.
An Hon. Member: Thank God he isn’t here.
Mr. Walton Brown: Speak your mind, but you should
understand history a little bit better before—
The Speaker: Let us not—
Mr. Walton Brown: —before you start pontificating.

Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I have been forced to my feet—
An Hon. Member: No, I did not see anybody force
you.
The Speaker: Honourable Member.
Mr. Walton Brown: —having listened to the comments by my honourable colleague, the Honourable
Minister Richards.
Mr. Speaker, first of all, the One Bermuda
Alliance was elected because they were to provide a
different way of doing politics. And so to hear the
Honourable Members say, We did it because you did
it, really means they either were never committed to
doing politics differently, or they simply have gotten
into a mindset and a mode which says, We can do
exactly what we want if we choose to do so.
An Hon. Member: Yes.
Mr. Walton Brown: The presentation by my friend,
the Honourable Sylvan Richards . . . we spoke privately in the kitchen, and my position to him was articulated very clearly. This was meant to be a debate.
We did not have a debate. We had a presentation. I
will not assess the quality of that presentation, but we
had a presentation for 4.5 hours on a matter which is
of grave significance to this country, but we had no
debate. So who lost out?
An Hon. Member: The people.
Mr. Walton Brown: The people of this country. We
wasted the time of five or six civil servants. They need
not have been here. So you cannot say, if you are
sincere, that we did it because you did it. That is unacceptable. As my honourable colleague said, when
we were in the Senate . . . I had very long briefs, I cut
it in half. I refused to speak for more than an hour.
There are a few people who could speak for more

The Speaker: You know, I said I do not want any talking across. So let’s . . .
Mr. Walton Brown: But, Mr. Speaker, there is now a
trend that has become very clear in how this Government presents itself to the people. They know everything; this side knows nothing. It is almost as if we
should just vacate these seats and let the Government say what they wish to say, pass legislation that
they want to pass, because we have heard the Honourable Finance Minister say that we have no ideas
for them to even consider on this side. We have no
right to speak on issues that relate to finance and the
economy.
Let us see. Between 1998 and 2008, there
was consistent growth in our economy, our GDP. The
challenges in our economy began in 2008 alongside
the global recession. There is no doubt that part of our
challenges were related to internal decisions and internal policy, but it would take someone who was truly
removed from the world, who was truly removed from
the global economy, to say that the global recession,
the most significant and most sustained since the
1930s, [did not] play a significant part in our challenges. A significant part.
So let us stop with the mindless, unproductive
rhetoric. This Government says they want to sit down
and work on things together. We have said, repeatedly, we are prepared to do so. But if your position is
that we have no ideas worth contemplating, then we
will be in for a very challenging time.
We heard the Honourable Premier say because the stakeholders that he consulted have concerns about online gaming that we are no longer going to contemplate it. The same people who are outsourcing jobs, whose vested interests relate to enhancing shareholder value as the first priority—that is
what their focus is. The bonuses are paid based on
net income and the increase of the stock price. Nothing to do with local conditions and employability of the
locals.
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So why on earth would you want to focus your
attention about important policy matters solely on the
opinions of those who have a vested interest that has
nothing to do with a potential source of income for this
country—online gaming. It just so happens that one
our big insurance brokerage firms, Aon, is now looking
at going into Gibraltar, which has online gaming. They
are looking at setting up an office in a place that the
voice of international business has claimed [that]
online business is not good for us.
Mr. Speaker, this Government speaks about
this side as looking at Bermuda as haves and havenots; us versus them. The divide is not so simple. It is
complex. We recognise the importance of growing this
economy. We recognise the importance of growing
international business. And we have met, on this side,
with key stakeholders with a view toward doing so.
But our focus, first and foremost, is the enhancement of the lives of people in this country. That
is our first and primary focus. It is not just following the
dictates of international business. Their interests are
not necessarily aligned with ours. But we recognise
the importance of growing it. And growing it means,
you do not simply rely on the reinsurance sector, the
trust business, or the mutual fund management. You
look at other areas as well.
So there are challenges that we understand.
There are challenges that we recognise. But to speak
about an “us versus them”, that is not our view, Mr.
Speaker. We recognise that things need to be addressed. But there are some fundamental challenges
in what international business presents to this country
that we need to address. And we need to look at it
openly. But what we have today is a level of arrogance that has permeated the ranks of the Government in very short order in which there is dismissive
contempt for differing ideas, and that does not bode
well for any kind of collective approach to addressing
issues. So if you want polarisation, continue with the
way things are going.
An Hon. Member: Yes.
Mr. Walton Brown: If you want to see more marches,
continue with the way things are going.
An Hon. Member: Yes.
Mr. Walton Brown: How can you consult only one
key sector of the economy? Trade unions represent
another key sector. So you cannot formulate big policy, fundamental policy, without proper consultation.
What we saw today downstairs was a reflection—
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker. Point of order.
Mr. Walton Brown: —of a lack of proper consultation.
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The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: This Honourable Member
is misleading the House. There has been lots of consultation with the union.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. Walton Brown: There is a word called “consultation” which has a meaning, and there is the essence
of the meaning of consultation.
So let us say we have to consult on the appointment of a position. Listen, I’m about to make this
appointment. What is your view? You get an answer
and then you make the appointment. You can call that
consultation, and you have met the letter of the law in
providing for consultation, but have you sat down and
tried to understand one’s position? Have you tried to
work out areas of mutual interest and compromise?
That is real consultation.
So, yes, you can say you have had the formality of consultation, but has the essence of consultation been adopted? Let us not get caught up in simple definitions where you are actually skirting the issue of consultation. I can guarantee that this Government will have extensive consultations with key sectors in the business community, and marginal, perfunctory consultations with workers and their representatives, because that has been the example we
have seen today.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Walton Brown: So, Mr. Speaker, as I take my
seat, I want to appeal to the One Bermuda Alliance
Government, let us not look at issues in a cynical way.
When we speak, we care about the issues and we
care about the people who are affected by those issues. We do not do it for grandstanding purposes. We
do not sit here and mutter comments that are less
than meaningful and less than respectful. We are to
focus on addressing issues. That is a collective “we.”
That is a collective “we,” Minister.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Walton Brown: And so let us go forth in a way
that says if you really want to address the issues collectively, then let us do so. Perfunctory consultation
will lead to confrontation. And, Mr. Speaker, as we
end this session tonight and prepare for Friday, I hope
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that our Friday session is a lot better than it was today.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: When you talk in a broad
sense with regard—

[Desk thumping]

The Speaker: Just a minute.
Honourable Member, do not expect for people
to be shouting across the floor.

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member, Glenn Blakeney.
You have the floor, MP Blakeney.

Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: I thought, with respect, Mr.
Speaker, that you said the next time—
The Speaker: I said . . . You will be letting me
Speaker! All right? Let me be the Speaker.—

TRUST DEFICIT
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
I just want to make a couple of points by first
saying that I wholeheartedly agree with the two preceding speakers on my side, particularly, the Honourable Shadow Member, David Burt, and MP Walton
Brown, the Honourable Member who just took his
seat.
What really confounds me is the contradictions, predominantly by the Honourable Minister, Bob
Richards, who accused the Shadow Minister of railing
against our international business clientele, or clients,
or stakeholders. Mr. Speaker, his words contradict his
actions because it was that Honourable Member, at
the conclusion of the Shadow Minister, the Honourable David Burt’s Reply to the Throne Speech, who
walked across the floor and congratulated him. And if
there has been any railing, it has been the example of
the railing he just waxed lyrical on [about] our Honourable Shadow Minister. So where do they really
stand with regard to what they say, as opposed to
what they do, and the sincerity in the gesture? That is
what confounds me.
On top of that, when it comes to the options
that we put on the table for consideration, you are going to unceremoniously dismiss them out of hand?
And give no credit after you come across the floor and
congratulate the Honourable Member? Why should
we trust you? Hence the coining of the term “trust
deficit”, which is now permeating throughout this entire community, if not the world, particularly with the
stakeholders that are prospects to bring the foreign
investment that you are so anxious and vociferously
suggesting we need, with welcoming arms, Come!
But, yet, you are going to dismiss a potential
prospect who might be interested in investing in a blue
economy, or wind energy, or other alternative energy
sources? What are they going to think when they hear
that the Honourable Minister stepped across the floor,
congratulated the Shadow, but then dismissed out of
hand everything, basically, that he congratulated him
on for suggesting? What is going on? There is no
wonder that people in the community look at us all as
jokers when they witness such contradictions.
[Inaudible interjections]

[Laughter]
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: I apologise if I heard
wrong.
The Speaker: Let me be the Speaker.
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: I apologise if I heard
wrong.
The Speaker: Yes. Let me be the Speaker, Honourable Member.
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: So, Mr. Speaker—
[Laughter]
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: Mr. Speaker, the mindless,
unproductive rhetoric that we heard from the Honourable Member, Bob Richards, is unconscionable with
regard to the way we feel over here, where we see the
action that then is subsequently contradicted by his
words. It is unbelievable.
And do you think for one minute that the people out there in the public are naïve not to understand,
when we talk on this side and we make sense, where
there is a huge consensus from a variety of sectors in
the community that gives credit to the Honourable
Shadow Minister for his visionary thinking and proposing the kind of options that we could at least discuss
and seriously consider as viable options in these challenging times. It is absolutely unbelievable.
So, I have to ask this question: If you are prepared to suggest that a shipping registry and an aviation registry, which would be considered under Sovereign Regulatory Authority, will be privatised, when
they are two of the revenue-generating sectors of our
economy which the Government has to buff up its coffers, on an annual basis, by some $13 million—
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Member, please take
your seat.
Yes, Minister?
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POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member
is misleading the House.
The Speaker: Yes.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Nobody said that the
shipping registry or the aircraft registry would be privatised.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Nobody said that.
The Speaker: All right.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: Well, Mr. Speaker, in the
list of those being considered, those were two mentioned among the many.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: All right. I am listening to you, Minister.
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: So carry on. Carry on.
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Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: On the other matter related
to privatisation when the Government speaks of their
proposed consideration of a strategy to privatise and
they state, We are not going to cut jobs. Well, you
know what? I believe them. They are going to let
somebody else do it.
They seed off the departments of Government
and say, Not us. Wasn’t me. I’m not taking any jobs
away. What I am doing is allowing the opportunity for
a private entity to take the responsibility and handle
the business in meeting their shareholders’ equity and
investment return on their commitment to that particular entity. Make sure it is profitable.
So what is the first thing that is going to happen? They are going to say, We are going to do more
with less. People! That is what they are going to do.
They are not going to take Parks and every member
of the Parks department as a private entity. They are
going to offer them like they did with the Tourism Authority. And I am not saying it is right or wrong. If that
is what the Tourism Authority believes is in the best
interest of getting what they need to get done and
achieve, go for it. But the example does not make me
comfortable.
From what I understand, there were new contracts issued for less money, doing a similar or same
job, to a few, compared to the whole that were affected. So if that follows, it simply means that a private
entity that takes responsibility for a Government department, that they believe can work more efficiently
with less people—

Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: Those were two mentioned. So I want an explanation: Why are they even
on the list? Why would you consider Sovereign regulatory entities that are in profit or provide a revenue
stream to the coffers of Government even to be privatised? Why would you?
On the other matter of privatisation, the Government is quite right. We are not going to cut you off;
that is not our plan. What we are going to do—

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of clarification or
point of order, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of clarification, Mr.
Speaker.

[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: Okay. Which one? Which one?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: All right.

The Speaker: Yes. Yes.
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Just that the Honourable
Minister—
The Speaker: Just a minute. You are clarifying this—
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: What the Honourable Finance Minister—
The Speaker: That is past, Honourable Member. That
is past.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: On the last statement that
the Honourable Member made—
The Speaker: Yes.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: —the Honourable Member is misleading the House in terms of the overall
compensation. The base salary may have been less,
but there were incentive plans that would have an opportunity for greater compensation.
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The Speaker: Okay. Thank you. Thank you for that.—

[Laughter]

Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: Okay. Fair enough. How
much is the CO making?

[Gavel]
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The Speaker: We will . . . it is kind of late. The House
th
is adjourned until Friday, March the 7 .
Thank you.

The Speaker: Thank you.
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: Would you care to answer
that question?

[At 11:27 pm, the House stood adjourned until
10:00 am, Friday, 7 March 2014.]

The Speaker: Carry on, Minister.
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: No?
[Laughter]
The Speaker: Speak, speak to the Chair.
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: An emphatic No from the
Honourable Minister, and I am sure he has his reasons for that.
The Speaker: Speak to the Chair. Speak to the Chair.
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
So, to me, it is quite clear that there is a strategic concept that will allow a private sector entity to
do what the Government cannot do, because there
will be collateral damage based on what they promised with regard to creating an environment that is
conductive to job creation. But still, with that strategy,
if it follows, it will eliminate jobs vicariously through a
third party, which would be a private entity.
So you take on the Parks department, you are
not going to keep that number of people. Trash collection is one of those areas being considered as well.
There is no way they are not going to subsidise that
new entity.
So let us say, it is a break-even point of a million dollars. Government says, We’ll give you
$500,000 to get you started over three years, each
year annually. Well, the other $500,000, where is that
going to come from to get you to break even? Telling
the people who need their trash collected that now
they will have to pay for it.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Glenn A. Blakeney: That is what follows in
mind. So I am very anxious to see what action
follow the words based on the trust deficit that
have identified that we believe the Government of
day is guilty of.
Thank you.

my
will
we
the

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
[Gavel]
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[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

PRAYERS
[Prayers read by Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton,
Speaker]

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
3 and 5 March 2014
The Speaker: Good morning, Members. We have
rd
confirmation of the Minutes of the 3 of March. Those
Minutes should have been distributed. Unless there
are any objections, those Minutes are confirmed.
Any objections?
rd
There are none, so the Minutes of the 3 of
March are confirmed.
[Minutes of 3 March 2014 confirmed]
th

The Speaker: The Minutes of the 5 of March 2014
have been deferred.
[Minutes of 5 March 2014 deferred]

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR
The Speaker: There are no messages from the Governor.

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER
OR MEMBER PRESIDING

The Speaker: The Chair will recognise, first of all, the
Honourable Minister of Finance. Minister E. T. Richards, you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, pursuant to the powers conferred by section 96 of the Constitution, I have the
honour to attach and submit for the consideration of
the Honourable House of Assembly Supplementary
Estimate Number 1 for the Financial Year 2013/14.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
So we have those estimates to be laid.
Are there any objections to that?
Carry on, Honourable Member.
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE NUMBER 2 FOR
THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2013/14
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Also pursuant to the powers conferred by section 96 of the Constitution, I have the honour to attach
and submit for the consideration of the Honourable
House of Assembly Supplementary Estimate Number
2 for the Financial Year 2012/13.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Any objections to that?
Those will be laid.
Honourable Minister E. T. Richards, you have
the floor again.
GOVERNMENT FEES AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 2014

The Speaker: No announcements from the Speaker.

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE
The Speaker: There are no messages from the Senate.

PAPERS AND OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE NUMBER 1 FOR
THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2013/14

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, with the Governor’s recommendation, and in accordance with section 36(3) of the
Bermuda Constitution, I have the honour to attach and
submit for the consideration of the Honourable House
of Assembly the Government Fees Amendment Regulations 2014, proposed to be made by myself, the Minister of Finance, under the provisions of section 2 of
the Government Fees Act 1965.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Minister.
Any objections to that?
There are none.
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Minister, carry on.

GOVERNMENT FEES (TRADE MARKS AND SERVICE MARKS) AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
With the Governor’s recommendation and in
accordance with section 36(3) of the Bermuda Constitution, I have the honour to attach and submit for the
consideration of the Honourable House of Assembly
the Government Fees (Trade Marks and Service
Marks) Amendment Regulations 2014, proposed to be
made by myself, the Minister of Finance, under the
provisions of section 2 of the Government Fees Act
1965.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
Are there any . . . Yes, we do have the Honourable Minister T. G. Moniz. You have the floor.

and answered are not published prior to the day of
asking. For now, I intend to maintain that practice.
Otherwise, questions published publicly in advance
can be answered publicly in advance and the need to
ask and answer them in Parliament will become redundant.
Members, particularly Members who are new
to the House, are now on notice of how I intend to
proceed with respect to Parliamentary Questions, and
Members are expected to govern themselves accordingly. Failure to follow this practice in the future may
lead to questions being disallowed.
Finally, you will have noted that I said that I
intend to maintain past practice and precedent for
now. I did so because I am referring this matter to the
Standing Orders Committee for review in the event
that Members believe it is time to reconsider how the
House of Assembly should proceed with respect to
Parliamentary Questions.

QUESTION PERIOD

BERMUDA HEALTH COUNCIL ANNUAL REPORT
2012/13
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I think one of the papers and communications
at the moment.
I have the honour to attach and submit for the
information of the Honourable House of Assembly the
Bermuda Health Council Annual Report 2012/13.
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The Speaker: So, we now move to Parliamentary
Questions. And we have the Honourable Premier to
provide questions. We will allow the question to be
asked, and then, if there is any objection, you will
have that opportunity.
Yes, yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I heard your commentary, and I
will govern myself accordingly. And I will apologise if I
have offended you in any way, shape or form, or this
House.

The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Any objections to that?
There are none.

PETITIONS

1

QUESTION 1—PRINCIPALS OF LANDOW &
COMPANY

The Speaker: We have petitions; there are none.

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS AND
JUNIOR MINISTERS
The Speaker: There are none.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The Speaker: There are none.

ANNOUNCEMENT BY SPEAKER

Mr. E. David Burt: The questions that I have this
morning are to the Honourable Premier. And question
number one is, as follows: Will the Honourable Premier please inform this Honourable House if he and
any members of the principals of Landow & Company
Builders from Bethesda, Maryland, have met, spoken
via telephone or corresponded via email since his
2
personal explanation given to this Honourable House
st
on May 31 , 2013?
The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Attorney General, you
have the floor.

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS: PROCEDURE
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: We move now to Question Period.
Honourable Members, before we begin today,
I want to remind Members that Parliamentary Questions are just that—questions to be asked and answered in Parliament. It has been past practice and
precedent with this House that questions to be asked

The Speaker: Yes.

1
2

Question asked again at page 10
Official Hansard Report, 31 May 2013, page 1205
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POINT OF ORDER
[Sub judice]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, the matters that
are raised by that question are, in my respectful submission, matters of sub judice. I raise the point of order in relation to Standing Order 19(11)(b)—of our
House, to be specific—which reads, “Reference shall
not be made”—
The Speaker: Take your time so that I can . . . [Standing Order] 11, you are on 11?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes, Mr. Speaker. [Standing
Order] 19(11)(b). I think so.
The Speaker: Yes, carry on, Honourable Member.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It is [Standing Order]
19(11)(b).
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of the parties thereto or prejudice the matter, which is
in that place.
Now, I say that when you raise issues of evidence, the fact of the matter is . . . and I caution Honourable Members asking the question, they may be
prejudicing themselves because of what comes out.
Because—this is the point, Mr. Speaker—matters that
are spoken in this place—
The Speaker: Yes. Speak to why you think the question should not be allowed.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —are able to be evidenced in
another place. Whatever is spoken in this place is
able to be used as evidence in a court hearing. The
matters are sub judice in the sense that they are before the court. They are to be heard at trial and should
not be touched upon in this place, particularly with
regard to the naming of parties, asking about facts
that are in issue. It is unequivocally a matter of sub
judice.

The Speaker: Okay. [Standing Order] 19(11)(b).
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: At page 24 of our Standing
Orders.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

The Speaker: All right.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: “Reference shall not be
made to any matter which is sub judice,” (which
means before the courts) “in such a way as might, in
the opinion of the Chair, prejudice the interests of the
parties thereto.”
Mr. Speaker, that also needs to be read, in my
respectful view, with regard to [Standing Order]
17[(5)](g)(vi), which relates to a position where a
Member may not ask questions. And that rule states,
[(5)(g) “A question shall not be asked:] [(vi)] reflecting
on the decisions of a court of law or being likely to
prejudice a matter which is under trial and therefore
sub judice.”
And let me be very clear about this, Mr.
Speaker, so there is no confusion or subterfuge. Trials
in court are in public. And all or any of the evidence
relating to any matter can be presented by the parties
at that time and should be presented. Now, as one of
the parties to one of those matters, so there is no attempt to try and duck out of anything so the public
cannot hear, it just means that it is in another place to
be heard.
What the Honourable Member raises are matters of evidence, because of the tenure that this whole
jet-smoke situation has taken. The whole thing has
taken a certain tenure. As a result of that, a number of
writs have been filed; two writs have been filed from
three Members. The facts and the evidence relating to
those actions are in another place. And no attempt
should be made to canvass matters of evidence in this
place that might in such a way prejudice the interests

The Speaker: Yes. The Chair will recognise now the
Shadow Attorney General.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
The Speaker: Good morning. It is Mr. Speaker.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: My point of order is with respect—
The Speaker: I am the Speaker.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Sorry, Mr. Speaker. I apologise,
Mr. Speaker. Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning, Learned Member.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Speaker, the point of order I
raise is with respect to the Learned and Honourable
Attorney General attempting to mislead this House
and the members of the public—
The Speaker: I do not think the Honourable Member
is attempting to mislead the House, Honourable
Member!
[Inaudible interjections]
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The Speaker: Honourable Member! I think that—
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Unintentionally.
The Speaker: Right. Yes. And I think what we want to
do . . . we want you to argue your point.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you.
The Speaker: All right? And just argue your point. We
are not commenting on any attempts.
Yes. Carry on.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I just thought I needed to raise
what my point of order was because, before I could go
ahead and continue, no doubt there would have been
an objection as to what is my point.
The Speaker: Yes. All right.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: And the misleading of the
House.
The Speaker: Okay. All right. Right. What we are doing is—
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: What I want Honourable Members . . .
and I think it is important right now for opportunity to
listen and think.
Honourable and Learned Member, you have
the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I appreciate the comments with
respect to the Standing Order, as well as the comment concerning sub judice. However, Mr. Speaker, if
I can refer you, and no doubt I am sure you are familiar with the provisions in the introduction of the Standing Orders that speak to, at page 1, paragraph 3: “As
a Territory of the British Commonwealth, Bermuda’s
Standing Orders are based on the following: the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association’s [(CPA)]
Template, the House of Commons Procedure and
Practice and Erskine May’s Parliamentary Practice.”
Mr. Speaker, I would like to refer you to the
rd
23 edition of Erskine May’s Parliamentary Practice,
particularly at page 525, where it speaks to matters of
sub judice. And in particular, prior to my reading this, if
I could . . . Well, let me read this first, Mr. Speaker,
and then I will advance with respect to the—
The Speaker: All right.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: It does speak to, at [page] 525,
“In general, the House abstains from discussing the
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merits of disputes about to be tried and decided in the
courts.”
The operative words? “About to be tried.” And
I will return to that in a moment.
“The sub judice rule is not absolute. The
Leader of the House exercises a general power of
waiver and also a power of waiver in specific circumstances.”
I am now reading, Mr. Speaker, paragraph 3
rd
at page 525, continuing on in Erskine May’s 23 edition.
The Speaker: Just a minute.
Honourable Member, I am going to ask Members throughout this House in this particular instance,
yes, to abide by the law, as it says that we are to be
silent when other people are speaking, because it is
an important matter that must be resolved. And I do
not appreciate it if Members do not allow this to happen in the appropriate manner.
Carry on.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
In the third paragraph, almost in the middle, it
speaks to civil matters. Now, Mr. Speaker, you have
already heard that this matter is a civil matter, which
has a writ. A generally endorsed writ has been issued
by various parties against other parties.
You will recall, no doubt, Mr. Speaker, that a
generally endorsed writ is just that: It is generally endorsed. It does not provide any type of affidavit or
summary or statement of claim outlining what the writ
is about. Hence, the word general. It just puts you on
notice that an individual is about to apply, and in this
case, for injunctive relief for damages. It is a generally
endorsed writ, as opposed to a specially endorsed
writ, Mr. Speaker, which outlines the nature of the
claim.
So therein lies my first point. The nature of the
claim has not even been outlined. So we are not even
at the starting gate—a generally endorsed writ.
Secondly, Mr. Speaker, referring again to
May’s at [page] 525, “In civil matters” (And this is a
civil matter commenced in the Supreme Court, as opposed to a criminal matter, which is obviously commenced by the prosecution against a defendant.) “In
civil matters, proceedings are active when arrangements for the hearing, such as setting down a case for
trial, have been made until the proceedings are ended
by judgment or discontinuation.”
Again, the proceedings at this stage, Mr.
Speaker, have just been a generally endorsed writ—
no statement of claim, no discovery, no affidavit, no
directions, nothing. And all of those matters, Mr.
Speaker, as you no doubt would be aware, have to
precede the setting down of the trial.
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So once again, we are not even out of the
starting bat. So, Mr. Speaker, the . . . Just a moment,
sir.
Okay. So it goes on to talk about, “The rules
governing sub judice involve cases . . .” just a moment. (I am sorry, Mr. Speaker. One moment, please.
Yes.)
So, “In civil matters, proceedings are active
when arrangements for the hearing, such as the setting down of the trial, have been made.” Again, Mr.
Speaker, we have not even received a trial date. The
matter has only . . . the only pleading filed to date is
the generally endorsed writ.
So, for matters to be deemed as sub judice, it
only happens on the occasion and when the matter
has been set down for trial. So, once we have received the statement of claim—
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ously, this is not a criminal matter that we are speaking about.
So, Mr. Speaker, insofar as according to
May’s, as well as the proceedings that are in question,
at this point I would submit that the sub judice rule
does not apply because, again, only a generally endorsed writ has been filed, which does not outline any
of the nature of the claim. So, therefore, comments
that are made in this House, I would respectfully submit, Mr. Speaker, can proceed because the matter is
not sub judice according to May’s.
I appreciate that the Speaker would know that
the honourable Standing [Orders] also are applicable
insofar as referencing, with respect, the Bible of
May’s. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
Point of order, Mr. Speaker.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Honourable Member, you have another point
to make? Yes?

The Speaker: Yes.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I do, Mr. Speaker.

POINT OF ORDER

The Speaker: Please carry on.

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: It is dangerous, it is very dangerous for Members to quote—
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
The Speaker: Honourable Members! The Member
has a point of order! If he wants to stand up . . . and I
will decide on what will happen. I think that is the way
we are going to run it. If something happens, if you
have a point of order, you are allowed to stand up.
However, Minister, the thing is, I think the
Member has a right to . . . what was your point of order?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: My point is that if the Member
is reading the paragraph, she really must read the
whole paragraph—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, then I am here to
judge. So you—
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: But, no, my concern, Mr.
Speaker, is that you should be having that paragraph
in front of you because she is only reading a portion of
it.
The Speaker: I have what I need, Honourable Member. I have all that I need. I have all that I need in regard to this, everything that I need.
Right, please.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The paragraph preceding really speaks to
matters of sub judice in criminal matters. And obvi-

POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: My honourable and learned
friend conveniently leaves out the fact of the matter
that in looking at what the Standing Orders are of this
House, that they are based upon . . . Erskine May’s is
not the Bible to that point. The rules as stated here
are our rules.
More to the point, what was left out is that, in
addition to the Standing Orders we are governed by
section 45 of the Bermuda Constitution, which sets
out that each House, the House of Parliament, “. . .
may make rules of procedure for the regulation and
orderly conduct of its own proceedings.” [Member’s
emphasis]
Let us not forget we are a self-governing colony with a Constitution.
If you have a case (and my honourable friend
will know this) in a Bermuda court with certain rulings,
it will take precedent over an English precedent. The
same thing applies here. Erskine May is a reference,
after what our rules are. Our rules have to be read
with the specificity that they have, Mr. Speaker.
So when the terms that are used in relation to
our rules . . . they need to be given their simple and
ordinary construction. In such a way is the matter for
you to consider. Not with regard to what proceedings,
and so on, are involved, but in such a way that when
you have a party to those proceedings (and I happen
to one of them) who is indicating to this Honourable
Place that those matters raised in such a way may
prejudice issues in court, that is a fair consideration to
take in place.
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When you have a party to those proceedings,
in addition to raising legal issues, but a party raising
that the matters to be tried are likely to raise issues
which may be prejudicial in another place, those are
matters to be considered by this House in accordance
with our rules, in accordance with our Constitution,
which effectively says, Mr. Speaker, Go to those rules
and construct them first before you get into a walk
through Erskine May, which the British Parliament . . .
And heaven only knows, the Members on the
other side will want to jump up and down and say,
We’re not Britain! We don’t have to follow what they’re
doing (and all the rest of it) if we have our own rules. If
we have our own rules.
These are rules that were followed in this
Honourable House by that Government; they should
be adhered to. These are matters of evidence, and
they should not be dealt with in this place.
And if I may, the one important thing to be
said here is, it is not that these matters are being covered over. They are just to be heard properly in evidence in a different place and publicly heard, not here!
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.
The Chair will recognise again the Honourable
Learned Member from Sandys South.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
With respect to the comments concerning that
these are matters to be tried, therein lies the challenge, because at this point, it is easy for anybody to
stand up and say, That is a matter to be tried, that is a
matter to be tried. That is a matter to be tried; therefore, it is sub judice. It is almost convenient to hide
behind, or to attempt to hide behind, matters by saying, It is sub judice. We do not know what matters are
to be tried because nothing has been filed. A generally endorsed writ, Mr. Speaker, has been filed.
If we accept that argument and that proposition, Mr. Speaker, that means every question from
here on in can be referred . . . A person can stand up
and say, That is a matter to be tried. That is a matter
to be tried. That is a matter to be tried, when the defendants do not even have the benefit of knowing
what matters are to be tried because only a generally
endorsed writ has been filed. And the generally endorsed writ calls for an action for injunctive relief, et
cetera, et cetera—one paragraph.
We do not know the matters to be tried. So
from here on in, if you accept that proposition, Mr.
Speaker, then we might as well not ask any questions.
Because I could ask a question about the health insurance . . . Oh, well, that is a matter to be tried. I
could ask a question about what is going to happen in
the docks and whether or not we are going to be
amending legislation to prevent people from . . . That
is a matter to be tried. We can go on and on and on.
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If it is a matter to be tried, we will know that at
the point when the trial comes up and when pleadings
have been filed. No pleadings have been filed, Mr.
Speaker. Then, furthermore (again, referring to
[Standing Order] 19(11)(b) at page 23 of our rules), “. .
. in such a way as might, in the opinion of the Chair”—
or you, obviously, Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: Where are you reading from?
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I am going back to [Standing
Order] 19(11)(b), at page 23, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: “. . . might, in the opinion of the
Chair, prejudice the interests of parties . . .”
We do not know what could be prejudicial because we do not know the nature of the case. That is
where we are.
So it is very convenient to stand up and say
that this is a matter to be tried (and I think you see my
point, Mr. Speaker) when we do not even know what
the matters are. It has only been a generally endorsed
writ, which calls for three lines: an injunctive release,
et cetera, et cetera, for damages, for defamation. That
is it! It does not even have . . .
And I might add, Mr. Speaker, two more
things. One, a writ under the rules of our Supreme
Court, which this Honourable House has passed, can
be filed in the court and sat on. You do not have to file
it until 340 (how many days in a year?) . . . a day short
of a year. A day short of a year. So you could file it
with the court and sit on it and wait to serve it.
And if we accept this proposition, I can hold
onto it. I am going to make a generally endorsed writ,
and then the minute somebody asks a question that I
do not want, I am going to slap it with a writ. It was
anticipated that that writ was going to come.
But I think what was not anticipated is that this
Honourable Chamber refers to May’s, as is in our
[Standing Orders], and as well, at page 56 [Standing
Order 50], “In any matter not provided for in these Orders, resort shall be made to the usage and practice
of the House of Commons . . .” I know you know this,
because you are a very learned and well-read
Speaker of Parliament.
The Speaker: I am not learned, but yes.
[Laughter]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, yes, you are! A lot more so
than many here! “. . . of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, which shall be followed as far as the same
may be applicable to this House and not inconsistent
with these Orders . . .”
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I respectfully submit that the rule that I am
referring to in May’s is not inconsistent with the sub
judice rule in our [Standing] Orders. Thank you.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Honourable Attorney General, you
have the floor.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: “May” is always a very key
word not (Erskine May, but “may” be applicable). But
one has to look at what is applicable first.
But let me say this. With great respect, my
honourable and learned friend is, I am sure not intentionally, misleading to say that Honourable Members
that have been filed with writs are not aware of them,
because the rules require, in another place, that there
are letters before action. And they will know both that
there are letters before actions that are filed to them,
clearly setting out what the action relates to.
The fact of the matter is . . . it is no deflection
by filing a writ that has to take place. If it falls off or is
struck out because they come along and say, There is
absolutely no case here. Strike this out, and gets
costs, guess what? It becomes a live matter again in
this place for you to consider. It becomes a live matter.
So, with respect, it is entirely incorrect to say,
That’s filed and we do not know what it’s about. They
entirely know what the subject matter is because it
has been set out in formal letters from attorneys to
them, detailing it, giving the opportunity to them to
deal with it—which was not done. The next step is you
file a writ. So those are the facts. It is not like it, Oh,
this is some mystery. I do not know what this relates
to. They clearly do, set out in formalised letters.
As I say, if the writ is struck out, which they
may attempt to do (good luck with that), or if it falls off
because it is not actioned, that is another matter that
they can bring it back to the House at any time and
say, This is not being dealt with in a manner in a different place, it is not sub judice any longer, or it
should not be subject to the ruling here because of
those matters. And therefore, we are not going to deal
with it.
But I am imploring you, Mr. Speaker, that right
now it is a live matter to be dealt with in another place.
Live means there is a writ that is filed, generally endorsed or not, that they are aware of what the facts
relate to and which way it is going to go. Because the
next thing that is going to happen, in short order, I anticipate . . . well, I can tell you. In short order, there will
be a statement of claim setting out the details of that
statement. And the next stage will be to hear all of the
evidence.
And they—they, in dealing with the trial—will
have to produce evidence. Matters of evidence and
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questions are not, in my respectful view, a matter to
be tried in this place by asking questions about it.
They can be made public in another place, not on a
fishing expedition here, hiding behind Parliamentary
privilege. That is why you have a rule of sub judice,
which is sacrosanct, so you do not interfere with what
may go on somewhere else. And that is what they are
trying to do.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Attorney General.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member David Burt.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker. And, Mr. Speaker, I would like to say that I
appreciate the arguments from both sides. But I would
like to, once again, Mr. Speaker, refer to the rules of
this House.
The second rule says “Conduct of Business.”
And although the Honourable Attorney General, who
just took his seat, said “may”, I will quote for the
Speaker and for the benefit of the public, because I
am sure the Speaker is aware.
[Standing Order 2(2)] “In any matter not provided for in these Standing Orders, the question shall
be decided by the Speaker.” The question which we
are looking at, Mr. Speaker, is whether or not these
matters are sub judice.
“In doing so, the Speaker shall” (not “may”,
“shall”) “have regard to any applicable usage and
practice of the Commons House of Parliament of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, which shall be followed so long as they are not inconsistent with the
practice or precedent of this House.”
Mr. Speaker, I submit that these matters are
not sub judice, as the House of Commons has said
that no matter is sub judice unless it has been set
down for trial.
Further, Mr. Speaker, on an issue of privilege
and almost an issue of imputing improper motive, I
would like to say that these questions were asked before any writ was filed. I want to make that very clear,
that these were asked before any writ was made
aware to myself. And these questions are specifically
dealing and asking the Premier a simple question as
to whether or not he has met with a developer after
the point in time he said he would inform us that he
would have had any further contact with said developer.
The Speaker: Well, we—
Mr. E. David Burt: The Premier said, in a Statement
to this House, that he would inform the House—
The Speaker: Honourable Member! You are arguing
whether we should go on or not, whether it is sub ju-
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dice or not. That should be . . . All right. Thank you.
Thank you very much.

The Speaker: No, Honourable Member! You are not
going to—

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, there is an important point, I think, that my honourable and learned
friend—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, Mr. Speaker—

The Speaker: Carry on, Honourable Member. And
then I will make my . . .
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: When he makes reference to
“shall,” I notice he went a little bit sotto voce and quiet
with regard to “as not inconsistent with the precedents
of this House.”
Mr. Speaker, you have sat in this House in a
different place, and you will recall that the Honourable
Member whose picture hangs right on that wall opposite me here . . . if a matter got raised—as it often did
by Members of the Government, as being in court—he
closed it down as being sub judice. That is the precedent in this place! Because questions were asked by
this side, the Honourable Premier on many an occasion, the previous Premier who was in court on more
than a few occasions, once he popped up and said, It
is in court, the Honourable Mr. Stanley Lowe closed it
down! That is the precedent.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you.
I recognise the Honourable Leader of the Opposition.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, just so for—

The Speaker: What we are arguing about now is
whether the matter is sub judice! So please!
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And this is my position, Mr.
Speaker!
The Speaker: You are not going to—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: That it is not sub judice because this is a question about a trip to Washington,
DC.
The Speaker: Honourable Member—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Premier never mentioned
who that developer was, Mr. Speaker!
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: He never mentioned who the
developer was, so it is apples and oranges! They went
on a trip to Washington, DC, Mr. Speaker!
[Inaudible interjections]
[Gavel]
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Member.

The Speaker: And after the Leader, I think I am going
to come to a conclusion.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: From our side, Mr. Speaker, I
think there is an inadvertent attempt to mislead yourself and the House and the public in crying or claiming
that this matter is sub judice.
Mr. Speaker, I rose to my feet about three
weeks ago to give a personal explanation. In that personal explanation, I said the Premier—
The Speaker: Well, let us not get into that personal
explanation!
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Because all this is coming
about from what I originally said, Mr. Speaker, just so
you can have clarity. I said that the Premier said—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: He never mentioned any developer’s name! This is about a trip that broke ministerial conduct, Mr. Speaker!
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. All right, Honourable Member. That is going far. Thank you. Thank
you, Honourable Member.
Members, I have heard and listened, and I
have been certainly giving much thought to this matter, even before we came here today. And it is indeed
an important one, and I thank all Members for the arguments that they have put forward and the use of
May’s and the use of the Standing Orders of our
House and all other matters that help Members to
come to the conclusions that they came to.
I think it is important for me, first and foremost—
[Inaudible interjections]

An Hon. Member: Oh, no, no, no, no!
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The Speaker: I cannot operate if people are going to
be talking!
[Pause]
The Speaker: I need to sit back and collect myself.
And it would be appreciated if Members assist me in
collecting myself on such an important issue.
[Pause]

SPEAKER’S RULING
[Sub judice issue]
The Speaker: First of all, Members, I think it is important to rule on the sub judice issue.
If we refer to our Standing Orders, and it has
been mentioned by both sides, I believe, by those who
argue for sub judice and those against, that in relation
to the rules of debate, Standing Order 19(11)(b) indicates that, “Reference shall not be made to any matter which is sub judice, in such a way as might, in the
opinion of the Chair, prejudice the interests of parties
thereto.”
Of course, first it has to be determined
whether the matter is sub judice or not.
In terms of the questions, Standing Order
17(5)(g)(vi), states that matters “reflecting on the decisions of a court of law or being likely to prejudice a
matter which is under trial and therefore sub judice”
should not be allowed to go on.
Still, the question is sub judice. As has been
pointed out by Members who have spoken, Members
on both sides, in regard to the conduct of business in
this House, first, [Standing Order] 2(1) says, “The proceedings of the House and its Committees shall be
conducted according to these Standing Orders.”
And Standing Order 2(2) says, “In any matter
not provided for in these Standing Orders, the question shall be decided by the Speaker. In doing so, the
Speaker shall have regard to any applicable usage
and practice of the Commons House of Parliament of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, which shall be followed so long as they are not inconsistent with the
practice or precedent of this House.”
Honourable Members, I have had sight of
three writs, which have been submitted to the courts.
And it has been explained what those writs are by
both sides, in fact, explained what they were in terms
of they are . . . Yes, they are generally endorsed writs.
I just wanted to point out that they are indeed generally endorsed writs.
As we move forward, I would like to point out,
as I mentioned earlier about our Standing Orders,
which indicate—and that is, indeed, Standing Order
17 on “Questions” and Standing Order 19 on “Rules of
Debate”—that matters should not be discussed when
considered to be sub judice.
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I want to remind our House that the new rule,
the rule that Members have been referring to, is the
new rule of the new Standing Orders which includes
that reference shall not be made to matters which are
sub judice. The old rule was very straightforward in
that any matter that came before the courts was considered to be sub judice.
Having looked at what has happened in this
House, and having listened to Members from both
sides who have argued with reference to this matter, I
am taking the view, based on precedence in this
House, that once an action has commenced that any
public comment becomes sub judice, based on the
precedence in this House.
I would like to also go further and remind
Members of the Standing Order which indicates that, if
any reference is made . . . it does not mean to say
that reference cannot be made . . .
Honourable Members, I would appreciate it if
Honourable Members remained in their seats.
Some Hon. Members: Ooh.
[Pause]
The Speaker: What it means is that because a matter
is sub judice it does not mean to say that a question,
or that reference, cannot be made to whatever is sub
judice. What has to be shown is that what is questioned, or the comment made has to, in fact, show that
it will impact or prejudice what will happen on either
side. On either side.
So that is the position I am taking, based on
precedence in our House.
I urge Members to be cautious when they
speak, as it is imperative that we do not prejudice the
interests of the parties involved in these matters.
Mr. E. David Burt: If I may, Mr. Speaker, a clarification?
The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: Just so I can understand exactly
what you said. In what you are saying, you are reversing your position—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I have made my
ruling.
Mr. E. David Burt: I do not understand, Mr. Speaker.
That is why I am asking.
The question that I am asking is, in what you
have just said, you are saying that you are not allowing the question and you are reversing your previous
ruling to allow the question?
The Speaker: I did not say I am not allowing the
question.
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Mr. E. David Burt: Okay. So you are allowing the
question?

corresponded via email since his personal explanation
st
given to this Honourable House on May 31 of 2013?

The Speaker: I think if you had listened, you would
know, Honourable Member.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: You have a point of order?

Mr. E. David Burt: That is why I am asking the question.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I am taking my
time.
Mr. E. David Burt: Okay.
The Speaker: I am taking my time. I said anything . . .
You know . . . reference can be made. But it just must
not be comment. We must not make comment. Reference can be made. You know, reference can be made
that is not going to . . . it must be shown that it is
prejudiced towards the parties.
If it is shown that it is prejudiced towards the
parties, then I will stop it. That is indeed what I . . .

POINT OF ORDER
[Sub judice]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable
Premier has an action for defamation before the
courts that has been clearly referenced by way of writing and by a generally endorsed writ. That question
may well be something that needs to be asked in evidence, but I have no doubt that it may prejudice either
side, including my honourable friend, with regard to
how it is asked and answered.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order.
The Speaker: Yes. I will recognise you.
POINT OF ORDER

Mr. E. David Burt: So, Mr. Speaker, you are allowing
the question to be asked?
The Speaker: That was my ruling.
Mr. E. David Burt: Okay. I got it. I was not clear, Mr.
Speaker. So I just want to be sure. So now—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, on a point of
clarification.

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I would respectfully submit, Mr. Speaker, that
the issue concerning whether or not it would prejudice
either party is somewhat irrelevant insofar as recognising the rule of prejudice, but recognising that . . .
you will recall these questions were asked prior—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I have made my
decision on . . . My decision has been made.

The Speaker: Yes. Yes.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I am not clear either, because I am clearly stating that those questions may
well prejudice my position in another place.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, when the question is asked, then you stand and make the point as to
how it may prejudice you.
QUESTION 1— PRINCIPALS OF LANDOW & COMPANY
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, thank you. I will now
ask the question again.
And, with respect, the question is not addressed to the Attorney General. It is addressed to the
Premier. So I will ask: Will the Honourable Premier
please inform this Honourable House if he and any of
the principals of Landow & Company Builders, Bethesda, Maryland, have met, spoken via telephone or

The Speaker: And so, I think that if the question is
asked, what we want to argue now is whether it—
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Is prejudicial?
The Speaker: Yes.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I would submit that it is not
prejudicial. Because when the questions were . . . the
information that was out there . . . No names were
ever called. So I would submit that the answer to the
question is not prejudicial at all.
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member?
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, you probably called on the
Learned Attorney to explain to you the prejudice, in
his opinion.
The Speaker: Yes. Yes.
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Hon. Michael J. Scott: And it is going to be extremely
difficult for the Learned Attorney General to do so in
the absence of the very elements that the Shadow
Attorney General advised this House, that there is
such precious little information thus far as to indicate
whether the context of this question will indeed in any
way prejudice the Premier or any of the parties of the
action.
So, the Attorney General must have done a
good job of satisfying you and Members of this side of
the House as to how the prejudice will trigger.
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To question number two, there has been absolutely no wrongdoing, and we are not discussing
this any further.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Honourable Premier, if you could either
just say yes or no, it would be appreciated. If you
could just say that the matter was yes or no. And then
we move on.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I refuse to prejudice myself concerning this
matter. My answer is my answer.

The Speaker: Thank you.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: And given that the matter has
been put as the Shadow Attorney General put it, that it
is only a generally endorsed writ without pleadings,
the issues have not been drawn yet, Mr. Speaker, in
any substantive way.
And then, Mr. Speaker, you have to be aware,
too, that if there are matters of public importance or . .
. and that the suppression of debate in your House is
also a matter for you to consider.

The Speaker: All right.
Yes?
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I will note that the Premier has refused to answer the first question, which I posed to him.
[Pause]

The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you, thank
you.
Yes, Honourable Attorney General.

The Speaker: I do not know why I am going to listen
to you anyhow, Honourable Member. Because you
are laughing. But I am not. You are laughing. I am not.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I am sorry, but with regard to
that, please recall I am a party to those proceedings.
The Premier is a party to the proceedings. I am not
speaking of something in another place that I am looking at. I am indicating to you what I know to be the
case, what I know to be going on, what I know the
action to be. In both instances, I am a party. And I am
indicating . . . And believe me, I would expect to be
well censored at a later date if what I were saying in
relation to being a party to the proceedings were not
to be the case. I am a party. And I may well be prejudiced by these questions.

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, can I ask my second
question?

The Speaker: Yes. Thank you.
Yes, Honourable Member?
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, if I may, I posed a
yes-or-no question to the Premier, and I am awaiting a
ruling and an answer. It is a yes-or-no question.
The Speaker: You know, if you would give me a
chance!
Honourable Members, I think that . . . Mr.
Premier, if you could just answer yes or no to this
question, I would appreciate that.

The Speaker: Yes, you may.
QUESTION 2— PRINCIPALS OF LANDOW & COMPANY
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The second question that I have asked to the
Honourable Premier was, Will the Honourable Premier
please confirm to this Honourable House if the (and I
quote) “exchange of information” (end quote) trip to
Washington, DC, detailed in the Honourable Premier’s
st
personal explanation of May 31 , 2013, was the first
time the Honourable Premier had met any of the principals of Landow & Company Builders, Bethesda,
Maryland?
And the reason I [ask], Mr. Speaker, is [that]
during the Premier’s personal explanation he said it
was the first contact.
The Speaker: Okay. No. You just ask the question.
No explanation.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, if I may.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
To question number one, there has been absolutely no wrongdoing, and we are not discussing
this any further.

The Speaker: Yes.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: There is also a point to raise
here. That Honourable Member has a legal interest—
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you are standing, you have a point of objection to the
question being asked, please state it. And we may go
over what we have gone over already.
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[Laughter]
The Speaker: Okay. All right. I will accept that. I will
accept that. I will accept that, and you are an Honourable Member, so I know that is what you did.

POINT OF ORDER
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes. Yes.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Yes. I do. I do.
With regard to your ruling, with regard to what
is prejudicial, it may be either way, the Honourable
Member who is asking the question has a locus standi
in those proceedings. One thing is for sure, generally
endorsed or not, he has had a writ filed on him. So he
should not be [asking] questions that get into his court
case in this place.

The Speaker: Yes, go ahead.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I have a supplemental, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. Sure.
SUPPLEMENTARY
[Disallowed]

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: He should not be asking.
The Speaker: The question has been asked. The
question has been asked. So, Honourable Premier, if
you can handle it the same way you handled the other
question.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I continue. I will not prejudice myself during
this matter. There has been no—absolutely no—
wrongdoing, and we are not discussing this any further. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Could the Honourable Premier confirm or deny if the fourth person on the flight
to that fact-finding—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, no. That is not a
matter for this particular question, no.
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Honourable Member!
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: It was to the first question
that was asked. It is a supplemental.

The Speaker: MP?
The Speaker: Honourable Member, just a second.
Have a seat for me a second.
Honourable Members, I am calling on you.

SUPPLEMENTARY
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes, Mr. Speaker. As a supplemental question to the question that I asked, Can the
Premier state whether or not during his trip to Washington, DC, in January, he met with any of the principals of the Landow & Company Builders in his trip to
Washington, DC, in January for the inauguration of
President Barak Obama?
The Speaker: All right. Premier?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Speaker, again, I will
continue to say that I am not going to prejudice myself
in this matter. There has been absolutely no wrongdoing, and we are not discussing it.

[Pause]
The Speaker: I am calling on us to set an example.
Honourable Member Blakeney.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes. It was a supplemental
to the first question that was asked by the Shadow
Finance Minister.
The Speaker: But we have gone on to the second
question now.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Well, he jumped up so fast,
but it is still a supplemental.

[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Well, I am sorry.
The Speaker: [Addressing Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney]
Yes. You walked out as well. Yes, you walked out as
well, Honourable Member. I am sorry.

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: So it is not a supplemental
that I can ask to a question that was asked?

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes, but you did not know
where I walked. I went to the men’s room.

The Speaker: No. No, Honourable Member. Sorry
about that. Thank you.
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Thank you, Honourable Members.
And thank you for those of you who have
been responsible. I do appreciate it. Not everything
goes our way. And I think that, you know, we are
leaders. And we have to understand that. We have
children in our audience, primary school students in
our audience witnessing us and how we behave!
Think about that as you continue on.

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: The total rent has
actually been decreased. But I will have to get you the
actual number. I do not have that actual number.

[Pause]

[Pause]

The Speaker: We now move to the second question.
We have questions from the Honourable T. E. Lister
for the Minister P. J. Gordon-Pamplin.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Supplementary, Mr.
Speaker?

[Gavel]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the first supplemental question I
have is very simple. Can the Minister indicate whether
there has been an increase in net rent to the government as a result, and if so, what that rent is?

The Speaker: Just a minute, Honourable Member.
Take your seat.
Honourable Member Zane De Silva, you have
the floor.

The Speaker: Good morning.

SUPPLEMENTARY

QUESTION 1: GOVERNMENT-OWNED BUILDINGS
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I am sure my
questions will not be as exciting as the last. Nonetheless, my first question for the Minister is, Would the
Honourable Minister responsible for Public Works
please inform this Honourable House of the number of
government departments that have moved from government-owned buildings to privately owned buildings
since December 17, 2012?

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, my supplementary question to
the Minister is, If there is a net . . . I believe she said
there is a net increase in rent paid by the government,
there is a decrease paid by the government. Is she
saying that the space that they took up in these private buildings was already being paid by the government at that time?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: That is correct,
but I can just explain that—

The Speaker: Minister?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, a total of two departments have
moved from government-owned buildings to privately
th
owned buildings since 17 of December 2012. These
include the Parliamentary Registrar, who moved in
May of 2013 from the Valerie T. Scott Building to
share space with Youth and Sport on the third floor of
the Craig Appin building. They vacated to allow refurbishment of the property to deal with water ingress
and mould.
The second is, part of the Public Works Department moved in February 2014 from the third floor
of the General Post Office and Government Admin
Building to space already rented from the private sector in the Brown-Brangman Building and 61 Victoria
Street. This move is temporary, as the Government
space is being renovated.
The Speaker: Honourable Member Lister?
SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: No, not for the
empty space. We are paying for the space that was
being occupied. And the rent was less than what was
previously paid.
The Speaker: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Deputy
Speaker.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Thank you.
Supplementary. Can the Minister please clarify that by “sharing” it meant that there was not an additional increase to the rent?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: If the Honourable
Member would just repeat the question, because I am
not quite sure that I understood it.
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Thank you. I believe the statement was answered that the space was
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going to be shared. Therefore, we are not taking in
space that we are not paying for. But can you confirm
that, by sharing facilities, there was no increase rent
paid out?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes.
Let me say that the Parliamentary Registrar
moved to share space in the Craig Appin House, to
share it with Youth and Sport. Youth and Sport was in
the Perry Building. They moved from the Perry Building into the Craig Appin House. And the rent was less
at Craig Appin than it was in the Perry Building.
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The Speaker: Okay.
Minister?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I have a second
question.
The Speaker: Oh, I am so sorry! Honourable Member.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I assumed he was asking a
supplemental to mine.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, yes.
I apologise, Honourable Member. Please excuse me, MP Lister.

The Speaker: Member Lister?
SUPPLEMENTARY

QUESTION 2: GOVERNMENT-OWNED BUILDINGS
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
I fully appreciate what the Minister said with
regard to the move for the Parliamentary Registrar. It
makes sense all around. If the building needs, well
done. And if there is actually a space with Youth and
Sport, well done again.
However, with regard to the Brown-Brangman
Building, would I be correct, having heard your [answer], in assuming that the space there was being
paid for monthly but was actually sitting vacant at the
time that it was moved into by Works and Engineering?

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, it is quite all right. I
expect my questions to generate so much interest that
everybody gets up. That is how it normally works!
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: So that is quite all right.
The second question that I have is, Would the
Honourable Minister please inform this Honourable
House of the names of the government-owned buildst
ings that are now empty, but were occupied on the 1
of April 2011?

The Speaker: Minister?
[Timer beeps]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I believe that is
correct. There was a lease that had been taken out. It
was a 10-year lease that does not expire until 2018.
So it was a lease that actually had been inherited. And
that space was utilised for these two departments to
go into temporarily while the renovations are being
done. So the answer is, the payment was being made
for the space, but it was subjected to an existing
lease.

The Speaker: Honourable Member, that finishes
question time.
[Gavel]
The Speaker: So, if I can ask, Member, if you could
get that answer to the Honourable Member in writing.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you.

CONGRATULATORY AND/OR OBITUARY
SPEECHES

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
David Burt.
MP Burt, you have a question?

The Speaker: We will move now to congratulatory
and/or obituary speeches, and the Chair recognises
the Honourable Member from Warwick, MP Jeff
Sousa—was up quickly this morning.

Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker, and I will try to go quickly. Hopefully, we will
not run out of time.
And I ask the question to the Honourable Minister of Finance when he would respond to a constituent query based upon one of my constituents being
unable to access her private pension. And I am happy
that the Minister has a response.

Mr. Jeff Sousa: Good morning, Mr. Speaker, and of
course, good morning to those in the listening audience. And a special good morning to the students
from Port Royal School, my old school.
I rise today to ask the House to send congratulations to the founder of VSB, Kenny DeFontes,
on his retirement. Kenny is the only child—
[Inaudible interjections]
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The Speaker: That was done. Well, if it was done,
then you associate yourself and move straight on,
please.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Of course, I want to associate myself
with the congratulations.
The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Kenny is the only child of Frankie
“Stumpy” DeFontes and Andy DeFontes—
The Speaker: We have already done it. So just associate yourself, and we will move on to the next person.
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Speaker, non-emergency calls are processed in accordance with strict established protocols and standards. Mr. Speaker, I think it is important to congratulate Ms. Hendrickson on putting herself in a position to
do a role that we all take for granted. Her professionalism and experience will do our Island well as we
head forward, and I would like to take this opportunity
to send congratulations to her and all her colleagues
and the work they do.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Pembroke. MP Michael Weeks, you
have the floor.

Mr. Jeff Sousa: Leave it at that? Sorry. Thanks.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Would any other Members care to speak?
The Chair recognises the Honourable Minister
for National Security, Minister Dunkley. You have the
floor.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
and good morning to colleagues, and good morning to
everyone listening here in the House and in the Island.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to take this opportunity to say congratulations and best of luck to the new
Commandant of the Bermuda Reserve Police Service,
Cannoth Roberts, and the Deputy Commandant RonMichel E. Davis, on being promoted yesterday. I had
the pleasure of attending the ceremony yesterday afternoon at police headquarters, and I was delighted
not only with the turnout, but to see two fine individuals continue to volunteer to provide a very worthwhile
and needy service to the people of Bermuda and to
support the Bermuda Police Service.
Both of these gentlemen have a long career in
the reserves, and I wish them all the best as they
supplement the men and women of the Bermuda Police Service in doing the excellent work that they do.
I also would like to take this opportunity, Mr.
Speaker, to join in with the congratulations sent by the
Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service to Ms. Donna
Hendrickson. Mr. Speaker, Ms. Hendrickson was for
11 years the Emergency Medical Dispatcher here in
the Island, but recently, through her hard work and
perseverance and taking training courses through the
Association of Public Safety Officials, taking training
courses such as Basic Emergency Medical Dispatch
training, Basic Telephone training, Certification in
Communication in regards to medical dispatch—she
is also a member of the Medical Incident Stress Management team—Ms. Donna Hendrickson has been
promoted now to Emergency Dispatch Supervisor.
In that role, it will put her in charge of monitoring and supervising all of the emergency medical dispatching systems to ensure that all 911 calls and, Mr.

The Speaker: Good morning.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Good morning, colleagues.
Mr. Speaker, I rise this morning to ask this
Honourable House to send a letter of congratulations
to Mrs. Yolanda Ming. She is a teacher up at CedarBridge Academy. She is the Volunteer Reading Coordinator. And this past week, CedarBridge Academy
had a literacy day, with highlighting the importance of
reading. It actually was called “The Essence of Reading.” I was invited, and three other community members were invited. Myself, it was Gavin Smith from
Chewstick, Thaao Dill from the Bermuda College and
Chris Crumpler from Team Street Safe.
The four of us were invited to speak to all the
males of the school, Mr. Speaker, on the essence of
reading. And it was well received, and as we said, I
would like a letter of congratulations sent to Mrs.
Yolanda Ming.
Also, Mr. Speaker, I participated yesterday in
World Book Day that has been put on by Ms. Nikita—
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Yes, that was done . . . for Nikita Robinson?
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Yes.
The Speaker: Yes, that was done. That was done.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Okay, well, can I do it for myself then?
The Speaker: Just associate yourself with it.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Yes. I would like to associate
myself because I was—
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The Speaker: No, no, no. No conversation on it, just
associate yourself with it, because it has already been
done, Honourable Member.

The Chair will recognise the Honourable Minister for Community, Minister Wayne Scott. You have
the floor.

Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Can I say that I spoke at—

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I would like to send a congratulatory remark to
the BLTA, Bermuda Lawn and Tennis Association, for
their role in recognising World Tennis Day on last
rd
Monday, the 3 . Of course, World Tennis Day was
launched by the ITF [International Tennis Federation]
with the goal of promoting grassroots programmes to
increase youth development and just to attract new
tennis players and tennis participants in general. And
a number of countries around the world were actually
participating in local events in their particular countries. I know with tennis, we have such a following with
youth. We have done a great job in tennis as a whole
in Bermuda, and we have got, of course, some great
players as well. As with my Minister on the right, who
would like to be associated, as well as my . . .

The Speaker: Okay. You really should not, no. Because it has already been done, Honourable Member.
It was done.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: But nobody . . . Oh, you did?
The Speaker: Yes, she mentioned you. The Honourable Member, yes.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: All right, Mr. Speaker. Thank
you very much.
The Speaker: You are welcome.

[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Okay. And I would like to associate the Honourable Kim Wilson with those remarks.
The Speaker: Right. Okay. Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, MP Jeanne Atherden. You
have the floor.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I would like to be associated with the remarks
of congratulations to Donna Hendrickson.
But I would also like, Mr. Speaker, congratulations be sent to the organisers of the Red Flags Guide
launch, by the members of the Child Development
Programme. The Red Flags Guide is a programme
designed to give parents information on how to handle
the issues with their young people and deal with developmental issues
We were very fortunate, the Honourable
Member, Mr. Walton Brown, and also the Junior Minister, Leah Scott, we were privileged to be at their
launch yesterday. And I would like to think going forward that persons will take advantage of the Child
Development Programme because, based on all the
information that we had there, there was so much
available to them to give our young people a very
good head start. And as one of the organisers mentioned to us, between zero and three, that is the time
when children can learn so many things that will be
important to them going forward.
So, Mr. Speaker, hats off to the organisers of
the Red Flags launch. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: As being a great player.
I will just move on and associate my Shadow
Minister as well. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Member care to speak?
There are no other Members who would care
to speak, so that completes congratulatory and obituary speeches.

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE
The Speaker: No matters of privilege.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS
The Speaker: No personal explanations.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS
The Speaker: We move now to introduction of Bills,
and I recognise the Honourable Minister of Finance,
Minister Bob Richards.
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF
BERMUDA AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I am introducing the following
Bill so that it may be placed on the Order Paper at the
next day of meeting: The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014.
The Speaker: Thank you.
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Are there any objections to that?
There are none.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Minister for Economic Development and Education.
Dr. the Honourable E. G. Gibbons, you have the floor.
COMPANIES AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I am introducing the following
Bill so that it may be placed on the Order Paper at the
next day of meeting: The Companies Amendment Act
2014.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Are there any objections?
There are none.
There are no other Bills to be . . .

The Speaker: Absolutely.

ORDERS OF THE DAY
The Speaker: We now move to the Orders of the
Day, and I recognise the Minister of Finance.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I move
that—
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, if you oblige us,
we would like your approval to move Order No. 8, the
Municipalities Act, for debate after Order No. 1, with
the approval.
The Speaker: No, no. At this late stage?

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: There is the Health Bill, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Health, health, yes.
The Honourable Minister T. G. Moniz, you
have the floor.
HEALTH INSURANCE (MISCELLANEOUS)
AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I am obliged, Mr. Speaker.
I am introducing the following Bill so that it
may be placed on the Order Paper at the next day of
meeting: The Health Insurance (Miscellaneous)
Amendment Act 2014.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
There are none. So that will also be placed on
the order sheet.
There are no further Bills.

NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR THE
ADJOURMENT OF THE HOUSE
ON MATTERS OF URGENT
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
The Speaker: We move now to notices of motions.
And it looks like I am going to recognise the Honourable Member, MP Jeanne Atherden. You have the
floor.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, we would like
to defer this until the next sitting.
The Speaker: All right.
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Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Because we are asking . . .
we are just asking. We would like to move the Municipalities Act so it is debated after Order No. 1, with the
approval of the House, today.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, you know that the
problem with this is that, if we do that straightaway,
then it comes up and people may not be here, may
not be prepared. Really, it is not something . . .
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker, this is an eighthour debate today. That is why I am just raising it now
so that we are—
The Speaker: I understand. I understand, Honourable
Member. Yes.
Minister Richards.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that the House resume
into the Committee of Supply for further consideration
of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the
Year 2014/15.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
If the Deputy Speaker would please come and
take the Chair [of Committee]?
Oh, good. Ms. Jackson, are you doing this?
Okay.
House in Committee at 11:23 am
[Mrs. Susan E. Jackson, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY

Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Thank you.
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ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
[Continuation thereof]
The Chairman: We are now in Committee, and we
are going to be moving Heads 21, 22, 24 and 91.
Minister, you now have the floor.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Yes, we are now continuing debate in Committee on the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure
for 2014/15 in the Ministry of Health and Environment.
I am doing Head 21, Ministry Headquarters; Head 22,
Department of Health; Head 24, Bermuda Hospitals
Board; and Head 91, Health Insurance.
And I do have a copy of the brief to share with
my Shadow Member. He seems quite anxious. And
the copy is printed both sides, so we have tried to
save on paper there.
[Pause]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman, we have
four hours for this debate. So, I am going to try and
contain my response, but I have some 200 pages
double-spaced. So, I am going to do the best that I
can.
With respect to the technical officers, just for
the sake of the public and Members of the House, I
have asked that they not attend until after lunch so we
are not wasting time with technical officers sitting
around the House.
I would also like to take the opportunity to
recognise the presence in the public Gallery of Ms.
Claudette Fleming of Age Concern. I believe also Mr.
Richard Kitson was here as well, who I know has concerns with respect to disabled persons, which come
under my Ministry.
HEAD 21—MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT HEADQUARTERS
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: So I will start with Head 21.
Madam Chairman, the current account estimates for
Head 21, Ministry of Health and Environment Headquarters, begin on page B-134 of the estimates book.
A total of $15.578 million has been allocated for this
Head. This represents 8 per cent of the budget allocated for the Ministry as a whole, and is an increase
of $431,000, or 3 per cent, over the previous year.
This increase is the net amount of an increase to the
LCCA [Lady Cubitt Compassionate Association] grant
and savings found throughout the headquarters.
Madam Chairman, Head 21 is charged with
providing central direction, management and coordination of services operated by the Ministry of Health
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and Environment. There are three programmes and
nine cost centres under this Head. They include:
• Programme 2101—General, and under that
comes:
o 31000, General Administration;
o 31015, Grants Administration;
o 31020, Corporate Services.
• Under Programme 2102—Office of the Chief
Medical Officer, which includes:
o 31030, Administration and Research;
and
o 31040, Epidemiology and Surveillance.
• Programme 2103—the National Office for
Seniors and Physically Challenged, which includes:
o 31140, Office of the Physically Challenged;
o 31145, the National Office for Seniors;
o 31150, Orange Valley Centre; and
o 31155, Opportunity Workshop.
The long-term objectives of the Ministry
Headquarters are set out on page B-134 and include:
• to ensure that the residents of Bermuda have
the ability to secure affordable health insurance, which enables access to essential
health services;
• to address quality by ensuring that our health
services are safe and effective;
• to work to ensure that our health system is efficient to improve its financial sustainability
and population health.
We hold the Ministry accountable and ensure
effective and transparent leadership.
General Administration, 31000. Madam
Chairman, the allocation for the head of General Administration has decreased by $1.286 million, or
16 per cent, when compared to the original budget for
2013/14. A total of $1 million of the reduction was savings found in the annual capital injection to FutureCare. FutureCare will not be disadvantaged by this
reduction, because provisions have been made in the
Mutual Reinsurance Fund (the MRF) to ensure that
the Health Insurance Fund and the FutureCare Fund
receive a prescribed sum on an annual basis, beginning April 1, 2014.
The remaining $286,000 decrease is from
various other savings in Headquarters, which ensures
the commitment to prudent spending. General Administration provides funding for nine Headquarters
staff, $690,000; administrative and utility expenses for
the Ministry Headquarters, $1 million; and funding of
$5 million for capital injections into the Health Insurance Fund and the FutureCare Fund.
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Grants Administration, 31015. Madam Chairman, on page C-18, you will find that Ministry Headquarters will provide grants to the following organisations:
• Windreach, $9,000;
• St. John’s Ambulance Brigade, $23,000;
• LCCA for Overseas Medical Care, $3 million,
(and that is an increase);
• Nursing Council, $50,000;
• Bermuda Health Council, $886,000;
• Age Concern, $42,000;
• Admiralty House Senior Islanders Club,
$46,000;
• Sexual Assault Resource Team, $10,000;
• Public Health Scholarships, $80,000;
• Project Action, $14,000;
• Tomorrows Voices, $14,000; and
• Bermuda Islands Association for the Deaf,
$33,000.
A total of $4.207 million has been allocated for
grants in the 2014/15 Financial Year, which is an increase of 1.9 million compared to the previous year.
The increase is mainly due to the increase in the
LCCA grant, which has been generally underfunded
previously. Madam Chairman, these organisations
provide valuable services to the community and the
Ministry of Health and Environment, but we were not,
unfortunately, able to provide all the funding that was
required.
Now, the next section is on the Bermuda
Health Council, and with the agreement of the
Shadow, what I hope to do is shorten this by skipping
over it. Today I have tabled the Annual Report. The
Bermuda Health Council have an excellent website.
We have also published the Annual Report, so most
of the information of that very worthy regulatory body
is in those areas. So I will skip now over to the Office
of the Chief Medical Officer.
Madam Chairman, within the Office of the
Chief Medical Officer, there are five main functional
areas, or responsibilities:
1. registration and regulation;
2. epidemiology and surveillance;
3. drugs and pharmaceutical product control;
4. statutory and public service consultative functions; and
5. public health focal point.
These five functional areas assist the Ministry
in carrying out all of the 10 essential functions of public health. The essential functions of public health is a
phrase that we should all become familiar with because it refers to the important services needed to
assure conditions where people can be healthy. For
the past two decades, these essential services have
been universally recognised by public health authorities and characterised using common language. It
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bears repeating, the ten essential services of public
health are:
1. Monitor health status to identify community
health problems and target resources.
2. Diagnose and investigate health problems
and health hazards in the community, such as
outbreaks of infectious disease.
3. Inform, educate and empower people about
health issues.
4. Mobilise community partnerships and coordinate action to address health problems.
5. Develop policies and plans that support positive individual and community health efforts.
6. Enforce laws and regulations that protect
health and ensure public safety.
7. Link people to needed personal health services and assure the provision of health care.
8. Assure a competent health care workforce.
9. Evaluate the effectiveness, accessibility and
quality of personal and population-based
health services.
10. Research for new insights and innovative solutions to health problems.
And this has been revised from the American
Public Health Association.
The Office of the Chief Medical Officer [CMO]
has been vigorously engaged in all aspects of these
essential functions during the past year. The responsibilities of the office are carried out by six full-time
employees and one part-time consultant. The budget
for the Office of the CMO is contained in two cost centres: 31030, Administration and Research; and 31040,
Epidemiology and Surveillance. The total budget for
the 2014/15 Fiscal Year is $904,000, which is a reduction of $125,000, or 12 per cent, when compared to
the previous year. These details can be found in the
Budget Book at page B-134.
To prioritise and execute its many functions,
the Office of the CMO participated in the strategic
planning sessions conducted by the Department of
Health in early 2013. Corporate planning within the
office occurred subsequently, and from both of these
came the goal of measuring and improving customer
satisfaction. With the assistance of the Department of
E-Government’s Customer Insight Manager, it was
confirmed that the functions and services of the office
were not widely known to the public, an expected result given its recent establishment.
To address this situation, the Office of the
CMO has set about to communicate with its customers, inform them of the services and streamline many
of the business practices and procedures in its statutory functional area and its drugs and pharmaceutical
product control area. These services include:
• preparing and issuing customs duty exemption certificates for individuals and organisations requesting to import medications, medi-
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cal supplies, prescription eyeglasses and
other items;
issuing authorisations for burials and disinterment; and
issuing import and export licences for drugs
and pharmaceutical products.

As the office processes are streamlined and
communication with customers enhanced, the office
expects the public to show increased familiarity with
the functions and services of the Office of the Chief
Medical Officer and to utilise its services appropriately. Customer satisfaction will be measured again in
2014, and we anticipate improvement of this performance measure.
Madam Chairman, one of the most weighty
responsibilities of the Office of the Chief Medical Officer is the functional area of registration and regulation
of health care professionals and facilities. This area
addresses the core public health functions of assurance and policy [development]. The Office of the CMO
assures that the health care professionals in our
community are competent in their fields and uphold
their profession’s ethical standards.
Madam Chairman, there are 21 registered
health care professions, 10 statutory boards and 6
councils, representing over 2,600 professionals, including dentists, physicians, allied health professionals, pharmacists, and optometrists and opticians.
Many unregistered professions exist, as well, such as
acupuncturists, massage therapists and homeopaths,
and new alternative health care professions arise
each year. Other well-established professions may
eventually become registered in Bermuda, such as
physician’s assistants and operating room assistants.
With a single Registrations Manager, and
without the benefit of an electronic data management
system or subscription to a credentialing specialist
organisation, the Office of the CMO strives to verify
the professional credentials and good-standing status,
and to register these 2,600 professionals biennially,
many of them hailing from distant jurisdictions. The
Office of the CMO also receives, investigates and
manages queries and complaints related to health
care professionals or facilities. During the past year,
approximately 14 substantive complaints against professionals or facilities were managed, including several which involved professional conduct committee
hearings within the relevant statutory bodies.
The Office of the CMO provides administrative
support for all statutory bodies and councils and is the
Executive Office for the Bermuda Medical Council,
with the CMO serving as its Executive Officer. The
administrative resources of the Office of the CMO are
utilised maximally in documenting and supporting the
work of the professional statutory bodies.
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The Office of the Chief Medical Officer also
provides consultative and advisory support to the public service in several areas:
• the Staff Medical Board, which is chaired by
the CMO;
• the GEHI (Government Employees Health Insurance) Appeals Tribunal; and
• other health sector entities as an ex-officio
member, including on the Bermuda Hospitals
Board and the Bermuda Health Council
Board, among others.
The Office of the CMO collaborates with the
LCCA (or Lady Cubitt Compassionate Association), to
administer a Government grant to cover overseas
medical care, which is not otherwise covered. The
LCCA fund is used to provide a loan to individuals
with life-threatening conditions whose medical care
cannot be provided on the Island.
Madam Chairman, as the regulatory authority
for health care professionals, the Office of the CMO
oversees the Island’s standard of health care. Standards for patient care and professional conduct are
critical for guiding the regulatory processes for health
care professionals, as well as for informing the public
of the expectations for professionals. To this end, the
Office of the CMO and the Bermuda Medical Council
enlisted the Bermuda Health Council to facilitate the
creation of Standards of Practice for Physicians. This
important project was completed in June 2013 with
the input and support of the physician community.
Publication of the Standards of Practice for Physicians
provides considerable support to the process of regulating the profession.
The Bermuda Health Council similarly facilitated the creation of such standards of practice for
pharmacists and will shortly do the same for other professions. These documents will continue to be instrumental in assisting the Office of the CMO and the
statutory bodies in executing their regulatory duties.
Registration of health care facilities, including diagnostic laboratories and diagnostic imaging facilities,
takes place within the Office of the Chief Medical Officer. In addition, day-care and residential-care homes
are also under the remit of the office. Registration and
regulation of these facilities are operationalised in collaboration with the Environmental Health Section of
the Department of Health and the National Office for
Seniors and the Physically Challenged [NOSPC].
Regulatory matters can require hearings or
disciplinary action against health care business owners; such situations did arise in the past year and
were coordinated through the Office of the Chief
Medical Officer. In the year ahead, it is anticipated
that the level of regulatory activity will be increased
due the rising number of requests from health entrepreneurs both locally and abroad. Bermuda has promoted itself as a jurisdiction which welcomes business
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of all kinds, and this includes health-related enterprises. The Office of the CMO will be required to enhance
its regulatory processes and policies, compliance
monitoring and enforcement in the area of health care
facility regulation if it is to assure the safety and wellbeing of the population and of the Island’s reputation
in the world community.
The office will utilise its current human resources in the wisest possible ways in order to optimise the effectiveness of its regulatory function. Enhancing key areas of health care regulation will be a
top priority for the Office of the CMO in 2014, even as
budget constraints limit resources to the office.
Madam Chairman, as noted previously, a
second functional area within the Office of the Chief
Medical Officer is drugs and pharmaceutical product
control. This function involves monitoring the importation and exportation of pharmaceuticals, documenting
the use of controlled drugs according to the requirements of the International Narcotics Control Board
[INCB], reporting to that INCB body to confirm Bermuda’s adherence to mandatory quotas, and issuing
licences for personal and commercial importation of
drugs and pharmaceutical products.
Monitoring of compliance to the Pharmacy
and Poisons Act 1979 and the Misuse of Drugs Act
1972 is executed with the professional expertise of a
pharmacy consultant, commonly referred to as the
“pharmacy inspector.” This is a part-time post within
the Office of the CMO, an arrangement which is inadequate for the level of regulation required. It is the
responsibility of the pharmacy inspector to assure
compliance with pharmacy legislation, as well as to
protect the safety of the public from tainted or unsafe
products.
In the past year, there has been a noticeable
increase in drugs and pharmaceutical control issues,
including importation of tainted food products and
dangerous nutritional supplements, as well as the
highly public dialogue on importation of Cannabinolcontaining products, and nicotine-delivery systems, or
electronic cigarettes. Managing queries and monitoring importation of these items has proved highly timeconsuming for the Office of the CMO, from both an
assurance and a policy development standpoint. The
coming year promises to be the same, and resources
will need to be guaranteed to assure that the responsibilities to monitor compliance, investigate queries
and enforce legislation are met.
Madam Chairman, an especially active area
of operation in the Office of the Chief Medical Officer
is the Epidemiology and Surveillance Unit (or ESU).
The staff in the ESU includes an epidemiologist, or
assessment officer, a nurse epidemiologist and a surveillance officer. These individuals work together with
staff from the Department of Health, as required, to
monitor the health of the people and environment in
Bermuda. The Epidemiology and Surveillance Unit
staff investigates health problems as they arise and
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manage cases of communicable diseases which occur in the community, such as in schools, workplaces
or recreational environments.
The early identification of health risks and the
mitigation of health problems is the aim of the ESU.
The Epidemiology and Surveillance Unit identifies
threats and collaborates with international public
health entities such as the World Health Organization
(known as WHO) and the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) to ensure that Bermuda is prepared to deal effectively with emerging health problems.
As in every year, the ESU has been very active with outbreak investigations in the community, as
well as with research activities to assess population
and environmental health. Much of the work of outbreak investigations occurs quietly and in private: Affected individuals are interviewed, contact tracing is
begun, and environmental sampling and control
measures are implemented without ever coming to
public attention. Occasionally, highly publicised outbreaks occur and the work of the ESU becomes the
focus of media attention.
Whether private or public, the work of the
ESU is critical to the health and well-being of the
community. The Epidemiology and Surveillance Unit
also actively collects information on the prevalence of
communicable diseases in the community, such as
influenza, gastroenteritis, tuberculosis and many other
reportable diseases. Reporting to PAHO is a responsibility carried out by this unit on a weekly basis. Monitoring the Island for vaccine-preventable diseases is
an important goal of the ESU because assuring that
Bermuda remains free of measles, mumps, rubella,
polio and many other scourges of the past is critical
both to our health and our reputation as a safe and
attractive travel destination.
In the past year, surveillance efforts have expanded to include chronic non-communicable diseases. The ESU is conducting research to confirm the
prevalence of high-impact chronic diseases such as
diabetes, hypertension and obesity, as well as their
risk factors. In collaboration with public health partners
both locally and internationally, the Epidemiology and
Surveillance Unit is coordinating a population survey
to identify the prevalence of chronic disease risk factors such as obesity, poor diet, tobacco use and sedentary lifestyle.
This chronic disease risk factor survey, called
Steps to a Well Bermuda, was launched in November
2013 and is ongoing. It is Bermuda’s version of the
Pan American Health Organization’s STEPwise Approach to Surveillance survey. Both surveys follow the
standardised WHO protocol for chronic disease risk
factor surveillance, which has been implemented in
over 113 countries.
I am going to skip over two pages there because we have done a bit of Steps already. We have
publicised it. And trained interviewers will be visiting
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over 2,600 households, and we encourage people to
cooperate with those interviewers.
Madam Chairman, the final functional area of
the Office of the Chief Medical Officer is as the focal
point for local public health leadership and international communications. Collaboration and strategic
planning occurs with regional and international public
health authorities such as WHO and PAHO. Daily
communications from these sources are directed to
the Office of the CMO, and these authorities serve as
resources with technical expertise to support the local
health system in terms of capacity for executing public
health essential functions, including preparedness for
emergencies.
Bermuda’s health system priorities and health
outcome goals are informed by international best
practice standards. Strategic actions are guided by
insights and collaboration with expert regional authorities, which allows more rapid and effective response
to evolving health needs of the community. The relationship established between the Office of the CMO
and our international public health partners is a critical
one.
Bermuda participated in the 2014/15 Strategic
Planning with PAHO between September and November 2013. In the consultation on the Biennial Work
Plan with our PAHO/WHO representative in November, we identified strategic lines of action to address
Bermuda’s urgent health needs. In particular, we will
focus on addressing the escalation in chronic noncommunicable diseases like diabetes and kidney disease, as well as the needs of our ageing population.
In the coming year, these strategic lines of action will
be followed in systematic fashion to optimise our limited resources.
Notification of international health risks and
emerging problems are communicated to the Office of
the CMO on a daily basis via the International Health
Regulations (IHR) Focal Point in the UK. The IHR Focal Point also assisted Bermuda in assessing its
health system capacity for dealing with public health
emergencies of international importance and in
achieving compliance with IHR 2005 regulations by
the June 2014 deadline. In January 2014, an interMinisterial workshop was organised by the Department of Health’s Environmental Health Section and
facilitated by the Collaborative Arrangement for the
Prevention and Management of Public Health Events
in Civil Aviation (known as CAPSCA). The staff in the
Office of the CMO were privileged to participate in this
opportunity to collaborate with local and international
health stakeholders in preparing for such incidents.
Madam Chairman, it is essential to note that
events of public health import occurring within civil
aviation environments are not uncommon, and they
span a wide range: from pandemic activity to the
spread of novel infectious agents such as Middle
Eastern Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus, to inten-
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tional acts of bioterrorism. We must develop an allhazards approach to risk assessment.
As a member of the international travel community, Bermuda must be prepared for a multitude of
challenges. The two-day CAPSCA workshop highlighted the need for ongoing collaboration and planning sessions within all sectors of the community on
the matters which will impact us, such as public health
emergencies. The workshop reinforced the importance of building relationships, identifying resources,
enhancing communication and making plans together
in advance of emergencies. Commitments have been
made to do just that.
In the coming year, the Office of the CMO will
advance its outreach to community health stakeholders to assure that there is a well-developed infrastructure of communication, coordination and public
health capacity to address the varied health and environmental issues with which we will be faced. These
outreach activities will range from tabletop exercises
to enhance emergency preparedness to prolonged
collaborations to address chronic disease management. Relying upon the expertise of the varied health
professionals within the Department of Health, the
Office of the Chief Medical Officer will continue to provide technical and scientific leadership for Bermuda
on all public health-related matters. This includes
health education, prevention, early intervention and
treatment across a range of disciplines.
It is expected that the modest resources of the
Office of the CMO will remain focused on prevention
and management of disease epidemics, including
chronic diseases, and on providing leadership in responding to the shifting demographics of the community, including its increasing age, shrinking workforce,
increasing unemployment and the expanding needs
for health system regulation.
Madam Chairman, the implications of these
social, economic and health system challenges are
being analysed, and their implication to the work of
the Office of the Chief Medical Officer is being carefully examined. A strategic response to these many
changes in our community will be carried out in the
coming year.
I now move to the National Office for Seniors
and the Physically Challenged—[cost centres] 31140
and 31145. Madam Chairman, the current account
estimates for the National Office for Seniors and the
Physically Challenged can be found under Head 21,
on page B-134 of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure, the Budget Book. The office has four programmes:
• Office for Ageing, 31045;
• Office of the Disabled, 31140;
• Orange Valley Centre, 31150; and
• Opportunity Workshop, 31155.
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The combined budget for the office is $3.13
million, which is a 6 per cent, or $214,000, reduction
when compared to the previous year. The vision and
mission for the office are:
• Vision—To have a Bermuda where vulnerable
persons have access to services that provide
protection and ensure their human rights.
• Mission—To work with other support agencies
to enable vulnerable persons and their support system to maintain a quality of life commensurate with their needs.
In 2012, the administrative responsibilities for
the Orange Valley Centre and the Opportunity Workshop were transferred from Head 22, the Department
of Health, to Head 21, Ministry Headquarters, as subsections of the Programme 2103, National Office for
Seniors and the Physically Challenged.
Programme 31140, Disabilities, develops and
coordinates programmes and services that promote
improved quality of life for persons with disabilities.
The Disabilities Section has a budget of $432,000 and
has four full-time staff.
Programme 31145, Ageing, develops and coordinates services for seniors and their families, in
addition to providing case management. The Ageing
Section has a budget of $529,000 and also employs
four staff.
Programme 31150, Orange Valley, is designed to facilitate training and guidance for developmentally challenged clients to strengthen, support
and/or maintain levels of independence in the areas of
functional life skills, pre-vocational, recreational, social
skills and community awareness. The total budget for
Orange Valley is $924,000.
Programme 31155, Opportunity Workshop,
provides training and coaching services for young
adults with physical and/or cognitive disabilities, with
the intent of maximising each client’s level of independence in the areas of living, vocational and social
skills. The budget for the Opportunity Workshop is
$1,245 million.
There are a total of 20 staff who work collaboratively between the Opportunity Workshop and Orange Valley. The Disability and Ageing Sections have
four themes under which they operate: case management, compliance, policy development and enhancing awareness.
Case management is the process of providing
assessment, coordination, monitoring, follow-up and
evaluation of the services provided by and through
health care agencies. This process occurs in conjunction with the client and the client’s informal support
network.
Compliance relates to enforcing the provisions
of the Senior Abuse Register Act 2008, the Residential Care Homes and Nursing Homes Act 1999 and
the Commercial Building Code.
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Policy development requires the office to research new international trends and programmes, and
make recommendations for implementation in Bermuda. There are many in the community who are not
aware of their rights as seniors or the rights of persons with disabilities. The national office gives presentations on both topics, as well as advocating on behalf
of seniors and persons with disabilities in order to enhance awareness.
Cost centre 31140, Disabilities. The work
within Disabilities is not a single agency effort. The
office works with many other stakeholders to ensure
that initiatives and programmes geared to persons
with disabilities are successful. Therefore, in the past
year, using the National Policy on Disabilities and the
Well Bermuda Strategy Goal 12, we have been involved with the following:
Establish research to investigate needs. While
NOSPC has no legal responsibility with respect to the
Building Code, the accessibility officer sits with technical officers within the Department of Planning to review building applications. At this time, input is provided regarding accessibility.
The National Accessibility Advisory Council
(NAAC) was tasked to provide the Ministry of Health
with information about the provision of forensic mental
health services in Bermuda and to make recommendations for improvement. NAAC chaired a Forensic
Mental Health Services Meeting for all mental health
th
stakeholders on 25 of February 2013. Thirdly, the
Transition Team, a multi-agency task force, assisted
16 persons with developmental disabilities transition
to a different Government service.
Increased employment for persons with disabilities. There was a visit by the ILO (the International
Labour Organisation) representative for the Caribbean
th
th
on 27 and 28 of March 2013. This was a follow-up
to workshops conducted by ILO representatives in
June 2012, the purpose of which was to assist and
make comment on employment of persons with disabilities initiatives by the Ministry and to complete the
ILO reporting requirements. The Disabilities Section
also provided input into the Department of Education’s
Inclusive and Special Education 2013 Discussion Paper.
Establishing awareness. The World Health
Organization’s Initiative, Age Friendly Communities,
has been introduced to Bermuda. The Accessibility
Officer attended an Age Friendly Communities conference abroad and incorporated the ideas encompassing Inclusion for All in presentations to local
groups. A Universal Design Workshop was held in
February 2014, conducted by Mr. Richard Duncan,
Executive Director of the RL Mace UD Institute. The
theme of the seminar was Introduction to Universal
Design: Why, When and for Whom. Universal Design
describes the concept of designing all products and
the built environment to be aesthetic and usable to the
greatest extent possible by everyone, regardless of
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their age, ability, or status in life. As a result of this
seminar, participants will be able to:
• point out the benefits and beneficiaries of universal design [UD];
• identify the principles of universal design;
• distinguish universal design from other design
concepts;
• apply UD concepts to residential and nonresidential environments; and
• access universal design resources.
Awareness-raising information on disability
etiquette was shared with the listening audience on
the Community Voices radio talk show and with a local bank as part of their diversity training programme.
Next, in the fifth collaboration with the Bermuda Society of Arts (BSoA) related to disability, The
th
Art of Opportunity ran from 20 of September to the
th
9 of October 2013. Arts and crafts were on display
made by clients of Opportunity Workshop and Orange
Valley Centre.
Next, to provide assistance to adaptive sports
programmes, support was given to the Bermuda Paralympic Association to hold a presentation and reception to meet Bermuda’s past, present and future parand
lympians on the 22 of February 2013. Support was
given to WindReach Adaptive Sports Programme in
2013/14, which enabled multiple adaptive sports to be
offered locally. The office also assisted the fledging
Bermuda Boccia Association to send teams to compete abroad in April and August 2013. All members
had some form of disability. The Women in Sport
th
th
Expo was held April 26 and 27 , 2013. The value of
sport for all was highlighted by the presence of the
Bermuda Paralympic Association at the Expo, and two
of the keynote speakers were athletes who had represented their countries at the Paralympics.
Cost centre 31145, Ageing. The primary functions of this cost centre are case management and
compliance. Excluding the Continuing Care Unit at
KEMH [King Edward VII Memorial Hospital], there are
18 care facilities, including Summerhaven. There are
currently 318 seniors in the community care facilities,
and these facilities are at maximum capacity. Sixteen
persons with disabilities live at Summerhaven, which
is a facility designed specifically for persons who have
disabilities but are able to manage their own care.
Case Management and Compliance. Often,
these two functions are closely intertwined. A complaint regarding a senior in a care facility or for abuse
could result in the senior being case managed. Or a
referral for assistance may indicate that some form of
abuse may be occurring. In 2013, the case management team handled 156 cases. Some of these are
complex and require constant monitoring. Others are
resolved once the senior has been placed or their
short-term issue has been addressed. There are
many cases where the original contact is an allegation
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of senior abuse. However, on investigating, there is
often no foundation to the complaint.
The Senior Abuse Register Act requires the
Registrar, when investigating a complaint, to refer the
matter to the police service if he believes there is
some substance to the complaint. Hence, the office
works closely with the Vulnerable Persons Unit of the
Bermuda Police Service.
The changing seniors demographics, where
the senior population is expected to be 22 per cent of
the Bermuda population by 2025, has been seen as a
business opportunity by some entrepreneurs. There
has been an increase in applications to register care
facilities. This has created challenges, as many wish
to convert buildings designed as family homes into
care facilities. The developers often enter into contracts without having a full understanding of the standards and legislative requirements.
Madam Chairman, elder care is not as financially lucrative a business as some may think. The
management of care facilities is demanding when trying to meet the requirements of the regulations that
govern their operation. All homes have to be inspected and registered annually. These inspections
are performed by a joint team of health care professionals. A separate inspection is conducted by the
Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service. Fire safety is an
area of concern, as some homes are challenged to
meet the required standards.
The Residential Care Homes and Nursing
Homes Act 1999 has the Chief Medical Officer as the
responsible officer. However, NOSPC acts as the
agent for the CMO with regards complaints and inspections. The Senior Abuse Register Act 2008 is designed to protect seniors from abuse, to establish a
register of persons who have abused seniors, and to
provide for the mandatory reporting of abuse. Last
year, in order to protect a senior, the Registrar made a
successful application for a domestic violence protection order through the courts.
Advocacy and awareness. A significant function of the office is to bring awareness to the public in
general on matters concerning seniors and persons
with disabilities. Officers often provide presentations
and participate in forums related to their expertise.
This includes speaking to senior groups, as well as
retirees, on the legislation and their rights as a senior.
Cost centres 31150, Orange Valley Centre,
and 31155, Opportunity Workshop. The Opportunity
Workshop [OWS] and the Orange Valley Centre
[OVC] serve persons with developmental disabilities.
There are approximately 55 clients, with various levels
st
of disability. From October 1 , 2013, these two cost
centres began providing revamped and integrated
services to clients with intellectual disabilities living in
the community. They provide two models of care: the
social model and industrial model.
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The social model of care is an individualised
and community-based plan designed to meet needs of
functionally and/or intellectually challenged adults.
This programme provides socialisation through therapeutic exercise, arts and crafts, and stimulating activities. The industrial model of service delivery provides
meaningful employment for people with disabilities
through the production of goods and services for both
public and private sector businesses. Significance is
placed on individual work ethic, skills development
and productivity.
The merger of the two facilities has seen better utilisation of staff expertise and, as a result, clients
have benefitted greatly. Through the training/employment and production initiatives, clients are
acquiring workforce skills and productive community
partnerships are being developed with respect to job
opportunities. There are 15 clients currently gaining
work experience. These are the higher functioning
clients. The Production Workshop has received contracts for small tasks that can be done under supervision. During the last Christmas period, clients made
scented candles and bags, amongst other things, for
sale. These were well received by the public. I would
like to thank those companies and Government departments that have assisted with giving our more advanced clients the work experience that they need to
improve their socialisation skills and their employability.
Madam Chairman, this concludes my remarks
on Head 21.
HEAD 22—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I now will start Head 22, the
Department of Health.
Madam Chairman, good health does not happen by chance. Good health is shaped and nurtured.
It is connected to the environments in which we live,
work and play. It is tied to the resources available in
our communities. And research shows that it is undoubtedly linked to a person’s access to health care.
A central role of the Department of Health is
to give access to primary health care to all and to protect and promote the health of the Island’s residents
by assuring conditions where people can be healthy
and thrive. The department’s mission is to promote
and protect the physical, psychological and social
well-being of the community to enable the Island’s
residents to realise their optimum quality of life.
Through work in the Island’s schools, screenings and health fairs, the Department of Health raises
awareness of prevention and early detection. We
teach the public about the small, easy steps they can
take to protect their health. Through research, data
collection, health education and direct services, the
Department of Health lays the foundations and creates the conditions that put healthy choices within
reach. The Department of Health prevents mosquito-
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borne diseases, makes sure new mothers have the
resources and knowledge they need to have healthy
babies, enforces food safety rules and investigates
foodborne illness outbreaks, provides access to vaccines, tests our drinking water, ensures safe working
and housing conditions, and so much more.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Health
is Head 22, and its Current Account Estimates are
listed on pages B-140 to B-153. The 2014/15 budget
estimate is $27.096 million for the department, a reduction of $357,000, or 1 per cent, from 2013/14. As
can be noted on page B-144 of the Budget Book, the
department employs 288 full-time equivalents, including various health practitioners, medical officers, dentists, nurses, therapists, health and safety officers,
dieticians, laboratory analysts and administrative staff.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Health
serves the population of Bermuda from birth into old
age. Health behaviours are complex and change with
each life moment and the changing motivations of individuals. This Department of Health budget brief is
organised as a longitudinal survey through the myriad
touch points that an individual might have with the
Department of Health through their life course and
illustrates the scope and value of the department services provided. The intent and vision of the Department of Health is healthy people in healthy communities. The Department of Health increases the capacity
of every citizen to achieve optimal health and wellbeing through the entire life journey, from conception
through to old age.
Madam Chairman, the Maternal Health and
Family Planning Clinic service seeks to achieve a reduction in unplanned pregnancies through the availability of affordable contraception and emergency contraception. Our clinic services had a total of 4,035 visits in 2013, of which 2,647 visits were for family planning reasons. This is an increase of 584 family planning visits. We aim to promote safe motherhood and
healthy outcomes for newborns through the availability of antenatal care for underinsured and uninsured
women, collaboration with other members of the obstetric and health care teams, as well as offering free
childbirth education, nutritional advice and appropriate
immunisation for all pregnant women.
We utilise evidenced-based research to formulate guidelines for the promotion of cervical health
and the prevention of other related cancers, and we
aim to further promote and advertise our services
through the public media in order to reduce unhealthy
behaviours and promote healthy choices in reproductive health. At 28 weeks gestation, through to birth,
Department of Health clients come under the care of
private obstetricians who oversee deliveries. The Department of Health visits each new mother and her
newborn in their home. Advanced nurse practitioners
called “health visitors” perform this outreach. They
provide anticipatory guidance and advice for all new
mothers in this way, and the health visitor provides
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support and guidance in infant care, nutrition, breastfeeding and child development.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget estimate for Maternal Health and Family Planning is listed
as cost centre 32040, on page B-140, and the
2014/15 budget estimate is $483,000, which is unchanged since 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, two Bermudian nurses
qualified through the University of Cumbria public
health specialist training pilot as health visitors this
year. It is hoped that more Bermudian nurses will
arise and be mentored to become advanced nurse
practitioners as we develop the nursing career path
for Bermudians—a vital aspect of our health sector
workforce. In 2014, the Health Visiting Team will engage in increased child development work, with additional visits to be provided at nine months to assess
deficits in development as early as possible. This will
be carried out via standardised testing, using the
Schedule of Growth Skills (SOGS).
Madam Chairman, the Expanded Programme
on Immunisation assures universal access to routine
childhood immunisations for all infants and children,
through both public and private sector services. Despite recent challenges with vaccine procurement,
maintenance of the Expanded Programme on Immunisation (or EPI) has been achieved. The percentage
of infants and children aged 0–24 months appropriately immunised for age was 93 per cent. There has
been an absence of indigenous cases of EPI diseases
in Bermuda, and we have a long and successful history for immunisations given to children. Bermuda obtains many of its vaccines through the Pan American
Health Organization, which ensures vaccines are acquired at the most cost-effective price.
Madam Chairman, day-care centres and
childcare providers care for young infants and toddlers
whose parents have had to return to the workplace.
The Department of Health registers childcare providers and licences day-care centres under the Children
Act 1998 to assure parents that their children are being cared for in safe and quality environments where
they can play, develop and thrive. The Environmental
Health Section administers the licensing process and
collaborates closely with child protection officers, child
development officers and health visitors in setting
programme standards and ensuring quality of care.
Training for day-care providers is facilitated at the
Bermuda College by the staff of the Department of
Health.
Madam Chairman, occupational therapy (OT)
and physiotherapy (PT) services are provided to
maximise the functional potential of infants, children
and persons with physical disabilities. The Early Intervention Team developed and continues to distribute
several brochures highlighting the importance of supervised tummy time, motor development and choosing safe baby equipment. The OT/PT programme
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works to raise individual and family awareness of specific motor problems, to prevent onset and prevent
regression and to facilitate improvement of motor development. Assessment clinics for high-risk infants
have been held weekly to decrease wait lists of clients
and increase collaboration with staff at the Child Development Programme.
A streamlined screening process was initiated, by the OT/PT team, servicing all Government
pre-schools and primary schools for the early identification of students at risk of motor deficits that may
impact school functioning. Students who were at risk
were identified and placed in motor groups to enhance
their motor skills, while students with moderate to severe motor issues were referred for evaluation.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget estimate for Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy is
listed as cost centre 32080 and 32120, on page B140, and the 2014/15 budget estimate is $1.044 million and $898,000, respectively, which is a 5 [per cent]
and 17 per cent increase, respectively, over the prior
year.
Madam Chairman, the Speech and Language
Programme provides services to infants and children
who have, or might be susceptible to, speech language delays or disorders, in order to promote their
communicative and social well-being. Early Intervention Speech and Language Screening and Assessment Clinics identify potential clients and provide
therapy services as early as possible. Last year, 149
clients were referred and 112 clients were assessed.
Wait lists and waiting period for initial assessment are
effectively being reduced.
Primary 1 speech and language screenings
facilitate early identification of potential clients. Approximately 500 incoming P1 students received
speech and language screening assessments last
year. The team has prepared and distributed a Primary 1 screening booklet providing detailed information for parents of incoming P1 students. The Speech
Language Pathology (or SLP) team worked on many
fronts to improve collaboration with parents, caregivers and educators to provide greater clarity on intervention goals and how much therapy needs to happen, whether therapy alone is enough, and the shared
responsibility of families, teachers and caregivers for
children who are in need.
One new initiative is The Speech Bubble, a
monthly bulletin from Speech and Language Services.
Customer satisfaction feedback forms and evaluations
have been developed for all interventions, trainings
and workshops including as follows:
• Teacher Training Workshops, Beyond Words:
Working Together to Bridge the Gaps for Effective Communication!;
• Language Training Workshops, Talking It Up,
conducted for parents of toddlers;
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Clearly Speaking articulation training workshops for parents and pre-school caregivers;
and lastly,
Parent Training Programme, It Takes Two To
Talk.

In 2014, Speech Language Services will continue to build relationships with educators. SLPs are
key stakeholders in the Ministry of Education’s special
education policy. The collaboration with the Therapeutic Riding Programme at WindReach will also continue.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget estimate for Speech and Language Services is listed as
cost centre 32100, on page B-140, and the 2014/15
budget estimate is $1.49 million, which is a 4 per cent
reduction on 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, the Child Health Programme is a clinic- and school-based programme that
provides preventive and curative health services and
assures conditions for optimum health and learning for
infants, children and adolescents. This is conducted
through health and developmental assessments,
screenings, referrals, treatment of minor ailments,
health education, health promotion and anticipatory
guidance. Health supervision services are provided
through the school nurses to school-aged children,
with emphasis on preventive health services and
health education, including asthma education, management and monitoring. The percentage of Primary 1
students receiving a child health screening, according
to the established protocol last year, was 63 per cent.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget estimate for Child Health is listed as cost centre 32030 on
page B-140, and the 2014/15 budget estimate is $1.8
million, which is a 10 per cent reduction on 2013/14.
Oral Health provides dental services to Bermuda’s children. Prevention, consultation and dental
hygiene is provided for children up to 18 years of age,
as long as they remain in school. The preventive dental staff visit each classroom in the pre-school and
primary school settings to provide dental education.
Fluoride supplementation in the form of drops and
tablets is provided in school or at home, free of
charge. The Screen and Seal Programme for children
attending grades P2, P3 and M2 provides, at no cost,
dental screenings and sealants.
The international oral health benchmark is a
count of DMFT (which stands for decayed, missing
and filled teeth) per child at 12 years old. Bermuda’s
average is 0.83 per cent, and the target for the World
Health Organization for 2020 is less than 1 per cent.
Therefore, Bermuda is doing well, and it can be said
that the oral health of the 12-year-old population is
satisfactory.
However, even though 73 per cent of students
were screened, insufficient numbers are taking advantage of preventive sealants at 12 years old. Results
show the students with the highest utilisation of seal-
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ants have the lowest levels of decay. This is particularly obvious when 15-year-olds who did not have
sealants are examined. Therefore, the department
has collaborated with the Department of Education
and the private sector to screen two groups of children
earlier. School entry screenings for those entering
primary and senior school will promote earlier diagnosis of decay and increased focus on preventive sealants in 12-year-olds, and should show a reduction in
decay levels when these students reach 15.
Madam Chairman, comprehensive dental care
services are also provided in the clinical setting.
Monthly attendance at dental clinics has increased by
14 per cent. The Oral Health Programme’s goal last
year was to reduce the average waiting times for appointments with dentists to eight weeks and for hygienists to twelve weeks. Surveys indicate that 92 per
cent of clients are very satisfied with services, but
their greatest concern is waiting times. Measures
have been put in place to reduce missed appointments and to achieve the stated goal.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget estimate for Oral Health is listed at cost centres 32150,
32155 and 32160, on page B-141, and the 2014/15
budget estimate is $1.627 million, which is a 2 per
cent increase on 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, healthy children learn better. Research has found that students’ health affects
their grades, attendance, behaviour and whether they
graduate. And we also know that education is one of
the many social determinants that influence a person’s health throughout their life span. Fortunately,
the Department of Health and the Department of Education have a long and fruitful history of working together to keep students safe and teach them healthy
habits and helping them to develop as human beings.
The Healthy Schools Programme reminds
public and private schools about the connection between education and health. Schools are consistently
encouraged to ensure that students are given ample
opportunities throughout the day to increase their
health and that these opportunities for physical activity
can happen naturally during a school day when students are allowed out to play before school, during
recess (at mid-morning) and at lunch.
Many schools have Youth and Sports afterschool programmes, which also includes physical activity. Teachers in some schools initiate health challenges, wherein they engage in daily walks, community physical activities, School Spirit Days and even
request health screenings from their school nurse or
the Health Promotion Office. Healthy Schools has encouraged schools to have students drink water only as
a beverage, encouraging people to get away from the
sugary, sweet drinks. Healthy Schools monitors
schools’ compliance to all school health policies, including the nutrition policy, the vending machine and
cafeteria policy, exclusion for diseases policy and the
oral health policy.
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Currently, more than 50 per cent of Government pre-schools and three primary schools allow
only water as a beverage throughout the day to be
consumed by both students and teachers. And this is
certainly a very important trend to continue. All
schools now regularly include all students in various
physical activities, instead of only including their elite
students. For example, all schools have a school-wide
cross-country event or walk in which all students participate, and many teachers and parents, as well. All
schools also include two to three health topics at Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) meetings each year.
Many school PTAs also have health fairs and have a
focus on staff wellness.
Parents regularly contact Healthy Schools to
question the contents of the menus of their child’s
school hot lunch provider or cafeteria vendor. Healthy
Schools provides support to PE teachers who require
training or assistance in completing the Ministry of
Education’s Fitness Gram Programme. Using standardised instrumentation chosen by Healthy Schools
in 2012, student assessments include collecting
height, weight and Body Mass Index (BMI); and flexibility, anaerobic fitness, aerobic fitness and upper
body strength. While the programme has not been
implemented as required in all schools, at least 80 per
cent of PE teachers regularly monitor their students’
fitness levels.
Healthy Schools formally added pre-schools
in June 2012; thus, all levels of school are now included. There is a Healthy Schools Awards ceremony
held near the end of the year, in which health in
schools is celebrated. Last school year, five schools
achieved gold level with a score of 100 per cent compliance to Healthy Schools components and standards. Twenty-seven schools achieved gold level (90–
100 per cent), two schools achieved a silver level
award (80–89 per cent), and only two schools
achieved a bronze level (70–79 per cent). Schools
were also recognised for outstanding health promotion
efforts in each of the eight health areas, as were outstanding individuals in schools and the community.
Madam Chairman, school nurses play a role
in raising the capacity of children to safeguard their
own reproductive health as they mature into sexually
active adults. The Department of Health provides the
Communicable Disease Clinic and services to prevent
and control the spread of communicable diseases;
educate the community about sexually transmitted
infections, HIV and other communicable infections;
and provide education to promote safer sex practices.
Free, confidential testing for sexually transmitted infections is provided to both men and women, treatment for those with positive test results, as well as
follow-up for contacts of those clients. Several promotional campaigns promoting sexual health are also
coordinated, including Know Your Status and Have
the Conversation; February’s Sexual Health and Re-
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productive Week; HIV/AIDS Awareness Month for the
month of June; and World AIDS Day in December.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget estimate for the Communicable Disease Clinic is listed as
cost centre 32050, on page B-140, and the 2014/15
budget estimate is $400,000, which is a 7 per cent
reduction on 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, to recap, the Department
of Health provides many services through the schools
and clinics to school-aged children. As our young
people mature and move out of the school system and
into the workforce, the Health Department’s role continues. The environments in which we live and work
are some of the greatest determinants of our health—
poor housing, polluted water and air, unsafe food and
unsafe workplaces can have detrimental effects on a
population by creating an unreasonable burden of illness and injury.
The section of the Department of Health that
has oversight of these classic public health roles is the
Environmental Health Team, that is based on Hermitage Road in Devonshire. The Environmental Health
Team provides a variety of functions and has eight
programme areas, including:
• Food and Beverage Safety;
• Housing;
• Institutional Hygiene;
• Pollution Control;
• Port Health;
• Occupational Safety and Health;
• Vector Control and Water; and
• Sanitary Engineering.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget estimate for Environmental Health is listed as cost centres 32170, 32171, 32172, 32173, 32175, 32180,
32190 and 32270, on page B-141, and the 2014/15
budget estimate is $3.469 million, which is a 4 per
cent reduction on 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, the Occupational Safety
and Health Programme oversees asbestos abatement
and last year saw a large asbestos remediation at
Morgan’s Point. Radiation equipment is inspected annually to ensure that it is safe, and it is also the programme’s role to assure that all persons who operate
radiation equipment as part of their work duties are
trained and certified to protect not only their own
health, but also that of patients undergoing diagnostic
imaging. This work also includes the oversight of Xray machines that examine the baggage of travellers,
mail and packages, and recently the container X-ray
unit installed on the Hamilton docks.
Madam Chairman, a recent gas explosion that
partially demolished a Devonshire residence illustrated the destructive power of LPG [liquefied petroleum gas] installations that are faulty. The Occupational Safety and Health Programme has been working diligently to ensure that large LPG and pressure
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systems (boilers) and similar high-risk installations are
maintained and that risks are adequately managed by
owners and operators. Collaboration with the importers of petroleum products, BELCO, the hotels and the
Bermuda Hospitals Board in performing safety audits
and facilitating improvements of their safety system
has yielded improvements,
Madam Chairman, much time and human resources are spent by the Environmental Health Team
in the Food and Beverage Safety Programme due to
the number of licensed premises (currently over 1,000
premises) on Island which must score 70 per cent or
greater to remain operating. In 2013, there were two
closures of high-risk establishments due to noncompliance with health standards. Discussions have
also commenced with a view to implementing a
Scores on Doors programme, where an establishment’s last health inspection grade will be posted and
visible to members of the public. Customer feedback
has indicated that the public would welcome such an
initiative and improve the transparency of the inspection process.
Madam Chairman, a highly publicised outbreak involving the closure of a local spa last year
was linked to the spread of MRSA via an employee of
the establishment. Amendments to legislation are being considered as one of the outcomes of the outbreak in an effort to improve infection control measures in these settings and other cosmetic treatment
establishments. The Environmental Health Section
has collaborated with BIOS in examining the microbial
quality of recreational waters at bathing beaches and
the risk to bathers and beach users from sewage that
is discharged through the sewage outfall pipe at Hungry Bay.
Work is ongoing with Environmental Protection, Conservation Services, Public Works and the
Corporation of Hamilton to bring about continual improvement of the infrastructure used for sewage collection and disposal.
Madam Chairman, BIOS and the Department
of Conservation Services partnered with the Department of Health to research Salmonella G in Bermuda.
Work carried out in the previous year on the burden of
illness noted that Bermuda was the only location in
the Caribbean region where Salmonella G was causing illness, and this project intended to identify the
environmental sources of the bacteria. The research
findings are being readied for publication.
It is opportune to remind residents to exercise
diligence in the maintenance and upkeep of their
rainwater collection and storage facilities. To improve
customer service, the Environmental Health Section
has reviewed and upgraded several of its policies.
The process involves updating guidance to applicants,
application forms, and providing FAQs [frequently
asked questions] on the Government website at
www.gov.bm. There is additional work to be done in
this regard.
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Madam Chairman, Vector Control is a hardworking team that gets results and ensures that
threats of mosquito-borne and rodent-borne diseases
do not manifest themselves in Bermuda. On average,
28 houses a day are inspected for mosquitoes, and
over the course of last year, 16,869 homes were
checked. A total of 249 premises were non-compliant,
and cautions were given requiring occupiers to remove stagnant water and to prevent mosquito breeding. There were 560 new customers requesting rodent
control last year, who joined 824 repeat customers. In
total, there were 15,670 service calls overall, and
12,126 pounds of rodenticide were deployed.
Is that a convenient point to stop?
The Chairman: Yes. Thank you, Minister. If you
would not mind yielding to the Premier for a break for
lunch?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I move that we now break for lunch until
2:00 pm.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Proceedings suspended at 12:30 pm
Proceedings resumed at 2:00 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT—HEAD 22
[Continuation thereof]
The Chairman: We resume in the Committee of Supply to discuss the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the year 2014/15. We are discussing Heads
today of the Health and Environment, 21, 22, 24, 91. I
believe the Minister in charge is at Head 22.
Minister, please proceed.
Before you do that, I will say that the debate
started today at 11:25 am and will come to conclusion
at 4:55 pm.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I feel lonely sitting here in the House—just me
and you.
The Chairman: I know it is really—
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I hope nobody calls a quorum
on us. Anyway, I am sure they are all outside and they
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will be coming in shortly. I would just like to recognise
some of the Executive Officers of the Bermuda King
Edward VII [Memorial] Hospital, including the CEO,
the Chief Financial Officer, the Chief of Staff, et
cetera. Of course, they thought I was going to be finishing mine a little bit earlier, but unfortunately we got
started a bit late this morning as a result of other matters.
Anyway, Madam Chairman, I was just at the
Vector Control in the Department of Health.
The Chairman: That is line [item] 32190.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I have to look back at the . . . I
have to go back to the beginning of the presentation
to even find that. I think it was cost centre 32050,
page B-140, that was the last reference back to the
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure (the Budget
Book). I was sort of in the middle there so . . .
Recently, Vector Control staff have been
trained to treat cockroaches and ants, and have received training on bed bug identification and control.
The team can better advise the public and are considering offering some new pest control services at a
nominal fee in future.
This team also plans to pilot the collection of
medical waste from the various labs, doctors’ offices,
cruise ships, et cetera, for a nominal fee to assure that
this function, that is presently lacking, can be quickly
put into operation.
Madam Chairman, the Port Health team of the
Department of Health issued 10 Ships Sanitation Certificates in 2013 after performing stem to stern inspections. These inspection services compliment Bermuda’s reputation as a shipping destination that provides
comprehensive port services and ensures that visiting
passengers have a healthy and safe voyage.
At the L. F. Wade International Airport we
continue to work with stakeholders and other Government Departments to ensure that Bermuda is in
compliance with the International Health Regulations
2005. We recently held a workshop with the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) to focus on
the Prevention and Spread of Communicable Disease
through Air Travel.
Madam Chairman, Bermudians love to travel
and the Travel Health Clinic provides consultation and
vaccination for travel abroad to high-risk areas. There
were 1,105 travel clinic consultations and [354] travel
follow up visits in 2013, which is 20 per cent less than
2012, probably reflective of the changes in economic
and travel practices of the community. In addition,
there were 537 adult immunizations, exclusive of seasonal influenza. This figure increased by 18 per cent
compared with 2012. Flu Express is well established
with over 1,200 doses being administered over a twoweek period throughout the Island.
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Madam Chairman, diabetes and obesity can
be treated inside a doctor’s office, but the costly and
preventable conditions will not be solved there. Tackling obesity and diabetes will take widening access to
affordable healthy foods; increasing and deliberately
building opportunities for physical activity into our
communities; educating the public on the science of
nutrition; working with private sector companies,
schools and employers on common solutions; and
collecting the data both locally and from comparable
jurisdictions to see what works.
Madam Chairman, chronic disease epidemics,
such as diabetes, have their origins at young ages
and take decades to become established. In other
words, the risk factors of today (especially in our children) are the diseases of tomorrow, when they are
adults. Chronic disease epidemics require long-term
systematic approaches to bring them under control.
Given their long duration, there are multiple opportunities for prevention
Common preventable risk factors underlie
most chronic diseases. The most significant risk factors include tobacco use, raised total cholesterol, unhealthy diet, and raised blood pressure. Harmful alcohol consumption, physical inactivity, obesity and
raised blood sugar are additional behavioural and biological risk factors to be [assessed] and prevented.
Madam Chairman, ultimately, human behavioural patterns are at the root of most premature
deaths and illness. The bad news is that Bermuda,
like the US, is not achieving satisfactory health outcomes for the population, even though we have two of
the most expensive, per capita, health systems in the
world.
As you are aware, the STEPS to a Well Bermuda survey was launched last year and relaunched
in 2014 after a Christmas sabbatical. This is a collaborative partnership between the Bermuda Diabetes Association, The Department of Health’s Health Promotion Office, the Office of the Chief Medical Officer and
other community health partners. It is our intent to put
a hyperfocus on chronic disease prevention and management in the years ahead using the data that is
gleaned from the STEPS survey, as we will have a
much clearer picture of the chronic disease risk factors relevant to our population.
Madam Chairman, last year saw the third year
for Celebrating Wellness, promoting the importance of
physical activity and healthy eating in Victoria Park;
over 500 persons were in attendance. Even though
we are struggling with chronic disease as a community, the high awareness of the need for an active and
healthy lifestyle is encouraging.
Research is showing that investing in workplace wellness programmes reaps positive impacts on
workers’ health. Workplace wellness efforts help employers contain healthcare costs; as the SAGE Com-
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mission reminded us, the cost of sick leave is significant.
The Department of Health knows that prevention makes good business sense, and is leading by
example in 2014, as 135 staff have signed up for and
are participating in a 100-day health challenge, organised by the Health Promotion Office. After initial aches
and pains, the boost in energy levels and morale has
been palpable. It is hoped that lessons learned by the
Department of Health may be transferrable to other
Government departments that might want to initiate
their own 100-day challenges in subsequent years,
and that the health of the Public Service overall will be
improved.
Madam Chairman, the Health Promotion Office has partnered with the Community Voices monthly radio programme, but surveys indicate that awareness of services is still modest with half of the population unaware of the exposure in radio, TV and print
media. For this reason, the Department of Health has
made a concerted effort to better reach the growing
number of residents that turn to the web and to social
media for their information. Please “like” the Department of Health on Facebook—in exchange you will
enjoy topical health matters that are updated and
streamed daily; including Department of Health services and initiatives, health and fitness tips, healthy
eating, local and global health news and inspirational
health stories and quotes. Our aim is to have over
1,000 likes by the end of this year—so, please, log on.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget estimate for Health Promotion and Healthy Schools
is listed as cost centre 32240, on page B-141, and the
2014/15 budget estimate is $326,000 which is a10 per
cent reduction on 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, Nutrition Services continues to promote the new Bermudian dietary guidelines,
the Eat Well Plate. Through the Health Promotion Office, Power 95 monthly radio shows website and partnering with the Bermuda Dieticians Association,
awareness of the Eat Well Plate is growing and increased from 25 per cent to 35 per cent last year. In
case you were unaware, the guidelines in a nutshell
are that half your plate is to be vegetables, onequarter meat or protein, and one-quarter grains or
starches.
Madam Chairman, some members of our
community are unfortunate to be suffering one or
more forms of chronic disease such as hypertension
(which is high blood pressure), heart disease, diabetes, or chronic pulmonary disease. Some sufferers are
uninsured or underinsured. It is to serve these clients
and help them to manage their conditions that the Department of Health piloted the Beyond Wellness Clinic
last year and is prepared to serve up to 100 clients
upon the referral of the GP.
All Community Nursing Staff have received
updated education in non-communicable diseases.
Measurable outcomes will include compliance, which
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should equate to a reduction in blood sugar, blood
pressure and decreased emergency service visits. A
social worker will be attending Beyond Wellness Clinics to ensure the patients’ needs are met in a holistic
approach, yet with an individualised plan of care. Updates will be held on diabetes, hypertension, asthma,
and nutrition counselling where appropriate throughout the course of the year.
The Community Heath team that provides
healthcare in the community setting throughout Bermuda also staffs the Beyond Wellness Clinics; this will
help the team to become familiar with their clients’
living and social conditions. This is appropriate given
that many of the risk factors for chronic disease are
linked to social determinants of [health]. It should also
inform chronic disease prevention efforts that will be
forthcoming after the STEPS data is published.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget estimate for Community Health and Community Health
Administration is listed as cost centres 32060 and
32010, on page B-140, and the 2014/15 combined
budget estimate is $3.2 million.
Madam Chairman, the Community Health
team provides not only primary nursing care, including
risk assessment, interventions and monitoring, but
also provides community care, support services, and
personal care to seniors and the disabled. This is an
important role and one that could be expanded so that
elders can age in their homes rather than being institutionalised at a far, far greater cost.
Community Health staff provide individual assessment of clients and their families, home assessment and monitoring of high-risk clients and case
management and coordination of client services including referrals. Functional assessment of cognitively
impaired seniors for long-term care placement is also
performed.
Madam Chairman, it is said that how a community cares for its elders says a lot about the community itself, because it is a demonstration of values
like respect and gratitude to the contribution of previous generations.
Through the Occupational Therapy (OT) and
Physiotherapy (PT) Programme, services are provided to maximise the functional potential of individuals
and to increase awareness of health prevention for
seniors. Increased awareness of key strategies and
skills to promote optimal functioning and quality of life
are needed for our ageing population.
Health prevention education and assessment
for clients and caregivers on adaptive equipment, falls
prevention advice and education on helping older
adults remain mobile were interventions provided by
the OT/PT team.
The Speech and Language Programme provided 15 in-service trainings on communication disorders and swallowing difficulties primarily to staff at the
Lefroy House and Sylvia Richardson Senior Care Fa-
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cilities, but also to some rest homes in the private sector.
The Environmental Health team performs inspections of residential care facilities on behalf of the
National Office for Seniors and Physically Challenged
(NOSPC) to ensure that elders are being cared for in
safe and quality environments that comply with the
required standards. The Department of Health and
NOSPC advocate for, and support, a long-term care
Community-based Assessment and Referral Team
(CART).
Nutrition Services acts as a resource for rest
homes and, in this economic climate, assistance for
our population of seniors to access healthy food is
vital. Short\cuts must not be taken in elders’ nutrition,
not only because it can have profound impacts on
their health and the health system, but also because it
is unethical.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Health
operates two exemplary long-term care facilities. In St.
George’s, Sylvia Richardson Care Facility (SRCF)
provides care, promotes independence and optimal
health in persons aged 65 years and over, who have
significant unmet nursing and care needs requiring
24-hour, facility-based care.
Last year, SRCF performed an internal survey
of residents and families, and although they were
90 per cent satisfied overall, it was suggested that
more could be done to build awareness with the public
outside of St. George’s. Much work was done in this
regard with a Cup Match fashion show, a Thanksgiving tea, a Christmas sale, and outreach to the community which has been successful, as awareness has
been increased.
Last year was a challenge because the 24hour facility requires adequate staffing, and the furlough days have caused schedules to be reworked.
An innovative assisted living unit opened recently using a number of the beds at SRCF because it was
less staff intensive, and a way to offer added services
with reduced costs.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget estimate for Sylvia Richardson Care Facility is listed as
cost centre 32015, on page B-140, and the 2014/15
budget estimate is $5.04 million which is a 4 per cent
reduction on 2013/14.
The Lefroy House Care Community (LHCC) in
Sandys Parish provides multi-level care, including
supportive care, nursing care, skilled care, respite
care, day care, physician services, rehabilitation services, nutrition services and services of engagement
for caregivers and their clients who reside in our
community. LHCC strives to maintain the elders’ dignity, independence and right of choice and to provide
care and services to meet the individual’s needs.
A core team consisting of all categories of
staff was established last year to guide LHCC toward
the goal of improving Public Satisfaction Scores. El-
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ders and staff engaged in projects and events that
raised public awareness of care and services at LHCC
including signage, an open house, radio promotion,
and an Adopt an Elder programme. A minimum of five
elders were engaged twice a day in activities that the
elder found purposeful.
The desired result of improvement in choice of
activities, making the activities personalised and purposeful was achieved. The LHCC met and surpassed
their goal and the public satisfaction scores moved to
92 per cent satisfied.
The 2014/15 budget estimate for Lefroy Care
Community is listed as cost centre 32000, on page B140, and the 2014/15 budget estimate is $4.726 million, which is a 5 per cent reduction on 2013/14
Having just spoken about services for elders,
we have finished the life journey as an illustration of
the Department of Health services, however, I cannot
omit the important support services offered by the Department of Health Laboratory Support services.
The Clinical Laboratory is situated at the Victoria Street Clinic (also known as the Hamilton Health
Centre). There, the bulk of the clinical testing work is
performed for child health, school clinics, oral health,
the Communicable Disease Clinic, the Maternal
Health and Family Planning Clinic, the Beyond Wellness Clinic as well as work on other projects like
STEPS.
Special work was performed on norovirus and
flu testing, as well as MRSA and Salmonella screening in times of outbreaks. Collaboration with the Department of Corrections is underway in an effort to
bring down the cost of laboratory testing for Corrections as well as the Department of Health.
Madam Chairman, the Central Government
Laboratory provides a range of analytical services to a
number of Government and non-Government agencies. It operates three programmes: Water and Food
Analysis, Urine Drug Testing, and Forensic Analysis.
The 2014/15 budget estimate for Central Laboratory is listed on page B-141 and the 2014/15
budget estimate is $1.213 million, which is an 8 per
cent increase on 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, the Water and Food programme provides a laboratory service for the analysis
of water and food to assist in reducing environmental
threats to health, improving drinking water quality and
food quality, and maintaining a low incidence of waterborne and foodborne disease.
During 2013, the laboratory has worked closely with Environmental Health to meet their testing
needs for licensing and regulatory purposes, and to
enhance some routine monitoring programmes.
Sampling and bacterial testing of seawater
from the most highly used beaches was increased to
meet the requirements of the 2012 USEPA Recreational Water Quality Criteria.
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A food surveillance programme was implemented, testing for foodborne pathogens in selected
food types, which will be continued and expanded in
2014. This will improve the surveillance of foodborne
disease in Bermuda.
The laboratory was also involved in the testing
of specimens from sick cows at one of the dairy farms,
and subsequent testing of milk to ensure its safety.
Also during 2013, there was close collaboration with scientists working at the Atlantis mobile laboratory based at BIOS on a project designed to identify the environmental sources of Salmonella Mississippi. This is a particular serotype of Salmonella which
has been identified as the major serotype causing
human Salmonella infection in Bermuda, and has
been previously detected in some untreated tank water.
Madam Chairman, the urine testing programme provides a laboratory service for drugs of
abuse testing of urine specimens to agencies such as
drug treatment programs, the Department of Corrections, the Department of Court Services, doctor’s offices, workplace and sports drug programmes. These
agencies receive accurate test results on which to
base their treatment or disciplinary proceedings, confirmatory testing being provided when there are any
legal or disciplinary implications.
Madam Chairman, the Forensic programme
provides accurate and impartial information, training
and analytical services to the Criminal Justice System,
Road Traffic and Transport Services and the Health
Care community.
Technically skilled and knowledgeable scientists are authorised under the Misuse of Drugs Act
1972 and the Road Traffic Act 1947, while also working from the Pharmacy and Poisons Act 1979; Evidence Act 1905; Police and Criminal Evidence Act
2005 and the Liquor Licence Act 1974 to assist the
aforementioned service entities.
This past year, the forensic section assisted in
several successful criminal prosecutions where illicit
drugs and paraphernalia were confiscated. The laboratory continues its unwavering support to the Bermuda Police Service in the war on street drugs and
crime.
Due to the elimination of the toxicology backlog, the section was able to spend time collating toxicology data on drinking and driving in Bermuda. This
data was made available at the Second Annual Bermuda Drug Information Network (BerDin) held in October 2013. The information in the presentation highlighted the use of alcohol and drugs in road traffic accidents and mortality, which prompted a press release
by the Department of Health and sparked public interest. The section is anticipating case studies to be published internationally around unusual drug deaths in
Bermuda and further drinking and driving projects with
local agencies to reduce the incidences of drunk driving.
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In 2013, an analyst attended two incidences
of suspected bioterrorism at the L. F. Wade International Airport where a suspicious package was alerted. The packages were confirmed by an analyst not to
be a threat and in both incidences the airport was
back up and running within hours.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Health
through its Administrative Section has adopted an
overarching strategic theme for the next five years,
which is, To assure the quality and sustainability of
public health services.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget estimate for Administration is listed as cost centre 32230,
on page B-141, and the 2014/15 budget estimate is
$438,000, which is a 7 per cent reduction on 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, the goal of the Department
last year was to improve the customer satisfaction
score 20 per cent over baseline and this was exceeded.
Through the “Measuring to Improve” initiative,
facilitated by the Department of E-Government, the
Department of Health received quarterly feedback
from the general public and scores of their satisfaction
with Department of Health Services. Surveys were
used to detect the highest priorities of customers and
to make improvements that will increase customer
satisfaction awareness in every programme.
The Department is actively engaged on improving inspection, licensing, service access (including opening hours) and efficiency.
The Department of Health was notably able to
improve its customer service rating by 28 percentage
points last year through concerted efforts by all staff
members. The final customer satisfaction score was
79 per cent at the end of the year.
In 2014, the Department of Health will turn its
strategic focus to quality improvements for public
health functions and services.
Madam Chairman, it is the goal of the Department of Health to continue to lead the Island in
prevention, and to improve the health of the entire
population while collaborating and strengthening
healthcare in the community; so that together the
people of Bermuda can realise the vision of healthy
people, in healthy communities.
Madam Chairman, this concludes Head 22.
HEAD 24—HOSPITALS
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I now move to Head 24 which
is Hospitals. Here I am going to be cutting out some
sections in order to try and reduce it. Otherwise, I will
not be able to leave any time for others to speak.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman, the current
account estimates for Head 24, Hospitals, can be
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found beginning on page B‐154 of the Budget Estimates Book.
These estimates reflect grants and subsidies
provided to the Bermuda Hospitals Board:
1. to pay the King Edward VII Memorial Hospital
(KEMH) for 10 per cent of the hospitalisation
cost for children and the indigent, 70 per cent
of the cost of patients between the ages of 65
and 75 years of age, and 80 per cent of the
cost of care for patients over the age of 75
years; and
2. to fund the net cost of operating the
Mid‐Atlantic Wellness Institute (MWI).
The estimates for 2014/15 are shown on page
B‐154 of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure
and amount to a figure of $146,835,000, an increase
of $5,491,000, or 4 per cent from the original estimate
for the prior year of $141,344,000.
A subsidy of $109,491,000 has been allocated
to pay for the billed acute care services of the young,
aged, indigent and geriatric at the King Edward VII
Memorial Hospital.
The Mid‐Atlantic Wellness Institute is provided
with a grant of $37,344,000, which is the same budget
provided in 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, the issue of ensuring affordable, quality and safe healthcare services for the
people of Bermuda extends beyond the Bermuda
Hospitals Board alone; it requires an efficient collaborative system that focuses on the patient.
The costs impact not just Government, but individuals and businesses in Bermuda through private
insurance premiums and individual payments.
Under review and debate today is the budget
set aside to pay for claims incurred by those who are
eligible for subsidy, and the grant for the Mid‐Atlantic
Wellness Institute. However, the ability to control this
budget has to be viewed as part of Bermuda’s
healthcare system.
The Budget Book, as the Honourable Members of the House will know from previous years, has
not always provided a detailed breakdown of costs for
the hospital subsidy. This is because the Government
has not actively managed the claims submitted by the
Bermuda Hospitals Board. It simply pays the bills for
the acute care services used by those eligible for coverage from the hospital subsidy budget line, and pays
a lump sum grant for the mental health, learning disability, and substance abuse services provided by the
Mid‐Atlantic Wellness Institute. Funding provided by
the Government represents about 60 per cent of the
Bermuda Hospitals Board’s total revenue.
Prior to the fiscal year 2012/13, a “geriatric
subsidy” was also used to pay for Continuing Care
Unit fees, even though this was not a legislated requirement. In 2012/13, the Bermuda Hospitals Board
was informed that the geriatric subsidy would no long-
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er be paid in this way. A budget for the hospitals subsidy would be provided to be used first for the legislated remit of acute care services used by the youth,
aged and indigent. The subsidy is paid in 12 equal
instalments over the course of the fiscal year, and bills
and payments are reconciled throughout the year. If
the services used do not exceed the subsidy budget,
the balance will be paid as a grant towards the Continuing Care Unit service.
Madam Chairman, in recognition of the burden this put on the Bermuda Hospitals Board, and
because this Government remains committed to ensuring our seniors in the Continuing Care Unit are
supported, a $10 million grant was awarded to pay for
residents of the Continuing Care Unit this year, for
care provided in the last fiscal year, 2012/13. This
does not cover the total cost, but ensures a sharing of
the burden. A grant of $10 million is also being recommended as part of the budget today.
Madam Chairman, this is not the only pressure the Bermuda Hospitals Board has had to manage this year. Hard decisions have had to be made by
Government in managing the public purse and the
national debt. In this fiscal year, Government decided
not to raise fees 1 per cent above inflation as a contribution towards the new acute care wing, and there
was no inflationary fee uplift. Even so, the actual
spend for hospital subsidy was almost $115,500,000.
In the upcoming 2014/15 fiscal year, if the
benefits provided under the subsidy programme remained the same, we were anticipating needing more
than $117 million. Given the very real need to reduce
spending from the Consolidated Fund by at least 7 per
cent, such an increase in subsidy was not possible. In
order to meet the budget reduction target for the entire
Ministry, savings were found throughout the Government departments, but we also had to target the Government subsidies.
As I explained earlier, Madam Chairman, currently the Government subsidises 80 per cent and
90 per cent of the Standard Hospital Benefit (SHB)
costs for seniors aged over 65 and 75, respectively.
The change we will be making is to reduce the subsidy level to 70 per cent and 80 per cent, respectively.
The impact of this change is twofold:
First, it transfers more of the SHB costs from
the Consolidated Fund to the insured population. Insurance plans with a high concentration of seniors,
such as GEHI (the Government’s Employees Health
Insurance) and FutureCare, will be impacted more by
this change as they will no longer benefit as much
from the subsidy. However, the impact on seniors is
minimised because the premium continues to be
community rated, so the cost of claims is spread
across the population.
Second, the reduction in subsidy levels results
in significant budget savings for the Government,
amounting to $8 million. Given the current fiscal
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space, this has been a necessary measure. Consequently, rather than having to budget $117 million for
subsidy, you will note that the budget has been reduced to $109,500,000.
The latest, unaudited financial figures from
January 2014 for the Bermuda Hospitals Board
demonstrate the impact of these pressures and of the
changing healthcare landscape. Year to date, revenues are about $1.9 million lower than had been
budgeted, at just over $239 million.
A significant portion of this has been from
outpatient revenue, which was $3.6 million under
budget. Inpatient services were about $2.8 million
over budget. Expenses are, unfortunately, about
1.2 per cent higher than budgeted, at $232 million.
Some of this relates to salaries and employee benefits, which is 3.1 per cent ahead of budget, and the
cost of general supplies, which is 14 per cent ahead of
budget, both of which are directly related to the level
of services being requested and provided. Repairs,
maintenance, and other operating expenses are being
well managed by staff and are generally in line with
the budgets set. This has left the Bermuda Hospitals
Board in a loss position of about minus (‐)2.3 per cent
compared to a net margin of plus (+)2.0 per cent last
year.
Another impact has been the rejection of
non‐legislated claims by Government. Government
subsidies only cover legislated fees, and an improved
Government system has identified a number of codes
that were not legislated for over the last few years.
When an insurer rejects a claim, the Bermuda Hospitals Board generates a bill—that bill then goes to the
individual who was the patient. This has the unfortunate impact on the individual, who might not be aware
that a service they need, or have been referred for, is
not covered by Government insurance. Both Government and the Bermuda Hospitals Board apologise to
these individuals for this. Even with the efforts that
were made last year to align the BHB’s Charge Master with the Fees Regulations, we are still finding that
charges are being made that are not in the fee schedule. This is being worked on by both parties at this
time—both teams have the focus of ensuring important services for the country must be covered for
patients. It raises serious questions that further require us to ask whether the funding for our hospitals
works in the present form. Individuals who have received bills should contact the Bermuda Hospitals
Board Credit Department who will work with them on a
payment plan that minimises the financial impact on
them.
Giving some background to these figures, the
latest year‐to‐date information to the end of December
2013 shows that total length of stay has gone down
slightly from 9.3 to 9.0 days. This includes patients,
often seniors, in acute beds who are no longer acutely
ill, but do not have a safe placement where they can
be discharged. Length of stay for truly acute patients
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tends to be lower. Total Emergency Department figures from 1 April 2013 to 31 December 2013 show a
reduction of 2,000 visits from 30,176 at the end of
2012 compared to 28,109 in 2013. There was no corresponding change in urgent care centre figures at
this time, indicating that the drop is not related to there
being an alternative provider. Outpatient surgeries
reduced from 4,831 to 4,279, which would have contributed to the drop experienced in outpatient revenue.
We are all having to feel the pain of the economic times, and our hospitals are no different. However, the welfare of the Bermuda Hospitals Board is of
utmost importance to the country. The King Edward
VII Memorial Hospital and Mid‐Atlantic Wellness Institute are our only hospitals. The Ministry‐appointed
Chair and Board have therefore been working with the
senior management team and staff exceedingly hard
to establish an accountable, efficient operation. The
Board has a mandate to ensure fiscal responsibility
and developing services to meet the country’s need,
and good progress is being made. I am, therefore,
very pleased to now provide an account of how the
Bermuda Hospitals Board is seeking to establish a
safe, quality service that is financially sustainable,
through the work undertaken this year and the goals
planned for next.
Financial Overview. Madam Chairman, the
Bermuda Hospitals Board’s primary focus is on the
patient and ensuring safe and quality service. However, the most pressing issues faced by the Board this
year have been related to finance and governance.
The Bermuda Hospitals Board is facing a deficit position going forward, if action is not taken.
While I will be moving onto the solutions being
put in place, the most pressing question that is asked
is, How did the Bermuda Hospitals Board end up in
this situation? Quite simply, where did all the money
go?
I would first like to pay tribute to the current
Board, which has made every effort to make as much
information as possible available to the community
since it was appointed early in 2013. The Bermuda
Hospitals Board has openly discussed its financial
position in public and released regular information
with regards to the pressures it is facing. It has made
public the summaries of two KPMG reports that reviewed the impact of revenue caps and the Bermuda
Hospitals Board’s ability to meet the financial obligations of the acute care wing when it opens later in
2014. It also released summaries of a review of physician compensation, which recommended how to ensure physician contracts were fair, equitable and in
the best interests of patients. The Clinical and Corporate Governance Review was made fully public and
made numerous recommendations to strengthen the
governance framework. Also issued was the Ombudsman’s review of the review. Finally, a synopsis of
the Audit Review, recommended by the Auditor General, was made public in October.
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What we have learned is that the perception
that the Bermuda Hospitals Board has grown significantly over the last seven years is an accurate one.
Annual revenues grew from $234 million to $315 million between 2009 and 2013. During this time period,
a new billing system for inpatient care was introduced
based on diagnosis rather than a per diem rate, outpatient revenues rose by 10–13 per cent year on year,
the number of services offered by the hospitals in
Bermuda went up and the number of employed physicians increased. More specialties were established
on‐Island, quality improved as did patient satisfaction,
but so did costs. This has not just been a hospital issue. While a 50 per cent increase in revenue over four
years is highly significant, it is important to note that
private and overseas costs rose at a similar rate. The
Bermuda Hospitals Board has accounted for over
40 per cent of the healthcare market for many years
and this has not changed. It currently stands at 44 per
cent, according to the latest Bermuda Health Council
figures. This stresses that it is a whole Island problem,
not just the Bermuda Hospitals Board. As the only
hospitals on-Island the Bermuda Hospitals Board is
always going to make up a significant portion of costs;
trying to squeeze that piece alone, however, does not
address the overall increase of the healthcare spend
in Bermuda.
The issue that is causing the Bermuda Hospitals Board the most pain, however, is that while it
grew revenues and services, costs also escalated.
Total salary costs grew from $133 million in 2009 to
$194 million in 2013, an increase of about 47 per cent.
Much of this was related to new physician contracts,
and support staff for new and expanding services.
Indeed, the cost of medical staff alone increased by
around 45 per cent over that period, which is 2009 to
2013. To support the growth in front-line services,
administrative expenses, which includes Information
Technology, Human Resources, Finance and Executive, doubled, although it should be noted this was
from a small starting point. Over this period employee
benefits grew by over $10 million, although this figure
did decrease in 2013. Other operating expenditures
have grown by around 25 per cent, from $92 million to
$115 million. There has also been the additional burden of the Bermuda Hospitals Board Capital Spending
Programme on the new acute care wing and the existing hospital facilities.
Recognising its size and impact on healthcare
costs, the Bermuda Hospitals Board tried to work with
insurers and Government to control costs through
revenue caps in 2012 and 2013. This did control costs
somewhat, but the impact was not properly understood over the long term. These controls reduced income by about $20 million per year, and with the full
funding of the Continuing Care Unit being withdrawn,
the estimate is that income will be reduced by about
$25 to $30 million this fiscal year, 2013/14. The final
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piece of the puzzle is that for some years fees have
not kept pace with inflation, even though the global
costs of pharmaceuticals, medical technology, supplies and staff have continued to rise; and the fifth expected 1 per cent uplift for the new acute care wing
could not be provided in this current fiscal year due to
the economic pressures on Bermuda. So just to explain, we are getting a 1 per cent uplift in fees to offset
inflation for the new acute care wing each year for five
years, but the fifth year we are not able to do that.
Madam Chairman, this is why our hospitals
are currently feeling the pressure. The Bermuda Hospitals Board is running harder and faster, but is effectively standing still. Revenue growth has been outpaced by costs. The financial planning that was in
place did not anticipate the depth or breadth of the
economic challenges we now face, but the Board did
put funds aside knowing that they would be needed
for the new acute care wing and ongoing hospital
works. There is currently around $70 million in the
bank—but these funds are already allocated as follows:
• [There is] $20 million required for equipment
for the new acute care wing—this figure has
been reduced from original estimates of
around $40 million by ensuring that any
equipment with useful life is transferred from
the existing facility to the new, and competitive bidding processes are also ensuring best
value.
• [There is] $28 million required for the first year
of payments once the new acute care wing is
substantially completed, and although the
Bermuda Hospitals Charitable Trust is working hard to achieve its target of $40 million for
the one-off payment, the Bermuda Hospitals
Board still has to ensure any shortfall is covered.
• Between $5 to $10 million is required for capital equipment in the current King Edward VII
Memorial Hospital to ensure services remaining in the old facility can be maintained safely.
• Ongoing minor capital works are required to
the amount of about $5 million.
• The Bermuda Hospitals Board implemented a
10 per cent budget cut across the Board in
this fiscal year of 2013/14, but if departments
are unable to meet the target, that will cost a
further $15 to 20 million.
• Finally, $25 million of monthly liquidity is required to fund ongoing expenses just to run
the hospital due to the lag between income
and expenditure.
The result is that $70 million looks like a lot of
money, but it will essentially be spent to keep clinical
services and facilities running through 2014 and the
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funds will be exhausted by the late fall of this calendar
year.
There is a way forward, but we need to address system as well as hospital issues. The funding
model for the Bermuda Hospitals Board needs to be
reviewed and this piece of work will start in the upcoming fiscal year. The hospitals also have a utilisation committee which is working to ensure a clinical
focus on appropriate testing and clinical best practices
that help make the services efficient inside the hospital, from reducing infection rates and patient falls, to
ensuring the appropriate use of the emergency department.
However, if the wider healthcare system remains essentially unregulated, then Bermuda as a
country is unlikely to see the benefit. Hospital physicians are already beginning to work to ensure appropriate controls around utilisation, which means eradicating duplicate testing and following best practice
protocols on diagnostic tests. However, external doctors control a large portion of the utilisation; GPs and
specialists in private offices are essentially unregulated. They do the best they can to provide the best services, but in a system that is not coordinated, duplication is common and there are no agreed guidelines to
assist them with regards to the most appropriate testing.
Madam Chairman, it is important to understand the Bermuda Hospitals Board’s role with regards to diagnostic testing. It is mandated under law
as the statutory provider of acute health services to
the Bermuda community. As the designated centre for
performing the acute care mandate, the Bermuda
Hospitals Board must have diagnostic equipment to
support both inpatient services, for which there are no
alternatives in Bermuda, and outpatient services. The
Bermuda Hospitals Board does not receive additional
revenue for tests performed on inpatients, or emergency patients who are ultimately admitted to hospital,
as all inpatient hospital services are covered under a
fixed “diagnostic related group” (DRG) charge for their
inpatient care.
Outpatients, meanwhile, are mostly referred to
the hospital for tests by community physicians. These
referrals often include diagnostic imaging or laboratory
tests. BHB performs these tests and bills the patients’
insurers accordingly.
Although blame is frequently assigned to the
Bermuda Hospitals Board for running up health costs,
a portion of BHB’s annual revenues arise from community physicians referring patients for outpatient diagnostic imaging and laboratory work. A December
2012 survey of MRI and CT tests performed at BHB
established that 56 per cent of the tests were performed on behalf of community physicians, 28 per
cent were ordered by BHB emergency physicians and
16 per cent by other BHB physicians.
For the hospital alone to reduce testing would
not change the dynamic in Bermuda, as a physician
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would simply refer to another provider. Squeezing the
hospital, therefore, simply diverts business and does
not address a key question. Are we truly in need of all
the diagnostic tests currently ordered?
The only benchmark we currently have is
comparing Bermuda to other developed countries,
such as Europe and North America—essentially,
those countries included in healthcare figures provided by the Organisation for Economic Co‐operation
and Development (OECD). What these benchmarks
indicate is that there is a higher rate of CT and MRI
testing at the Bermuda Hospitals Board alone, than in
other countries. Physicians collectively order 138 CT
exams per 1,000 residents to be performed at the
Bermuda Hospitals Board compared to the OECD
average of 131 (that is 138 versus 131, but that is just
the hospital). Seventy‐nine MRI exams per 1,000 residents are performed at BHB compared to the OECD
average of 46. This is before other providers are considered.
Using this data and the price per test, the cost
of Bermuda’s excess utilisation can be extrapolated
as $4.2 million per year. Again, it is key to note that
these figures exclude MRI and CT tests performed at
other local diagnostic facilities and also tests performed for Bermudians overseas, so the potential
overspend is, in my view, hugely understated.
Emotional voices have been raised in this
House, that warn of death by delay when it comes to
managing utilisation. As a community, we need to
move beyond easy and misleading catch phrases
when it comes to this issue. We need to start from the
premise that diagnostic testing is an important part of
a physician’s toolkit when assessing a patient, and be
clear that there will be times when tests are needed
urgently. But figures from the Bermuda Hospitals
Board indicate that there is duplication and sometimes
unnecessary use of certain equipment.
For example, it has been discovered that
there are physicians who refer injuries in young patients to the CT, when a simple X‐ray would suffice. Of
prime concern is that a CT delivers a higher dose of
radiation (substantially higher dose of radiation) compared to an X‐ray and often requires a use of a contrast, which an X‐ray does not. There is also a cost
implication—the cost of a CT is much higher.
The Bermuda Hospitals Board is seeking to
manage its utilisation cost by ensuring that the right
clinical test is given, based on clinical evidence. This
is not about delays, but appropriate usage. However,
there is evidence of duplication and occasional unnecessary testing. As Minister, I commit to working
with the physician community and healthcare services
providers in finding a solution to ensure appropriate
tests are provided in a timely manner. But we simply
have to find a solution for avoiding costs that are not
necessary, collaborating and cooperating more and
ensuring our system runs efficiently.
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Today’s focus is not, however, on the full system. The focus is on how the Ministry will control the
Government funds being paid to the hospital through
the subsidy for acute care services provided, and the
grant for the Mid‐Atlantic Wellness Institute. System
regulation is therefore not up for debate at this moment, as we are doing the budget.
However, it impacts the Bermuda Hospitals
Board more significantly than other providers due to
its size and so is worth mention at this time.
Madam Chairman, in order to assist an informed debate, I have tried to give greater context to
the Bermuda Hospitals Board’s financial position than
usually is provided. This is entirely consistent with the
Board’s attempts this year to provide much greater
accountability and transparency to the hospitals’ operations to the community. But it takes us to the key
question as to how does the Bermuda Hospitals
Board move forward. The good news is that there is a
way for our hospitals and our healthcare system to
become financially sustainable, even with the new
acute care wing costs. But it requires us to change.
Too much of our healthcare services have been unregulated, poorly governed and run without any real
clarity as to real costs and needs. This is a long-term
legacy issue. And if we address it, we can move ourselves towards the provision of safe, high quality, efficient, financially sustainable and affordable services in
the upcoming years. The most important thing there,
Madam Chairman, is “financially sustainable”. If it
does not meet that criteria, then the whole system
crashes.
As already noted, there is a big piece of work
that relates to the healthcare system in Bermuda that
the Ministry and its departments will need to drive in
collaboration with the Bermuda Hospitals Board, the
Bermuda Healthcare Council, private providers and
physicians. This relates to better regulation, cooperation and efficiency in the country’s healthcare system
that focuses on the patient.
However, the Bermuda Hospitals Board has
already embarked on a process that will strengthen
governance, efficiency and cost controls. It will require
a reshaping of services around Bermuda’s core
needs, while focusing on the quality and safety of its
services.
Financial sustainability working groups have
already been established that include Board members, BHB management, as well as specialists from
the Bermuda financial and business community. They
are focusing on three core areas of change—
strategic, structural and operational, all with the objective of “right sizing” the BHB.
Strategic—The strategic element is to consider the structure of services provided. This includes an
in-depth clinical service review, a focus on core and
mandated services, a review of medical affiliates and
seeking greater collaboration for supporting services.
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This is, in many ways, the most important piece of
work for the community as it directly impacts the extent and nature of services that Bermuda will receive
from the hospital. Ensuring accurate data and planning is vital. For this reason, a specialised health analytical team has been appointed. This team will advise
senior management within the hospital and the wider
Financial Sustainability Steering Group. As this type of
in‐depth, long-term strategic healthcare planning expertise is not available in‐house, following a detailed
procurement process, the Bermuda Hospitals Board
has entered into a contract with PricewaterhouseCoopers to support the hospital team. The project to
restructure services and achieve long-term savings to
achieve financial sustainability is significant and will
take time to structure and implement. The initial stage
is due to be completed in the spring of this year.
Additionally, advice from this group could assist with a redesign of the funding mechanism for the
Bermuda Hospitals Board. The revenue caps have not
been an effective way of managing healthcare costs
over the long term. This piece of work will require extensive work with health and financial partners in
Government and the community. It will need us to review the 1970s Bermuda Hospitals Board Act and the
Health Insurance Act, which have not been significantly reviewed for over 40 years. It needs to update the
definitions of services and ensure it meets Bermuda’s
needs today. It will require the system to come together to discuss regulation, management of utilisation and pre‐approval processes.
The Strategic Steering Group will also collaborate with Government and the community in developing a successful long-term care solution for Bermuda.
The previous Minister began the process, recognising
that the existing Continuing Care Unit at the hospital,
which has a capacity for over 100 people, is ageing
and new solutions need to be put into place. A meeting with potential private providers has taken place,
but significantly more work is required for this to be
structured. In the meantime, the Bermuda Hospitals
Board is looking at its own long-term care service to
see how best it can reduce costs while this solution is
devised. It is about more than bricks and mortar. It is
about how services for our seniors who need longterm medical or assisted care are funded; it is about
working out how we look after those with more challenging behaviours and dementia‐related conditions,
and—critically—the ability of Financial Assistance to
fund long-term placements.
Structural—The Structural Financial Sustainability Steering Group at the Bermuda Hospitals Board
is looking at restructuring BHB assets, rationalising
technologies with external partners, rationalising the
estate and seeking innovative ways to manage existing facilities, and also reviewing the recommendation
of the SAGE report to consolidate mental health and
substance abuse services on the KEMH campus, po-
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tentially with long-term care in a new facility. This
might be some years off, but the viability and affordability of the recommendation must be reviewed so
long-term plans can be established.
Operational—Finally, the operational piece relates to reshaping the workforce at BHB around the
new service model. It has to anticipate current and
future demand models, ensure an efficient and productive as well as appropriately skilled and qualified
workforce and ensure compensation is fair and affordable. Work here has already started. A summary
of the report on physician compensation has already
been made public by the Board. The report recommends how to make physician compensation fair and
equitable and this process is already being implemented. Senior management salaries have been frozen for two years, and performance pay—which made
up between zero to 15 per cent of salaries depending
on performance—was removed last year. A full review
of compensation at this level is also underway and
adjustments will be made based on its findings.
Even during financially trying times, the Bermuda Hospitals Board has to invest and spend funds
in order to ensure a viable and safe service can be
provided. This is has to be a well‐planned, informed
and managed process, and there is a defined process
requiring business cases to be approved at senior
management and Board level. These are often extremely difficult decisions given the very limited funds
the Bermuda Hospitals Board has available, but safe,
quality clinical care and environments are prioritised.
A 10 per cent budget cut was required across
the organisation in this fiscal year, and this has been
introduced with minimal impact on staff. Only a handful of redundancies were required this year, and redevelopment opportunities were investigated fully for all
staff.
The next section I am going to skip (because I
am getting on in time) the Patient Satisfaction. I think
we can find some of that on the website. I am going to
go over to Financial, Clinical and Corporate Reviews
. . . about three pages forward.
Madam Chairman, the 2012/13 Board initiated
a Clinical and Corporate Governance Review that was
completed and made public in full in May 2013. The
entire process was then reviewed by the Ombudsman
of Bermuda. The report was not without contention, as
was reported by the Ombudsman. However, there
were many sound practices recommended, especially
in relation to Board governance, with a section written
by a highly experience member of the review team,
Mr. Philip Hassen, whose experience and skills are
easily researchable online.
An important success of this report was the
incorporation of the voices of many stakeholders,
which raised many of the concerns individuals in our
community had. While this report does not, on its own,
have all the solutions, there are other recent reports
that the Board is also using to establish a framework
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on which an effective and powerful strategy can be
built.
Recommendations already implemented include the following:
• A comprehensive Board orientation plan was
established, including onsite visits and comprehensive materials to ensure that detailed,
in‐depth information was provided up front for
new Board members.
• People on the Board with clinical expertise
were appointed last year—namely people with
physician and nursing backgrounds and training, including: Dr. Andrew West, Dr. Colin
Couper, Dr. Alicia Stovell and Lucille Beresford‐Swan as full members; Dr. Cheryl
Peek‐Ball as the Chief Medical Officer; Dr.
Michael Weitekamp as Chief of Staff; and
Chief of Psychiatry, Dr. Chantelle Symonds,
as ex‐officio members.
• New committee structures were established to
ensure the Board focuses attention on fiscal
responsibilities, clinical quality, human resources issues, stakeholder relations and
capital planning.
• Additional community members have been included on certain committees of the Board,
including Peter Everson and Terry Faulkenberry on Audit and Finance, and Mr. Mark Selley and Ms. Kerry Judd on the Communications Committee.
• A comprehensive service review and strategic
planning exercise is underway. Over 200 staff,
physicians, management and Board were involved in setting a new vision, strategic aims
and values for BHB, and then agreeing priorities to focus the whole organisation on achieving key driving strategies to improve quality
and safety, patient experience, workforce development and financial health.
The Clinical and Corporate Governance Review was only one of many that the Board is using to
establish a powerful and effective strategy. The others
include:
• Two KPMG reports undertaken in 2012 to review due diligence around and impact of
Memoranda of Understanding and affordability of the new hospital acute care wing.
• Towers Watson actuarial review of physician
compensation (received by BHB in May
2013).
• The Auditor General’s recommended review
of BHB’s 2011/12 annual financial statements, including HPL).
• A review of Senior Management Compensation is underway.
• A Clinical Services and Funding Review is
starting that will be informed by the previously
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mentioned project group to support the Financial Sustainability Steering Group. This will include extensive collaboration with community
partners, especially physicians.

The Review completed by the Department of
Internal Audit provided detailed recommendations for
the Bermuda Hospitals Board. All the recommendations were accepted. In reporting back to the Department of Internal Audit, good progress in meeting the
recommendations was noted.
This year, additional work undertaken by the
Board with regards to improving the Governance of
our hospitals has included:
• New directors were appointed to the wholly
owned subsidiary Healthcare Partners Limited, known as HPL. The Directors are: Jonathan Brewin, Chairman of Bermuda Hospitals
Board; Jeanne Atherden who is also the Chair
of the Audit and Finance Subcommittee of the
Board and sits as a Member of this House;
Thad Hollis, who is a Board member; and
Venetta Symonds, the BHB CEO. The
Board’s intent is to wind down HPL, but it
needs to transition operations appropriately
and this process is underway. This work
pre‐dated the Auditor General’s review of this
subsidiary and the Board was pleased to see
the Department of Internal Audit’s findings
supported its decision to close HPL.
• The review of physician compensation is
complete, and this Board has implemented a
fairer compensation framework based on
quality.
• Obstetricians and gynaecologists are no
longer employed by BHB, but have been provided access to BHB’s more affordable medical malpractice insurance through service
contracts.
• Executive salaries will form part of BHB’s public annual report each year. Once the Auditor
General’s audit of the 2011/12 financials is
complete, the annual report will be completed
and salaries will form part of this publication.
The new acute care wing—the opportunity
and the challenges. Madam Chairman, I would like to
spend some time discussing the impact of the new
acute care wing on care, as this is a huge piece of
work for the staff of the Bermuda Hospitals Board at
the moment, and reflects a serious investment by the
Hospitals Board and Bermuda as a whole. This culminates with the financial obligations of the new acute
care wing which begin when the facility is completed
this summer and opened to the public in the fall.
The contract binds us to monthly payments,
which, when they start in the fiscal year 2014/15, will
be $2.2 million per month. Let me repeat that—$2.2
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million per month. A one-off payment of $40 million is
being supported by the Bermuda Hospitals Charitable
Trust capital campaign entitled, “Why It Matters,” and
payment is due when the facility is completed in June
this year. It is very easy to become overawed by the
30-year total payments, but the Bermuda Hospitals
Board is undertaking an immense amount of work to
prepare, and Government will work closely with the
Bermuda Hospitals Board to ensure the obligations of
Bermuda’s first public/private partnership are met.
Despite the financial challenges, these obligations can be met if, and only if, the hospitals and the
healthcare system move forward with modernisation
and appropriate regulation. People do not need to fear
the payments, but we do need to take a realistic and
pragmatic look at how our health services are provided and be willing to support their evolution into an efficient, modern, quality delivery model.
It should be noted that the slight delay recently announced does not cause any cost overruns to
Bermuda Hospitals Board. In fact, the 10-week delay
means that the Bermuda Hospitals Board does not
have anything to pay until June, rather than April, saving it over $4 million in this fiscal year. As the end of
the contract does not change, this is a real saving—
though small—to the total project cost.
While we understand the challenges of the financial impact, we also need to take stock and understand that this facility is vital to the sustainability of
healthcare services in Bermuda over the next 30
years. Quite simply, we are getting an outstanding
acute care facility that will be fully maintained over the
next 30 years as those costs already form part of the
monthly payments. It is not just a mortgage payment
for the facility. Although the building belongs to BHB,
maintenance and lifecycle replacement services are
the responsibility—
The Chairman: Thank you. Could you just take your
seat for a moment.
I would just like to point out that everyone in
the room must be listening, so anyone wearing earphones, please remove them.
Thank you very much.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I will just repeat that. While we
understand the challenge of the financial impact we
also need to take stock and understand that this facility is vital to the sustainability of health care services in
Bermuda over the next 30 years.
Quite simply, we are getting an outstanding
acute care facility that will be fully maintained over the
next 30 years as those costs already form part of the
monthly payments. It is not just a mortgage payment
for the facility. Although the building belongs to BHB,
maintenance and lifecycle replacement services are
the responsibility of our private partner, Paget Health
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Services. Performance specifications were established as part of the contract that have to be met over
the 30 years that ensures that during this time the facility will be maintained at a high standard—it will not
suffer from lack of maintenance like the existing King
Edward facility. Additionally, should the facility not perform to specification, there are penalties applied to the
payments that will reduce the cost to the Bermuda
Hospitals Board. The incentive is there for Paget
Health Services to ensure the facility meets all quality
requirements not just on the day they hand the building over, but for the next 30 years.
Madam Chairman, the quality of the new facility is superb. The building’s design was modelled in
wind tunnels and it is designed to withstand Category 5 hurricanes and earthquakes. Windows were hurricane tested this year to ensure they could withstand
a direct hit from a major storm.
But, even more importantly, the care which
our people receive will be of an unparalleled quality in
Bermuda. It starts, for sure, with improved processes
and standards. The new building will support modern
standards, but the realisation of these improvements
relies on the preparedness and skills of the BHB staff.
BHB is working very hard to ensure that it uses the
new facility efficiently and maximises the opportunity
the new building provides to change the manner in
which BHB provides the care to its patients. Let me
provide you with a little more detail.
Inpatient Units—Madam Chairman, I want to
look first at inpatient acute care for medical and surgical patient. The room standard will be one person per
room—this will not be for the people who can afford to
upgrade their premium to a private room, while the
rest of Bermuda makes do with the public or
semi‐private wards (as is the case today). Single,
en‐suite rooms are not a luxury, but a clinical best
practice standard for acutely ill patients.
Single, en‐suite rooms reduce the likelihood of
cross‐infection, as well as improving privacy for patients and their families. Acutely ill individuals can rest
in a peaceful, healing environment, tended to by nurses whose sole focus is the acutely ill. Healthcare
teams will not be distracted by having long-term care
patients on their wards who require a different level of
skill and attention than acute patients. A senior who is
relatively alert and just needs gentle rehabilitation and
minimal medical care is a different proposition to a
patient with pneumonia, recovering from a serious
accident, or has a complex combination of conditions
that require monitoring. More importantly, with nurses
focused only on acutely ill patients, their skills are
honed and sharpened.
Each room has a private bathroom, which also helps prevent the spread of infections. There are
floor to ceiling windows bringing in natural light.
En‐suite, single rooms also help the hospital
run more efficiently. If one person on a public ward
has a contagious infection, all four beds become
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blocked to admissions, which can cause delays in the
system. No empty beds will blocked due to infections
in the new acute care wing as they are all single
rooms.
Now this sounds wonderful—and it is—but we
have to take a reality check. We come back to the
critical issue that the healthcare system regularly impacts the ability of the Bermuda Hospitals Board service to run quality, efficient hospital services. In the
case of inpatient wards, the lack of long-term care
places to which people can be discharged already
causes major challenges to the King Edward VII Memorial Hospital. The challenge is to prevent beds in
the new acute care wing becoming blocked if the system, or patients’ families, cannot accommodate patients who are ready for discharge.
As the Bermuda Hospitals Board cannot control the system, it is attempting to provide alternate
level care placements in the existing King Edward facility.
Essentially, wards will remain in the old facility
for people who are no longer acutely ill but do not
need an acute care bed in the new wing. These will
remain as semi‐public and public rooms, with a few
private options. Once ready for discharge from the
new wing’s acute care bed, such an individual will
transfer to the old facility until an appropriate placement is found. This does not take the pressure off the
community system. For if these wards fill up, there is
still the danger that our new acute care beds will be
blocked to acutely ill patients needing admission. Patients staying longer in acute beds are more likely to
pick up hospital‐acquired infections as, quite simply,
they are being cared for alongside very ill people.
They are more likely to pick up pressure sores as
there are not the facilities for them to become more
active. Lack of activity can also lead to greater physical declines. And for the hospital system, acute beds
blocked by non‐acute patients leads to admissions
delays and longer waits in Emergency.
The Ministry is well briefed on this as an issue
and although outside the remit of this Budget Debate,
work is ongoing to devise and implement a long-term
care strategy that will provide quality placements for
our seniors and young disabled, and will enable our
hospitals acute care services to run more effectively.
Intensive Care—It is important to note that the
Intensive Care Unit will not be moving. A designated
transfer route has been identified, however, so that a
patient in ICU who needs to be taken to surgery, for a
diagnostic imaging test, or who is being transferred to
an acute care ward, will have his or her confidentiality
and dignity protected. ICU patients will no longer have
to travel through any public areas as they do today.
So even though the route to the new facility is slightly
longer, it is more private.
Surgery—Madam Chairman, the new surgical
suites or ORs in the new acute care wing will be a
major asset to acute care services in Bermuda. New
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audio visual technology will allow surgeons to archive
and store an unprecedented amount of data they are
seeing throughout a surgery.
The terminology is “OR audio visual integrating system.” The equipment will give staff in the ORs
the ability to record the visual and/or audio of the surgical procedure being performed. Four large monitors
will be available in each OR, allowing surgeons to
view images in high definition from almost any angle.
The monitors can be linked to different devices wirelessly so surgeons can see what is on a microscope
or laparoscope even in mid surgery. Surgeons will
also have the capability, with the flick of a switch, to
change which device they want shown on a particular
monitor. And surgeons will also be able to show and
share what they are doing with other medical professionals, and do so in real time. This could help if an
urgent second opinion is required.
The system also allows surgeons to take still
photographs, and download their videos and still shots
to a DVD, CD, USB storage device or to the network.
The system also saves and archives the information.
Add‐ons and upgrades to the system can be done by
downloads in the same way you upgrade apps on
mobile devices. This will save in travel, labour and
physical device costs and reduces the need for additional space for equipment in the future.
This state-of-the-art equipment is new on the
market but is already working well in at least two hospitals in the US. Most recently, this equipment was
installed in four ORs at Philadelphia’s St. Mary’s Hospital and in three ORs in the Medical College of Virginia.
Other changes which will be possible because
of the new surgical suites include patients being discharged directly from the Post Anaesthetic Care Unit,
rather than having an extra step, of going back to the
surgical ambulatory area as happens today. They will
be able to leave directly and wait in the atrium to be
picked up.
Additionally, people will no longer have to wait
for a wheelchair or stretcher to be taken into the OR.
Those who are able will be able to walk through when
they are ready. Pilot testing is underway to ensure the
new process is managed appropriately.
Oncology and Dialysis—Dialysis numbers are
rising exponentially in Bermuda, over the last 10 years
numbers have risen from 54 in the fiscal year from
April 2002/03, up to 157 in the fiscal year from
2012/13, an increase of over 190 per cent. The Beresford Swan Dialysis Unit is not only ageing, but is not
large enough, so the new acute care facility will, at
last, be able to meet international standards with regards to space. There will be four more bays in the
new facility compared to what is currently available,
and this will enable 12 more treatments per day and
60 more treatments per week.
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Just to note, eight dialysis machines have
been installed in the current unit, as they required urgent replacement. As the service is already under
pressure from the number of patients, losing machines would impact the Dialysis Service’s ability to
provide the level of service needed, so it was agreed
the machines would be purchased and installed
ahead of the move. They will, however, be transferred
to the new facility in September.
Over 2,000 chemotherapy treatments were
provided in the last fiscal year. This rise from about
1,500 the year before is likely related to an increased
and consistent team of oncologists. In the new facility,
there will not only be open bays, but two private
rooms for treatments. This is in response to some patients who may have either had bad news, or be feeling extremely unwell and need more privacy.
Emergency—There will be 19 treatment
rooms in the new Emergency Department, and everyone will be fully equipped to deal with all emergency
requirements, from resuscitation to suturing. At the
moment, not all bays are fully equipped, requiring patients to be moved for certain treatments and procedures. Three rooms in the new acute care wing will be
designated as “resuscitation rooms.” One is a dual
resuscitation room and two are single resuscitation
rooms. The ambulances will be able to rush patients
directly into these rooms in a true, high acuity emergency such as heart attack, stroke or bad road accident. However, all rooms will be equipped should a
more stable patient suddenly deteriorate.
There will also be a much improved level of
privacy for Emergency patients than can be accommodated in the current facility. Emergency patients
will no longer have to come out onto public corridors
to access diagnostic imaging. It can be very unpleasant at the moment for very unwell or injured patients
to be wheeled through the public corridor and elevator
area in order to reach X‐ray, ultrasound, CT or MRI
services.
There will also be a new approach to triage.
Plans are being made to have clinical staff quickly
assess patients as they arrive and, based on their
condition, move to an appropriate treatment area. This
means that triage may take place in the treatment
room.
I am just looking at some of my time there. I
am going to try and skip forward.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: We are all Members—all
Members. I am sure you are going to leave time for
other Members.
[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I am going to skip forward a
couple of pages there . . . otherwise we will never
reach the end. This will be information which will be
available.
The inpatient wards will be moved on Sunth
day,+ 14 of September, and have been carefully
scheduled so as not to interfere with breakfast, lunch
or dinner.
Although easier to plan, as staff will know who
is in the hospital, and elective surgeries can be
planned for after the move to reduce numbers, it is
important that visitors are aware that there will be limth
ited visiting hours on this day—that is Sunday the 14
of September. Each ward will have staggered transfers approximately two hours apart, with patients
transferred on stretchers, beds or wheelchairs through
the connections that exist between facilities.
Regular outpatients, such as oncology and dialysis patients, will receive information from the team
closer to the time to confirm the move, but it is expected that Oncology will move to the new facility on
th
Saturday, 13 of September, and Dialysis on Sunday,
th
14 of September, as these are days that they are
usually closed. (I am going to skip forward.)
The KEMH Redevelopment Project—New
Build Construction Update. While the Bermuda Hospitals Board is preparing for the transfer, Paget Health
Services has now moved into the final phase of construction.
The structure of the NACW (New Acute Care
Wing) and Link building are now completed, we have
“power on” in all areas of the building, light fixtures
and ceilings have been installed giving the inside of
the building more of a finished appearance.
Most of the work at the new acute care wing
site now involves the start‐up of systems, flushing of
pipe work and commissioning of plant and equipment,
final finishes, final building systems, preparation for
delivery of medical equipment and hard and soft landscaping.
The second tower crane, which has been a
feature on the Island’s landscape for nearly three
years has now been removed and signals the end of
major construction works.
I am going to skip forward here to KEMH Existing Facility Upgrades and Maintenance.
Madam Chairman, services moving to the
new facility require changes in the existing facility as
well. With inpatient and emergency wards being significantly further away from the Lab, a pneumatic tube
system is being installed in the new facility linking directly to the Lab in the existing build. The longer distance between the two departments would otherwise
cause delays in the sending of blood and urine samples for testing. The pneumatic system will be able to
transport samples from the lab to an inpatient ward in
under a minute.
Maternity is also staying in the existing facility.
However, because surgery is moving, there was an
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identified risk for mothers who require emergency
caesareans. The distance between Maternity and the
new operating rooms was simply too far and would
potentially put mothers and their babies at risk. Two
surgical suites in maternity are therefore being constructed. Although this is a safety issue first, which is
unavoidable due to the transfer of the general operating room in the new acute care wing, this also better
preserves the dignity, comfort and privacy of mothers
who undergo emergency caesareans, as they will remain within the Maternity Department. The budget for
this project is just under $1.6 million.
Much mention has been made in the past
about the ageing building in which the Continuing
Care Unit is housed. I want to inform the House today
that the BHB plans to relocate these patients to wards
that will be freed up in the existing KEMH building
once the new acute care wing is opened. This is currently being planned for October this year and after
the patients are moved, the BHB intends to demolish
a significant portion of the old CCU building, not including the Heddington Gym and Chapel.
A project to replace four elevators at King
Edward VII Memorial Hospital was completed on time
and on budget this fiscal year.
The old elevators were originally installed in
1972. The new elevators are lighter, faster and more
efficient. The entire project cost $1.2 million.
Macerator—Last year, while the Bermuda
Hospitals Board’s ageing oxidiser was undergoing
maintenance, medical waste began to accumulate
and had to be stored in containers at Sally Port. The
hospitals responded by seeking a new system to dispose of its hazardous waste, and entered into an international agreement so that there is a fail-safe in
place.
The new system is a macerator, which uses
steam to sterilize, has been installed and tested. Biological and infectious materials, as well as needles,
syringes, disposable surgical equipment, and contaminated plastics are now heated to 270 degrees—killing
all pathogens and effectively sterilizing the material
while producing no emissions. Medical waste is simply
placed in the body of the machine where a patented
steam and maceration process renders the material
sterilized at the end. The resultant material is a fine
confetti which is safe and can be disposed of as regular trash or recycled.
The upgrade was not cheap, as the total first
cost for the two macerators was $480,000. However,
major savings are already being experienced. The
three-year average cost of operating and maintaining
the Bio‐Oxidiser was $845,949. The comparable cost
of operating and maintaining the macerators is
$347,934—so less than half.
The two macerators have the ability to destroy
two times the amount of waste as the Bio-Oxidizer
did.
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Going over to MWI Existing Facility Upgrades
and Maintenance—Equally in need of upgrading is the
Mid‐Atlantic Wellness Institute’s sewage system.
While the King Edward facility will have its waste
managed by the new sewage treatment plant in the
new acute care wing, the sewage plant at MWI requires capital investment. The Bermuda Hospitals
Board has compiled a business case regarding the
required work and presented it to the Ministry for assistance. Both the hospitals and the Ministry are very
conscious that neighbours are having to put up with
frequent bad odours. It is an ageing sewage plant
which essentially needs replacing. The risks associated with this, alongside other critical needs, have led
Government to provide MWI with a grant of $1 million
in the upcoming fiscal year. The remainder of the MWI
facility has been examined and over the next three
years further very significant capital expenditure will
be required to protect the health and safety of the
MWI patients and employees.
BHB Estate Master Plan—Madam Chairman,
BHB is not only planning for the improvements it
needs to make over the next financial year, but it is
turning its attention to the longer term capital need of
all of its estate. Many of the BHB buildings are ageing
and over the next few years will require very significant expenditures to maintain, and in some cases,
upgrade the infrastructure. However, to spend the
sums of money that might be required, which will run
into potentially hundreds of millions of dollars, is not a
sensible approach given the projected fiscal challenges the hospital faces.
For this reason, the BHB will shortly be embarking on the preparation of an Estates Master Plan
which will consider the infrastructure needs of the
BHB for the next generation of patients, and how best
these needs might be addressed. For example, this
will include consideration of centralising all services
on the existing KEMH site and relocating services
provided elsewhere to this central facility. Not only will
this save money, but the creation of a healthcare
campus will enable services to be delivered in a much
more efficient manner than currently.
Senior Clinical Appointments. Chief of Staff—
Dr. Michael Weitekamp, MD, MHA was appointed as
Chief of Staff, in May 2013. The Chief of Staff is responsible for all physicians and is the medical lead at
BHB. The position reports to the Chief Executive Officer, Mrs. Venetta Symonds, and is appointed by and
accountable to the Board and Minister for Health and
Seniors.
Director of Cardiology—The Bermuda Hospitals Board also appointed Dr. Sam Mir, MD, FACC, as
Director of Cardiology. Dr. Mir had worked as an Attending Cardiologist at BHB since March 2011. A recruitment process has been initiated for a new Attending Cardiologist following Dr. Mir’s promotion, and a
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new cardiologist is expected to arrive in Bermuda in
the summer.
Chief of Pathology—More recently, Dr. Clyde
Wilson was been appointed as Chief of Pathology.
The Chief of Pathology reports to the Chief of Staff
and is responsible for all laboratory services at BHB,
which include blood and urine tests; examination of
biopsies and specimens removed at time of surgery,
cervical smears and other fluids for diseases such as
cancer; haematology and blood transfusion services;
microbiology and autopsy services. Dr. Wilson is a
Bermudian and has more than 20 years of experience
in the field of microbiology with a special interest in
the role of infection in the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases.
Focusing Resources on Clinical Needs. Urgent Care Centre—Update. Mr. Chairman, as my
honourable colleagues will be aware, the Bermuda
Hospitals Board is seeking to focus on the clinical
needs and core services required by Bermuda in an
effort to shape a financially sustainable, safe and
high-quality health care service. Quite simply, it has to
reshape its services, find efficiencies and focus on its
true mandate of delivering required care health services.
At the end of March 2012, the Board ceased
the daytime diagnostic service at the Lamb Foggo
Urgent Care Centre. Only about 10 people per day
utilised the service. It received minimal coverage.
The Bermuda Hospitals Board continued to
monitor usage of the out‐of‐hours service, which was
open from 4:00 pm to midnight on weekdays and
noon to midnight on weekends, and they found that
there were also low numbers evident—on average
only 14 people per day, and sometimes as few as one
and often those people were not from the East End.
This service requires an emergency physician, two
nurses, a diagnostic imaging technician, receptionist,
and security to be present. As a result, the Board
made the decision to discontinue the service.
Ultimately, the decision was made to keep the
urgent care service as run by the Bermuda Hospitals
Board operating until an alternative could be arranged.
The Ministry has continued to investigate alternatives. Three firms came forward to express an
interest in making use of the building, but these discussions were not fruitful. As an alternative, the Ministry asked the Board and the Department of Health
[DOC] to investigate the following:
1. move the Department of Health Clinic from St.
George’s to the UCC;
2. move the DOH Clinic to the UCC to be operated during the day and have the BHB operate an urgent care clinic during the evening;
3. Amend the urgent care services and/or
charges to ensure that they can be provided
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more economically. So you fix a price so that
the service pays for itself.
So those were alternatives that were looked
into. These investigations are not yet complete. Once
they have been completed, I will be in a position to
meet with, in particular, the Members of Parliament
from the East End and to relay a final decision to the
public. I have had informal conversations with the
East End MPs to discuss the ongoing investigation.
Continuing Care Unit—Madam Chairman, the
services of the Continuing Care Unit were also in the
news during the year. As explained earlier in my
presentation, the Government changed the funding
model for the CCU in the last fiscal year. Government
provided a grant of $10 million for CCU, but the service costs the Bermuda Hospitals Board over $14 million a year to run. The Minister of the day asked the
Board to make up the shortfall from its other revenue,
while a strategy for long-term care in Bermuda was
developed and implemented.
As a result of the change to the funding model, and the financial strain which this put upon the
BHB, admissions to the continuing care service
ceased in March 2013, so that the cost burden could
be gradually reduced. Indeed, the financial strain is
such that the BHB is having to divert its limited resources away from other pressing needs to continue
to run the Continuing Care Unit. Natural attrition over
time will reduce the complement of residences, but
Bermuda Hospitals Board is committed to caring for
the remaining residents while the service is needed.
While the maximum capacity of the CCU is about 121,
currently 90 residents remain, which is 75 per cent
occupation.
The Bermuda Hospitals Board’s concern
alongside its residents is its staff. As beds have been
vacated, staff in areas affected are either transferring
to vacant positions elsewhere in Continuing Care Services, or have transferred to acute care services. A
staff float pool is covering short‐term and planned vacancies within Continuing Care, and from time to time
work in the Medical Surgical Service.
The remaining residents very much need the
CCU. It is their home, there are not enough places in
the community to accommodate them, and many cannot be safely cared for in the community places that
are available. BHB has done the right thing in not
withdrawing care but we as a country must find a
long-term solution to this problem.
I am going to skip the next section which is on
Quality. I am going to skip to Mental Health.
Madam Chairman, the Mid‐Atlantic Wellness
Institute operates under a Government grant and has
essentially had the challenge of developing and evolving its services during time of great challenges. Twice
in the last three years the grant has been cut as successive Governments have sought to manage the
economic downturn, and on top of this financial pres-
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sure, recruitment challenges have further impacted
the mental health service, at a time of rising demand.
The pressure to not only sustain, but improve
services, sits heavily on the shoulders of an extremely
committed staff. The economic pressures felt by individuals in the community are leading to a higher need
for mental health services. People suffering from
stress, anxiety, depression as well as psychotic illnesses and substance abuse all rise during difficult
times, and the financial challenges families are feeling
can mean they need to turn to the services at the
Mid‐Atlantic Wellness Institute, as it can be too costly
to cover private psychiatry‐related fees.
While demand has been increasing and
budgets have been reduced, the Bermuda Hospitals
Board has also had to manage with a reduced number
of consultant psychiatrists and residents due to recruitment challenges and the time frame required to
complete the new‐hire process. Unfortunately, this
has begun to result in longer wait times for people
seeking their first scheduled appointments at the
Mid‐Atlantic Wellness Institute. I would stress that this
did not impact people requiring emergency treatments
and interventions.
Filling the vacant positions will improve the
hospital’s ability to provide timely appointments. But in
order to manage the flow and meet Bermuda’s needs,
an additional consultant clinic was opened on
Wednesday mornings in order to decrease this initial
wait time for scheduled appointments. This clinic offers a walk‐in service to address acute concerns from
either current or new service users and allows for the
efficient initiation of treatment on an inpatient or outpatient basis.
Another area that has challenged the mental
health service has been appointing a permanent consultant for the Child and Adolescent programme. Recruitment efforts are ongoing but, unfortunately, in the
meantime the child and adolescent assertive outreach
programme, full-day programme and ASD clinics are
currently on hold, with medical coverage being provided by the resident and two adult psychiatrists.
Despite recruitment and financial challenges,
the following improvements have been possible because of the people working at MWI and their dedication to a vulnerable population who often experience
stigma in their homes and communities.
Metabolic Clinic—Madam Chairman, it might
not be widely known, but international literature has
noted a potential for adverse cardio‐metabolic effects
associated with antipsychotics. In response, US and
UK organisations have developed monitoring guidelines aimed at proactively identifying areas of concern
for further management. In December 2012, new
metabolic monitoring guidelines were finalised for the
Mid‐Atlantic Wellness Institute.
Forensic Psychiatry—People with mental
health issues who are also within the prison and court
system need the support of mental health services. A
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psychiatrist with expertise in this area has been hired
by the Mid‐Atlantic Wellness Institute. Dr. Westerlund
carries out weekly psychiatry clinics at Westgate and
the Co-Ed/Prison Farm. In August of 2013, Court Services launched the Mental Health Court pilot with one
acute east service user as the first candidate. The
programme has since expanded to six service users.
Since then, Dr. Westerlund has also commenced a
forensic clinic at Court Services in November, which
will enable him to review service users in the mental
health court or affiliated with Court Services.
I am going to skip over a number of matters
here. The Mental Health First Aid Course . . . I will skip
over the World Mental Health Day . . . let me see
here. I really want to . . .
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mmm? Well, I am not quite
there yet I am afraid.
I am going to skip over to Palliative Care—
Agape House. Madam Chairman, a new service introduced at Agape House last November, provides outpatient psychosocial support for palliative care clients.
With a focus on wellness and enhancing quality of life,
this Day Hospice is offered once a week on Monday
from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm. The service encourages
attendees to benefit from peer support by participating
in facilitated group discussions. A range of activities,
led by a Registered Art Therapist, includes working
with mosaics, painting and bread making. In addition,
there is therapeutic massage, Reiki (I am not sure
what that is) and meditation.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Oh, I am unfamiliar with most
types of massage, so—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I am not into manicures, pedicures, massage, or any of that.
While finding suitable space and finances was
an initial challenge, a partnership between the Bermuda Hospitals Board and Friends of Hospice, with
outside donations, means the service is currently offered without charge.
Essentially, the Bermuda Hospitals Board
provides the venue and Friends of Hospice provides
staff, volunteers who are trained as companions, art
materials and refreshments. Participants at the Day
Hospice need a referral from a GP, PALS nurse, or
from an Agape House staff member.
Technology—I am really going to try to cut
this short, but I am going to do the Technology Update.
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Madam Chairman, the overall budget for the
entire Information Technology Services is just over $5
million dollars, including salaries and capital. This
budget is expected to oversee all the IT needs of our
hospitals, ensuring that front-line care remains safe
and of a high quality.
First, I would like to speak to BHB’s Integrated
Electronic Medical Record Project.
BHB initiated an Electronic Medical Record, or
EMR, project in 2012 as part of its strategic plan as
the successful implementation of an integrated EMR
is proven to bring many benefits to patients, most notably:
• Improved patient care—through easy access
to accurate, timely and complete clinical information, a reduction in errors and conformance with up-to-date evidence-based protocols.
• Faster and better communication with other
healthcare providers through two-way electronic communication. Ultimately, the hospital’s EMR would become part of an Island‐wide electronic health record, which
would bring many additional benefits to
healthcare in Bermuda.
• Improved efficiency through readily available
information, reduction in duplication of diagnostic tests, elimination of unnecessary paperwork and process complexity, and availability of information for analysis, supporting
the planning of future services.
• Greater patient involvement.
• Conformance to internationally recognised information governance principles.
• There are eight internationally agreed stages
for EMR adoption, with stage zero being no
record and stage seven being the development of the Island‐wide electronic health record—81 per cent of US hospitals and 66 per
cent of Canadian hospitals are at a higher
stage of adoption than BHB as of the end of
2013.
To advance this project, the Bermuda Hospitals Board appointed a project director to lead the
BHB EMR project. He took up the post in August
2012.
Successfully implementing an EMR is challenging. The Bermuda Hospitals Board had wanted to
introduce the EMR before the move into the new hospital wing, but this would have demanded a greatly
accelerated timetable that would have been highly
risky from both procurement and implementation aspects.
I am really going to skip over a lot of this here.
I will just read the conclusion.
Although the project has not progressed as
quickly as originally planned, there is a clear way for-
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ward that is realistic given the difficult financial situation, and that will leave the Bermuda Hospitals Board
ready for a move to a modern integrated EMR when
that situation improves. The long-term plan is to implement the EMR.
I am going to finish on the Hospitals there . . .
with my Shadow, but I have got one more area to
cover so I am going to finish there, but you have the
information. So I will move over to . . . I hate to do
that, but it is just a press of time and I want to ensure
a robust debate. I am going to move over to Head 91,
which is the Hospital Insurance Department.

•
•

•

[Hon. Dennis P. Lister, Chairman]
HEAD 91—HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Chairman, the current
account estimates for Head 91—Health Insurance
begin on page B-163 of the Estimates Book.
A total of $1.4 million has been allocated for
this Head in fiscal 2014/15, which is a decrease of
$9,860,000, or approximately 87 per cent, from the
approved 2013/14 budget of $11.3 million.
It is important to explain such a large decrease in Head 91, which relates primarily to the portability of claims for Subsidy and Standard Hospital
Benefit. As I explained earlier in the week in my Ministerial Statement, there were several significant changes that were made this year to the Standard Hospital
Benefit. These changes directly impacted the Health
Insurance Department and will have large impacts on
the insurance plans under management. More detail
will be provided later that will outline the changes.
The vision statement for the Health Insurance
Department (HID) is to provide affordable health insurance coverage to Bermuda.
Head 91 is the partial source of funding behind the Department, which is responsible for developing and administering Government’s social health
insurance products offered to the public, including:
• the Health Insurance Plan (HIP);
• the FutureCare Plan (FutureCare);
• the Mutual Reinsurance Fund (MRF); and
• the Government Subsidy Program (Subsidy).
The Ministry of Health and Environment has
overall strategic responsibility for the programmes in
accordance with the Health Insurance Act 1970.
The Health Insurance Committee (HIC) is a
body, created under the Act, with overall management
responsibility for HIP and FutureCare on behalf of the
Minister. The Committee also manages the claims for
the MRF and the Government Subsidies.
The Health Insurance Department is delegated the operational responsibility for the various programmes.
The Act describes the programs as follows:

•
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HIP is a plan consisting of Standard Benefits
and Supplemental Benefits, and is available to
both Individual and Group insureds;
MRF is a specialised Fund for the payment of:
Dialysis; hospital in-patient stays beyond 60
days; Kidney transplants (up to $30,000); and
the related anti-rejection drugs. The fund was
designed as a catastrophic fund and provides
a transfer to the Health Insurance Department
to accommodate for adverse selection of
risks;
FutureCare is a plan designed for persons
over the age of 65 and provides comprehensive benefits for both Individual and Group insureds;
Subsidy Program consists of Age, Youth and
Indigent subsidies and is targeted to provide
relief to these vulnerable populations. The
subsidies currently are portable overseas.

Under the Health Insurance Act 1970 and its
regulations, every employer and self-employed person
must provide a minimum of standard hospital benefits
for each employee and their non-employed spouse.
Mr. Chairman, the changes to the Standard
Hospital Benefit are so significant this year, I will reiterate some of the key points from my earlier statement to provide the context for the Health Insurance
Department. The changes that will be made to the
Standard Hospital Benefit (SHB) in 2014/15 are:
1. Age Subsidy will be reduced to 70 per cent for
65 to 74 year olds, and to 80 per cent for persons aged 75 and over (that is a reduction of
10 per cent);
2. SHB portability will be abolished, including
portability of subsidy;
3. all MRF benefits will be transferred to SHB
(Standard Hospital Benefit), including dialysis,
kidney transplant, anti-rejection drugs, and
long stays in hospital;
The reduction in the level of reimbursement
for the aged subsidy will not result in loss of coverage
for patients for local hospital services. It represents a
shift of costs from the Consolidated Fund to all insurers. It will impact insurers, such as FutureCare in particular, who have significant concentrations of policyholders who are seniors. Local hospital claims for
FutureCare and HIP will inevitably increase.
To remove the portability of SHB means that
all insurers, both private and public, will no longer be
required to offer overseas benefits in the legislated
minimum package of benefits. It can be expected that
in some cases, private insurers may cease to offer
overseas benefits for low cost plans, but we see this
as being the exception and not the rule. All insurers
already offer overseas benefits, and so in the vast
majority of cases we believe they will continue to offer
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these benefits through supplemental or what we call
major medical benefits.
For HIP and FutureCare, the overseas benefits will remain in place as normal. Technical officers
are already working with the actuaries to incorporate
this into the 2014/15 HIP and FutureCare premiums.
The elimination of the portability of subsidy,
also known as the overseas subsidy, will also impact
all insurers who have policyholders who benefit from
the Aged and Youth Subsidies. This change will mean
that now all the overseas claims for these policyholders will be paid by their respective insurers and there
will be no mechanism to obtain reimbursement from
Government for the Subsidy portion that would have
been portable overseas.
This will mean that overseas claims paid under major medical and supplemental benefits for all
insurers will rise. We anticipate that the Standard
Premium Rate will decrease accordingly and insurers
will keep this premium to contribute towards those
claims. So it is a moderating influence, the standard
premium rate will go down . . . will somewhat moderate increases in premium rates for private insurance.
The financial impact on HIP and FutureCare will be
significant, and FutureCare overseas claims may likely double in the next fiscal year.
These changes are substantial from a historical perspective and represent the biggest changes in
Bermuda’s healthcare landscape for two decades.
The reductions will be seen clearly in the Health Insurance Department’s cost centres and in the Ministry
of Health cost centre for the Hospital Subsidies. As
stated before, we have made these changes to reduce costs as doing nothing is no longer an option.
However, we have been mindful of these changes on
all stakeholders and believe there are mitigating factors in these changes. And as I said earlier, there will
be an increased contribution from the Mutual Reinsurance Fund both to HIP and to FutureCare to help
moderate any increases in premiums.
Now, I have a section here which refers to the
operating results, but those are being published today
so there is no need for me to go through them here.
The Operating Results for the Hospital Insurance Department are actually being released, I think, this afternoon and will be on the website.
Under HIP we have the area of 101000 General Administration, 101010 Medical Claims . . . then
we have 101020 Automation . . .
What I am tempted to do, if the Shadow
agrees, is to skip over that and I can finish here. I do
not want to be accused of short-changing anyone, but
I think it is important we have a robust debate.
So having said that, I would finish there, Mr.
Chairman, if everyone is agreed.
The Chairman: Yes, I think we all can agree with that.
Thank you, Mr. Minister.
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Mr. De Silva, would you like to start your
presentation? You have . . . there is an hour and ten
minutes left in this particular debate.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, let me start by thanking the
Minister because certainly for one . . . my first thanks
is for letting me have a copy of his brief.
The Chairman: Mm-hmm.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: My second thanks is for
the speed in which he delivered his Heads and the
explanations thereof. And, of course, after having
seen his brief, he could have very easily have taken
up the entire time. So, Minister, I thank you for that.
Before I start with my comments and I hope I
have time to give some suggestions, Mr. Chairman,
let me say also thank you to the Permanent Secretary,
Mr. Kevin Monkman, because I know that . . . and as
you will know, Mr. Chairman, he had some, you know,
serious health challenges last year and . . . which was
one of the reasons why I chose four hours and not
seven or eight, which is what Health really should be
getting. But like I said, the Minister was accommodating and, therefore, I think that we should be able to
cover all bases. And while we are at it, Mr.
Monkman’s birthday is this Sunday, so let us take the
opportunity to wish him a Happy Birthday and may he
have many more.
Mr. Chairman, the Minister started on Head
21 and that is exactly where—
The Chairman: Where you will start?
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —I will start. Yes, Mr.
Chairman.
And the first question I have for the Minister
(and he can make a note and hopefully we will have
some time to answer these, if not, certainly we will
have time in the future) is I was just curious as to why
the . . . and I do not think he was Minister at the time,
but maybe he was, why Seniors was removed from
the title of the Health Ministry and it is now the Health
and Environment as opposed to Health and Seniors.
And as we know, our seniors’ population is due to increase substantially over the next 10 years, I think
by—2025 seniors will make up about 22 per cent of
our population. And I thought it was a good thing, by
the way, from the OBA to include seniors in the Health
Ministry and I hope that because we have removed it
we do not lose sight of our very important population,
which will make up about a quarter of our population
in nine years.
Mr. Chairman, I do have a few questions. And
my first one is on Head—well, of course, we are discussing Head 21 and on B-134, cost centre 2101. We
have the General Administration cost . . . the 2013/14
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original was $8,013,000, and the 2013/14 revised was
$5,996,000, and 2014/15 is actually back up $735,000
and I was just wondering if the Minister can make a
note and then get that information to us later.
Mr. Chairman, also on cost centre 2103, and
in particular the cost numbers 31140 and 31145,
which is for the Office for Seniors and the Physically
Challenged. Their budget . . . that particular item was
reduced by $79,000 and, of course, again with our
seniors becoming more and more important and
needing more and more assistance from all different
angles I was just wondering why that was reduced,
Mr. Chairman.
Also whilst we are on that cost centre, I was
just wondering if there was any update on the Seniors
Abuse Register. You might recall the late former
Shadow Louise Jackson—that was also a very big
concern of hers when she was in the Opposition—and
I was just wondering now that the OBA have been in
power for 14 months if they had an update on the
Abuse Register, which I am sure that . . . before the
Honourable Member left us here to carry on the work,
she would have made that wish of hers known.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I am just a little disappointed in some of the things in the budget. And I will
draw your attention to page B-135, which is in regard
to Advertising and Promotion, Mr. Chairman. Advertising and Promotion is at $55,000 and in my humble
opinion, you know, even the Minister in his brief talked
about how important health promotion and education
is to our people. And for that to be . . . for that to be at
a level where it is I think is insufficient, Mr. Chairman.
You may have heard me tell a little story about the
town in the States (I am trying to think where it was) I
think it was Oregon of about 400 people and they increased their health promotion substantially. But what
happened, Mr. Chairman, is that when they increased
that promotion and education—and I am talking about
changing your eating habits, you know, starting to exercise, and watching what one eats and things of that
nature—their obesity rate and their disease . . . every
. . . all their health issues dropped significantly—
significantly. And I would just like to remind the Minister and the OBA that in their Reply to the Progressive
Labour Party’s Throne Speech in 2011—and if you do
not mind I will quote, Mr. Chairman.
This is from the OBA’s Reply. And it says here
that, “We face stern challenges in both health care
costs and health care,” Mr. Chairman. “Health care
improvement must start with the concerted effort to
improve the basic level of fitness and health in our
community. The Government has made progress in
promoting fitness and health, but we need to do
more”—this is the OBA’s Reply to the Throne
Speech—“Significant investment in health promotion
is essential to reverse trends in obesity and diabetes.”
Of which we have the second highest in the world, Mr.
Chairman. And continuing on, “we believe the investment will reap benefit in the long run”—and they are
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right. “It must start with the young, with increased
mandatory time in physical education at all schools
and expanded mandatory nutritional education.”
So I agree with the OBA’s comments in 2011.
And what I would certainly encourage the OBA to do
is now that they are in Government and not in Opposition, to follow their own suggestions and pump some
more money into promotion and education with regard
to our people’s health and what they do. And I will get
a little bit more into that later, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, also on Head 21, I would like to
refer to page B-138, the Business Unit, and cost centre 31155, Opportunity Workshop. You will note that
we have some programmes that are being discontinued, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to know why. Opportunity Workshop . . . for us to be discontinuing . . .
unless there is a good reason. That is why I asked the
question. And I would like, certainly, to know what has
been discontinued and why.
Mr. Chairman, I would also like to refer first to
B-136, the Staff, revised from 51 to 50. And this happened with some of my colleagues earlier in the debate, there seems to be a pattern that has developed
throughout the Ministries. But certainly my question is
if the Staff has been reduced from 51 to 50 and the
Salaries, if you look on page B-135, the Salary has
decreased by $228,000. Now I was just wondering if
the Minister himself was going to retire because for
the reduction for one staff member for $228,000
seems to be substantial. And even he does not make
that much, I do not think, unless the PS has been given a raise and he has not told us. I do not know, Mr.
Chairman.
Maybe it has something to do with furlough
days, but as you might recall I gave a little arithmetic
with regard to furlough days and what it could mean
and I think it was the Ministry of . . . one of our Ministries, Mr. Chairman, if we have two people that work
for Government and if you add their furlough days together it is a substantial decrease. And I mentioned
last week and I will mention it again, that you know,
we have to be conscious of the fact that some of our
people have families that work for Government and
these furlough days are putting strain on some of the
them on their mortgages. Some of them are worried
about losing their homes and we have to be very, very
conscious of that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I talked about promotion and
education. It is interesting that just yesterday the
World Health Organisation made an announcement,
and the announcement was their concern about obesity in the world. And I have already stated and I am
sure many of us know in this House, Mr. Chairman,
that obesity is a big problem in Bermuda. Diabetes is
at historical proportions in Bermuda. And we are no
different from most of the world as it seems. And I
think much of our concentration must go on promotion, education of our people. Then we have 36 million
a year worldwide that are dying of non-communicable
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diseases or chronic diseases. And to think that most
of them . . . if we all work at it as a people—and I am
talking about worldwide—but certainly in Bermuda, if
we work at it as a people, we can not only help our
people, but we can help drive down our health care
costs.
We know that health care costs are the elephant in this room, Mr. Chairman. We can talk about
every Ministry as much as we like, but health care
costs in Bermuda are unsustainable at the current
rate. And we have to . . . we have to make some inroads to that. And I think that health . . . the education
and promotion is going to play its part, but we have to
be willing to put a bit of money in.
You know, Mr. Chairman, you might know, of
course, I know you have an electric car so your situation might be a little different, but a lot of people in
Bermuda . . . but even your electric car, I am sure you
have to maintain it on a regular basis. And I have said
many times before, if we do not maintain (to draw an
analogy) if we do not maintain our cars, if we do not
put oil in them, if we do not check the plugs every so
often—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, that is why I say I had
to quickly pull you out of the equation because you
have an electric car, Mr. Chairman. But most of us do
not.
And if we do not maintain our cars in the little
ways . . . if you do not put oil in it (a can of oil is maybe $8.00) you may blow the engine and that is a new
car. Your body is very similar. That is why, you know,
it is important . . . screening is very important, annual
health checkups are very important, it is the same
thing as maintaining your car. I have said it over and
over and I keep having to say it. And Mr. Chairman, I
went for a two mile run this morning, I was tired. I was
tired, but I tell you I squeezed it out. Some mornings I
wake up and I say I am not going—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —it was a short run. But
you see what the key is, what we have to do is, even
though it was a short run, Mr. Chairman, that is what
is important, is to try to do a little bit. And I tell people
all the time, actually, if you look at the BMI chart, I am
actually overweight. Everybody says, Zane, you are
not overweight, but I am overweight. Now Burgess—
my honourable colleague Derrick Burgess—now he is
fit. I am not quite as fit as he is, but I am going to get
there. My goal this year is to get there, Mr. Chairman.
[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes. No, that bike is too
quick for me.
But, Mr. Chairman, we do have to really give
that some concentration. I know I am spending a bit of
time on that, but it is important. It is really . . . it is really important. I cannot speak enough to that, Mr.
Chairman, I really cannot.
I do have a separate note here on the gas
explosion—I was glad to see it in the Minister’s brief—
you remember the gas explosion we had down in
Devonshire. And I thought that it was important, even
though it was a private matter, I think it is important
that we keep our eye on these things. Because you
know a lot of Bermudians have these gas cylinders
and whatnot. So I am glad to see that the Minister put
it in his brief.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I want to save Head 24
for a little later. I want to try to get through a few other
things. And I would like to move to Head 91, Mr.
Chairman. I did not . . .
Of course, the Minister was very helpful and
obliging in skipping through some things so that we all
could have time. Hopefully, I can leave some time for
Members as well. But I did not see where there was
going to be a FutureCare survey. Maybe that is in the
works. I hope, Mr. Chairman, that when this survey is
done on FutureCare this year (if they are going to
have one) let us not do it . . . well, of course, last year
was done. And it was done before the rates were increased. And the way in which it was done, I think,
was wrong.
You cannot ask our seniors, you know, between 65 and 105, Mr. Chairman, to . . . first of all you
get this thing in the mail that says, Go online and do . .
. You know you cannot expect all our . . . some of our
seniors are slick, because I get emails from some of
them sometimes (and I am going to talk about one a
little later). But we cannot . . . if we are going to do a
true and honest survey, we need to look at who we
send it to, look at the responses we get, and if we do
not . . . you know, before we compile the information,
let us dig a little further. Because it is important to get
the feedback from our seniors about how they feel
about FutureCare—whether it be the premiums [or]
whether it be the benefits.
Now Mr. Chairman, FutureCare was introduced by the Progressive Labour Party, I am happy to
say, by my late great friend Mr. Nelson Bascome. He
and Louise are probably up in heaven having a good
old time. And they are probably discussing
FutureCare the most, because you know those two
hooked on it as I did with her as well.
But Mr. Chairman, with regard to FutureCare .
. . I did not see it and I hope it is going to stay exactly
where it is. I am not happy about the change that was
made because you know . . . you will recall in the brief
here the Minister did explain how many people paid
more and how many people were able to take ad-
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vantage of the reduction. And [the number of] those
that paid more was substantially more than those that
got the reduction. Substantially more. And most of
those, Mr. Chairman, were, quite frankly, on Financial
Assistance, so to me it made no sense. We can agree
to disagree on that until the cows come home.
But, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a
suggestion early on to the Minister. I will beat his
drum. If we had won that election in 2012 I would
have made it happen. Come hell or high water I would
have made it happen, Mr. Chairman. The prescription
drugs benefit that our FutureCare premium holders
have is not enough. It is not enough. At present they
get $2,000 per annum per fiscal year. Two thousand
st
dollars. Well the year starts, as you know, April 1 .
You know, they pay the premiums.
Mr. Chairman, a lot of our seniors are running
out by September/October/November. They are running out. The PS is here. He certainly knows when I
was Minister that I had those conversations. And, of
course, I know we have our actuaries, we have our
technical people that tell us, Look Minister, it is just
not there. It is just not there. But you know what? (And
we will get into debt later on, too.) You know I have
said many times that I am not afraid of debt. I am not
worried about our grandchildren having some debt
issues. When I bought my first house I looked at the
interest payments over that 15-year period and I said
oh man, I bought this house for $166,000 and I am
going to pay $389,000. The interest . . . if we look at it,
it will scare the life out of us.
I am not worried about debt. I am not worried
about good debt. Let me make sure I get that right. I
am not worried about good debt. Bad debt I do worry
about. You want to go charging to your credit card
every week and you cannot afford it? That is bad debt.
I am talking about good debt.
But Mr. Chairman, I cannot emphasise
enough that we need to take that benefit from $2,000
to $3,000 or $4,000 a year. We have too many of our
seniors . . . and Mr. Chairman, I have an email here.
Like I said, [some of our] seniors know how to handle
the computer and typing. I have an email here from a
lady (I am not going to call her name, but it is here if
the Minister would like to see it when I am done), and
she explains that we really need to look at the premium for prescription drugs for our seniors, okay?
They are running out. They are running out
before time. They are struggling. When you hear . . .
and I have told this story before. My grandmother
used to tell me that she was making a decision this
week whether to buy groceries or to go get prescription drugs. We cannot have that. This country was
built on our seniors’ shoulders, or on their backsides,
on their hard work, Mr. Chairman. We have to take
care of them. We have to. Cut the salaries of Members of Parliament. Cut them or take . . . Hey, look,
you know how I feel about it. Let us take care of our
seniors, okay? Let us do that.
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The other thing I would like to encourage and
. . . I have to give . . . three . . . I have to give . . . the
lady mentioned three Ministers, and I am going to call
their names. And I want them to make sure that if they
get an email from someone, especially our seniors, try
to answer it. And my good friend, the AG, the Honourable Learned Member, she said she sent one to you—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, I will show it to you
afterwards.
—the Minister Mr. Moniz, and the former Minister Ms. Gordon-Pamplin, and she said she never
heard from anyone. And I was a little disappointed in
that, Mr. Chairman.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I will give it to you afterwards. So I am—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, you do, you certainly
do. And that is why I was a little surprised. Maybe she
may . . . in defence of the three Ministers, I am hoping
that maybe she had a dot in the wrong place and it did
not go through. So that is possible.
But I think it is important—very important—
that we look at these prescription benefits for our seniors, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I also understand that (and you
will know that we passed legislation in this House) we
abolished up-front payments for doctors’ visits, health
providers’ visits, except for the co-pay. Mr. Chairman,
I understand that some doctors are still charging full
whack. Now we know that the legislation . . . some
providers can write in and they can get exempted for a
period of time whilst they get their house in order. But
I am just laying down a marker for the Health Minister
and those at the Bermuda Health Council to let us
look and make sure that our health providers are operating as they should do legislatively.
Mr. Chairman, you know I have mentioned the
prescription benefit for our seniors, and we know that
earlier this week we had a movement of funds with
regard to the standard health benefit and there will be
a savings of $18 million over the next year. I do not
care how you slice that up, Mr. Chairman. It does not
matter how you slice it up. You can move funds
around any which way you want, but if you take $18
million out of the system somebody . . . as the Minister
said, Somebody is going to feel the pain. Somebody is
going to feel the pain. And I understand it. The OBA
has got a tough job. If the PLP is in Government tomorrow, we will have a tough job. But we have to
strike the right balance.
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It seems to me that every time we turn
around, since December 2012, our seniors, in particular, are being hit. Our seniors are being hit more than
others. It is not right. And I do not know if that was
why “Seniors” was removed from the Ministry just recently, but it is not right. Our seniors are being hit too
much.
Remember this: The wealthy, Mr. Chairman,
will always be able to get health care. Maybe that is
why out of 9,000 senior citizens we only have three
and a half thousand on FutureCare. We got a lot of
wealthy people on this Island, Mr. Chairman. And
maybe that is why those are . . . but the numbers are
increasing. And I am sure that they will increase as
times goes on. But let us remember that the wealthy
will always be able to pay for themselves.
The reason I mention that is because I think it
is time (and I had these discussions when I was Minister) that we press forward on means testing in a lot of
different areas—not just health. You remember back
when we had the primary home inheritance tax removed. Well, Mr. Chairman, that is everybody. If you
have two houses . . . you have made house A your
primary homestead—no inheritance taxes. If you have
10 houses, if you have 20 houses, the same thing applies. And it is the same with Land Tax. Our seniors
are loving that. Something the Progressive Labour
Party made happen. No Land Tax for our seniors.
But I think the change that needs to come
about is . . . it is many of our seniors that could pay. A
former Minister under the UBP told me a couple of
years ago he turned 65—Mr. Gerald Simons. I am
sure he will tell you himself. Gerald went down to TCD
to license his car. He said he felt bad because the girl
told him, Look . . . no, no, no, no. You are going 65
now, Mr. Simons, you don’t pay. He said to me, Zane,
that is not right. That is not right. And I think it is time
that we looked at that. It is time that we looked at doing means testing.
I did have a question on how many people
have enrolled in FutureCare, but the Minister had that
in his brief, so I know exactly how many people we
have. Thank you.
Now Mr. Chairman, there has been some talk
about the SAGE Commission. Quite a lot recently.
And you will know that the Chairman recently gave a
talk at the Chamber of Commerce. And I made a
comment about it in the paper, but I just want to emphasise some of the things that I pointed out that day
because seniors seem to be getting hit from all
around, Mr. Chairman. I think it is incumbent upon us
in this House that we keep fighting for our seniors. We
have to do it. Have to do it.
When the Chairman of the SAGE Commission
suggested that our seniors should be prepared to
forego a cost of living adjustment and they should wait
until the age of 68 before being eligible for government pension (which is another topic in itself) . . . but
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for them to, you know, to be prepared to forego a [cost
of] living [adjustment]. Some of our seniors, Mr.
Chairman, are really struggling. And you will know that
almost every year out of the 14 years that the Progressive Labour Party were in Government almost
every year but one, I think, we gave increases to the
pensions for our seniors. And most times I think they
averaged about 5 per cent or 6 per cent over that period of time. And our seniors loved it. They really appreciated that.
They have not had one for a couple of years,
Mr. Chairman. They have not had one. And whilst we
know that . . . and we will hear it from the Opposition
for the next 10 days about “shared sacrifice” and these types of things, but I am sorry Mr. Chairman, when
it comes to our seniors, we just . . . we just . . . we
cannot . . . we cannot leave them behind. We cannot
leave our seniors behind. We cannot do that.
Now Mr. Chairman, I would like to move on to
. . . See? I am going quickly like my colleague there
and I want to try to give others a chance if I can—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Forty minutes? Okay.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to move on to
Head 22. Mr. Chairman, a couple of questions first—
cost centre 2201, object account number 32000
Lefroy House. I believe Lefroy House, if I looked at
this number correctly, is being reduced by $246,000.
And I would like to know why, Mr. Chairman.
Also on page C-6 the $350,000 that has been
allocated. I think I may know what that is for, but I
have to ask the question what that is for, Mr. Chairman.
Now Mr. Chairman, the Honourable Minister
did talk a little bit about Lefroy House. And again, I
appreciate him breezing through. But if we are going
to talk about Lefroy House, Mr. Chairman, that was a
sticky sore thumb not long ago. In fact, that was prior
to the election. And the reason I ask about the reduction in Lefroy House is because you had the Honourable Member Mr. Michael Dunkley, who, prior to the
election, called Lefroy House “substandard.”
The late great Louise Jackson said it was “absolutely disgraceful and it was not fit for senior living.”
And I am quoting, Mr. Chairman. And Ray Charlton—
who was a candidate for the OBA, now Chairman of
WEDCO said it was “pitiful.” I fought all three of them
tooth and nail over that one, Mr. Chairman. No sir, I
spent a bit of time up at Lefroy House.
Lefroy House is not the Ritz Carlton. But I tell
you what: I think the facilities and the staff do a fantastic job at Lefroy House. I am sure you spent your time
there as well. Being from the west, Mr. Chairman, you
will know. But I ask the question, though, if it was
“substandard,” if it was “disgraceful,” if it was “pitiful,”
and if it was “not fit for senior living,” why do we not
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see something reflected in this budget for Lefroy
House, Mr. Chairman?
Where are Mr. Dunkley and Ray Charlton today? Where are they? I mean, to make those statements—public statements—and I do not see anything
reflected in the budget for Lefroy House? And then the
Minister says in his brief today that they have done a
public satisfaction survey and the results were 92 per
cent satisfaction. So you see, Mr. Chairman, when we
make comments and we make criticisms about certain
things we have to remember. And I will remember, Mr.
Chairman, and I will keep this file for a long time.
Mr. Chairman, I would also like to ask the
question with regard to Sylvia Richardson and that is
object code 32015, which had their budget cut by
$233,000. Now again, Mr. Speaker . . . Mr. Chairman
(maybe soon to be Speaker)—
[Inaudible interjection and laughter]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But Mr. Chairman, why
was Sylvia Richardson cut $233,000?
You see all these little things keep chopping
away at our seniors—licence for their cars, you know .
. . now you have got the standard health benefit. They
are going to feel some pain out of that. Our 65 and
older seniors are going to feel some pain with that
change. Why do we keep going after our seniors, Mr.
Chairman?
Mr. Chairman, LCCA [Medical care overseas].
Now, last year they had a million, this year it is three
[million]. Now you have got no complaints from me
because last year I was the one that suggested to
take it to three. So I am glad to see that it has moved
up to three. You might remember, Mr. Chairman,
again, the OBA criticised me for taking money that
was allocated to Lefroy House and putting it elsewhere. And I said at the time I moved it from Lefroy
House to LCCA.
Why did I do that? Because our people needed it. We all know what LCCA does. And I have had
some people . . . they have had me in tears, Mr.
Chairman, sitting down talking to family members that,
you know, have had a conversation with the LCCA
and, you know, funds were not available and we had
to make a decision. Mom is 85 years old, Does she go
away, does she not go away; does he spend $40,000,
$50,000 and then two days later she’s dead, we have
to bring her back home? Come on, let’s be real, and
we have had these conversations.
So LCCA—I am glad—I am sure they are
over the moon to see that they have been allocated
$3 million. And again, Mr. Chairman, most of the people that get assistance from LCCA are struggling.
There is nobody from Tucker’s Town going to LCCA
for help. So that is a great thing. I applaud the Minister
and I applaud the OBA for that—fantastic! Fantastic
move, keep it going.
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Now just on the flip side of the coin we do not
give P.A.L.S. anything again this year. Now everyone
in this House, I am sure, has been affected by cancer.
I have, bless my old man’s soul, right? But Mr. Chairman, again P.A.L.S. does not get anything this year.
P.A.L.S. are like Agape House staff, they are angels
sent from heaven. We have got to give P.A.L.S. . . .
we have to find . . . we have to . . . to . . .
Now, I do not want to start talking about taking
less trips and all that, because some of my colleagues
would do that. But this is where these things all add
up—how we are going to allocate funds and take care
of those that really need it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, the Honourable Minister talked
about Child Health. I am glad he spent a bit of time on
that. And that can be found on B-140. I have a little
question there. In cost centre 32030 Child Health is
$193,000 less. And 32100 Speech and Language is
$67,000 less. In the Minister’s brief he talks about how
important that is. And it is very important—early detection. These things . . . and do you know what they do,
Mr. Chairman, if you do not have early detection?
These things come back to bite individuals and families later in a big, big way. So why are we having a
reduction? And the Minister praised that in his brief.
He praised it. I would like to know why we have that
reduction.
Mr. Chairman, I talked about the OBA’s Reply
to the Throne Speech in 2011, and I just want to point
out some of the things that they said in their preelection platform. And I will quote, Mr. Chairman, “An
OBA Government will . . . eliminate age discrimination
by including age as a ground of discrimination in the
Human Rights Act.”
Well, we know we passed some legislation
here last year. But the age discrimination . . . Honourable Member Derrick Burgess has been beating that
drum for about five years. I can tell you that. And I
would like to know when the OBA are going to do
something in that regard.
Now a couple of other things I would like to
highlight from their platform, Mr. Chairman, are . . .
one of them was “Ensure senior’s access to affordable
prescription drugs, doctor’s visits and the care they
deserve.” Now, what did I just finish, about 15 minutes
[ago] talking about prescription drugs? And here it is
in their manifesto prior to the election. “Ensure senior’s access to affordable prescription drugs.”
Now Mr. Chairman, let us talk about that for a
little second: “Access to affordable prescription drugs.”
Now, you will know that I changed some legislation
with regard to generic drugs. And a lot of our people
were happy about that, Mr. Chairman. Many people
were happy about that and that saved a lot of money
for our people. In fact, that saved the government I
think several million just up at the Westgate facility
alone, Mr. Chairman.
But why I want to talk about that for a moment
is because I understand . . . now I do not have the
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figures, but I understand and the OBA can check it.
And I implore them to check it. But the word is that
generic drugs have increased substantially over the
last two years. Now, if that is—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, you know, it should
not be . . . not because of me . . . because more people are. Even the insurance companies are pushing
generic drugs. But I think due to the insurance companies pushing generic drug use over the brand
names, we are finding that generic drug prices are
coming up. And that needs to be looked at. And it
needs to be looked at quickly because we are pushing
generics, and now I would like to see some comparisons between generic drugs and brand name drugs
now, as opposed to what they were three years ago.
Now the Minister is here (and I am always
glad to have him here in my presence especially when
I am talking). Minister, what . . . you know you have
outlined these new changes to the standard health
benefit that will be coming up very soon. The question
I wanted to ask the Minister was, Is he planning on
having any public meetings? Because as he knows,
and as I know, and as some of us in this room know,
standard health premiums is like a tangled web to try
to get the grasp of how the numbers work. What I
would like the Minister to do . . . and maybe he already has it in plan. But I would like to see some public meetings. I would like to see some public meetings
with regard to these changes in the standard health
benefit and how it is going to affect the people in this
country. Because it is large. As I said, Mr. Chairman,
you cannot take $18 million away from a system and
not expect somebody to feel some pain.
The Minister said somebody is going to feel
some pain. He said it. We are all going to feel it, as
Minister Crockwell says. We are all going to feel it.
And I think some conversations need to be had, because you know, the old saying is, What you don’t
hear you’ll feel. And I think we need to try and explain
to our people how this is going to work. You know,
who is going to be most affected by these changes,
Mr. Chairman?
I just hope the Minister . . . I hope the Minister
is going to have a conversation with the people about
that, Mr. Chairman.
Now Mr. Chairman, the Minister also talked
briefly about dementia and Alzheimer’s. And again, I
thank him for breezing through quickly. I just noticed .
. . is that Mr. Kendell in the House down there? Yes, it
is. Welcome to all of the technical officers here today.
It is good to see you all here.
Oh, let me give the Minister a quick thank you
on behalf of the people of Bermuda. Do you know
what he did this morning? I do not think anyone has
done it before. I think he said, Look, while I am read-
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ing my brief I have asked the technical officers to stay
at work (maybe have a little coffee) but get the technical officers to stay at work (because they know what
is in this brief, they do not need to sit here for four . . .
three . . . well, it was what? Two and a half or three
hours, I think, Minister). You guys do not need to sit
here and listen to the Minister read what you wrote.
So I applaud the Minister for that.
The people of Bermuda probably had some . .
. and I know the technical officers that are sitting in
this place. I know most of you. But I know you guys
give Bermuda a good value for money. So I am sure
that . . . you know, Bermuda was the beneficiary of
that decision made by the Minister.
But getting back to dementia and Alzheimer’s,
Minister, I think you are aware that that is another little
elephant that is growing. And I think (what is her
name?) an old friend, Liz Stewart, is a strong advocate for Alzheimer’s and, I think, dementia as well.
And she is certainly out there pushing it and all the
information that she puts out into the public is, I think,
very, very fruitful and it is very, very helpful to all of us.
So we need to put some concentration and effort into
that.
Now, see, I am just like you Minister, I am
able to skip through a lot of stuff because I want to
give you a chance to answer some questions and
hopefully give some other Members a chance to participate.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to move on to
Head 24, which is the Hospitals.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, but, you know, after I
talk about the Hospitals I have one other bit of information I would like to get out to everyone.
So, Mr. Chairman, again, having been a former Minister and having sat in the Minister’s chair and
certainly being in his position, back in March 2012 the
Shadow Minister for Health at the time, and also Mr.
Grant Gibbons, had a lot to say about Head 24, in particular, cost centre 2401, line item 34000. And you
know they had a lot to say about that being a one-line
item.
Now, you know, for this year we are looking at
$109 million. Now I say to my Honourable Minister
friend, the Learned Member, maybe you were not in
the House at that particular time, but you know whilst
we . . . And I did the same as you (and you could have
taken up all the time talking about the hospital). But
you know, they gave me a lot of stick for having a
one-line item for the King Edward VII Memorial [Hospital] and the amount of money for it. I mean they
made a big issue over that, Minister. So I would have
thought that . . . certainly with Mr. Grant Gibbons being still part of the . . . Well, was he a UBP? No, OBA.
I would have thought that he would have done some-
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thing about it. He had a lot to say about that as well.
So I was a little . . . I was just . . . you know, enquiring
minds want to know.
I will move swiftly along. Mr. Chairman, the
Minister said in his brief that the cap that we put in
place before the election when they won, simply (and I
will paraphrase) did not work. It was not right. Get rid
of it. It is not going to work. It is not good. It does not
work. Well, back in March 2012, the Shadow Minister
3
of Health at the time . . . and I will quote, “The One
Bermuda Alliance is in favour of a cap;”—quoted.
Now, I did not see any points of order from our own
Members. But this year we had the Minister who is
saying the cap is no good, it does not work. But the
Honourable Member, the Opposition Shadow at the
time, said that the One Bermuda Alliance is in favour
of the cap. So why remove it?
And I would also like to say, Mr. Chairman,
over the past, I do not know, six, seven, eight, nine,
ten years, health insurance costs in Bermuda have
risen 8 per cent to 10 per cent per year, except for—
guess which year, Mr. Chairman?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The year that the MOUs
were in place.
Now, I will leave it up to the Minister to explain
to us at a later time (I do not think he is going to have
time today) to tell us why that was. I have a feeling
that it has something to do with the caps that we had
in place, okay?
Now I see that the Minister said that he plans
to move CCU in September, I believe. CCU . . . okay?
September or October over to the current—
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we will see a decrease—a decrease—in the cost that
the hospital charges for these folks in their hospital
beds.
Now I know that when I was Minister CCU
was full—we had about 30 or 40 people at any given
time over in the hospital that could have been in CCU
if we had the space. And we were paying a million
dollars a month for that. A million a month! So I am
hoping, I am hoping . . . I am sure the Minister is
aware of it. He has got to be aware of it. I do not think
Mr. Monkman and Venetta Symonds would . . . Oh,
there she is. Hey, welcome. Welcome.
I see Venetta Symonds in the House and it is
good to see her, she is hiding from me back there.
But I am sure that those two individuals, in
particular, would have highlighted to the Minister this
problem. So hopefully that is taken care of or will be
taken care of soon.
Now see that is a double-edged sword
though, Mr. Chairman. It is a double-edged sword as
the Minister has surely has found out already, because now . . . See, if you take those 30 patients out,
now the hospital loses a million dollars a month. That
is $12 million—pop—gone, just like that. Now what
does the hospital do? You know the hospital has to
operate. The hospital . . . Of course, the Honourable
Member Grant Gibbons and my girlfriend the late
great Louise Jackson—
[Inaudible interjection and laughter]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, after today he is my
sweetheart, too. He is very kind, he is very kind.
But now . . . I lost my line, now that you started talking about sweethearts, Mr. Chairman.

[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —well, it will be, I guess,
the older wing when the new wing opens. All right? So
we are going to move it over to there. So I am glad to
hear that.
Now my question is this: The OBA said in
2012, during that budget, that we did not have the appropriate staff. Now do we have the appropriate staff
now? Will we have the appropriate staff when they
move? That is the question I have.
The other question I have is a very important
question, Mr. Chairman, because at present, and the
Minister can reconfirm, but certainly a year ago or
several months ago there were patients in the hospital
that could have been in CCU that we, the taxpayer,
were paying $30,000 a month each for. I do not have
to tell you what 30 patients add up to, that is a million
dollars, or thereabouts (just a little shy). When we
move these patients from CCU over to the old hospital, I hope that the funds are going to move with it and

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, the former Shadow
Health Minister. But . . . yes, we were talking about—
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, the revenue. Yes, the
double-edged sword and . . . but what happened . . . I
used to catch . . . they used to really give me some
stick as Mr. Monkman and Ms. Symonds would know
over the . . . we reported an $18 million surplus that
particular year. And they used to call it an $18 million
profit and said, Oh, the hospital is burning everybody.
And, of course, I said, like you would say when you
run your household, anybody in this House will know
that in order to run your household you do not want to
live . . . you know, you get paid $500 a week and your
expenses are $500. I mean, you know. And the hospital was run like that for a long time, Mr. Chairman.
We made some changes to the way in which
we charged out for procedures and what not, for any
of the diagnostic imaging that we did. And the hospital
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was starting to turn over a surplus, Mr. Chairman. And
it is important.
We only have one hospital in Bermuda. Surplus is important. Why is surplus important? Why is
surplus important for any one of us in our households? You know, I would like to put some money in
the bank so that if my daughter trips and bangs her
knee or breaks her arm or, you know, develops some
kind of disease, that I might be able to do some things
to help her. A hospital is no different.
Prior to 2006 the hospital was . . . you know,
we had some issues down there. I am not going to
mention the tale of two hospitals. That is another story. But the condition of the hospital was getting worse
and worse. Every week in the newspaper there was a
story about the hospital. Somebody was complaining.
But after 2006 they slowly went away. Why did they
go away? Because we started doing things differently
at the hospital and we started investing some of that
money back into the hospital, which is what we are
doing today.
Now a lot of that money has been taken away.
A lot of that money has been taken away in the last
year or so. So it is going to be interesting to see how
the OBA deals with that, okay? It is going to be interesting.
Now, the Honourable Minister did talk, I believe, the unaudited financial statements were almost
ready or were ready. I would like to ask the Minister
when we can expect the financial statements for the
Hospital to be presented.
Mr. Chairman . . . No, I am going to save that
little bit. I am going to save that. I did talk about Agape
House very briefly and the Minister did, too, in his
brief. I was glad to see that he mentioned Agape
House, another place close to my heart. I have many
experiences. I had many friends go through Agape
House. I think they do a fantastic job and we can never give them enough praise. I think they are angels
from heaven and we should always give them highlights and applause and lift them up when we can.
I did note, Mr. Chairman, that the Minister said
that he was having some discussions about Lamb
Foggo, and that he had had some informal meetings
with the MPs of the area. Now we even had a slight
30 second informal chat, too. We were going to have
a meeting last week. That was cancelled. But, Mr.
Chairman, let me say that we will have some discussions on Lamb Foggo, I hope. And I hope that the
Minister is going to continue on the path of the Premier, and no matter what decisions are made, we keep
Lamb Foggo open. And I do not think this particular
Minister is going to be looking at trying to shut that
down, Mr. Chairman, because we know what that did.
Mr. Chairman, now it is 20 [minutes] to 5:00. I
want to try to wrap up, Mr. Chairman, try to give . . .
maybe the Minister and maybe some other colleagues
a chance to have a chat.
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Fourteen? I thought it was
half an hour, okay. Okay. All right. Let us move on,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, we can make complaints, we
can talk about, you know, what we are doing wrong,
what the OBA is doing wrong, what the Minister is doing wrong. We can do that until the cows come home.
But I think if we are going to criticise we have to have
some suggestions and ideas.
So, Mr. Chairman, I have a few. And there is a
letter in the . . . I just happened to glance at it this
morning because my granddaughter called me and
wanted to have breakfast, so I said, Okay, let’s go. So
she caught me a little short in reading the paper. But I
did catch a little clip in the Royal Gazette by [Antony]
Siese and he had a complaint about my comment and
suggestion that all the health providers—doctors and
dentists—take a 15 per cent to 20 per cent cut in their
fees. Let us get them to, you know, share some pain.
You know our people are being laid off, our
people are being made redundant, we have furlough
days, we have all sorts of things going on with our
people. But we do not hear much about those that can
maybe spare a little bit more, who might be making
more. As I said earlier this week, Mr. Chairman, I do
not know a poor doctor; I do not know a poor dentist.
Sorry, sorry guys, you have not got me. Mr. Siese
suggested that I take a 20 per cent or my company
take a 20 per cent cut. Let me say this for the record,
Mr. Chairman, my company has been operating on
some prices that we used in 1989! And we still cannot
get some work.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: See the Honourable Member Mr. Sousa says he will support me. He knows. We
are in a similar business. You guys cannot . . . Look, I
kid you not, Mr. Chairman, I kid you not. Some of the
prices we used in 1989, some of them are even less.
So I am taking a hit.
And while we are at it, Mr. Chairman, when I
ask the doctors and dentists and health providers to
take a 15 per cent or 20 per cent cut, two years ago—
and I will declare my interest, Island Construction, I
will call it—Mr. Chairman, all my guys took a 10 per
cent cut. But do you know what the principals of our
company took? A 55 per cent cut. That is what we
took, Mr. Chairman. Do you know why? To keep our
people employed. I do not know how many people
that own a business have made those kinds of sacrifices, but I could tell you straight up, for the record, in
public, that is what we did.
So for those that think that I am going to make
these statements to dentists and doctors about dropping their fees by 20 per cent, come sit down and talk
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to me. Let us have some of these folks that are turning over some high profits make a little sacrifice, too,
Mr. Chairman. So that is one of my suggestions.
Mr. Chairman, there is another letter to the
editor this week from Cheryl Pooley. Now I have
known Cheryl a long, long time. And she certainly
gives the PLP some stick when she is ready. But she
made a couple of very good points. In fact, I am wondering if she heard me up in this House because several times I have mentioned it, Mr. Chairman, and we
talk about sharing sacrifice.
4
I will quote her, she says, “ As far as Bermudians who own 30 properties or more, excluding Sir
John Swan and Fernance Perry, most of the land
wealth magnitude was gained off the backs of slavery
and handed down through generations; or because of
unfair leverage that white Bermudians had when white
Bermudians were not allowed to work in certain job
categories.” She brings about a good point.
Mr. Chairman, if someone has 10, 15 homes
in this country we need to check that out. If I had 10,
15 homes, Mr. Chairman . . . I will give you an example. I have got a couple of homes. My Land Tax went
up under the PLP Government substantially. Remember, about seven or eight years ago, maybe nine
years ago, we took the Land Tax up substantially. My
wife said, Man, look at this! I said, You know what, we
can afford it. The government needed the money.
Now if you have 15, 20, 30 houses . . . and,
you know, some of us have houses in trusts. And I will
put my hand up, Mr. Chairman, okay? Well, you know,
let’s go. If you guys want to do the right thing maybe
we need to look at some of that too. Guys that are
wealthy in this country need to start taking some responsibility and try and do their part. Let us not just
get everybody—all the bus drivers, all the ferry operators, all the landscapers, all the . . . you know, we
need some folks at the top to do their part, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, look where we sit here in this
House. What are we surrounded by? Office blocks.
Now everybody that—and I will declare my interest,
Mr. Chairman, I have one, too. But let me just say for
the record, Mr. Chairman. Do you know how many
buildings we have in this country, office blocks, that
are paid for? Okay, we pay city tax, we pay land tax.
But Mr. Chairman, some of these buildings are raking
in hundreds of thousands of dollars a month in rent.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, we are on Health.
Because you know what . . . that is a good question.
Yes, I am on Health because that money can
be taxed and put in our health system! Yes, I am talking about Health! Come on, I should not have to point
that out to you, Honourable Member. Come on! I am
4
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talking about getting money out of this sack and let us
put it in that sack.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, corporate responsibility is a good statement to make. A good statement to
make.
Now, how much time do I have, Mr. Chairman?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay, colleagues—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. I am going to try . . .
I am very sorry for those that may want to speak, but I
did not get that much time to speak.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I only had an hour and 10
minutes. Okay.
So Mr. Chairman, let me say this . . . I said
suggestions. So those are some of my suggestions.
Here are some more. Now it is not too late for the Finance Minister to raise some money because as we
said, you cannot just tax everybody—all the workers.
You cannot do that. You cannot get all your money
that way, okay?
Now, here we go. Look, we have the second
largest diabetes problem in the world. We have the
most amputations in the world, Mr. Chairman. Why?
Because our people are obese, we get diabetes, we
are overweight, okay? Why do we not raise taxes on
sweets and sodas 500 per cent? Take them up 1,000
per cent. Look, make a sweet soda $25 a can!
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You know, I know I am getting snickering. But let me tell you something: It is killing our people. It is killing our health system. It is taking money and we are pouring it into health, we are
pouring it into . . . we want to pour it in our seniors, but
you know what? There is where we can get it from.
You want to drink soda? Pay $25 for a soda and you
make water . . . make water 50 cents.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Minister
said . . . I think, it was about 50 per cent, Minister?
You said water in our schools? All right. Then 50 per
cent of our public schools only have water. Fifty per
cent Minister? You better jack that up to 100 per cent,
and quick, okay? All right.
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How about mayonnaise, Mr. Chairman? You
know, all these things are high sodium, all right? Look,
I used to love mayonnaise until I found out what it did
to me. Okay, I am sorry. I used to eat mayonnaise
sandwiches, Mr. Chairman. But it is killing our people.
I know we can have a little laugh and all that, all right
you guys? But it is serious.
And look, smoking? Now, for those that do not
know, we have the best record of non-smokers in the
OECD. The best record. But you know what? Make a
pack of cigarettes $100, okay? Look, Mr. Chairman,
some people will have some complaints and some of
my good friends smoke. I am sorry, I am sorry. I know
you guys will give me some stick later on.
But look, Mr. Chairman, it is killing our people.
Let’s be bold. We want to think out of the box? Let’s
be bold. And some of my friends who are in the business are going to give me some stick later on, too. But
that is okay. When we walk through the airport we
have duty-free cigarettes. What the . . . what are we
doing, Mr. Chairman? Take those duty-free cigarettes
out of there! Are you crazy? If you want to smoke cigarettes, get them downtown and pay $25 for a pack.
Pay $50 a pack. Come on, are we serious? Do we
want to cut costs in health? Let’s be bold. Let’s be real
bold.
Insurance companies. Let me challenge you.
And I will put up my hand. I have got some shares in
some insurance companies, Mr. Chairman. But look,
insurance companies . . . what can we do to reduce
our premiums? Do we have to have millions and millions of profits every month while our people are suffering? I would love to see the insurance companies in
this country say, You know what? Let’s take 10 per
cent or 15 per cent of our net profit and let’s put it into
programmes that are going to help our people. Let’s
put it in FutureCare. Let’s put it in the schools so that
we can educate. Let’s put it into health promotion.
There is too much sacrifice being made by the
people in this country that are just plain old workers,
like me—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of Order.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well . . . Point of Order?
All right, Crockwell. Okay, okay all right.
But what I am saying to you is it is too many
of our people that are bearing the brunt, Mr. Chairman. It is too many of our people bearing the brunt
while others are living the life of Riley. It is too many.
Now Minister, I know things are tight, okay.
But the OBA promised in their election platform that
they will go open up west end, east end, we are going
to have ambulances. Now look, most of our tourists
these days are coming in the west end, okay? There
was a serious accident with one of the tourists up on
Lagoon Bridge up there last year, all right? We
thought the person was going to die.
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: A work in progress. Okay.
That is all I wanted to hear, Minister, that is all I want
to hear.
You talked about, Minister, in your brief, Case
Management—another part in Health. I know PS
Monkman has a bee in his bonnet. I know he . . . I
hope you are chasing this one like you chased me,
okay? Let’s go we have got to do that. Case Management can save us millions of dollars . . . millions of
dollars.
Screenings and Awareness. Now, one thing (I
am going to finish on this one, I hope). Mr. Chairman,
incentives screening. Minister, let’s work at . . . look,
we can work together on some things, you know. Incentives for screening.
We had the men’s screening . . . I will never
forget I brought a letter to this House when I was Minister that a guy went to one of the men’s free screening we had one day, Mr. Chairman. And guess what?
The doctor that saw him said, Go see a doctor right
away. Do you know what happened, Mr. Chairman?
Do you know what happened? He went to his doctor
and the doctor said, I am glad you came to see me
because I don’t think you would have lasted another
month. So let us work out a way to give incentives for
our people—especially men, you know. We are too
proud, especially men, to get screened on a more
regular basis. It is very important, Mr. Chairman, very
important.
How are we making out, Mr. Chairman?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. Mr. Chairman, I am
going to take a quick seat in case the Minister or
somebody else wants to . . . I am sorry, I apologise,
but that is all I could do.
Members, I give it to you right now.
The Chairman: All right. Thank you, Shadow Minister
De Silva.
Does any other Member . . . I see Mrs.
Atherden on her feet down there. Would you like to
have the floor?
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: You have got a minute and about 40
seconds.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Right. I will try and speak
quickly.
Mr. Chairman, I would just like to highlight
some things with respect to one of the areas that was
not covered, and that is in respect to the Health
Council. I think it is very important for us to recognise
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that that Department is tasked to try and get information out and make sure that there are changes
which happen within the health system to reduce the
cost and to make sure that there is a better patient
outcome.
And with respect to what the previous speaker
just said, the Health Council is in the process of getting out some information with respect to need to
know . . . Standard Hospital Benefit Changes 2014/15.
So in line with what they should do, that is what is
happening.
I would also, Mr. Chairman, like to sort of tie
together three things that the Minister said with respect to the Council, looking at cost containment,
looking at the Hospital, looking at what was happening
with respect to utilisation for diagnostic imaging and
fees, and recognising that if we look at all of that . . .
that can drive the cost down.
Secondly, I would like to also indicate the fact
that as the Health Council—
The Chairman: Thirty seconds.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: I would like to also say,
Mr. Chairman, that it is great that the Hospital recognises that revenue is going down but costs are going
up and they are trying to contain it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: You have got 20 seconds left.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Oh, and in my last 20 seconds I would also like to say that it is very important
for us to recognise that we are all in this to try and
bring the cost down. We are the driver in terms of utilisation. And the doctors are responding to what we
are saying. So we have to be better at health and the
cost can go down.
The Chairman: Okay.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: And I think that is probably
20 seconds.
[Timer chimes]
The Chairman: That’s it.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Thank you.
The Chairman: Minister, do you just want to move . . .
close out your Heads so we can start the next one?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes, yes, Mr. Chairman.
If I could just move those Heads for approval—the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure under
the Ministry of Health and Environment—Head 21
Ministry Headquarters, Head 22 Department of
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Health, Head 24 Bermuda Hospitals Board, Head 91
Health Insurance. I move they be approved.
The Chairman: Any objections?
[Gavel]
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister. We now bring a
conclusion to the Ministry of Health.
[Motion carried: The Ministry of Health and Environment, Heads 21, 22, 24 and 91 were approved and
stand part of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure 2014/15.]
The Chairman: Now we will start the next Ministry
Head, which is the Ministry of Transport.
We recognise the Minister of Transport, Mr.
Shawn Crockwell.
Mr. Crockwell, in your opening remarks can
you indicate whether you are going to move all seven
of your Heads together or do them separate?
MINISTRY OF TOURISM AND TRANSPORT
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, good afternoon, Mr.
Chairman. I will be moving all seven Heads—Head
48, 30, 31, 34, 35, 57, and 73.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister, proceed.
HEAD 48—MINISTRY HEADQUARTERS
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you very much. I
will be starting, Mr. Chairman, with Head 48, which
can be found in the Budget Book on pages B-171172.
Mr. Chairman, the function of the Ministry of
Tourism Development & Transport Headquarters is to
ensure safe, efficient operation of the departments
and special operations units within the Ministry.
Headquarters also ensures that the policies of the
Bermuda Government relating to the Ministry are enacted. In addition, it helps ensure the cooperation of
other Government Ministries which are impacted by
Ministry of Tourism Development & Transport initiatives and activities.
The Ministry of Tourism Development &
Transport Headquarters oversees and coordinates the
activities of the following departments:
• Head 30 Marine & Ports Services
• Head 31 Airport Operations
• Head 34 Transport Control
• Head 35 Public Transportation
• Head 57 Civil Aviation
• Head 73 Maritime Administration
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The Ministry of Tourism Development &
Transport Headquarters can be found on pages B-171
to B-172 of the Budget Book and is divided into three
cost centres as follows:
Cost centre 58000 Administration (B-171).
The original budget for 2013/14 is $655,000. The estimate for 2014/15 is $24,700,000, a variance of
$24,050,000.
The Administration Team is primarily responsible for the activities previously detailed above. In
2014/15, the Administration section will also oversee
annual operating grants to the Bermuda Tourism Authority of $23,100,000 and Government Golf Courses
of $950,000 (located on page C-19 of the Budget
Book), which together comprise 96 per cent of the
Ministry’s total budget.
Cost centre 58010 Transportation Planning
Team. The original 2013/14 estimate is $227,000. The
estimate 2014/15 is $180,000; a variance—a decrease—of $99,000.
Mr. Chairman, the role of the Transportation
Planning Team (TPT) is to provide research support
to the Ministry and Departments, to continue implementation of the proposals contained in the National
Transportation Management Report of 2002, to promote and explore new initiatives within the Ministry
and to review and ensure the efficiency and integration of transportation services of Bermuda.
The TPT is also, and importantly, responsible
for helping ensure that Bermuda’s air services and
cruise ship strategies are sustainable, involving a high
level of coordination with all on-island stakeholders,
and negotiating with cruise lines.
Cost centre 58020 Hotel Administration (B171). The original estimate for 2013/14 was $520,000;
which was under the Tourism department. The estimate for 2014/15 is $280,000; a variance, which is a
decrease, of $240,000.
Mr. Chairman, the Hotel Administration section is currently a unit within the Department of Tourism. During the benchmarking and establishing of best
practices for the creation of the new Bermuda Tourism
Authority (BTA) it was identified early on that the function of the Hotel Administration section would need to
exist outside of the newly created BTA.
Mr. Chairman, as a section within the Bermuda Department of Tourism, the Regulation and Policy
Section had seven budgeted positions. As of 1 April
2014, this section will be transferred into the Ministry
of Tourism Development & Transport Headquarters.
This new section within the Ministry Headquarters will
comprise of three employees. The personnel efficiencies identified will result in the reduction of four Full
Time Equivalents (FTE) and corresponding funding of
$240,000. As of 1 April 2014 the positions within this
section will include, two Hotel Inspectors and an Administrative Assistant.
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The primary role of the Regulation and Policy
section is to:
• administer and manage the hotel licensing
functions in accordance with the Hotels (Licensing and Control) Act 1969, the Timesharing (Licensing and Control) Act 1981, The Hotels Concession Act 2000, and the Hotel ReLicensing and Classification Inspection System;
• undertake inspections, assessments and
compile reports and maintain records in accordance with the relevant Acts;
• vet and advise on applications for hotel concessions and for implementing the hotel related policies in consultation with the Bermuda
Tourism Authority (BTA);
• contribute to policy decisions related to the inspection and licensing of hotel accommodations as well as providing recommendations
on amendments to existing tourism legislation;
• handle complaints from visitors regarding hotel properties;
• review Liquor Licence applications;
• participate in Hurricane Preparedness Plans;
and
• liaise with the Bermuda Police Service for all
hotel related public safety matters.
Mr. Chairman, during our recent review of the
Regulation and Policy Section, it became apparent
that the current legislative framework and hotel inspection processes need to be reviewed; modernised
and updated.
It has been determined that more stringent
regulation and inspection procedures are required in
order for hotel and timesharing properties to improve
their product offerings. We are confident that the BTA
will be very effective in developing tourism initiatives
and enhancing Bermuda’s brand recognition, however, the tourism product begins with the quality and
value of Bermuda’s accommodations, an issue that is
consistently a concern expressed by hotel visitors responding to Exit Surveys.
Mr. Chairman, our Ministry will review the existing legislation and make the necessary amendments to ensure our local standards are current and
aligned with the leading global best practices.
The total budget for the Ministry Headquarters
(Head 48) for the Fiscal Year 2014/15 is $25,160,000;
an increase of $24,280,000 from the 2013/14 Original
Estimates.
Salaries and Wages for the nine Full-Time
Equivalents account for $891,000 represent 3 per cent
of Headquarters’ budget. The annual grants to the
Bermuda Tourism Authority of $23,100,000 and the
Government Golf Courses of $950,000 represent
92 per cent and 4 per cent, respectively, of Headquarters’ budget. I would like to just add, Mr. Chairman,
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that in the Budget Book I believe it is shown as eight
full-time equivalents, but it should be nine. That is on
page B-172. Professional Services account for
$92,000 and Travel Expenses $88,000, each equating
to less than 1 per cent of the total 2014/15 Budget.
Mr. Chairman, I would like provide an update
on Cruise Ship initiatives currently under way in the
Ministry.
We have been aggressive in attracting premium cruise lines to come to our shores, and for 2014
we will see some of the world’s top-rated cruise lines
sail here. This will include Oceania Cruises making
four cruises to Bermuda, Silversea Cruises making
two cruises, Regent Seven Seas Cruises making one
cruise and Princess Cruises making three cruises. We
will also have a return of the German-speaking ship
AIDA Luna, which will visit Bermuda on three occasions.
Mr. Chairman, after a successful inaugural
season in 2013, the Norwegian Cruise Line will once
again be deploying their new-build Norwegian Breakaway to Bermuda for 22 cruises. At close to 5,000
passengers per cruise, the Breakaway is projected to
bring 90,000 cruise passengers to the Island in 2014,
making a financial contribution of $26 million to Bermuda’s economy. In addition to the Norwegian Breakaway, the Norwegian Dawn will be returning in 2014
with 22 cruise calls from Boston; Royal Caribbean’s
Explorer of the Seas will return with 28 calls from
Cape Liberty, New Jersey; Royal Caribbean’s Grandeur of the Seas will return with 14 calls from Baltimore and Celebrity Cruise Line’s Summit will return
with 19 calls from Cape Liberty, New Jersey.
In total, we are projecting 130 cruise calls in
2014, four higher than the 126 we had in 2013. We
are projecting approximately 357,000 cruise visitors
will sail to Bermuda in 2014, which will be significantly
higher than the 340,000 experienced in 2013. So we
anticipate a very robust and successful Cruise Ship
Season in 2014.
Each cruise passenger arriving in Bermuda
pays a Passenger and a Cabin Tax to Government
(projected to be $21 million in 2014). In addition,
cruise visitors make purchases in local retail establishments and many go on shore excursions and support of our taxi, minibus and water sport sectors. They
also extensively use our public transport system, resulting in increased revenues. The secondary impact
of the cruise segment on our economy is significant,
with many tour operators relying on cruise visitors for
their livelihood. In total, the cruise ship segment is
projected to make a financial contribution of $95 million to our economy in 2014.
We continue to meet with all cruise lines in an
attempt to secure small ships for Hamilton and St.
George’s, recognising that there are increasingly fewer ships capable of docking in those ports. We are
very pleased, Mr. Chairman, that the Veendam will be
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returning to Bermuda in 2015 making six calls in the
Hamilton port.
Mr. Chairman, in 2013, we implemented a
new transportation plan at Royal Naval Dockyard. The
plan relied on input and cooperation from taxi and mini
bus operators, the bus and ferry systems, the cruise
lines and the West End Development Corporation.
That plan will be further refined for 2014. Much of the
effort will be in providing quality transportation services for our visitors, including scheduled ferry and
bus services, sightseeing bus service, beach shuttles
and taxi and minibus tours. This creates employment
opportunities for Bermudians who choose to enter the
transportation sector.
The Transport Control Department will allocate Traffic Officers to be at Dockyard when the cruise
ships arrive. Their role is to manage the private transportation services, including the taxi and minibus operators, who are responsible for ensuring that our visitors are moved efficiently and effectively.
Mr. Chairman, the private sector has a major
role to play in providing transportation services and
we will continue to work with them in ensuring that
they are provided their fair share of business. To this
end we will work with our cruise ship partners in encouraging more of our visitors to use private transportation such as taxis and minibuses.
Thank you Mr. Chairman. This concludes our
brief on Ministry Headquarters, Head 48.
HEAD 30—DEPARTMENT OF MARINE AND
PORTS SERVICES
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Now moving to Head 30,
it can be found in the Budget Book on pages B-173 to
B-177.
Mr. Chairman, one of this department’s primary roles is to facilitate the movement of shipping commerce in and out of Bermuda’s ports. This is undertaken through the provision of marked navigational
channels, provision of pilot and tug services and coordination of channel and port infrastructure development work to ensure that the needs of the cruise and
cargo ships are maintained in collaboration with the
Ministry of Works and Engineering.
The department is responsible for the coordination of international search and rescue operations in
this area of the Atlantic and oversees seaport security
compliance in accordance with international standards
designed to counter the spread of terrorism.
The department also manages the allocation
of mooring positions to local boats as well as undertaking the annual registration of private vessels. Additionally, detailed safety inspections and the licensing
of commercial passenger carrying vessels or Island
boats occur annually. The final, perhaps more highprofile element of the department’s activities, is the
operation of the “Sea Express” Ferry Service that directly compliments public transport services through
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the efficient, mass carriage of local commuters and
visitors Island-wide.
The operating budget for the Department of
Marine & Ports Services for 2014/15 is $21,311,628
against estimated revenue of $5,872,045.
Mr. Chairman, the breakdown of estimates, as
found on pages B-173 to B-175 of the Budget Book, is
set out under three programmes as follows:
Programme 3006—West End (Dockyard).
This program operates in direct support of international shipping calling at Bermuda through:
• the provision of tug services assisting cruise
ship and cargo ship berthing and un-berthing
operations;
• the maintenance of marked channels, lighthouses and other marine aids to navigation;
• the operation of a tender service to cruise
vessels; and
• the operation of slipway and maintenance facility support services for the department’s
vessels.
Programme 40040—Navigational Aids. The
original estimate for 2013/14 was $838,000. The estimate for 2014/15 is $743,000; a decrease of $95,000.
The revenue is $544,000.
The Aids to Navigation Section maintains
some 200 channel markers, the Island’s two lighthouses as well as offshore beacons and small boat
markers to the international standards.
This is accomplished with a team of skilled
and dedicated staff who receive training from the US
Coast Guard and a US-based supplier of aids to navigation systems. The section also assists with the operation of a line boat assisting ship berthing at Dockyard, small boat wreck removal around the Island,
minor dredging work and marine oil pollution response
when required.
Mr. Chairman, in 2013 this section undertook
the installation of new lighting systems at the Heritage
Wharf dock extension and continued to make improvements to channel buoys and beacons by fitting
new LED lighting technology. The designation of a
new marine security zone around Westgate Correctional Facility also saw this section assist with the
marking of this area with buoys.
Meanwhile the department continues to retire
older steel buoys, wherever possible, in favour of the
more versatile, maintenance free, polyethylene plastic
buoy designs. Revenue to pay for this service is generated by ships paying a Light Toll and Port Dues and
there is a Lighthouse Entrance Fee. The revenues are
estimated at $544,000 for 2014/15 down from
$583,000 the year prior. Some 71 per cent of the cost
to provide this service is therefore directly recovered.
Programme 40140—Tug Service. Original estimate for 2013/14 was $1.2 [million]. Estimate
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2014/15 is $1.5 [million]; an increase of $319,000.
Revenue is expected to be $1.03 [million].
The tug service provides berthing and unberthing assistance to international shipping calling at
our various ports. The threat of an accident resulting
in damage to a ship and/or our port infrastructure and
the potential for marine pollution requires that at least
one tug standby when ships are manoeuvring in port.
The only ships routinely exempted from this practice
are the three smaller containers ships calling at Hamilton. Our tugs also provide an offshore towing and salvage rescue capability which remains important given
Bermuda’s isolated geographic position in the Atlantic
and the potential threat from passing vessels potentially grounding on our environmentally sensitive outer
reef.
Mr. Chairman, the department maintains three
harbour tugs with the sister tugs Powerful and Faithful
having a bollard pull of 40 tons as well as fire-fighting,
oil dispersant and oil recovery capabilities while the
third tug Edward M. Stowe has a lower 32 ton bollard
pull and generally serves as a relief tug when one of
the larger tugs is undergoing maintenance. The future
of the tug fleet remains under review given the age of
the individual vessels and potential increases in
maintenance costs all balanced against the capital
investment in new tugs. An additional consideration
has also been the relatively low power of all of our
tugs compared with the size of the largest cruise ships
now calling at Bermuda in order to safeguard their
berthing and un-berthing in extreme wind conditions.
Two modern, more powerful tug boats with a
minimum bollard pull of 70 tons remain an identified
requirement in Bermuda’s port capabilities moving
forward. Such replacement tug boats have been included in the Ministry of Transport’s Capital Expenditure Plan.
Programme 40210—Tender Service. Original
estimate for 2013/14 was $397,000. Estimate for
2014/15 is $438,000; an increase of $41,000. Revenue is $30,000.
Mr. Chairman, the tender Bermudian is primarily used to supplement our regular ferry service
during our peak tourism and cruise ship season running from April through November. The tender also
occasionally transports passengers to and from shore
when cruise ships are at anchor in the Great Sound or
Grassy Bay.
The tender is also available for hire to the
general public and is popular for weekend and evening summer cruises given her 650 passenger carrying
capacity.
Programme 40260—Dockyard Maintenance.
Original estimate for 2013/14 was $2,250,000. Estimate for 2014/15 is $3,250,000; an increase of
$994,000.
The Dockyard Maintenance section provides
mechanical and engineering support to the depart-
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ment’s vessels. The marine cradle at Dockyard is now
the only slipway of that size remaining in Bermuda
making it critical to the department’s needs, but also a
resource for the largest private vessels operated locally that might need to use the cradle for emergency
repairs or scheduled maintenance. A charging mechanism is presently being created with the help of the
Government Estates Section to facilitate private use.
A cause of concern from a tourism image and
basic health and safety standpoint is the proximity of
the department’s heavy maintenance work, in close
proximity to pedestrian and retail activities. In certain
wind directions, department work is interrupted, due to
the volume of pedestrians in close proximity to hazardous activities, such as welding and sandblasting.
The need to relocate the Dockyard maintenance facility with its industrial activity has become a high priority.
Therefore the department is seeking to strengthen its
existing tenant/landlord relationship with the West End
Development Corporation (WEDCO) to provide a
long-term solution in relocating into a purpose built
facility on reclaimed land in the Dockyard South Basin. This initiative and project will provide a location
and facility with work space that is more conducive for
heavy marine industrial activity. The new location will
also provide the opportunity to partner with the private
sector to create operational efficiencies and introduce
new revenue streams for the government.
Programme 3007—Central (Hamilton Office).
Looking at 40090—Ferry Service, the original
estimate for 2013/14 was $7,750,000. The estimate
for 2014/15 is $8,890,000; an increase of $1,140,000.
Mr. Chairman, the “Sea Express” ferry service
represents a comfortable and efficient means of public
transport supporting the local commuter and visitor
markets. The department continues to operate six
high speed catamaran ferries and three harbour ferries with additional ferry lift between Dockyard and
Hamilton also being provided by the previously mentioned tender Bermudian. Ferry capacity was further
bolstered in 2013 by the hire of the 400 passenger
ferry Millennium and this initiative has been continued
for a second year to assure that cruise ship passenger
lift between Dockyard and St. George’s is assured in
order to sustain ailing businesses in St. George’s.
It is no secret that public transportation is
highly subsidised, but wherever possible all efforts are
being made to control costs with an emphasis on
overtime reduction and fuel efficiency.
Despite budgetary pressures, in 2014 the department will undertake to incrementally increase ferry
capacity on this route at the request of the Corporation of St. George’s and the Chamber of Commerce.
Meanwhile, scheduled services between the West
End and Hamilton will occur in much the same way as
2013 with minor adjustments being undertaken to optimise ferry departures in line with cruise visitor and
local commuter demands.
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Mr. Chairman, it needs to be stated that to
operate within budget a compromise in ferry service
levels may be required if ridership levels do not improve and flexibility in fleet operating methods and
crewing will need to occur. Examples of this include a
change of work practice involving pilots, crews and
mechanical support staff all working a seven day per
week roster given the demands imposed on us by
cruise ship itineraries and tourist volumes on-Island at
any given time—at least during the cruise ship season. In addition, a reduction in crew from three to two
persons on the Paget/Warwick ferry route is imperative to immediate cost savings and without such
smaller cost-saving initiatives occurring, more aggressive changes in other areas may be required. So we
certainly encourage Bermudians to use the ferries.
Mr. Chairman, it is important to state that in
2013 the reliability of the service was much improved
and the ministry received favourable comments and
compliments from our cruise partners and visitors.
One cruise partner stated the ferry service is the best
he has seen in all small island cruise destinations.
Therefore, we need to continue to build on our strong
reputation and success and make the necessary
changes to improve efficiencies and maintain our high
industry rating. I would like to thank all of the staff at
Marine and Ports for their very outstanding effort this
past season.
The cost of operating this service is estimated
at $8,890,000; with anticipated revenue of $1.8 million. It should be noted that the nature of the bus and
ferry ticket, token and pass fare collection system results in most ferry revenue being collected by the Department of Public Transportation as opposed to the
Department of Marine & Ports.
Programme 40150—Mooring and Boat Registration. Original estimate for 2013/14 was $244,000.
Estimate for 2014/15 is $234,000; a decrease of
$10,000. Revenue for this is $1,410,000.
Mr. Chairman, the Mooring and Boat Registration Section is responsible for the annual licensing of
all private boats, commercial tour boats and moorings
in Bermuda. This includes the physical inspection of
all passenger-carrying or island boats against an industry Code of Practice to ensure that they are fit for
passenger carriage. There are approximately 7,500
private boats, 5,200 moorings and 270 commercial,
rental and charter boats to be processed each year.
Additional duties for this section include small boat
wreck removals, inspections of foreshore encroachments, management of small boat channels and the
processing of applications for mooring pile and floating dock licences.
This year it is intended that all boat and mooring re-licensing will be performed on-line through the
department’s web site at: www.marineandports.bm.
Clearly, the aim of this initiative is to provide a convenient, efficient re-licensing experience that avoids
the historical mass mail-out to boat and mooring own-
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ers. Use of the web site will also lead to the improved
ease of filing of applications and the ability to track the
status of all applications and supporting investigations
when mooring position conflicts arise.
Another procedural enhancement will be that
buyers and sellers of vessels will be required to notify
the department when ownership transfers take place.
This is in keeping with the law and ensures that accurate vessel description and ownership data is always
on file for search and rescue purposes.
The digital mapping of all moorings Islandwide will be completed in 2014 using a combination of
the low altitude aerial imagery taken of Bermuda in
2012, combined with on-the-water GPS position verification. Such position data is uploaded in real-time to
the Government’s Geographic Information System
and has already proven hugely beneficial to the assessment of new mooring applications and in resolving mooring position disputes.
In addition, Mr. Chairman, the department’s
mooring management plan for Bermuda will be advanced with the implementation of a mooring licence
fee assessed by the length of the vessel for which a
given mooring is designed. Essentially bigger boats
require more mooring swinging room and therefore
there is less space available for other boat and mooring owners. The aim is for the mooring owner to accurately declare the amount of mooring space needed
and the improved correlation between vessel ownership and actual vessel mooring requirements will ensure that the optimal use of mooring space in our protected, inshore waterways. It is a common misconception on the part of mooring owners that a mooring is a
private asset—when in fact the Government-issued
mooring licence simply grants a mooring owner the
right to place a mooring at a particular location on an
annual basis. Whether the mooring owner owns a
boat is a key policy consideration before a new mooring will be approved while legacy issues associated
with older moorings being approved for boat lengths
far in excess of requirements will continue to be resolved on a case-by-case basis.
Programme 40220—Administration. Original
estimate for 2013/14 was $2,070,000. Estimate for
2014/15 is $2,250,000; an increase of $184,000 and
revenues at $8,000.
This programme relates to the administrative
duties and personnel functions of the entire department. Responsibilities include:
• staff human resources oversight;
• department accounting services;
• administration support relating to shipping and
ferry public transport policy execution;
• examination of local pilots and island boats
operators;
• inspection and licensing of private boats and
commercial charter boats;
• regulating resort diving (SCUBA) operations;

•
•
•
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allocation and registration of all moorings;
investigation of marine accidents; and
drafting of marine legislation

Programme 3008—East End (Fort George).
Looking at 40100—Maritime Safety and Security (still on B-173, Mr. Chairman). Original for 2013/14
was $2,020,000. Estimate for 2014/15 is $2,140,000;
an increase of $116,000.
Mr. Chairman, services provided by this section relate to maritime safety and security obligations
under the United Nations Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) Convention. Such functions are centrally coordinated from the Bermuda Maritime Operations Centre
located at Fort George which operates in direct support of various Government agencies with local and
overseas marine interests including the Bermuda Police Service, HM Customs, the Bermuda Regiment,
the Department of Environmental Protection, Maritime
Administration, Airport Operations and Civil Aviation.
The Maritime Operations Centre operates
around the clock with a total staff of 10. This facility
provides the functions of a Rescue Coordination Centre, a Coast Radio Station (known to mariners as
Bermuda Radio) as well as providing Vessel Traffic
Radar Surveillance and the Registry of Satellite Distress Beacons which are fitted on Bermuda registered
ships and aircraft operating worldwide.
All vessels calling at Bermuda are scrutinised
prior to entry into port. Detailed information on visiting
ships and yachts is collected for reasons of safety and
international seaport security as well as local marine
border security concerns.
Mr. Chairman, Bermuda has an aggressive
programme of coastal monitoring that, despite a lack
of costly vessel and aircraft patrol capabilities, has led
to many successes in collaboration with the Bermuda
Police Service and HM Customs and there is every
expectation that the implementation of future recommendations stemming from the completed National
Security Review will also involve this section.
Cruise and cargo dock seaport security
measures are also the responsibility of this section
and the designation of Restricted Areas around such
facilities requires a mix of physical security equipment
and the contractual oversight of private security personnel in order to fulfil international obligations. Specialist maintenance support on coastal surveillance
radar equipment, X-ray baggage screening equipment, metal detectors and CCTV equipment in seaport terminal areas is all undertaken in-house by highly trained personnel.
In a small country such as Bermuda, specialist capabilities must always be shared in the public
interest and nowhere is this better demonstrated than
with the collaborative approach taken with the Island’s
marine search and rescue response operations. While
the Rescue Coordination Centre is central to any local
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or international response effort, an interagency collaboration using all available marine search and rescue units within Government departments is required
in order to undertake an effective search effort when
someone is in distress and time is short for a successful rescue.
Programme 40180—Pilotage Services and
Offshore Search and Rescue. Original estimate for
2013/14 was $1,750,000. Estimate for 2014/15 is
$1,830,000; an increase of $87,000 with revenues of
$1 million.
This service provides pilot services to international shipping calling at Bermuda thereby ensuring
that visiting ships are able to safely navigate Bermuda’s narrow channels into port. The service also facilitates offshore cargo and crew transfers in cases
where a ship that diverts to Bermuda is too deep to
enter port. Such offshore transfers are particularly
challenging when an injured or sick person must be
stretchered off a ship under emergency circumstances
and in bad weather.
Mr. Chairman, Bermuda undertakes responsibility for marine search and rescue response out to a
distance of 30 miles from shore. The pilot service vessels St. David and St. George are the backbone of
this service together with their three-man boat crews.
Rigorous crew training must be undertaken to ensure
that crews are able to safely operate offshore and
normally in poor weather conditions. Mr. Chairman,
projects for 2014 include:
• continued assistance to Works and Engineering in relation to the ongoing review of channel modification options to accommodate larger cruise ships; and
• progression of the night pilotage initiative to
potentially allow cargo ships to enter and depart port at night.
The year 2013 was notable for the commencement of weekly cruises to Bermuda by the
Norwegian Breakaway, the largest ship ever to call at
Bermuda. While no channel modification work was
required to accommodate the Breakaway, certain
risks during periods of high cross winds during transits
of the North Channel do remain for many of the largest ships already calling at our shores. The benefits
from wider, deeper channels will definitively mitigate
the threat of manoeuvring errors resulting in grounding that might possibly cause ship damage and potential widespread environmental impacts from pollution.
Such channel work will also open the door to a night
pilotage option for various classes of smaller cargo
ship and possibly even cruise ships that are presently
limited to arriving and departing via the channels during daylight hours only. The design analysis, cost projections and overall project management of such
channel work is a collaborative exercise that is ultimately led by Works and Engineering given the scope
of the capital works involved.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, that concludes the
brief for the Department of Marine & Ports Services,
Head 30.
HEAD 31—DEPARTMENT OF AIRPORT OPERATIONS
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Now moving to Department of Airport Operations, Head 31, which can be
found on page B-178 to B-184.
Mr. Chairman, the L. F. Wade International
Airport continues improvements to various areas of
the terminal, its aerodrome and airfield infrastructure,
surveillance radar guidance, navigational systems and
building automation systems. These improvements
are necessary in order to maintain local and international regulatory compliance.
The Airport has successfully safeguarded its
scheduled air services for 2014 by maintaining roughly, the same amount of total seating capacity as the
previous year despite mounting pressures on airlines
to realise optimum, year round financial performance
on all of its routes.
Operation & Maintenance and Airside Service.
The Department of Airport Operations (DAO) has entered into an agreement with Boeing Digital Aviation, a
business division of aviation giant, Boeing, to study
the management and further modernisation of Bermuda’s airspace. The study will outline a multi-year plan
that would see Bermuda collaborating with the U.S.
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to become a
certified Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP). This
certification will allow Bermuda to expand its area of
airspace for Air Traffic Control management services
from its present five-mile radius, out to 40 miles and
potentially out to a greater distance at a later stage—
essentially, for the first time, taking over control of our
own airspace.
The study will seek opportunities to accelerate
the already fast pace Bermuda has taken in modernising its air traffic management system by developing
Performance Based Navigation (PBN) procedures for
arriving, departing and en-route traffic. This enhanced
modernisation shall enable airlines to realise greater
efficiencies and improved operational safety.
Mr. Chairman, following the introduction of
new regulations by the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) in 2009, physical objects including
roof tops, hills and trees along a portion of Ferry
Reach that fell within the final approach path to Runway 12, were classified as obstacles that needed to
be addressed within a multi-year timeframe. In 2013,
the airport completed the first phase of the Visual
Slope Segment Penetration (VSSP) capital improvement project which now requires aircraft to increase
their descent angle when on final approach over Ferry
Reach, thereby ensuring that the approach path is
now free of these obstacles.
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Planes will now touch down further along the
runway meaning that all of the lighting systems and
runway markings that guided approaching aircraft to
the original touchdown zone had to be relocated and
the threshold displaced and repositioned 587 feet further down the runway.
Mr. Chairman, according to international
weather minimal criteria set by the International Civil
Aviation Organization and the FAA, the L. F. Wade
International Airport is now equipped with the necessary lighting and navigational aid equipment to qualify
as having a Category 1 Approach. Prior to the completion of the upgrades, our navigational aids and minimal lighting capability dictated that an arriving aircraft
would have to circle until visibility on the approach
improved to at least 1,200 metres. With the new runway centreline lighting, aircraft can now safely land at
our airport with visibility as low as 800 metres, the
type of conditions one could expect during a heavy
downpour for example.
During the Financial Year 2014/15, Phase II of
the VSSP project will address improvements to Runway 30 Approach Lighting Barrettes at the Clearwater
end of the airfield and Aerodrome safety enhancements.
Mr. Chairman, the airport will also look to undertake jointly with the FAA, the restoration of the
VHF Omni-directional Radio (VOR) system at a cost
of $1 million of which DAO will be responsible for covering 25 per cent. The VOR is a fixed based ground
radio instrument used by in-flight aircraft to provide
navigational aid. This instrument is also very useful
when visual reference of the ground is lost. It was
constructed in 1986 on the southern shoreline of the
airfield and has since been besieged by the corrosive
effects of the high salt content in our marine environment and as such, is in need of replacement.
The airport continues to partner with the FAA
in order to further integrate state-of-the-art global satellite-based technology as part of the next generation
programme entitled “NextGen”—a comprehensive
initiative designed by the FAA to update its highly
complex air traffic control system. This programme will
enhance safety and improve fuel efficiency; reduce
environmental impact noise and emissions; while expanding operational efficiency and the rate of flight
arrivals and departures. These deliverables will be
met through the introduction of PBN which will realise
reductions in miles flown with stabilised, vertically and
laterally optimised flight paths for every approach.
Mr. Chairman, whilst streamlining costs; satisfying ever evolving international regulations; and optimising navigational aid capabilities remain a high
priority; the DAO continues to pursue opportunities to
engage in responsible corporate Green Initiatives for
the airport, having been selected as the only Government entity to win an honourable mention in the 2012
Greenrock Green Workplace Awards. It is the strate-
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gic goal of the DAO to reduce its energy consumption
costs by 25 per cent annually through renewable energy solutions.
Airport Security and Flight Safety. Mr. Chairman, the Government continues to take its responsibility seriously in ensuring the safety and security of
airport agencies and the travelling public. As such, the
regulatory criteria for maintaining the integrity of the
security fence line and airport baggage and passenger screening processes are continually being met
through the training of our service provider personnel
and the ongoing monitoring of daily operations. Airport
safety management systems and change risk management processes continue to serve as essential
tools for further identifying and mitigating operational
risks.
The safety and security of the travelling public
and aircraft continue to be of paramount importance to
international regulators. Airport baggage and passenger screening are a mandated requirement being
achieved through the engagement of an approved and
qualified aviation security firm on a multi-year contract.
Terminal Building and Properties. Mr. Chairman, despite economic challenges, the DAO continues to find creative ways to engage the private sector
in investing in the expansion and improvement of customer service amenities at L. F. Wade International
Airport. Most recently, the DAO engaged Renaissance
Aviation to provide a full service Premium Lounge in
the US departures area for all US-bound travellers for
a fee. The airport will encourage the US carriers to
subscribe on behalf of their premium class passengers in 2014.
DAO continues to address ambience within
the passenger arrival and departure areas of the aging Terminal Building and to this end, LookBermuda
has been engaged to install public art and multimedia
displays on the airport television system. The public
art will include the Charles Lloyd Tucker Art Gallery in
US Departures as well as high-traffic areas throughout
the airport. This will be carried out at no cost to the
Bermuda Government.
DAO continues to expand opportunities for its
business partners operating at the L. F. Wade International Airport. In 2013, the Bermuda Duty Free store
located adjacent to the entrance to the US Customs,
Border and Protection (USCBP) has been relocated to
the US Departure Lounge. This new location will have
a positive impact on revenue for the airport providing
concessionaires with the opportunity to sell a higher
volume of goods as passengers now enjoy the convenience of duty free shopping before they board the
flight. The airport’s revenue-sharing agreement with
Bermuda Duty Free ensures that the Consolidated
Fund benefits from increased returns.
DAO Financial Summary. Mr. Chairman, the
Department of Airport Operations has been allocated
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an Operating and Maintenance (O&M) budget of
$20,560,000 under the 2014/15 Medium Term Expenditure Plan, which amounts to an increase of
$784,000 or 3.9 per cent when compared to the
2013/14 O&M budget of $19,780,000.
The change highlighted above is spread over
the following programmes:
Cost centre 3101/41010—Baggage Handling,
again, can be found in the Budget Book on pages B178 to B-181. The Original estimate for 2013/14 was
$279,000. Estimate for 2014/15 is $269,000; a decrease of $10,000.
The decrease relates entirely to one skycap
accepting the Voluntary Early Retirement Incentive
Plan (VERIP).
Baggage handling expenses are primarily
wages of the skycaps serving our arriving and departing passengers.
Programme 41040—Safety and Quality. Original estimate for 2013/14 was $547,000. Estimate for
2014/15 is $524,000; a decrease of $23,000.
This minimal decrease is for Airport Duty Officer premium and overtime.
The Safety and Quality expenses are primarily
salaries of the Safety and Quality Manager and the
five Airport Duty Officers.
Programme 41050—Air Terminal. Original estimate for 2013/14 was $2,300,000. Estimate for
2014/15 is $2,020,000; a decrease of $279,000.
The decreases are largely due to the saving in
the Terminal Building cleaning contract and cleaning
supplies now being absorbed into the contract sum;
the renegotiation and extension of the SITA contract
for the Passenger Common Use Processing System
at a substantial discount, and the reduction in consultancy to zero.
The Air Terminal operations involve managing
all aspects of the air terminal and its outlying buildings. These facets include: rental management and
other revenue generating opportunities, and salaries
for traffic officers and Terminals management.
Mr. Chairman, the following three cost centres—Air Traffic Control, Meteorology and Ground
Electronics represent aviation operations and infrastructure maintenance that are outsourced to BASSerco.
Programme 41060—Air Traffic Control. The
original estimate for 2013/14 was $1 million and the
2014/15 estimate is $1 million.
The Air Traffic Control directs the flow of aircraft on the ground and within the Bermuda airspace
and this cost centre is managed entirely by BASSerco and thus appears to have no full-time employees.
Programme 41070—Meteorology. The original estimate for 2013/14 was $2,450,000. Estimate for
2014/15 is $2,350,000; a decrease of $100,000.
Meteorology provides weather services (via
the Bermuda Weather Service) for the airport, the
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EMO and the Island at large. This cost centre is also
managed entirely by BAS-Serco and thus appears to
have no full-time employees. The decrease reflects a
redistribution of budget from Bermuda Weather Service to Ground Electronics.
Cost centre 41090—Ground Electronic Services. Original estimate for 2013/14 was $1 million.
Estimate for 2014/15 is $1,100,000; an increase of
$100,000.
The Ground Electronic Services support and
maintain airport equipment from airfield navigational
aids to parking machines. This cost centre is also
managed entirely by BAS-Serco and thus appears to
have no full-time employees. The increase reflects a
redistribution of budget to Ground Electronics from
Bermuda Weather Service.
Programme 41160—Airside Operations. Original estimate for 2013/14 was $524,000. Estimate for
2014/15 is $619,000; an increase of $95,000.
Airside operations ensure compliance with international airport regulations pertaining to the aprons,
runway, taxiways, airfield lighting, navigational aid
equipment and air traffic control.
The budget increase is due to additional contract works needed to comply with the new ICAO approach criteria for the Ferry Reach End of the Runway.
Programme 41210—Security. Original estimate for 2013/14 was $4.6 million. Estimate for
2014/15 is $4.8 million; an increase of $199,000.
The Security Services ensures the safety and
security of the airport, its passengers and staff along
with baggage and passenger screening.
In previous financial years, the security contracts had not been fully funded and therefore required Supplementary Warrants. The required Security increase is adequate to fully fund the two security
contracts; although, the budget increase could have
been greater save for improved contract administration and contract renewal negotiation.
Programme 41150—Maintenance and Engineering. Original estimate for 2013/14 was
$3,130,000. Estimate for 2014/15 is $3,580,000; an
increase of $445,000.
Maintenance and Engineering manage and
support the airport runways, taxiways and aprons; the
terminal building facilities including plumbing, electrical, and mechanical services. This cost centre also
manages various capital projects.
The budget increase is due to injection of
funds to meet needed repairs and maintenance of the
aerodrome buildings, particularly Terminal and Landside buildings.
Programme 41190—Finance and Administration. Original estimate for 2013/14 was $3,900,000.
Estimate for 2014/15 is $4,260,000; an increase of
$357,000.
Finance and Administration provides budgeting preparation and implementation; financial record-
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ing and control of expenditure; revenue; the billing and
collection of $10.7 million in aeronautical and nonaeronautical revenue and human resource and administrative support services for the Department of Airport
Operations.
The Finance and Administration’s operating
budget increase is largely attributable to the increases
to fully fund energy, as in previous financial years, the
Supplementary Warrants were required to fund shortfall and also consultancy has increased by $100,000.
Mr. Chairman, the airport has been identified
as a Government owned and operated entity that is
ideally suited for a new business and operational
model aligned with privatisation or a public/private
partnership. This will ultimately result in major upgrades or the development of a new modern airport
facility to support all segments of our local industries,
and with the infrastructure to withstand major storm
events mitigating interruptions of operations. Our Ministry will work very closely with the Ministry of Public
Works to pursue and commence this initiative over the
course of this financial year.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks on
the Department of Airport Operations, Head 31.
HEAD 34—TRANSPORT CONTROL DEPARTMENT
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Moving now to Transport
Control Department, Head 34, this can be found in the
Budget Book on pages B-189 to B-192.
Mr. Chairman, the Transport Control Department (TCD), administers the operation of all motor
vehicles on the roads of Bermuda. The department
monitors and regulates the size, functionality, physical
condition, and quantity of all vehicles by carrying out
the following activities:
• overseeing the management of the Vehicle
Safety and Emissions Inspection Programme,
which is currently contracted to the Bermuda
Emissions Control Ltd.;
• administering the registration and licensing of
all motor vehicles;
• executing the examination, registration and licensing of all drivers;
• regulating traffic by monitoring drivers and
motor vehicles; and
• implementing road safety programmes.
Periodically, the department inspects public
garages, filling stations, and cycle liveries to ensure
compliance to permits. TCD issues special permits,
such as: one day permits, which allow one to drive an
unlicensed motor vehicle upon application for the
same.
Mr. Chairman, the Transport Control Department has been allocated a total expenditure budget of
$5,750,000 for the 2014/15 financial year. This is a
decrease of $581,000 from 2013/14 and reflective of
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the Government-wide budgetary cuts resulting in all
cost centres being reduced. Salaries and wages, totalling $2.6 million make up 45 per cent of the total department budget.
It is anticipated that in 2014/15, the department will collect $28,300,000 in revenue. This includes the normal 5 per cent Government bi-annual
increase to driver’s licences, occasional Sunday permits and registration and examination of auxiliary bicycles and motor cars.
Annual licensing fees for auxiliary cycles, motor cycles, private cars and commercial vehicles will
not be increased this year.
The estimate of expenditures is shown on
page B-189:
Programme 44000—Examination. Original estimate for 2013/14 was $729,000. Estimate for
2014/15 is $618,000; an increase of $111,000.
The functions of the Examination Section are
carried out by eight staff members: Manager of Technical Services, one Senior Examiner, five Examiners
and one Trucks Clerk. Due to the Early Retirement
Incentive Plan, one Examiner post is frozen for two
years.
The Examination team is responsible for auditing and oversight of the vehicle safety and emissions inspection programme as well as administering
all driving and riding tests to certify that applicants are
fit to operate vehicles on Bermuda’s roads.
The examiners are also responsible for writing-off private cars prior to their disposal. This assists
the department in maintaining the motor vehicle register.
Programme 44040—Registration. Original estimate for 2013/14 was $1,221,000. Estimate for
2014/15 is $1,074,000; a decrease of $147,000.
The Registration Section is responsible for
registering and licensing all vehicles; licensing all persons who operate vehicles, and collecting revenue for
all transactions conducted within the department.
The functions of the Registration Section are
performed by 18 staff members, including: 1 Manager,
1 Registration Officer, 1 Assistant Registration Officer,
and 15 Clerks, three of which are seconded from the
Bermuda Post Office until June 2014.
The budgetary cut coupled with the implementation of furlough days will impact the business operating hours by 30 minutes. Commencement of the business day will revert to 8:30 am effective 1 April 2014.
Whilst this may be an inconvenience to customers
who took advantage of the earlier opening during the
last few years, it is necessary to reduce operating
hours in order to maintain quality customer service
within the allotted resources.
Programme 44090—Road Safety. Original estimate for 2013/14 was $253,000. Estimate for
2014/15 is $184,000; a decrease of $69,000.
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The Road Safety Council advises the Minister
on Transport matters pertaining to road safety and
devises strategies and programmes to address prominent problems. Reporting directly to the Minister of
Transport, the Council also coordinates the Project
Ride Programme. The Road Safety Council grant for
2014/15 is $50,000 (this can be found on page C-19)
which is a reduction of $50,000 when compared with
the grant allocation of $100,000 for the previous Financial Year 2013/14.
The functions of the road safety programmes
are administered through the Road Safety Officer,
which is a post that reports to the Director of the
Transport Control Department.
Mr. Chairman, the goal of the Road Safety
Programme is to promote road safety awareness
through education, training and public events. In spite
of the grant budget reduction the Road Safety Council
will continue its road safety awareness “Do Not Drink
and Drive” programme on a smaller scale; taking advantage of publicity opportunities and any initiative
that does not require financial resources.
Programme 44110—Traffic Control. Original
estimate for 2013/14 was $707,000. Estimate for
2014/15 is $686,000; a decrease of $21,000.
Mr. Chairman, the Traffic Control Section is
responsible for the management and enforcement of
traffic, issuing permits for the movement of oversized
containers, heavy loads, unlicensed vehicles, and
casual Sunday permits.
There are 10 positions in the Traffic Section:
one Special Investigations Officer, one Senior Traffic
Officer and nine Traffic Enforcement Officers. With
these officers, TCD continues to work with the Bermuda Police Service to provide support in traffic enforcement.
The TCD Traffic Enforcement Officers are deployed on street patrols along with managing the Electronic Vehicle Registration (EVR) system to ensure all
vehicles operating on Bermuda’s roads are compliant
with legislation. The Enforcement Officers are responsible for ticketing abandoned vehicles and moving
abandoned cycles.
To ensure that visitors receive a first-class
transportation experience, Traffic Enforcement Officers are also responsible for maintaining the orderly
flow of public service vehicles at Bermuda’s ports.
The Officers of the Transport Section also
work closely with the Public Service Vehicle Licensing
Board and the Trucks Advisory Committee to monitor
and enforce the use of Public Service and Commercial Vehicles. The bodies deliberate on the issuance
of associated permits to those persons operating vehicles, such as: trucks, community service vehicles,
taxis, limousines and tractor trailers.
Programme 44210—Administration. Original
estimate for 2013/14 was $3,422,000. Estimate for
2014/15 is $3,189,000; a decrease of $233,000.
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The Chairman: Minister, while you are pausing we
are going to have a change in Chairman.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
The Chairman: I acknowledge that Susan Jackson
will take over now.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes.
[Mrs. Susan E. Jackson, Chairman]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Good evening, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the Administration Section
is responsible for the overall operation and administration of the Transport Control Department. There were
eight positions in the Administration Section. However, as part of the efficiency measures, funds have only
been allocated for four. They are the Director, the
Administration Services Manager, the Secretary, and
the Accounts Administrative Officer.
The General Helper position was transferred
from the Department of Public Transportation to satisfy a resource need in 2011 and has subsequently returned to that department. As a training and development opportunity, the other three posts are filled with
secondees from the Registration Section. These include the Operations Support Officer, the Accounts
Administrative Clerk, and the Call Centre Representative.
Many of the costs associated with the functioning of the Department, such as: staff training
costs, supplies, support services, communication
charges, repair and maintenance, the management of
the safety and emissions programme and utilities are
consolidated under the Administration cost centre.
Seventy-five per cent, or $2.3 [million] account
for professional services including the management of
the safety and emissions programme as well as specialized IT support for the eTCD, the Driver and Vehicle Registration System (DVRS), the Appointment
Management System (AMS) and the Electronic Vehicle Registration System (EVR). All of which are critical
to ensuring smooth operations and excellent customer
service.
Madam Chairman, the Ministry continues to
receive positive feedback from customers about experiences with the Transport Control Department. This
year the Department received an award in the Govth
ernment Service category of “The Bermudian 11 Annual Product & Service Awards.” I would like to take
this opportunity to express my sincere appreciation to
all of the staff members of the Transport Control Department for their efforts and commitment to quality
customer service.
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Thank you Madam Chairman. That concludes
the brief for the Transport Control Department, Head
34.
HEAD 35—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I am now moving on to
Department of Public Transportation, Head 35 which
can be found on pages 193 to 196.
Madam Chairman, The Department of Public
Transportation (DPT) oversees an Island-wide operation that services 11 bus routes, some on 15-minute
schedules.
DPT provides a variety of services, including a
weekday commuter service; school bus services;
charter services; and sightseeing on demand. DPT
also provides special mass transit for various events
throughout the year. These events have included the
PGA Grand Slam of Golf and the Bermuda Institute of
Ocean Sciences (BIOS) event for all Bermuda students and others.
These services have been provided with an
ageing bus fleet. I am pleased to announce that 2014
saw the arrival of 4 of 16 new buses that have been
ordered—I believe we actually received our sixth one
today. The department last received new buses in
2009. These deliveries will improve the efficiency and
reliability of the fleet, and will serve to offer an enhanced service experience to the travelling public.
These buses come equipped with safety cameras and
recording devices to enhance public safety. As you
know, Madam Chairman that is important with recent
events as it relates to violence against bus drivers. I
would also say that we anticipate that all of the new
buses will be on-Island by June of this year.
The current operating bus schedule at DPT
was initially implemented in 1998. Since then, a significant number of “runs” have been added to the
schedule in support of residential growth and development throughout the Island. These runs have been
created to accommodate requests from the public and
are commonly known as the “grey” schedule. Included
are many school runs, expanded service to Southside
and Dockyard and other service improvements added
after the 1998 schedule was implemented. These runs
are not “rostered,” meaning they are not incorporated
in the normal structured work that operators select
twice a year, so much of this service must be handled
on overtime.
To maintain efficiency, bus schedules should
be reviewed every two to three years and incorporate
pertinent developments of the jurisdiction. This allows
additional (or reduced) demand to be incorporated
into the schedule and rostered at regular pay. Thus,
the current schedule with a large portion of nonrostered work is widely considered to be needlessly
complicated, inefficient and expensive to operate.
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DPT has presented a new schedule and subsequent work rosters that will benefit its workers, departmental expenditure and the public purse. These
benefits include but are not limited to:
• Modified Trips: trips that now start and end at
Grotto Bay will continue on to St. George’s. In
like manner, trips that start and end at Barnes
Corner and Somerset will continue on to the
Royal Naval Dockyard providing additional
ridership travel choices and the convenience
of reduced transfers.
• Rostering all existing work: all scheduled work
will be incorporated in new work rosters to
substantially reduce the current levels of overtime pay currently required.
• Acquiring and maintaining the optimum level
of bus operators to minimise the cost of overtime.
• Increased service after 8:00 pm on weekdays
and Sunday mornings;
• DPT’s goal is to implement the new improved
schedule as soon as practicably possible.
• All bus routes emanating from the West End
of the Island now start and end at the Royal
Naval Dockyard.
The estimates of expenditures [pages B-193
to B-195] are as follows: Programme 45010, Bus Operations [B-193]—Original [2013/14] $10.98 million;
Estimate [2014/15] $10.09 million, [which is] a decrease of $895,000.
Bus Operations is the core of DPT’s operations which employs 176 staff. This represents a reduction of seven posts from 2013/14 as our contribution to Government’s cost-saving measures. Included
are the Manager, Assistant Manager, Supervisors,
Dispatch Inspectors, Sightseeing Coordinators, Driver
Trainers and Bus Operators. This section provides the
manpower for scheduled and unscheduled operations;
sight-seeing and charter work; and special events
transportation.
The decreased budget allocation mandates
more efficient rosters in order to achieve the targeted
reductions in expenditure. Along with a new schedule,
legacy work practices and procedures will have to be
improved and made more efficient in order to achieve
the required savings.
Programme 45090, Repair Services [B-193]—
Original [2013/14] $6.32 million; Estimate [2014/15]
$4.81 million—a decrease of $1.51 million.
The decrease is as a result of transferring the
cost of spare parts to Inventory [cost centre 45115]
where the funding is utilized to purchase spares in
support of maintenance activities.
Madam Chairman, the Repair Services section is responsible for the maintenance and repair of
all vehicles. This section is also responsible for the
fuelling of Government vehicles, the cleaning of the
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buses and for carrying out a preventative maintenance programme. The preventative maintenance
programme is an integral part of this section as this
programme is responsible for ensuring that the out-ofservice vehicles are kept to a minimum. The fleet for
which they are responsible totals 112 buses and approximately 10 auxiliary vehicles. The average age of
the buses in the fleet is 9.2 years, significantly higher
than the ideal of 7 years.
Madam Chairman, during 2013, we have had
the assistance of two technicians from Germany who
have assisted us greatly. These technicians, while
here, are able to pass on valuable knowledge to our
staff. During the year, three qualified technicians left
for more lucrative employment outside of the Government. To mitigate this loss, we engaged two recently retired employees to rebuild and service engines as necessary, in order to meet our obligations
through the cruise season. We experienced extraordinary difficulty attracting qualified technicians locally;
however, we will continue with our recruitment efforts
both locally and overseas to obtain the required complement of technical personnel.
This section also has responsibility for minor
repairs to DPT facilities which are currently in need of
substantial repair and refurbishment.
Programme 45115, Inventory Management
[B-193]—Original [2013/14] $442,000; Estimate
[2014/15] $1.60 million—an increase of $1.16 million.
The increase results from transferring the
budget for the purchase of spare parts from the Repair Services budget (cost centre 45090).
Madam Chairman, The Stores/Spare Parts
Section’s main responsibility is to supply the Maintenance section with tires, consumables and service
parts on a timely basis to repair and maintain the bus
fleet.
Programme 45120, Administration Section [B193]—Original [2013/14] $2.29 million; Estimate
[2014/15] $2.13 million—a decrease of $166,000.
The Administration Section budget covers
utilities such as electricity, communications inclusive
of telephone and fax charges. Fleet insurance, local
training, print production costs, fare media, security,
cleaning services and general office supplies are captured under this section.
The budget decrease of $166K reflects the
effect of the furlough days, and other business costcutting measures.
Programme 45200, Management Support
Section [B-193]—Original [2013/14] $907,000; Estimate [2014/15] $818,000—a decrease of $89,000.
The Management Support section provides
support services to the Director, Assistant Director
and other management level staff. Services include
human resources/personnel, payroll, accounts payable, accounts receivable, banking, cashiering, revenue collection and recording, and other support services.
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There is only one minor change in the estimate for this cost centre reflecting the impact of the
furlough days.
Revenue for 2014/15 [B-194] is estimated to
be $8.33 million. In an effort to increase revenues Advertising is a recent addition to our revenue stream.
Advertisements are sold and placed on special handles on the buses. DPT also sells advertising on the
back windows of the buses as an opportunity to expand revenues.
The overall Department of Public Transportation expenditure budget for 2014/15 is $19.44 million,
a reduction of 7.2 per cent from the previous year.
Capital Replacement. This can be found on C13 and I am referring to the buses.
Madam Chairman, in fiscal year 2014/15, DPT
has been allocated funding to purchase replacement
buses which will bring the weighted age of the bus
fleet down substantially.
The new vehicles will be a coach design and
adhere to Euro 4 in clean air standards. They are expected to increase fleet dispatch reliability by providing for the retirement of DPT’s oldest buses that are
increasingly costly to operate.
Madam Chairman, that concludes my remarks
on the Department of Public Transportation, Head 35.
HEAD 57—DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AVIATION
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Now I am moving to the
Department of Civil Aviation, Head 57, which can be
found in the Budget Book at B-197 to B-199.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Civil
Aviation continues to maintain and develop the Bermuda Register of Aircraft and Flight Crews. The Department is also responsible for the development of
policy and regulation of civil aviation activities in Bermuda. This includes all matters relating to the licensing, certification and regulation of aircraft, flight crews
and aerodromes, together with all air navigation services aspects, aviation security and the regulatory
oversight of the L. F. Wade International Airport. The
Department further advises the Government on matters relating to the economic regulation of air transport
and air services development. In this activity, our Department works closely with the UK Department for
Transport.
Madam Chairman, the Bermuda Register of
Aircraft continues to enjoy a high reputation internationally as a safe, well-regulated register. Approximately 735 aircraft are now registered (up from 703
last year and 662 the year before). Sustained growth
is occurring in the registration of large commercial
aircraft, reflecting the status of Bermuda as the preferred jurisdiction for certification in this sector of the
industry. Registrations in the private category aircraft
have been retracting over the last few years, mainly
due to increased competition with other jurisdictions.
Whilst Bermuda’s excellent credibility and high stan-
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dards of regulation are highly regarded in the offshore
aircraft registry industry, we must continue to invest in
and support the Department to maintain these along
with the vital revenue stream.
Companies or private individuals seeking to
register their aircraft have many registers worldwide to
choose from and we are mindful of this competition.
We are confident that there are a variety of benefits
which point to Bermuda as the jurisdiction of choice
for the registration and financing of aircraft, including:
• tax advantages for incorporating in Bermuda;
• Certain US tax advantages;
• highly respected legal system which permits a
right of appeal to the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council;
• the ability for international companies to deal
in various currencies;
• high standards of regulatory oversight;
• preservation of high residual values for aircraft
registered in Bermuda;
• highly qualified and commercially-minded personnel;
• acceptance of internationally recognised airworthiness and operational standards of other
jurisdictions;
• VP-B and VQ-B, are a low profile mark representing the designated letters for Bermuda
registered aircraft;
• the full range of supporting professional advisors that Bermuda offers such as legal, accounting, managerial and operational requirements associated with aircraft registration and financing; and finally
• Register of Aircraft Mortgages and Aircraft
Engine Mortgages available to facilitate the
registration of security interests of these mobile assets. Companies or individuals have
the option to mortgage their aircraft or the engine itself.
The Department’s total number of full time
employees (FTEs) is currently 26. This includes one
Bermudian trainee Airworthiness Safety Inspector.
Budget Book reports an estimate of 39 posts which
includes 13 vacancies.
Madam Chairman, the Department’s specific
responsibilities are as follows:
Aviation Safety—This encompasses the airworthiness and operational safety of aircraft registered
in Bermuda, including the licensing of flight crews and
aircraft engineers and the certification of aircraft. The
Department further licences Bermuda’s Air Traffic
Controllers and regularly undertakes safety audits of
the Department of Airport Operations and its subcontractor, BAS-Serco Limited, for compliance with international standards at the L. F. Wade International Airport (BDA). The areas audited included Air Traffic
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Control, Airport Rescue and Fire Fighting Services,
Meteorology and Ground Electronics. Inspections are
also carried out on the airlines operating to Bermuda
to ensure compliance with safe standards including
the carriage of dangerous goods. The DCA is also
responsible, under the Governor's delegation, for ensuring that Search and Rescue services are provided.
This requires periodic assessments of the Bermuda
Maritime Operations Rescue Control Centre.
The Aircraft Information and Registration System (AIRS) database is now fully operational for airworthiness and some flight operations aspects of the
Department. Updates and revisions continue on the
system to incorporate other areas of the Department’s
functions and make the system more effective and
user-friendly.
Aviation Security—The UK Department for
Transport (DFT) is in the process of transferring the
responsibility for aviation security oversight in the
Overseas Territories (OTs) to Air Safety Support International (ASSI). This could potentially result in an
increased funding requirement to the current MOU in
place between the OTs and the Department for
Transport.
The current Account Estimates which are
found on pages B-197 to B-199:
Madam Chairman, the budget for the Department of Civil Aviation, for the Financial Year 2014/15
is for expenditure of $10.1 million on current account,
against estimated revenue of $24.5 million. The total
number of Full-Time Equivalents (FTE) required is 39
in order to meet the demands of the aircraft register’s
safety oversight activities as they stand today. The
current level of funding permits the filling of 39 FTEs.
The Department’s budget is set out under four
cost centres, Airworthiness, Policy and Administration,
Operations and Registrations. Each of these will be
dealt with separately.
Programme 67000, Airworthiness—Original
[2013/14], $6.06 million; Estimate [2014/15], $5.70
million, a decrease of $358,000; Revenue $23.99 million.
Madam Chairman, The “Airworthiness” cost
centre, includes all regulatory functions related to the
inspection of private and commercial transport operations, Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Licences, Aircraft
Maintenance Organisations and Continuing Airworthiness Maintenance Organisations for compliance with
safety standards. This section is also responsible for
assessing foreign National Aviation Authorities in
whose states and under whose control, Bermuda registered aircraft operate.
The anticipated reduction in expenditure primarily relates to inspection costs. Operators of commercial aircraft who successfully attain Overseas Territories Aviation Requirements [OTAR 39] approval
have their aircraft inspection schedule reduced from
twice yearly to annual.
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Expenses under this cost centre include the
salaries of one Head of Airworthiness, one Senior
Airworthiness Safety Inspector, one Airworthiness
Manager—European Region (London office), one
Airworthiness Safety Inspector (London office), four
Airworthiness Safety Inspectors (Bermuda office), two
trainee Airworthiness Safety Inspectors, one Airworthiness Officer and two Airworthiness Administrative
Assistants. Other expenses are consulting services,
provision and receipt of training, transport and travel,
contractor payments, operation of the satellite office in
London and courier services. The majority of overseas
consulting costs, airfares and accommodation costs
associated with aircraft and the inspection of maintenance organizations are fully recoverable.
Programme 67010, Policy and Administration—Original 2013/14, $2.91 million; Estimate
2014/15, $3.00 million, [which is] an increase of
$88,000.
Madam Chairman, this cost centre, Policy and
Administration, relates to the administrative duties of
the Department. Expenses under this cost centre include the salaries for the Director, one Head of Finance and Administration, one Financial Analyst, four
Accounting Assistants, one Office Manager, one Administrative Assistant to the Director, one Receptionist, one Safety Oversight Advisor, one Technical Records Administrator and one Registry Clerk. Other
expenses are premises rental costs training, transport
and travel, consulting services, IT infrastructure, telephone, postage, courier services, promotions, cleaning services, office supplies, subscriptions, facsimile,
printing, software maintenance, and insurance.
The increase of $88,000 represents a proportion of the mandatory funding to Air Safety Support
International [ASSI] to satisfy the current MOU in
place between the OTs and DFT. As of April 1 2014,
all Overseas Territories are required under the UK's
Offshore Aircraft Registers in the UK Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies policy to fund the
UK's Air Accident Investigation Branch.
Programme 67020, Operations—Original
2013/14, $1.24 million; Estimate 2014/15, $1.20 million, [which is] a decrease of $41,000; Revenue,
$491,000.
Madam Chairman, this cost centre regulates
and inspects private and commercial transport operations, including flight crews, for compliance with safety
standards; conducts assessments of foreign National
Aviation Authorities in whose states and under whose
control, Bermuda registered aircraft operate; regulates
and conducts oversight of L. F. Wade International
Airport for compliance with international standards of
safety and security. Expenses under this cost centre
include the salaries of one Head of Operations, one
Flight Operations Inspector, one Flight Operations
Technical Assistant, one Aerodromes Inspector, one
Licensing Officer, two Licensing Administrative Assistants and one Administrative Assistant to the Head of
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Operations. Other expenses are the provision and
receipt of training, transport and travel, consulting services and courier services.
Programme 67030, Registrations—Original
2013/14, $292,000; Estimate 2014/15, $234,000; a
decrease of $58,000; Revenue $61,000.
Madam Chairman, this cost centre, Registrations, relates to administration and management of
the Bermuda Aircraft Register; promoting the continued growth and establishing new markets for the Aircraft Register. Also included is the administration and
promotion of the Bermuda Register of Aircraft and
Aircraft Engine mortgages. Expenses under this cost
centre include the salary for one Head of Registrations and one Registrations Officer, training, transport
and travel.
In summary, the Department of Civil Aviation
is considered an outward facing Department within the
Government of Bermuda's structure. Its Clients are
external to Government and it must comply with international regulations, conventions and standards, in
order to offer aircraft registration and business services. The Department continues to strive for the
highest standards of safety regulatory oversight. Resource restrictions are challenging to this department
given the need for it to operate in a rigid international
regulatory environment with standards and conventions that must be adhered to in order to perform.
Continued resource expansion is critical for
the Department in order to maintain safety, meet the
objectives of the Business Plan, remain competitive
with other jurisdictions and most importantly sustain
compliance with the International Civil Aviation Organization standards and recommended practices.
In order to ensure appropriate safety regulatory oversight is being conducted in accordance with
international regulations, and in order to maintain this
vital revenue stream to Bermuda, the Ministry will continue to support the Department of Civil Aviation in its
need for resources in the most efficient ways possible.
In light of this a review of the current business model
has recently been completed by Management Consulting Services and will be presented to Cabinet for
consideration in due course.
Madam Chairman, this concludes my remarks
on the Department of Civil Aviation, Head 57.
HEAD 73—DEPARTMENT OF MARITIME ADMINISTRATION
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Now I am moving to the
Department of Maritime Administration, Head 73,
which can be found in the Budget Book on pages B200 to B-202.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Maritime Administration is an important component in
Bermuda’s international business offerings with its
primary role is to provide a competitive international
ship register here in Bermuda.
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This Department brings three major benefits
to Bermuda:
• It generates foreign exchange income which
currently amounts to nearly twice its operating
costs.
• It stimulates economic activity in the banking,
insurance, finance, and legal sectors of the
local economy to the benefit of the Bermuda
economy generally.
• It contributes to the essential “Bermuda
brand” worldwide by raising the profile of
Bermuda and by associating Bermuda with
characteristics such as high quality, a good
regulatory regime, and a sound financial jurisdiction.
Madam Chairman, the budget for Head 73,
the Department of Maritime Administration, can be
found again on pages B-200 to B-202 of the Budget
Book.
The Department of Maritime Administration
(DMA) is committed to providing the highest quality
standards for its Registry of Shipping. The department’s mandate is to ensure there is effective control
over administrative, technical and crew working conditions for ships on the register in accordance with our
international obligations.
The remit of the DMA are as follows:
• Registration of Ships;
• Safety of Life at Sea;
• Prevention and Control of Marine Pollution;
• Maritime Security;
• Standards of Seafarers.
While some of the local shipping-related functions are delegated to other national authorities in
Bermuda, DMA remains responsible for the safety,
pollution prevention, standards of seafarers and maritime security relating to foreign vessels arriving in
Bermuda waters, under the relevant International
Maritime Conventions to which Bermuda is a party.
Madam Chairman, the Bermuda Shipping
Registry is internationally recognized as a reputable,
quality and friendly shipping register. It is a part of the
British Shipping Registry, and a Member of the Red
Ensign Group (REG). Bermuda is a leading Category
One (Cat 1) Shipping Register which can register
ships of any tonnage, size or type with no restrictions
on the age of vessels. This provides the opportunity
for Bermuda ship owners to enjoy the full spectrum of
shipping services expected from an international
Shipping Registry. Bermuda registered vessels fly the
British Red Ensign, and comply with the provisions of
the relevant international maritime conventions and
treaties.
The register currently has 160 ships. There
are 29 passenger ships; 48 gas tankers; 18 oil tankers; 7 chemical tankers; 18 bulk carriers; 13 container
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ships; and another 34 other types of ships. The gross
tonnage of these combined fleet is approximately 12
million (11.84), with a net tonnage of just under 6 million.
The number of yachts on the register is 241.
There are 12 large commercial yachts and 29 pleasure yachts. These have a gross tonnage of nearly
66,000.
Madam Chairman, the Isle of Man, Bermuda,
and Cayman Islands have similar tonnage and ship
types in their Registers but Bermuda has the largest
number of passenger ships and these ships need to
be attended by specially trained passenger ship surveyors on an annual basis. Other classes of ships are
required to be attended by the Administration surveyors at three year intervals.
Programme 83000, Registration of Ships—
Original 2013/14, $1.90 million; Estimate 2014/15,
$2.65 million, an increase of $749,000; Revenue
$4.23 million.
Madam Chairman, the total current expenditure for the DMA is estimated to be $2.65 million for
the Financial Year 2014/15 which represents an increase of $749,000 above the original budget for the
previous year.
Madam Chairman, the registration of ships is
the central function of the Department of Maritime
Administration. The Registration division is managed
by the Registrar of Shipping assisted by the Assistant
Registrar and other members of the team. In order to
facilitate ship registration with no time boundaries, the
registration service is available to customers 360 days
of the year on 24-hour basis.
The majority of this budget allocation is salaries and fees for professional services. Professional
Services is provided by contract surveyors for their
sub-contract work at ports around the world. We recover the cost of these services from our client ship
owners. The balance of the allocation is for ordinary
operating expenses.
The revenue, Madam Chairman, which can be
found at B-201—the Department’s revenue is projected at $4.23 million consisting of Shipping Registration Fees of $186,000, Service Fees of $815,000, Annual Tonnage Fees of $2.194 million, and Survey
Fees of $766,000. The revenue projections are based
largely on the number of vessels currently on the Register and the services that will be provided to them for
this fiscal year.
Madam Chairman, the revenue collected by
the DMA is based on the prescribed fees in the Merchant Shipping (Fees) Regulations 2012. These fees
are comparable to fees charged by most of the other
international registers. DMA conducts regular analysis
to monitor the trends in the fee structure in the market
place to ensure our fees are kept in line with industry
standard rates.
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Madam Chairman, although the DMA has projected increases in all sectors, the final outcome will
depend on the global economy and the conditions of
the international ship registries market place. Ship
registration is a very competitive business with competition coming from within the REG registers as well
as from other national registers. In order to keep existing market share, and to attract new ship owners to
Bermuda, effective and robust business promotional
activities must be implemented.
While the ship registration service facilitates
Bermuda ship owners to register their ships under our
own national flag, the act of registering a ship also
earns substantial ancillary revenue to Bermuda in
many ways. Every ship registered in Bermuda is
owned by a company registered in Bermuda or there
is a local entity representing that ship in Bermuda.
Local law firms and banks provide the legal, financial
and administrative support for registration of companies, ships and mortgages for which substantial fees
are charged, and taxes are paid. A number of companies operate their ships from Bermuda employing local Bermudians.
Madam Chairman, by registration, a ship acquires the “nationality” of a State and becomes entitled to fly the flag of that State. This concept is enshrined in the United Nations Law of the Sea Convention 1982 [UNCLOS 82]. Bermuda is a party to this
Convention through the United Kingdom (UK). When
a ship is registered in Bermuda it acquires the Bermudian nationality and she comes under the jurisdiction of Bermuda. The ship will be required to comply
with the Bermuda maritime rules and regulations relating to maritime safety, pollution prevention, security,
and provisions. Once the ship is de-registered from
the Bermuda Shipping Register, it loses the Bermudian nationality and Bermuda’s responsibilities on
and for that ship ceases from that instant.
Madam Chairman, the reputation of a shipping registry is based on the quality of ships on its
register, as viewed and judged by international maritime authorities and the customer base. Currently under the auspices of the International Maritime Organization (IMO), a number of regional ship inspection and
reporting organizations called “Memorandum of Understanding for Port State Control” have been established. Among them, “Paris MOU” (European waters),
“Tokyo MOU” (Far-East, Australasia), US Coast
Guard (US waters), “Vina Del Mar” (South America),
CMOU (Caribbean MOU) are very active MOUs that
inspect and report their findings on ships arriving in
their waters on a daily basis. These reports appear in
the MOU’s website available to the world community.
The reports and statistics published in these
MOU websites are used worldwide by all interested
parties, including potential ship owners, as indexes to
assess the quality and performance of a National
Maritime Administration. I am pleased to state that
Bermuda Administration appears high in the White
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List of all major MOUs and that is a testament to its
commitment to quality and high standards.
Madam Chairman, we cannot be complacent,
shipping is a dynamic industry, there are many factors, some internal and some external, that affect the
quality and performance of a shipping register. In order to maintain the quality and high standards, the
ships and companies that operate these ships are
subject to stringent safety surveys, inspections and
quality audited at regular intervals. The Survey Division of the DMA is the regulatory arm of the Bermuda
Maritime Administration that is responsible for the
safety ships and the quality of the shipping register.
This division is headed by the Chief Marine
Surveyor assisted by an in-house technical team consisting of two Marine Engineer Surveyors, One Nautical Surveyor, one Naval Architecture Surveyor, a
Quality Assurance Manager and three technical officers.
Madam Chairman, as previously stated Bermuda is a Category 1, member of the British Red Ensign Group (REG) of Shipping Registers comprising
UK, Isle of Man, Gibraltar, Cayman Islands and British
Virgin Islands. Each member of the REG group has a
signed MOU with the UK that sets out specific Terms
of Reference (TOR) for the establishment and operation of a REG Shipping registry.
Under the MOU, the Maritime Coast Guard
Agency (MCA) conducts audits on the REG Shipping
Registers on behalf of the UK Department for Transport at four-year intervals. On completion of their audit, the MCA audit team presents the findings to the
Honourable Minister that is responsible for the Department of Maritime Administration, and to His Excellency the Governor.
During these audit visits, the MCA reviews
and assesses the following:
• infrastructure requirements of the Shipping
Register to function as a Category 1, Red Ensign Group Shipping Register. (Which includes, budgetary provisions, safe and secure
office, efficient communication, record keeping and computer database for retrieving information on ships and certification details.);
• International Maritime Conventions extended
to Bermuda by the UK and the National legislation giving full effect to the extended conventions;
• adequate resources—minimum number of
qualified surveyors and inspectors, maritime
auditors, properly trained support staff, a
process for updating knowledge up to IMO
standards for ship inspection,
• performance record of the Register as recorded by the International Port State Control
regime (Paris MOU on Port State Control Inspections and Tokyo MOU on Port State Control); and
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compliance with the provisions of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the
UK and the Government of Bermuda concerning the operation of the Shipping Register.

Madam Chairman, the last MCA audit of the
Bermuda Maritime Administration was conducted in
February 2013. This was a follow-up audit to the 2012
MCA audit which had recorded a number of major
concerns. These concerns were mainly related to lack
of surveyor resources, outdated maritime legislation,
poor administrative practices and record keeping.
To put the Bermuda Register’s surveyor resources into context, the following is the Surveyor Resources of the leading REG registers:
• Isle of Man—17 full-time surveyors based in
Douglas, Isle of Man;
• Cayman Island—10 full-time surveyors (three
based in Cayman Islands, six in UK, one in
Greece);
• Gibraltar—10 full-time surveyors based in Gibraltar; and
• Bermuda—4 full-time surveyors based in
Hamilton, Bermuda.
Under the REG common ship inspection policy, each REG Administration must maintain sufficient
in-house survey resources to be able to undertake at
least 90 per cent of the critical Safety Management
quality control audits of the fleet. By “in-house,” this
specifically means that these surveyors must be employed by the National Maritime Administration, and
not contractor surveyors. Currently, with the existing
in-house surveyor resources, Bermuda can meet only
32 per cent of the ship inspections requirements, and
the balance is outsourced to surveyors subcontracted
to the DMA. It must be emphasised that all survey and
audits carried out by the DMA surveyors are fully paid
for in accordance with the applicable fees by the ship
owner. Any surveys that are outsourced to contractor
surveyors represents loss of potential income to the
Registry.
Although, much work had been done by the
DMA with its limited resources to address some of the
MCA recommendations during the year 2012, during
the follow-up audit in February 2013, the MCA auditors were not satisfied with the limited improvements,
especially with regards to surveyor capacity and maritime legislation. On completion of the audit, MCA
auditors had issued a number of recommendations,
one of which prohibited the “active growth of the Register.” This particular recommendation has been very
detrimental to the growth of the Register. Therefore,
the DMA Business Plan for the Financial Year
2013/14 was dedicated to stabilising the shipping registry and during the last twelve months DMA has used
all available resources, and additional surveyors and
auditors to rectify the identified deficiencies.
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Madam Chairman, cabinet has approved the
reorganization of the department to include four new
surveyors, the opening of a DMA satellite office in the
UK and engagement of UK-based surveyors to service Bermuda ships operating in the UK and the
European waters.
Madam Chairman, I am pleased to report that
DMA has commenced the operations of its UK-based
satellite office, in a modest way, using office space
provided by the Bermuda’s London office to initially
accommodate two UK surveyors and increasing to
four surveyors over the next coming month. It is the
intention of DMA to hold a reception at the Bermuda
London office, to formally introduce the DMA presence in the UK and Europe.
Madam Chairman, the opening of the London
office is a significant milestone for Bermuda and its
shipping registry. London remains the heart of the
shipping world where many growth opportunities exists. The London satellite office will enable DMA to
reduce the cost of doing its business by placing our
surveyors in close proximity to many of the vessels
that are on our register. It also places the DMA on a
level playing field with other major shipping registries
of the world. In addition, the London office will also
facilitate broader client outreach to improve the service provider/client relationship. This is the beginning
of a new business approach and we need to encourage and provide the necessary support for it to thrive.
Madam Chairman, in August 2013 a major
international ILO Convention came into force, the
MLC 2006. This convention was formed by reviewing
and combining 38 existing labour conventions. The
process of implementation of this land mark convention involved enactment of new labour legislation,
training of labour inspectors, inspection of ships and
issuing of relevant labour certificates. It must be mentioned that the Maritime and Coastguard Agency had
been very helpful in providing training to 11 of our inspectors and also assisting with the inspection on a
number of Bermuda passenger ships. A substantial
portion of DMA’s focus in 2013 was spent on implementation of the MLC 2006 project, and this work is
continuing.
Madam Chairman, other notable achievements associated with the implementation of the MLC
convention include:
1. enactment of 12 sets of Merchant Shipping
Maritime Labour regulations;
2. training of 11 Maritime Labour Convention
(MLC) Inspectors;
3. completion of MLC Inspections on 29 passenger ships, 18 Bulk Carriers in order to meet
the compliance requirements of the new Maritime Labour Convention.
Madam Chairman, in 2013 DMA also completed the registration of the large cruise liner Royal
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Princess. This is the first ship of the new ship type
known as “safe return to port” in the Bermuda fleet.
Plans for the Upcoming Year
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, in
spite of the down turn in the global economy in prior
years and the limited human resources within the
DMA there has been a modest improvement in the
size of the Bermuda’s fleet. Traditionally DMA has not
actively promoted the Registry to attract new business
and tonnage and have relied on our good reputation
alone to maintain our market share of clients. It is the
intention of the DMA to develop new strategies and
promotional initiatives to actively engage in business
promotion in coming months. Towards achieving this
goal, DMA will engage and develop partnerships with
Bermuda Business Development Association and the
local shipping community. The newly opened DMA
satellite office in London is expected to play a significant role in the coordination in these efforts.
Madam Chairman, although there are substantial shipping activities going on in the Western
World, the centre of gravity of world trade and shipping business has been shifting to the Far East. This
trend had been developing over the last 10 years and
is expected to continue into the future. Places such as
Singapore, Hong Kong and China have become giant
trading centres for commodities and shipping. With
this trend, major shipping registries are establishing
sub offices or partnership arrangements with local
companies to promote their businesses in these locations. It is the intention of DMA, in the Financial Year
2014/15, to develop strategies to attract ships from
these economically growing areas in order to increase
the size of the Bermuda fleet.
Madam Chairman, this concludes my presentation of estimates of expenditure and revenues for
the Department of Maritime Administration, Head 73
and concludes my presentation overall.
Before I take my seat, Madam Chairman, I
would like to recognise the Department Heads of the
various departments within the Ministry. Mr. Aaron
Adderley the General Manager of Airport Operations;
Mr. Dan Simmons, the Director of the Department of
Public Transportation; Ms. Jasmin Smith, the Director
of the Transport Control Department; Mr. Scott Simmons, the Acting Director of the Marine and Ports;
Thomas Dunstan, the Director of Civil Aviation, and
Capt. Pat Nawaratne (I hope I pronounced that correctly), Director of Maritime Administration.
I would also like to recognise all of those who
have come here today in support of this debate. I
would like to recognise the Permanent Secretary of
the Ministry, my right-hand man, Mr. Francis Richardson, who has been working tirelessly this past year
specifically with the transition of the Department of
Tourism to a Tourism Authority. He is well deserving
of a vacation after this budget period.
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Also, I would like to recognise Mr. Curtis
Stovell who is here, the Controller, and unfortunately
we are losing him as he has successfully obtained a
job as the Accountant General and I would like to wish
him well in his future endeavours.
[Desk thumping]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I would also like to say to
Michelle Outerbridge, who is the administrative assistant for the Permanent Secretary and myself—today is
her last day in the office. She will be greatly missed. I
think that is going to increase our workload in the immediate future. I would like to wish her well in her future employment endeavours.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you. Thank you very much,
Minister.
The Chair now recognises, sorry, Lawrence
Scott, he is—you may proceed.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I would like to start off by thanking the Minister
for sharing his brief with me, in addition to some of the
suggestions, and also giving me time to share the
suggestions of my Shadow Ministry team.
Now, I would like to start off by saying (and
just so that everything that I do say from here on in is
put into proper context) that the Shadow Ministry team
is not out to prove the Minister wrong. It is just to . . .
we are just here today in this capacity to provide some
further suggestions and constructive criticism.
After listening to the Minister's brief, a saying
comes to mind from my time at the Air Academy in
Florida: Prior planning and preparation prevents poor
performance. With that, I can say that the Minister's
performance and delivery was just that. It was articulate, it was well-thought-out, and he spoke clearly and
was able to explain the line items very succinctly. He
also even answered some of the questions that I had
prepared for him.
But the thing is, Madam Chairman, unfortunately, that is one of the problems we have with the
brief. It goes with the status quo. With everything that
is going on in this country, we need for the Minister to
maybe perform just above the status quo, which is to
just raise the bar. We know what the Honourable Finance Minister in his Budget Statement said on page
1 (and if you will indulge me just to quote), "The status
quo is the enemy. If we don’t change, there will be no
improvement. If we don’t change, we will only get
more of the same . . ." So, with that, there are some
things that we are concerned about when it comes to
the Minister's speech and brief.
But what I would also like to say, after saying
that, is this is one of the areas where the Minister has
already answered a few of our questions. Also, I am
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glad to see that he is taking on some of the initiatives
that we were going to suggest. Those suggestions
were to basically fall under the programme of Repair
and Servicing.
We were going to ask how he could justify reducing the budget for Repairs and Servicing after we
had that rash of buses that were out of service due to
maintenance, leaving people stranded. So we are
glad to see that he has already looked into that and
that has become a priority. But what we within the
Shadow Ministry over here would like to focus on is
driver safety, job creation, reduction in operating
budget, increased efficiencies through the introduction
of technology. That is something that the Minister has
already somewhat touched on. And for those who are
following with the Budget Book, we are talking from
page B-193, programmes 3501 to 3503.
One thing that we noticed, and it was not
seemingly explained, was that in 2013/14 the Government budgeted $5.6 million on wages, but yet only
spent $2.9 million of that—so roughly just only half.
What I am getting at is a topic that the Minister did talk
on, [and that] was the safety of the drivers. There was
a video that went around on YouTube. I am not too
sure if others saw it, but it had a young lady who felt
the need to verbally assault one of the bus drivers.
The bus driver had to take out his iPod and film it and
record it and that was provided as documentation.
Now, in seeing that we have . . . and I am just
reiterating something that I am glad the Minister did
state, [and that] was that the new buses are going to
have video cameras on them to record things and
stuff like that. But what the Shadow Ministry . . . what
my Shadow Ministry team did is, we tried to provide . .
. or we actually have proposed or have come up with
what is called a Comprehensive Transport Plan. Part
of that plan was to have installed on all the new buses
. . . we would like to ask and see if the cameras are
going to be retroactively fitted on the older buses as
well.
Also, one thing that we would like to try to see
is if the cameras could also be connected. There is a
system out there that we have looked into that would
actually be able to, in an emergency, if, let us say, it
was not just a verbal assault, it turned into a physical
assault which has been recorded, that you could flip a
switch or button that would then give the police notice
of the geographical location of the bus and help to
provide a quicker response time.
Also, what we would have liked to have seen
done with the new buses that were ordered and that
have already reached our shores, which was in the
Minister's brief . . . he said approximately four of them
were already on the road. What we would have liked
to have seen, and what we would have proposed, was
that the Minister . . . our understanding (and this is to
help to sort of confirm one of the Minister's points
stated earlier) is that what we would have liked to
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have seen is that the Minister would have come to this
Honourable House and provided an amendment to
the bus sizes or the Public Transportation Board
(PTB) sizes so that they did come to the shores it
would not have been the incident that we did have
where Transport Control Department (TCD) was not
going to licence them because they were oversized.
So one thing is that, in the future, if the Minister is going to bring in buses that are too big, due to
just manufacturers . . . we understand (and I have had
this conversation in other places with the Minister that
we do understand) that manufacturers do not always
build buses to our specifications. So in that interest if
the Minister could then start bringing amendments to
the House just so that there is a seamless transition.
And the benefit of bringing it to the House means that
when the buses do arrive that TCD can then go look
at the legislation and see that it has been amended, it
provides a seamless and pretty much [just a] formality
for TCD to inspect the buses, make sure they are of
the right safety standards and then size and regulations and can put them on the frontline sooner rather
than later which then allows the Ministry to take the
older buses out of service and so, therefore, we will
not have those breakdowns and mechanical problems.
But in speaking on the newer buses, one thing
that the Transport Ministry has set a goal of, or [we]
would like the Minister or the Ministry to set a goal of,
is approximately having maybe in the next upcoming
years (we know it is going to take a while) but over the
course of the next 5 to 10 years to have a total of the
buses that are on the road—approximately
25 per cent of those buses—to become hybrid buses
or even full electrical buses. This would then provide
an almost immediate savings to the fuel costs. It
would also provide job creation, or stimulate job creation in the sense that you would have to have persons
that are trained to handle the new technology.
And in handling the new technology what we
could then propose (or would like to propose or suggest) is that the technicians that are on board now and
are maintenance staff that are there now (the older
ones) would be trained in the newer buses which
would then open up positions for younger staff, or new
positions to be created with the traditional reciprocating engine buses, and so on and so forth. Then we
can slowly transition, just through the attrition of the
older buses. So for every new bus that we order,
whether it be a hybrid or a full electrical, over the
course of the next couple of years, through attrition,
we can slowly transition over to a more user-friendly,
more environmentally friendly bus system and transportation system which would, as I stated before, result in increased fuel savings, which would also reduce the amount of overhead and capital needed for
the budget.
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Now, the next programme that we would like
to talk about is the additional revenue generation. If
you are following in the Budget Book, if you could follow me on page B-194. I am talking about cost centre
8679. Through my Shadow Ministry's research in trying to put together a comprehensive transport plan,
they have been in talks with some PTB stakeholders
who brought to our attention that what they felt could
be a quick win would have been for the Ministry to
adhere to a seemingly . . . and I am not clear, so I
would yield to any points of clarification that the Minister might want to bring.
I am of the understanding that currently there
is a policy procedure legislation that the bus drivers
are able to, or should allow only . . . and I am talking
about school children riding for free. So I am talking
about the school children riding for free, but it seems
as though we have those who are abusing the system. And if the Ministry could help the bus drivers enforce that by being a little bit stricter on those that are
trying to circumnavigate the system, or take advantage of it, by setting in place a few standards. And our
suggestions would be that as long as it is plausible,
school hours—and our plausible school hours would
be, for an example, Monday to Friday, 7:00 am to
6:00 pm—that all students would be able to travel for
free. Any times outside of that, they would have to pay
in order to ride the buses.
But now we understand that there are college
students that do not subscribe to those times. But
what we would do is place basically an area of due
diligence at the time that the college students purchase their bus passes and they will have to show
proof of attendance when they pay for their bus
passes just to show that they are college students and
then are able to subscribe to the free rides.
Now, what we would like to do is to take this
(in talking about our public vehicles) transition to the
Government—what the Shadow Ministry would deem
as the Government's competition with the taxi drivers.
I am talking to page B-194, cost centre 8687. What
you will see there is that, although the Government
projected generating revenue of $711,000 through the
chartering of buses, they actually generated
$975,000, and that is an increase of $264,000, or
27 per cent.
So, now you might be asking, What does the
$975,000 have to do with Government competing with
the taxi drivers? Well, I guess, I will answer that question with a question. How much of the Government's
$975,000 was generated up at Dockyard during the
cruise ship season?
Now, I raise that because in our research to
provide a comprehensive transportation plan we came
across quite a few, I will say taxi drivers and other
members of the taxi industry, that informed us that
they were also informed by customers on the cruise
ships saying that they were told not to use taxis, that
the taxi drivers and the taxi industry were unreliable.
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Then, after that, they were then given the option to
prepay for transportation on the government buses
from Dockyard to Horseshoe Bay.
Now, that would actually . . . how can I . . . I
am trying to find a way to put it. One person sort of put
it to us this way: They felt as though the Minister was
basically not taking into consideration the effect that
would have on the taxi drivers or any of the owners
and operators of the industry. And they felt that it had,
theoretically, and I will quote them, "theoretically aided
and abetted the theft of hundreds of thousands of dollars out of the pockets of taxi drivers." So, with that
information taken into consideration, part of our
Shadow Ministry comprehensive transportation plan
was to actually try to suggest that if this is going on—
we are just going on the information that we have
been given—but if this is going on, then the Ministry
should cease and desist with this practise of selling
the prepaid transportation on board the ships. Instead
of selling prepaid transportation on the ships for the
government buses, if they could go to the ships and
ask the ships to sort of promote our taxi industry, to
ease customers' fears of the taxi drivers or the taxi
industry, and if they could even (in the interest of doing what is right to our visitors) provide the customers
on board the ship with the official rates, the going
rates for the tours or the hourly rates, or the per person rates, per mile rates, for the taxis, so that when
our customers do come they are not scared to take
the taxis.
Also what we would like to do is have the
minibus operators included in that.
What we would like to also see is a restructuring of the transportation plan that is out there in Dockyard. We would actually sort of just flip it in the sense
of you would have your taxis and minibuses up there
first. They would have first come, first serve of those
customers. Then after the taxis, would be your minibuses. After your minibuses have been all used up,
then you would have the buses that would be able to
pick up any of the oversubscription that would be out
there because that would mean that we would have
basically a good problem—that we have so many visitors that all our taxi drivers have been able to occupy
their taxis; all the minibus drivers have been able to
get a piece of the pie (as I feel as that is what the
Honourable Minister of Finance would say). And then,
in order to not have any stranded customers, we
would use public transportation as a backup.
So that would be part of our comprehensive
plan, which brings me to the rescheduling of taxi licensing fees. I am hoping . . . and I will even yield to a
point of clarification or information if I have picked the
wrong cost centre. But I am looking at page B-191,
cost centre 44040. Now with what I just explained
about the taxi drivers up at Dockyard, I do not think
that it needs to be explained in any more detail or
needs to be said again that the taxi industry is struggling. What we feel the taxi industry could benefit
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from, from a Ministerial point of view, is in the context
of the scheduling or timeline in which the taxi drivers
have to pay their licensing fee.
What we had found from our talks to stakeholders in the taxi industry is that they have to pay
(and once again this is an area where I would yield to
a point of information or clarification) is that they
would have to have their vehicles inspected or passed
twice a year—once in January and again in August.
Now we are of the understanding that the taxi drivers
have to pay either the full year in January or they can
pay six months. They can pay January through August; then August to the following January. Now, what
we would like to see happen there is that due to the
fact that there are some taxi drivers that cannot afford
the multiple payments—
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of clarification. The
Honourable Member invited me to do so, and I have
no problem taking notes and doing it at the end so I
do not disturb you, Honourable Member, but I am
sorry, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: You would normally wait for me to
give you permission.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I will, sir. My apologies.
The Chairman: Proceed.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, but it is just once. It is not two periods—once per
year. I will just take notes, Honourable Member, so I
do not disturb you.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: No problem, thank you very
much, Minister.
If it is not now—and this would be a question
right now—the once is paid in January. Is that correct?
[Inaudible reply]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Okay, so now I have a better
understanding. Thank you, Minister.
If we could have that schedule changed from
having to be paid in January, which is the peak of the
off-season—which is a hard time for taxi drivers.
Some taxi drivers do not even license their cars in
January; they wait until August. If we could have it
switched to August, that way it would be the peak of
the peak season when they have a lot of fares. If we
did this in conjunction with the new revised layout or
system at Dockyard, you would have a lot of taxi drivers that could be more able to afford it in August. So if
we could just have that taxi licensing schedule
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changed to August, I think that would provide a very
welcomed relief to the taxi drivers.
With that said . . . I am just going through my
notes, getting a little ahead of myself . . . Also, while I
am on taxi drivers (I will be on page B-190, which is
cost centre 8473), as the Government stated in their
Budget Statement, they feel the need and they feel
the justification for extending concessions to hotels
and to restaurants, even though these same companies . . . We feel as though these same companies
(the hotels and restaurants) are taking those concessions and passing them onto their shareholders. Now,
if the Government feels the justification of handing out
concessions, or extending concessions, what we
would like within the Shadow Ministry would be for the
Government to look at extending two concessions.
One would be a fuel tax exemption concession to the
taxi drivers.
The taxi industry actually uses more fuel than
the PTB buses when you put them side by side, the
industry as a whole. So if we could provide a programme or a concession where the taxi drivers are
able to, after producing the proper paperwork and the
proper documentation (which we are suggesting right
now is their taxi licence, with the taxi licence plate
number), they would go to a fuel service provider.
They would go to the provider, show the provider this
information, the provider provides them the fuel at the
discounted rate or what is the wholesale (the pump
rate minus the government tax). I looked to find out
how much that would save so I could give you some
numbers, but I did not see the fuel surcharge or the
fuel tax (the government tax on fuel) in the Budget
Book. So therefore I am assuming or taking it as
though it was not a significant or very big revenue
stream.
This would be a concession that would not
greatly impact the country as a whole, but it would
greatly impact in a positive sense the taxi drivers. So
they could go get the fuel without the government tax
put on it, and therefore they save money right there
without having to go into the people's pockets.
Also, what we would like to see is that that
service provider would then come to the Tax Commissioner’s Office on whatever or however they work out
a schedule, and the Office of the Tax Commissioner
would then refund the service provider for the difference in government taxes for the fuel. Once again,
what we are doing is, we are giving the taxi drivers . . .
because it was a suggestion put forth by the Minister
earlier to increase the taxi rates by 25 per cent, which
we understand why he did that.
The understanding why he did that and the
context of why he did that was because the taxi drivers have not had a pay increase in over seven years.
Yet, with the 25 per cent increase in rates that goes
directly . . . or becomes counterproductive. The taxi
drivers get their pay increase—which they deserve, or
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they need—yet the user, the general public, is unable
to [afford and] sustain that, or make that sustainable.
That is not a sustainable way to go.
So what the Shadow Ministry came up with
was the second concession suggestion, which would
be a payroll tax exemption for taxi drivers. But this is
not for the full year. This would be for the six months
of the off-season, which we are proposing for October
to March to where . . . once again, we are focusing on
the off-season for the taxi drivers because that is the
hardest time for them. We do not want to abuse the
situation. We just want to provide an environment in
which the taxi drivers can be competitive and they can
sustain themselves and their households off of what
they are making.
What we are doing is that through providing a
payroll tax exemption for the taxi drivers you reduce
their overhead costs. And, in conjunction with the
government tax on fuel, when you put these two together that could equate to roughly around the
25 per cent savings in operating costs, which then is
more money in the pockets of the taxi drivers during
(once again) the off-season. We would not be opposed if the Minister was to take the suggestion of the
fuel government tax surcharge (I guess, I will say the
fuel, yes, the fuel rebate programme), if they took that
and they only applied it for the months of the offseason for October to March. We feel that that would
be fair as well.
Now, what (as I get caught up here, excuse
me) that would bring me to, since I am talking tax
season, the TCD. That would bring it to Head 34,
Transportation Control Department, which can be
found on [page] B-190. And this is what we have
coined as the "Pay it Forward" programme, which is
actually sort of a monthly payment programme. I am
talking to cost centres 8465, 8467, 8471, 8473 and
8475.
Now, this programme is a programme for
which my Shadow Ministry cannot take full credit. We
would like to thank the resident, a young lady, Ms.
Young, who asked to meet with me. She had some
concerns because she was somewhat overwhelmed
with the current payment schedule for the vehicle licensing programme here on the Island. On page B190, you can see that when you combine all those
cost centres that I talked about earlier, it generated
approximately $24.7 million in revenue for the Government. However, the generation of that money
sometimes comes at the detriment to those hardworking individuals and members of the motoring public who find it hard to pay the hundreds, or sometimes
(well, I will use myself as an example) thousands of
dollars a year that it takes to license their car. So what
we are trying to say and what we would like to point
out is that the Transportation Control Department
(TCD) already has a very good programme. A programme which I have actually subscribed to myself is
the six-month licensing programme. You apply to TCD
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for six months and you can license your car for the six
months and then that saves you basically 50 per cent
of what you would owe on a regular basis.
Now the thing with that is that—once again, it
is a very good programme but we, within the Shadow
Ministry, feel as though that it only . . . it is a relief; but
it does not allow the motoring public to get ahead. So
what we are going to try to do is sort of take that idea
and the idea that Ms. Young came up with when we
were sort of putting ideas back and forth using the
Internet (because we are able to pay fees and transportation fees online), and using the Internet if you
were able to once you . . . basically pay things ahead.
What does that look like? What that looks like
is, let us say, I, operator Lawrence Scott, have a car. I
go and apply for . . . my birthday is in November—so
from January to June, I pay the six months. But then I
try to pay on a monthly basis and I do not qualify yet
because I have not paid for the whole year or the year
leading up to the next registration. So from June until
(I will say) December, once I pay that six months I can
then now start to pay . . . let us say it is $1,000 to license my car. I can online $100, and let us say I can
pay $100 in June, $100 in July, $100 in August and
that money then rolls over and basically gets put towards my licence plate number.
th
So my car 12514 has on November 8 (when
it is my birthday)—and Minister, feel free to send me a
th
birthday card on November 8 on my birthday—a
credit of, let us say, $600 or $1,000 towards my vehicle licensing. So, therefore, what I have done is I have
been able to spread the cost of my vehicle licensing
all over the period of six months to one year. Now
what that should do and what we propose that would
do is that more people would be interested, more
people would try to get things ahead of schedule.
Therefore it could generate more revenue for the
Government because people are paying things earlier
instead of paying it later.
So, that is one thing that we would like to see
when it comes to TCD and vehicle licensing. Also this
is a programme that we feel could be rolled out to not
just the transportation industry but imagine the small
businesses, the entrepreneurs that could then use
that for payroll tax. They have made a big profit this
month, they could pay it towards payroll tax. Or you
could do it for those parents that are doing child support so you could get ahead on the child support. This
is a programme that we feel has the ability to be rolled
out system-wide or government-wide, and then could
have a very good and positive effect for the country as
a whole.
Now, our second initiative under TCD that we
feel is something that could be cross-utilised would be
found on page B-191, cost centre 44090. This would
be traffic light cameras. What we would like to see
and what we are suggesting is that the Minister or
Ministry provide traffic light cameras. I have been driving around and I have seen quite a few bikes and cars
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running red lights. Even though this is a Budget Debate, I am not suggesting this as a main revenue
stream; more so for the safety of the motoring public.
What we would do is you have the system set up just
like you have in the States. When the red light comes
up [and] you go over that line, it takes a picture. It has
two cameras—one takes a picture of the front of the
vehicle and one takes a picture of the back, which is
the licence plate, and then you basically get a fine in
the mail.
Now, also what you can do is . . . because
right now there is no consequence to running a red
light unless there is a police officer right there. So
what we want to do is let people know that [they
should] obey the traffic rules and the rules of the road
regardless of whether police are there or not. I am
very confident when I say that I can speak for myself
and the Minister, that we do not like receiving the notices of having a road fatality. I know that if it was up
to the Minister and the Transport Ministry, they would
put us in little bubbles so that nothing could happen to
us while we went around on our roadways. But we
cannot do that. So what we are trying to do is provide
incentives for people to follow the rules of the road,
and part of that would be to implement the introduction of traffic light cameras.
That would then bring us to Head 30. So that
concludes TCD and brings us to Head 30, which is
Marine and Ports, page B-173, cost centre 40220.
One thing that we noticed is that last year's budget
was $7.8 million, but the actual expenditures were
$9.3 million. So we are trying to find out from the Minister where did this increase of 11 per cent (or
$831,000) come from, because from what we have
done, our research, it seems as though . . . [we are]
wondering if the increase could be a result of the Marine and Ports trying to create or implement two new
positions, which are the fleet coordinator and the fleet
manager.
From our information those are two positions
that are scheduled to be filled by non-Bermudians. So
we are just trying to see if that increase is, in any way,
shape or form, connected to the appointment of those
two new positions. If it is by those two new positions, if
we could actually confirm and guarantee that Bermudians would take those positions because my understanding is that they are necessary roles and necessary positions that need to be created, but what we
have a concern with is that non-Bermudians are being
projected to fill those roles.
Now, we also are aware that so far, the past
year we had the tug boat (which was mentioned in the
Minister's brief), Powerful, which was estimated for
repairs and maintenance costs of $300,000. However,
the actual costs came to $1.2 million. What we are
made to understand is that it is still out of service. So
if we could get an explanation from the Minister on
that cost overrun. I do not know where to find it. I have
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not seen it in the budget or reflected in the budget yet,
the cost overrun of the maintenance of the tugboat,
Powerful.
After talking about the Powerful, on page B173, cost centre 40210, I just began to wonder about .
. . I have a few questions for the Minister on the Millennium. Basically, it boils down to eight questions
when it comes to the Millennium. What is the total expenditure of the vessel Millennium when it was under
contract and operating in Bermuda? What was the
total fuel cost up to the end of the contract? If the Minister wants I can provide him a hard copy of the questions, just if it makes it easier for him. Also, what was
the total cost for the wages of the staff including any
overtime?
I do know that the Minister—and I just have to
put this on record—has provided a supplementary
which is basically the cost overruns when it comes to
Marine and Ports. So if it is possibly answered in that
he can just let me know so that I can go back and look
at my records and go from there. But also, what was
the total cost for the accommodations for the Millennium staff while they were under contract? What was
the total cost to furnish the apartment for the Millennium staff? What was the total cost of the airfares for
the rotating overseas staff? What was the total passenger ridership count for the duration of the Millennium? The last question, number eight, What major
repairs were done on the local fleet while the Millennium was in service and on what vessels?
The reason that I bring that up is that if you
can remember, Mr. Chairman, back on November 5,
2013, there was a report that (and if you will indulge
me, that I would like to quote) the Minister stated that
the budget would be $1.2 million (and this is in regard
to the Millennium), and this is a quote from Bernews.
"The Minister stated that the budget would be $1.2
million—
The Chairman: Sorry, can you give the date of the—
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: That was November 5, 2013.
". . . the Minister stated that the budget would
be $1.2 million,” (for the charter boat Millennium) “‘reports emanating from reliable sources” (and they are
quoting from myself from reliable sources) “declare
that the actual amount being spent is approximately
$5.5 million [4 times the government estimate] after
you factor in the cost of fuel, staffing, housing allowance, airfare [every two weeks/the rotation of the Millennium crew] and the two new engines recently
landed in Bermuda-which can only fit the Millennium.’”
The article went on to say that, "In response,
the Transport Ministry said, “The 1.2M is the basic
charter fee that was previously announced in the
House of Assembly. We always knew there would be
additional costs for fuel and other supplementary ex-
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penses such as accommodation for the crew." So if he
could let us know exactly how much—
POINT OF CLARIFCATION
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Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Well, I know that the Minister
and I have not seen eye to eye over the past year, so
I am trying to work on our cross-departmental communications and relationship.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of clarification.

[Inaudible interjection]

The Chairman: Minister?

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I do not know about that.
Well, let us see how you feel after I am finished.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just rise on this point because I know that
one of the comments the Honourable Member just
mentioned has been mentioned before, and I have
addressed it before. I am sure I will get a figure in
terms of the approximate cost of the Millennium, but
there has not been two new engines imported for the
Millennium. Those engines were brought in for our
existing fleet. So I just want to debunk that rumour out
there.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
Proceed, Honourable Member.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you Minister.
I will move on to my next topic because there
was also a significant increase from $526,000 in the
original budget (and I am talking about the budget for
materials and supplies) to $943,000. And that is the
actual expenditure now. What I am wondering is if this
increase in materials and supplies is directly related or
has a direct correlation to the Minister taking the earlier suggestions of basically running a bare-bones operation during the off-season, or during our winter
season, so that vessels can be worked on. But that
was also reflected in the question of what vessels
have been worked on during the summer with the Millennium in operation, but now also asking what vessels have been worked on during the off-season while
we have our lull in passenger loads.
This would then get me on to . . . I have already talked about that one. Now, what this will bring
me to is . . . I am finished with discussing the Head for
Marine and Ports, and now I am on to Airport Operations. I am talking about page B-179, cost centre
41050.
I noticed that in the Minister's brief he was
talking about . . . and I saved, basically. This is going
to be the last between Airport Operations and Civil
Aviation, this will be the last Head that I will be talking
about, just to allow for other Members to stand and
also give the Minister time to respond.
The Chairman: That is very courteous of you, Honourable Member.
[Laughter]

[Laughter]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I saved Airport Operations
and Civil Aviation because I feel as though that is a
topic near and dear to my heart and that is a subject
that I can fully wrap myself around.
This talk about privatisation is what I am really
going to get into. I feel as though some of the wording
in the Minister’s brief alluded to (and not just the Minister of Transport but the Minister of Finance also alluded to) privatisation. And I do have a significant issue with that. I feel as though . . . and I will go on record once again. I agree with the Government (because it is two separate Ministers and two separate
Ministries, so I will say “the Government”). I agree with
the Government that we need a new facility. That is
point number one.
I also agree with the Government that we do
not have the $200 million which is needed and necessary to build that facility. However, I do not agree with
the Government, and I will say the Shadow Ministry
does not agree with the Government, in finding ways
to generate capital or building this facility through privatisation. I believe that instead of just saying, We do
not agree with it. It is a bad idea, the Shadow Ministry
and I will provide an [alternative] solution. That solution is this: I believe that we should take Airport Operations and we should make it a quango, and then
we turn that quango into a Port Authority. So it would
be the Airport Authority, because you would then have
just the airport by itself, and it generates enough
revenue. It is self-sufficient.
If you look in the Budget Book you will notice
on page B-180, and let me just make sure . . . Yes, if
you actually look at the Budget Book, you will look
under revenues for the airport and you will notice that
the airport shows a $10 million deficit, or that it loses
$10 million a year. So what I am trying to say is that if
you were to privatise that industry, where would you
find an investor that is willing to take on what is considered a loss leader? So that is an investment that
does not really make money but there are ways to
generate revenue. That I find hard to believe, that you
can find an investor to do that.
If you look into, and I want to say B-180, because I am not actually looking at it. But what I am
getting at is if you look at the departure tax under the
Tax Commissioner’s Office, you really realise that the
departure tax that the airport generates is worth $14.4
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million. So if you have an airport that says that they
are $10 million in the hole, and then you add $14.4
million on top of that, you now have an airport that is
generating roughly $4 million a year surplus. So what
we can do is, we can take that $14 million from departure tax and put it into the Airport Authority, which
would go back into the upgrading and upkeep of the
infrastructure.
So when you do that, what happens is this:
You have (and I am just going to go look at my notes
real quickly) approximately (I want to say) 43 people
in the Department of Airport Operations. If you privatise Airport Operations and outsource it to somebody
else, those 43 jobs are gone, because if I am in investor, investing $200 million of my hard-earned money
into an investment I—with no disrespect—I do not
know them. I do not work with them. I am going to get
rid of them and put my own people in place so that I
can ensure that I am going to get that return on investment. That is not what we need in this economy.
What we can do is then make it an Airport Authority where the Airport Authority . . . and just to ensure there is a check and balance, this is where you
bring Civil Aviation into it. Civil Aviation is already an
internationally recognised department, and the Minister had nothing but glowing comments in his brief. If
you bring Civil Aviation into it, they would oversee the
expenditures; they would oversee everything with the
airport. Therefore, that is your check and balance. The
Airport Authority then goes to a local bank and says,
Hey, you know what? This is our marketing plan. We
are generating roughly $2 million to $4 million in revenues now. However, if you loan us the money for
$200 million we can then (you got it) generate more
revenues because of the rentals. We have more revenue streams because, as the Minister said, you have
Boeing, the air navigation system that is coming in,
that is going to generate money. So we have a lot of
investments that are going to be coming in over the
next couple of years. Therefore, you have an airport
that is going from generating $2.4 million to $4.4 million to roughly the proposed money is about $13 million per year.
Now, with it being an Airport Authority (I could
be wrong but I do not think I am) sixty-eight cents of
every dollar, not just generated but also spent—sixtyeight cents of every dollar generated, but not just
revenue generated, but dollars spent—sixty-eight
cents of every dollar goes back into the local economy. (That is eight points.) So if you are making $13
million a year, that is $8.8 million a year that is generated right back into the Bermudian economy. Now,
what does that say? What does that mean and how
does that differ?
If you had a private investor put $200 million
in, after the airport is completed there is no more
revenue being generated or no more revenue being
infused into the economy because they are going to
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take that $8.8 million out of the economy. That is going to go into their pocket, and then they are going to
use the other few million dollars to go into paying off
their debt. So why do we not cut the middleman out,
keep jobs? Because, remember, you are not going to
then . . . because it is also what I just noticed and read
in the Minister's brief. The wording was such that you
could have mistaken it; but it sounds like they are
looking at privatising Civil Aviation as well.
Now, that raises a lot of eyebrows, at least in
the Shadow Ministry, because we have done our research. It sounds like . . . because we have the Ministry or the Government (because it is separate Ministries) looking at privatising the airport, 43 workers;
Civil Aviation, 39 workers. So you are roughly at 82
jobs that are on the chopping block.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I will declare my interests. I have worked at the airport since 1997, and the
head of Civil Aviation was one of my professional
mentors, Mr. Thomas Dunstan—wonderful guy. Also, I
now work with the current general manager, Aaron
Adderley. Now, I do not want to see them go. I do not
want to see them go.
An Hon. Member: He is a wonderful guy.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Right? Yes, he is. He is.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: He is, yes. I am sorry, yes,
Aaron Adderley is a wonderful guy.
[Laughter]
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I thought I had said that, but
I got a little ahead of myself. But, no, I do not want to
see him go. The young man, Aaron Adderley, I feel . .
. because it seems as though, being he is the general
manager, he is very patriotic. He loves his country. He
would gladly sacrifice his job in the interests of bettering the country. But I think that we can do this without
Aaron Adderley having to sacrifice his job, without
Thomas Dunstan having to sacrifice his job, or the
other 82 people having to lose their jobs.
So what I am proposing is an Airport Authority. I really am stressing this because it seems as
though the Government has made up their mind in
going down this privatisation road. Our research has
shown . . . there are names that are coming back, or
things that are coming back, that the Government is
trying to green light this privatisation. And if you do
that, you have 82 jobs at stake.
With those 82 jobs at stake, I am worried
about the fact that the Minister said he is going to
come forward (the Minister of Finance), saying that he
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is going to move forward with a privatisation Bill. Once
again, in the general debate I made a big issue that
Airport Operations was first on the chopping block.
You had the aircraft registry, which was also on the
chopping block. You had out of the (I think) nine departments, I think, five or six of them were transportation related. Therefore, this is something that I just
cannot stand by. In doing some research, it seems as
though the Government has already lined up an investor. What worries me is that we have the Government
. . . and if you start right now, to me, it seems as
though the political tea leaves are on the wall because—
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Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I am now worried because
the thing is that there are other ways . . . and to be
honest, the fact that there is a common denominator
between these two worries me.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Honourable Member, have a seat.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I am not even going to get
into raising a point of order; I just want to know what
budget line we are on. Sorry.
The Chairman: He did speak to the budget line item.

An Hon. Member: What?
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: No, it seems as though the
political tea leaves are on the wall because of the fact
that you have the Minister that has said that he is going to bring legislation. You have it in his budget
statement about privatisation. You then have it in the
brief that the Minister read where it was sort of covered over or in a veiled privatisation reference to the
airport and Civil Aviation. Now, why would you bring
legislation if you do not have an investor?
And then if you have an investor, why have
we, the people, not heard about this? So, now, what
has happened—and this is where it really hits home—
is a name has popped up, Mr. Chairman. A name
popped up, a Derrick Green, and this seems as
though . . . and in doing our research there is a Derrick Green seemingly . . . and I see the Transport Minister holding his head.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I wonder what budget line we
are on now.
[Laughter]
The Chairman: I could not tell you what it is.
[Laughter]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: We are still talking on line
item 41050, which is Airport Operations.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Mr.
Chairman.
The Chairman: Yes, Honourable Minister?

[Inaudible interjections]
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: No, no, the Honourable Minister of Works and Engineering said, Does Derrick
Green have $200 million to do the airport? No, he
does not. But Derrick Green has a common denominator. Derrick Green, by my research, was the same
one that set up the meeting with the Government and
Landow Industries.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I would like to thank the
Honourable Member—
The Chairman: Is this a point of order?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: It is a point of order.

An Hon. Member: Ooh!

The Chairman: What is the point of order?

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The Honourable Member
is misleading the House in his comments as it relates
to Mr. Derrick Green. The fact that there has been an
investor identified I think to privatise Civil Aviation . . .
Was that correct, Honourable Member?

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: So, now, what I do not understand is that if we know what happened, we know
what happened with Landow Industries, we know
what happened when it came to gaming and stuff like
this, now we are looking at privatising the airport, and
the same name is coming up—a common denominator.
I am now worried, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Yes.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: That is completely not
true.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
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Do you want to lend clarity to your comment
or do you just want to proceed?
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Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Are you talking to me?
The Chairman: Yes.

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Well, what I will do is proceed. I will proceed because I feel as though I am of
good information when it comes to the name Derrick
Green. And all I want to do is just say that, you know
what, in moving forward, if it comes out that there is a
correlation between Derrick Green and whoever is this
investor . . . hopefully there will not be a correlation
because I hope that the Ministry of Transport and the
Government will listen to what I am saying and not go
the way of privatisation.
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Mr.
Chairman.
The Chairman: Honourable Member, have a seat.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I have already done a
point of order on the Member's comment as it relates
to Derrick Green and Civil Aviation—now I cannot
predict the future—
The Chairman: Yes.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: But I can say right now
that there is no investor identified to privatise Civil
Aviation. There is no plan of this Government to privatise Civil Aviation. So I will ask the Honourable Member . . . there is a point of order on those comments.
The Chairman: And the point of order is you want him
to retract?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Chairman, thank you.
The brief was very clear that the privatisation
of the airport is on the agenda of this Government. We
need to build a new airport.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
Member?
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Now, I will go back to the privatisation of the
airport. Now, if we go with the full-out privatisation,
outsourcing of the airport, I would be . . . I am trying to
find a way to say it, and I am going to use myself as
an example.
You have an investor, because I remember
that the Minister in his Statement said that there would
be other people who do not live in Bermuda that
would be deciding our fate. They do not care about
our wages. They do not care about our quality of life.
They do not care about us at all. All they care about is
the almighty dollar. This is what this Government is
setting us up for, to allow a private entity . . . because
I do not know of anybody, any local Bermudian—and I
will invite the Honourable Minister of Finance to correct me if I am wrong—who has $200 million to invest
in this airport.
Inaudible interjections]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: You cannot say the last
name Green, remember, Honourable Member?
[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No, I am just correcting
the comments that he made. I will prefer if he not repeat them.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
Member?
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman: Yes?
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: What worries me about that
point of order is that he clarified that there was no plan
to privatise Civil Aviation, but he did not say that there
was no plan to privatise the airport. So now, Mr.
Chairman, right now—
The Chairman: One second.
Have a seat, please.
Did you want to clarify your point of order or
did you want to leave it at that?

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Oh, sorry, “the Greens.”
So what happens is that if you have a private
entity or a person outsourcing the airport, now what
they can do, Mr. Chairman, is, they can say, Okay,
you know what? We are generating (as I said) $13
million to $14 million a year. It is going to take us 30 to
35 years to get our return on investment. But we want
to do it faster. Because that usually happens. You
start making money you want to make more money.
They want to do it faster. So what are they going to
do? They are going to sit there and they are going to
raise different revenue streams, raise rates.
Therefore, one of the rates that they could
raise, because they would have control of the revenue
streams . . . because I could not see any investor saying that they are going to take over $200 million and
not have control of the revenue streams. One of the
revenue streams they could have is raising the landing rate, which is roughly $3.75 per 1,000 pounds right
now. They could then say, Well, look, if Bermuda is
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generating $3.75 per 1,000 pounds now, but Miami is
doing $7.86 per 1,000 pounds, why don’t we raise it a
dollar or two? Nobody would notice. That would allow
us to pay it off faster. But what would happen is that . .
. do you know who would notice, Mr. Chairman? It
would be the airlines. The airlines would notice that
because they are the ones that would have to pay
that.
Now, remember, and I will declare my interests. I work for an airline that currently services the
Island. I know that for the past seven years I have
been working with my manager, and my manager
loves the airline, he loves aviation, he has been in it
for a long time. But now, if you raise the landing fees,
then the airline can say, You know what? It is costing
too much for us to fly to Bermuda. So therefore, why
do we fly there at all? So now what you have done is
gone and reduced airlift out of Bermuda. It then puts
more stress on the Minister of Tourism to find other
airlines to fly here, but they cannot fly here (or they
will not fly here) because the landing fees are too
high.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: No, but the thing is—
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So what I will say (and I will end on this because I did get a little taken off track because I just
started talking about aviation which is what is)—
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Yes, I am sorry about that.
So what I will say is this: Let us go the route of
an Airport Authority over privatisation. I urge, I urge
and I plead with the Government to do that. Also, I am
willing to do any of these ideas that I have proposed
through my Shadow Ministry with the comprehensive
transportation plan that I will willingly share with the
Minister of Transport.
In closing, thank you Minister for a good brief.
You provided a good performance. But what we have
to do is we now have to raise our game. And that is
what I am going to challenge you. I am going to be
challenging you to raise the game for the rest of the
year. So it is constructive criticism and not just me
being mean and nasty.
Thank you very much.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member Terry Lister.
You have the floor.

The Chairman: Member, you want to stay focused.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: No, no, I am glad that the
Minister of Works and Engineering said that they have
been trying to find other ways to raise money. But
what happens is this . . . the beautiful thing is this
when it comes to investment in the airport.
If you are not able to generate the revenues,
who is going to have to bail you out? The Government. You see? So it is a win-win regardless of what I
do. I can try to . . . and I am going to exaggerate to
prove a point. I could gouge all the prices and then if it
does not work out, the Government will be left holding
the bag. Because remember, through all of this the
Government would hold the rights over the physical
building and hold the rights over the assets. But yet
the investor gets to control the revenues.
Also what happens is this when you have a
private investor. Remember that $14.4 million that is
not under the Airport Operations budget but is in the
Office of the Tax Commissioner, which is the Department of Tax Commission for the departure tax? That
is going to go towards whom? The investor. So now
the Tax Commissioner’s Office has to find $14.4 million to make up so that they do not go broke. So that
they continue to operate. Where is that going to come
from? It is the Tax Commissioner’s Office. They are
going to raise taxes. That is what they do. That is
what they are good at and that is what we need them
to do, but not when we can find another way.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I agree with the last speaker that we have had
a good brief and a good presentation and a good discussion here thus far tonight. This is obviously a very
important Ministry, the Ministry of Transport, (though it
is part of the Ministry of Transport and Tourism). It has
a very important role to fill.
I want to make a couple of comments as we
go through this budget brief. The Minister started off
by talking about the Headquarters. I do not really want
to talk about the Headquarters, as such, but I do want
to make a couple of comments with regard to cruise
ships that fell under this.
One of the things that we are noting is that for
the coming season we will see the return of the Veendam, which I think is a good thing. We had suggested
here last year about this time that we would move to
putting the casino gambling piece back in place, and I
believe the Veendam is back for that reason. It is only
going to service us for six visits. My personal view is
that those six visits are the six weeks that the Alaska
season is probably pretty rotten and so as a result it
will only be here for that length of time.
The OBA Government, then OBA campaign
team, promised Bermuda that they would find a small
ship for St. George's and a small ship for Hamilton. So
in the brief there is the comment made that we are still
looking for the ship. I suggest that the Minister just
come clean and say it is not going to happen, rather
than continuing to try and live up to a campaign promise. There is no small ship. We know that. He knows
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that as well as I know it now. You can get a ship in for
an occasional visit (as happens now)—St. George's
may get five or six cruise visits, but getting beyond
that is very, very difficult. So it is easier to come up
and say it cannot be done and move on. I would suggest we do that.
However, there is a way it can be done. It can
be done if we blow up a couple of islands down in St.
George's and dredge things. If you want to do that you
will get the biggest ship in the world down there. But if
no one has the gumption to do that, then end the conversation and move on.
One of the things that bothered me in 2010
was the way that the cruise ship passengers jumped
off of that ship and bought those bus passes. If you
were not a cruise visitor . . . What is it called? I cannot
remember the name (it has been so long for me), but
there is a website where you can go and all the cruise
people talk to each other—

That is all I really want to say on the Headquarters. I want to move on to Marine and Ports, Head
30. The note I made was, You must spend money
when necessary. There are a couple of places in this
budget where the Minister has been successful in getting large sums of money together on those things.
And that is a good thing. Minister Richards, the Finance Minister, has the job and the responsibility right
now of cutting everywhere, and it is always a challenge when you are in that environment because
there are capital items that you need and capital
works that you have to get done.
The Minister said in his brief that money was
in the capital expenditures for the new tug, for two
new tugs. I looked and I did not see it. I maybe just
could not find my way around the book. You know that
is unlikely, but I could not find it.

An Hon. Member: Cruise Critic.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Oh, okay, the Minister is explaining to me what I thought it meant. But I did not
want to go there because I was hoping it did not mean
that.
He said it was a capital expenditure plan. And
we know what a plan is. So this is not actually in the
Budget Book yet. It is part of the plan. Well, I am going to encourage him to keep it in the plan but to get it
in the book as soon as possible because we know
that our present tugs were designed, purchased and
operated against a different set of cruise ships. Simple
as that. And they are really too light now to carry and
do their job for the bigger cruise ships.
So whilst the tugs work hard, the crews are
skilled and trained and all of that, it is time to go
ahead and make that purchase. Maybe I was jumping
ahead of myself in giving the Minister credit for getting
this money from Minister Richards, but he has my
support, if that means anything. I do not know if it
does, but you certainly have my support in getting it
because you have to get it. You have to drill that
home at Cabinet so the Cabinet understands that
there are things that are needed to stay in business.
We cannot stay in business if we do not have the
equipment to be in business.
When I looked at [page] B-171, Head 3006,
West End, Dockyard, one of the things that I remembered was that the present location does seem to be a
less than beautiful site (let us use that term), and
there was a plan to move a little further down in the
Dockyard and to take over new space. How far along
are we with that? Because it seems to me in 2010 we
were getting very close. It is now 2014 and we really
do not want to be still trumpeting good ideas. You
know, after you have a good idea and everybody buys
into the good idea, you should execute the idea. It
only makes sense to. So the idea is a good one, eve-

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Cruise Critic.
The biggest conversation was, Make sure you
get your bus pass! The bus passes were so cheap. I
looked in the budget this year and the budget for the
coming year in revenue is exactly the same as it was
for the past year. It is almost similar to the previous
year. Gentleman, it is time we changed the rate. I
think you can triple it and it would not make any difference. It is such a great deal. And if you would just announce in the press that you were thinking about it,
immediately they would start talking about it on Cruise
Critic. You would know very soon how the people
were reacting. I pretty much guarantee that they
would fall in line and say, Okay, still a good deal. So
we are losing a lot of money by not moving on that.
Sometimes you have to try things. You have
to try. Will this work? Will it not work? Bermudians and
tourists alike have accused Dockyard of being dead at
night. So an effort was made to have entertainment at
Dockyard one night, two nights, [and] I think now it
even gets as many as three nights of the week. But if
you take the time to go up to Dockyard during those
nights and enjoy what is going on, you will see that 90
per cent to 99 per cent of the people there are your
cousins, your friends, people you know. The tourists
do not even come off the ship to go to the show.
So unless the people running it are in the
business of throwing money away, maybe it is time to
say forget it to that as well. If you want to organise a
show for locals once or twice a week, maybe you
should charge and let the locals go up and pay for it.
But doing this free show for the tourists, knowing after
all this time the tourists do not go, is almost a joke. So
it is time to really look at that and figure out what you
are going to do with the money that you are spending
now.

[Inaudible interjections]
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rybody bought into it two, three and four years ago. So
we need to move on.
Move Marine and Ports from their present site
at the Dockyard, take them down a little further past
the old dock site for the ships that are being worked
on. (I cannot remember the exact name. It has escaped me at the moment). But let us do this. It will
beautify the site. It will make it easier for the Works
team—the Marine and Ports team to get on with their
job.
Still on this Head, Dockyard Maintenance, I
notice that there is a $900,000 increase in the budget
this year. I went through the Budget Book to the expenditure page and I tried to figure it out. The only
thing that made sense to me was that maybe it was
wages. Wages are up $800,000. Maybe it was materials. Materials up $600,000. I really did not know what
this was all tied to. I would appreciate it if the Minister
could explain it to us. It is a good number in that the
actual for 2012/13 was $2.9 million. The budget for
this current year that we are still in was $2.2 million.
The actual is now looking like $3.2 million.
It was a whole million dollars more, and what
that says on the first glance is that somebody did a
horrible job in their budgeting to be out a whole million
dollars. But what it says on the backend is if you had
$3.9 [million] last year and you had $3.2 [million] this
year maybe that is a normalised increase. Maybe
there is nothing wrong with that. One of the things that
I want to raise at a later point—I will mention it now
and I will find an example as I go through the book—
is, as everyone knows, the Public Accounts Committee has been holding hearings. At one of our hearings
the now retired Cabinet Secretary, Donald Scott,
came and spoke with us—
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are night and day because the first number nobody
believed in in the first place.
An example of that, again, might be the ferry
service this year, where we had $7.7 [million] as the
original budget, the actual is $9.5 [million], we are now
budgeting for next year $8.8 [million]. I appreciate that
the increase is tied largely to the Millennium—at least
I assume so. But then I am forced to say, Well, if the
increase is tied to the Millennium and we went from
$7.7 million to $9.5 million, what is going to cause us
to go all the way down to $8.8 [million]? Because you
see, when you look at the Budget Book and you look
at it real quickly it shows an increase of $1.1 million
and the Minister gets up and speaks fluently and says,
Yes, we are up $1.1 million this year in this area, dah,
dah, dah, dah. Actually it is not up $1.1 million. He is
projecting a decrease of $500,000. Are you with me?
There is a piece about realistic and unrealistic
budgets, and estimates that are good and estimates
that really are not any good at all. So we do not have
a $1.1 million increase this year in the ferry service at
all. We actually have a decrease of some $500,000,
and I would like the Minister to make me understand
what that decrease is all about. Do not talk to me
about what the increase is about, because there is no
increase. It is a decrease of $500,000.
Mr. Chairman, the new ferry, the additional
ferry, made perfect sense, and it has helped us very
much. But when I turn the page to B-174, and I look at
the expenditures, I see that the energy bill, the actual
for 2012/13 was $3.2 million. The original estimate for
this current year was $2.8 million. The actual was $3
million. Yet, for the coming year, the budget is $2.5
million. Does that make sense to you?
[Inaudible interjection]

The Chairman: Honourable Member?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: No, you can nod your head and
say, yes or no. The answer is no.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Sorry?
The Chairman: You would not want to detract too far
from the Budget Debate.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: No, no, this is part of this. Let
me finish.
The Chairman: Okay.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: The point we were making with
the Cabinet Secretary was, Do we have realistic
budgets? And he admitted that the budgets produced
in the last two or three years were not realistic at all.
That is the point I want to make. As you look
at some of these numbers you will see it. Certainly
under public transport—Public Transportation Board
(PTB)—the buses. The numbers are not realistic at all
but they fit the budget process. And when you see an
original figure, you then see an actual figure, and they

The Chairman: Proceed, Honourable Member.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: It makes no sense to you, me or
anybody else who hears the sound of my voice. It is
impossible to believe that the energy cost could be
$3.1 million last year, $3 million this year, and $2.5
million next year. That makes no sense whatsoever. I
would like the Minister to help me understand how
numbers get into the Budget because they do not
make sense to me.
I made reference earlier to the fact that the
Dockyard Maintenance is up $990,000, almost a million dollars, a 44 per cent increase. Yet, the staffing in
the Dockyard Maintenance crew is going from 27
people down to 25. So the increase is not from wages.
We also know that some of the tugs have been laid up
for extended periods of time. Why would the staffing
be reduced at this time? What is the reason behind
reducing the staffing in this particular area?
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Mr. Chairman, to ensure that I do not eat up
too much of the time, I am going to move on to [Head]
34, which is the Transport Control Department, another excellent department where good work is done on a
regular basis. Again, under general examination, I
could not understand the flow in the numbers. [There
was] $500,000 last year, $729,000 this year, and then
for the coming year it is $618,000. You have gone
from $500,000 to $700,000 back down to $618,000.
That ripple makes no sense to me. I would like the
Minister to explain how that is happening [and] why
that is happening. If the $618,000 makes perfect
sense, what caused the $729,000? Because that does
not make perfect sense. One of those three numbers,
if not two of those three numbers, do not make sense,
if you follow me.
The Road Safety Council had a grant of
$100,000. They were reduced to $50,000. I believe
that most of that money was used for an advertising
campaign to get the message out. What creative
means does the Minister expect the Road Safety
Council to use to get the message out as well, having
half the money to operate with in the coming year? I
would like to know how we are going to make sure
people know that drink drive is not such a good idea,
especially in light of the fact that we are delaying certain legislation, and the talks we have had about that
in the last little while, Minister. So, certainly, we would
want to put the money behind us. So help me understand.
As an aside, Minister, I would like to invite you
to revisit the legislation that was passed here in 2009
(I believe) when we put some real strict controls on
what young people could do on a bike. When it was
done, I fought as hard as I could against the legislation, and we did amend it, so to speak, in discussion.
But I was never happy with the fact that a 16-year-old
cannot tow his brother or sister, or worse yet, his girlfriend, because he cannot tow until he is 18.
I know all of us, when we went 16, we were
excited. We were going to be able to take our girlfriends out. We were going to ride them all around.
And we are going to show off. We took that away from
these young people. Are we satisfied . . . no, really,
we took it away. Are we satisfied that there is a real
benefit from that and that Bermuda is better because
these young people cannot tow. And if we are not satisfied, then let us take it off the table, because there is
no need [for it] to be there. As we get older, the past is
more and more distant it seems, and we forget the
joys of being a young person. And we have a tendency to put rules in place—
The Chairman: Honourable Member?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes?
The Chairman: Are you using the collective “we”?
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: Well, you are . . . I think you are
almost as old as I am.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: But in all seriousness, I would
invite the Minister to take a good look at that piece of
legislation and see what pieces of it can be repealed,
because I think there are pieces that should be looked
at.
The electronic vehicle registration system.
Minister, is that working now?
[No audible reply]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Is it up and running? Up and
down the Island, the way it should be?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Great! Fantastic! I know it was
not working before. Are the Members of the Judiciary
willing to do their part with that? In other words, if I am
caught driving my unlicensed car, will they actually
appear in court?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Okay. Let us hope that it is
working the way that it is supposed to be working.
Under the Administration, the Minister did say
that the staff will go from eight people down to four.
One is being transferred back into another area. Are
the remaining three people retiring? Are they being
made redundant? What is actually happening with
them?
Mr. Chairman, on B-190, you will like this. Under the Revenue [Source] for Private Car [8471], the
revenues were projected at $19.5 million for this year,
this current year. The revised total is $18 million and
the projection for the coming year is $17,900,000. I
believe that that number is tied to our residential
population conversation that we have been having.
This is an indication of the reduction of the number
people available to actually register cars.
The Chairman: Well, you do want to stay on point.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Well, that is the point I wanted
to make. I am right on it.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Chairman, I am going to
move on to Head 35, Public Transport.
You know, I had a little time over at Transport,
and the bane of my existence was this new bus
schedule. The Minister said that the bus schedule we
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are operating off now is a 1998 schedule; we should
do a new schedule every three to four years. The Minister made it appear as if it was almost a done deal.
His brief has about two or three pages on this area.
The third page lists all of the things that the new
schedule is going to do. Very clever!
An Hon. Member: You should have done it before,
Minister.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: No, no. Well, I had the same
list. All those things that are never going to come out, I
had the same list. But it is just a list until the schedule
is agreed. And so I am going to encourage the Minister to do everything he can to get the schedule
agreed, because we are at a point (as he mentioned)
where a ridiculous percentage of the bus runs are on
the grey schedule and therefore they immediately attract overtime.
The driver drives a regular number of hours,
seven hours, and gets paid for eight, nine or ten hours
because they are driving on the grey schedule. It is
ludicrous that that should have gone on. In a proper
world, what should have been happening is, new
routes would have been added and within one, two or
three years a new schedule would be done. They
would become regular schedules; the grey schedule
would disappear. For the next three years you would
build a grey schedule, you would do a new contract,
and it would be an ongoing cycle. It is fair to do that. It
is a little extra money for the drivers to get them to
agree to do something different, but when you go [this
th
long], as we are now in our 16 year, it is just ridiculous. So we have to get that sorted out.
The idea of cameras on the buses, we have
been discussing that for quite some time. I support it
100 per cent. I think we need to get to that and get it
done. The bad behaviour on the buses . . . I was going to say, You will remember, but you were not here,
so you may not remember. But those who were here
in 2009, 2010, and 2011 will remember that we
brought legislation that was to encourage better behaviour on the buses, because the legislation actually
allows us to remove people from the bus, under police
escort, to be arrested, and to appear in front of a
judge. We did not have that in the same way before. It
is there now.
I would encourage the Minister to ensure that
every one of the drivers has an understanding of the
procedures they should follow, and that they call the
police and get help every single time they need it. If
passengers who are not going behave know that they
are going to be dealt with, the behaviour will improve.
Sometimes it is just obnoxious. I ride the bus semi
frequently. I do not ride it a lot, but I do ride it. I stand
by the road, nobody picks me up, I pull out my bus
pass and I get on the bus. It is quite all right. It is nice
in the morning; a beautiful ride out of Somerset. It is
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interesting at night, depending on how late you get on
bus.
I have been on the bus where there is a gentleman who is intoxicated, and he is not prepared to
just sit in the corner and be intoxicated, he wants to
talk to everybody. And then all the women are,
Sweetheart and Honey, and all that sort of foolishness. Nobody should have to put up with that. So the
bus driver really should pull the bus over, go down,
invite the gentleman to remove himself, and, if he
does not wish to, invite the police to remove him. No
one is paying for that sort of interference and obnoxiousness.
Mr. Chairman, when you look on B-193, the
line [item] 45010, Bus Operations, you will see that
the actual for 2012/13 is $11.5 million. The original for
this year is $11 million. The actual is $11.8 million and
the budget for the coming year is $10 million even.
You think that that is going to happen? You think that
that is going to happen? No, bie! If you think that that
is going to happen, I have got a lot of junk I can sell
you for big money.
No, it is not going to happen. This is another
example of just bad budgeting—the type of stuff that
we dealt with at public accounts. Well, that was stuff
that we got . . . I think, the Chairman sent out, David
Burt, might be able to confirm it for me, but I thought
we got a commitment that that was going to stop. That
is what I thought we got. This is a clear example of
something that cannot be done. It will not happen.
Now, if you want me to back that up, I will by
turning the page. I will turn it B-194, where you see
Salaries and Wages. The Wages actual for 2012/13
was $12.5 million. The budget for 2013/14 was $10
million. [It was] $12.5 [million] and then we budget $10
[million]. That is very clever. The actual is $13.6 [million]. So the budget for this year is $11.8 [million].
Come on now! We are being silly. That is all we are
doing here, we are being silly in budgeting numbers
like this.
Now, the only way the Minister can get me to
say, Oh, that makes sense, is if he says to me, Well,
Terry, you live in the West End, you were driving past
Horseshoe Bay all summer, you know what was really
going on. Yes, I do. I know what was going on. What
was going on during the cruise ship season was every
day there was an excess number of buses sitting up
[on] Horseshoe Bay. I used to see five buses sitting
there in the afternoon sometimes. Far too many, Minister.
And the buses had drivers; they were getting
paid. Now, if your goal is to turn that thing around and
run that side a little more efficiently, yes, that $13.6
[million] can come down. It might even come down to
$12.5 [million]. Nothing is going to bring it down to
$11.1 [million]. I do not care what numbers you had in
a spreadsheet, those numbers are no good.
[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: Sorry?

An Hon. Member: Aspirations.

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes. Well, something you can
aspire to, but you are not going to get three. That is
not going to happen.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes, that is what I said. But you
might come down to $12.5 [million], being the two
years ago number. You know? Let us say, maybe you
can do that. But you are not going to get [it down] to
$11.8 [million].
So, Mr. Chairman, my point stands in that we
have to have realistic budgeting. Otherwise, it is not
going to get anywhere. And it is crucial now—crucial
now—given the financial position we are [in] as a
Government overall, where Bermuda is. We have a
Minister of Finance who I believe is working with his
team extremely hard to turn things around. So you
cannot have a Minister trying to do that, reducing
budgets, that overall look good—it is a $70 million
savings overall. You got a lot of praise for that. But I
am sitting here and saying, Well, guess what guys?
This $11.8 [million] is probably going to be $13.8 [million]. Well, there is $2 [million] of your $70 [million]
gone right there. Gone! And, you know, we can go
through all the Ministries and we could do this, and we
can make that whole $70 million disappear by looking
at what are realistic numbers, and challenging numbers that do not appear to be realistic.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: It is true. What until your turn
comes. I will be here next Friday.
Mr. Chairman, you know I often talk about
these performance measures and say that they are
crazy.
The Chairman: Hmmm.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I found three here on B-196 for
performance measures for the Public Transport. One
is to achieve a target of less than three complaints per
month. In 2012/13, there were 15. In this year, it says
it is forecasted to be three. And the key word is “forecast.” And next year the target is three.
Are we serious? You mean to tell me, we
have got all these buses running out there, we have
all this stuff that goes on, and our goal is to see three
complaints every month? So what are you going to
do? Turn off the complaint machine when number four
comes in? We do not listen to them? We just—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Oh, when number three is
done, that is it? Come on. Come on, let us have realistic things. If you had 15 in the month before, say you
are going to get 14. Let us say that we are really going
to work hard and we may have 14.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Especially for us who ride the
bus. I ride the bus. I know you are not going to get
three.
We have another one that says, “Maintain the
number of buses in service daily at 85% cent of the
total fleet.”
Now, how many buses we have in service is a
result of many different factors. You cannot point at
Joe, Kathy, or Bob. There are a lot of things that go
on. The actual figure for 2012/13 was 67 per cent,
which is probably a pretty good number. The forecast
for this year is 70 [per cent], and for next year we are
going to get all the way up to 85 per cent. Again, you
know, let us not do this. Let us find a number that we
are happy with, that we really can do, and work to it.
Seventy per cent? Let us see if we hit 70 per cent. Let
us stay there until we can do better.
Then, the last one I want to mention. The
number of road calls per week. This is the number of
times you will see a bus sitting by the road that is not
working. Okay? We see that a lot, don’t we? Well, the
actual for last year was 14—14 times a week a bus is
by the road. I do not have a problem with that at all.
There are a lot of roads, a lot of buses, 14 is not a big
deal. Mr. Chairman, what do you think the goal is for
this coming year? [It is] one! Once a week we are going to have a bus by the road. Bye, your boys are
sharp! Your boys are sharp! They are going to go from
14 to 1! All right!
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Oh, we are only . . . I got a little
comment here from the side that we are only going to
run the new buses.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: That is the only way you can do
it!
Okay, Mr. Chairman, I want to go on to Civil
Aviation, Head 57, another great department. One of
the challenges that Civil Aviation had, and probably
still has, is that it gets very close attention from the
UK. They look at what it does. We were forced in
2009/10 to have a study done that said this is the
staffing level you need to be at. We were way under
that.
We put together a plan to increase the staffing
through time. Not at one shot, but through time. And I
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am actually surprised to see that under Full-Time
Equivalents, for 2012/13 it was 39. For this year it is
39, and for next year it is 39. And so I am confused.
Have we reached the level that we were being asked
to reach? Are we choosing not to fund it because
there is a problem with funding? Or, are we saying
that we do not actually have to fund it because, Come
on, Terry, wake up! Pay attention! This is at the top of
the privatisation list.
Well, okay, if it is at the top of the privatisation
list, we will let the new guys do the funding, as long as
we do not get into too much trouble with the Brits who
are looking at us. If we are going to maintain this excellent department, we do have to ensure that we
have the staffing.
The question I had for the Minister was, What
marketing methods are being used now? The new
registrations this past year took us from 702 to 735. It
is not a big increase. Where were these new registrations coming from, the additional 33, from what parts
of the world?
One more question I was going to ask in this
area was simply with regard to the salaries. The constant things that Ministers have stood and said for the
last week is, The salaries are down in this area 5 per
cent because of the furlough days. In this area, I just
said that the staffing has not changed, but the salaries
are up 8 per cent. I cannot figure that out. Does that
mean that this department did not participate in the
furlough days? Is that the issue here?
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Because there has got to be a
reason for this. Also, the training. Training was budgeted at $400,000 for the past year. We actually spent
$268,000. We are projecting $125,000 for next year. I
would like to have an understanding for what is going
on there.
Lastly, Maritime Administration, Head 73;
again, another excellent department. As the Minister
said, the clients are all overseas, as they are in the
case of the Civil Aviation. It does lend itself to a privatisation/mutualisation-type programme—I will admit
that right off the bat—because of the way it all operates. I know that. There is a lot to be proud of with
regard to this area.
I was pleased, just last week, when we were
told of the MOU [Memorandum of Understanding] that
has been signed with the [Hampshire Constabulary].
Those who do not understand how this operates, just
shrug their shoulders and say, So what? Those who
do understand how it operates, give a big sigh of relief. That was very, very important. We got ourselves
in trouble a few years ago when there was an incident
on a ship, and due to supposed budget cutbacks, the
Bermuda Police [Service] did not investigate the incident and it led to us being red flagged at the next sev-
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en meetings. So this will avoid that from happening in
the future.
The issue with regard to the surveyors is very,
very important. People who are going to run a shipping registry are being asked to produce up to 90 per
cent of the inspections by their own surveyors. We
have been down in the 30 per cent range forever, and
ever and ever. We discussed the satellite office a few
years ago, basing it down in Southampton. Ultimately,
I hope that is where it is going to be. We are starting
out with an office in London. While it sounds good to
say “London,” I do not believe that London is the right
place at all. I am sure the Minister would admit that to
me, one-on-one. I will not make him say it out loud,
but I think he knows it is not the place. But let us get it
started, and once we have started, we can go down to
Southampton and work from there. Bringing on more
surveyors is really going to be a good thing. We will
benefit from it.
The only other thing I will add to this is that
the tie-in between this group and the Registry General
is sometimes missed. So when you look in the revenues here, they look good, but there is still another big
piece of revenue that the Bermuda Government enjoys because the cruise ships that are on our Register, their captains are allowed to conduct weddings
that are Bermuda weddings, in essence, and the
money from that comes to Bermuda. So every time
we take on another cruise ship . . . I heard the Minister
say he had taken on a another ship from (I cannot
even remember which line) . . . but it sounded to me
like a really fine ship. That is the type of thing that
benefits us on the other side. So when you look at
how much the Maritime Administration contributes to
Bermuda, you have to look at both sides of it. It is not
just this picture.
Mr. Chairman, the last thing I wanted to ask
about was Professional Services on B-201, $500,000
in 2012/13, $419,000 budgeted [for 2013/14],
$548,000 [revised] this year, $1.1 million in the coming year [2014/15] and I would like to get an idea of
why that is. I am suspecting right off the bat that that
is a good thing. I just would like the Minister to tell me
what it is.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there anyone else who wishes to speak to
these Heads?
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, Wayne Furbert. You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I guess the biggest problem I have is that the
Honourable Member who just spoke . . . both of us
were former Ministers of Transport.
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, that is true. Also, we
are both accountants. All right?
Some of the points that he brought up I will
not touch. But I am hoping that the Minister (as a lawyer) will be able to answer those questions. If not, he
can ask for help from his colleagues, the Honourable
Patricia Gordon-Pamplin and Jeanne Atherden.
I am going to start from B-172. I am not sure if
anybody asked this question. This is under Headquarters. But, Minister, can you tell me . . . and I am going
to try to give you enough time to answer. We have
until nine o’clock. Is that correct?
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The Chairman: What Head are you looking at?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: This is under, I think it is going to fall under Air Operation and I think it is going to
fall under line item 41050. I think it will fall under there.
I could be wrong.
An Hon. Member: What page?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: B-178. It does not identify
itself.
The Chairman: Okay. Proceed.

[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: We have until five to nine.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So I am going to cover this
within five, ten minutes at the most. I will do my best
anyway.
The Chairman: That would be . . .
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Because we want the Minister to answer.
But if the Minister could tell us, How did travel
go up 62 per cent over 2013/14 compared to the original estimate this year? When the Minister . . . I know
he is the Minister of Tourism, but I thought David
Dodwell was doing most of the travelling. I will ask the
question again next Friday, but I just want to know
why. And then, comparing to what the budget for
2012—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Honourable Member, this
man, Michael Dunkley, just came into the House. I do
not know where he has been, but he has just come
into this House and maybe he just wants—
The Chairman: Member, do not allow yourself to be
distracted.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Turn your microphone off,
Mike.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Member.
The budget for the Progressive Labour Party last
budget was $27,000. It is $89,000 now. So it has
grown 303 per cent. So I just want some clarification.
Honourable Member, Why has this gone up so much?
That is a good question. I will leave that one.
Now, the Minister (under budgeting) and it is
very clear on one particular item. The minimum revenue—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Now, no. I can tell you, Minister, I am not trying to pick on you because everybody knows that Minimum Revenue Guarantee has
never been budgeted. Let us make it fact. But every
year, so far, we have paid out Minimum Revenue
Guarantee. So it tells me, because we had the same
problem, I know, when we were the Ministers of Tourism, and we were speaking to the Minister of that
time, as far as budgeting for it. Some might . . . and I
thought that this year, at least put in an estimate. Because so far we have paid out Minimum Revenue
Guarantee practically every year since we have put
the agreement in place. Okay?
The Chairman: Yes.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So I am asking the Minister
that the Air Operation is probably under-budgeted by
at least $2 million, maybe, $1.5 [million].
When you compare, because . . . and we will
be coming up some time in the future, Mr. Chairman.
But if you look at the Supplements for the last two
years, there have been Supplements on the Airport
Operation, and particularly with Minimum Revenue
Guarantee. It tells you that you should budget for it.
Okay? I know you would not want to put in there . . .
like the Member said, as far as, you know, it makes it
look good. But you are probably out $1.5 to $2 million
in Minimum Revenue Guarantee.
Hopefully, American [Airlines], particularly, out
of Miami (I think that that is basically the one) will
make those numbers. That is what we are hoping. So
everybody hopes they make the numbers, but if they
end up not making the numbers . . . or WestJet. And
at the end of the day, we pay out this fee. So I am just
saying that your numbers are under-budgeted in that
particular arena.
Now, this question I have asked many times.
Unfilled positions throughout the Ministry: Are there
any positions that are unfilled within the Ministry? Are
all positions accounted for that we are going to have
within the Ministry itself, as far as hiring? There is nobody else going to be hired unless we are replacing
someone else within that position?
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That is very important. Why did I say that, Mr.
Chairman? Like I said, we have all been in that position. I have been there. Ministers have budgeted for
numbers . . . millions of dollars. And then all of a sudden they are looking for some cushion, because they
do not have that number, and they go digging through
the salary portion. It has been done for years.
I am just saying that somewhere in the budget, and maybe they did this year, but I have not heard
any Minister . . . and I spoke to the Minister of Finance. He believes that is what has happened. Now, I
do not know, because no one has stood up and told
me whether unfilled positions are in the budget. Maybe I will sit down, because that is very important. Because we are talking about millions of dollars that the
Government is budgeting for, which if they keep the
Minister’s tight, it will not be there.
I am telling you, the first thing the permanent
secretary grabs for is that Salary portion. Looking for
some more money and they will grab it. It has been
done for years. As you know, I have been here for a
while. So I know how it works. Right?

[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, I would agree
with my colleague, [the Honourable] Terry Lister, as
far the bus transportation. We are not going to save
that money. That money . . . it has been going on for
years. Every . . . look at every supplement. Every
supplement there is, we are covering for additional
expenses in Transportation. Every year! This is nothing new.
So what magic, can the Minister tell us, at the
end of the day . . . what will happen differently this
year than has happened all the other years? So can
the Minister put his hand over his heart and say he will
never bring back a supplement on this particular item?
He will not. He will not do that.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: We did, yes. And you are
doing it too.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: You are doing it. That is my
point. Yes, you are doing it.
[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, you did not.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Oh, it is still there. It was
there last year, and I believe it will be there again this
year. The question I am going to ask, one more time,
is, How many unfilled positions are there and what is
the total dollar value by Ministry?
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Very important, Mr. Chairman. Because we can amend that right now and say
[that] $10 million will not be budgeted for by this legislature. Very important. Now, I will wait for every Minister to stand up, and in particular the Minister of Finance, to get to their feet and answer that question.
[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Every Minister across that
side, unless they do not know how to work their budget. I know you do, Honourable Member. I know you
do. You are the only one I know who understands
that.
But there are unfilled positions. Because they
may not have asked the permanent secretary, Are
there unfilled positions? You just see a number and
you compare the number with last year. You have got
45 staff. I have got 45 staff. Oh, that sounds right. But
in that 45 (or 25) there are these floating positions that
are not filled. And I can tell you right now, when we
were in Government, the former Premier, Paula Cox,
told us last year (that is why I asked the questions last
year) do not budget for unfilled positions. That was
last year. Remember colleagues? They told us to take
it out.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: It will not happen that way.
So I am asking the Minister to tell us that those numbers are fixed. Because, again, I am not going to talk
about a debate coming forward, but we are talking
about somewhere between $2 million in supplemental
every year in that particular . . . and I am guilty. When
I was the Minister of Transport, it happened there too.
Every Minister. So we never really budgeted for it realistically. And so I am asking the Minister, Can we at
least start now in budgeting for those numbers?
The Airport Authority, and I support my colleague.

An Hon. Member: Mm-hmm.

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Millions of dollars would
have been cut out of that budget last year. All right?
We would have cut—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Airport Authority.
If the Minister looks in his files (as I told him
about the casinos going to Singapore) he will find
there is a report that was done back in 1996 or 1997,

An Hon. Member: No, that is not wise.
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when I was the Minister, on airport authorities done by
Pricewaterhouse. Dust it off. Blow it off. And change
some numbers. Because I believe, at the end of the
day, an airport authority can work. All right? At least it
leaves the . . . it still kind of belongs to the Government, like the Tourism Authority. But it sets itself apart
from the Government. And then the Government does
not carry its debt and the Authority will carry its own
debt. And there were banks willing to lend us money
based on the Authority model. All right?
Right now you already supplement the department by at least $10 [million] to $11 million a year,
which is basically the departure tax that we pay. Just
give it to them. So it is already done. So you do not
have to . . . at the end of the day, I do not believe that
we have . . . (how can I say this?) Unless an investor
comes in, why would he come in to try and make a dollar? Unless you are talking about you can give the
aircraft registry and everything else down there, and a
new thing about flying overhead, where we can
charge fees for flights coming across Bermuda and
heading up to York, or wherever it is. But, at the end
of the day, we can make it work the same way.
Most authorities, or private [airports], have
additional revenue streams that can make money.
That is, they have malls, and everything else. You
have been around to different airports. They are huge.
We were in Qatar. Qatar is building a huge airport. In
there they have got the transit going 24 hours. We
stop. All right?
And we have a few . . . when I was Minister of
Transport, as a matter of fact, that department was in
a big hole. So what we did was put the landing fees in
place. We put a few other things in place as far as for
the airport. Another thing that we had considered, and
maybe (I am looking at the Minister and I am kind of
looking over at the other side too), is that when taxis
go through, because they go through all around the
world, [when] taxis go through they may be charged
fifty cents. And when they come back, all these additional fees [are charged] to the person that is getting
in the taxi. The taxi does not pay for it, but the people
who are using the service pay for that. So [there is]
some additional revenue that one can consider.
But I am [imploring] the Minister, let us not go
toward any type of . . . we know we need another airport. We know there was one that was proposed over
by the hanger. If you look back, there is a report talking about the hanger. And the latest one [is] right by
where they had the . . . near the roundabout . . . not
the roundabout, the curve as you go around by [the]
Causeway, in that area there. I kind of like the other
side, because the airport is set aside, way back there,
you turn into more of a greenery area, and play area
or whatever it is. Set up close to that side.
We were talking to Qatar at that time, as far
as whether their . . . but then he had to look at revenue streams. They are not going to just come out and
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build the airport and not make any money. So how do
you hook up the airport, and maybe the Causeway,
and other things? We were talking about a hotel. I
could talk to the Minister about that. How can they get
a package if they were . . . because they were supposed to come here and look at how we can work together. Because they have got a couple of changes in
that area.
All I am saying is that to move in that direction, Minister, I would encourage you to look at an Airport Authority, a privatisation. If you find me an investor, unless you can get me on that aircraft registry . . .
but we do not need to outsource that aircraft registry.
We will not need to outsource the shipping registry.
We do not need [to]. Those are revenue earning
streams. You said it works well, and it is additional
money coming in for the Government.
[I am] cutting my time down short. I spoke
about the bus. I spoke about the revenue—minimum
revenue guarantee. Ships . . . Now, you are absolutely
right. And I will close on this note. The Minister, unless
he has got some secret out there and there is a ship
coming in through that little, small opening in St.
George’s—and if he does, let me know, because I will
be excited to push that ship through with him. But
what we were talking about, as we left office, was to
put a ship in at St. George’s. All right? I am sure that
his PS can talk to him about it. But a cruise line was
willing to build a port for us, right off of St. George’s. It
is now just consulting and talking with the people of
St. George’s to see whether they would buy-in to that
vision going forward.
You can place a nice, big ship off there. It
does not bother anyone. They were willing to build it. I
do not know whether the Minister has met with the
individuals since we left office, but we were heading in
that direction to see what we could do. I forget the
location, but your permanent secretary is quite aware
of the location—locations—because [it was] along that
whole St. George’s area.
It was a nice sized ship that could be off of St.
George’s, and enhance and improve the economy in
St. George’s. So you have a ship. You will have the . .
. hopefully, you get a hotel developed in that area.
And, now, the revenue and the economy of St.
George’s [will] start to look reasonably . . . you know,
looks nice.
So I am going to caution the Minister to move
in that direction. But I am going to close, Minister. We
need you to answer some questions. But like I said,
you can answer, particularly, the question on unfilled
positions.
I have not touched on TCD [Transport Control
Department]. I think TCD is doing a great job by Ms.
[Jasmin] Smith. The Shipping Registry and all the other . . . I think everybody is doing a great job. We just
need to pull together. I was going to ask him one
about the emissions, but I will leave that one alone
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because I see they are looking at that. But, anyway, I
will leave that one alone for now, because I want you
to answer the question.
Thank you, Minister.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there anyone else that wishes to speak to
these Heads?
Honourable Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank all Honourable Members
who have participated. I thought it was a very healthy
and constructive debate, particularly with two former
Transport Ministers asking compelling questions and
questions from their own experience. And to the
Shadow Minister, certainly, for his passion, and for the
hard work. It was evident that a lot of hard work went
into reviewing the budget with his Shadow team and
not only providing constructive criticism, but also numerous recommendations that the Ministry will take a
look at.
We do not have too much time and there were
quite a few questions posed. Those that I do not get
to, Mr. Chairman, I will try and provide to the Honourable Members in writing.
There were questions about the selling of
passes and the issues of the cruise ships discouraging their passengers from using taxis. First of all, let
me say that we, in the previous year, had a video put
on I believe all of the cruises coming in to the Island
that promotes not just the taxi industry, but most of the
amenities that we provide here, that are offered to the
cruise passenger. But taxis, and the service they provide, are promoted in that video and extolled in the
video.
But, clearly, we cannot instruct the guests, the
visitor, when they come here on what mode of
transport that they should take. That is the option that
they have, and so we will certainly continue to promote the efficacy of taxis and the types of tours that
they can do. We have no evidence to substantiate that
persons on the cruise ship, personnel on the cruise
ship, are basically denigrating the use of taxis. That is
anecdotal. But we have had conversations with the
cruise ship partners and they have taken on this video, and that video was put on the televisions of the
passengers as they enter into the port.
I probably will be going from subject to subject, Mr. Chairman. In terms of buses and the safety,
this is a major priority of the Ministry. We have recently met with the union officials and other stakeholders
as it relates to the safety on the buses. We appreciate
its importance. Retrofitting cameras on the buses is a
costly exercise. We understand that that would be
ideal, but we have to operate within our fiscal constraints. We are very pleased, though, that the new
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buses, as has been highlighted, have that technology
already on the bus.
However, what was raised in those meetings
was the fact that they want to have a better response
time, as it relates to the police, when there is an incident. They want to be able to have signage on the
buses stating that violence on the buses, or violence
against bus operators, will attract a serious offence.
So we will (the Cabinet) look at ways to help bolster
this area.
Now, in terms of the taxi industry, various
things were raised in terms of recommendations.
Again, I am grateful to the Shadow Minister. In terms
of changing the licensing period, that is under consideration for October. So we are going to change it from
January to October. As a matter of fact, there are
quite a few changes that we wish to bring to the
House before this session concludes. There is a lot of
work taking place. We want to be able to, in relation to
the fare increase and some other things that can be
beneficial to the taxi industry, get that to the House
before the high season commences. Part of that consideration is changing when the licensing period will
be, because we do understand that January is a period where money may be a bit tight after the Christmas
season. Now, those recommendations have to be approved by Cabinet, so we are on a tight timeframe, but
we are trying to get that to the House before we rise
later this month.
Let me talk about the Millennium very quickly,
Mr. Chairman. I am grateful for the comments of the
Independent Member who recognised the importance
of the Millennium. By introducing the Millennium in this
season we saw significant improvements in being able
to get our tourists across the Island with that direct lift
from Dockyard to St. George’s. And I know that the
Honourable Members who represent the St. George’s
constituencies can attest to the fact that it really benefitted the Town of St. George’s by ensuring that they
had the volume of tourists coming into their town.
I do not know where the Honourable Shadow
Minister gets this figure of $5 million. I have addressed this before. I would have to tell him that he
has to really reconsider his source, because it is tremendously off. The cost, all-in, for the Millennium is
approximately $1.5 million. That is a tremendous difference. I would, I would urge the Honourable Member to, if he would, refrain from making the statements
that it costs $5 million to bring in the Millennium. And if
you actually look in the Budget Book, I do not have
the actual page in front of me, but if you look at the
line for the ferries, the Honourable Member, Mr. Lister,
pointed out that the increase almost coincides—
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: What is your point of order, Honourable Member?
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[Inaudible interjections]

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Honourable Minister is
misleading the House. I have a supplementary estimate that was given for the year 2013/14 and it says,
Marine and Ports had 30 current account wages,
overtime, lease of the MV Millennium, insurance,
fuel—$3.764 million.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The Honourable Member
included overtime and quite a few other items in that
line, as it relates to the Millennium. So you put $1.5
[million] and then we can probably figure out what
those other line items were. But my information, Mr.
Chairman, is that the cost of the Millennium was
around $1.5 [million]. You will find that overtime costs
and the other items are going to be in the millions, as
well, Mr. Chairman.
It is important that I make this note. Because I
do believe that we heard a theme, particularly from
the Independent Member when he was talking about
we need to have accurate budgeting and the like. I
could not agree with the Honourable Member more.
We have the responsibility, however, to try and find
cost-cutting measures. And overtime is one of those
areas that we can try and save some money.
These Ministries . . . and I am pleased to hear
that almost all of the speakers, particularly the former
Transport Ministers, really were very laudatory toward
these departments. I think each department . . . before
the Independent Member spoke, [it was] said, This is
another great department. This is another great department! It was very great to hear, and I am sure the
civil servants in the Chamber today were happy to
hear that as well.
But, you know, these are service-providing
departments. [They] provide a service to the community. And, as I had this conversation with the Finance
Minister, service has a cost. It has a cost attached to
it. In order to reduce the cost you are going to have to
reduce the service. That is just an axiomatic reality.
We have to, in this country, start to adjust to the fact
that service levels may have to be reduced in order for
us to live within our means.
And the Honourable Shadow Minister, as he
took to his feet, said, The status quo cannot remain.
That is the mantra of this budget. But, you know, at
the end of the day, people expect their ferries, they
want their buses, they want their service. And they
want it at a certain level, and that is the enormous
challenge. I joke with my PS quite often and tell him
that I pulled the short straw when it came to ministries
because this Ministry has a lot of issues it must grapple with.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: As it relates, particularly,
to Transport.
[Laughter]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: But I have to . . . I would
defer. I think the Finance Minister probably got the
shorter straw.
But, Mr. Chairman, I think it is important in
relation to the question that the Independent Member
asked about the costs. How are we going to reduce
costs as it relates to the Department of Public Transportation? You hit the nail on the head. We have to
implement the new schedule. That will be approximately $1.5 million in savings. I want to put this Honourable House on notice now that, as the Honourable
Member said, this has been outstanding for over a
decade.
An Hon. Member: Yes.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And now I have to do it.
Okay? I see three previous Transport Ministers on the
other side, right now, that did not do it, Mr. Chairman.
So, it is not going to be easy. It was not done for a
reason. And my information is that it was put in the
bucket of “too hard to accomplish.”
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: It was put on that list. And
every Transport Minister that came and looked at that
said, You know what? I am not taking this on. Because what has happened, Mr. Chairman, is that the
overtime that the Honourable Member referred to, has
now been calculated as “income.”
An Hon. Member: That is right.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: It has been calculated as
income, so people rely on this. It is no longer overtime; it is not extra. It has become [regular] income.
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And we have to understand—I am not being critical—we have to understand
the mindset here. What I will be saying now is, I want
to take away this income from a group of workers.
And that is not going to be received well.
So, I hope, and I would put this offer out to my
colleagues, all my good friends on the other side, that
when we attempt to implement the schedule and there
is possibly a demonstration out here on the grounds, I
hope that—
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An Hon. Member: I am with them!
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I hope that the others, the
former Transport Ministers, will link arm-in-arm with
me—

The Chairman: What is the point of order?
POINT OF ORDER

[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: —as we go down and
address them and emphasise how important it is to
implement this new schedule.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: He is absolutely right. As a
matter of fact, I told him that he did not have to go because I could give him the information.
[Inaudible interjections]

[Crosstalk]
An Hon. Member: Whoa!
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Now, I am going to—
The Chairman: Okay. Have a seat.
Minister, you may proceed.

The Chairman: We are glad to—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I am going to—
The Chairman: We want to hear your aspirational
aspects.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Chairman, he is a
good friend of mine, but that is not what he told me.
He actually said, Go to Singapore.
An Hon. Member: No!

[Inaudible interjections]
[Laughter]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes. Absolutely.
Now, the Honourable Member, Mr. Furbert,
told me that I am going to be by myself on that day.
So at least he is telling me the truth.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No, he did. He said, It’s
worth going to. You are going to learn a lot. And the
Honourable Member advised me, Go to Singapore.

[Inaudible interjections and laughter]

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Chairman, another
issue was raised by the Honourable Member, Mr.
Furbert, about the travel. He would know that before
last year, the $27,000 that he referred to, that was
when the Headquarters was only dealing with
Transport. So that is why that number was much lower.
You add in, when you combine the Ministry of
Tourism and Transport, then, of course, it is going to
go up substantially. As you would know, Honourable
Member, there has been a lot of discussion about
“travel.” And we are going to have this debate next
week, but I have not travelled half as much as my
good . . . now, that is an exaggeration. I would not say
half as much, but the Honourable Member travelled. It
was important travel. You know, a lot of people talk
about me going to Singapore.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Now, the Honourable
Member—

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, the Honourable Member is misleading this House.

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Now, the Honourable
Member also has stepped on the soil of Dubai. I have
not been there yet. He has stepped on the soil of China.
An Hon. Member: Whoa!
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I have not been there yet,
Mr. Chairman, so I have some travelling to do.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And I have to as well.
But the Honourable Member, he set foot in
Singapore before me.

The Chairman: Yes, Honourable Member?

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: [He is] misleading the
House. The Honourable Member knows I was Minister
of Tourism and the Minister of Business Development.

[Laughter]
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Thank you. I would like to move Heads 48, 30,
31, 34, 35, 57 and 73.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That’s right. And I was in
Singapore after doing the Ministry of Business Development.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Honourable Minister, you have a
few—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes.
The Chairman: —a few minutes left.

The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
It has been moved that Heads 48, 30, 31, 34,
35, 57, and 73 be now approved.
Any objections?
None. Agreed to.
Honourable Minister?
[Motion carried: The Ministry of Tourism Development
& Transport, Heads 48, 30, 31, 34, 35, 57 and 73
were approved and stand part of the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure 2014/15.]

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you.
I now move that we return to the full House. I
am not sure what we are doing at this stage, Mr.
Chairman.

The Chairman: You have one minute left.

[Laughter]

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I want to quickly deal with
the privatisation issue of the airport. This is something
that is very important to the Government. We have to
build a new airport. I consulted with the general manager for the raison d'être of why we have to privatise
the airport. You know, we do not have the finances to
build an airport, Mr. Chairman.
In my travels [I have observed], and I am sure
that Honourable Members who have to travel would
note, that we are so far behind in terms of the facilities
that we offer. I want to take my hat off to the general
manager for the manner in which he manages the
airport. In the condition that it is in, he is doing a fantastic job. I want to be able to provide him with a new
airport. I can guarantee that if it is privatised, the new
owners of that airport will recognise the value, not only
of the general manager, but of the other employees
there and retain them so that it can be successful.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman: Well, you want to rise and report progress.

The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Minister.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Oh, okay. I would like to
rise and report progress, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: So moved. Any objections?
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Committee of Supply rose, reported progress, and sought leave to sit again.]
[House resumed at 8:56 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15

[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: There is no time left, Honourable
Member—none whatsoever. Not even two seconds.
[Inaudible interjection]
The Chairman: Honourable Minister? Is there something that you wish to move?

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Members. [The
Committee of Supply rose, reported progress, and
sought leave to sit again.]
We have . . . from now on we will continue
with the Orders of the Day. We are going to start, I
believe, with Order No. 5. The Orders that will be—
[Inaudible interjections]

An Hon. Member: Move the Heads.

The Speaker: Order No. 5?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, Mr. Chairman . . . I
had them in front of me and I have lost them.

[Inaudible interjections]
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The Speaker: The Chair will recognise first the Minister for Finance, Minister E. T. Richards.—
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: You have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move that the Bill entitled the Restaurants
(Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act
2014 be now read a second time.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
Carry on, Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

BILL
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receiving approximately $1.4 million in duty relief on
the renovation and refurbishment of their facilities.
Fortunately for Bermuda, most restaurants are committed to upgrading their facilities to the highest standards possible, and those that have already reached
world-class standards are determined to maintain
them.
To reach their goals in the prevailing economic climate, a number of restaurants will be in
greater need of this assistance than in the past. Over
the past five years, the customs duty concession will
be of immense benefit to the restaurants of Bermuda.
Government is equally committed to supporting the
industry, as it provides a diverse range of jobs to a
wide cross section of Bermudians. Therefore, I commend this Bill to the House.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Shadow Minister
of Finance. MP David Burt, you have the floor.

SECOND READING
RESTAURANTS (TEMPORARY CUSTOMS DUTY
RELIEF) AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, the Bill is
part of the announcement that I made during the general budget debate of how we will be extending concessions to the hotel/restaurant and retail sector. And
this is part of that.
The Bill purposes to extend the Restaurants
(Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Act 2002 by a further five-year period, expiring March 31, 2019. The
Act purposes a zero rate of customs duty on imported
capital goods intended for the renovation and refurbishment of restaurants. Many properties have benefited from the Act that is due to expire on March 31,
2014.
Mr. Speaker, the Government is committed to
upgrading the country’s tourism product in our continuing efforts to revitalise the tourist industry.
[Crosstalk]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The restaurant industry is

viewed as an essential component of this Government’s quest to provide a first-class experience for our
Island’s visitors. It is vital that Bermuda’s restaurants
attain and maintain the highest standards possible.
Since the last extension of the Act in 2009–
The Speaker: Just a minute. I cannot hear. I cannot
hear.
[Pause]
The Speaker: Carry on.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, sir.
Since the last extension of the Act in 2009,
the restaurant sector in Bermuda has benefited by

Mr. E. David Burt: Good evening, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good evening.
Mr. E. David Burt: And thank you.
Mr. Speaker, we are dealing with a Bill that, of
course, is an extension of one of the PLP policies.
And we put these policies in place because of the
need, as the Minister said, for capital development
inside of our tourism sector. So we have no objection
to this extension going forward.
The question that I would ask the Minister is,
and this is a question that I would normally ask on this
Bill and the next one—I am sure he has it readily
available—is if he has any numbers as to how much
revenue the Government has forgone with these extensions and how much is anticipated. Of course, it is
difficult to say how much they will anticipate. But how
much has been done, at least for the last five years,
seeing that we are looking to extend it for another five
more?
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
All right, Minister?
Sorry, Honourable Member. I did not see you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I completely understand what the Minister is doing. Both
Governments have done it. And I will be honest with
you. I have a little small café, and I benefited from that
move.
However—that is the word I would come to
next, however—as the Government looks for additional revenue, how do we think outside the box on
this one a little differently? And maybe it is possible,
because when it comes to cash outlays over a period
of time, whether the cost or the custom tax can be
written off and then it is just paid over a period of the
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life of the asset, or life of the term of the agreement?
So if it could be $1,000 in customs duty, that would
mean they would have a whole five years to pay it off.
At least the Government will have a piece of change
coming in from time to time. Something you might
want to consider in the next five years or whatever it
is.
But instead of just . . . You know, because
really what you are trying to do is help out the restaurants. And it is tough out there. We know that. But
there is, as the Government starts to look for revenue,
we have got to start making it easy, and, you know,
they may pay $50 a month for the next whatever
years. I do not think that will hurt the restaurateur, but
it would at least get the Government some revenue
over a period of time. They may even want to consider
it. Thank you.
The Speaker: Would any other Honourable Members
care to speak?
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member from Sandys South, MP T. E. Lister. You have the
floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I would like the Minister just to
refresh my memory. Is this an automatic exemption, or
does one have to qualify for it in some way? I ask that
because, clearly, there are some restaurants that are
challenged, very challenged. And there are obviously
some that are doing very well. In the case of the restaurants that are doing very well, and they have built
their businesses up and they are getting along fine, I
would tend to think that the Government is surrendering revenues unnecessarily.
So I would like to know what the qualification
is. Does the Government actually require the company to produce financial statements of some sort so
they can have a look at beforehand?
Additionally, when this was put in place in
2009, four–five years [ago], we were in the depths.
And five years did not seem unreasonable. We are
now in a different environment. We are now saying we
are going to pull out of this thing. Then why not three
years, take another look and come back in three
years’ time? I think in this point, with the changes that
are being made, including the Tourism Authority, three
years may have been a better length of time rather
than five years. So I just want to put those questions
to the Minister.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Are there any other Members who would care
to speak to this amendment?
There are none. So I will recognise now the
Minister again. Minister Richards.
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Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Member, Mr.
Burt, asked how much money has been forgiven. And
it is in the brief that I read out. It is $1.4 million.
I find the Honourable Member, Mr. Furbert’s
idea about deferred payments interesting, and we will
take that under advisement. It is an interesting idea. I
do not know whether it is a good idea or not, but it is
certainly worth looking into.
Insofar as the Honourable Member, Mr. T. E.
Lister, is concerned, the concessions are given automatically to restaurants, all restaurants. There is no
differentiation between successful or unsuccessful,
big–small, what have you. All restaurants—it is sectorspecific. So if you are in the restaurant business, you
get it. I do not think . . . This is regulated by HM Customs, and I suspect that HM Customs do not have the
resources to analyse financial statements, et cetera.
But your point about five years versus three
years is also interesting. I would love to be able to
stand here, Mr. Speaker, in a few years’ time and declare to this House that we can get rid of this because
the sector has recovered. And if that was the case,
you know, we can repeal this if the situation improves.
But until then, we will just roll her over another five
years.
So, if there are no other comments, Mr.
Speaker, I move that the Bill be committed.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
Are there any objections to the Bill being
committed?
There are none.
I would ask the Deputy Speaker if she would
please take the Chair [of Committee].
House in Committee at 9:08 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL
RESTAURANTS (TEMPORARY CUSTOMS DUTY
RELIEF) AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Chairman: Honourable Member, we are now in
Committee of the whole for further consideration of
the Bill entitled Restaurants (Temporary Customs
Duty Relief) Amendment Act 2014.
I call on the Minister in charge to proceed.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I would like to move
clauses 1 [through] 3.
The Chairman: Please proceed.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you.
Clause 1 of the Bill is the citation, and it is
self-explanatory.
Clause 2(b) provides for the extension of the
st
Act to the 31 of March 2019, and clause 2(a) removes a spent reference to “subsection (3),” since
that subsection was repealed in 2009.
And clause 3 provides for commencement on
st
the 1 of April 2014.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 [through] 3?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance, from Pembroke West Central. Mr. E. David
G. Burt, you have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I will ask a question on
clause 2, and I guess I would ask, would the Minister
consider the advice which was given in the general
debate from the Independent Member of Parliament to
possibly change the term to three years? As the Minister would be aware, once tax concessions are given,
they are very difficult to take away. And it is easier to
say that we are not extending as opposed to saying
that we are repealing, because the argument could
then be made that businesses have relied on this
concession in order to plan their future development.
So just a question: Would the Minister consider possibly shortening it to a range of 2017? And
then if he feels that it needs to be extended, if the industry has not yet recovered, then he may want to
extend it as a way to possibly protect any future revenue, as minor as it may be.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 through 3?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Honourable Wayne L. Furbert, Shadow Minister of Tourism.
You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes. I would like to endorse
what my colleague said, and also what the Honourable Member, Mr. Terry Lister, said. Three years from
now, there is no one right now who is saying, I am
going to buy equipment three years from now unless
they are actually talking about a write-off period. Most
of the time restaurants buy equipment, they really
come into problems. And you may want to come back
at that time and say, Okay, fine. The economy has
turned around or not turned around. And so, five
years, you are stretching it out. So I support both of
these Honourable Members.
The Chairman: Thank you.
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Any other Members that would like to speak to
clauses 1 through 3?
No other Members.
Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I take the Honourable Member’s point. But I
will assure the Honourable Member that, if the industry does recover, I will have no difficulty or compunction coming up here and repealing this Bill. I think the
Honourable Member knows me well enough by now
that I would do that. So, even if I have to drag them
kicking and screaming, if the evidence is there, then
we will repeal it. So I am comfortable with the five
years, knowing that if evidence is there, that this can
be taken off. The Government will just proceed and do
it. So I am comfortable with five years.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to ask any further questions?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Finance. You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: No more questions. And I do not
want to belabour this because we will go for a long
time. I do, however, want it to be noted to the Minister
that if the industry . . . I guess I would ask, to what
standards would he say that the industry has recovered in order for us to say that we could possibly be
looking at an early relaxation of this?
Of course, we cannot leave it to restaurateurs
because restaurateurs will continue to say that they
are struggling, just as they have said in the payroll tax
concessions, which I am sure the Minister is familiar
with; just as the retail industry will continue to say that.
And once again, if you make it shorter, then you can
always extend it; it is different.
What measure will the Minister take to say
that, Okay, the industry has recovered. So I can consider ending something that people may have been
relying on for their future planning?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is a good question. I
think that we could look at general anecdotal evidence
of increased tourist arrivals, increased international
business executives here. You know, you can just
eyeball it. Most of us go to restaurants, and we see.
There is a certain establishment that was just up the
street from my former office on Bermudiana Road that
was sort of like a bell-weather restaurant in Bermuda.
And when the recession struck—I mean, that place
was always jammed full of people day and night. And
when the recession struck, they started to put out
those things on the sidewalk advertising—
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The Chairman: Well, we are going to move the
clauses first.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Sandwich boards, thank
you.
They started to put sandwich boards outside
of the restaurant. I knew we were in real trouble when
those things went out there, because, you know, the
business was always so good. And Bermuda is a
small place. I think you can judge these things just by
looking around. So I do not think there is any great
science to this. We can judge these things by the
health of the economy in general and by just being a
reasonably intelligent observer.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Okay.
The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1
through 3 be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 3 approved.]

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Member from
Sandys South. Mr. T. E. Lister, you have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the Minister has my utmost
respect. But the last comment has me worried. I really
do not want to know that the Finance Minister of this
country [Microphone not turned on] restaurant in A, B
and C. We had a very good gentleman who served in
this House many years. And he became Finance Minister. And he said things like that, and his party [Microphone not turned on]. I remember that. We do not
want to operate that way.
I would suggest to him that he might want to
look at the social insurance numbers. That tells you
how many people are working in each organisation.
So if the numbers in social insurance go up, that says
that things are going well in those restaurants because they are hiring more people. You see? We
could have looked at payroll tax, but they are exempted from payroll tax. So we will not have those
numbers. But the social insurance numbers will certainly do it. And I would recommend that the Minister
look at that. Thank you.
The Chairman: Are there any Members that would
like to speak to clauses 1 through 3?
There are no other Members.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I thank the Honourable Member for those
suggestions. Any good suggestion is always helpful.
But I will still be eyeballing, as well.
[Laughter]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, Madam Chairman, I
would like to move clauses 1 through 3. And if there
are no objections, I would like to now move the Preamble.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
would like to move the Preamble.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
would like to move that the Bill be referred to the
House.
The Chairman: It is being moved that the Bill be reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Motion carried: The Restaurants (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act 2014 was considered by a Committee of the whole House and passed
without amendment.]
House resumed at 9:16 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
RESTAURANTS (TEMPORARY CUSTOMS DUTY
RELIEF) AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Speaker: Members, we have had the approval of
the Second Reading [and Committee stage] of the
Restaurants (Temporary Customs Duty Relief)
Amendment Act.
We will move now to Order No. 6, which is the
Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment
Act 2014, in the name of the Minister of Finance.
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So, Minister of Finance, Minister Bob Richards, you have the floor.

BILL
SECOND READING
HOTELS (TEMPORARY CUSTOMS DUTY RELIEF)
AMENDMENT ACT 2014
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mitted to supporting the industry, as it provides a diverse range of jobs to a wide cross section of Bermudians.
Therefore, Mr. Speaker, the Government
commends this Bill to the House.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Shadow Minister of Finance. MP David Burt, you have
the floor.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very much,
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I will just make my comments
Again, we have the next Bill, which is the Hoshort,
insofar
as we generally support the principles of
tels (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act
the
Bill,
and
we
will discuss further in Committee. But
2014. As the last Bill, this is as a result of our extendthis
was
something
that was started by the Progresing Government concessions out further in relation to
sive
Labour
Party,
and
of course, it is important to
the Budget Statement that was given a week or so
support
the
capital
development
for some of our hoago.
tels,
especially
as
one
of
the
things
that we always
Mr. Speaker, this Bill proposes to extend the
know
is
that
they
are
in
constant
need
of upgrading to
Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Act 1991 by
st
make
sure
they
have
the
latest
and
best. And this
a further five-year period, expiring on March 31 ,
supports
that
effort
to
be
upgraded,
and
of course, we
2019. The Act provides a zero rate of customs duty on
support
it
wholeheartedly.
imported items contained in the Listing of Eligible
Goods in the Appendix of Public Notice 26, Custom
Duty Relief, Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Member care to speak?
Act 1991.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
The items included in the list of goods are
Member
from constituency 6, MP Wayne Furbert.
intended for the renovation and refurbishment of hotels and guest houses. Many properties have benest
fited from the Act that is due to expire on March 31 of Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, this is one that has bothered me
this year. Since the last extension of the Act in 2009,
for
a
while.
What do I mean by that? Not all compathe hotel sector in Bermuda has benefited by receivnies
are
created
equal. Not all hotels are created
ing approximately $8.5 million in duty relief on the
equal.
And
when
there
are certain hotels, what they
renovation and refurbishment of their facilities.
do,
they
all
lump
themselves
in and hide behind this
Mr. Speaker, you may be aware that Governone
big
umbrella
called
the
“hotel
association.”
ment meets with the hotel industry at least once a
But
there
are
some
hotels
that are doing quite
quarter to review the state of the hospitality industry
well.
As
a
matter
of
fact,
there
are
some hotels which
and to agree on mutually beneficial actions in support
have
for
the
last
couple
of
years
paid
dividends out.
of the country’s tourism sector. Bermuda’s hotels have
And
the
question
I
ask
the
Minister
of
Finance,
Should
experienced lower occupancy rates than usual, mainly
those
hotels
that
pay
dividends
out
to
shareholders
as a result of the reduction in visitors from the United
States. In 2008, the combined occupancy rates for all benefit off the back of the taxpayer? So they should
hotels and guest houses declined by 12 per cent. Ho- be judged based on their own merits and not on the
tel occupancy rates averaged 57 per cent in 2013, merits of hiding behind the umbrella of the whole
which is still significantly below the 2007 rate of 71 per group. Hence, [this is] why the payroll tax [concession], Mr. Speaker, concerns me. Why should they be
cent.
Hoteliers have made it very clear to Govern- deducted? I am sure, maybe the Minister does not
ment that they require assistance to successfully know who it is. I will have to probably talk to him. But
navigate through these testing times. This extension why would that hotelier benefit from [concessions] and
to the customs duty relief will allow the industry to be then pay out dividends?
It would be like Obama saying, You want to
better prepared for the challenges that lie ahead. To
benefit
from
your executive pay? Then you pay back
Bermuda’s great fortune, the hoteliers are generally
the
money
to
the Government, and then you can
committed to maintaining staffing levels wherever
benefit
from
those
things. So I am just asking if the
possible, while continuing to offer first-class service
Minister
.
.
.
And
as
I said, in these times when moms
and amenities to the guests of their establishments.
and
pops
need
it,
some
of those corporations should,
The extension of duty relief will encourage the
based
on
them
paying
up
. . . They want to pay it, then
properties to continue to upgrade and provide the
they
have
to
pay
the
.
.
.
You
know, what I am saying
greatest quality experience possible to both visitors
and residents alike. The Government is equally comBermuda House of Assembly
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is they should not get the benefit. Anyway, you should
consider it. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Sandys South, constituency 33. MP T.
E. Lister, you have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Following on the same line. When I was thinking about this measure, I thought, Well, this is almost
exactly like the last measure, as the Minister said. But
it is somewhat different.
For starters, the Minister told us that in the
last situation, $1.4 million was the amount that was
forgone. Over a five-year period, that is an average of
$300,000 a year from many restaurants. There are
many restaurants in the country. He did not actually
tell us a figure, or I did not hear it. If he knows it, I
would appreciate him telling us.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: There are $1.4 million.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Four million?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: There are $1.4 million. I
said it twice.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Oh, it is $1.4 [million] in each
case?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: No, $1.4 [million] for the
last one, and $8.5 million [for the hotels].
Hon. Terry E. Lister: What is it? So, there is the rub.
We had $1.4 [million] from many restaurants, and $8.5
[million] from a few hotels. A very different situation.
And the point I made last time, I make again,
which is that I think maybe we should be seeing financial statements. And if there is not anyone down at the
Customs Department who could look at it, there are
people in the Accountant General’s [Office], or there
are other people who could be hired as consultants,
some of whom are chartered accountants and stand
in this House, who have an FCA [Fellow of Chartered
Accountant] and that sort of thing.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: But, you know, in all seriousness—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Well, no. I was just giving an
example of people who were available.
But in all seriousness, Mr. Speaker, it should
be looked at, because as the last speaker said, it is
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not appropriate for the hotels who have recovered, the
hotels who run a tight ship, the hotels who know how
to market their property and are profitable to continue
to give—
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
The Speaker: Just a minute. I am having difficulty
hearing you.
Now I can hear you.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: It is not really appropriate, in my
view, for those hotels to enjoy the benefit that the hotels who are struggling to get back into shape are enjoying. So I would invite the Minister to consider having a requirement of financial statements and having
the ability to say Yea and Nay. The way this Act is
written, he does not have that ability. Instead, the hotels simply have to pony up to the watering trough and
enjoy. There should be a little barrier that he can exercise.
Now, Mr. Speaker, again, five years versus
three. Let me tell you what I think about that. If you
look in the Budget Book under Head 33, I believe it is,
Tourism, for this year you will see a whole line of zeros—zeros. And those zeros exist because tourism is
now a one-line item. It is a grant to the Tourism Authority. We are expecting something different. We are
expecting the Authority to bring results. We are expecting success. We are paying the head honcho
three times the salary of a PS [Permanent Secretary],
and so we want things to happen.
And, Mr. Speaker, I cannot accept us, together here tonight—bump-bump!—rubberstamping
something that was there yesterday for tomorrow and
saying it is all the same when the conditions are no
longer the same. We have collectively said, Tourism
Authority! Way to go! Change things! Yesterday is
gone! We are not doing what we did before! Therefore, this Bill is doing what we did before.
Maybe this Bill should be the one that the Minister concedes and makes a three-year Bill for today,
and then we come back and we look. Because in actual fact, Mr. Speaker, if this is required in year four
and year five, then the Tourism Authority is a failure.
The Tourism Authority is a failure. And none of us
want to agree to fail. We want success.
We are sitting around these benches tonight
trying to work hard to make this country succeed. And
so, some people were not in favour of a Tourism Authority. But they bowed to the collective wisdom and
said, Yes. We will go in this direction. But we are going in anticipation of success.
So, I am going to invite the Minister to give us
his view of success, his commitment to success, by
making this Bill three years. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
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Are there any other Members who would care
to speak?
There are none. So I return back to the Minister. Minister Richards, you have the floor.

[Laughter]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I appreciate the comments by Honourable
Members. I would like to . . . The Honourable Member, Mr. Furbert, made another interesting point. You
can tell he was Tourism Minister for some time. He
makes some interesting comments. He makes some
interesting comments in this area. One of the problems with the differentiation between hotels that you
have suggested is that it appears that we are going to
be penalising success. And I do not think that is the
right message. I do not think that is the right message
we want to send to an industry that has really got its
back up against the wall.
I am very pleased that there are at least some
hotels in Bermuda that are profitable enough to pay
dividends. That means that, you know, there are signs
of life out there. But I do not think that I am prepared
to increase the Government bureaucracy to make that
differentiation. And also, I am not prepared to penalise
success.
Your point is valid that we should not be . . .
You know, you can make the point that these concessions are not necessary for those entities. But we do
not want to penalise success. And so, if I have to create more bureaucracy to do that, that to me is an “X”
mark right there. My overall goal is to try to reduce
bureaucracy in Government and not create any more
things that Government has to do. So in the balance, I
think we are doing the right thing here.
So, insofar as the Honourable Member, Mr.
Lister, he made his point again about the three and
five years. You might be right, Honourable Member,
that in three years’ time, if this industry has not improved, we certainly will have to say, Well, you know,
what went wrong? But I would not want to prejudge
that at this point. So I think that we can leave the concession the way it is. I will be delighted to be here in a
few years’ time to repeal this—delighted!

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
So those are my answers to the Honourable
Members’ intelligent questions. We will not deal with
the other ones.
So, at this juncture, I would like to move that
the Bill be committed.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: See, that is not the kind
of spirit I want, Honourable Member. Don’t worry I
won’t be. That means you are suggesting that it is all
going to fail in the future. I do not believe that, Mr.
Speaker. I do not believe that! I do not believe that.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, that is not even
worth commenting on.
The Speaker: Let us have intelligent debate!

The Speaker: Please!
Carry on.

The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
It has been moved by the Minister that the Bill
be committed.
Are there any objections to that?
There are none.
Please, Deputy Speaker.
House in Committee at 9:31 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL
HOTELS (TEMPORARY CUSTOMS DUTY RELIEF)
AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Chairman: Honourable Members, we are now in
the Committee of the whole [House] for further consideration of the Bill entitled the Hotels (Temporary
Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act 2014.
I call on the Minister in charge to proceed.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I would like to move
clauses 1 through 3.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you.
Clause 1 of the Bill is the citation and is selfexplanatory.
Clause 2(b) provides for the extension of the
st
Act to the 31 of March 2019. And clause 2(a) removes reference to the “subsection (3),” since that
subsection was repealed in 2009.
Clause 3 provides for the commencement
st
date of the 1 of April 2014.
The Chairman: Are there any Members that would
like to speak to clauses 1 through 3?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance, Mr. E. David Burt. You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Madam Chairman. It is
like déjà vu all over again. My comments will be the
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same, and that I hope the Minister will appreciate that
the comments from this side, whether it be from our
Members or from Independent Members, as opposed
to what we heard last week Wednesday, are intelligent and are part of being constructive.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: In other words, that we have good
ideas to offer.
Once again, Madam Chairman, I would like to
just reiterate for the record that concessions are a lot
easier to not extend than they are to take away. And
in doing this, despite the Minister’s best intentions of
saying that, If the industry turns around, I’ll be happy
to take them away, the reality is that the complaints
from business will be that, We have relied on these
[concessions] for our planning. And, given that the
One Bermuda Alliance Government has proven to
acquiesce many times to the desires and needs of the
business community, especially that very large and
powerful Chamber of Commerce lobby, who lobbies
very hard for these concessions, and you know, wants
these, although we see trends in our restaurants continuing to hire non-Bermudians, we think that it is important that the Minister take this under advisement.
What I would ask the Minister to finally do,
again (and hopefully we will not get the eyeballs and
sandwich boards announcement), is, How will he
measure the progress of the industry so that he might
actually consider taking out these concessions? What
would be the yardstick by which he measures this?
Will he go by occupancy rates? Will he go by revenue,
et cetera? I think that will be helpful for us to know.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 3?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Health and Seniors. Mr. Zane J. S. De
Silva, you have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the Minister mentioned the
words “penalise success.” Let’s not penalise success.
And I am with the Minister on that. However, after listening to the comments from my colleague, the Honourable Member, Mr. Furbert, and the Honourable
Member, Mr. Lister, because you will know that I mentioned the same subject last week with regards to
dividends being issued after concessions were made.
And I do have a bone of contention with that.
But I agree with the Honourable Minister in that, you
know, he has got a point. Let us not penalise success.
Because if the hotels are successful, our people will
continue working. And maybe they may add an extension to the hotel, and more of our people get to work.
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But—but I would ask the Minister to consider,
we talked about bureaucracy. But let us not forget—let
us not forget that we do not want to penalise success.
We want to give concessions. But when dividends are
issued, remember this: We have people in the hotel
industry that are only seasonal employees. They are
seasonal. They have family members that are taking
furlough days. They have family members that are
being laid off. They have family members that are being made redundant. All the while, these same hoteliers are making money off the concessions and issuing dividends. That is what I have a problem with.
So I know it may be a little bureaucracy involved. But you know what? Considering what is happening to our people and the domino effect it has on
their families, I ask the Honourable Minister to maybe
give that bureaucracy a little bit of consideration.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises now the Shadow Minister of Tourism, the Honourable Wayne L. Furbert. You
have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes. My colleague and I are
saying, Preach it, Brother! Preach it! At the end of the
day, he is absolutely right as far as penalising success. When they do become successful, we turn
around, we are not going to penalise them. Just continue the way it is and things will be straight.
There has not been a bureaucracy. The same
person that financed, that looks at the form right now
can look at the same form. Those that are—Are you
paying dividends out this year? Yes? No, you are not
getting it. Simple. Nothing hard about that. Same person. To make it very clear, if you are paying out, right?
Because you are going to pay out dividends and send
Bobby and Susan home early, and you are going to
cut back staff off the backs off the employees, somebody is going to say, No, something is wrong. So, yes,
you can pay out dividends. But you are not to get the
benefit from our customs. Because we are going to be
able to collect that, give it to the Minister of Financial
Assistance, who needs some money to pay those
people who are being laid off at that same hotel! [That
is] fair to me.
So I am saying . . . And that was $8 million,
too? Was that one year, or was that over the five-year
period?
The Chairman: Eight and a half.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Five-year period. So you are
talking about a million and something, $1.5 million a
year. Hey, Minister of Finance, Financial Assistance
may need that money for the same staff he laid off—
and seniors—the same people who have been laid off
at the hotel. All I am saying is, same staff, because I
have applied for it. I sent a letter up to the finance.
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You will get it back within a couple of days. And they
always put down, Are you paying any dividends? I
always say no because I have not got any money to
pay the dividends. But if you say yes, well, Sorry, you
have got to go see . . . You have got to go come down
and see customs and pay your duty.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 3?
No other Members.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
This is an interesting debate, particularly the
part on dividends. But I will get to that in a minute.
I was asked about measurements. We have
easier ways to measure the rebound in the hotel business than we have in the restaurant business. We
have hotel occupancy rates. We can look at those as
a measure of whether the hotels are succeeding. As I
mentioned in my brief, there are regular meetings between the Government and the Bermuda Hotel Association. During those meetings, we can find out and
get a barometer on the health of the industry as it
goes forward.
I would like to remind Members of a couple of
points. These concessions that we are discussing
here are really a minor part of the overall concession
package that we give both these sectors. The major
portion of the concessions we give, in this case the
hotels sector, is payroll tax and hotel occupancy tax
concessions. Because I think the total concessions
given to all of these sectors is something like $30 million. So this is a small part of it. But the main part is
the payroll tax relief and the hotel occupancy relief.
And those are generally handled administratively within Government. So there is no sort of legislation or legislative portion of that if those parts of the
subsidy are reduced or removed. So we have that
flexibility.
Now, insofar as the going back to the penalising success issue, I would just add a couple of things
to what I said before. The Honourable Minister of
Tourism is, along with the new Tourism Authority,
working very hard not only to increase tourism, but to
bring new hotels to Bermuda. If we are going to bring
new hotels to Bermuda, somebody is going to invest
that capital. They expect a return on their capital investment. And that return on their capital is embodied
in dividends.
If this Government were to sort of identify hotels that are paying dividends and penalise them, it
certainly would not send a positive message to prospective investors in Bermuda who are looking to invest in us, in our country, to build new hotels, to provide new jobs, and to employ our unemployed people.
Because people do not invest in new hotels in Ber-
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muda for charity. They are looking for a return on their
investment. And dividends are what comprise a return
on investment. Dividends is a principal vehicle for return on investment.
So we cannot be seen to be penalising returns on investment, particularly at a time when we
are trying to encourage new investment. So I do not
think that that would be the correct message at this
point in time that we want to send when we are desperately trying to get new hotel investment in Bermuda. That return on capital is essential if we want to
encourage new investment in Bermuda. So, I just
wanted to make that point.
So, Madam Chairman, okay. If there are any
other comments, we can go on.
The Chairman: Are there any other Members that
would like to . . . Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Honourable T. E.
Lister. You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the OBA is regarded by
many as the party of business. Nothing wrong with
that. No sin in it. Understand business, support business, push business along. Part of understanding
business is understanding profitability. Profit is not a
dirty word. I like profit. So, what we want to do is invite
people to come here, set up their business and to be
profitable. That is what we want; that is what they
want.
And part of the deal in being profitable in
Bermuda or operating in Bermuda is that you pay payroll tax, you pay social insurance. If you are a hotel,
you pay hotel occupancy tax. These are things that
happen because you are in business. Just like elsewhere, you pay capital gains tax and all sorts of things
like that. We have a tax system that allows the country
to function; that is how it works.
And so, anyone who is going to set up a hotel
in Bermuda, on day one, they are going to apply for a
whole series of concessions anyway, which we are
going to grant to them to help them get going because
we want them here to do the things that the Finance
Minister talked about—to hire our people, to stimulate
the economy, to make jobs available outside of their
own job area, because of the feeder effect. So we
want all of that.
But at the same time, because we understand
profit, we should look at profitability. And if the hotels
are profitable, then they should pay their full load.
Now, the Honourable Member Zane De Silva talked
about dividends. And he talked about dividends to
give the example, the example of Ms. Smith and Ms.
Brown being laid off from the hotel while the hotel
owner is actually taking money out. And that was why
he made that argument.
I am prepared to walk away from that argument and leave it where it is and say, Yes, you can
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take all the dividends you want. But the only way you
can take dividends is by being profitable. That is
where the dividend comes from. And therefore, I still
argue where I started on the last Bill. If the hotels are
going to be profitable, then we do not need to be giving a benefit.
Now, the Minister said you do not want to penalise success. Penalise success means because you
have been successful, I am going to give you some
special tax. I am going to raise your tax level. What
we are talking about here is sort of an inverse tax; i.e.,
instead of paying the customs duty, you do not get to
pay it. And if you are asked to pay it, then we are raising your taxes by making you pay what you should
have paid. Do you see what I mean by inverse tax? In
actual fact, the tax was due. We are giving a break.
And if you are profitable and things are going well for
you and the Minister of Finance comes along and
says, Right. You don’t need a break anymore, that to
me is not penalising success.
Sometimes, when we talk about bureaucracy,
we are talking about red tape. But what the Minister
successfully has done thus far is put forward a red
herring. It is not red tape. He knows it. He has put
forward a red herring.
What we really want to do, Madam Chairman,
is to have the country enjoy the tax revenue that it is
entitled to, without it being a deterrent to business
growth and business stimulation. And you will recall
we fussed a bit here a few months ago when we
looked at the Pink Beach concessions. You remember
that? And we were giving them to Company A. Pink
Beach then went into receivership, and today—thank
God!—an organisation has come along and bought
them.
But, you know, I played with the numbers that
day, and what I calculated was, based on the concessions we were giving on that day, just for that Act and
the general Act that we have that gives you duty
clearance on items coming in, the original Hotel Act
that was set up many years ago and is still in force,
Pink Beach owners were in a position where almost
80 per cent of the capital required was going to be
forgiven by the Government. So if they needed to put
up $100 million, the Government was going to give
them $80 million in concessions! That is a good deal. I
might be able to do a hotel at that rate.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I believe my colleague’s red
herring part is very interesting. Because basically, any
new development coming in will get all those concessions. They have to buy all the equipment, they have
to buy . . . And the life of the equipment may last for
about, I know, six to eight, ten years. Now, there is no
Government to say, Well, after you get these concessions, in six years, seven years, we are going to give
you hotel concession for your equipment. That is not
in the agreement. They know . . .

[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Terry E. Lister: I have got a few pennies. I do
not have $20 million, but I have got a few pennies.
But you see, sometimes, what we do is overly
generous. And with the country in the state it is in
now, we really need to stop and consider. Now, I do
not think it is a lot of red tape to actually look at each
of the hotels. It would have been red tape for the restaurants. There are many restaurants. And if you are

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That is all within the agreement. That is all within the agreement after when you
purchase, come in, and we are seeing the hotel. We
saw in Hamilton Princess, we saw what was done at
Pink Beach and any other ones. The hotel concession
actually allows the Minister and the Government to
decide what you will get right now. You may have payroll tax relief up front. You may have equipment, all

going to leave all the responsibility pushed down in
customs, it would have been difficult. I concede that.
So I went away.
But this is different. It is only a small number
of hotels. It is a large sum of money. If it is $8.5 million
over five years, that is $1.7 million [a year]. If you are
giving it to 10 hotels, that is $175,000 each. Whoa!
That is a lot of money, now, is it not? A lot of money.
In fact, $1.75 million, we have 64 departments in
Government. I would wager that there are at least 20
departments that do not have a budget of $1.7 million.
How is that?
So we give away every year 20 departments’
worth of money—oh, no. That is not true. Twenty departments each have less than the amount that we
give away under this Act that we are passing tonight.
How is that for putting it into perspective, so Members
can actually see what we are doing here tonight? I
think there are Ministers who would not mind getting
$1.75 million added to their budget. I know Minister
Crockwell needs it to pay for his buses. I told him that
earlier today.
So I am not being harsh when I suggest to the
Minister again, that maybe we make this three years,
not five. I agree with the Honourable Member David
Burt, who says, if you give a five-year expectation and
then you turn it into three, that is not fair. And to me,
that is not playing cricket when you do that. But if you
say three up front and you leave it at three, and you
can revisit it again, just as we are doing tonight, to me
that makes more sense.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises now the Honourable
Wayne L. Furbert. You have the floor.
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that is done. And we realise about profit. We realise
about profit. We understand that.
But what we are saying is, you cannot just
say, Okay, Bank of Butterfield. You made $27 million
last year. You made, I think, $76 million this year. We
want you to pay more dividends, so we are not going
to charge you payroll tax! That is not the policy of
Government. You know, they work within the system
that we have. And all we are saying is that there are
certain hotels out there that are reducing staff. And I
hate to say it. It is almost like taking advantage of
what the economy is. I mean, a bank here recently
laid off some staff, full-time staff, and hired part-time
staff!
[Inaudible interjection]
An Hon. Member: We are talking about hotels here.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Hold on, but I am making a
point. I am making a point. I am making a point. Right.
So there could be hotels—and I am not saying
I know of any—that have hired more part-time staff
because of certain benefits that they will get from not
paying certain things. I am just saying that if they are
paying their dividends, that the Government should
say, Then you should pay part of—pay your share.
That is all we are saying. I do not think it is unreasonable, you know.
And they are not going to change their mind,
Madam Chairman. We know they are not going to
change their mind. But what we are saying is that
maybe the Minister, in his quiet time, could go back to
reflect. And when he comes back, look at the payroll—particularly the payroll, because we saw the list
of the payroll. A lot of money the Government is losing
off of that. And they have done it for almost 11, I think
12 years now maybe, over a period of time.
So, maybe we will say, Okay. We will give up
that little change that one hotel may be earning. But
when you look at the policy on the payroll tax, you
may want to reconsider that, and also on retail. Let us
not put everybody, let everybody hide behind this curtain and say, Well, I am with them! And at the end of
the day, you are doing quite well. That is all we are
saying. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises Mr. Rolfe Commissiong.
You have the floor.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
All I want to do is just contribute by saying that
I think that the Minister needs to be worrying just as
much about the potential for moral hazard as he is
about penalising success. And I agree with my colleagues that any time that Government is providing
subsidies and/or relief, as we are seeing here, and
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even more egregiously, in my view, the type of payroll
tax relief that we have extended through both Governments over the last decade, there is a real risk of
creating a climate of moral hazard.
That these types of concessions and subsidies to the private sector players become, over time,
entitlements, and once ensconced, are very hard to
withdraw. And so I would just offer that caveat. And I
would hope that the Minister in future would be just as
much concerned with moral hazard as he appears to
be with the concept that he articulated earlier with respect to penalising success. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 3?
There are no other Members.
Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I agree with the last speaker, entirely. There is
moral hazard here. You know, your point is well taken.
But we have an industry whose back is
against the wall. We live in a practical world. And the
practicality is that we have one of our major industries,
major employers, whose back is against the wall, has
been against the wall for a long time. And so we have
to do something.
And I want to say, Madam Chairman, that the
Honourable Members who talked about the dividends
have had their say, and it is an interesting argument.
Right? It is an interesting argument. But the problem
is that what if potential investors do not interpret a
cessation of this concession to people who are paying
dividends in the same way that you interpret it? What
if they interpret it the way I reflected it to you? Okay?
We do not exactly know how they are going to
interpret it. But here is the essential point: The essential point is that this sector is in such bad shape that
we cannot take the risk of them interpreting any action
that you are suggesting like that. We cannot take that
risk. And therefore, we have to go this way.
You know, your arguments are interesting.
But we cannot take the risk that potential investors will
take the view that the Bermuda Government penalises
profits and dividends, as opposed to some other country that they are considering investing in that does not.
If they interpret it that way, that capital goes to that
other country, creates jobs in that other country and
not Bermuda. I do not believe we can take that risk.
So that is my response.
If there are no other comments, Madam
Chairman.
The Chairman: Are there any other Members that
would like to speak to clauses 1 through 3?
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
would like to move clauses 1 through 3.

name of the Junior Minister of Home Affairs, Junior
Minister Sylvan Richards. You have the floor.

The Chairman: Thank you.
It has been moved that clauses 1 through 3
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill entitled the
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, which has been
recommended by the Governor, be now read the second time and committed.

[Gavel]

The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
Carry on, Minister.

[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 3 approved.]

BILL

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
would like to move the Preamble.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
would like to move that the Bill be reported to the
House as printed.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty
Relief) Amendment Act 2014 was considered by a
Committee of the whole House and passed without
amendment.]
House resumed at 9:58 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
HOTELS (TEMPORARY CUSTOMS DUTY RELIEF)
AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Speaker: Thank you, Members. The Second
Reading [and Committee stage] of the Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act has been
approved.
We move now to . . . Order No. 7 is carried
over, I believe. So we move to Order No. 8, in the

SECOND READING
MUNICIPALITIES AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members of the
House, I am pleased to introduce the Bill entitled Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, on behalf of the
substantive Minister of Home Affairs, Senator the
Honourable Michael Fahy, JP.
This Bill seeks to amend the Municipalities Act
1923, the Municipalities Amendment Act 2013 and
two Municipal Ordinances, which will be revised on
the coming into operation of Part IV of the Municipalities Amendment Act 2013.
Mr. Speaker, you may recall several months
ago, the Ministry of Home Affairs tabled the Municipalities Amendment Act 2013, which sought to amend
the Municipalities Act 1923, the Municipalities Reform
Act 2010 and related legislation, to make provisions
regarding the constitution of the corporations, municipal elections, disposition of land, corporation powers
and to restore the power of the corporations to levy
wharfage and port dues and make consequential
amendments.
Coupled with these amendments was the
matter of lease agreements exceeding 21 years that
required submission to the Minister responsible for
Municipalities. Under the Act, the Minister shall lay
any agreement submitted to him as soon as practicable before the Legislature for its consideration, and
the Legislature shall either approve or reject it.
The approval or rejection of the Legislature
shall be expressed by way of resolution passed by
both Houses of the Legislature, approving or rejecting
the agreement, which shall be communicated to the
Governor by message. The Minister shall, within
seven days of approval or rejection of the agreement
by both Houses of the Legislature, publish notice
thereof in the Gazette.
Any person interested in land which is the
subject of an agreement, who is aggrieved by the
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voiding of the agreement, shall notify the Minister in
writing within 21 days of such voiding of the person’s
estate and interest in the land, and of the claim made
by the person in respect of the land.
Mr. Speaker, the intent of this Bill, therefore, is
to add a provision which clarifies and places beyond
doubt that any agreement rejected by the Legislature
under section 14 of the Municipalities Amendment Act
2013 shall therefore be void ab initio, or of no legal
effect.
Mr. Speaker, the Bill also seeks to amend
certain provisions relating to the wharfage. More specifically, it is proposed to amend the new Third
Schedule to the Municipalities Act 1923, which is due
to be inserted by the Municipalities Amendment Act
2013, and to introduce a single harmonised wharfage
rate for both Hamilton and St. George’s goods.
Honourable Members will recall that the new
Third Schedule contains a list of goods that are to be
exempt from wharfage. The proposed amendment
removes a soon-to-be redundant reference to commercial travellers samples, relief from duty under section 27 of the Revenue Act 1898. This Revenue Act
duty relief is due to be repealed and replaced with an
equivalent, temporary importation relief under the
Sixth Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act 1970. As
such, commercial travellers’ samples will become
wharfage exempt under paragraph 3 of the new Third
Schedule to the Municipalities Act 1923, which covers
goods imported under all temporary importation reliefs
in the Sixth Schedule of the Customs Tariff Act.
Mr. Speaker, the proposed amendment also
provides exemption from wharfage for all goods that
are currently exempt from import duty under a remission order made under the Customs Duty (Special
Remission) Act 1951. At present, such goods are exempt from both duty and duty in lieu of wharfage. This
measure is intended to ensure that the revival of the
municipalities legislation does not occasion an increase in tax exposure for goods imported under a
remission order.
Mr. Speaker, I now turn to the proposed single
wharfage rate. Honourable Members may recall that
the municipal ordinances only charge wharfage at
1.01 per cent of the value on St. George’s, and
1.11 per cent on the value on Hamilton goods, except
that in both ports, wharfage was charged on oil and
other bulk liquids, except fresh water, at the rate of
$1.00 per ton.
It is proposed instead that, upon the revival of
the municipal ordinances, the Hamilton goods
wharfage and the St. George’s goods wharfage
should be charged at the same rate and that the rate
should be the same as the existing rate for duty in lieu
of wharfage; that is, 1.25 per cent ad valorem. In this
way, the transition from paying duty in lieu of
wharfage to paying wharfage will be seamless and
cost neutral for both importers and the Customs Department. It is intended that the Customs Department
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will have responsibility for collecting the wharfage as
the agent of the corporations, much as it did prior to
the Municipalities Reform Act 2010.
Finally, Mr. Speaker, the opportunity is being
taken to delete from the municipal ordinances longspent transitional provisions concerning grant of Ministerial consent for ad hoc wharfage-charging arrangements.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I now invite honourable colleagues to participate.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Shadow Minister, MP Roban.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
I wish to give a few comments as it relates to
this Municipalities Amendment Act 2014. But they will
not be long. As it relates to all the clauses in this, it is
not a very long Bill. But the lion’s share of the
amendments is not consequential; they are in the
normal scheme of business of the corporations, both
Hamilton and St. George’s, and they are appropriate
to make. Clearly, the Government has been in consultation with them to amend wharfage and storage
charges, and those amendments are being made in
keeping with the normal line of business.
But certainly, clause 2 of this Bill perhaps
raises the most area of interest for us in that it comes
out of the amendment Bill that was passed in this
House last year, which made dramatic changes to the
Municipalities Act, particularly the section 14 and a
few others. And we were very clear then that we found
a number of clauses in that Bill to be repugnant to us
because of the type of power that was being bestowed upon the Government as it relates to being
able to void certain private arrangements between the
corporation and other private parties, and to retroactively influence and potentially eliminate those arrangements. We found this concerning, frankly dangerous, and contrary to what we felt was the rule of
law, and that it was an interference by the Government in the legitimate arrangement of private interests.
We still feel that way. And we will, for the record, ensure that our concerns about clause 2 of this
Bill [are noted], because of what it does. It essentially
is a clarification clause, we are aware, of that section
14, to ensure that any agreements that are rejected by
this House will be void from the period upon which
they were made—not from when the recommendation
is made.
So it is a clause that clarifies an effort to be
retroactive, and for the Government to exercise power
in a retroactive nature. We reject this type of power by
the Government, again. We felt it was wrong then,
and we still feel it is wrong now. And we caution the
Government about exercising [this power], because
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perhaps we feel that they are bringing this amendment in anticipation of a future action, having not had
it in the original Bill, that they are preparing to take
such action, which itself may bring about certain repercussions.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walter H. Roban: So we [are concerned] not only
for the Government, but for the reputation of this
country.
So, Mr. Speaker, obviously, most of the
clauses in this Bill are the normal course of business.
But the one clause—clause 2—we reiterate our concern for the impact it could potentially bring to the relationship that Bermuda has, not only with the corporation, but with business and with attracting investors.
Because we said then that we were concerned about
the message that such clauses and the changes in
the original amending Act would bring to our reputation as a country.
So, we reiterate those concerns. And those
are my comments to this point. And I certainly invite
others to contribute to the debate that we have
started. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Honourable Member care to
speak?
The Chair recognises the Honourable Shadow
Finance Minister. MP David Burt, you have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, good evening.
As I said to the Honourable Deputy Speaker
when she was in the Chair, it is like déjà vu all over
again, except, Mr. Speaker, we are here again discussing a Bill which seems as though the Government
is preparing for an action which they very well might
have already considered. And it is the considering of
the rejection and voiding of leases which were legally
entered into by two consenting parties.
Now, the one thing I have to say, Mr.
Speaker—and I will repeat what I said last time—is
that this amounts to nothing more than an assault on
property rights, of the Constitution. It results in nothing
more than expropriation if we are about to go through
with this path. And to think that we would be inside of
a modern democratic Parliament, Mr. Speaker, and be
considering passing action to give Parliament the right
to void leases as though they never existed in a retroactive action, Mr. Speaker, is, without question, reprehensible.
We objected to it before. It is clear that the
Honourable Attorney General did not get his drafting
right. And they did not get something right, so now
they are here to do something again to fix that, in order to make sure they have unquestioned power to
void leases which have been legally entered into. As
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the expression was made before, Mr. Speaker, this
will expose the Government to political risk and financial risk. And I am not entirely certain that the Government has considered these options, because if
they would consider these options, I am sure we
would have heard from the Minister in what this may
cost the country and the people of Bermuda.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I want to go back to some
comments which were made by other reputable organisations such as Standard and Poor’s and Fitch.
And this talks about property rights and political risk.
We heard in a previous debate Ministers talk about
how we need to make sure that we made Bermuda
welcoming to foreign investments, which is very important. But what type of message does it send to foreign investors that you can enter in a contract, and if
there is a new election and the Government of the day
does not like the contract, we are going to pass a law
to void the contract?
Mr. Speaker, that is no different than private
investors investing in the Bermuda Electric Light
Company, there being an election, and the new Government just decides to nationalise the industry and
take it away. It is expropriation. It is taking away
something which has been given to someone else,
entered into under a legal contract basis, and there is
absolutely no basis for doing that, except for Parliament reigns supreme.
Mr. Speaker, this is very dangerous for this
country. This is dangerous for our reputation internationally as a jurisdiction. And it is something that we
must caution the Government from going down that
road.
I will read from Standard and Poor’s, Mr.
Speaker. And there is one thing it says when considering political risk in a country, and I quote, Mr.
Speaker: “The unbiased enforcement of contracts and
respect for the rule of law (especially in the area of
property rights), which correlates closely to respect for
creditors’ and investors’ interests . . .”
There is nothing in this Act of which we are
considering today which will make Bermuda in any
way, shape or form a more reputable jurisdiction to do
businesses. It is wrong that we are considering this in
the Parliament. It is wrong that the Government is actually considering moving forward with something that,
surely, surely, the lawyers on that side, the Learned
Members on that side, Mr. Speaker, should know is
something that is a complete no-no.
Reversing contracts which have been entered
into after a change of Government, because the new
Government does not like the contracts, Mr. Speaker,
is an abomination to the Parliament and any democracy on which we stand.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Honourable
Member.
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The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, MP Rolfe Commissiong. You
have the floor.

The Chair recognises the Honourable Member from Devonshire. MP Glenn Blakeney, you have
the floor.

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, only a few days ago, we heard
in this Chamber that for Bermuda to adopt online
gaming would pose a reputational risk to Bermuda.
That is what we heard from the Government benches.
But as my colleague alludes, perhaps the real reputational risk to Bermuda is found in clause 2 of this Bill,
which states, in real terms, that any contract legally
entered into can be made void by this House, retroactively.
I do not think we would have had a problem if
the Bill in question puts in place that regime, but it
would only affect contracts that had been gone into
after the Bill became law, ex post facto. But to have a
piece of legislation, potential legislation, come before
us that would essentially give all of us the power to
void contracts that were entered into previously, to
me, is extraordinary. It smacks of the worst form of
autocracy from an autocratic government. Certainly, it
is not something that anybody who believes in democratic processes and fairness, which is the hallmark of
our system, can endorse.
Mr. Speaker, it also speaks to a certain arrogance, an arrogance on the part of Government, I
should say. That again is reflective of a mindset that
leads towards autocracy, in my view. I would ask, I
would beseech, the Government to reconsider this.
Certainly, we know that they will not. But it is our duty,
I think, to sound an alarm amongst the Bermudian
people of the real risk that this poses to us all.
My colleague talked about, again, the reputational risk. He cited the opinion on these matters by
none other than Standard and Poor’s. (Am I right?
Was it Poor’s?)

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
I am not going to be very long at all. But I just
wanted to stand in support of those that have spoken
on this side to the concerns that we have that are fundamental in suggesting that the retroactive part of this
clause 2 is simply unconscionable, unconscionable.
And you know what it does, in my mind? It
conjures the question, What is the real motive? You
have had the going back on the vote in the municipality. What was the motive for that? And that was truly a
demonstration of democracy. Would the Government
of the day even consider in the least a piece of legislation like this with respect to clause 2 if the former administration of the municipality under the stewardship
of Mayor Charles Gosling was in place? Would they
even think about it?
So, what is the motive? What are the politics
of the politics of this? What is driving this? Because
this fundamentally is just so unconscionable in the
twenty-first century, where we are trying to talk and
move progressively. But we are talking about retroactivity of a corporate entity that owns property, free to
engage in discussion, then negotiation, then decision
as to what is in the best interests of their property
concerns relative to their responsibility as duly elected
members of the municipality.
How in God’s name could you feel good about
that? You would have thought they had felt [they had]
a safety valve because of the legislation they passed
to reverse legislation to allow the commercial entities
that own property in the municipality to engage again
in exercising a right to vote in their interests, and indeed, the interests of the municipality. So there would
be an insulation.
So they must not have faith for some reason
that those that they would prefer to be elected members of the corporation are going to be elected in ensuing elections. So maybe this would be the stopgap
measure just to ensure that, come the next election of
the municipality, if it does not go the way that most
people that own property in this country, in the city,
will win. That is what concerns me. What is the motivation?
Now, you know what? It gets your mind to
spinning, because you look at the people and you look
at the pigmentation of those people, for the most part,
save and except one. What other reason could there
be? Like I am trying to think, What could there be? A
huge, significant number of those that did make the
decision came from North Hamilton. People used to
call that back of town, where people are polarised
primarily because of their race, and most of which do
not own any municipality property.
So what is the motive?

[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: From Standard and Poor’s.
Certainly not a Bible from where I stand, but [a credit
rating agency] that is a valid and credible source on
issues such as these.
Why would [Government] do this? Why would
they succumb to the worst, base political instincts to
put forth before us a Bill such as this? It still shocks
me, Mr. Speaker. I think it should shock anyone out
there who is aware of what has been taking place in
this Honourable Chamber.
Again, Mr. Speaker, I would ask, I would hope
that wiser heads prevail on that side of the aisle and
that they withdraw or amend this clause to ensure that
this type of power is only reserved for those contracts
entered into after the Bill, if passed, becomes law.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
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This seems to me to be a desperate piece of
legislation for a desperate Government trying to protect desperate interests. And that kind of politics is not
the kind of politics that I buy [into] or that settles well
with me. It is not meritorious. It is motivated by special
interests. And those that feel they have an obligation
to that interest because of the evolving history of this
country that goes deep into the girth into the annals of
the history of how this whole municipality evolved—
and we all know that story.
It cannot be camouflaged. And the average
person in this country, if they wrap their minds around
this, will have some fundamental questions with regard to clause 2. Two entities of sound mind, duly
elected, one. On the others . . . That is one entity, duly
elected representatives of the municipality, property
owners through the corporation, sitting down negotiating in good faith with another party, come to an
agreement that both feel is in the mutual interest of
the parties, sign off on that agreement, whether it be
local investors, whether it be foreign investors. And
then they have the risk hanging over them that 36
people could say, To boot with that! We don’t like it.
Sorry.
And then we are going out with open arms
talking about direct foreign investment, and, We are
the country that you want to make your choice as a
domicile, with a precedent-setting amendment like
this? It is unconscionable!
It is unconscionable. How could you have any
faith in entering into any kind of agreement that you
sign off on? And you think, based on the criteria,
terms of reference, conditions, it is legally binding.
People of like mind—which not necessarily happens
to be all 36, just needs to be, what, 19?—say, Pfft!
Done! Sorry! No hard feelings. Null and void—
retroactively!
And is there a timeline on that? Can an
agreement stand and hold weight for five years, six
years, seven years, ten years, and then somebody
comes along and says, You know what? We are going
to pass a piece of legislation that can go into an
agreement, find an exit strategy and then say, ‘Hey,
here is how it is going to happen. We are going to fix
that, too.’
There are no guarantees. Because Parliament
is all-supreme, it is like, Yeah, we can do what we
want, when we want, how we want, and we do not
care who it impacts, as long as it is what it is and we
feel comfortable with it for our interests, and not those
that we serve. Because here we are not just serving
the municipality; we are serving everybody in this
country. Everybody that has a vested interest in this
country is being served, Mr. Speaker.
So what happens when we decide to go down
the road even further and look at making other things
retroactive that have a direct effect on the impact of
decision-making of people that we are looking to get
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here for any level of investment—international business, asset protection of high net worth individuals
and/or entities? When they look at this, they are going
to say, Oh, my God! Where is the thinking of these
people? What next?
And you know what? Let us peel some layers
off. What is the real motivation? What is the real motivation? Because municipalities and governments
come and go with the flow of the people legally enabled to vote in this country for those they feel will act
in their best interests and in the best interests, ultimately, of the country. And this is not an amendment
that demonstrates that at all.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Honourable
Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, MP Walton Brown. You
have the floor.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I will not be long, Mr. Speaker. I just want to
echo some extent the comments of my colleagues.
This piece of legislation is unconscionable. It demonstrates, in my view, that the Government has truly lost
its moral compass. The fact that they would seek to
bring forth legislation to invalidate contracts because
they have disagreements with the persons who have
come together with these contracts is not the way to
do it. They may well have objectives they wish to
seek. Those objectives have not yet been articulated.
But the fact that they have not been suggests there
are clearly some motives that may be less than honourable.
Mr. Speaker, the public should be outraged by
this Bill. But I suspect that we have not done our job of
raising enough awareness about what it means. Anyone looking to invest in Bermuda, anyone who has
already invested in Bermuda should be looking at this
with a great deal of concern, because it portends very
negatively. It means that whatever has been entered
into at some point could be rejected.
And, Mr. Speaker, if you will indulge me for
just a few minutes, I want to draw a parallel that is
before us today in this world. You know, in the last
couple of weeks there has been tremendous unrest in
the Ukraine. And you see in Crimea attempts now for
Russia to take over Crimea. The Parliament in Crimea
has passed legislation to have a referendum to decide
if they will re-join Russia (not the Soviet Union—
Russia). The referendum will pass because 60 per
cent of the population’s ethnic [background] is Russian. The Russian Government, under its Leader,
Putin, have said, We would welcome them into our
country. And it is all done under the façade of legalism. Parliaments have passed these laws. The people
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will cast a vote. But it is contrived to achieve a particular objective.
The global community is outraged at what is
going on from the Russian standpoint in Crimea. And
what we see this Government doing is adopting a legalistic approach to achieve a dishonourable objective
to—
The Speaker: Not “dishonourable.” You cannot say
that.
Mr. Walton Brown: The objective is dishonourable,
Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes, yes.
Mr. Walton Brown: I have not said anything about
the Members. These are all Honourable Members.
The Speaker: Yes, yes, right.
Mr. Walton Brown: Their objectives may not be honourable. This is a dishonourable objective.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Walton Brown: Because what they seek to do is
to deprive people of property and rights that have
been freely entered into. It is reminiscent of the 1920s
legislation, reminiscent.
And, you know, people get offended when I
quote Karl Marx. But, you know, the past sometimes
hangs like a nightmare on the present. And we have
seen in 2014 an attempt to undertake a set of policies
and practices that hearken back to the Bad Old Days.
And the Government needs to be held accountable for
this. We clearly do not have the votes to reject this.
But if there is an ounce of conscience being pricked
on that side, I would call on these Honourable Members, as they all are, Mr. Speaker, to act accordingly,
because it is inappropriate, it is unconscionable and it
is just simply the wrong thing to do.
If the objective is to secure a better framework
for the development of the water front or any other
matter relating to the Corporation of Hamilton, this is
not the way to do it. We should be engaged in dialogue, discussion. I would have thought the Government had already learned their lesson earlier this
week when people marched outside to demonstrate
concern. This matter does not have the same kind of
public appeal or public interest. But the implications
are significant. The implications are significant for potential investors. They are significant because of the
implications for the average man and woman in this
country, who can see, with the stroke of a pen, rights
[can be] deprived.
This House tonight will render a bad decision.
I hope that common sense prevails as this piece of
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legislation goes higher up the ranks and that it does
not affect the common law. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Learned Member from Sandys, constituency 34. MP
Kim Wilson, you have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I want to just take a different
tack. I appreciate that many of my colleagues on this
side have spoken about the seriousness of the reputational risk that will no doubt prevail upon Bermuda as
an international jurisdiction insofar as it relates to
clause 2. But I want to speak a little bit with respect to
the terms as it relates to void ab initio and the basics
of fundamental principles of a contract, just for the
edification, particularly, of those persons that may still
be listening to us by radio.
There are effectively, Mr. Speaker, five fundamental provisions, or requirements, that are necessary in a contract. First, of course, is what is called
“intention to create legal relations.” That basically
means you have two consenting adults, or an entity, a
corporation, et cetera, that have an intention to come
into a contract. So they have come there with equal
hands, saying, We want to negotiate and enter into a
contract. That is the first one, intention to create legal
relations.
The second is that you have to have an “offer.” So once we know that the two parties have an
intention to be creating a legal relationship, then you
have an offer. So one party says . . . And I will just use
as an example, I will offer you the opportunity to develop the water front, just using that as an example.
Then we have, the next provision or the next
requirement, Mr. Speaker, which is an “acceptance.”
Then you have the other party saying, I accept the
terms of the contract. So we have intention to create
legal relations, we have an offer, we have an acceptance. Then we must have what is called a “consideration.” And it can be either by monetary reasons,
services in kind, but it is basically a benefit given to
the other party in exchange for something else.
And then the final part that we have is basically what we refer to as “legal capacity,” which relates specifically to the first fundamental principle, as I
spoke about in terms of an intention to create legal
relations, which the parties have to be of an adult age
or a corporation to be able to enter into a legally binding contract. So those are the fundamental principles
as it relates to the requirements of entering into a contract.
Then when we look at the legislation, we see
that, effectively—and I am paraphrasing—any agreement or contract can be entered into; however, it can
be rejected by the Legislature under section 14(4A)
and shall be void ab initio.
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And I want to spend a few minutes, Mr.
Speaker, to speak about that term “void ab initio,”
which is a Latin term, and effectively, it means in English, a loose translation is void from the start. It is as if
it never happened. So despite the fact that two people
that are consenting adults or corporations have the
intention to create legal relations, there is an offer extended, there is an acceptance that has been accepted, there is consideration and they are both of
legal capacity . . . despite those fundamental principles existing, “void ab initio” means it does not matter.
All of that goes by the wayside; it is void from the
start.
So, what concerns me is that when you have
. . . generally, in contract law, Mr. Speaker, a contract
is void ab initio in just a couple of circumstances, because as you can appreciate, it is critical that if you
have the fundamental basic requirements of a contract, and then for somebody to be able to void it from
the start, recognising that so much time could have
perhaps gone in insofar as entering into the contract,
negotiating the contract, drawing up requirements, et
cetera, et cetera, before you get to that stage, then
you get to the offer, you get to the acceptance, you
get to the consideration, you have the intention to create legal relations and you are dealing with people of
capacity, then for you to be able to have the opportunity to void it is something really, really severe. And
that is only reserved for very, very, very serious cases,
because the monetary amount and the time and energy invested by the parties to get to that process,
obviously, are very extreme.
So the courts have ruled that there are a couple of cases when you can void it ab initio. One would
be in duress. Somebody enters into a contract, and
they have a gun to somebody’s head. They entered
into it under duress. The courts have said, No. That
will not count. You can have all the other requirements
existing that are fundamental with respect to the contract, but if one of the parties has entered into that
contract under duress, it is void ab initio—void from
the start. We are not going to have it.
Another one, which ties in similarly to the one
that I spoke to, Mr. Speaker, about legal capacity, is if
you are entering into some contract with an individual
that may have some mental challenges. Okay? So,
regardless of the fact that you have an intention to
create legal relations, you have the offer, the acceptance, the consideration, if one of the parties has a
mental challenge, then the courts have looked at that
and said, We are going to void that ab initio as well.
This is somebody perhaps who is taking advantage of
someone else.
So those are two of the circumstances.
However, the courts have always also held
that a contract can be void ab initio, save for the two
cases I have just spoken about, Mr. Speaker, if it seriously offends law or public policy. If it seriously of-
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fends law or public policy, regardless of the terms of
the contract, regardless of the negotiation that went
into it, regardless of the offer, the acceptance, the
consideration, if it seriously offends the law or seriously offends public policy, the courts will say, Yes,
that will be able to be voided ab initio.
Now, let us look at a case in point. Again, I am
just using as an illustration a lease for land, maybe
somewhere south of North Hamilton. And if a lease is
entered into between one party and another, and we
have the offer, the acceptance, the consideration and
all the other fundamental requirements of a contract,
can it be said that to void it ab initio is against public
policy? Hmm.
Well, we have heard a number of submissions
concerning the reputational risk of Bermuda, and I
think that is quite important, and the aspects concerning that are very, very extreme. Whether it is offensive
to public policy, I am not quite sure you can go that
far, but we certainly have to say that it could go contrary to reputational risk.
Then you have to ask, Well, does it offend the
law? And unfortunately, us passing this legislation is
exactly what we are doing. We recognise that Parliament is supreme. We could pass a law tomorrow . . .
as long as it does not contradict the Constitution or
the Human Rights Act, we could pass a law that says,
everybody that has blue eyes gets $10,000. I am being sarcastic (it is the first thing that comes to my
mind). But the fact is, Parliament is supreme. So provided that it is not offending the Constitution or the
Human Rights Act, we can do what we want. Now,
that is kind of a good feeling. It really is.
But recognising the supremacy of Parliament
comes with a responsibility to the electorate, the people that have put us here. And that responsibility cannot be taken for granted. And for us to sit here and
attempt to pass legislation that, in addition to making
contracts negotiated void ab initio, we are also not
providing the proper representation to our constituents
that we were elected to do.
And by that I mean, Mr. Speaker, is that for us
to look at considering passing legislation . . . And I am
going to keep the reputational risk aside for a moment, because my colleagues on this side have spoken about it, and we may hear more about that. I am
keeping that aside. I am trying to be fairly pragmatic
about the legal points.
For us as parliamentarians to be sitting here
discussing passing law that has the effect of voiding
contract law, despite all of the fundamental requirements existing, is a really, really sad state of affairs.
Yes, we can do it. Because we can pass a law and we
can say, Yeah, well, okay. It is offending the law. So
we are passing the law, and that is what legislatures
do. But I do not believe, Mr. Speaker, that we were
elected to pass these types of frivolous and vexatious
laws. I do not believe the people that elected me
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elected me for me to be party to that type of proposition.
The other thing, Mr. Speaker, that warrants
consideration with respect to the contractual part is
that, in circumstances where a contract is void ab initio . . . I certainly hope that the person that intends to
void that contract has some mighty big pockets. Because the reality, Mr. Speaker, is that anybody that
has entered into a contract with the Corporation of
Hamilton and it was within 21 years from the date of
the election, which was whatever the 2013 legislation
st
said, which I think was January 1 , 2012, can be
voided, it comes to the House, the House can reject
that contract.
Therefore, and I know we have been talking
about the Budget, so maybe it is very convenient that
we are having this discussion now because we may
need to be having a lot of supplementals coming up in
here, because a contract that has been void ab initio
because of the legislation—and remember, we are
supreme, so we can do it—it is void ab initio. Anybody
that is affected by that will be suing the Government.
And they will be entitled to severe damages—
damages stemming from the void ab initio from the
start, from the monies that they spent in negotiating
the contract, from the monies they spent in preparing
the information that they may have had to present on
behalf of themselves for the contract.
All of the costs thrown away, a lot of money
spent, Mr. Speaker, the Government stands, we as
taxpayers stand, to be responsible for forking out as a
result of this particular term that we are speaking
about.
Finally, Mr. Speaker, in extension to the issue
concerning the damages, we do not even know how
many contracts exist that may be brought back before
this House to be voted on and to be rejected that may
also find themselves in a position where there is a
breach of contract, because the contract has been
voided, albeit all by law, as a result of this provision of
clause 2, void ab initio. If I was one of those lawyers,
like what they refer to as ambulance chasers, I would
probably put my webpage up now and announce it so
that anybody that wants legal fees, if their contract
is—
[Laughter]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I know I am being sarcastic, and
forgive me, Mr. Speaker. But the point being—
An Hon. Member: You could get rich real quick!
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes!
We as taxpayers could stand to be forking out
a large sum of money, undisclosed, unknown sums of
money for the damages that will fall as a result of this
piece of legislation. Because we do not know how
many contracts exist. All we do know is that, as long
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as it was within 21 years ago from the 1 of January
2012, it can come here and it can be void ab initio.
And who knows how many that means?
So, Mr. Speaker, with that, I will close where I
started. There are requirements of a contract. And the
fact remains that if you breach those requirements by
voiding it ab initio, there will be consequences. And
the consequences to be faced will be costly. Thank
you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member, MP
Wilson.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Warwick, MP Lawrence Scott. You have
the floor.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Just listening to the comments made by my
colleagues, and looking at this piece of legislation
right now, it reminds me a lot of the history of France
and Haiti. For those who are not familiar, France used
to, I will say (for lack of a better word) govern Haiti
and the Haitians. And the Haitian people did not like it.
They did not feel as though they were being treated
fairly. They did not like what was going on.
And back in those days when this was happening, they did not really have the diplomatic channels (to put it politely) that we have today. They could
not stand here and talk to one another and reason,
give their reasons and justifications for, I didn’t like
what you did. What you did makes me feel this way.
They went to war.
Now, you have got little old Haiti going to war
with at-the-time France being a superpower, or the
equivalent thereof. And what happened is that the underdog, which was Haiti, won the war. All right? So
now, they win the battle, they win the war, and France
has to go. France is kicked out of Haiti and, therefore,
now the Haitians get to govern themselves.
Now, Haiti was a rich country, Mr. Speaker.
All right? And that is why France was there, so they
could take control of all the revenues and all the
spoils. But they were beaten up and sent home with a
black eye, crying to Mama, by the Haitians.
So, what did France do, Mr. Speaker? They
said, Well, hmm. We cannot flex our muscle, because
they are tougher than us. But if we cannot beat them
on the battlefield, we will beat them in the boardroom.
And they said, Okay, Haiti. Our bad; sorry. You know
what? You won. You are right. You can govern yourself. However, you are a fledgling country. As a country, as a government, you are in your infancy. You
need somebody who is going to look out for you. And
these other countries are not going to negotiate with
you. They are not going to recognise you on a global
scale. But if you pay us so much a year, so much a
month, we will make sure that the other countries recognise you. All right?
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Therefore, what happened is that France
ended up bankrupting Haiti to where Haiti ended up
having no money. They ended up giving up all their
money that way.
And I draw the parallel to this. Because we
are looking at this Bill, which my Honourable and
Learned Member clearly illustrated is going to void
contracts that are already in place. And then if you
look at what we are going to do next on the Order Papers, it is all about cancelling contracts with the same
person or the same company, right, between Hamilton
and Allied Trust, between the Corporation of Hamilton
and Allied Development Partners. And it is all for the
same reason—water front, water front, water front!
So, Mr. Speaker, I mean, I cannot describe
what this Government is trying to, or getting this Honourable House to set up, [anything] but legalised corruption. Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: Just take that word out of it!
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Okay, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Take that word out of it, please.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Okay. Mr. Speaker, what I
will do, I will change it. I do take that one out, as you
said.
The Speaker: Please. Thank you.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: But I will put it this way: This
Government could have spent the time that we are
using to debate this to bring forth PATI, Public Access
to Information. But no, they did not try to do that. They
did not want to spend their time doing that. They could
have spent their time drafting legislation for a more
comprehensive good governance Bill, Mr. Speaker.
But they did not do that, Mr. Speaker.
They are bringing this so that it is now legal
for them to pick, choose and refuse who gets certain
contracts. And that is not right, Mr. Speaker. That
goes against the DNA, the fabric of democracy, Mr.
Speaker.
Now, my question is this. My question is this.
We all heard the saying, What would Jesus do? Mr.
Speaker, we have all heard that saying. And I was
raised in the sense of, if I would not say it around my
parents, around my grandparents, I should not say it
at all.
And this will be a personal judgment on
whomever, to this question. Could you go and talk to
each one of your constituents and say that we are
passing legislation so that we can choose who gets
contracts, even though they are legally the legal contracts, but we should be able to choose who gets
them between two other private entities? If you can
say that to your constituents, if you can say that to the
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face of your constituent and you think that they would
support that . . . Because remember, we are not here
to make decisions based off of what we think. We are
here to make decisions based off of what we believe
or what we know our constituents would want.
We could not have a place big enough to fit all
1,100–1,200 people in our constituencies all at one
place, and so now this is why it is brought down to the
36 of us. So, I feel as though this Government is putting themselves in front of their constituents. And
when you put yourself in front of your constituents, the
country suffers, Mr. Speaker. I do not need to go over
all the different reasons why this country suffers.
But my question is this: If this is a legitimate
reason, if this is done for all the pure and honourable
reasons, then we should be able to be getting a guarantee that nobody who has an affiliation with this
Government or the party of the OBA gets their contract after this, Mr. Speaker. We should be able to get
a guarantee today from this Government saying that,
you know what? We are doing this and we are doing
this in good faith, and we can guarantee you that nobody who has affiliation with our party will get the contract in place of this.
An Hon. Member: There you go.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: So, for me, I believe that . . .
And I am going to keep it brief because a lot of things
that I want to say have already been said. But I believe that is the litmus paper test. Right? Because I
know that we do not like to say the word “corruption.”
We do not like to be associated . . . None of us in here
want to be associated with the word corruption. But
our actions may have people think that, Mr. Speaker,
especially when you have this Government—
The Speaker: Careful. Careful.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I am not going to say it
again. I am not going to say it.
The Speaker: Be careful. That is all.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Okay. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. I will be.
Especially when you have this Government
seemingly targeting one individual, one group, one
company.
What has this company done? Because this
company has not done anything illegal. This company
is not before the courts, because this would be sub
judice. This company is not being indicted on anything. This company is not being . . . As far as this
House is concerned, this company is not being investigated on acts of corruption.
Therefore, if this company is above board,
why are we taking contracts away from them? Why
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are we taking the waterfront contracts away from
them? But I know, as a—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I understand that, for me . . .
and I am just going to talk about the political tea
leaves that I see, Mr. Speaker. I remember in primary
school, when I went to Gilbert Institute, that Sir John
Swan was coming around talking about this water
front that was going to be developed, and that he was
going to do all these wonderful things on Front Street.
But it seems as though . . . I know that every item of
good information that every Government, every Premier since has been approached by Sir John Swan,
trying to find a way to get the development of the water front.
And it has not happened, because all the former Premiers went by the legal decision. They said,
that is the Corporation of Hamilton. We are not going
to step on their toes. We are going to let the Corporation of Hamilton take control and make the decision!
So, what happened? The Corporation of Hamilton
made the decision. They gave it to Allied Development Partners, and it is fine. It is legal, not challenged
in court, not challenged anywhere else. But yet, just
like Haiti—just like Haiti—this Government is trying to
find another way. They could not beat them up front.
So they are going to beat them around the back door.
And, Mr. Speaker, I believe that that is not
right. That is not just. And I would say that, if this is
the case, that that is not honourable. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member from Southampton East. MP Zane De Silva, you
have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, just before this debate started,
the Honourable Minister of Finance finished off the
last piece of legislation with regard to the hotel concessions. Members on this side expressed some concerns about hotels getting concessions and then issuing dividends. And we suggested that maybe we have
some checks and balances in place so that the hotels
could report back to the Minister as to how they are
doing. And if they are declaring dividends, maybe they
do not get so many concessions. And the Minister
said, That’s all very well and good, and, you know, he
sees the logic behind it. But the important thing that
he said was that he did not want to take the risk of
telling the hotels, even putting it on the form in which
they make declarations, he did not want to take the
risk of mentioning something like that because it may
discourage them and future, any possible future investors from investing in Bermuda.
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So, Mr. Speaker, I wonder what the Finance
Minister has to say about this piece of legislation. Is
this not sending the wrong message to any future developers for Bermuda? Is it not making a current overseas investor shake in his boots at this very time if he
is listening? Is he not shaking his head at the Government of Bermuda in discussing this type of legislation here tonight if he is listening in? What is he saying
about us?
They took the time to do feasibility studies.
They took the time to meet with architects. They took
the time to meet with their Bermudian partners, maybe
their overseas advisors. Should they be looking at
doing something like this in Bermuda? These types of
things run into the millions of dollars sometimes, Mr.
Speaker. And I know. Been there, done that.
So, Mr. Speaker, I say to the OBA, is this not
a reputational risk that we are taking here tonight? To
think that we have issued a contract, signed, sealed,
stamped, delivered, and say, No, no, no, no, no! We
are taking that back. That is null and void. Some people may say this is . . . What is it they say? Banana
Republic stuff, I think somebody said a few months
back. What? Are we really a sophisticated society
here in Bermuda?
Mr. Speaker, I ask the question, What is next?
What is next? All of a sudden is someone going to be
in the construction business, maybe the retail business, they have signed a lease for a property or they
have purchased property. Are we going to look at going back and take back Tucker’s Town? Mr. Speaker,
this gives me very serious concerns. And I think one
of my honourable colleagues on this side may have
asked, being that we are in budget mode, have we
allotted any money for what if?
Mr. Speaker, the other thing that boggles my
mind a bit is, can the Honourable Junior Minister who
is bringing this legislation tell us how many contracts
may be affected? Is it 20, 30, 10, 100? Or is it one?
What is the purpose behind this legislation?
What is the purpose? Do we have hundreds of contracts that need to be changed, rescinded? Is it 20?
Or is it one?
I would like to know what that number is, because if you are going to bring this type of legislation,
surely you must have an idea. I mean, inquiring minds
want to know. I really would like to know, how many
contracts are we talking about? What is the value?
Have we done an estimate of the cost that it may cost
us, the taxpayers, in these times? Have we done any
type of cost analysis if things go wrong, if someone
decides to file a lawsuit, if we are talking about 20,
maybe 20 lawsuits? Have we done an estimate on
that?
Mr. Speaker, I have to say yet again, at a time
just . . . What is today, Friday? Wednesday night . . .
again the Honourable Minister of Finance said that we
have . . . I think he gave a few Members in this side
some stick because we talked about the reinsurance
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companies and us not being kind, not being nice, not
saying good things about the international business in
the country. What is this saying, Mr. Speaker? What is
this saying to potential overseas investors and maybe
even international business? Are we going to look at
that, too?
We are talking about lifting the 40/60 rule.
What? Are we going to have a contract that is agreed
to, stamped, sealed and delivered, and are we going
to rescind that because we do not like maybe who the
players are? I do not know, Mr. Speaker, because we
really do not know why this legislation change is being
brought here tonight.
I have not heard. Maybe the Honourable
Members on the other side, the Junior Minister, is going to tell us. We think we know why, but inquiring
minds want to know.
Mr. Speaker, the other thing that concerns me
is we have a Minister that is appointed, does not answer to the electorate, bringing this legislation through
the Junior Minister. We in this House who will make
this decision tonight (and many more) answer to our
constituents, the electorate of this country. The particular Minister that is bringing this, he answers to no
electorate. He does not have constituents. I have a
little issue with that, Mr. Speaker.
But, Mr. Speaker, before I take my seat, I
would like to just emphasise my deep, deep concern
with this legislation. And it should concern, really—it
certainly concerns Members on this side of the House.
But if Members on that side of the House do not have
any concern about this piece of legislation, and I do
not know if they are under a three-line whip, Mr.
Speaker, but we will be calling names tonight. I can
assure you. We will be calling names tonight.
I wait with bated breath to see if all Members
on the other side of this House are going to agree to
this legislation. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise now the Honourable
Leader of the Opposition. MP Marc Bean, you have
the floor.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Good evening, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good evening.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Good evening, honourable
colleagues.
Mr. Speaker, you will probably notice that
many of my colleagues have stood to their feet this
evening to speak on this particular amendment. And
we have spoken out strongly, and we have expressed
and registered our concerns for the Hansard and for
the sake of posterity. There is a reason for it, Mr.
Speaker. Personally, I feel at peace at this point in
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time. Regardless of what has been going on politically
in this country over the last few weeks, last few days,
even the last few hours, I have been waiting patiently
for us to get to this particular point.
As you will know, Mr. Speaker, this was only
tabled last week Friday. So it has been expedited,
which, if not a red flag, certainly raises a yellow flag,
which leads to questions as to what and why. You
heard those questions put forward in various forms by
my colleagues. I would like to thank my MP and
Shadow Attorney General, Ms. Wilson, for explaining
the basis of the law. Then, others have given a rationale behind the spirit of this amendment.
Let me make it clear for all those who are listening and probably wondering what the PLP is getting at, and why the OBA is so silent on this amendment.
Mr. Speaker, if this amendment is a straw that
you could sip lemonade out of, then it is the straw that
will break the camel’s back. I am saying that so it can
be recorded. It is the straw that will break the camel’s
back. Unlike other issues, this one is not going to be
able to be ducked, and it will have long-term ramifications for this country—long-term.
And it appears that many in the OBA side are
just unaware. So I think we will take a few steps to fill
everyone in.
An Hon. Member: Unaware and uncaring.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Unaware and maybe uncaring. I do not know because we have not heard from
them yet.
There has been . . . I noticed that void ab initio
has been used by one particular government, by the
Republic of Maldives, over a major contractor who
was looking to do something with the airport. It was an
Indian contractor. And the Maldives for some reason
found a reason to make the whole contract, almost $1
billion, if I can recall, void ab initio. You know what the
Indian Government said? They said, You know what
the Maldives Government are doing to the reputational risk of their jurisdiction? Do you know the impact
on foreign investment? That was their only response!
And really, they did not have to go into any
further detail because, as far as I know, as far as what
we have heard over the last few days and weeks, confidence and attracting foreign investment is everything
for our country today! Yet if it is everything, how is it
that we are going to place a liability, a miscalculated
liability, on that objective? How is it that we would be
so sloppy? And how is it that we would be asked to
come in this Honourable House and pass laws that,
quite frankly . . . you know, history might record that
some of us acted dishonourable! History might record
it when the historian looks deeply into, again, the spirit
behind this action.
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Mr. Speaker, contracts, as the MP Shadow
Attorney General, Ms. Wilson, explained, really (to
[summarise] it), are based on a voluntary exchange
between human beings. Contracts are the basis of all
human agreements, and contracts are the basis of all
human relationships. In the absence of contracts, we
have chaos. In fact, contract law, and the spirit behind
contracts and agreements, form the basis of a free
and democratic society based on voluntary exchange—voluntary, meaning in the absence of force,
fraud or coercion. That is the whole essence of a contract. Without it, you do not have any threads to create
a fabric in society.
An Hon. Member: Trust is lost.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Trust is lost.
In fact, it speaks to . . . It is the antithesis of
private property rights, which are sacred in the concept of a free society. [Here] you have MP Walton
Brown getting up and citing Karl Marx, and I can get
up and cite Friedrich Hayek to describe the same
challenge, the same issue we see in terms of private
property rights. Hayek and Marx? Night and day? But
yet, both ideologies and philosophies speak to the
sacredness of private property rights, which is upheld
by the state and it is based on contractual law, which
is the glue of it.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Someone said, Robby
McGarvey. No, this might be a little further off the cliff.
See, void ab initio, Mr. Speaker, can be applied to situations between individuals or groups, as
the Shadow Attorney General explained. So, for instance, if you go to Colonial Insurance and you try to
get health insurance, and you deceive Colonial by
indicating that you are something that you are not, or
you acted in a fraudulent manner, then Colonial can
go and get redress in the courts because of the
fraudulent nature, the deceptive actions of the other
party in the contract. And the courts would say, Yeah,
void ab initio, because the contract was entered into
under falsehood. It was, one party was acting in a
fraudulent manner.
So, it has its place in a free society. It has its
place in a democratic society. But when a government
decides to legislatively use it as a tool, to take, to confiscate—a tool of the state—it is no longer a matter of
redress in the courts. It becomes a question of the
extension of state power through force and coercion—
force and coercion. When a government uses this
type of legislation, it is force and coercion!
That is why the Shadow Attorney General
spoke of the ramifications in terms of compensation
and all these other matters, ab initio from the beginning, because it is a government going beyond their
natural inherent powers according to our Constitution,
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or any other country’s constitution. They have reached
beyond the breach.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Of course it was done in good
faith.
The fact is that when you have governments
anywhere in the world that put themselves on this type
of path, your reputational risk is immense. The financial liability is immense. And in some places in the
world, it would be described, not as Banana Republic
legislation, Mr. Speaker. It could be described worse
than that. It could be described as Mickey Mouse legislation. It is not even real! It is not even . . . It should
not even be in the minds of man! It is almost like a
fantasy, like someone just created it as a figment of
their imagination, someone who has felt the taste of
state power and it has gone to their head. It has gone
to their head! It becomes abusive power. And this is
the problem that we have on our side, not just with the
amendment, but with the principal Act.
Mr. Speaker, MP Rolfe Commissiong described it as “autocracy.” Some people, some observers, some political observers in Bermuda and around
the world would describe legislation like this, not as
autocracy. They would describe it as a fascist ideology. Now, some people might say, Ooh, do not say
that word! But it is a political ideology. It is on the far
right. It is corporatism. It is the use of big business
and state power for control, combined. It is a fascist
ideology.
I am thankful for some of my colleagues because at first I described it as communistic. They said,
No, no, no. It is not communistic. Right? It is of the
same nature, just different in degree. It is on the other
side of the spectrum of extremism. It is on the other
side of the spectrum of the use of force and coercion.
It is fascist! I am not saying, for the record, that the
One Bermuda Alliance is fascist. I am not saying that.
But this legislation is fascist legislation. And history
will record it.
Mr. Speaker, it is quite possible that this is the
worst legislation that the One Bermuda Alliance has
brought to this Honourable House since they have
been Government. Quite possibly the worst, and they
have a list. It is serious to be able to call something
“the worst” under the OBA. But this is by far the worst
we have ever seen! Yet, I see that the legal fraternity
in this country has been silent, not just when the principal Act was debated, but now with this amendment.
And usually, when something affects them or something is obviously out of the realm of jurisprudence,
they would say, Listen! Stop!
But they have been silent. The business
community, the Chamber of Commerce and the likes,
international business, have been silent. The media
have been silent in the midst of the worst piece of legislation that we have seen probably in 45 to 50 years.
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Absolute silence, which means that history will record
that you are guilty by association. They will be guilty
by association because of their silence. It is consent!
And our party, the PLP, find it intolerable.
Let us not mention the singular focus of this
Bill. Everyone knows it is directed to what also is on
the Order Paper in terms of leases and whatnot. I
have noticed the special interests also in and outside
of the Honourable House, where some people have
remained silent and are not speaking on it. Hey, you
know something, Mr. Speaker? Special interests create some strange bedfellows. I tell you. I tell you! But I
see it. We on this side of the aisle see it.
Mark my words, Mr. Speaker. I am going to let
the public know and let you know. I want the public to
listen clearly. There is a good chance that the Junior
Minister who is bringing this amendment has no idea.
And this is not a slight professionally, as the Junior
Minister. But he has really no idea what he is presenting. He is just being the Junior Minister, doing his duty
in bringing it to the House.
The Speaker: I am sure he understands what he is
doing.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, he may. He may. But,
Mr. Speaker, I am sure that the Honourable Pat
Gordon-Pamplin and the [Honourable Member]
Jeanne Atherden and the Honourable and Learned
Member Trevor Moniz and the Honourable Bob Richards, and maybe—maybe—the Honourable Grant
Gibbons and the majority of the backbenchers have
no idea why this amendment has come and it has
been expedited. They have really no idea.
Mr. Speaker, rest assured, even though they
may claim ignorance, this has been passed through
Cabinet, not once, but twice. So collective responsibility will apply in this case. You would not be able to
claim ignorance. You will not! And I understand, like I
said—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, speak to the
Chair.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am letting the Members
know, right? And I am not playing any games. We are
sitting over here, and we are looking on and saying,
Hmm. If you only knew! But it would be collective responsibility that is going to hold you to account on this
one! Rest assured!
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Junior Minister is saying
that the Junior Minister is not a Cabinet Minister anymore, so collective responsibility does not apply to
him! Like I say, they are bringing the message up
here. They are just bringing the message. They are
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not conscious of the ramifications of it. I do not think
the majority of the OBA Cabinet are aware of what is
going on, Mr. Speaker. But we know what is going on!
[Inaudible interjections]
[Gavel]
The Speaker: Honourable Members, just be quiet.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: We know what is going on.
Rest assured your Premier, the Honourable Premier,
knows what is going on, the ramifications of this. The
Learned Attorney General who, as the Learned Attorney General, has been right there front and centre of
this whole thing! Okay? He is head of LEDGCO [Legislative Council]. He brings it to Cabinet. He gives justification and rationale. He is the chief legal officer of
the Government. So, yes, chief offender! He knows
what is going on. Okay?
Rest assured that the substantive Minister,
Minister Fahy, knows what is going on. And I am letting everyone know today, rest assured the Opposition Leader knows what is going on. That is why when
I got up on my feet, I said, Even in the midst of all the
skullduggery that we are seeing, all the misleading
information over months—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable
Member! Honourable Member!
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Skullduggery, no? I withdraw
skullduggery.
The Speaker: Please. Please. You have been going
very well.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: All your misleading information, all the misleading information, all the broken
promises that we have seen over the year. Rest assured that this one . . . I am at peace. I am at peace.
Even the nonsense that was seen personally over the
last 12 hours, 24 hours, 72 hours, and I am sure the
public is aware of it. All of that is a distraction. Rest
assured, Mr. Speaker.
But this? This amendment here? This is not a
distraction. Rest assured this is not a distraction! And
this will not be able to be ducked.
So we are going to sit back and say, Go
ahead! We are going to call for names so it could be
recorded in the history books. Rest assured! The
short-term ramifications of passing this Bill are going
to be so serious, man. And we are going to sit back in
the slips—like the Great Bear opening bowler for
Somerset Cricket Club and Cup Match—and we are
going to be sitting there like Joe Bailey, and we are
going to be waiting for it! A thick edge is coming! And
trust me, it is going to be . . . the decision is going to
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be so clear the umpire is not going to have to raise his
finger. The innings will be over. Rest assured, Mr.
Speaker.
So we will sit back and just observe it unfold.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there any other Honourable Member who
would care to speak?
Then, Minister.
Just, Minister, hold on, please. I do have a
Member on this side.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member from Sandys South, MP T. E. Lister. You have the
floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I wanted to have
the opportunity to speak after several Members on the
other side. So I sat here, waiting to hear from Members on the other side.
I am absolutely shocked by what I have witnessed tonight. I have been in Parliament and in the
Senate for a long time, coming up onto 20 years. I
have left Parliament some nights laughing and giggling because we have had a lot of fun and enjoyed
ourselves. The camaraderie in the House of Parliament can be wonderful. And you can make friends for
life on either side. You do not have to be friends with
people in your own party. In fact, you do not need a
party!
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So what is this all about? What is this all
about? We have a contract that was put out in a good
process, RFP. People from Bermuda and people from
other parts of the world teamed up, and they bid on
this project. And what we think we know is that the
people who got the project were not the people that
were wanted to get the project. We do not want these
guys to have it. So something has got to be done!
Now, we are living in a fair and just society.
That is what I want to live in. And I do not expect the
Parliament, the highest body in the land, to come and
rewrite laws to satisfy, I want him to get it! Mr.
Speaker, you, I and the rest of us spend probably
more time than we should looking at Bernews. But
when we look at Bernews every day, we see court
cases. Some little youngster in a foolish manner has
grabbed a purse, and it is the second time he has
done it. So he gets to be a West End resident. No
matter where his mama lives, he is going to live in the
west now.
We are not stealing a purse here. This is more
than a purse! Mikey MacLean and his partners have
put out thousands of dollars to get here—
An Hon. Member: Millions!
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Millions maybe. And some of
the things that I have been told that have happened to
Mikey, I would not say on this floor!
An Hon. Member: Yes!

[Laughter]
An Hon. Member: Exactly!
The Speaker: What did you say? You do not need a
party?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes. You do not need a party!
And we still are friends.
But there are times when you leave feeling
sad, sad. Tonight is one of those occasions. We had a
good debate going here today on various things. I was
not here for the morning debate with Minister Moniz
and Minister De Silva. But what I heard on the radio
was all positive. I was here for the debate with the
Minister of Transport, and we had a real productive
time. There were no harsh words. There was nothing,
nothing was said that bothered anybody. The Minister
was writing things down, and when he stood up, he
said, I am going to take this on board, I am going to
take that on board. And then we came around to do
the Bills. And the Finance Minister, again, took things
on board.
But one thing happened tonight, when we
tried to get these Bills changed from five years to
three years, he said, Business has to have a certain
amount of certainty and confidence. And you cannot
mess with that. They have to know where they stand.
And it is important that that be the case.

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I would not say them on this
floor. But they bother me. I have been told in confidence, but the way I hear the choir going, everybody
else has been told in confidence.
Some Hon. Members: Yes!
Hon. Terry E. Lister: And everybody is acting proper
by not saying what they know! But it is not right.
An Hon. Member: Not right at all.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Courts in Bermuda and other
parts of the world have moved to a point where, before sentencing, we get the victim to say what has
happened to them. And judges have tried to see,
where possible, to have restitution offered. How do
you offer restitution here? How do you deal with the
dreams of a young man who started from not much? I
do not know if you know Mikey yourself, Mr. Speaker.
But he is a young Somerset boy. His mother came to
Bermuda from Jamaica, married a Bermudian. Mikey
was a little boy. He grew up in our community.
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I talked earlier this week about my brother and
I having a grocery store downstairs in Colin Pearman’s building. Upstairs was Mikey’s mom, running a
beauty parlour 20 years ago. Mikey was a little Somerset boy, a young Somerset boy, who worked hard.
And now he has got a successful business doing all
sorts of things. And he has ventured out into this. This
is his dream. And we, the legislators of this country,
see fit to snatch it out of his mouth.
An Hon. Member: Unbelievable!
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I do not believe it, Mr. Speaker.
I am saddened. I am ashamed. I am ashamed.
Mr. Speaker, here is the question. Here is
something I do not understand, without looking under
the carpets. Let us look at it on the surface. Why was
the Corporation of Hamilton able to conduct this business for 200 years without any interference from the
Government? For 200 years! Yet, in the last few
years, with this new group of people, it seems like it is
nothing they can do right. I do not understand it, Mr.
Speaker, because you know me. I do not want to go
to the easy things and say it has got something to do
with skin colour and that sort of thing. I am not going
to go there! I am just going to throw the question out
and say, What is the problem? Why is this group scrutinised for everything?
You know, they went out quite recently and
were successful in bringing the Black Mayors conference to Bermuda in October. I am told that there may
be 450 mayors that come in the month of October.
Just think of what that is going to do to tourism! The
Minister of Tourism will puff his chest out in this House
next November and brag about the numbers in October! Yes! Brag about those numbers that this group
have delivered. But they have been pressed and challenged all the way.
I was working on Tuesday, painting a house,
painting, painting, painting. But I had the radio on. And
one of the key players in the mayors association has
been brought into the country by the corporation to let
him go around and talk to people and say, Look. We
are okay. We are legit. We are this. We are that. And
he does all of that. That night I am lying across my
bed doing what many others do, I suppose, looking at
Facebook. And I see the post saying, The guy is a
crook, this, that and the other.
When do you satisfy people? When do you
satisfy people? You know? And here is what will happen. The conference will come in October, and only
400 mayors will come. They will say, See? It was only
400! There were only 450! Come on, now. We have to
stop this.
Mr. Speaker, the reforms that were passed
here already by the OBA Government relating to the
Corporation have all but guaranteed a return to normalcy come May 2015. Everybody knows that. Every-
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body sitting here at the corporation now, as a member
of the corporate, you know, the council, knows that
their time is up in May 2015. They will have to work
very hard to be able to successfully win their seats
back. But that is not good enough! It is not good
enough that we sat here, changed all the rules and we
voted them out of office! Not the people—we voted
them out of office!
Well, that is not good enough, Mr. Speaker.
Now we have to come back here tonight, because
somebody figured out that the three pieces of legislation, the three contracts sitting on the Order Paper
could not be dealt with until we had this magic clause
2 in there. So, you recall, Mr. Speaker, that was it November, there were about 10 items relating to the corporation on the Order Paper, and we took up 3 one
night, and they all sailed through. No conversation!
Took up three the next night, they all sailed through!
No conversation. But these other three were hanging
around. We said, Well, this is very interesting, isn’t?
The other matters were not that important. We just
sailed them through. We even make it look like we are
fair and just.
But this one is going nowhere. So tonight, we
take part in this farcical exercise of dealing with this
Bill till we get to the other three and shove it down. Mr.
Speaker, I am ashamed and embarrassed to be here
tonight and be part of this.
Mr. Speaker, I put the question to the Member
sitting on the front bench: What goes on in Cabinet?
For the back bench, what goes on at caucus? I have
been there, Mr. Speaker. And you know I have fallen
out of graces for standing up. Yes! Look at me in the
House standing all by myself. I am prepared to do it
because I have a conscience and I have integrity and
I am not giving it up for anybody.
I would warn the Members on the other side,
they have already fallen for this nonsense on the referendum.
Some Hon. Members: Yes!
Hon. Terry E. Lister: You are doing it again! I have
stayed out of Jetgate. But, Mr. Speaker, three men on
a plane become four men on a plane. Stop it! It is lying to this House! Just give me the word and I will say
it.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, you were on a
good wicket until then.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: It is misleading this House. Is
that a good enough word? I do not want to get in any
trouble with you, but I want to keep on my feet. I do
not want to sit down!
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: You cannot tell me after pressing you that it was three men on a plane, and then
later you tell me, well, it was four, but the other one
was bumming a ride. And then the Minister says, Oh,
actually, he was in all the meetings.
Mr. Speaker, you know me. You know how I
operate. If you lie to caucus, caucus should eat your
head off. If you lie to Cabinet, Cabinet should beat you
up and the Leader should make you leave. When you
lie to the House . . . in every decent Parliament, you
resign. You resign! That is what happens!
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have 19, you will have 17, and we will go home
happy. It is not good enough. It is not good enough.
Mr. Speaker, I shake my head, you know.
How do you later explain this to your constituents?
How do you tell them what you did here tonight, why
you did it, what you were trying to achieve? And I say
to you, Well, if you own a car company—I think somebody here owns a car company—and I come there
and I buy the car on terms, can I later just tear the
contract up and not pay you? Would that be okay?
Well, I do not think so. Because if we could do that,
you would hear a lot of paper tearing up here tonight.

[Desk thumping and general uproar]
[Laughter]
The Speaker: All right. Honourable Member, we cannot accuse anyone of doing that. So, please.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, please allow me to
do this again. We were told three men in a plane, here
in this House. We later found out it was four men in a
plane. You define that for me. Those are the truths.
The Speaker: Carry on. Carry on.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: So, someone told this body an
untruth. We were told three men in a plane, then it
was four. So, I am suggesting that there is a course of
action that is required if we are going to act honourably in this House. Do you understand me? There is a
course of action that someone has to take, and the
sooner the better so we can move on.
Now, Mr. Speaker, you know, being an Independent is very interesting. I look at the role as my
first master is 60,000 people who live in this country.
That is who I am responsible to. On an immediate basis, I am responsible to 1,200 who live in constituency
33. So I have got a lot of bosses. I have got a lot of
bosses. In order to get my job done, I have to get
along with all 35 other Members in this House. I have
to come to you and talk to you about Bills and what I
am trying to do or something I want to do, get your
support and permission. I try to talk to the Ministers on
the other side because I want to see things done and I
need their help. I talk to the Opposition Members
when I need their help. I have got to talk to everybody.
But sometimes, a Bill comes here and it is not
quite right. And when I talk to the Members on the
other side, they smile and they say, We got the votes.
[Laughter and crosstalk]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: We have got the votes. Mr.
Speaker, that is what is happening tonight. We got the
votes.
The Opposition Members have said they are
going to vote this thing and call names. The other side
just shrugged their shoulders. No big deal. When the
vote comes, we will say yes. You will say no. We will

Hon. Terry E. Lister: But it does not work that way,
does it? So what do you tell your constituents? And
how do you explain this to the man in the street?
Now, one of the things that the Government
has a responsibility to itself to do is to take the people
with them. The minute you start walking away from
the people, you are lost. You are lost. I want the
Members of the Government to talk to me like I was a
four-year-old and explain to me how they keep the
people with them on this. Because they have not kept
the people with them on the referendum. That was a
two-year promise from both parties. It disappeared. It
fell off the table over what I consider to be a nonsense
explanation.
Marc Bean told his people, Don’t vote. Marc
Bean cannot tell Bermuda not to vote! Do not be so
silly! That was a nonsense. And we all had to sit here
and put up with it.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, that night when I
went home, I was as angry as I have ever been in my
20 years in Parliament. I could not believe that the
Government had hoodwinked the people of Bermuda
in that way. Hoodwinked them! It was a nonsense argument. But that was what they were prepared to do.
I am going to advise the Government to not
do it again tonight. Because when you do this tonight,
you make a permanent separation between yourself
and the country.
Now, Mr. Speaker, yesterday I was on one of
the talk shows. And the host asked me about these
cars being given private numbers instead of GP numbers. I said, You know, in all the time I have been in
politics, I have never been afraid of anybody. I never
felt threatened by anybody. And I said, However, if
Government Ministers are being threatened, that is
very serious. It is very serious! And the police have to
take action to protect them.
However, if Government Members are being
threatened, you have got to wonder why. And these
are early days! If you could get yourself in a position
where people are angrily threatening you and putting
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fear in you after 14 months, something is wrong! I
would advise the Government Members to step back,
take a break, take this off for tonight and go back in
caucus and talk about it. Do not just talk about this
tiny little Bill. Talk about your future. Talk about who
you want to be. Talk about how you are going to feel
when you walk through the streets of Bermuda. That
is what I want you to talk about.
And, Mr. Speaker, when I look across, I see
people I consider friends. I see people who I considered as having tremendous integrity. And, Mr.
Speaker, when we did the referendum and I listened
to the comments, I was shocked. As I sit here tonight
and hear nothing from the other side, I am shocked.
Where is that honesty and integrity that I am
holding you to? Where is it? I regard the people on the
other side of this floor as people of integrity, but they
have to show it to us.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
[Desk thumping]
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Any other Member?
The Junior Minister Richards has the floor.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
And I would like to—
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Honourable Members, if you would let
the Honourable Member answer. Please.
Carry on.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I would like to thank the Opposition for expressing their concerns, and that I feel it has been a
very interesting debate.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: But I would like to, if I
can, refer to the Ombudsman’s Report, if you would
allow.
The Speaker: Go ahead.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The Ombudsman’s
Special Report: “The Ombudsman’s Own Motion Investigation into Governance at the Corporation of
Hamilton.” And on page 47, there is a section called
Recommendations. I am just going to read just the
first sentence, because I think it sums up what this
Government is doing tonight.
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It says, and I quote, “If development of Hamilton Harbour is indeed a priority of the Corporation of
Hamilton, Government and people of Bermuda, then
ideally, we should start over.” And that is what we are
doing tonight. Also, if I can—
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Honourable Members, you have made
good points. It would be much better if you were quiet
and allowed the Honourable Member to respond! Everybody has spoken. Let the Honourable Member respond. And then we can get on with the vote.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
It has been a lot of hyperbole coming from the
other side, Mr. Speaker, and I understand the emotion. But I would like to refer to section 14(3) of the
Municipalities Amendment Act, which requires all the
relevant agreements to be submitted to the Minister
who has submitted them to the Legislature. So only
the agreements that are currently tabled can be rejected and therefore voided by the Legislature. So to
be clear, Mr. Speaker, after this, no more contracts
can be brought to the Legislature.
And with that, I move that the Bill be committed, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Honourable Members, the
Honourable Junior Minister has moved that the Bill be
committed.
Are there any objections?
Some Hon. Members: Yes!
The Speaker: For the Bill to be committed?
Some Hon. Members: Yes!
The Speaker: All right. All those in favour of the Bill
being committed, say Aye.
Those against, say Nay.
AYES AND NAYS.
The Speaker: We are only going to commit the Bill,
Members. So it would save time just going into Committee. Let us commit the Bill.
Deputy Speaker.
House in Committee at 11:46 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL
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MUNICIPALITIES AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Chairman: Honourable Members, we are now in
Committee of the whole [House] for further consideration of the Bill entitled Municipalities Amendment Act
2014.
I call on the Minister in charge to proceed.
Junior Minister, you have the floor.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I move clauses 1 through 6.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 through 6?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Home Affairs—
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reference to a separate rate for oil and other bulk liquids and to delete the proviso which is spent.
Clause 5 amends paragraph 3(1) of the St.
George’s Goods Wharfage and Storage Charges Ordinance 1967, which was repealed by the Municipalities Reform Act 2012, and which will be revived on the
coming into operation of Part 4 of the Municipalities
Amendment Act 2013 to replace the 1.01 per cent rate
of wharfage with 1.25 per cent, to remove the reference to a separate rate for oil and other bulk liquids
and to delete the proviso which is spent.
Clause 6 provides for when the various provisions of the Act come into operation.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 through 6?

[Inaudible interjections]

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes.

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Wait a minute, Madam Chairman. Usually, the Minister responsible explains the
clauses line by line. And the Honourable Junior Minister has not done that.

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Attorney
General and Shadow Minister of Legal Affairs. The
Honourable Kim N. Wilson, you have the floor.

The Chairman: Go ahead.

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, thank you, Madam Chairman.
I think I misunderstood, but I thought I heard
the Junior Minister say that no other leases moving
forward will be coming before this House? So if he
could clarify that question for me, please. And also
refer me to the provision that speaks to what he is
referring to insofar as no further lease coming before
this House. I would be grateful.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay, Madam Chairman. This Bill seeks to amend the Municipalities Act
1923 and Municipalities Amendment Act 2013 and
two Municipality Ordinances, which will be revived on
the coming into operation of Part 4 of the Municipalities Amendment Act 2013.
Clause 1 is self-explanatory.
Clause 2 amends section 14 of the Municipalities Amendment Act 2013 by adding a provision which
clarifies and places beyond doubt that any agreement
rejected by the Legislature under that section shall be
void ab initio.
Clause 3 amends the Third Schedule to the
Municipalities Act 1923, which is to be inserted by
section 21(2) of the Municipalities Amendment Act
2013. Clause 3(a) deletes paragraph 6 of the Third
Schedule, which refers to section 27 of the Revenue
Act 1989 (commercial travellers’ samples), and replaces it with a new paragraph 6, which relates to
goods imported under certain remission orders.
Clause 3(b) removes the references to four remission
orders in paragraph 7, in consequence, as they will be
covered by new paragraph 6.
Clause 4 amends paragraph 3(1) of the Hamilton Goods Wharfage and Storage Charges Ordinance 1967, which was repealed by the Municipalities
Reform Act of 2010, and which will be revived on the
coming into operation of Part 4 of the Municipalities
Amendment Act 2013, to replace the 1.11 per cent
rate of wharfage with 1.25 per cent, to remove the

The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 6?
The Junior Minister, you have the floor.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I was referencing . . . Yes, I will reference
once again section 14(3) of the Municipalities
Amendment Act, which requires all the relevant
agreements or contracts to be submitted to the Minister who has submitted them to the Legislature. Therefore, only the agreements that are currently tabled can
be rejected and therefore voided by the Legislature.
Section 14(3).
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Thank you.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of information!
The Chairman: The Chair recognises—
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Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Pardon?

[Crosstalk]

[Inaudible interjections]

[Pause]

The Chairman: The Chair—

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: My question is, is the Junior
Minister saying that there are no other agreements
that had been submitted prior to the expiration of 14
days from the 2013 legislation?

[Gavel]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I am asking—can you just—that
is not 14(3) what he just read!
[Gavel]
The Chairman: Just a moment, please!
The Chair recognises the Honourable Kim N.
Wilson. You now have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I am not sure what the Junior
Minister is reading. If he could please be specific as to
which amendment, because we are dealing with the
amendment Act right now of 2014. If he is referring to
the previous one of 2013, I would like to know that,
and to be specific about the provision that he is reading. Because what I am looking at is not what he just
read.

The Chairman: That is a very good question. That
would continue on to the explanation we just received.
We are just going to wait for the answer.
[Pause]
The Chairman: Thank you very much for everyone’s
patience, but we do want to know that we have got the
answers of the questions that are being put forward.
Thank you, Junior Minister. You have the
floor. There is a new question that has been posed.
There was a new question that was posed.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I am sorry. I did not hear
the question. Can she repeat it, please?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Do you want to answer the first question? And
then we will have the second question reiterated. You
might answer it now.

The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Junior Minister?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. I am reading a
copy of the Municipalities Amendment Act 2013,
page 13.
The Chairman: The original Act?

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Sure. I am just going to
repeat what I said before. This section says that any
leases that have been submitted, they are dealt with
now. And no new leases can be voided once these
are done.

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I got it.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: You got it?
The Chairman: The original amendment?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It is section 14, which is
at the bottom of page 12. And then section 14(3). And
it reads, “Any agreement referred to in subsection (1)
that has not been submitted to the Minister before the
expiration of 14 days after the publication of the notice
under subsection (2) shall, after the expiration of the
14 days referred to in subsection (2)(b), be void ab
initio.”
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Honourable
Kim N. Wilson.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
So, is the Junior Minister . . . Yes. Maybe I will
just have a seat until he has had an opportunity to
speak to the people.

The Chairman: Junior Minister, it would help me to
understand. I think the question that was asked—and
I could be corrected on this one—was, Could you confirm if there are any leases that have not been presented?
Or perhaps the Member might want to restate
the question, repeat the question. Would that work?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: There are no more. This
is it. Fourteen days has expired. There are no more.
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I said there are no
more.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other questions pertaining to
clauses 1 through 6? Any further questions?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Honourable Kim N. Wilson.
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Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you.
Can the Junior Minister indicate to the House
how many leases were . . . agreements were submitted to the Minister within the 14 days after the publication of the Municipalities Amendment Act 2013?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Junior Minister?
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The Chairman: Thank you. The Chair recognises the
Junior Minister. You have the floor.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
There is a correction. There were six leases in
total. Three were done before, and we are doing three
th
now. And these were done in 12 of November of
2013, the three previously.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: There were seven.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Of those seven, how many are
we expecting to have brought here to be voided ab
initio?

The Chairman: So, we have clarification.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It was a clarification.

The Chairman: Thank you.
Junior Minister? Junior Minister?

The Chairman: That there was an error originally
stated, and that was we moved from seven to six.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It is three. Three.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Only three of seven.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Three were done previously, and we are doing three tonight.
The Chairman: And three before us. Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 6?
Junior Minister?

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Yes.
[Crosstalk]
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Attorney
General. You have the floor.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I move clauses 1 through 6.

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you. I just wanted to be
clear that, so of the seven, there are three left, and
those are the three that are the subject matter of today’s paper; is that correct?

The Chairman: It is moved that clauses 1 through 6
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: That is correct.

Some Hon. Members: Yes.

The Chairman: Are there any further questions to
clauses 1 through 6?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Attorney General.

The Chairman: Those in favour, say Aye. Those opposed, say Nay.

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, thank you. And yes,
I have been asleep since the last time we have appeared. So my memory sometimes does fade.
Of the four that we previously dealt with here
in the House, of the four of those seven, you can confirm that those also dealt specifically with the waterfront property?

The Chairman: We have more than three standing to
their feet. We will call names.
The bell will be rung, and you will have two
minutes to have everyone in the room. The bell is being rung now.

The Chairman: Junior Minister?

The Chairman: One more minute.

[Crosstalk]

[Pause]

The Chairman: That just proves it was a very good
question. That just proves it was a very good question.

The Chairman: The Sergeant-at-Arms will now secure the doors, and everyone will take their seats.
We will now proceed.

[Pause]

The Deputy Clerk: [calling the division]

AYES AND NAYS.

[Pause for the ringing of the bell]
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DIVISION
[Municipalities Amendment Act 2014–clauses 1
through 6]
Ayes: 18
Mrs. J. J. Atherden
Mr. K. L. Bascome
Hon. L. C. Cannonier
Hon. S. G. Crockwell
Mrs. N. S. Outerbridge
Hon. M. H. Dunkley
Dr. the Hon. E. G. Gibbons
Hon. P. J. Gordon-Pamplin
Mrs. S. E. Jackson
Hon. T. G. Moniz
Hon. M. J. Pettingill
Hon. E. T. Richards
Mr. S. D. Richards
Ms. L. K. Scott
Hon. R. W. E. Scott
Mr. N. H. C. Simons
Mr. G. Smith
Mr. J. C. Sousa

Nays: 15
Hon. M. A. R. Bean
Mr. G. A. Blakeney
Mr. C. W. Brown
Hon. D. V. Burgess, Sr.

Mr. E. D. Burt
Mr. R. Commissiong
Hon. Z. J. S. De Silva
Ms. L. F. Foggo
Hon. W. L. Furbert
Hon. D. P. Lister
Hon. T. E. Lister
Mr. W. H. Roban
Mr. W. L. A. Scott
Mr. M. A. Weeks
Ms. K. N. Wilson
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[The Municipalities Amendment Act 2014 was considered by the Committee of the whole House and
passed without amendment.]
House resumed at 12:08 am
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
MUNICIPALTIES AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Speaker: Are there any objections to the Report
of the Committee? The Committee’s report has come
to the House, and the Second Reading has been approved, I understand.
We move now to Orders No. 9 and 10 are
carried over, I think.
Order No. 11, in the name of the Junior Minister.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Speaker, I thought
we were going to do the motions next. I thought we
were going to do the motions next, the three motions.

Absent: 1
Hon. M. J. Scott

The Speaker: Oh, the leases, the leases.

The Chairman: Thank you.
The vote for Ayes were 18; Nays, 15. The
Ayes have it. Clauses 1 through 6 have been affirmed.
[Motion carried by majority on division: Clauses 1
through 6 passed]
The Chairman: Junior Minister, please proceed.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I move that the Bill be reported to the House.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, the leases.
The Speaker: The leases, two leases, [Orders No.] 2,
3 and 4. Yes, sorry.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, yes, Mr. Speaker.
We are going to do them together. We are going to
move them all together.
The Speaker: Honourable Members, are you for doing these all together?
Mr. Walter H. Roban: We are fine, Mr. Speaker.

The Chairman: The Preamble.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I move the Preamble.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
Agreed to.

The Speaker: Fine to do them all together?
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes. We have no objections.
The Speaker: You have no objections to doing them
all together. All right.
Carry on, Junior Minister.

[Gavel]

MOTIONS

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I move that the Bill be
now reported to the House.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
Agreed to.

CONSIDERATION OF GROUND LEASE FOR HAMILTON’S WATER FRONT BETWEEN THE CORPORATION OF HAMILTON AND THE ALLIED TRUST
AND ALLIED DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS LTD.
CONSIDERATION OF CORPORATION AGREEMENT IN RESPECT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
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THE HAMILTON WATER FRONT BETWEEN THE
CORPORATION OF HAMILTON AND ALLIED DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS LTD.
CONSIDERATION OF DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CORPORATION OF HAMILTON, THE ALLIED TRUST AND ALLIED DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS LTD. IN RESPECT OF THE
REDEVELOPMENT OF THE HAMILTON HARBOUR
AND WATER FRONT
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, you will recall the Corporation of
Hamilton entered into a lease agreement with the Allied Development Partners Ltd. to develop the waterfront property in the City of Hamilton, notwithstanding
the Ministry was not involved in any stage of this
process and therefore repeatedly requested access to
see all leases, agreements and any other documentation relative to this project since an agreement was of
national interest.
In fact, the Ministry learned of the signing of
the lease agreement between the Corporation of
th
Hamilton and the developer on 29 of January 2013
by way of the media, which was subsequently confirmed by representatives of Allied Development Partners Ltd. that the said lease had been executed.
Against that brief background, Mr. Speaker,
we are making the motion to void the lease agreement
between the Corporation of Hamilton and the Allied
Development Partners Ltd. for the Hamilton Water
Front on the basis of:
1. concerns raised in the most recent report from
the Office of the Ombudsman relating to the
RFP process;
2. that the Government is not supportive of the
lease agreement, and the terms and conditions therein; and
3. that we do not believe this to be in the best interests of Bermuda since it involves such a
large tranche of land.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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I move that this Honourable House, in accordance with section 14(4) and section 14(5) of the Municipalities Amendment Act 2013, reject the Ground
Lease for Hamilton’s Water Front between the Corporation of Hamilton and Allied Trust and Allied Development Partners Ltd.
The second, Mr. Speaker, I move that this
Honourable House, in accordance with section 14(4)
and section 14(5) of the Municipalities Amendment
Act 2013, reject the Corporation Agreement in respect
of the development of the Hamilton’s Water Front between the Corporation of Hamilton and Allied Development Partners Ltd.
And the third, Mr. Speaker, I move that this
Honourable House, in accordance with section 14(4)
and section 14(5) of the Municipalities Amendment
Act 2013, reject the Development Agreement between
the Corporation of Hamilton, Allied Trust and Allied
Development Partners Ltd., in respect of the redevelopment of the Hamilton Harbour and Water Front.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
All those in favour of that, say Aye. Those
against, say Nay.
AYES AND NAYS.
The Speaker: We will have names. We will have a
division.
[Pause for the ringing of the bell]
The Speaker: One minute left.
[Pause]
The Speaker: Is the time up now? Yes, yes, yes, we
are ready.
We will do as Opposition Members agreed,
that we will do all three at one time.
So, all those in favour of the motion, which
was to make void, reject these . . .
[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: Thank you. So you are moving all three
of them?

The Speaker: Honourable Member, I am sorry. Sorry,
Honourable Member. Sorry, Honourable Member.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. Yes, Mr. Speaker.

[Crosstalk]

The Speaker: Does any other Member care to
speak?
No one is speaking.
Any other Member care to speak?
Honourable Junior Minister?

The Speaker: No, nobody else is coming in. Nobody
else is coming in.
Yes.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Members, let us be quiet, please.

[Inaudible interjections]
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The Deputy Clerk: [Calling the division]
DIVISION
[Motions to reject agreements between the Corporation of Hamilton and the Allied Development Partners
Ltd.]
Ayes: 18
Mrs. J. J. Atherden
Mr. K. L. Bascome
Hon. L. C. Cannonier
Mrs. N. S. Outerbridge
Hon. M. H. Dunkley
Dr. the Hon. E. G. Gibbons
Hon. P. J. Gordon-Pamplin
Mrs. S. Roberts-Holshouser
Mrs. S. E. Jackson
Hon. T. G. Moniz
Hon. M. J. Pettingill
Hon. E. T. Richards
Mr. S. D. Richards
Ms. L. K. Scott
Hon. R. W. E. Scott
Mr. N. H. C. Simons
Mr. G. Smith
Mr. J. C. Sousa

Noes: 14
Hon. M. A. R. Bean
Mr. G. A. Blakeney
Mr. C. W. Brown
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Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
With the Governor’s recommendation and in
accordance with section 36(3) of the Bermuda Constitution, I move that consideration be given to Draft
Regulations entitled the Bermuda Immigration and
Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment
Regulations 2014, proposed to be made by the Minister responsible for Home Affairs under section
102C(1)(a) of the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act 1956.

Hon. D. V. Burgess, Sr.

Mr. E. D. Burt
Mr. R. Commissiong
Hon. Z. J. S. De Silva
Ms. L. F. Foggo
Hon. W. L. Furbert
Hon. D. P. Lister
Hon. T. E. Lister
Mr. W. H. Roban
Mr. W. L. A. Scott
Ms. K. N. Wilson

Absent: 3
Hon. S. G. Crockwell
Hon. M. J. Scott
Mr. M. A. Weeks
The Speaker: The motion is affirmed. There are 18
Ayes and 14 Noes.
An Hon. Member: Eighteen?
The Speaker: Yes.
[Motions to reject the agreements between the Corporation of Hamilton and the Allied Development Partners Ltd. for the Hamilton Water Front were carried by
majority on division.]
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the . . . Order
No. 11, yes, before we go on. Consideration of the
Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding
Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014, in the name
of the Junior Minister of Home Affairs.
Junior Minister Sylvan Richards, you have the
floor.

DRAFT REGULATIONS
BERMUDA IMMIGRATION AND PROTECTION
(LAND-HOLDING CHARGES) AMENDMENT
REGULATIONS 2014

The Speaker: Are there any objections to that, Members?
Minister?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members may recall last year the Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges)
Amendment Regulations 2013 were laid before this
Honourable House. The intent of those regulations
was to propose two tax initiatives that were to have
the effect of stimulating economic activity and employment by way of reduced licence fees for nonBermudians’ purchase of Bermuda property.
Mr. Speaker, in 2013, the licence fee was
25 per cent of the value of the property for purchase
by non-Bermudians. It was therefore proposed to reduce this fee to 8 per cent for a period of 18 months,
rising to 12.5 per cent thereafter. For condominiums
not used for tourism purposes, it was proposed to reduce licence fees from 18 per cent to 6 per cent, increasing to 8 per cent in 18 months. For the PRC
holders, it was proposed to reduce licence fees to
4 per cent with an increase to 6 per cent in 18 months.
The 18 months for all three home purchase options
th
was September 30 , 2014.
With the aforementioned proposals, it was
envisioned that the lowering of licence fees for the
purchase of Bermuda property, that this would stimulate much-needed inward direct investment into Bermuda. It was also envisaged that the purchase of a
new home, particularly those at the high end of the
market, would not only create movement in a somewhat static housing market, but it would also create
opportunities for local contractors and labour, since
home purchases more often came with renovations or
customisation of some description.
Mr. Speaker, while this initiative sparked a
great deal of interest on the part of non-Bermudians,
and PRC buyers in particular, unfortunately, there
were few actual transactions consummated. An investigation into the cause of the challenges uncovered
several layers of red tape within the Department of
Immigration. These issues have been identified, and
the Ministry will be announcing initiatives to rectify the
situation in the coming weeks.
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The intent of these amended regulations is,
therefore, to extend the end date of the licence fee
reduction period by 12 months, ending Septemth
ber 30 , 2015.
With the logistical issues soon to be resolved,
coupled with the extended licensing period, we remain
very optimistic that the take-up of Bermudian homes
will be realised. Mr. Speaker, this completes my brief
presentation, and with those remarks I now invite
Honourable Members to participate. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Junior Minister Richards.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, MP Walter H. Roban. You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Thank
you for the opportunity to contribute to the discussion
of the Bermuda Immigration and Protection (LandHolding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014.
I think it is very interesting that, of course, this
particular measure is coming before us. Clearly, as we
are in the midst of the Budget Debate, it is perhaps
understandable that the Government is bringing this
here as a part of their package of initiatives to, I
guess, enhance and modify one of the major initiatives that were part of their 2013 Budget.
But let us be clear now. I think the Honourable
Junior Minister has outlined the rationale for why this
amendment is being made. Not because there was
any great success with it and they are extending it
because people are knocking down the door to take
advantage of the reduced rates that they instituted,
but actually it failed. It failed. It failed to bring about
the stimulation that they pledged, that they announced
and proclaimed this would bring, presumably, in opposite to what they said was being done prior to the
amendment—that nothing was being done to stimulate the real estate market.
So this particular change was done to provide
the stimulation that they said was required, as they
said a number of different things last year. And let us
remember, this was one of two, one might argue, job
creation and stimulation initiatives that they put in
place, and frankly, were the only real two efforts in the
last budget that really were directed at creating jobs
and generating revenue. And both failed. One was
their reduction in the payroll tax for new hires, after
having spent August and November telling the country
that 200 jobs had been created as a result of the reduction in tax. The next announcement, from the Finance Minister in particular, said that [there were] over
400 jobs, although he did qualify they were preliminary estimates.
But when it came to the official announcement, which was in their Budget Statement, of both
measures, including this one, of which we are dealing
with today and which this particular regulation is the
subject of, they seem to come in quite under estima-
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tion or prediction or proclamation or whatever you
want to call it, which is unfortunate. But frankly, we
were sceptical on this side that these particular steps
would move anything, although we did see some assistance trying to be given from the real estate group
and like for turning the country, and the media, to say
that there was interest. And it is very interesting how
this word “interest” now takes on a very different complexion now. It almost is as if it is trying to tell you that
something is really happening, because people are
interested.
But what we have seen is, when this word is
used, it is almost propagandistic, frankly. It is to give
the impression that something is happening, not that
something is actually happening. And I do remember
the articles in the media from the real estate fraternity
that followed this initiative in 2013. There was, as they
have said, interest in what had been done and as a
result there was interest in this property, giving us almost the impression that money is going to be flowing
just over the river, just over the hill. The money is
coming. Properties are going to be snapped up by
PRCs and non-Bermudians because we have made
such a wonderful change. It did not happen.
What I would like to ask the Junior Minister is
if he can tell us how many actual official applications
were made to take advantage of this tax opportunity,
purchases by non-Bermudians and PRCs, and the
categories of which they had directed this at? If he
can give us some precise numbers, because essentially, the Junior Minister’s statement was a textbook
page, page 22 out of the Budget Statement. So his
brief was the exact same paragraph at the top of the
page. So presumably, the Government has some precise numbers that they could share with us.
And perhaps, just to be fair, perhaps there are
some things in the can that they can say are happening, and they can give us some estimation of what
they are likely to see, in light of the fact that they have
extended the date another year. And we understand
why they are doing that, because they want to see if
perhaps more time may be required for people to get
their pennies together and to perhaps come forth and
invest in the property, that perhaps 2014 will be a better year for this particular measure.
But at least, there should be an acceptance
that in 2013, this measure failed to do what the Government wanted it to do.
So the principal question that we would like to
ask . . . And there is no objection by us to this extension of the date. We understand why the Government
is doing it. How many actually took advantage of the
tax opportunity, if they have that information, and if
there are any projections that they think as to what
th
might happen over the next year up to 30 of September 2015? But it is unfortunate, you know. We are
not trying to gloat here about the failure of this particular policy. But it is clear that whatever the Government
contemplated on this and the other measure, which
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had to do with the tax relief for new hires, did not work
in the way that they wanted.
So we would like to hear perhaps some information as to what they are going to expect going forward for the year and what actually did happen in
2013 around this particular measure.
With that, those are all my comments for now.
Perhaps others wish to contribute. But I would hope
that the Junior Minister can give us [answers] on
those particular points.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Pembroke West. MP Jeanne Atherden,
you have the floor.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I rise today because I am concerned that
there is a suggestion that because the Junior Minister
has made reference to the extension of this particular
section, that this is just the textbook response from
out of the budget, because I do want to say that I have
personal knowledge, and I am sure lots of others have
personal knowledge, of individuals who have tried to
take advantage of this particular section and have encountered lots of red tape which has left them not being able to put through their applications or to be able
to get their properties dealt with such that they could
turn around and generate the revenue.
Now, I also know, Mr. Speaker, that another
one of the initiatives with respect to those persons
who would be able to bring jobs, the job makers, have
also been subjected to this, what I call “red tape.” And,
Mr. Speaker, that has really concerned me because,
as far as I am concerned, this was designed so that
non-Bermudians who had the ability and the resources would be able to come and purchase the
properties, do the renovations, enable the construction industry to, if you will, have some rejuvenation
and then create some jobs for individuals to help this
industry move forward.
So I am really pleased that the Finance Minister has decided, in consultation with the Minister of
Labour and Home Affairs, to [extend] this. And I am
just hoping that the red tape issues that I know are out
there will be dealt with and that all those individuals
. . . Because I remember one of the Opposition Members asked a question, and the answer came back
that told us about job makers and how many things
were still in the pipeline. Job makers and people in the
pipeline are also another side of this in terms of people coming here, buying property and turning around
and making renovations to it and rejuvenating the
economy.
So, Mr. Speaker, I do believe that it is out
there, and perhaps this one-year extension will have
us see the fruition of an initiative. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
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The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Honourable
Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, constituency 18. MP David
Burt, you have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, if I may just suggest to the Honourable Junior Minister that one may assume that the
Government is putting the cart before the horse. We
have heard the Junior Minister stand up and talk
about red tape. We have heard the Honourable Member who just sat down talk about red tape. But we
have not heard from anyone what this red tape was.
Then we heard from the Junior Minister that in the
coming weeks, we will be bringing steps or announcing changes.
Mr. Speaker, as the Honourable Independent
Member has said, the Parliament and the people have
lost faith in this Government. So I think it is very hard
for us to say, Oh, let’s just pass this, and we’ll tell you
why we are doing it in the future. Why do they not tell
us why they are doing it now? What is this red tape
which is holding things up? What has gotten in the
way of pushing, of this plan being successful? What
are the things that the Government is doing? If they
have identified the red tape, then why has not the Junior Minister, the Minister of Finance spoken about it
when he spoke about the budget, or the Honourable
Member in the backbench who, I would assume,
would hear when he found this out in caucus?
We have heard nothing of what this red tape
is. But it is just, Trust us, please. No, Mr. Speaker!
This is not correct. And the only thing that I could
imagine that the Government is looking to do is to
wind back some of the regulations which had been put
in place to protect fronting. I think the Government
should get up and say exactly what the red tape is,
what is the mischief that they are trying to do, or else
it can just be said, We are just trying to push this back
a little further in the hopes that it may work, Mr.
Speaker. I do not believe that in the coming weeks is
good enough. If we are making a decision in Parliament because of something, we should know why we
are making that decision. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable Minister of Finance. Minister E. T. Richards, you have the
floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Honourable Member, Mr. Roban, said
that the original measure that we put through last year
has failed. I would agree with him. It has failed not
because of it was a bad measure. It failed for reasons
we did not anticipate. We just have to face it. It is what
it is.
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But let me back up a moment to say that
these measures, this measure and the one that had to
do with the tax incentive for new Bermudian hires,
both of these measures were measures to create jobs
that did not increase the Government deficit. And
when you try to put through a measure like that, you
do not have a whole lot of choices. It would be easy
for the Government to just borrow some more money,
spend a few tens of millions of dollars and create
some jobs that way. But then we would be fighting the
deficit. We would be fighting rating agencies. We
would be fighting more interest, et cetera.
So, these were the things that we could come
up with last year in the short time that we had available to be able to provide some stimulus, some nondeficit-producing stimulus. Mr. Roban said that the tax
break for Bermudian hires did not work. That is not
true. That one did work. All you have to do is ask
those people who got new jobs because of it.
[Inaudible interjections]
[Gavel]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The 200 people that got
jobs, just ask any one of those. And there were another 200 that did not meet the criteria, but they were
still new Bermudian hires. So that one worked.
[Inaudible interjections]
[Gavel]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
That one worked, and we are going to extend
that, too.
But this one has not worked. And you are
right, Honourable Member. There is what has been
referred to as “red tape” in the Department of Immigration that has held up transactions of buyers and
sellers, willing buyers and sellers that want to consummate transactions, but they have been held up
in—
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Point of clarification, Mr.
Speaker, if the Member will yield.
The Speaker: Yes. Point of clarification? MP, you
have the floor.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Perhaps the Honourable Minister could specify exactly what those red tapes were since he has
admitted—
The Speaker: That is not clarification, Honourable
Member.
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It is a question.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: I am seeking clarification.
The Speaker: You are seeking clarification, seeking
clarification. Okay. I thought you were . . .
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Right. Usually, you would actually clarify for the Honourable Member. That is all right. I understand.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Clarification usually
means you are clarifying.
The Speaker: That is all right, Honourable Member.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, we will be
bringing measures to help facilitate these transactions. But it is not necessary to specify those at this
point. When we bring them, we will bring them. When
we inform the Opposition, they will be informed. We
are not informing them now.
What we are doing here is to just extend the
measure another 12 months. Honourable Members, if
after another 12 months and it still does not work, then
you can say it has not worked. But the point is that the
measures that we are looking at to bring the House,
we will bring to the House, and Honourable Members
can examine it when we do.
But that is no reason for us not to extend this,
because there is no harm in extending it. And the only
thing we can do at this point is to get this particular
measure out of the way. And when we bring those
other measures, we will see if it works.
But bearing in mind, Mr. Speaker, nobody has
done this before. Nobody has done this before. Okay?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It has got nothing to do
with speculation. No one has done this before. We
have been put in here to do new things to try to
change things so we can move forward. I have said
many times the status quo is not an option. And we
are not maintaining. You are! You are! We are changing things so that . . . We are trying new things to see
if we can get this economy going. And because they
are new things, nobody knows exactly how it will work
until you put it in place. You know, we cannot sort of
do computer simulations and all those really cool
things that you hear about, you know, when you watch
business programmes or you look at computer programmes. You cannot do that.
So one thing we do know, and the Honourable
Junior Minister said as much, and I have said it as
well, is that there has been a very great interest in this
market when we put this measure in place. People
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have tried to consummate transactions. And they
have run up against unforeseen difficulties in the Department of Immigration. And when we are able to
bring remedies to those problems, we will be able to
get those remedies in place, we will bring them here
and the Parliament can scrutinise them in the usual
way.
But this is how we are. I mean, Honourable
Members are impatient. They will have to wait a little
bit longer. So, that is basically the situation. And I
think that insofar as the question of the numbers of
actual transactions that we did do, I do not have the
exact number, but I think it is less than half a dozen.
But it is a small number of transactions that have actually closed. But there are a number of transactions
that are still open, but they are hung up in the Department of Immigration.
So that is about it, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.
The Chair will recognise now the Honourable
Member from Sandys South. MP T. E. Lister, you
have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, you know, when I
stand on my feet, I like to think that I am bringing
something. I almost feel like I am just being argumentative here, and I am not comfortable with it. But . . .
Well, maybe I am.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: The Finance Minister stood on
his feet, he gave a long recitation that amounted to
nothing. It amounted to nothing! I wonder why. But I
do realise that the question is being directed in the
wrong place; it is not his question. The question belongs to the Junior Minister. What is the red tape?
What is the problem? Just tell us. Okay? Do not keep
saying, Well, we are fixing it. Tell us, Mr. Junior Minister.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I was not have bothered to
get up except that what this Bill is doing is, it is deleting September 30, 2014, and putting in September 30,
2015. Now, correct me if I am wrong. But I think there
is another session after this. I think we come back in
May and we go all the way into mid-July. Am I right?
So if I am right, why are we doing this tonight if you
cannot tell us what the problem is? And why are we
doing this tonight if you are going to come back with
measures to fix a problem that we do not know what
the problem is? Do you see what I mean?
So, why . . . Here we are again doing the
same thing that we did half an hour ago, saying, Why
don’t you just withdraw this nonsense and bring it
back later? Just do that. Why [say], you know, I have
got the votes? Grow up! Let us not do this, I have got
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the votes! thing. Let us act like mature men and
women. You jumped the gun. You have been embarrassed here by not being able to answer any questions. You look foolish. Just withdraw the thing! You
know? I had to do it a few nights ago. I had to stand
up and say, Mr. Speaker, I am going to rise and report
progress. You know I am not going to report any progress. I am not coming back. Everybody knows that.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I am not stupid. I got the message. But you can do the same. The only difference is
you can come back. You can come back! So why not
do that? Why not do that? Why sit here and ram
things down the Opposition’s throat and the country’s
throat so that you create distasteful situations? Either
you want to get along up here and have a House that
works together, or you do not. This measure expires
th
September 30 . We will be here for seven, eight or
nine sessions the next time around. So I am appealing
yet again to your sensitivities and your sensibility, and
inviting you to come back with this when you can bring
all the other measures and when you can define the
red tape. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Southampton East. MP Zane De Silva,
you have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Member, Mr.
Lister, is on form tonight. He was on form before—
The Speaker: From Somerset.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: From Somerset. And you,
from Somerset, and good form, you know what that
means, Mr. Speaker. Well, he is certainly in good
form.
Mr. Speaker, I cannot believe that the Honourable Minister of Finance got up and said what he
did. I cannot believe it! Mr. Speaker, the Honourable
Minister that chirps over here many, many . . . and
makes all his comments about nonsensical and intelligence and whatnot, well he showed some intelligence
just then.
Mr. Speaker, this is the same Finance Minister that has been talking about jobs, jobs, jobs. This
legislation was brought in last September, seven
months ago. And we come here tonight to get an extension because we have found difficulties in the Immigration Department. We have had difficulties in the
Immigration Department that have stopped folks from
purchasing, generating . . . As the Honourable Member Jeanne Atherden said, you know, it has this
knock-on effect. Someone buys a house, they build
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on. This is the same Minister that talks about jobs,
talked about it again in his little dissertation. Right?
The Premier talks about the urgency of now!
How many pieces of legislation has the OBA Government bought to this House, like choo choo choo! Like
earlier tonight, Mr. Speaker. I just find it incredible that
if jobs are at the top of the agenda of the OBA Government, why are they bringing this change in legislation here tonight? Like the Honourable Member Terry
Lister took the words out of my mouth, Mr. Speaker. It
makes no sense whatsoever. And you mentioned the
words earlier about wasting time, and you are right.
You know what it is, Mr. Speaker? It is a waste of our
time.
I think the Honourable Member should rise
and report, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Minister for Economic Development and Education,
Dr. Grant Gibbons. Minister?
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The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Minister.
Would any other Member care to speak?
Then the Chair will recognise the Junior Minister to reply.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I would like to once again thank the Opposition for their contributions. We have heard you. You
have made some valid points. And at this point, Mr.
Speaker, I move that the Draft Regulations be approved and that a message be sent from this Honourable House to His Excellency the Governor.
The Speaker: All right. It has been moved. All those
in favour of the motion, say Aye. Those against, say
Nay.
AYES AND NAYS.
The Speaker: The Ayes have it.

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I honestly do not understand
what the problem is. We heard from the Honourable
Member, Mr. Roban, that the Opposition supported
this. They had no problem with carrying it over for an
additional year.
Why are we bringing it at this time? It is the
Budget session. We normally bring Budget Bills at this
time of year. This is simply—
[Inaudible interjections]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: This is simply . . . It
was announced originally in the budget, and it is being
brought now to be extended a year. Whether it gets
done now or it gets done a couple of months later,
what difference does it make? We are doing a lot of
budget legislation right now.
[Inaudible interjections]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Honourable
Member was being transparent. He answered questions. He said very clearly—
[Gavel]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —it had not worked
to the degree that he had hoped it would simply because of red tape. The Honourable Member, whichever one it is, will come back, address the red tape
issues and deal with this issue. But it makes imminent
sense, Mr. Speaker, because this is a Budget session,
to deal with what is effectively a Budget Bill at the present time.

[Motion carried: The Draft Bermuda Immigration and
Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment
Regulations 2014 passed.]
[Gavel]
The Speaker: Members, I will recognise now the Minister for Finance, for . . . We did not get to [Order No.]
11 yet? Yes, we just completed [Order No.] 11. Oh,
[Order No.] 12; you are carrying that over; correct?
You have got something to read because you are
moving it on further.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, yes.
The Speaker: Carry on. Carry on, MP De Silva.

MOTION
ESCALATION OF HEALTH CARE AND INSURANCE COSTS
[Reinstated]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, under the provisions of Standing
Order 21(2)(c), I ask for leave of the House to reinstate the motion standing in my name relating to the
escalation of health care and insurance costs, which
appears on the Order Paper as [Order No.] 12.
The Speaker: Right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Are there any objections to that?
Carry on.
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, in accordance with Standing Order 25(3), I am requesting that
it remain on the Order Paper for an additional three
months or until such date as the Order is discharged,
whichever is earlier.

(Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act
2014 be now read a third time by its title only.

The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.
Any objections?
No objections.
Order [No.] 13 is carried over; is it?
Order [No.] 14 is carried over.
Order [No.] 15 is carried over.
I go now to the Minister of Finance for the
Third Reading, Restaurants (Temporary Customs
Duty Relief) Amendment Act 2014. The Chair recognises Minister Richards.

[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that Standing Order 21
be suspended to enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Restaurants (Temporary Customs Duty Relief)
Amendment Act 2014 be now read the third time by its
title only.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
There are none.
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]
The Speaker: Minister, carry on.

THIRD READING
RESTAURANTS (TEMPORARY CUSTOMS DUTY
RELIEF) AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I move that
the Bill do now pass.

The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
There are none.

The Speaker: Minister, carry on.

THIRD READING
HOTELS (TEMPORARY CUSTOMS DUTY RELIEF)
AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Minister, I move that the
Bill do now pass.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. The Bill is now
passed.
[Motion carried: The Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty
Relief) Amendment Act 2014 was read a third time
and passed.]
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Junior
Minister of Home Affairs. Junior Minister Sylvan Richards.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I move that Standing Order 21 be suspended
to enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Municipalities Amendment Act 2014 be now read the third
time by its title only, Municipalities Amendment Act
2014.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]

The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
The Bill is now passed.

THIRD READING

[Motion carried: The Restaurants (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act 2014 was read a
third time and passed.]
The Speaker: Minister, carry on with the third reading
of your second Bill.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move that Standing Order 21 be suspended
to enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Hotels

MUNICIPALITIES AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I move that the Bill do
now pass.
The Speaker: Those in favour of that, first. Those in
favour of . . . the last question I asked.
AYES.
[Laughter and inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Carry on. Those opposed?
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[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: Carry on, Honourable Member.

NAYS.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
So, Mr. Speaker, if the Honourable Member is going
to make a statement, I will gladly yield and listen.

The Speaker: The Ayes have it.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I move that the Bill do now pass.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member. The
Bill is passed.
[Motion carried: Municipalities Amendment Act 2014
was read a third time and passed.]

The Speaker: Carry on. No, you carry on, and then
she will.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, my statement . . .
Well, I read the Section. And I was wondering if the
Honourable Member was going to make a statement
and apologise to this Honourable House.
The Speaker: The Honourable Member had indicated
to me that—

The Speaker: All right. Premier?
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, I was not privy to
that.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
th
I move now that we adjourn until March 10 ,
at 10:00 am, Monday.
The Speaker: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member Zane De Silva.

The Speaker: Well, you jumped up so fast. I guess
you were quicker than her.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, I mean, the Premier
jumped up. I did not see anyone else jump up, Mr.
Speaker. So I did not want to miss that.
The Speaker: All right. Fair enough.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, this evening I would like to draw
all Members’ attention to the Ministerial Code of Conduct, and in particular, Section A 1.(v). And if I may
quote, Mr. Speaker, Section A 1.(v) says, “It is of
paramount importance that Ministers give accurate
and truthful information to Parliament, correcting any
inadvertent errors at the earliest opportunity . . .”
Now, Mr. Speaker, you will know that last
session, the Minister of Works made a statement with
regard—
The Speaker: Now, if I may, the Honourable Minister
came to me to say that she had a statement to make.
I do not know whether it would be appropriate if you
would rather carry on. She did come to me to say she
had a statement with regard to that. But you can carry
on. But I am letting you know that she had come to
me indicating that she wanted to make a correction to
what she said.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I will certainly yield, Mr.
Speaker, but I mean, the Premier stood up for a Motion to Adjourn.
The Speaker: No, no. Carry on. Carry on.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I did not see anyone else
stand up.

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS–OPEN BIDDING
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, also, because that can come.
The second thing I would like to talk about
tonight, and I mentioned it earlier this week or last
week, Mr. Speaker. The OBA Government in their
pre-election platform, and I think the Junior Finance
Minister mentioned it in his Reply to the Budget, And
that was one of the promises the OBA made was that
of the abolition of the Office of Procurement and bringing in a Contractor General.
Mr. Speaker, of course, when I saw that in
their platform, I said, Well, this is going to be interesting. And I would hope certainly with the amount of
accusations and allegations that came from the OBA
when they were in Opposition, that this would have
been one of the things on their agenda up top, up
[high on] their agenda, Mr. Speaker.
And the reason I bring all this, Mr. Speaker,
because . . . And I will put my hand up. You know I
have a business, and I do bid on Government work,
and I do get some from time to time. And, Mr.
Speaker, the reason I bring it up is this, is that there
seems to be—there seems to be a lack of what we
call “open bids” when it comes to Government contracts.
[Inaudible interjections]
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, yes. Well, Mr.
Speaker, I say that, and I put my hand up and I have
declared my interests, Mr. Speaker. I have bid on—
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were called yesterday and [told], You did not get
them! Those are the ones I am talking out!
An Hon. Member: How did you know about them if
they weren’t open bid?

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: How did I know about them
if they were not open bid?
Here is a man that is supposed to be our Finance Minister—

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member
is simply misleading the House. He is misleading the
House. I know for a fact, as the Minister of Finance,
that that Honourable gentleman’s firm has received
many contracts with an open bidding process! So I do
not know how the heck he could say that. He is misleading the House!

The Speaker: Speak to the—

The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, I never said .
. . I never said . . . in fact, the Honourable Member—

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —supposed to be our Finance Minister, and asked the question, How did I
know? He said, How did I bid on them if they were not
open bid?
He does not understand what an open bid is!
And he is the Finance Minister!
Do you know what it means, Honourable
Member?
He does not know what it means, Mr.
Speaker. The Finance Minister of this country does
not know what an open bid means.

The Speaker: Just continue on. Continue on.

An Hon. Member: Ooh!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay.
The Honourable Member, Mr. Speaker, was
not listening. I think he is a little tired. I said, 30 seconds ago . . . and my companies received some of
those contracts with an open bid. But let me tell you.
My company—

Mr. Zane J. S. De Silva: And I am not telling him!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, that is the
worst point of order I have heard in my life!
The Speaker: Carry on, please.
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]

The Speaker: Honourable Member, speak to the
Chair.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: My company has been one
of the companies that has not received some of those
contracts that have not been open bid! And I have bid
on them! So let us make the record straight! Do not
get up and point your finger at me and talk about that I
am misleading this House! Because there are government contracts, Mr. Speaker, that do not go out to
open bid! And you are not going to tell me they are!
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Name them!
Mr. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Minister of
Finance says, Name them, Mr. Speaker.
Last week, my company, Island Construction,
bid on two jobs! And they were not open bid! And we

[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
[Gavel]
The Speaker: All right!

[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Let him get it from one of
his Honourable Members! That is embarrassing to the
OBA, right here tonight! Embarrassing! The Finance
Minister does not know what an open bid is!
By golly, Mr. Speaker!
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is—
[Gavel]
The Speaker: That’s it. Let’s calm down.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Let me calm down.
Mr. Speaker, I am shocked. I am shocked. I
am shocked. And you know what? Now I am really
worried about the companies in this country that bid
on jobs. Now I am really worried. When your Finance
Minister does not know what an open bid is.
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Mr. Speaker, let me just say it again. Because
I did not think it would get to that level. I really did not.
All I was trying to do was . . . because I am one company. But there have been several . . . and people
come to me, as a Member of this Honourable House,
and they say, Zane, look. What is happening? I say,
What is going on? To be honest, Mr. Speaker, you
know, it is totally unrelated business. I said, Well, you
know, I have experienced some of it myself. You
know?
So what I am saying, Mr. Speaker, is, look . . .
the Progressive Labour Party did not say that they
were going to get rid of the Office of Procurement and
hire a Contractor General—the OBA did! And all I am
saying . . . And also in the manifesto, they talked
about open bids! I guess the Finance Minister did not
have any part of that one. I do not know who wrote it
for him, Mr. Speaker. But look in their manifestos. You
will see it. You will see it, Mr. Speaker.
So, having said that, Mr. Speaker, you know,
earlier the Honourable Member, Terry Lister, said . . .
sometimes you leave here, we have a little joke. I remember one night we talked about shooting chickens
for about an hour. And you leave, and you are happy.
Sometimes you leave and you are sad. Now, we will
be a little sad from some of the earlier legislation. But,
Mr. Speaker, I am going to leave here a very confused
person tonight after what I have heard. Very confused.
And you know what? I am sad for the people
of the country. Your Finance Minister does not know
what an open bid is. That will live with me as long as I
am in this House. But, Mr. Speaker, for those on the
other side, for those that sit in Cabinet and make
those decisions, I implore the Ministers of the Government to stick with the pre-election promises. And
when they put out government contracts, please allow
open bids for those that put in the time, money, energy and work to prepare and put those bids in. At
least give them the satisfaction of knowing how they
made out with those contracts.
Thanks, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
I will now recognise the Honourable Member,
Minister Patricia Gordon-Pamplin.

STATEMENT BY MINISTER
GP LICENSED CARS— APOLOGY TO HOUSE
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, since I have been in this Honourable House, I have always believed in the supremacy of Parliament. And it is very rare that you would
hear me make a statement outside of Parliament that I
believe needs to come to this Honourable House first.
In exceptional circumstances, such as today,
because of time constraints I made statements in the
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public domain before bringing a Ministerial Statement
to this Honourable House. Mr. Speaker, I refer to the
Motion to Adjourn two nights ago on Wednesday
night, in which I indicated that . . . we were talking of
the issue respecting GP car licence plates. And I
made the comment in response to a question by the
Opposition Leader as to where such threats were
coming from. And I said, “Special Branch.” Mr.
Speaker, at that point, there was much banter. And
there has been a lot of to-ing and fro-ing in the public
domain subsequent to that statement.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to be able to reiterate a couple of things, because I have never been
accused of . . . I have been accused of a lot of things.
But not telling the truth has never been one of them.
So I understand what the Honourable Member said
when he stood to say what the Ministerial Code of
Conduct dictates. And you can be assured, Mr.
Speaker, that I will always comply with that Code of
Conduct in terms of speaking the truth.
[Inaudible interjections]
[Gavel]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Speaker, let
th
me say that I received on the 18 of February an email which came to me through the administrative
process by my PS at the time (acting PS, in fact). And
the subject was the exchange of GP plate licence
numbers. That e-mail was sent to me saying, Please
note that there is a request concerning this exchange.
I see no problem in granting the request, but wanted
to ensure that you were aware of what was being
done. And I responded by saying I agreed.
The e-mail that had been forwarded to me at
that time, Mr. Speaker, has a sensitivity—
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: The Honourable Member is speaking!
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: The e-mail had a
sensitivity of Confidential. So I am very mindful, and I
ask Honourable Members . . . I will give you the basis
of this e-mail, but I will not say from where it came,
because I believe that that is important. I do not mind
sharing that information offline; I will not do it online.
But the e-mail that came that was forwarded
to me by the PS indicated that there was a liaison with
the BPS [Bermuda Police Service] Intelligence Section. I responded “Special Branch” and I believed that
they were one and the same. I was made to understand that they are different, that the BPS Intelligence
Section is not the Special Branch. But that e-mail effectively says that it has been recommended that the
licence plate number be exchanged to a private number. And that was what caused the PS to send me
that information and for me to say that I agreed.
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So, Mr. Speaker, the issue that I was speaking to should, in fact, have focused far more on the
issue of the licence plates and not [on] any threats
that might have emanated. Because it was very
clear—and I have been roundly, soundly admonished
in that regard to remind me—that matters of security
are the full responsibility of the Bermuda Police Service, who do yeoman service in the protection of each
and every one of us as Members of this Honourable
House of Assembly. It is their responsibility first and
foremost. It is secondly the responsibility of the Minister of National Security, who has delegated responsibility, and ultimately the responsibility of the Governor.
So, by delving into areas of national security, I
accept and acknowledge that I have overstepped my
bounds. And for that purpose, Mr. Speaker, I rise to
apologise to this Honourable House for a statement
that was made in good faith, but just mistaken. And I
have no problem acknowledging that.
Mr. Speaker, further, as I spoke with the reporter from the newspaper yesterday, who asked me
(and by way of conversation he asked specific questions), Who had plates? Who had received the
threats? And I said, I am not going to go into that level
of detail. I just wanted to speak to the issue of the
plates. And he said, Well, did you believe that there
was a real and credible threat? And I said, Based on
the wording of the e-mail that came to me, that was
my belief, and it was that which caused me to agree
with the recommendation that was made by the administrative process.
With that said, the headline today indicated
and focused on the real and credible threat as mentioned by the Minister. So I wanted for this Honourable
House to be made aware of the circumstances under
which that conversation was had—did [I] consider that
there was a real and credible threat? And we have no
control over the headlines that appear in the newspaper, Mr. Speaker. So, based on that, I have no control
over that.
But it seems, by the way that that article was
worded, that I had undermined the security, the Special Branch of the Police Service. And that was never
my intention so to do, as I said. The e-mail that I had
specifically stated that there was liaison with the BPS
Intelligence Section. And if I mixed them up, one with
the other, for that I apologise.
But, Mr. Speaker, that is what has happened
here. And I take full responsibility if I have spoken to
an issue that should have been spoken to by the Minister of National Security. But I would certainly hope
. . . And I do not mind being castigated, vilified, criticised. I do not mind; I can take all of that, because
that is one of the things that happens when you are a
Minister. Some of us sometimes make mistakes. But
some of us sometimes are happy and prepared to
admit that we have made a mistake. And this is one of
those times, Mr. Speaker. Thank you.
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The Speaker: MP Burgess has the floor.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, having heard that response and
having heard what we all heard on Wednesday night,
those issues of national security, if it was true, should
never be even spoken in this House for public consumption, if we are talking about security, you know.
And the Minister of National Security did not say anything, and I think he was right not to say anything if he
knew—if he knew. Because the question would be,
Was the e-mail that the Honourable Minister was referring to copied to the National Security Minister, Minister Dunkley? Because the only person who could
have made that decision would have been Minister
Dunkley—not the Minister of Public Works. The Minister for Public Works is just responsible for the cars,
not the security of the cars.
Mr. Speaker, I am really happy to know that if
I want to be safe, I have just got to change the number on my car. You know, that is cheap security. We
can cut right now the budget for the police. We do not
need as many police. It seems a bit silly. If you want
to be safe, change your number, in Bermuda, a small
country like this here, Mr. Speaker.
But I really think this was, I mean, this was a
very serious breach of national security. And what has
happened, we have undermined the security of this
country. When you come in this House and speak
that—whether it is the truth or not—you do not do that
on the floor of this House. That is not for public consumption. And I am appalled that a Member of this
House would do such a thing.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair recognises MP Rolfe Commissiong.
CONDUCT OF OBA
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, while the
Deputy Opposition Leader talks about the inappropriateness of the Minister’s disclosure, I want to talk
about the issue of the hypocrisy of the OBA Government. Remember, if any party could be described—
The Speaker: Let us not use that kind of language.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: If any party could . . .
I understand, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, let us not use
that language. That is not parliamentary language!
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: I want to talk about . . .
would the term “inconsistency” be more appropriate?
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The Speaker: “Inconsistency” is good language.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Okay. I stand to be corrected, Mr. Speaker.
But the blatant, egregious inconsistency of the
OBA Government is mind-boggling. If any party could
be considered the anti-GP car party, it was the OBA,
before the election. Suddenly, their cars are now out
of mothballs and over the highways and byways of
Bermuda.
If any party could have been considered the
anti-consultant party, it was the OBA! But yet the
Premier has about five or six of them!
[Laughter]
CONDUCT OF OBA
Gaming Referendum
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, earlier we
heard about the under-whelming performance of Bermuda’s economy, how it continues under the OBA,
despite the elimination of term limits, the Incentives for
Job Makers Act and the other pieces of legislation that
we talked about earlier! But yet, during the previous
year, we have seen over 900 jobs disappear! Now
over 900! Before the election, however, jobs and opportunity were going to flow like manna from heaven.
Mr. Speaker, only a few days ago, in consideration of the Budget Statement, we heard an unequivocal rejection of online gaming for Bermuda by
the OBA Government. And again, I want to point out
the inconsistency personified! Only a day or two later
. . . Remember now, they had denigrated somewhat
the proposal with respect to our side of the aisle by
stating that they had talked to the new oligarchs of
Bermuda, who were of the view that to adopt online
gaming for Bermuda would produce unnecessary reputational risk.
Mr. Speaker, shortly thereafter in the paper,
we find out that Aon, one of the largest and most longstanding of international business companies in the
insurance sector, is establishing a presence in Gibraltar. Gibraltar has a thriving online gaming industry, Mr.
Speaker. Thriving! Aon represents a company that
would be considered part of Bermuda’s reinsurance
industry. They had no problem with the fact that in
Gibraltar there is an online gaming industry.
And to talk about the inconsistent logic, if the
new mandarins of Bermuda, the new oligarchs that
Mr. Richards continues to bow down to, are aghast at
the notion of online gaming in Bermuda because it
may produce reputational risk, you would think that in
terms of consistent logic they would also be aghast at
the introduction of casinos in Bermuda! But they are
silent on that. They have not informed us whether the
new oligarchs are opposed to casino gambling.
Maybe they feel that it does not benefit them politically
to either ask the question, or, if they have asked the
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question, to reveal the feedback from that sector to
the rest of us.
There are many people in the community right
now who are singing a theme song, Mr. Speaker, that
we are all familiar with. If you remember Marvin
Gaye’s seminal album, What’s Going On?, that is
what Bermudians are saying out there after experiencing the referendum debacle in which they tried to set
up a straw man. They tried to set up a flimsy pretext
that they were forced to betray the Bermudian people
in terms of their own pledge because the PLP—in the
person of our Leader and an anonymous talk show
caller—had persuaded them that we were going to
undermine the referendum.
I repeat: Because of comments by our Leader
and an anonymous talk show caller . . . that was the
reason, the pretext, for betraying the Bermudian people by withdrawing their pledge to hold a referendum.
Is it any wonder then that, again, the people
are saying, What’s going on? I have said this before,
Mr. Speaker. Remember, this is not year 14 of the
th
OBA rule—heaven forbid!—but only the 14 month.
And already it feels like we have been here for years
under this Government.
Mr. Speaker, I would hope for better times for
our country. I would hope that those who are suffering
out there under the burden of homes that are under
water, under the burden of family members, if not
themselves, who are underemployed and unemployed
will see better times for this country. We all do. But the
prescriptions that have been offered by the Government have not borne fruit as they promised. And
maybe they need to look in a different direction and try
things in a different way from the way in which they
have been going thus far because we all know that if
you continue to do the same things over and over, you
are only going to get the same result. And thus far, it
is all we have seen, Mr. Speaker.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair recognises the MP David Burt.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and good
night to you.
The Speaker: It is good morning.
CONDUCT OF OBA
Trust Deficit
Mr. E. David Burt: Good morning, yes. It is very late. I
must say that, Mr. Speaker. And with that, I will try my
best not to take too much time.
But, Mr. Speaker, I rise again to my feet at the
late hour of 1:22 am, when we have been here for a
very long time, because I feel compelled to speak on
the shameful behaviour of the Government, Mr.
Speaker. Their behaviour, in my opinion, Mr. Speaker,
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is not worthy of the position where they are. It is dangerous that we are engaged in what is supposed to be
debate, Mr. Speaker, and we have Junior Ministers,
[who] refuse to even entertain and answers questions
which were asked by Members of the Opposition and
Independent Members.
Then, Mr. Speaker, we are admonished with
thoughts of saying, Why can’t we work together? We
are all supposed to be working together for the best
Bermuda. Mr. Speaker, I would tell or implore the
Government Members to take a look in the mirror. If
they want cooperation, if they want to lead, if they
want this country to want them to lead, if they want to
be able to go out into the neighbourhoods and the
streets and not be afraid of the people of whom they
are leading, which leads them to attempt to change
their car plates so people do not know that there are
Government Ministers around, then they may want to
take a look in the mirror, Mr. Speaker.
They may want to take a look in the mirror
and say, What is it that we can do better, which may
not cause us to have people marching on Parliament,
which may not cause us to have to try to hide from
voters in our own country?
Mr. Speaker, if you come here and refuse to
answer questions put to you by Opposition Members
and Independent Members of this Parliament, you are
doing a disservice to every single voter in this country.
And that, Mr. Speaker, is the problem which we face
here. And, Mr. Speaker, I would much love to be debating issues of national importance. It would be very
nice to be talking about solutions to get our people
working. But instead of being able to engage in that
debate, Mr. Speaker, we get derisive remarks. We get
statements that basically say, Your opinions do not
matter.
And then we give questions that are asked to
elucidate Government policy and Government thinking
so both sides can support measures that they have
indicated they would support. And not even as much
as an acknowledgement of the questions, Mr.
Speaker. The behaviour is not what we should expect
for this Parliament, Mr. Speaker.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I am going to just go back
to this trust deficit. Because once again, we saw it laid
bare on the actions of the Honourable Minister of Public Works last week. And the Honourable Minister, as
she says, has, you know, “big girl pants.” And she
came here, and she stood up, and she took the fall.
But here is the thing, Mr. Speaker. Why did none of
her other front bench Cabinet Ministers on that day tell
her, You know what, Minister? That might not be correct. Why, when the House adjourned, did they not
pull the Minister aside and say, You know what? That
might not be correct. You might want to retract that.
You might want to change that. Let’s talk about that.
Nothing, Mr. Speaker! Nothing so much as the
very next day, when the Minister was asked, she (the
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Honourable Minister) replied in the same way. So
clearly, no one in her Cabinet, not one of her Cabinet
colleagues decided to tell her, Minister, you may have
misspoken. You may have been out of place.
Mr. Speaker, if a Cabinet Minister cannot
even trust that her colleagues will look out for her,
then how can the voters of this country—
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Carry on.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
If people, if a Cabinet Minister cannot even
trust the fact that her own Cabinet colleagues will look
out for her, then how should the people of this country
and the voters—
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Point of clarification, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Hold on.
Mr. E. David Burt: Clarification?
The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: I do not think I need to yield, sir.
He has to ask my permission to yield if it is a point of
clarification.
The Speaker: Right.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Point of order. Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: [Standing Order] 19, the
Honourable Member is misleading the House. He is
not correct in what he is saying. There is complete
trust and support amongst Cabinet Members. I would
like to clarify that.
The Speaker: Right. Thank you, thank you, Honourable Member.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will go back to what
I am saying.
If a Minister can make an incorrect statement
to this Parliament and not even have the courtesy of
having one of her fellow Cabinet Ministers inform her
that the statement may not be correct (and maybe not
on the floor of this House, but outside the room),
which causes the very same Minister to repeat the
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falsehood to the media the next day, Mr. Speaker . . .
if the people see that behaviour, what confidence
should they have that the Cabinet of the country is
looking out for them? What confidence should they
have, Mr. Speaker?
Because, Mr. Speaker, the question still
arises: Who told the Minister of Public Works that the
police want them to change their licence plates?
Now, the Minister said she is going to look
into it, and I hope she does. And I hope that gives an
undertaking—
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ror and say, Why is it that I have to change my car?
[Is it] because I am fearful of people knowing that
there is a Government Minister in this car? That is the
question that needs to be asked, Mr. Speaker—
because the Honourable Tourism Minister told me that
he decided to change his licence plate because of the
threats that he faced.
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker. I did not say that to the Honourable Member!

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Point of order.
Point of order.

The Speaker: Honourable Member, take your seat.

The Speaker: Just a point of order.
Honourable Member?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I did not say that to that
Honourable Member!

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

The Speaker: All right. Okay. Thank you. Thank you.
If you did not—

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I just mentioned in
my presentation, Mr. Speaker, that it was here in an email, that I was not prepared to say it online.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order!

The Speaker: Not prepared to share it, right, online.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order, Mr. Speaker!

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I do not think it is
fair, because it was a confidential e-mail.

The Speaker: Yes?

The Speaker: Honourable Member, please!

POINT OF ORDER
The Speaker: Absolutely.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: But the Honourable Member is just misleading the House. That is not
true what he just said.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, we have had
meetings with you in your Chambers where you told
us and admonished us about our conduct.
The Speaker: Yes, all of us!

The Speaker: Right. Thank you.
So stay off that line.
Mr. E. David Burt: Because here is the thing, Mr.
Speaker, and I go back to it because what we see is .
. . and the Honourable Member, Mr. Rolfe Commissiong, put it very well. The anti-GP car party turns the
GP car party; but it is not the GP car party, it is the
private car party. That is what it is, Mr. Speaker.
And when the Minister of Tourism Development is driving around in his CRV, and then all of a
sudden he has got a GP car that does not have GP
plates on it, what are the public to think? And we have
seen the façade, Mr. Speaker, laid bare. And we see it
time and time again. Every day we come to this Parliament, it is something new. And it is like a Member
said, it is like watching the Mini-Me’s at the Maricanom, Mr. Speaker. It is shameful to this country that
this is the standard which is the Parliament.
So, Mr. Speaker, I will close with this. I hope
that the Members will heed the advice which has been
given to them on this side of the House. And I hope
that they will check themselves, take a look in the mir-

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And you expressly said about
pointing fingers across the floor at Members! And we
just witnessed that for about 10 seconds, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. All right. Thank you. Thank
you, Honourable Member. Thank you for that point.
Honourable Members, be careful about pointing, when you point across.
Mr. E. David Burt: It was no more than a few hours
ago that we were all sitting in the kitchen, and the
Honourable Minister of Tourism told me a story about
how he was on Court Street—
The Speaker: The Honourable Member just mentioned it, so leave that. Okay?
Mr. E. David Burt: Okay.
The Speaker: The Honourable Member just said . . .
So please leave that.
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Mr. E. David Burt: Oh, wow.
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when you were giving your ruling and Members on
that side walked out in spite of your asking them to
listen to that ruling, what type of behaviour is that, Mr.
Speaker?

The Speaker: Leave that alone!
Mr. E. David Burt: Okay. Well, I—

[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Please!
[Inaudible interjection]
[Gavel]
The Speaker: Stop it, Honourable Member!
Carry on.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I was not the only
Member in this kitchen.
But here is what I will say. Mr. Speaker, this is
a perfect example of what we are seeing. And this is a
perfect example of why there is a trust deficit in this
country. If we, Mr. Speaker, are going to be honest
with each other in this Parliament, the Government
needs to take a very good, long, hard look at themselves and say, What can we change to make sure
that when we drive our cars and go to a store, that we
can talk to the voters of this country without being
afraid to do so?
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Minister Dunkley.
CONDUCT OF PLP
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, let me start out by saying that
this Government does not beat to the playbook of the
former Government. What do I mean when I say that?
Simply, we have seen for 14 months the former Government do everything they can to undermine this
Government. They talk about working together, listen
to what they say and learn from it? If we could believe
anything they say as the proper direction, we might do
it. But we cannot. The behaviour and the language
coming from them—“deceit,” “mistrust,” “trust deficit.”
Come on, Mr. Speaker! We are not playing to that
playbook! We are not playing to that playbook.

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And I only say that . . . I
say that just because if somebody stands up in here
and castigates this side for shameful behaviour, I think
the truth needs to be known. The truth needs to be
known.
And the Opposition Leader led that walk out.
So I do not want to hear about shameful behaviour,
because if the shoe fits, you have got to wear it. You
have got to wear it. And it is probably a lot of shoes in
the closet like that.
Then they go on.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Honourable Members, let us not end
the night in the gutter! Let us not end the night in the
gutter! Let’s all of us . . .
Carry on, Honourable Minister.
CONDUCT OF PLP
GP Licensed Cars
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Now, Mr. Speaker, there has been a lot of talk
about GP cars. And perhaps why they are so sensitive
about GP cars is because before the last election,
they got caned—rightly so—for the use of GP cars. I
think every Member of that Cabinet—every Member of
that Cabinet—had a GP car!
Any Cabinet Minister, former Cabinet Minister,
on that side that did not drive a GP car, stand up now
and show it to me.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And even some of those
who were consultants, even some of those who were
consultants or Senators had GP cars, Mr. Speaker!
And our policy was, Mr. Speaker. . . And I do not have
any problem with GP cars.
The Speaker: Speak to the Chair, Honourable Minister.

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And, Mr. Speaker, I sat
patiently and listened to Honourable Members on that
side while they were speaking. And the Member who
just took his seat talked about the shameful behaviour
of the Government—shameful behaviour of the Government. Well, Mr. Speaker, I think every Member of
this House has total respect for you. But this morning

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: We do not have any problem with GP cars on this side. The problem we have is
with the proper use of the GP cars. Mr. Speaker, I do
not expect to go to Riddell’s Bay Golf Course and see
the GP car parked up in the corner parking lot all
weekend.
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Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. Point
of order!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member is
certainly misleading the House.

The Speaker: yes.

The Speaker: Yes, quickly, quickly, please. It is late!
It is late! Quickly, quickly, get it to me! Get it to me!
Come on!

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Minister is misleading the House because there have been GP cars
going to golf courses under his administration.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, I do not want
to race too quickly!
The Speaker: Come on!

The Speaker: All right.
Carry on. Carry on, Minister.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I do not want to make a
mistake!

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Well, Mr. Speaker, it is
easy for them, if we say something, to counter back.
But the truth is that there are only three Ministers that
drive a GP car on a regular basis in this Government.
That is a lot less than in that other Government, Mr.
Speaker. And I challenge them to point-of-order me
now.
Oh, they have gone quiet! They cannot find
their legs to stand up. I guess that legless pony is still
in the stable.

The Speaker: You are not going to make a mistake.
Come on.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. Mr. Speaker, the
Honourable Member is misleading the House. To say
that we would like . . . what were his words? We
would like nothing more than for that Government to
fail? Mr. Speaker, I started off my speech yesterday,
Wednesday, Mr. Speaker, . . . I started off—
[Inaudible interjections]

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Now! I have got something
for you, too.
Now, Mr. Speaker, they talk about consultants. And yet they say, at the same time, Well, we do
not mind GP cars. We do not mind consultants. We do
not mind you travelling. But in the next breath they are
complaining about it! Mr. Speaker, sometimes, you
wonder if you forget what you just said. They say the
Premier needs to have the staff to get the job done.
The Premier needs to travel to meet people. And yet,
when the Premier travels to meet people, they want to
question it. How many times did you meet him? Have
you met him since this time? Where did you go after
that time? Did he call you on the telephone? Oh, Mr.
Speaker! It is amazing that they are so insecure they
have to question every move!
You know why, Mr. Speaker? Because they
would really be devastated to see this Government
succeed. They would be devastated!

An Hon. Member: That is an opinion. That is not a
point of order.
The Speaker: All right. Okay, Honourable Member.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, no, no, Mr. Speaker! I
have got to get it clear!
The Speaker: Honourable Member! Honourable
Member! Thank you!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I said, for the record, Mr.
Speaker—
The Speaker: Thank you!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —that I would gladly stay
in Opposition—
The Speaker: Thank you! Thank you!

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —for the rest of my life—

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The Opposition Leader
had the chance to speak, Mr. Speaker—

The Speaker: Honourable Member, take your seat!
Take your seat!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order! Point of order, Mr. Speaker!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva:—if they put our people to
work!

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

The Speaker: Take your seat!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay, Mr. Speaker.
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The Speaker: Take your seat, please!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You have got to let me defend myself, you know, Mr. Speaker!
The Speaker: Take your seat! Take your seat, Honourable Member!

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Now, Mr. Speaker, what I was talking about
was GP cars, and I think I explained that clearly. They
want to talk about consultants, Mr. Speaker.
[Inaudible interjection]
CONDUCT OF PLP
Consultants

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Honourable
Member, for your opinion. Next time—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: No!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I want to get our people
back to work!
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And they are getting back
to work. We are going to put them back to work. We
are getting them back to work.
Now, Mr. Speaker—
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Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Well, that really bothers
me. Oh, and the Honourable Member who just made
that interpolation—from not in his seat—he should be
concerned, because that Honourable Member got
paid significant money every month to be a consultant—significant money, Mr. Speaker.
And there are at least half a dozen Members
on that side who were paid as consultants, Mr.
Speaker. And they have the nerve, the absolute gall to
come to this Honourable House and complain about
consultants on this side, Mr. Speaker.
If the Honourable Member has a point or order, he should stand up and say it, not stand up and—

[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I am happy to hear the
chirping on the other side. I am happy to take points of
order. But it is clear, Mr. Speaker, they will do everything they can to distract and derail and try to devastate the way this Government wants to go.
And I think the people see that, Mr. Speaker. I
think the people see that. Because what is interesting,
Mr. Speaker—

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, a point of order.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: The Member is misleading
the House.
[Inaudible interjections]

[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Yes, yes. Go ahead.
[Gavel]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: What is interesting, Mr.
Speaker, after we have some of the most raucous
debates—and that is putting it mildly—in this Chamber, as we had a couple of weeks ago, to go out and
listen to what people say in the community.
Go out and listen to what people say in the
community. None of them want us to argue back and
forth. They just say, Can you get the job done? Why
do you guys always argue about senseless stuff back
and forth? Get the job done!
Mr. Speaker—

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: The comments were that
they were opposed to consultants and opposed to GP
cars—something that they are indulging in quite liberally now.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you.
Carry on, Minister.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, obviously, it
is late at night and he has lost his recollection or his
memory. But he would be touchy, because I think he
was paid $8,000 a month as a consultant—$8,000 a
month!

[Inaudible interjections]
Some Hon. Members: Wow!
[Gavel]
The Speaker: Honourable Member, you know there
are people talking! People interrupting! Yes. At least I
thought we would behave at 1:40 in the morning.

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: That is putting a lot of
people to work, Mr. Speaker.
And would you like me . . . I can go down the
list of all the consultants they had on that side, all the
consultants! It has been done before, and we will keep
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doing it again, Mr. Speaker, because if the shoe fits,
they are going to wear it. They are going to keep
wearing it. So you had better come with a better example than that, consultants and GP cars. Right?
Let us move forward! Let us turn this country
around! Even the Opposition Leader was paid a consultancy fee, Mr. Speaker!
[Inaudible interjections]
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The Speaker: Okay. Point made.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —was not an open bid.
The Speaker: Point made, Honourable Member!
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, when the
Honourable Finance Minister asked him to talk to him
and name those people who were grieved by it, he
would not do it. Therein lies my point. If you—

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Oh, say it ain’t so! Pointof-order me on that, Opposition Leader! Point-of-order
me on that!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order! Point of order!

[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: Please, Honourable Member. Please.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I did the same—

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But, Mr. Speaker!

[Gavel]

The Speaker: Honourable Member, take your seat!
Take your seat, please!

The Speaker: Honourable Member! Honourable
Member!
Honourable Members, listen. The House is
going to close down in a minute. I am going to close
the House down in a minute if we cannot behave, because I am not going to sit here at 1:40 in the morning
for this foolishness, at all!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But, Mr. Speaker, he cannot tell us . . . I do not want to say a lie. He is saying a
mistruth! I said that my company was one of them!
The Speaker: Right. Thank you.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I named my company!

[Pause]
The Speaker: Thank you. I heard you.
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS–OPEN BIDDING
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Now, the Honourable Member who likes to
interpolate and give points of order had the audacity,
in my humble opinion, Mr. Speaker, to start this Motion to Adjourn off by talking about open bidding of
contracts. Mr. Speaker, you throw something in the
middle of the floor and you provide nothing in the way
of facts. And then you step back and you see how
much it explodes.
Mr. Speaker, if he was genuine and sincere
about that, he would have—
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes?

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, do not say
that I did not—
The Speaker: Please take your seat, Honourable
Member!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I did not—
The Speaker: That is it. Thank you for your correction.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, he needs to
stay focused. He named two other people who complained to him. If he was genuine about those two
other people—Bermudian companies, I suppose—
why would he not go speak to the Finance Minister
and correct the situation? Why is he going to throw it
in the middle of the floor and let it blow up?

POINT OF ORDER
The Speaker: Honourable Minister, let us go.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member
said I just threw it out there without giving the facts. I
declared my interests and declared—
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, if I may? And
declared the bid that we put in was not—

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Because, Mr. Speaker, he
is not genuine and sincere. He is playing a game. He
is playing a game. And the audacity, in my humble
opinion, Mr. Speaker, for a gentleman who is—
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[Inaudible interjections]
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The Speaker: We are going home. We are going
home.

The Speaker: Honourable Members, next one, I am
hitting this and we are going home. That’s it! I am hitting this and we are going home, because that is what
I want.
Carry on, Honourable Member.
I am going to be quite frank with you all now.

[At 1:45 am (8 March 2014) the House stood adjourned until 10:00 am, Monday, 10 March 2014.]

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, I am trying to
be guided by you.
The Speaker: Yes.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: But unfortunately, the
other side . . .
The Speaker: Thank you.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, the honourable gentleman did declare his interests. But he wants
to throw the other people under the bus by naming
people, and he will not bring it forward.
So we are willing to listen. We are willing to
correct the process if there is a problem. But they do
not want that. They want uncertainty. They want that
“trust factor” they talk about to be eroded.
Mr. Speaker, the one thing I know about the
people of Bermuda is that they are proud, they are
resilient, and they can see between the chuff and the
chaff. They can see between it. And that is why, Mr.
Speaker, the former Government now sits over there.
And that is why, Mr. Speaker, this Government has
such a difficult task to do. You know, they want to belittle what we have done.
I will close making a few final points. You do
not see them complaining much about the state of
Government finances, because they know the honourable gentleman who sits two seats down from me
is turning things around. You do not see them complaining about the Tourism Authority because the Minister of Tourism has fixed that and it is in the right direction. They forget all of these things!
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Oh, and see? They want
to talk about the wages. They want to talk about the
wage.
Mr. Speaker, it is always, shift it up, spin it up.
Mr. Speaker, I can guarantee one thing to you and the
people of Bermuda: This Government will not be perturbed by the catcalls coming from that side. We are
resolute in what we will do. We will put people back to
work. We will make Bermuda a better place.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
[Gavel]
Bermuda House of Assembly
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[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

PRAYERS
[Prayers read by Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton,
Speaker]

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
5 MARCH AND 7 MARCH 2014
[Deferred]
The Speaker: Members, the Minutes for the 5
th
March and the 7 of March will be deferred.

th

of

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR
The Speaker: There are no messages from the Governor.

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER
OR MEMBER PRESIDING
COMMONWEALTH DAY MESSAGE
The Speaker: I do have a couple of announcements.
First, this is Commonwealth Day. I have a
Commonwealth Day message, which I will read, from
Her Majesty the Queen, and the Head of the Commonwealth
th
“In July this year, the opening of the 20
Commonwealth Games will be marked by the arrival
in Glasgow of the baton that started its journey from
Buckingham Palace five months ago.
“Many of us are following closely the news of
the baton relay as it passes through the 70 countries
and territories whose teams will gather for the Games.
The images bring vividly to life what we mean by the
Commonwealth family: it is wonderful to see the
warmth, shared endeavour and goodwill as the baton
is passed through the hands of many thousands of
people.
“Affinities of history and inheritance from the
past are strong, yet we are bound together by a sense
that the Commonwealth is a powerful influence of
good for the future. People of all ages from different
cultures are weaving an ever-growing network of links
. . .”

(Mr. Simons, can you just wait right there,
Honourable Member?)
“People of all ages from different cultures are
weaving an ever-growing network of links which connect us in our diversity and our common purpose. It is
this unity that is expressed in this year’s theme: Team
Commonwealth.
“While national teams will be concentrating on
the competition in August, Team Commonwealth will
have a longer focus, working together to achieve a
more enduring success.
“Experiences of life differ widely throughout
the Commonwealth, and we each make contributions
from sometimes very different viewpoints. But we are
committed to the same goals. Together we offer each
other encouragement and draw strength from this mutual support.
“The understanding that we belong together,
and are able, through teamwork, to achieve far more
than we could do alone, has always been at the heart
of our approach. For all of us this is now captured in
the Commonwealth Charter which sets out the values
and principles which guide and motivate us.
“This year, more children and young people
are participating in Commonwealth Day celebrations.
Advances in technology enable us to reach a greater
number of young people in schools, on-line using the
Commonwealth Class initiative, and through events in
local communities where the Commonwealth flag is
being raised.
“I am delighted that in this, the year of Team
Commonwealth, we will be working to build a brighter,
united future in which every one of us can play a part
and share in its rewards.”
YOUTH PARLIAMENT
The Speaker: I would also like to announce that
Youth Parliamentarians Kennedy Middleton and Kjeld
Conyers Steed are attending Commonwealth Day
celebrations in London. There, they will get the opportunity to tour the House of Parliament, participate in a
Parliamentary Debate entitled Team Commonwealth:
Force of Prosperity and Cooperation Across the
Commonwealth. They will also visit CPA Headquarters and participate in the Commonwealth Secretary
General’s reception in the presence of Her Majesty
the Queen.
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Finally, my final announcement is that today
at the XL Capital [office], the Youth Parliament of
Bermuda will be hosting senior students at a youth
summit. The theme for Commonwealth Day this year
is Team Commonwealth. This Commonwealth Youth
Summit will be a unique workshop debate programme, bringing together 36 students from Bermuda’s high schools.
Thank you.
DECORUM IN HOUSE
The Speaker: I would just like to announce, too,
please, to let all Members know that in the future
when I happen to be making an announcement, I expect for no one to move. I expect for no one to come
in or out of the House when I am making announcements. I really do ask for that.

PAPERS AND OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE
The Speaker: The next matter is Papers and other
Communications to the House. There are none.

PETITIONS
The Speaker: There are none.

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS AND
JUNIOR MINISTERS
The Speaker: I recognise the Minister for National
Security. Minister Dunkley, you have the floor.
REGULATING THE “CASH FOR GOLD TRADE”
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
and good morning to you and colleagues. Mr.
Speaker, I have a Statement today on Regulating the
Cash for Gold Trade.
Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to signal an important policy consideration under review in the Ministry
of National Security. Honourable Members will be
aware of the recent growth in the trade of cash for
gold here in Bermuda. Presently, Gold Standard Bermuda is the main operation in this area, with small
jewellers similarly engaged in a trade of cash for gold.
Driven by economic circumstances, numerous individuals have taken to trading their unwanted gold for
cash at these outlets. Save for an unwritten understanding between Gold Standard Bermuda and the
Bermuda Police Service [BPS], the trade is not specifically regulated. Honourable Members will also recall a recent publicised criminal case in which a defendant had stolen jewellery from his family, traded it
for cash and managed to do so in an incredibly short
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period of time, to the prejudice of his victim to whom
the gold was not unwanted, but highly valued.
Mr. Speaker, Gold Standard Bermuda and the
BPS considered this occurrence to be a one-off on the
basis that the deposit of the gold by the defendant
coincided with a weekend, and the gold was incorporated into a prepared shipment destined for melting,
and that the normal waiting time for such a process
was not applied. However, this case demonstrates to
some the argument for the introduction of regulation of
this trade.
Mr. Speaker, Gold Standard presently applies
the following standards to the trade of cash for gold:
1. A picture ID is required to make the sale of
gold for cash, whilst some additional contact
information may also be required for the company's records.
2. Cooperation with the police is indicated, and
the company advises that it will only purchase
gold from authorised sources, which are not
defined.
3. A five-step process is outlined for the trade of
cash for gold, with Step five indicating, If we
accept your offer, you can be on your way
with cash in hand in minutes. This would appear to be contrary to the understanding with
the Bermuda Police Service for a suitable
waiting period before finalising any trade.
Mr. Speaker, other jurisdictions have wrestled
with the growing cash for gold trade, and in some
cases have sought to regulate the activity. In 2013,
Barbados was forced to confront the challenge posed
to their tourism industry by the theft of gold jewellery
which targeted their visitors. Among the remedies
proposed by the Barbados Legislature is the requirement for legitimate dealers to pay for the gold received by cheque and to have records kept of the
seller’s passport or national identification.
Reflecting on the passage of the legislation,
the Barbados Attorney General said, “We want to take
the cash out of cash for gold. It should serve as an
additional deterrent to those individuals who are now
involved in this illegal trade.” [Kaieteur News Online 7
March 14]
Elsewhere, Mr. Speaker, in a June 2012 report, the Irish Department of Justice and Equality considered the cash for gold trade and recommended the
suspicious transaction reporting regime applicable
under their anti-money laundering legislation to be
extended to cash for gold. Additionally, the report observed that controls could relate to the identification of
the seller, information on the source of the valuable
and its identification, a requirement to retain the item
at the outlet, a requirement to record the transaction
and to provide access to items and records, as required by law enforcement.
In the UK, Mr. Speaker, police forces across
the country have called for the regulation of the cash
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for gold trade, specifically that transactions are recorded and the identification of the seller be registered. This call was most recently made in response
to a spate of burglaries in 2012, motivated by a seasonal increase in Asian families displaying their gold
jewellery in connection with some of their cultural festivals, and a traditional spring spike in marriages for
which dowries are paid. Some gangs have been active in the Thames Valley area and the Midlands, and
have targeted this greater availability of gold.
Mr. Speaker, we have consulted with the
Bermuda Police Service, and the emerging consensus
is for a light touch manner of regulation for the cash
for gold trade. Legislation might most usefully focus
on licensing these kinds of premises, ensuring the
proper recording of a seller’s details, including the use
of a photo log of the items deposited for trade, and a
mandated waiting period before the disposal of the
gold. There is also some merit in the Barbados approach of requiring payment by cheque for traded gold
as opposed to instant cash.
Mr. Speaker, the Ministry will consult with
those engaged in this trade, and I expect that in the
next session, we will see some form of legislation in
this area. This is an instance where the introduction of
some form of regulation will provide a safety net for
consumers, assist in any enforcement action taken by
the police and enhance the reputation of the entrepreneurs who strive to run honest businesses in this
community.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister, for
the Statement.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON ELECTIONS
The Speaker: We move now to Reports of Committees, and the chair recognises the Honourable Member C. Walton Brown. You have the floor.
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led to a wider consideration of issues involving elections.
I am pleased to say that the committee has
come to a view on that matter. We are grateful for the
legal opinion provided by an eminent constitutional
lawyer out of the UK, James Goudie [Goudie Opinion],
and I would like to publicly thank the Centre for Justice for underwriting that opinion.
We now have a report that we can all consider. The report also has a minority report attached to
it, because we could not come to a unanimous position on all issues. I hope that this House will have a
full deliberation on all such matters in due course.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you.

QUESTION PERIOD
The Speaker: We now move to Question Period. I will
recognise the Honourable Learned Member from
Sandys, MP Kim Wilson.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Good
morning.
The Speaker: Good morning.
QUESTION 1: REGULATING THE CASH FOR
GOLD TRADE
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: With respect to the Statement,
Regulating Cash for Gold, I note that the Minister indicated the position between themselves and the police
as a consensus for operating under a light-touch
manner concerning regulation. I wonder if the Honourable Minister of National Security can answer the
question insofar as where we are as a jurisdiction
concerning the international obligation that we have
under the Financial Action Task Force to regulate designated non-financial business entities, one of which is
cash for gold entities?
The Speaker: Minister?

Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I seek leave to present the Report of the Select Committee on Elections. And with
your indulgence, I would like to provide a bit of background.

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Good question. That is something that we
have discussed with the Attorney General to make
sure that he follows up on that matter. So that matter
is in his hands.

The Speaker: Yes, a brief, brief.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you.
Mr. Speaker, the impetus for establishing this
committee has to do with a set of circumstances that
prevailed during the 2012 general election, which involved the issue of whether or not Members needed
to make declarations of interest in Government contracts. Of course, once the motion was put forward, it

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Second question or a supplementary?
QUESTION 2: REGULATING THE CASH FOR
GOLD TRADE
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, yes, this is a second question.
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The Speaker: Yes?
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Mr. Speaker, could the Honourable Minister also indicate to this House what steps
will be taken by the Financial Intelligence Agency to
do the regulations of such non-designated financial
business practices such as the cash for gold entities?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, I think the
first part of that question is best answered by the Attorney General, as that falls under his remit, and we
have discussed that.
The second part, as far as the light touch, is
regulation that we are considering at this time that I
related to in my Statement and will bring further as we
come to the summer session.
The Speaker: Thank you.
The Chair will now recognise MP David Burt.
Mr. E. David Burt: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.
QUESTION 1: REGULATING THE CASH FOR
GOLD TRADE
Mr. E. David Burt: I thank the Minister for his Statement, and I would ask if the Minister would agree with
me that we may want to look at regulating more than
the cash for gold, as it seems as though some of
these industries or some of these players are involved
in payday lending, as it is called?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, I am happy
to have a conversation with the Honourable Shadow
Finance Minister about that and see the best approach.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Yes?
SUPPLEMENTARY
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ourable Shadow Finance Minister about that and look
at the need for that type of regulation. I would not
want to comment before I know some more facts
around it.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Minister.
Yes?
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes. Thank you.
Second question is . . . And, Mr. Speaker, I
would like to state before I ask my question that I am
very appreciative of the Minister for bringing the Ministerial Statements. He seems to be one of the few Ministers that actually—
The Speaker: No, Honourable Member! Please ask
your question.
QUESTION 2: REGULATING THE CASH FOR
GOLD TRADE
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes, I will.
On the second issue, Mr. Speaker, in regards
to the proposed legislation that he is looking for insofar as cheques, would the Minister want to extend that
to other areas that the businesses are engaged in?
The Speaker: Minister? Yes, Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, I am a little
bit unclear on exactly what the Honourable Member is
questioning here. I mentioned that we are going to
look at a number of options, and cheques instead of
cash is one of them. In the Statement, I clearly list
some of the other things we are going to take a look
at. So I am a little bit unclear what the Honourable
Member is trying to get at, unless he wants to explain
it another way. I am happy to take another look at it.
The Speaker: All right.
Would you like to? No? Okay.
Thank you, Minister.
Then we have one further question, the one
that was left over from last time. Honourable Minister,
the Minister of Finance.
Yes, you have the question. Sorry.
QUESTION 1: CONSTITUENT QUERY RE: EARLY
RETIREMENT BENEFITS

Mr. E. David Burt: As a supplementary, I think the
question was, Would the Minister agree with me that
we might want to look at additional regulation, not just
cash for gold, but the other areas that these companies are engaged in?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, I will repeat
somewhat what I said. I am happy to talk to the Hon-

Mr. E. David Burt: I am grateful, Mr. Speaker, and
thank you.
The question that I had asked the Minister of
Finance, it has been set back a few times, was in regard to a letter written by one of my constituents to his
Ministry regarding her inability to receive her private
pension.
The Speaker: Minister?
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
We had some difficulty getting the answer for
this question. But we do have an answer to the question now. I have given the Honourable Member everything we have, in writing, already. So he already has
the answers.
But if you permit me, I will just read it out.
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If a member is retiring early, signs a declaration provided by the plan administrator that they are
retiring, then they will be able to receive early retirement benefit pension payments. If that member decides at some point to return to the workforce at a
later date, no action will be taken by the plan administrator or the commission.
So that puts the situation clearly insofar as
that individual, Mr. Speaker.

The Speaker: If you would like to. Yes.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: If the [Shadow] Minister
requires me to read it out, I will read it out.
Now, earlier, Mr. Speaker . . . We are not going to reveal individual names or anything like that.
The Speaker: No, because we must be careful not to
do that because we do not want to put a constituent’s
business in the street.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is right. Exactly, exactly.
But the issue—
The Speaker: Just in general, you know, just in general.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The issue that the Honourable Member’s constituent raised had to do with
whether somebody could get occupational pension
benefits after they retire and then take another job.
That is the issue. So I will just sort of give a rundown
on that.
The Pension Commission’s position is as follows: The National Pension Scheme (Occupational
Pensions) Act 1998 provides that a member of a plan
may retire early after reaching the age of 55. A retirement is not a person out of work and looking for other
employment or declining to continue to work. If a plan
member were to be able to draw down their pension
benefits without actually retiring, then employees
working for an employer would also be able to ask to
receive their pension benefits early, which would defeat the whole purpose of restricting members from
being able to receive their pension benefits until retirement.
Furthermore, the National Pension Scheme
Act only permits a member who retires at age 65 to be
able to continue to work and receive their pension
benefits. It does not provide such an ability for early
retirement. Plan administrators have been advised
that if a plan member seeks to gain access to their
pension funds after age 55, who are not retiring, they
may not grant such access. While the Pension Commission understands that some individuals may be
facing financial hardships and seek to access their
pension funds early, the National Pension Scheme
Act already provides for financial hardship requests to
be handled by the commission.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Minister. We appreciate it.
Yes, you have a supplementary?
SUPPLEMENTARY
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes, yes, as a supplementary.
I thank the Minister for his answer. I have undertaken to liaise with my constituent.
Would the Minister agree that this is something that a lot of people are challenged in the community about, and would the Minister undertake to
possibly provide an enhanced level of education from
the Pension Commission on the early retirement
benefits that are able to be accessed under the National Pension Scheme?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I do not know if it is a widespread problem.
That is the honest truth. I do not know that it is. But
with almost all matters of pension, certainly an educational process would always be helpful, because it is
an area where people very often have misimpressions
or a wrong point of view on it, because they tend to be
technical. So I would agree with the Honourable
Member that certainly some sort of educational programme would be helpful.
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Minister.
Thank you, Members.
Just before we move on, one thing I should
have said before (the Clerk has reminded me) is that
MP’s actually are invited to give support, if they would
like, to the Youth Parliamentarians who are at XL during the day, although most of your time needs to be
spent here.
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Yes.

CONGRATULATORY AND/OR
OBITUARY SPEECHES
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise MP Zane De
Silva.
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
and good morning.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, I rise this
morning, and I ask that this Honourable House send
congratulations to Lindsay Fisher. She is the daughter
of proud parents, Mike and Sheila Fisher, Mr.
Speaker, super proud parents. And this young lady
won the Overall Outstanding (talented) Teen [Award]
prize over the weekend, Mr. Speaker.
And whilst, Mr. Speaker, we had over 100
students who participated in this event, I think, the
reason why this particular young lady was chosen, Mr.
Speaker, is [this, and] I will run through a few of things
that she has accomplished or done and continues to
do. She is the head senior prefect at school. She was
and still is the junior tennis coach. She is a volunteer
at St. John’s Ambulance, Mr. Speaker. She is a volunteer for Habitat for Humanity. She is a Candy Striper.
She is a PALS [Cancer Care in Bermuda, formerly
Patients Assistance League and Service] volunteer,
Mr. Speaker. She is the Bermuda Hospitals Charitable
Trust Youth Committee Chair, Mr. Speaker. And also,
this week she has had a great week. She was accepted into two medical schools, if she should so desire, one in Scotland and one in England.
I would like to finish, Mr. Speaker, by just saying and echoing the sentiments of MP Walton Brown,
who was in attendance. You know, all too often we
draw attention and conversation to our youth that
have challenges and are not productive in the community, Mr. Speaker. And this is one of the examples
where our young people are doing very, very well.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise now the Honourable
Member Jeff Sousa.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
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champion. In the Ladies Championship, Ebony Burgess was victorious.
Mr. Speaker, it is great to see more and more
Bermudians taking up the game of golf, particularly
when you consider how many golf courses we have
on this small Island. I would like to associate MP Michael Dunkley with these comments.
In closing, I say again, congratulations to all
the champions and founders who dug deep to compete in these very challenging conditions. Thank you,
Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Warwick, MP Lawrence Scott. You have
the floor.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
and good morning.
I rise to ask that this House send a letter of
congratulations to Teen Services, who were the host
of the Outstanding Teen Award. And I would like to
associate my colleague, the Honourable Walton
Brown, and the other Honourable Members whom I
saw in attendance, who would have been the Minister
Grant Gibbons, my colleague Michael Weeks. This is
st
the 31 year that Teen Services has been doing this.
And they have been continually growing and growing.
They started back at the Hilton back in the days. Then
they went to City Hall, and they outgrew City Hall. And
now they are at the Hamilton Princess, and they are
outgrowing that.
So I am pleased that you have an organisation . . . I will declare my interest, that Teen Services
was founded by my mother, Olga Scott. So I just
wanted to give congratulations to this organisation
that focuses on teens and our youth, and uplifting our
youth. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Minister for Economic Development and Education.
Minister, Dr. Grant Gibbons, you have the floor.

The Speaker: Good morning.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: And, of course, good morning to the
listening audience.
I would like to ask that the Honourable House
send congratulations to the winners of the Bermuda
Amateur Match Play Championships that took place
th
this past Saturday, March 8 , at the Mid Ocean Golf
Course under extremely challenging conditions. Anyone that plays the game of golf understands what it is
like to play with 40-mile-an-hour winds straight in your
face.
Mr. Speaker, I am delighted to note that two of
the winners were Warwick West boys. Frasier Hunt
won the Men’s Championship, and Max Atherden,
husband of MP Jeanne Atherden, was the senior

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker, and good morning.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I would
also like to be associated with the congratulations to
Teen Services, Michelle Wade, Nina Jones and others
who put on, as the Honourable Member who just took
st
his seat said, the 31 annual Outstanding Teen
Awards.
I know my honourable colleague, Wayne
Scott, would like to be associated with that, as well as
(I am trying to figure out who else was there) . . . The
Premier was certainly there as well, because Mrs.
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Cannonier gave the opening remarks. But I think it is
important to mention that there are a number of categories. I do not have time to go through all the winners. But there were categories in vocational and
technical arts, visual arts, spiritual leadership, most
progress, performing arts, sports, community service,
perseverance, academic achievement, leadership
and, as the Honourable Member said earlier, the Outstanding Teen of the Year, which was Lindsay Fisher.
But they had a very full group of students who
were recommended by all the schools, both public
and private, this year, I think as somebody said, about
113 of those. I think it was very impressive, Mr.
Speaker, some of the credentials and some of the
achievements that a lot of these students had actually
done. It was quite moving in a number of places, as
well. So we would like to be associated with those
comments and congratulate Teen Services for another successful year, and of course, the winners as
well. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Right. Thank you, Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke East [Central]. MP Michael
Weeks, you have the floor.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Good morning, colleagues.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to be associated
with the remarks about Teen Services. I was there,
and it was a great event. I try to go every year. And
my hat is off to all the participants, parents and counsellors.
Mr. Speaker, I would also like to send a letter
of congratulations to the newly appointed pastor at the
Heard Chapel AME Church. At this recent delegates
conference, Pastor Terry Hassell has been appointed
to Heard Chapel. He is a good friend of mine, and he
and his wife are good friends of my wife and me. I
look forward to stopping by Heard Chapel with my
Honourable Member, Walter Roban, who is actually
the MP for the area.
Also, Mr. Speaker, I would like to send a letter
of congratulations to Pastor Charles Smith, who was
the past pastor at Heard Chapel AME Church. He was
very instrumental in assisting me when a lot of the
violence broke out up in that area. So I send my congratulations to him. He will now be the Pastor at Bright
Temple up in Spring Hill in Warwick.
So with those remarks, Mr. Speaker, I take my
seat. Thank you very much.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Minister of Public Works. Minister Patricia GordonPamplin, you have the floor.
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Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to follow the comments of the Honourable Member who just took his
seat with respect to the changing of pastors as a result of the final session and the appointment ceremonies of the AME annual conference. I had the privilege
of attending, as did the Honourable Deputy Opposition
Leader, who was representing the Opposition Leader,
to witness perhaps the biggest shakeup in pulpits that
I have seen as a member of the AME Church perhaps
in about 10 or 15 years. And at the end of that service
. . . It was an absolutely amazing, glorious service.
The sermon was actually delivered by the bishop.
But I can tell you, Mr. Speaker, that at the end
of it, there were many wet eyes and there were many
smiling faces, because I believe that pastors, as they
develop relationships with their constituents, they are
treated like family. And when they are then having to
move from one pulpit to another, it creates a bit of
sadness for everybody who is moving, notwithstanding that we recognise that this is the Lord’s work and
we know that there is a different calling for each and
every one who has been reassigned.
So I would like to offer congratulations to the
AME churches annual conference, which I believe
was tremendously successful. And I am pleased to
say that I got my pastor back. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from constituency 6. MP Wayne Furbert, you
have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I rise to congratulate Nadanja
Bailey, who received an award at the Teen Services.
Nadanja used to complain that he never received an
award as a young person, so I think they gave him an
extraordinary surprise and gave him an award this
year.
Mr. Speaker, I also would like to congratulate
Ms. Ruth Lowe [sic], who has moved as pastor of—
The Speaker: Who is that?
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: VanLowe, VanLowe.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry, Ruth VanLowe-Smith,
at the great Hamilton Parish Church in Bethel. She is
now pastor at that great church. And I believe Mr.
Bean, who was the former pastor, has now moved
down to Richard Allen. So there has been some
movement around this year in the AME Church. So I
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would like to wish them all well as they preach the
gospel wherever they may go.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Government Whip, MP Cole Simons. You have the
floor.
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Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the Fiscal
Year 2014/15.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Are there any objections to that?
The Chair asks that the Honourable Member,
MP Glen Smith, please take the Chair [of Committee].
House in Committee at 10:43 am

Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I rise this morning to send condolences to the family of Mary Lou Trimingham. Mrs.
Trimingham was a colourful character. She lived in
Smith’s Parish in her later years. And she was one of
the founding directors and owners of Trimingham Real
Estate. She was entrepreneurial. She supported the
community. She was involved in many, many charities. I would like to send, again, condolences to her
son John and her daughter Barbara. The Honourable
Grant Gibbons would like to be associated with these
remarks, as well as the Deputy Premier, the Honourable Michael Dunkley. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Are there any other Honourable Members
who would care to speak? That concludes congratulatory and/or obituary speeches.

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE
The Speaker: There are no matters of privilege.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS
The Speaker: No personal explanations.

NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR THE
ADJOURMENT OF THE HOUSE
ON MATTERS OF URGENT
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
The Speaker: No notices of motions.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS
The Speaker: No introduction of Bills.

ORDERS OF THE DAY

[Mr. Glen Smith, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
[Continuation thereof]
The Chairman: Good morning. Honourable Members,
we are now in Committee of Supply for further consideration of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure
for the Year 2014/15, for the Ministry of Finance,
Heads 10, 11, 28, 38, 58 and 59.
Four hours have been allocated to this Head. I
call on the Minister of Finance to proceed. Minister,
you have the floor.
HEAD 10—MINISTRY OF FINANCE HEADQUARTERS
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In moving those heads, I would like to first start
with the Ministry of Finance Headquarters.
Mr. Chairman, the 2014/15 Budget Estimates
for Ministry of Finance Headquarters may be found in
section B of the Estimates Book, the blue book, on
page B-83 through page B-86, and in section C on
pages C-11 and C-17.
The new Ministerial restructuring resulted in
the loss, should I say, the loss of the following departments from the Ministry of Finance. These departments were transferred out of Finance:
• Information Technology Office;
• Post Office;
• Customs Border Control;
• Office of Project Management and Procurement;

Mr. Chairman, the overall purpose of the Ministry of Finance is to supervise the economy of BerThe Speaker: We move now to the Orders of the muda generally, and to provide an overall framework
Day, and I will recognise the Minister of Finance. The for the financial management and control of GovernHonourable Member E. T. Richards, you have the ment activities.
floor.
The Finance Ministry comprises five departments led by Ministry of Finance Headquarters and
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
includes the Accountant General, Customs Revenue,
Mr. Speaker, I move that we resume the Social Insurance and the Office of the Tax CommisCommittee of Supply for further consideration of the sioner. Allocations to cover the interest on GovernBermuda House of Assembly
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ment debt and contributions to the Sinking Fund are
also included in the Ministry of Finance budget. The
Ministry has a total staffing establishment of [135]
posts, an aggregate current account budget of $258.2
million and is responsible for collecting $694.3 million,
or 77 per cent of all Government revenue. A snapshot
of key information for the Ministry of Finance is shown
on page B-82 of the Estimates Book. Department current account allocations are as follows:
• Head 10, Ministry of Finance Headquarters,
$5.160 million. That is an increase of around
2 per cent;
• Head 11, Accountant General, $82,308,000, a
decrease of $,2,328,000, or 3 per cent;
• Head 12, Customs. The Customs budget has
been moved to National Security, but the Ministry of Finance maintains responsibility for the
customs tariff and revenue collections;
• Head 28, Social Insurance, $6,333,000, a decrease of $250,000, or about 4 per cent;
• Head 38, Office of the Tax Commissioner,
$3,240,000, a decrease of $208,000, or about
6 per cent;
• Head 58, Interest on Long-Term Debt,
$113,500,000, an increase of $16,825,000, or
17 per cent;
• Head 59, Sinking Fund Contribution,
$47,693,000, an increase of $10,068,000, or
27 per cent.
The executive and senior officials in the Ministry of Finance [Headquarters] are:
• Financial Secretary, Mr. Anthony Manders;
• Assistant Financial Secretary (Policy), Mr. Tyler Moniz;
• Assistant Financial Secretary (Economics and
Finance), Mr. Stephen Gift;
• Assistant Financial Secretary (Regulatory
Unit), Mrs. Pamela Burrows;
• Assistant Financial Secretary (Treaty Management and Administration), Mr. Wayne
Brown; and
• Director of Budget, Mrs. Tina Tucker.
Mr. Chairman, it is most fitting and appropriate
that, having delivered my second Budget Statement
st
on Friday, February 21 , which was the official start of
the Budget Debate in the House of Assembly, we
again are focused on the Ministry of Finance.
The Ministry of Finance plays a pivotal role.
Budgets are crafted based on the needs of the country and are not only about numbers. The 2014/15
Budget is not just numbers—I said that in the formal
Statement—but instead represents a multi-year plan
and mission to restore economic security and prosperity to the people of Bermuda.
Goals and Objectives. Mr. Chairman, the Finance Ministry’s key goals and objectives are:
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1. to facilitate balanced economic growth and
development;
2. to provide strategic direction and an overall
framework for financial management and control of Government activities; and
3. to safeguard Bermuda’s economic interests in
the face of challenges and threats in the
changing global economy.
Detailed Objectives or Core Functions are as
follows:
1) to facilitate balanced economic growth and
development by:
a) the development and diversification of the
financial services sector; and
b) to provide support for small businesses.
2) To provide strategic direction and an overall
framework for financial management and control of Government activities by:
a) optimising the yield from Government’s
revenue base;
b) assuring the alignment of resource allocation with policy priorities;
c) instituting and adhering to the principles
of prudent budgeting and the mediumterm expenditure framework; and
d) using output and performance measures
to evaluate programme expenditure.
3) To safeguard Bermuda’s economic interests
by:
a) meeting international standards of financial supervision and regulation;
b) establishing and maintaining economic intelligence networks; and
c) establishing and maintaining strategic
economic alliances.
Mr. Chairman, other key department objectives are as follows:
• to prepare, implement and closely monitor the
National Budget;
• to arrange all Government borrowing requirements at the most competitive rates;
• to maintain effective relations with credit rating
agencies;
• to oversee and manage the public pension
funds;
• to ensure and support the fair, coherent and
predictable development of financial services
regulation;
• to be proactive in treaty negotiations with respect to tax information exchange agreements.

The Ministry’s core functions are discharged
through five broad programme areas:
• Policy Management and Planning;
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Fiscal Planning and Control;
Business Development and Regulatory Development;
Economic and Financial Intelligence;
Treaty Management and Administration.

In discharging its functions under the overall
policy, the Minister seeks to achieve the following outcomes for Bermuda:
• a Bermuda that maintains its position as a
domicile of choice for international business;
• a Bermuda where citizens have confidence in
Government’s stewardship of the public
purse;
• a Bermuda where funding and resources are
available for key programmes and initiatives;
• a Bermuda where citizens regard Government’s policy responses to economic and financial challenges as appropriate and in the
national interest.
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the body which will recommend to the Government
which departments will be spun off and what form that
spin-off will take. It was also mentioned that this will all
be new to Bermuda and Bermudians, and we will
have to take and obtain expert advice from other jurisdictions, most notably the United Kingdom and
Canada, which have experience in this regard.
The Sage Commission Report, dated Octost
ber 31 , 2013, identified a number of challenges relating to the cost and the size of the Government and its
departments, quangos and other Government agencies, and the effective delivery of public services.
The report in particular strongly recommended
that a number of public services be provided through
more efficient vehicles via outsourcing and privatisation and that an independent authority be established
to be responsible for reviewing all Government activities and entities in order to determine which services
should continue to be provided within Government
and those that would benefit from a different, external
delivery model. The authority would also assume primary responsibility for promoting, facilitating and
overseeing all competitive outsourcing and privatisation activities.
The report recommended that any programmes to be considered should create potential
opportunities to:
1. provide net operating savings to the Government;
2. provide enhanced service levels to the public;
3. reduce the physical plant required by Government;
4. reduce Government debt and other long-term
liabilities;
5. encourage new small business development;
6. absorb current public sector staff in any outsourcing or private sector entities; and
7. monetise Government assets (via sale or
lease of land, buildings and equipment).

Mr. Chairman, in seeking to fulfil this mandate, the Ministry of Finance Headquarters has a staff
establishment of 15 permanent full-time posts, and its
total budget for the 2014/15 period will be $5.160 million.
Ministry of Finance Headquarters’ budget allocation in 2014/15 reflects an increase of $159,000,
or 3 per cent, compared to the original estimate of
2013/14. The budget for Ministry Headquarters includes an operational element for each of the five
programme areas within Ministry Headquarters, plus
grant funding to the Pension Commission.
Cost Centre 20000, Policy Planning and Management, gets an increase of $444,000, or 23 per
cent. Mr. Chairman, the Policy Planning and Management Unit provides overall direction and management of Ministry Headquarters and supervisory oversight of the four departments of the Ministry of Finance, namely, the Accountant General’s Department,
The report also recognised that, for a number
HM Customs Revenue, the Office of the Tax Commisof outsourcing or privatisation programmes, it may be
sioner and the Department of Social Insurance.
appropriate for the Government to retain some level of
In addition, this unit undertakes strategic
equity participation as a way of benefiting from future
planning, manages the Ministry’s public relations, copotential profits, as well as ensuring, where appropriordinates initiatives in economic diplomacy and organate, that the public interest is maintained.
ises the review and development of economic and
The Ministry of Finance has considered the
financial policy. The budget for this unit in 2014/15 is
above aspects of the report and the specific recom$2.354 million, some $440,000 more than the budget
mendations provided therein, and it is in general
allocation for 2013/14. The budget increase of
agreement with the overall aims and objectives of the
$440,000 reflects an increase in professional services.
suggested reforms.
The increase in professional services is related to the
Mr. Chairman, in recognition of its success
transfer of professional services related to the formaand experience in similar public sector reforms, the
tion of Bermuda’s strategy for action regarding the
Ministry of Finance has conducted detailed research
European Union [EU] in 2014 and 2015 from the
into the United Kingdom’s strategy and policies that
Regulatory Unit and the provision of a professional
the Bermuda Government could benefit from in underservices budget to assist with the establishment of the
taking such reform programmes. Key UK findings are
new, upcoming Efficiency and Reform Authority.
presented as follows:
Mr. Chairman, as announced in the Budget
speech, the Efficiency and Reform Authority will be
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Specific legislation (Public Bodies Act 2011)
was introduced to provide the UK Government with
the necessary legislative powers to implement the
proposed changes to the delivery of public services.
Key powers related to enabling Government departments, bodies or offices to be modified, abolished,
merged or having their functions and delivery of public
services transferred to an eligible person. An “eligible
person” can be an existing Government body or department, a public service mutual, a company, a charitable organisation or body of trustees, to name a few.
An Efficiency and Reform Group was created
as the primary body to create awareness, initiate and
drive privatisation and outsourcing opportunities and
other related reform programmes.
Various commercial models are used to enhance the delivery of public services ranging from internal restructuring, outsourcing, shared services and
privatisation.
Public Service Mutuals were introduced as an
outsourcing vehicle, and permits existing civil service
staff to continue to be employed in the delivery of public services. Mutuals are employee-led organisations
that have left the public service, continue to deliver
public services and in which employee control plays a
significant role in their operation. The use of mutuals
does not preclude the involvement of additional parties, such as joint venture partners, which include the
Government. International experience has shown that
mutualisation can raise the quality of services received by members of the public; can increase value
for money and the effectiveness of services delivered;
and can improve employee performance, satisfaction,
and conditions under which they work.
The establishment of a Mutual Support Fund
to provide financial support to employees of organisations considering becoming a public service mutual or
an already established public service mutual. If approved, the Efficiency and Reform Group contracts
directly with vendors providing professional services
and advice in such areas as human resources, legal,
financial, tax or business planning. For mutuals in the
initial establishment phase, access to funding for
these services can be particularly challenging. The
fund may not be used for providing grants or loan financing, to cover staff costs or cover cash flow shortages.
Creating awareness and progressive leadership and skills in the delivery of public services for
senior employees in the Government and related entities and agencies. This training covers a wide range
of issues such as market engagement and delivery,
outcomes-based focus, working with the private and
third-party sectors and new approaches to delivering
services such as outsourcing, shared services and
public service mutual.
Government services, such as core back office functions, were centralised/shared across de-
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partments in order to drive efficiencies and enable
financial savings to be achieved.
Providing the ability for employees transferring to non-Government bodies (that is, like mutuals)
to retain union membership or participation in their
existing pension plans if they wish.
The Ministry of Finance has considered the
UK reform programmes, policies and strategies and
considers them to be a useful template for the Government to follow, with appropriate modifications to
reflect Bermuda’s unique circumstances or experiences. Accordingly, it is proposed to create legislation
to provide for the required legislative powers to enable
the various public sector reforms to be introduced and
related provisions. This legislation will provide for,
among other things, the following:
• establish the legal authority for the Minister of
Finance to make various reforms to Government departments, quangos, Government
funds, Government bodies and committees
(that is, to abolish, merge, modify, transfer)
and also for the related legislation;
• establish the Efficiency and Reform Authority
reporting to the Minister of Finance and provide for a variety of powers, functions, responsibilities, operations and related functions;
• provide for the requirement to consult before
reforms are made;
• provide the Minister of Finance with the discretionary power, upon making a reform order, to transfer property, rights and liabilities
to an eligible person;
• enable the Minister of Finance to vary any applicable taxes related to such transfers.
Mr. Chairman, I am hoping to have a draft of
the enabling legislation for consultation before the end
of this Budget session.
The largest share of the $2.354 million budget
for the Policy Unit are professional services, salaries,
and the premium to the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk
Insurance Facility.
The salary provision for the Policy Unit is
$496,000, and this covers four posts, including the
Financial Secretary, Assistant Financial Secretary
(Policy) and two Administrative Officers. This amount
reflects a reduction of $24,000 due to the implementation of the furlough agreement.
In addition, there is a provision of $300,000
for Bermuda’s annual premium to the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility [CCRIF]. Mr. Chairman, you may recall that, following the devastating
hurricane season of 2004, CARICOM Heads of State
invited the World Bank to establish a fund that could
assist countries in their region that suffer substantial
damage due to hurricanes. The World Bank took up
the project in January 2006, and the catastrophe fund
started operations in 2007. Bermuda provided a capi-
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tal contribution of $500,000 in the start-up year of the
fund, in addition to an annual premium, and has continued up until today.
The nature of this product, which is akin to
business continuity insurance, fills a void in Government’s insurance programme, as the facility would
provide Government with an early cash payment after
the occurrence of a predetermined wind speed, which
would occur . . . If that wind speed occurred, then the
fund would pay out an amount of money to any country that gets hit by that wind speed. It is usually used
for uninsured costs and general clean-up. In 2014/15,
the Ministry has reduced this premium from $500,000
to $300,000 to assist with its cost-savings initiatives,
basically, budget cuts.
Further,
Mr. Chairman, as part of its
strategic policy work in support of the National Budget
for the next fiscal year, the Policy Unit in the Ministry
of Finance [HQ] were involved in the various policy
initiatives included within the Budget. Some of these
policy measures are as follows:
• the extension of the payroll tax concessions
for the hotel, restaurant and retail sectors. So,
another $31 million is being given up to assist
hotels, restaurants and the retail sector;
• preparation of the biennial adjustment of Government fees, which will increase most fees
by about 5 per cent, with an anticipated increased revenue yield of about $2–$3 million.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry will extend the two
initiatives announced in last year’s Budget Statement,
both of which were extended to provide the local
economy with a boost without raising the deficit. And
as you know, Mr. Chairman, we have actually debated
and passed some of that already.
The first was the tax break for those who hired
unemployed Bermudians. That is an initiative that is
familiar to the House and the Honourable Member
who is sitting across from me. I am not going to go
into ad nauseam about that because we all know
about that already.
The second one also was the reduced taxes
on the purchase of Bermuda property by nonBermudians. Similarly, that is well known to everyone.
And the extension of those initiatives has already
come to the House. We continue to believe that both
of these initiatives will help to stimulate the economy
in the future, and that is why we have decided to extend, particularly the . . . Well, we have extended both
of them. And the second one, which is the tax on
Bermuda real estate, we are extending that one for
another 12 months.
Mr. Chairman, major changes have been
made in the way we approach the handling of public
money. The Policy Unit will continue to oversee the
transformation of the management of the public finances. Although there have been some improvements, more discipline will be enforced within Gov-
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ernment insofar as budgets are concerned. Accordingly, Ministries will be required to enhance their
monthly reports of their expenditure versus budget
allocations so that slippage can be arrested before
becoming problematic.
I might add, Mr. Chairman, that I have instructed that a report gets made to me every month as
to what slippages are or are not occurring. And that is
something new. Prior to that, it was just in the civil
service. But now it is going to come to me. And if I see
any problems, I will be reporting those problems to
Cabinet.
This Government is determined to change the
trajectory of deficits and debt going forward by implementing measures just mentioned, as well as other
measures.
Mr. Chairman, Government deems it imperative that we move forward with the reforms required to
transform the public service into a modern organisation that is purpose-driven, cost-effective and efficient.
The Public Service Reform initiative will borrow from
those recommendations from the SAGE Commission,
as well as reports and studies done by members of
the UK Government that have come here and done
analyses for us. The Public Service Reform is well
underway and is under the direction of the Cabinet
Office.
Mr. Chairman, I have already explained the
process that we need to go through to enable any
type of savings through mutualisation, privatisation
and outsourcing, and the Government has already
announced the departments that it is considering for
those measures. However, it must be noted that there
is much more preparation and consultation that has to
be done before any decisions are made in this front.
Mr. Chairman, as it relates to pensions, while
the SAGE Commission’s report was excellent, it revealed very little new information that Government,
and particularly members in the Ministry of Finance,
did not already know. Of course, the real value was
that it enabled a heightened public awareness of
these problems. Moving forward, the Ministry of Finance will formulate pension funding policies in a
manner that is responsible and fair to both the pensioners, members of the pension plans and Bermuda
taxpayers.
Mr. Chairman, I will conclude this snapshot of
the work by the Policy Unit within Ministry of Finance
[HQ] by noting this, that this unit is responsible for coordinating all of the legislative items that support the
National Budget. The process includes providing drafting instructions to the Attorney General’s Chambers
for Bills, Orders and Regulations; coordinating with
other Ministries where necessary; and preparing legislative briefs to assist Ministers and Junior Ministers in
steering the legislative items through the approval
process in the legislature. There were more than 10
items of legislation associated with this 2014/15 National Budget.
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Also during the past year, the Policy, Planning
and Administration Unit conducted a comprehensive
evaluation of the amount and character of Government debt. The result of this work is that the Government will seek to utilise collection agencies to enhance the collection of amounts outstanding. I said
“Government debt.” What I really mean is people that
owe money to Government, debt that is owed to Government. And we will be seeking to use collection
agencies to enhance the collection of the amounts
outstanding that are outstanding 90 days or more.
Now, line item 20010, Fiscal Planning and
Control, the decrease of $64,000, or 11 per cent. Mr.
Chairman, the Fiscal Planning and Control Unit, or
known as the Budget Team, is primarily responsible
for the management, collection and collation of Consolidated Fund budget data, the monitoring and control of overall Government expenditures (on both the
Capital Account and the Current Account) and the
achievement of Government revenues. The unit is
also tasked with the responsibility for the review and
development of the Government’s annual Capital Expenditure Plan. The budget for this unit in 2014/15 is
$499,000, which reflects an 11 per cent decrease
compared to the last year. The primary reason for the
decrease relates to the reduction in professional services.
The Budget Team provides advice and guidance to Government [department] heads and controllers on both the formulation of Government and Ministry budgets and on budget monitoring and control. The
team provides two formal training sessions each year,
designed for Ministry and departmental staff that have
responsibility for budget preparation and/or budget
monitoring and control. As part of the budget monitoring and control exercises, all Ministries and departments are required to review expenditure performance
and confirm, on a monthly basis, their current and
capital account expenditure performance to the
Budget Office.
In 2013/14, the Budget Office identified capital
items as being among the first items that departments
were directed to reduce spending on. This was to prevent the borrowing requirement from materially exceeding the budgeted amount for the financial year.
To this end, capital expenditure was reduced by $22.2
million in the year that is just about ending, in this current year. Capital expenditures were reduced by about
$22.2 million, which was one of the key reasons that
the overall deficit for 2013/14 is now estimated to
have been revised up by only $1.4 million, or 0.4 per
cent in variance. Now, this is a marked departure from
past practices, Mr. Chairman.
The Budget Office is constantly encouraging
all managers to commit to higher levels of financial
rigour. It is their strong view that it is in the country’s
interest for all senior executives in the public service
to maintain a disciplined grip on the budgets that are
under their charge.
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Mr. Chairman, during the 2013/14 Budget Debate, it was announced that the Government was proposing that the 2014/15 National Budget provide Bermuda with a foundation for what will become a threeyear revolving framework, one that will embed longterm structural reforms into the current account strategy, reforms that will allow us to adopt a multi-year
approach to public sector financial planning, known as
the medium-term expenditure framework (MTEF).
As we prepare for a period of change, the
challenge for public expenditure management will be
to ensure that service delivery policies are aimed at
the right segments of the population and that performance meets the expectations of our citizens.
To transition to this model, we needed to
adopt a medium-term plan that would enable us to
consolidate and generally rebuild our revenue base,
identifying new sources of income while underpinning
existing sources. This requires efforts on three fronts:
better budget preparation, better and more transparent budget execution and systematic budget monitoring, the whole underpinned by clearly articulated sector strategies, efficient delivery agencies, and monitoring by oversight entities and the legislature and, most
importantly, the public.
Mr. Chairman as promised, we now have
moved to the MTEF, medium-term expenditure
framework. This is the name given by Government to
the medium-term plans to eliminate the deficit and
ultimately reduce the debt. The full implementation of
a medium-term expenditure framework involves the
introduction, from the 2014/15 Budget cycle, of rolling
three-year budgets and forward estimates to establish
hard multi-year budget ceilings for Ministries.
To achieve the Ministry of Finance’s strategy
for fiscal consolidation (also known as deficit reduction—I have to say that because people do not know
what fiscal consolidation means), the Ministry is setting an ambitious target of cost savings on current
account expenditure of 15 per cent, in real terms, to
be achieved by the end of three years. This plan will
be a challenging one, but can be accomplished if all
Ministries work together. Further, the discipline of the
exercise will also provide a strong platform for more
effective financial management in the medium term. If
fiscal consolidation is not successfully implemented,
there is a real risk of a credit ratings downgrade.
Moving forward, the Government will drive
fiscal policy management by top-down, hard debt targets rather than by bottom-up methodologies of the
past, whereby priority was given to spending plans.
Although, Honourable Member, we have not done
away with the zero-based budgeting entirely, but we
have to have both. That is the key.
Along with the introduction of the three-year
medium-term budget expenditure framework, the Ministry intends to continue work on the development of
an open budget structure.
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A salary provision of $401,000 accounts for
80 per cent of the Budget Team’s allocation for
2014/15. The provision covers the posts of Budget
Director, Principal Budget Officer, Budget Officer and
Budget Assistant. This amount reflects a reduction of
$19,000 due to the implementation of the furlough
agreement.
For the fiscal year 2014/15, the Department
has set objectives as follows:
• to follow the open budget process;
• to effectively implement the medium-term
framework;
• to enhance budget monitoring and reporting to
Cabinet;
• to bring all supplementary appropriations current;
• to assist the Efficiency and Reform Authority.
Item 20020, Regulatory Unit, there is a decrease of $277,000, or 47 per cent. Mr. Chairman,
regulation and capricious protectionistic initiatives by
major countries continue to be one of the most serious
threats to the economic security and safety of Bermudians. The amount of regulation and the slow pace
of economic growth and globalisation are changing
the volume and the nature of anti-competitive behaviour. The interconnected nature of the world’s economy is increasing opportunities for international standard-setting bodies and others to influence our ability
to achieve our national goals and being successful.
We must be vigilant, or these changes and these external governmental and regulatory threats . . . and be
vigilant about the effects they will have on our markets, our sectors and our economy as a whole.
The budget for this unit in 2014/15 is
$315,000, some $277,000 less than the budget allocation in 2013/14. This reduction largely reflects the
transfer of the EU [European Union] counsel advisory
budget appropriation to the Policy and Planning Unit.
The Regulatory Unit is the lead regulatory
division within the Ministry of Finance Headquarters in
relation to the financial services sector and the lead
unit within the Ministry Headquarters for anti-money
laundering and EU financial market and audit policy.
Established in 2012, the unit is the newest and mostsenior technical regulatory division within the Ministry.
The head of the unit, the Assistant Financial Secretary, plays a key role in supporting the Ministry’s strategic goal to protect our economic security. The Assistant Financial Secretary carries out the Minister’s financial services policies through the Ministry of Finance, the Bermuda Monetary Authority and the National Anti-Money Laundering Committee, as well as
specialist global partners.
The circumstances and issues the Regulatory
Unit employees face are some of the most challenging
and complex in Government. The tasks the unit must
address are significant and varied, and critical to the
country. The unit’s plan responds to these challenges
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through various goals focused on advancing the unit’s
priorities and reflecting the outcomes the people of
Bermuda deserve.
These goals are:
1. Ensure and support the fair, impartial, efficient
and transparent development of regulation at
the national and international levels.
2. Strengthen capacity to secure regulatory solutions to economic security issues.
3. Strengthen public diplomacy and support bilateral and multi-lateral engagement.
The Regulatory Unit’s main objective is to protect our economic security through coherent, transparent and predictable application of the financial services policy towards the financial services sector.
The Regulatory Unit assists the Minister of
Finance, the Cabinet Secretary and the Financial Secretary by providing policy advice, governance, and
administrative services on all financial services regulatory policy matters of the Government and involves a
close working relationship with a wide variety of
stakeholders.
The Regulatory Unit is involved in virtually
every policy and management area, from regulatory
reform and financial stability to anti-money laundering
and trade and development issues.
The scope of the Regulatory Unit’s activities
are as follows:
• support the Premier, the Minister of Finance,
the Cabinet Secretary and the Financial Secretary in coordinating the financial services
regulatory policy initiatives of the Government;
• oversee the Ministry of Finance component of
the financial services legislative programme
together with the Bermuda Monetary Authority
and the Ministry of Legal Affairs;
• provide policy advice to the Financial Secretary and the Minister of Finance on antimoney laundering policy initiatives, together
with the National Anti-Money Laundering
Committee, pursuant to Section 49 of the Proceeds of Crime Act 1997;
• provide policy advice to the Premier, the Minister of Finance, the Cabinet Secretary and
the Financial Secretary on matters related to
the regulatory component of financial services, audit and trade in services directives issued by the EU, along with our EU counsel in
Brussels;
• provide policy advice to the Insurance Advisory Committee on matters related to the insurance sector.
In this environment of declining resources, the
Regulatory Unit is uniquely positioned at the intersection of the financial services industry, regulatory and
law enforcement agencies, as well as domestic and
global partners. The unit is able to network these dif-
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ferent perspectives to bring comprehensive insights to
the development and protection of our economic security. This unique position allows the unit to develop
and support multiple partnerships that have a broad
domestic and international impact.
With the backdrop of changing market conditions and regulatory transformation, the unit’s primary
focus and role going forward in the next year will be to
influence how the Ministry of Finance is able to contribute to the formulation and implementation of international standards (and related legislation) to address
Bermuda’s macroeconomic needs. In doing so, we
shall maintain our network to protect and promote the
Bermuda brand and the Bermuda model and serve
the Bermudian people worldwide.
A salary provision of $218,000 accounts for
69 per cent of the Regulatory Unit’s allocation of
2014/15, which covers two posts including the Assistant Financial Secretary (Regulatory Unit), and one
Administrative Officer. This amount reflects a reduction of $10,000 due to the implementation of the furlough agreement.
Line item 20030, Economic and Financial Intelligence, a decrease of $21,000, or 4 per cent. Mr.
Chairman, the Economic and Financial Intelligence
Unit provides research and analysis of economic and
financial conditions to facilitate sound decisions on
public policy and fiscal management. Responsibilities
of the staff in the unit include economic forecasts,
economic modelling, projections of GDP and the development of key economic indicators. Analysis and
commentary on economic and financial statistics are
provided, and an annual and mid-year review and outlook are produced. The budget for this unit in 2014/15
is $503,000, which is $21,000 less than the budget for
the previous year. This reduction is mainly due to the
implementation of the furlough agreement.
Economic forecasting for a small, relatively
open economy such as ours is always problematic,
especially since changes in aggregate demand and
supply usually have quite substantial effects on output, as they are magnified around the economy. Accordingly, risks to forecast for Bermuda are always
high.
The unit also manages the relationship with
credit rating agencies and is responsible for Government debt management policy. The Government currently holds a credit rating of AA3 from Moody’s
(fourth-highest rating), AA- from Standard and Poor’s
(which is also the fourth-highest rating), and AA- from
Fitch (similarly ranked).
Mr. Chairman, last year, I announced that the
Ministry of Finance was in the process of strengthening budget formulation by introducing multi-year
budgeting. As part of this multi-year budgeting process, the Ministry of Finance reviewed its borrowing
arrangements and practices used to finance ongoing
budget deficits.
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The review identified the fact that it would be
prudent for Government to issue bonds, in 2013/14,
sizeable enough to cover multiple years of Government operating deficits. To this end, in July 2013,
Government borrowed $750 million (US dollars) in the
international bond markets, and in December of last
year borrowed an additional $50 million (Bermuda
dollars) in the local market. This was strategically
done to take advantage of favourable, low interest
rates and was part of the Ministry’s multi-year borrowing strategy. The primary reasons for this new strategy were as follows:
• We consider that we are in the last phase of
the ultra-low US dollar interest rate cycle. As
the US economy continues to gain strength,
US dollar interest rates seem more likely than
ever to be rising in the future.
• Borrowing multi-years’ worth of deficits now
will save the Government tens of millions of
dollars. And for the Honourable Member, we
do not know exactly how much that will be until the bonds actually mature. But certainly,
yield curves suggest that we are saving
money as we speak.
• This will give us certainty of financing, as well.
Instead of borrowing on a year-to-year basis
in a rising interest rate environment, we will be
locking in three years’ worth of deficit financing at low rates.
• It will clearly demonstrate that we are asserting control of our deficit situation, instead of
being constantly reactive.
• It will also demonstrate to rating agencies that
we are tapping the local money markets, as
they have repeatedly recommended.
Mr. Chairman, in 2013/14, the Economic and
Financial Intelligence Unit was fully involved with the
highly successful bond-raising efforts of last year on
both the international front and the local front.
Highlights of the $750,000,000 transaction are
as follows:
The transaction represents the largest ever
bond transaction and lowest ever bond spread for the
Government of Bermuda in the public bond markets.
On Tuesday, July 30, 2013, the Government
of Bermuda raised $750 million in long 10-year bonds
at a yield of 4.854 per cent—for a spread to US
Treasuries of 225 basis points (bps). A basis point is
th
1/100 of 1 per cent.
Despite a volatile market backdrop, where
emerging markets issuance volumes had virtually
dried up, the transaction attracted healthy demand
and the attention of the world's top investors.
th
The deal was announced on July 30 at
9:30 am in New York as a benchmark size, targeted at
$500–$750 million, and attracted international demand of almost $750 million within one hour.
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The Government was able to move pricing
tighter, from the initial guidance of Treasuries plus
237.5 basis points to 250 basis points, to a revised
guidance of Treasuries plus 225 basis points
237.5 basis points, to ultimately price at the tight end
of scale, which is 225.
The final order book of over $2.25bn billion
(that is three times over-subscription) enabled the
Government to both tighten price guidance and upsize
the transaction.
Bermuda was able to further expand its international investor base, with over 175 investors placing
orders from across the United States, Europe and
Bermuda, focusing on a combination of high-quality
fund managers and insurance companies.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry of Finance has
long discussed using the domestic capital market for
some of the Government’s financing needs, and I indicated earlier in the year that if rates of interest were
competitive, Government proposed to finance some of
its borrowing requirements locally. This policy choice
was intended to spur more economic activity in Bermuda, to stimulate local capital markets and to provide Bermudian investors with an opportunity to feel
that they are being part of the development of Bermuda’s affairs. The issue supports the local markets,
as the Government bonds are listed and traded on the
Bermuda Stock Exchange (the BSX).
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased with the results of
the $50 million bond offering in Bermuda dollars. It
was the first local public bond offering by the Government of Bermuda in many years. I am also particularly
delighted with the competitive rate attracted by this
issue. This transaction has created a new source of
funding for the Government and expanded local capital markets. It has also provided a new investment
product and opportunity locally, which keeps capital
here on the Island.
Mr. Chairman, highlights of the transaction are
as follows:
th
On December 16 , last year, the Government
of Bermuda raised $50 million in 10-year bonds at a
yield of 4.75 per cent, for a spread to US Treasuries of
191.1 basis points.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: There are other people
listening other than you, Honourable Member.
[Laughter and inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, they may not have
had an opportunity to hear this. So we are giving them
another chance. We want to give people second and
third chances, you know?
It was fully subscribed, distributed across
nearly 250 retail, high net worth and local institutions.
Butterfield Bank was the underwriting institution.
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All retail and high net worth investors who
submitted subscription forms by the deadline received
100 per cent allocations.
Nearly two-thirds of the orders were for subscriptions for $50,000 or less, 90 per cent of which
were from Bermudians, both individuals and companies.
The low pricing and decent order book confirmed that the local market has a very favourable
view of the Bermuda credit story, despite ongoing
economic challenges.
Mr. Chairman, the unit provides advice to
various Government boards and is closely involved in
the administration of numerous customs duty relief
regimes, including duty relief provided to hotels, restaurants and retailers. The unit also administers the
Memoranda of Understanding that the Ministry of Finance has with the Bermuda Hotels Association, the
Restaurant Division of the Chamber of Commerce, et
cetera.
In addition, staff in the unit give active support
to the work of the National Anti-Money Laundering
Committee and oversee the public pension funds,
along with the Bermuda Public Funds Investment
Committee.
Mr. Chairman, I can report at this time that as
st
of 31 of December 2013, the Contributory Pension
Fund’s assets totalled $1.67 billion, versus $1.54 billion in 2012, while the Public Service Superannuation
Fund’s (aka PSSF) assets totalled $544.3 million, versus $492.1 million in 2012.
For 2013, the Contributory and Superannuation Plans posted returns of 10.9 per cent and 11 per
cent, respectively. Three- through ten-year returns for
the funds all rank in the top half or better of the Public
Funds Universe and outperformed the actuarial requirements, and that actuarial required return was
6 per cent. So, they outperformed the actuarial requirement, and they were also in the top half of the
Public Funds Universe, which is a very wide database
of public funds worldwide.
Mr. Chairman, during the 2013/14 fiscal year,
this unit worked to implement a deposit insurance
scheme in collaboration with the BMA [Bermuda
Monetary Authority].
Bermuda does not currently have any form of
deposit insurance. The introduction of a deposit insurance scheme in Bermuda would complement the existing supervisory regime, thus strengthening the local
financial safety net, which will help promote financial
stability.
The body responsible for administering the
deposit insurance scheme is the BDIC, which stands
for Bermuda Deposit Insurance Corporation. Directors
for the BDIC have been appointed, and with the assistance of a qualified local consultant, have begun the
groundwork to establish the ongoing operations of the
BDIC. In conjunction with the establishment of the
BDIC, the board must make rules for any matter relat-
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ing to the functions under the Act. These rules have
been approved by Cabinet and will soon be sent out
to the members of the public and members of the deposit insurance scheme (i.e., the banks). We expect
for the BDIC to be fully operational by the middle of
this year.
Also during 2013/14, the unit worked with the
BMA to begin the implementation of a framework for
financial stability.
More than in most other jurisdictions, the design for a financial stability network and crisis management framework in Bermuda needs to take account of the particular features of the local environment. This initiative will help to establish the most appropriate framework for financial stability policy in
Bermuda, taking account of these features and
emerging thinking and experience internationally. The
framework will support the strategic objectives for the
Bermudian economy in future.
It is anticipated that, once established, Bermuda’s financial stability network will establish effective early warning systems for the identification of
common vulnerabilities to sources of financial sector
distress and adopt suitable defences against the impact of systemic risk events.
For the fiscal year 2014/15, the department
has set objectives to:
• review the Government’s debt management
policy and make any changes deemed appropriate;
• continue the work to develop a deposit insurance scheme in collaboration with the BMA;
• work to enhance an econometric model for
Bermuda;
• the unit will conduct a review of our pension
arrangements to determine whether public
and private pensions are set at appropriate
levels;
• continue the review of all Government pension plans to determine sustainability of the
funds in conjunction with the SAGE Commission recommendations.
The salary provision of [$273,420] covers two
posts, including the Assistant Financial Secretary
(Economics and Finance) and the Economic Advisor.
This amount reflects a reduction of $13,000 due to the
implementation of the furlough agreement. The other
major item of cost in this unit is a provision for consulting services for special studies and fees for the credit
rating agencies, which is $165,500.
Line item 20040, Treaty Management and
Administration. This has an increase of $11,000, or
2 per cent. Mr. Chairman, the Treaty Management
and Administration Unit was added to the policy teams
in the Ministry of Finance [HQ] in January 2007.
The budget for the unit for the upcoming fiscal
year is set at $489,000, which is $11,000, or 2 per
cent, higher than in the previous year. The reason for
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this increase is due to the annual OECD [Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Development] contribution of approximately $20,000, which was previously budgeted for the Policy Unit and in their budget.
Now it is in the Treaty budget.
Mr. Chairman, the Treaty Unit is responsible
for negotiating tax information exchange agreements
(TIEAs), other agreements relating tax information
exchange and associated agreements with member
countries of the EU, G20, OECD and whitelisted jurisdictions. The unit is also responsible for relationship
management regarding tax matters with the USA, the
UK, the European Union and members of the European Commission. Additionally, the unit manage and
administer requests for information received under the
provisions of Bermuda’s tax agreements.
Since Bermuda’s commitment letter to the
OECD in July 2000, there have been many changes
and developments with respect to the nature of the
OECD’s work on tax competition and its resulting impact on the nature of Bermuda’s commitment to international cooperation and transparency in relation to
tax matters. Honourable Members will be aware that
in 2000, Bermuda participated fully in the OECD’s development of a model tax information exchange
agreement that was adopted in the year 2002. Bermuda is now the Vice Chair of the OECD Steering
Group. Also, the G20 has increased its targeting of
small jurisdictions like Bermuda, and while they are
purportedly doing so under a so-called level playing
field, we do not perceive that to be the case. So what
this means is that we cannot afford to let down our
guard.
Mr. Chairman, Bermuda continues its active
programme of entering into negotiations for exchange
of information agreements, whether they are TIEAs or
double taxation agreements [DTAs].
Mr. Chairman this is an indication that the
Treaty Unit is innovative and continues to push the
envelope for the benefit of Bermuda, and the unit
needs to be fully supported. They have been key, I
would say, Mr. Chairman, in some of the challenges
that we have faced in the past year during my tenure.
I can tell you that.
Mr. Chairman, to date, Bermuda has signed
41 agreements, of which almost 90 per cent are with
the G20 nations. Currently, 71 per cent of the agreements have entered into force. In keeping with evolving transparency and exchange of information principles in the international tax cooperation arena, and as
part of our efforts to combat tax evasion, in 2013, the
Treaty Unit worked diligently to finalise negotiations of
the US Foreign Account Compliance Act Regulations
(aka FATCA) and UK FATCA Intergovernmental
Agreements (IGA), based on the US IGA Model 2
format for automatic exchange of information for tax
purposes. I have to say that was quite a mouthful, but
there you have it.
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Accordingly, on the 25 of November 2013,
the Government signed the UK FATCA IGA Model 2
Agreement with the UK Government, and on Decemth
ber 19 , 2013, signed the US FATCA IGA Model 2
Agreement with the US.
Mr. Chairman, Bermuda has also signed the
Joint Council of Europe/OECD Multilateral Convention
on Mutual Assistance in Tax Matters (another mouthful, which we will just call “the convention” from here
on in), which is a multilateral exchange of information
mechanism designed to exchange information with
developed and developing nations that are signatories
to the convention. Close to 70 multilateral signatories,
inclusive of many of Bermuda’s bilateral TIEA partners, are now part of the convention, thus increasing
Bermuda’s treaty network on an exchange of information by request basis to over 70 jurisdictions comprising every region of the world, including Central and
South America, the European Union, Africa, the Far
East, the Middle East, and the South East and Asia.
In November 2013, officials from the Treaty
th
Unit attended the OECD 6 Annual Global Forum for
Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax
Purposes, and at that forum received Bermuda’s
OECD Peer Review Report, Phase 1: Legal and
Regulatory Framework; and Phase 2: Implementation
of the Standards in Practice in respect of Bermuda.
As already announced, Bermuda received the
rating of “largely compliant” for handling requests for
exchange of information under TIEAs. This is the
same rating as the US, UK and some other members
of the G8. These ratings are comprehensive and carried out in an assessment methodology of
total transparency, as every country was assessed on
its legislative and procedural regime for administering
tax information exchange agreements.
Bermuda also continues to represent the
smaller jurisdictions of the Global Forum in its capacity as Vice Chair of the Steering Group, a position we
have managed to hold since the beginning of the
Global Forum’s creation in September 2009. Under
the rules of the Global Forum, our position is due to
come up for rotation to give other jurisdictions the opportunity.
Mr. Chairman, despite the good work accomplished by the unit in 2013, there have been unjustified attacks, particularly in Europe, about how much
so-called tax havens are draining the treasuries of G8
nations. Then, as you know, without notice, Bermuda
was summarily blacklisted by France. During the period of time, over $40 million worth of French reinsurance contracts with Bermudian companies were cancelled. During this period, the Treaty Unit, with assistance from HM Treasury, worked hard and was successful to have Bermuda removed from the French
st
blacklist prior to the critical date of [December] 31
last year, when the bulk of French reinsurance business had its renewal date.
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Mr. Chairman, the previous and ongoing work
of this team in the Ministry of Finance Headquarters
has placed Bermuda in a strong position and has
made sure that we are globally recognised as complying with the highest international standards on tax
transparency and compliance.
There are three posts in the Treaty Unit, including Assistant Financial Secretary (Treaties), a
Treaty Adviser and a Research Officer. The salary
provision for these posts in 2014/15 will be $364,811.
This amount reflects a reduction of $17,000 due to the
implementation of the furlough agreement. The posts
of Treaty Advisor and Treaty Research Officer are
currently vacant. It is anticipated that the Treaty Advisor post will be filled by early 2014/15. Additionally,
the Treaty Unit receives administrative support from
one of the current Administrative Assistants in the
Ministry. The other major recurring item of cost in this
unit is for travel for attendance at OECD Global Forums, and the fees of various consultants who provide
specialist advice pertaining to TIEA negotiations.
Line Item Analysis for Head 10 of the Operational Budget. Mr. Chairman, the [estimated] cost of
operating Ministry of Finance Headquarters in
2014/15 is approximately $5.160 million, 34 per cent
of which is accounted for by salaries. (That is at
$1.748 million.) The salary allocation is $93,000, or
5 per cent, lower than the 2013/14. And that, of
course, is due to the furlough agreement.
The salary allocation between the functional
units in the Ministry Headquarters is as follows:
• Policy and Planning Unit gets $495,000;
• Fiscal Planning and Control gets $401,000;
• Regulatory Unit gets $218,000;
• Economic and Financial Intelligence gets
$278,000; and
• Treaty Management gets $356,000.
Training is $19,000. The decrease is $1,000,
or 5 per cent. This funding is used for training and
continuous professional development of Ministry of
Finance Headquarters staff. In this financial year, the
training budget will be used to assist a staff member in
completing her accounting qualifications.
Travel, $144,000, no change. This allocation
makes provision for the attendance of the Minister of
Finance and other senior officials at various Commonwealth and other conferences, and we have representation at various international forums, such as
the World Bank Economic Forum and IMF meetings,
et cetera. Also, travel costs to other financial capitals
for consultation. Travel costs in connection with relationship with the United States, the United Kingdom
and Europe are also charged to this item.
Travel involved for overseas treaty negotiations and the OECD meetings overseas are also covered in this allocation, although it should be noted that
the Treaty Unit typically tend to hold negotiations in
Bermuda. The international environment for Bermuda
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is currently hostile, through no fault of our own. Therefore, more than ever, it is critical that we travel and
actively engage in the appropriate places, in the appropriate forums and in the appropriate manner to get
the Bermuda story out there.
Communications, that item is $41,000, no
change. This item is to provide for the cost of communications, telephones, et cetera, for the work that we
have to do. A lot of that work is currently provided by
the Works and Engineering Department.
Advertising and Promotion, $3,000, an increase of $3,000. The Ministry had previously actively
pursued the placement of advertisements and/or supplements in quality business journals, magazines and
newspapers that have a high likelihood of being read
by senior executives in the executive suites of their
organisations. This advertising is now mostly performed by the Business Development Unit within the
Ministry of Economic Development.
Professional Services, $1,616,000, an increase of $483,000, or 43 per cent. The Professional
Services role is allocated across the following programme areas in Ministry of Finance Headquarters:
• Policy Planning and Management,
$1,370,500;
• Regulatory Unit, $30,000;
• Economic and Financial Intelligence,
$165,500;
• Treaty Unit, $25,000; and
• Fiscal Planning, $25,000.
The material increase is due to funding provided for the establishment and operation of the Efficiency and Reform Authority. Also, the Ministry has to
provide the Bermuda Public Accountability Board with
funding to cover consulting expenditures associated
with the cost for the Canadian Public Accountability
Board to undertake inspections of Bermuda-based
public accountants.
A core sum of $300,000 is earmarked for
maintaining effective relationships with Washington,
DC, and an additional $420,000 is allocated to similar
work in the UK and Europe. With the ever-increasing
external threats to our economic survival, it is crucial
that we aggressively engage with the relevant entities.
The international environment for Bermuda is hostile,
and we have to do what we have to do. These consultants help the Bermuda Government to actively
engage in the appropriate places, in the appropriate
forums, in the appropriate manner. As an example,
our EU consultant played a key role in getting Bermuda off of the French blacklist.
Rentals, $12,000, decrease of $8,000, or
40 per cent. This allocation provides for leasing of the
photocopier and other rentals. A more competitive
lease was negotiated recently.
Insurance, $300,000, a decrease of $200,000,
or 40 per cent. Insurance premium to the Caribbean
Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility (CCRIF). A [deci-
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sion] has been made to reduce the cost of this measure.
Materials and Supplies, $128,000, a decrease
of $11,000, or 8 per cent. This provision funds general
office supplies, as well as the printing costs of the
three Budget documents: namely, the Budget Statement, the Economic Review and the Approved Estimates, the big blue book. More competitive printing
rates have enabled these costs to be reduced.
Other Expenses, $149,000, an increase of
$83,000, [or 126 per cent]. The amount of $149,000
includes an annual membership fee to the Caribbean
Regional Technical Assistance Centre [CARTAC].
This membership allows the Government to participate in various workshops and conferences at no
cost. An annual contribution to the OECD Global Forum for Transparency and Exchange of Information for
Tax Purposes is also included in this allocation. The
amount also represents miscellaneous items, including food and drink for business functions; subscriptions for journals, periodicals and other online news
and information monitoring sites; and board fees. The
increase in this cost centre is also partly due to reclassifying expenditure items to Other Expenses that
were previously recorded in other cost centres.
Grants and Contributions, $1 million, a decrease of $138,000, or 12 per cent. In 2014/15, the
budget of $1 million for Grants and Contributions is
made up of the following:
• National Pensions Commission of $1 million;
• Bermuda Stock Exchange, we previously had
grants to them. They have been eliminated—
cost-cutting, simple as that;
• The Pension Commission grant was increased by $275,000. This amount will still be
sufficient to allow them to administer existing
financial hardship applications for private and
public sector pension plans;
• The grant to the Bermuda Stock Exchange,
which was for assistance in marketing, has
been eliminated (as I said earlier) just as a
cost-saving measure.
The department generates revenues of
$2.180 million, which represent a guarantee fee for
the $200 million Butterfield Bank preference share
issue, which is now . . . The amount that we get from it
is $1.83 million, and it has decreased because the
bank has bought back a number of those shares.
Capital Acquisitions, and that is on page C-11
in the Budget Book. Cost centre 76072, Miscellaneous
Furniture and Equipment, et cetera, et cetera, cost
amount of $30,000, a decrease of $20,000, 40 per
cent. This project is established to provide for urgently
needed small capital acquisitions for all Government
departments—all Government departments. These
are usually replacement items, aside from capital and
vehicle failure, for which no other budget provision
has been made elsewhere throughout Government.
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Cost centre 76152, the National Trust Furnishing Fund, of $25,000. This provision is to fund
new furnishings for the public rooms at Government
House. That is unchanged.
Cost centre 76153, National Trust Maintenance Fund, of $5,000. That is unchanged. This also
is a provision for refurnishing and refurbishing at Government House. So, those are unchanged.
Now, Mr. Chairman, we are almost alone in
here.
[Laughter and inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Oh, there you are. This is
such riveting stuff. I mean, it is amazing that the place
is not overflowing.
[Inaudible interjection and laughter]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I move on to the Pension
Commission. The Pension Commission is a corporate
body established under the National Pension Scheme
(Occupational Pensions) Act 1998 and has the following functions:
• administer the Act and the Regulations;
• consider and determine applications for the
registration of pension plans;
• promote and ensure compliance, by pension
plans, with the provisions of the Act and the
Regulations;
• monitor the administration and funding of
pension plans and to enforce the provisions of
the Act and Regulations in respect of such
administration and funding;
• verify the payments of benefits under pension
plans;
• promote public education on pension plans
and their benefits;
• advise the Minister on any matter relating to
pensions, including the development of laws
relating to pension plans;
• provide such information relating to its functions as the Minister may require;
• investigate complaints relating to a pension
plan and a pension fund; and
• perform any other functions provided for under this Act.
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In 2014, the commission will be focusing its
efforts on proposing a significant number of enhancements to the National Pension Scheme legislation. It will be utilising its advisory committee, which
includes representatives of unions, employers, domestic pension industry and related service providers,
to review its proposed changes. The legislation has
been operating since the year 2000 and is in need of
a number of changes in order to better address the
current needs of the commission, plan members, plan
sponsors, plan administrators and related service providers.
The commission will also focus its efforts in
the continuing administration of financial hardship applications and ensuring employers are making the required payments into their respective pension plans.
Mr. Chairman, Honourable Members will recall that the National Pension Scheme (Financial
Hardship) Regulations 2010 were introduced to help
Bermudians with a real need to get access to a portion of their private sector pension funds based on
prescribed criteria for hardship. The Regulations were
further amended in 2011 to permit rental arrears as an
additional category of financial hardship. In 2012, the
commission also became responsible for the administration of financial hardship applications for civil servants under the Public Service Superannuation [Act
1981].
Accordingly, the following four circumstances
of financial hardship are permitted refunds under
those schemes:
1. Eligible uncovered medical expense;
2. Threat of loss of principal residence due to
debt default;
3. Threat of eviction from home due to arrears of
rent; and
4. Eligible fees payable for tertiary education.
I am pleased to provide a summary of the Financial Hardship Application statistics provided by the
commission from inception of this initiative up to Dest
cember 31 , 2013:
Financial hardship applications as at 2013:
• financial hardship withdrawal meetings, 1,841;
• total applications received since Aug/10, when
this thing started, 1,266;
• approved applications, 1,058;
• declined applications, 123;
• applications pending and/or withdrawn, 85;
• total amount approved, [$9,474,540]
Applications approved by type:
• eligible educational expenses, 373;
• imminent threat of loss of principal residence,
166;
• imminent eviction from home for rental arrears, 438;
• eligible medical expenses, 81.

The proposed grant for the commission for
2014/15 is $1 million, a small increase of $25,000
from the grant for the previous year.
The commission has been recognised for its
experience in pension supervision and regulation, and
was reappointed as the Vice President of the Caribbean Association of Pension Supervisors [CAPS]. The
Pension Commission is a founding member of the
Caribbean Association of Pension Supervisors, and
this regional regulatory group currently consists of 20
jurisdictional members.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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In relationship to other areas of activities and
responsibilities of the commission, I am also pleased
to provide the following pension plan statistics as of
st
December 31 , 2013:
• The National Pension Scheme contains an
estimated 24,276 plan members;
• There are a total of 2,958 employer plans
(2,939 Defined Contribution and 19 Defined
Benefit);
• The total of assets under the National Pension
Scheme is approximately $2 billion;
• There are approximately $443.18 million of
assets in domestic prescribed retirement
products;
• There are 474 self-employed plans;
• US$5.63 million of plan assets were transferred to overseas retirement vehicles in
2013, compared to US$3.64 million in 2012;
• The commission wound up 50 plans in 2013,
compared to 74 in 2012;
• The commission registered 102 plan amendments in 2013, compared to 99 in 2012;
• There are six approved third-party plan administrators;
• There exist 10 registered financial institution
pension plans containing the majority of all
plan members;
• The commission initiated three civil actions
against delinquent employers, and their directors and officers, in 2013, compared to one in
2012;
• The commission conducted [114] compliance
meetings with employers and plan members
in 2013, compared to 96 in 2012;
• The commission held 10 compliance meetings
with plan administrators in 2013, compared to
16 in 2012.
HEAD 11—THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ACCOUNTANT GENERAL
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: We have still got a ways
to go, Honourable Member.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: No, no. I am doing the
best I can. No, you will have plenty of time.
[Inaudible interjection and laughter]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Accountant General’s Department was established under section 4 of
the Public Treasury Administration and Payments Act
1969.
The Accountant General’s Department is
committed to develop and maintain excellence
through quality service and financial control for inter-
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nal and external decision-making under the authority
of the Public Treasury Administration and Payments
Act of 1969 and related legislation.
The core functions are as follows:
1. To provide accounting and reporting on the
following funds: First of all, of course, the
Consolidated Fund, and then through all of
the other, either Pension Funds or Health
Funds, including some miscellaneous funds
which I will not go through unless the Honourable Member wants me to specifically. So that
is accounting and reporting for the Consolidated Funds and other Government funds;
2. Cash management, forecasting and investments, including monitoring of pension funds
under investment. And there are approximately $2 billion of pension funds under investment;
3. Bank reconciliation;
4. Payment of suppliers’ invoices;
5. Revenue receipting;
6. Management of the Government Employee
Health Insurance Plan (GEHI);
7. Salary and wage administration;
8. Benefits and pension administration;
9. Risk management and insurance;
10. Oversight of the financially related modules of
the Government’s enterprise resource planning system (the ERP system, or a.k.a., the
E1 system);
11. Representing the Ministry of Finance on;
a. The Government Employee’s Health
Insurance Management Committee;
and
b. The Public Funds Investment Committee; and
12. Providing Ministry representation on;
a. The Audit Committee; and
b. The Public Service Superannuation
Board.
Just for general information, the number of established staff posts in the Account General’s Department is 71. There are no consultants. Of those, 56
are Bermudian, 1 is non-Bermudian, and currently
there are 14 vacancies.
Mr. Chairman, the functions and responsibilities of the Office of the Accountant General [ACG] are
critically important in the role of governance. The office is a key one in terms of helping to undergird the
fiscal controls and processes that are in place with
respect to the management of the public purse. To
this end, the Office of the Accountant General has
assisted in placing accountant comptrollers in each
Ministry and in the key revenue-generating and/or
large departments. Several of these accountant comptrollers have been converted to permanent positions,
and all are now paid for out of the relevant Ministries
or departments in their respective budgets.
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While the Office of the Accountant General
does not itself carry out or oversee capital works development, enhancements have been implemented to
assist Ministries and the level of controls are being
refined. Financial instructions have been updated, and
legislation to mandate some of these items is being
reviewed. Legislation enabling the Office of Project
Management and Procurement to provide oversight of
all capital projects to ensure that best practices are
adhered to, along with enhanced monitoring of controls by the ACG and the Internal Audit Department,
will provide greater transparency and a view to continue to strengthen controls over capital projects.
Mr. Chairman, the department is strategically
divided into two programme centres, the Consolidated
Fund Administration, which oversees all the activities
of the Consolidated Fund; and the Fund Administration, which oversees all activities of the other funds
which Government administers—most importantly, the
Public Service Superannuation Fund, the Contributory
Fund, the GEHI (Government Employees Health Insurance) Fund and the Ministers and Members of the
Legislature Pension Fund.
Line item 1101, which is on page B-87, Consolidated Fund Administration, comprises $8.66 million, a decrease of $1.334 million. The decrease is
primarily due to the following:
• elimination of salaries of two temporary additional posts not being renewed;
• savings from the furlough agreement;
• reduction in the amounts budgeted for overseas consultancy and configuration network
computing [CNC] services for the E1 system;
and
• expected savings in overdraft interest and
charges. (That is because we have money in
the bank, Honourable Member.)
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due to the expected decrease in Government contribution to the Pension Fund due to attrition and the
hiring slowdown.
Page B-87, 21030, Government Employee
Health Insurance.
The Chairman: Honourable Member, the hour is
upon us to take a lunch. Do you think this is an appropriate place to take the break before you move on?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I agree.
The Chairman: I call on the Deputy Premier.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I move that we now adjourn until two o’clock.
The Chairman: The Committee stands adjourned
until 2:00 pm.
[Gavel]
Proceedings suspended at 12:30 pm
Proceedings resumed at 2:00 pm
[Hon. Dennis P. Lister, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
MINISTRY OF FINANCE
HEAD 11—THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ACCOUNTANT GENERAL

[Laughter and inaudible interjection]

[Continuation thereof]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes. Right. I agree.
Line item 1102, page B-87, Pension, Health
Benefits, Fund Administration—$73.642 million, a
$994,000 decrease. The decrease primarily reflects
the expected decrease in Government’s contribution
for pensions arising from attrition in the civil service,
as well as savings from the voluntary early retirement
programme. This savings has been offset by an increase in the amount to be paid for health insurance
due to the rising cost of health care and premiums.
Line item 21010, Superannuation Fund,
$29.74 million, a decrease of $1.442 million. The
Government, as the employer, matches its employees’ contributions in the Public Service Superannuation Fund. The fund invests the contributions for future
pension payments to vested, retired Government personnel. The rates of contribution are 8 per cent of salary for employees and 9.5 per cent for uniformed services personnel. The decrease of $1.442 million is

The Chairman: For the benefit of the listening audience we are resuming the debate on the Ministry of
Finance. The Minister Bob Richards has been giving
his presentation and I believe he is still on the floor
and will continue.
Minister Richards, the floor is yours.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am resuming on the section
on the Accountant General.
The Chairman: Head 11 is that?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Head 11, sorry.
The Chairman: Correct.
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I am resuming talking
about line item number 21030, Government Employee
Health Insurance Fund, which comprises $39.2 million, an increase of $514,000.
The Government as the employer matches its
employees’ contributions into the Government Employee Health Insurance Fund. This fund utilises the
contributions to pay the Health claims of Government
employees and retirees. The increase in premiums is
due to the rising cost of health care. The current combined employer/employee premium for GEHI is currently $593.70 per employee per month.
Line item 21020, Contributory Pension Fund,
$8.3 million, a $100,000 decrease. The Government,
as the employer, matches its employees’ contributions
into the Contributory Pension Fund. This fund invests
the contributions for future payment of Social Insurance to all retired persons. The decrease is primarily
due to the expected decrease in Government contributions, again, coming from attrition and a hiring slow
down within the civil service. The current combined
employer/employee contribution to the Contributory
Pension Fund is $64.14 per employee per week.
Line item 21040, Ministers and Members
Pension Fund, $1.3 million, a decrease of $34,000.
The Government, as the employer, matches the Ministers’ and Members’ contributions into the Minister
and Members Pension Fund. This fund invests the
contributions for future payment of pensions to all Ministers and Members. The decrease is primarily due to
the reduction in Ministers. The rate of contribution is
12.5 per cent of salary for Ministers and Members.
Capital Estimates, line item 76805 (it is on
page C-11) the ERP Project, $250,000, no change
from last year.
Mr. Chairman, Phase I of the ERP system of
the Bermuda Government was implemented in the
second quarter of the Fiscal Year 2011/12. Enhancements to the functionality of the system will continue
during the 2014/15 Fiscal Year.
Page C-11, 76545, Office Equipment,
$27,000. This represents the replacement of five-year
old photocopiers that are beyond their useful lives.
Grants, page C-17, Bermuda Sailors Home
$6,000, no increase.
The Bermuda Sailors Home provides a centre
of rest and recreation for seafarers. A Chapel and a
Chaplain is also available if required. The Home can
provide assistance to seafarers in disputes with vessel
owners, help in justice and welfare cases, and provide
marine disaster emergency accommodation.
The Bermuda Sailors Home is the Bermuda
representative of the Jubilee Sailing Trust, raising
funds to sponsor physically challenged Bermudians to
sail on specially equipped sailing vessels. This is the
eleventh year the annual grant has been provided to
assist the Home in accomplishing its objectives.
Subjective Analysis of the Current Account
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Salaries, a decrease of
$426,000, or 6 per cent. This decrease is due to savings realised from the furlough agreement as well as
the non-funding of two temporary additional posts
within the department.
Wages, a decrease of $ 137,000, [or 93 per
cent.] This decrease is due to the reduced need for
temporary relief employees for persons who were
formerly seconded to the ERP Phase 1 team.
Employer Overhead, a decrease of $928,000.
This decrease is due primarily to the reductions in
contributions to the PSSF and other funds of $1.52
million which has been offset by the increased contributions for GEHI and GEHI dental of $590,000.
Other Personnel Costs, an increase of
$765,000, or 91 per cent. This increase is due primarily to the reclassification of Ministers and Members
pensions that were earned before 1988, before the
Minister and Members Fund was established, and are
paid from the Consolidated Fund. Previously this
amount was recorded under Employer Overhead.
Training, a decrease of $14,000, or 8 per
cent. This decrease is a result of the decreased need
for training of the ERP system. We had staff provided
for that purpose and no longer need as many.
Travel, a decrease of $20,000, or 32 per cent.
This decrease is due to the reduction in the amounts
allocated towards overseas conferences and site visits for direct support staff for the E1 system.
Communications, an increase of $49,000.
This increase is due to the reclassification of telephone expenses (i.e., data lines, local and overseas
telephone calls) that were budgeted under other line
items in the prior fiscal year.
Professional Services, a decrease of
$213,000, or 16 per cent. The budget for professional
service has decreased by $213,000. This primarily
reflects a decrease in the amounts budgeted for outsourced consultancy services to assist with the post
implementation enhancements of the E1 ERP system.
Rentals, a decrease of $272,000, or 34 per
cent. This decrease is due to the successful negotiation downwards of the monthly rental charged for the
rd
th
3 and 4 floors at Andrews Place, where the Accountant General’s Department is located.
Repair and Maintenance, an increase of
$139,000, or 23 per cent. This relates to current software maintenance fees being paid pursuant to an enterprise licence for which there is no limit on the users
allowed on the system. As the department can allow
more users to log into the system concurrently, the
Government receives greater benefit from the fees
currently being paid. The increase is reflective of the
actual cost of fees for the enterprise licence as well as
the fees for the other software programmes used
within the Government.
Materials and Supplies, an increase of
$70,000. This increase is due primarily to the increased cost of printing Pension Handbooks and the
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increase in cost of pay advices and cheque stock
used by the Payments and Compensation and Benefits sections.
Equipment, a decrease of $29,000, or 69 per
cent. The decrease is due to a current year budget for
only photocopiers and printers, whereas the prior year
budget represented funds of $29,000 for computer
equipment and $23,000 for photocopiers and printers.
Other Expenses, an increase of $76,000. The
increase of $76,000 is due primarily to the increase in
the amounts budgeted for interest on Fund Balances
of $100,000. This increase has been offset by the reduction in the amounts budgeted for gains and losses
on foreign exchange transactions.
Receipts Credited to Programme, an increase
of $648,000, or 23 per cent. This amount represents
the cost to operate the various funds that the Accountant General [ACG] administers (that is, the CPF,
PSSF, GEHI, MMLPF) which are initially paid through
the Consolidated Fund. A recharge to the Funds is
made in accordance with the various legislative acts
which govern the Funds.
The increase is reflective of the actual
amounts which are being recharged to the funds. A
portion of this increase in the amount charged is due
to increased charges to the GEHI fund for the overhead to be spent for additional maintenance on the
system as they move to the ability to receive electronic claims from doctors as well as increases due to
the implementation of a scanning project; which will
allow for the more efficient retrieval of supporting
documentation for claims. In addition, the maintenance fees and benefits administration costs for the
new pension system increased the charges as well.
Debt Charges, a decrease of $740,000, or
76 per cent. This decrease is due to the decreased
need for overdraft facility fees and interest paid on
short-term borrowings. This as a direct result of the
$750 million financing [we obtained] last year, so we
have money in the bank instead of [needing] overdrafts. Accordingly, there will be minimal need for
overdraft facilities.
Revenue. The Department generates revenue
of $5.5 million which represents interest earned on the
Sinking Fund and other cash balances and estimated
revenue from fees for the use of debit and credit
cards.
Controls. Mr. Chairman, as noted above,
Government has a robust system of controls. Government’s Financial Instructions [FI] provides the basis of the accounting controls, processes, and procedures by which Government operates. The controls
under Financial Instructions require Permanent Secretaries, Department Heads (Accounting Officers) to
ensure payments made in respect of contracts for
goods, services and capital projects are provided
based on properly authorised analyses, sufficient
quotes, and supporting documentation. With the implementation of the ERP system, the department is
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currently undergoing modifications that are geared
towards enhancing and strengthening the internal
control environment to improve financial information
and reporting systems. As a result, these strengthened controls will now be of a higher quality and provide greater transparency and reduce audit risks.
In addition, the processing of financial transactions and provision of information has become more
streamlined as a result of revisions to business processes made possible by the features now available in
the current ERP system.
Mr. Chairman, business volumes are increasing as the services required of the Bermuda Government continue to increase.
• GEHI (Government Employee Health Insurance) processes on average over 10,000
claims per month. Claims submitted are being
paid within the current legislated time frames.
Although the cost of medical health care continues to rise, GEHI continues to provide premium health insurance coverage at costeffective rates.
• Compensation pays over 1,360 employees
weekly and over 3,800 payments are made to
employees monthly. The complexity of the
civil service has changed as there are more
persons transferring throughout the civil service and the longevity of persons in posts has
been shorter. Additionally, the varied terms of
collective bargaining agreements have also
increased complexity. Changes in the work
force, terminations, retirements, transfers, hiring, et cetera, have continued to increase over
the last year, therefore increasing the workload in the compensation section.
• Benefits pays over 2,500 pensioners per
month and this number continues to increase.
The new pension system, the so called
PENAD system, has been implemented and
this has increased the efficiency of the Benefits Section and its ability to service the members of the Public Service Superannuation
Fund. The Accountant General Department
now has the ability to provide members with
pension statements showing their contribution
to date and pension entitlement once vested
in the pension plan. The system also allows
for more timely and accurate data for actuarial
valuations.
• Payments. During the Fiscal Year 2013/14,
the ACG continued with the implementation of
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) transactions
to pay vendors more efficiently and securely.
The section currently processes over 6,100
electronic funds transfer (EFT) payments and
approximately 730 cheques per month. The
number of wire transfers and EFT transactions continue to grow as the Department con-
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tinues to pay vendors more securely and
timely through the current ERP system.
The Financial Reporting Section continues to
make strides towards bringing the audits of the Public
Funds up to date.
Currently, the financial statements for four of
the 10 Public Funds under the Accountant General’s
responsibility have been prepared up to Fiscal Yearend 2012/13 and submitted for Audit. These include
the Consolidated Fund, Government Borrowing Sinking Fund, Government Reserves Fund and the Ministers and Members of the Legislature Pension Fund
(MMLPF). Financial statements for the Contributory
Pension Fund, the Public Service Superannuation
Fund, Government Employees Health Insurance
Fund, Unemployment Insurance Fund, Bermuda Department of Tourism Overseas Pension [Fund] and
the Confiscated Assets Fund are being prepared, reviewed, and in process of submission to Audit.
Just to wrap up the Accountant General’s Department, I will reiterate the objectives.
Mr. Chairman, the key programmes and initiatives planned for the Accountant General’s Department for Fiscal Year 2014/15 are to:
• Complete the Audited Consolidated Fund Financial Statements for 2014/15 no later than
November 30, 2015;
• Clear the backlog of outstanding financial
statement audits of the Public Funds and continue to complete the Public Funds financial
statements within six months of their respective year ends;
• Review, upgrade and document the internal
control processes and procedures for the department’s operational sections for the post
E1 implementation environment;
• Continue to deliver Financial Instruction training, perform compliance tests and carry out
the related enforcement procedures as provided for in the Financial Instructions;
• Engage an independent IT system consultant
to perform an analysis of the current state of
implementation of the E1 system. The analysis must include an assessment of the resources required and benefits to be achieved.
• Refine and stabilise the operational enhancement of the enterprise resource planning system (Phase 1). That is the E1 System, Phase 1.
We will move on now to Head 28, the Department of Social Insurance.
HEAD 28—DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL INSURANCE
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Government’s Contributory Pensions Scheme as well
as benefits to war veterans of the Second World War.
The Department is committed to develop and
maintain excellence through quality service and financial control for internal and external decision-making
under the authority of the Public Treasury (Administration and Payments) Act of 1969.
The Contributory Pensions Act 1970. Under
this Act, all employed and self-employed persons over
age 18, or age 26 in the instance of full time students,
who work for more than four hours per week are required to pay contributions. The Compliance area of
the Department monitors and collects delinquent contributions from employers. The Act was also established for the purpose of providing pensions to the
people of Bermuda.
There are two major classes of benefits paid
out of the scheme:
A. Contributory benefits for old age pension and
gratuity, widow and widower’s allowance and
gratuity, and disability pension; and
B. Non-contributory benefits for old age pension
and disability pension.
The second set of pension funds in Social Insurance is the Pensions and Gratuities (War Service)
Act 1947. Under this Act, benefits are payable to
Bermudian war veterans and their survivors, who
served during World War II. Currently, there are 226
persons enrolled in the programme.
Mr. Chairman, the Contributory Pension operations within the Department are 100 per cent
funded by the Contributory Pension Fund (CPF) itself.
Items are paid through the Consolidated Fund (CF)
and then recharged to the Contributory Pension Fund
in accordance with section 3(3) of the Contributory
[Pension Act 1970].
War Pensions and Gratuities are 100 per cent
funded by the Consolidated Fund.
The approved budget for Fiscal Year 2014/15
reflects some restructuring of the War Pensions Gratuities programme.
Just a word on the staff of the Department of
Social Insurance [DOSI], Mr. Chairman, all staff is
Bermudian. The DOSI has recently undergone an
evaluation of staff resources and they are looking for
some new posts, but I am not sure if that is going to
happen.
The DOSI is upgrading to a new pension administration system called the PX3000. The existing
system currently in place is over 25 years old and is
unable to meet the processing demands required for
DOSI to operate efficiently and effectively given the
high level of sophistication, customer service and
management oversight that is required in a modern
world.
The new system has partially gone live on
April 1, 2013. Full implementation is expected on
May 1, 2014.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Chairman, the Director of Social Insurance, along with the staff, is responsible for the day-to-day administration of the Bermuda
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Cost Centres and Key Programmes

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Line item 38000, Senior
Management and Administration. The Administration
section provides overall direction and management of
the DOSI. Responsibilities include:
• strategic planning;
• staff development and training;
• ensuring governing legislation remains current;
• cash management;
• financial reporting;
• maintaining internal controls.
This cost centre includes the Director, Assistant Director and the Director’s Administrative Assistant along with all administrative expenses. All administrative charges for this cost centre are recharged to
the Contributory Pension Fund.
War Pensions and Gratuities, 38010. The War
Pensions section is responsible for the administration
of benefits to war veterans under the Pensions and
Gratuities (War Service) Act 1947. Responsibilities
include:
• processing applications for pensions and
medical benefits for war veterans and survivors;
• providing administrative services to the War
Pension Commission; and
• adjudicating and payment of claims from
medical and home care service providers to
war veterans.
All expenses for this, as I said earlier, are
funded . . . are charged to the Consolidated Fund.
As of 2013/14, the following objectives were
accomplished:
• All pharmacy claims were processed electronically;
• All pension payments were processed electronically; and
• All benefit files were stored digitally.
The total budget estimate for the 2014/15 Financial Year is set at approximately $6.3 million. During the 2013/14 Financial Year, the programme was
reviewed with the aim of minimising costs without materially reducing benefits. I am going to skip the benefits here.
Benefits, 38025.. The Benefits section is responsible for the administration of benefits to members of the Contributory Pension Fund (CPF) under
the Contributory Pensions Act 1970 and the Contributory Pensions and Workmen’s Compensation (Reciprocal Agreement) Act 1970. Responsibilities include:
• processing applications for pension benefits
for CPF members and/or their surviving
spouses;

•
•
•
•
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paying monthly pensions to all pensioners;
paying gratuities to persons not eligible for
pension benefits;
conducting periodic continuation of benefits
exercises to ensure that only eligible persons
are receiving benefits; and
educating the Bermudian public with regards
to pension benefits.

Additional information on benefits paid for the
Fund. Total benefits paid for the 2012/13 period was
$129.337 [million] compared to $123.113 [million] in
2011/12, which is an increase of 5 per cent. The Department continues to process a steady number of
pension applications as people born during the Baby
Boomer period are now retiring. That is what I should
be doing right now.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I will take that under advisement, yes.
Just to give some context to this, the amount
of $129.3 million—79 per cent of that was paid as
Contributory Pensions, and another 10 per cent of that
was paid to Widows Allowances, Widowers Allowances and Gratuities for Widows and Widowers. So
that is where most of the money goes. The rest of it is
just bits and pieces.
The Compliance section, 38040, is responsible for monitoring the compliance of employers and
employees to the provisions of the Contributory Pensions Act 1970 and the Health Insurance Act 1970.
All administrative charges for this cost centre
are recharged to the Contributory Pension Fund.
Important metrics related to the section include:
• The per cent of Receivables over 90 days at
the end of the Fiscal Year 2012/13 was 70 per
cent, clearly something that is in serious need
of improvement. So I will save you from saying that to me—it is in serious need of improvement when over 70 per cent of the Receivables are over 90 days.
• Number of instalment plans outstanding are
163.
• Average number of inspections completed per
month is 148.
• Average dollar yield per Inspector per month
is $79,336.
• Number of compliance issue enquiries via
walk-ins per month is 42.
In the area of Compliance, from July 2012 to
July 2013, total debt increased by [$4,640,002] from
[$41,546,532] to [$46,186,534]. This represents an
11 per cent increase over the previous year.
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The Department continues to work with companies to establish practical ways of reducing this outstanding debt.
The Attorney General's Chambers Debt Enforcement Unit (DEU) has been very beneficial for the
collection of outstanding contributions for DOSI. In
most cases it is the employers that DOSI are unable
to contact, and who are delinquent over 90 days who
are referred to the Debt Enforcement Unit.
In Contribution Year 2013, 19 employers were
referred to the DEU to assist with collecting outstanding contributions totalling $939,297. Of those 19
employers, no account was paid in full and only one
employer was on an active payment plan. The remaining 18 employers fall into one of three categories:
those who have made only one initial payment, those
who have made sporadic payments and those who
have not responded at all. As a result, all of the 18
employers either will be or have been referred back to
the DEU for further court proceedings. In Contribution
Year 2013, the amount of outstanding contributions
collected was $59,240.
Line item 38045, Contributions. The Contributions section is responsible for the administration of
member records and accounts for employers and employees participating in the Contributory Pension Fund
under the Contributory Pensions Act 1970. The section’s responsibilities include:
• processing applications for new social insurance numbers and new company registrations;
• collecting, depositing and recording social insurance contributions;
• monthly billing of employers for social insurance contributions;
• debt management for employers up to 60
days delinquent;
• providing customer service through telephone
reception and cashiers; and
• processing of employer adjustments as part of
the maintenance of the Social Insurance database.
All administrative charges for this cost centre
are recharged to the Contributory Pension Fund.
Total non-government contributions paid to
the Fund for 2012/13 was $87,630,075. This represents a 4 per cent increase from the prior year.
Mr. Chairman, to recap, the Department of
Social Insurance, with the above initiatives firmly in
place within DOSI, expects the following to be accomplished by the end of Fiscal Year 2014/15:
• New pension system to be fully operational;
• Implementation of cost-saving measures to
reduce the expenses related to the war veterans;
• Enhancement of customer service provisions
including greater web access for clients and

•
•
•
•
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participation in the E1 Government customer
service initiative;
Provide accurate, timely and relevant information to stakeholders;
Develop and maintain a high level of professionalism amongst staff;
Create and maintain a culture of applying best
practices;
Effective use of electronic archiving processes;
Development of new informational brochures
focusing on various obligations of employers
and employees;
Enhancement of the DOSI website to provide
a platform for whistleblowers to report violations seamlessly and anonymously.
Continuation of satellite office initiatives.

HEAD 38—OFFICE OF THE TAX COMMISSIONER
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Chairman, I move on
to the Office of the Tax Commissioner, which can be
found on page B-97, B-100 and C-11.
The primary responsibility of the Office of the
Tax Commissioner is to effectively administer the
timely collection of the following taxes and duties in
accordance with the applicable legislation:
• Payroll Tax;
• Corporate Services Tax;
• Betting Duty—Turf;
• Betting Duty—Pools;
• Stamp Duties;
• Land Tax;
• Foreign Currency Purchase Tax;
• Hotel [Occupancy] Tax;
• Cruise Ship Departure Tax;
• Airport Departure Tax;
• Yacht Arrivals Tax;
• Passenger Cabin Tax;
• Timesharing Services Tax;
• Timesharing Occupancy Tax.
The Office of the Tax Commissioner is the
Government’s largest revenue generating Department, raising $472 million or approximately 54 per
cent of the Government’s total revenue for the past
fiscal year. It is estimated to generate $483 million or
54 per cent of government’s total revenue for the Fiscal Year 2014/15.
The Department generated $153.00 of revenue for every current account dollar spent in 2012/13.
It is estimated to generate approximately $149.00 of
revenue for every current account dollar spent in
2014/15.
[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, it would be nice if
that was throughout the whole of Government, but
anyway . . . it is what it is.
Payroll tax is the single largest revenue
earner for the Government raising $328 million in Fiscal [Year] 2012/13. With the extension of the payroll
tax concessions for the hotel, restaurant and retail
sectors through the next Fiscal Year [2014/15], the
introduction of the payroll tax relief programme for
employers hiring unemployed Bermudians and minimal growth to no growth in the payroll tax base, it is
estimated that payroll tax revenue for 2014/15 will be
$332 million.
Mr, Chairman, the Mission Statement of the
Office of the Tax Commissioner: The mission is to
promote the highest levels of taxpayer compliance
with the taxes legislation by providing quality and efficient service, effective taxpayer education and responsible enforcement and in so doing, contribute to
the economic and social well-being of all Bermudians.
The Department is strategically divided into
four cost centres, as follows:
1. The Administration team (48000) provides the
overall direction and management of the Office, which includes strategic planning, staff
development, training, as well as general office support.
2. The Stamp Duties team (48050) is responsible for the administration and collection of
stamp duties under the Stamp Duties Act
1976. This includes the adjudication and
processing of a variety of legal instruments including, but not limited to, conveyances,
transfers, leases and mortgages as well as
administering the Primary Family Homestead
Exemption programme.
3. The Audit and Compliance team (48070) is
responsible for ensuring that taxpayers are
compliant with the Taxes Acts throughout the
life of the taxpayer, starting with their initial
registration. The team conducts audits and inspections of taxpayer books and records, and
is responsible for knowledge management
and taxpayer education.
4. The Operations team (48080) oversees the
major activity of collecting and reporting on
Payroll Tax, Land Tax, Passenger Taxes, Hotel Occupancy Tax, Betting Duty, Timesharing
Taxes, Corporate Services Tax and Foreign
Currency Purchase Tax. The team maintains
taxpayer accounts receivable balances, levies
penalties for late and insufficient payments
and is responsible for debt collection and enforcement.
Operational Budget for the Office of the Tax
Commissioner
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: We see that for the Current Account the total amount is $3,448,000; a decrease of $208,000. And on the capital side the estimate is $1,294,000, an increase of 11 per cent of
$142,000. And, of course, the revenue, as I have
mentioned before, is estimated to be $471,974,000;
an increase of $10,564,000, which is a 2 per cent increase.
We are anticipating minor savings in current
account expenditure. In addition to the savings
achieved from the mandatory furlough days for all
employees and the early retirement of a staff member,
additional savings were achieved on a longestablished prudent budget through the reduction of
various operational costs.
On page C-11, you will see a decrease in
capital account of $142,000. The Taxes Information
Management System (TIMS) project continues to
make steady but watchful progress. Original project
timelines have been adjusted resulting in funding adjustments as a few milestones have not been
achieved within the original deadlines. Delays have
resulted primarily from data clean-up issues and a
general lack of internal resources and excess capacity
to work on specific project tasks. The mandatory furlough days have also had a negative impact on the
capacity of staff to take on additional tasks outside of
their normal operational duties.
The Office of the Tax Commissioner’s departmental operating expenditure budget has been
reduced slightly, as I just outlined. We will do a subject analysis here, quickly.
• Salaries are decreased by $212,000 or 9 per
cent and that is mainly furlough.
• Travel has decreased by $5,000 or 33 per
cent. The Office of the Tax Commissioner
maintains relationships with a variety of international Tax Authorities with the most prominent of these being the Inter-American Centre
of Tax Administrations and the Caribbean Regional Technical Assistance Centre called
CARTAC. Although numerous highly informative conferences are held at each of these two
bodies annually, attendance is being strictly
restricted.
• Advertising and Promotion increased by
$21,000. In line with our mission to educate
taxpayers, there is also a need to increase the
level of advertising and promotion to help increase awareness and improve compliance.
• Professional Services increased by $22,000
or 9 per cent. This increase is primarily due to
the need for additional services from an overseas stamp duty consultant who provides expert advice on complex stamp duty matters.
There are also additional local consultant services needed which relate to the maintenance
of our existing tax system.
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Rentals decreased by $101,000 or 21 per
cent. The Office of the Tax Commissioner,
along with the Estates Section of the Ministry
of Public Works, was successful in negotiating
a significant reduction in the rental cost of our
office space. This has resulted in significant
savings not only on the rental costs itself, but
also on potential moving costs had we been
forced to relocate.
Repairs and Maintenance increased $5,000.
With the implementation of the new Tax Information Management System (TIMS), additional costs, which relate to annual software
maintenance, will be realised.
Materials and Supplies decreased $5,000. In
an effort to compensate for increases in other
current expense items, internal office supplies
and materials will be closely controlled and
the cost reduced through productive measures.
Revenues Analysis

•
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to be adversely affected by a number of factors: 1) The continued softening of the real estate market; 2) the effect of the Primary Family Homestead exemption reducing the need
for voluntary conveyances; and 3) the First
Time Homeowner exemption on conveyances
of land to (eligible) first-time home buyers for
purchases of land where the consideration
paid for such purchase is $750,000 or less.
Land Tax Revenues are anticipated to remain
at $59 million as a result of no changes to
land tax rates.
Staffing

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: There are 28 full-time
positions, with one post frozen until March 2015 as a
result of someone taking early retirement.
The office is comprised of 25 Bermudians and
has two vacancies. One of the vacant positions, Assistant Tax Commissioner, is due to be filled in March
2014 and the remaining post of Knowledge Manager
is expected to be filled by recruitment during 2014/15.
A Stamp Duty Consultant is retained on a periodic basis to assist with the modernisation of the
Stamp Duties Act 1976.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Payroll Tax Revenue.
• Payroll Tax Revenue is anticipated to remain
relatively steady with a modest $12 million increase, or 4 per cent, from the 2013/14 origiCapital Acquisitions
nal estimate (as stated in the Budget Statement, these estimates are on the conservative
side). This is due to the extension of the hotel, Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The current project under
restaurant and retail payroll tax concessions way in the Tax Commissioner’s Office, Mr. Chairman,
and the other stimulative efforts being done by is the Tax Information Management System (TIMS)
the Government to help stimulate the econ- project that was tendered in 2009 and a successful
developer was engaged. However, as I said earlier,
omy.
• Corporate Services Tax is expected to de- the project has been delayed because of funding and
crease by $300,000, or 6 per cent, as a result also because there was no Tax Commissioner for a
of the reduction in corporate service business period of time, but now [it] is under way. The major
services provided by local companies to ex- components of the new system are:
• To replace legacy and manual systems;
empted companies.
• To automate administration of all taxes;
• Foreign Currency Purchase Tax anticipated to
•
To provide a “Virtual digital representation of
decrease by $2.5 million, or 10 per cent, due
taxpayer”;
to a reduction in the economic activity of some
• To install an E-enablement platform;
companies.
• To provide tools to effectively monitor and en• Hotel Occupancy Tax has decreased over the
force tax compliance;
past few years and is expected to modestly
increase by approximately $550,000, or 6 per
• To help facilitate efficient tax colleccent. The rack nights sold in active properties
tion/processing;
continue to experience challenges in visitor
• To enable an electronic record of case manarrivals.
agement;
• Departure and Cabin Taxes are anticipated to
• Integration and information exchange beexperience little increase as the US economy
tween Government departments in the interis expected to improve slightly but slowly.
est of debt collection and enforcement; and;
Again, we are being conservative in these es• To incorporate new business processes more
timates of increased taxation with regards to
effectively.
the arrivals of cruise ships and airline departures.
The project is intentionally being implemented
• Stamp Duty Revenue is expected to increase on a step-by-step basis, and Phase One (Stamp Duty
by $500,000, as revenues generally produced Module) is already completed. Phase Two, which inon land conveyances and mortgages continue cludes installing the Land Tax Workflow System and
Bermuda House of Assembly
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adding improvements to the E-Tax System, is expected to be completed by mid-2014. It is expected
that the project will continue, in this phased approach
manner, with a view to being fully implemented by the
end of Fiscal Year 2015/16.
As noted before, Mr. Chairman, there are a
number of ongoing relief of taxes by the Government
started by the former Government and continued by
this Government that directly impact the operations of
the Tax Commissioner. As a matter of fact, all of these
things that we are doing are pretty much implemented
by the Tax Commissioner. I am not going to give
much detail, but I will just read them off:
• Tax relief for hotels;
• Tax relief for restaurants;
• Tax relief for the retail sector;
• Two-year payroll tax “holiday” for new Bermudian hires;
• Approved training schemes (well, that is not a
tax);
• Designation of Primary Family Homestead
impacts taxes because when you have that
you do not pay any taxes on that; and of
course the
• Stamp Duty relief for first-time home buyers.
So that ends my presentation on the Tax
Commissioner’s Office.
HEAD 58—INTEREST ON DEBT
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off this year too) with an interest rate of
6.55 per cent, annual interest of $2.9 million;
US$30 million Unsecured Senior Notes maturst
ing on May 21 , 2016 with an interest rate of
6.98 per cent, annual interest of $2.1 million;
US$100 million Unsecured Senior Notes mast
turing on May 21 , 2019 with an interest rate
of 7.38 per cent (that was an expensive one)
with annual interest of $7.4 million;
US$60 million Unsecured Senior Notes maturing on November 2016 with an interest rate of
5.27 per cent, annual interest of $3.6 million;
US$80 million Unsecured Senior Notes maturth
ing on November 10 , 2019 with an interest
rate of 5.93 per cent, annual interest of $4.7
million;
US$500 million Unsecured Senior Notes maturing on July 2020 with an interest rate of
5.603 per cent, annual interest of $28 million;
US$475 million Unsecured Senior Notes maturing on January 3, 2023 with an interest rate
of 4.138 per cent, annual interest of $19.6 million;
Last year’s financing of US$750 million Unsecured Senior Notes maturing on February 6,
2024 with an interest rate of 4.854 per cent,
annual interest of $36.4 million;
BD$50 million Unsecured Senior Notes maturing on December 16, 2023 with an interest
rate of 4.75 per cent, annual interest of $2.4
million;

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Next we go to Head 58,
Interest on Debt, and that is page B-101.
The remaining expenses for 2014/15 relate to
The interest on debt for the upcoming fiscal ongoing expenses and incidental costs of the various
year, Mr. Chairman, is anticipated to be securities, such as facility, trustee and exchange fees.
$113,500,000, an increase of $16,825,000 or 17 per
The weighted average cost of borrowing curcent.
rently stands at 5.156 per cent.
Now interest is, clearly, not a department of
Mr. Chairman, as mentioned above, in
Government but it is accounted for in the budget 2014/15, certain Government notes will mature. Govstructure of the Government under Finance.
ernment will be drawing from the Sinking Fund to pay
The 2014/15 estimate of $113.5 million repre- off $120 million in Private Placement Notes. This will
sents the ongoing debt service cost for the following reduce our debt interest costs by $6.99 million.
debt instruments.
Members are advised that the annual interest
I am going to name 11 bonds outstanding. expense of $113.5 million for Fiscal Year 2014/15 is
This is for the listening public. I am certain that they anticipated to be about 12.6 per cent of Government
will be riveted to this, Honourable Member—riveted, revenues. What this means is that for every $1.00 colyes:
lected 12.6 cents is paid on interest expense. The in• US$75 million Government of Bermuda Unse- terest expense to revenue ratio for developing counth
cured Senior Notes due on June 10 , 2014 at tries related similar to Bermuda is 4 per cent and the
an interest rate of 5.39 per cent and costing same ratio for advanced industrial countries is about
the Government an annual interest of $4 mil- 5.2 per cent. It is noted that Bermuda’s ratio is far
lion. (This one is going to be paid off this higher than those countries in comparison and has
year.)
grown by over 500 per cent since 2009, when this ra• US$140 million Government of Bermuda Un- tio was a mere 1.9 per cent.
Mr. Chairman, this is one of the consesecured Senior Notes due in 2022 with an interest rate of 5.73 per cent, an annual interest quences of running high deficits which lead to higher
debt levels and higher interest expenses. The incost of $8.0 million;
• US$45 million Unsecured Senior Notes matur- crease in our interest expense ratio over the past few
st
ing on May 21 , 2014 (that is going to be paid years raises serious concerns over sustainability. InBermuda House of Assembly
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terest payments now exceed spending in all Ministries, except Education and Economic Development,
Health and the Environment and National Security.
The interest expense of $113.5 million is funding we
cannot spend to educate our children or to upgrade
our infrastructure.
The
Government’s
target
debt
service/revenue ratio is set at 10 per cent. It is important
to note that debt service includes the annual Sinking
Fund Contribution. Therefore, when including the annual Sinking Fund Contribution, the debt service/revenue ratio will stand at 17.9 per cent for the
upcoming fiscal year. We will work toward reducing
this ratio to the 10 per cent target level over the medium term. This will be accomplished by growing the
economy coupled with continuous cost containment
on the part of Government.
In July 2013, Government borrowed US$750
million in the international bond markets and in December 2013 we borrowed $50 million in the Bermuda
dollar market. This was done to take advantage of
favourable, low interest rates and was part of the Ministry’s multi-year borrowing strategy.
Mr. Chairman, it is important to emphasise
that this Minister and this OBA Government recognise
the importance of proper medium-term financial planning and is unequivocally committed to the elimination
of Government deficits. Steps toward that objective
are still a work in process. However, in the meantime
it is forecast that the Government will likely run operational deficits for the next three to four years.
Mr. Chairman, this multi-year borrowing strategy is in sync with the Ministry of Finance’s introduction of multi-year budgeting.
Honourable Members and the public may ask,
Why have we decided to make this strategic change?
I can advise that the reasons are as follows:
• We consider that we are in the last phase of
the ultra-low US interest rate cycle. As the US
economy gains strength, US interest rates,
and therefore bond yields and borrowing
costs, will likely rise.
• Borrowing multi years’ worth of deficits now
will save the Government tens of millions of
dollars in interest cost.
• This will give us certainty of financing as well.
Instead of borrowing on a year-to-year basis
in a rising interest rate market, we will be locking in three years at lower rates.
• It will demonstrate that we are asserting control of our deficit situation, instead of constantly being reactive to it.
• It will also demonstrate to rating agencies that
we are tapping the local money market, as
they have repeatedly recommended.
Mr. Chairman, the excess funds borrowed that
were not required for this current year were deposited
in the Sinking Fund thereby reducing Government’s
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net debt position. We will take money out of the Sinking Fund as needed to finance the deficit in future
years.
Government remains committed to prudent
and sensible borrowing, this borrowing strategy allowed the Government to lock-in historically low rates
and to take advantage of strong current global demand for investment grade assets.
Now, Mr. Chairman, moving over to Head
59—
The Chairman: The final Head.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —the final Head, that is
correct.
HEAD 59—SINKING FUND
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Page B-102, the Sinking
Fund, $47,693,000, an increase of $10,068,000.
Effective March 31, 1993, the Government
Borrowing Sinking Fund [GBSF] was established as a
separate legal entity for the repayment of Government
borrowing under the provisions of the Government
Loans Act 1978. During each financial year, the Consolidated Fund of the Government is required to pay
into the Sinking Fund, 2.5 per cent of the public debt
outstanding in the Consolidated Fund at the end of the
preceding year.
Until the Government Loans Act 1978 was
amended in 2009, the GBSF was only to be applied to
reduce or cancel public debt. The assets are invested
in accordance with the Public Funds Act 1954 and are
shown as a reduction of debt issued on the Consolidated Fund Statement of Financial Position. The assets are currently invested in fixed rate certificates of
deposits with local financial institutions and other
short-term assets under the direction of the Bermuda
Public Funds Investment Committee. The primary objective of the investment strategy of the assets of the
Sinking Fund is principal protection.
The total Sinking Fund Contribution appropriation for 2014/15 is $47,693,000.
Mr. Chairman, this illustrates the Government’s commitment to a prudent debt management
policy. What this means in layman terms is that the
Government is paying $47,693,000 on outstanding
debt and over the last two years has paid $85,318,000
on outstanding debt.
The 2014/15 contribution is based on the
long-term debt outstanding at the end of the fiscal
year ending March 31, 2014. The total long-term debt
at this time will total $2.305 billion. However, Members
may recall that the Government Loans Act was
amended in 2013 to support multi-year financing by
providing for the following:
• Amend section 2 of the Act to allow excess
funds borrowed to be paid into the Sinking
Fund;
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Amend section 12(2) of the Act to provide that
there shall also be paid into the Sinking Fund
any excess or residue of loan funds received
that are not immediately going to be used;
Amend section 12A to provide that monies
that may be invested under the Public Funds
Act 1954, as provided for in section 12A(1B),
include proceed of loans that are placed in the
Sinking Fund;
Amend section 12A to also provide that moneys in the Sinking Fund can be applied to future year deficits.

The amendments also provided that any excess funds borrowed, that were deposited in the Sinking Fund would be excluded from public debt for purposes of calculating the Sinking Fund Contribution. In
2013/14, $397,280,000 of excess funds borrowed
were deposited in the Sinking Fund. Therefore, the
total public debt for purposes of calculating the Sinking Fund was $1,907,720,000.
The Sinking Fund Contributions is calculated
as follows: $1,907,720,000 x 2.5 % = $47,693,000.
Mr. Chairman, as at December 31, 2013, the
balance in the Sinking Fund was approximately $529
million. The deficit for 2014/15 of $267.3 million will be
financed by the Sinking Fund along with a portion of
the 2015/16 deficit.
The Government Borrowing Sinking Fund is
an important part of the Government’s debt management policy as its primary purpose is to reduce or
cancel public debt.
Government will draw from the Sinking Fund
to pay off $120 million in Private Placement Notes in
2014/15 (as a matter of fact, in May and June this
year). Further, it is anticipated that all of the $90 million Senior Notes maturing in 2016 will be paid off at
that time. Therefore, Mr. Chairman, it is the Government’s plan to pay off $210 million in debt by the end
of 2016.
And, Mr. Chairman, that concludes my presentation, I can say with a smile.
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Minister.
The Minister has concluded his presentation.
Now I will call on any other Member . . . mainly, the
Shadow Minister, Mr. Burt.
Mr. Burt, you have an hour and four minutes
remaining on this.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I
thank the Minister for his very comprehensive brief.
The Minister has given me 64 minutes and I
will attempt to reply and to ask a whole lot of questions which I have. So I will ask the Chair’s indulgence
as I speak very quickly and, hopefully, the technical
officers who have received a lot of the questions in
advance will have the answers ready for the Minister.
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Just allow me to start where the Minister finished in regards to the amount of monies we paid off.
And I just want it to be clear that, although we will be
retiring old debt of $210 million, it is anticipated that
we will be borrowing a whole lot more during that time
which means the total amount of monies borrowed will
increase and not decrease. So I think it is an important distinction to be made, although it is good that we
are retiring some of this old debt which is as the Minister pointed out, of higher interest rates than some of
the new debt. It is still additional debt which we will
have and our net debt will continue to increase over
the time of the . . . over the time of the budget period.
First, we will start with Head 10, Ministry of
Finance Headquarters, Mr. Chairman. And I guess I
just have a few general points and observations because the Minister did give a very comprehensive
overview on this very extensive place. The one thing
that he said was that it is an objective of the local
bond offering to stimulate domestic capital markets. I
would like the Minister to, I guess, answer if he believes that this accomplished that aim and, if not, what
more steps could be taken to accomplish that.
One of the things which we also spoke about
was the issue of economic policy and in the Minister’s
brief and in his Budget Statement as well he spoke
about the banks and the BMA. I was wondering if on
the overall economic policy issues, if there was any
thought the Minister was giving to possibly enhancing
some of the functions of the Bermuda Monetary Authority, specifically when we talk about any additional
type of central banking functions, whether it is lender
of last resort or other things to, I guess, help liquidity
inside of the local marketplace, because I think that is
something that is important. He gave an extensive
overview on the Economic and Financial Intelligence
Unit inside of his Ministry and the things which they
did, so it would be interesting to hear what they have
on that.
The Minister also touched on Pension Reform
when he was speaking about the Pension Commission and spoke about the review that will be happening in that National Pension Scheme. I welcome news
of that review. It is something that I raised in my
Budget Reply last year and also this year. So it would
be helpful to know if during that review, if the Minister
will consider any advice given on possibly making the
NPS legislation applicable to all persons (and right
now it is just Bermudians) so it is a question of
whether or not the Minister will consider making that a
directive or a mission of the pension review to encourage fairness and, in his view, or referring them to
encourage the employment of Bermudians. I guess
the only way in doing that is making sure that Bermudians cost [the same] to employ as nonBermudians. The way in which the National Pension
Scheme Regulations are set up, non-Bermudians cost
less to employ than Bermudians. So I hope that he will
look at that.
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The Minister discussed the Caribbean (I do
not want to get the name wrong). . . the money that
we spent on the Caribbean, I guess, Mutual Insurance
Fund, or something to that effect. It was $500,000 in
previous years and now it is down to $300,000 this
year. One of the things that the Minister had spoken
about when he was in this seat as a Shadow, insofar
as setting up something, insofar as a captive insure
for the Government of Bermuda to insure the large
amount of assets that the Government had and seeing and using some of the domestic insurance expertise. I did not hear any mention of that in his brief or
his Budget Statement, but I was wondering if he could
possibly shed some light on that—whether or not he
has been able to accomplish that goal of reducing the
insurance expenses for the Government of Bermuda.
I will also note that the Minister spoke about,
in the preparation of budgets, the open budgeting
process and the medium-term expenditure framework.
One of the things which we had in the (I want to say)
2012/13 budget cycle, or the preparation of the
2012/13 budget cycle, was a pre-budget report which
is one of the things which is recommended by the
open budgeting system. I note that we did not have a
pre-budget report in preparation for 2013/14, but for
good reason because there was an election going on,
so I think it would have been a challenge to get one
produced during that time and, of course, with the
change as the result of the election. But there was
none this year and I was wondering if the Minister
would commit to doing one in the next year insofar as
assisting with the medium term and to come to terms
with his pledges for an open budgeting framework.
I do believe that, of course, I have experience
in working to help produce the pre-budget report that
was the only one that was done (in 2011) in advance
of the 2012/13 budget cycle. So I was just wondering
if the Minister could possibly shed some light on that,
as I think it was a useful exercise, and it is definitely
good to get feedback from, I guess, the various stakeholders in advance of the preparation of the budget. If
the Minister is not considering that, I would hope that
he would consider that because from my experience it
did serve as something useful to float possible ideas
and get industry feedback in such things as increasing
senior licensing fees, et cetera.
Further, one other thing the Minister mentioned, he mentioned the ratings agencies. And I
guess the Minister . . . if you would clarify. You said
we pay money to the ratings agencies for them to rate
us. I guess one of the suggestions that I have is that I
do believe that our bond covenant only requires us to
be rated by two ratings agencies and not three. And if
we are talking about cutting back on spending, would
the Minister possibly consider cutting back on the
number of ratings agencies that currently rate us to
two as is required by our bond covenants because I
guess that could be a place where savings could be
achieved.
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Now, moving to the specifics (if I can) and
going to page B-83, line item 1001 to 20000, which is
the Policy and Planning Unit, and the increase in funding of $443,000 or 23 per cent. One of the things that
the Minister said that this money would go towards
would be the increase of professionals in the Professional Services budget and it was a strategy to establish the Efficiency and Reform Authority. I guess the
question is, Has the vendor been [decided yet and if
not, will this project go out to tender, and who are the
anticipated recipients of that, and what exactly is the
Professional Services line item anticipated to be . . . to
go to whomever gets the contract for the assistance in
establishing the Efficiency and Reform Authority?
Moving on to the . . . on the same page, and
then I will go down to line item 20020 insofar as the
Business and Regulatory Authority. I note that there
was a $277,000, decrease of 47 per cent. And I know
the Minister had spoken about [that] there were some
changes in Professional Services went from one Ministry to another, but I was just hoping the Minister
could say exactly what monies moved because I do
not believe that was clear in his brief.
Moving on to page B-84, under Professional
Services, and we are back there, again, on B-84 Professional Services. There was that very large increase
of $483,000, or a 43 per cent increase, year over
year. I know that some of the funds, as he stated,
were for the Efficiency and Reform Authority. Was all
of that increase for the Efficiency and Reform Authority? Is that what we should be expecting to spend—
$483,000? And if not, what were the specific breakdowns? And also as the Minister of Finance—I am
sorry—the Premier was able to provide breakdowns
and also the Attorney General, I was hoping that he
could provide breakdowns of the top five vendors in
2013/14 for the Professional Services line item.
Moving on to Insurance, I had a question on
the reduction in Insurance, but the Minister covered
that and said it was for the Caribbean Mutual Insurance Fund. So that was answered. And he also answered the reduction insofar as the revenue earned
from the Bank of Butterfield.
I would also like to ask a question insofar as
the Work Permit Exemption Fees. Is there any particular reason that the anticipated revenue for the Work
Permit Exemption Fees was not met? And in looking
as it were tracking about 35 per cent lower than what
the anticipated revenue on that was. So I was wondering if there was any specific reason for that reduction
from the original estimates to the current and revised
estimates.
Finally in his brief under Other Expenses and
part of the increase, he had stated that there was . . .
part of that was the increase for Caribbean technical
assistance or the participation in (I want to say)
CARTAC, possibly. I do not want to get the names
wrong, the Minister was speaking and I did not have
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his brief so I was trying to take notes as quickly as I
can, Mr. Chairman. How much money was actually—
The Chairman: He did not share his brief with you?
Mr. E. David Burt: No. He did not share his brief with
me. He . . . I will not comment on what he said, but
that is all right. I was able to take notes, I was working
very quickly. The Minister can comment if he wishes,
but I will not share that private conversation.
However, I would be appreciative to know
how much money was actually spent on CARTAC and
how much of that went into the additional $83,000
which is budgeted. And also if the Minister could shed
light on the, I guess, the large difference in increase
between the original figure for Other Expenses of
$66,000 to the revised figure of Expenses for
$266,000, or an increase of $200,000 on the Other
Expenses line item for the current fiscal year which we
are in.
Just moving right quick to the Performance
Measures, and I think that, of course, we are speaking
about the . . . on the first line item, it says, “the percentage variation of actual current account expenditure outturns compared to total approved estimates.”
And the forecasted outcome says zero per cent. However, as you will know, the current expenses are expected to be more than $45 million and because it
speaks to current, it does not speak to overall spending. So I was wondering if the Minister could possibly
clarify that item there, because it does seem to be an
error.
And, finally, on the Performance Measures
page B-86, the Minister is forecasting GDP to increase by 0.5 to 1.5 per cent. But, Mr. Chairman, as I
said in our party’s Budget Reply, I find that challenging especially because the $70 million in reduction of
spending of which the Minister had advocated, and if
we go by the multiplier which the SAGE Commission
said, that would reduce GDP growth by 1.7 per cent.
So I guess the expectation is that the Minister
is expecting additional GDP growth, in what we know
is a weak economy, in addition to that to bring the figure up to where he is looking at. So he is looking at a
2.2 . . . in the private sector growth, at least in order to
make the minimum of his figures. So of course, I do
not know if those figures can be met with the incredible spending reduction which we have seen. But I
would welcome the Minister’s comments and thoughts
on that.
Finally, I noted the Minister said that the reason that the Grant Funding was cut for the Bermuda
Stock Exchange was just for cost reductions. And I
was wondering if he felt that there would be any . . .
was that just cut entirely? Was that possibly transferred to another Ministry such as Economic Development? And was there any thought or belief that that
might have any adverse impacts on the plans for the
Bermuda Stock Exchange?
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Moving on, still under the Headquarters line, I
would like to turn the attention to page A-12. And
page A-12 is the Summary in the Budget Book for the
Employee Summary by Department. I am covering
this, of course, Mr. Chairman, because the Ministry of
Finance Headquarters is responsible for the preparation of the Budget Book and all of the figures inside of
it. And the question that I would have for the Minister
is—and I was hoping the Minister could explain because, of course, there was a little bit of back and
forth during the Budget Sessions, during the debates
afterwards, whether it be in the media and other
places insofar as the increase in posts as were here in
the Budget Book. We have in 2012/13, that the actual
posts as recorded were 5,348 and the revised figure
for 2013/14 gives us a figure that is about 237 posts
higher than that.
So I want to know the reason for the increase
and I am guessing the increase—because there is this
challenge as to whether or not the 2012/13 figured
represented actual posts and the 2013/14 represented
established posts or paid posts. Because if we go by
this figure, I will say, that there was an elimination of
40 posts over the year, however, it shows an increase
of a number of posts. And now we know from experience that a lot of spending in Government departments is hidden in the Salaries line item. And that
means that when their money cannot be found from
other places you go to the money that is from unfilled
posts. And there is certainly a lot of savings that could
come from not spending the money in . . . that is assigned to the Salaries line item and not transferring
those to other departments so that money can be
spent. Because—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: Absolutely.
Because the Minister has indicated that this
figure is not correct and this figure is lower, based
upon the amount of pay cheques that are put out on a
weekly or monthly basis. However, if that figure is actually lower, Mr. Chairman, that would mean that we
would not have seen the overspend of $45 million. So
this means that money that was on the Salaries line
item, which is here because the Minister is saying that
this is not right, it more about 5,200. Then that means
that the money for 300 posts was funded but not
spent on posts. So the question is Where was that
money spent? And I think that that is something important to come to grips with for the Minister. So I
would hope that he could elaborate on that and I hope
that he could give assurances to Parliament that his
Ministry will be more tight on the . . . the . . . the . . . I
guess, the fudging of numbers when it comes to Department Heads and Permanent Secretaries and just
taking money from the Professional Services line item.
This is something—
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[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: Pardon me?
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: Oh, yes. Some people are saying
they should freeze the figure. And freeze the Salaries
line item entirely to make sure that there are no transfers that come out of there so the money can come
back to the Government at the end of the year. And it
is something that, I think, could assist the Minister as
he is looking to enact tough measures on fiscal discipline, which he has spoken about, because having sat
in that chair, Mr. Chairman, we know that it is without
question a challenge. And I know the Minister might
come back and say that I have some chuff, but it is my
job in the Opposition to make sure that I speak on
these specific issues.
The next figure that I want to go to is on page
B-2, and these are just in the Explanatory Notes, and
it will flow into some of the things . . . and when we get
to the Office of the Tax Commissioner and other
places. But the question is, Has there been any
thought to including a provision for uncollected revenue to result in more accurate budget and deficit projections?
For instance, all the budget projections are
done on a modified cash basis, and the accounting is
done on an accrual basis. However, Mr. Chairman,
there is revenue that is accounted for but there is
revenue that is not collected. So there is revenue that
is accounted for, there is revenue that is booked, that
revenue is not collected and, depending on what the
difference in that figure is, that means that the Government has to actually borrow that difference in
money to make sure that they can . . . so that means
that the borrowing that we see in a lot of years is actually higher than the actual deficit on paper. The reason that the borrowing is higher than the deficit on
paper is because the cash collections do not match
the revenue that is actually booked.
So I was wondering if the Minister would give
any consideration to that going forward in the preparation of budgets insofar as adding a line item for the
provision of uncollected expenses so that the budget
figures and the deficit projections could certainly be
more accurate. I think that would be helpful.
Moving on to page B-3. When talking about
the medium-term expenditure framework, I know one
of the questions that I was going to ask was, Has the
zero-based budgeting been eliminated? The Minister
made it a point to say that it has not been eliminated,
but they are working with both things. So the one
question I would have (and it speaks specifically to the
notes on page B-3) is, How far has the Ministry of Finance progressed to establishing (and I am quoting
from page B-3, Mr. Chairman) the “forward estimates
of the cost of core government policies”?
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I say this because, Mr. Chairman, if we are
looking to reduce funding, one of the main things we
have to understand is . . . and as the Minister said
this year, is if we are going to be cutting $70 [million]
from current account spending. And if we are not going to be eliminating positions that means that we
have to eliminate programmes. And if we are eliminating programmes, as these are the things that would
be captured in the zero-based budgeting process, the
question is . . . and I do not think we have had any
specifics.
I certainly have not heard much in the way in
which other Ministers who have given their budget
briefs to date have spoken about what programmes
will be eliminated. We have seen some stuff on the
Health Insurance side, but we have not seen any
other major programme eliminations, which would result in making the $70 million savings without additional redundancies, as the Minister has said.
And to wrap up Head 10, Mr. Chairman, I
would also ask . . . I know the Minister said that he will
be getting information given to him on a monthly basis
and he will be taking that information to Cabinet. I was
wondering if he would be willing to provide to the
House, on a quarterly basis at least, spending figures.
In addition, I would ask Parliamentary Questions on
other measures which I thought would be useful indicators for the economy such as Social Insurance—
persons paying into Social Insurance—and also the
number of companies that are actually filing Payroll
Tax returns. And I was wondering if he would undertake to possibly provide those on a quarterly basis as
updates so people could have more understanding of
the statistics that are going forward and the economic
statistics so we can measure whether it is the result of
benefits of the programmes that are being put in place
to stimulate the economy.
Finally, the question insofar as borrowing,
which falls under the Ministry of Finance Headquarters: Are there any additional local bond offerings this
year? I would answer the question myself as “no” but I
want to pose it to the Minister.
And then the next thing is, When does the
Minister intend on going back to the market for some
more borrowing? My assumption would be next year,
but is there any danger that we might have to get
there sooner based upon on our revenue collections
that may not be where they are anticipated to be on
the cash side.
So that ends my [debate] Head 10. And now I
will move on to Head 11, on the Accountant General.
And the Minister did give a pretty decent overview. I
was not in the Chamber, but I was listening so I was
able to write down all the notes and I thank him for the
details which were provided.
I will go to page B-87, if I can, and ask if the
Minister could clarify under Head 1101, and it is line
item 21005, which is Treasury Management, and if he
could identify the $700 million [sic] reduction. I am just
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going to assume that is interest payments, but I just
wanted to be sure that that is the reduction on that line
item.
Moving on to page B-88, I had a question on
the reduction of Wages, but I think the Minister covered that and said it was temporary additional covering for E1, which is no longer needed.
When he spoke about employer overhead and
the expected increase in GHI, he said that it will be
$590,000 additional cost to GHI this year over last
year, and that is taking into account the expected reductions in the numbers of persons that the Government has to make GHI contributions for. That means
that, I guess Government workers, or Government
employees, people on GHI and retirees, can look to a
significant increase in, I guess, the GHI premiums this
year.
I was wondering if the Minister could please
provide an estimate (seeing that he used an estimate
for this budget) for the percentage of the increase in
GHI premiums that will be put upon employers, employees, and retirees, because clearly they are expecting something significant as there is an increase
despite the fact that they are anticipating that there
will be a reduced amount of people they have to
cover.
With that, Mr. Chairman, I also . . . and, as I
said, I shared some of these questions with the Minister and his technical staff in advance, but I was hoping
that he could provide an update in his response of
how many people took on board, I guess, the early
retirement offer that was made to the unions and to
civil servants last year. I know that he made mention
of some posts. He made mention to one post in the
Tax Commissioner’s Office which was frozen in regard
to the early retirement. So I was hoping he could give
an overview insofar as how many people actually took
up that offer of early retirement.
Moving on, still on page B-88, the $765,000,
or 91 per cent increase, in the line item for Other Personnel Costs. I was just hoping the Minister could just
give the reason for that significant increase because I
did not catch it specifically in his brief. As I said, I was
trying to write down very quickly.
He spoke about Communications, and I asked
about the $49,000, or 65 per cent increase, in the
Communication line item. And he said the reason for
the increase was because some of the expenses were
reclassified from other line items. And the question, I
guess, the follow-up to that would be, Where were
those items reclassified from? Because I think that
would be helpful insofar as following the money.
There was a reduction in Professional Services of $213,000, or 16 per cent. I welcomed the Minister’s explanation for this, but I was hoping that he
could also provide a breakdown of the total paid to the
top five vendors under this item for 2013/14 in that
year. Because he had also mentioned that some Professional Services line items were being paid for (the
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E1) out of the Professional Services on the current
account even though there is still capital development
going on in the E1 system. So I was hoping he could
shed some clarity on that, specifically on Professional
Services. How much money is actually going to E1 in
the current account in addition to the funds which are
going to the E1 system from the capital account?
One of the things that the Minister said when
he gave his brief, and I am not sure if it was under
Other Expenses or if it was Materials and Supplies (I
did not get the correct line at which he was saying),
but he was talking about that there was an increase in
the expense costs for the preparations of advice,
which I found very curious because advice and
cheque payments, one would assume that now with
the Accountant General moving to more electronic
payments that there is less expense incurred in the
printing of actual advice payments and the printing,
preparation and mailing thereof. So I was wondering if
the Minister could clarify that because I was very curious that that cost would increase.
One would think that one of the benefits of the
E1 system or moving to more electronic advice being
sent out that you would see a reduction in that preparation cost as opposed to an increase. So I was hoping the Minister could possibly clarify that statement.
Moving on to page B-88, sorry, the same
page, moving down to Revenue on the line item 8191,
Service Fees, there is this new line item of $750,000
in revenue. I did not exactly catch what that was for,
so I was hoping the Minister could outline that. It may
have been because it was something in regard . . . he,
the Minister, did mention something about additional
revenue due to credit and debit card charges. But I
was just hoping he could explain that because I was a
little bit confused as to how that showed up on the
revenue line.
The next question I had was that, as the Minister closed and spoke about the Sinking Fund and
spoke about all the money that was put in the Sinking
Fund this year and the large Sinking Fund balance
which is taken up, seeing that the offering was, I think,
last June or July of $800 million, which means there
will be a significant amount of money in the Sinking
Fund . . . I guess it is very curious that the interest
earned on the Sinking Fund was only projected to be
$2.5 million this year. Something did not seem right on
that figure. I see that it is going to go up to $4.5 million
next year, but one would think that there would be at
least a change in the revised number from the $2.5
million especially seeing the large amount of money
that was there this year. Maybe that is because of
when the revenue is realised, I am uncertain, but I
was hoping the Minister could provide some clarity on
that.
Moving on to page B-90, and this is just the
Performance Measures, and there is only one Performance Measure I want to highlight. And this, of
course, Mr. Chairman, is part of the insight we get
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from sitting on the Public Accounts Committee, but
one of the Performance Measures the Minister spoke
about as well, was the “Provision of audited financial
th
statements of the Consolidated Fund by the 30 September.” We note that, of course, we are well behind
that schedule in most years, and it is something that
has been a challenge to the Office of the Accountant
General. But I was wondering if the Minister could
possibly outline what steps we will be making to even
ensure a four-month improvement to go to the next
year because it is saying that these were supposed to
th
be done last week, the 28 of February 2014.
Can the Minister even let us know if that
deadline was met—the deadline that was here in the
Budget Book—and if those statements were provided
to the Auditor General for review? And what steps
would be taken to ensure a four-month improvement
to at least get us to the 30 November 2014 in this
budget year?
Moving on to the next item is the only capital
item under this Head which was on page C-11, 76805,
which is for the E1 system. And the question, having a
project management background, Mr. Chairman, and
understanding that there still seems to be additional
capital allocations which are happening year over year
. . . one of the things that we mention in our projects
and in our definition of a project is that it has a defined
beginning and a defined end. The question is, When
will the ERP System come to a close and an actual
end on this project? Because it seems to be continuing and ongoing. We see that it has been allocated
another $250,000 this year.
I was also hoping the Minister could answer,
as this was Capital Acquisition and not Capital Development, what has been the total amount of money
spent out of capital funds on the ERP project since its
inception? I think that will be useful to know and to
understand.
I will move on to Head 28, but if I could go
right back to Head 10 just for one quick thing, because the Minister does cover the revenue collection
for the Department of Customs (he does not cover the
expense line so we are not discussing it here). Could
the Minister add any insight as to, in the budgeting,
what he found as a reason for the 16 per cent increase in Customs Revenue that was unexpected that
was able to provide an additional boost to revenue
this year?
I know these are things that are taken to account in the budgeting process and which are used to
project the future years. So is there is any insight that
he could share with the House as to the reason for
that increase in revenue that happened on the Customs Duty? Was there anything extraordinary? Was
there something different in the numbers that popped
up, or was it just something that had happened? because we have seen economic activity slow. So there
is certainly a reason for the increase and it would be
helpful to figure out where that increase came from.
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Moving on to Head 28 and that being Social
Insurance, just a few questions here, Mr. Chairman.
The first one is when it comes to War Pensions. What
is the plan for this programme going forward? It
seems like a year-over-year amount that is expended
and it seems like a large amount of money without
any appreciable decrease in the provision of benefits.
Who exactly is eligible for this? This was
brought in 1947, as the Minister said, and it is a very
old programme. One would expect that the figures
would be beginning to wind down, but they are continuing to stay at this high level of spending and they
are actually charged to the Consolidated Fund as opposed to the other pension payments, which come out
of the CPF. So I guess there was a question as to . . .
Is there any thought on the future plans for that and
when we could possibly expect to see a reduction in
the amount of money that comes out of the Consolidated Fund on this?
Moving on to the line item of Professional
Services. Mr. Chairman, I am now on page B-95. The
question I would ask is . . . of course most of this
money under the $7,896,000 goes towards War Pensions. But then, of course, there will be a difference
over the amount that does not go to War Pensions
and classified under Professional Services of about
$1.5 million. And I guess the question would be, What
is the $1.5 million that is actually spent out of the Department of Social Insurance for Professional Services? Where does that money go? And I was hoping
the Minister could provide a breakdown of the top five
vendors in this line item for 2013/14 as well.
I note with interest that in the Performance
Measures, we had this challenge with the CPF paying
out more money than it is taking in, which is certainly
a challenge that is ongoing. And I was wondering if
there were any thoughts that the Minister had in regard to the revision of the age of eligibility for the CPF,
as was recommended by the SAGE Commission, increasing the retirement age from 65 to 67 or even
higher. I was wondering if the Minister had any
thoughts on that, because, of course, any change to
the eligibility of CPF payments would affect the
amount of money that is paid out versus the amount
of money that is taken in to the CPF.
Okay, Mr. Chairman, I will move on to Head
38, page B-98. We are now on the Office of the Tax
Commissioner. And I was hoping that the Minister
could provide the difference in . . . and I guess this
kind of gets to where we were on one of the earlier
questions about personnel and money spent, because
the original line item for 2013/14 was $2.4 million.
Then we saw revision for the revised estimate down to
$2.1 million. However, there was no change in the
amount of personnel. The personnel was still 28. So
one must assume that these are posts that they are
anticipating to fill that were empty. I think the Minister
spoke to some such as Knowledge Manager . . . positions that they are looking to fill in the upcoming year.
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However, Mr. Chairman, then we see that the
figure then goes up to $2,264,000 for the next year,
but we see the same amount of posts. So this is the
challenge that we deal with on the Salaries line item.
And I was wondering if the Minister could possibly
shed some light on that. I am going to assume that
that increase in funding is due to the recruitment that
he said, the Knowledge Manager and the other position, but I was hoping the Minister could possibly clarify that.
The Chairman: Just to keep you on track with your
time, there are about 30 minutes left.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, sir.
Moving on to the next figure on Wages, the
new figure is $62,000 on Wages. I did not actually
hear what that was, so I was hoping the Minister could
clarify as to what that $62,000 in wages was for.
Also, under the Professional Services line
item, $225,000, I was hoping the Minister could provide clarity on that and also give the top five vendors
for that particular line item.
On Revenue, page B-99, under 8071, it says
Other Heads, there was an original budget of
$850,000 which was revised up to $1.3 million, which
of course is about a 50 per cent increase in expected
revenue from other Heads. I was hoping the Minister
could please clarify (as the Minister likes to make sure
he shares information with our listening audience)
what actually comprises “Other Heads”? Because it is,
I guess, is kind of nebulous, so it would be useful to
know what falls under the Other Heads.
In addition, it does seem as though if under
8081 and 8083, under Timeshare Services, we seem
to see a large upward provision under Timeshare Services and a large downward revision in Timeshare
Occupancy, but when you put the two together they
come to be about the same. So I was wondering if
there was some type of interchangeability there or
what is the reason for the large upward revision in one
and the large downward revision in the other, on a
percentage basis.
Finally, moving to page C-11, Mr. Chairman,
dealing with the TIMS system (Tax Information Management System), as it was named. And I will declare
my interest, Mr. Chairman. At one point in time I did
serve . . . I did some work on the TIMS system in my
role in the private sector. So I am relatively familiar
with that. But what would be the . . . if the Minister
could clarify to the House, what has been the total
spending on this project to date and what is the total
spending for this phase and also provide a breakdown
of vendors that have been paid for this figure.
The final question that I have for the Office of
the Tax Commissioner (and this goes back to some of
the things I discussed at the beginning under Head
10), Mr. Chairman, is what was the difference, I guess
. . . and if you could give us . . . I would probably say
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2012/13, between booked revenue and collected
revenue? Because as it says, there is the revenue
that is booked, which is the amount of Payroll Tax that
is filed which is recorded as revenue, but then there is
the actual amount collected, which is always less on a
cash basis that what is filed. So I was just wondering
and hoping, if he could provide that information to the
House.
Also, the Minister spoke about the revision
downwards from some 400 persons to some 200 persons on the new Bermudian hire exemption and I was
wondering if he could provide the main reasons that
the persons were not meant to qualify. I am assuming
that it was just because they were not unemployed for
more than three months, but were there any other issues that he found? Did the Tax Commissioner and
her office find any examples of fraud that may have
existed that would have caused some of the exemptions to not be applicable? So that is that on Head 38.
I will now move to Head 58, Interest on Debt.
And there is this overall question. When we had the
debate originally, Mr. Chairman, I used the word
“gamble” because of course it is a bet. And the bet
that the Minister made was that interest rates would
rise high enough for any future issuance to be at a
higher level, which would mean that we would save
money. Does the Minister have any calculations on
how much interest rates would actually have to go up
before we see any savings under this plan?
I note, of course, interest rates are very volatile. Interest rates in the last week have moved 20 basis points, from 2.6 per cent to 2.8 per cent, on US
ten-year yields. So, of course, that presents a challenge insofar as the calculation of savings or estimating any savings which would happen. But I was wondering if the Minister would be able to clarify this to the
House insofar as he made the projection that it would
save $10 million to $20 million over time, how much
would interest rates have to increase in order for that
savings to be realised? That would be something, I
think that will be useful. And I was hoping the Minister
could clarify that.
Moving on to Head 59, the Sinking Fund,
which I think is the last Head, I had asked what the
balance of the Sinking Fund was. And I posed that
question to the Minister in advance, to the technical
officers, and we got that in the Minister’s brief. What
has been the historical rate of interest on the Sinking
Fund? And I think that that is something that should
be understood because if you go by what was given
here, we had a balance in the Sinking Fund of about
$400-somethingthousand and then we are seeing interest rate expected to be earned on the Sinking Fund
of, you know, $2 million.
So it seems as though it is a very unreasonably low, low interest rate that is being earned. And,
typically, I remember that we were doing calculations
for budget planning of about 4 per cent. [That] was the
estimate that we were looking at on the interest rate
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that was earned on the Sinking Fund. So I was hoping
the Minister could provide some clarity as to the actual
rate of interest that is earned on the funds inside of
the Sinking Funds.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: I am just letting you know what the
figures were that we were using before, so if the Minister could clarify it would be very helpful.
Finally, how much does the Minister expect to
be depleted from the Sinking Fund this year? And I
bring this up specifically to highlight the issues and the
difference between the revenue that is actually
booked and the cash that is collected because that
figure impacts the actual funds that are borrowed. If
you go by the budget figure, and the headline budget
figure, the Minister should be expecting to draw down
$267 million from the Sinking Fund this year.
However, if cash collections do not make up
the total $901 million in revenue, how much is the
Minister expecting to draw down from the Sinking
Fund this year? So I think that information will be helpful. It will be helpful to clarify the issues around . . .
that we find between the revenue that is actually
booked and the cash that is collected and how that
impacts our budgeting preparations and our budget
forecast going forward.
With that, Mr. Chairman, I will take my seat.
The Chairman: Okay. That is the presentation completed by the Shadow Minister, Mr. Burt.
Does any other Member wish to participate in
this debate?
No other Member?
Minister, would you like to respond to some of
the questions that have been put to you? There are 22
minutes left in the debate.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Chairman, I was hoping for a longer break sitting down than I actually got,
jeez.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: My feet are killing me as
it is.
The Chairman: Use up what you can and we will go
on to the next Ministry if you did not use up all the
time.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, sir.
I will start, Mr. Chairman, at the back with the
easy ones.
[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Absolutely.
You know, we make these estimates on a
modified cash basis and so the answer to the question, How much is going to be depleted? is $267.3
million. These budgets are done on a cash basis.
There is no accrual account—or not much anyway—
particularly when we are looking at revenue, we are
looking at cash. We are not looking at, you know,
things that . . . so all of those things that you are talking about, uncollected money, and all that sort of stuff,
is all taken into account for this. All right?
So, the answer to that question is that that
amount of money is supposed to come out of the
Sinking Fund. So that is how it is supposed to work.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes.
Still at the tail end, the Honourable Member
asked about rates that we received on the Sinking
Fund. I have got some numbers here—2009 the rate
average was 4.09 per cent; 2010 it was 3.79 per cent;
2011 it was 3.5 per cent; 2012 it was 3 per cent; and
in 2013 it was 2.47 per cent. So that takes care of
that.
Insofar as how much money . . . what is the
interest rate that we will . . . I am having trouble even
recalling the way you posed that question, but it is
about interest saved from our borrowing strategy. We
will not know the exact number, the exact amount we
have saved, until these bonds mature and we actually
look at the prevailing interest rates then in continuous
time. Your best estimate is provided by the yield
curve—you look at what 1-year money is, what a 3year treasury bond is, a 4-year, 5-year, 7-year, 10year, 15-year, 20-year, 30-year and, you know, you
look at the difference between what it is you are financing on the short part of the yield curve and the
long part of the yield curve.
When we first did this we thought that we
could save over $20 million, and I still think that. But to
give you exact numbers, I cannot. But we . . . if the
markets are any indication, particularly if the stock
market is any indication, they are discounting a much
stronger economy going forward. And if that is so, we
will be seeing higher interest rates. So I am still very
comfortable with what we have done here in terms of
the medium-term financing that is going to save taxpayers a lot of money. The exact amount I do not
know, but . . . and you know, I have to say that that
amount will change every day.
As you mentioned, quite rightly, interest rates
are fairly volatile. But the thing is that I do not need to
know. I think that is really the point. I do not need to
know the exact amount at this point in time. These
strategies tend to be broad-brushed as opposed to
taking things down to infinitesimal detail.
Let me go back to some of your first questions. Incidentally, Honourable Member, we have got
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these answers for you written down, you know, I always do my best to facilitate you. You know what I
mean.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Certainly, I am not sure
that I have been able to differentiate which was which
though. I am just—

[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is right, except for
giving the brief. Your predecessor never gave me a
brief for five years. All right? So this is good training
for you. This is good training for you. All right?

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: What was that?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Oh. Oh, okay. All right. All
right. That is not a problem.

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: This is good training for
you. All right? This is good training. I am trying to help
you. All right? I am trying to help you.
So let us see now. You asked a question
about the reason on page B-83, line item 1001 [cost
centre] 20000. What is the reason for the $440,000
increase? Yes, the increase in these Professional
Services is related to the transfer of Professional Services related to the formation of Bermuda’s strategy
for action regarding the European Union.
As you know, we have a lot going on over
there these days and Bermuda’s strategy for action
regarding the European Union in 2014/15 from the
Regulatory Unit . . . and it is really, in some respects,
just a shift of money from one part of the Ministry to
the other. In addition to that, there is additional money
being set aside for the Efficiency and Reform Authority. Some of that money . . . some of the . . . There is
going to be some money from this Mutual Fund going
to be put into that as well, but I understand a lot of that
activity is going to be services in kind as opposed to
actual cash. But we have to make provision for this
plan that we have for this Efficiency and Reform Authority, so a good deal of that money is going into
there.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Yes. Yes. Minister, would you mind
yielding for the Shadow Minister. He is asking for clarification, I assume?
Mr. E. David Burt: Just as a note, and just possibly to
assist our listening audience, because the Members,
of course, were riveted. The Minister does have, I
guess, a lot of comments on the advance questions
which I submitted.
Could he possibly . . . would he consider using the remaining 15 minutes that we have left to the
questions that I asked on the fly at the very beginning
insofar as the overall strategy? [That] may be helpful.
It is just a suggestion . . . he can of course.
The Chairman: Thank you for your input.
Minister, does that assist you in where the
Shadow Minister would like you to respond?

[Inaudible interjection]
The Chairman: You may have to provide him a further list, Shadow Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Indeed. He might have
to—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, insofar as the . . . I
thought your BMA question was interesting. You
know, we are at the beginning of a journey here with
the whole financial services industry. Financial services are not serving Bermuda (I think I have made
that very clear) the way they should.
On the one hand, I am saying they are not
servicing Bermuda the way Bermuda should be serviced, but on the other hand . . . as you will know, I am
very loathe to be adding on layers of bureaucracy. I
am in search of some sort of balance there, and I do
not know what it is yet. But we have people looking
into it. We are working with our friends in the banking
industry and we are working with our friends in the
BMA to try to see if we can have that important part of
our economy acting in a way that is more beneficial to
the economy. But also taking into account that, you
know, they have to survive, they have to make money,
they have to provide a return on investment to their
shareholders—all of these things are critical.
Having worked in the BMA for many years
and having been on the Board for many more years, I
was always of the notion that the last thing on earth
we needed in Bermuda was a central bank. It was just
one less thing to screw up, quite frankly. And so long
as Bermuda has the foreign exchange reserves that
we do have we can get by without one. But at the
same time we need to find a way to reform what we
have got to make it more healthful. So that is the answer to that question.
Help me out, Member, with the questions you
want me to answer verbally. You know me, I am quite
happy to give it a shot.
[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: You see, this is the problem when you ask so many questions. Right? You
know, the ones you really want answered—the ones
you really want answered. I forget which one it is because I have got so many here to answer.

staff—particularly my budget staff—are going through
these positions with a fine-tooth comb to try to eradicate—
How much time do we have here? Am I out of
time?

The Chairman: Well, you know it is part of the process of the debate to ask the questions of you, Minister.

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Indeed, but the way . . .
you know, instead of asking 20 questions you asked
2,400 questions. Well, then it is tough to know which
ones he really wants answered—
The Chairman: Well, he knows you are normally
pretty good on your feet, see.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Oh, okay. I have got lots
of time.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of clarification, Mr.
Chairman.
The Chairman: Mr. Minister, do you mind yielding for
a comment from Mr. Furbert?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Not at all.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, maybe I am not that
good, you know.
[Inaudible interjection]

The Chairman: Mr. Furbert, you have the floor.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Okay, what?
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Oh, yes, there is a question on positions. Thank you, Honourable Member, for
reminding me.
You know, there is some political hay being
made on the number of people that work for the Government. And you know what, Mr. Chairman? I made
some political hay on this same issue when I was over
there.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: That is probably where he picked it
up from.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: But there is a long-term
practice in the Government of having established
posts and having them funded even though human
beings are not working in the posts. All right? And I
have discovered this to my chagrin, because, you
know what? This does not happen in the private sector. I mean it just does not happen. So you know I had
to sort of do a little switch in my head. But I can assure the House, that Honourable Member, and the
rest of the House that my staff in the Ministry of Finance are working diligently to eradicate that practice
from Government. All right?
The Chairman: So next year we will not see the practice in the budget. Right?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It is still there. A lot of it
has been reduced already, but it is still there. And my

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, I believe that
most ministers, at least all permanent secretaries,
should know how many unfilled positions there are.
When I was at the Ministry of Tourism there were five
and we were going to cut them last year, as far as out
of the budget. I would have thought it would be very
easy for whatever department it is to call up the permanent secretary and ask how many positions are
unfilled and what is the dollar value we are talking
about? How many dollar values are we talking about?
And, Minister, I am going to tell you right now,
you send a memo around and tell every permanent
secretary to freeze that because they are going to
grab that money before the year ends out. That is how
it happens. Just tell them to freeze it and they will not
get it through unless the Financial Secretary approves
of it for some serious reason—a reason why they
need to spend it.
I am telling you they are going to spend it—
they have spent it already. So I am asking you as a
colleague—I know you are a Minister that understands what we are talking about—to have those ministers freeze that amount and let you know how much
it is. And maybe we should ask the question, maybe in
the next couple of weeks, on how much that dollar
value is.
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Furbert.
Any other Member?
No.
Minister, you can continue.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I can tell the Honourable
Member that some of the savings that we have
achieved in this budget is from doing exactly that. Going ministry by ministry, department by department
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and finding out whether there is a warm body in that
position.
What I am saying to this Honourable House is
that we have . . . you know, if you can view that as a
clean-up, we have not finished cleaning up yet. And I
expect as we go forward we will still find little things
and little—
An Hon. Member: Send a memo.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It is going to take more
than a memo, Honourable Member.
I can tell you something. I am looking at my
staff down here and I know that it is going to take
more than a memo. It is going to take my staff sitting
down with each one of these ministers and going
through positions almost one by one and finding those
. . . because it has been a real neat trick, as you
know, in the past. A real neat trick. And the circumstances of today require us to put an end to that and
so . . . Yes, it is a work in progress and we really do
think that it is something that needs to be done and
we are doing it.
Okay, yes. The suggestion of a captive insurance company for Government, right. I think I suggested that, perhaps a couple of years ago, yes. We
have not gotten to it yet, but it is still a good idea. So
that is something that is on the list of things to be
done.
The GDP effect of reduction of spending. As I
said somewhere else, one could get really concerned
about that, based on the assumption that all other
things are equal. All other things are not equal. You
know, in order to try to come up with relationships in
economics you have to assume that other things are
equal so that you can formulate this relationship.
But this relationship about the GDP effect on
the reduction of spending is one of those things where
you say, Well, all other things being equal then if
Government spends less then, you know, it will have a
downward affect on GDP. What really has a downward effect on GDP is that $113 million we have to
spend on interest every year. All right? To me, that
overrides everything.
Just imagine what we could do with that $113
million per year to create jobs and educate children
and all that sort of stuff. So, in the long term, you have
to take that long view that the most important factor
here—whether it has a depressing effect or not in the
short term—is to work down the deficit and ultimately
work down the debt.
As you can imagine, Honourable Member, we
have had some really lively discussions about this
budget within the Government and there has been all
kinds of talk about priorities and all this sort of thing.
But in the final analysis the priority of the Government
is to reduce the deficit. That is the top priority, because everything else starts to fall apart if we get to a
situation where . . . when I meet Standard & Poor’s
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(when I get to your next question) and Fitch and
Moody’s and they start to hammer the living daylights
out of us. I can tell you that we had a meeting with
S&P last week—the first of a series—and do you
know how the meeting started? The meeting started
with, I see that you budgeted for $300-odd million and
your final deficit was within a million dollars of that
number. Boy, that’s a big change from when we were
coming in here years gone by. That is what they told
us. All right? That is a big change.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: No. The big change was
that we did not spend the money on Cap[ital]
Ex[penditures]. Even though we had some problems
with current account. In years gone by, that Cap[ital]
Ex[penditures] would have been spent anyway.
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Chairman, point
of order. Point of order.
The Chairman: Minister, will you yield—
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order.
The Chairman: —for a point of order from the
Shadow Minister?
Go ahead.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Minister is misleading the House because he knows that it was a
practice to reduce capital spending for many years
before to make sure it comes from current account.
We just did not have this wonderful bonanza that the
Government had this year.
The Chairman: Thank you, Shadow Minister.
Minister, the floor is yours.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, you know, when
you have a group of people that were over $100 million off on the budget, I mean, this kind of rings hollow.
My honourable colleague, Mr. Dunkley, reeled
off some blowing of the budget-busting numbers from
years gone by and there were just . . . I had forgotten
they were so bad. I mean, they are really horrific. So
that sounds good in theory, Honourable Member. But
the practice is when you are blowing the budget by
$140 million, it does not count.
Okay, let us move on. The rating agencies—
we currently have three. I inherited three. All right? If
we have to get rid of one of them maybe we can, but I
think the three rating agencies cost us $165,000 and if
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Mr. E. David Burt: If I can, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman: The Shadow Minister is going to use
up that last 30 seconds.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I know every little bit
helps. But, you know, it is not going to be a material
amount.
And some investors value Moody’s or Fitch or
S&P above others so it is good to have the big three
there. But there is this herd instinct between these
guys and what one of them does . . . basically they all
do it anyway.
Pre-budget report—I agree with you entirely.
We have to get back to doing that. I agree entirely.
So there are your three things there and we
can go back to the individual ones if you want.
Mr. Chairman, if you will bear with me for a
moment.

Mr. E. David Burt: I will. I just want to thank the Minister for his answers and I am expecting the Minister will
give the written responses to me. Yes?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I will.
The Chairman: Thank you, Shadow Minister.
Minister, you have got 20 seconds left. Would
you like to go ahead and move your Heads? I think
you have about six Heads to move.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, sir. If I can find this
here.
The Chairman: [Heads] 10, 11, 28—

The Chairman: You have got a minute and 35 seconds.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, well, I just wanted to
clarify this. I cannot read my own writing, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: I would not repeat that too loudly
now.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I would like to move
Heads . . . where are we here?
The Chairman: [Heads] 10, 11, 28, 38, 58 and 59.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: You see, you got in front
of me. I do not have them.
[Timer chimes]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Just as a postscript to the
little discussion we had on established posts and how
many people are working there.
The Chairman: Mm-hmm.

The Chairman: Your time is up, Minister, move your
Heads.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Move my Heads . . .
okay, I cannot find it here.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: One thing we do know,
we do know how many people we have paid. All right?
And, you know—

The Chairman: Okay, just—

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Okay. Here it is, I got it.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to move Heads 10,
11, 28, 38, 58 and 59.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The number of people we
have paid in the public sector has decreased by 193
people.

The Chairman: So moved.
[Gavel]

The Chairman: Mm-hmm.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So I want to make that
clear.
The Chairman: You are inside of that last minute.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Okay. I think that is it.
The Chairman: Minister? Does anyone else want to
speak? No?
Minister, will you move your Heads?

The Chairman: That concludes the debate on Finance.
[Motion carried: The Ministry of Finance, Heads 10,
11, 28, 38, 58 and 59 were approved and stand part
of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure
2014/15.]
The Chairman: Now we move to the Ministry of Education.
Minister Dr. Grant Gibbons, you have the
floor.
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, it gives me great pleasure to
present the . . . actually, sorry, I need to move the
Heads.
The Chairman: Yes, please, move the Heads first.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Let me start with
moving the Heads first.
I would like move Heads 95, 17 and 41, which
are the Heads for the Ministry of Education and Economic Development, the Department of Education and
Bermuda College.
The Chairman: Mm-hmm.
HEAD 95—MINISTRY OF EDUCATION HEADQUARTERS
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Chairman, it
gives me great pleasure to present the budget for
Head 95, which is found on page B-103 in the first
instance in the Budget Book, the Ministry of Education
and Economic Development Ministry Headquarters.
And actually it is found across a number of pages B103 to B-107 of the Budget Book. There is also for
Honourable Members an errata page that was handed
out which is for page B-103. And I will get to that in a
little bit.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry Headquarters, in
total, has been allocated—I am going to start with
Head 95 and I will explain that I am actually splitting
this Head at the request of the Opposition—the Ministry Headquarters, in total, has been allocated a budget
of $8,677,000 and this down a little over $1.8 million
from the $10.5 million in the current year, the 2013/14
year. There are 13 full-time equivalent positions.
Mr. Chairman, following the organisational
restructuring in December 2013, the creation of this
new Ministry of Education and Economic Development resulted in several changes. Prior to the reorganisation, the Ministry of Economic Development
had responsibility for the Departments of Civil Aviation
and Maritime Administration. These departments now
fall under the Ministry of Tourism Development and
Transport. Similarly, responsibility for the Bermuda
Economic Development Corporation has shifted to the
Ministry of Home Affairs.
The Ministry of Education Headquarters, formerly Head 16, has now been amalgamated into what
was the Ministry of Economic Development, Head 95.
Head 17, the Department of Education now falls under
the Ministry of Education and Economic Development,
as does Head 41, that of the Bermuda College.
The Bermuda National Library (Head 18) and
the Bermuda Archives (Head 19) were also for a pe-
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riod of time part of the organisational structure of the
former Ministry of Education.
Mr. Chairman, as I mentioned, we have been
asked by the Opposition to discuss Ministry Headquarters (95) as it relates to Education, separate and
distinct from Headquarters as it relates to Economic
Development. Now, it is not that simple because, as I
have mentioned earlier, the Ministries have been
amalgamated and they are now, in fact, one Ministry.
But I will do my best to try to break out the
Education piece from the Economic Development
piece, which is being debated on Wednesday.
To this point, I can advise that of the
$8,677,000 allocated to the whole Ministry Headquarters, some $2,084,000 is allocated to Ministry Headquarters as it relates to Education. Bear in mind that
some of the funds are allocated to grants and scholarships and I will break these down further as we work
through this brief.
I think it is worth noting, Mr. Chairman, (and
this is on page B-103) when you look at the overall
Ministry of Education and Economic Development,
there are basically a series of Heads under the whole
thing. I have talked about the Ministry Headquarters
and the Department of Education and Bermuda College, but under the Ministry now we also have the
Registrar of Companies, Telecommunications, ECommerce and Energy—that is on page B-103. And it
is also interesting to note that the overall budget for
the entire Ministry is $146,500,000. That actually, as
you can see from the graphs here, which you cannot
see if you are not looking at it, represents some
13 per cent of the entire Government expenditure.
The revenue portion for the entire Ministry is
some $70.6 million, 8 per cent of the entire Government revenue. And probably the most interesting fact
for those who are listening is that the number of employees, which is 1,224—that is the budgeted number
for 2014/15—actually represents 22 per cent, somewhere between a quarter and a fifth of the entire number of employees in the entire Government. So it is a
very large Ministry when you actually look at the overall number of employees. And obviously most of those
come under the Department of Education, and we will
get to more of that when we get to Head 17.
So, Mr. Chairman, although the Ministry acquired responsibility for Education in late December
2013, the actual objectives and role of the Ministry
Headquarters remains one of direction, coordination
and leadership.
The Ministry is staffed with a Permanent Secretary, Comptroller, two Policy Analysts, and some
administrative and accounting support.
Under the Ministry Headquarters we have:
• Head 17: The Department of Education. This
is headed by the Commissioner of Education,
Dr. Edmond Heatley.
• Head 41: The Bermuda College. And this is
headed by Dr. Duranda Greene with Mrs. Jill
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Husbands as Chairman of the College Board.
The college continues to work towards its 10year strategic plan and has been able to
manage well and continues to diversify its offerings despite budget constraints.
And both those Heads, obviously, I will get to
in a few minutes.
So I am going to now switch over to page B104 and deal with the Expenditure Overview for the
Ministry of Education and Economic Development,
focusing principally on the Ministry of Education.
So as this section of the debate relates to
Education, I will try and to hone in on those issues
only and reserve comments on the other aspects of
the Ministry Headquarters when we come to debate
on Wednesday for Economic Development.
As I mentioned earlier, there is an errata page
insertion for page B-103. The initial Budget Book had
an error where the Budget Office had inadvertently
swapped the line figures for the Department of Telecommunications and Bermuda College. The errata
page contains the correct figures.
The Headquarters budget is set out under four
cost centres as you will see on page B-104, and those
are: Policy and Administration, the Business Development Unit, Grants, and Education Administration.
Mr Chairman, please note that a straight “apples to apples” comparison of the Ministry Headquarters budget last year versus this year is not simple.
The figures provided in the Budget Book, particularly
for the preceding year, the year we are in now and the
year before that, the actuals for 2012/13, are from the
previous Ministry of Economic Development. And following restructuring, as I said, the Ministry added the
portfolio of Education and shed responsibility for Civil
Aviation, Maritime Administration and the Bermuda
Economic Development Corporation. So as much as I
can, I am going to try to ensure the year-to-year comparison is as meaningful as possible.
Mr. Chairman, as far as the mission goes for
the Ministry on the Education side, the Ministry is
seeking to foster an inclusive and progressive learning
environment that promotes excellence, improvement,
constant development and success.
So the following discussion focuses purely on
the functional aspects of the Headquarters as it relates to the Ministry. The actual education-related
functions, achievements and budget allocation for the
Department of Education (Head 17) will be discussed
when we debate that department’s budget allocation
later.
The Ministry Headquarters itself focuses on
ensuring compliance with legislation, rules, regulations, policies and procedures. Legislation is currently
under review (and I will touch on some of that a little
bit later) and will be amended to help support student
improvement.
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So if we look at the bottom of page B-104,
and specifically cost centre 9504, which is referred to
as Education Administration (which is the line item
105040) you will see there, Mr. Chairman, that the
estimate for the 2014/15 year is $463,000. That is
down some $35,000 from the previous year which
was $498,000. And, in fact, there are three full-time
equivalents in this particular section here.
This allocation is purely (for this cost centre
Education Administration) for general operating expenses and for the salaried positions that remain in
the Headquarters that are specifically allocated to
Education. There are three positions: A policy analyst,
an administrative assistant and funding for senior civil
service support. The remainder is for supplies, training, general expenses and some consulting provision.
A great deal was accomplished by the Ministry of Education Headquarters during the 2013/14
budget year. The major projects and processes included:
1. Under the direction of the Board of Education,
the recruitment of the new Commissioner of
Education, Dr. Heatley.
2. The introduction of the Inclusive and Special
Education Discussion Paper, it was a Green
Paper, it was debated last year. This was developed following widespread consultation.
This is the precursor to a full-fledged policy on
inclusive and special education. The policy
will be accompanied by amended legislation
st
to bring Bermuda in line with 21 century international standards in these areas.
3. The launch of a public consultation on proposals to amend the Education Act 1996 with
regard to parental involvement and boards of
governors for maintained schools. A lot of
these meetings were held in 2013, I cannot
remember exactly how many, but there were
a series of education meetings for the public
looking at the Education Act and this whole
issue of parental involvement and the boards
of governors for maintained schools.
4. The development of amendments to the Bermuda College Act 1974, which are ongoing.
So in the 2014/15 budget year (the one that
we are coming up to at the beginning of April), the
Ministry of Education and Economic Development
Headquarters will undertake the implementation of its
mission by:
• Introducing a White Paper on Inclusive and
Special Education. This will outline the policy
direction of the Government of Bermuda in
these areas and will reflect many of the views
of parents and the community collected during
the public consultation process.
• Introducing amendments to the Education Act
1996 with regard to parental involvement and
boards of governors.
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Introducing amendments to the Bermuda College Act 1974.
The introduction of a new Bermuda Educators
Council Act.

I am moving now down to the line item
105050, which is Education Grants to External Bodies, again, at the bottom of page B-104. As you can
see, Mr. Chairman, the estimate for the 2014/15 year
is $621,000 and the budget for the 2013/14 year (the
year we are currently in) was also $621,000.
So during the current fiscal year, the Education-related grants were revised from $621,000 to add
an extra $80,000 and you can see that in the revised
number there, which is $701,000. This addition was to
provide for the cost of Associate Contributing Country
status, tuition and related fees for the University of the
West Indies Scholarship. This amount is accounted
for, for the coming year, under scholarships.
The Ministry has received education-related
grant applications from traditional recipients, and has
received some new requests. Organisations requesting grants are required to complete a grant application
and provide reports on what has been delivered with
the public funds provided to them.
While the level of funding allocated to this cost
centre has been maintained, the volume of applications and the amounts requested have significantly
increased. The Ministry has carefully reviewed the
applications and, while the grants for many applicants
will be less than in former years, the Ministry expects
to assist a larger number of applicants over the course
of the year.
Some programmes and services within the
Department of Education are currently being restructured and re-organised. Therefore, a process is currently underway to ensure that all grants—whether
new or old—are consistent with the mission and system priorities of the Department.
Now, some grants to external bodies are still
under review. Many of those who have made applications will be, or already have been, contacted. Additionally, the Ministry will retain some limited ability to
provide grant money to applicants throughout the
budget year, where criteria have been met.
Before we get into the specifics of the grants, I
will address what may appear to be an anomaly. The
Budget Book on page B-104 has $621,000 allocated
to the line item but only $521,000 on page C-17. This
is because $100,000 has been allocated for the Reading Clinic as a “fee for service” allocation as opposed
to a pure grant. The Reading Clinic, as I think most
Honourable Members will know, provides psychoeducational assessments and diagnostic assessments
of school children with reading or math-related learning difficulties, and early literacy intervention programmes for preschool students as well.
The remaining $521,000 will be distributed
during the 2014/15 financial year. In addition to the
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Reading Clinic, at this point, we have allocated grants
to the following organisations (and I have got a list of
them here, Mr. Chairman, and I will go through them):
• $15,000 has been allocated to the Bermuda
National Gallery. The funding will support
educational programming that promotes visual
arts in schools.
• $50,000 has been allocated to the Bermuda
School Sports Federation. This money will
support school sports in Bermuda such as
soccer, track and field and cricket as well as
covering National Sports Stadium rental fees.
• $100,000 has been allocated to the Bermuda
Sloop Foundation. This money will help them
to continue their character-building voyages
for middle school students.
• $75,000 has been allocated to the Centre for
Talented Youth. This grant helps fund the after school Gifted and Talented Programme for
designated high achieving students.
• $25,000 has been allocated to the Global Arts
[UN]. This supports the youth newspaper,
www.youthnews.com, and other leadership
development activities for students.
• $50,000 has been allocated to Wind Reach.
This supports programmes that allow for an
increase in sensory motor skills, social, physical, cognitive and emotional development for
public school students with special needs.
• $7,500 has been allocated to the KBB (Keep
Bermuda Beautiful). KBB supports teachers
with delivering science lessons and materials
tied to the Cambridge curriculum at the P-1,
P-4, P-6 and M-1 levels.
• $20,000 has been allocated to Youth Net.
This will help support the mentorships of
1,000 public school students through traditional, reading, as well as peer, sports and
work site mentoring.
Mr. Chairman, I am now moving down to cost
centre 105060, which is the Education Scholarship
Awards and, again, that is at the bottom of page B104.
The estimate for the coming year 2014/15, as
you will see in the book, is for $1 million. That is down
some $333,000 from the previous year and the budget
for the previous year was $1,333,000.
Mr. Chairman, there are different categories of
scholarships and awards. And there are four of them
and I will list them out:
• Teacher Training Awards;
• Mature Student Awards;
• Government Scholarships;
• Further Education Awards.
Teacher Training Awards are valued at
$15,000 per year for up to three years and are given
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to promising Bachelor of Education candidates studying subjects where there are shortages of local candidates. Particular emphasis will be placed on applicants studying geography, English language, arts,
mathematics, modern foreign languages and special
education. Awardees are expected to return to Bermuda and teach within the Bermuda Public School
System.
The Chairman: Minister, while you are pausing, we
are going to have a Chairman change and Mrs. Holshouser will become the Chairman for the rest of the
. . . until she is relieved.
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]
The Chairman: Minister, please proceed.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman. I was talking about Teacher Training
Awards and saying they were valued at some $15,000
per year and for up to three years and talking about
the emphasis being placed on areas where there is a
shortage of local applicants. And I mentioned that
awardees are expected to return to Bermuda and
teach within the Bermuda Public School System
Mature student awards are provided to successful candidates who are over the age of 35 and
who wish to return to post-secondary education. The
award is valued at up to $15,000 per year for up to
three years.
The next category is Further Education
Awards. These are also valued at between $1,500
and $10,000 and are awarded to students who are in
financial need studying at university.
Finally, the fourth category is Bermuda Government Scholarships which are awarded to up to
eight of Bermuda’s top scholars. They are provided
with tuition and accommodation up to a value of
$35,000. This scholarship is now tenable for up to four
years. As mentioned earlier, this cost centre also includes in the budget the University of the West Indies
Scholarships.
Madam Chairman, as mentioned, some of
these awards are multi-year and renewable. We have
outstanding obligations for Government scholarships
and awards that we are happy to honour. We have
allocated $825,000 for Bermuda Government Scholarships this year. The remainder of the allocation is for
the consideration of Teacher Training Awards, Mature
Student Awards and Further Education Awards.
Last year $1,333,000 was budgeted. This was
down from somewhat from what was budgeted for
2012/13. Last year’s budget has also been revised to
$1,253,000. This is as a result of careful review by the
Ministry Headquarters and the Board of Education’s
Scholarship and Award’s Committee.
During last year’s budget period, it was explained that the previous Government amended the
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Bermuda Government Scholarships Act in order to
provide unlimited scholarship funds to Bermuda’s top
academic scholarships. While these funds very generously contributed to important academic study, we
simply do not have the funds to provide unlimited tuition to some of the world’s most expensive postsecondary institutions. Some scholarships range up to
$70,000 per year, while others were as low as
$17,000.
Therefore, the Ministry last year revised its internal policies pertaining to scholarships and awards.
Amendments were made to the Bermuda Government
Scholarships Act 2008 and new Bermuda Government Scholarships Regulations 2013 were introduced.
The new Bermuda Government Scholarships (BGS)
regime allows the Ministry to achieve targeted reductions. While it resulted in reduced expenditure for this
cost centre, it also included valuable expansion in key
areas of the BGS programme.
We were able to achieve this by:
• extending the term of each scholarship by one
academic year, to a period not exceeding four
years, in order to coincide with the typical
number of years required to earn an undergraduate university degree; and
• covering tuition and basic accommodation
only, to a maximum value of $35,000 per
year, instead of covering the total cost of tuition, accommodation (including room and
board), a one-way airfare ticket to university
and a one-way return ticket upon the completion of studies.
This allowed the Ministry to more appropriately budget for the BGS regime, as we now know
that no scholarship amount will exceed $35,000.
Saving in this cost centre was also achieved
by reducing the budgets for awards, such as mature
student awards and further education awards. Additionally, a decision was taken that Teacher Training
Awards would only be granted to individuals undertaking education studies at the levels and subject matters
for which the public education system has a need.
So for the current budget year, the 2014/15
estimate for this cost centre is $1,000,000.
The breakdown in the amounts for the four
categories of awards and scholarships is set out on
page C-17 of the Budget Book, which is in the back
and (bear with a minute, Madam Chairman) and on
page C,-17 we can see that for that basically $1 million that was allocated some $825,000, as I said, is
budgeted towards the Bermuda Government Scholarships and that included the West Indies piece in there
as well, the Mature Student Awards has a budget of
$85,000, and then the Further Education Awards
comes in at $40,000 and, sorry, I have omitted the
Teacher Training Awards which comes in at $30,000.
That actually adds to about $980,000 and there are
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some additional funds in there for basically paperwork
and supplies, I am told.
Okay. I am going to switch over now to page
B-105, which basically addresses the—I am sorry,
page B-106, I beg your pardon, which addresses
Manpower.
Let me start by saying, Madam Chairman, that
the figure in the Budget Book on page B-106 is incorrect. It states 10 Full-Time Equivalent positions for the
Ministry Headquarters (that is under the 2014/15 estimate), but there are, in fact, 13 positions there. Four
of these are correctly shown for the Business Development Unit, comprising one Section Head, one Legislative Assistant, one Policy Analyst, and one Administrative Assistant. The other nine are: one Permanent
Secretary, one Comptroller, two Policy Analysts, three
Administrative Assistants, one financial accountant
and an allocation of funding for senior assistance
within Education Headquarters. Other than the three
FTEs currently allocated to Education, the remainder
are essentially allocated to Economic Development.
So, in fact, there are going to be three FTEs in here,
which is what is missing from the Education Administration piece. It must be noted that due to the merged
nature of the Ministry, obviously, the Permanent Secretary for example is covering both parts of the portfolio—Economic Development and Education—as are
others as well.
Madam Chairman, Honourable Members may
recall that the former Permanent Secretary, of what
was the Ministry of Education, has moved to the private sector. However, the funding has been retained
(this was the senior assistance I was talking about) to
allow the appointment of additional senior assistance
in the Ministry Headquarters. We are not quite sure
what that is yet, but the funding is basically there and
is budgeted for.
Madam Chairman, before I conclude, I need
to say a word or two about the work of the Headquarters staff. This has been a very challenging time. The
former PS left right at the end of the 2013 year and
the Ministry of Education Comptroller’s contract ended
in January. The Ministry Administrative Assistant took
on a role at a company outside of Government and
left at the end of January. Also note that the Commissioner himself is relatively new to Bermuda and to the
Government. This has proven to be particularly challenging at the Ministry level and we have been able to
surmount this challenge, thanks to the dedication, diligence and sheer hard work of the Ministry’s Policy
Analyst; Mrs. Kimberley McKeown. I would like to extend my thanks to her for her perseverance.
Madam Chairman, with the work of the PS,
the Commissioner, the Policy Analyst, and the rest of
the Ministry staff, the Ministry will continue to oversee
the direction and improvement of our Education system. This will be discussed in more depth during the
debate on the Department of Education.
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Thank you Madam Chairman, this concludes
my remarks on the Ministry Headquarters.
Now, I believe what I should do, because we
are splitting the Headquarters, is rise and report progress at this point because I am going to want to
come back to it again on Wednesday. Okay?
So I rise and report progress on the Ministry
Headquarters.
The Chairman: That is correct.
Are there any objections to the proposal of
rise and report progress so that we can continue discussing that Head on Wednesday?
Mr. Walton Brown: I am happy to do so as long it
does not prevent me from posing questions.
The Chairman: Oh, not at all, not at all.
[Motion carried: The Committee of Supply agreed to
rise and report progress, and seek leave to sit again,
on Head 95.]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
We were trying to sort out how to split a Head
and this was the best way we could think of how to do
it, so yes. Okay.
HEAD 17—DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: All right, Madam
Chairman, I am going to then move now to page B108 and actually, I am—sorry, I am going to have
people’s heads spinning a little bit. I am going to go
quickly—very quickly—back to page B-103 because
page B-103 sets out the budget allocation for the coming year 2014/15 and for the 2013/14 year. And the
budget allocation for this Head 17, as you will see on
page B-103, is in fact $114,900,000 and this is down
some $6.1 million from the previous year, 2013/14
year which was budgeted at $121 million.
Madam Chairman, I will now provide detail on
the functions and activities carried out by the Department of Education. Also, considering the fact that the
former Ministry of Education was a standalone Ministry for the majority of the past fiscal year, I will fold in
the relevant ministry activities where appropriate. I will
also talk about the Department’s plans for the upcoming year as well.
As I have noted, the Department of Education
is headed by the Commissioner of Education. The
current Commissioner is Dr. Edmond Heatley who has
been in the post since September 2013. The Department is currently divided into three main sections consisting of:
• Educational Standards and Accountability,
which supervises schools and principals;
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Academics, which consists of Curriculum and
Assessment; Early Childhood Education;
School Improvement and Staff Development;
and Student Services; and
Business Operations, which include Facilities,
Finance, Human Resources and Information
Technology.

During the 2013/14 budget year, the educational focus of the Department has been on improving
teaching and learning to increase student performance and the educational outcomes of all students.
This included targeted support for principals and
teachers to better serve and support students. Specific support has been provided with regard to teaching strategies, working collaboratively with parents,
and reasoning skills.
The Department also continued to diversify its
programme offerings to better meet the needs of students who have been traditionally underserved; more
specifically, students with special education needs
and students who are at-risk, such as students on the
autism spectrum, students who are blind or visually
impaired and students who require alternative education.
Madam Chairman, between the 1995 and
2011 budget years, the Ministry of Education, inclusive of the Department of Education, had failed to remain within its cash limits. Beginning with the 2011/12
budget year, the Ministry of Education has consistently achieved year over year savings, and, in this
fiscal year I am delighted to say, for the first time in 20
years, the Ministry of Education has remained within
its budget.
However, this has not been easy. The Department of Education faces significant challenges in
trying to improve student achievement with significantly less financial resource.
The Ministry, and particularly the Department
of Education, was able to stay within its cash limit by
finding savings and controlling expenditure. This was
achieved in large part by a number of measures.
Those included:
• greater scrutiny on new hires and leaving a
number of posts vacant;
• the near elimination of overseas travel and localising most professional development;
• reducing the use of substitute teachers;
• the residual effect of consolidating its three
separate administrative locations into a single
building, thereby reducing its rental costs;
• containing costs in more discretionary spending lines, such as training, professional services, repair and maintenance, and travel;
• policy changes to reduce the cost of scholarship and awards; and
• reduction in salary costs due to the introduction of furlough days.
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Madam Chairman, last year, during the
Budget Debate, it was emphasised that the mission of
the Ministry of Education was to raise the quality of
teaching and learning so that public schools became
the number one choice for parents. This year, the
mission has been expanded to include “fostering an
inclusive and progressive learning environment that
promotes excellence, improvement, constant development and success.”
This mission reflects the values of a comprehensive education system that is developing to better
meet the needs of all students and their families.
During the 2013/14 budget year, the Department of Education focused on the following objectives
and those were:
• to support schools to raise teaching levels so
that students are encouraged to learn to the
highest possible degree;
• to provide expertise to support schools in providing services and in reaching agreed standards; and
• to assess and evaluate results of teaching
and learning so as to determine progress and
to offer help and encouragement where
needed.
Its strategic priorities in addressing the objectives were as follows:
• to increase public confidence in the education
system;
• to create alignment of the Department of Education with teaching and learning; and
• to have clearly communicated goals through
an accountability framework.
The direction of the Department of Education
was to ensure that human, financial, material and facility resources were aligned to support teaching and
learning. It therefore developed and worked towards
the following business priorities:
1. to ensure appropriate human resource management to ensure qualified staffing in
schools and to develop business processes
which support its mission;
2. to align financial resources to ensure that less
is focused at the Ministry and Department
level and more directed to schools and services for students;
3. to ensure value for money in the purchase of
school materials and to also align purchases
directly to the needs of schools; and
4. to ensure that school facilities are maintained
to ensure an appropriate environment for
teaching and learning.
Madam Chairman, as I mentioned earlier, the
current Commissioner of Education is Dr. Edmond
Heatley. He brings depth, focus and considerable ex-
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perience in getting public education right for every
student.
While the role of Commissioner is diverse and
varied, ultimately the Commissioner of Education is
accountable for the administrative and instructional
leadership and transformation of the Department of
Education, including all public schools. He is responsible, on an ongoing basis, for improving student
achievement and student outcomes.
The Commissioner is responsible for all aspects of the operations of the Department of Education, including the supervision of three directors, and
he has overall responsibility for public schools, early
learning, curriculum and assessment, special education, professional development, and business operations. Business operations, such as Human Resources, Information Technology, Facilities Management and Finance previously fell under the purview of
the Permanent Secretary, but have now, as per the
Education Act 1996, been placed under the Commissioner.
Since taking up his post in September, the
Commissioner has rapidly gained familiarity and has
been developing an understanding of the Department,
our public system of schools, and the Bermudian society in which our students are educated.
The Commissioner has achieved this by:
• visiting and getting to know every public
school;
• getting out into the community to better understand the needs, wants and experiences of
each school community;
• meeting with a wide array of parents and
community members;
• lending specialist knowledge and experience
on the public consultation on the Inclusive and
Special Education Discussion Paper;
• participating and demonstrating leadership on
public consultation on parental involvement
and proposed changes to the Education Act
1996; and
• conducting parent and community forums to
stimulate dialogue regarding the concerns and
aspirations of parents and the community for
our children.

•

•

•

•

•
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standard of education anywhere in the world;
that every educator and classroom is delivering the Cambridge curriculum fully and effectively;
Another priority is to improve teaching and
learning in the classroom. This will happen by
building the content knowledge of every
teacher, raising expectations, and providing
teachers and administrators with coaching,
professional development, and guidance. The
Department will also increase the quality of
behaviour and academic interventions for students that need support (and Madam Chairman, I am going to get into these in more detail as I get further into the brief and show how
those are allocated against the various
Heads);
Another priority is to strengthen and distribute
leadership. The Department continues to work
with school leaders to strengthen their ability
to lead change, and improve instruction, and
everyday operations. This means ensuring
that all school leaders know what good instruction looks like, and can build capacity for
good teaching in their schools. The Department and principals will also continue to grow
teacher leadership at every school site;
Facilitate improvement of standards via accountability and transparency. The Department will continue to raise standards for recruitment and hiring, communication, and
early intervention and special education services;
The Department will also maximize the engagement and contribution of parents and
community. The Department will continue to
work with schools and parents to find ways for
parents to be more involved in their children’s
education. This will include a parent university, as well as more forums and town hall
meetings to give parents input into the direction of the Department and schools;
Another priority is to improve efficiency of delivery. The Department will continue to update
and innovate its policies and procedures in
order to provide greater quality in customer
service, support and communication; and finally
Improve the culture and climate of the Department of Education and schools. We want
staff to enjoy coming to work, we want parents
to feel that they can engage and are listened
to, and of course, we want all children to be
cultivated to want to learn more each and
every day. The Department will continue to
transform itself into an organisation that is dynamic, student focused, and a leading agent
of change in Bermuda.

These activities helped to inform the reevaluation, re-focusing and re-development of many
of the Department’s system priorities.
•
Madam Chairman, the Department of Education’s priorities were unveiled in December 2013 and
posted
on
the
Department’s
website
at
www.moed.bm. Detailed in the publication “Actions
with Every Child in Mind,” the priorities are to (and I
have got a series of them here):
• Review and monitor the full implementation of
the Cambridge Curriculum—which means that
the Department of Education will work to ensure that every child has access to the best
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Madam Chairman, I would like to now lay out
what this means in practical terms by describing both
what has been accomplished during the latter part of
the 2013/14 budget year, as well as what will be
achieved during the 2014/15 budget year.
Based on existing objectives and priorities,
the Department has focused on increasing the quality
of teaching and learning. This specifically refers to the
education provided to children in their classrooms.
For example, an emphasis on bell to bell
teaching, meaning from the time the school bell rings,
instructions starts, and then continues until the bell
rings again. We are also ensuring that teaching time is
on task—meaning that real teaching is taking place
throughout each class period, and that this is continually reinforced and enforced with principals and
teachers.
The work that was being done to improve instructional leadership with Principals and Deputy Principals had slowed in the current financial year, partially due to the budget reductions and personnel
changes. However, it should be noted that there is an
81 per cent increase in the 2014/15 budget for cost
centre 27031, which is School Improvement. This
specifically includes professional development for
principals, teachers and support staff. Leadership
training for principals and Department of Education
leaders is currently underway, both on-Island and
abroad. And there will be more about that later,
Madam Chairman.
Additionally, the process of academic audits
began in November 2013. Acknowledging parental,
community and departmental concerns about the
quality of teaching and learning at the middle school
level, the audits began with the middle schools. The
focus, however, of the audits is system-wide, and all
schools and all children will benefit from the findings,
recommendations and resultant actions for change.
The purposes of the audits were threefold:
1. to provide schools and the Department with
an intensive, multi-faceted analysis of student
learning, teaching and leadership in order to
improve student outcomes;
2. to build first-hand a collective understanding
of the strengths and challenges faced at
schools; and
3. to provide direction for the system support
services needed to improve teaching and
learning outcomes, grow leadership capacity
and improve the climate and community support.
The framework for examining each middle
school was drawn from the Association of Middle
Level Education’s (AMLE) research-based 16 characteristics for successful middle grades schools.
The audits involve system personnel, school
staff, parents, students (as appropriate) and teachers
and are designed to provide an in-depth look at the
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quality of student engagement, teaching, student
achievement, climate, and leadership at each school.
Additional data used to support the audits includes
attendance (both staff and students), student behaviour, staff qualifications, student achievement, parent
complaints and teacher mobility rate.
The audits have enabled the system to identify and provide customised support for improving student outcomes, as well as professional development
and direction for teacher and leadership capacity
building.
The focus of the audits was divided into three
major areas and those were:
• curriculum, instruction, and assessment;
• leadership and organization; and
• culture and community.
Auditors from the Department of Education
were assigned in teams and tasked with identifying
strengths and areas for growth. The teams were
tasked to review various subject areas such as English, mathematics, science, social studies, special
education, and instructional technology. In addition,
the teams conducted more than 100 observations of
classrooms, in the middle schools alone, using international benchmarks for effective lessons. Finally, the
audit teams interviewed students, teachers, parents
and leadership.
Each audit of the middle schools required
multiple days to complete and, this is important,
school leaders were informed of the audit process, but
schools were not informed in advance of the visits.
The audit findings are being shared with principals and their leadership teams, along with recommended actions for improvement. The findings will be
made available for the general public in April. This is a
good example of our commitment to transparency and
partnership with parents and the community.
The priorities also include the introduction of a
Parent University in October 2014. Universally, parent
participation in their children’s education declines as
children get older and I think we are all aware of that.
However, educators and parents alike know that children will always need their parents’ involvement, but
perhaps in different ways as they age. The Parent
University is an excellent tool for parent engagement
because it gives parents the opportunity to understand
the context in which their children are educated, the
expectations, curriculum, special programmes, as well
as the college and career options available. It helps
clarify the expectations, curriculum being taught, special programmes, and college and career choices. It
also helps provide them with specific tools on how to
contribute, along with educators, to improve educational outcomes. And as I said, the Parent University
Programme will start in October of this year.
I am pleased to report that the Commissioner
goes into the community to get regular feedback to
introduce and explain upcoming changes that affect
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students, and to engage parents, stakeholders and
the wider community.
I would now like to focus specifically on some
of the cost centres that fall under Head 17, and those
are on page B-108.
I am going to start with the general category
1701—Central Administration. And as you can see,
Madam Chairman, the estimate (again on page B108) for the 2014/15 year is $8,992,000. That is up
$1,619,000, or 22 per cent, from the previous year.
And the budget for the previous year, the year we are
now in was $7,373,000.
And now dealing with the cost centres under
that Central Administration category, I am going to
start with cost centre 27000—General Administration
and, again, we are talking on the top of the page or
almost on the top of page B-108. General Administration, as you can see if you are looking at the book,
has been allocated $495,000 for the coming budget
year. And that is basically a new allocation because
the budget for the previous year was zero.
Cost centre 27000, refers to General Administration for the Department of Education and includes
funds for the purchase of educational and office supplies, freight, shipping and customs duty. It has increased from the revised estimate of $256,000 in the
2013/14 budget year to $495,000. Prior to the introduction of the E1 accounting system (that is the accounting system within Government) inventory was
not budgeted from a specific cost centre. After last
years’ Budget Book was printed, shortly after April
2013, inventory, and related costs were budgeted
from this cost centre. This is why there was a zero
amount in the Budget Book and then revised once the
items were correctly input using the E1 accounting
system. And as I said, it has gone from zero at the
beginning of last year to $256,000 was the revised
budget and then the allocation for this year coming up
is $495,000.
Moving down to cost centre 27001—Office of
the Commissioner, the estimate . . . this cost centre
has been allocated $910,000 for the 2014/15 year.
This is a 13 per cent decrease from 2013/14 when
$1,052,000 was budgeted.
This cost centre funds the salaries of the
Commissioner of Education, and his two direct reports, the Director of Academics and the Director of
Educational Standards and Accountability. Additionally, in 2013/14, this cost centre was used to pay for
training, travel, telephone, advertising for Department
initiatives (including registration and public meetings),
supplies, books, and periodicals. For 2014/15, less
money is budgeted for salaries, and monies for professional services, telephones, printing, books and
periodicals, have all been reduced.
It should also be noted that a negative figure
of (-$882,000) is shown in the Budget Book as the
revised estimate for 2013/14. Let me try and explain
this. The initial estimate for this cost centre of
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$1,052,000 was revised to add a further $11,000 to
accommodate the purchase of additional books and
periodicals. This brought the revised estimate to
$1,063,000. However, the effect of the furlough days,
which were implemented in September 2013, totalled
to a savings of $1,945,000. This accounting adjustment was made by the Budget Office and they allocated this amount (that is, the savings of $1,945,000)
to this particular cost centre. The net effect, as you
can see Madam Chairman, is a rather anomalous figure of negative (-$882,000), which, for accounting
purposes, the Budget Office has placed here. Hopefully that is clear. It took a little while to sort out what
was going on there.
I am going to shift down now to cost centre
27030 (again, on page B-108) and this is Human Resources. Cost centre 27030 was allocated $1,119,000
for the 2014/15 budget year, a decrease from the previous year of 1 per cent, when $1,127,000 was budgeted.
This cost centre funds the salaries of the Senior Human Resources Manager and the section’s
staff, which are two Human Resource Managers, an
Administrative Assistant and a Secretary. They provide advice and support within the Department on
human resources management, including recruitment,
industrial relations, employee relations, employee
administration, employee appraisals, as well as contract interpretation, compensation and benefits. In addition to salaries, long service awards for members of
the Bermuda Union of Teachers, recruitment expenses, advertisements, and new teacher orientation
are also funded from this cost centre.
Madam Chairman, it should be noted that it is
difficult to recruit highly qualified teachers who teach
in areas where there are global shortages, such as
maths, science, and modern foreign languages. With
this in mind, it should be acknowledged that it is quite
some achievement that during the 2013/14 budget
year, 90 per cent of vacant teaching posts were filled
by the start of the school year.
Last year’s achievement notwithstanding, for
the 2014/15 school year, the Department aims to have
95 per cent or higher of all vacant teaching posts filled
by the start of the school year. The HR Section has
started by recruiting earlier, and will also be more aggressive and targeted in their recruitment efforts to
attain this goal.
During the past budget year, the Human Resource Section has also:
• Improved the service delivery of the long service awards process, making HR accountable
for ensuring recipients were included in the list
of awardees. Favourable feedback was received in response to the change made in the
process;
• Established an interim substitute teacher
process enabling school administrators to
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make requests for substitute teachers as early
as 7:00 am;
Assisted in the development of a new, more
concise, evaluation tool for deputy principals
and teacher leaders which was accepted by
the Bermuda Union of Teachers (BUT); and
Established a Leadership Development Programme for the purposes of effective succession planning, and improved leadership skills.

•
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Classroom management skills and techniques
to prevent and reduce behaviour problems
•
(another area that I think a lot of people have
focused on). Classroom management and
management of student conduct are skills that
teachers acquire and hone over time. These
skills normally take several years of teaching
•
experience. Effective teaching requires considerable skill in managing the myriad of tasks
and situations that occur in the classroom
each day. The skills associated with effective
Shifting now to cost centre 27031, which is
classroom management are only acquired
School Improvement, as I mentioned earlier funding
with professional development, practice,
for cost centre 27031, School Improvement and Staff
feedback, and a willingness to learn from misDevelopment
has
significantly
increased
by
takes.
$1,602,000 (that is an 81 per cent increase) bringing it
up to $3,579,870. This is from a spend of $1,978,000
• Depth of subject matter knowledge. This fofor the current 2013/14 budget year. This is also a
cuses on increasing the depth and knowledge
significant rise from 2012/13 when only $517,000 was
of our teachers in the subjects that they teach.
spent primarily on salaries for this section.
Simply put, the deeper the knowledge of a
This cost centre funds training, re-training and
subject, the better prepared a person is to
professional development, particularly for teachers but
share that knowledge and facilitate learning.
also for other support staff. The centre also holds
• Data Use—how to effectively use individual
salaries for an Assistant Director and an Education
student, class and whole school data to imOfficer. Both of these positions are currently vacant. In
prove instruction and therefore student proaddition, the centre also funds salaries for four Mentor
gress. Data should be used to focus on stuTeachers.
dents who need more help, and also those
Funds from this cost centre will allow the Dewho are already excelling so they are not
partment to place greater emphasis on professional
bored in class.
development during the 2014/15 school year. This is
• Personnel Management. It is vital for our inan ongoing investment. The skills developed during
structional leaders to have the knowledge and
the next budget year, will be closely monitored and
skills to support teacher and support staff in
reinforced on a continued basis.
improving their performance. This includes the
This professional development will focus on a
ability to conduct appropriate employee apnumber of areas and will better equip teachers and
praisals and professional development to
other staff to facilitate student achievement at increassupport the growth of those they manage.
ing levels.
• Master Scheduling. This offers developmental
Madam Chairman, I am going to touch on
training to ensure that our principals have the
some of the Professional Development highlights
ability to arrange the school day, staff, stuwhich I think are important because this is an area
dents, and physical resources together so that
which I think many of us feel has been short-changed
optimum learning will take place. If done well,
in the past. And as you can see, with an 81 per cent
the master schedule will support the curricula
increase this year, considerable emphasis is being
and instructional objectives of the school. If
placed on the whole issue of professional developpoorly executed, it will be a roadblock to dement for teachers and principals, as well as other
livering the curriculum and a major source of
educators.
frustration, particularly for teachers—and ultiSo, Professional Development highlights inmately for students.
clude:
• Improving the ability of both regular and spe• The ability to teach critical thinking, reasoning,
cial education teachers to teach and support
and problem solving. Critical thinking when
students with special education needs. This is
used properly allows disciplined thinking that
a population of students that has been underis clear, rational, open-minded, and informed
served for quite some time now. The focus is
by evidence. It is also reasonable reflective
to ensure that every staff member that deals
thinking focused on deciding what to believe
with one of our students with special needs
or what to do.
has the ability to enhance their educational
• Questioning techniques. This is a fundamental
and social journey.
part of teaching and learning. It is a way to
• The art and power of co-teaching. When the
provide and/or find information. The level and
co-teaching model was first introduced, it was
quality of questioning determines the level
done so to allow greater integration of stuand quality of information received.
dents with special needs into the “regular”
Bermuda House of Assembly
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classroom. When a regular education teacher
is paired with a special education teacher, it
does more than support students with special
needs. It supports all students. There is an
“art” to doing this successfully.
The professional development being provided
will help with building effective partnerships
with parents and the community at-large to
develop and
have positive impacts on student achievement. It is widely understood that the school is
a microcosm of the community and if we are
going to provide the best education for all of
our students, we are going to need the support and active participation of our parents
and community at large.
There are also a number of tools and resources available to assist our schools in
supporting our students and families. We
have to have the ability and skill to research
them and put them into action. The training
will assist in the effective use of tools and resources to enhance the quality of teaching
and learning leadership.
Vertical and horizontal articulation. Vertical articulation allows teachers of all grade levels to
communicate and understand what is expected of them, and their students in relation
to the progression through grade levels. It allows the Department, schools, and individual
classroom teachers to see the gaps in what
they are teaching and the performance of their
students. Horizontal articulation allows teachers of the same subject and/or grade level to
discuss what they are teaching and how students are performing on specific tasks.
The training also provides advice and techniques on how to conduct proper employee
appraisals so that all supervisors and staff
understand their areas of strengths and
weakness, and are held accountable for performance.

Madam Chairman, professional development
is important for all staff, not only principals and teachers; therefore the following will be provided to support
staff as they support school sites. Other areas for development include:
• Cleaning techniques for custodians;
• Customer service; and
• Computer training.
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This cost centre has been allocated $1,222,868. This
is a 14 per cent decrease from the 2013/14 budget of
$1,419,000. This cost centre funds the salaries of
three Assistant Directors who supervise principals,
and six Content Specialist Teachers.
The decrease in funds in this cost centre is
due to the elimination of funding for a vacant Assistant
Director post for the supervision of senior schools.
Currently, the functions of this post are carried out
with the existing complement of staff.
The Assistant Directors directly support and
supervise principals in order to ensure that high quality teaching and learning are school priorities. In addition, their specialised skills are called upon to provide
support in areas such as professional development,
human resources, literacy assessment, inter-school
sports and curriculum. The Content Specialists in the
areas of English, mathematics and science work in
schools with principals, teachers and students, to help
schools improve the quality of instruction in these
Cambridge core subjects.
The Department's Content Specialist Teachers support student achievement by strengthening
teachers’ understanding of instruction and content.
They facilitate content teaching institutes, coaching
and professional development throughout schools.
These specialist teachers also support the development of school teacher leaders and provide programme consultation to principals and departmental
officers.
Moving now to cost centre 27095, School Attendance. School Attendance has been allocated
$444,000 for the 2014/15 year representing roughly a
1 per cent decrease compared to last year’s budget.
This section funds the salaries of an Attendance Coordinator and six attendance officers. It is their responsibility to ensure that children of compulsory
school age are, in fact, in school. The Acting Attendance Co-ordinator also operates as the Department’s
registrar, by administering enrolment of children into
preschool, primary school, middle school and senior
school.
Okay. Now down to cost centre 27160, Substitutes. This cost centre for Substitutes has been allocated $1,221,000, a 10 per cent decrease from the
2013/14 budget of $1,350,000. Allocated substitute
teachers, who are assigned to specific schools, and
on-call substitute teachers (those called in on a dayto-day basis) are funded from this cost centre.
While the area of substitute teacher spend is
regularly monitored, schools have a genuine requirement for coverage for teachers who are sick or who
need to take time out of the school, as per their collective bargaining agreement.
Additionally, where there has been a surplus
of teachers, instead of making those teachers redundant, they have worked as “support teachers” and
have covered teacher absences when needed. Using
support teachers who are already on payroll instead of

The funds in this cost centre are crucial to the
delivery of the Department of Education’s priorities;
they represent a direct investment in the people
tasked with improving the quality of teaching as well
as support staff.
I am going to move now to cost centre 27090,
which is Educational Standards and Accountability.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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paying for substitutes, has contributed to the reduction
in spend for this cost centre.
I am now going to shift down to the area
called Student Services, 1702. This includes a number of different areas that I will get to in a minute. But
for the overall Student Services category, the estimate
that has been allocated is $16,393,000. This is down
a little over $3 million, or 17 per cent from the previous
year (2013/14), which was budgeted at $19,796,00.
Madam Chairman, I would like to describe the
expenditures for our Student Services section. Again,
this is still on page B-108. And the Student Services
section itself includes an Assistant Director, four Education Officers who provide direct and programme
supervision for the following areas (and we will get
into some of these in more detail):
• behaviour management;
• school psychological services;
• adapted physical education;
• deaf and hard of hearing;
• visually impaired;
• gifted and talented education;
• special education (also referred to as learning
support);
• counselling;
• paraprofessionals;
• Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD); and
• Alternative Education and Out of School Suspension.
With the exception of the Assistant Director
and Education Officers, who are responsible for the
senior management and administration of the Section,
all other post holders, such as the school counsellors,
school psychologists, et cetera, are housed in schools
and spend the majority of their working hours in
schools.
The Student Services Section is working towards the development and implementation of a new
special education web-based Individual Education
Plan (IEP) system that will improve the quality of IEPs
and keep better usable aggregated and disaggregated
data regarding students with special education needs.
Currently, most data collection is done manually and
does not provide an accurate overall picture of students who receive services from more than one programme, for example, a child who is deaf and also
requires special education. Additionally, gifted students (as they too have special education needs) will
also have access to IEPs to reflect their need for specialised education plans. The new system will not only
aid the improvement of education and services to students, but it will serve as an effective accountability
tool to tell us how as a system we are improving results for students who need these IEPs.
There will also be a concerted focus on building the ability of the Department and schools to help
deliver forthcoming policy and programme changes
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for Inclusive and Special Education. Currently, in conjunction with Ministry Headquarters, technical officers
from this section are working towards the finalisation
of policy as a result of the submissions following public consultation on the Inclusive and Special Education
Discussion Paper. These efforts will culminate in a
White Paper on Inclusive and Special Education. It is
anticipated that this White Paper will be released in
this fiscal year.
Now, let me deal with some of the categories
under Student Services. The first one, line item
27061, is Behaviour Management. This area has been
allocated a budget for the coming year of $937,000; a
5 per cent decrease over 2013/14 when $988,000
was budgeted. This cost centre funds 10 Behaviour
Therapists for preschool and primary schools. During
this school year, 342 students have been served.
In the upcoming school year, the Department
of Education will implement an early detection, prevention, and support framework for students across
the public school system. This framework will provide
academic and behaviour support services for all students, and increasing levels of support for those students who require it to make consistent progress towards their achievement potential. The value of this
framework is in the use of collaboration, evidence,
and quite simply not waiting for students to fail before
intervening where their needs are academic and/or
behavioural. This approach will decrease negative
student behaviours, provide a consistent positive, engaging school environment, and improve instruction
and learning opportunities in our educational facilities.
The next line item is 27062, and that is for the
Educational Centre (TEC). This cost centre is the former Education Centre, sometimes known as TEC.
The students that TEC targeted are now being served
through the Alternative Education and Out of School
Suspension Programmes. These are funded from cost
centre 27084, which I will speak to in a few moments.
The next cost centre which is line item 27063,
School Psychology. This has been allocated $858,000
in the upcoming budget, a 7 per cent increase compared to the 2013/14 budget of $804,000. This cost
centre funds six school psychologists who work
across all school levels. Additionally, an Education
Officer for Learning Support and Behaviour is funded
from this cost centre.
In the 2014/15 budget year, school psychological services have been flagged for additional resources. The intention is to increase the complement
of school psychologists from six persons to eight fulltime equivalents. Pending approval, a vacant post will
be filled, and an additional one created.
Although The Reading Clinic had previously
been given grant monies, in last year’s budget, for the
first time, they were given funding specifically for psycho-educational assessments for students suspected
of having reading difficulties. This was implemented
as a fee-for-service grant and has augmented the
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work of school psychologists. This partnership has
assisted the Department of Education to help more
students obtain specialised assessments carried out
by qualified psychologists to assess, and where appropriate diagnose learning difficulties, learning
strengths and areas of need.
The next cost centre, 27064, is for Adapted
Physical Education. This cost centre has been allocated $284,000, a 23 per cent decrease compared to
the current budget of $371,000. This funds three
adapted physical education teachers who work across
all school levels. This reduction in funding for this programme relates to a post that was funded for the
2013/14 which remained unfilled, and therefore the
budget for this post was eliminated.
The Adapted Physical Education (APE) Programme is a developmentally appropriate physical
education programme that helps students with diverse
needs get active, and stay active, by providing the
adaptive support necessary to integrate them into the
regular physical education programme. The programme consists of adapting, modifying, and/or
changing a physical activity so that it is appropriate for
the student’s specific need. The adapted physical
education lessons are implemented on an individual
basis, in small groups, and also within the regular
physical education setting. Students in the programme
have movement challenges that range from mild developmental delays to severe physical limitations.
Students receiving adapted physical education services have IEPs (that is individual education
plans). These IEPs have goals and objectives which
are in line with the physical education curriculum with
adjustments made to meet their individual needs and
abilities within their least restrictive environment.
The three Adaptive Physical Education teachers are supervised by an Educational Officer. They
provide learning support and collectively serve 70 students, monitor five students and serve six students
indirectly. All students identified were provided service.
The next cost centre, 27065, is Hearing. This
centre has been allocated $353,000, an 11 per cent
decrease from the $395,000 budget for 2013/14. This
centre funds three teachers to support 25 students
who are deaf or hard of hearing, as well as overseas
tuition for one student. Three teachers of the deaf
work with children across all levels, including children
under school age through the Child Development
Programme.
Early intervention is an important part of the
work of the Hearing Programme. It encompasses a
preschool hearing impaired programme to support the
families and the children who are diagnosed with a
permanent, communicatively, or educationally significant (sensory-neural) hearing loss. Additionally, babies who are identified through neo-natal hearing
screening as possibly having a hearing loss are referred for a diagnostic assessment overseas. When a
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diagnosis is made, the families are referred to Student
Services through either the Child Development Programme or Bermuda Hearing Services. This referral
process is critical. Research has shown that infants
who are identified, fitted with sensory devices and enrolled in habilitation programmes prior to six months of
age can develop language commensurate with their
hearing peers by the age of three. Hearing habilitation
is the process of accessing the residual hearing of a
deaf or hard of hearing person through the use of assistive devices and/or auditory training techniques.
Early Intervention Services are now delivered in the
child’s natural home environment by a teacher of the
deaf.
Services for the deaf and hard of hearing child
are extended through the preschool years and beyond. Prospect Preschool has been identified as the
receiving preschool for hearing impaired children. A
combination of classroom and home visits are offered
to this group to support their overall development with
specific focus on communication.
At the preschool, primary, secondary and senior school level there are four schools designated for
hearing impaired children to allow them to receive
higher quality levels of service. These schools are
Prospect Preschool, Gilbert Institute, Dellwood and
CedarBridge Academy. Students enrolled at Gilbert
Institute, Dame Marjorie Bean Hope Academy and
Dellwood receive academic and sign language communication support on a one-on-one basis. Their
classroom teachers are also provided with information
and support.
Madam Chairman, the goal of the programme
is to allow children who are deaf and hard of hearing
the opportunity to learn and grow in a mainstream
educational setting. The aim is to educate parents and
families so that they feel confident when meeting the
demands and responsibility of providing an appropriate home environment for communicating with their
child and to make the necessary decisions about their
child’s education and management. For the children,
we strive to enable them to become independent, participating, and contributing members of their society
both locally and globally, and to develop the ability to
communicate their thoughts and feelings effectively
within their family and greater community. It is through
the Department of Education’s commitment to providing quality services that this opportunity is afforded to
families with deaf and hard of hearing children. The
overall goal of this and other programmes is improved
outcomes for students, particularly students at-risk of
not reaching their full potential.
The next cost centre, 27066, is Vision. This is
again on page B-108 and this cost centre, Vision, has
been allocated $299,000, a decrease of 5 per cent
compared to the budget of $316,000 for the 2013/14
year. This centre funds three teachers of the visually
impaired who teach medically diagnosed students
who are visually impaired, blind, or have low vision.
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The number of diagnosed students has risen from 11
in 2010, 46 in 2012, and up to 63 in 2014, of which 10
require Braille instruction. So you can see, Madam
Chairman, there has been an enormous increase in
this particular category of students. The teachers are
responsible for all levels and teach the Cambridge
Curriculum as well as compensatory skills to help the
students function and thrive in a regular classroom
environment and, ultimately, in the world. Students in
this programme continue to benefit from school, family
and community support.
Madam Chairman, last year, I had the pleasure of reporting on the success of the Busy Bees
Braille Programme, where students with severe vision
loss received Braille and other instruction at a single
school site for part of the school day. With the assistance of para-educators, learning support teachers,
classroom teachers, school administrators, and special programmes within the community, students
learned adapted and modified academics, as well as
nine other areas of the expanded core curriculum.
This is the body of skills needed by students with visual impairments to participate fully in school, work and
daily life. The students also specifically learned how to
enhance and incorporate Braille and other compensatory skills into their everyday lives. This includes access to orientation and mobility skills, recreation and
leisure skills, assistive technology, social interaction
skills, and self-determination. Since that update, I am
happy to say, Madam Chairman, students supported
by that programme are now back in their regular
school on a full-time basis and are serviced and supported by the teachers of the visually impaired. Additionally, their paraprofessionals are now trained and
fully qualified to support Braille instruction and the
continuing needs of students with low vision, severe
vision loss and blindness.
The cost centre 2706, Gifted and Talented.
This cost centre for Gifted and Talented has been allocated $408,000, as you can see on page B-108,
Madam Chairman. This is a 100 per cent increase
over last year. This cost centre funds the Education
Officer that supervises the programme, and a Gifted
and Talented Resource Teacher. A new Gifted and
Talented Programme will be launched in September
2014. This will be accessible to more gifted students
than previous offerings. The GATE programme, as it
is known, will provide distinct services for identified
advanced-level learners in the academics of Language Arts, Science, Mathematics, Social Studies, as
well as talent development areas such as Athletics,
Technology, and the Visual and Performing Arts. Programme services offer individualised, accelerated
learning opportunities to build upon students’ accumulated knowledge and enable that existing knowledge
to serve as a basis for creativity, innovation and invention. The increase in funds will be used for additional
staff as well as educational materials required to deliver the programme.
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Moving now to line item, 27071, Office Support. This cost centre for Office Support has been allocated $234,000 for 2014/15. This centre funds the
Assistant Director of Student Services who supervises
the section, an Administrative Assistant for the section, and an Administrative Assistant who has been
allocated to the Office of the Commissioner. This cost
centre has decreased substantially from the budget of
2013/14. It is actually down 83 per cent.
The Department of Education determined that
no teachers would be made redundant; therefore in
2013/14 full-time teachers were used as support
teachers and allocated substitute teachers as an alternative to redundancy. For accounting purposes,
they were temporarily attached to, and funded by, this
cost centre up until the start of the 2013/14 school
year, when they were returned to assigned classrooms following attrition. Therefore, the funding for
these teachers is now correctly assigned to the appropriate centres and no longer to this centre, which
explains the 83 per cent decrease.
The cost centre, 27072, Counselling, has
been allocated $2,715,000 representing a 4 per cent
decrease compared to last year’s spend of
$2,825,000. This centre funds the Education Officer
responsible for counselling and 15 pre and primary
school counsellors, 10 middle school counsellors and
one school counsellor for alternative education. The
senior schools have 10 counsellors, in addition to two
heads of Student Services. These are funded from the
senior school grants.
The Education Officer for Counselling provides programme and clinical supervision to all school
counsellors focusing on adherence to the Counsellor
Performance Standards. School counsellors deliver all
four sections of the delivery component of the comprehensive, developmental school counselling programme. This includes delivering over 2,800 classroom guidance sessions, pertaining to developing a
positive self-concept, positive interactions with others,
academic achievement and career planning. Additionally, P-5, M-2, and senior school students were afforded the opportunity to meet individually with their
school counsellors and parents to discuss educational
and career goals.
Madam Chairman, I am happy to report that
an overwhelming majority, that is over 95 per cent, of
students report that they recognised the importance of
planning for the future, whether for post-secondary
education or the world of work. And, over 75 per cent
of primary school students demonstrated mastery of
topics pertaining to decision-making, coping and selfesteem. This information was gleaned from student
response sheets, completed by students following
counselling sessions on individual planning.
Moving now to cost centre, 27073, Summer
Programme. This programme, the Summer Programme, was allocated $301,000 a decrease of 3 per
cent. This funds the cost of teachers, textbooks and
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supplies for the Department’s summer intervention
programme. Formerly referred to as “summer school,”
the summer intervention programme provides intensive instruction for students who have not met the targeted academic standard to help prepare them for
senior school.
Cost centre 27074, Learning Support. This
area has been allocated $4,113,000. This is a 6 per
cent decrease over last year’s budget of $4,394,000.
This centre funded three Education Officers for Special Education and Learning Support, in addition to 40
Learning Support Teachers for preschool, primary and
middle school. This includes two Learning Support
Teachers that teach at Bermuda’s only special school,
the Dame Marjorie Bean Hope Academy.
The decrease can largely be attributed to salary reductions through furlough days.
Cost centre 27076, Early Childhood Education. As you can see, Madam Chairman, this has a
zero estimate for the coming year and a zero estimate
for last year. In the last fiscal year this was used to
fund the Education Officer, Early Childhood Learning
Support post. This post is now funded out of a different cost centre, the one that we just discussed,
27074, Learning Support.
And Madam Chairman, later on, I will speak
about the other Early Childhood Education cost centre, which is programme 1712, as detailed when we
get to it on page B-110.
Moving now down to cost centre, 27079,
Paraprofessionals. This cost centre for Paraprofessionals has been allocated $3,795,000 for the 2014/15
budget year, a decrease of some $1,984,000, or
34 per cent, to fund paraprofessionals.
Upon review, the Department has determined
that there has historically been an over-reliance on
one-to-one paraprofessionals. This is due, in part, to
inadequate criteria and process to ensure the appropriate assignment of paraprofessionals. There has not
been a consistent application of due process to determine if paraprofessionals are, in all cases, still required for all of the students that they support.
The Department is increasing the monitoring
and supervision in this area. And, in keeping with the
policy priorities outlined in the Inclusive and Special
Education Discussion Paper, more scrutiny will be
applied to the development and review of criteria and
paraprofessional placements.
However, it is very important to note that
qualified and skilled paraprofessionals are required to
support the numerous and varied educational needs
of students. These paraprofessionals do provide instructional support, ensure protection and safety, and
provide support for transition and life skills for students with special needs. This includes providing
adequate support for students with physical exceptionalities, including deafness and visual impairments.
However, there are many students who could benefit
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from improved wraparound programming and alternative interventions.
Cost centre, 27083, Autism Spectrum Disorder. The increase in funding allocated to the Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) cost centre is in accordance
with the focus on Special Needs and Inclusion. The
allocation of $902,000 for the 2014/15 is an increase
of 26 per cent, compared to the cash limit of $718,000
for the current fiscal year. This cost centre funds six
ASD teachers, and three paraprofessionals.
Madam Chairman, traditionally, students diagnosed with ASD were assigned paraprofessionals
who helped to support their educational needs in the
classroom, in consultation with classroom teachers.
However, many students on the autism spectrum require more intensive services, including therapies that
cannot be adequately provided in the regular classroom setting. ASD classrooms have been opened at
three primary schools and those are: West Pembroke
Primary School, Prospect Primary School, and most
recently Paget Primary school. One is currently under
development at Dame Marjorie Bean Hope Academy
for a September 2014 opening, and another is scheduled to be opened for qualifying students of middle
school age, also in September 2014. Currently, 20
students are supported by the programme.
This programme, and the services provided in
partnership with the Department of Health and ASD
support charities have proven to be more successful
in meeting the needs of identified students, when
compared to the delivery of services in the traditional
classroom setting.
Although funding for this programme is increasing due to the introduction of an additional class,
its introduction has actually resulted in cost savings by
reducing the reliance on one-to-one paraprofessionals
for students in the ASD spectrum.
Moving along, I am now up to cost centre,
27084, which Alternative Education and Out of School
Suspension.
This cost centre has been allocated
$1,194,000. This funds both the Alternative Education
Programme and the Out of School Suspension Programme. The allocated funding represents a 10 per
cent decrease compared to the 2013/14 budget of
$1,327,000. This cost centre funds four Behaviour
Therapists, five Behaviour Therapist Assistants, and a
part-time cleaner, additionally, the former Alternative
Education Director remains funded from, and working
within, this cost centre.
The Alternative Education Programme is the
successor to TEC, which was the Educational Centre
programme. It was developed for at-risk youth with
severe behavioural challenges who were not showing
academic or social success in the regular school environment. This 1 per cent of the total student population is now being serviced through tutorial sites in an
attempt to meet their individual learning and behaviour
management needs. While in the alternative pro-
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gramme, students are monitored daily, receive counselling services as well as psychological support, and
other services, if required, such as drug abuse counselling or anger management. There are currently 50
students enrolled in the programme, down from 69
last year. Through hard work and dedication they
have remained in school. The overall goal is to support student achievement and develop socially accepted behaviours.
Currently, Madam Chairman, most students in
the Alternative Education Programme do not have
access to a high school diploma and are instead being
prepared for the GED (General Educational Development test). While the GED is appropriate for some, the
Department believes that it can do better and, plans
are underway to bring this programme back under the
day-to-day operation and supervision of the Department.
This is not, as some may think, “TEC Redux,”
but the establishment of a proper alternative school
programme, where students have the same access as
their peers to the Cambridge Curriculum, IGCSEs,
local Bermuda curriculum, and a Bermuda High
School Diploma. To progress this programme, the
Department is working with Government Estates to
identify an appropriate building or facility.
This cost centre also funds “out of school
suspensions” for offences detailed in the Education
Act to the Department of Education.
The Out of School Suspension Programme is
a product of mandated compliance with the Education
Act so that suspended students are in line with the
legislation. The programme delivers curriculum to students who have been removed from school for committing infractions such as fighting, or possessing
and/or using weapons or drugs.
The programme eliminates the practice of
students being suspended to their homes with no
educational supervision. The programme also offers
an opportunity to provide therapeutic interventions for
students who may be at risk of dropping out of school
or developing more serious anti-social behaviours.
Students under suspension, when necessary,
are assessed and if deemed necessary receive interventions specific to their needs to ensure that when
they return to the school body they have the best opportunity for successful reintroduction.
The Department of Education is currently reviewing the student Code of Conduct and anticipates
completing amendments during the upcoming budget
year.
I move now to another section which is the Finance and Corporate section, which is 1703. And as
you can see, again, on page B-108 of the book, this
entire section has been estimated for the upcoming
year at $7,410,000. And this is a $1,152,000 decrease, some 13 per cent from the previous year,
which was budgeted at $8,562,000.
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So I would now like to focus on this Section
and start with cost centre 27002, Finance and Corporate Services. Finance and Corporate Services has
been allocated $830,000 to support the salaries of the
staff that support the financial administration of the
Department. They include a Departmental Comptroller, Financial Services Manager, a Salaries Supervisor, a Salaries Clerk, three Accounts Clerks and a
Messenger. This section is responsible for providing
strategic financial advice to senior management, costeffective and responsive financial services, procurement and contracting services, and corporate planning
solutions to the Ministry’s management, employees
and schools. This includes payroll administration and
processing, scholarship and grant disbursements and
financial reporting.
This section is responsible for strategic planning, budgeting, forecasting and financial reporting.
Under the direction of the Ministry Comptroller, this
office coordinates the payment of salaries for approximately 1,200 educators and departmental staff,
and pays all suppliers/vendors as well as organises
the collection of receivables, which includes things like
student loans, rentals, et cetera. In addition, this section deals with all local and long distance phone service expenses, maintenance and repair of buildings,
vehicles and office equipment, office cleaning, postage and courier costs, office supplies, photocopiers
and fax leases, and ensures that payments for accommodation are made.
Moving now into the next line item in this
category, which is Office Accommodation, and that is
line item 27003. Office Accommodation has been allocated a grant for the coming budget year of
$1,143,000, a 19 per cent decrease over last year’s
budget of $1,403,000. This cost centre funds the annual rent, office maintenance, electricity and communication costs of the St. David’s Waller’s Point, Southside building, as well as its receptionist. The budget
for this cost centre was revised to $1,361,000 due to
lower expenditure for salaries. Further savings for
2014/15 are anticipated due to a smaller budget for
salaries, lower energy costs and the removal of funds
for professional services under this cost centre.
The next one in this category is cost centre,
27005, which is Education Grants. As you can see
this has an estimate of zero dollars and a budget for
the current year of zero dollars. Grants to external
bodies used to be funded from this cost centre. They
were moved in fiscal year 2010/11 to Head 95, which
is the Ministry Headquarters. And I talked about those
a little bit earlier under Head 95.
The cost centre, 27040, Educational Stores
has been allocated $696,000. This is a 19 per cent
decrease from the 2013/14 budget of $862,000. The
funding supports salaries for the Stores Manager, a
Storekeeper, two Truck Drivers, two Labourers, a
Cleaner, as well as the cost to purchase curriculum-
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based materials and cleaning and maintenance materials for schools.
The 2013/14 budget was revised with a
$101,000 reduction during the year as a result of limiting the purchase of office supplies.
The next cost centre is School Transport, that
is cost centre 27041. The funding for this School
Transport cost centre has been allocated for the coming year at $403,000. This is a decrease of $46,000
from the 2013/14 budget. The cost centre funds the
salaries for three Bus Drivers and two Bus Attendants
who provide transportation to children who attend the
Dame Marjorie Bean Academy, two Grounds men
who maintain school sports fields, and one Labour,
Transport and Safety Officer. The centre also funds
the costs to maintain the Department’s motor fleet.
During the fiscal year 2013/14, the budget
was revised with a $75,000 increase. This was spent
on necessary and time-sensitive repairs, maintenance
and uniforms. Due to the extra spend in current year,
next year’s budget has been reduced as many of the
repairs have been done and uniforms have been purchased.
The next cost centre, 27042, Buildings,
Grounds and Equipment. This cost centre has been
allocated $1,394,000, which is a 1 per cent increase
from last year’s allocation of $1,380,000. The cost
centre funds the salaries of the Facilities Manager.
The rest of the budget is for repairs and maintenance
for day-to-day facilities of all of the educational and
administrative sites that fall under the Department of
Education. In addition to preschools, maintained primary, middle schools, and our special school, this
also includes the Child Development Programme and
the Out of School Suspension Site.
Major works, Madam Chairman, for schools
and other sites are carried out by the Ministry of Public Works.
And as far as this cost centre is concerned,
funds from this cost centre were spent in the following
ways during the 2013/14 budget year:
• A total of six restrooms were renovated at
Prospect Primary, West Pembroke and Elliot
Primary Schools;
• Driveway and traffic flow improvements were
undertaken at Devonshire Preschool;
• Air-conditioning was installed in the assembly
hall at St. David’s Primary School;
• The Administrator’s office area at Lagoon
Park Preschool was renovated, and airconditioning was installed;
• Over 300 feet of fencing was installed to secure the west perimeter of the property at
Southampton Preschool for student safety;
• Approximately 300 feet of fencing was installed at the south perimeter of the school
field at Purvis Primary School, also for student
safety;

•
•
•
•
•
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A new fire alarm system was installed at Harrington Sound Primary School;
The school field at East End Primary School
was renovated;
Mould was successfully remediated at TN Tatem Middle School;
The library at Sandy’s Secondary Middle
School was remediated following significant
water damage; and
Over 15 new water fountains were installed in
schools Island-wide to give children regular
access to drinking water.

Madam Chairman, the state of schools is a
significant challenge for the Department of Education,
especially in our sub-tropical climate due to water intrusion which leads to mould and allergies. Most
school buildings are old and the funds for this cost
centre are used to maintain and improve the physical
climate of schools as much as possible. During the
2014/15 budget year, the ongoing initiative to remove
carpeting from schools will be continued. This is a result of complaints from students and staff who have
allergies. During the 2013/14 budget year, several
schools had floors surfaces replaced with more appropriate surfaces such as tile.
In collaboration with Public Works, the Facilities Section addresses this ongoing issue every year
but there are significant expenses due to the cost of
air quality reports and getting rooms tested and remediated.
Due to the state of our public schools, in partnership with the Ministry of Public Works, the Department will undertake an audit of public schools in keeping with the 2013 Speech from the Throne. Both Ministries are working together, and are in the initial
stages of developing an RFP for a comprehensive
audit. The audit will first be undertaken as a pilot at a
primary school, the results of which will be used to
determine how to best proceed to audit the remaining
schools. Since audits are expensive, a pilot study allows both Ministries to fine tune the RFP content so
that the audit will best meet the system’s needs.
Moving now to the final cost centre in this section, which is Information Technology (IT Support).
This is cost centre, 27050. And this cost centre has
been allocated a budget of $2,944,000, a 19 per cent
decrease from last year’s budget of $3,615,000. The
IT Section provides all IT support for all schools, programmes and administrative sites that fall under the
Department of Education. This cost centre supports
salaries for the IT Manager and 10 staff who together
provide information technology support services to
approximately 6,000 users. They also support hardware and software maintenance of some 2,700 computers and 1,000 peripherals across the Bermuda
Public School System. One position was frozen due to
early retirement, and another post is currently vacant.
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The 19 per cent decrease in this year’s
budget—the upcoming year’s budget I should say—is
partially attributed to substantial investments during
the budget year through major IT purchases such as:
• colour lab printers for all primary schools;
• 64 smart board LCD projectors to replace
faulty projectors in schools;
• four new Smart boards for: Whitney Institute
(2), Elliott Primary (1) and Sandy’s Secondary
(1);
• phone systems for Francis Patton Primary
and St. David’s Primary became inoperable
and were replaced;
• also included 10 tablets for Ministry staff to
assist in Operational Audits of schools;
• servers for the Department of Education’s
data centre. This houses all of the servers and
communication equipment which service the
schools and administrative sites within the
Department of Education; and
• Citrix remote access solution was upgraded to
the latest version.
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of $5.37 million. And as I think most Honourable
Members will be aware, there are 10 preschools in
Bermuda’s public school system. Collectively, as I
said, for the budget year they have been allocated a
little over $5.1 million, an overall decrease of 4 per
cent compared to last year’s budget of $5.3 [million].
At the beginning of the school year, 381 children were
registered. That number is currently 385—so 381 at
the beginning of the year, currently 385 children. Projected enrolment is down slightly for the coming year,
at 350 children. For the past several years, the Department of Education has been able to place all children whose parents have sought a place in preschool.
The 4 per cent decrease in this program can
be attributed to salary reductions through furlough
days, and lower staffing based on lower projected enrolment.
Preschools range in size from two classes at
St David’s Preschool to seven classes at Warwick
Preschool. Preschool classes are capped at 10 students per teacher, and preschools with 30 students or
less are run by preschool administrators who also
teach one of those three classes. In preschools with
four or more classes, the preschool administrator
does not teach, but runs the school, in addition to providing internal coverage for lunches, breaks and sickness. The requirement that preschools with four or
more classes must have non-teaching preschool administrators is a contractually agreed obligation with
the Bermuda Union of Teachers.
Annually, staffing at the preschool level is reviewed to ensure that it is consistent with enrolment.
In cases where enrolment increases, teachers are
moved from within the education system to preschools. When enrolment decreases, teachers are
redeployed to other areas as openings occur.
Due to the timing of our budget process and
debate schedule, the budget for individual preschools
is due prior to the culmination of the registration period. Individual preschool budgets may need to be
revised depending on increases or decreases in projected enrolment.
Where enrolment is higher than expected, and
the school can physically accommodate an additional
class, a teacher will be moved from within the system,
and where enrolment has decreased, a teacher will be
moved out of the preschool to carry out a post somewhere in the system.
Historically, each preschool created its own
curriculum, resulting in varying standards and inconsistency between schools. Within the last three years,
the Department of Education has introduced the Creative Curriculum which is an award-winning, researchbased curriculum designed for learners at various
stages of development. It has a valuable parent component, where parents can electronically monitor progress that their children are making. Additionally, the
curriculum provides activities that parents can engage
in with their children at home.

So Madam Chairman, last year, the budget
was increased over the previous year. Just under half
of that increase was related to additional local contractor costs to meet the demand for support in
schools and bring the ratio of computers-totechnicians more in line with the established industry
standard for education of no more than 150 to one for
a “satisfactory efficiency” service delivery model. Four
temporary local contractors were hired to meet the
demand. The ratio was approximately 270 to one. It is
now [a] 193 to 1 [ratio], so still a little bit above that
150, which is a satisfactory ratio.
Under a three-year contractual agreement,
the Department houses all of the servers and communication equipment used to provide data services to
schools and administrative sites at LinkBermuda in
order to enhance security, improve Internet service,
and reduce the risks of network outages due to hurricanes, power outages and theft.
The Department is also working with members of the business community to find ways to partner for the betterment of our students. For example,
the Department is currently working on a pilot project
with a private sector provider that has the potential to
give our students greater access to the curriculum
with devices they use on a daily basis. The pilot requires that the school become a wireless learning environment and will place handheld learning devices in
the hands of each student.
I am going to move now onto the Schools
themselves. I am going to start with Preschools. We
are now on page B-109.
As you can see, Madam Chairman, in the
book, Preschools, as a group, are allocated for the
coming budget year, roughly, $5.1 million. This is
down $237,000, or 4 per cent, from the previous year
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Moving on to Primary Schools, again, on page
B-109, the total budget allocation for all 18 public primary schools is $29,373,000. As part of the focus on
early childhood, a concerted effort was made to keep
reduction in this area to a minimum. The reduction
represents just 1 per cent less than last year’s budget
of $29.8 [million].
In September 2013, enrolment for the 18 primary schools was 2,601 students. Current enrolment
numbers show 2,614 students with the lowest enrolment at 85 students, and the highest enrolment at 252
depending on the school. Projected enrolment for
September 2014 is even higher at 2,739.
The Department has continued its intensive
work in the primary schools to provide imbedded support to schools in areas of English, mathematics, social studies and science. Teacher leaders, a new role
for the primary schools, provide content and teaching
support to their colleagues. These teacher leaders
receive support from content specialist teachers
through forums, professional development, institutes,
and consulting sessions throughout the year.
Support teams of specialist teachers and Department personnel are deployed to work with school
principals in conducting instructional rounds, professional training and coaching in mathematics, English
and science. Goals are set and schools receive direct
ongoing professional development, follow-up coaching, and further intervention to enhance the teaching
capacity of teachers and improve academic outcomes
for students. Frameworks for teaching mathematics
and literacy, as well as rubrics, are used to guide the
quality of teaching improvement and student outcomes.
Due to the success of this pilot, the Department is committed to support these schools in this
area after the completion of site audits. Additionally,
teacher institutes for literacy, mathematics, and science have been developed to increase the content
knowledge of teachers and their ability to plan and
teach effectively. To date, approximately 700 coaching sessions involving more than 100 teacher participants, and 225 hours of Professional Development
has been provided directly to individual schools.
This is a notable area of success as it contributed to material gains made in Cambridge results in
the area of literacy at these schools—so professional
development does work.
Moving now to our Special School, that is the
Dame Marjorie Bean Hope Academy, at the bottom of
page B-109, this cost centre (which is 27120) has
been allocated $546,000 this is a decrease of 24 per
cent compared to the 2013/14 budget of $723,000.
Twenty-two students with specialised needs are currently educated at the school, with support from families, the community, and the Department of Health.
This cost centre, as I said, shows a 24 per
cent decrease. Last year two teachers—I am glad you
asked—last year two teachers were transferred into
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Hope Academy from other posts within the public
education system. Funding for these posts was allocated to Hope Academy. For the upcoming budget
year, these posts are accounted for under cost centre
27074, Learning Support, hence the decrease.
Turning the page now to B-110, Middle
Schools, Madam Chairman, as a group for the upcoming budget year has been allocated $16,897,000.
There are some five middle schools, two of which are
aided schools. The budget of $16.9 million represents
a 4 per cent decrease over last year’s budget of
$17,591,000. This decrease is primarily due to salary
reductions for furlough days.
Madam Chairman, in September 2013, enrolment for middle schools totalled 1,090. Current enrolment is 1,088 and the projected enrolment for September 2014 is 1,120 students, obviously, an increase.
As referenced previously, the Department of
Education has embarked on an ambitious multi-year
plan to transform the face of middle schools by focusing on the improvement of teaching, school leadership
and climate. Meetings with middle school principals
and teachers in the previous year led to several key
changes for the past school year. During the past
school year, the amount of time scheduled for each of
the core areas was increased to allow for greater time
in the content area for each student.
To support the building of teacher content
knowledge, content specialist teachers were deployed
to several middle schools to provide onsite coaching
and professional development for teachers. Additional
courses were offered throughout the school year for
teachers and teacher leaders seeking to increase content and teaching knowledge. The Department also
conducted the third year of its mandatory summer intervention programme for M-3 students who performed below level 3 on the annual Cambridge
Checkpoints exam. In each of the past three years,
students in the programme have seen improvements
in both English and mathematics.
Audits of each of the middle schools were further performed in order to provide schools and the
Department with a comprehensive view of the challenges facing each of the middle schools. The audits
focused on leadership and instruction and have provided educators with important information needed to
continue the transformation of middle schools. And I
discussed this in a little more detail earlier on.
Moving now to Senior Secondary Schools,
again, on page B-110, the two Senior Schools have
been allocated for the coming year a budget of
$25,175,000. It is a 5 per cent decrease over the
2013/14 budget.
Bermuda’s two senior schools are Berkeley
Institute and CedarBridge Academy and they currently
service just under 1,300 students—I think it is 1,296.
Priorities for these schools for this fiscal year
included:
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The review and publication of the graduation
criteria for the beginning of 2014.
o Grades will be based on student’s
performance according to the assessment programme and the established weightings as follows:
 classwork—25 per cent;
 common performance tasks
—40 per cent;
 common tests—15 per cent;
and
 final exams—20 per cent.
The priorities also include the expansion of
the Cambridge Curriculum course offerings.
o In addition to the Cambridge International Examinations, students will
have the opportunity to sit additional
external examinations.
It includes raising the standard for teacher recruitment.
o The Department of Education is actively recruiting and interviewing
teachers who meet improved content
requirements for core subjects.
As will be detailed later, the expansion of the
Career Pathways Programme.
The expansion and improvement of service
offerings for students with special education
needs.
o The Department of Education has developed an education assessment
programme for students with significant cognitive disabilities. The programme is delivered in the following
domains:
 personal hygiene and grooming;
 employability skills;
 socialisation skills;
 community education;
 social studies;
 community services.

Okay. So that concludes the Schools. I now
move on to the area referred to as Curriculum and
Assessment.
This is programme 1709, again, on page B110 and this entire section has been allocated a total
of $3,120,000; a decrease of 2 per cent compared to
the current budget year of $3,199,000.
It is from this cost centre that the Cambridge
International Curriculum, related initiatives; Education
Officers for Curriculum and Assessment, and the Career Pathways programme are funded.
Let me start under the section with cost centre
27010, which is the Literacy Initiative. This Literacy
Initiative is allocated a total $254,000, which is a
50 per cent decrease from the previous year’s budget
of $508,000. This funds the salaries of three co-
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teachers who assist Literacy Coordinators to deliver
the Literacy Collaborative programme. Some teachers, who did not have a classroom or teaching assignment due to enrolment, were temporarily reassigned as co-teachers. They will return as full-time
classroom teachers. While this cost centre is experiencing a significant decrease, the investment in literacy continues, and as mentioned earlier, is being
supported through other cost centres and grant allocations.
Specifically, this section provides the necessary professional development to ensure developmentally appropriate preschool literacy instruction. Training will occur for a new Reading Recovery Teacher
Leader to ensure intervention at the Primary Two
level. In lower primary, this section builds leadership
capacity by training Literacy trainers to train literacy
coaches. This will expand the already implemented
Literacy Collaborative in the upper primary.
Additionally, this initiative helps ensure that
there are literacy interventions at the upper primary
and middle school levels. Reading teachers and
Learning support teachers will be trained in research
based literacy interventions. This will provide equity
across the system, with all students at risk having an
opportunity to have additional customised support in
this area. Classroom teachers will continue to be
coached in literacy best practices.
The next cost centre, Madam Chairman, is
Assessment and Evaluation, and the implementation
of the Cambridge International Examinations at P-6,
M-3 and S-2 are funded from cost centre 27020, Assessment and Evaluation. Additionally, it funds the
salary of a Senior Education Officer, Research,
Measurement and Evaluation. This centre was allocated a budget of $555,000 for the 2014/15 budget
year, a 4 per cent decrease compared to last year’s
budget of $579,000. Since the 2012/13 school year,
each June all S-2 students have been required to take
GCSEs in English, maths and science.
To support the taking of the Cambridge International Examinations, the Department of Education
provides preparatory services to each school to help
advance teaching and learning for the success of students.
As reported earlier in the school year, Bermuda’s students improved their scores over last year
at the primary 6 level in English language and science, and middle school scores showed improvement
in science. At the senior school level, 96 per cent of
students passed IGCSEs in English language (40 per
cent passed with grades “A through C”); 81 per cent
passed math (19 per cent passed with “A through C”);
and 90 per cent passed science (18 per cent passed
with an “A through C”).
Detailed analysis of the exam results has indicated that significant attention must be paid to improving reasoning, problem solving and inquiry to develop
improved critical thinking skills.
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Additionally, greater attention has been paid
to providing interventions for students who require
extra help to achieve success.
I am now going to cost centre 27077, Curriculum and Instruction and Other Programmes. As you
can see, this cost centre has had zero dollars allocated last year and zero dollars allocated for the upcoming 2014/15 year. This cost centre previously
funded Cambridge Curriculum registration and assessments for primary, middle and senior school students. This cost centre will be eliminated and is allocated zero dollars, as I said. The appropriate funding
now comes from cost centre 27020, Assessment and
Evaluation. This is a more appropriate cost centre because the funds are for assessments such as examinations, and not for the implementation and instruction
of curriculum.
Moving on, cost centre 27520, Design, Development and Implementation, $2,077,000 is allocated
for Design, Development and Implementation. This is
a slight increase of 3 per cent compared to last year’s
budget of $2,014,000. This cost centre, which was
previously named Curriculum Implementation, has
been re-titled Design, Development and Implementation to better reflect its functions and responsibilities.
The 2013/14 funds of $1,958,000 were spent primarily
to fund salaries for five Education Officers who support the implementation and ongoing development of
the Cambridge Curriculum, social studies and noncore subjects, examinations, and the Career Pathways Programme, in addition to an Office Administrator, two Secretaries, a Test Scoring Clerk, and the
Athletic Administrator who supports the administration
of inter-school sports through the Bermuda School
Sports Federation (how is that for a run-on sentence?).
This cost centre also funds administrative
support which provides invaluable assistance to ensure that students have exams, transcripts. Curriculum supplies to support the implementation of the curriculum are also funded from this cost centre. This
centre also funds the salary of a Sports Administrator
who runs the Bermuda Schools Sports Federation,
which I shall discuss shortly.
The fiscal year 2013/14 budget was revised to
reflect a slight decrease of $56,000 due to a reduction
in the purchase of educational supplies.
Moving on to cost centre 27521, the Waterwise Programme. Again, this is another cost centre for
which zero dollars was budgeted last year and zero
dollars is budgeted in the upcoming year. This used to
provide a grant for sail training for middle school students. As a result of previous budget reductions, this
programme has not been funded since 2010/11 and
as a consequence no grant requests have been
made. This programme is no longer provided to middle school students as part of the middle school curriculum. It is actually being done through a grant, as
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we said earlier, to the Bermuda Sloop Foundation in
large part.
The next cost centre is the Bermuda School
Sports Federation (BSSF), this is cost centre 27523.
Again, this has zero funding in the current year and
zero funding in the upcoming year. It has not been
funded by the Department of Education since an allocation of $22,000 in 2012. As mentioned in the discussion of the Ministry Headquarters, the Bermuda
Schools Sports Federation receives a grant directly
from the Ministry of some $50,000.
Cost centre 27524, Early College and Career
Pathways. This cost centre is for the Career Pathways
programme that started in September. It has been
allocated $234,000, which is a 139 per cent increase
from 2013/14—a 139 per cent increase. This cost
centre will now fund two Career Pathways Programme
Coordinators to administer the programme at both
senior schools.
The philosophy of the Career Pathway Programme is one that allows senior school students in
the Bermuda Public School System to develop academic, technical and employability skills through career pathways in preparation for careers and college.
The Career Pathway Programme consists of
five areas of study:
• College Preparation Courses;
• Applied Technology;
• Business and Hospitality;
• Health and Human Services;
• Athletics, Arts and Communications.
The Career Pathway Programme is designated for S-3 students with approximately 300 students participating. The Programme guides them
along a pathway that provides relevant learning
through rigour and first-hand experience. The programme contains core standards and competencies.
The core standards consist of a number of different
areas. They include:
• Communications;
• Technical Knowledge and Skills;
• Health and Safety;
• Technology;
• Business and Entrepreneurship;
• Leadership and Teamwork;
• Career Planning and Management;
• Problem Solving and Critical Thinking.
This is a dynamic partnership between Bermuda’s industry partners, the Ministry and the Bermuda College. The industry partners include over 20
companies spanning fields such as insurance, banking, health care, aviation, automotive, television and
communications. There are 24 establishments in the
hospitality and restaurant industry and 10 Government
Ministries. The intent of the programme is to:
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Promote student identification, knowledge and
exploration of career and college options;
Provide work placements that enable students
to observe, experience, and learn, first-hand
work values, skills and practices;
Provide students with the opportunity to participate in advanced college preparation and
further college readiness; and
Foster development of inter-personal communication, relationships, professionalism and
accountability.

Interest and participation from industry has
surpassed expectations and the programme continues
to be a success for students, parents and industry
partners.
In 2013/14, this cost centre was used primarily to pay fees for transportation to get students to and
from local career placements. The funding also covered the cost of certification for courses such as the
Employability Skills Course and the Nurses Aid
Course.
The increase in the 2014/15 budget estimates
are for funds required to fulfil the 2013 Throne Speech
promise, where it was promised that the Career Pathways Programme would expand. Two Career Pathways Coordinators have recently been hired to run the
programme at the senior schools and will assist with
placing students with work placements.
Additionally, the increased funding in this cost
centre will continue to fund transportation, the Nurses
Aid Programme, the Employability Skills Course and
the Certification in Applied Technology.
Moving on, I am now shifting down to the last
section which is Early Childhood Education, section
1712. And the programme is now . . . still on page B110.
Madam Chairman, Early Childhood Education
represents the foundation for student success. This is
an area of great concern to us as there has not been
leadership in this area over a period of 10 years.
Both conventional wisdom and Nobel-prize
winning research tells us that investments in early
learning provide exponential benefits to children, their
families and the economy.
The Department of Education has successfully recruited an Assistant Director of Early Childhood
and while we hoped to have this individual in place for
September 2013, she is expected to arrive on-Island
in the upcoming months, hopefully by the end of April.
She has a doctorate in Education, with both undergraduate and post-graduate qualifications in early
childhood education. She is currently employed in
North America as a Superintendent for Early Learning
and Childcare and will bring her years of research,
practical knowledge and experience to the Department.
Once in post, the Assistant Director will provide leadership in early childhood education, ensure
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that our practices are aligned with 21 century practices, and develop an appropriate framework to enhance the early childhood experience so that children
get the best start in life for future success. And
Madam Chairman, this is a very important programme
as far as I am concerned because I have talked for a
number of years about school readiness, getting children ready for Primary School.
The Assistant Director, Early Childhood Education is also responsible for supervising preschool
administrators, the early education officer, and the
coordinator of the Child Development Programme.
More specifically, the post holder will do a number of
things:
• Be responsible for the implementation of the
Ministry of Education’s vision for early childhood education and development;
• They will also be responsible for the administration and transformation of the programmes and services of the Early Childhood
Education Section in order to ensure a continuum of high quality learning from birth through
age eight;
• They will be responsible for the overall provision of services to young children, their families and early childhood settings through the
Child Development Programme and the childcare quality assurance programme (which is
to support education and development in private day-cares and nurseries);
• They will be responsible for the programme
supervision of the Government preschool programme;
• They will be responsible for the provision of
early childhood education and development
consultative and support services to support
children from birth through age eight (from
Primary Year 1 through the end of Primary
Year 3 for students in the Bermuda Public
School System); and
• In consultation with the Assistant Director,
Student Services they will be responsible for
ensuring the high quality delivery of special
education programme and services for young
children in the Bermuda Public School System.

Although this programme funds the Child Development Programme and After School Care, the
Early Childhood Development Section also consists of
preschools, early years special education. Additionally, early childhood education services are also
funded through various cost centres, such as: cost
centre 27031—Professional Development; cost centre
27065—Hearing; cost centre 27066—Vision; cost
centre 27072—Counselling; cost centre 27074—
Learning
Support;
cost
centre
27079—
Paraprofessionals; cost centre 27083—Autism Spectrum Disorder. While, preschools are funded sepaBermuda House of Assembly
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rately as Program 1704, they too encompass the
Early Childhood Development Section.
Moving now to cost centre 27175, which is the
Child Development Programme (CDP), this programme has a total budget allocation for the coming
year of $1,515,000; which is a 12 per cent decrease
over last year. This cost centre currently funds the
Coordinator, Testing Psychologist, three Supervisors,
one Secretary and 10 staff who provide direct assessment and early intervention support to children
and their families. In the current fiscal year, four positions remained vacant.
In collaboration with the Ministry of Health,
this programme provides early detection of developmental concerns in children from birth to four years of
age, and early intervention support services to address identified concerns such as learning, psychological, motor or social deficits. In addition to providing
this support for children and their families, the Child
Development Programme has an overall goal of preparing children for preschool.
It is important to engage the parent and child
as soon as possible following detection of deficits. To
promote early identification and intervention and provide the best opportunity for student success once
children reach school age, the February 2013 Speech
from the Throne announced that the Government will
invest in the expansion of early childhood screenings
beyond the age of two years in order to help parents
identify problems as soon as they become apparent. It
is still the intention that early childhood screenings,
and where applicable, assessments, be available for
children up to the age of four years and throughout
the full calendar year. These efforts are still in progress, and I hope to report that they have been implemented later during the 2014/15 budget year.
The Department of Education continues to invest in the Child Development Programme. In August,
three Child Development Programme staff members
engaged in the “train the trainers” Family Service Credential in Wisconsin, USA. This recent training gave
the Child Development Programme the opportunity to
renew its commitment to the Family Service Credential five core values and those are:
• Family centred;
• Relationship based;
• Strengths based;
• Ecological; and
• Reflective.
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This will allow the Child Development Programme to
better track and manage its services to children and
their families. Additional features will allow them to
report out on programme data and client outcomes.
Finally, under this section the cost centre,
27700, After Preschool Care.
This cost centre funds the wages of part-time
employees who provide supervision and organised
activities to children at:
• Devonshire Preschool;
• St John’s Preschool;
• Warwick Preschool;
• Prospect Preschool;
• Dame Marjorie Bean Hope Academy.

It has been allocated a budget of $342,000 for
the 2014/15 upcoming year as compared to a budget
of $359,000 for the 2013/14, that is down about 5 per
cent.
I am going to shift now, Madam Chairman, to
page B-111, which is Subjective Analysis of Current
Account Estimates. And I think that many of these
areas I have covered in the individual programmes,
but this particular object code description provides
kind of an aggregation of some of the detail that we
have been talking about through the line items.
The first table on page B-111 compares the
2014/15 Estimate of $114,900,000 to the original
budget for 2013/14 of $121,000,000 and shows the
differences between the two years by expenditure
category. I will now talk to the variances of note:
• The first is on Salaries. These are lowered by
$5,187,000 (about 7 per cent) as a result of
the introduction of furlough days which comprised a savings of 4.6 per cent, and the reduction of filled posts through attrition.
• Other Personnel costs are lowered by
$76,000, or 15 per cent. This is largely related
to additional scrutiny and reduced spending
on teacher honoraria.
• Training costs are higher by $1,899,000—that
is a 150 per cent increase in order to adequately fund the needs of the School Improvement and Professional Development
Programme (cost centre 27031), which is responsible for a central training budget of
$3,580,000 (an increase of $1,602,000).
These monies are for the professional development of teaching staff across the school
system. This increase is offset by budget reBy building capacity within the Child Develductions in cost centre 27001, Office of the
opment Programme, the staff are better able to proCommissioner and [cost centre] 27071, Office
vide higher quality ongoing training locally. The first
Support, and small amounts from other cost
cohort saw 10 Child Development Programme staff
centres.
completing the credential training.
• The Transport costs are increased by
The Child Development Programme will soon
$105,000, due in large part to the expansion
be upgrading its electronic case management system
of the Career Pathways Program and the asto reflect the previously mentioned core values by imsociated transportation related to that proplementing an electronic individual family service plan.
gramme, as previously discussed.
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Travel costs are marginally higher by $34,000
(some 24 per cent), to accommodate for necessary attendance relating to the increased
focus on professional development across
multiple cost centres and obviously some of
these, like the recent Principal ones, are done
overseas.
Communication costs are lower by $1.19 million in large part due to [lower] projected costs
for Information Technology Support as a
number of projects have been completed in
the current, that is the 2013/14, budget year.
Professional Services costs are $542,000; this
is 31 per cent lower. The decrease comes
from reductions in the use of funds for consultancy and contracted services, such as IT.
Rental costs are forecast as marginally lower
at $923,000 (about 8 per cent decrease)
mainly due to lease negotiations and reduced
equipment rentals.
Repair and Maintenance costs have increased by $420,000 (some 24 per cent)
largely as a result of funds being allocated to
progress the necessary work to keep our
school environment as optimal as it can be for
our students and teachers. There are also increased costs for maintenance contracts for
IT solutions.
Energy costs are lower by $128,000 (about
7 per cent) mainly due to intended savings
through energy efficiency.
Materials and Supplies are $284,000 higher
(that is about 14 per cent higher) as a result in
increased investments in school supplies.
Grants and Contributions are $1,441,000,
which is 5 per cent lower due to reductions to
the allocations to several schools and those
include:
o St George’s Prep (6 per cent reduction)
o Berkeley Institute (7 per cent reduction)
o CedarBridge Academy (5 per cent reduction)
o Whitney Institute (5 per cent reduction)
o Sandy’s Middle School (5 per cent reduction)

Let me shift—I am not going to worry about
the Revenue Summary. Let me shift to Employee
Numbers which are the Full-Time Equivalents and
those are on pages B-112 to B-113.
This provides a listing of the number of fulltime equivalent employee posts (FTEs) for the
2014/15 fiscal year in the Department of Education.
As you will see there, the Budget Book shows
1,175 FTEs allocated to the Department for 2014/15,
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with a net change—that is a reduction—of nine FTEs,
from the previous fiscal year.
School registration is currently underway. The
Department of Education is carefully reviewing enrolment to ensure that schools are appropriately staffed
for the numbers and needs of students in September
2014. Additionally, some additional vacancies will
arise before the next school year. In cases where
lower enrolment results in a decreased need for a
teacher at a particular school, that teacher will be
considered for other vacancies for which he or she is
qualified.
During this coming fiscal year, the Department
will be closely reviewing the number and allocation of
FTEs to ensure that each cost centre reflects an accurate and contemporary picture of the allocation of
staffing.
I am now going to switch over to Performance
Measures, which are on page B-114 to B-116. I am
not going to get into this in a lot of detail. I am sure
there will be some questions about it, but as I said,
last year, as part of its budget submission for 2013/14,
the Department amended its performance measurement framework to track and monitor its progress towards the implementation of the Blueprint for Reform
in Education and publicly report on its results
achieved versus target outcomes.
Although the performance measures were a
significant improvement over previous years, following
the slightly different direction that the Department is
now taking, the Commissioner of Education has introduced key performance indicators for all levels of
schools. He is also in process of developing new key
performance indicators for the administrative Department of Education. So we are kind of in a transition
period in terms of these key performance indicators.
The Department will finalise those once the
review of the organisational structure is complete so
that they are consistent with the priorities and the way
in which the Department is organised to support
schools and improved student achievement.
Madam Chairman, I thank you for your attention for this particular Head, the Department of Education—Head 17. That concludes my comments on this
Head.
HEAD 41—BERMUDA COLLEGE
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I am now going to
shift over to the final Head, which is Bermuda College—Head 41. That is found on page B-121 in the
Budget Book.
Madam Chairman, I think, as Honourable
Members know, Bermuda College is the only tertiary
level institution in Bermuda. The College is committed
to setting Bermuda’s students on the paths to success
through the provision of comprehensive academic and
technical education along with professional training,
personal and academic support services, quality facili-
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ties and interactive partnerships with local and international entities. As an accredited community college,
Bermuda College is particularly committed to the success of Bermuda’s students with extensive transfer
programmes leading to success at the university level.
It also provides professional, technical and training
programmes leading to success in the workplace; and
preparatory programmes leading to success in the
classroom.
Now, as you know, Madam Chairman, because Bermuda College is a quango there is very little
financial information provided here. So I am going to
touch on what is provided and then talk in a little more
detail about some of the underlying costs and revenues.
So on page B-121, we find Bermuda College
as cost centre 4101, which is 51000, and that is the
Operating Grant which is provided from the Ministry to
Bermuda College. For the upcoming 2014/15 year,
the grant is $16,851,000. That is down a little over
$1.27 million from the previous year, which was
$18,119,000.
The College receives this grant, as I said,
from the Ministry of Education and Economic Development and the amount for the coming year is a little
over $16.8 million.
Madam Chairman, the College president is
Dr. Duranda Greene and the College is governed by a
board chaired by Mrs. Jill Husbands. The other members of the board are as follows:
• Mr. Dane Commissiong (Deputy Chair);
• Ms. Deena Harvey;
• Mrs. Sheila Brown;
• Mr. Malcolm Furbert;
• Mr. Peter Sousa;
• Ms. Karla Lacey;
And representatives of the Ministry of Education
and Economic Development (ex officio).
• Ms. Denise Riviere
• Mr. Paget Wharton;
• Mrs. Romelle Warner;
• Mr. Vincent Ingham (ex officio);
• Dr. Walwyn Hughes (Board of Fellows, he is
ex officio);
• Mr. Craig Simmons (ex officio, is a Lecturer);
• Mr. Joshua Gilbert (ex officio, is a student, I
think);
So during the past year—and I want to talk a
little bit about some of the highlights of the College
from the 2013/14 year. During the past year, Bermuda
College conducted the five-year review of its 2008
Strategic Plan to ensure it continues to fulfil its core
mission of Setting Bermuda’s Students on their Paths
to Success. The planning process used the Appreciative Inquiry approach and involved input from various
key stakeholders including representatives from: business and industry; public and private school educa-
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tors; health care professionals; uniformed services;
current and former students; Board members, and
employees. Some of the action items coming out of
the review include:
• Integrating a mandatory international component into specific programmes;
• Offering additional degrees at Bermuda College to meet the Island’s workforce development needs;
• Developing international partnerships with institutions for student and faculty exchanges;
• Investigating the feasibility of installing solar
panels and other energy efficient systems
throughout the campus to reduce the College’s electricity costs; and
• Providing opportunities for faculty to engage
in local research.
In May 2013, the College opened its new
Brian Burland Centre for Research. The Research
Centre houses the literary work of the late Mr. Brian
Burland, Bermuda’s most acclaimed author and former Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature, known
for his perceptive depiction of twentieth century Bermuda. The Centre will also become the repository for
the contributions from other outstanding Bermudian
authors.
To ensure students obtain relevant practical
experience as part of its new nursing programme,
Bermuda College established a Simulation Lab consisting of two high-tech simulators—SimMan and
SimMom. The simulators will be a valuable tool in the
teaching and learning process, by providing a safe
and supportive learning environment for the nursing
students and other health care professionals to connect theory and practice prior to entering a hospital or
other health care facility. Additionally, the College has
also signed a Memorandum of Understanding with
SickKids Hospital in Toronto, Ontario and has established an agreement with Temple University Hospital
in Philadelphia, whereby our nursing students will be
involved in clinical observations at both of these hospitals. These clinical observations will be a supplement to the clinicals that the students will complete at
the two hospitals and other health care facilities on the
Island.
In early 2014, Bermuda College welcomed 40
public high school students to the College as part of
the Dual Enrolment programme. These students who
were tested in October 2013 were deemed to have
college level English and Mathematics and will have
the opportunity to earn college credits while still at
high school. Bermuda College has also provided
courses for the Department of Education as part of its
career pathways initiative including: City and Guilds
Employability Skills Certificate and the Certificate for
Nursing Assistants.
During this past year, Bermuda College established an articulation agreement with Georgia State
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University whereby students will be able to earn their
Bachelor of Business Administration degree with a
concentration in Finance, Risk or Insurance from
Georgia State University without having to leave the
Island. The College has also partnered with the University of West Indies to introduce its Teacher Certification in Mathematics. Students in this programme
will join a cohort of students from St. Lucia and Jamaica.
New programmes developed and introduced
this year by the Division of Professional and Career
Education (PACE) based on the needs of the local
workforce, per the manpower survey include:
• certificate in Social Media for Business;
• conversational Portuguese;
• Industrial Cleaning certificate in partnership
with The Cleaning Management Institute and
supported by the National Training Board.
Madam Chairman, Science Week continues
to be an integral part of the Bermuda College calendar. Science Week 2014’s public forum featured Dr.
Mark Outerbridge. He presented the work that he is
doing to preserve the diamondback turtles on the Island. The forum was sponsored by the Division of Liberal Arts and remains a popular highlight of the
Corange Science activities promoting natural sciences. Science Week also brought out over 300 middle and senior school students from public, private,
and home schools on campus for Science Demo Day
2014, which allowed students the opportunity to explore both natural and applied sciences with activities
organised collaboratively between the Divisions of
Applied Science and Technology, Liberal Arts, Business Administration and Hospitality, and the Nursing
Department. Other evening events held during Science Week 2014 featured a live presentation of the
popular "Live, Love, Eat" culinary arts show with Chef
Teneika Eve; and a series of handy Do It Yourself
(DIY) mini workshops teaching basic automotive,
plumbing, carpentry and other skills to the average
householder, sponsored by the Division of Applied
Science and Technology. The Nursing Department
also sponsored an Information Session on the many
career pathways available through the nursing profession.
Two new Honorary Fellows were inducted into
the Bermuda College Company of Honorary Fellows.
Dr. David Saul and Dr. Victor Scott were both celebrated for the significant contributions they have made
in their respective fields both locally and internationally.
Let me talk a little bit about some of the output
measures for the College.
Bermuda College graduated 82 students with
associate degrees, diplomas or certificates in 21 credit
programmes.
• there were 14 graduates in the Division of Applied Science & Technology;

•
•
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there were 44 graduates in the Division of
Business Administration and Hospitality;
there were 24 graduates in the Division of
Liberal Arts.

In addition, 17 persons received baccalaureate degrees in:
• child and youth studies, there were nine; and
• eight through the partnership with Mount Saint
Vincent University.
There were also seven graduates from the
University of Kent’s law programme offered in partnership with Bermuda College. The Bermuda College
has graduated 91 students from this programme.
This past December, 185 persons earned external certificates or professional designations from
external programmes and workforce development
training offered through the Division of Professional
and Career Education (PACE). This was the largest
class of graduates from the PACE Division in recent
history. And I have got a whole series of them here
and I will list them off quickly.
• American Management Association (AMA)
Certificate in General Management, there
were five;
• AMA Certificate in Human Resources, there
were eight;
• Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) Diploma in Accounting and
Business, there were eight;
• ACCA Introductory Certificate in Financial and
Management Accounting, there were 13;
• ACCA Intermediate Certificate in Financial &
Management Accounting, there seven;
• there were 40 who obtained Certificates for
Nursing Assistant;
• there were nine who obtained Certificates for
Childcare Assistant;
• there were five who obtained Certificates for
Activities Specialist;
• [there were] 13 who obtained the Chartered
Institute of Legal Executives (CILEX) Level 2
Certificate in Legal Studies;
• [there were] nine who obtained the CISCO
Certified Network Associate (CCNA);
• there were six who obtained the City & Guilds
Certificate in Hairdressing;
• there were 14 who received the HVAC Works
and Engineering Certificate;
• there were eight who received the Institute of
Leadership and Management (ILM) Certificate
in Management;
• [there were] five who obtained an International
Driving Licence (ICDL); and finally
• [there were] five who obtained a World Instructor Training School Personal Trainer Certification.
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The CISCO and the Personal Trainer Certification are actually new this year.
In the fall of 2013, the College enrolled 1,172
students, representing a decrease of 2 per cent, or 35
students. However, it should be noted that there was
a 14 per cent increase in male students taking credit
courses and that rose from 293 to 322. Full-time enrolment continued to increase by 7 per cent from 358
in the fall of 2012, to 383 in the fall of 2013. Hence,
the College is realising its objective of increasing male
and full-time enrolments.
As far as the 2013/14 Expenditures go, the
Bermuda College received $18,119,000 (or some
83 per cent) of its operating budget from its Government grant. Revenue of $3,670,700 from other
sources included:
• student tuition and fees for credit courses
• revenue generated by PACE
• bookstore revenue
• rental income including Coco Reef
• examination revenue
This amount, together with the Government
grant, made up a total revenue figure for the 2013/14
budget year of $21,789,700. During this period, salaries accounted for $12,790,759, or 59 per cent of the
budget, and this represented a 1 per cent decrease in
salaries when compared to the 2012/13 year. Bermuda College is pleased to report that as a result of
the new outdoor lights that were installed over the
past two budgets, not only is the campus brighter and
safer at night, but it has also decreased its kilowatt
usage by 3 per cent this past year. Other operating
expenses amounted to $5,390,770.
Maintenance and improvement of the physical
plant of Bermuda College continued as part of the
College’s commitment to providing a safe and healthy
environment for students and employees. During the
past year, Bermuda College began upgrading its security systems. To make its roads safer, it widened the
road and installed spikes. Additionally, ageing buildings have become susceptible to termites and in October 2013, the College Centre building was fumigated.
The College continues to invest in technology
to ensure that its students, faculty and support staff
have the necessary tools to perform their duties as
effectively and efficiently as possible.
This past year it created an “open” (that is, not
part of the class schedule) computer lab for students
and continued to install smart boards in the classrooms.
Other major projects completed during this
past year were the Brian Burland Centre for Research, which I have mentioned, at a cost of $40,406
of which $12,500 was donated by the Honorary Fellows; and the new Simulation Lab at a cost of
$242,999.
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Bermuda College continues to offer discounted tuition to qualified students. This policy was
implemented in the fall of 2011. This is currently being
reviewed. Laboratory fees for various courses, which
came in to effect in the fall of 2012, continued to add
funds to the College’s revenue to offset the cost of
laboratory supplies.
In the 2014/15 budget year, the College will
continue to utilise internal stakeholders as part of its
annual budget process. The Budget Committee includes representatives from the Student Government
Council, faculty, support staff, members from the Executive and a selection of budget managers. The goal
of the Budget Committee is to prepare a balanced
budget to present to the Board Finance Committee
and then to the Board for final approval.
Salaries continue to form the majority of the
College’s budgeted expenses. For 2014/15, salaries
are estimated to be $11,564,880, pending the approval of a 12-day furlough, or 54 per cent of its budgeted expenses. This represents a decrease of
$1,225,879, or 10 per cent from 2013/14. The College
will continue to review its operations and seek ways to
decrease its payroll costs.
During the 2014/15 fiscal year, Bermuda College will continue its process of reviewing its operations and procedures in order to increase efficiencies
while lowering costs. It will also consider alternative
energy sources to decrease its energy costs. Expenditures will be made towards maintenance of the chiller,
air handlers, classroom upgrades, continued security
upgrades, and other maintenance and improvement
projects.
As a result of the decrease in the grant of
7 per cent, major capital expenditures will once again
be deferred including: replacing the student records,
human resources and accounting system; fumigation
of buildings; and the installation of a lift and automatic
doors.
Bermuda College will seek to increase its
revenue generated from the Bookstore and the rental
of its facilities. It is also expected that additional revenue will be generated from workforce development
contracts. The College will also be exploring other
areas of revenue generation during 2014/15.
Looking ahead, Madam Chairman, during the
next fiscal year, Bermuda College will continue to implement the action items included in its revised Strategic Plan with particular emphasis on its mid-term
goals.
In March 2015, the College will go through reaccreditation by the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges (NEASC) having received its
initial accreditation in 2010.
The College will establish partnerships with
overseas institutions for student exchanges which
would not only benefit Bermuda College students but
will also internationalise the campus by introducing
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academic and cultural exchange experiences for
overseas students.
It will continue to develop articulation agreements with overseas institutions particularly in the
United Kingdom that will allow its graduates to transfer
to universities and colleges with advanced standing. It
will also continue to expand its partnerships with fouryear institutions to offer undergraduate programmes
on-Island.
Bermuda College will continue to work with
the public high schools to increase the number of students in the Dual Enrolment programme while expanding the programme to private and home school
students.
Bermuda College will continue to increase the
success and retention of its students by implementing
and evaluating the strategies included in its Retention
and Success plan.
Bermuda College will continue to forge alliances with professional credentialing and accrediting
agencies for workforce development and professional
certification, such as:
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA), the Certified Management Accountants (CMA) and the Certified Public Accountants
(CPA) for accountants; Chartered Institute of Legal
Executives (CILEX) for legal executives; Building
Owners and Managers Institute (BOMI) for building
owners and managers; City & Guilds for the applied
sciences; and the American Culinary Federation for
culinary arts.
On July 22, 2014 Bermuda College will celebrate 40 years of Setting Bermuda’s Students on their
Paths to Success. Various activities will be planned
th
throughout the year to celebrate its 40 anniversary.
Bermuda College looks forward to the next 40 years
as it continues to partner with its various constituents
to do its part in stimulating the economy through education and workforce development.
Madam Chairman, I wish to specifically thank
Dr. Duranda Greene for her hard work throughout the
year and I look forward to working with her in the coming year.
And at this point, I am going to conclude my
presentation on the three Heads and certainly I think it
would be appropriate to thank all the educators out
there who work within the Public Education System
and Bermuda College for their commitment and dedication over the past year and hopefully we will have a
very good year ahead.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Education, Mr. Walton Brown, JP MP.
Mr. Walton Brown: Yes, good evening, Madam
Chairman.
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Madam Chairman, if SAGE had an opportunity to review how we do our debates, I am fully certain they would come up with a radical set of recommendations.
Madam Chairman, in the budget allocation is
a reflection of Government priorities, and when we
look at Education we are talking primarily about our
young people. Just this past Saturday the Honourable
Education Minister, a number of our colleagues, and I,
attended the Outstanding Teen Award ceremony. And
at the ceremony, 113 young people were recognised
for their tremendous contributions, some of which was
academic and in other areas as well. And it just
dawned on me that Saturday evening you may well
have had a number of people there who have faced a
variety of challenges in pursuing their education.
So, when I came to consider this budget for
Education, I looked at it in the context primarily of
young people and their opportunities. And let me say
at the outset that I believe we are substantially on the
right track with regard to the direction of Education.
There are some nuances and amendments that I think
need to be made in terms of overall direction, but fundamentally we are moving in the right direction.
There is one very large gaping hole, Madam
Chairman, that I will speak to at some point, but fundamentally we are carrying out with the reform
agenda that has been articulated, that was first articulated a number of years ago.
I am going to move straight to page B-104,
cost centre 105000. My two-hour speech, of course,
has now been reduced to something slightly less than
two hours, but let me speak to some of these points,
Madam Chairman.
The Minister is the Minister for Education and
Economic Development. There was some concern
expressed in the public that not having a dedicated
Minister for Education represented a problem. I just
want to go on record and say that I do not share that
view. I think that the Minister is responsible for overall
policy, overall philosophy and decision-making, but we
have a Department of Education that fundamentally
has that responsibility of directing and making those
improvements. So I do not see an issue with that.
All I want to see are the good policies that
resonate with our young people, and I am sure that
we can have success. So I will go on record as not
sharing the view expressed by some about having a
Minister who is not exclusively focused on education.
If you look at B-107, Performance Measures,
cost centre 105040, I was intrigued by the performance measure. It says, and I quote, “. . . clearly communicate the intended message of the Ministry, as
evidenced by press, school, union and/or PTA reactions.” The outcome says, “Successfully met.” Well, I
think this just reflects on some of the other successful
outcomes that were included in the Budget Book, but I
think really it is more aspirational than the reality. And
I see the Minister nodding his head with a smile.
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He knows this is correct, because we had a
series of missteps last year with respect to education,
at least the PR side of it. And so, in order for us to
retain confidence in education, we need to ensure
that, going forward, we do not have those missteps.
We need to ensure that we engage in the proper kinds
of communication and dialogue so that when decisions are made and press releases are sent out, we
do not have a whole series of challenges to what has
been undertaken.
One only needs to speak to the issue of
teacher transfers, which I can get to later. So we just
need to handle those sorts of changes better going
forward. Everyone who understands the education
system knows that teachers are not hired by the
school. They are hired by the Ministry. Therefore, they
do not belong to any school. So, it is entirely normal to
have teachers making transfers. How it is handled,
though, requires, it seems, a bit of finesse.
[Mr. Rolfe Commissiong, Chairman]
Mr. Walton Brown: Mr. Chairman, look at page B110, cost centre 27520, Curriculum Design, Development and Implementation. I will declare my interests,
because I am a social scientist. I think that it is fundamentally important for all of us to have a clear
sense and understanding of the key issues that have
helped to shape our country—the social issues, the
historical issues. One of the gaps in our current system is that it appears as if social science is not being
taught fully across the spectrum.
My understanding (and I can be corrected on
this) is that because the social science curriculum is
not part of Cambridge, teachers and principals do not
feel the compelling reason why it should be taught
fully. I am happy to be corrected on this point, but I
think it is fundamentally important for our young people to get the benefit of this. So you either give some
directive to principals to ensure that a proper social
science curriculum, as developed by Ms. Leona Scott
who retired last year, I think (or the year before last) . .
. It is already in place. It just needs to be taught. And
many schools will say that it is not being taught across
the spectrum. And that clearly needs to be addressed.
Mr. Chairman, I am going to give a quote from
Paulo Freire. I think you must know this eminent
scholar. He wrote a book called Pedagogy of the Oppressed, brilliant book. I am just going to take one
quote from him that speaks to the importance of understanding of who you are, bringing together social
science and history.
For students, he says, “looking at the past
must only be a means of understanding more clearly
what and who they are so that they can more wisely
build a future.” So it is important to find out what and
who you are so that you can more wisely build a future. That is the importance of history. That is the importance of social science—not to have it as a crutch,
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but to give insight so that as we go forward, we can
find a better way to do things and not repeat the mistakes of the past. Fundamentally important. We focused, rightly, on mathematics, reading and so forth.
But we have to have that social science component to
give a sense of history and a sense of perspective. A
child without perspective is like a tree without roots.
And we see some of the fallout all around us.
So my question for the Minister is, Where do
we stand with regard to full implementation of the social science curriculum? What level of priority is attached to it? Where is it being taught? And is it at the
middle school as well as the senior schools? The first
question.
We move now to B-108, cost centre 27031,
School Improvement. Let me applaud the Government
for the 81 per cent increase in funding for this. It is
well known that we need to put effort and energy into
a multi-layered area of improvement for our schools.
And this is fundamentally a good move, a fundamental
step in the right direction. So there is very little else to
say on that other than it will help to improve the quality, the calibre of what we have in place with regard to
principals. So I am very supportive of that.
Page B-108, cost centre 27090, Educational
Standards. So what, then, are the goals here with respect to educational standards? The tests clearly are
important. Performance results, subject by subject,
are also very important, and we carry that out on a
regular basis. We measure student success by the
extent to which their results improve—pretty straightforward.
But I would suggest that we need to do something in addition. We need a common assessment of
all students in schools in Bermuda. And when I say all
schools, I mean public and private. We need to have
something that allows us to compare how all our students are doing so we know if there is something lacking, if there is something that is institutional, if there is
something that is rated to Bermuda. But a common
test will be very helpful to identify and strengthen
weaknesses across the educational system.
We have half our students in private schools
now. But the Government has a mandate to ensure
quality education for everybody. So, I would like to
propose to the Government, as I have done in previous years (not always to this Government, of course)
that we take a look at putting this in place. Because it
would help to bring insight on such a wide range of
levels that I think are very important.
Alongside this, Mr. Chairman, I think it is
equally important to compare and contrast Bermuda
students against peer groups outside of Bermuda.
And the recommended testing that I think would work
is PISA [Program for International Student Assessment]. The educational experts can assess whether or
not that makes sense, but I think it is something we
should look at. Compare Bermuda with its competitors. Why? Because we compete in a global environ-
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ment. You keep having comments made in the business community that our young people come back
without adequate talents and skill sets and knowledge. Well, let us do some comparative analysis to
see where we stand, again, to assess the strengths
and weaknesses and figure out what we need to do
going forward.
Years ago, we did the . . . What was that city
test from out in California?
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walton Brown: TerraNova.
That is what I do not understand. I thought
(and I will admit it) that I was just being dense. I could
never understand why you would want to simply compare students based on how they did in their peer
group. And you got a standing based on just that peer
group, as compared to an absolute standard. So, if
everyone did poorly, but you did better than people in
that group, you somehow stood out.
Do I have that wrong?
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walton Brown: Okay. Well, are we still doing TerraNova?
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walton Brown: Good. So, I am glad it is gone. I
could never understand why we had it in place. And
that is another positive step forward.
So, will the Minister support a decision to
have Bermudian students participate in a global test
akin to PISA to better understand where we are and
how we are positioned, so, again, we can identify
strengths and weaknesses? (Now, the beauty of technology is that sometimes it just has its own mind set.
But I can still do one.)
I was very pleased to hear the Minister speak
about the importance of critical thinking. All too often,
we tend to focus on memorisation and regurgitation of
facts and testing and so forth. And if you could memorise a whole lot of facts, you would get a higher grade
than someone else. So I am very pleased to read in
the brief and to see that there is a focus on critical
thinking. Critical thinking is so fundamental because it
allows you to question everything; it forces you to
question everything. You know, it is one thing to understand or to describe the existence of segregation in
Bermuda, as students would study. It is something
altogether different to ask, But why did we have it?
And the answers that come from that can be quite
enlightening for people.
Alongside of this issue of skill sets for young
people, I am very interested in the whole notion of
young people being able to present themselves and to
be articulate, because if you have ideas and views,
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but you cannot express it well, it is a problem. I have
been around to a few schools. One school I attended,
a primary school, students were reluctant to speak.
They were shy. They lacked the ability to stand up,
look you in the eye and talk. I was very concerned to
see that. I was at a function at the National Gallery
where some students came. I was giving a little, I
guess, lesson. And most were frightened to get up
and speak. So I want to see a greater emphasis
placed on the ability of our young people to get up and
articulate their views and to have presentation skills
That negative experience was counterbalanced by a very positive one I had, I guess two weeks
ago. I attended the celebration for the 48 years of
dedicated service by Anthea Pearman, teacher, from
the Honourable Member, Ms. Foggo’s, area. During
that celebration the children from East End Primary
got up to do something, and the teacher said, This is
part of a programme we have launched to help our
young people to be more confident in their speaking
and to be more articulate. So I was very impressed to
see that.
My question for the Minister is, To what extent
is that programme or that initiative being more widely
adopted? Because in this competitive world the
knowledge you have is important, but the soft skills
are equally important. And if you do not have good
soft skills, you may well find yourself unable to get
work in areas that you really want to be in.
Well, let us get to the Office of the Commissioner, B-108, cost centre 27001. Let me first of all
say that I spent some time with Dr. Heatley, and he is
a man of great dedication and passion. He loves education. He is prepared to work. And you get that energy and drive from him. So I am very encouraged to
see that. And I am sure it will sustain him for the duration of his time in Bermuda, that energy and that drive.
Under the previous Minister, who sits in another place (but right now is sitting here), I was given
free access to the Ministry of Education to ask any
question I wanted to of anyone, and I hoping that the
Minister will continue with that. I am asking now for
free access just to be able to ask questions to get
clarification. Because one thing I do not want to do is
to see us politicising education and our young people.
So when I speak on an issue, I want to make sure I
have my facts straight. And it pains me to be wrong on
a fact. So I want to be able to ask questions before
making any comments.
I want to thank the former Minister for providing that access to me.
Now, one of the issues that I think is so critical
to enhancing our education system is this whole notion of autonomy of principals. And Dr. Heatley will
know. I have had direct conversations with him about
that. If you have competent principals running
schools, you should be able to see an improvement in
the output of the students. And I know that some have
been assessed.
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I would like it if the Minister can answer the
question, How many principals have been assessed?
What is outcome of that assessment? And what are
we doing to ensure that all of our schools have the
necessary competent principals in place to ensure
that our students can succeed? It is a tough one, but it
is vital because, because, in the absence of that, we
are not really going to make the kind of progress that
we want to make.
What is the time frame? It may well be that
some people are not best suited to be principals of
schools. Are those tough decisions going to be made
for the sake of our children?
Has the contentious issue of moving teachers
and principals been resolved? I proposed last year to
work with the Minister to try to find a framework by
which decisions about moving teachers and principals
could be addressed without having to resort to the
courts or some other public manifestation of discontent. So how are we doing with that? Has that been
addressed? Has that been resolved?
With the increase in money being allocated for
enhancement, how many teachers have been evaluated? What is the objective in terms of evaluation?
Are we going to assess all teachers? Over what time
frame? What modalities are in place? What programmes are in place to address those teachers who
need additional support? That is critical. The teachers
that the Honourable Member, Ms. Foggo, and I had
are not quite the same teachers that exist today. I do
not know . . . How long ago was that?
[Inaudible interjection and laughter]
Mr. Walton Brown: Long enough. So . . .
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walton Brown: Now, Minister, we were getting
along very well thus far.
[Laughter]
Mr. Walton Brown: So we have to try to come to
some assessment of whether we have the right
teachers in the right place, whether there are those
who need greater assistance or some who just do not
really want to be there. That is also a reality that we
have to consider. And we have to consider it. We
have to put everything on the table, because we are
talking about our children. And we should make no
apologies for doing the right thing when it comes to
helping the progress of our young people.
Now, I was very relieved to see that the Minister made no reference at all to pay incentives in his
brief. I do not know if that was a . . . You mentioned it
early this year or late last year. I do not know if that
was a moment of reflection on something that you had
read. But the research does not give a whole lot of
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support to the notion of pay incentives for teachers,
because then teachers start teaching just to the standard that you test for. And in the worst-case scenarios, you get people fabricating results.
But, having said that, teachers are undervalued in terms of compensation. Clearly, today is not
the day for us to consider massive pay raises for
teachers. But we under-value our teachers currently
with what we give them. So at some point, we need to
really reconsider the ideal framework for reflecting the
value that we place on teachers.
Teachers play a fundamentally important role
in the development of our young people. In some
countries—South Korea, for example—teachers are
highly, highly valued. They are looked up to because
of what opportunities they can provide and the insight
they can provide for our young people. So we need to
get to a point akin to that in Bermuda. This economic
climate does not allow that. But things will turn around
because the OBA has said they will turn things
around. And when they turn around, we need to ensure that our teachers are given the right sort of
framework and structures with regard to pay and other
benefits that show the value that we place on them.
Once we do that, we can be much more discriminatory about who we actually hire. Because you
want people who are fully capable and competent to
teach our young people. So that conversation needs
to be held, and it needs to be held at the right time.
Now is not the right time, but it does need to be held.
If you go to page B-110, cost centre 27175,
the Child Development Programme [CDP], I was encouraged by the level of interest that the Government
has in this programme. It is true that the CDP has not
received the kind of attention that it deserves over the
years. As a programme which screens everyone born
here, from age two, they play a critical role in early
assessment. And everyone knows early assessment
is pivotal in helping to prevent subsequent problems.
So I am very intrigued. I am very pleased to
see a renewed focus on this. But at the same time,
you see a 12 per cent reduction in funding allocated
for the Child Development Programme, a reduction in
funding while saying that it needs to be expanded to
eight years. So there is a disconnect between the
formal commitment and embracing of the CDP and an
expanded remit, yet, at the same time, reduced funding.
The Honourable Junior Minister, Leah Scott,
and honourable colleague, Jeanne Atherden, and I
were at Child Development Programme last week.
What was it, Thursday or Friday? (The days are already blurred) Thursday . . . Thursday, yes. And [we
were] very impressed with the dedicated staff we have
there. But they are under-resourced. They do not
have enough people to do the work they are meant to
do.
If you look at the output measures, it is a little
bit cheeky, because the output measures say 17 per
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cent of those who are screened get some additional
help. What it does not say is how many they actually
screen. And because you only have a small number of
staff, they cannot possibly cover the hundreds of children who are born here every year, in spite of the declining birth rate. They cannot cover all the children.
So I want to see a performance measure of how many
kids have been screened. We have a percentage. But
we have no number, because it said 17 per cent of
those who were screened.
I want to know how many children were
screened last year and in previous years, and then we
can go from there. And I think you will see that the
number is very low. So they are missing a lot. They
are missing a lot of children. We are in a wonderful
place to be able to screen everyone. So let us give
them the resources. I said at the very beginning that
any Government budget is a reflection of its priorities.
Clearly, our young people have to be a priority, have
to be. And I can identify within the Minister’s budget
alone where there can be money redirected to worthwhile programmes like the Child Development Programme.
The other issue with regard to CDP is that the
screening is not mandatory. I remember hearing that
years ago. It needs to be mandatory. Who could object to the government wanting to do a free assessment for you to find out if there are issues that need to
be addressed? You know? Teachers can tell you
within the first month or two of being in a classroom
which children are problematic. Well, I would hope—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walton Brown: And my honourable colleague
says, Less than that. But she did teach for a very, very
long time, so she would have a lot of experience.
But imagine the Child Development Programme staff being able to catch children at age two
and do preliminary testing to identify those at risk. We
could very well prevent a whole series of challenges
that evolve later on. You know what teachers do in
primary school? They say, This one is going to end up
in jail. That one is going to be a problem. And they are
almost always right. So let us give greater support to
the Child Development Programme and the great
work that they do.
I was so impressed. They have a room there
full of toys. And they lend their toys out. You know
how libraries lend out books? They lend out toys! So
any parent who is saying, You know, I am in a bind. I
cannot get my child all the things that they want, can
go to the Child Development Programme, you can
rent out toys. You do not pay for them, you just borrow
them. You can borrow these toys for a week or two
and bring them back. So is that not a wonderful, wonderful opportunity to help those who are in challenges?
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Mr. Chairman, page B-108, cost centre
27074, Learning Support. We had a very informed
debate last year on the special education discussion
paper. Once again, we should all give a warm thankyou to Ms. Kimberley McKeown, who put that together. Then you had all the meetings around the Island to share the vision of the Government on that
issue. As I said then and as I will say now, I am naturally impatient. And I think the timeframe is long. I believe that it is not until next September that you actually expect to have any real implementation. I could be
mistaken, but that is what I recall. If anything can be
done to expedite bringing a concrete initiative with
regard to special education, that would help those
young people who are most affected.
But, you know, there is one area that I think
we need to perhaps give some new thought to. This is
not my area of expertise, but I read a lot. And I am
going to present a new wave of thinking for you tonight that I hope the Ministry and the staff will at least
consider. There was a new report that came out last
week, looking at dyslexia, an issue that is seemingly
widespread in Bermuda. And the argument made by
people who are experts on child development, from
Durham University and Yale University, have come to
the view that millions of children may have been
wrongly diagnosed as dyslexic—millions—saying that
it probably does not exist.
I might just proceed. Again, I am reading the
research that has just come out, and all I want is for
the Government to consider it. “Experts at Durham
and Yale Universities are calling for the term ‘dyslexia’
to be abandoned because it is unscientific and lacks
meaning.
“They claim that resources are being wasted
by putting youngsters through diagnostic tests and
say that the umbrella term is used too readily for children who often display vastly different reading problems.”
They published a book called The Dyslexia
Debate. [Author] Professor Julian Elliott is a former
teacher of children with learning difficulties. He says
that “more focus should be put on helping children to
read, rather than finding a label for their difficulty.” He
says that, “Parents are being woefully misled about
the value of a dyslexia diagnosis.”
They found that symptoms in one person
leading to a diagnosis of dyslexia are often absent in
another person who is similarly diagnosed. Therefore,
a typical education intervention for one pupil may not
help another who has also been diagnosed with dyslexia. So while the researchers do not question the
existence of the real sometimes-complex problems
some people have with reading, they are critical of the
term dyslexia because it is too imprecise.
Now, all I am doing is sharing the insight of
new research. This is not my area of competence—far
from it. But I would like, at least in this spirit of open
investigation and analysis for the Government to look
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into this to see whether or not it can inform anything
that we have on the table or in the cards with respect
to policy.
I do want to leave time for the Minister to answer these questions. And I think my colleague wants
to speak for a little bit as well.
Let me move on to Bermuda College. I have a
great interest in Bermuda College. Of course, I taught
there for 12 years. I served as the Board Chairman for
five years. So, for me it is a personal matter, to some
extent. And on B-121, Head 41, we see that there is a
reduction from $18 million to $16 million, just over a
$1 million decrease. Now, I understand that it is a result of the climate that we are in. When the budget
was at $20 million and we got a cut, the College was
able to make do. It is now going down from $18 million
to $16 million.
I am not going to make the case here for
Government to reconsider the cut. I will save that for
my last point. But with regard to Bermuda College, I
would say . . . Well, obviously, this cut here is going to
be made. So, given this cut, why not consider expeditiously giving Bermuda College the ability to determine
their rates as they see to? Mindful of the fact that
there is great value attached to a Bermuda College
education, with NEASC [New England Association of
Schools and Colleges] accreditation, you can save
two years of studying overseas because of credits you
get at Bermuda College. You can transfer to North
America and, I suspect now, many places in the UK,
perhaps even to Europe, even continental Europe. So
why not consider giving the Bermuda College greater
flexibility to determine its tuition fees? Because you
are cutting the money it has no other source of revenue other than student fees, currently. And I do have
an idea for some other ways of generating revenue for
the college. But consider that.
The other opportunity for the College, which I
could not get my Board to support when I was chairman, was the establishment of a research centre. Set
up a research centre! You do not need a lot of money
to set up a research centre, you just need capable
people who can do research proposals and get funding. That can generate money. But you have got to
get the right people. You have to know what you are
going to focus on. It enhances the recognition for the
college.
My view is that everyone who is an academic
at the College should be doing research anyway, but
that is just my bias. But if you do not have those at the
college who are doing the research, because many
are full-time teachers, consider the establishment of a
research centre connected to the key elements of our
economy. And look at funding. That can do relevant
research for our country. It could be in the business
realm. It could be in the economic realm. It could be in
the social realm. But there are many, many funding
agencies all around. Unfortunately, we are still a British Colony. But given that, we can get money from the
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UK. They have funding. The European Union every
year puts out a couple of billion dollars for research
funding. We never apply for it. So we can consider
that as well. That can help Bermuda College to get on
a sounder footing financially.
And then, of course, my other pet project at
Bermuda College is the need to build a dorm facility.
Once you get a dorm in place you can attract more
foreign students. Every time students look into attending Bermuda College they find out what it costs to rent
in Bermuda, and they walk away. So, a properly constructed dorm facility can enhance the student body,
create a much more vibrant campus and generate
additional revenue.
The College currently gets revenue from its
ownership of the Coca Reef Hotel, a property that was
once immersed in controversy, but no more. All those
matters have now seemingly been resolved, and it is a
great asset for Bermuda College. It is not used as the
training ground that it could still become. But it is a
great hotel, run very well and does generate some
revenue for the College. So, would the Minister consider allowing Bermuda College to have greater flexibility over its fee structure?
Let me make one comment about NEASC. As
the Honourable Minister pointed out, the second
NEASC accreditation process will begin next year,
2015. It was a seven-year effort to get it in the first
instance. And in order to get it, there were some very
rigorous steps that we had to go through. All I will say
at this point is that we need to assure that all of the
hard work that was done in the previous seven years
does not get eroded by missteps. So the financials
have to be where they need to be. The partiality of the
College, that you do not have a board that is politicised, because that was one of the issues that
NEASC talked about, that it was very unusual to have
an institution of higher learning where you have so
many . . . you know, a politicised board, because of
political appointments . . . And that is why the College
brought forward stated fixed-term positions for Board
members so that you serve for three years, and then
you just rotate it around. So I would hope that that will
be in place.
I have great confidence in Dr. Green. Dr.
Green can answer every question you have with
sound logic, facts. She is nothing to mess around.
She is not without an answer, a concrete answer, to
any question. I am sure that, Minister, that has been
your experience as well.
But let me get to the large gap in this Ministry
with respect to young people. We have seen two successive years of decline in grants for scholarships. So,
again, we have something that is inconsistent with the
ethos of the Government. We want to help our young
people. We want to stimulate our young people. We
want to give them opportunities. But yet we are cutting
back on our scholarships. And it is dramatic.
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Again, I take it very personally because when
I was 17 years old, had I not benefited from Bermuda
Government financing, I would not have been able to
go to university. And I suspect, Mr. Chairman, that
there are a number of people today, especially in this
climate, who demonstrate great potential, but will not
have the ability to travel to get an education, who
have maybe done two years at Bermuda College who
cannot get that education that they need.
We had 113 young people who were celebrated Saturday night. How many of them will be denied that opportunity? Well, what has the Government
done? In 2012 we gave $1.9 million for scholarships.
In 2013 we gave $1.3. In 2014, we gave $1 million—
almost a 50 per cent drop in support for our young
people.
But it is more severe than that. (Sorry, that
was on page B-104, cost centre 105060.) If you look
at page C-17, the real gravity, almost . . .
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walton Brown: Well, I was just going to say
criminal. And the Speaker is not here, so he is not
going to overrule me.
[Laughter]
Mr. Walton Brown: The almost criminal practice is
that, how could you do that to our young people?
The Bermuda Government scholarships stand
at $825,000. That means there is $175,000 left for
everybody else. The $825,000 can go, at a maximum,
to eight people.
Now, let me go on record. I have no issue
whatsoever with recognition of academic excellence.
None whatsoever. We should give those eight people
(I know last year you only gave four) everything they
need to complete their education.
I opposed the amendment to the legislation
last year in which you reduced the fee to $35,000,
max. The argument does not really hold water, because if you say, then, the fee could go as high as
$70,000, and some are as low as $17,000, so you are
going to fix it at $35,000, what you are really saying is
that you are no longer going to retain the Bermuda
Scholarship as that prestigious (if I can use that term)
national scholarship that says, This Government recognises your talent, and we are going to support you.
When probed during the debate last year, and
even, I think, this evening, the Minister said, Well, the
fees have gone up. One was as high as $70,000. But I
suspect it was just that one. And if some are also at
$17,000, then if you work out the average cost it is
entirely doable. So not everyone is at $70,000.
But guess what? What if someone did get into
Harvard, Yale or Oxford? Would you not want to celebrate that success and say, We will support you for
four years, because this is the Bermuda Government
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recognising your accomplishment. We want you to be
our scholar? Rhodes scholars get full funding. Why
couldn’t this Government continue to do that? And
even if you gave out fewer scholarships, as you did
anyway last year, why not continue with that?
So, I am disappointed that we have retained
that reduction at $35,000. I do not see any Bill coming
forth to adjust it. But, you know, Mr. Chairman, the
real crime is that the further educational awards have
gone from $760,000 in 2012 to $40,000 in 2014.
[That’s] unconscionable, completely unconscionable.
The grants, I think the Honourable Minister said can
go from $1,500 to $10,000. What is $1,500 going to
do for anybody going to any university or college in
America or Europe? Maybe if they were going to
Cuba, it would be very helpful. And Cuba has a good
medical programme. But I doubt that any of these
scholars are going to go to Cuba. I will not get into
that. So I doubt that anyone will be going to Cuba.
So you have reduced the amount to $40,000.
If the average is $10,000, and that is barely making a
dent on anyone’s education, that is four scholarships
or four grants. What was Government thinking? What
was Cabinet thinking? So I implore you. Last year I
said to the Minister, Have a heart! Well, get the moral
compass! Put the scholarships back. The money is in
your Budget; I saw it. If you cannot find it in your
Budget, I will show you. I saw it in the Washington
office as well. I saw it in Tourism as well. How can you
deny our young people this opportunity? Forty thousand dollars? So, Honourable Minister, your conscience has to be pricked. It has to be. What are you
going to say to our young people?
You know, last year when the budget was cut
I had three or four people sending me emails, some
writing off to companies to try to help someone to get
off to school, and they could not go. How can you say
you want to support young people, embrace young
people, yet you take the scholarships, the furthereducation grants, from $760,000 to $40,000? It is unacceptable. The money is there. The money can be
found in the budget. And I am not saying this to
grandstand. I am saying this because it is going to
adversely affect the opportunities for many young
people.
So, Honourable Minister, please reconsider.
Please reconsider. You are going to adversely affect
their potential and their opportunities.
I am going to end here because I want to give
my colleague an opportunity to speak for a few minutes so that the Honourable Minister can answer
some questions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member from
constituency 17, Shadow Minister of Education, Mr.
Walton C. D. Brown.
The Chair now recognises the Member for
constituency 3, St. David’s, Ms. Lovitta Foggo.
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Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am indeed grateful for the few minutes that
have been provided. I will only speak for a few minutes because I do think it is important for the Minister
to be able to respond to any queries that were posed.
But let me say this: Lee Iacocca once said
that education is the most powerful weapon which you
can use to change the world. And I am going to start
right off where my colleague ended, and that is looking at the grants and scholarship allocations.
I certainly was alarmed and dismayed at what
I saw in terms of the diminishment of the funds that
are being provided for scholarships and further education awards and what-have-you. Indeed, my colleague
and I were looking through, especially C-17, and looking at that in alarm. And I have to say this. If we are
committed to ensuring, as has been suggested
through your brief, Mr. Minister, that our students are
equipped with the skill sets to go along and become
productive members to realise their dreams, then we
have to be willing, as a Government, to ensure that
appropriate funding is in place so that they can go on
to do that.
We are basically living in an environment now
where, in spite of being challenged by economics,
there are some things that are continually going up.
And when you look at other jurisdictions education is
indeed one of those areas where fees are constantly
rising. So, with less, our students are being asked to
try and realise their dreams. And I wonder how they
are going to be able to balance that. I have to implore
you, Mr. Minister, as did my colleague, to please have
a re-think regarding that. Reallocate some of your
funding and ensure that monies are being put in place
to allow our young people and even some of our mature students to go on and be able to educate themselves.
Mr. Minister, in looking at some of the performance measures, one of the things that stuck out
for me was the middle school system, in particular. I
see their performance in comparison to the senior
level, and the primary level is what I would consider
far below what one would think it should be if you are
looking (I am looking at page B-116) at the International GCSE pass rate of 96 per cent, with a level, I
think, of 2.0 or better. And if you are looking at the
overall performance of the primary 6 level in the Cambridge programme, then you compare it with the middle school, you see there is a great decline in between
those two levels.
I would have to ask whether or not, according
to your mission statement for education in your quest
to make certain that success is realised, the proper
measurement techniques and alignment have been
put in place to ensure that as students go through
each level they are, hopefully, going from one height
to the next. Because one would wonder, looking at
these stats right here, what is happening in the middle
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school level, in particular, in comparison to the other
levels that is resulting in this decline that we see.
And that is taking into consideration that
young children at that developmental level are going
through quite a bit of changes when it comes to maturation and what-have-you. And I think that, as educators, many of us realise that that does sometimes impact on learning. But I would have to say that in trying
to ensure success, that proper alignment as you go
about making the changes that you alluded to, Mr.
Minister, that such things are in place to guarantee
success. I think it would have been remiss on my part
not to point that out.
And I am trying not to repeat what my colleague . . . I am just trying to deal with one or two
things that are standing out. (And I have lost my
page.)
[Laughter]
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: On B-112, when it comes to
substitutes, we have seen an overall decline, I think,
of nine people in the Department of Education. I have
to ask when I see these figures from 28 to 43 with
substitute teachers . . . I think that some of them, you
said, were teachers who . . . Yes, okay. So that is
where you have the increase there. And they will be
substitute teachers who are just used when the occasion arises. Okay. That sort of confused me.
I did not have the benefit of the brief, as did
my colleague, so it is hard for me to retain everything
that you shared, Mr. Minister.
With the performance measures, also, I see
that, for instance, where you are looking at the percentage of schools that made progress (B-115) toward, or achieved, their school improvement plan
compared to a target of 75 per cent and the percentage of teachers who have implemented rubrics compared to a target of 60 per cent . . . I am going to use
this as an example, because there are other brief
statements like that that are similar. When you say
that, and in your forecast and in your target you say
75 per cent and 60 per cent, respectively, in terms of
measuring progress. Are you saying here that that is
60 per cent of the target’s 60 per cent? Or are you
saying 100 per cent of that 60 per cent? Because it
does not quite make sense to me.
If we are looking at performance measures, if
we are trying to ascertain progress, it does not necessarily suggest to me that we are looking at improvement. You may be falling short. And you will see that
written throughout various areas. So that question
applies to all of those areas.
One thing that I wanted to suggest, Mr. Minister, . . . you spoke about the costs that were saved, I
think, in energy programmes within the Ministry of
Education. Not only did I teach at CedarBridge Academy and Berkeley, I also served on the Board of at
least one of those institutions. And I would like to sug-
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gest that in going green you can perhaps introduce . .
. If we are talking about enhancing the skills of our
students both at the college level and at the high
school level and we are talking about trying to save, it
should be a programme that actually uses the students and allows them to develop hands-on skills. You
can have, for instance, green windmills or some sort
of solar panels.
Looking at some of the bills at those institutions, we are talking about saving tens if not hundreds
of thousands of dollars in money that gets paid out to
local BELCO. And I would suggest, at both the senior
schools and with the use of Bermuda College, that
somehow a programme be put together where we are
educating our young people. They are being provided
tuition, being provided hands-on activity and at the
same time helping the Ministry to meet its mandate of
staying within its budget.
I have jumped all over the place because, as I
said before, much of what I wanted to say, my colleague did basically touch on. And I do want you, Mr.
Minister, to be able to answer the questions. I am not
going to (other than pointing out the grants and scholarships) sit here and repeat what has been shared
here today. And I do want to leave time. So, on that
note, I will take my seat and ask that, when you answer my honourable colleague’s questions, that you
try as well to include the answers to some of my queries.
Thank you.
The Chairman: The Chair wants to thank that Member from constituency number 3.
Are there any other Members that wish to
speak?
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
and Learned Member and Junior Minister, Ms. Leah
K. Scott, from Southampton East Central, constituency number 30.
Ms. Leah K. Scott: Good evening, Mr. Chairman.
Good evening, Honourable Members.
First of all, I think that the Ministry should be
congratulated for meeting its budget for the first time
in 20 years. I am sure that is not an easy task. I am
aware that there have been budget cuts. No one is
happy with budget cuts, whether it is in this Ministry or
anywhere else, but the climate is dictating that those
measures need to be taken. Budget cuts do not necessarily mean, though, that there has been a decrease in the services that have been rendered. And it
does not mean that we are not looking at ways to
bring back or facilitate areas where we can actually
bring money back to and provide a better service.
A successful education system is one that
brings people together, and it brings people who know
things with children who want to learn things. And that
is how knowledge is passed between them. I think it is
important to note that we have been working to im-
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plement the Hopkins recommendations. The Hopkins
recommendations were not to abandon our existing
educational system, but their recommendations included enhancing the quality of our teachers, moving
to enhance the quality of our principals and to also
radically reform the Ministry of Education. And those
are the things that we are working towards doing.
I think we would all agree that the importance
of teachers is a hallmark of all schools. I know I had
teachers that had an impact on my life, as I am sure
each one of us has had. I think what we are trying to
do is ensure that the teachers that are teaching our
children are supported administratively, that they are
trained well and that they are imparting knowledge to
our children.
By way of example, Finland has one of the
best educational systems in the world. In Finland,
teachers are on the same level as a doctor is in the
United States. I think one of the things that we need to
do is actually bring back the level of respect that
teachers should be afforded. Teachers are individuals
with whom your children spend eight to ten hours with
a day. They are people who are responsible for shaping and forming your children, in addition to the input
that we have as parents. So I think it is important that
they are trained the way that they need to be. I think it
is important that they are supported administratively.
And I think it is important that they are supported also
by society and by the parents.
In a New York Times article that I read, it said
that research suggests that a good fourth-grade
teacher makes a student 1.25 per cent more likely to
go to college, 1.25 per cent more likely not to get
pregnant as a teenager, and will earn, on the average,
$25,000 more over their lifetime. So that is the importance that a teacher can have on a student.
Conversely, the effect of a poor teacher can
be the same as the student missing 40 per cent of
school. Now, would we be condoning truancy? No.
So, should we condone bad teachers or weak teachers? The effect of a weak teacher is just as important
as the effect of a good teacher.
We need to improve our teacher effectiveness
by recruiting, by training, by supporting, and these are
the things that we are now trying to do. We have got
Commissioner Heatley here, who I think is trying to
get his finger on the pulse of the educational system
and the Bermuda society as well. And I think that so
far he has been doing a good job. I know the times
that I have met with him he has been consistent in his
message. He is genuinely concerned about the education system, and he is also concerned about the
students and the parents. And he cares about them,
which I think is important.
We are also looking at improving the quality of
our principals. Our schools must be led by people who
have good leadership skills and who are able to take
our schools to the next level, who are able to work
with teachers and lead them to where they should go
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and where they need to be. They have to be good
communicators. I think the most difficult thing about
being a leader is being able to tell someone when
they are doing a good job and when they are not.
I think that some of the challenges have been
that teachers are moved along when they need to be
supported or they need more help in the areas that
they are working in. And that does damage when you
have got a teacher who is not doing a good job and
you continue to perpetuate that they are not doing a
good job. It does not have any benefit for our students.

and wealth of our nations. More-educated women
tend to be healthier. They tend to earn more income,
have fewer children, and they contribute positively to
the economy.
Investing in education is very important. It is
one of the most important investments that a country
can make and something that we need to be doing in
order to develop better citizens and to assist us in our
economic and social growth and development.
The impact of the investment in education
cannot be over-emphasised. And, with that, I will take
my seat.

The Chairman: Excuse me, Member. You are saying
all that in relation to a particular head, I assume?
[Inaudible interjection]

The Chairman: Thank you, Member, from constituency 30, the Junior Minister for Education, the Honourable Leah K. Scott.
Minister?

Ms. Leah K. Scott: Oh, sorry, yes, Head 95.

[Inaudible interjection]

The Chairman: Head 95. Okay.

The Chairman: Okay.
The Chair now recognises Mrs. Jeanne
Atherden, Member of Parliament for constituency
number 19. You have the floor, Member.

Ms. Leah K. Scott: I am sorry.
The Chairman: All right.
Ms. Leah K. Scott: Thank you.
The Chairman: You may continue.
Ms. Leah K. Scott: Okay. Thank you.
One of the other things I would like to discuss
is also the value of early childhood education. I think
that is very important. I had the opportunity last week
to attend the Red Flags launch at the Child Development project. And I was also the benefactor of the
Child Development project. My son, actually, was involved in the programme from the age of 18 months. I
think that early childhood education and intervention
are important. I think that early childhood education
also causes parents to be more involved in children’s
lives, and it also allows the children to be guided in
their social and interactive skills. And this is something
that I think is very important.
We actually did a tour of the Child Development project, and they have many things that are
available to the public that the public does not know
about. They have a toy library where they allow toys
to be taken out for children. They have all kinds of
parental support programmes. And I think that we
need to be more vocal in promoting that so that families are aware of what is available to them.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would also like to note
th
that Saturday, the 8 of March, was International
Women’s Day. And the theme of that was, Equality for
women is progress for all. While I think that a good
education is important for everyone, I think that it is
also important that we must educate our women and
our young girls. Educating girls increases the health

Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: I will be quick, Mr. Chairman. I just want to make a few comments with respect
to Head 41, which is the Bermuda College.
Obviously, some comments were made with
respect to the number of scholarships that had been
reduced and the impact on students. But from my perspective, I just want to turn it the opposite way around
and talk about all the students that have been able to
take advantage of the Bermuda College programme
and stay here and get educations, because there has
been a lot of talk about making the Bermuda College
into a four-year university and a lot of talk about trying
to get more Bermudians into these degrees. So for
me, I just want to highlight three things.
One, I was really pleased to see that there
have been 40 public high school students who are
part of the dual-enrolment programme so that they are
going to have English and mathematics and have the
opportunity to earn college credits while at the high
school. And the reason why I am really pleased about
that is because mathematics and English have been
the two things that, when our students leave Bermuda, high school students leave Bermuda and go
abroad, that is the one they have the greatest difficulty
with. So the more people—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: That is what I know. And
therefore, the more people that we can get to be able
to do the dual level, the better it will be for Bermuda.
The other thing that I am really pleased about
is the fact that we are partnering with Georgia State
University with respect to bachelor’s and business
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administration, with concentrations in finance, risk or
insurance, because that is the other side. We keep
saying that we are going to grow the other pillar, the
international business, and risk and insurance is a big
part of it. And the more we can do to get students to
be able to not only understand, but to start to get involved in those programmes, the better it will be.
And lastly, Mr. Chairman, the other thing that I
am really, obviously, pleased about (putting my hospital hat on) is the fact that it is really good to see that
not only do we have the learning tools that we have
up there, the simulation tools, but the fact that we now
have the nursing programmes which are going to allow our students to progress and also take it from enrolled nursing to higher levels.
And, with that, Mr. Chairman, I will take my
seat. Thank you.

whereas Cambridge is across a whole series of
Commonwealths and other countries. And I think that
is probably the best one, because you have got the
P6 and the M3 test, as well as the IGCSEs. I think that
the IGCSEs are done by both private schools here,
obviously, those that do not do the baccalaureate, but
also, increasingly now, by Berkeley and CedarBridge.
I think that is kind of where that is going. But
interesting question on the PISA. We will have to have
another, closer look at it. It certainly does get great
publicity when it comes out. And I think the last time,
around China, it sort of piped everybody else, and we
are taking a lot of kudos home in terms of their education system.
You asked the question about the issue of
how many principals are being assessed. That is an
ongoing—sorry?

The Chairman: Thank you, Member from constituency number 19, Mrs. Jeanne Atherden.
The Chair now recognises the Minister of
Education and Economic Development.

[Inaudible interjection]

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Sorry, Mr. Chairman,
my voice is starting to go a little bit, but I am going to
see if I can get through some of the questions that
were asked, as well.
Let me start with the first one, which is the
social science curriculum question. The answer there,
it is actually taught at primary, middle and senior
schools. I take your point about the fact that it is not
Cambridge, and, therefore, it may not be getting the
same priority. But you have got the higher echelons
here listening, so I am sure they will have a look into
that particular aspect as well.
The issue of a common test across the whole
system is an interesting one. I got some feedback basically that there is a test that is being developed by
grade level and subject matter for the public schools,
which will look at various things. But I think you then
went on to the PISA, which is the 15-year-olds, which
are done every two years, and have enormous international recognition as a consequence of the OECD
stuff.
I do not know whether we could offer PISA,
because we are not an independent country. But it is
an interesting question.
[Inaudible interjection]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Well, that is a different issue. You are going to have to work on that with
the fellow up on the hill up there. But I think it is an
interesting question.
Obviously, you recognise that the Cambridge
curriculum is used in 160 different countries I believe.
So that is probably the closest thing we have to what I
would call an international standard. TerraNova used
to be used, but that is pretty much limited to the US,

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: How many have
been assessed?
I think we are pretty close to all of them at this
point. Some of their appraisals are being done now.
Some have actually already been kind of encouraged
to go into professional development. I think three were
supposed to go. Two have actually gone away recently. And I think the commissioner has been very
active in terms of getting out there, getting into the
schools and looking at particularly how principals are
doing.
There were a lot of questions about middle
schools. Your colleague, MP Foggo, was also asking
about middle schools. That is where the educational
audits have started, with the middle schools. All five
middle schools have been done. And I think that we
have got teams going into the classrooms, assessing
the principal, talking to parents, talking to students. So
I think there is quite a bit of activity that has happened
there. As we said, those assessments will be made
public after they have been shared with the principals
and the middle school staff themselves. So I think you
have got good progress there.
The issue of assessing teachers, that is
probably going to take a little bit longer. But again,
part of that responsibility comes back to the school
level, with senior educational officers and principals,
to make sure they are working on those teacher assessments, as well. You saw in some of the professional development stuff we talked about that assessing and doing appraisals is part of that professional
development. So, hopefully, that will increase that, as
well. But that is part of that large increase in professional development, as well.
You touched on this issue of pay incentives
for teachers. To answer the question (I know that got
a certain amount of notoriety) it was in response to a
question from a journalist who was interested in the
issue of incentives. I simply said it is something we
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might be prepared to have a look at. And, without being sarcastic here, as you will be aware, it is actually
in the Education Act. It was put in in that round of
amendments in, I think, 2008, that schools could get
special performance incentives based on how they do.
So it is actually part of our legislative framework.
[Inaudible interjection]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay. So anyway, I
think the point is that I just said that it is something we
would look at. It was not something that we were necessarily pushing.
Okay. There was also the question of, I guess
in future years, being more discriminating about who
we hire. I think in the brief there was a comment particularly at a senior school level trying to improve the
quality, particularly of teachers that we were hiring
from overseas, making sure in some of those core
subjects that that quality is better. That is obviously
going to be very important in terms of some of the
Cambridge results, as well.
Mr. Chairman, there was quite a bit of emphasis put on the Child Development project. I think the
issue was a bit of a decrease in the number of posts
there. We currently have 20 posts. Only 16 are filled.
There was a reduction in that. I think it has to be
looked at more broadly, though. It is not just the Child
Development Programme project itself. This whole
issue of early childhood is going to be significantly
enhanced when the new Assistant Director of Early
Childhood Development comes into place in April and
will be responsible for the Child Development project,
pre-schools and looking at some of the other areas
like the learning support and other areas which cut
right across the whole spectrum of early childhood
development. It is obviously a very key programme for
the Ministry and for the department, and I hope with
some real expertise coming we will be able to do a
much better job of co-ordinating childhood development. The Child Development Programme is a really
good programme, and I think that, to the degree it is
possible, we will obviously have a look at doing more
of that.
I think the other thing I would comment on
there is that, right now, as I understand it, the assessments and screening are done during term time.
But we are going to broaden that to the entire calendar year. So that should allow an additional number of
assessments or a higher percentage of two-year-olds
to be screened as we go forward. And clearly, we will
see how that works out.
Let us see. You had asked about the issue of
inclusive and special education; do not wait until September. A lot of that has already started in terms of
some of the behavioural management issues, in terms
of some of the programmes for hearing, vision and
certainly some of the professional development to
teach classroom teachers how to do a better job in
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terms of dealing with some of the inclusion issues
there. So we are not waiting until September. We are
not waiting until the white paper. A lot of that has already happened.
You will recall also that in that inclusive and
special education paper there was a lot . . . (Sorry. I
am steaming here because I am trying to get most of
your questions answered.) There was a lot also put in
that early childhood piece, as well. And I think you
have seen at least some of the efforts put in that particular area.
Bermuda College. You suggested that they be
given more flexibility in terms of how they raise either
fees or revenue from different things. They are looking
at other revenue sources. We talked about the bookstore and some of the fee-for-service types of things
they are doing with the workforce training initiative,
basically. But I think the issue of determining fees is
something that I think is an ongoing discussion and
something that we need to have a look at.
Frankly, I am probably on the same page you
were. I was appalled that we are giving away Bermuda College education for nothing. I think there is an
old principle out there, You get what you pay for. And I
think the value there is a lot higher than giving it away,
which was happening a few years ago. Obviously,
with financial constraints, that has now dropped back.
But I think there is no reason that we cannot look at
some more flexibility on the fee side. But again, that is
something that the Board has to look at, and the Government has to, as well.
With respect to the scholarships issue, clearly,
that is a victim to some degree. And I know you say,
Find it elsewhere. But there has been a lot of horsetrading going on in terms of finding money elsewhere.
That, to some degree, is a victim of the current economic circumstances we find ourselves in. You made
the point, if a student gets into Yale, Harvard or Oxford, you know, and they cannot go . . . The fact of the
matter is, as you may know, that if you get into Yale,
Harvard or Oxford, they will find the money for you. It
is needs-blind. And certainly, if you get into Yale, Harvard or Oxford, there are a lot of other scholarships
here that would be delighted to get on board and pay
for your tuition.
I think the challenge really is more at what I
will call the middle level of selective colleges where
they may not have as high a profile and where it is a
little harder to get the funding. But the fact of the matter is the $35,000 does a pretty good job. You can
certainly do most UK universities without any problem
whatsoever at $35,000. And I think, frankly, the fact
that we have now gone to four years helps some students as well who were cut off after three.
You have to also keep in mind that it is not
just the current year. We have got another, I think,
about (I cannot remember the number) . . . But I think
we have got roughly, with respect to these scholarships, a good . . . For example, with the Bermuda
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Government scholarships, there are some 14 that we
are carrying already which were funded at full freight,
and now we have got 8 new ones coming up, potentially, this year. So it is a multi-year budget challenge.
And it became very difficult with the open-ended way
it was being done.
Obviously, I think all of us understand that if
you have got some money and you can put it more
into scholarships, that, clearly, is a very useful place
to put money. So we are sympathetic there, as well.
Let us see.
The Chairman: You have one minute, Minister.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay. I think we
talked about middle schools.
So let me just end by thanking those educators, the very committed educators out there, not only
in the public system, but also at the Bermuda College,
who have done a tremendous job over the last year. I
would also like to thank the former Minister, Nalton
Brangman, who is sitting in the House. And I would
also like to thank my colleague, the Junior Minister of
Education, Leah Scott, who has taken a fair amount of
the burden off me in terms of getting out to some of
the schools as well. We are both trying to, but certainly it is an area that we want to get out to as many
schools as we possibly can.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I need to move some heads, do I not?
The Chairman: Are you prepared to move those
heads now, Minister?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes. I will do that
now.
The Chairman: You may proceed.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay. I think, as we
discussed earlier, I am going to rise and report progress on Head 95 because, unless I do that, it will
close out the debate for Wednesday when I come
back to do the Economic Development part.
So, on Head 95 I am going to rise and report
progress. I am not going to move that head entirely.
Otherwise, we would finish debate on it on Wednesday.
With respect to the other two Heads, 17 and
41, I move that those Heads now pass.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Members, it has been moved that
Heads 17 and 41 be approved.
Is there any objection to that motion?
No objection.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
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[Motion carried: Ministry of Education Heads 17 and
41 were approved and stand part of the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure 2014/15.]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman. I move that we rise and report progress on
the Committee of Supply and ask for leave to sit
again.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
It has been moved that the Committee rise,
report progress and ask for leave to sit again.
Is there any objection to that motion?
No objection.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Committee of Supply rose, reported progress and sought leave to sit again.]
House resumed at 8:21 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
2014/15
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Members.
So, the Committee has approved Heads 17
and 41, and rose to report progress on Head 95.
I recognise the Minister for National Security.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, Mr. Speaker. All
other Government items are carried over.
The Speaker: All carried over? All items are carried
over. I assume that the Opposition item also is carried
over? Right. The Opposition item is carried over.
So, Deputy Premier?

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I move
th
that we adjourn until March 12 at 10:00 am.
The Speaker: Thank you.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member, MP Glenn Blakeney.
MP Blakeney, you have the floor.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
The last we sat, on Friday, the gavel rang
down before my reflexes could react.

The Speaker: That is why you are first tonight.
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[Laughter]
CONDUCT OF PLP
[Reply]
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you. I appreciate that.
I was particularly rising to my feet at that time
because I took some mild offence to the Honourable
Minister, Mr. Dunkley, during the course of his contribution on the Motion to Adjourn. And I was not even
intending to speak, but I felt, again, it would be remiss
of me not to reiterate some points.
Number one, I just found it . . . And let me first
say that, as a person, as an individual, as a businessman, I have great respect for the Honourable
Member, Mr. Dunkley. But when Mr. Dunkley started
to rail against the Opposition with regard to the point
that was made by my honourable colleague regarding
the truth deficit point, I found it curious. And I found it
extremely interesting that he would, among those of
his colleagues, be one to remind us about some deficiencies that, in his opinion, we seem to be afflicted
by, because it was from his own lips where he apologised as the result of there being a leak of comments
overhead.
So, therein lies, again, that contradiction,
where the Government would stand and cast aspersions without recognising that they themselves may
have been guilty for similar-type behaviour. And I just
found it extremely disingenuous.
I know the Honourable Member is now fast
and furious on Facebook looking to do the damage
control. And I applaud him for that because he may
have been either misunderstood, it may be been just a
response based on a frustration. But at the same time,
there was something that was uttered from a thinking
politician in a private capacity that he did apologise
for, but it did not alleviate or dismiss what the feeling
and the motive for uttering the comments were.
There was also reference made to the former
Government, as they do time and again, about our
performance, as if there was nothing that we ever did
right. I mean, the Honourable Finance Minister shook
the hand of the Shadow, and then railed, waxing royally against our Shadow Minister. And it is really unfortunate when the Government of the day would stand
to their feet, or their Members, and continuously say
that we need to move forward and that we need to
collaborate, but at the same time be guilty of what
they accuse us of actually being guilty of.
So, Mr. Speaker, I just wanted to make mention of that because I thought it was highly disingenuous for the Minister to engage in that kind of a rhetorical contribution on last Friday.
GP LICENSED CARS RE: MINISTER'S APOLOGY
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I would also, in closing, like
to commend the Minister Pat Gordon-Pamplin be-
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cause, unlike some, she, being caught out, was big
enough to apologise and to correct. And I felt that she
was sincere in making that apology, on making the
mistake of misrepresenting a fact that was not a fact, I
suppose, so I suppose it was not a fact. But in any
case, she did apologise for that.
I think that is the kind of thing that I would look
for and appreciate from various Members on both
sides, but particularly on the Government’s side, who
have been over the last several weeks, if not months,
guilty of falling victim to all kinds of ambiguous scandal, where we still have not any clarity.
The Speaker: Let us stay away from that, Honourable
Member.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: But it is the truth, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Honourable Member! Please!
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: But I do take your point.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: But notwithstanding, you
know, it would be, I think, a step up to a higher level if
certain Members who have been asked questions
would just come clean with answers, starting with answers. Even if we disagree with the answer, give us
an answer! The people deserve answers! There are
going to be more questions as a result of that reluctance to answer serious, probing, legitimate questions.
And I would like to commend you, Mr.
Speaker, for accepting that the questions are warranted based on the context of the question. And with
that, I will take my seat. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Honourable Deputy Premier.
DOUBLE MURDER IN EAST END OF ISLAND
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, in spite of
the chum that has been thrown out there tonight, I am
not going to take the bait. Today has been a very sad
day in Bermuda, with a double killing in the East End
of the Island.
The Speaker: What?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: It was discovered sometime just after lunch. And I think it is appropriate that
all of us colleagues here in the House take the time to
say a prayer and reflect on the tragedy that happened,
and try to send some comfort to those in the very tight
community of St. George's to the family and the
friends of those who have been struck by this tragedy.
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The Speaker: That was today?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The Honourable Premier
is actually in the neighbourhood, because it happened
very close to the Honourable Premier’s house.
I think it is appropriate for all of us to sit and
reflect and try to bring some strength to this community as we try to come to grips with what happened
and support the families and friends, and have confidence in the police in investigating this tragedy with
the professionalism and the sensitivity that we expect,
Mr. Speaker.
I would like to send out the best wishes during
this very difficult time to the family of those who were
impacted. And I think we should all reflect for a moment and go home tonight and realise that, while we
can fight across this aisle from time to time, now is the
time to bring strength to our community.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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if we can, I think at this time, really appreciate the
challenge that we are in, and I think we should just
close.
Yes, Honourable Member?
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, Mr. Speaker, whilst I
appreciate what the Deputy Premier has said, and
certainly appreciate what you have said, and am always guided, Mr. Speaker, my only point would be
that is that if we would have a double tragedy next
Wednesday morning, or this Wednesday morning,
would we close down the House? Would we not have
debate?
The Speaker: Wow. Wow.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, you know,
business goes on. This House must run.
[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you.
Honourable Member, the Deputy Premier
should be the last speaker.
[Procedural matter]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He did not move a motion.
I did not hear a motion being moved.
The Speaker: Yes. Right. The thing is, Honourable
Member, even though I must say that once the . . . the
Member who moves the motion to adjourn is the last
Member to speak.

The Speaker: Yes?
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: He is the Deputy. This
House was not informed that the Premier is not here.
So that is why you just cannot do that here!
An Hon. Member: You have been around long
enough!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, but we did not know
that, Mr. Speaker! You knew that.
The Speaker: Well, he moved the motion.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: I agree.

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I have been around—
absolutely right! That is why I am up!
The Speaker: Just a minute, Honourable Member.
Speak to me, Honourable Member. Speak to me.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. You cannot do
that! You cannot stop it because he has come, the
Honourable Member, the Deputy Leader. Now, if that
was the case, he should have said it from the start.
And then we could have cleared that up. You would
have cleared it up for us.
An Hon. Member: Exactly.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: But it was not done;
we cannot go by that rule.
The Speaker: Yes. Let me just say that I think the
situation that we are confronted with is really a [tragic].
And I hope that, MP De Silva, if you can, I mean, I will
make sure that you go first or whatever next time. But

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, with due respect, the first words out of his mouth were that he
was not taking the bait. I did not hear anything about a
motion.
An Hon. Member: He moved the motion to adjourn!
The Speaker: But he did . . . Honourable Member.
Honourable Member, just a minute.
Members, let me just say that when . . . If a
Member . . . the person who moves the motion to adjourn is the last person to speak. And, you know, the
Honourable Member stood up. No one else stood up
at the time—
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker! With due respect, Mr. Speaker, I stood up first tonight! With due
respect! I stood up first before Minister Blakeney—
The Speaker: Well, let me tell you what I will do. Let
me tell you what I will do. I will give you, Honourable
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Member, an opportunity to speak, and then we will
close the House. I will give you the opportunity to
speak.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
And, Mr. Speaker, before I start, let us not
turn this into something that it should not be. We have
had . . . Mr. Speaker, I have had the death of one of
my workmen and I had to come to this House the very
next day and speak about his death. Many Members
in this House have experienced something similar, I
am sure. And by no means would I disrespect what
has happened today or disrespect any of the families.
But, you know, we will be here Wednesday to
do the country’s business. No matter what happens,
we will do the country’s business. In fact, I was going
to start tonight, and I will say it, Mr. Speaker, my first
question or statement was going to be to the Minister
of Public Works. And it could very well involve another
death.
And that is, Mr. Speaker, that last week, you
know I had mentioned the rumble strips and the
deaths down at East Broadway. Now, Mr. Speaker, I
suggested that maybe we put those rumble strips 50,
60 feet up further from where they currently sit. And,
you know, the Minister, I am sure, is taking note.
But what I am saying is, Mr. Speaker, if
someone was to (Lord help us) go down tonight and
have a fatal accident on that corner, could we say that
we had done everything that we thought was possible? So that is going to be my . . . And I will beat that,
Minister. I am going to beat it until it gets done because I feel that it is important. It could be a life. We
could be here Wednesday talking about another life
lost.
Mr. Speaker, the reason that I really felt to
continue tonight is because there is something else
that is very potentially life-threatening to all Bermudians. That is why I decided, you know, to be a little bit .
. . Why I wanted to take to my feet, Mr. Speaker.
PRE-CERTIFICATION FOR USE OF TECHNOLOGY
Mr. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, you will know
that there has been much talk since late last year
about pre-certification. Mr. Speaker, we have had two
Ministers from the OBA Government in 14 months.
There has been talk about pre-certification in this Island in and around all the circles, even in this House. I
have brought it several times already. I will continue to
bring this subject. Mr. Speaker, it is very important.
We have had Members of the OBA saying that they
have discovered that physicians had been possibly
referring people, patients, for CT and MRI scans in
particular, when it is not really necessary.
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Mr. Speaker, we have had statements made
by Members of the OBA that a simple X-ray could
have been done rather than a CT scan or an MRI. Mr.
Speaker, I have said it before, and I will say it again. I
implore the current Minister. He touched on it very
briefly this week. But I implore the current Minister to
inform the people of this country what his plan is now
and what the OBA’s plan is to deal with precertification.
Now, Mr. Speaker, for those that are not sure
exactly what I am talking about, the OBA have . . .
And the former Minister can get up and talk. Any one
of you OBA Members can get up, and I will gladly take
my seat and listen for a moment. But, Mr. Speaker,
the OBA have stated for the record . . .
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, this precertification, it goes like this in layman’s terms. I take
my mother to the doctor. She has severe headaches.
Doctor says, Okay, Mrs. De Silva. I know your history.
You better go straight down to Brown-Darrell [Clinic]
and get a CAT scan.
But, wait a minute. That is the way it used to
work. It is not going to work like that anymore.
What happens, Mr. Speaker? If this precertification idea, legislation, comes to this House, that
is no longer going to be possible! My doctor is going
to have to call . . . And I do not know. We can only
surmise at this stage. My doctor is going to have to
call a 1-800 number! Or he is going to have to call a
chairman of a committee to ask permission if he could
take my wife, my mother, my child, my auntie, my uncle to get a CAT scan or an MRI!
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The former Minister is saying, Rubbish!
Well, will they please, please inform this Honourable House and the people of Bermuda what they
are planning?
Mr. Speaker, I do not know one doctor who
would order a CT scan when an X-ray is necessary.
Do you? I cannot believe that we have doctors in this
Island that would do such a thing, Mr. Speaker. But
this is what is being put out there by the OBA! And,
Mr. Speaker, I am sorry. But these questions and
these statements need to be answered.
Mr. Speaker, during one’s lifetime . . . I would
challenge anyone in this room. How many people in
this room have had a CT or an MRI? I see one hand.
So we have two hands . . . three . . . four. Okay. But,
Mr. Speaker, in one’s lifetime, one may get one,
maybe two! So, Mr. Speaker, my question is, What is
the point? And remember this. A doctor will get a huge
amount more, a huge amount of information from a
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CT than he will from an X-ray. So let us not forget that
is a very important point.
Mr. Speaker, the current Minister has said
recently that emotional voices in the House warn of
death by delay. Mr. Speaker, I have said that. I have
used that term, and so have some of my colleagues.
th
But, Mr. Speaker, January 28 this year, doctors in
the newspaper said the same thing. And that is important. And the OBA can call them catch-phrases and
that we have to move away from misleading catchphrases. But it is true! It is a very important one. I like
it. Because if it keeps the conversation out in the
open, let us do it. Death by delay: It means what it
says, and it says what it means.
Mr. Speaker, I mentioned about the 1-800
number, and I mentioned about a possible chairman
or committee. If this legislation is brought to this
House, and that becomes law for this change of policy, however the OBA plan to do it, who is going to
accept the responsibility of a patient’s death or one’s
health deteriorating to a point where it affects them
and the family severely? Who is going to take that
responsibility, Mr. Speaker?
Who is making the decisions? And who is being consulted?
th
Mr. Speaker, on January 28 , we had an article in the Royal Gazette, which I could table. It was a
big article from the doctors in this country. And they
were asking these same questions. It is now March. I
have not seen any answers to these questions, Mr.
Speaker.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, I have not. I have not
seen any answers for anything.
Mr. Speaker, all, if not certainly most, doctors
are against this! Mr. Speaker, I have to ask myself
sometimes, Who is running the Health Ministry these
days?
Who is running it?
Is it Colonial Insurance?
[Inaudible interjections]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker.
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: You have given him
an opportunity, without having any Government rebuttal to any of this stuff. It is—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, stay off that line.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay, Mr. Speaker.
Well, Mr. Speaker, the only reason I made
that statement—and I can pull it back . . . but the
Honourable Member, who is the Chairman of Colonial,
sits in this House. His wife is on the Hospitals Board.
His top employee sits on the Bermuda Health Council.
So, you know, I say that, Mr. Speaker—
[Gavel]
Mr. Zane J. S. De Silva: At the recent symposium up
at Princess, the major sponsor was Colonial. And they
tell me that the priority was this pre-cert!
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You see, Mr. Speaker?
So you see, Mr. Speaker, this is where I am
going. And that is why I made the statement I did.
Now, who and why, I ask? I ask who is behind
this, and why? Inquiring minds want to know. Inquiring
minds want to know.
Mr. Speaker, for the record—for the record—
the OBA are saying that they are going to stop this,
these CT’s and MRI’s that are happening over here.
They are going to run them all through the hospital.
Now, Mr. Speaker, they say it is because of costs.
They are going to cut costs in the health system. Mr.
Speaker, those same procedures at the hospital are
20 per cent more than what they cost outside! So
where is the cost savings, Mr. Speaker? Where are
the cost savings?
So I have to ask, Mr. Speaker, who and what
are behind this? If it is cost, you are going to send
them to the hospital where it costs 20 per cent more.
Go figure! I do not get it! But is it because we
have a hit team from Colonial that are out to get certain members of this community?
The Speaker: Come on. Come on, Honourable Member!

The Speaker: Right. Yes.
Come on, Honourable Member.

[Inaudible interjections]

[Gavel]

The Speaker: Please stop it! Please stop it!

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I mean, really! Yes!
He should retract that!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I will withdraw that. I withdraw.

The Speaker: Right, right.
Honourable Member, stand up. Thank you,
Honourable Member.

The Speaker: You have heard it a second time.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I will withdraw it, Mr.
Speaker. I will withdraw it.
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[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, just let me
state for the record, as well, that CAT scans and
MRI’s have decreased from 2009 to 2012.
Now, Mr. Speaker—

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, yes. Yes, they are,
Mr. Speaker. That is where we are going, Mr.
Speaker.
As I said the other day, the wealthy will always be able to afford health care in this country. Let
us face it. Who are we hurting, Mr. Speaker? Those
that can least afford it.
Mr. Speaker, let me finish on this note. The
Bermuda Health Council newsletter dated December
th
the 11 , 2013 (it is on the website) states this: “Government directed Bermuda Health Council to implement this initiative.” Government initiative. They were
directed to push for this, Mr. Speaker.
But while we push for this, Mr. Speaker, let us
not forget one important thing. And we talked about it
earlier. In fact, the Health Minister talked about it during his brief this week. And it was about health promotion, education and preventative.
Let us never forget, Mr. Speaker, good-quality
care is the most effective way to deal with health care
costs—good-quality care!
So, Mr. Speaker, if we take an individual and
we give them an MRI or a CAT scan, you may find a
problem like that; and you may be able to fix it. If you
do not, what is the alternative? Someone may have a
stroke, have a serious stroke. Then they could be incapacitated for a long period of time, Mr. Speaker, like
my mother was after she had hers before she died.
Ewart Brown himself, our former Premier . . .
Mr. Speaker, you will know that he was in the intensive care unit last year.

[Inaudible interjection]
[Gavel]
The Speaker: Honourable Member! That is not parliamentary language! It is not parliamentary language!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Not parliamentary, Mr.
Speaker? He should stand up and apologise, calling
us scum buckets over this side!
The Speaker: Carry on. He did not call you that.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He certainly did!
The Speaker: He said it, yes.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker!
The Speaker: He used the term. He used the term.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: He said, They are scum
buckets over here!
The Speaker: He used the term, right.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Sylvan Richards, the Honourable—supposed to be the Honourable— Member
making a comment like that!
Well, Mr. Speaker, as I said, the procedures
of MRI’s and CAT scans have dropped over the last
five years.
Mr. Speaker, if we are going to talk about cutting costs in this country, the diagnostic imaging is not
even 1 per cent of the health care costs in this Island.
Why are we going that way? Why are we going that
way, Mr. Speaker, when we have insurance companies in this country, all of them, recording millions and
millions of net profits per quarter? The industry on the
whole—all insurance companies—millions of dollars,
Mr. Speaker, but we are going after a few CAT scans,
MRI’s, mammograms, X-rays, ultrasounds. Why are
we going for this little piece of the pie? Should we not
be looking at the bigger piece of the pie, Mr. Speaker?
Mr. Speaker, let us be real. The OBA’s approach to cutting costs is going to hurt the most vulnerable in this country. And they are seniors, the indigent. And, Mr. Speaker, most of those are our black
people in this Island. Mr. Speaker, that is who we are
hurting. With all these cost cutting, that is who we are
hurting.

An Hon. Member: And he got good treatment.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Why is he still alive today?
An Hon. Member: He got good treatment there.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Because he was able to
get a CAT scan. And you know what, Mr. Speaker? I
just said you can speak to his doctor. Had he not had
that CAT scan when he did, I do not think he would be
here today. I do not think he would be here today, Mr.
Speaker.
And you know what? There are many stories
like that, I am sure. So what I am saying is, Mr.
Speaker, before I take my seat . . . let me say this. We
know there was a tragedy today. What I am talking
about tonight, I want to save further tragedies for the
people of Bermuda, Mr. Speaker. Thank you.
[Gavel]
[At 8:51 pm, the House stood adjourned until 10:00
am, Wednesday, 12 March 2014.]
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[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

Order Paper), when we get to Personal Explanations,
1
will give a personal explanation .

PRAYERS

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE

[Prayers read by Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton,
Speaker]

The Speaker: There are none.

PAPERS AND OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
5 MARCH 2014
The Speaker: Members should have received the
th
Minutes of the 5 of March, and can we have confirmation of those Minutes?
Are there any objections to those Minutes?
There are none, so the Minutes are confirmed.
[Motion carried: Minutes of 5 March 2014 confirmed]
th

th

The Speaker: The Minutes for March 7 and 10 will
be deferred.

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR
The Speaker: There are none.

The Speaker: Right, okay, yes. For the Attorney
General, the Deputy Premier will carry on. Carry on,
Minister.
LEGAL AID ANNUAL REPORT 2011/12
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
and good morning to you and colleagues.
I have the honour to attach for the Honourable
Attorney General and submit for the information of this
Honourable House of Assembly the Legal Aid Annual
Report 2011/12.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER
OR MEMBER PRESIDING

PETITIONS
The Speaker: There are none.

WARNING WITH REGARD TO UNPARLIAMENTARY LANGUAGE
[Standing Order 19(11)(d)]
The Speaker: I have one message to give to this
Honourable House. And that is that I have met with
the Honourable Member from Hamilton South, constituency 7, MP Sylvan Richards, with respect to remarks he made in the House on Monday.
I will report to this House that I have given the
Honourable Member a warning with regard to those
remarks, which ran afoul of [Standing Order]
19(11)(d), which is that, “It shall be out of order to use
offensive and insulting, or disrespectful language
about Members of the House or which tends to bring
the House of Assembly into disrepute.”
So the Honourable Member came to see me. I
visited with him, met with him. And the Honourable
Member today (although it does not mention it on the

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS
AND JUNIOR MINISTERS
The Speaker: There are no Statements.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The Speaker: No reports of committees.

QUESTION PERIOD
The Speaker: The question to Mr. Richards will not
be answered today, the question from Honourable T.
E. Lister. The Honourable Member did not receive—

1
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lie Buddz, with his new song that was just released,
Light It Up.

The Speaker: That is quite all right! It has all been
decided upon and discussed.

CONGRATULATORY AND/OR OBITUARY
SPEECHES
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honourable Premier.
Premier, you have the floor.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I rise to my feet really to a very sad occasion
that took place two days ago in the deaths of Myron
and Regina Robinson. You know, life is short in and of
itself—and sometimes even shorter, as we have just
experienced. I know that this comes as a very tragic
blow to the country to see that a couple has been
taken down in this manner.
They lived two houses away from me in St.
George’s. Regina was a personal friend of mine. We
grew up together in St. George’s and St. David’s. Our
families are very, very, very close. And I just wanted
to say to her character, she was just such a bubbly
person, always smiling, always looking at the bright
side of life, in spite of what challenges she may have
faced. So, when this tragic situation took place, I immediately sought out the family, because we are close
friends on both sides of the family, in actual fact, going
back to when we were just kids visiting the houses
and all the football games that the parents were involved in, the Easter events and the likes. We have
lost a couple in a tragic, tragic way. And we need to
support the families of this couple.
I am sure that most all of us in this Honourable Chamber would like to be associated. They were
well known, both of them, in the Island. But again, I
want to remind us of what is most important, and that
is the person sitting to our left or right. Life is precious,
and when it is snapped away from us, it is at these
times that we must reflect on what is most important.
And that is taking care of one another.
So, to the families we give our deepest condolences, and we will continue to be praying for the families.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Premier.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Southampton East, MP Zane De Silva.
You have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, on a brighter note, I rise to ask
this Honourable House if they could send congratulations to two people this morning, one being a young
man by the name of Colin Harper, also known as Col-

The Speaker: Is he related to you?
[Laughter]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, indirectly, Mr.
Speaker, he is. I will declare my interest. He is my
son-in-law.
Of course, the other thing I would like to congratulate him on is being signed on by Sony. Of
course, we are looking for big things for him and Bermuda, because he does promote Bermuda at every
concert, every overseas event that he takes part in,
Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I would also like this House to
send best wishes to a former Member of this House,
Mr. Reggie Burrows, who almost put 40 years in at
this Honourable House. Recently, he celebrated his
th
80 birthday.
The Speaker: We did that. We did that.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Did you?
The Speaker: Yes.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, I would like to associate myself with that, Mr. Speaker. You also dropped
by with former MP, Mr. John Barritt. He was very
pleased to see you, him and a few of us who turned
up on his very special day.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from constituency number 2, MP Nandi
Outerbridge. You have the floor.
Mrs. Nandi
Speaker.

Outerbridge:

Good

morning,

Mr.

The Speaker: Good morning.
Mrs. Nandi Outerbridge: And thank you.
I just want to piggyback on the Premier’s remarks in asking this Honourable House to send—
The Speaker: Associate yourself.
Mrs. Nandi Outerbridge: Sorry, associate myself with
the remarks in asking this Honourable House to send
letters of condolences to the families of Myron and
Regina Robinson.
The sudden loss of a loved one is always difficult to comprehend, Mr. Speaker. And the double
tragedy, such as this one, has shaken not only the
whole community, but the tight-knit community of St.
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George’s. None of us can truly understand the devastation that their family has been facing because of
these deaths. But all we can do as a community is
come together and rally around them, support them
and also keep them in our prayers.
When I first met the Robinsons (they are actually constituents of mine), I was canvassing their
house, leading up to the election. And they were very
energetic people. You could tell that they cared about
their neighbourhood and their country. And, you know,
thereafter, every time I saw Myron, he always reminded me of what it is he told me to do. And I just
wanted to let the community know that I would do my
best to keep my word.
So on behalf of my family, and I am sure the
entire House, I just want to extend my sincere condolences to the family of Myron and Regina Robinson
and ask that we all keep them in our prayers at this
time.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Minister of Economic Development and Education.
Minister, Dr. Grant Gibbons, you have the
floor.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker, and good morning.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I think
Honourable Members will be aware that there was a
ceremony yesterday in which the Hamilton Declaration was signed by the Premier. I rise this morning
because I think it is noteworthy. But I would like to
congratulate the Premier, as well as Minister Moniz,
the Minister responsible for the Environment, for what
I think was a very well-done balance between preserving the environment (and that is in terms of the Sargasso Sea), but also preserving Bermuda’s opportunities for its exclusive economic zone, the EEZ, for current and future generations.
I think it was a fine piece of diplomacy. The
Premier did not proceed with what was originally intended, because there were some concerns about
preserving Bermuda’s future opportunities, but managed, through diplomacy and skill, to sign a document
which I think will serve us and future generations very
well.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Warwick, MP Jeff Sousa.
You have the floor.
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The Speaker: Good morning.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: And of course, good morning to the
listening audience.
I ask this Honourable House to send congratulations to [the] Rotary [Clubs] in Bermuda for
th
celebrating their 90 anniversary. This is a true honour for myself personally, as I am a former President
of Hamilton Rotary. As many know, there are four Rotary Clubs in Bermuda—Hamilton, St. George’s,
Sandys, and Pembroke. I know you yourself, Mr.
Speaker, spoke at Hamilton Rotary recently.
All this week, Rotary will be celebrating, starting today. And they will be having a special function in
front of City Hall, where there will be the dedication of
the Walter Maddocks Memorial Rotary Clock. So I
certainly invite all Members of the Honourable House
and those in the listening audience to come along. It
will be taking place between 11:55 am this morning
and 1:00 pm.
The dedication of this four-faced Rotary Clock
is in memory of the late Walter Maddocks, who amplified the work of Bermuda’s Rotarians with a lifetime of
service here in Bermuda and also the world. This is a
joint effort by all four Bermuda Rotary Clubs and the
Corporation of Hamilton. There actually will be a 45member-strong Salvation Army Band from Peterborough, Ontario, to provide music for the enjoyment of
the public. The clock hereafter will be a public amenth
ity. Once again, congratulations to Rotary on your 90
anniversary, and thank you for all the great work you
do on our Island.
Mr. Speaker, I also would certainly want to be
associated with the condolences offered by the Premier to Myron and Regina Robinson’s family.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member, MP Walter Roban.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
I would also like to be associated specifically
with the condolences to the Robinson family. The parents of the gentleman who passed in St. George’s are
my constituents. I have been very close to them
through all the time that I have been a Representative
of the area of Pembroke East. I did visit them yesterday to ensure that they were in somewhat okay condition. I can assure this House that they have a lot of
strong family and friends around them daily, and they
are getting the appropriate attention from the Police
Service with the services that the police provide, and
that everything is being done to help the family, his
parents in particular, whom I know very well, through

Mr. Jeff Sousa: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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this delicate time. So I would like to be associated with
those condolences that have already been given.
Thank you.
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Mr. E. David Burt: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Deputy Premier.
Deputy Premier Dunkley, you have the floor.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to take this opportunity today to ask this Honourable Chamber to send
congratulations to Deputy Commissioner Michael
Jackman, who retires on Friday after 32 years of service to the Bermuda Police Service.
The Deputy Commissioner was appointed in
2009, and in his time in the service, he has been involved in the traffic unit, uniformed services and the
CID unit. Mr. Jackman is married and has two sons.
And as you know, Mr. Speaker, he is a native of Barbados. He was also former Chairman of the Police
Association. During his time in the service he was a
very active cricketer. And now that he is at a mature
age, like myself, he now concentrates on golf. And his
retirement will allow him to improve his handicap.
Mr. Speaker, on behalf of all honourable colleagues in this House who want to be associated with
it, and the people of Bermuda, I think it is appropriate
to send the best of wishes to Michael Jackman and
his family on his retirement, for 32 years of outstanding service to our community.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, MP Michael Weeks. You
have the floor.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Good morning, colleagues.
Mr. Speaker, I would also like to be associated with
the congratulatory comments by the Deputy Premier
for Deputy Commissioner Jackman.
Also, Mr. Speaker, I would like to be associated with the condolences to the Robinson family. Mr.
Robinson and myself worked together on the executive at the Mid Atlantic Boat Club. So I got to know him
very well, and his wife was also very intimately involved in the boat club. So my heart goes out to the
Robinson family. I know the whole family pretty well.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, MP David Burt.
You have the floor.

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, just quickly, I wanted
to make sure I rise to associate myself with the congratulations and best wishes [extended] to the Deputy
Commissioner, on his retirement (as the Minister of
National Security just gave).
My family knows the Deputy Commissioner
very well, and we understand that he is looking forward to his retirement and looking forward to enjoying
himself. So I would like to just be associated with
those remarks and make it known. During our time in
Government, the Deputy Commissioner was very
helpful. There were a lot of things that happened under his watch. You know of the progress which has
been made on crime during the last five years under
the Progressive Labour Party and continued under the
current Government. I think he had a large part to play
in that. So I would just like to extend my personal association and congratulations to him on his career and
his retirement.
Thank you.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from constituency 1, MP Kenneth Bascome.
You have the floor.
Mr. Kenneth (Kenny) Bascome: Good morning, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Mr. Kenneth (Kenny) Bascome: To my colleagues.
I also would like to be associated with the
condolences that have been sent out to the Robinson
family. Mr. Speaker, I knew both of those folks quite
well. I know Mrs. Robinson’s mother and all of the
family quite well. Mr. Robinson, I would not call him a
personal friend, but I knew him quite well because he
used to frequent my business, Mr. Speaker. I will take
my condolences directly to the family, so I will not go
any further with that, Mr. Speaker.
I would like to ask that a letter of congratulations be sent to two young ladies who have just
opened a business, Mr. Speaker. And once again, I
will make this point. It gives me great pleasure when I
see young people taking the initiative to open businesses in this climate. We have heard so much about
the economic downturn. But I believe that this is the
time for young people to step up and actually show
their entrepreneurial skills.
These two young ladies just have opened a
pet pampering business, Mr. Speaker. And the young
ladies’ names are Jasmine-Blair Butterfield and Alisha
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Chapman. I just want to ask that a letter of congratulations be sent to these lovely young ladies.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Attorney General’s son is a member of that school. So
we want to welcome them into our midst and hope
that they can understand what we are doing.

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Honourable Member care to
speak?
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from constituency 36, and that is the Learned
Member, MP Michael Scott.

[Desk thumping]

Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, what a pleasure
it is for me to also rise to be associated with the offer
of congratulations to retiring Deputy Commissioner of
Police, Michael A. Jackman. All Members, from the
Minister to the Shadow Minister of Finance, have outlined his pedigree. I associate myself with those words
and wish him and his family well.
Thank you, sir.

The Speaker: The Chair will now recognise the Honourable Member from Hamilton South. MP Sylvan
Richards, you have the floor for a personal explanation.

The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you.
Would any other Honourable Member care to
speak?
The Chair recognises the Honourable Minister
of Public Works, Minister Gordon-Pamplin. You have
the floor.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I too would like to be associated
with the congratulatory remarks on the retirement of
Deputy Commissioner Jackman.
It is very interesting, Mr. Speaker, that as one
goes through the political process, there are many
interactions in various departments, and I can say that
I have had an opportunity as recently as the middle
part of last week to have interaction and take counsel
and guidance from Deputy Commissioner Jackman.
And I would just like to be associated with the congratulatory messages being sent to him on his retirement. I also wish him well.
Also, with respect to the Robinson family, Mr.
Speaker, I think that every one of us has a heavy
heart, given the circumstances. But I would like to be
associated with those condolence remarks.
Thank you, sir.
The Speaker: Thank you very much, Honourable
Member.
Would any other Honourable Member care to
speak?

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS
APOLOGY FOR UNPARLIAMENTARY LANGUAGE
[Standing Order 19(11)(d)]

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, according to Standing Order
19(11)(d), I ran afoul of the Orders of this House on
Monday when I used language which was unparliamentary. I apologise to you, Mr. Speaker, and all
Members of the House for this regretful use of unparliamentary language. I am mindful of your warning and
withdraw the unparliamentary language. It will not
happen again.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.

NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR THE
ADJOURMENT OF THE HOUSE
ON MATTERS OF URGENT
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
The Speaker: There are no notices of motions.

INTRODUCTION OF BILL
CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT (NO. 2) ACT 2014
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honourable Minister of National Security.
Minister Dunkley, you have the floor.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I am introducing the following
Bill for its first reading so that it may be placed on the
Order Paper for the next day of reading.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
Carry on, Minister.

HOUSE VISITORS
The Speaker: Just before we move on, I would just
like to recognise the young people from Play With a
Purpose Nursery School, who are present. I think the
Bermuda House of Assembly
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ber Glen . . . oh, the Honourable Member Dennis
Lister—if he will come and please take the Chair.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT (NO. 2) ACT 2014
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The Criminal Code
Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Any objections?
Good.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Attorney General, but whose place will be taken by
the Honourable Deputy Premier, Minister Dunkley.

INTRODUCTION OF BILL
CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
On behalf of the Honourable AG, I am introducing the following Bill for its first reading so that it
may be placed on the Order Paper for the next day of
meeting.

House in Committee at 10:29 am
[Hon. Dennis P. Lister, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
[Continuation thereof]
The Chairman: Good morning, Members. We will
now continue in Committee on the Budget Debate.
The Ministry this morning is the Ministry of National
Security, the Minister Michael Dunkley.
Will you now move your heads so we can begin this session, Minister? Are you going to move all
seven heads at one time or do them separately?
MINISTRY OF NATIONAL SECURITY
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Chairman, I will move
all the heads at the present time and do them all together. But [Department of] Corrections comes later in
the day.

The Speaker: Are there any objections?
There are none. Carry on.

BILL
FIRST READING
CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The Criminal Code
Amendment Act 2014.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Any objections to that?
There are none.
There are no further Bills.

ORDERS OF THE DAY
The Speaker: We move now to the Orders of the
Day. So I will recognise the Minister of Finance. Minister E. T. Richards, you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that we resume to the
Committee of Supply to consider the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenses for the Fiscal Year 2014/15.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Are there any objections to that?
There are none. So, I would ask that the Honourable Member—I believe it is the Honourable Mem-

The Chairman: Yes. We understand that part. So you
will save that one until later in the day. Head 25 we
will do later in the day?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, sir.
The Chairman: Yes.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: So I would like to move
Head 83, Head 6, Head 7, Head 12, Head 13, Head
45 and Head 88.
The Chairman: Any objections to the Minister moving
forward?
No. Continue on, Minister.
HEAD 83—MINISTRY OF NATIONAL SECURITY
HEADQUARTERS
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Honourable Members, I am pleased to present the current accounts estimate for the Ministry of
National Security Headquarters, Head 83, which can
be found starting on pages B-284 through to B-287 of
the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure Book.
The mission. Mr. Chairman, the mission of the
Ministry of National Security [Headquarters] is to protect and enhance the welfare of our community effectively, efficiently and equitably. The Ministry’s departmental objectives are to direct policy implementation
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and to oversee programme management and departmental operations within the Ministry. This includes,
but is not limited to, providing leadership, oversight
and co-ordination of the Department of National Drug
Control, Head 88; the Department of Corrections,
st
Head 25; HM Customs (as of April 1 ), Head 12; the
th
Bermuda Post Office (as of December 30 ), Head 13;
and the Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service, Head 45.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry also facilitates the
delivery of the policing strategy of the Bermuda Police
Service, Head 7, and promotes the role of the Bermuda Regiment, Head 6. Mr. Chairman, the Parole
Board, the Treatment of Offenders Board and the Police Complaints Authority also fall under the remit of
the Ministry of National Security.
The Ministry of National Security Headquarters’ budget allocation of $1,195,000 for the coming
financial year of 2014/15 represents a decrease of
[$129,000], or a 10 per cent decrease, than the original budget of 2013/14, which was allocated to the
Ministry’s forerunner, the Ministry of Public Safety.
Expenditure Overview. Mr. Chairman, the
Ministry of National Security Headquarters has eight
full-time staff members. Salary costs are $754,000
and have decreased by 4 per cent when compared to
the 2013/14 budget, which was $789,000. Mr. Chairman, this decrease is due mainly to the furlough days.
Board and commission fees, included in professional services, have decreased from $329,000 to
$235,000, a reduction of $94,000 for the coming financial year. Currently, the Ministry of National Security Headquarters does not provide any Government
grants or contributions.
Mr. Chairman, each of the following budget
items remained the same in the 2013/14 budget year
and this year coming forward:
• local training of $1,000;
• travel of $100,000 (Mr. Chairman, I might say
that the travel budget for the current financial
year will be significantly less than $100,000,
probably around the region of $20,000 or
$25,000);
• advertising and promotion of $26,000 in the
coming year;
• communications of $14,000; and
• materials and supplies of $41,000.
Mr. Chairman, Major Achievements. I would
like to take a moment to reflect on a few of the accomplishments of the Ministry during the year
2013/14.
The Ministry has fulfilled the potential of the
Inter-Agency Gang Task Force beyond co-operative
enforcement to include greater community engagement. It has implemented a gang mediation programme, better known as Team Street Safe, which
has had a tremendous success, Mr. Chairman. It has
enhanced the Neighbourhood Watch system with the
implementation of Neighbourhood Watch 2.0 technol-
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ogy. Mr. Chairman, I think there is still a tremendous
up-side in the Neighbourhood Watch 2.0 because
there are further enhancements of technology which
will come forward, and there is still a need to spread it
wider throughout our community.
In addition, Mr. Chairman, the Ministry has
provided the legislative foundation for Cash Back for
Communities by amending the Proceeds of Crime Act;
has re-introduced the Gang Resistance Education and
Training initiative (better known as GREAT) back into
Bermuda’s Primary Schools in partnership with the
Bermuda Police Service and the Ministry of Education; and has tabled the National Drug Commission
Act 2013.
Mr. Chairman, through a firm hand on the
budgetary process and the vigilance of the Ministry
team and the department heads, I am pleased to advise this Committee that the Ministry of National Security will realise a $1.2 million savings in the current
fiscal year.
Mr. Chairman, in addition to providing that
savings of $1.2 million, we have still managed to effectively deal with the policies at hand. In keeping with
its policy formation and co-ordination role, the Ministry
Headquarters will oversee a number of initiatives in
the coming year. Among these there will be the implementation of Cash Back for Communities, the implementation of mandatory ID checks, the implementation of the GREAT Middle School Programme, the
creation of a best practice call-in version for Bermuda
that engages community and moral voices to directly
challenge those men and women who are on the cusp
of exiting the gang lifestyle.
Mr. Chairman, Honourable Members will recall the Security and Defence Review conducted by a
committee appointed by both the Governor and the
Government. Mr. Chairman, that report has now finally
been received and is being reviewed by the Ministry
and Government House. As I have indicated previously, following Cabinet’s review of the report, I intend
to table it in this Honourable Chamber.
Mr. Chairman, in closing, the Ministry of National Security Headquarters is a small operation, but
works well by being innovative and [responsive] to the
needs of the persons who all have the privilege of residing in these Islands that we call home.
I would like to take this opportunity, Mr.
Chairman, to thank the entire Ministry team for their
tremendous support and work throughout the past
year. I would like to take this opportunity, Mr. Chairman, to give a special thanks to PS Telemaque, who
will join us shortly, for his 24/7 commitment to the
goals and the initiatives of the Government and the
Ministry. His advice, guidance and support have been
a strength for me, Mr. Chairman.
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Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Chairman, I now turn
my attention to Head number [6], Defence, which can
be found on pages B-288 through B-291 of the Budget
Book.
Mr. Chairman, Head 6 comprises the Bermuda Regiment and the Bermuda Regiment Junior
Leaders. The Regiment’s role is to provide operational
capacity to support the civil authority. It performs a
number of critical functions including natural and manmade disaster relief, internal security, state ceremonial activity, routine and specialist support to the Bermuda Police Service, military training, manning, social
cohesion and youth development.
The primary legislation affecting the departments are the Defence Act 1965 (including amendments); Bermuda Regiment Governor’s Orders 1993;
His Excellency’s Directive to the Commanding Officer,
July 2009; the Bermuda Volunteer (Reserve Force)
Act 1939; and the Bermuda Cadet Corps Act 1944,
which is not active.
The Mandate. Mr. Chairman, under the authority of the Defence Act 1965, the Bermuda Regiment’s mandate is to be a military force maintaining
the necessary standards of manpower, training and
equipment to enable it to perform its assigned roles
efficiently and effectively. The Bermuda Regiment is
continuously training to remain at a state of readiness
in order to accomplish its missions and tasks.
Mr. Chairman, the mission and roles of the
Bermuda Regiment were confirmed by formal reviews
in 2000 and 2006. The Bermuda Regiment is to support the civil authority with the security of Bermuda, its
peoples, property, livelihood and interests in order to
maintain normality. To support the mission statement,
there are four main roles:
(a) to provide Regimental Assistance to the Civil
Authority [RACA], which is unarmed assistance to the governing authority—for example,
disaster relief and routine support to the Bermuda Police Service, including maritime support, but also general contingency for the unexpected as Bermuda’s insurance policy;
(b) to provide Regimental Assistance to the Civil
Power [RACP]. This means assistance rendered to the governing authority that makes
use of the Regiment’s ability to act as an
armed military force in order to provide assistance in preserving, maintaining or restoring
law and order—for example, internal security,
such as public order and key point defence;
(c) to provide Regimental Assistance to the Bermudian Society [RABS]. This includes social
cohesion through the shared military experience, youth development, the Junior Leader
Program, state ceremonial activity and support to tourism; and finally,
(d) to provide Regimental Assistance to the International Community [RAIC]—for example, re-
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gional disaster relief and promoting Bermuda
internationally.

Mr. Chairman, the total funding for Defence
for the coming year is $7,313,743, an increase of
$354,910. I am delighted to be able to report this new
cash limit represents the first increase for Defence in
the last six years, the Defence budget having steadily
decreased by 25 per cent in real time from a high of
$8.5 million in 2008/09.
I will take a look at the cost centres now, Mr.
Chairman. Cost centre 16000, Defence Services. Defence Services manage the processes for registering,
selecting, calling-up, and deferral from service of
Bermudian men. Recruitment provides the administrative support and services to Regimental Headquarters, the Defence Board, Defence Exemption Tribunal,
Defence Promotions Board and Defence Medical
Board. Financial support and budget control round out
this cost centre’s responsibility. Mr. Chairman, there
are three full-time staff paid in this cost centre, two of
which are civilian.
Cost Centre 16010, Regimental Headquarters. Mr. Chairman, all command and control functions
and associated costs are collated in this cost centre.
All administrative and policy functions in support of
military activities (less logistics) are funded through
this cost centre, which includes seven full-time staff
members.
Cost Centre 16020, Quartermaster. The Quartermaster’s Department provides all material and logistics supply to the Regiment. All procurement is
funded through the cost centre. In addition, this department is responsible for the maintenance of all military assets, from buildings to weapons. Mr. Chairman,
the Regiment is in urgent need of a new rifle weapon
system, as the current Ruger rifle is well beyond its
acceptable life span. In addition to the increased
budget for this fiscal year, some savings are anticipated by procuring new weapons from the UK Ministry
of Defence. There are 12 full-time staff paid in this
cost centre, including one civilian.
Cost Centre 16030, Ceremonial. Mr. Chairman, the Bermuda Regiment Band and Corps of
Drums, along with Guards of Honour provided by C
Company, will continue to perform at the high standard required during parades and state occasions that
are expected and enjoyed by our visitors and residents. There are two full-time staff in this cost centre,
which also captures costs associated with routine
state ceremonial occasions, including:
• the Beating of the Retreat Ceremonies, held
from April through to October;
• the Peppercorn Ceremony in April;
• the Queen’s Birthday Parade in June.
• the Convening of the Legislature in November, or when ordered;
• the Remembrance Day Parade in November.
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The costs of various community-supported activities carried out by the Band in Bermuda throughout
the year are also reflected in this cost centre. These
include leading the Bermuda Day Parade; performing
at the annual Senior Citizens Tea; leading the Labour
Day Parade; performing in support of the Bermuda
[Junior] Leaders Camp and Bermuda Regiment Recruit Camp; performances at the request of various
community organisations such as the Bermuda International Business Association [BIBA]; supporting the
Department of Tourism and convention groups.
Mr. Chairman, I think we can all applaud the
Bermuda Regiment Band for the excellent work they
have done for many years.
Cost Centre 16040, Local Training. Mr.
Chairman, the funding is for the local training costs of
all part-time personnel in A, C and Support Companies for the training year. Training begins with the annual Recruit Camp (14 days), then continues throughout the year via drill nights and weekend camps, and
consumes approximately 14 man-days of time per
soldier a year. The number of training days has decreased since 2008/09 proportionally with the reduced
budget. The recent modest increase, however, Mr.
Chairman, will reduce the risk that comes with less
time to achieve competency across a wide range of
tasks. The training commitment is higher for senior
ranks and for specialist capabilities.
Costs associated with the junior noncommissioned officers cadre are included. This cadre
concentrates on developing leaders and managers
and is perhaps the Bermuda Regiment’s largest and
most successful programme. Individuals on this
course are taught and practiced in management skills,
high levels of personal discipline, and a broader and
deeper range of military skills so as to form a solid
foundation for the undertaking and successful completion of any future military task.
Those who complete this course go on to become NCO’s and officers in the Regiment. Many soldiers also find that their employers reward their enhanced skills in the civilian workplace. This year, personnel on the cadre will attend their battle camp in
May 2014, along with the remainder of the Regiment
(less the C Company) at the Canadian Forces Base at
Meaford, Ontario, Canada. There are seven full-time
staff paid in this cost centre.
Mr. Chairman, in regard to this centre, you will
see an increase of $150,000 in the budget. This is
largely due to increased volunteer incentives of
$50,000 and providing extra funding of $100,000 to
meet increased training levels.
Cost Centre 16060, Bermuda Regiment Junior Leaders. Mr. Chairman, this is a youth development programme. It maintains the same goals and
objectives as its predecessor unit, the Bermuda Cadet
Corps. The cost centre captures all costs of the adult
personnel who are directly participating as commissioned junior leader officers or non-commissioned
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junior leader officers, and for the overall support of the
junior leaders throughout the training year.
Cost Centre 16075, Overseas Camp. This
cost centre, Mr. Chairman, captures the costs associated with taking approximately 180 personnel overseas for a mandated 15-day camp annually. Significant items of expenditure within this cost centre include the cost of the aircraft charter, soldiers’ camp
pay and the provision of all resources to facilitate and
support this training. In May 2014, Mr. Chairman, the
Regiment will deploy to Meaford, Ontario, in Canada,
to undergo its annual training. The overseas camp is
essential in order to allow training not possible on Island and to help ensure the Regiment keeps pace
with international best practice.
Mr. Chairman, you will note that there is an
increase in funding of $145,000 for 16075, Overseas
Camps. And this will include the potential noncommissioned officers, or PNCO’s Cadre, training as
part of the overseas camp.
Cost centre 16080, Courses and Attachments. Mr. Chairman, overseas courses offer an excellent opportunity, often the only opportunity, to acquire specialised skills and to maintain those skills
that may be required for operations in Bermuda, whilst
also ensuring the Regiment conforms to modern military best practice. This cost centre is for the continuation training, additional training and special training, of
all officers and non-commissioned officers both locally
and overseas throughout the training year. Depending
on the availability of personnel, the Regiment may
send up to 15 officers, warrant officers, senior NCO’s
or potential officers to the UK, USA, Canada or Jamaica to attend a variety of military-skills or militaryknowledge courses.
Subject to available funds, Mr. Chairman, in
previous years the Regiment facilitated volunteers to
participate in various camps and exercises organised
by affiliated units such as the Royal Anglian Regiment
and the Royal Gibraltar Regiment.
Mr. Chairman, you will note in this cost centre,
of course, there is an attachment. There is an increase of $90,000. In order to meet the cash limits for
the year 2013/14, overseas training was reduced. But
I am pleased to be able to report today that there is
going to be a reinstatement of overseas courses to
ensure that our commanders are current and competent and our training is up to international standards.
Personnel, Mr. Chairman. The Bermuda
Regiment employs 30 full-time staff, of which all but 3
are military personnel. The three civilian staff are employed in the administration of recruitment and accounts payable, and grounds maintenance at Warwick
Camp. Due to historic reductions in cash limits since
2008/09, which I previously mentioned, the total
strength of the Regiment is being held at just over 400
full-time and part-time personnel. Wages are the
Regiment’s greatest expenditure.
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Mr. Chairman, I will take a few moments to
focus in on output measures and objectives. The
Regiment successfully completed its preparations for
the past hurricane season. In October, the Regiment
participated in the joint services exercise Joint Venture 13. This joint exercise, predominately with the
Bermuda Police Service, had a public order theme
and was extremely beneficial, as the Regiment was
tested in one of its key roles. But also, just as importantly, the Regiment worked well with the other local
agencies.
Major Achievements in 2013: Mr. Chairman,
Regiment policies and procedures are continuously
reviewed for currency, efficiency and international
best practice. Recent enhancements include the introduction of formal assessments for private soldiers,
testimonials of service introduced for departing personnel. The number of long-term absentees has been
reduced by 40 per cent through a series of targeted
initiatives, and there has been an update to the discipline awards tariff.
There has been a revision of the MOU
[Memoranda of Understanding] with the Bermuda Police Service. There has been an introduction of two
operationally focused annual tests, bringing the total
to five. Recruiting incentives have been introduced,
and the consolidation of the JNCO Cadre with the
main overseas training exercise has realised some
efficiencies and savings.
Mr. Chairman, I am also pleased to report that
there was a record high level of volunteers who took
part in this year’s recruit camp, with a total 42 persons
in the intake, 16 of which were female—a fourfold increase. This is in line with the Government’s commitment to phase out conscription. A detailed submission
was made by the Regiment to National Security and
Defence Review [Committee] late last year, and this
included ambitions for the Regiment to assume a
greater maritime role. Preparation, Mr. Chairman, I am
th
pleased, has begun for the Regiment’s 50 anniversary next year. This will see a series of Island-wide
events with the theme of reunion, culminating in an
international tattoo in Dockyard in October 2015.
Mr. Chairman, the Bermuda Regiment continues to play a vital role and a substantial role in the
safety of Bermuda and also in our wider society. The
Regiment maintains very high standards of training
and discipline and prides itself on being ready and
able to answer the call of duty at any time. The Bermuda Regiment also continues to provide the people
of Bermuda with a wide array of social benefits. This
includes bringing together individuals from Bermuda’s
different racial and social spheres through the shared
military experience, helping to promote unity, whilst
exposing young men and women—some, for the first
time—to discipline and a structured environment
which requires teamwork and selfless commitment.
This experience of military service helps build better
Bermudians.
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In the words of the Honourable Premier on the
th
25 of January 2014, “For the past 49 years,” the
Premier said, “the Bermuda Regiment has laid a solid
foundation for Bermuda becoming the island’s vital
insurance policy against natural and man-made disasters. Under their command and guidance, thousands
of our young people have undergone essential military
training and continue to provide an invaluable service
to the island in whatever capacity they are called to
support: whether their duties are ceremonial, providing maritime safety, during civil disturbance or in times
of natural disasters. Their professionalism and commitment to excellence has not gone unnoticed.”
Mr. Chairman, the officers, senior noncommissioned officers, and junior non-commissioned
officers and soldiers of the Regiment have given many
years of valuable service. In addition, the families of
these men and women and their employers should be
commended and thanked for their understanding and
support and encouragement to these men and
women. I want to take this opportunity to also thank
them for supporting those who serve our Island home.
Mr. Chairman, that brings my overview of
Head 6, Defence, to a close.
HEAD 7—BERMUDA POLICE SERVICE
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I will now turn to Head 7,
the Bermuda Police Service, which can be found on
pages 293 to 295 of the Estimates of Revenue and
Expenditure.
Mr. Chairman, the mission statement of the
Bermuda Police Service is Making Bermuda Safer by
engaging in three priority areas of operations: tackling
gangs and antisocial behaviour, engaging with the
communities and improving road safety.
Priorities: Mr. Chairman, modern policing in
austere times requires the strategic use and sharply
focused deployment of all available resources. An important part of this approach is setting clear priorities
that are agreed by stakeholders, which deal with the
most significant threats to public safety and community confidence.
The Bermuda Police Service’s priorities for
this fiscal year, in relation to tackling gangs and antisocial behaviour, are:
(a) prioritising resources against crimes committed by gangs and those crimes that have the
greatest negative impacts on our quality of
life;
(b) bringing prolific offenders to justice to reduce
community harm and the fear of crime;
(c) targeting prolific and priority offenders
(PPOs), particularly those involved in firearms
and gang activities; and
(d) maximising the benefits of technology through
the use of enhanced island-wide CCTV.
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The second priority, engaging with the community, Mr. Chairman, will be concentrated on community confidence, trust and cooperation by:
(a) delivering a high-quality service in all public
encounters, especially those that involve victims and witnesses of crime;
(b) providing highly visible, effective and accessible police patrols that interact with the communities that they serve;
(c) supporting local community initiatives and the
further development of the Neighbourhood
Watch scheme and Community Action Groups
(CAGs); and
(d) participating in school-based programmes that
provide resistance to gangs and promote
safe, healthy lifestyles amongst our school
children.
The third priority, improving road safety, Mr. Chairman:
(a) combining education with enforcement and
working collaboratively with other stakeholders such as the Ministry of Transport and
the Road Safety Council, to name just two, to
erode the culture of impaired and dangerous
driving in Bermuda;
(b) making better use of technology and legislation to support an intelligence-led approach
that leads to the arrest of offenders and disrupts criminal use of the roads;
(c) identifying prolific traffic offenders, collision
hot spots and peak offending times while focusing enforcement activity on these priorities;
and finally,
(d) improving road safety by working with our
partners such as the Works and Engineering
(Highways and Engineering) to evaluate road
design, determine problem areas and to introduce traffic-calming measures.
Mr. Chairman, just before I move off road
safety, I want to take this opportunity to again stress
to the people of Bermuda that while we expect the
police to enforce the rules of the road, we also expect
those in our community to obey the rules of the road.
Mr. Chairman, I am sure you and I have seen many
cases where our skin crawls at the abuse of these
rules.
Unfortunately, just two days ago, while coming into town to work, there was a gentleman who
passed me on his auxiliary bicycle, and I saw a pair of
legs sticking out from the side. And when he passed,
he had his young daughter (I assume) on the back of
his bike, going at a break-neck speed, overtaking
me—with traffic coming the other way—so he had to
dart in front. Mr. Chairman, we cannot leave it just to
the police to do what they have to do. We need to
have some community responsibility.
[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The value of life. Yes, Mr.
Chairman.
Allocation of Staff: Mr. Chairman, for ease of
accounting, all salaries for police officers are allocated
to the Commissioner’s cost centre, 17000. Police
salaries for 2014/15 have been set at $48,642,761.
The full establishment of officers for the Bermuda Police Service [BPS] is set at 477 and accounts for 1
Commissioner, 1 Deputy Commissioner, 2 Assistant
Commissioners, 4 Superintendents, 9 Chief Inspectors, 28 Inspectors, 82 Sergeants and 350 Constables. The Commissioner has the authority to move
staffing according to the exigencies of the service.
The BPS is divided into four divisions, and each is
commanded by a superintendent.
The 2014/15 budget provides for 450 police
officers. Mr. Chairman, the 450 police officers is the
amount that will be funded in this budget. I am also
able to inform honourable colleagues of this Chamber
that at the present time, there are 430 officers on the
payroll.
Mr. Chairman, the four divisions are the
Community Policing Division, generally with 205 officers, 90 into Hamilton, 60 at Southside and 55 in the
West End at Somerset; Serious Crime Division of 110;
the Police Support Unit of 70, which includes gang,
firearms and canine; and Serious Crime Unit of 40.
The Drug Intelligence Division has 70. Intelligence
Operations has 35, and Drugs and Financial Crime
has 35. The final division, Mr. Chairman, is Support
Services, 65 in that division, with 35 in Operational
Support—and that is Courts, COMOPS and Forensics. Road Policing has 20, and Training and Administration, there are 10 officers.
Mr. Chairman, additional resources—the variances to be observed in most cost centres reflect operational considerations that fall within the remit of the
Commissioner, whose internal submissions for funding are mission driven. However, I wish to highlight for
Honourable Members a few key elements of the
2014/15 budget that indicate this Government’s support for the Bermuda Police Service and the role we
ask them to play in our community.
Overseas Investigative Assistance is allocated
a budget of $1,034,538, Mr. Chairman. In response to
the rapid escalation in 2009 of gang violence and the
associated gun crime, the Bermuda Police Service
implemented a number of strategies to build the extra
capacity needed to cope with the higher caseloads of
serious crimes. This initiative has run for the past four
years and has resulted in a significant clearance of
current and cold cases. Gun crime has been reduced
by more than 50 per cent year on year, partly attributed to this increased capacity within the department.
The Bermuda Police Service has been able to reduce
this budget by more than $600,000 in the coming financial year 2014/15, as the demands from serious
crime investigations have tapered off
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Additionally, the Service is looking for more
opportunities to employ Bermudians in an effort to
further decrease reliance on this overseas assistance.
The funding allows for the employment of temporary
additional staff with specific expertise that is not currently available within the Service. The roles that
these temporary staff fill are criminal investigators,
financial investigators, intelligence analysts, case reviewers and crime scene investigators.
Mr. Chairman, let me focus in on some specific initiatives for the 2014/15 financial year. I am
pleased to advise that the Bermuda Police Service will
be introducing Island-wide CCTV coverage during the
coming financial year. Two other key technology projects that have been progressed over the last few
years will be completed during this year, as well.
The CCTV Project, with a price tag of $1.5
million: The BPS has entered into a 60-month contract
with BAS-Serco to provide an Island-wide CCTV system. This comprehensive and robust system will consist of 150 fixed pan-tilt zoom and licence-platerecognition cameras. The system is expandable and
flexible, allowing for quick deployments for specific
requirements, when needed. This system will enhance
the crime-solving capability of the Bermuda Police
Service and act as a deterrent against anti-social behaviour. A facial-recognition component will be added
to the system as time progresses.
Mr. Chairman, the expansion of the CCTV
network has been a complex project. On my appointment in December 2012, I found the RFP [Request for
Proposal] process well advanced and an evaluation
committee in place to consider bids from those interested vendors. There has been some delay in the ultimate contractual arrangements, but I am advised
st
that all efforts are being made to meet the April 1
handover/takeover deadline. I wish to assure the people of Bermuda that there will be no gap in the Island’s
CCTV coverage when set up.
Another technology project, Mr. Chairman,
which will be done this year is the network upgrade
completion, with a budget of $200,000, to provide the
infrastructure to support the BPS as they transition to
a new computer records management system (or
more commonly known as RMS) that is currently under contract with MEMEX. The infrastructure includes
the physical components of servers, switches, data
storage, back-up and disaster recovery. MEMEX RMS
completion is allocated $100,000 for this coming fiscal
year, for new computer software for crime recording
and analysis, general police records management,
intelligence recording systems and custody information systems for detained persons at the various police stations throughout the Island.
The Network Upgrade and MEMEX RMS projects represent a significant financial investment in the
technology infrastructure of the Bermuda Police Service. These projects have been phased in over the
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past three years and are set for completion during the
coming fiscal year, 2014/15.
Mr. Chairman, this Government is committed
to helping people find jobs, and the Bermuda Police
Service should be seen as a career of choice by
young people in this community. Through this fiscal
year’s allocations, the Bermuda Police Service will
have the ability to run two Recruit Foundation
Courses. The funding for 2014/15 supports, as I said
previously, Mr. Chairman, 450 police salaries, enabling the Bermuda Police Service to hire 20 additional
recruits to increase the on-the-street capability from
the current 430. There are currently a number of Bermudian and locally recruited candidates who are in
the final selection phase for a training course that will
commence in April 2014. A second recruit training
course is intended to commence in October.
Mr. Chairman the Bermuda Police Service is
very keen to invest in our future by developing our
young people. I am pleased to have the opportunity
today to announce that the 2014/15 budget will accommodate a further eight cadets in this year’s cadet
programme, bringing the total number to thirteen.
These young Bermudian students will be engaged in
full-time studies at the Bermuda College, with the option later of receiving a subsidy to obtain a university
degree from overseas. These cadets represent part of
the future of the Bermuda Police Service and the fabric of Bermuda.
At page B-296, Mr. Chairman, Honourable
Members will note that, under 0702, Corporate Services, the targeted outcome of the percentage of
Bermudian officers employed within the Bermuda Police Service is 68 per cent, an intended 8 per cent increase in this fiscal year from the current fiscal year.
Mr. Chairman, this is seen to be a clear indication of this Government’s intention to promote a
career in the Bermuda Police Service for our young
men and women. An opportunity to serve in the Bermuda Police Service represents an excellent career
opportunity for all young Bermudians and is something I urge all Bermudians to consider with the advent
of two recruit courses in April and October of this year.
Mr. Chairman, permit me to inform Honourable Members that, after 32 years( as I said on the
congrats section today) Deputy Commissioner, Mr.
Michael Jackman, is retiring from the Bermuda Police
Service. I would like to take this opportunity during the
brief to formally thank Mr. Jackman, as he has served
Bermuda very well during these years, and I wish him
all the best in his retirement.
As I close Head 7, the Bermuda Police Service, I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, that in times
like these, we need men and women in whom we can
have confidence and to whom we can look for decisive action in the face of any criminal activity. The
Bermuda Police Service rises to the challenge each
and every day. The Senior Command, led by the
Commissioner Michael DeSilva, and the men and
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women of every rank have made keeping Bermuda
safe more than a slogan, Mr. Chairman; it is a calling.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Commissioner, his Senior Command team and every officer who serves for their tireless effort to make our
community a safer and better place.
HEAD 12—DEPARTMENT OF HM CUSTOMS
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Chairman, I would like
to now turn my attention to the Department of HM
Customs, Head 12, which can be found on page B298 of the Budget Book.
Mr. Chairman, the Customs Department is
responsible for assessing and collecting customs duty
and fees on imported goods; enforcing our Customs
laws, administering other statutes controlling the international movement of goods and people; and preventing the smuggling of drugs and other illegal commodities. In addition, it provides information and assistance to the public regarding Customs laws and regulations.
The mission of the Customs Department is to
promote compliance with Bermuda’s laws through
quality service and responsible enforcement, thereby
contributing to the economic and social stability of
Bermuda.
The department has the following mandate: to
facilitate legitimate trade; to assess and collect revenue; and to interdict drugs and other contraband. In
carrying out the mandate, the Department of Customs
will encourage voluntary compliance; communicate
and co-operate with our clients and stakeholders; adhere to high standards of integrity and professionalism; and treat the public and each other with respect.
Mr. Chairman, the department will operate
under nine cost centres, as indicated on page B-298
of the Budget Book. The objectives and budget established for each cost centre are as follows: Cost Centre
22020, Airport Commercial, has a budget for the coming fiscal year of $274,175. The objectives of the Airport Commercial Operations are as follows:
• to authorise the release of imported goods;
• to carry out inspections of courier cargo;
• to interdict illicit goods and control restricted
goods;
• to maintain prescribed service levels to clients; and
• to acknowledge the correspondence within
three working days and respond within ten
working days.
Cost Centres 22030 and 22040 are Airport
Shifts A and B. Airport Shift A has a budget of
$2,186,687, and Airport Shift B has a budget of
$2,225,496 for the coming financial year. The objectives of Shift A and Shift B at the airport are as follows:
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the examination and control of all civil aircraft,
passengers and air freight arriving in Bermuda;
• primary immigration control of all arriving passengers;
• enforcement of customs laws and regulations
with respect to passengers and their baggage;
• the collection of customs duties and fees;
• supervision and control of all in-bond exports
of liquor and/or tobacco by air;
• agency work for the Departments of Health,
Agriculture and Fisheries and Police; and
• the prevention and interdiction of all restricted
and prohibited goods entering Bermuda.
These goods include plants, fruits, animals,
firearms, pornography, prohibited weapons
and, of course, drugs.
Cost Centre 22050 is Investigations and Audit, Mr. Chairman, and there is a budget for the coming financial year of $931,838. The objectives of the
Investigations Section are as follows:
• investigation of all suspected revenue offences, completion of case files, including
recommendations for the disposal of the case
and, where applicable, the level of penalty to
be applied;
• to carry out the inspection of imported and
exported cargo; and
• to audit declarations of imports and exports
for accuracy and compliance, with a particular
focus on bonded operators and local inland
clearance agents.
Cost Centre 22070, Hamilton Commercial
Operations, with a budget for the next financial year of
$1,134,785, Mr. Chairman. The objectives of the
Hamilton Commercial Operations are as follows:
• to authorise the release of imported goods;
• to carry out inspections of courier cargo;
• to interdict illicit goods and control restricted
goods;
• maintenance of prescribed service levels to
clients
• acknowledgment of correspondence within
three working days and responding within ten;
and
• providing guidance to the public with customs
laws and processes that apply.
The next cost centre is 22080, Administration,
with a budget for the coming financial year of
$5,730,000. The objectives of the Administration Section are as follows:
• to process all entry declarations in accordance with our prescribed quality service levels;
• to ensure that all customers’ correspondence
is dealt with in accordance with our prescribed
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quality service levels, a two-day response;
and
to provide all personnel, legislative, financial,
budgetary, administrative and general operational services with the department.

Cost centre 22090 is Vessel Clearance, with a
budget for the coming financial year of $1,051,317.
The objective of the Vessel Clearance Section is to
provide efficient, timely and proficient clearance of all
vessels entering Bermuda waters.
Cost centre 22100, Interdiction, with a budget
for the next financial year of $4,169,002. The Interdiction Team operates in conjunction with the Bermuda
Police Service and other related agencies to prevent
the importation of contraband and illegal items into
Bermuda.
Cost centre 22110, the Seaport Enforcement
Team, has a budget for the next financial year of
$471,923. The Seaport Enforcement Team operates
mainly at ports of entry, managing interdiction on
board visiting cruise vessels and yachts. Assistance is
also provided in the performance of the primary immigration function for these vessels.
Mr. Chairman, the total budget for the department for the coming fiscal year is $18,175,402,
broken down as I have just outlined. The 2014/15
budget is a decrease of $1,824,598, or 9 per cent,
from the $20 million budget allocation of 2013/14. Mr.
Chairman, most of the cost savings are anticipated to
be derived from the furlough day initiative and from a
reduction in the number of staff.
The department’s staffing level has decreased
from 211 to 202. The decrease in staffing levels is due
to staff leaving the department and, instead of hiring
direct replacements, their duties have been reorganised and redistributed.
Mr. Chairman, line item analysis of the operational budget takes place on page B-299. Let me focus in a little bit on each of those line items, firstly,
salaries of $14.9 million, a decrease of $2.2 million, or
13 per cent. The decrease in budget is mainly due to
the reduction in the number of staff from 211 to 202
and the reduction in salaries paid as a result of the
furlough day agreement.
Other Personnel Costs of $153,000 is a decrease of $13,000, or 8 per cent. The decrease reflects the department’s reduction in the number of
staff. The next line item, Training, has a budget of
$30,000, a decrease of $120,000, or 80 per cent. The
decrease reflects the reduction in staff and the fact
that trainee Customs officers will not be hired in
2014/15, so there will be little requirement to run any
training or, certainly, an induction programme.
Transport, a budget of $11,000, is an increase
of $5,000, or 83 per cent. The increase in allocation is
a reflection of the 2013/14 actual expenditure, Mr.
Chairman. Travel has a budget of $33,000, or a decrease of $2,000, or 8 per cent. Mr. Chairman, the
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main reason for travel by customs staff is to attend
conferences hosted by international customs and law
enforcement bodies. Attendance at some of these
conferences is essential to maintain membership (or
executive membership) of the relevant bodies. Membership in these bodies brings with it many benefits,
including access to international best practice guidance, statistical information, legal advice and training
materials. Attendance at these international conferences affords staff members rare opportunities to develop contacts vital for the intelligence-gathering from
which Customs benefits. The decrease in budget allocation represents the department’s commitment to
reducing expenditure by reducing the number of attendees at conferences and reducing the number of
conferences attended.
Communication, Mr. Chairman, has a budget
of $205,000. This is an increase of $40,000, or 24 per
cent, on the current financial year. This increase reflects a contingency amount of expenditure which may
not be covered by the Capital Budget allocation, but
required to install a new telephone system.
Professional Services of $299,000 is a decrease of $26,000, or 8 per cent. This decrease is
primarily due, Mr. Chairman, to the department’s plan
to utilise fewer hours of a consultant who is used for
legislative matters.
Rentals has a budget of $574,000, which is an
increase of $20,000, or 4 per cent. This increase is in
anticipation of potential rental increases that Customs
will have to incur.
Repair and Maintenance has a budget of
$1,181,000, an increase of $664,000, or 128 per cent.
This increase is to allow for a provision for the additional expense of the maintenance contract for the
Hamilton Dock Gantry X-ray scanner, an increase of
$280,000 over the current financial year; in addition to
software maintenance, an increase of $220,000; and
other vehicle and facilities repairs.
Energy, Mr. Chairman, has a budget of
$249,000, a decrease of $9,000, or 3 per cent. The
decrease is a reflection of the 2013/14 actual totals.
Clothing, Uniforms and Laundry of $234,000
is an increase of $84,000, or 56 per cent. The increase is reflective of the 2013/14 totals.
Materials and Supplies, $278,000 is a decrease of $12,000, or 4 per cent. This decrease is a
reflection of the current 2013/14 totals.
Equipment (Minor Capital) of $54,000, an increase of $10,000, or 23 per cent—this increase is
due to the realistic expectation that several capital
items will require replacing, including some office furniture, equipment and tools used by the enforcement
teams.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, Other Expenses of
$7,000 is a decrease of $170,000, or 96 per cent. Expenses under this heading now comprise primarily
bank charges. The seeming reduction represents a
commitment by the department to improve the de-
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scriptiveness with which expenditure is recorded by
booking costs to specific line items rather than saying,
miscellaneous, sundry or other.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to take the opportunity to do a line item analysis of Head 12, Revenue,
which can be found on page B-93. Now, Mr. Chairman, the Finance Minister, as he explained in his
brief, still has a responsibility for Finance within the
Customs Department. The Finance Minister did not go
over that at that time, so I will take up just a couple of
minutes to go over a bit of a revenue analysis.
Total Customs revised projected revenue for
2013/14 is $209,607,821, and the projection for the
next fiscal year is $204,119,650. This 3 per cent reduction is primarily due to the proposed return of
wharfage revenue to the Corporations [of St. George’s
and Hamilton] and the UNESCO World Heritage Region.
I will take an opportunity to analyse the major
revenue parts now. Customs duty of $200 million is an
increase of $25.6 million, or 15 per cent. Revenue is
expected to remain at a similar level to 2013/14 and
reflects the increase from the 2013/14 budget. Customs, GPO [General Post Office], $750,000, a decrease of $10,000, or 1 per cent. The revenues from
the General Post Office are not expected to change
significantly from current levels.
Yacht Arrival of $77,000, Mr. Chairman, is a
decrease of $17,000, or 18 per cent. Mr. Chairman,
this revenue is expected to remain at a similar level to
2013/14. But the increase reflects the 2013/14 actuals, which we expect. Wharfage of $900,000 is a decrease of $7.5 million, Mr. Chairman, or 89 per cent.
The wharfage (duty in lieu of wharfage) revenue reduction is due to the proposed return of the wharfage
[revenue] to the Corporations of St. George’s and
Hamilton, and the UNESCO World Heritage Region.
Container Fees of $846,000 is a decrease of
$32,000. Container fees are expected to remain relatively consistent for this financial year, so we are going off the current financial year.
Customs service charges of $270,000 is a decrease of $143,000, or 35 per cent. Customs service
charges are expected to remain relatively consistent
with 2013/14 levels. Courier Package Fees of
$628,000 is a decrease of $47,000, or 7 per cent.
Courier package fees are expected to remain consistent from the current level. Light Dues of $126,000, a
decrease of $61,000, or 33 per cent. We expect them
to remain at the current financial year levels.
There is $177,000 expectation for raised
revenue in Licence General, which is an [increase] of
$58,000, or 49 per cent. There are penalties which are
budgeted for $152,000, a decrease of $38,000. Mr.
Chairman, penalties have been forecasted conservatively because of the lack of direct correlation with the
economy at large, which makes forecasting very unreliable. Sundry Receipts of $28,000, there is a decrease of $127,000, or 82 per cent.
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Mr. Chairman, Output Measures have been
established for the department, as you can follow on
page B-300. I will provide a short overview of some of
these output measures.
For the 2012/13 financial year, Airport Commercial Operations achieved 95 per cent compliance
with prescribed quality service levels and, therefore,
exceeded its target of 90 per cent. It is forecasted that
95 per cent compliance will be achieved again in
2013/14, and that is the target for 2014/15. Airport
Commercial Operations processed 11,307 Bermuda
customs declarations (or BCDs) during the 2012/13
year. It is forecasted that, in 2013/14, there will be
11,300 BCDs, and that forms the basis of our projection of 11,300 for 2014/15.
The Investigations Unit completed 189 investigations during 2012/13, resulting in the collection of
$57,167 in additional duty. It is forecasted that the
Investigations Unit will complete 140 cases, resulting
in $60,000 in additional duty. The target for the Investigations Unit for the coming financial year is 140
cases, with a $70,000 rise of additional duty.
During 2012/13, Hamilton Commercial Operations complied with the prescribed quality service levels of 95 per cent of all declarations being processed;
37,712 [declarations] were processed during the same
period. In 2013/14, it is forecasted that in the Hamilton
Commercial Operations area, the quality service levels will be achieved of 95 per cent and that 37,000 will
be processed, as well. In 2014/15, the target has been
set—as a minimum, quality service levels will be
achieved at 95 per cent of all occurrences and that
37,000 declarations will be processed.
In 2012/13, the Administration Section met its
established goals and ensured that BCDs were processed in compliance with prescribed standards 100
percent of the time. The average time between receipt
of purchase invoice and authorisation or rejection of
payment was five days. In 2013/14, it is forecasted
that BCDs will be processed in compliance with prescribed standards 100 per cent of the time again and
that the average time between authorisation or rejection of a payment will be eight days. The targets for
2014/15 are that BCDs will be processed in compliance with prescribed standards 100 per cent [of the
time] and that the average time between authorisation
or rejection will be set at 10 days.
In 2012/13, the Vessel Clearance Section
processed 100 per cent of cruise ship passengers and
prepared and issued invoices with the value of
[$1,455,170]. In 2013/14, it is forecasted that the Vessel Clearance Section will process 100 per cent of the
cruise ship passengers, and they will prepare invoices
with a value in excess of $900,000. In addition, the
target for 2014/15 for Vessel Clearance will be 100
per cent, and issuance of invoices with a value in excess of $1 million is forecast.
In 2012/13, the Interdiction Section made 334
seizures and had a 91 per cent success rate of posi-
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tive results from all search and detentions. In 2013/14,
it is forecasted that 187 seizures will be made and a
60 per cent success rate with search and detentions.
In 2014/15, the target will be at least 80 seizures that
will be achieved and a 60 per cent success rate with
search and detentions.
In 2012/13, Mr. Chairman, the Seaport Enforcement Team, or SET, inspected and reviewed 100
per cent of import cargo manifests and used the Hamilton Docks Gantry X-ray scanner to scan 16 per cent
of all containers imported into Bermuda. In 2013/14, it
is forecasted that SET will inspect and review 100 per
cent of all cargo manifests and scan 60 per cent of all
containers into Bermuda, Mr. Chairman. In 2014/15,
the target is that SET will inspect and review 100 per
cent of cargo manifests and scan, Mr. Chairman, 65
per cent of all containers into Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, a Review of Major Capital Projects. I would like to take this opportunity to provide
you with a brief summary of the ongoing capital projects which will be active under the department during
the next fiscal year—namely, the Customs Automated
Processing System (CAPS), as listed, Customs IT
Developments, on Page C-15, Mr. Chairman.
CAPS is the core computer system used
throughout the whole of customs. It is the central database of all information collected from customs declarations from both traders and travellers. It serves as
an integral part of the control processes used within
customs, as it expedites data analysis for the purpose
of making risk assessments. This allows Customs to
focus its efforts more efficiently and productively, Mr.
Chairman.
CAPS has enabled the automation of a number of preliminary checks, including, but not limited to,
assessing the internal consistency of declarations and
identifying whether sufficient funds are available prior
to the release of dutiable imports. CAPS also plays an
important part in the initial collection of statistical data
as used by the Department of Statistics in monitoring
economic and commercial trends. An ever-increasing
number of our major traders, who normally submit
many large record Bermuda customs declarations
(BCDs), are now submitting them all electronically,
thereby removing a huge strain on our Data Input
Section.
Customs is actively engaging traders to utilise
the electronic processing capabilities of CAPS. At this
time, 80 per cent of all customs entries are being
processed via CAPS.
Mr. Chairman, much progress has been made
in also implementing a Web Trader Module, which
should be completed and implemented during the
summer of 2014. This module will allow traders to
make online submissions of Bermuda customs declarations at no additional cost to their business. This, in
turn, should make the processing of customs declarations more efficient and reduce the department's reliance upon manual data inputting.
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Due to the complexity and unique nature of
the Bermuda customs environment, CAPS is, by necessity, bespoke software owned by the Government
of Bermuda. To keep pace with changing technologies, legislation and security needs, as well as providing enhanced services and functionalities to our customers, it is necessary, Mr. Chairman, that we invest
in the development and maintenance of this system at
all times. The efficiency benefits, combined with the
improved statistical information, controls, customer
service and intelligence gathered by this system, outweigh any costs of development.
Finances: The budget for this project is
$250,000, Mr. Chairman. It is anticipated that Customs will spend a further $15,000 on the purchase of
computer equipment. Most of the expenditure will be
for ongoing phased-in replacements of desktop personal computers. It is further anticipated that Customs
will spend $36,000 replacing its existing telephone
system.
As I mentioned earlier, Mr. Chairman, the existing system breaks down periodically and is becoming increasingly difficult to repair. An assessment was
made of the existing system, and it has been determined that it is much more cost effective, at this point,
to replace the telephone system with an IP system. An
IP system has the additional advantage of allowing
Customs to make free calls within the existing standard Government telephone network.
Mr. Chairman, in closing, I would like to inform
Honourable Members of two important enforcement
initiatives which will be pursued by Customs during
the coming financial year. The first one is additional
canines. Canines are a highly effective and timeefficient method of identifying concealed illicit substances, and they have proven to be very effective,
the use of sniffer dogs. The canine team can be used
effectively at every point of entry into Bermuda,
around both travellers and imported goods. Their mobility, adaptability to different environments and certainly their effectiveness have made the canine team a
highly prized jewel in the Customs Bermuda crown.
Customs officers operate in multiple locations
across Bermuda, including the Yacht Reporting Centre
in St. George, the Airport Travellers Baggage Hall, the
cruise shipping docking points at Dockyard and Hamilton, the container docks in Hamilton, the Federal Express facility in Pembroke, the cargo shed and mail
and courier facilities at the Airport and at several
bonded facilities throughout the Island. The demand
for canines from these various locations has stretched
the canine team to its limits, Mr. Chairman. And while
the canine team has responded admirably to the challenges presented to them, Customs recognises the
importance of continuing this investment in this vital
area to maintain and improve the level of service provided within the department and to continue to ensure
the security of the people of Bermuda.
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It is the intention of Customs, during the coming financial year, to acquire an additional canine suitable for this kind of work here in the Island.
Another initiative, Mr. Chairman, is the
SeaClear Module within RCS 2013 System. The
SeaClear module has been developed by the Caribbean Customs Law Enforcement Council (or CCLEC)
as a dynamic database for the movement of private
vessels within the Caribbean region. Customs will
soon become a contributor to this module.
Organised criminal activity operates without
borders, Mr. Chairman, and does indeed have a
global impact. Bermuda Customs involvement with the
SeaClear module will allow for a greater level of connected law enforcement across the Caribbean region.
This database allows for Caribbean Customs Law Enforcement Council members to track, report and share
information on vessels and their movements within the
Caribbean.
This specifically benefits Bermuda because
the database is a valuable source of intelligence, and
the SeaClear module includes features which allow for
the faster and more meaningful analysis of raw data.
This stimulates the dissemination of intelligence of
improved quality to the front-line enforcement officers.
Having ready access to even relatively straightforward
data, such as the historical movement of vessels, improves risk analysis immeasurably, Mr. Chairman.
The system includes a portal allowing private
vessel owners and operators to self-declare. This feature has advantages to private vessel passengers,
since it enables a private vessel operator to provide
Customs with information required for declarations
prior to their arrival so that Customs clearance, at the
point of arrival in Bermuda, is streamlined and therefore less onerous for our visitors to Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, I think you will agree that initiatives like this will greatly enhance our opportunity to
attract the type of people we want to visit our shores.
Mr. Chairman, participation in this initiative has advantages from both an enforcement and a tourism perspective.
Mr. Chairman, full responsibility of HM Customs becomes the remit of the Ministry of National
st
Security on April 1 . The creation of a genuine hub
border control and security services under one Ministry will better enhance the delivery on the promise to
keep Bermuda safe. And I would like to take this opportunity to say that I am looking forward to working
with the Collector and her entire team as we go about
the mandate that I just explained to you.
HEAD 13—BERMUDA POST OFFICE
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Chairman, I would like
to now turn my attention to the Bermuda Post Office,
Head 13, which can be found on page B-302 of the
Budget Book, and it runs through page B-306. It is my
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pleasure to present Budget Head 13, the Bermuda
Post Office (or BPO).
Mr. Chairman, the BPO is currently under the
direction and administration of the Postmaster General, Mr. Wayne Smith, and is governed by the Post
Office Act 1900 and the Post Office Regulations 1933.
Postal services are provided to the people of Bermuda
from the General Post Office located on Church
Street, Hamilton, the Bermuda Mail Processing Centre
located at the airport and currently, 13 sub-post offices located throughout the Island.
The BPO’s vision is To deliver to the
Government and people of Bermuda a more
innovative, customer-focused and sustainable postal
service. The BPO’s mission statement is, “Together
we connect people and businesses by providing
efficient, courteous and affordable products and
services.”
In this regard, Mr. Chairman, the BPO works
to ensure that mail is delivered consistently within the
delivery timeframe of four working days or less and to
meet our universal service obligation to provide access to affordable mail products and services to all
residents in Bermuda.
In 2013/14, there were some accomplishments which I would like to point out, Mr. Chairman.
The Bermuda Post Office’s current budget for April
2014 to March 2015 has been reduced by $1.8 million
year on year, from the 2013/14 budget. The BPO’s
2014/15 budgeted staffing complement has been reduced from 199 to 176, or 12 per cent. And this is being done through attrition, streamlining operations and
helping employees to transition into positions in other
government departments.
It is worthy to note, Mr. Chairman, that the
Bermuda Post Office staffing has been reduced by 24
per cent over the past three years. The Bermuda Post
Office ranks in the top 40 of all Universal Postal Union
postal administrations worldwide for on-time delivery
standards for Express Mail services. The BPO has
achieved a successful delivery rate of 95 per cent of
letter mail in two working days or less. BPO has also
exceeded international delivery targets for Express
Mail delivery. The target is 95 per cent on-time delivery, and currently, Mr. Chairman, the BPO achieves
on-time delivery of 98 per cent.
The BPO continues to promote use of its Express Mail for government departments and plans to
market this product more to local businesses and to
the general public, and this will help generate additional revenue. The BPO launched three new commemorative stamp issues in May, July and November
of last year. Additionally, at the end of the year, a
presentation pack of these new stamps was released
in December. The fiscal year programme will conclude
with a release of four stamps depicting the Eastern
Bluebird in March of 2014, this month.
The BPO’s national and direct marketing mail
product for flyer mail rose from approximately 400,000
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pieces in 2012 to approximately 940,000 pieces in
2013. This mail product has afforded local businesses, charities and event sponsors the opportunity
to market their products and events in an affordable
manner. Mr. Chairman, the BPO assists the Buy Bermuda campaign, and also assists large and small
businesses with marketing and selling their products
and services.
I want to take a few moments to focus in on
current account estimates. Mr. Chairman, the current
account estimates for Head 13, the Bermuda Post
Office, can be found on page B-302 of the Current
Account Estimates for Expenditures for 2014/15.
The BPO has been allocated a total of
$11,780,687. This represents a net decrease of
$1,840,053, or 13.5 per cent, from the current financial year. The BPO is currently split into two divisions,
the Corporate Services Division and the Operations
Division. The Corporate Services Division includes the
Administration and Finance, IT Services and Philatelic
Services, while the Operations Division includes Mail
Processing, Sub-Post Offices and Courier Services.
Let me compare the variances from one year
to the next. The original estimate for 2013/14 was
$2,593,136, with 28 employees. And the estimate for
the coming financial year is $2,457,249, with 28 employees, as well, a decrease of $135,887. The Corporate Services Division will focus on identifying new
revenue streams, with a view of generating additional
revenue for the Bermuda Post Office. The Corporate
Services Division will use its customer service strategy
and its marketing and communications plan to increase customer awareness and satisfaction with the
services provided by the Bermuda Post Office.
The BPO will continue to work with the Information Technology Office, E-Government and the Office of Project Management and Procurement to find a
cost-effective new BPO information technology system. Mr. Chairman, the Accounts Section will ensure
that the BPO continues to conduct its affairs in a
manner that is consistent with financial instructions.
In 2014/15, the Philatelic Services planned
stamp releases include:
• April—Eastern Bluebird (which I have just
mentioned);
• May—Bermuda National Trust, National
Treasures;
• August—Bermuda in Bloom, part one;
th
• September—the 50 Anniversary of the Bermuda Regiment;
• October—Bermuda Flora Booklets, Old Garden Roses and Lefroy Botanicals; and
• November—Year-end presentation pack for
2014.
Looking at the Operations Section, the budget
for 2013/14 was $11,027,603, with 171 staff. The estimate for the coming financial year is $9,323,438,
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with 148 staff, a variance of $1,704,165, or a decrease of 15.5 per cent.
Mr. Chairman, the Bermuda Mail Processing
Centre is the hub of the Bermuda Post Office, and it
falls within this section. For 2014/15, the Bermuda
Mail Processing Centre will continue to look at ways to
improve efficiency and effectiveness in the speed and
manner in which it processes mail. The Quality Assurance Section will continue to measure routes to
maximise efficiency and address compliance issues.
The Quality Assurance Section has been working
steadily with other government departments to ensure
that Government has a best-as-possible correct address database of all buildings and dwellings in Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, I want to now take some time
to outline the Bermuda Post Office projected expenses for 2014/15, which honourable colleagues can
find on page B-303 of the Budget Book.
Mr. Chairman, 86.6 per cent of the Post Office’s budget is in salaries. The Post Office established staff numbers were reduced from 199 to 176, a
reduction of 23 full-time equivalents, or 11.6 per cent.
This reduction is due to natural attrition, early retirements and staff transferring into other public sector
posts. This goes to a total savings of $1,914,612, or
15.7 per cent.
Mr. Chairman, the table at page B-303 shows
a commitment by the BPO management and staff to
cut costs, as nearly every line item shows a significant
decrease, in spite of the fact that 87 per cent of their
budget is in salaries and wages. The Transport
budget increases by $17,166, or 13.4 per cent, due to
the increased cost of fuel. The Travel budget decreases by $15,815, or [60.3] per cent, due to the
elimination of all non-essential travel. The Communications budget shows a decline of $13,224, or just
under 14 per cent, as the BPO seeks to control and
reduce costs wherever it can by being more efficient.
The BPO has also reduced its advertising and
promotion budget by $35,691, or 33.5 per cent. Obviously, this will reduce the extent to which the Bermuda
Post Office can market its products and services, and,
Mr. Chairman, it will therefore require us to be more
innovative and find other lower-cost alternatives. Professional Services remains relatively the same as the
prior year. This line item is used for fees and dues
paid to the Universal Postal Union, the Caribbean
Postal Union, the Stamp Design Advisory Committee
and other consultancy costs. Rent for the Perot SubPost office remains the same.
Mr. Chairman, Repairs and Maintenance is
forecasted to increase by $139,617, or 41 per cent,
due to expenses arising from the Escher Riposte
Point of Sale Maintenance Agreement, IPS installation
and Postal Telecommunication Centre costs, as well
as increased cycle repairs due to use of older cycles.
Insurance decreases minimally, Mr. Chairman, by just
over $1,000, or just under 7 per cent. Energy is antici-
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pated to increase by $8,137, or 5.3 per cent, due to
inflation and general increases in fuel costs. Clothing,
uniforms and laundry decreases by $17,000, or 20 per
cent. Materials and supplies are forecasted to decrease by $6,000, or just under 2 per cent, as a result
of cost-saving initiatives and economies of scale.
Minor equipment purchase is budgeted to decline by [$5,000], or [25 per cent], because of the decision that we have made not to purchase new office
furniture or minor equipment unless it is totally unavoidable. Other expenses are expected to increase
marginally by $3,600, or by 5 per cent.
Mr. Chairman, looking at revenue, the revenue estimates for the coming financial year can be
found on page B-304 of the Current Account Estimates for Revenue and Expenditure, and they show
$4,684,421 expected to be raised. This is a decrease
of $31,000, or just under 1 per cent.
The Post Office expects a slight overall decline in its revenue, based on their estimates for the
coming year. The global trend of declining mail volumes as a result of alternative communication continues to impact the bottom line. Nonetheless, Mr.
Chairman, some revenue line items are expected to
increase as a result of certain factors, as I will explain.
Terminal dues, which are net revenues received from
postal jurisdictions for delivery of incoming mail originating from these jurisdictions, are estimated to decrease by $50,000, or 6 per cent. This is mainly due to
decreased volumes that BPO continues with its efforts
to collect old outstanding amounts from partner jurisdictions.
Other PO Fees and Charges include Customs
Declarations Fees, which were increased in April 2012
and are expected to contribute an additional $18,403,
or 12 per cent above the estimate for the current financial year. Post Office Licences, which include
business reply services, mail handling and postage
paid permits, are expected to increase by $15,400, or
78 per cent, mainly, Mr. Chairman, due to increased
efforts in collection of old outstanding amounts, as
well as the postage paid permits, which have increased in use due to increased advertising by our
customers.
Philatelic Revenue is anticipated to be lower
by about $10,700, or about 6 per cent. This is estimated from the current trends in the 2013/14 actual
sales figures.
Mr. Chairman, the trending for mail volumes
over the last several years has seen a steady decrease of approximately 600,000 pieces a year, or 7
per cent annual decline, spread over different letter
mail products, both local and international. The reason
for these decreases on a local and global scale is the
direct result of the development of alternative communication methods, online statement providers and increased reliance on social media for getting out one’s
message. Hence, Mr. Chairman, postal organisations
around the world are continuing to look at decreasing
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overhead and increasing sales by implementing new
products and services to remain relevant. In addition,
they continue to look at the model they use. The Bermuda Post Office is no different.
For the above reason, Mr. Chairman, Frankpost sales are anticipated to decrease for general,
IDE and parcel services by $82,000, or 5 per cent.
Bulk mail is expected to remain relatively stable for
the next financial year, but we forecasted a decrease
$7,600, based on the 2013/14 trend.
Bulk mail includes mainly business-tocustomer, business-to-business and direct and national marketing material (flyer mail), and is expected
to continue to be a relevant revenue stream as the
BPO continues to offer businesses and charities direct, daily access to 39,000 residential and business
postal addresses, when combined.
The Bermuda Post Office will aim to market its
parcel and EMS products and services, and to increase volumes and revenues via direct delivery and
improved customer delivery methods.
Mr. Chairman, the anticipated revenue from
telephone cards and Top Up is expected to remain in
line with the 2013/14 budget. However, the BPO and
one of the telephone companies have recently entered into an expanded top-up arrangement that is
expected to increase revenues in the future. The BPO
is open to and is currently exploring partnerships with
other vendors. Packing Material and Other Retail
Sales are estimated to increase by just over $3,000
due in part to increased efforts to increase visibility of
the BPO products and services at all of our locations.
Mr. Chairman, the BPO anticipates an increase in revenue from post boxes, which includes the
rental fee, late payment fee and other charges. The
anticipated increase of $45,896, or just over 6 per
cent, is due in part to the late penalty fee, as well as
the BPO’s marketing campaign to rent vacant boxes
that it currently has. Sundry receipts are a final revenue item for the BPO, and a decrease of $15,000 is
forecasted, based on the 2014/15 trend.
Mr. Chairman, the total estimates for Capital
Acquisition Expenditure for 2014/15 can be found on
page C-15 of the Capital Acquisition Schedule. The
amount allocated of $40,000, for the purchase of
computer equipment and IT enhancements—this is
against a 2013/14 allocation of just under $6,000, an
increase of $34,100. The BPO currently processes 60
per cent of its $4.7 million of annual revenues through
various obsolete or unsupported software. The capital
budget allocation above will only partially resolve
some of the issues that the BPO has been consistently experiencing with its software.
Mr. Chairman, the BPO has undertaken critical reviews of its business processes and implemented changes to streamline processes and procedures in order to ensure timely delivery of mail to customers. Let me emphasise, Mr. Chairman, that there
is still much more work that needs to be done. The
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Bermuda Post Office will be introducing new revenue
streams into its operations during the coming financial
year, such as registered Express Mail, parcel and
EMS flat-rate mail, and other cost-saving products
and services.
Mr. Chairman, 2013/14 was a busy and productive year for the Bermuda Post Office. Approximately 10 million pieces of mail products were processed during the period. The local market provided
7.4 million pieces, or 70 per cent, for local delivery,
and 3.2 million pieces, or 30 per cent, was for incoming and outgoing international delivery. The annual
volume breakdown is as follows:
• 6 million pieces, or [57] per cent, was local
business mail;
• 1 million pieces, or 9 per cent, was local personal mail;
• 400,000 pieces, or 4 per cent, was from Bermuda Government OHMS products for local
delivery;
• 800,000 pieces, or 8 per cent, was outgoing
international mail; and
• 2.4 million pieces, or 22 per cent, was incoming international mail.
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Other government departments are already
using this product, and the BPO plans to diversify the
offering in additional government departments, as well
as in the private sector, in an effort to increase revenue, Mr. Chairman. A link has been set up on the
BPO’s website, www.bpo.bm, that will take members
of the public directly to the co-branded website, where
they can view a demonstration of the product and receive a free trial of the 10 registered email units.
Mr. Chairman, the objectives, goals and future
plans which have been set by the Post Office for
2014/15 will contribute towards increasing the operational performance and efficiency of Bermuda’s national postal provider. I have little doubt, Mr. Chairman, that with the increased efficiencies Bermudians
will continue to appreciate the cost-effective and efficient service that they receive daily. And I will endeavour as the Minister to keep the public informed of
our progress as we move forward.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my comments
on Head 13, the Bermuda Post Office.
HEAD 45—BERMUDA FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I would like to direct my
attention now to Head 45, the Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service, which can be found on page B-310 of the
Budget Book.
I am pleased to present the estimates of
revenue and expenditure for Head 45, the Bermuda
Fire and Rescue Service. Certainly, as a former volunteer, I have many keen memories, Mr. Chairman.
The Mission of the Bermuda Fire and Rescue
Service (BFRS) is to provide adequate fire protection
and emergency medical services for all areas of these
Islands; to extinguish fires; to protect life and property
in case of fire, road accident, or other calamity as defined by the Fire Service Act or subsequent Regulations. The departmental objectives for the 2014/15
fiscal year are to:
• ratify and implement the draft of the fire safety
legislation;
• continue with re-certification of personnel attached to the Airport Operations Division in
aircraft firefighting disciplines;
• continue with core competency training for all
operational firefighters;
• continue cross-training between the Structural
Firefighter Division and the Airport Crash Fire
Division;
• continue with core competency training for all
emergency medical dispatchers [EMDs];
• professional membership in the Association of
Public Safety Communication Officials for all
EMDs;
• continue with specialised factory training for
fleet maintenance and repair of the airport
crash fire rescue apparatus;
Bermuda House of Assembly

Mr. Chairman, the Bermuda Post Office continues to work with its community partners to improve
efficiency. Policies and procedures have been implemented to positively impact delivery times and move
closer towards a 100 percent delivery standard within
two working days. The BPO continues to utilise mail
sorters, drivers and delivery team members for optimal performance. Bulk mailers have been issued
processing guidelines and deadlines to improve quality of mail delivered to the Bermuda Post Office. All
processes are continuously reviewed as the Post Office aims to ensure that the best possible service is
provided to the public.
The Express Mail product is an international
data express mail service for documents and merchandise. Residents and businesses can drop off their
documents or package at any post office in Bermuda
and request the Express Mail service. Documents and
packages will reach the international destination in
most cases within five to seven business days, for
almost half the price of the courier companies.
Mr. Chairman, let me stress—it is secure,
convenient and an affordable service. Packages can
be tracked online via the BPO’s Track and Trace. You
can access it on www.bpo.bm.
Mr. Chairman, R-Post, the registered e-mail
service offered by the Bermuda Post Office, has been
further developed to provide web-based access to
residential customers and improved e-contracting with
electronic signatures. This development is indeed
welcome news for the local business and legal community, who are eager to take advantage of the
speed, efficiency, security and cost savings that registered e-mail affords.
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continue with leadership courses for middle
managers;
we will also work on specialised technical
training for middle management officers;
continue with training courses for senior management to assist with succession planning,
Mr. Chairman;
continuation of phase one of the organisational structure and staffing of the Bermuda
Fire and Rescue Service;
development of a drug policy;
installation of mobile data terminals in five fire
apparatus; and
installation of a dedicated diesel fuel supply at
the Clearwater Fire Station.
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ers the fire and emergency services in the Clearwater
Fire Station located at Southside, St. David’s. This
station responds to emergency medical, fire and hazardous material incidents, as well as provides support
to the Airport Operations Division of the Bermuda Fire
and Rescue Service for any aircraft incidents, Mr.
Chairman. It has a total of 17 personnel, 24/7, on a
four-shift system. There has been a decrease in costs
in this section of $63,000, or less than 4 per cent. And
this money has been redirected to cost centre 55060.
Cost centre 55100, Emergency Medical Services, with a budget of just under $65,000. In contrast
to the previous cost centre, this allocation covers the
purchase of emergency medical supplies for the Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service. This cost centre has
not increased from the current fiscal year.
Cost Centre 55120, West End Emergency
Fire Service, with a budget of $1,063,561, obviously
covers the provision of fire and emergency [medical]
services for the Port Royal Fire Station located at
Middle Road in Southampton. It responds, likewise as
its east and central colleagues, to emergency medical,
fire and hazardous material calls and provides support
to both Hamilton and the Clearwater Stations for
emergencies if and when required. This division has a
total of 17 personnel 24/7 on a four-shift system. The
cost centre has been decreased by $422,552, which
represents a 28 per cent decrease. These funds have
been re-allocated to cost centre 55060.
Cost centre 55150, Training, a budget of
$257,880. Funding allocation in this cost centre represents costs associated with sending two senior fire
officers to the U.K. in September of 2014 to complete
the International Divisional Command Course. In addition, Mr. Chairman, funding for this cost centre is also
used to further the development of officers and NCOs
throughout the various divisions of the Bermuda Fire
and Rescue Service.
In September 2013, a total of 24 officers successfully completed the National Fire Protection Association, Fire Service Instructor Level 1 Certification
Course, which was hosted in Bermuda. In February
2014, four officers successfully completed the National Fire Protection Association, Fire Officer Level 1
Management Course in Dallas, the home of the great
Dallas Cowboys, at the Fort Worth Training and Research Center.
These various developmental programmes
are designed to prepare officers and NCOs for further
promotion within the Service. Mr. Chairman, I am sure
you will agree this is a vital component of the work
that has to be done. This cost centre has seen a decrease of $30,000 in the budget, which represents 10
per cent.
Cost centre 55200, Airport Fire Station, with a
budget of $3,189,714.
This cost centre provides aircraft emergency
rescue and firefighting services at the L. F. Wade International Airport, as prescribed, Mr. Chairman, by

Mr. Chairman, I note that the Fire Service
Discipline Code has been implemented.
Mr. Chairman I am pleased to provide an
analysis by cost centre of the changes to the 2014/15
compared to fiscal 2013/14. The Bermuda Fire and
Rescue Service Budget allocation is $13,798,432, as
can be seen on page B-310. This represents a decrease of approximately $10,782, or less than 1 per
cent. Due to a shortfall in salaries for 2013/14, the
Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service made adjustments
in most of its cost centres in an attempt to eliminate
this shortfall for 2014/15 without reducing salaries.
For your convenience, Mr. Chairman, I will
highlight a few of the notable changes throughout
various cost centres:
Cost centre 55080, Other Services, Central, is
a budget of $244,874. This cost centre is responsible
for the maintenance of all Bermuda Fire and Rescue
Service vehicles and equipment. This division consists
of four personnel who are tasked to ensure that all
emergency vehicles and related equipment are maintained to the manufacturer and recognised safety
standards. Funding in this cost centre also includes
cost for the Service’s cook, who provides meals to
staff on weekdays and during emergencies. This cost
centre has been decreased by $11,595, which represents less than 5 per cent. This decrease is a result of
downgrading an Assistant Chief Mechanic position.
Cost centre 55060, Central Emergency Service, with a budget of $5,455,656. This cost centre
covers the provision of fire and emergency services
for the Hamilton Fire Station on King Street. This station responds to fire, road traffic accidents and hazardous material incidents, as well as provides support
to all the other fire stations as and when required. The
Hamilton Station has a total of 66 personnel providing
24/7 emergency coverage on a four-shift system. The
cost centre has been increased by $736,593, or 15.6
per cent. This increase has been made possible by reallocating funds from other cost centres within the department.
Cost Centre 55090, St. George’s Emergency
Fire Services, has a budget of $1,600,587, and it covBermuda House of Assembly
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the Overseas Territories Aviation Requirements, part
140, and the Bermuda Department of Civil Aviation.
The L. F. Wade operates as a Category 9 airport. This
cost centre has 33 personnel in total. Additionally, this
cost centre was reduced by just over $204,000 which
represents a 6 per cent reduction. The money has
been moved to cost centre 55060.
On page C-16 of the Budget Book, you can
find Capital Expenditure, Mr. Chairman, of $760,000.
The total Capital Expenditure will be allocated to Capital Acquisitions. Six hundred and twelve thousand two
hundred dollars was used for Capital Acquisitions in
2013/14. This works out to an increase of just under
$148,000. The allocation of these funds will enable
the purchase of a pumper apparatus at a cost of
$475,000 and a very important rescue lighting unit
truck for the airport fire station at $285,000. Obviously,
Mr. Chairman, as you can see by the cost of those
apparatuses, they are not just your regular vehicles.
They are purpose-made vehicles to meet the specific
challenges that the Bermuda Fire Service and Rescue
Service will encounter day to day as they meet the
safety concerns in Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, Manpower. The full-time complement remains the same, at 164 established posts.
Currently, there are 33 vacant posts.
Performance Measures: Performance Measures can be found on page B-312 of the Budget Book,
Mr. Chairman. Members will note that the Output
Measures in the Budget Book are not presented in
sequential order by cost centre. Let me take the opportunity to highlight a few of them.
Central Emergency Services, Business Unit
55060, 23 per cent of the incidents within the forecasted outcome of 2013/14, percentage of incidents
within the City of Hamilton compared to the total number of calls, was 23 per cent. So 23 per cent of the
time the central dispatch got a call, it was in the City of
Hamilton, and the rest of the time it was outside.
Twenty-nine per cent of the time was for road traffic
accidents, and the average response time from Central Emergency Services was seven minutes.
In regard to the East End Emergency Service,
6 per cent of the calls were for road traffic accidents,
40 per cent were for emergency medical calls. Compare that to the West End, where 15 per cent of the
calls were for road traffic accidents and 92 per cent of
the emergency medical calls as it relates to the total
calls. So if you look at these numbers, there is a disparity in the types of calls and what they get, which I
find very interesting.
As far as the Emergency Medical Dispatch,
the percentage of the emergency medical dispatches
from the total number of calls was 58 per cent. The
percentage of fire dispatches from the total number of
calls, obviously, was 42 per cent.
In regard to the Airport Operations Division,
Mr. Chairman, the percentage of aircraft refuelling
calls from the total number of calls was 5 per cent.
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These are all 2013/14 forecasted outcomes. For the
next financial year, 2014/15, we based it off what we
believe will take place in 2013/14, because we do not
see any real trends changing at this time.
Mr. Chairman, in 2009 the Bermuda Government requested the services of the Office of the Chief
Fire and Rescue Advisor in the UK to conduct a review of the Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service. The
review was completed and a report was prepared and
presented to Cabinet in 2011; it was approved by
Cabinet. The Chief Fire Officer, in conjunction with the
Ministry of National Security, has developed a strategy plan based on the recommendations contained in
the report, and that plan will be implemented over four
years.
The Service continues to encourage its personnel to undergo career development and skill certification opportunities both locally and abroad. I am
pleased to be able to report that during the past year
the following personnel have completed the respective
training:
• 24 Sergeants have completed National Fire
Protection Association, Instructor I;
• Damon Smith attended National Examination
Board in Occupational Safety and Health
Course;
• Jamal Albuoy, Breathing Apparatus Instructor,
Fire Officer Instructor I;
• Russann Francis, Fire Officer Instructor I;
• Troy Furbert, Fire Officer Instructor I;
• Michael Kelly, Fire Officer Instructor I;
• Raymond Master, High Volume Pump Unit Instructor and Driving Instructor;
• DeRoy Somner, High Volume Pump Unit Instructor and Driving Instructor; and
• Lt. Aaron Denkins and Watch Commander
Mark Taylor attended and successfully completed the International Divisional Command
Course at the Fire Service College in England
in December 2011.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be able to announce that seven personnel are continuing their work
towards Bachelor’s Degrees in Fire Science and
Management disciplines via long-distance learning. To
date, two officers have attained a Bachelor’s Degree
in Fire Science. One officer has successfully achieved
an Associate’s Degree in Business. Two other officers
have received Associate’s Degrees in Fire Science.
One officer will soon attain a Master’s Degree in Public Administration.
Mr. Chairman, Honourable Members of this
House are well aware of the fiscal challenge we face
in the coming years. The Bermuda Fire and Rescue
Service will, however, endeavour to continue to provide emergency services at the highest standard of
operational efficiency. The dedication of all personnel
has been confirmed on numerous occasions by letters
of appreciation from members of the community for
Bermuda House of Assembly
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the Service’s emergency operations and community
service efforts they provide. I am pleased to be able to
report that in a recent public survey, the Bermuda Fire
and Rescue Service achieved a 94 per cent approval
rating.
I would like to take this opportunity, as I close
my remarks on Fire Services, Head 45, to publicly
thank the new Chief Fire Officer R. Lloyd Burchall and
every member of the team at the Bermuda Fire and
Rescue Service for their efforts on behalf of the people of Bermuda. Like the Police, and like so many
other important services in the Island, they operate
24/7. And as the Minister, I am grateful for their professionalism and dedication.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That concludes my
comments on Head 45, Fire and Rescue Service.
HEAD 88—DEPARTMENT FOR NATIONAL DRUG
CONTROL
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Chairman, the Department for National Drug Control is Head 88, and
that can be found on page B-312. It is the last head I
will discuss at this point, with [the Department of] Corrections to come later.
I am pleased to present the Current Accounts
estimate for the Department for National Drug Control
[DNDC], Head 88, which can be found page B-313 of
the Estimates Book. There is a budget for the coming
financial year of $4.127 million dollars, which is approximately a 2 per cent decrease from the current
financial year.
The Department for National Drug Control
presently plays a key role in the Ministry of National
Security with respect to addressing one of the foremost social issues affecting Bermuda today—
substance use and abuse. The Department for National Drug Control provides leadership and policy
coordination for the planning, development, implementation and evaluation of a comprehensive national
system of alcohol, tobacco and other drug [ATOD]
prevention, treatment and rehabilitation services.
In its leadership role, the Department for National Drug Control is charged with facilitating collaboration with all agencies involved in the national drug
control effort, including supply reduction and demand
reduction efforts. The department is also responsible
for establishing targets and standards of performance
for initiatives supporting the national drug control effort.
Subsequently, the mission of the department
is to lead efforts to reduce alcohol abuse and drug
misuse. The strategic goal of the department is to advocate for the adoption of effective measures to support substance abuse prevention and treatment of
drug dependence on the Island, and the employment
of a balanced approach to supply-and-demand reduction efforts.
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In support of the strategic goals, the DNDC’s
strategic objectives are as follows:
(a) Guided by the National Drug Control Master
Plan, the DNDC will coordinate the development, management, implementation, and the
monitoring and evaluation of all national drug
control efforts, including the formulation and
implementation of national drug control policies and national strategies [Master Plan], incorporating supply-and-demand reduction activities through a balanced inter-agency and
departmental approach.
(b) To strengthen and develop sustainable drug
prevention and drug treatment services by
providing policy direction and technical oversight guided by the National Drug Abuse Prevention and Treatment Strategies.
(c) To continue the development and maintenance of the national drug information network, BerDIN [Bermuda Drug Information
Network], to provide comprehensive information on the drugs phenomenon in Bermuda
and drug-related issues affecting specific
community groups and the overall society.
(d) To provide support, advocacy and resources
to stakeholder Ministries, departments and, of
course, community partners to enhance efforts in achieving goals identified in the National Drug Control Strategy.
Mr. Chairman, the DNDC manages and administers both grant funds to partner agencies providing prevention and treatment services, as well as a
budget for core administration functions, drug prevention, drug treatment, community development and research/policy initiatives. Funds are also allocated to
assist in the implementation of the National Drug Control Master Plan, actions and strategies.
Mr. Chairman, the National Office is presently
staffed by a Director, six technical [officers’] posts and
one full-time administrative staff. There is presently
one vacant post within the office. The Treatment Coordinator post will be unfunded for another year. Direct supervision is provided to 19 treatment staff, and
they are currently assigned to the Women’s Treatment
Centre and Men’s Treatment Programme. There are
no vacancies within the treatment programmes.
Over the next financial year, the Department
for National Drug Control plans to:
• disseminate the revised National Drug Control
Master Plan 2013/17 to the public;
• continue to promote and disseminate public
information about the health and social consequences of alcohol, tobacco and drugs via
all forms of media by the end of March 2015,
including Facebook, YouTube and text messaging;
• continue the implementation and expansion of
drug prevention programmes (Al’s Pals and
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Teen Peace) in collaboration with the Ministry
of Education within schools in support of the
National Prevention Strategy through the end
of March 2015;
move towards the creation of a National
School Drug Policy to assist in the management of drug-related issues within schools;
continue to operate the male and female residential drug treatment programmes at the
Nelson Bascome Substance Abuse Treatment
Facility, in support of the National Treatment
Strategy;
ensure that both programmes gain and maintain international accreditation with CARF International as per the National Drug Control
Act 2013;
develop and implement regulations addressing licensing and registration for drug treatment and drug prevention facilities, centres
and programmes to support the National Drug
Control Act 2013;
support the implementation of cross-ministry
initiatives with the Police Service and HM
Customs in support of the National Drug Control Master Plan (e.g., anti-gang initiatives,
community club development and border control);
continue to report on alcohol, tobacco and
other drug-related research and surveillance
data via the Bermuda Drug Information Network through the end of March 2015; and also
lead efforts in implementing initiatives to address underage drinking.
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Education. Both are evidenced-based programmes with oversight by the Department for
National Drug Control.
• In collaboration with the Department of Education, the majority of public and private preschool teachers and P1 and P2 teachers in
the public schools have begun implementation
of the Al’s Pals programmes. Al’s Pals coordinators have been hired to assist in full implementation and the monitoring of the programme.
Drug prevention education and training has included:
• presentation for physicians on medical marijuana;
• education of drug prevention personnel on
updated international prevention standards;
• displays of drug facts in public buses;
• Drug Facts Week activities at the high school
level; and
• dissemination of drug information within our
community.

The Department for National Drug Control
held the opening and dedication of the Nelson Bascome Substance Abuse Treatment Centre last year. It
re-located both the male and female residential treatment programmes to this Nelson Bascome Centre.
•
And it has continued to provide residential substance
abuse treatment for adult males and females. The list
of work continues.
It has provided supportive housing for females
through the Women’s Treatment Centre for nine cli•
ents, while supportive housing for 20 males continued
to be provided by Focus Counselling Services, who
Key policy focuses will continue to be, Mr. are assisted by a grant dispersed through the DeChairman, on such things as underage drinking and partment of National Drug Control.
The Women’s Treatment Centre/Supportive
driving under the influence, along with a review of the
Housing unit recently underwent a CARF survey for
current drug policy as it relates to marijuana.
Key legislative initiatives will include amend- continued accreditation, and we await the outcome for
ments to bolster the stand against underage drinking the period 2014/16. Mr. Chairman, CARF accreditaand the management of drunk/drug driving, along with tion is spearheaded and funded by the Department for
the implementation of regulations to support the Liq- National Drug Control in support of the National Drug
uor Licence Amendment Act 2014 as it relates to Control Master Plan.
The Men’s Treatment Programme has comTIPS, and the NDC Act 2013 as it relates to licensing
pleted the process of developing and implementing
and registration of facilities, centres and programmes.
Mr. Chairman, during the fiscal year 2013/14, programme policies and procedures to meet CARF
the Department for National Drug Control concen- accreditation standards and will be surveyed by CARF
trated its efforts on the continued implementation of in the next fiscal year.
Solid working relationships continued with the
the National Drug Control Master Plan, its action plans
and the implementation of elements of the Demand Bermuda Police Service and HM Customs as partners
Reduction Strategies for Prevention and Treatment. in the National Drug Control Master Plan, with continThe following achievements can be highlighted to ued efforts in the areas of strategic planning; data collection and analysis; training; community education;
date:
• The After-School Drug Prevention Programme and the provision of materials, books, and presentafor Middle School students was re-named tions to officers.
The Bermuda National Drug Information NetTeen Peace and is now offered at five middle
schools. The programme has been further de- work (or better known as BerDIN) has continued with
veloped to include the Botivin Lifeskills drug its excellent collection of data from key stakeholders.
prevention curriculum, along with Adventure The annual meeting was held with all network memBermuda House of Assembly
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bers in November 2013, which has greatly increased
understanding and information-sharing within this
network.
The Department for National Drug Control
Senior Research Officer/Policy Analyst, Dr. Kyla
Raynor, was selected to assist other countries in developing their drug information networks by the Organization of the American States through the InterAmerican Drug Abuse Control Commission.
We completed the National Household Survey
on Drugs and Health, and this was done in the last
financial year. The 2013 Annual Report of BerDIN was
made available to the public.
The department has conducted consumer satisfaction surveys. Stakeholder feedback surveys and
quality records reviews were completed within the
Department of National Drug Control. The Women’s
Treatment Centre, Men’s Treatment programme and
the Right Living House operated under the Department of Corrections.
Many policy and discussion papers have included A Comprehensive Alcohol Policy for Bermuda,
a discussion paper on marijuana and the submission
of the 2013/2017 National Drug Control Master Plan.
Mr. Chairman, you will recall that the National Drug
Control Act 2013 was debated and passed in the
House of Assembly and the Senate quite recently.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, the Department for National Drug Control has provided grants to five stakeholder agencies to support efficient and effective delivery of prevention and treatment services. Agencies
include PRIDE, CADA, Focus Counselling Services,
Salvation Army Harbour Lights/Salvation Army Community Life Skills and the Bermuda Addiction and Certification Board. Mr. Chairman, I think you will join me
in acknowledging the tremendous work that all of
those organisations do.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be able to provide an analysis by cost centre of the changes in
[2014/15.]
Do you want to break for lunch and come
back and finish? Because I cannot finish it all.
The Chairman: How much more do you have?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Chairman, I cannot
finish it all, and I would not want to stop in the middle
of a cost centre.
The Chairman: Well, on that note, let us go ahead
and break for lunch now. And you will come back and
continue at two o’clock.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
I would ask that we rise for lunch and come
back at two o’clock.
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The Chairman: Yes. We will rise at this point. The
House has now risen for lunch, and we will resume at
two o’clock.
Proceedings suspended at 12:29 pm
Proceedings resumed at 2:00 pm
[Mr. Walton Brown, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
MINISTRY OF NATIONAL SECURITY
[Continuation thereon]
The Chairman: Yes, good afternoon.
We are continuing with the Committee of
Supply and the Honourable Minister Dunkley has the
floor.
HEAD 88—DEPARTMENT FOR NATIONAL DRUG
CONTROL
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Good afternoon. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman. I hope you had a nice lunch.
Mr. Chairman, before lunch when the other
. . . your colleague was in the Chair, I was about halfway through the Department of National Drug Control.
The Chairman: What Head is that?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Head 88. You can find it
on page B-313.
The Chairman: Okay.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: We paused for lunch just
when I was getting into some cost centre analysis, so
I will pick up from there, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to provide an analysis by cost
centre of the changes in the 2014/15 estimates compared to fiscal year 2013/14.
Let me first examine Administration, line item
98000. Administration has an estimate for 2013/14 of
$1,100,000, and the budgeted estimate for 2014/15 is
$1,156,000, an increase of $56,000, or 5 per cent.
Mr. Chairman, Administration provides the
organisational framework in support of the mission
and mandate of the Department. Its resources are
aimed primarily at recurrent expenditures and Grants
and Contributions to the treatment and prevention
partners that provide services for and on behalf of the
Department along with minor capital funding.
The Administration allocation of $1,156,000 is
broken down as follows:
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1. To cover employee expenses (salaries) and
other operational expenses (facilities and
maintenance costs, materials and supplies)—
$688,000.
2. Grants and Contributions, further identified on
page C-22 of the Budget Book include:
• to cover grants and contributions for outsourced treatment services provided by
the Salvation Army, Focus Counselling
Services (which I referred to earlier)—
$285,000.
• To cover grants and contributions for outsourced prevention services provided by
Pride Bermuda—$183,000.
The 5 per cent increase in this cost code, Mr.
Chairman, is representative of minor capital funding
for computer replacements and ongoing maintenance
at the Nelson Bascome Centre.
The next line item is Community Development, line item 98010. The original estimate for the
current financial year 2013/14 was $510,000. The estimate for 2014/15 is $501,000, a decrease of $9,000,
or about 2 per cent.
The allocation for Community Development,
cost code 98010, is broken down this way: This cost
code is made up of two previous cost codes, 98010
and 98020, which are now combined. And as I mentioned, there is a 2 per cent decrease from the previous years’ allocation which is in salaries alone. Funding is directed at implementing key activities such as
improving exposure to drug prevention messages and
activities, improving opportunities for school-based
prevention interventions throughout the community,
and increasing access to targeted prevention programmes.
Currently, the Prevention Unit facilitates the
After School Programme in five public schools. The
Prevention Unit also supports the integration of
school-based drug education with the inclusion of the
Al’s Pals Programme at the pre-school and primary 1
and 2 levels. Mr. Chairman, some funding is allocated
to support the purchase of additional resources to
sustain this programme and to extend the programme
to primary level 3.
Another role of this unit is to facilitate activities
that are targeted towards public education, community
development, and information dissemination with a
goal to educate the public about the harms of alcohol
and drug use; to ensure the provision of clear and
sustained messages to our young people that no use
of alcohol, tobacco or other drugs is acceptable and to
involve families, schools and community organisations
in alcohol and drug prevention efforts.
The previously mentioned grant to PRIDE, Mr.
Chairman, in the amount of $183,000, within the Administration cost code 98000, will support prevention
programming by ensuring drug prevention education
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to upper primary and middle schools through the
PRIDE Clubs and Life Skills programmes.
CADA [Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse]
works in collaboration with the DNDC [Department for
National Drug Control] to provide community education on alcohol as well as to provide the server training
programme (more commonly known as TIPS) which is
mandated within the Liquor Licence Act Amendment
[2010]. A grant of $100,000 will be provided to CADA
in the next financial year to support these activities.
An additional focus for this unit this year will be to facilitate education about the intention and purpose of
the [revised] National Drug Master Plan 2013–2017
and its initiatives to communities across Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, Treatment, 98030. The original
estimate for 2013/14 was $315,000. The estimate for
2014/15 is slightly less at $310,000, so there is a
$5,000 decrease, or about 2 per cent.
Mr. Chairman, the Treatment Unit, cost code
98030, is allocated $310,000 to facilitate the implementation of key activities geared towards achieving
the goals of the National Treatment Strategy and to
support the grant allocation for the certification board
(BACB). This fiscal year a key initiative for the Treatment unit is to achieve CARF Accreditation for the
Men’s Treatment programme and maintaining “gold
star” CARF accreditation for the Women’s Treatment
Centre and Turning Point (operated by BHB). Consolidating the use of the AccuCare Client Management system is also a focus, Mr. Chairman. The
$100,000 grant provided to BACB will provide international certification testing for both prevention and
treatment professionals, and some funding to support
addiction specific training to enhance workforce development in this specialty area.
Grants totalling $285,000, in cost code 98000,
Administration, are provided to support the nongovernmental treatment related agencies of FOCUS
and the Salvation Army as previously mentioned. The
2 per cent decrease is in salaries.
Mr. Chairman, next is Research and Policy
Development, 98050. The original estimate in 2013/14
was $331,000. The estimate for the next financial year
of 2014/15 is $320,000, a decrease of $11,000, or
about 3 per cent.
Funds will be used to facilitate information
gathering and analysis, monitoring and evaluation, as
well as any relevant legislation and policy development initiatives prioritised within the Ministry. The primary activities will be geared towards collection and
dissemination of reliable data through the Bermuda
National Drug Information Network (BerDIN), identifying emerging trends and patterns of drug use, evaluation of the current drug control efforts, and providing
coordination and implementation of the revised National Drug Master Plan and Action Plan. The 3 per
cent decrease, Mr. Chairman, is in salaries.
Men’s Treatment, 98060. The estimate for
2013/14 was $729,000. The estimate for the coming
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financial year 2014/15 is $730,000, an increase of just
1 per cent.
This provides the operational and staffing cost
required to provide outputs to meet the treatment
needs and goals for adult males needing residential
treatment, Mr. Chairman. Some funding will have to
be re-allocated to accommodate on-call allowances
which provide added staffing coverage for staff leave
and sick time.
The Women’s Treatment Centre, line item
98070. The original estimate in the current financial
year 2013/14 was $1,100,000. The estimate for
2014/15 is $1,075,000, a decrease of $25,000, or
about 2 per cent.
The Women’s Treatment Centre allocation will
meet the outputs and the goals for the Women’s
Treatment Centre going forward. This provides both
residential treatment for women as well as nine beds
for supportive residency at a separate site. This programme has been accredited by CARF since 2008
and, as I mentioned earlier, this currently has a “gold
star” international accreditation ranking for the period
2011/14 and recently completed the re-accreditation
survey in March 2014. The 2 per cent decrease is in
salaries and on-call allowances.
The last line item, Mr. Chairman, is the National Drug Control Master Plan of 98080. A small
budget which remains unchanged for the current financial year and the next financial year of $35,000 is
in place to provide for the effective implementation of
the Master Plan through cross-Ministry initiatives with
the Police, Customs and Corrections; evaluation of
the Master Plan and to encourage cooperation and
involvement of other Government Departments and
civil society in the implementation of the Master Plan
initiatives.
This cost centre has been allotted $35,000, as
I said, Mr. Chairman, in this fiscal year and it will be
utilised to effectively disseminate the National Drug
Master Plan 2013–2017 and to ensure that all stakeholders are aware of Government’s balanced approach and key initiatives to be implemented over the
next four years. It is anticipated, Mr. Chairman, that
funding will be adjusted in the next fiscal year to ensure the implementation of priority initiatives identified
within the National Drug Master Plan 2013–2017, thus
ensuring its success.
Mr. Chairman, I will take just a couple of moments to deal with Capital Acquisitions that are very
small, on page C-16, at the end of the Budget Book. It
is C-16, Mr. Chairman, yes. It is only $2,000 and that
is for purchase of replacement computers, which are
in desperate need.
The last thing I will focus in on is Grants and
Contributions, as you are on page C-22, you will see
the Grants and Contributions there. The Department
of National Drug Control greatly depends on purchasing services in the treatment and prevention areas to
realise its mandate. It is anticipated that the alloca-
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tions for fiscal year 2014/15 of $668,000, listed in this
section of the Budget Book will be used towards providing treatment grants to Focus, Harbour Light and
the community Life Skills programme, as previously
mentioned, along with grants to support prevention
services with CADA and PRIDE. The other grant is to
the Bermuda Addiction Certification Board [BACB],
and as I explained, that provides for the international
competence testing and training for addiction professionals.
Mr. Chairman, in closing, the Department for
National Drug Control will continue to work collaboratively with other key Ministries such as Health, Education and the Department of Corrections, Court Services, and the Police and Customs to ensure the implementation of a very balanced approach to efforts
made in achieving a healthier and drug free Bermuda.
And as I close, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
take this opportunity to thank Director [Joanne] Dean
and her colleagues for their professionalism and advice in a much needed mandate in Bermuda.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This brings to a
close my presentation on those Heads and I look forward for comments from honourable colleagues.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
Is there anyone else who wishes to speak to
these Heads?
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, Mr. Michael Scott.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Mr. Chairman, what a great pleasure it is to
reply to the Honourable Minister Michael Dunkley’s
presentation on this Ministry of National Security. It is
a dynamic mission that is so very critical, Mr. Chairman, to our homeland security and sense of wellbeing in our country. It is critical, of course, to our reputational interest within the international business
and financial services platform for which we are famous. It is critical, of course, to the role of the reintegration of citizens who come into contact with our
criminal justice system and end up in our correctional
system, and then go through a rehabilitation period to
be reintegrated into our community.
And so, again, it is my pleasure and privilege
to be able to reply on this important Ministry. And I
wish to thank the Honourable Minister for National
Security, the Honourable Minister Dunkley, for providing the House with a very comprehensive brief, and
for providing me with a copy of same, and in congratulating . . . in thanking the Minister, I thank his National
Security Secretary, who actually wrote the brief, no
doubt, [Major] Marc Telemaque.
So, sir, the Minister, of course, gave the overview of the Headquarters of National Security, and
any casual look at that Ministry and its mandate to
advise on the formulation and implementation of the
policy and to choreograph Defence, Police, Customs,
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Post Office, the Department of Corrections, Fire Services, and the National Drug Control, is, as I indicated
in my opening remarks, an important mission—a critical Ministry for our country from the perspective of
National Security. And picking up then on . . . and I
think that the balance has been well struck with the
allocation of $150,489,000 for the implementation of
all of these important measures for National Security
in our country.
We pick up, therefore, under Head [6],
Defence, which has been allocated for 2014/15 an
upwardly revised estimate amount of $7,314,000,
and we welcome this increase, Mr. Chairman, for the
Bermuda Regiment given its important role for the
support of the civil authority with the security of our
Island, with the security of our people, our property,
our livelihood and our interests. This is the first
physical exercise assigned to Lt. Col. Michael
Foster-Brown assigning the needs of the Bermuda
Regiment for carrying out its mandates. And he and
his senior staff, in my opinion, have struck the right
balance of priority expenditures to see that the
Regiment meets its mandate given the cuts overall to
the budget. So they are doing their very level best in
the face of the reality of shrinking budgets.
Now the Regiment and the Regiment leadership must do this, they must choreograph their fiscal
assignment of funding against a Government- and
Opposition-led call for ending conscription in our Bermuda and a greater reliance on volunteers stepping
up every January. What is required are recruits coming into the January recruit camp up to a level of between a number of 100 and—the number varies, but I
will say between 140 to 150 new recruits.
The budget increase is an important signal, in
my view, and it is likely to have to be a year-over-year
increase to the Defence budget cost centres that support and stimulate not only full volunteer annual recruitment—something that we support being brought
in on a phased basis—but a year-over-year increase
in budgetary allocations for the Regiment period if the
Regiment is to remain viable and to be fit for purpose.
Were I, Mr. Chairman, to identify those cost
centres that stand for increases, it would be in advertising and promotion and development. And all of this
would be related to this ineluctable progress and
move to a fully volunteer-raised Regiment. So I would
urge that the increases would have to take place in
advertising and promotion, the development of more
interesting and relevant tasks to keep the Regiment
attractive and relevant to Bermuda’s needs.
I understand that the current matrix of tasks
amount to about 500 tasks. And if you just think about
this concept for a moment, it is important that the
tasks are attractive to young men and women recruits,
whether it is an education, a new approach that involves the task of completing some type of military
training or military education. We know that that is a
part of the Regiment’s funding now in that there is
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overseas training in strict militarism, but these are
some of the issues that we are now currently debating
as we think about how to keep volunteers—keep the
concept of volunteerism fully raising our Regiment as
opposed to forced conscription, and making it attractive by including both interesting and attractive tasks
is an important—not that we have to crack, if I may
put it that way.
Obviously, higher bonuses and a bounty are
additional incentives, and I am deliberate in saying
that not only do I welcome the signal of increasing the
Defence budget this year, but I, as the Shadow
spokesman, say it is my view that there should be a
continuous increasing of the Defence budget having
regard to the critical role—the valued role—that the
Regiment plays in our country. If we are to see it both
sustained and for it to have a life after this year and
succeeding years, particularly as we discuss ending
conscription, funding is really . . . more money is really
where the emphasis is going to have to be. And so,
hence, I indicate that there shall have to be a consideration of increasing bonuses.
We know, Mr. Chairman, that after or post a
recruit camp, interest in staying on in the Regiment is
sustained at 60 per cent. Now that is a wonderful level
of interest—sustained at 60 per cent—for a maximum
period of about six to eight months; and then the realities set in and the interest of the new recruit begins to
wane. These realities include the realities of work. I
believe they also include the reality of whether those
tasks, the things that they are being called on to do in
the Regiment, after that six- to eight-month period,
these Cadre that they engage in . . . if they are not
kept stimulating and interesting this will contribute to
the waning of interest.
I do not mind indicating too that we have had
the opportunity to meet with former colonels of the
Regiment who are minded to be explaining their case
and the concerns about a fully raised volunteer Regiment. And so I have had the benefit of their explaining
this concept of the waning of interest and why it happens, they have lived it themselves. And so this is going to be an important question for all of us going forward, How do we keep the interest sustained in the
Regiment?
Of course the debate, Mr. Chairman, is going
to continue over whether and how conscription randomly forces together a broader cross-section of
Bermuda’s society of young people from different socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds and spawns this
magic formation of friendships of which we hear so
much about and does not otherwise happen in Bermuda. It is a shameful admission of our failure to integrate Bermuda, and maybe we should work on this
more and stop depending on the Regiment to effect
social integration. In most countries honour, duty and
the willingness to serve one’s country is enough.
Random samplings of a cohort of young Bermudian
men and women who respond to the duty to serve—it
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may surprise us—is evocative of an even greater diversity of recruits than the random sampling driven by
conscription. This may be something though that we
have to find out.
I will begin my remarks, Mr. Chairman, on
Head [7], Police, by noting that the young recruits of
the Bermuda Police Service—this is 7 (but in a
moment, when I get to it I will begin my remarks on
the Police Head 6)—by noting that the young
recruits of the Bermuda Police Service . . .
recruitment is active and it is healthy. There is no
reticence there. That the Po-lice Service fills its ranks
by recruitment is, as I say, healthy. It must be
evidence that Bermudians see the Police as a good
career choice. And provided these persons attracted
to the BPS are of the right tem-perament and
skill set makes them suitable Police Officers.
Now the Bermuda Regiment conscription is
actually linked to the continued viability of the Regiment, and, as a community, we have to accept that
the solution is only solved by a greater budget allocation to the Regiment. It should be left to the Lt. Col.
Foster-Brown and the Ministry and Minister to determine what new tasks and departments to fund to
make this Bermuda Regiment more stimulating and
attractive in those task areas. But with the mandate of
securing the civil authority of Bermuda, the opportunity for strategic supporting deployments, are vast.
And what do I mean by that? I believe I began
. . . I know I referred to it when I said that there are a
number of challenges we face in society in Bermuda,
in this society called Bermuda. And we know that
many of the young men and women end up at the
Bermuda Regiment, and some of the challenges they
face are helped by this leadership experience that
they have at the Regiment. So in many ways the
Regiment experience is a solution to some of the social ills that these young men and women bring on
those two weeks—those 14 days—at the Warwick
camp. They find new friends, they find new discipline
models, they find value . . . that they are valued.
There are so many organisations in our country that are all frothing at trying to achieve these things
for us—Teen Services deals with teen pregnancies,
FOCUS deals with drug addiction, and alcohol addiction is dealt with by these organisations that deal with
these things—but the Regiment, in one fell swoop . . .
and if more focused funding took place, it could go a
long way in being the antidote for these issues and
these challenges.
And so as I cogitate the whole question of
ending conscription and looking at full volunteerism,
reallocation of all of the other social funding in our
budgets could be channelled or funnelled to the
Regiment, if this is done with some care, so that we
ensure that the Regiment becomes this . . . this . . .
we do not want it to become all things to all people.
We know that it must be a functioning military soldiers’
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place. But because of what we know it does I believe
that it can have these add-ons and value added.
Mr. Chairman, I do note that Finance/Recruitment (and that is at cost centre 16000)
remains competitive with earlier allocations of some
$276,000 for this fiscal year. I note and I heard the
Minister give me the explanation (I had questions
about it in his brief), but I note that the Junior Leaders
has been included with a $128,000 allocation. And the
Bermuda Cadet Corps, I noted had been substituted,
but that is exactly what took place, Junior Leaders has
been recognised as a good department to support
within the Defence budget.
Mr. Chairman, when it comes to the question
of creating recruits and creating volunteers, if we create disciples in the Junior Leaders they will be good
candidates for moving on a voluntary basis into the
Bermuda Regiment. So I commend the Minister and
Lt. Colonel Michael [Foster-Brown] for funding the
Junior Leaders and recognising in this climate of urging volunteerism to really push Junior Leaders. It is an
obvious fit for sponsoring and improving volunteerism.
I would like to turn to the Performance Measures very briefly. I wish to thank Lt. Col. Foster-Brown
and his active staff for the statistics of performance
measures and at the same time to commend the percentage of drafted persons accounted for during the
annual recruitment moving steadily in the northward
direction. The medically unfit, on the other hand, is
also going in the right direction. The steady increase
of promotions is also most encouraging.
As Shadow, I both urge and expect that a
sound succession agenda is to be closely linked to
Officers promoted and tracked for the role of Colonel.
I did not see or hear a lot in the Minister’s brief on the
succession arrangements for going forward. Lt. Col.
Foster-Brown came to us last year, I think it was, and
it is a two- to three-year tour of duty. What has to
happen, Mr. Chairman, which would have happened
in the days when the National Secretary, Mr. Telemaque, was involved in the Regiment—Lt. Col. Rance,
Lt. Col. Gibbons, Lt. Col. Burch—those days when
Colonels were able to look down their line and see
three to four, and in some cases (in some of the earlier days of our Regiment) see eight potential Majors
who could take over the Regiment, are slipping away
from us. I have had it explained to me that a lot of it
has to do with numbers.
The complement of the Regiment in years
gone by was, at one stage, at 700. Today its complement is at 400. Keeping interest and keeping this concept of staying on and having NCOs—Junior and Senior—maintain a strong interest in the Regiment is what
is going to produce worthy Majors to take over our
Regiment as Colonel, Colonel-in-Chief.
So this is no less an important feature, I believe, for every—both retired Major, the current Major,
the incumbent Major Foster-Brown—in ensuring that
even as we deal with this question of volunteer raising
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of the Regiment, the numbers game I am advised . . .
and I accept the advice of these former Colonels implicitly. It is largely a numbers game. And of course it
is obviously a real factor of ensuring that the training
of non-commissioned officers is taking place at the
right pace so that Majors are being created.
So this is a matter of concern for all of us in
the country, given our love for the Regiment. The love
is expressed on any recruit camp or any Queen’s
Birthday Parade, or any Beating of the Retreat, when
young men and women are watched fondly by their
mothers and fathers and uncles and aunts and brothers and sisters and lovers and aunts (I couldn’t do the
rap). As they are watched, this is one of the most satisfying circles of completion of a task, of admiration,
discipline and duty that goes on in our country. So we
all know that the Regiment, the Bermuda Regiment, is
both dear to us and an organisation worthy of being
sustained and funded.
The percentage of soldiers serving past the
period of mandatory service is at 28 per cent, so it is
low. That is an area that needs improvement and I
think I have just finished speaking to that circumstance.
Making it more competitive with the private
sector in terms of training opportunities, conditions of
work, health benefits, I recall that under the Progressive Labour Party we introduced free college attendance at the Bermuda College. Improvements in this
space will help on the volunteer front as well.
Mr. Chairman, I took the opportunity to speak
with a young 20-year-old today at the gym. As I say, I
started my morning there. And we were talking about
conscription and we were talking about the Regiment
and this young Somersetonian, just a young 20-yearold, Mark, said that what should happen is that you
should consider having education elements and education incentives within the Regiment, just with military
education going on.
I mean it happens in the ROTC, it happens in
America, it happens across many jurisdictions. And
there a Bermudian boy or girl that can say, Here is not
only an opportunity for me to get involved in the rigours of discipline in the Regiment (with some reticence sometimes), but here is an opportunity for me
to get an education. That has got to be an important
trigger of attractiveness. And it begins, too, to address
this question of how do we expand the existing complement of tasks into relevant tasks—additional
tasks—for our country to deal with many of the gaps
in the society’s makeup, particularly as it has to do
with youth development.
Mr. Chairman, the measure on soldiers meeting their annual training requirement and weapons
standard test is noted in the performance measures.
The numbers are encouraging in that the percentages
are improving. It will be wonderful if it begins to rank
with the overseas course pass rate of 100 per cent,
and so full marks to the Bermuda Regiment leader-
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ship for seeing these kinds of results. I suppose that
the overseas element is a greater commitment and it
is a longer period of instruction and so this is possibly,
no doubt, a reason why we are seeing such stellar
pass rates. But the commitment is to be commended.
The fact, though, that we see these scores in
the performance measures on the weapons standard
test and training, the fact that this interest and this
scoring is achieved within this compressed period of
14 days is, indeed, remarkable and to be commended. That these raw untested recruits—young
men and women—who have never undertaken disemblage of weaponry or understood the military training, and yet are excited enough about it to makes
these performance scores, is all part of what I have
been speaking about earlier, about the value of the
Regiment and how much great work it does for our
young people and, therefore, for us as a society as a
whole.
I understand, too, and note the inclusion of
the Junior Leaders in the budget allocation as their
statistics, Mr. Chairman, are also very consistent. And
I am glad to see that they are being encouraged and
rewarded with an allocation increase in this Defence
budget.
Mr. Chairman, as we examine the ways and
means of ending conscription in our country and as
we look at the security review when it is published, as
we look at ways to increase these 500 or so tasks,
existing tasks, and supplementing them with other
relevant tasks, as we look at phasing out conscription
and implementing the security review recommendations, plainly, that is a part of the tasking mandate review—increasing funding. As we look at all of these
things together, Mr. Chairman, they ought to all be the
subject of a special Bermuda Regiment millennium
plan and a task group struck to review these and other
matters to make recommendations for the Millennium
Bermuda Regiment so that we ensure that the Regiment is sustained, sustained and funded.
Mr. Chairman, may I turn to Head 7, Police.
Mr. Chairman, the Police has a force establishment of 563, according to the Estimates Book. Not
one of them is conscripted. And they all step forward.
There may be a lesson here for the Government and
the Opposition as we search for the secret for volunteers to a disciplined force. Although I have been reminded that recruitment by the Bermuda Police Service allows for recruiting from pools of officers or recruits from both the Caribbean and the United Kingdom and so there is a wider pool. In Bermuda, the
Bermuda Regiment is restricted in its recruitment from
Bermuda only, and so that is a reality that we obviously take into account.
Mr. Chairman, the Bermuda Police Service is
doing an excellent job and is discharging its mandate
of keeping Bermuda safe, and is doing so against a
decrease in allocations across almost all of its programmes and cost centres. This year’s budget alloca-
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tion of $67,925,000 has been shaped to fit into a
strategy of intelligence-driven policing.
Mr. Chairman, explaining intelligence-based
policing, by this I mean the DNA databases, the build
out, the improved surveillance, firearms legislation,
holding of suspects in order to allow for the forensic
analyses to be carried out—all focus operationally by
the Commissioner of Police, Mr. Michael DeSilva, and
his senior team, to carry out the mandate of keeping
Bermuda safe.
Mr. Chairman, much of the success of lowering crime can be traced to PLP policies of intelligenceled policing begun as far back as 2001. It was a formula that, by the time we saw the spike in gun crimes
in Bermuda, has now resulted in the Minister of National Security being able to declare today in his
Budget Statement that we have seen a reduction in
violent crime and gun crime. And so this intelligencebased driven policing has been and is serving us well.
Mr. Chairman, a key and set piece to intelligence driven policing is the proper and reliable deployment of CCTV platforms. The Minister has committed funds in prior budgets to this platform, but reports reaching me and reported in the media last
week are concerning that the switch from the original
contract provider, G.E.T., to the current contract applicant has hit several operational snags that could
compromise the deployment of the CCTV contract. In
2013/14, the budget allocation of $3,541,000 was allocated as the estimate for the information management services of the CCTV deployment. This year the
estimate is $4,349,000.
And Mr. Chairman, since the Minister wishes
to support the operational strategy of intelligencebased policing it strikes us in the Progressive Labour
Party that the Island-wide CCTV monitoring platform
is a critical set piece in their matrix of Intel gathering
and this contract ought to be carefully managed and
not mismanaged, especially given the risk factors to
having a poor roll-out on this front. I take note of the
fact that the Minister has declared in his Statement to
the House today that this is a matter that is, in his
opinion, going according to plan.
But I think we need assurances from the Minister that this very, very, very expensive contract is
going to have Island-wide coverage, that this expensive contract is not allowed to cause the Police to
have to backpedal in any way if it does not get rolled
out properly. Getting it rolled out properly is an important risk factor to be avoided so that confidence in the
programme and confidence, therefore, in the Police is
assured. So I look forward to the Minister keeping the
House updated on this CCTV deployment and the
whole question of the fitness of purpose of the contract providers.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 0703, Community
Policing, makes for a vital linkage to intelligencedriven policing. And boots on the ground in the form of
community Officers, whether they are engaged in the
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watch or whether they are engaged in just making
links and friends within the community, is an important
part of intelligence gathering. So Police boots on the
ground throughout the community are a prime source
of intelligence gathering. Police presence in our communities ensures increased confidence in the Police.
Increased confidence in the Police results in consent
to being policed by the citizens of Bermuda who will
be more willing to share information.
Mr. Chairman, intelligence elements are distributed throughout the Police budget—at Corporate
Services (cost centre 17025) at $3,451,000; cost centre, 0708, Drugs & Intelligence Division, a total allocation across those seven cost centres of $4,186,000.
Mr. Chairman, the Child Victim Unit has no allocation, and did not last year.
Mr. Chairman, we have found through the ongoing work of (which the Shadow Minister of Community & Cultural Affairs, the Honourable Michael Weeks,
shares this Committee with me) the task group on gun
death reduction that an illicit drug enterprise, Mr.
Chairman, must recruit new users of their product.
This model is replicated in and is no less true in the
cigarette industry, if you just think about it, who target
new young users so that now ad campaigns—
cigarette ad campaigns—have now moved into developing countries, given [that] their usership in America
and Europe have increasingly been ageing users that
are actually shrinking in numbers. But every organisation requires new recruits in order to prosper and this
is no less so in this invidious drug business.
That said, we note that it might be timely for
us to have in substitution, perhaps for the Youth Victim Unit, a Youth Protection Unit where there is a targeted focus of police funding for preventing recruitment into drugs, drug movement, movement of guns.
This is what we hear in our community is being done
by persons between the ages from 13 up, monitoring
this as closely as we possibly can. This will go an extraordinarily long way in the fight against crime and
the movement of drugs and guns in our community.
I know that the Minister has in his Budget
Statement spoken to this in terms of the programme
of Police officers in the schools. And I do not doubt
that the mandate that they discharge on that occasion
is related to this topic I am now addressing, what I am
speaking to (to be truthful) is a more focused and targeted experience that looks to stopping this very necessary reality of recruiting young people. I think . . . I
hope . . . I am sure the message is now plain to all of
those who are listening.
This kind of policy, of course, will work in tandem with what was a Progressive Labour Party instituted legislation, actually, not only policy, of describing
increased penalty zones, Mr. Chairman, which are
simply a model that attracts heavier penalties for persons found trafficking drugs in increased penalty
zones and it is a useful tool in the fight against crime.
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Any youth protection operational policing
would go a long way to crack down on the criminal
success rate of making new customers out of and using the vulnerable to ply their trade. We know that the
increased penalty zones under the Misuse of Drugs
Act, Mr. Chairman (section 27 of the Misuse of Drugs
Act for the edification of the House) includes “any
premises of a school or day care centre, any registered children’s home or residential home under the
Children Act a playground, the Bermuda College” . . .
a public park or a public garden or a public beach,
camp sites, a swimming pool intended for use by the
public . . . video game facilities, the youth centre, the
bus terminal at Washington Street, drug treatment or
rehabilitation facilities, the hospital and, of course, the
prison or the corrections.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 0708-17140, Special Investigation Department of the Bermuda Police
Service, has an actual (2012/13) allocation of
$1,599,000 and an original (2013/14) and revised allocation of $2,294,000. And the estimate for 2014/15
is $1,592,000. I listened for details to be shed in the
Honourable Minister’s Budget Statement today on
what this cost centre spends its funds on in connection with Special Investigations. I think there will be
time, and I would ask the Minister to provide the details to the House of what is the detail of this allocation
and what the money is spent on.
Cost centre 0710, Bermuda Reserves, Mr.
Chairman, I take this opportunity to congratulate recently appointed Commandant, Mr. Cannoth Roberts,
and Deputy Commandant, Mr. Ron-Michel Davis, respectfully, for their appointment recently to these two
roles.
Mr. Chairman, I noted this before in the last
Budget Debate, a vibrant and active reserve force
also serves the ends of intelligence gathering for the
Police. And so I am happy to commend the Minister
and the Commissioner of Police for maintaining a vibrant Bermuda Police Reserve. They are just more
boots on the ground and even when they are off duty
and living next door to you and us, they are a source
of intelligence that has untold value in our community,
in keeping us safe.
Head 12, Customs. Mr. Chairman, the restructuring of National Security to assume the core functions of Customs (less its revenue collection element)
speak to an exciting better coordination of National
Security in Bermuda.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael J. Scott: I have now moved to Head
12, sorry, yes, forgive me. And for purposes of . . .
that would be on page—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Yes, thank you.
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So better coordination of the National Security
in our country, certainly that is so from the angle of
Border Control and intelligence driven law and order
policing. The Progressive Labour Party Minister for
National Security, the Honourable Wayne Perinchief,
recognised and advocated this structure as Minister
and recognised its value as a former policeman and
Assistant Commissioner when MOUs between Customs and Police were used to better coordinate their
operational Police work to control crime—crimes of
both drugs and weapons smuggling as well as other
illegal commodities—and to prevent money laundering.
As the present Minister of National Security
sets about on this course of this integration, they will
find a ready-made and easy-to-follow blueprint within
Customs and Police to follow, left by the Progressive
Labour Party.
Seizures of illicit items during 2012/13 and
2013/14 are represented at page B-300 under the
Output Measures. And Mr. Chairman, I draw the
House’s attention to these particular output measures.
I am not sure how this breaks down, 53 are indicated
in that column, and I am not quite sure how it breaks
down in terms of guns and money and I would ask the
Minister (this is another question for the Minister) at
that cost centre under seizures of illicit items, just how
that breaks down, if he has that information or could
undertake to provide it to us.
Scans of containers, Mr. Chairman, the Finance Minister in his Annual Budget Statement on 14
February this year produced a graphic illustration of
the number of containers crossing Bermuda’s frontier
over a 12-year period. That will be found on page 5 of
the Minister’s Statement. [The years] 2012 and 2013
saw 16,742 containers and 16,842 containers, respectively, come into our Island. Mr. Chairman, scans of a
meagre 16 per cent of the containers is not good
enough. No wonder we have challenges with the interdiction and stopping the flow of guns and—not butter—but drugs. And so we must do better on this front.
I note the projections offered by the Minister
of National Security to increase it over 44 per cent and
I have to ask the question, How can this projection
stand the light of scrutiny? because that is a major
leap if we have only been performing at 16 per cent. I
wish the Minister well and Customs well, but I found
the projection for this year to be extraordinarily ambitious, so 44 per cent and only 16 per cent performance, there has to be some improvement and we will
monitor these commitments, the statements of projected scans, and expect that the Minister, of course,
will keep this House informed as to whether those projections have been met.
Head 45, Fire Services. Mr. Chairman, with an
annual allocation of (I have gone now to Fire Services,
Mr. Chairman) for the 2014/15 of some $13,798,000,
the Bermuda Fire Services has been holding a steady
year-over-year allocation of around $13 million to
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carry out its important mandate of providing adequate
fire protection and emergency and medical services
Island-wide. The Fire Chiefs—both past and current—
are to be commended.
Mr. Chairman, the National Drug Control,
Head 88, is going to be covered by the Honourable
Shadow Attorney General, my colleague, Ms. Wilson.
But under the Post Office, which is Head 13, I
was grateful for the Minister taking time to examine
this department with the care and skill which he applied to the task. There is not a great deal that we can
add to this. I think I have to pick it up where the Minister left it. The Bermuda Post Office has been showing
shrinking revenues and the balance between revenues and costs have been out of balance for many
years throughout the last administration. But this is a
phenomenon that is taking place across the world. I
would say the pods, these sub-Post Offices, are useful features through which logistics can be forced or
driven. Logistics of some savvy entrepreneur directing
both logistics of an entrepreneurial nature through the
Post Office generally and then these sub-Post Offices
related to the post and unrelated to the post, so that
there is revenue generated through this network of
Post Offices throughout the country.
Other countries do this. I am made to understand that in Germany the largest banking footprint in
Germany is the Postbank, not the High Street bank,
and it is because the history of Post Offices have created a readymade network of subs throughout the
territory. They are being used by enterprising persons,
possibly by . . . this is a publicly driven feature of the
German Government to drive business through this
network. And so this is something for us to consider.
I remember looking at it as Government Estates Minister as we looked at just what to do with
these valuable pieces of real estate and what to do
with them. Should we sell them? Should we drive
business through them? But these are the realities of
Post Offices globally, and I hope that in Bermuda we
can smartly step up to the challenges that we face
because of the rise of the Internet and the new ways
of communication to make these figures and numbers
more attractive.
I noted, Mr. Chairman, and it is a question
again for the Minister that under the . . . and I wonder
if I might come back to Customs.
I am now looking through the brief and looking
at some notes that I made on the Minister’s assessment of organised criminal activity and the use of,
again, sources of intelligence under the SeaClear
Module to track the historical movement of vessels to
improve risk analysis. I believe that that approach is
flawed, because where vessels with containers are
going is not so much where the focus should be. It is
where people who get to these vessels with containers are going that we need to be tracking.
I mean a vessel is in port “X” or port “Y,” it is
not as if it were moving you know, chemical weapons
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and everybody is watching it go from port to port to
port. The problem with the movement of drugs, contraband and guns across the world is that criminals
introduce into these containers this contraband. So it
is not the ship we need to be following, it is not the
vessel that we need to be following, it is the people
introducing contraband into the vessels. So I did not
take too much encouragement from us getting at all
excited about this kind of adoption, but that more focus should be on monitoring—
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Just a point of clarification,
if the Honourable Member will agree.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Yes, absolutely.
The Chairman: Yes, Honourable Minister.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I just wanted to clear up
the SeaClear Module is in relation to private vessels,
not container vessels. To private vessels. I just want
to make sure you—
Hon. Michael J. Scott: That is a helpful intervention
and I appreciate that.
I think it does not completely take away from
my point. Of course, private vessels, yes, have a lot
more flexibility in their movement as to where they are
going and how they pick up contraband or consignments.
So, Mr. Chairman, I have covered [Heads] 83,
7, 6, 12, 13 and 45. I am going to now defer to my
colleague who will cover National Drug Control.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there anyone else who wishes to speak to
these Heads?
The Chair will first recognise the Honourable
Shadow Attorney General, Kim Wilson.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just a few questions. Admittedly, this was a
very detailed brief with respect to Head 88, and I
thank the Minister for providing it in advance so that I
could read with him. And a number of the questions
that I did have, actually, were answered within the
brief. However, [there is] just one particular area that I
would like to speak about and that is with respect to
the Bermuda Drug Information Network.
We recognise, Mr. Chairman, that every day
we see the destruction of drug use and drug abuse
and alcoholism and what it causes in our lives—
whether it is legal or illegal elements—and the effect
that it has on crime, on health care costs increasing,
armed violence, gang violence, money laundering,
and in particular as it relates to the effect that it has on
our family unit. And I think we can all agree that all of
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these pose very critical challenges to our democracy,
to our economic stability and our way of life here in
Bermuda. And if we do not clearly understand this
drug phenomena, and we do not understand the reasons and the causes and the nuances surrounding it,
then we cannot affect proper policy.
So I commend the Minister for the continuation of the Bermuda Drug Information Network, which
is a group of all of the key stakeholders who provide
information based on their own shared experiences,
factors, et cetera, concerning the drug phenomenon in
Bermuda.
You may recall, Mr. Chairman, that recently
the Honourable Minister tabled the Bermuda Drug
Information Network’s most recent report, which is
extremely comprehensive. And my question to the
Minister insofar as the dissemination of this particular
report, because it has so many key pieces of information in it and recognising that we are actually today
th
celebrating the 25 year of the worldwide web, I wondered whether or not the Minister—and the answer
may very well be yes, I do not know—but whether the
Minister has considered perhaps taking some of the
key findings and maybe disseminating them . . . like
perhaps via the schools.
Most schools have newsletters so that perhaps that information can get out to the parents. We
know that not everybody has access to a computer
and no doubt this [report] may very well be on the
website of the Ministry of National . . . Public Security
or the Department itself. But maybe take some of the
key findings and the factors, particularly as it relates to
our children, and maybe invite the schools and encourage the schools in cooperation with the Minister
of Education and Economic Development—both public and private schools—to disseminate this information to the parents either via newsletter or whatever,
just so that we can get a broader distribution so to
speak, of these key findings. That is just one particular
suggestion that the Minister may want to consider.
The other question that I have is with respect
to the programme that was in the schools, the National School Drug Policy. I recognise that according
to the brief the Minister indicated that that will be a
continuation. And I just wondered if he could confirm
whether that was all schools—both public and private
schools—that would be the beneficiaries of this school
drug policy.
Mr. Chairman, my final question relates to the
. . . I guess it ties back into the mandate with respect
to the National Drug Control as it relates to . . . in addition to alcohol, but drug misuse. And I wondered
whether or not the Minister could elaborate, perhaps,
on . . . there was a meeting . . . or actually ask if he
could answer this question. There was a meeting, I
understand, recently concerning various personnel
from the United States that were here in Bermuda
speaking about the, I guess, the adverse effects of
marijuana use and so forth, and I wondered whether
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or not those meetings would continue for the public’s
edification as opposed to just members of the medical
fraternity.
I believe that is it just (one moment please,
with your indulgence, let me turn the pages) . . . Oh,
and my final question . . . and I am not quite sure, I
think it is relevant, but I will take your guidance. When
the amendments were made to the legislation last
year and there was a requirement for sporting organisations and/or churches to make application to the
Ministry to offer drug treatment programmes, per se,
and you will recall there was a heated debate about
that, I wonder whether the Minister could advise
whether or not any applications have been made and
are they filtered through the Ministry of National—
sorry . . . no, no, no, the Ministry of Public Safety, or
do they actually go to the Department of National
Drug Control? How does that process work and who
gets those applications?
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, Jeff Sousa.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman.
I rise this afternoon to add some comments to
the Bermuda Police Service debate, Head 7. All of my
comments refer to pages B-293 to B-297 in the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure Book.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to start off my reading the objectives of the Bermuda Police Service as
outlined in the Minister’s budget brief, page 1.
The mission statement of the Bermuda Police
Service is “Making Bermuda Safer” by engaging in
three priority areas of operations:
• Tackling Gangs & Antisocial Behaviour;
• Engaging with the Community;
• Improving Road Safety.
Mr. Chairman, touching on the first priority
area, which comes under 0708, on page B-296, I feel
Bermuda Police Service has done a sterling job in
reducing serious crime in Bermuda. And as we know,
the majority of this crime has been around gang activity. I, like many, hope that this chapter in our history is
one that is behind us. But I must emphasise that Bermuda Police Service cannot do this alone and it is up
to each and every one of us in this community to assist. We must get involved. We all must let our children know at a very young age (and I would suggest
getting into preschools) that there are choices in life.
There is no doubt at all, Mr. Chairman, that by
maximising the benefits of technology through the enhanced Island-wide CCTV coverage it will make a big
difference. Bermuda is a very small Island and this is
not about big brother looking on you, this is about
making Bermuda a safer place for all of our residents—for all of our guests to this Island.
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Regarding engaging the Community 0703, on
page B-296, this is a key one. People feel safe when
they see the Police patrolling their neighbourhoods. I
must commend the Bermuda Police Service for their
support of Neighbourhood Watch. I particularly was
involved with the Police with the Neighbourhood
Watch in my own constituency and must say the service that they gave to that community was first class.
Even in one case we had a situation where
there were numerous break-ins in a particular
neighbourhood. And one of the officers walked around
with me, and also the Minister of National Security,
knocking on doors to let the citizens know that they
were on top of this, you know, really concerned. And
as I mentioned earlier, the Police have done an awesome job to reduce serious crimes in Bermuda, but
we all know that there is a great concern with lots of
breaking and entering taking place in our country.
There is no worse feeling in the world than coming
home and finding out that your home has been ransacked and, as an example, your grandmother’s ring
stolen.
So the Neighbourhood Watch schemes are
very important because we certainly do not want to go
down the path that many other countries in the world
have gone down where the residents feel compelled
to put bars on their windows and doors. Bermudians
are some of the most travelled people in the world and
they have been to many of these countries. And I
want to assure everyone that in those various countries they did not have bars on windows overnight—
that took decades to take place. So realistically with
that the choice is ours, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to close out briefly
by talking about road safety and this is covered on
page B-92 through B-97 [sic]. As an example, just
yesterday a senior citizen that works with me in my
company came to me and in a very sincere way said,
Jeff, you need to do something about the driving habits of our people. He was driving along Warwick Pond
and was struck to the ground on his bike, you know,
by a truck driver with no care in the world. He ended
up getting stitches and so on. And, you know, the
driver never even stopped.
Me, I am on the road probably more than
most and I have witnessed this. We must encourage
our people to slow down, because you never know if a
chicken is going to run out in the road or if a child is
going to be running into the road, you know, after a
ball. We have the speed limit that we have here in
Bermuda for a reason. Many of our roads have not
changed much since the days of the horse and buggy,
so we need to slow down as a people. It is so important.
And in closing, Mr. Chairman, with all of these
matters discussed, each and every one of us can
make a difference. I would like to salute the Bermuda
Police Service for assisting in keeping Bermuda safe
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and for many of the officers of every rank, this is a
calling.
Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, Wayne Furbert.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, let me start off by saying that
this is a Budget Debate, at least at the last time I
thought it was. It is not a Throne Speech debate. So
all this philosophising about what is . . . we should be
dealing with what the numbers are. And so I want to
deal with numbers. And if they want to philosophy on
the numbers, then so be it, but this is . . . and I think
we need to sometime in the future take a close look at
this so Members on both sides can really have a serious debate on the budget instead of talking about
Throne Speech stuff, which is coming up in November.
Mr. Chairman, the Honourable Minister (and
[maybe] I missed something) in another meeting said
that the Police Service increased by 20 staff. And I am
trying to find out that number because based on B295, the number of . . . the original number was 558
and the estimate for this year is 563 and the total
number increases by five. So I want the Minister, if he
said it, to say it again. How did they get the 20? Because he said that the Police Service had increased
by 20. Now unless there is something magical in there
which I have not seen, I have not seen those numbers
at all. And I have searched high and low, as the
songwriter says.
The other thing is this—Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman: Yes?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I think if we can as a country
. . . there are some things called cost centres in accounting. And I would like to know what it really costs
us on the war on drugs. What is the cost for the traffic
. . . the Police on the road as far as catching speeders? What are those particular costs to the country?
Because if we are going to adjust some things in the
future, should we not know? I do not want to know
one salary, the cost, the Police Service is 60, sorry,
$49 million for salaries, probably $50-some million
between the cost of salaries and wages. But what
does . . . what is this war on drugs? What is it costing
the country?
I am not saying that we should stop the war
on drugs; I am being very clear in case someone
wants to print that in the Royal Gazette tomorrow. All I
want to know is what it is costing us. Is it costing us
$48 million? Is it costing us $30 million when it comes
to catching these young men with 7 grams, maybe we
can deal with that and cut some . . . maybe we can cut
$20 million out somewhere, I do not know. I just want
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to know what is this cost that the Police Service, you
know, where do they spend their time? Where is the
interception? Where are they spending there . . . not
to reveal any intelligence information, but what is the
cost for drugs? What is the cost for traffic control?
What is the cost for catching people . . . I do not know,
giving a warrant . . . what is the cost to the country?
Those are the questions. I am going to be
very brief because those are numbers I want the Minister . . . I believe we end at four o’clock, so I am hoping the Minister will be able to get to those questions.
Let me see if there is one other thing I need to
ask the Minister. I think my colleague asked about
Professional Services. Those are the ones I need
some clarification on.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member, you
have been remarkably brief.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, Michael Weeks.
You have the floor.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, am going to be brief just to give the
Minister some time to answer some of the questions
that have been posed to him.
First of all, I would like to say that I do commend the Ministry of National Security because they
have some trying times with budget and budget cuts.
But I have a few questions for the Minister.
Minister, one thing I am going to ask is (and if
I have missed it then he could answer during his
thing) has there been a . . . has the possibility of a full
time Regiment been looked at? And what will it cost
us? I know very soon, if not this year, next year, the
Regiment, as it is, I think, will be celebrating I think 50
years. And I think it is high time that we bring the
st
Regiment into the 21 century. Right? (i.e., have a
look at conscription, volunteerism and/or a full-time
Regiment).
But that leads me to another question because I am looking at page B-289 cost centre [0602],
line item 16050, and I see and I am concerned that
there are no funds allocated to maintaining the Regiment Leadership. So I have to ask, is that because we
are moving away from Bermuda leadership and having consecutive or consistent COs from overseas? If
that is the case, I think we are going down the wrong
road because I think the Regiment has come a long
way, regardless of which way we go. I remember a
time when it was all Bermudian and if we do not have
any monies set aside for professional leadership training, then moving forward, we are in trouble.
Another question I have, Mr. Chairman. I also
want to commend the Police Service for what they
have been doing over the last few years starting with
the former Government. But what I did notice on page
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B-293, at cost centre 0703, Community Policing . . .
now even though we have heard recently that there
has been a decrease in crime, I commend the Police
Service for that. But what has happened with that decrease? It has been the Police Service and it has
been the element of Community Policing. Right? And I
see in cost centre 0703, the Western community division (just bear with me while I find that) the Western
Area Command has suffered a serious decrease—
$134,000.
My concern is that [just] because we find that
there is a decrease in crime, let us not take our foot
off the gas. I firmly believe that the Community Policing of the Eastern, the Central and the Western
branch have gone a long way in helping us take a bite
out of crime, so to speak. So, again, I would like the
Minister to address that question.
Also on B-293, in cost centre 0708, line item
17050, I see that the Child Victim Unit has no monies
allocated. We have all seen the case in the paper—
the recent case—about a child being abused. Again, I
think there are certain things that we cannot do without, Mr. Chairman. And for us not to have monies allocated for the Child Victim Unit, I feel could be a travesty that could come back and bite us.
So those are my few comments and those are
my questions for the Minister that he could try to address when he addresses other questions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there anyone else who wishes to speak to
these Heads? No?
Honourable Minister.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I thank honourable colleagues
for their comments and their questions in regards to
the Ministry of National Security.
I will try to answer as many questions as I
can. And, certainly, if anybody wants to jog my memory, I am sure we will have some more time at the end
to do that.
The Honourable Shadow Minister Scott mentioned the continued increase of the Regiment budget
going forward, and I think that is an important place to
start in regard to the Regiment comments because,
certainly, the Regiment budget has been decreased
over the past number of years and this is the first year
that it has been increased for some years.
And while we wrestle with the challenge of
what the best mechanism is to, not only fund the
Regiment going forward, but also to staff the Regiment going forward, we need to face up—straight
up—that it is easy to say we need to increase the
budget. But based on the financial dilemma that the
Minister of Finance finds himself in, and the cash limits that the Minister of Finance imposes on the Ministries, we have to be somewhat reserved in how we
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call for increases because every time you are going to
have an increase it has got to be met somewhere else
with some other type of reduction.
I do not want to comment any more about
conscription or the responsibility of the Regiment going forward other than what I said in my budget brief
because, clearly, as soon as we get an opportunity—
at the next session of this Honourable Chamber—I
want to be able to report to this Honourable Chamber
and table the National Security and Defence Review,
Mr. Chairman, to have a debate and to get input from
all colleagues going forward, because I think it would
be healthy and worthwhile to get the input from colleagues in this Honourable Chamber. I, as Minister,
and my colleagues in the Ministry and certainly
around the Cabinet table feel that is very important to
buy into this. Because there is one issue that, I believe, it is very important—well, there are a number of
issues I think are very important not to make political,
and it is the issue of conscription.
And the Opposition signalled their intent to
abolish conscription and the Government has made
its intention very clear going forward. But that is
against a backdrop of making sure that the Bermuda
Regiment can continue to be a strong body in our
Bermudian society and that is very important as we go
forward.
I too, Honourable Member Scott, did meet
with two of the representatives of the Colonels and
they were straight-up with me, and I appreciate that.
You know, I think when you can get into healthy discussions like that it is very important in the avenue to
go down to get the proper decisions being made.
I will try to deal with the comments as honourable colleagues have said going forward because that
is how I took my notes. In regards to CCTV, and I believe the Honourable Member Scott used the word
“snags,” Mr. Chairman, certainly I would say at this
point and time, because of the significance of the project and the investment, I think it is natural to expect
that there will be some bumps along the road. But in
the Ministry we have confidence in the Police and the
vendors to get this project running right. We certainly
will commit to let this Honourable Chamber and the
public know progress as we go forward.
Let me focus just a moment, Mr. Chairman,
on, since this is a Budget Debate, let me focus a little
bit on budget numbers. Because I think anytime we
start talking about services such as the Police, such
as the Regiment and Corrections where you spend a
lot of money for very worthwhile causes and needs,
you always have to justify how you spend that money,
and you always need to make sure that your budgets
come to the table to be approved so you can get the
job done.
I think honourable colleagues on that side
have been supportive of this budget and I just—one of
the comments the Honourable Shadow Minister made
in regards to crime, and I am going to go very softly
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on this subject because I do not want to make it political, I just want to make a point here. The Honourable
Member said the success in crime by the PLP led
back to increased intelligence from 2001. Well, Mr.
Chairman, I do not think that is necessarily correct, in
my opinion. And why do I say that, Mr. Chairman? I
say that simply . . . if you take a look at budgets (and
as I have been involved in the political process I save
all budgets because, as the Honourable Member Mr.
Furbert alluded to, it is important to drill down in the
numbers to make sure that you get it right and you
can learn from your mistakes in the past) . . . but if you
look at the budgets for the Bermuda Police Service
(and I only went back to 2007, 2008 for this exercise
because I think that is far enough back—five or six
years) you will see that for every budget that was proposed it ended up at the end of the day, at the end of
March for that year, there had to be about $10 million
more put into that budget to keep the Police running.
So, Mr. Chairman, what does that mean? That
means that during the year the Police have to come
back to the Minister responsible and negotiate to get
the money to deal with the priorities of the day. And if
you are doing that, there are two challenges that I
have with that. One is supplementary estimates have
to be passed and the politician is going to get some
flack over that. The second thing is, it handcuffs the
Police to a certain extent because if they are always
fighting to do police work based on the backdrop that
they might not have money to do that type of thing, I
think it handcuffs them in what they have to do.
But I am pleased to see, Mr. Chairman, that
certainly the current financial year which ends in a
couple of weeks and last year are going to be the two
years in a row where the Police budget has pretty
much been spot on. The current financial year (which
ends in a couple of weeks) is going to probably be a
savings in the area of $1.2 million. So I think you can
take confidence, Mr. Chairman, as you go forward
with this budget for the Bermuda Police Service, you
can take some confidence that the Police have bought
into the budget and can cover their policing priorities
as they deem necessary going forward. And that is an
important part.
And if you do that (getting back to what the
Honourable Member said about dealing with crime),
then I think you can deal with the challenges that you
face, whether they are challenges that you know
about or challenges that will come up as you go forward. And I hope that explanation helps a little bit.
The Honourable Member Scott talked about
our young people being recruited into gangs and the
type of approach that he suggested. Well, I was interested in the comments and I think the Honourable
Member was alluding to a very similar approach that
we have, but if you look at some of the programmes
that we have implemented recently and some of them
that were started under the PLP Government, we
have a very strong basket of programmes that I think
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are showing some success. You have got the GREAT
programme, you have got Al’s Pals, you have got
Teen Peace, you have the Inter-Agency Gang Task
Force that now has the community arm that gets out
there, you have the Family Centre programmes in the
North Hamilton zone and, of course, you have got—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I heard the interpolation
from the Honourable Member Blakeney, It started under the PLP. I said that about 20 seconds [ago] before
you muttered it as well.
And Mr. Chairman, Teen Street Safe, which
was not started under PLP—they tried to implement it
but for some reason it hit some stumbling blocks—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Well, that is all right. I
have the files in the Ministry. I have access to the files
so that is no problem. I can clear that up.
Now Mr. Chairman, I think from where Honourable Member Scott was going I think we do have a
good basket of programmes that can get our young
people on the right track and I think that is important.
And what we will continue to do within the Ministry is
take a look at not only the effectiveness of these programmes, but take a look at if there are any additional
programmes we need to introduce to facilitate a
higher degree of success.
Honourable Member talked about cost centre
0708 in the Police budget and wanted a breakdown. I
think my brief covered that somewhat effectively. But
what I will say is that covers at least 10 staff in that
area and also within that cost centre there is a rental
allowance of just under $300,000.
Honourable Member Scott talked about scanning at the Hamilton docks. I think the Honourable
Member might just have been a little bit confused by
my comments during my brief, but the Honourable
Member might want to take a look at the brief and
take a look at some of the numbers I put in there. In
2012/13, the Honourable Member mentioned 16 per
cent of the containers were scanned. That was in the
early implementation of the scanning equipment, Mr.
Chairman, as you are well aware, and that was before
this Government.
Obviously, with new technology you have got
to make sure you get it right. You have got to make
sure you are doing things the right way. In 2013/14,
scanning is increased to 60 per cent—those are actual numbers. So the concern that the Honourable
Member had was, Could we have 65 per cent as the
target for the coming financial year as being accurate?
Yes. We honestly believe we can get to 65 per cent
going forward. I have had the opportunity and the
pleasure to be on the docks twice to take a look at this
scanning machine in operation, and the team that
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works it, I think, are very efficient at what they do and
the process seems to be working quite well. And I
think that 65 per cent is a very reliable number to take
a look at.
Honourable Member, I did give a point of clarification in regards to the Sea Clear module. That does
relate to private vessels. But the other thing that I
think important about the SeaClear Module, Honourable Member, is it allows private vessels when they
come to Bermuda (and obviously, Mr. Chairman, you
know from the months of April to November we have a
significant amount of traffic back and forth coming
here) . . . this module will now allow the private vessels to pre-clear before they even come to Bermuda
to make it an easier process once they get here. So
not only will it help them, it will help Customs understand what is taking place at that time.
The Honourable Member Shadow Attorney
General, Kim Wilson, made some comments in regards to BerDIN. We are trying to circulate the report
as widely as we can, and I take your comments on
board and they do hit the spot because BerDIN has
proved to be a very successful tool and one that we
need to continue to build on.
And there are two important parts that we
need to get out of it in general: The first thing is the
information to be used as education, and we are trying
to disseminate that as widely as we can into the
schools, online, and all that type of stuff. And they
break little bits and pieces out of it depending on what
the message might be. So if they are talking about
teen abuse of alcohol, then they will break out the information there and use those types of facts. And they
have also done some other . . . not point of sale material, but kind of like promotional material to advertise
those points which they can circulate in schools, in
focus groups, and throughout the community. PRIDE
uses them, CADA uses them and all the other partners in that group will use them. I had the pleasure of
attending a BerDIN meeting at the end of last year
where all the participants in the sector had the opportunity to participate, and so the information does get
out very broadly and I think it will continue to find more
channels to use it.
The other important part about the BerDIN is it
allows us to collect information which is vital in policy
development. And that is a key point that we will continue to use going forward.
The National School Drug Policy is used in
public and private schools, obviously, we need to
reach out because—I stand to be corrected—but I do
not believe all the private schools are on it at the present time. But we are trying to reach out and get more
and more on it.
You referenced Dr. [Andrea] Barthwell that
was here just a couple of weeks ago, a very wellknown expert in the area, a physician by trade herself
and has done a lot of research on the medical uses of
cannabis. Dr. Barthwell met with the Ministry, met with
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the Department of National Drug Control, met with the
doctors, pharmacists, was on at least one talk show—
the Sherri J Show—met with the Cannabis Reform
Committee, met with the Department of Health, and
also met and did an interview with the Royal Gazette.
So she got around the community quite a lot for the
three days that she was on the Island.
In connection, the Honourable Member, Mr.
Chairman, talking through you . . . your question in
regard to the Department of National Drug Control
and applications. There have been no applications
received at this time and I am not concerned by that
because you will recall that during the debate that we
had on the legislation, it was our opinion based on
evidence from the Department of National Drug Control that church groups and people like that would not
need to apply. The Department is reaching out to
those who need to apply and dealing with those in the
appropriate way.
Honourable Member Furbert mentioned an
additional 20 in the Bermuda Police Service. Honourable Member, in my brief, I clearly covered it that the
budgeted amount for the Bermuda Police Service is
currently 450 people. So that means that 450 police
officers can be paid for by the budget. But I also said
in my brief at the time there was only 430 officers that
are trained up at this time and the extra 20 comes
from the recruit course, which is going to be run in
April, and then we will run another recruit course in
October.
Now as honourable colleagues will know, Mr.
Chairman, that with an operation as large as the Bermuda Police Service where you have 450 men and
women on the streets, you are going to have natural
attrition through a year that can range from as small
as 10 to maybe as high as 30 or 40 depending on actual circumstances. So that is why we ran a recruit
course last year. We are going to run one again this
year and potentially one later in October. And the
funding will be there to keep it at 450—
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: There are 450 paid police
officers right now, but it is budgeted for, I believe, 500
. . . it is budgeted for I think 500, Minister. Can you tell
us why it was budgeted for . . . I understand the difference between paid and budgeted. I mean, but you are
only increasing the budget amount by five, is that correct?
The Chairman: Okay.
Honourable Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The Honourable Member . . . perhaps he was
not in the room when I gave my brief and was busy
with—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I was here.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: —something else, but Mr.
Chairman, I clearly explained during my brief—450
Officers, 94 Support Staff and 13 cadets makes 537—
that is the total of the Bermuda Police Service.
The Honourable Member mentioned the war
on drugs. The war on drugs is an American statement
that—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
Can the . . . can the Honourable Member—
The Chairman: Can you at least let me recognise you
first?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry, yes.
The Chairman: The Chair would like to recognise—
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Member
says—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order.
The Chairman: —the Honourable Member.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: —going through the year.
The Chairman: Honourable Member Mr. Furbert,
what is your point of order?

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —537, correct? Did he say
that?
The Chairman: Mm-hmm.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry, B-2—the Honourable
Member talks about . . . and I just want to clarify—
The Chairman: So it is a clarification, not a point of
order.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Then reconcile that 537 with
the 558 as on page B-295.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Minister?

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, sorry.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, Mr. Chairman. As
honourable colleagues are well aware the use of resources and the staffing of the Police are solely at the
discretion of the Commissioner of Police. I am just
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telling . . . I told you the exact numbers as of today in
the 537. The Budget Book is not going to be accurate
every day because when that budget was printed a
couple of weeks ago . . . the numbers can change
from there. I told you. I told Honourable Members—

The Chairman: —but you asked for a point of order.
The question has been answered.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Chairman. Point of order.

The Chairman: Have a seat, Honourable Member.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, point of clarification
then.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But, Mr. Chairman—
The Chairman: Yes, Honourable Member?
The Chairman: Have a seat, Honourable Member.
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: We are debating and passing this . . . this . . . this today—
The Chairman: Honourable Member, what is your
point of order?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —and you are talking about
537 compared to 558. You cannot say this was accurate two weeks ago but not accurate today—
The Chairman: Thank—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —because did you get rid of
the other staff? I mean, there has to be some reason
why there is a difference.
The Chairman: Okay. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Minister?
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Chairman, Honourable
Member, I will not pay attention to some of those
comments. I gave the explanation, whether he likes it
or not those are the facts. The discretion for the
Commissioner to hire and use resources is solely his.
This Government meets with the Commissioner and
discusses funding needed to meet the policing demands and we have those conversations. If the Honourable Member would like some further elucidation, I
am sure the Commissioner of Police and his colleagues would be happy to explain it to him.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I had mentioned last week
about unfilled positions and the actual amount. And is
the Minister telling us that the 537—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman . . . Mr.
Chairman, we are in a Budget Debate and I just want
some clarification from the Minister.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I have a right to ask the Minister a question.
The Chairman: I think he has answered the question.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Then what is your . . . what
is your conclusion, the difference between 537 and
558?
The Chairman: Have a seat. Let him finish.
Minister, proceed please.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, the Honourable Member . . . I
was talking about the war on drugs when the Honourable Member started with some points of order and as
I was saying that was an American term. Let me be
very clear, Mr. Chairman.
I will read the priorities of the Bermuda Police
Service, again, which I gave right at the beginning of
my brief:
• Tackling Gangs & Antisocial Behaviour;
• Engaging with the Community;
• Improving Road Safety.
I then spent a considerable period of time
breaking down the priorities within each one of those
three subsets. And I would be happy to talk to the
Honourable Member at the end of this brief to give
him some more explanation.
The Honourable Member Weeks talked
about—

The Chairman: Honourable Member, this is not a
point of order and you asked the question—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
I asked the Honourable—sorry, you did not
recognise me.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, point of clarification
then.

The Chairman: The Chair will happily recognise the
Honourable Member, Mr. Furbert.
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you.
I asked the Honourable Minister what is the
cost for that? And I did not have a number, maybe—
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The cost for what?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The cost on the war of drugs
. . . on the war of drugs.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Honourable Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Chairman, perhaps I
was being too kind to the Honourable Member. I already said we do not have a war on drugs, so I cannot
give a cost for the war on drugs. But I gave the three
priorities that the Police are having. That cost is in the
Budget Book.
The Chairman: Mm-hmm.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: If you would like me to go
through all those priorities again and use the rest of
the time, I would be happy to do that. But I am trying
to answer questions so Members can speak again.
The Chairman: I think we would appreciate it if you
would just answer the other questions.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Honourable Member Weeks, I think I answered the questions about the Regiment and the
costs going forward. We will have that debate on National Security and Defence Review and then I think
we can have a good discussion on finding the best
way to accomplish the goals that we have all stated.
In regard to Regiment succession, a number
of colleagues had asked about that, Mr. Chairman, I
think we all understand that the appointment of the
Commanding Officer is a matter solely for His Excellency the Governor. And I do not think it serves any
purpose for us to get back and forth in here today
about that appointment. I think we all agree we would
support a Bermudian to be the next Commanding Officer. I think we all wanted to have a Bermudian as the
current Commanding Officer. I do not think we need to
say anything else about that subject.
Mr. Chairman, that covers most of the questions that I wrote down answers for, but I am happy to
answer any more questions in the remaining 12 or 15
minutes that we have if there are—.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair will now recognise Honourable
Member Glenn Blakeney.
You have the floor.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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And I would like to commend the Minister of
National Security for a fairly comprehensive presentation. And [there is] one situation that I want to clear
up. I believe and maybe he can clarify with regard to
Community Policing, I would imagine under that line
item the budget is some $500,000. Is that correct?
The Chairman: What Head . . . what page is that?
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: On B-296, that is the number
of hours. But what I am trying to get to is where the
breakout for the cost of Street Safe is contained in the
budget. It is probably lumped in some area and the
Honourable Minister did allude to, in his brief, some of
the successes with regard to implementing Street
Safe, and I think when I interpolated it was something
that we were on to during our tenure, late in our tenure, the Governor actually invited me to accompany
him to the Boston area to have a series of meetings.
One of the main reasons why Street Safe did
not get off the ground was because the former individual secured to oversee the implementation gave
me incredible apprehension as a result of bringing
before me in the Ministry someone who was subsequently charged and then convicted . . . that was being considered, if not hired, as a street walker. That
person that was heading up the Department at the
time is now the Chief of Staff for the Premier, and as a
result his contract was terminated at the end of December that year. But that was one of the reasons
why it did not move forward at the time because we
were not really comfortable once it came to light that
that individual who sat in my Ministry office with my
Permanent Secretary and his Administrative Secretary
to minute the meeting was someone who was about a
week, week and a half, two weeks (no later than two
weeks later) answering to charges in the Supreme
Court and then was subsequently convicted.
So a clarification there, and that is why it did
not move under me when it was transferred from National Security to the Ministry of Youth, Families and
. . . what was it? Youth, Families and Sports.
But what I did want to know was how much
budget is allocated in the ensuing fiscal year to the
actual Street Safe programme since it has been implemented? And has there been an increase in the
allocated budget over last year, since the implementation occurred last year? Or has it decreased? Or is it
static?
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Does anyone else wish to?
Honourable Minister Dunkley, you have the
floor.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Teen Street Safe is provided funding through
Ministry Headquarters and also we go out and actively
get support from the community to fund Teen Street
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Safe. At the present time we are looking at a budget
that Teen Street Safe has provided us for the next
year and we are in discussions with them on what the
actual level would be. We feel very comfortable with
the work that has been done, but obviously, there is
always still much more work to be done so we are
trying to set a level that is achievable and we will continue to work with private individuals to support that
most worthy initiative.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member Mr. Blakeney.
You have the floor.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes, with respect to that answer, he did not quite complete the answer because I
asked what the budget was previously. So in the year
2013/14, since it was implemented in that fiscal year,
how much was allocated to that budget? And of that
allocation, how much was derived or secured from the
private sector? What was the level of success in securing the commitment from the private sector to
bump up the budget for the Street Safe programme?
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Chairman, I do not
have the exact numbers with me here, but I would be
happy to get them and talk to the Honourable Member
offline. The last I remember it was about 50/50 private
sector and Ministry, but I would like to get the exact
numbers to give to the Honourable Member.
The Chairman: Okay.
Honourable Member Blakeney.
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I can assure the Honourable Member there is
no suit-and-tie guy at the present time getting
$125,000. I will talk to the Honourable Member offline
(I am happy to talk to all colleagues offline) because
Team Street Safe needs to be held in the utmost of
confidence because, obviously, as they circulate and
do their work in the community, they have to build relationships built on a foundation of trust. And oftentimes they can be under a great deal of scrutiny, let us
put it that way. I do not want to say anything in this
public forum, even to my honourable colleagues, that
would jeopardise it, so I would be happy to talk to any
honourable colleague offline about it. But I will also
say that Teen Street Safe is supported by the Ministry,
but it is run separately from the Ministry to make sure
that it is protected as its own entity to do the work that
they have to do.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member Kim Wilson.
You have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Just one quick question concerning the Ministry of National Security Headquarters
and in particular I am on page B-286. And that is with
respect to cost centre 93002 and 93003, Parole Board
and Treatment of Offenders Board, respectively. It
appears that there is zero— and this may have been
touched on in your brief, so forgive me if the question
was answered—but according to this it appears that
there are zero persons with respect to the Parole
Board and zero with the Treatment of Offenders
Board. I do not know if it is moved somewhere or if—
[Inaudible interjection]

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you, Minister.
Another question: There was the administrative head that was basically referred to as the suitand-tie guy that had responsibility in his remit to oversee the programme. Who has replaced, if anyone,
that position? And if there has not been a replacement, who will head up Street Safe? Will it now be
transferred over to someone designated from the
Bermuda Police Service? Or will you have, if you do
not already have, someone filling that particular position? And what would be the budget for that? because
I believe formerly it was somewhere around $120,000
which is something I had a problem with as well. I
thought it was just a bit much for that position, but that
is neither here or there now, but if he could answer
that, that would be appreciated.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Minister Dunkley.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Oh, so we have got robots.
So in any event, unless I am reading it wrong
and unless I missed that during the debate it does say
zero—zero. So like where did they go? But they are
floating around somewhere with . . . What is that . . .
flight 373?
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Honourable Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Honourable Member, Mr.
Chairman, that is a good question. In my brief I did
cover the eight staff at Ministry Headquarters and I
probably should have been more specific. If honourable colleagues will recall, in the current financial year
Parole functions were within the Department of Court
Services. It was announced in the Throne Speech, I
believe, that Parole functions would now all come under Corrections. So those two personnel that deal with
those will now come within the Department. So what
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we did was we took those two numbers and put them
into Ministry Headquarters. So there is no change in
numbers, it is still eight, it has just been . . . it is all in
Ministry Headquarters, so there is no need for division.
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The Chairman: It has been moved that the aforementioned Heads be approved.
Any objections?
Agreed to.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member Glenn Blakeney.
You have the floor.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes, I would just like to thank
the Minister for agreeing to share some of the information offline in response to some of the questions
that I had. But there is just one thing, he did not say
who would be heading up Street Safe. If he could give
that information, if there has been anyone identified,
or how it would be headed up.
I do know that formerly there was someone to
head it up who had previous connections to the Police
Department. And with regard to the sensitivity of the
kind of work that would be done, I would implore the
Minister that anyone that does take responsibility for
being in control of that programme does not have any
direct or indirect ties in a former life to the Police because that goes to the heart of the credibility with the
people and the critical mass that they need to communicate, connect with, build trust with the ones we
want to get back on the rails who may be off the rails
with the kind of gang-related activity that has been
experienced over the last several years.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I can assure the honourable colleague that
the comments that he just made are the course that
we have followed. I will speak to you offline more
about the programme, but this programme has been
very successful probably for now just under a year.
And we continue to look for a lot of good things from
it. In fact, the programme really got off the ground
about the middle of January when we had the double
murder up at Happy Valley. That is where we first sent
some of the people that we had envisioned to be in
the programme out into the field to calm it down. It
took a couple of months to get going up and running
properly and they function quite well. So I will be
happy to talk to the Honourable Member offline.
If there are no other comments—
The Chairman: Any other questions or comments?
Honourable Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I would like to move
Heads 83, 6, 7, 12, 13, 45 and 88—all stand as approved.

The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
[Motion carried: The Ministry of National Security,
Heads 83, 6, 7, 12, 13, 45, and 88 are approved and
stand part of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the year 2014/15.]
The Chairman: The next Ministry and Heads that we
will consider include the Ministry for Education and
Economic Development. I see that the Economic Development portion alone will be debated.
And the Chair will now recognise the Minister
for Education and Economic Development, the Honourable Dr. Grant Gibbons.
You have the floor.
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, it gives me great pleasure to
continue to present the budget for the Ministry of Education and Economic Development. And I am going to
start with Head 95. But I guess what you would like
me to do is move the various Heads, I think, to start
with.
The Chairman: That was exactly what I was going to
ask you to do.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: All right, good. We
are on cue.
I would like to move Head 95 which is the
Ministry Headquarters, Head 39 which is the Registrar
of Companies, Head 46 which is Telecommunications,
Head 67 which is E-Commerce, and Head 89 which is
Energy.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the aforementioned Heads be put forward for debate.
Any objection?
You may proceed.
HEAD 95—MINISTRY HEADQUARTERS
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, the budget Heads for the Ministry of Education and Economic Development and
particularly the Ministry Headquarters are found on
pages B-103 to B-107 of the Budget Book. And as I
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mentioned on Monday, there is also an errata page
where the Telecommunications and Bermuda College
were interchanged.
The Chairman: Yes.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: So I think everybody
has probably heard that now.
But before getting into the specific Heads, I
would like to just focus for a minute or so on page B103 to talk just very generally about the Ministry of
Education and Economic Development. And on that
page you will see the different Heads or Departments
that are set out under the Ministry. There are, I think
as we talked about briefly on Monday, we have got
the Ministry Headquarters, we have got the Department of Education, the Registrar of Companies, Bermuda College, Telecommunications, E-Commerce
and Energy. And I think it is interesting to note that as
you will see on that page 103 that the overall budget
for the Ministry is some $146.5 million, which represents (and you can see it on the chart below) some
13 per cent of the overall expenditure of Government.
Moving down the page you will see a Revenue line there which is the revenue for all of these different Departments or Heads under the Ministry and
that Revenue is $70.6 million of which the majority is
under the Registrar of Companies for company fees,
some of it is under Telecommunications as well for
licences that have been provided. That is about 8 per
cent of the total Government revenue. And then at the
very bottom you will see the Employee numbers, and I
think this is interesting—there are some 1,224 employees budgeted for the overall Ministry, which
represents some 22 per cent of the manpower or the
number of employees in Government—about a fifth to
a quarter of the entire manpower. And, obviously, that
is represented to the largest degree by the Education.
Mr. Chairman, following the organisational
restructuring in December 2013, the creation of this
new Ministry resulted in several changes. Prior to the
reorganisation, the Ministry of Economic Development
had responsibility for the Departments of the Civil
Aviation and Maritime Administration. These departments now fall under the Ministry of Tourism Development and Transport. Similarly, responsibility for the
Bermuda Economic Development Corporation (the
small business corporation, basically) has shifted to
the Ministry of Home Affairs.
The Ministry of Education Headquarters which
was formerly Head 16 has been amalgamated into
what was the Ministry of Economic Development
Head 95, which is the number now. The overall Ministry Headquarters is under Head 95. Head 17, the Department of Education now falls under the Ministry of
Education and Economic Development, as does Head
41, that of Bermuda College.
The Bermuda National Library (Head 18) and
the Bermuda Archives (Head 19) were also for a pe-
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riod of time part of the organisational structure of the
former Ministry of Education.
So if we turn now over to page B-104, as you
can see there and on page B-105, the Ministry Headquarters in total has been allocated a budget of some
$8,677,000. This is down some 17 per cent from the
previous year.
Now, Mr. Chairman, you will be fully aware of
this, we have been asked by the Opposition—yourself
and the Honourable Member Mr. Blakeney—to discuss Ministry Headquarters as it relates to Economic
Development, separate and distinct from Headquarters as it relates to Education. As I said on Monday,
this is not a totally straightforward process because
the two Ministries have now been intertwined—the
former Ministry of Education and now Economic Development—and they are, of course, in fact one Ministry. But as we tried to do on Monday, I will see if I can
break these out as clearly as I can so we will have
some separation between the two of them.
So of the $8,677,000 allocated to the whole
Ministry Headquarters, $6,593,000 is allocated to
Economic Development. It is important to note that
nearly 70 per cent of this amount is actually a grant to
the Bermuda Business Development Agency, which I
will call BDA through a good portion of the presentation today. I will break this down further as we work
down through the brief.
So let me start with the mission, Mr. Chairman. With regard to Economic Development, the Ministry’s mission is to facilitate the creation of jobs and
economic growth. The Ministry is working to create an
environment that is conducive to sustaining the businesses already in Bermuda and to making our Island
more attractive so that new businesses come and
make Bermuda their home.
Although the Ministry acquired responsibility
for Education in December 2013, the actual objectives
and role of the Ministry Headquarters remains one of
direction, coordination and leadership.
In carrying out its mission, the Ministry works
closely with other ministries, including the Ministry of
Finance, Public Works, Tourism Development and
Transport as well as the Ministry of Home Affairs. The
Ministry Headquarters seeks to ensure that the departments under its purview deliver appropriate services, policies and legislation in a responsive, timely
and thorough manner. The Ministry will operate efficiently and effectively by placing the right people in
the right jobs and streamlining systems and processes
so that these people are empowered to work in a collegial and collaborative manner with colleagues and
stakeholders.
Mr. Chairman, within the Ministry of Education
and Economic Development, the Ministry Headquarters has overall responsibility for five Government departments and one quango. And I have touched briefly
on these already:
• Head 17: The Department of Education.
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Head 39: The Registrar of Companies. This is
headed by Mr. Stephen Lowe as Registrar.
This department works very closely with the
BMA with regard to incorporating companies
in Bermuda. The Minister of Education and
Economic Development has responsibility for
the Companies Act 1981, and the Registrar
provides advice to the Minister with regard to
applications for consents and permissions under the 1981Act.
Head 41: The Bermuda College (which we
dealt with on Monday).
Head 46: The Department of Telecommunications. This department currently has Ms.
Jeane Nikolai as Acting Director. Honourable
Members will be aware that there is a close
relationship between the Department and the
recently established independent Regulatory
Authority. The RA (which is what I am going to
use as shorthand for the Regulatory Authority)
is responsible for the supervision and regulation of the telecommunications sector. The
department has, and continues to, work with
the Broadcasting Commission to regulate and
license the broadcasters. The department
also has responsibility for the Island’s orbital
satellite slots.
Head 67: The Department of E-Commerce.
This is headed by Director Nancy Volesky.
The Mission of the Department of ECommerce is to support the continued growth
of the digital economy and foster a culture of
digital technology and e-business excellence
by facilitating the advancement of ICT policies, skills, adoption and innovation, so that
Bermuda remains a prime and sophisticated
jurisdiction in which to live and conduct business electronically. The Department is focussed on ensuring that the legislative and policy
framework enabling e-business in Bermuda
continues to adapt to meet the needs of the
evolving digital economy. Therefore, a primary
objective for the Department during this next
fiscal year will be on advancing Privacy legislation. And Mr. Chairman, I will be talking
more about that later when I actually get to
Head 67.
Head 89: The Department of Energy. Energy
is headed by Director Jeane Nikolai. So as
you can tell, Mr. Chairman, Ms. Nikolai is doing a double shift here. The Department of
Energy is responsible for providing policy
support to the Minister with regards to all energy related matters and is the department
that supports the Energy Commission.

As I mentioned earlier, the Ministry of Education and Economic Development allocates a grant to
the Bermuda Business Development Agency (BDA),
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which is as we have heard before in this honourable
place a public/private partnership. The BDA Chairman
is Caroline Foulger and the Interim CEO is David
Cash.
The overall Ministry Headquarters is staffed
with a Permanent Secretary Mr. Ross Webber; a [Financial] Comptroller, Chris[topher] Meyer; two Policy
Analysts; and some administrative and accounting
support.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry also has portfolio
responsibility for International Business and works
very closely with the Ministry of Finance to address
the wellbeing and sustainability of this important economic sector.
So, now moving over to the Expenditure
Overview, again, I am on page B-104, as you can see
there, the Headquarters budget is set out under four
cost centres. And those are Policy and Administration;
the Business Development Unit, Grants and; Education Administration.
Mr. Chairman, please note that a straight “apples to apples” comparison of the Ministry Headquarters budget last year versus this year is not simple.
The figures provided in the Budget Book for the prior
fiscal year are from the previous Ministry of Economic
Development. And as I said, following the Government restructuring in December 2013, the Ministry
added the portfolio of Education and shed responsibility for Civil Aviation, Maritime Administration and the
Bermuda Economic Development Corporation. As
much as possible we have sought to ensure the comparison year-on-year is as meaningful as it can be.
So I am going to move now to cost centre (as
you can see at the bottom of the page) 9501, which is
Administration, line item 105000.
As you can see there, Mr. Chairman, the Estimate for the 2014/15 budget year is $1,243,000 and
that is down $85,000 or 6 per cent from the previous
year. The previous year’s budget was $1,328,000.
The budget in the Administration section primarily covers salaries, general operating expenses
and travel.
Mr. Chairman, there is an allocation of
$793,000 for professional services. This is part of the
total figure of $928,000, on page B-105, which was
the subject analysis there. And I will just tackle this
upfront. This is for legal and professional consultants
to the Headquarters and the BDU, as well as provisions for legal costs. And we can talk about that more
if Members are interested.
Moving now down the page on B-104, cost
centre 105020, which is the Business Development
Unit, the Estimate for the 2014/15 budget year is
$850,000. This is a reduction of some $72,000 or
7 per cent from previous year. And that budget for
2013/14 was $922,000. There are some four full-time
equivalent posts in this particular section.
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The decrease of $72,000 is as a result of reduced travel and streamlined processes. We have
refined the mandate of the BDU to add greater focus.
Mr. Chairman, the Business Development
Unit is responsible for progressing legislation that improves Bermuda’s competitiveness as an international
financial centre. The Unit is responsible for providing
data and research for the Ministry. The Unit also provides a point of contact for companies seeking to
navigate through the various departments of Government. The purpose of this point of contact is to assist
and direct companies with Government-related issues
(such as work permit questions, Companies Act approvals, tax queries, and so on). Aside from salaries,
the expenses under this cost centre include consulting
services, an allocation for research tools and a small
travel provision. The navigation through various parts
of Government speaks directly to the working relationship with the Bermuda Development Agency as well,
and that is primarily for new companies seeking to
domicile in Bermuda, helping them to work through
the Government bureaucracy (if I can put it that way).
Mr. Chairman, the $922,000 allocated to the
Unit last year went towards helping the Unit achieve
its mandate. The BDU played a key role in the formulation of policy initiatives into critical legislative frameworks which have improved the investment funds and
the insurance platforms in Bermuda. In addition, legislative changes were enacted in 2013 to create greater
administrative ease with respect to companies incorporated in Bermuda, including greater clarity regarding the registration of aircraft and the establishment of
listed companies within the jurisdiction.
Mr. Chairman, during the past year, the BDU
facilitated amendments to Bermuda’s legislation regarding Prospectus Filing, Aircraft Registration and
Leasing, and the Investment Funds Act. The BDU was
also a driver through the legislative process of some
business-related private acts.
Prime legislation targets this year include further refinement of the Companies Act as well as the
Life Insurance Act. This coming year, the BDU will
also facilitate changes to our Partnership Legislation
and Trust Law.
Mr. Chairman, the BDU has played a pivotal,
concierge-style role assisting companies to locate in
Bermuda. A good example is the assistance the unit
has been providing to the principals of a biosciences
genomic screening company which had to make a
choice between Bermuda and a competing jurisdiction
to set up their physical operations. A large contributing
factor behind their decision to locate in Bermuda is the
assistance that has been provided by the BDU.
In fact, the President of the company actually
wrote to the BDU with the following endorsement, with
your permission I will just quote him briefly here.
The Chairman: Proceed, yes.
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: This is from the
President of this biosciences company and he says:
“I wanted to thank everyone for helping our
team establish an operation in Bermuda. Our firm is
excited to partner with Bermuda to develop a life science ecosystem that will support the evolution of our
clinical laboratory.
“Bermuda’s level of global economic integration provides a solid foundation that could foster an
innovative industry, and thus will improve patients’
lives, and drive down health care costs. Bermuda’s
regulatory, telecommunication, financial, and legal
environment is an ideal foundation to establish a clinical diagnostic laboratory. Bermuda will be involved in
improving the quality of health care by encouraging
research, development, and commercialisation of innovative diagnostic technologies.” (These are primarily genomic screening.
“This will personalise patient care, improve
patient outcomes, and substantially reduce health
care costs. We believe Bermuda has the opportunity
to be on the forefront of the next generation of health
care, which will be recognised by leaders around the
world.”
He ends by saying, “We truly appreciate everything that has been done to help us select Bermuda.
This has been a wonderful experience and we look
forward helping children better manage their disease
at the Bermuda facility.”
And this, as I said, is primarily—mostly overseas business, but they are going to make available to
Bermudian children selected genomic screening if
their doctors recommend it.
Mr. Chairman, the area where this company is
looking to set up is Southside in St David’s. We have
been working with the BLDC to see how we can further market the location, land and facilities to see if we
can encourage greater uptake of the resources on
offer. It is expected that the locating of this “anchor
client” may result in further life science, diagnostic and
screening companies to build a cluster in the East End
of the Island.
In addition, as I will mention later in my discussion, we believe the Southside location provides
strong opportunities for technology and ICT firms,
among others, to take advantage of available space,
the airport adjacency and the extensive international
telecommunications network capacity Bermuda has in
place at that end of the Island particularly.
Mr. Chairman, endorsements like the one I
just read should not be underestimated and we must
remember to champion and be proud of our achievements. The BDU has a lot of work ahead of it this year
and will be working very closely with the Bermuda
Business Development Agency, particularly their legislative Change Committees to achieve its objectives.
I am going to move now to cost centre 9503,
which is entitled Grants. And the Estimate for the
2014/15 year is $4,500,000 and that is down some
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$1,300,000, or 22 per cent, from the previous year of
• Allison Towlson, Chief Operations Officer of
$5,800,000.
ACE Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, as you will recognise, this is
one of those situations where the Budget Book does
Mr. Chairman, the BDA was allocated $4.2
not give an apples-to-apples comparison. The $5.8 million for the 2013/14 fiscal year. This funding went
million in this line item for the 2013/14 fiscal year con- towards the implementation of business development
tains $4.2 million to the Bermuda Business Develop- initiatives that come out of the agency’s Focus
ment Agency (BDA) and $1.6 million to the Bermuda Groups. These Focus Groups span a variety of indusEconomic Development Corporation. Obviously, the tries and include the following:
BEDC is no longer under the purview of this Ministry.
• Asset Management;
Mr. Chairman, for 2014/15 a grant of
• Trust and Private Client;
$4,500,000 is budgeted for the recently established
• Captives;
Bermuda Business Development Agency. As a pub• Insurance and Insurance Brokers;
lic/private partnership with an independent board, the
• Insurance Linked Securities;
BDA will also receive funding contributions from the
• Reinsurance;
wider business community. The BDA has been set up
• Aviation;
to operate as the primary marketing and business de• Shipping;
velopment body for promoting Bermuda as a jurisdic•
Innovation;
tion for international business.
•
Legal;
The BDA was formally established on April 1,
•
Regional, which includes the GCC, Middle
2013 out of the old Business Bermuda and the InsurEast, Latin America, and Asia.
ance Development Council. The mission and goals of
the BDA are to generate business development
Regarding the activities and achievements of
strategies and implement initiatives that help maintain
the
BDA
last year I would like to highlight a number of
and grow existing business and encourage other
business to locate on the Island. This is to grow our issues.
As I said, the BDA has been restructured and
economy and to create and maintain jobs. The new
BDA has been very active in the time since its forma- is now able to deliver a full range of services including
tion delivering meaningful accomplishments and lay- Business Development, Communications and Marketing the foundation for future strategic business devel- ing, Conferences and Events, Member and Stakeopment on behalf of Bermuda and Bermuda’s busi- holder Services.
The BDA completed a full restructuring in
nesses.
early
2013.
This has been followed by re-staffing and
Mr. Chairman, the reason for the very slight
increase in grant is because the Agency is now in a rebranding efforts both of which were critical to posiposition to more aggressively implement its business tion the BDA to carry out its mission. All legacy commitments were paid out, legal and operational strucplan and hire additional key staff.
The BDA is governed by an independent tures were amended and existing outsourcing partboard of 12 members. The Ministry is represented on nerships were terminated. All necessary support for
the Board by the Permanent Secretary, Mr. Ross these activities has been provided by on-Island partners. All staff are Bermudian (or spouse of a BerWebber. The other 11 members are:
mudian) and it is anticipated that the remaining open
• Caroline Foulger, who is the Chairman;
• David Cash, who is the Deputy Chairman and posts will be filled by Bermudians also.
The BDA has been renamed and rebranded
Interim CEO;
since its original formation and its new mission is in• Kiernan Bell, who is the Managing Partner of
corporated in the new branding and approach. It is in
Appleby Bermuda;
the process of rolling out its new Internet and media
• Lawrence Bird, who is the Managing Director
presence with the redesigned BDA website set to go
of Marsh Bermuda and Chairman of BIMA;
live this month. This will be followed by a range of di• Wayne Caines, Chief Executive Officer of rect media and communications efforts that will inDigicel Bermuda;
clude targeted newsletters, social media (such as
• Rees Fletcher, Division President of ACE LinkedIn, Twitter, et cetera) and the creation of sectorBermuda and Bermuda First representative;
specific content geared to accurately and profession• Richard Moseley, Chief Executive Officer of ally communicating Bermuda’s various value proposiHSBC Bermuda;
tions. The BDA has partnered with the local branding
• Allan Pelvang, who is the Country Head of Fi- firm, RBK, in this effort.
delity Bermuda and ABIC representative;
Mr. Chairman, you will be pleased to know
• Paul Scope, who is Chairman and CEO of JLT that the BDA is on a sound financial footing with all
Park Ltd.;
restructuring costs having been addressed in the
• Derek Stapley, who is an Independent Direc- 2013/14 year. The organisation has a sound financial
tor and Director of ISIS Foundation;
Bermuda House of Assembly
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and operational plan that is both ambitious and appropriately funded.
Mr. Chairman, the BDA has a strong and targeted strategic plan in place which has been developed with broad stakeholder input and is endorsed by
the Board of Directors. The Agency has specifically
sharpened its focus to be—and this is important—to
be a targeted business development agency as opposed to a generic marketing association.
The BDA specifically focused on two prime
areas of focus for its initial business development, and
those were Asset Management and Insurance Linked
Securities (or ILS, as it is sometimes known) as these
were identified by the Board and stakeholders as most
likely to yield short-term success and were viewed as
key to stakeholder support and engagement.
Together with the Asset Management and ILS
sectors the BDA has served at the catalyst for two
important business development efforts.
Mr. Chairman, starting with Asset Management, I would like to bring your attention to the collaborative work that was marshalled by the BDA, primarily by its Asset Management Focus Group. Back in
May 2013, just over a dozen lawyers and Prime Brokers, mainly from New York and one from Chicago,
were invited to Bermuda to a BDA-sponsored summit.
They were chosen because they were considered instrumental in guiding the choice of jurisdiction in their
firms, in other words, where the firms put business—
whether it be Bermuda, the Cayman [Islands], Ireland,
wherever.
These key influencers were invited to provide
their candid opinion on what Bermuda, as a country, is
doing right in the Asset Management business, what
we were doing wrong, and what we should, and could,
do to attract more business to our shores.
This summit resulted in one of the best collaborative meetings of industry, BMA, Chambers and
Government we have experienced. We listened, we
heard, we collaborated and we responded. The speed
at which the deliberations at the summit resulted in
actual legislative change was unprecedented, and the
amendments to the Investment Funds Act were
passed in September of last year. Since then we have
taken the message of the updated Investment Funds
Act and the streamlined procedures back to New York
and have been actively involved in marketing the
changes.
As a result of this, the Island has already seen
six exempted Class A funds register in Bermuda.
These were the new funds that the IFA Amendment
put in place. This is expected to herald renewed
growth for Bermuda’s asset management industry.
Growth in fund incorporations not only provides work for the Island-based service providers, it
serves as a catalyst for more work to follow.
When the market sees new growth, there is
significantly more interest in setting up physical presence operations. Phase two of the asset management
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strategy is to focus on the target list of mid-sized asset
managers with the potential to set up physically in
Bermuda. And we have seen a couple of those in the
last week or so, at least one in the last week or so,
that is going to set up a presence in Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, the BDA also partnered with
the ILS industry group and was the key sponsor of the
ILS Bermuda Convergence event in November last
year. This was a major business development networking event hosted in Bermuda by Bermudian businesses with around 200 overseas attendees.
Due, in part, to very strategic marketing, Bermuda has positioned itself as the preferred domicile
for ILS structuring and support (that is Insurance
Linked Securities).
Bermuda is the world’s leading provider of
property catastrophe reinsurance and home to 15 of
the top global reinsurers. Bermuda’s excellence in
global risk management has helped make it the jurisdiction of choice for ILS funds, collateralised reinsurance, and it is the fastest growing domicile for cat [catastrophe] bond issuance.
By the end of 2013, the Bermuda Stock Exchange (BSX) saw total volume of insurance-linked
listings, including catastrophe bonds, insurance-linked
securities and reinsurance linked investment funds on
the exchange hit $9.7 billion. After a number of years
lagging behind, in 2013, Bermuda reversed the trend
and overtook the Cayman Islands as the domicile of
choice for ILS.
In November 2013, Bermuda Monetary Authority figures show that new registrations increased
across all market sectors in 2013 with alternative risk
transfer sectors of the market showing the fastest
growth. By the end of 2013, out of the $21 billion of
global ILS issued, $9.2 billion was sponsored by Bermuda-based Special Purpose Insurers, representing
some 41 per cent of the worldwide stock of Insurance
Linked Securities.
Bermuda’s leadership position was further
strengthened in 2013 through the success of the inaugural ILS Bermuda Convergence Event. The event
will be repeated in November 2014.
Mr. Chairman, prior to the creation of the BDA
neither Business Bermuda nor the Insurance Development Council were positioned to take a broad view
of business development and the expansion of the
Bermudian economy.
These predecessor organisations were primarily focused on supporting existing business initiatives through various generic marketing, communications, conferences and event activities. Although
these activities play a part in the ongoing BDA efforts,
the main BDA thrust will be focussed and targeted on
business development activities.
The BDA, through its focus groups, is putting
thought and effort into new business ideas for Bermuda. The BDA will work with Government, the BMA,
the Attorney General’s Chambers, as well as local and
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overseas experts to turn these ideas into business
development plans that can be executed quickly and
effectively.
The main objective is to make a positive impact on Bermuda’s economic growth, to help create
new jobs, and reduce job losses in existing businesses.
Mr. Chairman, during 2014, amongst many
other activities, the BDA will specifically focus on
business development activities targeted on the following areas:
1. Asset Management, Phase II: This involves
the continuation of the work undertaken last
year, this time with a specific UK focus. In the
same manner that the US influencers were
polled and targeted, a similar programme will
be tailored for UK-based advisors. A specific
campaign to attract UK asset managers and
funds to Bermuda will be implemented.
2. Trust and Private Client: The Trust Law Reform Sub Committee has submitted recommendations to augment and update our trust
laws to make the jurisdiction more attractive.
The changes, if adopted, will be marketed at
specific events to raise Bermuda’s profile in
this area.
3. Latin America: A dedicated focus group has
been meeting to isolate business opportunities for Bermuda emanating from Latin America.
[Inaudible interjection]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Are you on that
committee? Great. That is Mr. Simons.
This group will distil their findings to create
implementable action plans to exploit those opportunities. The fourth areas are:
4. Lloyd’s Syndicates: The insurance focus
groups are looking at the reasons why various
Lloyd’s syndicates have set up operations in
Bermuda. They believe there is great potential
for growth in this field to attract more Lloyd’s
Syndicates to the Island.
5. ILS and Alternative Risk Transfer
[Change in Chairman]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: As mentioned earlier, Mr. Chairman—welcome new Mr. Chairman, ILS
continues to be an area where we believe Bermuda
can continue to expand its leadership. We are continuing to see companies formed with a physical presence and local staff. Companies such as Third Point,
Hamilton Re, Arch, Nephilla and Horseshoe continue
to grow and provide jobs for Bermudians. It has been
announced recently that Pine River is in the process
of establishing a reinsurance vehicle on the Island.
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These entities have been, and will continue to, recruit
on-Island.
The BDA will implement its strategies via a
mix of targeted Business Development visits and
meetings, conferences and events, and communications outreach. Targeted meetings events are planned
for New York, London, Boston, Toronto, Geneva and
Denver. (Mr. Chairman, the reason I say Denver is
because the Annual RIMS conference is in Colorado
in April this year). Of course, there are also several
events that will be held here in Bermuda.
[Inaudible interjection]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I am going to ignore
that comment, Mr. Chairman.
I believe we can point to renewed confidence
in Bermuda as a place to do business.
This is very important. Potential new international business looks to the existing businesses on the
Island as a gauge. The strong and encouraging
growth in 2013, in both insurance and reinsurance, as
well as local and international entities speaks for itself.
The BMA announced at the end of January
that 91 new insurers including 24 new captives were
registered in Bermuda in 2013. These registrations
cover traditional and alternative risk transfer sectors.
The number of new captives registered in 2013 doubled the amount that was registered in 2012.
The newly incorporated companies covered
both the traditional and risk sectors. The new companies registered in 2013 covered all classes of insurer:
There were 24 new captives, 16 commercial insurers
and a record 51 Special Purpose Insurers. This compares to 12 new captives, 14 commercial insurers and
27 Special Purpose Insurers being recorded the previous year.
Mr. Chairman, it is important, at this stage, to
underscore the fact that it is companies, both local
and international, that create jobs and hire Bermudians. Without sustaining existing companies and adding new ones, we are unlikely to create the growth in
jobs that we need.
Mr. Chairman, I will talk some more about
company registrations when we cover Head 39, the
Registrar of Companies Department.
I would also like to discuss the work of the
Cabinet Committee for Economic Development—also
known as the EDC. This actually refers to page B-104,
which comes under the Administration section as it is
the Ministry Headquarters that helps coordinate and
assist this Committee.
This Committee is chaired by the Premier and
comprises the Ministers of Education and Economic
Development, Finance, Home Affairs, Tourism Development and Transport, Legal Affairs and Public
Works. The corresponding Permanent Secretaries
also sit on the Economic Development Committee.
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During 2013, the EDC has worked on, and will
continue to work on, a number of resort and hotel developments. Some of these developments include the
following:
• The renovation of The Fairmont Hamilton and
ongoing work at the former Sonesta property;
• The remediation and progression of the Morgan’s Point property;
• The former Club Med site;
• The sale and redevelopment of Coral Beach
Club;
• The sale and redevelopment of Pink Beach
Club;
• The redevelopment of Ariel Sands; and
• The development of the Par-La-Ville site.
The EDC has also reviewed a variety of other
initiatives to boost our economy and stimulate the
creation of jobs. Some of these include:
• Exploration of the use Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG) as an alternative fuel for the production
of electricity. I will talk some more about this
under Head 89—the Department of Energy;
• The completion of Waterloo House;
• The development of a yacht marina with the
Corporation of St George’s; and
• Ongoing research with regard to Deep Sea
Mining. As some Honourable Members will be
aware, there is currently an MOU in place between the Government and Ocean Projects
Limited regarding the exploration of the seabed within the territorial waters of Bermuda.
Discussions are underway with the Ministry of
Public Works to extend the scope of the MOU.
Mr. Chairman, the work of the EDC to progress such developments is that each of these will
create construction opportunities as well as hospitality
jobs.
I would like now to switch to page B-106
which addresses Manpower. Let me continue then on
page B-106, and I would like you to note, Honourable
Members to note, that the figure in the Budget Book
on page B-106 is incorrect. It states 10 Full-Time
Equivalent positions for the Ministry Headquarters
(and I dealt with this a little bit on Monday because it
affects Education more than the Economic Development side), but there are, in fact, 13 positions within
the Ministry Headquarters. Four of these are in the
BDU: one Section Head, one Legislative Assistant,
one Policy Analyst, and one Administrative Assistant.
The other nine are: one Permanent Secretary, one
Comptroller, two Policy Analysts, three Administrative
Assistants, one financial accountant, and one allocation of funding for a senior education officer. Other
than three FTEs currently allocated to Education, the
remainder are essentially allocated to Economic Development. It must be noted, however, that with the
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merge of the Ministry there is overlap between the
Economic Development and Education parts.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry commissioned the
Department of Management Consulting Services to
undertake a review to determine the feasibility of
amalgamating the Departments of Energy, Telecommunications and E-Commerce. That review has been
completed and the Permanent Secretary is assessing
its recommendations. During this coming year it is
highly likely that several of the recommendations will
be implemented, and we expect to see efficiencies
and ultimately cost savings with the combination, and
that is Energy, Telecommunications and ECommerce.
Mr. Chairman, thank you. This concludes my
remarks on the Economic Development Side of the
Ministry Headquarters. And I think at this point I would
specifically like to thank the Permanent Secretary, Mr.
Ross Webber, for his extensive hard work (and he
knows I mean that sincerely) over the past year and
hopefully his continuing hard work as we go forward.
Also, Mr. Chris Meyer, the Comptroller who has now
had his work doubled as a consequence of the Education piece. So I would like to thank particularly both of
those and I will thank other Department Heads when
we get there.
HEAD 39—REGISTRAR OF COMPANIES DEPARTMENT
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Moving on. I am now
going to shift over to the Registrar of Companies Department and that is on page B-117 to B-120 of the
Budget Book.
Let me start with the mandate or the mission
of the Department. The Registrar of Companies Department is committed to the continued success of the
international and domestic business sectors in Bermuda especially in light of the mounting challenges
from our competitors and the increasing scrutiny from
global regulatory bodies (OECD, FATF, IMF, et cetera). Accordingly, the Registrar is committed to the
sound regulation of the industry and the delivery of
efficient and effective service, emphasising a clientcentred approach.
Mr. Chairman, the Registrar’s designated objectives can be found on page B-117 and are as follows:
• To maintain the Register of Companies and
ensure provision of current and accurate Registry information;
• To ensure compliance with the Companies Act
1981 and related legislation in a consistent,
fair and judicious manner;
• To collect Company fee revenue pursuant to
the Companies Act 1981 and other associated
legislation in accordance with Financial Instructions;
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To process all company applications from the
private sector in accordance with established
benchmarks;
To provide technical advice to the Ministry of
Education and Economic Development and
other Government departments;
To provide guidance or direction to the public
on matters related to the Companies Act
1981; and
To diligently administer Court appointed company liquidations and personal bankruptcies in
a prudent and professional manner ensuring
compliance with the Companies Act 1981,
Companies (Winding-Up) Rules 1982 and
other associated legislation.

Mr. Chairman, Bermuda saw a strong upward
trend of local and international company formation in
2013, in contrast to the decline from 2011 to 2012.
The total number of new company registrations for the
year was 1,200, which is the highest number since
2008, and a 16 per cent increase over the 1,035 reported in 2012. The increase was represented by 180
new local registrations, a 22 per cent increase over
the 147 in 2012, and 1,020 new international companies and partnerships, a 15 per cent increase over the
888 in 2012.
In the fourth quarter alone, 336 new companies registered in Bermuda—41 local companies and
295 international companies. This can be compared to
the fourth quarter of 2012 which saw 293 new companies register in Bermuda and of those 37 were local
and 256 were international.
Mr. Chairman, after the numbers are netted
down to take into account companies that have left
the jurisdiction or gone into liquidation, Honourable
Members may be interested to know that, as at December 31, 2013 there were 13,297 active exempted
companies on the register. This compares to 13,191
at the end of 2012. While there has been a net growth
of over 100 companies on the register this fiscal year,
the Department continues its traditionally conservative
and risk averse strategy on its revenue estimates
which have remained at prior year estimates.
Applications for refund of company fees and
removal of companies from the Register as they are
dissolved, struck off or discontinued are just some of
the unknown factors at the time the budget estimates
are developed, hence the decision to keep revenue
estimates conservative.
I am going to now start to talk about the Expenditure and Revenues and I am going to start on
page B-117.
As you can see there, Mr. Chairman, the Estimate for the Registrar of Companies for 2014/15 is
$3,171,000. This is actually a 5 per cent decrease or a
$158,000 decrease from the previous year. The
budget in 2013/14 was $3,329,000. The Revenue
which is on page B-118 (and it is set out at the bottom
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there) is $60,004,000. There are some 21 full-time
equivalent positions in the Registrar of Companies
Department.
The 5 per cent decrease I talked about is predominantly as a result of a decrease in funds allocated to professional fees and services set aside for
the conduct of corporate liquidations and personal
bankruptcies. The impact of furlough days has of
course also affected this reduction.
So I am going to move now down to the cost
centre under the Registrar. There are three cost centres as you can see there.
I will start with Policy and Planning and that is
cost centre 49000. The cost centre for Policy and
Planning is estimated for 2014/15 expenditure at
$641,000. This is up $46,000, or 8 per cent from previous year. The previous year had a budget of
$595,000. There are two full-time equivalent positions
in this cost centre.
The Policy and Planning cost centre, includes
planning, strategic direction, administration and other
activities associated with the daily operation of the
Registrar of Companies Department. Information
technology, financial and administrative support,
budget development, accounting, personnel administration, and general office administration are also
included in this cost centre.
Expenses under this cost centre include the
salaries of the Registrar and the Departmental Comptroller. Other expenses are communications, training,
transport and travel, contractor payments, office supplies, repair and maintenance, legal services, bank
fees, and storage expenses.
The increase of $46,000 in the budget for this
cost centre for the fiscal year 2014/15 is primarily to
accommodate an anticipated increase in bank fees
associated with increased payments by debit and
credit cards by our customers.
Moving down to the next cost centre which is
49010, Registration and Revenue. This cost centre
has a budget estimate for 2014/15 of $1,109,000. This
is down some $5,000 from previous year. And the
Revenue for this cost centre is in fact [$59,754,and
change].
Mr. Chairman, the Registration and Revenue
cost centre, includes registration of companies and
the processing and maintenance of statutory and legal
documents which must be registered and available for
public inspection in accordance with prevailing legislation. This section is also responsible for the collection
of the annual fees submitted by companies in accordance with the Companies Act 1981, the Segregated
Accounts Companies Act 2000, and the Partnership
Acts.
Expenses under this cost centre include the
salaries of one Assistant Registrar, one Supervisor of
Registration, one Systems Administrator, two Administrative Assistants, five Registration Agents, five Data
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Entry Clerks, and one Receptionist/Filing Clerk. Other
expenses are related to training.
The decrease of about $5,000 in the budget
for the Registration and Revenue cost centre for the
fiscal year 2014/15 is primarily due to the retirement of
three staff resulting in decreased salaries, wages and
training costs. This will be partially offset by increased
overtime costs which are traditionally incurred during
the busy revenue collection for annual company fee
collection period between December and April.
The Revenue figure as reflected on page B118 is the total of this cost centre and the revenue
derived from the Licensing and Insolvency Cost Centre, which I shall now move on to.
And Licensing and Insolvency is line item
49040, again, on page B-117. The estimate for
2014/15 is $1,421,000. This is a decrease of some
$199,000 or 12 per cent from previous year, when it
was budgeted in 2013/14 for $1,620,000. There are
three full-time equivalent positions in this section. And
the Revenue, actually again on page B-118, is listed
as $250,000.
Mr. Chairman, the Licensing and Insolvency
cost centre is responsible for the execution of court
orders to execute and administer liquidations in accordance with the Companies Act 1981 and the Winding-Up Rules 1982. In addition, the provisions of the
Bankruptcy Act 1989 as they relate to personal bankruptcies are also administered.
This section also includes the processing and
issuance of licences and permits to exempted, local
and overseas companies to carry on business in Bermuda, the processing and issuance of licences to, and
the regulation of, real estate agents and salesmen,
the provision of technical advice on holiday trading
legislation, and the processing of corporate land acquisitions. Expenses under this cost centre include the
salaries of one Assistant Official Receiver, one Technical Officer (Insolvency), and one Administrative Assistant. Other expenses are professional liability insurance premiums, communications, and costs of professional services (legal, accounting, contractors, et
cetera) which are called upon in administering courtappointed corporate liquidations and personal bankruptcies.
The decrease of $199,000 in the budget for
the Licensing and Insolvency cost centre for the fiscal
year 2013/14 is due to a decrease in legal services
and professional fees available for the administration
of corporate liquidations. Having completed a major
liquidation in British American Insurance Company
Limited, the Department anticipates an overall reduced spending in professional fees in the upcoming
year while allowing for flexibility in its budget for funding its current liquidation appointments and for any
future appointments.
The decrease in this expenditure area has
also been made possible by the Department’s strat-
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egy of obtaining preferred and significantly discounted
rates from local insolvency Practitioners.
I am going to flip over to page B-118 and
tackle the Subjective Analysis of Current Account Estimates.
As I noted earlier, please note that Bank
Charges and Commissions, referred to as “other expenses” have been increased by $50,000 in anticipation of increased credit and debit card usage by our
customers as these services are made available.
I would also like to draw your attention to the
fact that the insurance expenditure estimate has been
increased by $62,000 in anticipation of an increase in
the liability insurance premium payment for 2014/15.
The department’s liability insurance policy comes under the Government’s “umbrella” insurance policy, and
the terms and payments are negotiated in the London
market by the Accountant General’s department.
I also draw your attention to the wages estimate. The $22,000 increase represents an allocation
for summer students which the department will use as
a cost-effective method for performing special projects
and to supplement regular staff. This allows young
Bermudians to gain valuable experience as they assist the Registrar during periods of heavy workload.
Repairs and maintenance have also been increased by $22,000 to reflect the cost of a new software maintenance/service agreement the department
has had to obtain for new online services vendor support.
Mr. Chairman, I do not believe there are any
other significant changes between the 2013/14 and
the 2014/15 budgets which need to be commented
on.
Moving again to Revenue on page B-118, I
would like to very quickly touch upon the revenue
generated by the Registrar of Companies. The figures
can be found on page B-118 and they are significant.
The department is forecasting overall revenue of just
over $60 million [$60,004,445]. This is just over half a
million less ($676,952) than the revised revenue prediction for 2013/14 [$60,681,397]. Although we have
forecast for a reduction, these revenue estimates are,
in my opinion, conservative. We are cautiously optimistic that these estimates will not only be met but
exceeded.
Manpower, moving over to page B-119. Mr.
Chairman, the Department’s budget supports an establishment of 21 full-time equivalent positions. As a
result of the Early Retirement Incentive Plan, two of
the department’s staff accepted early retirement late
in 2013. This is reflected in the revised staff allocation
moving from 23 to 21. These two posts have been
frozen for a two-year period. Currently, there are four
vacant posts within the department which will be filled
on a substantive basis in the 2014/15 fiscal year.
Mr. Chairman, the Department believes in
good value for money by operating effectively and
efficiently in the face of limited available resources.
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Despite the reduced budget, the Department expects
to maintain the same service delivery levels and targets as this year for the next fiscal year.
I am going to talk briefly, Mr. Chairman, about
major achievements. The Department has been very
active this past fiscal year. Some highlights for the
department this past fiscal year include the following:
1. After having obtained detailed feedback from
the Corporate Service Providers (CSPs) and
stakeholders subsequent to the live testing of
the eROC Online Registry System last year,
the Department was able to introduce a number of enhancements to the System. Working
diligently with our software Developers, we
(that is the Department) were able to complete about 80 per cent of those enhancements and the remaining 20 per cent are in
progress.
2. Completion of one of the largest insurance
liquidations Bermuda has seen. Especially
when one compares the thousands of policyholders affected by the collapse of CLICO
(Trinidad) Limited in Trinidad and the resultant
winding-up of CLICO’s Bermuda Branch,
which was the British American Insurance
Company [BAICL]. The department and its
Agents; KPMG and Conyers Dill & Pearman
were at times stretched to provide strategies
and solutions to a myriad of problems this particular engagement posed. Of particular note
was the fact that the Registrar in his capacity
as the Official Receiver and his team were
able to arrange for uninterrupted health insurance coverage for the majority of BAICL’s
health insurance policyholders, which numbered approximately 5,000 people.
3. The Department was also successful in continuing to improve on its efforts to streamline
internal processes and speed to market.
Whilst the performance measures in the
Budget Book refer to average processing
times of between two and five days, the vast
majority of applications are turned around
within a four-hour period on a routine basis.
4. The Department is also key to the presentation of statistics and data to the Ministry. Certain indicators regarding company registrations are tracked on a monthly and quarterly
basis.
5. Working with the Minister and the Permanent
Secretary, the Registry was instrumental in
the development of a new corporate landholding policy, and the corresponding amendments to Bermuda’s legislation to accommodate the new policy. We are confident that the
new landholding policy protects the interests
and birthrights of Bermudians whilst providing
new and exciting opportunities for our corporate citizens regarding Bermudian real estate.
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6. Under the banner of the ongoing National
Risk Assessment for Bermuda as a jurisdiction the department has provided dedicated
staff members to assist on the National AntiMoney Laundering Committee to provide vital
statistics, information and technical input on
Bermuda’s legislative infrastructure as it relates to the pieces of legislation administered
by the Department.
Mr. Chairman, I am going to shift to plans for
the upcoming year.
The department will continue on its commitment in working with the industry, the Regulator and
with the Ministry in improving its processes and implementing its various projects as follows:
1. The eROC Online [Registry] System is the
Department’s main initiative in 2014/15 and
the implementation plan for the new System in
2014/15 is as follows:
a. Rolling out the pilot program for the
revised System to test enhancements
with stakeholders;
b. Completion of the debit and credit
card payments system as a quicker
mode of payment for our customers;
and
c. Launching of the Bulk Annual Fee upload functionality of the System which
will allow CSPs to consolidate annual
fees and submit and upload the same
to the System electronically. This
functionality offers a range of benefits
including faster processing and recording of annual fees as well as paperless annual form submissions.
2. Continued enhancements to the Corporate
Landholding policy. The Department will continue to work with the Ministry in enhancing
the corporate landholding policy and introduce
legislative amendments as necessary.
3. The Department will continue to further
streamline its processes to be able to work in
conjunction with the Economic Development
Committee [EDC], the Business Development
Unit [BDU] and the Business Development
Agency [BDA] as expeditiously as possible
especially on projects of National Importance
and getting new companies on board the jurisdiction.
Mr. Chairman, in closing, I would like to extend my appreciation for the work undertaken by the
Registrar of Companies, Mr. Stephen Lowe, and his
team, particularly, Ms. Maria Boodram, the Assistant
Registrar, and Mr. Hanny Consolacion, the Assistant
Official Receiver.
Thank you Mr. Chairman, this concludes my
remarks on Head 39, the Registrar of Companies.
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HEAD 46—DEPARTMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay, we move on
to the Department of Telecommunications, Head 46.
And this Head can be found on page B-122 to B-125
of the Budget Book.
The Current Account Estimates for Head 46,
the Department of Telecommunications, as I said, I
will start on pages B-122.
Mr. Chairman, the Mission of the Department
of Telecommunications is to enable an innovative and
sustainable telecommunications industry for Bermuda
by formulating sound policy.
The objectives of the Department are as follows and these are to support the mission in the coming fiscal year 2014/15:
• protecting the public interests;
• providing technical and administrative support
to the Broadcasting Commission and the
Telecommunications Commission;
• to market the newly-established satellite network Bermuda Sat-1;
• to effect the migration of the Broadcasting
Commission to the Regulatory Authority;
• to develop broadband policy; and
• to update the legislation related to Broadcasting.
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Mr. Chairman, the Ministry continues to work
with the RA on a range of policy and practical issues.
Since it was formally established and began operations on January 28, 2013 and through its first year of
operation, the Regulatory Authority has noted that
publishing its determinations according to the precise
letter of the law, as it is currently written, has proven
to be expensive and time-consuming.
In an effort to keep operations lean and sensible, an amendment has been debated by the House
of Assembly to de-couple the notice of a determination from its technical aspect, so as to require the RA
to publish the notice only in the official Gazette, while
the entirety of the determination would be published
on the RA’s website—so that it gives the public access. We feel this is a sensible amendment given the
volume of pages of determinations published so far.
A further example of the collaborative work of
the Ministry, Department and RA was exemplified in
April 2013 when Integrated Communications Operator
Licences (or ICOLs) were issued for the first time to
carriers. This allows telecommunications operators to
offer any telecommunications service under one operating licence. This means that a single operator can
offer a complete suite of services, from Internet, to
telephone, to long distance, et cetera, which allows for
livelier competition. The issue of ICOLs has already
caused a dramatic decrease in consumer pricing.
There have been 20 ICOLs issued so far.
The results are favourable, particularly in the Internet
market. One carrier managed to increase its market
share by more than 5 per cent in less than six months,
and since July 2013, there has been a 42 per cent
decrease in prices. The average customer saves just
over $50.00 a month on Internet service. Those customers who subscribed to mid-range broadband
speeds saw the highest savings of $59.00 per month,
which was effectively a decrease of 56 per cent in the
past three months. More carriers are offering bundles
of two or more services, and these bundles are proving popular with customers.
As a result of this increased competition, mobile carriers have begun to reduce their roaming
prices and they have announced reductions in calling,
SMS and data rates. The per-minute cost for roaming
calls decreased from $1.29 per minute to $0.25 per
minute. The biggest savings come from data roaming,
dropping from as high as $15.00 per megabyte to
$0.25 per megabyte.
Mr. Chairman, the Regulatory Authority has
produced 16 determinations to date, the most notable
of which being the Determination of Operators with
Significant Market Power; Obligations for Operators
with Significant Market Power; the Number Portability
Determination; the Cell Phone Unlocking Determination; and Access and Interconnection Agreements for
Carriers with Significant Market Power.

I am going to now move to the bottom of the
page B-122, where it indicates that the Department of
Telecommunications has been allocated a budget for
the 2014/15 year of $900,000. This is a 28 per cent
reduction or some $357,000 from the previous year.
The previous year 2013/14 budget was $1,257,000.
This amount comprises the cost centres of Administration, Technical Services, and Other Services. I will
get into a breakdown of each cost centre a little later.
The overall Department allocation for the year, as I
said, is down by some 28 per cent.
This reduction is primarily due to the establishment of the Regulatory Authority, and the consequent restructuring of functions, roles and funded
staffing. The Department has been working very
closely with the Regulatory Authority (RA) in refining
and streamlining the regulatory regime in place. The
Department has responsibility for policy and provides
advice and guidance to the Minister. While the RA is
independent, under the principal legislation (that is its
principal legislation), the Minister provides instruction
and direction with regard to its work plan, priorities
and budget. The Regulatory Authority is responsible
for regulation and supervision.
The RA is led by a board of Commissioners,
chaired by Mr. Kent Stewart. The Chief Executive of
the Authority is Mr. Philip Micallef. Mr. Micallef is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the Authority. The Authority is staffed with six additional people.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Further, to the requests and directions of the
Minister, in the coming year, some of the areas that
the Regulatory Authority will focus on include:
• Carrying out a consultation on broadband policy and universal service policy.
• By October 2014, the RA plans on finalizing
the process of reassigning the currently licensed radio spectrum based on its extensive
study and ongoing industry and public consultations on how it has been assigned in the
past, how it is used at present, and what the
best use of spectrum would be for the future.
In the past, spectrum was assigned without
much regard to how or indeed how much of it would
be used. Carriers often had more than they would
reasonably require, and therefore they would rarely
fully utilize all of the bandwidth they were assigned.
For example, there is discussion on how bandwidth
can be freed up for Long Term Evolution (LTE) mobile
services, which is a matter of national importance in
order to keep Bermuda competitive and more attractive to the overseas investor.
The RA looks forward to having its consultation document for the 700 MHz Spectrum Migration
finalised for release and public consultation within the
coming weeks, as it works with the Department to find
solutions for redistributing that spectrum that are fair
and equitable to all the participants in the telecommunications marketplace.
• Another area will be the establishment of a
national plan for telecommunications infrastructure with particular attention being paid to
transmission towers.
• The RA will also develop a price comparison
website.
• They will review number charging structure
and methodology.
• They will look at measures to improve customer service and provide a more streamlined
service, such as implementation of an online
payment portal for certain fees.
• The RA is going to continue to protect the interests of customers by addressing codes of
practice and disseminating information
through a number of channels, including Consumer Guides, the RA’s website and in marketing campaigns, ensuring information is accessible, responsive to needs, accurate, and
timely.
• And finally, the RA will review the current
switching processes which govern how a customer can change providers. The aim of the
review will be to develop a strategic approach
to switching, and to ensure that there are no
undue barriers in place.
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centres and I will start with Administration, which is
cost centre 56000.
The cost centre’s budget is $808,000. Although this is slightly up by some $68,000 (or
9 per cent) from the previous year, the overall Department budget has been reduced.
The increase in this cost centre has been allocated to further the progression of our space industry. There are significant lobbying and diplomatic efforts needed with our business partners, Ofcom, the
FCC and the ITU (International Telecommunications
Union) in order to fully implement and succeed in the
space business. I will get into this in more detail at a
later point.
While some of the roles that were undertaken
by the department are now assumed by the RA, the
Department retains responsibility for policy, as well as
responsibility for Broadcasting. Functions related to
Broadcasting are still within the responsibility of the
Telecommunications Commission and this includes
the granting of new broadcasting licences. This involves public consultation and hearings prior to permission and licensing. This year, there have been no
new applications.
The cost centre of Administration is largely
responsible for accounts payable and receivable, and
determining policy direction.
The amount in salaries reflects the reductions
due to the furlough days introduced last year. Also
included is funding for the recruitment and hiring of a
new Director of Telecommunications. This recruitment
is underway and is being undertaken with consideration (as I mentioned earlier) of the possible amalgamation of the Departments of Energy, E-Commerce
and Telecommunications as we discussed in the Ministry Headquarter’s debate.
The funded positions in the Administration
section currently comprises one receptionist/clerk, one
telecommunications officer, one administrative officer,
one senior legal consultant and one Director at present. The telecommunications officer’s role is changing, and will be refined once a substantive Director is
in place. Currently, the telecommunications officer
provides administrative and technical support to the
Broadcasting Commission, accounting and human
resources data entry functions for both the Telecommunications Department and the Department of Energy, and technical and administrative support to the
Director. It is worth noting that there has been no substantive director in this department in well over five
years. During this time we have appreciated the support of a series of Acting Directors who have been
temporarily seconded and have been doing doubleduty while maintaining their other responsibilities. Suffice to say, it has not been an ideal situation. Recruiting and hiring a suitable substantive candidate continues to be a priority for the Ministry.
I am going to move now down to cost centre
56010, Technical Services.

I am now going to go further into the cost centres on page B-122. As you can see there, Mr. Chairman, under Telecommunications there are three cost
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The Technical Services cost centre has seen
no variance over last year’s budget, with only $17,000
in its account. This allocation is used to maintain
equipment required to ensure that radio frequency
emissions from cell towers are within the limits prescribed by the United States Federal Communications
Commission. The funds are also used to maintain the
Emergency Broadcasting Station on 100.1 FM.
Now, down to cost centre 56020, called Other
Services.
The estimate for 2014/15 is $75,000. This is
actually down some 85 per cent, or $425,000 from the
previous year. Obviously, this cost centre has been
significantly reduced. The $500,000 allocated last
year constituted the final amount of the paid-up capital
for the Regulatory Authority to get it launched. This
was used primarily for establishing the RA’s staffing,
training and initial operations. It is important to note
that the Regulatory Authority is now self-funding, and
no longer has a capital requirement from Government.
The $75,000 in this year’s budget has been
allocated to engage the necessary consulting assistance to migrate the regulation of Broadcasting to the
Regulatory Authority. The legislation needs updating
and modernizing to allow this migration.
Currently, the broadcasting sector is governed
by several different acts including, but not limited to:
• Cable Service Television Act 1987;
• Television Broadcasting Service Regulations
1987;
• Films (Control of Exhibition) Act 1959;
• Broadcasting Commissioners Act 1953;
• Telecommunications Radio (Stock) Regulations 1987;
• Various radio class regulations;
• Sound Broadcasting Service Regulations
1994;
• Satellite Network Notification and Coordination Regulations 2007.
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tion) Act 1959 only provides for three possible categories of rating as follows:
• “G” for general exhibition;
• “PG” for advised parental guidance;
• “R” which restricts audiences to ages 18 and
above. Those under 18 must be accompanied
by a parent or guardian.
Needless to say, these existing categories are
very general and do not provide the public with much
information. For example, PG-13 is not classified in
Bermuda as an acceptable rating, and there is currently no requirement to post information about content, whether it is language, nudity, violence, or other
mature content. Updating this legislation and introducing a wider range of classifications with a possible
requirement for the posting of content information will
allow viewers to make more informed decisions.
There is also debate as to which rating system should be adopted, with special attention being
given to limiting the exposure of our young people to
egregiously violent imagery in their entertainment
choices. In this matter, it may be more appropriate to
align our rating system with a European one rather
than a United States based one. We live in an age of
readily accessible information and entertainment, and
there is an exceedingly fine line between safeguarding
the community and outright censorship, and so any
modernisation or realignment of legislation must go
through a careful public consultation process.
Another challenge for the broadcasting sector
is the current policy to not allow advertising on cable
lease channels. A policy review on this matter is one
of the projects for the department in the coming year.
It is anticipated that allowing advertising on cable
lease channels may increase competition and innovation, offering choice, variety, and an improved quality
of programming. However, the impact this may have
on terrestrial broadcasters must be carefully examined
and balanced. It is important to assess the effect of
increased competition for advertising dollars in a limited marketplace.
Mr. Chairman, as I mentioned earlier, the Department is working hand in hand with the RA to move
the regulation of Broadcasting under the RA. The
benefits to the sector, once regulated by the Regulatory Authority, will be appropriate and robust regulation. As shown already in the telecommunications
marketplace, the RA will undertake significant market
power studies, with appropriate remedies applied, so
that we can enable a modern and lively local broadcasting sector. The RA will also be responsible for
collecting the relevant licensing fees, further reducing
the administrative burden to the Government, and
thereby allowing the Department to be more efficient
in its operations.
Mr. Chairman, I wish to now turn to the development of our Space Industry.

In addition, there are other pieces of legislation that have relevance to the broadcasting sector,
such as the Prohibited Publications Act 1963 and the
Obscene Publications Act 1973.
There is a need therefore to streamline and
condense as much of the legislation as possible, while
ensuring that it is still sufficiently thorough to allow for
the breadth of broadcasting technologies that are currently available.
Mr. Chairman, the main function of the Broadcasting Commission, in the current context, is to make
decisions on the ratings of films being shown in public,
to make decisions on the suitability of broadcast content, ranging from movies to radio adverts, and to address complaints from the public on those matters
noted above. Some of the legislative amendments
required involve updating the role of the Commission
and reducing the amount of time spent reviewing films
that are already rated. The Films (Control of ExhibiBermuda House of Assembly
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This Honourable House will recall that in
1983, the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) allocated four satellite orbital slots to Bermuda.
Three of these are for Broadcasting Satellite Services
for Direct-to-Home reception and the fourth is for
commercial communications.
One of the Direct-to-Home satellite slots, located at 96.2˚WL, designated as BermudaSat-1, was
identified as the most commercially viable slot and in
2004 the Bermuda Government began to develop
plans to commercialise this asset. To this end, SES,
the world’s second largest satellite operator, was engaged to work with Bermuda to identify a suitable inorbit asset to bring BermudaSat-1 into use by the ITU
th
regulatory deadline April 15 , 2013.
Following many years of challenges and frustrations, in February 2013, a satellite called EchoStar
VI was made available to be moved into Bermuda’s
st
slot at 96.2˚WL. On April 1 , 2013, despite the eleventh hour objections of a Dutch registered network,
the United States Federal Communications Commission (FCC) gave their approval to relocate EchoStar
VI from its previous location at 77˚WL to 96.2˚WL.
EchoStar VI arrived at its new orbital location
on April 13, 2013, two days in advance of the eightyear ITU deadline and operated at this location for 90
days, thus fulfilling the ITU requirements by which a
satellite is officially “brought into use.”
Bermuda’s licensing regime for satellite networks is outlined in the Satellite Network Notification
and Coordination Regulations 2007. These Regulations assign the Minister responsible for Telecommunications as the licensing authority for these networks.
In accordance with these Regulations, the
Minister issued to SES Satellites (Bermuda) Limited,
the designated operator, three certificates: The certificates of compliance; the certificate of competence to
engage in coordination, and; the certificate of coordination.
In August 2013, SES Bermuda, having met all
the prerequisites, was issued a full operating licence,
authorizing them to operate the BermudaSat-1 network at 96.2˚WL.
In terms of revenue, there are three streams
for BermudaSat-1. The first is the satellite network
filing application fee which is a one-time fee payable
by all satellite companies desiring to use Bermuda as
their filing administration. It is due at the time of submission of the application and is approximately
$10,000. SESB paid this fee back in November 2010.
The second stream of revenue is the satellite
licensing fee. Although this fee is not yet in the fee
schedule, it will be designed to be paid annually for
each licence that is issued.
The third stream is the orbital resource usage
fee. This fee is to be paid by those satellite operators
that wish to use one of our orbital slots that was allocated to us by the ITU.
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In September 2013, this Government reached
another significant milestone in the effort to commercialise our satellite slots. On this date, an Orbital Resource Use Agreement (ORUA) was signed between
the Bermuda Government and SES Bermuda. This
agreement is an exclusive commercial agreement and
is designed to ensure that Bermuda’s rights are protected and that the orbital resource is optimally developed.
This agreement is for a 15-year period and
the agreed terms are well within the norms of the satellite industry.
As we are still in the early stages of this newly
signed agreement, the revenues are related to the
development of a business plan by both SESB and
EchoStar which includes gaining market access and
developing a customer base. These markets include
satellite-based video, maritime and aeronautical services throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.
Note that the revenue potential from these
initial markets is just the starting point. Our long-term
objective is still to access the United States’ market.
However, that will depend on whether the US lifts the
current moratorium on foreign satellites broadcasting
in the US direct-to-home market.
Our prime orbital slot, ideally located at
96.2˚WL, is over the Midwest and has the capacity
and ability to serve the entire continental US, Alaska,
Hawaii, and Bermuda.
This agreement serves as a template for future agreements as it signals to stakeholders in the
satellite industry that Bermuda is open and ready for
business, particularly as we seek to commercialise
our remaining orbital slots.
Mr. Chairman, according to a report prepared
for the Satellite Industry Association called “State of
the Satellite Industry Report in October 2013,” the
global satellite industry grew by 7 per cent to reach a
total of $189.5 billion in 2012. The satellite industry
segments include consumer services such as satellite
television, radio and broadband. Revenues from satellite television services of $88.4 billion in 2012 account
for 95 per cent of consumer services revenues, and
40 per cent of the global revenues of the satellite television services revenues is attributed to the United
States; that is 40 per cent that is attributed to the
United States.
The process of “bringing into use” and compliance has not been without its challenges for Bermuda. A network registered with the Netherlands has
sought to impede the progress of BermudaSat-1.
They formally objected to the FCC when the FCC
granted the approval for EchoStar VI to be moved into
our slot.
The Netherlands then amplified their efforts to
impede the progress of BermudaSat-1 by extending
their objections to the Radiocommunication Bureau of
the ITU. They sought to have the bringing into use
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and notification on BermudaSat-1 overturned by the
ITU.
Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to inform this
th
House that on February 18 , 2014, the ITU’s Radiocommunication Bureau advised the Netherlands that
they were unsuccessful in their bid. It remains to be
seen whether the Dutch administration will attempt to
initiate any further action at the ITU.
Nevertheless, this Bermuda victory was
achieved by the coordinated efforts of our partners
Access Partnership, SES, EchoStar, as well as the
efforts of our Assistant Cabinet Secretary, Mr. William
Francis.
It would be remiss of me to not acknowledge
the assistance of OfCom, Government House, as well
as the London and DC offices of the Bermuda Government in helping to put us in a position to make the
commercialisation of our orbital assets a reality.
Mr. Chairman, I am going to turn now to page
B-123 and to the expenditure figures there. It is worth
noting that the figures reflect a significant reduction in
overall expenditures amounting to a 28 per cent drop
over last year’s expenditures.
The explanation for the $348,000 decrease in
this “Professional Services” allocation is the fact that
the half million dollars provided to the Regulatory Authority as start-up capital came from this line item. As
mentioned, we have still placed funding in here for
appropriate ongoing consulting.
Consideration for further fees for consultants
such as Access Partnership, who, as I mentioned earlier are our consultant advisors with regard to our Satellite programme, is taken into account with the
$177,000 allocated for Professional Services.
Slightly below on the same page, B-123, are
Revenues. Mr. Chairman, you will note that there is a
slight decrease in revenues, under centre 8431, and
that is General Fees. This is due to some anticipated
incremental increases in all fees except for ICOLs.
This is the revenue passed back to Government following the collection of fees from the carriers by the
RA.
The ICOL fees are set for this current fiscal
year at 3.8 per cent total, and the RA retains
1.75 per cent
and
transfers
the
remaining
2.05 per cent to the Government. The retention of
fees is how the RA is self-funding on a going forward
basis.
This revenue figure also includes the fees
from the Broadcasting Companies, amateur radio licences, two-way radio licences, marine radios, aircraft
radios, commercial vessel radios, citizen’s band radios, stock licences, and some special categories for
remote controlled equipment.
The breakdown of projected fees for fiscal
year 2014/15 is as follows:
• Cellular handset fees account for approximately $6,210,000;

•
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ICOL fees and other miscellaneous fees account for approximately $4,150,000.
The miscellaneous fees include:

•
•
•
•
•

Class 1 or Broadcasting licences;
Class 6 licences, which are aircraft radio licences;
Class 9 licences, which are maritime radio licences for shipping vessels;
Cable television licences;
Stock licences, amateur radio licences, marine small craft, two-way radios, subscription
radio licences, and air/maritime station licences account for the remainder of our revenues.

Mr. Chairman, the Budget Book on page B124 states that there are 10 Full-Time Equivalent positions. Note only five positions have been funded. This
is the same as last year. However, the other unfilled
five positions have been retained under the department head to accommodate the potential reallocation
and realignment of roles in the future, particularly if
there is an amalgamation with other departments, that
is Energy and E-Commerce.
The five funded positions are:
• Director of Telecommunications;
• Telecommunications Officer;
• Administrative Officer;
• Receptionist/Clerk;
• Senior Legal Counsel.
Of the remaining five unfunded positions,
three were transferred to the RA, initially on secondment and then permanently as a full transfer. These
positions remain in the FTE count for the Department
but are unfunded. The remaining two positions are an
assistant Director and a personal assistant and these
remain unfunded.
The reduction of $16,000 takes into account
the furlough days.
Mr. Chairman, the Department of Telecommunications continues to be responsible for developing policy recommendations for the Minister and then
working with the RA to implement such policy. The
Department will still provide technical and administrative support to the Telecommunications and Broadcasting Commissions for the duration that these
Commissions remain under the purview of the Department.
Specifically, work with the RA on an encompassing Broadband policy, as well as the migration of
the regulation of Broadcasting to the Regulatory Authority, are the priority projects for the coming year.
This will involve revisions and modernisation of existing legislation.
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As mentioned earlier, the commercialisation of
our satellite orbital slot will also be a priority in the
coming year.
Mr. Chairman, the Department continues to
provide a good service. In a recent “Measures to Improve” survey conducted by the Department of EGovernment, the Department of Telecommunications
was found to have one of the highest customer service ratings in Government, with a 76 per cent Customer Satisfaction rating. This survey was conducted
in September 2013, with the results tabulated in
January 2014.
I mentioned the double shifts some of the staff
have been putting in. In this regard, I would particularly like to thank the Acting Director of Telecommunications, Ms. Jeane Nikolai, who has taken on this role
of Acting Director while maintaining the role of Director of the Department of Energy. It would also be remiss of me to not thank the RA Commissioners and
the CEO, Mr. Philip Micallef, for a very successful
launch and significant accomplishments during the
year.
Thank you Mr. Chairman, this concludes my
remarks on the Department of Telecommunications
HEAD 67—DEPARTMENT OF E-COMMERCE
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Moving on. Head 67
which is the Department of E-Commerce, and that can
be found on page B-126 to B-129 in the Budget Book.
As you can see, Mr. Chairman, the Department of E-Commerce has been allocated $962,000 for
the fiscal year of 2014/15. Let me just preface some of
the budget points by saying that some of the world's
largest businesses today did not exist 10 or 15 years
ago. Only the marriage of technology and innovation
has made this possible. We must maintain our focus
on the development of technology literacy and skills in
order for Bermuda and Bermudians to take advantage
of the possibilities the digital and knowledge economy
brings. Our Information Communications Technology
(or ICT) industry supports our public and private sectors. We cannot emphasize enough the importance of
a sophisticated infrastructure and access to specialised ICT talent, and to the types of industries we look
to attract and maintain on our shores.
We also must ensure that the ICT legislative
and policy framework enabling business in Bermuda
continues to adapt to support new business opportunities that may arise out of this “new global economic
reality,” in a manner that reflects best international
practice and is consistent with our own standards of
excellence.
Mr. Chairman, the mission of the Department
of E-Commerce is to develop the right regulatory
framework and facilitate the adoption and advancement of ICT skills and innovation, so that Bermuda
continues to be recognized as a prime jurisdiction that
leverages and advances the digital economy.
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On page B-126, as I said, the estimate for the
2014/15 year is $962,000. This is a decrease of
$118,000, representing an 11 per cent decrease over
last year. As the Department of E-Commerce is a very
lean operation, this budget is not difficult to break
down. The funds are allocated to four separate areas
and you can see them set out on page B-126: Administration; Policy and Legislation; Marketing and Promotion and; E Business Awareness.
I will start with Administration. The Budget
estimate for 2014/15 is $517,000, down $103,000, or
17 per cent, from the previous year. The variance reflects the impact of furlough days and the funds associated with a frozen position of Junior Analyst.
The Administration section includes all functions related to the operations of the Department of ECommerce, including the support of the E-Commerce
Advisory Board (ECAB) functions as per the Electronic Transactions Act 1999, as well as ad hoc committees.
Expenses under this cost centre include the
salaries of one Director, one Administrative Assistant
and two Senior Analysts. The position of, and associated funding for, a Junior Analyst have been frozen for
this fiscal year.
Other expenses include equipment and utilities, computer hardware, software maintenance, office
supplies, training, space reconfiguration, and office
operations.
You will note for line item 77000, on page B126, the change in the original estimate from
$620,000 to a revision of $465,000. This revision was
based on the fact that the salaries for both a Senior
and a Junior Analyst were frozen for the year. The
budget has been reset for the coming year to accommodate the hiring of one of those positions.
This change is also reflected in the Salaries
section on page B-127.
The next cost centre is policy and legislation,
line item 77003. Budgeted at $235,000 for the coming
year—the slight increase over last year’s budget relates to the expanded activities required to advance
the privacy project.
The “Policy and Legislation” cost centre consists of activities relating to the oversight role that the
Department of E-Commerce plays for Internet and EBusiness policy and legislation, ensuring the correct
legislative and policy framework is in place to facilitate
the growth of e-business. This includes research activities and membership in relevant international organisations in order to develop comprehensive ecommerce policy advice for the Government, the ECommerce Advisory Board and committees.
The development of privacy legislation falls
under this cost centre and expenses include: specialist consulting services; travel and participation at conferences; documentation; educational and promotional
materials. In addition, initiatives relating to Internet
governance policy matters and cyber security with a
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focus on public education, complete the expenses
under this cost centre.
The next cost centre, 77004, Marketing and
Promotion. Budget for the coming year is $61,000,
down some 20 per cent, or $15,000, from previous
year.
The “Marketing and Promotion” cost centre
enables the Department of E-Commerce to continue
the representation of Bermuda as an E-Business jurisdiction in overseas markets through marketing, advertising, promotional and market research activities.
The sophistication of the technology, communications
landscape and workforce in Bermuda is a critical factor in the decisions taken by international business to
continue to operate in this jurisdiction as well as being
a major consideration in attracting new investment to
Bermuda.
Expenses under this cost centre include activities relating to the 2014 ICT statistics benchmarking exercise, research initiatives, marketing, editorial
in local and international publications, and advertising
and promotion.
The next cost centre, 77005, E-Business
Awareness and Development, budgeted at $149,000
in 2014/15, down $5,000 (3 per cent) from the previous year
Mr. Chairman, E-Business Awareness and
Development involves promoting the importance and
adoption of technology skills for personal and professional economic empowerment. We like to say, “Every
Career Needs IT” as all sectors are reliant on the use
of technology.
Expenses include programmes to train and
mentor youth in ICT careers, activities to support eentrepreneurship and to stimulate innovation.
Specifics include: “how to” workshops for ebusiness and e-entrepreneurship; the Technology
Leadership Forum’s (TLF) student summer IT internship programme; the creation of material on IT Careers; and the Biz Camp for youth.
Switching to page B-127, Manpower. The Department of E-Commerce works in partnership with
stakeholders wherever possible and in particular with
the private sector, for effectiveness and efficiency.
However, the Department still requires its own
resources in order to appropriately carry out its objectives. Although the Budget Book reflects five Full-Time
Equivalents, there is only funding allocated for four.
As mentioned earlier, the Junior Analyst position is
unfunded and the department is seeking to recruit a
further Policy Analyst. Currently, the Department operates with a staff of only three full-time people.
Mr. Chairman, objectives for the coming
year—in order to effectively accomplish the mission,
the Department of E-Commerce has developed the
following objectives for the forthcoming fiscal year
2014/15:
• Firstly, to significantly advance the development of privacy legislation.

•

•

•
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Advocate for the continued development, use
and adoption of technology among businesses, organizations, Government and the
population, to exploit the opportunities that a
digital economy provides.
Provide opportunities for technology education, mentoring and training, as well as encourage opportunities for education through
technological means.
Promote Bermuda as a sophisticated and security conscious technology and e-business
jurisdiction, in order to continue to maintain
and attract international business to Bermuda.

I am going to switch now to output measures
and achievements which are on page B-128 and B129. All output measures put forth in the 2013/14
Budget have been achieved and some of the highlights include:
• The Technology Leadership Forum (TLF) Internship Programme completed its fifth year of
operation. To date, 40 students have successfully graduated from the program. Out of
these, 15 are still continuing their college education and 22 have found full-time ICT positions with local or overseas firms.
• The TLF internship programme was created
to provide ICT students with direct industry
training and specialised ICT instruction,
through a partnership with the private sector.
Two IT Student Networking events were held
for all students interested in ICT and to allow
for exposure to top local industry professionals.
• The Department‘s efforts to encourage and
promote further innovation in the technology
arena resulted in a number of activities. This
year’s Technology Innovation Awards were
held as part of Global Entrepreneurship Week
and saw 68 different organisations, companies and individuals nominated in the competition designed to showcase Bermuda’s technology achievements.
• Also taking place during Global Entrepreneurship Week, the Department hosted the new
Tech Rocket Pitch Competition designed to
support technology-focused entrepreneurial
ventures, with the winner receiving a financial
award to help grow their business.
• To foster further innovation the Department
launched the TECHTALK Pilot Project, to help
technology organisations provide the community with exposure to current and emerging
technology trends that may impact or be useful for business. The Business Technology Division of the Bermuda Chamber of Commerce
participated in the pilot and organised a Social
Media Summit for businesses to help them
generate more revenue. [There were] 83 peoBermuda House of Assembly
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ple attending with 46 per cent indicating that
they had learned something new and over
40 per cent indicating that it had raised their
proficiency.
Continuing to focus on e-entrepreneurship,
the Department changed the name of the EMonday program to Inspire E-Business, which
better reflects the objectives of developing local e-business and supporting existing local
online retail. A total of seven workshops were
held with partners related to starting online
businesses. The session in November attracted 63 attendees.
In addition, a number of initiatives were raised
under cyber security.
The Department also issued the State of ICT
2012 Benchmarking Statistics report. This
provided useful data for the local community
and the information was also sent to international organisations that capture International
ICT indicators. I am going to skip a little bit of
that because I recognise time is moving on.

In addition, Mr. Chairman, I would like to highlight the valuable work done by the E-Commerce Advisory Board, headed by its Chairman, Mr. Aaron
Smith. The ECAB continues to meet regularly and has
made a number of valuable suggestions in their yearend report to the Ministry. These initiatives include
proposals to attract further ICT business and jobs to
Bermuda using various models developed in other
jurisdictions such as Dubai.
Bermuda’s proximity to the US and our extensive telecommunications infrastructure and international cable network gives us some competitive advantages in hosting both technology and financial services companies who may be looking for an offshore
jurisdiction to site skilled employees waiting for US
work visas.
Mr. Chairman, we have already begun to explore these and other diversification opportunities as
mentioned under Head 95.
Plans for the Upcoming Year
Privacy: In terms of plans for the upcoming
year, the most important for the Department is privacy.
A primary focus for the Department during this
next fiscal year will be to continue to progress the development of privacy and data protection legislation.
The protection of personal information is a fundamental human right and is particularly critical in the information age, as we have witnessed recently by the
NSA leaks which have sparked a global debate about
the importance of privacy.
There have recently been significant and fundamental changes to the international privacy landscape. As a result of the NSA issue and other factors,
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a draft privacy model has been developed but the Department has been assessing the implications of these
new developments with a view to refining the draft
model in order to ensure we continue to follow international best practice in this area. At the same time we
must recognise our economic ties and opportunities.
The challenge is to balance sound regulation and
keep the ability to attract new companies to our
shores.
The Bermuda model seeks to afford the necessary protections, but will aim to be appropriate for a
small jurisdiction to put in place efficiently and without
creating significant burdens on organisations, as may
be the case elsewhere.
Introduction of this legislation may prove
beneficial for companies that operate globally out of
Bermuda, as it may facilitate requirements for transborder data flows of certain personal information to
other countries with privacy regimes. An increasing
number of jurisdictions, including many of Bermuda’s
competitors have already adopted similar types of legislation. We hope to have finalised the draft model by
late Fall of this year.
Cyber Security: Mr. Chairman, community
safety concerns of this Government also include the
online environment. Cyber safety and related Internet
matters continue to be a priority for the Department of
E-Commerce and it will maintain its objectives to promote safe online practices and digital citizenship particularly amongst youth and in partnership with the
BPS and Education.
Plans include the release of the new Cybertips website shortly. Further activities related to online
safety are planned including information for Seniors
who are often targets of online fraud.
ICT Benchmarking Survey: As I have mentioned, it is important for the country to regularly
measure its progress as a digital economy in line with
other countries, and the data gathered provides valuable information on Bermuda’s ICT penetration rates,
adoption, usage and skills, within the corporate sector
and among Bermuda’s residential population.
The Department will be undertaking its biannual survey in this new fiscal year.
Inspire
E-Business
and
EEntrepreneurship: I am going to mention, as well,
plans on inspiring E-Business and Entrepreneurship.
Mr. Chairman, much has been written about the importance of entrepreneurship, both as a tool for stimulating innovation and as an alternative to employment
challenges.
As technology plays a critical role in enabling
e-commerce, the Department and its partners will be
expanding its Inspire E-Business activities for eentrepreneurs, to include a special “Start Up” weekend, where aspiring e-entrepreneurs spend an intense
weekend to find out if their ideas are viable. They receive assistance from mentors and have access to
resources and tools. In addition to the regular and
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popular “How to Start an Online Business Workshop,”
the Pitch Tech event will take place again to support
e-business expansion and further encourage innovation.
Efforts to engage our youth in eentrepreneurship will continue through the Biz Camp.
TLF Internship Programme: Mr. Chairman,
we are pleased to confirm that the Department of ECommerce in collaboration with IT sector partners will
continue to offer the successful Technology Leadership Forum (TLF) IT Student Internship Programme,
with the objective of grooming and mentoring the best
and brightest young local IT talent.
As the information age requires skilled IT
workers, the Technology Leadership Forum will also
increase its efforts to provide information on ICT careers to schools and students on the Island through
various initiatives.
TECHTALK: Mr. Chairman, as technology is
ever evolving, we have to keep current in order to remain competitive. The TECHTALK initiative was designed to support existing technology industry organisations, their members and local technophiles, by
providing local training opportunities through workshops, exposure to new ICT trends, and offer forums
for exchanging ideas within the ICT and business
community. This project, which was piloted last year
and was welcomed by industry groups, will become a
programme.
Mr. Chairman, the function that the Department of E-Commerce plays is very important to the
progression of Bermuda, and the funding allocated is
necessary to ensure that the jurisdiction remains contemporary.
Mr. Chairman, in concluding my comments, I
would like to commend the work of the Director of the
Department of E-Commerce, Nancy Volesky, and her
team.
HEAD 89—DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Moving on, the final
Head is going to be of the Department of Energy. Mr.
Chairman, as you will see it is found on pages B-130
to B-132.
The Department of Energy has been allocated
$1,040,000 for the financial year 2014/15. This is an
increase of some 42 per cent, or $310,000 from the
previous year, where the budget was $730,000. There
are some three full-time equivalent positions in the
Ministry.
Mr. Chairman, the Mission of the Department
of Energy is to develop energy policy, legislation and
regulation in order to ensure an affordable and secure
energy future for Bermuda.
Building on the recommendations of the 2011
Energy White Paper we are refining the elements of
our energy strategy. It is prudent to reconsider some
of the sub-goals of the White Paper. The economic
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recession has been deeper and longer than the original authors had envisioned. The overarching goals of
the White Paper remain, but the path toward achieving those may be different from that which was originally presented. The bottom line for Bermuda, however, is that we must reduce energy costs. We must
increase energy security. We must reduce our emissions. Due to the reduction in population and economic activity since 2008, actual demand for energy
has decreased. It is clear, however, that it will not be
long before demand will exceed the current capacity
of the utility to produce electricity.
Mr. Chairman, the fuel required for BELCO
alone is estimated to be approximately one million
barrels per year. If we estimate oil pricing at about
$100 per barrel, this is the equivalent of at least 100
million dollars every year that flows out of Bermuda. If
we can work towards keeping even 10 per cent of that
outflow on-Island, or reduce the cost of our fuel
through cheaper alternatives and renewables, that
could provide a welcome stimulus to our local economy.
It is expected that the use of liquid fossil fuels
will be reduced over time, and the Department is
working to ensure that Bermuda diversifies its fuel
alternatives in a sustainable and balanced fashion and
not continue to be overly dependent on a single
source of energy. The immediate goal is to lower
costs to make Bermuda a more attractive jurisdiction
for business and hospitality developments, as well as
make energy more affordable for the average resident.
To reduce the reliance on Heavy Atmospheric
Gas Oil (or HAGO as it is known) and to transition to a
more sustainable model, we are actively looking at
effective bridging technologies. Alternate fuels must
be considered to bridge the gap between a fossil-fuel
economy and an emissions-free one. The most logical
choice, at this juncture, is natural gas. There are many
positive attributes of using gas versus diesel; one is
that it will help us achieve the emissions goals of the
Energy White Paper, and the price has declined in
recent years due to new extraction methods, particularly in the US. Also, when combined with heat recovery and combined cycle technologies, gas generation
could far exceed those goals, buying the necessary
time that larger scale renewable energy needs to develop.
The Ministry and Department have been in
extensive consultation throughout the year with the
utility and with a consortium of local developers looking to assist with the implementation of a natural gas
bridging solution for Bermuda.
We have also held discussions with a leading
international shipping group with significant natural
gas capability and experience. This group already has
a Bermuda presence.
Mr. Chairman, natural gas is not the only
piece of the puzzle. Renewable energy technologies
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will contribute to the energy supply and provide relief,
particularly during times of peak demand. However, to
ensure stability we will need to carefully monitor and
regulate the amount of intermittent renewables, such
as solar or wind, feeding into the grid at any given
time until storage issues can be adequately resolved.
With regard to renewables, the most viable
utility scale option, in terms of cost and implementation time, is solar photovoltaic (PV). Again, intermittency is an issue—as is storage. Solar PV on a utility
scale is complex, and the Department of Energy is
working on creating a robust RFP to identify the best
partner or partners for such a development. A power
purchase agreement structure and mechanism must
also be finalised.
Residential and commercial solar PV and the
use of solar thermal for the production of hot water
also play an important role in achieving the goals of
the White Paper. Government has played a significant
role in encouraging the adoption of Residential Solar. I
will get into this in a little more detail later on.
Mr. Chairman, there are other utility scale renewable options that we have been looking at. However, many of them still require further development.
One example is a technology called Cylindrical Energy Transfer Oscillation (CETO). Working with the
Departments of Energy; Environment and Public
Works; a local company, Triton Renewable Energy, is
currently researching and developing this. CETO consists of a series of large pistons with submerged floats
anchored to the seabed at a depth of about 80 metres, so there is no visual impact.
The pistons are attached to a series of pipes,
and the floats move with the swells in the ocean. The
pistons force water through the pipes and up on land,
where the water is allowed to flow over a turbine,
which is effectively a water wheel. Electricity is generated on land and transmitted to the grid from this terrestrial point. A by-product of this process is the
manufacture of emissions-free desalinated water. An
offshore lease agreement is currently being reviewed
by the Ministry of Public Works.
Mr. Chairman, one of the achievements for
the Department last year was the formation and facilitation of the Bermuda Energy Working Group
(BEWG). This is a consultative body that meets regularly, with a broad range of stakeholders representing
the electric utility, the renewable energy industry,
prominent non-governmental organizations, engineers
and local scientists. The BEWG is providing guidance
and advice on residential and commercial interconnection agreements, power purchase agreements for
utility-scale energy projects; legislative changes that
will support the migration of energy regulation to the
independent Regulatory Authority; and finally, helping
develop a current and modern energy plan for Bermuda. It is important to note that the work of this
group is precedent-setting in that this is the most diverse and inclusive group to be consulted simultane-
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ously in the development of meaningful energy policy
for Bermuda. The Group began its work in earnest
with the examination of the commercial and residential
interconnection agreements, in which impact to the
customer base and sustainability were considered.
We have now reached the point where the
BEWG needs additional expert advice and guidance
to refine and finalise the commercial power purchase
agreements and guide the next phase of legislative
reform. Therefore, an RFP was published and the Department will be making its decision on the appropriate consultant shortly. The BEWG will also be working
on providing the first stage of public consultation on
the policy re-direction and legislative changes to move
the regulation of energy from under the auspices of
the Department to the Regulatory Authority.
Mr. Chairman, throughout the year, the Department continued its work with the public, the business community, the renewable energy industry, and
Her Majesty’s Customs to continue to support the uptake of energy-efficient products and renewable energy technologies by proposing progressive tariff
changes to encourage their adoption, while simultaneously discouraging the continued use of inefficient
products. It is critical to the energy future of Bermuda
that there is increased adoption of energy and conservation management systems. Their widespread
adoption will decrease demand on the national grid,
which benefits all Bermudians in reducing the urgency
for the utility to expand or even replace the existing
plant.
Cumberland House is a good example of how
an energy retro-fit in 2013 was able to make a significant impact on energy usage and cost. Among the
measures employed by the building’s managers were
a lighting retrofit to appropriate LED lights, an automated energy management system, sub-metering,
and an upgrade of the building’s Heating, Ventilation
and Air-conditioning system (HVAC) to make it more
efficient. Because the building’s tenants were not directly billed for their energy use, energy costs were
recovered through the service charge. The most
costly areas that were targeted were air conditioning,
lighting, and pumps. Switching the lighting to cooler,
more efficient LEDs not only decreased the amount of
energy spent on lighting, but also decreased the heat
load on the air-conditioning system, thereby improving
efficiency in both of those categories. The total saving,
thus far, from the retro-fit has been calculated as approximately 28 per cent. We are informed that, at this
rate, the investment in these deep energy retrofits will
have paid for itself in only 33 months.
Working with Customs and the Ministry of Finance, in the fourth quarter of 2013, the Department
helped to introduce end-use duty reliefs for energyefficient technologies. These demand-side management systems should provide significant reductions in
energy consumption in commercial settings. An example of such a system is the Viking Cold System.
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This is a technology that chills thermal batteries that
sit on top of freezer systems and keep them cool over
an extended period without having to use significant
amounts of electricity. By saving costs on their energy
bills it is anticipated that food wholesalers, restaurants
and retailers will be able to pass on such savings to
the customer.
These duty reliefs reinforce and demonstrate
this Government’s commitment to that reduction goal
of 20 per cent (as shown in the White Paper), by incentivising the customer with the opportunity to participate more directly in controlling their own energy
consumption.
Mr. Chairman, Government must also lead by
example, in reducing its more than $20 million annual
energy costs. In 2013, the Department of Energy
along with the Ministry of Public Works formed the
Government Sustainable Energy Committee (GSEC).
The GSEC includes stakeholders from Estates, Public
Works, the Department of Education, and the Office of
Project Management and Procurement. The Committee is working on measures to improve energy efficiency within the public service.
Already, the GSEC committee has been able
to quantify and demonstrate the importance of fiscal
efficiency in energy costs, and is about to launch a
pilot programme for a selection of Government offices
that will start with data collection and management.
There are three Ministries participating in this pilot,
including ourselves. The Department of Education will
be piloting two schools; the Department of Health will
be piloting a clinic space, and the Department of Government Estates will be piloting selected office space.
The data set will be collected from each different type
of building in the Government portfolio. Currently,
there is no collection or analysis of how Government
energy costs are incurred and the contribution to
those costs of lighting, air conditioning, et cetera. The
pilot will more accurately meter each building and its
energy use in increments of 15 minutes throughout
the day, for a number of months.
From that data, use patterns and equipment
load profiles will be gathered so that specific improvements can be made to operations that will make
a measurable difference in electricity consumption.
The GSEC will be developing an overall energy strategy for Government from these pilot projects, by using them as templates for similar building
types; i.e., schools will have a certain strategy, offices
another, clinics and health facilities another. The important note here is that energy strategy is not a “one
size fits all” approach, and so solutions will have to be
tailored for different categories of use.
One of the aims of the GSEC committee is to
investigate the value of creating an office of energy
management, so that measures put in place for energy efficiency can be monitored, measured and
maintained. Such energy management ties in well
with preventive management. For example, an identi-
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fied unusual increase in energy use by a certain building can mean that there is a problem with one of the
main building systems or pieces of equipment. With
no one monitoring energy, maintenance issues can
slip through the cracks.
Mr. Chairman, further to the work of the
GSEC, the review of the Bermuda Commercial Building Code has begun with collaboration between the
Department of Energy and the Department of Planning in order to help modernise the code to consider
energy efficiencies in building construction. The objective of refining and enhancing the building codes with
regard to energy efficiency is to ensure that new buildings are more efficient from the moment of commissioning and handover, thereby using less energy
throughout their lifespan. This built-in efficiency would
be more attractive to tenants, and the hope is that it
could inspire other building owners to upgrade to be
more competitive.
Mr. Chairman, in establishing a building rating
system, which in time could become mandatory, the
Department of Energy hopes to increase Bermuda’s
attractiveness to potential investors.
Many international businesses hold energy
efficiency as a “must have” when looking at potential
office space and domiciles. A greener inventory of
potential office sites will not only make Bermuda more
attractive to investors, but it will also promote those
businesses in Bermuda offering energy auditing and
energy efficiency solutions. The Department in concert with the GSEC committee intends on publicising
its buildings’ ratings in time, so taxpayers know that
they are getting better value for money in tax dollars
spent on energy charges in Government office
spaces. The Department is examining different building rating systems, and is in the process of selecting
the one that makes the most sense for Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, this year, the Energy Commission completed its analysis of the Fuel Adjustment
Rate (FAR). The Energy Commission has recommended that the FAR should remain in place and it
recommends continued implementation as a cushion
against pricing volatility so that the seasonal increases
in fuel cost in the warmer months (when air conditioners are heavily utilised) are eased by a slight increase
in rates in the cooler months.
The Energy Commission has also updated
and established minimum filing requirements, so that
the utility provides a comprehensive and thorough
data set from which the Commission may make its
decisions in an expedited fashion. The Energy Commission recommends a yearly review of the FAR in
order to ensure that only appropriate costs are passed
through, and that the best interests of the public are
served.
I am going to shift now to the Expenditure
Overview on page B-130 and B-131.
The Department of Energy has been allocated
$1,040,000 for the financial year 2014/15. This all
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comes under the same cost centre which is 99000,
Administration.
The increase of $310,000 is almost entirely
accounted for by an increase in professional service
fees. There is an increase in the budget to provide
funding already committed to the incentive scheme for
residents to adopt solar energy technologies. This is
the allocation of $191,000 under “other expenses” on
page B-131.
Mr. Chairman, during this current fiscal year,
the Department has issued over 70 solar photovoltaic
rebates. This is over twice as many as the previous
fiscal year. The Government has not only achieved,
but well exceeded, the original commitment of funds
toward the solar rebate initiatives. Combined with current commercial installations, this has meant an increase of installed capacity, to nearly a megawatt, and
the necessity to revisit the Energy Commission’s
original 200 customer threshold. There are approximately 170 rooftops of residential solar PV, with an
average size of 3.5 kW of installed capacity. To date,
the Department has issued in excess of $650,000
worth in rebates with $320,000 spent in 2013/14 and
$190,000 projected for the fiscal year ending
st
March 31 , 2015.
As well as solar PV installations, rebate initiatives have assisted with the installation of 85 residential solar thermal systems. These produce hot water
directly from the sun, and help customers avoid the
use of electricity to heat their water and provide storage of solar energy in the form of hot water.
The department has been in discussions with
industry and BELCO to find ways to encourage the
wider adoption of this relatively inexpensive technology, as the potential for reducing Bermuda’s overall
demand is substantial and, indeed, attainable. Considering that water heating accounts for up to 30 per
cent of the average Bermudian home’s electric bill,
increased adoption of solar water heating will make
inroads to reducing the average electricity bill, as well
as boosting the local economy through the support of
Bermudian businesses.
For many homeowners, the barrier to installation of a simple solar PV or a solar thermal system is
the up-front cost, which can range from $5,000 to
$40,000. In order to overcome this capital expense,
we are looking at a number of options that will finance
the up-front cost by using the difference between the
utility’s fee per kilowatt hour and the solar cost per
kilowatt hour to amortise a loan over a period of years.
Such financing systems are currently used in the US
and other countries.
Growth in the installations of renewable energy on both a residential and commercial scale will
not only diversify Bermuda’s energy mix, but also provide an opportunity for significant job and business
growth. The department continues to work with the
Department of Planning in an effort to streamline the
process of permitting for renewable energy technolo-
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gies, to do our part in reducing the soft costs of lowcarbon energy. In order to reduce the time that renewable energy applications take, the Department of
Planning has agreed that the Department of Energy
would only be consulted for applications of more than
1,000 square feet, thus reducing the time the planning
applications would otherwise take.
Aside from the allocation for consulting fees,
which I shall discuss in more depth, the budget allocation is predominantly for salaries, with a small provision for travel, training, educational promotion and
operational requirements such as rental of premises
and office materials. The category of professional services has been increased by $290,000, and I will address this increase shortly.
Mr. Chairman, you may notice an allocation of
$24,000 in the previous year’s budget for Energy. This
was in anticipation of what the department were informed were outstanding electricity bills. When the
department moved premises to its current location, it
was given the impression that it would be responsible
for a large portion of the electricity bill. Upon review
and consultation with BELCO, it has been confirmed
that this expense was not outstanding. Therefore, it
has not been allocated for this year.
I am going to touch briefly on Manpower, on
page B-131. The Department of Energy operates with
three full-time employees. Those are our director, a
policy analyst, and one research and development
officer. Some resources are shared with the Department of Telecommunications, with whom the Department of Energy shares office space.
Mr. Chairman, the department continues to
provide administrative and technical support to the
Energy Commission, who maintains a public consultation and awareness campaign to promote energy efficiency and conservation. The department also works
closely with Finance and the Department of Planning
in administering the Solar Rebate Initiative.
I had mentioned, Mr. Chairman, the additional
funding in the coming year’s budget for professional
services. In accordance with our Throne Speech
commitment, the department will engage appropriate
consultants to provide guidance and assistance in
amending legislation and regulations to enable the
regulatory authority to assume responsibility for the
regulation of energy. It will be necessary to amend the
existing Energy Act of 2009 to prepare an appropriate
glide path for the transition. The existing Energy Act
allows for little more than pricing regulation. There are
other issues aside from pricing that need to be addressed.
Among the amendments will be allowing equitable access to the transmission and distribution grid
to increase competition in electricity generation. This
will further encourage the emergence of independent
power producers to the market. The regulatory bodies
should also have oversight of power purchase agreements and interconnection agreements in order to
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ensure there is no anti-competitive behaviour in this
energy arena.
It is also imperative to ensure that the
amendments are well considered and inter-connect
with the policies and legislation of other departments,
while ensuring a robust and sustainable framework for
future energy developments in Bermuda.
As mentioned earlier, the department has already begun working with consultation groups like the
Bermuda Energy Working Group in order to ensure
that any new legislation is responsive to the needs of
the public, the renewable energy industry and the utility. Appropriate consultants can assist in this process.
It is worth noting that this is the first year in which the
department has been allocated sufficient funding for
the hiring of consultants. In years past, the allocations
have been minimal at best and not sufficient to even
begin such far-reaching and significant work. This
noted, the department’s methodology is to do the
groundwork and then hire consultants only when inhouse and working-group expertise is actually required.
Mr. Chairman, the department will continue to
provide support and resources for the Energy Commission, especially during the transition of energy
regulation from the Energy Commission to the Regulatory Authority. The Energy Commission continues to
strengthen its effectiveness by simple measures, such
as specifying minimum filing requirements that can
streamline the time it takes to evaluate a rate case.
Mr. Chairman, public education and awareness will continue and evolve as more Bermudian
residents become informed and knowledgeable about
energy matters. The department will continue to be
creative and innovative in its outreach, and will be
combining efforts with Greenrock in their implementation of the Foundation for Environmental Education’s
Eco-Schools initiative. Generating interest, awareness
and good energy habits in our young people is one of
the best ways in which to foster an energy future in
which we are all aware of, accountable for, and in
control of our own energy use.
The allocation of $50,000 for advertising and
promotion, as referenced on page B-131, allows the
department to participate in initiatives such as the
Coldwell Banker Home Show and Marine Sciences
Day. This helps disseminate messaging to the public
on energy efficiency, conservation and renewable energy technologies, all to help move us forward to a
sustainable energy future. The department is, once
again, one of the committee members planning the
th
next Earth Hour, which is to be held on March 29 ,
2014.
Another important element of the public
awareness campaign is the Energy Conservation
Contest 2013, in which approximately 20 residential
customers monitored their energy use throughout a
nine-month period. The top three contestants saved
between 33 per cent and 43 per cent from the previ-
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ous year’s kilowatt-hour use. We believe that most
residential households are able to reduce their energy
bills by 20 per cent by taking simple conservation
steps. This contest is designed to raise awareness
and knowledge in the community about the benefits of
behavioural change to effect deep savings in personal
energy use. We would like to commend BELCO for its
public education campaign that highlights many of
these energy-saving opportunities. So, the dirty little
secret, Mr. Chairman, is that you can actually reduce
your energy bill by at least 20 per cent by simple conservation measures.
Mr. Chairman, throughout this coming year,
the department will continue to work with its stakeholders to ensure Bermuda becomes an even more
attractive and sensible location in which to do business, by providing an increasingly stable energy outlook.
The focus for the department is on the
broader policy goals of stabilising and reducing costs,
improving energy security and ultimately reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. The overarching goals of
emissions reduction should be retained, but the
means by which that is achieved should allow for
more flexibility and creativity so that renewables are
introduced for sound economic and environmental
reasons.
Mr. Chairman, we need to recognise that we
need some action now to ease the burden of high energy costs. In order to effect immediate changes for
those who need it most, the department had been in
discussions with the utility to propose a tiered facilities
charge so that those at the lower end of the use
blocks will pay commensurately less in the fixed
monthly charges, those in the middle will remain unchanged and those in the upper tiers will pay a bit
more. This is a way in which the energy cost burden
can be shared, while assisting those most in need,
without having to go through a lengthy rate case submission. BELCO made this submission to the Energy
th
Commission on Thursday, March 6 .
Mr. Chairman, in concluding my comments on
the Department of Energy, I would like to particularly
acknowledge the commitment and capable assistance
of the Director of the Department of Energy, Ms.
Jeane Nikolai. I would also like to thank her team in
the department and all of the members of the Bermuda Energy Working Group, who are contributing to
moving us forward towards a more sustainable and
cost-efficient energy future.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks on
the heads. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
We have roughly 50 minutes left of this debate. Does any Member care to speak to the motion?
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Fifteen?
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The Chairman: Fifty.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Fifty, okay.
The Chairman: I see the Honourable Glenn
Blakeney, JP, MP, Shadow Minister of Economic and
Social Development. You have the floor.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you very much, Mr.
Chairman. I am going to try to go as quickly as I can.
First and foremost, I would like to commend
the Minister’s team in the various departments of
Heads 95, 39, 46, 67 and 89. I think this has been a
very thorough and well-prepared brief. And I would, as
well, like to thank the Minister for sharing the brief,
which has made it easy for me to follow.
First and foremost, I am going to declare an
interest with regard to telecommunications, because,
of course, I suppose most people in the country would
know that I have a vested proprietary interest as a
major stakeholder in a broadcasting entity. So I will
deal with that, with that declaration having been
made.
With regard to the overall budget, I think there
has been a very prudent approach, and I would like to
commend, again, the team of those heads under the
stewardship of the Minister for the various cuts that
they have been able to identify, some through attrition,
some through the non-filling of posts, also through the
consolidation, or the transfer of the department or
what is known as the Bermuda Economic Development Corporation. Although, I mean, I would like to
get some idea as to what the rationale for that transition was, to the BDA [Business Development Agency],
I believe, because by its very name it suggests that it
should have remained under this Ministry, because,
indeed, it has the exact same name as the Ministry,
the Bermuda Economic Development. So I would like
to just hear what the rationale was because there was
the ciphering of the budget, as well, with that particular department. So, the grant went from $1.6 million
last year to zero as a result of the transition.
Also, Business Bermuda, zero. And of course,
I think that may have gone under the Bermuda Business Development Agency, as well, and [was] included in that $4.2 million. I do not know; maybe you
can clarify that as well.
[Inaudible interjection]
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velopment Agency, the BDA, which is that private/public partnership which was never really within
the Ministry itself. So it is a bit confusing, I admit. But
those two bodies are very distinct. The BEDC is a
quango, [and it] went to Home Affairs. The BDA is a
separate public/private partnership with Government.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Great. Thank you. It makes a
little better sense.
With regard to business development and the
cost centre [105020], under Business Development
Unit, I would like to commend the Ministry, of course,
for the success that they seem to be enjoying in attracting companies to Bermuda. The incorporations
being up significantly year over year is a direction, I
think, that we want to go in.
However, what I would like to ask—if the Minister would be kind to answer when he gets a
chance—would be, How much of that development, of
that new business, has a direct impact on employment
in Bermuda? How many of those new incorporations
are paper companies versus brick-and-mortar companies? Because I know the paper companies can be
seeded out to management companies, who will look
after the business extremely well, and it does not necessarily equate to jobs. The revenue that we derive, of
course, comes from the incorporation fees, et cetera,
et cetera. But how has the increase in the new incorporations in Bermuda directly impacted employment
opportunities for Bermudians?
I think I would like to move on, because I do
think a few others of my colleagues want to speak as
well. Let us move on to the Registrar of Companies,
which that question, I believe, applies to. We see
where, you know, there is going to be, possibly, additional bank fees with increased payments by debit and
credit cards by the customers, which can be a bit of a
turnoff, even though it may not be seen to be a very
significant increase.
Thus conjures the question, Will you, from the
position of being Minister responsible for Economic
Development, engage in continued conversation with
the banks to identify areas of relief with regard to various bank charges, not the least of which would be
those credit card and debit card charges? Because by
way of making it a convenience for the customer, the
customer is incurring the costs. I do not think that that
is a real user-friendly way to say, You’re welcome,
and you know, Here is a convenience, but you are
going to be hit with an additional cost.

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Okay. Yes.
[Inaudible interjection]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman, and Member.
There is a difference between the Bermuda
Economic Development Corporation, which was the
old Small Business Development Agency. That got
shifted over to Home Affairs. And these names all
sound the same. There is the Bermuda Business De-

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Well, that is even just as
bad, if not worse, because it is the taxpayer’s money.
So, you know, I think it gives grounds to open up discussion there on that particular scenario.
I think congrats are in order as well for the
EROC system in the department. And I note that you
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will be engaging the major implementation this fiscal
year. So, I think rolling out the pilot programme for the
revised test enhancements for the stakeholders is a
good way to go, and a number of the other approaches that you have identified.
However, is the vetting process protected
from being compromised with regard to that very short
timeline and window of opportunity that interested parties who are looking to incorporate have as an advantage? Because, of course, we know, and as you have
mentioned, meeting the compliance issues of the
OECD, et cetera, et cetera, is very, very important for
the pristine reputation to date that Bermuda does
have in the international financial circles.
But I think we need to be extremely careful,
and we need to have a commitment to paying strict
attention to detail with regard to whatever that process
is in streamlining the incorporation process. Because
we all know, everyone around the world, with regard
to offshore jurisdictions that are considered to be financial centres that serve to protect the high net worth
of individuals and corporations, [what they] look at,
first and foremost, is the credibility of the entity that
they are looking to shift their finances off-seas to in
these particular jurisdictions. And I think it is incumbent upon us as a jurisdiction of repute to ensure that
the process has all the stop-gap measures in place,
not just from a preventative perspective, but also from
a cause-and-effect if indeed someone slips through
and brings a blemish on Bermuda’s reputation as a
result of nefarious operations from wherever they are
and whatever they do.
Moving on to the Department of Telecommunications, as I said, I do declare my interest. And there
are a number of very interesting things here and some
concerns. Updating the broadcasting legislation is
long, long, long overdue. And there are a number of
major concerns that I would have, and I think competitors or industry stakeholders would have with regard
to the broadcasting regulations, not the least of which
is copyright protection as it relates to royalties for music being played around the Island, whether it be in
theatres, whether it be in retail outlets, whether it be
piped music, whether it be broadcasters and television
stations and radio.
There is the performance rights society that is
a performance rights agency, which is a little different
from a mechanical rights agency. And they look to
license music on behalf of composers, authors, writers, producers, et cetera. And since we are Bermuda
and still under the Motherland, England, their particular society is who Bermuda has to answer to. But
Bermuda has a very, very unique situation—its size,
size of the population, the power of the broadcasting
stations, particularly radio, being limited from a terrestrial perspective, to very low power rates. But at the
same time, we are, in one fell swoop, included in the
same way as Europe or the United States or any major music market would be considered. And the same
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applicable formula used to calculate what a licensee is
subjected to supposedly paying under the copyright
law to these performance rights societies is ridiculous.
There has been no consultation with the
stakeholders. It is not sustainable for what those performance rights societies are asking. They, in fact,
had two representatives come to Bermuda, and there
was a consolidation of industry stakeholders, Islandwide, that came together and have been engaged with
the Registrar of Companies, as well as those that
came to visit to try and see if there could be common
ground in getting us to agree to the terms of the licensing. No one—no one at all in Bermuda was
agreeable because of the unique, special circumstances. But only because we are an Overseas Territory do they have the right to demand, based on our
copyright law. It is prohibited.
And the other thing that must be remembered
is that those licensing fees leave Bermuda on an annual basis. Nothing stays in Bermuda at all. So we
need to really look at that and get our heads around
that and understand what the particular circumstances
are, applicable to Bermuda, with regard to the broad
brush used as would be used for any other jurisdiction
that is 30, 40, 50 times the size of Bermuda.
The other thing with regard to the leased
channels—a major anomaly . . . And I note, Minister,
where you say, You know what? We have got to take
into consideration the terrestrial broadcast licensees.
Yes, but there is a huge, huge, huge concern. That
concern is the must-carry law versus subscription. If
you are free over the year, you cannot be considered
a subscription service as well. However, because the
Government did not want to involve itself in the private
sector contention scenario, they allowed them to
come to an agreement, meaning that a broadcaster is
allowed to demand from the cable company a residual
on each subscription of that cable company, which
makes the terrestrial station vicariously now a subscription station. It goes to the heart of the principle of
free-over-the-air versus subscription.
So the cable company is not going to have a
problem. And the reason why the cable company
does not have a problem is because the cable company can piggyback off of that deal and not be seen to
be the bad guy raising its rate or tier level to get from
the consumer an additional twenty-five cents, a dollar,
and then they split it. So they do not have to go to the
regulator and say, Look. I want to up my rate for tier 1
or tier 2. They say, Because now we have agreed with
a free-over-the-air channel to pay them “X” amount for
each subscriber, we need to administrate it and then
pay them the cheque; there is a cost for that. So,
there is the justification. And it is not only unfair to the
consumer, it is unfair to free-over-the-air broadcasters
who do not have that agreement.
And for the leased channel, here is the real
contradiction and anomaly, which is bad public policy.
The leased television channel cannot go out and
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freely solicit advertising. They can go and ask for
sponsorship, which means they can bookend a programme: Give a credit at the beginning, The following
programme is brought to you by. And at the end, The
preceding programme was brought to you by. But they
cannot insert an advertised commercial, 30-second,
60-second or whatever. But now, a station—and I will
name the station, the Bermuda Broadcasting Company—gets a subscription from cable. They must
carry the ZBM channel. And then, cable would say,
the Government would say, or whoever is trying to
say, You must pay them for the content.
Well, how it really works in the real world is
that you make sure as a producer or a production
company your content is so good that the cable carrier
wants to buy it, not the other way around. Because
the cable company was saying, You know what? We
are going to knock ZBM off the air because we do not
need your content. You do not have any local content
of much significance, save and except the evening
news and maybe one or two other programmes. But
the leased channels, who are thriving and surviving on
local content, cannot go out and sustain themselves
by soliciting to the private sector commercial advertising! It flies in the face of the public interest and public
policy. It is completely out of order. So we certainly
need to look at that.
The other thing is it was good for the telecommunications industry to put a moratorium on ISPs,
Internet Service Providers, until everything got sorted
out. We are in the middle of the broadcasting re-look,
re-think, re-visit. And it is a community, 22 square
miles, 65,000-plus people. It is saturated with radio
stations. So there should be now a moratorium. It
begs the question: Are there any entities that have
secured broadcasting licences that are not operational? I believe there may be. I believe there may be,
where they have got a licence that is not being operated, because there are a few broadcasters that have
consolidated the operation. But they had licences.
Now, I stand to be corrected. But I think that
needs to be looked out for. Because if there is not going to be a moratorium, there should be a look-see.
And if it discovered that there are entities that hold
licences that are not operating, those licences would
be revoked. There should be an amendment that if
you are granted a broadcasting licence, you are given
a daylight period or whatever (for lack of a better term)
to become operational, whether it be a year from the
day you were granted the licence or six months or
whatever. You should not be able to hold onto a licence, not use the licence, someone else comes
along, applies and successfully is granted a licence,
and there is a licence still there in abeyance or not
being utilised.
But I think time is now is to look, because of
the saturation of the market, at the licensing regime of
commercial radio stations. I think, you know, for a
small community like this, we are overly saturated.
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And that is with me declaring my interest. So if someone wants to get into that business, they either need
to negotiate or make an offer or somehow acquire a
licence that already exists. So I think I have made . . .
And here is another important point. The
Government spent money to secure equipment for our
Emergency Broadcast System [EBS]. And it is an
automated system where, whenever there is an
emergency, the Government EBS takes over. It supersedes anything we have got on the air. We all had
to, mandatorily, get the equipment that was provided,
integrate it into the system. So that if there is any kind
of catastrophe, such as a hurricane or whatever, the
Government can take over the airwaves of every radio
station in the country in the national interest.
There initially was a commitment to testing the
EBS, I think either on a weekly basis . . . Usually, in
the States, in other places, they will do it on a daily
basis to make sure that the equipment is actually
working and responding as it should. There has, for
several, several months, if not years now, been no
tests at all. And that system could be used when we
are imminently assured by weather forecasters that
we are going to have a direct hit, for example, in the
instance of a hurricane. And for all of the messaging
and the public relations that would help to inform people of the severity of the precautions that need to be
taken, or of safe houses and whatever designations
those kinds of secure buildings would have to house
people temporarily in times of an emergency such as
a hurricane, they could get that information immediately on every single frequency that is licensed to operate.
That is something I think we certainly need to
look at with regard to the testing and the utilisation of
that station, because that station, when there is nothing happening, it is not even on the air. But the
equipment is there, and the equipment works.
How much time do I have left, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman: You have roughly 29 minutes left.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Okay. I would like to congratulate again the Ministry on the success in responding to The Netherlands attempt and their unsuccessful bid to the ITU [International Telecommunications Union] Radiocommunication Bureau, with regard
to the Bermuda satellite coordinates in space. I think
that is going to prove to be quite lucrative if we maintain focus and we engage in the kind of proactive
marketing that is going to be necessary to attract
business here.
Let me go real quick. E-commerce. Of course,
you know, we had from our Shadow Minister mention
of the possibilities with regard to e-commerce. I would
like to say, and especially with regard to the example
he gave with Google and the apps that we could
probably look to try and develop here in the country.
Google, of course, was summoned before the House
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of Commons Committee to specifically delve into their
Bermuda operation. It was across the UK for several
weeks, where they had these hearings, drilling down
on Google and the kind of revenue that the UK Government was not getting as a result of their operation
here in Bermuda.
So the technology now with regard to social
media, with regard to Bermuda’s positioning geographically, with regard to the infrastructure, with regard to the opportunity that we would have or could
have with our e-commerce development, I think very,
is very important. And where we need to begin that
whole edification, education process is in the school
system at the lowest level, the first year of primary
school, if not before. I have a grandson who is three
years old. He picks up a mobile telephone, goes
straight to the games. Skypes, my Skype contact
knows who he is talking to, and speaks and says,
How are you? How are you doing? I mean, at three
years old they are tech-savvy.
And if we are going to compete in the big
world with regard to social media, development of
apps, we need to get into the school at the earliest
time to enlighten these youngsters that it is not just
about the games. And these applications and these
technical tools need to be used as educational tools.
We need to motivate students to want to learn. Students see going to school, for the most part, after primary school as a chore—do not want to get up. I
really do not want to go to high school! Unless they
have the right home environment, with the right examples, with the right motivation and incentives that
resonate with them why the educational component of
their life at those ages is so important, if we can use
the technology as a motivation to get people really
involved, piped up about learning, where they want to
go to school every day because they are going to be
using something that they see not as only userfriendly, but something that they almost cannot do
without.
I mean, the text messaging and all of that kind
of stuff, let us exploit that technology to be ingrained,
almost like getting up and learning from your parents
that you brush your teeth before you leave the house.
Let us make sure that in school, when they go in
class, they expect to have their tool, and welcomed.
But we have to find ways so that it is controlled and
not exploited or utilised in abusive ways.
The other thing with regard to the telecommunications and technology is the cyber bullying. We
talked about regulations there. One of the most important things that I think we need to look at with regard
to students and the youth is the cyber bullying, which
has already started in Bermuda. It is huge in other
parts of the world. But here in Bermuda, it has started.
And the Bermuda Police Department are aware of it
and have tried and, I think, continue to engage in initiatives that bring to light the exploiting and the abuse
through cyberspace.
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Looking at cost centre 77004, I made a quick
note with regard to the marketing and promotional
side of things on e-business, e-commerce and that
kind of thing relative to policy legislation and all of
that. I think that the $61,000 for marketing and promotion is embarrassing. There is no real commitment. It
is like it is an appeasement. I mean, if you want to
resonate with people to get anything bought into
[Bermuda], you need to engage in a serious way with
the marketing and the promotions to show, not just the
relevance, but the net impact and effect that consumers can benefit from.
I wanted to get into the solar and the energy
and that kind of thing, too. I would say, looking again
at e-business and entrepreneurship, you know, the
speak on that, under inspiring e-business and entrepreneurship, is an excellent initiative, but too brief. No
specifics. I would like to hear more about it, the Pitch
Tech and the Biz Camp and the e-entrepreneurship.
Great initiatives have been going on successfully for
awhile.
But I think they are underserved by way of
communicating to the public that they are going on,
when they are going on and how you can benefit.
There needs to be a major concerted effort in marketing and target-marketing those that would benefit from
engaging those particular programmes, because
these are success stories, not for the Government as
much as it is for the individuals that engage and participate. Because then they go on. When a light goes
on, when that switch goes on, they go on to bigger
and better things in their career pursuits as far as career paths are concerned, through tertiary education
opportunities. TECHTALK is another thing—good,
good stuff.
With regard to the Department of Energy, I
think that GSEC is a very good initiative as well, and
the Government Sustainable Energy Committee, I
think, needs to be even more engaged, because we
have not heard much about sustainable development
for months. We have not had an update, even in this
Honourable House, where we are at with regard to
environmental issues, sustainable development issues, what vision there is now, what direction the
Government intends on taking with regard to its commitment to sustainable development.
In such a small community, which is a First
World country, we should be leading by example with
regard to policies and legislation that help to protect
the environment and also sustain the economic
growth and development in a responsible way, being
very clear so that when we go speak to the world with
regard to trying to get that foreign direct investment to
international potential investors, we can speak on all
broad-based issues relative to the holistic opportunities that they will have if they were to domicile in this
country, which will impact them around 360 degrees
of their doing business and residing here in Bermuda.
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Again, looking from a perspective of the environment (and I know I am kind of going back and forth
and all over the place because I want to sit down
really soon), flat-tops here in the City of Hamilton. A
major incentive would be a rebate to commercial
building owners. Because aesthetically, if they were to
commit like Lindo’s to solar powered energy to supplement their fossil fuel energy, it would be huge!
Huge! And there is no way you can see from a threeto four-story building that has flat-roof solar panels,
unless you are gliding over in a helicopter or a glide
plane.
Most of the commercial building owners in this
country are mortgage free. They have got some very
deep pockets from rent, notwithstanding this economic climate where they may have a few buildings
vacant. But for the great majority of the time the buildings have been standing in the municipality, they have
been collecting rent. So for an investment and sharing
some of the responsibility of ensuring that they commit to alternative energy, this would be a lead in the
right direction, and indeed a lead by good example. I
do not know why there has not been a commitment at
all, for the most part, in any significant way, by commercial building owners in this country to take the option of the alternative photovoltaic solar panelling to
supplement the fossil fuel needs to supply them with
energy.
I think I am going to . . . Because there is not
much time left, and I just did not think it was going to
be that long of a brief, even though we had so many
heads. But suffice it to say that I think the department
is on a right track. I did not hear much innovation with
regard to options and innovative vision on identifying
new potential pillars. We did touch on the seabed mining very briefly. And ironically, the Finance Minister
criticised the Shadow Minister talking about it being
some pie in the sky thing. Do you think it is going to
happen overnight? And, it is going to take millions of
dollars to go out there and look for deposits of minerals, et cetera, on the seabed, et cetera, et cetera, et
cetera.
But yet, in your brief, Honourable Minister,
your make mention of there already being a commitment to engage in our economic zone, our EEZ.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Exploration. Well, not mining,
but exploration will lead to mining. That is the thinking.
You have got to put the horse before the cart, right.
But if you follow, you do not shut down the whole concept because one thing comes after the first thing.
You kind of say, Okay, it may not happen right away,
because it cannot happen right away. But what will
happen is a leading path toward that objective, which
will start with exploration to make sure that when we
go down, we know something is there, not just to explore, but to basically get.
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So with that, I thank you very much, Mr.
Chairman. I will take my seat because I am sure there
are a couple of other people that want to speak to
these particular heads. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
I notice the Honourable Member, Mr. Honourable Wayne L. Furbert, JP, MP, Shadow Minister of
Tourism. You have the floor. And we have 15 minutes
left for this debate, and I am sure the Minister would
like to respond to your questions.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sure. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sure the Minister would love to respond. I
just wish he had given us more time to at least say a
few things on these heads.
Let me start where my colleague ended and
said that the Ministry is on the right track. And I believe it is on the right track, too, because we set it on
the right track for them. So they go along this track,
nice for this period. So we accept that they are on the
track that the Progressive Labour Party put them on.
Mr. Chairman, you may not be aware, but I
have to remind the Minister from time to time, because he either forgets or tries to forget, that it was
the Progressive Labour Party that had the vision of
the Bermuda—well, now it is called the Bermuda Development Agency way back in 2012, because we
realised that BIBA [Bermuda International Business
Association] and the other (I forget the other name of
the company, organisation that we were funding at the
time) were doing the same thing. That was the whole
purpose.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, no, it was not ABIC [Association of Bermuda International Companies]. It was
BIBA and yes, that one there.
So, the whole part was that we were funding
both organisations, and they ended up . . . And one
day I asked them . . . In fact, one was producing a
book for the RIMS [Risk and Insurance Management
Society] conference, and the other one was producing
a book for the RIMS conference. I said, This is absolutely nonsense. I said, We have got to do something
better than that.
So, it was the Progressive Labour Party Government that had the vision of pulling both groups together. And we took a lot of licks during that time, but
we held steady. The business community at the beginning, Mr. Chairman, did not want to do it, particularly on the BIBA side. As a matter of fact, one day I
will never forget, one of them told me up at Government House that, If you do this, it will be the end of
your Government. Well, she probably predicted the
future and said, I have taken down many governments.
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, that is one of the reasons. She told me. She is now sitting there in New
York there, I think, or Washington, one of those
places.
But we held steady and realised that we had
to make it happen. So now, the organisation is in
place, the Bermuda Development Agency. And yes, it
took the full development in April 2013, because that
was the timeline to downsize BIBA and downsize the
other organisation. So the organisation came into being, fully operational, under the OBA. But the initial
vision came from the Progressive Labour Party. And I
would have thought that the Minister would at least
have thanked us for taking the hard blows while he is
now filling in and taking the easy blows.
But, Mr. Chairman, on comes a gentleman in
August, Mr. Lund. And he was a great CEO. He was
supposed to change the world and make this transition, as far as bringing in new business. He was the
great gentleman who did the work in Canada. And all
of a sudden, six months later—this sounds like a probationary period—he disappears. The Minister has not
told the country yet why he disappeared. But six
months? I worked out that. He just did not work out.
And yet, my good friend, Mr. David Cash, is now the
acting CEO, and Mr. David Cash is a very nice gentleman, who we believe can do the work.
Now, whether he wants to hold onto it, as a
Bermudian, that is where we felt that he should have
looked at the beginning, anyway. Whether he stays
there is a different story. But I am not sure whether
the Minister has told us what is the full . . . what is the
initial . . . What is the next step for that organisation to
move ahead? We are giving them $4.5 million, down
from—about a $1 million from last year, up from $1
million, no—from here—Honourable Member . . .
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: It was $4.5 million this year.
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, I am looking at Grants
here on page B-104. It was $5,800,000.
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Excellent. $300 more. Thank
you, Minister. That now clarifies that point. So they
have moved up a little.
Here are some questions I would like to ask
the Minister. First of all, Are the directors getting fees?
Because we know that the Tourism Authority is getting
fees. Clarification on that, I guess.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: No.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No.
What is different from this organisation? What
are they doing different that their initial . . . the asset
management that we had talked about and the ILS
(insurance-linked securities) that they had worked on
were all part of the initiatives that we had when they
first organised. What different are they working on?
Here are some things that we had talked to them
about. As far as bringing in new banks, I want to know
where—not you, where you stand, but where the organisation stands on that, and not just retail banking,
but wholesale banking.
Where do they stand on (and we had a discussion in another place) law firms, as far as, it was
our belief that if you attracted international law firms,
four or five, here, then they will attract, bring some of
their business here. I know CDP [Conyers Dill and
Pearman] and Conyers and the rest of them does not
want that to happen. But they are in the Cayman [Islands]. They are in Singapore. They are in Hong
Kong. And I saw them get praised the other day for
sending some work from Hong Kong down to the
Cayman [Islands].
I am saying that it is my view that if we have a
few international law firms here, working with our law
firms here, similar when Pricewaterhouse joined up—
now they are Pricewaterhouse[Coopers]. That was a
local accounting firm, and the international one joined
up, and the law firms, lawyers became partners on the
international side. I believe the same thing can happen here that will give these law firms a little more
international exposure. I think the competiveness between the other law firms, between CD&P and Appleby, can be . . . And the costs will come down, absolutely right.
One of the biggest things that we heard when
we were on a trip to Singapore and Hong Kong, the
cost of operating in Bermuda . . .

[Inaudible interjections]
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, Bermuda Economic
Development Corporation . . . Oh, you are talking
about the Bermuda Small Business Development, that
group. Okay. All right. So you are saying that the
amounts went up. (And I know we are talking amongst
each other.)
[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That’s it right there doing
international business for the Government, speaking
on, as a matter of fact, asset management in Singapore, and that to do with the aircraft registry that the
Minister spoke about a few minutes ago, came up
from us from Hong Kong from Conyers Dill and Pearman. And we will go on.
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So I did not hear anything that the Minister
said that we did not do when we were pushing the . . .
we were in Government. The Corporate Service Provider [Business Amendment] Act, which will come in a
few minutes, it was some of the things that we started
when we were in the Ministry. So I am not hearing
anything new from the OBA when it comes to international business. I am not!
Now, here is another one. Now, this is something that the Minister Grant Gibbons, when he was
the Minister, talked about it in another party, but I
have not heard him espouse this vision. We talked
about a technological park down there at Southside.
And I heard this is a new company that has come in
that is working down there. What can we do at Southside that creates an environment to attract companies
like Google or Facebook? What can we do that can
make this thing happen? Do you see what I am saying? That is what I want to hear from the Government.
That is what I want to hear from the Bermuda Development Agency. I want them . . . We need a body to
think outside the box and not be closed and be controlled by pressure that has been in Bermuda for so
long as far as—60/40 rule, whatever you want to do.
If we can put bodies in Southside and they act
like they are in California and up there in the—
wherever they all are . . .
An Hon. Member: Silicon Valley.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Silicon Valley. What can we
do? Canadians do not pay income tax. What can we
do to attract Canadian e-commerce companies to sit
down with Southside, pay no income tax, corporate
and no individual, but they enjoy Bermuda? And then
we can employ our people. That is the vision I want to
hear from the Bermuda Development Agency. That is
what I want to hear! Oh . . . (I almost said something
else, but that was not parliamentary. It was something
footing around, you know, it was that type of thing.)
So, this is what we want to hear. We want to
hear . . . And those are the things that the Progressive
Labour Party was heading in.
The Chairman: Honourable Member, we have seven
minutes left to the end of this debate.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am not sure whether the
Minister can answer any . . . I will sit down on this. All I
am saying, Minister, thanks for getting on our train. I
am glad you understand where the Progressive Labour Party was going. And all we want is for you to
eventually come back and lay out a vision for the
country for the Bermuda Development Agency. Thank
you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Does the Member in charge care to reply?
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chair—sorry.
[Laughter and crosstalk]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: It has been a long
day. I had a flashback to Monday. The Chairmen on
Monday were better to look at than you.
[Laughter]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay. I have a series of questions here.
Let me start with a couple of the ones that
came . . . Well, I am going to start with the Honourable
Member who spoke before you, okay? Yours were so
far off-target I am not even sure where I can go with
some of those.
But with respect to the credit card fees, I think
the issue is, if you are doing applications online, you
can use a credit card, which is the issue. And I think
since most credit cards charge a fee, it is 2 per cent
or—I am not sure what the Registrar has negotiated—
that is really the provision in there, because it is expected there will be more of these that are actually
done online.
You raised a very good point, Honourable
Member, in terms of the security of the vetting process
and making sure that because something was done
online that the vetting process was not abridged or
mitigated or whatever else. I think there are a couple
of issues here. One is that most of the online work in
the beginning will be done by the CSPs (the corporation service providers), and they are specifically licensed by the BMA [Bermuda Monetary Authority]
and have responsibility for doing that vetting. So when
they upload or download stuff into the eROC, Registrar of Companies’ system, they will have already
done that vetting ahead of time. Probably, there will
be others who will do online applications as well, and I
suspect in cases like that, if they do not come through
the CSP, then the Registrar will continue to do, or the
BMA will continue to do what they have done traditionally there.
So, it is not a way to get around that very important knowing the beneficial owner and making sure
that we are selective about who comes into the jurisdiction. That will still very much be a part of that.
I will just make the point that CSPs obviously,
as you will know, exist in other jurisdictions as well,
and the OECD has given them their blessing as long
as there is an appropriate licensing regime in place to
make sure the CSP has appropriate governance and
has systems in place that will allow them to do the
kind of vetting that is required there. Let us see. But
again, it is a question of speed to market, and of
course, that is part of the online process there.
There was quite a bit of discussion from the
Honourable Member on the whole performing rights
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issue. And to some degree, I am going to pass the
buck a little bit, because performing rights really was
meeting with the Registry General, as I understand it,
not the Registrar of Companies. So it is the Registry
General, which comes under Home Affairs, that was
dealing with the performance rights issues there. So I
am going to claim ignorance on that one. But I understand there were some issues there, and I understand
that you were concerned about, obviously, the fees
that are being charged, particularly in a small jurisdiction and the licensing involved.
I will say that, obviously, copyright is a very
important issue. And we cannot be seen as a rogue
state in terms of that. So I think there needs to be a
balance there. But, as I am not completely up to
speed on what the fees are and whether they are appropriate or egregious, I would prefer not to comment.
I will leave that to one of my other colleagues on that
particular one.
With regard to the issue of the must-carry, I
am going to again beg ignorance, because I think that
was your former Government that put in the mustcarry provisions. I think you explained it by saying the
Government did not really want to get into the midst of
that broadcasting issue between leased channels and
the broadcast channels over the air. I think this is a
good example of where that kind of an issue could be
best dealt with by a regulatory authority, who would
have the capability, under regulations and under their
legislation, to be able to zero in on that kind of issue,
as they have done in telecommunications and other
areas, bring people in, essentially do a consultation
paper and get feedback, and try and figure out what
would be, I guess I would say, a fair and equitable
way of handling that.
So I also heard your point with respect to the
community is saturated with radio stations. I am not
going to wade into that. I guess that is an opinion on
your part. But suffice it to say that, as far as I know, I
do not think there are any . . . We have not had any
new broadcasters that have been licensed. I have not
had any applications. There has been a change of
ownership with respect to at least one station, which
you are aware of. But that is not involving new licences. That is simply a change of ownership.
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[Laughter and crosstalk]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Okay. And if you
started those rumours, Honourable Member, you had
better retract them.
With respect to the emergency broadcast station, my understanding there is that actually it is DeFontes that is paid to operate the 100.1 FM station. I
think the EMO [Emergency Measures Organization] is
also involved, and they are the ones that need to test
it on a regular basis, as well. So I do not think, frankly,
that that is the responsibility of this Ministry, but I have
made a note of it and will make sure that it is operating.
How much time have I got left?
The Chairman: Twenty seconds.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Twenty seconds?
Okay.
We did not get very far. With respect to the
seabed mining, let me just be clear on that. There was
a provision going back to 1996. There is an MOU in
place that has lasted for quite some years to explore
the seabed. So this is not a new thing; it has been
around for some time. As far as seabed mining, that is
very much a future technology. It is still in its infancy.
So I am not sure we will see much out of that. But exploration is possible now.
The Chairman: Honourable Member, that concludes
our debate.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Chairman, with
your permission, I will now move the heads. Those
are Head 95, Head 39, Head 46, Head 67 and Head
89.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
It has been moved that Heads 95, 39, 46, 67
and 89 be approved.
Is there any objection to that motion?
No objection.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]

[Inaudible interjections]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Sorry? No. No.
[Inaudible interjections]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: No. No. We are talking about DeFontes, and that was brought by—

[Motion carried: Ministry of Education and Economic
Development, Heads 95, 39, 46, 67 and 89, were approved and stand part of the Estimates of Revenue
and Expenditure 2014/15.]
[Pause]
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

[Inaudible interjection]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: No. The rumours
that I have it are untrue.

The Chairman: Thank you, Members. Sorry for the
delay. We had a move in Chairmen.
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MINISTRY OF NATIONAL SECURITY
The Chairman: Honourable Members, we continue in
Committee of Supply. Now for consideration of Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the year
2014/15, Ministry of National Security, Head 25, Department of Corrections, which begins on page B-307.
This is a one-hour debate, and we will finish at 8:02.
Minister in charge, you have the floor.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I move that Head 25 be
debated.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
HEAD 25—DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you. Madam
Chairman, as you mentioned, the department of Corrections starts on page B-307 and goes through B-309
of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure.
And it is indeed my pleasure this evening to
present the Head 25 for the Department of Corrections.
The department’s mandate is to administer
sentences imposed by the courts under conditions of
safe custody and well-ordered community life so that
convicted persons can lead good and useful lives
upon discharge, the main objectives being as follows:
• to protect the public by holding inmates securely, reducing the risk of re-offending, providing safe, humane, well-ordered and lawful
regimes;
• to provide a humane, but demanding, regime
aimed at reducing re-offending by presenting
inmates with a range of opportunities in which
reward is linked to effort (incentives and
earned privileges, Madam Chairman), to prepare for life after release.
•

•

The departmental outcomes are as follows:
The Government of Bermuda endorses the
aim of the Department of Corrections to
achieve and, where practicable, to exceed the
United Nations minimum standards for the
treatment of prisoners;
The people of Bermuda are satisfied that the
Department of Corrections makes an effective
contribution to public safety and the rehabilitation of offenders.
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tion, release, security, visits, court escort security,
safety and general daily operations.
Secondly, treatment and rehabilitation—this
function of treatment is intervention rehabilitation or
habilitation of offenders. It can be a very challenging
function at times, as offenders, based on their mindset, attitudes and irrational thinking, often consider
programmes unnecessary and irrelevant. However,
Madam Chairman, this is achievable through the provision of offending behaviour programmes, cognitive
interventions, life skills training, educational classes,
skills and recreational development, which are aimed
at addressing offending behaviour and promoting
positive change.
The Chairman: Minister, if you would just hold on for
a moment, the Chair would like to recognise in the
Gallery Mr. Jon Brunson, who once upon a time sat in
this Honourable place.
[Desk thumping]
The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam
Chairman. Nice to see Top Dog in the House.
Madam Chairman, the department is divided
into 13 major cost centres, which can be found on
page B-307. They comprise Corrections Headquarters
(35000), Farm Facility (35020), Co-Educational Facility (35030), Westgate Correctional Facility (35060),
Transitional Living Centre (35070), Therapeutic
Community (or Right Living House) (35090), Psychological Services (35105), Social Services and Case
Management (35106), Health Services (35107), Educational Services (35108), Vocational Services
(35109), Recreational Services (35110) and Chaplaincy (35111).
The department’s mission statement is to empower inmates to be responsible and productive citizens.
Additionally, Madam Chairman, the department’s core beliefs are as follows:
We believe that:
1. those in our custody have the potential to
change;
2. our staff are our greatest asset in the
achievement of our mission, and that they
have the potential to bring about that change;
3. the Bermuda Department of Corrections is an
integral part of the entire Bermudian community; and
4. we should operate the department cost efficiently, while retaining our mission.

Madam Chairman, the principle functions of
the Department of Corrections fall into two categories.
Madam Chairman, the department has a reFirst, custody—the Department of Corrections is
sponsibility
for adhering to the following legislation:
authorised to accept and detain all persons who are
•
Treatment
of Offenders Board Act 1979;
lawfully ordered to be detained by the courts. The
•
Prison
Act
1979;
main functions under custody include inmate recepBermuda House of Assembly
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Prison Rules 1980;
Young Offenders Act 1950;
Senior Training School Rules 1951;
Prison Officers (Discipline, etc.) Rules 1981;
Sections of the Mental Health Act 1968 and
portions of other legislation;
Sections of the Parole Board Act;
Sections of the Criminal Code Amendment
Act;
Treatment of Offenders Board Act.
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it will provide funding for 42 staff, as well as operational costs. This facility, with a capacity of 56 cells,
has separate and distinct provisions to house 40 adult
females and 16 young male offenders between the
ages of 16 and 21. The programmes provided are
similar to other facilities, based on the assessment of
needs and, of course, available resources. Young
males can prepare for their General Education Diploma, gain skills in carpentry and computer classes.
And females are provided with computer, sewing,
hairdressing, parenting, substance abuse and other
cognitive programmes. Currently, there are 16 people
in this facility.
Madam Chairman, cost centre 35060, Westgate Correctional Facility, represents a budget of
$9,760,000, or 37 per cent of the total budget. Westgate Correctional Facility is an adult male establishment with the design capacity to house 208 prisoners
in conditions of maximum, medium and minimum security, and represents over 60 per cent of the entire
Department of Corrections total inmate population.
Currently, there are 153 inmates in Westgate. The
majority of inmates fall within the medium security
classification. The majority of assessment and treatment programmes for inmates takes place at this facility.
One of the main interventions at the facility
has been to address inmates with gang affiliation. The
facility has partnered with other community agencies
to provide gang intervention workshops and assistance for inmates with gang affiliations who are being
released back into the community. These initiatives
will, of course, continue in the coming financial year.
One of the highlights from the last budget year
is the accomplishment of the Lifeline Group, a support
group for inmates serving life sentences, who were
able to refurbish pedal bikes for primary school students and donate them to various schools across the
Island. I think the media gave that some coverage just
a few days ago.
Madam Chairman, cost centre 35070 is the
Transitional Living Centre, and it has not been allocated funding at this time, as it is not operational.
Cost centre 35090, Therapeutic Community
Centre, represents a budget of $1,488,000, or 6 per
cent of the total budget. There was no increase in
funding to this cost centre in the coming year. The
Therapeutic Community Centre, also known as the
Right Living House, is located on the northern perimeter of the Farm Facility and is a segregated residential
substance abuse programme with a capacity to house
18 residents, and currently, it is full. The programme is
developed for adult male offenders with a history of
substance abuse and associated criminality.
The mission of the Therapeutic Community
Centre is to provide a drug-free, safe and structured
environment characterised by two central qualities—
firstly, mutual peer support and mutual peer accountability. The treatment environment is one where resi-

Madam Chairman, the total current expenditure, which can found on page B-307, is estimated to
be $26,174,000 for the financial year 2014/15 and
represents a decrease of $1,295,000, or approximately 5 per cent lower than the budget for the current
financial year of 2013/14. Madam Chairman, the reduction is a direct result of the Government’s mandate
for departments to implement cost-saving measures,
and much of this money is found in furlough savings.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 budget provides funding for 245 full-time employees, as shown
on page B-308. In addition to full-time employees, it
will fund facilitators and teachers for various inmate
programmes.
Cost centre 35000, Headquarters, represents
a budget of $4,644,000, or 18 per cent of the total
budget. Corrections Headquarters, under the general
direction of the Commissioner and Assistant Commissioners, provides directives to a decentralised organisation. Staff administer and coordinate the training,
security strategies, human resources, financial resources and policy direction for the entire department.
This budget will fund salaries and operating expenses
for Corrections Headquarters. The increase of 27 per
cent reflects funding for minor works projects, which
was previously allocated in the Capital Expenditure
estimates.
Cost centre 35020, Farm Facility, represents
$3,659,000, or 14 per cent of the total budget. The
budget will allow for staffing of the Farm Facility, operating expenses and, of course, inmate care. The
Farm Facility is an adult male minimum-security facility with a capacity to house 93 inmates. The prerequisite for inmates housed at this facility is completion of
their core sentence plan requirements and classification of minimum (or low-risk) security.
Treatment continues to be provided, focusing
on relapse prevention. Inmates are also involved in
work-release programmes, charity programmes, increased activities and other ongoing projects within
the facility. This year, 26 inmates were enrolled in the
work-release programme, and 58 inmates participated
in the Charity Work programme. Currently, Madam
Chairman, I can inform honourable colleagues that
there are 48 inmates in the Farm Facility.
Madam Chairman, cost centre 35020, the CoEd Facility, represents a budget of $3,512,000, or
13 per cent of the total budget for the department, and
Bermuda House of Assembly
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dents live and work together within a supportive and
habilitative framework of mutual self-help. Residents
move through three phases—orientation, primary
treatment and re-entry—which transitions the offender
through an intensive 9- to 12-month period, wholly
dependent upon their demonstrated clinical progress.
Aftercare treatment is provided to residents once they
leave the structured Therapeutic Community Centre
and while fulfilling the conditions of their sentence or
parole.
To date, there have been an average of 18
residents in the Right Living House per month, and
the goal of the therapeutic community is to return
residents to the broader community with an increased
potential for a life free of drugs and, of course, crime,
by providing them with an opportunity to realise their
potential for change, as well as the inherent potential
for health and success in every person. This funding
provides for staffing, operational costs and inmates.
During the current financial year of 2013/14,
residents participated in many community projects,
including assisting the Parks Department with major
painting and other projects in preparation for the Agricultural Exhibition, and performing a variety of tasks at
churches, charitable organisations and schools.
Madam Chairman, inmate services and programmes are designed to meet the needs of inmates
that are identified in their individual case plans. The
programme team is multi-disciplinary and provides
various services and programmes, including psychological, social and case management, health, educational, vocational, recreational and chaplaincy. Funding for each inmate service is necessary, as the programmes provide tools and resources for offenders to
assist them in returning to society as positive, productive and contributing citizens.
Madam Chairman, cost centre 35105, still on
page B-307, represents Psychological Services. The
budget for the next financial year is $476,000, or 2 per
cent of the total budget within Corrections. This funding provides for salaries for three psychologists, who
provide psychological services to offenders at each of
the three facilities, Westgate Correctional Facility,
Farm Facility, including the Right Living House, and
Co-Educational Facility. I must note at this time,
Madam Chairman, that currently, the department only
has one psychologist; however, we are actively recruiting to fill the two other posts. One is being readvertised, and the other, there is a person that is just
awaiting Immigration approval, having agreed to all
the terms and conditions of the employment.
The psychologists complete various assessments on offenders, including assessments of criminogenic need (areas of risk associated with offending), emotional well-being and adjustment, personality
factors and cognitive functioning. The findings of
these assessments assist in determining the holistic
needs of the offender, motivation for change, treatment priority and treatment-interfering factors, evalu-
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ating the best fit of treatment options, adjustment concerns and risk-management approaches. In addition,
Madam Chairman, to assessments, the psychologists
focus on the provision of intervention to meet offender
needs. This can be both group and individually based,
utilising expertise in the application of research into
what works with offenders.
Interventions can include, but are not limited
to, drug [education], short-term substance abuse
treatment and maintenance, Violent Offender Programme, Sexual Offender Programme and Cognitive
Skills Programme (Thinking for a Change, as it is
called).
The psychologists bring an evidence-based
approach to working with offenders, which assists with
making more objective and risk-focused decisions.
Interventions can include, but are not limited to, drug
[education] and all the other programmes that I mentioned earlier.
The intent for the coming year, 2014/15, is to
deliver a variety of offending behaviour programmes
and services to our inmates, which will include the
following:
• Drug and Alcohol Treatment Programme;
• Drug and Alcohol Education Programme;
• Victim Empathy/Awareness Programmes;
• Sex Offender Treatment Programme;
• Violence Prevention Programme;
• Individual Work and Assessment;
• Peer Support Groups/Lifers Group;
• Substance Abuse Maintenance; and, of
course,
• Relapse Prevention.
The original estimate for 2013/14 was
$509,000. The estimate for 2014/15 is $476,000, a
decrease of $33,000, or 6 per cent.
The next cost centre is cost centre 35106,
Social Services and Case Management. This represents a total budget of $732,000, or 3 per cent of the
total budget. Funding provides for staffing of two Social Workers and five Case Managers/Assessment
Officers and inmate programmes.
The goal is to improve the well-being of those
inmates and trainees who have deviated from the
norms of our society and are in dissension with the
law. The department’s two social workers, who are
members of the department’s multi-disciplinary team,
assist inmates and trainees with offence-specific associated problems and help to address behavioural,
social and financial problems, and provide a variety of
services to the inmates and trainees, including the
following:
• Emotional Awareness and Emotional Healing;
• Thinking for a Change—Cognitive Skills Programme;
• Anger Management—Controlling Anger and
Learning to Manage It (CALM);
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Parenting Programmes—Fathers and Children Together (or FACT);
Job Readiness/Employment Assistance;
Housing;
Life Skills Training;
Risk Assessments;
Individual Counselling (Financial, stress, adjustment, coping and grief).

Madam Chairman, case management is an
integrated system involving initial screening and assessments, case planning and monitoring, discharge
planning and preparation of programme case documents. The five Case Managers/Assessment Officers
provide case planning that is a key element in managing inmates, as this process ensures that inmates are
placed in the appropriate environment for treatment.
The main objective is to prepare them to return to the
community, of course, as law-abiding, responsible and
productive citizens.
Initiatives for 2014/15 include:
• Mother’s Day Programme for female inmates,
which will allow an opportunity for mothers to
enhance their relationship with their children;
• Mentorship Programme for inmates who are
within the 12–18-month period of their release
date; and
• Joint reintegration programme with community
partners such as Prison Fellowship.
The original estimate for 2013/14 was
$890,000, and as I said, the estimate for this year is
$732,000, a decrease of $158,000, or 18 per cent.
Madam Chairman, next is cost centre 35107,
Health Services, and it represents $1,067,000, or
4 per cent of the total budget for Corrections. This
funding will provide for staffing and health care services for inmates. Health care services include the
following:
• physical examinations;
• dental treatment and hygiene;
• chronic disease management, such as diabetes, asthma, hypertension;
• physiotherapy;
• ECG;
• phlebotomy;
• drug detoxification;
• drug screening.
Health services is staffed by a Senior Nurse
and five registered nurses providing for services to the
inmate population at every facility. The extent of services (i.e., basic to comprehensive) provided to inmates is based on the inmate’s level of need and, of
course, the length of incarceration. All inmates are
seen upon reception by a registered nurse within a
24-hour window. This process assesses the initial
physical and, of course, mental health of all inmates
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who are received at the Co-Educational and Westgate
Correctional facilities, our main reception facilities.
The mission statement of Health Services is “To respect human dignity and provide the highest standard
of healthcare within the correctional setting.”
The Correctional Medical Officer usually sees
the inmate within three to seven days after his or her
first arrival, and the psychiatrist sees those persons
assessed by the nurse or doctor within one week.
Some of the goals/targets for Health Services
in the coming financial year are:
• a continuation of the monthly Mental Health
Clients in Corrections) meetings with external
partners, with the aim of 100 per cent of the
mental health inmates to be seen by the MidAtlantic Wellness Institute prior to their release into the community;
• implementation of an inmate health services
handbook;
• extension of a co-pay system for inmates receiving medical attention;
• certification of up to 25 per cent of inmates in
Basic Life Support, including CPR, AED and
first-aid;
• certification of all nurses as Certified Correctional Healthcare Professionals; and
• the continuation of the Annual Summer Oral
Hygiene Programme, which is a joint initiative
between Department of Corrections and, of
course, the Department of Health.
As I said, the budget for the current financial
year is $1,067,000. It is a $30,000, or 3 per cent, decrease from the current financial year.
The next cost centre is 35108, Educational
Services, which represents a budget of $318,000, or
1 per cent of the total budget. This allocation provides
for salaries and educational supplies. Educational
Services provide educational programmes at all correctional facilities to those inmates who wish to pursue
their General Education [Development] Certificate, as
well as to those who wish to strengthen basic numeracy and literacy skills. Educational Services are
designed to enable inmates and trainees to achieve a
higher level of education, to enable inmates and trainees to participate in other programmes, daily life activities and to prepare them for a vocation. The Educational Coordinator assesses each inmate/trainee in
order to place him or her in the most suitable academic or basic programme. A range of educational
programmes are offered to inmates/trainees, and
these include the following:
• Basic English;
• Basic Math;
• Basic Computer Skills;
• Social Science;
• General Education Development Certificate
(GED);
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College Level Courses.

During the year 2013/14, a total of 21 inmates/trainees were successful in obtaining their
General Education Development Certificates. The
number of classes at both the Co-Ed and Farm Facilities increased, and a business studies programme
was implemented for the purpose of teaching inmates
the details of entrepreneurship and to equip them with
employable skills. The library at the Co-Ed Facility
was completely refurbished, with great support and
assistance from the Bermuda Library. Madam Chairman, I had an opportunity to visit the Co-Ed Facility
about two weeks ago when I took the opportunity to
visit all facilities ahead of the budget, so I could see
first-hand the conditions of the facilities and some of
the programmes and things that were going on. And I
was very impressed with the refurbishment of the library.
In addition to the continuation of classes that
were held in 2013/14, new initiatives for the coming
financial year include:
• upgrade of the computer system to accommodate the new GED online format. Of
course, there will be a change there, so there
is a bit that we have to do;
• refurbishment of the library at Westgate Correctional Facility; and
• implementation of a music programme, as research clearly shows a direct correlation between inmate conduct and music intervention.
Madam Chairman, I have to say that one of
the most pleasing things that I have seen, time in and
time out, when I visited any of the correctional facilities is the joy on inmates’ faces to see them learn and
to see them achieve something. I have had the pleasure of going to some of the GED graduations. So I
have to take my hat off and commend all the educational officers for the excellent work they do because
sometimes, the nuts are tough to crack. But they stick
to it, and we have seen some tremendous success,
which will reap huge dividends in the future.
The next cost centre is 35109, Vocational
Services. This represents a budget for the coming
financial year of $329,000, or 1 per cent of the total
budget. Vocational Services functions as an integral
part of the programmes and services afforded to inmates and trainees. These services are designed to
assist inmates/trainees in pursuing vocational interests, with a view to increasing their employability upon
release. Persons enrolled in such programmes may
develop new or enhance old skills. Additionally, persons may engage in vocational classes for therapeutic
or personal interest purposes.
Funding allocated for this cost centre provides
for staffing and vocational programmes (including
some materials and supplies). The vocational programmes and services that will be offered in this fiscal
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year at Westgate, Farm and Co-Educational facilities
include Horticulture, Carpentry, Life Skills, Sewing,
Correspondence/Distance Learning Courses, Culinary
Arts, Auto Body and Mechanics. During the 2013/14
budget year, a Cleaning and Sanitation programme
was introduced in conjunction with the Division of
PACE (at Bermuda College). The vocational classes
are designed in workshop, classroom and independent self-study formats.
Participants are assessed for baseline skill
and aptitude levels, and further assessment is conducted during or at the completion of each programme, as necessary. Priorities for the ensuing
budget year will include introduction of a Horticulture
Programme up at Westgate and a craft market in
which inmates can display and sell their handmade
products. The prioritised initiatives are not only targeting vocational skill development, but are also intended
to generate internal and external resources and create
revenue-generating products.
Madam Chairman, when I had the opportunity
to visit both the Farm and Westgate a few days back,
as I mentioned, it was very gratifying to see at the
Farm Facility inmates refurbishing a truck which many
people would have taken to the dump. They had the
lift-back right off it, and they were fixing it all up. And I
was very impressed by the zeal with which those inmates attended to that programme. And a couple of
the inmates that I had the opportunity to speak to had
never tried their hand to this type of programme before. So it was good to see them getting stuck in it and
enjoying it.
Interestingly enough, Madam Chairman, when
I was up at Westgate, and I went to the workshop up
there, I noticed in the middle of the workshop there
was an old bike. And when I questioned the inmate
about the bike there, one of the inmates said, Yeah,
we found it at the dump when we were down there
looking for parts. And people will tell me that I am putting on a little bit of weight while I am in prison. So
every morning when I come in here, before I do the
chores of fixing things and working on something, I
get on the stationary bike and ride for 30 minutes.
Now, Madam Chairman, this was not a stationary
bike. This was an old bicycle, and the inmate had put
a lawnmower wheel on the back wheel as resistance,
and rode it. And I had the opportunity to ride it, and it
felt pretty good. And behind him, on the workbench,
was a, probably, 55-inch flat-screen TV. I said to him,
Next thing, tell me you are going to fix that up so you
can watch the World Cup. And he said, Well, I have
not figured it out yet, but I am going to work on it.
So I was pleased to see not only the creative
interest that is taken there, but the inmates, a lot of
the inmates, certainly at Westgate, put their hands to
fixing—as Honourable Members on that side know—
fixing equipment within the facility, whether it be in the
laundry facility, the kitchen facility or stuff like that. So
once they get up there and understand the challenge
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they have in front of them, they stick right to it and
take pride in what they are doing. So when people tell
us that that facility is not working for individuals, I have
to say differently. People are taking pride. They know
what they have done. They know what they have to
do, and they are taking pride and ownership for the
time they are there and doing what they have to do.
And we are seeing a lot of benefits.
I think that has to be . . . We have to give a
tremendous amount of credit to Commissioner Lamb
and his colleagues for setting up that type of atmosphere and allowing them to get involved in that type of
setting to use their skills and to learn some new
trades.
Cost centre 35110, Recreational Services,
represents a budget of $148,000, or less than 1 per
cent of the total budget. The role of rec services is to
provide structured leisure time activities in sports,
hobbies and cultural events at Westgate, Co-Ed and
Farm Facilities and to promote constructive leisuretime activities for offenders. Allocation of funds will
provide for staffing and provision of activities such as
art, ceramics, wood sculpture, sports and Penn Foster
Correspondence courses on health and fitness. This
also includes the organising of annual arts and crafts
shows to display inmate/trainee artwork to the public.
The aim is to address the inmates’ social, physical,
intellectual and, of course, emotional needs in socially
useful ways according to their interests.
This budget of $148,000 is $7,000 less than
the previous year’s budget.
Madam Chairman, cost centre 35111, Chaplaincy Services, represents a budget of $41,000, or
less than 0.5 per cent of the total budget. Funding
provides for two part-time chaplains, who continue to
offer much-needed spiritual enrichment and guidance
for inmates. The chaplains coordinate services and
religious instruction from the various denominations
and also provide counselling to inmates. Prison Fellowship, whose focus is on restorative justice and religious programming, continues to partner with the Department of Corrections in providing programmes for
inmates. Some of these programmes include Angel
Tree, a programme which provides Christmas gifts for
children of inmates; and Back to School Programme,
which supports children of inmates to acquire necessary resources and tools for school.
The budget this year is just $1,000 less than
the previous financial year.
Madam Chairman, let me focus for just a few
moments in regards to recruitment, training and development. The Corrections Department’s strategy for
the fiscal year is to limit training to the local arena as a
cost-saving measure. Highlights of the 2013/14
budget year include the recruitment of 12 correctional
officers, who are in the final stages of their initial training and will be a welcome addition to facilities, which
in some cases have been understaffed due to retirements and resignations. We will also see the imple-
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mentation of the Level 2 Promotion Qualifying Exam
for Divisional Officers, and the completion of the promotion process for uniformed staff.
Madam Chairman, the department’s output
measures for 2013/14 are outlined on page B-309 and
include the following:
• The average daily inmate population for the
fiscal year 2013/14 is 277. As of the end of
last week, it was 235.
• [A total of] 121 admissions for the year were
first-time offenders who received custodial
sentences.
• The forecasted outcome of inmates released
on parole is 46. To date, 30 inmates were
successful in achieving parole. And parole,
Madam Chairman, provides an opportunity for
inmates to return to the community under supervision and to receive the necessary support during their re-entry.
• There were two minor inmate-on-inmate assaults for the 2013/14 fiscal year and one minor assault on staff. Madam Chairman, I must
note that staff are constantly challenged by
inmates’ negative behaviour, and the department has a zero tolerance to any assault of
any category.
• [A total of] 808 inmates were enrolled in development and treatment programmes aimed
to address the offending behaviours, address
educational and vocational needs, and to improve skill development.
• [There were] 21 inmates who achieved their
GED Certificate for this period, bringing the total to 160 having achieved their GED over the
past 10 years.
• The total recidivist numbers, or repeat offenders, indicate 168, or 37.98 per cent, recidivism
rate.

Madam Chairman, I think you are well aware
that recidivists are considered former sentenced inmates who are re-arrested and receive a custodial
sentence, irrespective of the crime or the time frame
when they were last released. This is a positive number of 37.98 per cent. The last number was 49 per
cent. So we have seen a significant decrease in that.
And we are heading in the right direction, and I would
hope and believe it will continue to go in that direction.
I would like to take the opportunity, Madam
Chairman, to highlight some of the department’s
achievements for 2013/14:
• The use of the video conferencing at Westgate Correctional Facility has not only assisted in reducing the number of staff required
for external court escorts during monthly arraignments, but it allows more efficient management of inmates with gang affiliations during their court appearance via video conference.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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[There are] improved security measures,
which have included erection of buoys around
the facility perimeter and legislative changes
prohibiting marine traffic from the boundaries
of Westgate.
The department remains heavily engaged in
community service and charity work. In addition to having inmates work at senior citizen
rest homes and charities, inmates have assisted community groups throughout the Island.

I take a great deal of comfort, Madam Chairman, in seeing these programmes in action. I think
you and Honourable Members can understand the
organisation it takes to run these programmes, and
certainly they have been very beneficial, not only for
the community, but more importantly, for the inmates,
to give them a sense of pride and a sense of learning
something that can be very useful for them going forward.
Madam Chairman, security is, of course, a
major focus of our operations, and we constantly endeavour to improve security measures to combat any
breaches.
Madam Chairman, despite the many challenges faced by the Department of Corrections, staff
remain dedicated and seek ways to address them,
including working with union representatives and other
stakeholders and partners in order to achieve our
mission and mandate. Security breaches remain a
concern, as there have been breaches to the outer
perimeter that have been intercepted by Corrections
staff. Maintaining staffing levels due to resignations
and retirements—the department has taken advantage of legislation which allows officers to be rehired,
based on the needs of the department. This has been
a great help. Management of high-risk inmates, particularly those who are gang affiliated, has always
proved to be a challenge, but I am pleased to say that
the men and women of the Corrections Department
are doing a commendable job in this regard.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Corrections will undertake the following initiatives for the
coming financial year:
• implementation of recommendations from the
Security Review Committee. These recommendations will not only enhance the safety of
staff, inmates and visitors, but they are aimed
at reducing security breaches. This is an ongoing review that we continually do to look at
best practice;
• completion of a structural review of the physical plants, which will assist in determining
necessary upgrades to the physical plants
and equipment.
Madam Chairman, I think you are well aware
that all facilities are aged somewhat. But in my recent
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tour, I was pleasantly surprised at the condition of the
facility. Certainly, the inmates have taken a great deal
of pride in doing some of the general maintenance at
Westgate themselves, and I have seen tremendous
improvement over the past number of months. The
mould challenge at Co-Ed has been taken care of.
That was due to a leaky roof and air conditioner on
the roof, in that area, so that has been taken care of.
But with the challenges of finances and the work that
Public Works has, we continually have to prioritise
what we have to do, going forward.
We will complete the final phase of the implementation of accepted and approved recommendations from the Wheatley review. All programmes, including industries and work programmes and facility
regimes, will continue to be examined and revamped,
as necessary, to ensure the programmes remain relevant and a sufficient level for quality is maintained.
Changes will be made to the facility operations to improve the daily regime of inmates, particularly for the
long-term inmates and young offenders.
Madam Chairman, that brings me to a close of
Head 25, Department of Corrections. And it is only
fitting, as I close and allow the Honourable Shadow
Attorney General to speak on this matter, that I thank
the Commissioner, his senior staff and the entire officers of the Department of Corrections for the job that
they do behind the scenes all the time, not only with
incarceration, but with rehabilitating our inmates and
getting them ready to go back into society. They do a
great job, and I am delighted to have the opportunity
to work with them.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to Head 25?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Attorney
General, the Shadow Minister of Legal Affairs. The
Honourable Kim N. Wilson, Learned Member, you
have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Madam Chairman,
and I thank you also to the Minister for this very detailed brief concerning Corrections and for providing a
copy of same to me as he read it.
Just really quickly, because I note that my
honourable colleague, MP Lister, wants to ask a couple of questions as well (so I will just be very, very
quick). I am also confident that on any questions that I
ask that we may not have time for, the Minister, as is
his usual course, will provide answers for me after.
You know, Madam Chairman, any Government that is generally concerned about reducing their
budget cannot actually properly address budget reduction without looking at prison reform. I say that because I note that we have spent almost $81,000 per
year for the various inmates that we have heard insofar as the numbers at all three of the facilities—
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$81,000 a year. And I think that if we wanted to look at
budget reduction, then we should also be looking at
certain types of prison reform. And a few come to
mind quite quickly, Madam Chairman. That is with
respect to our rates of incarceration, particularly as it
relates to civil matters and other matters.
If I look at page B-308 real quickly, it appears
that almost 10 per cent or so of the matters for which
persons are incarcerated can all be added up to civil
matters, other, and traffic. I would submit that perhaps
the Government may want to consider, when it comes
to civil debt, traffic matters that may relate to unpaid
traffic offenses, as opposed to driving dangerously
and more serious offences like that, that the Government may wish to consider alternatives to incarceration as it relates to civil debt. There used to be a saying, You cannot get blood from a stone. And oftentimes, we see individuals that are before the courts
that are there for civil matters and, regrettably, do not
have the means to satisfy the court order to pay the
debt. They may be unemployed. There may be some
genuinely legitimate reasons as to why they are unable to pay the debt.
I have occasion to go to Magistrate’s Court,
representing other individuals. And I see in debtor’s
court that there are many people that look like you
and me, professional people that, because of the economic crisis, et cetera, have lost their jobs and therefore are finding it challenging to pay their debts. I
would hope that the Government would consider enforcing these civil debts by another means, as opposed to incarceration.
Some of the things that they could perhaps
consider would be the prohibition of anyone who has
a civil debt from perhaps getting any type of Government licence—liquor licence, pedlar’s licence, whatever Government licences are issued. Perhaps another alternative consideration to any person who has
these civil debts and these debts outstanding would
be that they may not be able to get any Government
contracts unless, of course, there is an immediate
garnishee. There are a number of alternatives that are
mentioned in other jurisdictions, and I think the Government should consider, as opposed to putting
someone in prison at a cost of $81,000 a year for a
debt, that, when they are released, they still cannot
pay.
Also, Madam Chairman, real quickly, if I can
also speak to the issue I see that the Government has
taken on board (which is a recommendation that I recall speaking about previously). I am pleased at (page
19) this introduction of co-pay for medical expenses. I
think if an inmate has the ability to be able to pay or
their family to contribute towards the payment of their
very vast medical expenses, I might add, because I
understand from what the Minister read it could be
relatively basic to comprehensive. So if these types of
medical treatments are being provided at the facilities,
if an inmate and/or his or her family have the means
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to make a contribution towards those, I think that
would be certainly something worth considering for
the Government.
Another thing I would ask the Government to
perhaps consider is the establishment of a victim
compensation fund. We know that many inmates do
receive financial payments for some artwork and other
jobs that they may do. And even if it is only a small
amount, it should be garnished, so to speak, from
their income to place in this victim’s compensation
fund so that victims, the victims particularly that are
the victim of their particular criminal activity that has
landed them into the corrections facility, can at least
receive some type of remuneration, albeit small. It
may be a small amount, but it may be a large token
towards their recovery and so forth, insofar as both
from the inmate’s position insofar as helping to rehabilitate them, as well as the victim’s position insofar as
receiving some type of gratis, so to speak, compensation to assist them in healing their wounds.
Also, I note, Madam Chairman, that the Overseas White Paper, the 2012 Overseas Territories
White Paper from the United Kingdom indicated that
there was a prison transfer scheme that could be considered. And I wonder whether or not the Government
has considered, perhaps for the serious gangaffiliated members that are incarcerated, utilising the
United Kingdom in this regard, because they did put it
out there in their 2012 UK paper. And if we are going
to be a colony, we might as well try to receive some
type of benefit. And if they are prepared to allow us to
transfer some of our more serious gang-affiliated persons that are incarcerated, perhaps it can also assist
insofar as reducing any type of continuation of illegal
activities whilst in prison, et cetera, then perhaps the
Government may want to consider that.
Real quickly, I also wanted to know, with respect to the psychologists, I note that the Honourable
Minister indicated that there is one psychologist and
there is another one that is waiting on Immigration,
whether or not he can confirm that either the one that
is here or the one that is coming has any specific expertise in the area of sexual offenders. And also, insofar as the Educational Service . . . Oh! Kudos to the
Minister and his team and the Commissioner. Line
item 35108, under Educational Services, and that can
be found . . .
[Inaudible interjection]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, thank you, Madam Chairman.
This person (it seems like, because if you look
at the stats concerning the employees, it is one person) who is dealing with Educational Services must be
commended. I know we all will agree that, once an
inmate is released from prison, one of the most challenging things that they have is trying to find employment. And though we all recognise that you are not
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allowed to discriminate against that type of person,
needless to say, it is a challenge.
And for the Educational Services, kudos to
them and to the Minister and Corrections for having a
programme, a business studies programme designed
for teaching them entrepreneurship is commendable.
So if they are challenged with locating employment
once they are released, they have the skills set to at
least begin the movement of setting up their own
business and exercising some form of entrepreneurship, perhaps refurbishing bicycles or so forth. So I
have to commend them for that. I think that is a remarkable programme. And I am certainly hoping and
praying that inmates will take advantage of that.
My last question is kind of a pet peeve, and
perhaps the Minister can address this for me. I tried,
but I am not quite sure I got there. I note that for the
courses that are on offer, particularly at the Co-Ed
Farm, for the men it is the carpentry, GED, et cetera,
et cetera. And for the women, it is hairdressing and
cooking and sewing and whatever.
Please confirm for me, Honourable Minister,
that the carpentry classes, the GED classes, and all
the other academic-based courses, as well as this
new one that we spoke about for this business studies, are also available to the female population as
well. And likewise, there are parenting courses for the
female population. I am certainly hopeful that those
are available for the males, as well, because males
are fathers, too.
Having said that, I believe that ends my contributions. Again, I thank the Minister and his team
and particularly the staff of the Corrections Department for the work that they do, which I know is not an
easy task. I am sure I am going to have more questions, but I am mindful of the time. So, thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
The Chair recognises the Honourable T. E.
Lister. You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I am going to confine all of
my remarks to Westgate, which is B-307, [cost centre]
35060.
First of all, I notice a significant cost saving in
Westgate being projected for this year. I did not notice
any saving or any change in the number of officers or
staff at Westgate. There are changes in Headquarters. There are changes in the Farm Facility. So I am
interested to know why it is that Westgate is getting
this $1 million reduction when, in fact, their payroll is
not changing. The other units are changing. And if you
just do a quick math, the changing in the body count,
so to speak, in the other areas almost equates to the
reduction in salaries that we see here in the Budget
Book. So this does not tie up, and I would appreciate
it if someone could walk me through and help me understand why.
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One of my observations over the years has
been that the prisons continue to have a heavy transport team. If you happen to be standing outside of this
building when the prisoners come out, you will see
four prisoners, four officers. Six prisoners, six officers.
I would like to suggest to the Minister that it is time to
sit down with the union and see how we can renegotiate this. Minister Crockwell, for instance, is trying to do something on the ferries, something I worked
with through trying to get two men on the Paget ferry
as opposed to three men on the Paget ferry. And if
that is agreed, that would be a tremendous saving
without any safety risk.
The same thing here. There are some very
dangerous prisoners in our system, very dangerous.
The vast majority are just lawbreakers. They are not
particularly dangerous. They have broken the law, and
they have got to appear before the judge and be dealt
with. So, the one-to-one ratio I do not think applies
every single time. And when we had lots of money we
could do that. Now we are in this period of cutting
back; that may be one area we should look at.
Thirdly, there was discussion in the past of
sending prisoners abroad. I was never in favour of
that, because when Bermudians talk about sending
people abroad, they mean, Send them to a tough
prison, so they really know what prison is like! And, I
add, so that they can become real criminals, so they
can come home and really show us what a real criminal is like.
In fact, you will know that in the United States,
they started this deportee programme about four or
five years ago. And it has had a significant impact on
some of the Caribbean Islands, where young males,
who basically grew up running gangs in the United
States have been sent back to their home country
where they have terrorised the place. So the last thing
we need is to just send young men whose behaviour
is not acceptable, fellows who have gotten 30-year
sentences—and that for killing people—abroad so that
they can come back here and really know how to do
that business. So we have to really have a balance on
what we are going to do.
Madam Chairman, it is amazing that after all
of these years there are still drugs over the wall. People can still go up to Westgate and throw things over.
The prisoners still fish at night. They throw a hanger
out and capture what is coming in. All of this stuff still
goes on. Security efforts have been made. There is
better lighting now. There is better this, that and the
other. But it still goes on.
And part of the problem, I think, has to do with
the deterrent in terms of punishment. Now, you cannot
really punish a 35-year man. But as I said, not everybody is doing 35 years. I am in in for two years, and I
am doing this and I am caught, and my penalty is that
the parole board or the offenders board can extend
my stay right to the end, or put me in front of a judge
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and give me two or three more years—maybe I am
not interested in doing it.
So again, we need to look at effective deterrents. How do we stop someone from doing something that we really do not want them to do?
Madam Chairman, the drug treatment programmes within the prison are to be commended.
They are always to be commended. But from my time
of being involved in this, it always bothered me that
when the critical graduation ceremony comes around,
some of the people being congratulated for getting off
of drugs have been in prison for years! You really
want the drug treatment programme to be affecting
men who have just been in the six months, a year, or
whatever. But someone who has been in there for
years and years and years, who is now effectively
coming off drugs, actually says that there is a prison
drug problem. The only place that person is getting
involved in drugs is inside the prison. So we have to
make sure we are really being effective in stopping
drugs coming in. Contraband, to my understanding,
still comes into the prison. It is still easy to get drugs.
And we have to make sure that we can just stop that
and slow it down.
I have a concern, a real concern for the safety
of prison officers. The numbers that the Minister reported on B-309 to do with assaults, this is a serious
under-reporting situation. I am not accusing the Minister of anything. I am talking about under-reporting—
just not reporting it, just not writing it up. I believe that
there are far more assaults taking place in the prison,
prisoner-to-prisoner and officer-with-prisoners, than is
reported here. With the lifers, men who have 30–35
years, they do not know when they are coming out,
there is no reason to fear anybody or anything. And I
am concerned that these people pose a danger, a
serious risk to the prison officers themselves.
So, what precautions, what systems, what
plans does the Ministry have to effectively ensure that
these officers are safe and that they can get on with
their job every day?
Madam Chairman, one of the things that has
always bothered me from the time I was the Minister
is that prisoners on remand naturally are deemed innocent until proven guilty in the courtroom. That is
fine. We agree with that. But, because they are innocent under the law they cannot be treated for anything
because they are not prisoners as such.
I think, again, if we could get the legal beagles
to put their heads around that and come up with a way
that when people are on remand they can be tested
for drugs and treated for drugs and given a chance to
get themselves better, and if they are found to be not
guilty, after have been on remand for six, eight, nine
months (this happens quite often) they can have had
months of treatment to allow them to go back out.
There is nothing wrong with them taking part in the
educational programme as well. So I would like to
suggest to the Minister that we take a look at that. A
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lot of these things we did not do yesterday. But today
is a new day, new start. Let us do a different thing. Let
us not wait until convicted.
The Minister mentioned that 50 people were
working in the community, or 50-thereabouts. I have
always felt that we needed to do a lot more. If you
took the handcuffs off and took the prisoners out into
the street and let them roam about and said [to them],
Right. Be back by five, of the 220 men that are there,
probably 200 would show up at 4:45 trying to get in
line first for the meal. That being the case, the vast
majority of the people in prison really can be relied
upon to get out in the community, do their work and
come back in.
And we really should have more of them in
the community. People who may be hearing me say
this are thinking, Are you serious? Well, what they do
not realise is there are men and women prisoners who
walk amongst us every day. We have had men and
women at Bermuda College for a number of years.
And that is a healthy thing to have our prisoners going
ahead, furthering their education to that degree.
This GED that we were talking about earlier
should not be the end. It should be the stepladder to
something else. So I am pleased that that does actually happen.
My last comment, Madam Chairman, going
back to where the last speaker was, with the education programme, it was mentioned about the carpentry. But years ago, there was a whole range of trades.
People went into prison to pick the trade they wished.
So I would, again, encourage the Minister, using people on a part-time basis coming in to teach a particular
course, to broaden it up and to offer more courses to
the prison population. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Minister, you have approximately two
minutes to respond. I know there were quite a bit of
questions.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Thank you to honourable colleagues for your
participation. I will try to answer some of the questions. I will do a little bit speeding as we go forward.
The Honourable Shadow Attorney General
asked questions about the psychologists. Yes, the
current psychologist and the one that is going through
the Immigration process both have experience and
qualification in sexual offender treatment. And that
was key in the recruiting process for when they were
hired.
Courses can be taken by both male and female, Madam Chairman.
To Honourable Member Lister, who just sat
down, the savings in Westgate are compared . . . You
have to compare actual numbers for the current financial year with current numbers, going forward. And
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those savings are really not that significant in that regard. But they are due to the furlough days and things
like that. That is where the savings are coming from.
In regard to what you referred to, Honourable
Member Lister, as a heavy transport team, there are
two comments I will make for that. The vehicle that is
used for transport is not a prison-specific bus in any
way. We have one on order, and we expect to have
that in service pretty soon. So, based on that fact, we
need to be very careful that we have the required security, Madam Chairman.
Secondly, with about probably 35 [per cent] to
40 per cent of the inmates being some type of gang
affiliation, we have to be more than careful in transporting them back and forth. And that is the call strictly
for the Commissioner of Corrections to make sure that
we have safe transport back and forth. I take your
points about searches and about contraband. Let me
assure you that in the past number of months,
searches have increased. They have been done on a
more random basis, and they have had some success. But prisons are prisons. We will continue to find
those things. And the Commissioner will deal with
them in an appropriate way. Officers also are being
looked at very closely, as well.
I do not have time to answer some of the
other questions, but I will speak to Honourable Members after this debate is finished. But I think that brings
up the end of the debate. So, Madam Chairman, I
would like to move for approval of Head 25, Department of Corrections.
The Chairman: It has been moved that Head 25 be
approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
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No objections.
Agreed to.

[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Committee of Supply agreed to
rise and report progress, and sought leave to sit
again.]
House resumed at 8:03 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
2014/15
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Members.
[The Committee of Supply agreed to rise and
report progress, and sought leave to sit again.] We will
move on now to Order No. 2, in the name of the Minister of Finance, Corporate Service Provider Business
Amendment Act 2014.
The Chair recognises Minister E. T. Richards.
You have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move the Bill entitled the Corporate Service Provider Business Amendment Act
2014 be read a second time.
The Speaker: Right. Are there any objections to that?
There are none. Carry on, Minister.

BILL
SECOND READING

[Gavel]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.

CORPORATE SERVICE PROVIDER BUSINESS
AMENDMENT ACT 2014

[Motion carried: Ministry of National Security, Department of Corrections, Head 25, was approved and
stands part of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure 2014/15.]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members are requested to now give consideration to the Bill entitled
the Corporate Service Provider Business Amendment
Act 2014. The purpose of the Bill is to amend the Corporate Service Business Act 2012, which will hereinafter be referred to as “the principal Act,” to make new
provision for regulating the business of corporate service providers and for protecting the interests of clients, of potential clients of persons carrying on the
business of corporate service provider [CSP].
Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members will recall
that the Corporate Service Provider Business Act of
2012 established a new licensing and supervisory regime for individuals or companies involved in the
business of the incorporations, providing nominee

The Chairman: Minister, if you would like to rise and
...
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, Madam Chairman. I
move that we rise and report progress, and ask for
leave to sit again.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Committee rise to report progress, and ask for leave to sit
again.
Is there any objection to that motion?
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services, corporate services and other related administrative service for corporate entities.
Following the passage of the Act, Honourable
Members are advised that the Bermuda Monetary Authority [BMA, or “the Authority”] has been working with
the CSP sector since 2012 to further develop the regime. A formal discussion paper covering the proposed amendments was open for comment on the
th
th
13 of August 2013 until September 6 of that year.
Accordingly, the Bermuda Bar Association advised the
Authority that it had not received any comments from
its members.
Mr. Speaker, the Ministry of Finance strongly
agrees with the revised framework. The entire framework ensures that CSPs are always clear about their
primary responsibility to maintain Bermuda’s reputation. At the same time, in view of the commitment to
reduce unnecessary duplication and burdens on business, the framework has been changed by simplifying
the incorporation process. Under the current regime, a
two-step vetting process has been a huge obstacle to
the development of the investment funds sector in
Bermuda. The proposed amendments relate to companies incorporated and/or registered in Bermuda and
their directors or owners. Some proposals also impact
other types of legal entities such as partnerships. A
list of key amendments being proposed is set out as
follows:
Section 10 of the Act deals with applications
for a corporate service provider licence. It is proposed
to amend the Act by adding a provision for a tiered
licensing regime of two types of licences as follows:
(1) an unlimited licence, which applies to persons licensed to provide all corporate services; and (2) a
limited licence, which applies to persons licensed to
provide all corporate services except services related
to company formation and partnership establishment,
as well as the issuance and transfer of shares.
The objective is to enable larger service providers to apply for an unlimited licence, that will enable them to carry out all forms of corporate service
business activities, provided they have all the necessary systems in place to carry out those services.
Other providers who seek to carry out a select group
of activities will be permitted to apply for a limited licence. The Authority will be able to impose additional
conditions to address matters related to the nature
and scope of the business.
Mr. Speaker, section 68 of the Act deals with
transitional provisions. This provision allows persons
who are carrying on corporate service provider business without a licence to continue to carry on such
business for a period of 12 months from the commencement date. It is proposed to amend the Act to
extend the transitional provision from a 12-month period to a 24-month period from the date of commencement. The extension is important to ensure a
smooth transition to the new regime.
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Schedule 1 of the Act covers the minimum
criteria for licensing. It is proposed to amend Schedule 1 by adding a provision which deals with corporate
governance. The Authority would be required to direct
a CSP to put into place an appropriate corporate governance structure which would be based on the nature, scale and complexity, and type of business for
tier of licence obtained by the CSP. The minimum criteria will also be amended to include a requirement to
have insurance coverage commensurate with the
complexity of the CSP’s business.
Mr. Speaker, a number of consequential
amendments were made to related legislation and
regulations as part of the CSP policy review process.
Specifically, the Exchange Control Regulations 1973
were amended by inserting a new Regulation 25A
which exempts companies that appoint a licensed
corporate service provider from the obligation to obtain from the Controller of Foreign Exchange permission for share issuance and transfers. Subsequent to
the passing of the Act, it is noted that Regulation 19
was omitted from this provision. Regulation 25A will
be amended accordingly.
Mr. Speaker, as previously mentioned, the
Ministry of Finance endorses the revised framework
proposed by the BMA after consultation with the market. The benefits for Bermuda are twofold. Firstly, the
regime will allow existing firms, irrespective of the
scope of their CSP activities, to secure a licence under the new regime. And secondly, Bermuda will meet
its domestic and international policy objectives, including those relating to:
1. the OECD (that is, the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development)—the
OECD requirements regarding access to
beneficial ownership information and recordkeeping for tax purposes;
2. the Financial Action Task Force (FATF)—the
FATF requirements for corporate service providers to be licensed for anti-money laundering purposes; and
3. the Ministry of Education and Economic Development with respect to speed-to-market
objectives.
Mr. Speaker, the Act has been incorporated
into Bermuda’s FATF compliance rating, as well as
Bermuda’s OECD compliance rating, respectively.
Any departure from the current model, except for the
amendments set out in this Bill, creates an unacceptable level of risk to Bermuda’s standing with the FATF
and the OECD. Although the licensing process has
been delayed by the Authority, the commencement
st
date of the 1 of January 2013 is directly linked to
Bermuda’s OECD assessment.
Mr. Speaker, I recommend that this Bill be
referred to committee.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
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I would think that another Honourable Member . . . Would you care to speak, the Honourable
Shadow Minister of Finance? MP David Burt.
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There are none, so I will ask that the Deputy
Speaker to please take the Chair [of Committee].
House in Committee at 8:14 pm

Mr. E. David Burt: Good evening, Mr. Speaker.
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]
The Speaker: Good evening to you.
Mr. E. David Burt: It would seem as though the Minister of Finance is in quite some rush this evening.
The Speaker: No. He was just making sure you were
awake.
Mr. E. David Burt: I am here. I am here, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I will not take too long, as we
understand . . . I will remember, and it is interesting to
point out that I know that when the Honourable Minister was in a different place, on the other side of the
aisle, standing in the seat where I am standing right
now, he was always pressing for corporate service
provider legislation. And it was something that was put
in place by the Progressive Labour Party, the framework was put in place. It is something that I know the
industry called for, and it is something that is very
complex and something that has to be managed correctly and properly in order to make sure that we bring
it, that it does not, as the Minister said, damage our
international reputation, has all the safeguards in
place to make sure that, although we get rid of the socalled double vetting, we are doing it in a responsible
manner so that we minimise any potential risk to the
country and our reputation.
So, with that, I would say that we support this.
We understand that these are largely technical
amendments, things that will make the regime of
which the framework that was put forward by the PLP
work a little smoother. And they enjoy our full support.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Honourable Member care to
speak?
Honourable Minister, it looks like it is you.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Yes, the Honourable Member is correct. The
initiative did start under their administration, and we
are now continuing to perfect it, as you said.
[Laughter and inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I recommend that this
now be committed.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
It has been moved that the Bill be committed.
Are there any objections to that?

COMMITTEE ON BILL
CORPORATE SERVICE PROVIDER BUSINESS
AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Chairman: Members, we are now in Committee
of the whole [House] for further consideration of the
Bill entitled Corporate Service Provider Business
Amendment Act 2014.
I call on the Minister in charge to proceed.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, there are seven clauses, I
believe. And I would like to move all of them, all seven
clauses.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, clause
1 provides that this Bill may be cited as the Corporate
Service Provider [Business] Amendment Act 2014.
Clause 2 amends section 10 of the principal
Act, the Corporate Service Provider Licence. Madam
Chairman, section 2 is proposed to amend the Act by
adding, after section 10(3), a new section 10(4) to
make provision for a tiered licensing regime for the
issuance of two forms of licences as follows:
Firstly, the unlimited licence applies to persons licensed to provide all corporate services; and
two, the limited licence applies to persons licensed to
provide all corporate services except services related
to company formation and partnership establishment,
as well as the issuance and transfer of shares.
The objective is to enable larger corporate
service providers to apply for an unlimited licence that
will enable them to carry out all forms of corporate
service business activities, provided they have all the
necessary systems in place to carry out those services. Other providers who seek to carry out a select
group of activities will be permitted to apply for a limited licence.
Clause 3 amends section 11 of the principal
Act, and that is for the grant and refusal of applications. Madam Chairman, clause 3 is proposed to
amend the Act by adding, after section 11(5), a new
section 11(6) and section 11(7), to make provision for
the Authority to be able to impose additional conditions to address matters related to the nature and
scope of the business.
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Clause 4, which amends section 68 of the
principal Act, is the transitional section. Madam
Chairman, clause 4 amends section 68(1) of the principal Act by deleting the words “12 months” and substituting the words “24 months,” to extend the transitional provision from a 12-month period to a 24-month
period, from the date of commencement. The extension is important to ensure a smooth transition to the
new regime.
Clause 5 amends section 1 of the principal
Act. Madam Chairman, clause 5 amends section 1 of
the Act in relation to the minimum criteria for licensing.
It is proposed to amend Schedule 1 by adding a provision which deals with corporate governance by the
insertion of a new section 1A called “Corporate Governance.” The Authority would be required to direct a
CSP to put into place an appropriate corporate governance structure which would be based on the nature, scale, complexity and type of business, or tier, of
licence obtained by the CSP. The amended Schedule
further clarifies by repealing and replacing paragraph
3(2) of the minimum criteria, that is the criteria for determining if a CSP is conducting its business in a prudential manner, and is to include compliance with any
applicable law, including any law pertaining to antimoney laundering and anti-financing of terrorism.
The schedule of minimum criteria is also
amended by the insertion of a new 1A(3)(6) to include
a requirement to have insurance coverage commensurate with the complexity of the CSP’s business.
Clause 6 is consequential amendments.
Madam Chairman, clause 6 makes provision for consequential amendments to be made to the Exchange
Control Regulations 1973, the Exempted Partnerships
Act 1992 and the Limited Partnership Act 1883 to incorporate the new tiered licensing regime and to clarify that the provisions of certain specified regulations
under the Exchange Control Regulations 1973 do not
apply, so as to require the permission of the Authority
for the issue or transfer of securities if a person has
engaged the corporate service provider, who holds an
unlimited licence issued under the Corporate Service
Provider Business Act 2012.
Regulation 13A of the Exchange Control
Regulations 1973 is amended to provide that notification is required to be made by a permit company
within 14 days when a beneficial owner or proposed
beneficial owner of a permit company first acquires
10 per cent or more of such company. Reporting is
not required after the initial acquisition which meets
this threshold.
Finally, in clause 7, Commencement, Madam
Chairman, clause 7 makes provision for the Act to
come into operation on such day as the Minister may
appoint by notice published in the Gazette, and the
Minister may appoint different days for different provisions.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
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The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 through 7?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance. Mr. E. David G. Burt, you have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, just a quick question to the
Minister on clause 2 in regards to the provisions of the
unlimited licences and limited licence. I was just wondering if the Minister had any information as to how
many firms might be in one category versus the
other? It might be something that he may not know,
but it might be something that would be interesting,
and I would like to find out. One would assume that, I
guess, limited would be certain smaller firms, such as
law firms, and large would be larger law firms that do
all types of business, and also other financial services
companies.
But apart from that, Madam Chairman, as I
said before, we do support this legislation. It is something that is certainly important, something that, of
course, will make doing business in Bermuda easier,
and it is something that, of course, we started and that
we will continue to support. What is important always,
Madam Chairman, is that when we speak on matters
of financial services and we speak on matters of improving the operating conditions for business in Bermuda, I think it is important that we, where we can,
speak with one voice. And this is something that we
certainly support and we would look forward to any
further enhancements and will support any enhancements that can be made to this in order to make business in Bermuda work better. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 7?
The Chair recognises Mr. T. E. Lister. You
have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, again, this is a healthy
step forward, and I am pleased to see the Minister has
seen fit to come here with this tonight.
I have two questions, and they are really clarifications or added information. My first question carries on from the last speaker’s. With regard to the two
categories, or the two tiers, would the people qualifying for the unlimited licence only be law firms? Is it
possible for other entities to qualify? It would seem to
me that maybe the opportunity does not exist. But I
would like the Minister to tell us. And in fact, if others
do qualify, explain the nature of those companies so
we would understand it.
My second question relates to clause 5,
where we talk about the insurance. Again, I would be
interested to know what type of existing corporate
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service providers do not carry insurance, because, for
instance, the accounting firms that provide the services have long been required to have insurance. I
believe the same exists for the legal firms. So I would
be keen to know just who it is that is providing this
business now without having the requirement—not
even the prudence, but the requirement to have the
insurance in place. Thank you.
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I would like formally to
move all seven clauses of this.
The Chairman: We will move the seven clauses and
then the Schedule.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Okay.

The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 7?
The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
The information I have here is, the total is 200
corporate service providers, 50 of which would be the
unlimited variety, which would be the bigger ones,
obviously.
The question of the Honourable Member, Mr.
Lister, there is no requirement for these firms to be
law firms, the CSPs to be law firms. (So I am getting a
piece of paper here.) Yes. That is right. Other types of
companies can provide corporate service provision.

The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1
through 7 be approved.
Are there any objections?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 7 passed]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
would like to move the Preamble.
The Chairman: The Schedules?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, the Schedules, excuse me. I would like to move Schedule 1.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Just to explain my question, the
reason I asked the question is because, the distinction
between the two, to me, listening to the Minister,
would be that the larger firms, the larger organisations, can do the incorporations and share transfers
and all that sort of thing. And I would have thought
there are not many companies outside of the law firms
that are fully equipped to carry out this form of business.

[Gavel]

The Chairman: Minister, you can respond.

[Motion carried: Schedule 1 passed]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes. I think that the
Member is right. And the requirement is for the corporate service provider to have the ability to do it. But I
do not believe it is necessary, and we do not think it
necessarily has to be a law firm. They have to have
knowledge of the procedures . . . knowledge and the
systems in place.
Insofar as insurance is concerned, I do not
believe . . . Up to now, the insurance had not been
required, but it is going to be. And that is the difference. I mean, they may have had insurance before,
but there has been no requirement. But now it is a
requirement.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I would like to move the
Preamble, Madam Chairman.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I would like to move that
the Bill be reported to the House as printed.

The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 7?
There are no other Members.
Minister, please proceed.

The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.

The Chairman: It has been moved that Schedule 1
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.

The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]

[Gavel]
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[Motion carried: The Corporate Service Provider Business Amendment Act 2014 was considered by a
Committee of the whole House and passed without
amendment.]
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Hon. Dennis P. Lister: It is time-sensitive, being
three months expired.
The Speaker: One second, Honourable Member, one
second.

House resumed at 8:27 pm
[Pause]
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE

MOTION
[Reinstated-SO 21(2)(c)]

CORPORATE SERVICE PROVIDER BUSINESS
AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Speaker: All right. Members, the second reading
[and Committee stage] of the Corporate Service Provider Business Amendment Act 2014 have been approved.
Since there are no other matters, I believe all
the other matters are carried over, are they? Then I
will call on the Honourable Minister of Finance to do
his third reading.

APPOINTMENT OF SELECT COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE AND REVIEW THE VIABILITY OF THE DECOLONISATION OF BERMUDA
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, under provision of [Standing
Order] 21(2)(c), I ask for leave from the House to reinstate the motion standing in my name relating to the
appointment of a select committee, which appears on
the Order Paper as [Order] No. 14.

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move the Standing Order 21 be suspended
to enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Corporate Service Provider Business Amendment Act 2014
be now read a third time by its title only.
The Speaker: Are there any objections.
There are none.
Minister?
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]

THIRD READING
CORPORATE SERVICE PROVIDER BUSINESS
AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I move that the Bill do
now pass.

The Speaker: Right.
Are there any objections to that?
No.
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Mr. Speaker, in accordance
with Standing Order 25(3), I am requesting that it remain on the Order Paper for an additional three
months, or until such date as the order is discharged,
whichever is earlier.
Thank you.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Any objections to that?
There are none.
[Motion carried: Motion to appoint a Select Committee
to examine and review viability of decolonisation reinstated]
The Speaker: Honourable Premier?

The Speaker: It has been moved that the Bill pass.
Any objections?
The Bill is passed.
Motion carried: The Corporate Service Provider Business Amendment Act 2014 was read a third time and
passed.]
The Speaker: Honourable Premier?
One second. Yes, one second.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move now that we adjourn until Friday,
th
March 14 , at 10:00 am.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Premier.
The Chair will recognise the Member from
Pembroke East [Central], MP Michael Weeks. You
have the floor.

Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Order No. 14 has to be addressed.
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PROPERTIES AT ALBERT AND VICTORIA ROW
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I am not going to be too long. Everyone wants
to go home. But I have to say that in Monday’s paper,
in the Letters to the Editor, I saw an article that I
wanted to speak about Monday evening, but because
of the circumstances of Monday we adjourned early
and I had to save it until tonight. But a funny thing
happened between Monday and today. On Tuesday, I
saw a reply to the article that I was going to refer to on
Monday.
In Monday’s paper, Mr. Speaker, someone
wrote an article to the editor, saying, Did someone say
condemned?
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the current Government now has made a decision to
condemn Albert and Victoria Row.
Some Hon. Members: No!
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
An Hon. Member: Say it ain’t so!
The Speaker: Honourable Members! Honourable
Members!

The Speaker: Comment on the matter, not necessarily what was said in the Royal Gazette.

Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Mr. Speaker, I would stop if
someone says, It ain’t so.
But having said that, Mr. Speaker, I took great
pains in trying to get that project up at Ireland Island
Dockyard. A hundred units for $36 million, which included the infrastructure upgrade—which included the
infrastructure upgrade. The new Minister came here,
or the new Government came here, and a new Minister at the time, the Honourable Mr. Moniz, said this
brilliant thing, that the current Government is going to
save $11 million! And they are going to build 32 units
instead of the 100 units!
Now, I must say before I go on, Mr. Speaker,
that I took all these notes. But, you know, I studied so
much I did not even need them! But before I go on, I
must say that the 100 units for $36 million plus infrastructure worked out to about $300,000 a unit, give or
take a few. With this $11 million savings, with the $24
million and the 32 units, give or take a few dollars, it
works out to about $850,000 per unit!

Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Whether it was true or not—

[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]

The Speaker: Comment on the matter, yes.

Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Say, It ain’t so, and I will sit
down.
So, having said that, Mr. Speaker, the current
Chairman of WEDCO happens to be the same Mr.
Ray Charlton—the same Mr. Ray Charlton that was
saying that, How could the Minister be so callous and
cruel to have condemned some historical buildings?
He had said it over and over that we should renovate
them.
Mr. Speaker, I am here to say again, like I
have said on numerous occasions when I sat on that
side, that I had put out an RFP [request for proposal]
to have the buildings looked at. And to try to attempt
to renovate those buildings would have cost upwards
of $50 million. I said that then, and I am saying it
again. So now, two years later, the current Chairman
has come to the same conclusion, that those historical
buildings are no longer fit for purpose, and now they
have to be razed to the ground.
Now, I must say that I agree with them having
to be razed because I know the former Government
took great pains in putting money into the multi-million
dollar project up in Dockyard as a tourist product. I
know this current Government, too, is doing their best

The Speaker: Now, we cannot believe what is in that
Royal Gazette, you know, or any other newspapers,
all right?
[Laughter]
The Speaker: So, we must remember that we will not
introduce all that.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Mr. Speaker, I did not say
that I believed or disbelieved; I said I thought it was
amusing that someone would write such a thing.
But I have been compelled to comment on it.

Mr. Michael A. Weeks: I just want to comment on the
matter.
I want to comment on the matter because, not
too long ago, I was the Minister responsible for the
housing units up at Dockyard. And for about 18
months, the former Opposition, which is now the Government, vilified me as the Minister for wanting to put
new units up in Dockyard.
One of their main spokesmen . . . Can I say
the name? Yes, it is public. One of their main
spokesmen was a Mr. Ray Charlton, who said that he
had met with residents up there and there was nothing
wrong with Albert and Victoria Row, and the Minister
at the time, Yours Truly, was out of touch with the
people. I had had experts look at Albert and Victoria
Row over and over. And because I was the subject of
so much banter in your Honourable House for almost
a year, Mr. Speaker, if anything at all got studied, I
studied Albert and Victoria Row.
So now, I found it amusing that on Monday,
when I had my morning coffee, someone had said that
they had heard—and I have confirmed it since—that
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for tourism. So my thing was to board up those buildings! What does that bring? Let us put politics aside. It
brings vagrants. It brings rats of all walks—all walks!
Okay? And I said that then! I said it then, and now I
am saying it again. But if somebody can say, It ain’t
so, I will sit down.
My argument then was, as it is now: Those
buildings are no longer fit for purpose, no longer fit for
purpose, so they should be razed. [They should be
razed] because they are at the entrance of one of our
major tourist spots. So again, I say . . . and I have
heard it over and over in the House. I have heard it
over and over in the House from Members from this
side in the last couple of weeks, Another broken
promise. Another backtrack, Mr. Speaker.
Somebody has to come clean. Every time that
question has been asked . . . every time the question
has been asked it gets glossed over. But I am here to
tell you that if anybody knows Albert and Victoria the
way I do . . . and I remember the banter over and over
and over, saying, Do not touch the houses! Do not
touch them! You are going to waste money! You do
not need 100 units!
I said then, I am going to say now, we could
not compare the vacant units in the open market to
the units that were going to be built up at Dockyard.
You could not do it then and you cannot do it now,
because they are apples and oranges. I sat there,
when I was Minister, it was almost 300 people that
were on the Bermuda housing list at the time I was
Minister, waiting for units. So if those units that were
on the open market could have been filled, they would
have been filled, Mr. Speaker. They would have been
filled.
So after all the politics has been played, all
the games have been played, guess what is going to
happen, Mr. Speaker? Those buildings are going to
have to be knocked down. At what cost? At what cost,
Mr. Speaker? We lost almost 70 units that were all
low-cost units. We lost it to save $11 million. And now
they are going to knock down Albert and Victoria Row.
Ain’t that something, Mr. Speaker? Ain’t that something?
But as I move on, Mr. Speaker, so on Tuesday, the WEDCO Chairman speaks out.
The Speaker: What are you looking at there?
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: I am going back to the Royal
Gazette, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: You are going back to . . . Please do
not read the Royal Gazette in here.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: I am not going to say
whether—.
[Inaudible interjections]
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Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Again, Mr. Speaker, I am not
on my feet to say whether Monday’s editorial was true
or false, or Tuesday’s editorial was true or false. But
what I can say with a degree of certainty and confidence is that I found Monday’s letter to be factual.
And having sat in that Ministerial seat I know the facts
when it comes to Albert and Victoria Row. So regardless of whether it is in the Royal Gazette or not, I believe, for once, this one particular time, I believe this
editorial here when it says, Did someone say condemned?, Mr. Speaker.
Now, this one here on Tuesday leaves a lot to
be desired. Ray Charlton, Chairman.
Some Hon. Members: Ray Charles?
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Ray Charlton. But Ray
Charles could have seen that those buildings should
have been torn down, too!
[Laughter]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Yes. But we are not talking
about Ray Charles; we are talking about Ray Charlton, the Chairman of WEDCO, who now is saying that
we have looked to have Habitat for Humanity [to] assist us.
That came out of my brief, Mr. Speaker! And
Hansard could prove it! Yes.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: We have requests for RFIs to
save and restore the buildings. There are no viable
proposals. This came out of my brief, Mr. Speaker. I
could not even find it. And I looked high and low. But,
apparently he disagreed with me last year; all of a
sudden now—
An Hon. Member: And the Cabinet. And the Cabinet.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: And the Cabinet.
So, Mr. Speaker, somebody has got to come
clean. Another example of this OBA Government
backtracking.
But the people that suffer, Mr. Speaker, are
those residents up at Albert and Victoria Row that I,
as a Minister of the Labour Government, looked forward to beautifying that area for, because with that
$36 million, Mr. Speaker, we would have gotten infrastructure improvements, 100 units, which the housing
corporation could have used. And we would have
razed those buildings, and we would have turned it
into a park for the residents of Somerset and Dockyard.
It cannot be a park now because you left the
buildings there. Yes. But I am just telling you what
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was the idea when I was there. All of a sudden, Mr.
Speaker, the chickens are coming in to roost. Yes.
The people up there have been bamboozled once
again.
Some Hon. Members: Ooh!
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Once again. I hear some
chirping about it being just like in St. George’s. You
put two people on a golf course to cut the grass. That
is not what a golf course needs. So they are bamboozling the people down there.
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Hon. R. Wayne Scott: A Statement was made in this
House which specified that it went out to RFP and that
it was given to the primary person, which would have
a period of exclusivity, and that it would be reported
as soon as that was done. That was done in this
House multiple times.
Go check the Hansard!
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Do your homework! Do not
mention things that are incorrect!

[Laughter and inaudible interjections]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: So, allow me to finish. Allow
me to finish. Because I was the Minister then, too.
The Speaker: Speak, speak to the Chair.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Yes, Mr. Speaker, yes.
I have waited for this time here that I could get
up and speak about Albert and Victoria Row. So, Mr.
Speaker, thank you for your time.
[Desk thumping]
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Warwick. MP Lawrence Scott, you have
the floor.
GRAND ATLANTIC
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Good evening, Mr. Speaker.
Just in light of what my colleague who just
took his seat said, it actually jogged my memory about
my constituency 24. And I remember how the Grand
Atlantic was a big issue. I remember the Honourable
Minister who shares my last name said that there was
going to be a report done, and that he was going to
come back and he was going to see what he was going to do, and we were going to move forward and
hold hands and sing Kumbaya into the sunset. But no
one in my constituency, myself included, have yet to
hear what is going on at Grand Atlantic, Mr. Speaker.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: The Member is obviously uninformed, forgetful and misleading this House!

The Speaker: Thank you. Honourable Member, thank
you.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: All right. Mr. Speaker, I do
remember a Ministerial Statement being given in this
Honourable House, and it said that there would be a
report done and that he would report back to us to let
us know what progress is being made. Unfortunately,
it was not done in a Ministerial Statement; he just updated us just now, Mr. Speaker.
So I will continue, Mr. Speaker, talking about
Grand Atlantic, which was not updated. None of us
have been updated in this House, Mr. Speaker.
And when I thought about it, I thought that,
surely, Minister Scott would have had his finger on the
pulse. And when the Honourable Minister at Works
and Engineering had issues with Perimeter Lane
down there, and they are talking about having to move
people out and fix the walls and stuff like that, that
maybe Grand Atlantic would have been a good place
for them to temporarily house people. And that would
be the Government showing that they were proactive,
that they had their finger on the pulse, that they were
going to use all the assets at their fingertips to work
towards making sure that the people of Bermuda did
not have to suffer any indignities!
But, Mr. Speaker, it just seems as though, for
me, we have Ministers that are getting very defensive
and very touchy when you point out things that they
could have done better or might not have done at all.
So for me, Mr. Speaker, what I would like to see is an
official Ministerial Statement, you know, letting us
know what is going on when it comes to Grand Atlantic. I know my constituents, because I keep my finger
on the pulse when I knock on their doors. They have
not heard anything from the Minister.
All I am doing . . . The Minister is getting mad
at me. Yet, I am just airing out what the people in constituency 24 are thinking. So is he now mad at the
people of constituency 24? Is he saying that they do
not know what they are talking about, the people that
live in that constituency, Mr. Speaker?

The Speaker: Please—
[Inaudible interjections]
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Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: So, Mr. Speaker, I hear all
the Ministers, the Minister of Finance, saying I do not
know what I am talking about. I hear Honourable Minister Scott saying that I do not know what I am talking
about. But none of them are in my . . . Sorry, the Minister of Finance does live in my constituency.
[Laughter and inaudible interjections]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: So, you know, the Minister of
Finance does live in my constituency, so he is one of
my bosses. But I have been by his house, and I have
not heard . . . Well, he was not home when I knocked
on the door.
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Mr. Speaker, to think that Albert Row and Victoria Row are back on the agenda in this House is
incredible! Mr. Speaker, you will remember we caught
absolute big stick—big stick from Members opposite—
over this project prior to the election! Big stick! In fact,
it became such a political issue that it was in the paper almost every day prior to the election, Mr.
Speaker! Without fail, Mr. Speaker.
I think one time, the Honourable Members . . .
I think it was the Honourable Member, Mr. Cole
Simons . . . and did he have the Finance Minister with
him? Well, they went up on a bus. Remember they
were talking about they went up to visit? And they
picked up Ray Charlton on the way up, and they went
up on a bus!

[Inaudible interjections]
[Laughter]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: So what I want to get back
to is that, Mr. Speaker, I think that my honourable colleague has actually hit the proverbial nail on the head
when it comes to—there were a lot of promises and
there was a lot of talk, a lot of talk done leading up to
the election, Mr. Speaker. But yet, that talk has had no
action to back it up. I know that the Honourable Members and Ministers of the Government were leading
the charge saying that, Oh, it was not safe! That
Grand Atlantic was going to fall into the ocean by the
end of 2013, and that, you know, we were going to
have a catastrophe over there, Mr. Speaker!
Now, is this the reason why this report has not
come out, Mr. Speaker, because they found out that it
actually is safe? Because I know that if it was not
safe, Mr. Speaker, why would you put it out for an
RFP? You know? I heard the Honourable Government
Whip say, Why is it still empty? It is still empty because Minister Scott put a stop on anything being
done with it! Therefore, he said nothing was going to
be done until they made a final decision.
I hear Cabinet Ministers saying, Nonsense!
So either the Cabinet Minister was running the meeting when he made that decision, or the Honourable
Minister made the decision without Cabinet’s approval!
Mr. Speaker, this is what I am trying to say. All
we ask is that, if you are going to stand up in this
Honourable House and say that you are going to do
something, follow it up! That is all we ask, and all the
people of constituency 24 ask is not to be forgotten,
and just to be updated.
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Southampton East. MP Zane De Silva,
you have the floor.
PROPERTIES AT ALBERT AND VICTORIA ROW
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Because I remember teasing them about a bus.
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Mr. Speaker!
The Speaker: Have a seat.
Do you have a point of order, Honourable
Member? Do you have a point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: The Member is misleading
the House, but I never went on any bus with anybody
to Dockyard. So that is the truth of his story, Mr.
Speaker.
[Laughter]
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member. Try and get your facts straight, Honourable Member. Try and get your facts straight.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay, yes, Mr. Speaker.
Maybe it was a horse, Mr. Speaker.
And, Mr. Speaker, I sort of remember. Maybe
it was something about a bus. But I think the Honourable Member . . . Certainly, there were a few . . . And
maybe the Honourable Member, Mr. Richards, might
be able to remind us; I do not know. But I think it was
a small contingent of the then-Opposition, and bidding, budding candidate, Mr. Ray Charlton, and the
other one went up with them, too, [Nadia] Hamza, (I
think it was) went up. But, Mr. Speaker, I certainly remember us catching some stick.
But you know what, Mr. Speaker? The important thing is that the OBA ended up going for (and
they can correct me if I am wrong), I think it was 20 or
32 homes. Pick whatever number you like. I will give
you some figures, Mr. Speaker. If it was 20 homes for
$36 million, it is $1.2 million each. If it was 32, it was
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$750,000. But I think it was 20. Maybe the One Bermuda Alliance can just get that figure for us and let us
know.
But, Mr. Speaker, one thing is for certain—
$36 [million] for 100 units is $360,000 each. We did
not go $400,000, Mr. Speaker. If we went for 20, it is
1.2; if we went for 32, as the Minister said in his
th
Statement, Minister Moniz, on January 24 , 2013, he
said 32. And I do not know why he said 32, but it is in
his Ministerial Statement; you can check it, Januth
ary 24 , 2013. And if that is the case, it is $750,000
per unit; i.e., twice the cost.
See, the problem we are going to have, Mr.
Speaker, is this, that if we go ahead and build those
homes now, Lord knows what we would pay for them
if we went ahead and built them. Do not know. But as
you could see, Mr. Speaker, as I certainly informed
my honourable colleague, Mr. Weeks, back when we
sat around the table together, and we talked about
100 homes for 36, or for $48 million, I think it was.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: A hundred for 36.
And then we talked about, Well, let’s reduce
the homes, and then we played around with the numbers. And I said, you know, economies of scale work
every time, Mr. Speaker. It works every time, economies of scale. The OBA come along, No, no, no. We
are going to do this, and we are going to do it for $24
million. We are going to save the Government $11
million to $12 million. That made a lot of sense. Now
we are back to square one—14 months later—
bragging, saying we saved $11 million, when, in actual fact, we doubled the price—tripled the price—of
those homes! That is what we did, Mr. Speaker! That
is what we did.
Mr. Speaker, I will leave that alone for now. I
could not help but have my two-cents on that, Mr.
Speaker.
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And, Mr. Speaker, let me say that I think every
. . . I would certainly implore the Attorney General and
the OBA to let us press on with this ASAP. It is
needed. Bermuda is a small place. We saw this week,
we had another case. It is overdue, long overdue. And
we should not have to be petitioned. We should get on
with it. We should just get on with it. It is very important.
GAZETTING AND CHOOSING BOARDS
Mr. Zane J. S. De Silva: Now, Mr. Speaker, in today’s
paper, I notice we had some boards that were gazetted. It is March, Mr. Speaker. And you will know that
last week, we had a host of boards that were published. Mr. Speaker, the OBA, they are the ones that
can run the country. They are organised. They can do
this and do that. Mr. Speaker, here it is March. I wonder if all the boards have been completed yet? Because it was still gazetting and choosing boards at this
stage of the game. What is the OBA doing? Those
boards are important, Mr. Speaker! They are important. So let us get on with it, fellows! What are you
doing?
[Inaudible interjection]

Mr. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, today we were
given a magazine. All Members received it, Bermuda
Parent magazine. And the [Publisher], Katrina Ball,
certainly suggests, and she says she is going to petition the Premier and the Attorney General and the
Minister of National Security and each Member of the
House for us to pass legislation and to form an open
Sex Offenders Registry.
Mr. Speaker, a good friend of mine, Debi RayRivers started a charity called SCARS [Saving Children and Revealing Secrets], which deals with victims
of sexual abuse.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Cleaning up our mess.
Even our boards are messy, Mr. Speaker. What a
comment from the Finance Minister! Even the boards
are a mess! Now, that should tell the public something. That should tell the public something, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, you know, we said it before the
election, that the OBA were a party of no ideas and no
solutions. Mr. Speaker, today here we sit. I look at
some of the things that have come about to this
House—gaming, waterfront, referendum. Today we
are talking about Albert Row. You know what, Mr.
Speaker? Those are all PLP initiatives. And the list
goes on. The backtracking Lamb Foggo . . . The list
goes on, Mr. Speaker.
You know, when we said no ideas and no solutions, we were not just a catchphrase, you know, It
is coming to fruition. We see it every week. No ideas
and no solutions, Mr. Speaker. Now, Mr. Speaker, and
here is another one. You will notice that there is an
announcement by the OBA this week. They have
commissioned yet another consultant firm to look at
the widening of the channel in St. George’s! Mr.
Speaker, Mr. Speaker. Do the OBA not talk to the
technical and civil servants, Mr. Speaker? The Honourable Member, Mr. Terry Lister, had a report done
not long ago, three years ago. What, you think the
rocks have grown since then?

[Inaudible interjection]

[Laughter]

OPEN SEX OFFENDERS REGISTRY

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, I have. Yes, I have.
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Do you think that we have
got some . . . What? What? Mr. Speaker, I do not understand it. And I believe our former Premier Ewart
Brown had one done, too.
But, Mr. Speaker, the OBA wants to save
money for the country! They have a report that was
done, and I will yield to the Honourable Member, Mr.
Terry Lister. We had a report done, Mr. Speaker. They
even have a Member from St. George’s, the Honourable Member, Mr. Kenneth Bascome. I am sure he
must have read that report back then. Did they not
consult with one of their own Honourable Members
who lives and breathes St. George’s and have a little
chat with him, say, Hey, hey, Kenny! Look, did you get
the report? Did you see it? But, no!
Is it friends and family? Has one of your family
members got a consulting firm? Maybe they get a little
bite? I do not know, Mr. Speaker! It leaves one . . . It
just begs the question.
BERMUDA ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
TASKFORCE—BEST
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He did one, Mr. Speaker, if you remember
back when, because I wanted to put warehouses
down on my major industrial zone property, grandfathered in.
But you know what? Speaking of that, Mr.
Speaker, Watlington Waterworks, who is my neighbour,
just finished building a big, huge warehouse in swamp
land. I have not heard a peep! Not a peep from this
man! So, Mr. Speaker, you know, but, yes. But Hawkins Island, Mr. Speaker, I would suggest that any
Member in this House have a look over in the Great
Sound or the Little Sound. Have a look. Half the island
is gone! Not a peep, not one peep.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, who is the Planning
Minister in this House, Mr. Speaker? Maybe he could
tell us who it is.
[Inaudible interjections]
CEO WAGES

Mr. Zane J. S. De Silva: Now, Mr. Speaker, something else on the channel that really, really got my attention was Mr. Stuart Hayward and BEST [Bermuda
Environmental Sustainability Taskforce]. Mr. Speaker,
every time . . . Now Mr. Hayward is doing it to the
OBA. He did it to us. Mr. Speaker, I remember making
a comment when we sat here till five o’clock in the
morning debating the SDO for Tucker’s Point. Remember that, Mr. Speaker? You were here. [We were
here until] five o’clock in the morning trying to drum
up, get business, get investors into Bermuda, get the
foreign exchange going. And I said at the time—and I
got chastised for it—If you ask me to choose between
a tree and a job, I am taking the job for my people,
and plant the tree later!
Mr. Speaker, every time someone seems to
come up with an idea to build a hotel . . . I mean, Club
Med . . . Carl Bazarian was livid with that man! Livid
with him!
Every time someone wants to develop in this
country, Mr. Speaker, Stuart Hayward and BEST pop
up, No, no, no, no, no! Not good for Bermuda! But,
what is staggering is this! I never heard from Mr.
Hayward when the Reefs was built and the crane was
overreaching the road for two years. Never heard a
peep!
Mr. Speaker, have you looked out into the
sound lately? Ever looked over to Hawkins Island, one
of our most popular islands ever in our history? Half of
it has been scraped and raped—no trees. All you see
is white. I tell you what, Mr. Speaker, had Zane De
Silva been out there . . . I will tell you what. I have a
feeling that Mr. Hayward would have been on the front
page, maybe he would have done another half an
hour documentary on me!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh, the Honourable Member, Mr. Sylvan Richards, could tell us, I understand.
Maybe he will get up when I sit down, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, you know, some of the things
that are happening in our country leave one scratching their head. Mr. Speaker, we have all these things,
all these issues, all these things that seem to be turning around and coming about. And, Mr. Speaker, the
Tourism Authority CEO, my honourable colleague, Mr.
Wayne Furbert, has been asking, What is his wage?
No one will say a word over there. Taxpayers’ money,
Mr. Speaker.
Now, you remember when I was Health Minister . . . and I could go down the line. The late, great
Louise Jackson, the Honourable Minister Pat GordonPamplin, the Honourable Minister Grant Gibbons
standing up, What is the Hospital CEO’s wage? What
is the Chief of Staff’s wage? Every week, We have a
right to know! Every week! Every Member of this
House that was here then would know that. And I
would say, like they tell me, It is in the hospital’s annual report, which they . . . I do not know why they are
so late. They are supposed to be so efficient, Mr.
Speaker.
But we have not heard. We have not heard.
And they would even quote, Is it $1 million? We heard
it is $1 million. Then we get people in the street saying, You guys are paying these people a million dollars! What is going on?
[Laughter]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So, Mr. Speaker, you
know, we know about sensitive information. But you
know what? I am going to leave that up to the OBA,
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because this one will come back and come back and
come back until that question is answered. It is taxpayers’ money. What is the big secret about the Tourism Authority CEO’s wage? We know what the Premier makes. We know what we make. We know what
you make. We know what the Governor makes. But
we do not know what the Tourism Authority CEO
makes. Hmm. Hmm. Hmm. Hmm.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to finish . . . How
much time have I got, Mr. Speaker?
The Speaker: Five and a half minutes.
PRECERTIFICATION FOR TECHNOLOGY
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Five and a half. Okay. I
think I can squeeze it in.
Mr. Speaker, you know, last session I talked
about precertification, which, Mr. Speaker, it is like the
rumble strips down there on East Broadway. I am going to keep bringing precertification up until legislation
is brought here and they ram it, the Honourable OBA
push it down our throats, Mr. Speaker, like the rumble
strips. I am going to mention those rumble strips every
time we meet until they get done. I am surprised that
the Minister has not done that yet. But I am going to
keep mentioning it, Mr. Speaker.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is what we want.
I tell you what, Mr. Speaker, if the OBA had
suggested that to me when I was the Minister, I would
have said, You know what? That makes perfect
sense. It may save a life. I already said we lost six
lives in the last eight years, 13 in 10.
An Hon. Member: What did you do about it?
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: See, Mr. Speaker? The
Honourable Minister says, What did I do about it? I am
bringing it to the House to say, put some rumble strips
down, Mr. Speaker! That is what I am doing! I cannot
do it. If the Honourable Minister is saying that I can
direct it tomorrow, I will call Works and Engineering
and tell the boys down there, Put some rumble strips
down! Is that what the Minister is telling me? Okay.
But, Mr. Speaker, let me get on to precertification for just a minute. Because there was an article in
the Royal Gazette today, favourite newspaper, talking
about precertification. And as it states here, a joint
statement by the Ministry, the Bermuda Medical Doctors Association [BMDA] and the Bermuda Health
Council. I have some issue with that, Mr. Speaker,
because that is today’s date.
th
And, Mr. Speaker, January [27] , 2014, I
could table this for Honourable Members, Mr.
Speaker, but [a Royal Gazette article about] that same
organisation, the Bermuda Medical Doctors Associa-
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tion head, said, “The initiative, known as precertification, will force doctors to consult with insurance companies or other third party to obtain permission for tests on their patients.” Mr. Speaker, it also
goes on to say, “In a statement . . . from BMDA head
Joanna Sherratt-Wyer, the group called on Government to rethink the scheme.”
th
Now, this was back on January 28 , Mr.
Speaker. [“Dr. Sherratt-Wyer wrote,] ‘This decision
was taken in the complete absence of consultation
with physicians, and as such puts the safety and care
of our patients at risk.’”
Now, Mr. Speaker, that is from the BMDA!
Quote! Quote, quote, quote! Puts our people in danger! Mr. Speaker, I am not leaving this alone. I will
bring it up every week, Mr. Speaker. We need some
answers from the OBA. We need some answers. The
people of this country need some answers, because
we are finding more and more, the more it is talked
about behind the scenes, the more it is coming out in
the public. Mr. Speaker, I do not want me to say, I told
you so one day and somebody has died because they
did not get the tests that they required. No, sir! We do
not want to say, I told you so. I want to hear that this
talk about precertification has been discussed with all
the stakeholders, and it has been thought through correctly, to use a phrase that the Honourable Member,
Dr. Grant Gibbons, used to love. You guys haven’t
quite thought it through! Well, let us think this one
through.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: That is why you are
on that side.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is right. We are over
here, and I sound just like you, do I not?
[Laughter]
JOBS LOST
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is right. That is right.
Okay?
So, Mr. Speaker, I finish on this note: Remember, if we are talking about shutting down private
firms, the OBA promised 2,000 jobs—promised 2,000
th
jobs. And, Mr. Speaker, back in December 7 , 2012,
the Premier, Mr. Cannonier, says, “My colleague Bob
Richards and his economic team”—
The Speaker: What is that?
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Royal Gazette, Deth
cember 7 . I love the Royal Gazette! They are my
favourite now. Mr. Speaker, “Their work is based on
literally . . .” (This is Mr. Cannonier on Mr. Richards,
right? His economic team) “. . . on literally thousands
of conversations and interviews over the past year
. . .” with regard to getting jobs for people.
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So they started working on this in 2010/11.
So, let us do some arithmetic. Look, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14—five years they have been working on these
2,000 jobs! Mr. Speaker, their first year in office, they
lost 921! Last week they lost 15! When the [the construction on the] hospital shuts down in July, that is
another 200. Fellows, you are going the wrong way!
[Laughter and desk thumping]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, they are going the wrong way! And when they bring about precertification, shut down Brown-Darrell [Clinic]. Shut down
Ultimate Imaging. Shut the lab down that just opened
up in Lover’s Lane. Shut them all down, that will be
another 50 or 100 jobs, Mr. Speaker! So you know
what? They need to find about 4,000 jobs in two
weeks, Mr. Speaker! Thank you.
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One of the things that I hear, and I kind of
hear some . . . and I am disappointed at my cousin,
the Member from Warwick, giving untruths inconsistent statements that go against what has been made
on the floor of this House explaining what is happening. And we are doing what we need to do. And we
will, as I stated, which is now the responsibility of my
Minister, once that time is up, it will be reported to the
people of Bermuda.
But it is consistent. It is very consistent. You
know, it is kind of funny, because this is why the country . . . Can I use the words “go to hell in a handbasket” or is that unparliamentary?
The Speaker: No, no, no, no, no, no. You cannot use
that.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Okay. That is why we are in
such a tough spiral, Mr. Speaker, right now.

[Desk thumping]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Minister, Minister for Community. Minister Wayne
Scott, you have the floor.

The Speaker: Honourable Minister, please take your
seat.
You have a point of order?

GRAND ATLANTIC

POINT OF ORDER

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, oh what a . . . I cannot even
speak. You know, I cannot even speak.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes. As a point of order, I would
like to invite that Member to tell us exactly when he
told this House, because I was told in a private conversation . . . I know something about this, but privately. I have never heard that Member tell this House
this information that he says he told us.
Now, he thinks he told the House. But—

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I sat here and I listened to a lot
of the nonsense. What a tangled web we weave!
The Speaker: Honourable—
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: You know, one of the things—
The Speaker: Honourable Member. Yes.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: —listening to the interpolation,
I think it is nonsense.

The Speaker: All right. Okay. Thanks, Honourable
Member.
Maybe if you could help the House out that
way, it would be helpful.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Ministerial Statements have
been made on this. I can certainly look and find the
date.
[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: Yes. Good. Good.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: That is interpolation. You have
made a statement on the floor of this House admonishing our speakers for doing what you called nonsense. So I do not think I am going out on a —

The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable
Member Lister, obviously, he may not be able to remember exactly what date. But we can certainly look
back to see when that was possibly . . .
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes. So, can I continue—

The Speaker: Honourable Member, I would rather
you not use that language, all right? I would rather you
not use it.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I am not prepared
to accept that.

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I digress.

The Speaker: Honourable Member!
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: I am telling you that I was told
privately about where things went!
The Speaker: All right, all right. Thank you—
Hon. Terry E. Lister: It has not been told to this
House!
The Speaker: Honourable Member.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: It would be pointless for me to
say, Okay, I will accept that he cannot remember,
when I know that we were not told!
The Speaker: Honourable Member, please. Thank
you. Thank you.
Carry on.
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And it is a deflection from the
question that the last Independent Member asked.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: You know, Mr. Speaker, I have
heard a lot of things in here that are kind of like, Well,
I have heard this happening. I have seen this. If I have
seen this with my own eyes, that is what I have seen.
But, you know, it is consistent. And it is about
power at all costs.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Point of order!
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Come on!

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Mr. Speaker, I believe I have
made two Ministerial Statements in this House on
what is happening with Grand Atlantic.
In any event, you know, it is consistent. We
hear kind of, We are going to do things differently.
And we made some mistakes. But every single decision is being defended on that side.
An Hon. Member: What are you talking about?
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
OPPOSITION LEADER’S BETTING SHOP MAY BE
ILLEGALLY OFFERING OVERSEAS LOTTERY
TICKETS—ROYAL GAZETTE
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: So you are kind of doing
things differently by doing things the same way and,
wait. Hmm.
But, you know, when we talk about secret
documents and all this innuendo, I have seen a secret
document that was entitled Propaganda Techniques
101 which talked about the “untruths,” the “innuendo,”
the “straw man.” It looks like the playbook, which is
kind of amazing! So at least, at least I have to give
you credit for following a playbook that obviously, Mr.
Speaker . . .

The Speaker: What is the point of order now, Honourable Member? He has not . . .
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Well, the Honourable Member
is misleading the House. But I, too, have seen a
document about surrogates. But can he bring that
here?
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you. Thank
you, Honourable Member.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: You know, and while we have
all of this going on, if I could quote the Royal Gazette
[12 March 2014], being that seems to be our theme
today, you know, [Opposition leader’s] betting shop
[may be] illegally offering [overseas] lottery tickets—
that is the Leader of the Opposition! If we are looking
at the Royal Gazette as being an authority! And then I
have kind of looked, and it is like, Hmm. I have not
heard anything about this. And I go to Facebook, and
wow! I can actually play Powerball! Is that not moneylaundering in this country? That is illegal!
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker,
point of order.

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member.

The Speaker: Honourable Member, I think you need
. . . Honourable Member, we are not going to impugn—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order.
The Speaker: Yes, yes.

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I am asking a question!

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable
Minister is misleading the House. There is no . . . If he
is referring to a playbook that originated from the Progressive Labour Party, it is misleading the House.

The Speaker: Honourable Member, we are not going
to impute improper motives! So please withdraw that.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I will withdraw the question of,
Is that money-laundering? Because I do not know.
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The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.

But where is the substance? When the Honourable
Member sits down—

Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, point of order.

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: But, certainly, Mr. Speaker—

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: And, you know, things are urgent, Mr. Speaker, because things were not done!
Things are urgent because things were not done!
You know, I hear the former Minister talk to us
about the urgency of getting some of these things
done. And I agree!

Hon. Michael J. Scott: Point of order. Point of order.
The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Member.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

The Speaker: Honourable Member, speak to the
Chair. You do much better if you look this way.

Hon. Michael J. Scott: The Honourable Member
completely is misleading the House. He completely
mischaracterised the headline in the paper. It said
“may be illegal[ly].” And I have read the entire article,
and it is the most rank speculation. So please do not
tell this House about a—
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
I have ruled on that, Honourable Member! I
have asked the Honourable Member not to go there!
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Mr. Speaker, I will just say in
response to that, I actually went—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I would like for
you to leave that.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Okay. So I cannot talk about
going on Facebook and seeing how I can actually
play, too?

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: And we are, with urgency, getting some of these things done. Some of these things
that have been talked about for a decade!
[Inaudible interjections]
An Hon. Member: Decades. Decades.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Come on! But we talk about
doing things differently in this House, Mr. Speaker.
And the only thing that is being done differently is,
okay, we are going to say we are going to do it differently, and we are going to talk differently. But then we
are going to switch it up and really say what we mean
we are going to do . . . It is like, come on! Come on!
You cannot have it both ways! You cannot have it
both ways! You cannot have it both ways.
But it is like power at all costs! Power at all
costs! I am responsible for the social fabric of this
country in my Ministries. And I see our people hurting—my people hurting!—because things were not
done.

[Laughter]
An Hon. Member: Contracts 101.
The Speaker: Leave that.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: But, we talk about building
homes, and we are still arguing about building homes,
like, seriously? You know, we are talking about Grand
Atlantic, a $42 million property, about $600,000 individual place for condos that is probably worth $17.5
million, if we are talking about $300 a square foot. I
mean, blatant, blatant mismanagement. And, you
know, everything is urgent in this House, Mr. Speaker,
because things were not done!
Now, granted, I have given credit to the other
side for taking care of some things and getting some
things done. I am not going to say nothing was done.
But there was a significant amount of talk. And it is
kind of funny. I hear, every initiative, Yes, this is a PLP
initiative. This is a PLP idea. You know, it is ideas versus action. It is sizzle versus substance! We hear the
sizzle all the time, everybody trying to wax eloquently.

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: And then they are asking us
about Contracts 101, which is about taking for ourselves, putting in our pockets.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Point of order. Point of order.
Point of order.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable
Member, one moment.
Yes, what is the point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Maybe I should talk to that
Minister—
The Speaker: No! Just, what is your point of order?
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Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Well, he is misleading the
House.

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Mr. Speaker, can I ask for
clarification of something, please?

The Speaker: What is the point?

The Speaker: All right. I am asking you not to impugn
the behaviour of any Member in any way.

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I held that Ministry—
The Speaker: So what you are saying is that something was done, I think?
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Of course, something was
done!
The Speaker: Okay. Well, say that, Honourable
Member, then sit down.

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
And I take that.
Can I ask your indulgence to learn me up on
something, please?
The Speaker: Honourable Member, you have the
[floor] to speak. You speak! And then if you go wrong,
I will correct you.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Okay. Fair enough. I thought it
was okay to repeat something that has been said from
over there.

[Laughter]
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: We passed amendments in
this Honourable House!
The Speaker: Honourable Member, that is all you
needed to say. And then that is the point of order!
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Can I do a point of order that
that is not a point of order?

The Speaker: Honourable Member, you do not . . . If
something was said and it was not right, then it does
not mean to say that it should be repeated.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Okay. And I like that statement. Something was said, and it is not right. There
are so many quotes and statements that were said,
but were not said; things that were done—but wait!—
they were not done. They were only said about being
done.

The Speaker: Carry on, Member.
[Laughter]
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: You know, we hear from the
Honourable Leader of the Opposition telling us about,
Well, we know what Contract 101 is, taking some, putting it in your pocket, and giving it to people who—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, you are not going
to go there! You are not going to go there.

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I am confused! I am confused.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Exactly. What am I talking
about? Because it is like we say it, we do not do it.
Come on, guys!

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. Point of order.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, come on. Just—
The Speaker: All right. Honourable Member.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: You cannot have it both ways!
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: He might as well stop now.
The Speaker: All right, Honourable Member, please.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Mr. Speaker!
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: He is going way across the
border, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right, Honourable Member, please. I
understand. I understand. Please take your seat.
Honourable Member, let us not go there.

The Speaker: Just speak to me. Try and make your
point.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I started off by just saying, Oh,
what a tangled web we weave. And I look across the
aisle, and I have to shake my head sometimes, because is this the best we can do for our country?
And, Mr. Speaker, the One Bermuda Alliance
Government are taking steps to get things done. We
have made tremendous steps in the last year. We
have done things in the last year what has been
talked about for a decade! I have done things in my
Ministry that were talked about for years, and we finally got it done.
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An Hon. Member: Like what?
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The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, MP David Burt. You have
the floor.

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
The Speaker: Honourable Member, if you speak to
the Chair, you stay on the line. You stay on a good
line.

[Gavel]
The Speaker: Honourable Members, let us have
some order, please.

[Inaudible interjections]
GRAND ATLANTIC
[Gavel]
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: In any event, I do hear a lot of
noise up there, because I am sure it is getting uncomfortable over there. It is like, Well, wait a minute. We
do not want people actually talking about what we are
actually doing and calling us out! But that is cool! I
understand that.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Point of clarification. Mr.
Speaker—
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: And with that, Mr. Speaker, I
will take a point of clarification.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Minister.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Mr. Speaker, if the Honourable Minister could clarify what he means by something that has been on the . . . in for decades—

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, to quote the [Member] who just took his seat, the Honourable Minister, Is
this the best our country can do?
[Laughter]
Mr. E. David Burt: Really, Mr. Speaker? This is the
best our country can do? We hear an Honourable
Minister get up and address this House and he cannot
even name the one thing of which he said that has
been on the books for 10 years. Is this the best we
can do? Get up and give rhetoric?
Mr. Speaker, this is the same Minister who got
up on a point of order and said that, We have told the
House exactly what is going on with the Grand Atlantic, No, he has not, Mr. Speaker. He has not! And I will
quote from his last Ministerial Statement, which was
given to this House, Mr. Speaker,—
[Inaudible interjections]
An Hon. Member: Whoa!

The Speaker: No, no, that is not a point of order,
Honourable Member. It is not a point of order.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: If he could just clarify by telling what it was.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Anyway—
The Speaker: Please, Honourable Member, try and
be as clear as you can.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I think I have made my point,
Mr. Speaker.
And again, you cannot have it both ways. I
think what I used the other day, the analogy I used the
other day that I do not think I can use those words, but
it was interesting watching the Honourable Member
actually try to do it. You cannot have it both ways. You
cannot have it both ways. Either you do or you do not.
And there is a big difference between sizzle versus
substance.
And I readily admit we need to work on our
sizzle a bit. But we have got the substance. Thank
you.

th

Mr. E. David Burt: That was on September 27 of
last year, Mr. Speaker. And I will read as follows, if
2
you will allow me, Mr. Speaker. It says, “Mr. Speaker
the proposals are being carefully vetted and the preferred proposal will be recommended to the Cabinet
as soon as possible for consideration and approval to
proceed. Thus, a decision on the best long-term use
of the Grand Atlantic development that will benefit the
entire Island of Bermuda is expected to be made
shortly by the Government.” Mr. Speaker, that was on
th
September 27 . And there has not been a single report to this Parliament or to the public of Bermuda on
Grand Atlantic since that date.
So, for the Minister to get up and say that, Oh,
this is what is going on! . . . when was he going to tell
us? I guess his Cabinet knows, and I guess that is
okay. Because he said he told us! Once again, Mr.
Speaker, we are getting something from the front
bench of this country which is not true. And it is—
The Speaker: Now—

2
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Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, he said that he gave
an update! And this was the last update that he has
given. Honourable Members have stood up and said
the exact same thing! He said he has given an update! He has not given an update, because there is
nothing in the Royal Gazette online, nothing in
Bernews online on Grand Atlantic and nothing reported to this Parliament after the date of Septemth
ber 27 , 2013, Mr. Speaker.
So, yes, Mr. Speaker, we have the right to
ask, What is going on?
Now, Mr. Speaker, let me remind the nine
members of this House that sit on the front bench who
are Ministers of this Government and who are officers
of this Parliament what it says in the Ministerial Code.
And I will take you, Mr. Speaker, to [rule] 7.1 of the
Ministerial Code, which reads, “When Parliament is in
session, Ministers will want to bear in mind the desire
of Parliament that the most important announcements
of Government policy should, in the first instance, be
made in Parliament.”
So, Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members
should be absolutely willing and able to get up and
say that there is no progress on the Grand Atlantic
property because nothing has been told to the officers
th
of this Parliament since September 27 . Mr. Speaker,
we had sessions last year November, we had sessions last year December. And we have been meeting
for almost a month now, Mr. Speaker. Nothing has
come from that side.
So the public has a right to say that nothing is
going on! But, Mr. Speaker, the public also has a right
to assume that this, in many cases, is, Mr. Speaker, a
do-nothing Government! And why do I say that, Mr.
Speaker?
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: And why do I say that, Mr.
Speaker? Why do I say it, Mr. Speaker? Because I
just read to you the Ministerial Code. And what the
Ministerial Code says is that the Parliament—your
House, Mr. Speaker—should get updates on what is
going on inside of Government.
However, Mr. Speaker, since we have been
back, Ministerial Statements have been few and far
between. One would have thought that they had time
to put things together, to say, These are all the initiatives that we are advancing and we are working on.
These are what we are doing to bring jobs. These are
what we are doing to recover the 1,000 jobs that have
already been lost underneath their tenure! These are
the things that we should be expecting!
But, Mr. Speaker, not a single statement from
the Minister of Economic Development and Education.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Point of order. Point
of order, Mr. Speaker.
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The Speaker: Right. Please take your seat, Honourable Member.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Honourable
Member is distinctly misleading this House. We have
sat through hours of updates on the Budget briefs for
each of these Ministries. If the Honourable Member
had sat in the House this afternoon and was here, he
would have known exactly what the update was on
some of these issues. And that goes through the last
week or so.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.
LACK OF MINISTERIAL STATEMENTS
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, a distinction without
a difference. So I can say one more time, that the
Honourable Minister . . . We have had resignations of
the Head of Bermuda Development, and the Bermuda
Business Development Authority, the BDA, and no
Ministerial Statement . . .
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: Oh, here we are! It is private! We
just gave our money to private organisations and
asked nothing about what is supposed to happen with
that money! That is what we are getting, Mr. Speaker,
from this Government. That is what we are getting!
So, I am guessing that we give money, and [they] are
not supposed to be accountable.
Mr. Speaker, one would have thought that the
Minister—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, point of
order.
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I spent 10 minutes
on the Bermuda Business Development Agency this
afternoon. That Honourable Member was not in the
House. If he had been here, he may have learned
something.
The Speaker: All right.
Honourable Member, let us understand that
there was, in fact, debate, much debate today—
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker! Mr. Speaker!
The Speaker: —on these matters.
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Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, there was debate,
and I heard it. But let us be clear. When we are talking
about debate, Mr. Speaker, I am making a very clear
point.
The Speaker: Yes, yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: That there have been no Ministerial Statements from the Minister of Economic Development and Education. There have similarly been no
Ministerial Statements from the Minister who just took
his seat who controls the Ministry that has $70 million
in seven departments, of which we have seen overspending of $8 million! No Ministerial Statements have
come to this House, Mr. Speaker, nothing. But yet we
are admonished—and admittedly, he does not have
responsibility for Grand Atlantic anymore, the Honourable Minister—but then we are admonished for thinking there is nothing? Similarly, Mr. Speaker, no Ministerial Statements from the Honourable Attorney General. Nothing! Silence!
So what are we to expect? What are we supposed to say is going on within the Ministry of Justice?
And finally, Mr. Speaker, not a single—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, point of
order again.
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: We spent seven
hours on the Ministry of Economic Development,
which I spent four hours [on]. To have that Honourable Member mislead the House by saying there has
been no update is absolutely outrageous!
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
I think, Honourable Member . . . Honourable
Member, please take your seat and let me speak.
Let me just say I think the Honourable Member does have a point in that during the Budget debate there was much discussion about what is going
on. What point you can make, and you are making the
point, is yes, there have not been Ministerial Statements. But you cannot say that there have not necessarily been any updates.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: That is not so. So, please understand
that.
Mr. E. David Burt: I will go back to saying what I said
before, Mr. Speaker. There have been no Ministerial
Statements.
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And, Mr. Speaker, on the final topic, there has
not been a single Ministerial Statement to this Parliament by the Honourable Premier since we have been
back in session. Not one! Now, here is what it is, Mr.
Speaker.
We see we are signing agreements with the
Sargasso Sea Alliance. And this Parliament does not
even get the decency and benefit of a Ministerial
Statement. That, Mr. Speaker, is deplorable! That, Mr.
Speaker, should not be allowed! That behaviour is not
respectful of the supremacy of Parliament, Mr.
Speaker! And to say that there was an update in . . . I
sat through the Premier’s entire budget brief, and
there was no update on that, Mr. Speaker.
So what we are now finding, Mr. Speaker, is .
. . one must ask, Why not? Is it because the Honourable Premier does not want to be subjected to the
scrutiny of public and questions on Ministerial Statements? Why not are we hearing anything from the
Minister of Economic Development about what may
be going on in Education by way of Ministerial Statements? Why not have we heard from the Minister of
Community, Culture and Sport? Why not, Mr.
Speaker?
There should not be a reason for Members on
this side to get up and say, We have not heard anything because . . . I go back to the Ministerial Code,
Mr. Speaker. If there are things that are important,
they should be brought to this Parliament first. And
there is absolutely no excuse that the people of this
country and the people of this Parliament are to be left
guessing as to what the Government is doing, Mr.
Speaker. That is not what should be happening, Mr.
Speaker.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: Now, Mr. Speaker, I am just going
to say something, because that Member, the Honourable Grant Gibbons, seems to be interpolating quite a
bit. I listen quite a bit in this House. I listen quite a bit
as to what is going on. So, for him to say that we are
not listening, he might need to talk to Members on his
backbench that go to work during the day while we
are having these debates. Those are the people
whom he needs to be addressing his statements to,
Mr. Speaker.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you.
So I do not need to hear about, you know, not
listening, Mr. Speaker, because I have been listening.
And I have been listening, and I have been asking
questions on many debate heads! Okay? So let us be
clear, Mr. Speaker. We know what is going on on this
side.
But now, Mr. Speaker, let me now go back to
my original thing. And it is this confusion of which
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seems to exist in Parliament. We get statements from
the front bench which do not match with reality. It
does not match with reality!
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: No, you have not. You have not.
Now, now, here we go. Now we go back to an
issue that was discussed last week. Because the
Honourable Minister for Public Works got up and gave
an explanation through a Motion to Adjourn on Friday
in regard to the confusion which arises in the Government [GP] plates. Now, I am hoping the Minister
will take to her feet later. But I am hoping the Minister
will address the question.
Because what the Minister said was, she is
going to look into how she was provided with information that she gave to this House, which happened to
be incorrect. Now, I am hopeful that her investigation
has yielded some answers. Because a Minister should
be able to rely on the information of which she is given
when she is bringing it, when a Minister is bringing
something to Parliament. And I think that we deserve
an update on that matter, because it is something
that, as I said, Mr. Speaker, Members should expect
that statements and information coming from Ministers
should be truth and factual.
Now, I applaud the Minister for saying that
what she said was not factual. But that still does not
get to the bottom, Mr. Speaker, as to why a Minister
was given incorrect information which she repeated to
this House. And we should know why that incorrect
information was given. Because there are a lot of
questions that need to be answered about how a Minister got incorrect information to give to this House.
ROYAL GAZETTE’S FAILURE TO ATTEND TEEN
SERVICES [OUTSTANDING] TEEN AWARDS
Mr. E. David Burt: Now, Mr. Speaker, let me close
here. There has been a lot of talk about the Royal Gazette today. Now, I am not going to speak too much
about it. But here is what I will say, Mr. Speaker. As
the largest media organisation in the country, and the
media organisation that has the most staff and the
most resources, one would expect that this organisation would have found the time to attend a service, an
event this weekend that we applauded. That was the
Teen Services [Outstanding] Teen Awards.
Mr. Speaker, I have been made aware that
the Royal Gazette did not attend. I have been made
aware that the Royal Gazette did not attend. Now, Mr.
Speaker, for an organisation that is supposed to be
our sole daily media, that seems to thrive on making
sure that negative things are printed about our young
people, I would think that they would have at least had
the decency to make sure they attended an event
where positive things were said.
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Mr. Speaker, I think that their energies may be
better spent looking at the positives inside of the
community and the good that our young people are
doing.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
[Desk thumping]
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
The Chair now will recognise the Minister of
Finance. Minister Richards, you have the floor.
GRAND ATLANTIC
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, when I come out of my front
door every day, I have an uninterrupted view of the
biggest white elephant in the history of Bermuda, aka
the Grand Atlantic. It certainly is grand; and it is certainly on the Atlantic. But it is certainly a grand white
elephant that was created by the former Government,
the PLP Government.
They spent $42 million on a building to build
units of which only one is occupied—one! And they
have the gall to come up here and try to badger my
colleague that he has not fixed their problem! Well,
you know, they created the problem. You have got a
place that was built with a Government guarantee.
The Speaker: Honourable Member? Minister. Yes?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: This Honourable Member is
misleading the House. Because if I recall, when this
Government took over, there was one person in, and
they said no one else would be allowed to go in until
they come up with an idea.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.
Carry on, Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I repeat, just for clarity,
that there is only one person in that entire complex.
Now, we have a debt that was incurred by
this, on which we pay interest. I challenged the Minister, when he took his job that either we were going to
put those individual things on the market, units on the
market at really discounted prices, or he has got to
find a solution for the whole thing. He is trying to find a
solution for the whole thing.
But let no one make any mistake, Mr.
Speaker, that we are trying to clean up that lot’s mess.
[Inaudible interjections]
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The Speaker: Honourable Member, the Honourable
Opposition, the Honourable Opposition’s lot.
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The PLP Government’s
mess.

Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
This Honourable Member is misleading the
House again, because WEDCO is a quango. They
had made the deal with the banks to borrow the
money for the units.

The Speaker: Right.

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: This is their problem.
They have selective amnesia, and they want to say,
th
Well, you know, time only started on December 17 .
Right? Before that, there was no such thing as time.
There were no problems. We inherited a clean slate, a
perfect Bermuda, and all the problems that exist today
are our creation.
Well, that is not only selective amnesia, that is
ridiculous amnesia. That is what they would have us
and the people of Bermuda believe. But the people of
Bermuda know that that is just sheer nonsense. Errant
nonsense. They have some gall, Mr. Speaker, to get
up here and say anything about the Grand Atlantic,
when this is a problem they created! They created this
problem. It is costing us millions of dollars in interest
with this thing, because the Honourable former Premier had these things built. And we basically never
even knew . . . I knew. I was sitting over there. I am
saying, you know, Where is the catch here? Where is
the catch? And the catch was that it was not an official
Government guarantee.
But, Mr. Speaker, the Government was underwriting it. And that underwriting was called! The
developer got paid! And we are on the hook for it.
So I do not want to hear anything about this!

The Speaker: All right.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: And what Government
wanted to do with that?
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Member.
Carry on, Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: And, Mr. Speaker, is
WEDCO owned by Gibbons’ company? Is WEDCO
owned by Bank of Bermuda? Is WEDCO owned by
the Honourable Opposition Leader’s betting shop?
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar!]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: No! WEDCO is owned by
the Government!
So that objection was, again, sheer thoughtless nonsense! You know, we have got to stop this
Mickey Mouse stuff in this place and start to think
about serious issues. You know, there is no point in
talking about cost per unit if you do not have the
money!
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, a point of order,
please.

PROPERTIES AT ALBERT AND VICTORIA ROW
The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Member.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Now, they want to know
about Dockyard. Now, let me go into that, Mr.
Speaker, because you will hear all of this nonsense
about cost per unit. Right? Cost per unit does not
count! What counts, what counts is that there was no
money to build these things in the first place! What the
heck does cost per unit got to do with it if you have got
no money, if you have to borrow the money to build
them?
You know, they do not pay any attention to
the fact of where the money comes from. We have got
all these things, We are going to do this, we are going
to do that.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Mr. Speaker! I have a point of
order.
The Speaker: All right. Yes, yes, Honourable Member.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

POINT OF ORDER
Mr. E. David Burt: I am confused as to how the Honourable Minister . . . and this is a question of order—
The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: Would he refer to complaints and
thoughts from the Opposition in criticism to the Government as “Mickey Mouse.”
The Speaker: Right. Honourable Member, if you
could steer away from calling things “Mickey Mouse.”
Carry on.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I am not calling them
Mickey Mouse. I am calling the objections Mickey
Mouse. All right?
The Speaker: Carry on. Carry on, Minister.
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So we need to stay focused on the real issues.
I heard the Honourable Member who just left,
Mr. De Silva, talk about all the things that Government
built or supposedly built. But he wants to ignore what
it did to the national debt! And that national debt is
costing us millions of dollars of interest.
It is the same here. He is talking about cost
per unit. What is the point? You know, what we did
was save this Government millions of dollars by not
going ahead with this 100-unit plan. That is what we
did. And people need to know that. That is the bottom
line here.
So what decision we took was the sensible
one to terminate a project that was financially flawed
in the first place, because we did not have the money.
I do not know how many times . . . I have said this to
my colleagues. We want to do this, we want to do
that. And I say, Colleagues, we do not have the
money! Nobody on that other side was strong enough
to say to all of the Members who wanted to do things
that, Brothers and sisters, we do not have the money!
[Inaudible interjections]
JOBS LOST
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: But that is what we do
over here. That is what we do over here. If we do not
have the money, we try to wait. We try to find a way
not to spend money we do not have! That is a real
sensible approach.
Now, there has been some talk, Mr. Speaker,
about jobs lost under this administration? Well, how
ridiculous can you get? I mean, so many jobs have
been lost under their administration that the population of Bermuda has decreased! I mean, we have had
jobs not only been lost, but people leave the country!
So, again, this is the selective amnesia that we have
here. We just throw whatever up against the wall and
see what sticks! This is not good enough. This is a
place where we are supposed to have intelligent discourse! And that is not what I am hearing here. We
are just having rhetoric for rhetoric’s sake. It is not
good enough, Mr. Speaker. We are supposed to be
the representatives of this country. We are supposed
to be the leaders of this country. And the only thing we
hear from the other side is the politics of distraction!
That is the only thing we hear.
You know, we are trying to get along with
what we have to do here. But we just hear this politics
of distraction. Throw whatever it is up against the wall
and see what sticks. Jobs lost under our administration? I mean, the jobs lost under their administration
were huge! So much so that it decreased the population of Bermuda! Right? The Honourable Member
says, Give us some numbers. You need to find out the
numbers! You did it! All right?
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[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thousands of jobs!
Thousands of jobs, thousands of jobs.
An Hon. Member: Five thousand at one point.
LACK OF MINISTERIAL STATEMENTS
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Now, the Honourable
Member, my good friend, the Shadow Minister of Finance, talked about things need to be brought to the
House first. Well, you know, Mr. Speaker, that is just
not practical. The House of Assembly is not a board of
directors where you have to have the approval of the
House of Assembly to do everything.
The closest thing to a board of directors in
Government is the Cabinet. So the Cabinet decides to
do things. And then, when practicable, we report it to
the House, who in the corporate sense, would be like
the shareholders. So to criticise us for not bringing
things here, decisions that have been made, before it
is announced, or before we even do it, is not a fair
criticism at all. Insofar as the Premier is concerned, he
signed the Sargasso Sea thing yesterday! Yesterday!
So, you know, the fact that he has not brought it here,
as though somehow—
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. Point
of order. Point of order.
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Member is misleading the House by saying . . . The agreement was
signed yesterday, but the Royal Gazette had the advanced notice on Monday. So could the House have
had it.
The Speaker: All right.
Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, I mean, the only thing
I can answer the Honourable Member, somehow the
knowledge that he got from reading the Royal Gazette
is somehow inferior to the knowledge he would get
from the same report from our Premier? Come on. Let
us get serious. All right?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. The
Honourable Member is misleading the House. I did
not say that or imply that.
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The Speaker: Please, please, please, Honourable
Member.

The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.

Mr. E. David Burt: The only thing I said during my
statements is that it allows Members to question when
it is given as a Ministerial Statement. So Cabinet is
accountable to Parliament.

[Gavel]
[At 9:48 pm, the House stood adjourned until
10:00 am, Friday, 14 March 2014.]

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I did not say that he said
it.
The Speaker: Carry on.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Okay. Now, Mr. Speaker,
one more thing. And I will say this to you with great
respect, that I thought—and you can correct me, sir—
that if anything is said in this House or allowed to be
said in this House by you, can be commented on by
other Members. The Honourable Leader of the Opposition made a statement that you allowed him to
make, sir, with the greatest respect. You allowed him
to make a statement. All right? And—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: He was not in the Chair?
Well, he was allowed to say it. If you did not allow it, I
apologise.
The Speaker: Go ahead.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: But he was allowed to
say it. Now, if he is allowed to say it, I respectfully
submit that my honourable colleague should have
been allowed to comment on it. It is only fair, Mr.
Speaker. It is only fair that if that Honourable Member
said something and was allowed to say it, that somebody else should be allowed to comment on it, to critique it and to have a fair say on it.
The Speaker: All right. And, Honourable Member, I
just . . . The only thing I will have to say to that is that
the judgment made by the Speaker is the judgment.
And there should be no criticism of any judgment that
the Speaker makes.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I appreciate that.
The Speaker: That is the way that . . . Yes.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I am not criticising. I am
just saying that, insofar as my observation is concerned, that would be the fair thing to do. Thank you.
[Inaudible interjections]
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Sitting Number 16 of the 2013/14 Session

[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

PRAYERS

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Good morning, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.

[Prayers read by Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton,
Speaker]

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
7, 10 and 12 March 2014
The Speaker: Good morning, Honourable Members.
th
Honourable Members, the Minutes for the 7
th
and 10 of March you should have received. And if
Members have seen those Minutes and there are no
objections, the Minutes will be confirmed.
Are there any objections to the Minutes of the
th
th
7 and 10 of March?
There are no objections. The Minutes of
th
th
March 7 and 10 have been confirmed.
[Motion carried: Minutes of 7 and 10 March 2014 confirmed]

DEED OF VARIATION OF DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CORPORATION OF
HAMILTON AND PAR-LA-VILLE HOTEL AND
RESIDENCES LTD.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Speaker, I have the
honour to attach and submit for the consideration of
the Honourable House of Assembly the Deed of
Variation of Development Agreement between the
Corporation of Hamilton and Par-la-Ville Hotel and
Residences Ltd.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Are there any objections to that?
That matter will be laid.

PETITIONS

th

The Speaker: The Minutes of the 12 of March are to
be deferred.

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR
The Speaker: There are no messages from the Governor.

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER
OR MEMBER PRESIDING
The Speaker: No announcements by the Speaker.

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE
The Speaker: No messages from the Senate.

PAPERS AND OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honourable Junior Minister, Mr. Sylvan Richards.
MP Sylvan Richards, you have the floor.

The Speaker: There are no petitions.

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS
AND JUNIOR MINISTERS
The Speaker: For Statements, I recognise the Honourable Learned Member, the Minister for Tourism
and Transport, Minister Shawn Crockwell, constituency 31.
You have the floor.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.
POLICY FOR PUBLIC SERVICE VEHICLES WINDOW TINT
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, I rise in the
House today to announce a new policy under the
Transport Control Department for window tint on public service vehicles.
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Currently, the statutory prescribed visual
transmission for light specifications for vehicles is not
less than 70 per cent for the windscreen, not less than
35 per cent for the visor along the top of the windscreen and the forward passenger window and driver
side window, and not less than 30 per cent for the rear
passenger window and rear windscreen. For the
avoidance of doubt, the higher the percentage, the
greater the light level is that can be transmitted
through the window.
Mr. Speaker, between 2004 and 2008, Toyota
Alphard vehicles were imported for use as motor taxis.
It was discovered that the vehicles had factory tint that
exceeded the statutory requirements. In 2008 the
Transport Control Department advised the dealer that,
although the vehicles had been granted approval for
licensing several years prior, no additional Toyota Alphards would be permitted to be imported, since the
model was not in compliance with the Motor Car
Regulations. Currently, Alphards account for 104, or
approximately one-fifth, of the total number of taxis
licensed on the road. The factory window tint on the
Alphard is 78 per cent on the windscreen, 73 per cent
on the forward passenger window and driver side, and
24 per cent on the rear passenger window and rear
windscreen. The rear passenger window and rear
windscreen tint are 6 per cent greater than the legal
limit.
Mr. Speaker, the tinted windows give owners
of the Alphard vehicles an advantage when servicing
certain passengers. They are called upon when there
are celebrities on Island, as well as business-sector
visitors who are seeking privacy. This puts the other
taxi owners at a disadvantage. To compete, they have
tinted their windows with an affixed film to the same
tint per cent as the Alphards, resulting in the vehicle
owners having to remove the film when stopped by
the authorities or for licensing purposes. The same
per cent of window tint is applied by mini-bus owners,
who also have to remove the tint when confronted by
the authorities.
Mr. Speaker, there are several known advantages of tinted vehicle windows, especially in warmer
climates with greater sun exposure. The tinted rear
and back windows reduce the ultraviolet light, as well
as heat and glare from the sun, which lends to a more
comfortable environment for drivers who are traversing the roads several hours a day, and their passengers. Owners of Alphards claim that, besides protection against heat intrusion, the air conditioning system
does not have to work as hard and the vehicle also
cools off more quickly, reducing fuel consumption levels during the summer months.
We also know that there are disadvantages to
having tinted vehicle windows. The darker tinted windows could pose security challenges because it could
be difficult seeing the occupants of the vehicle. However, the new policy will not impact the current levels
of light transmission through the windscreen, forward
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passenger window and driver side window. Therefore,
the driver and front passenger will continue to be
clearly visible.
Mr. Speaker, since the tint level of the Alphard
has been accepted in Bermuda for the last 10 years,
under section 20A(1)(c) of the Motor Car (Construction, Equipment and Use) Regulations 1952, which
makes provision for the Minister in his discretion to
exempt any class of motor car from complying with all
or any of the requirements relating to window tint, the
Ministry now introduces a policy to allow public service vehicles—namely, mini-buses, taxis and limousines—to be imported with factory tint or have tint affixed to the rear passenger windows and rear windscreen that are not less than 24 per cent.
Mr. Speaker, I reiterate that the current prescribed levels for the front windows of the vehicle will
not be changed. The policy will come into effect on the
st
1 of April, 2014.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The Speaker: There are no reports of committees.

QUESTION PERIOD
The Speaker: So we move now to the Question Period.
We have the Honourable Finance Minister,
the Honourable Minister E. T. Richards, to provide
responses to Parliamentary Questions from the Honourable T. E. Lister.
Honourable Member T. E. Lister, from Sandys
South, constituency 33, you have the floor, sir.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker, and good morning to you.
The Speaker: Good morning.
QUESTION 1: CUSTOMS DUTY DEFERRALS
Hon. Terry E. Lister: My first question to the Honourable Finance Minister is, Will the Honourable Minister
please provide for this Honourable House a listing of
all duty deferrals issued by the Ministry of Finance
which are still unpaid for the period January 1, 1999,
to March 31, 2012?
The Speaker: Honourable Minister?

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, in response
to the first question, I enclose a summary listing (I
have already handed it to the Honourable Member) of
all deferrals granted which are still wholly or partly
st
unpaid for the period 1 of January 1999 to December
Bermuda House of Assembly
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st

31 , 2012. I have removed the names from the list,
however, just for confidentiality’s sake.
The Honourable Member will see from the
th
enclosed summary that, as of March 10 , 2014, the
total amount of unpaid duty and surcharges deferred
st
from the period January 1, 1999, to December 31 ,
2012, was $997,601.20.
The foregoing amount includes duty deferred
by importers under the Economic Development Act
1968, and that amount is $983,809.18; and duty and
surcharges deferred as a result of an ad hoc simplified
procedure issued by the Collector of Customs for
$13,792.02, under section 35A of the Revenue Act
1898.
Of the total amount, unpaid duty and surcharges deferred were $997,601.20. The combined
total amount of deferrals not yet due for payment is
$444,699.42. The combined total amount overdue for
payment is $552,901.78. With two exceptions, all the
beneficiaries of overdue deferrals have been made
and are expected to continue to make payments to
reduce the amount due. The two exceptions owe a
combined balance of $69,525.14. We consider all of
these amounts to be collectible. And the Customs Department will continue to take steps to recover the
outstanding duty due.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
MP Lister?

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes, second supplemental to
the question.
The Speaker: Yes, yes.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: For the Minister.
How has the experience gained from the nonpayers changed the conditions attached to duty deferrals issued in the period following April 1, 2013? In
other words, the experience you have had, what have
you done different because of what you have learned
since looking under the hood?
The Speaker: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I do not
know the answer to that question, but I will get back to
the Honourable Member.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister.
MP Lister, your second question?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.
QUESTION 2: CUSTOMS DUTY DEFERRALS

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I want to first of all thank the
Minister for providing this Schedule and in the detail
that he has provided it, and also giving me the answers early enough that we could have a meaningful
discussion on it.
As I looked at the Schedule, Minister, I struggled to find two, because there are actually three that
appear to be in very serious-case situations.
The Speaker: Supplementary, Honourable Member?
SUPPLEMENTARIES

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Would the Honourable Minister
please inform this Honourable House if there are any
concerns related to the other parties’ (these would be
the ones on good shake now) likelihood to make the
payment on the due date for duty deferrals not yet due
for deferment? So, those that are still out there, do
you have concerns of them also?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Can you ask that question again? I am sorry.
The Speaker: Number two. He is asking number two,
Minister.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Here is the question: What further action will be taken against those three parties
that have not paid as required?
The Speaker: Minister?

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Oh, I thought it was a
supplementary to the first one.
The Speaker: No, the second of the questions that
you have.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, the Customs Department have these under, if you like, surveillance and are in discussions with these individuals.
The collection schedule and payment schedule is being worked on as we speak.
The Speaker: Thanks, Minister.
MP Lister?
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I apologise, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: It is all right.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: As it relates to the second question concerning current duty deferrals not yet
due, I would like to say that the Customs Department
has no particular reasons to suppose that any of the
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several relevant debtors will default on their payment
obligations. Having said that, I am also mindful that
such duty referrals are unsecured and that most extend over a period of years and, therefore, by their
very nature, there is a risk of default.
In closing, I would comment that in the risk of
default, the Customs Department retains the first
charge to duty on the relevant imported goods and is
endowed with broad powers to seize and sell historic
and future imported goods to recover duty owed. Notwithstanding these powers, as part of its mandate to
facilitate legitimate trade, the department, in practice,
seeks to exhaust all other less-punitive methods of
collection in the first instance, seizing goods or
launching debt-collection proceedings only as the last
resort.
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ANNOUNCEMENT BY SPEAKER
HOUSE VISITOR
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Just before we move on to the questions for
the Minister of Tourism and Development, I want to
recognise . . . I see one of our very important people
in the Gallery. I think it looks like a school principal
who is sitting in the audience. School principals are
very important people. So we just want to recognise
that school principal there and hope she learns a lot
while she is here.
[Desk thumping]
The Speaker: She is the principal of Port Royal
School, by the way, for those of you who may not
know

The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
MP Lister.
SUPPLEMENTARIES

[Question Period continued]

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Minister, given the circumstances that you have explained, would you and the
Ministry be willing to consider some additional form of
security in place when the deferral is given, especially
if the asset being imported is not something that can
be easily sold? If you look at the list, you know that
there are a couple on here that probably have zero
resale value. So would the Ministry be willing to move
in this direction at this time?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I will certainly take that
under advisement. Usually, though, when people
bring in things, they tend to bring in things in the future. And it is the future claim that you have them on.
So if they owe money to Customs, and they are bringing in something next week, next month, next year,
then we have another set of, if you like, assets that we
can use to secure that obligation.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
MP Lister, your second supplemental?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: The final question for the day is,
Has the experience suggested that there may be
business groups that you would prefer not to give duty
deferrals to in the future?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I do not have any information on that, although I am sure that, with the
weakness of the economy over the last four to five
years, there has been an increase of this in general.
Whether it is particular sectors are worse than others,
I really could not say.

The Speaker: The Chair will recognise first the MP
from Warwick, MP Lawrence Scott, who has a question for the Minister of Tourism.
QUESTION 1: POLICY FOR PUBLIC SERVICES
VEHICLES WINDOW TINT
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Good morning, Mr. Speaker,
and thank you very much.
My first question to the Honourable Transport
Minister is if he is aware of any vehicle that is currently imported that has imported or manufacturer’s
tint darker than the current policy allows.
The Speaker: Minister.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes.
The Speaker: Yes.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Supplementary is, Would
those individuals that have those cars have to take
that tint off?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No. The vehicles that
were brought in with factory tint lower than 24 per
cent, I exercise my discretion to allow them to be on
the road.
The Speaker: Yes?
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QUESTION 2: POLICY FOR PUBLIC SERVICES
VEHICLES WINDOW TINT
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: And my second question is,
With this policy, why not sort of roll this policy out to all
vehicles and not just taxi drivers?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: That is something that we
are going to consider.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Thank you, MP Scott.
All right. The Chair now recognises MP David
Burt.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker. I thank the Minister for his Statement. It is
good to see Ministers giving Ministerial Statements.
The Speaker: Member, question.
QUESTION 1: POLICY FOR PUBLIC SERVICES
VEHICLES WINDOW TINT
Mr. E. David Burt: The question that I have is with
respect to the Minister’s Statement in which he is considering policy changes, will the Minister also consider
and look at the possibility of allowing certain taxi owners to import lightly used vehicles as opposed to new
vehicles, which has been called for by industry?
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Mr. Speaker, I rise to offer congratulations to
young Ms. Sadia Wilson, who is, I would say, now a
world-acclaimed gymnast. Sadia left Bermuda to go to
reside in England so she could continue to pursue her
goals in gymnastics. I can say that she is doing an
extremely good job at representing both her school
and, indeed, also Bermuda. I would like to associate
the Honourable Minister of Sports, and (I do apologise) the Shadow Minister of Sports, Mr. Speaker.
In a recent event that took place in the UK,
Sadia performed extremely well as a junior elite gymnast at the Miss Alpha Factor Meet in England. She
received gold medals. She finished second on the
vault, third on the bars, second on the beam and third
on the floor. But what is really outstanding, Mr.
Speaker, of all the levels that did participate in the
gymnastic event, Sadia placed fourth overall, whether
that was the senior level, the mid-level or the lower
level. Out of all the participants that did take part in
this event, she placed fourth overall.
And I dare say, Mr. Speaker, that she is well
on her way to becoming an Olympic athlete, which is,
indeed, one of her goals, to participate in the 2016
Olympics in Brazil. So we wish Sadia well, and we
hope that she continues to do well. And I have to say
this, Mr. Speaker (in case the House does not know),
Sadia is indeed the niece of the Sergeant-at-Arms, but
she is also my niece as well, Mr. Speaker.
Thank you.
The Speaker: More importantly, huh?
[Laughter]

The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I will be bringing a Ministerial Statement next
week in terms of some of the improvements we are
st
going to make for taxis before the 1 of April. That will
not be contained in it, but that is on their list. We do
not consider it to be a high priority, but we would like
to get to it this year at some point.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Thank you, Honourable Members.

CONGRATULATORY AND/OR OBITUARY
SPEECHES
The Speaker: We move now to congratulatory and/or
obituary speeches.
The Chair recognises first the Honourable
Whip for the Opposition, from constituency number 3,
MP Lovitta Foggo. You have the floor.
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

The Speaker: Is there any other Honourable Member
who would care to speak?
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member from Sandys South, constituency 33. MP T. E.
Lister, you have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I rise this morning
to offer condolences to the family of Mrs. Lois Wilson.
Mrs. Wilson is the wife of Alvin Wilson, well
known to many here. I am going to associate the
whole House. Lois came to Bermuda in probably the
late 1980s. She came to work for me, in fact, in the
Accounting Department at DeLoitte. We had a department that was all Bermudians. We never had any
foreign workers at all. But it was a time when we could
not find someone to fit this role. So Lois came in. And
rather than joining in with the audit team and going
where they went, she joined with the accounting team.
Eventually, she left us. She went and set up
her own business. She married a local person, Alvin
Wilson. Together, they started the Money Shop and
Bermuda Financial Network. They have been very
successful, and it is a real shame and a loss to hear of
her passing at such a young age. As you know, Mr.
Speaker, she is one of my constituents. Alvin had the
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misfortune in 2007 of running against me, but I have
never held that against him. And I do want condolences to go out to him this morning from the House.
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Honourable
Member.
Are there any other Honourable Members
who would care to speak?
The Chair will recognise the Honourable Minister for Economic Development and Education. Dr.
Grant Gibbons, you have the floor.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. Good morning.
Ever so briefly, I would like to be associated
with the condolences to Alvin Wilson on the loss of his
spouse. I think, as the Honourable Member just said,
that couple worked very, very hard to put together a
business, and I think, unfortunately, she was taken at
too early a stage.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
Are there any other Honourable Members
who would care to speak?
Thank you. We will move on.

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE
The Speaker: There are no matters of privilege.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS
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Hon. Patricia J. Gorgon-Pamplin: I am introducing
the following Bill so that it may be placed on the Order
Paper for the next day of meeting: It is the Morgan’s
Point Resort Act 2014.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Are there any objections?
The Bill will be put on the Order Paper.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Minister of Finance. The Honourable E. T. Richards.
You have the floor.
CUSTOMS TARIFF AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very much,
Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I am introducing the following
Bill, which, according to section 36(3) of the Bermuda
Constitution, requires the Governor’s recommendation
so that it may be placed on the Order Paper for the
next day of meeting: The Customs Tariff Amendment
Act 2014.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
Thank you, Minister.
There are no further Bills.

NOTICES OF MOTIONS
The Speaker: We now move to Notices of Motions.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member, N. H. C. Simons.

The Speaker: No personal explanations.

NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR THE
ADJOURMENT OF THE HOUSE
ON MATTERS OF URGENT
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
The Speaker: No notices of motions.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS
The Speaker: We move now to introduction of Bills,
and I am going to recognise first the Honourable P. J.
Gordon-Pamplin. And on the Order Paper, it says
Morgan’s Point Resort Amendment Act, I believe, but
it should be the Morgan’s Point Resort Act of 2014.
Honourable Minister Gordon-Pamplin, you
have the floor.
Hon. Patricia J. Gorgon-Pamplin: That is correct,
Mr. Speaker. Good morning.

REPORT OF THE PARLIAMENTARY JOINT SELECT COMMITTEE ON PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNANCE AND REFORM,
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I give notice that at the next day
of meeting, I will move the following Motion: That this
Honourable House approves the Report of the Parliamentary Joint Select Committee on Parliamentary
Governance and Reform, together with the appendith
ces, tabled on March the 5 , 2014.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Any objections to that?
That will be placed on the Order Sheet.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, MP Walton Brown.
RECOMMENDATIONS CITED IN THE SELECT
COMMITTEE REPORT ON ELECTIONS TOGETHER
WITH THE GOUDIE OPINION

The Speaker: Good morning.
Mr. Walton Brown: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
MORGAN’S POINT RESORT ACT 2014
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Mr. Speaker, I give notice that at the next day
of meeting, I will move the following Motion: That this
Honourable House accepts the recommendations
cited in the Select Committee Report on Elections together with the Goudie Opinion tabled March 10,
2014.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Member.
Any objections?
There are none.
We move now to the Member from Warwick,
MP Lawrence Scott.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Good morning, Mr. Speaker,
and thank you very much.
The Speaker: Good morning.
SHORT- AND LONG-TERM ADVANTAGES THAT
CAN ARISE IN RELATION TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN AIRPORT AUTHORITY FOR BERMUDA
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Mr. Speaker, I give notice
that at the next day of meeting, I will move the following Motion: That this Honourable House takes note of
the short- and long-term advantages that can arise in
relation to the establishment of an Airport Authority for
Bermuda.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
There are none.

ORDERS OF THE DAY
The Speaker: We move now to the Orders of the
Day, the resumption in Committee of Supply for further consideration of the Estimates of Revenue and
Expenditure for the year 2014/15, in the name of the
Minister of Finance, who has the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very much,
Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that we resume in the
Committee of Supply for the further consideration of
the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the
fiscal year 2014/15.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Are there any objections to that?
The Chair asks that the Honourable Member,
Susan Jackson, would please take the Chair.
House in Committee at 10:32 am
[Mrs. Susan Jackson, Chairman]
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COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
[Continuation thereof]
The Chairman: Good morning, Members.
We are now in Committee of Supply for further consideration of the Estimates of Revenue and
Expenditure for the year 2014/15, for the Ministry of
Community and Culture, Heads 71, 20, 23, [55], [52].
We have four-and-a-half hours that have been allocated to this Head.
I call on the Minister of Community and Culture. Minister, you have the floor.
MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, CULTURE AND
SPORTS
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
It is Community, Culture and Sports.
I would like to move Heads 71, 52, 23, 20 and
55. I have provided my Shadow with a copy of my
brief, just to let the Committee know that.
Madam Chairman, the vision of the Ministry of
Community, Culture and Sports is simple—to
strengthen the social fabric of our community. Our
mission is to provide service to the community by preserving our heritage, empowering our people, and
[developing] and protecting our youth and families. In
doing so, we project the following core values: Integrity, Commitment to excellence and service, Accountability, Respect and Empowerment (I CARE, for
short).
Madam Chairman, the Ministry currently comprises the following eight heads: Head 18, Libraries;
Head 19, Archives; Head 20, Youth, Sport and Recreation; Head 23, Child and Family Services; Head
52, Community and Cultural Affairs; Head 55, Financial Assistance; Head 56, Human Affairs; and Head
71, Ministry Headquarters. Head 42, Rent Commissioner, and Head 53, Bermuda Housing Corporation,
have been moved to other Ministries, whilst Head 18,
Libraries, and Head 19, Archives, have been added to
this Ministry portfolio.
Madam Chairman, the 2014/15 fiscal year
Current Account budget estimate for the Ministry of
Community, Culture and Sports can be found on
pages B-242 to B-283 and pages C-20 to C-21 of the
Approved Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for
the Year 2014/15. As shown on page B-242, the Ministry’s total budget estimate for fiscal year 2014/15 is
$86,347,000. This represents an overall increase of
approximately $4,880,000, or 6 per cent, compared
with the original estimate of $81,460,000 for fiscal
year 2013/14, when the changes in the Ministry portfolios I mentioned a minute ago are taken into account.
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Madam Chairman, the breakdown of the Ministry’s current account budget estimate for 2014/15 by
head (as shown on page B-242) is as follows:
• Head 18, Libraries, $2.127 million;
• Head 19, Archives, $1.412 million;
• Head 20, Youth, Sport and Recreation,
$10.745 million;
• Head 23, Child and Family Services, $16.98
million;
• Head 52, Community and Cultural Affairs,
$3.411 million;
• Head 55, Financial Assistance, $46.948 million, which represents an increase of 19 per
cent;
• Head 56, Human Affairs, $2.122 million; and
• Head 71, Ministry Headquarters, $2.602 million.
Madam Chairman, as I just stated, the largest
increase in budgetary allocation is for Head 55, Financial Assistance, which shows an increase of 19
per cent over the original budget allocation of
2013/14. I will discuss further details of this budgetary
item later in my presentation.
Madam Chairman, the sequence in which I
intend to cover the heads which have been slated for
debate is as follows: Head 71, Head 52, Head 23,
Head 20 and then Head 55.
HEAD 71—MINISTRY HEADQUARTERS
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within the Ministry of Community, Culture and Sports
Headquarters. Since Ministry Headquarters grant
funding under object codes 6869 and 6882 has been
reduced by $45,000 (in total), the net increase for
grants and contributions in fiscal year 2014/15, as
shown in the subjective analysis on page B-244, is
$576,000.
Second, the Mirrors Programme has had its
budget allocation reduced by $291,000.
Madam Chairman, the subjective analysis by
object code on page B-244 shows that the allocation
for salaries in Ministry Headquarters has been decreased by $105,000. This is due to mandated furlough days and also because the Mirrors Programme
has experienced a decrease in staffing from 10 to 8.
Elsewhere, the Ministry Headquarters budget has
been trimmed by reducing funding for training and for
professional services in an effort to contain costs.
Madam Chairman, although it was previously
unfilled and unfunded for two years, the post of policy
analyst for the Ministry Headquarters was filled during
2013/14 and explains why the full-time equivalent
(FTE) count stands at 10 rather than 9, as it was last
year.
Cost centre 81020, the Mirrors Programme.
Madam Chairman, the Mirrors Programme has developed into a positive force for youth development and
community leadership. The Mirrors Programme increases human capital at the social level by providing
alternative programming through transformation training and coaching for youth and adults, with the goal of
producing positive life outcomes for youth in education, employment and the criminal justice area. Mirrors
has worked with 686 youth and over 2,000 adults
since 2007.
Madam Chairman, the budget allocation for
the Mirrors Programme for fiscal year 2014/15 is
$972,000, which represents a decrease of $291,000
(as you can see on page B-243) from the previous
year. This allocation will allow Mirrors to hold one intensive residential cycle for the 15- to 18-year-old participants (Community Programme), one middle school
programme (Coaching for Success programme) and
four personal development trainings, and requires
community funding support to execute the residential
intensive programme and associated trainings to support the 2014/15 level of programming. This is in line
with the ultimate goal of having the Mirrors Programme become 100 per cent independent and separate from government.
Madam Chairman, the Mirrors Programme
has experienced a decrease in staffing from 10 to 8,
as I previously mentioned, and has also lost the summer students hired to support reduced staffing levels
in 2013/14. In order to effectively run the transformation programmes and to reduce staff burn-out, Mirrors
has developed a volunteer enrolment strategy to support the void in staffing. Eight community volunteers
completed approximately 54 hours of training, with a

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Madam Chairman, I will now
present budgetary information for Head 71, the Ministry Headquarters, which includes the Mirrors Programme. Head 71, Ministry Headquarters.
Madam Chairman, the fiscal year 2014/15 estimates of expenditure and revenue for Head 71, the
Ministry Headquarters, can be found on pages B-243
to B-246 of the [Budget] Book. Ministry Headquarters
is responsible for the budget of two areas, Administration, consisting mainly of salaries and administration
costs, and the Mirrors Programme.
Madam Chairman, the Ministry’s overall mission is to strengthen the social fabric of Bermuda
through policies and programmes that support, empower and protect people and communities.
Madam Chairman, page B-243 shows that the
total budget allocation for the Ministry Headquarters
for fiscal year 2014/15 is $2,602,000. This represents
a net increase of 10 per cent, or $246,000, over the
original fiscal year 2013/14 budget of $2,356,000.
Madam Chairman, the stated net increase is
due to a combination of factors. First, the responsibility for funding the Lorraine Rest Home (managed by
the Warwick Parish Council) has been transferred
from the Ministry of Home Affairs to the Ministry of
Community, Culture and Sports. Page C-20 of the
Estimates Book indicates that $621,000 is allocated to
object code 6918, Parish Council Commitments,
Bermuda House of Assembly
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commitment to provide 5 hours per week to support
the staffing void. This equates to approximately one
full-time equivalent staff provided by volunteers over
the course of the year. Additionally, with community
funding, Mirrors will be able to utilise a part-time volunteer manager position and administration support to
enroll and manage the volunteer workload. The team
has reorganised duties to support the reduced staffing.
Madam Chairman, Mirrors has been creative
in using community resources and in-kind services
from vendors to support programming in the current
budget year. This will continue in 2014/15 and will
help to compensate for reduced funding allocations.
Mirrors has enlisted three volunteers to support fund
development in partnership with the charity, Mirrors
Alumni and Friends Association. This partnership has
recently launched the Taking a Stand for Youth campaign designed to generate funding and volunteers to
support Mirrors programming in 2014/15.
Madam Chairman, the subjective analysis of
estimates for Head 71 shown on page B-244 indicates
that the allocation for professional services has been
reduced by $119,000 in 2014/15. For the Mirrors Programme, this corresponds to a reduction in the funding allocation for Uncommon Results, the overseas
consultant, from $270,000 to $203,000. Uncommon
Results has demonstrated a valuable partnership with
Mirrors over the past eight years and provided the
training of local staff members in components of the
work. The challenges of training staff are evident, as
one staff member left the organisation after being
trained and the second trained staff will be on maternity leave during the 2014/15 cycle of programming.
Although it is important for the Mirrors team to develop
in the transformation technology, the level of intensity
required to execute training creates challenges for
sustaining programming at the same time.
Madam Chairman, output measures for the
Mirrors Programme are outlined on pages B-245 and
B-246. One, personal transformation intensive intervention with associated trainings, was held for 19
youths aged 15 to 18 years. These youths are currently in the follow-through phase for the next six
months to prevent future problem behaviours, specifically academic failure, offending, and lack of employability skills, substance abuse and violence. Additionally, two middle school Coaching for Success programmes covering 55 students and one parent workshop for 33 parents were delivered.
The Mirrors Alumni and Friends Association
received charity status in 2013, and this has positioned it to support fund development for Mirrors future programming and create networks to support participants post programming.
Madam Chairman, the community continues
to communicate their appreciation to the Mirrors Programme as they have witnessed the individual growth
and development of young adults after participating in
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Mirrors. The majority of programme evaluations for
youths and adults suggest very good satisfaction with
the content and experience of the programme.
Madam Chairman, I would like to take this
opportunity to sincerely thank the volunteers, corporate Bermuda and everyone on the Mirrors team for
their commitment to the development of Bermuda’s
youth. Please join me in congratulating the Mirrors
team for making this a breakthrough year for our
community and the organisation.
Madam Chairman, with respect to Capital Acquisitions, as shown on page C-14 of the Estimates
Book, the Ministry Headquarters has been allocated
$400,000 in 2014/15 to begin the process of establishing a human services software system to integrate
social services data across the Ministry and also from
other human services organisations.
Currently, much of the information on clients
is stored at the programme or department level within
separate agencies and, therefore, is not ordinarily accessible across the entire Ministry, or available to
other government agencies unless a concerted effort
is made to share relevant information. Clients are often common to two or more agencies, leading to the
potential for duplicate or redundant information, and
inefficiencies which may limit the best overall outcome
for affected clients. Increasingly, we are witnessing
greater unemployment or underemployment, and this
increases the demand for financial assistance. In turn,
this places immense pressure on the entire family,
resulting in an increase in negative domestic situations, especially when children are involved.
Madam Chairman, the proposed human services software system will start the process of centralising data collection and management and thus increase efficiency by:
• managing the data integrity of the information
stored;
• bringing together relevant information for decision-making purposes; and
• co-ordinating social programmes across Government to achieve desired outcomes.
Madam Chairman, although the funds for the
software are allocated to Head 71, it is intended to
take a modular approach to implementation, with emphasis being placed first on improving data management and decision-making in the Department of Child
and Family Services.
Madam Chairman, this concludes my 2014/15
budget presentation of Head 71, the Ministry Headquarters. I will now move to Head 52, Community and
Cultural Affairs.
HEAD 52—COMMUNITY AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Madam Chairman, I will now
present the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for
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Head 52, the Department of Community and Cultural
Affairs, for fiscal year 2014/15, which are found on
pages B-269 through B-275 of the [Budget] Book.
Madam Chairman, the department’s mission
is to educate the community and foster a greater
sense of identity through an appreciation of Bermuda’s culture and heritage.
Madam Chairman, the department’s objectives are as follows:
• to provide grants that encourage the arts and
heritage;
• to promote an understanding of Bermuda’s
cultural identity through education, research,
publications and enrichment programmes;
• to stimulate the development of the arts; and
• to educate the community through personal
and professional courses that promote lifelong learning through the Community Education and Development Programme.
Madam Chairman, I will now go through the
individual cost centres under Head 52, as noted on
page B-270 of the [Budget] Book.
Cost centre 62000, Grants to Organisations.
The Department is responsible for promoting, preserving, and celebrating Bermuda’s rich cultural heritage
and the arts. It achieves this goal in part by partnering
with private-sector organisations through funding. Organisations that will receive financial support in the
upcoming fiscal year are as follows:
• Bermuda Historical Society
• St. George’s Historical Society
• St. George’s Preservation Authority
• Bermuda Arts Council
• Bermuda National Gallery
• Bermuda Heritage Association
• Cultural Legacy Fund recipients
The total amount budgeted under this cost
centre for 2014/15 is $223,000. This is a decrease of
$88,000, compared with the original budget for
2013/14, and $50,000 less than the revised budget for
2013/14. This decrease is due to the removal of
$50,000 in funding for the Bermuda National Trust,
which has historically received funding from multiple
ministries within government.
Cost centre 62001, Administration. Madam
Chairman, the objectives of this cost centre are to
provide for the administration and operation of the
Community and Cultural Affairs units, which are loth
cated on the 4 floor of the Dame Lois Browne-Evans
Building
Culture and Folklife programmes. This estimate sustains operations of both units, including salaries and wages, professional development, communications, programming, printing, and materials and
supplies. This cost centre also provides funding for a
television programme on Bermuda’s parishes. The
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remainder of the budget provides for office supplies,
photocopier maintenance, books and periodicals,
subscriptions and telephone services.
The total amount budgeted for 2014/15 is
$985,000, reflecting a net increase of $80,000 compared to 2013/14. This net increase is due to a reduction of $30,000, enabling the department to produce
two films instead of three on Bermuda’s parishes, and
an increase of $112,000 due to the transfer of one
employee from the former Department of Tourism to
the Department of Community and Cultural Affairs.
Cost centre 62010, Cultural Festivals and
Celebrations. Madam Chairman, this cost centre covers the cost of promoting the culture and heritage of
the Island and its people through festivals and other
programmes and events. This objective is realised
through a number of programmes and initiatives, including the Emancipation Commemoration and the
Gombey Festival. The total amount budged for
2014/15 for this cost centre is $135,000. This is a decrease of $21,000 compared to 2013/14.
One of the main ceremonies that the Department organises annually is the Emancipation Commemoration. In 2013, the department continued to
focus on the theme The Trail of our People: the Social
Dynamics of Self-Reliance. Through this dramatic
commemorative ceremony, the department highlighted local heroes of the past who had made significant direct contributions to their community of Pembroke and indirectly contributed to the greater good of
the entire society. Persons who embodied such traits
as selflessness, self-reliance, and resilience against
great odds and hardships were saluted during a beautiful ceremony that took place in the outer courtyard of
the new Berkeley Institute.
Madam Chairman, the funds allocated for
2014/15 will be used for a similar programme, which
will feature families of the parishes of Hamilton and
Southampton who have made lasting and meaningful
contributions to their communities.
The Gombey Festival is held annually to provide exposure to the folk art and traditions of an important Bermudian icon. The Gombey Festival has
been held at the W. E. R. Joell Tennis Stadium for two
consecutive years, resulting in a successful partnership with the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation. The Department of Community and Cultural Affairs is able to save on expenses in rental fees, the
installation of bleachers and barricades, and the general clean-up at the conclusion of the festival by using
the W.E.R. Joell Tennis Stadium. The 2014 Gombey
Festival will again be held at the Tennis Stadium, and
it is fiscally prudent to do.
Madam Chairman, this year’s funding allocation will finance the cost of invited folk groups, advertising, tenting, financial awards to participating Gombey troupes and the chosen honouree of the day. The
reduced funding level in 2014/15 will impact the type
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of external folk groups that can be invited to participate in the 2014 Gombey Festival.
Cost centre 62020, Heritage Celebrations.
Madam Chairman, this cost centre covers the cost of
celebrations for both Heritage Month and the Bermuda Day Parade. Heritage Month Celebrations,
which culminate in the Bermuda Day Parade, are designed in accordance with our Mission Statement, “To
promote a sense of community understanding and
pride amongst the peoples of Bermuda.” The theme
for Heritage Month 2014 is “Celebrating Bermuda’s
Historical Treasures.”
Madam Chairman, the total amount budgeted
for this cost centre in 2014/15 is $349,000. This is a
decrease of $34,000 compared to 2013/14. Cost savings were made in object code 5270 pertaining to local contractors. Stringent measures were exercised in
the Bermuda Day Parade 2013, with the reduction of
the number of parade marshals employed to manage
the smooth movement of the parade. Extreme care
will be taken this year to monitor expenses and make
further adjustments to the number of parade marshals
and security needed, as well as the number of boxes
of dried flowers ordered for float-making. These dried
flowers are provided to members of the public at no
cost to encourage participation.
Cost centre 62030, Cultural Education.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Community and
Cultural Affairs is responsible for creating materials
that contribute to the preservation of Bermuda’s heritage and to the development of Bermuda’s literary
arts. The year 2013 saw the publication of Bermuda
Folk Remedies by Dr. Kuni Frith-Black, a book that
broke the records for demand of a local publication,
necessitating a reprint after all copies were sold within
a month following the launch
This upcoming budget year, the department
will focus on producing two books. Take This Journey
with Me is a Bermuda anthology of memoir and creative nonfiction, edited by former writer-in-residence
and award-winning author Rachel Manley, and will be
launched during Heritage Month. Rachel Manley, who
is the daughter of former Jamaican Prime Minister
Michael Manley, is a celebrated author of a non-fiction
trilogy about Jamaica. Rachel’s first memoir, Drumblair: Memories of a Jamaican Childhood, published in
1996, won the Canadian Governor General’s Award
for non-fiction.
Madam Chairman, the second book, written
by Shirley Pearman MBE, is entitled Hands On! The
Art of Traditional Crafts and Play in Bermuda and will
be launched prior to Christmas. Shirley Pearman was
the first Bermudian to obtain a Master's Degree in Art
Education, and her service as a teacher and art specialist has been widely recognised with a host of honours, including the MBE in 2012. Mrs. Pearman represented Bermuda in the Smithsonian Folklife Festival in
Washington, DC, in 2001 in the Arts of Play arena, an
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experience which provided a foundation for the forthcoming publication.
Work will also continue on the development of
study guides to complement the Bermuda Folklife
documentary series for use in the school system.
There is no change in the budget allocation for this
cost centre, which stands at $117,000.
Cost centre 62050, National Heroes Day. The
funds associated with this cost centre are normally
used to honour and commemorate a National Hero
through meaningful and significant activities that pay
respect to that person or persons and inform the general public. The total amount budgeted for 2014/15 is
$10,000. This is a decrease of $14,000 compared with
2013/14. It is not planned to name any new National
Heroes or host any festivities for 2014/15. Instead,
plans call for continued advertising to remind the public of our current National Heroes.
Cost centre 62060, Promotion of the Arts.
Madam Chairman, funds for this cost centre are used
to stimulate and foster the development of the arts
and to organise and implement the Writer-inResidence programme, a workshop that includes a
public reading by an invited writer. The total amount
budgeted for this cost centre for 2014/15 is $45,000.
This is a decrease of $3,000 compared with 2013/14.
Premier’s Concert. One means by which this
department promotes the visual and performing arts is
through the annual Premier’s Concert. In November
th
2013, the department hosted the 29 Annual Premier’s Concert to a packed audience at the Ruth Seaton James Centre for the Performing Arts. In addition
to the brilliant performances of 36 participants, the
audience was treated to a trumpet solo by a past
Premier’s Concert participant, Matthew Ross, who is
studying music at the post-secondary level to become
a professional musician. All of the participants in this
year’s concert were simply outstanding, with a few—
such as Jude Richardson and Malik Alick—receiving
standing ovations.
Cost centre 62070, Folklife Programme.
Madam Chairman, in 2013/14, $209,000 was budgeted for this cost centre. The estimated budget for
2014/15 is $179,000, reflecting a decrease of
$30,000. Areas of reduction include advertising and
overseas and local consultants. Because of this decrease, we will create one less documentary this year.
Madam Chairman, the Historical Heartbeats
th
Lecture Series, now entering its 11 year, is a programme that highlights various aspects of Bermudian
history and culture and aims for a monthly presentation that is both entertaining as well as educational.
The new season, featuring eight events and four film
nights, begins March 2014 and includes tours of St.
David’s and St. George’s sites, lectures on war veterans, shipwrecks and whales, as well as a culinary festival during Heritage Month.
Bermuda Folklife Documentary Series.
Madam Chairman, the Bermuda Folklife Documentary
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Series is a collection of full-length feature films highlighting the traditions and tradition-bearers of Bermuda. These documentaries have been made available to the public with a heavy rotation on CITV, with
copies sent to all public and private schools. The department is looking to launch three new documentaries in the series during the 2014/15 budget year: a
film on Seagull Racing in Bermuda, a film on legendary fisherman Llewellyn Hollis, and a film focusing on
boat-building in Bermuda, with special emphasis on
traditional small crafts.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Community and Cultural Affairs is entering the sixth year of
the Folklife Apprenticeship Programme, focusing on
the transmission of knowledge and skills from one
generation to the next. Six tradition-bearers in various
arts have been selected for inclusion in the programme to work one-on-one with a single apprentice
for an average of 80 hours. There will be an awards
luncheon in August where tradition-bearers and apprentices who participated in the programme will
share presentations about their experiences. A short
film is currently being produced showing highlights of
the apprenticeship experience.
Madam Chairman, the Cultural Affairs Digital
Archive continues to expand through the transcription
and digital conversion of interviews collected through
the Folklife Documentary Series. Transcripts from 11
interviews, totalling more than 100 pages, were added
to the collection this year. It is anticipated that an additional 10 new interviews will be added this year. This
year will also focus on the digitising of cassettes from
the Smithsonian Folklife collection.
Cost centre 62100, Bermuda Rendezvous
Activities. Madam Chairman, this cost centre provides
opportunities for both visitors and locals to discover
and enjoy various aspects of our Island’s culture, arts
and entertainment. Activities are as varied as a walking tour, a lecture series, a high tea, cooking, craftmaking, or glassblowing demonstration, and performances by our most popular Gombey troupes and the
Bermuda Pipe Band, and are offered complimentary
for Bermuda’s winter visitors. This programme runs
from November to March of each year and has become quite popular with our visitors and participating
local hosts.
Funds allocated in this cost centre are used to
pay vendors who host the listed talks, tours and demonstrations, as well as to cover the cost of advertising,
rental fees for tents, sound systems and sites. The
success of this programme is highlighted with the
many letters of appreciation received by both the Department of Tourism and the Department of Community and Cultural Affairs, as visitors praise the host
presenters and express appreciation for the many
wonderful complimentary events which enhanced their
vacation periods in Bermuda. The total amount budgeted for this cost centre for 2014/15 is $214,000, a
decrease of $21,000.
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Cost centre 62130, Seniors Activities. Madam
Chairman, the department is responsible for organising a number of programmes and activities for our
able-bodied seniors. One annual highlight is Seniors’
Week, which includes an awards ceremony during
which nominated seniors are honoured for the significant contributions that they have made. The funds
associated with this cost centre will also cover operating costs for the seniors cruise held in August and the
seniors seminars held monthly. The total amount
budgeted for 2014/15 is $151,000, resulting in a reduction in the areas of contractors and food supplies.
Cost centre 62140, Community Outreach.
Madam Chairman, this cost centre covers the operation of the Summer Internship Programme, which provides work-shadow opportunities and practical experience to senior school students aged 15 through 18,
through a diverse range of co-ordinated partnerships
with the public and private sector. The original allocation of $40,000 was reduced slightly to $38,000 for
2014/15.
Cost centre 62150, Community Education
[Courses]. Madam Chairman, this cost centre provides a diverse range of educational, recreational,
social, cultural, personal and professional development courses to Bermudian residents. Courses and
programme activities are designed to promote and
foster a healthy quality of life and wellbeing of residents. The three demographic target groups are:
• youth ages 5–18;
• adults ages 19–64; and
• seniors 65 and up.
This cost centre records a budget of $254,000
for the 2014/15 fiscal year and will result in the printing of fewer brochures and the hiring of fewer instructors.
Cost centre 62160, Community Education
Administration. Madam Chairman, funds allocated
under this cost centre cover the overall programme
administration and operation for the Community Education and Development Programme. It covers the
planning, coordination and implementation of a variety
of over 200 educational, social, recreational, cultural,
personal and professional development courses annually. Provision of these course offerings and activities benefit the social and economic development of
Bermudian residents. This cost centre also covers the
shared administration of activities and functions of the
Bermuda Community Education Advisory Council in
the delivery of activities, special events, projects, new
initiatives and programmes that benefit individuals,
families, and community neighbourhoods.
Madam Chairman, the budgetary allocation
for this cost centre was decreased from $771,000 to
$711,000 for 2014/15. This decrease is a result of the
furlough deductions, rental reductions and fewer contractors.
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Madam Chairman, the subjective analysis of
Current Account estimates shown on page B-271
summarises the main areas for Head 52 across cost
centres. The main areas of reduction are for advertising and promotion, professional services, rentals, materials and supplies, and grants and contributions.
Madam Chairman, it is anticipated that the current
trend will continue, with less persons registering to
take courses in 2014/15. Thus, the expected revenue
is likely to drop by some 45 per cent, as seen on page
B-271.
Madam Chairman, the output measures for
Head 52 are shown on pages B-273 to B-275 of the
Estimates Book. This ends my 2014/15 budget presentation of Head 52, the Department of Community
and Cultural Affairs.
HEAD 23—CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Madam Chairman, I will now
discuss the 2014/15 Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for Head 23, the Department of Child and
Family Services, which is covered on pages B-262 to
B-268 of the [Budget] Book.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Child
and Family Services is responsible for promoting and
protecting the best interests of children, adolescents
and families in order to enhance their social functioning and quality of life. These services are mandated
under the Children Act 1998. The purpose of the Act,
to which the department responds, is “. . . to protect
children from harm, to promote the integrity of the
family and to ensure the wellbeing of children.” To
meet this mandate, the department provides day-care
services; care and protection services for children;
and residential, home-based, and counselling services
for adolescents and families.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Child
and Family Services continues to focus on implementing a comprehensive and integrated system with one
entry point for all programmes and services. The goal
is to ensure appropriate assessment of referrals to
determine the best service response. The identified
needs of the child and family are defined in an interagency service plan that engages the children and
families throughout the process.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Child
and Family Services is commissioned to provide a
seamless service to ensure the safety of children
while strengthening the wellbeing of families. In order
to meet this legislated mandate, the department operates four programmes:
• Programme 2301, Services to Children and
Young Persons;
• Programme 2302, Services to Individuals and
Families;
• Programme 2303, Residential Treatment Services; and
• Programme 2304, Administration.
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Madam Chairman, a total of $16,980,000
have been allocated to Head 23 for fiscal year
2014/15. This represents an overall reduction of
$1,168,000, or 6 per cent, when compared to the allocation for fiscal year 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Child
and Family Services cost centres reflecting a difference from the 2013/14 budget year are discussed by
programme in my comments which follow:
Programme 2301, Services to Children/Young
Persons. The small [increase] of $13,000, or 1 per
cent, to $986,000 is attributed to staff salary increments at the Happy Valley Child Care Centre, cost
centre 33010, and you can see that on page B-263 of
the Budget Book.
Programme 2302, Services to Individuals and
Families. Services to individuals are delivered via
Family Services, foster care and Bermuda Youth
Counselling Services. The programme as a whole has
been reduced by $98,000 to $6,35[6],000, which is a
decrease of 2 per cent. Some of this reduction relates
to furlough for salaried staff, but also results from having one post frozen in cost centre 33200, Bermuda
Youth Counselling Services, under the terms and
conditions of the Early Retirement Incentive Plan.
Programme 2303, Residential Treatment. The
moderate reduction in this cost centre from
$9,204,000 to $8,073,000 is reflective of a realignment of staff to provide more effective and efficient
service delivery by giving more direct service to the
children placed in residential treatment and their parents. This realignment will also reduce the number of
children referred out for services, resulting in cost savings. The realignment of staff is designed to provide a
more seamless response to children and families that
supports successful outcomes. Children and families
will no longer be confused about the process within
residential treatment or who the primary worker is and
what support services are available to them.
Programme 2304, Administration. Madam
Chairman, Cost centre 33120, Administration, provides for the administration and operations of the Department of Child and Family Services. The budgetary
allocation for fiscal year 2014/15 is $1,115,000, an
increase of $93,000. In an effort to operate more cost
effectively, the department has explored fee-forservice options and has decreased funding to grant
recipients under cost centre 33130 by $45,000. With
respect to the expenditure of the Department of Child
and Family Services, effort has been made to increase departmental efficiency and to reduce spending. The subjective analysis of estimates on page B[264] of the [Budget] Book shows that the primary areas of reduction relate to salaries due to the furlough
agreement, and professional services.
Madam Chairman, the Happy Valley Child
Care Centre is the only section of Child and Family
Services that generates revenue. The fees are col-
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lected on a sliding scale and are determined by a
means test. Revenue is expected to remain the same
in 2014/15. It is important to note that the cost per
child is higher than the fees currently paid by parents.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Child
and Family Services employed 105 full-time equivalent staff in 2013/14. For this fiscal year, this number
has decreased to 104. This reduction is a result of
having one post frozen under the terms and conditions of the Early Retirement Incentive Plan.
Madam Chairman, I would like to point out an
error in the [Budget] Book. Column 5 on the table referring to employee numbers on page B-265 incorrectly shows the revised 2013/14 FTE for the department being 88 instead of 105.
Madam Chairman, the performance measures
for Head 23 are found on pages B-266 to B-268 of the
[Budget] Book. The Department of Child and Family
Services continues to meet most of its targeted outcomes in all business units. I wish to note that in cost
centre 33030, Foster Care, the forecasted outcome of
10 new foster parents recruited fell short by 4 parents.
There has been a challenge in recruiting foster parents, especially those who are equipped to provide a
therapeutic environment for high-risk and/or special
needs children in need of placement. Efforts are ongoing to attract, train and support foster parents to enable them to meet the needs of a more specialised
population.
Madam Chairman, the cost of residential beds
per day at Brangman Home, cost centre 33070, and
Oleander Cottage, cost centre 33090, remains stable.
However, the outcomes of the current strategic planning may result in changes during the next fiscal year.
Residential Treatment Services continues to provide a
service that meets international best practice standards. This is confirmed by their recent reaccreditation.
Madam Chairman, the Psycho-Educational
Programme, cost centre 33100, is expected to meet
its target of ensuring that 100 per cent of young people transitioning home have an agreed reunification
plan and that they receive follow-up for a minimum of
six months following the completion of the reunification plan. Having a reunification plan and supporting
the family during the transition has resulted in greater
long-term success. The challenge arises when there
is no viable family option and independent living is the
only alternative.
Madam Chairman, I am proud to report that
under cost centre 33120, Administration, all sections—100 per cent—within the department have
achieved accreditation for operating at best practice
standards as outlined by the Council on Accreditation
and the Bermuda National Standards Committee. The
Department of Child and Family Services remains the
only government department to have all of its sections
accredited.
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Madam Chairman, I would like to take this
opportunity to sincerely thank all of the dedicated staff
of the Department of Child and Family Services for the
work they do in meeting the many challenges of our
children and families as we undertake this social recovery. This ends my presentation on the 2014/15
budgetary allocation for Head 23, the Department of
Child and Family Services.
HEAD 20—YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Madam Chairman, I will now
present budgetary information for Head 20, Youth,
Sport and Recreation. Madam Chairman, the fiscal
year 2014/15 Estimates of Expenditure and Revenue
for the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation,
Head 20, can be found on pages B-255 to B-261 of
the [Budget] Book.
Madam Chairman, the mission of the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation is to advance
amateur sport, recreation and youth development for
all—from leisure activity to athletic excellence—and to
strengthen the significant contribution that these initiatives make towards the enhancement of the quality of
life for the total community.
Madam Chairman, there is a budget allocation
of $10,745,000 for the Department of Youth, Sport
and Recreation in fiscal year 2014/15 (which is on
pages B-256 and B-257) for nine programmes. The
estimate of revenue of $706,000 is shown on page B258. The budget allocation shows a decrease of
$917,000 over the original estimate for 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, some $5,105,000 is reserved for salaries and wages for 111 full-time and
part-time staff, the total of the first two line items of
subjective analysis on page B-257. Most of the decreases seen in these programmes reflect mandated
furlough days. The remainder of the budget provides
funding for existing programmes, such as Sports Incentives and Awards, Sports Facilities Management,
Youth Development, Community Centres, Camping,
School Age Activities and After School Programmes.
Madam Chairman, the budget for cost centre
30045, General Administration, is $1,456,000. These
funds provide for the administration and operations of
the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation headquarters, which has relocated to the Craig Appin
Building on Wesley Street, Hamilton. The Administration Section provides administrative support for the
other eight programmes within the department.
Madam Chairman, the department provides
for its Sports Development Programme through cost
centre 30055, Sports Programmes. The budget for
cost centre 30055 has been reduced by $142,000 to
$2.5 million. This cost centre includes sports grants to
national sports governing bodies and to the Bermuda
Sports Anti-Doping Authority (BSADA), the National
Anti-Doping Organization (NADO) for Bermuda. The
Bermuda Sports Anti-Doping Authority provides for
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the co-ordination, development and implementation of
programmes and policies associated with achieving a
sporting
environment
free
of
performanceenhancement and illicit substance abuse, [and includes] counselling, research, education, appeals and
arbitration. Without BSADA, Bermuda would not be
able to participate in any international sporting events
abroad or be able to host any international sporting
events locally.
rd
Madam Chairman, 2013 marked the 33 anniversary of the Government’s Sports Awards and the
third year that a male and female Junior Athlete of the
Year were selected. Overall, presentations were made
to 17 individuals and one national team. The Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation also hosted the
th
17 National Junior Sponsorship Awards in 2013. The
department also contributed significantly to the success of two major sporting events, the 2013 NatWest
Island Games that hosted approximately 1,700 athletes representing 22 countries, and the ITF Junior
Tennis Tournament.
Madam Chairman, I am pleased to note that
the department has made firm steps toward finalising
the National Sports Policy, a 2013 Throne Speech
initiative. I intend to place the final version of the policy before Cabinet for approval early in the first quarter of fiscal year 2014/15 and to table the policy in this
Honourable House shortly thereafter.
Cost centre 30055 also provides for grants of
$25,000 each for the departmental Summer Sailing
and Swimming programmes. An additional $59,500 in
operating costs is covered under this cost centre. A
more detailed grant listing can be found on page C-20
of the [Budget] Book.
Madam Chairman, there is no change in the
allocation for cost centre 30030, Athletic Awards,
$150,000, as can be seen on page B-256. These
funds will continue to support encouragement and
incentives to our senior and junior athletes to strive for
excellence in their personal development. The Elite
Athletes Fund of $100,000 is managed by the Bermuda Olympic Association, who prescribes the requirement for athletes to receive funding, having met
a local A, B or C standard in their development. Junior
athletes are provided assistance through the Junior
Athlete Sponsorship Fund of $50,000, which is provided to one athlete per sport as the most promising
up-and-coming athlete to enable exposure to overseas training, coaching or competition to enhance development.
Madam Chairman, the department carries out
sports facilities management under five cost centres,
with allocations as follows:
• Cost centre 30060, Sports Facilities, $1.042
million;
• Cost centre 30075, Softball Stadium,
$138,000;
• Cost centre 30080, Tennis Stadium,
$315,000;

•
•
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Cost centre 30090, Motor Sport Park,
$69,000; and
Cost centre 30390, Sports Community Fields,
$82,000.

Madam Chairman, funding in cost centre
30060 includes the National Sports Centre operational
grant, including $950,000 for the operation and maintenance of the Aquatics Centre. This reflects a decrease of $300,000 from the fiscal year 2013/14
budget. There are small decreases in funding allocation (2 per cent each) for cost centres 30075, the
WMC Preece Softball Stadium, and 30080, the W. E.
R. Joell Tennis Stadium.
Madam Chairman, there are four cost centres
under Youth Development Programme, and there is
no change there in budget allocation, except for a 2
per cent reduction in cost centre 30210, Youth Development Administration, due to furlough days.
Madam Chairman, funding levels for the department’s three community centres, the Centre in
Hamilton, St. George’s Community Centre and Boaz
Island Community Centre, remains relatively unchanged to that of last year, with the 2 per cent reduction being a reflection only of furlough days.
The three community centres provide an immeasurable opportunity for Bermudians of all ages to
experience positive recreational opportunities. Starting
with the very young the centres offer safe, structured
programming, compassionate staff, and an opportunity to build positive and effective relationships. As
with all Youth, Sport and Recreation Programmes, the
community centres are invested in the 40 Developmental Assets, which are considered by researchers
at the Search Institute (a non-profit organisation in
Minneapolis, Minnesota), to be the building blocks of
healthy youth development. The developmental assets are 40 values—experiences, relationships and
qualities that bring many benefits to the young people
who have them.
Madam Chairman, the Music Programme is a
fine example of asset building, as children are exposed to the performing arts from an early age. The
Youth Advisory Committees at the centres give guidance on programmes. For example, in addition to the
traditional classical music, DJ and recording programmes are offered. All of the community centres
offer a seniors programme. The CIT (Counsellor in
Training) Programme continues to be a great success
at all community centres. A total of 31 staff are employed at the three centres—10 full-time and 21 parttime. This can be seen on page B-258 of the Budget
Book.
Madam Chairman, the department’s Camping
Programme has also retained most of its funding for
2014/15, with only a 2 per cent budget reduction
overall across the five camping cost centres, as seen
on page B-256. The budget estimate for the Camping
Programme provides for the staffing, operation and
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administration of four camping facilities, including
maintenance, repairs, supplies, energy, fuel, wages
and the marine vessel operations. The Camping Programme employs 11 staff, as can be seen on page B258, who maintain facilities and the marine vessels.
Madam Chairman, the camping facilities include the following:
• Darrell’s Island, with 14 rustic campsites that
can accommodate 30 campers at each site. It
also houses a building which accommodates
30 campers.
• Messina House is the only land-based campsite. This site is located in Boaz Island,
Sandys, and can accommodate a maximum
of 34 campers.
• Paget Island is located in St. George’s harbour and is the largest single campsite, accommodating a maximum of 95 campers.
• Ports Island, which is the oldest camping facility, houses a building which accommodates a
maximum of 45 campers.
Madam Chairman, the budget allocation for
the School Age Activities Programme cost centres
remains unchanged at $821,000 [page B-256]. This
will help to promote and support leisure activities
through recreation and to support local day camping
during school breaks. The programme supports approximately 800 school-aged children and is housed
at various pre-schools, primary schools and middle
schools throughout the Island. Additionally, there is a
Special Needs Programme that provides one-on-one
care for special needs children. Approximately 170
part-time employees conduct the school-age programme and are supervised by qualified teachers. It
should be noted that 80 per cent of the part-time staff
are university, college and high school students.
Madam Chairman, under this programme a
budget of approximately $100,000 is provided for
three Teen Camps, including a sports camp, for middle school age children. This supports up to 100 middle school children through camps that provide for
staff, books, materials, visits to businesses and community helping services, and supplies and equipment
to help to develop the whole child.
Madam Chairman, the After School Programme operated by the Department of Youth, Sport
and Recreation provides for staffing, communications,
materials and supplies for 10 After School Programmes at Government Primary Schools.
Cost centre 30125 has a reduced budget of
$800,000, reflecting a decrease of $418,000. The
main reason for the decrease in expenditure is that
one After School Programme site, the Victor Scott
School, was closed in 2013. The programme supports
a maximum of 500 primary school-aged children
across the 10 schools and employs approximately 60
part-time workers.
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Madam Chairman, performance metrics for
Head 20 are found on pages B-259 to B-261. This
concludes my budget presentation of Head 20, Youth,
Sport and Recreation.
HEAD 55—FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Madam Chairman, I now turn
my attention to Head 55, the Department of Financial
Assistance.
Madam Chairman, the Current Account Expenditure estimates for Head 55, the Department of
Financial Assistance, are found on pages B-276 to
pages B-279 of the [Budget] Book. The mandate of
the Department of Financial Assistance is to ensure
that individuals with insufficient financial resources
have access to services in order to gain, maintain or
[regain] a minimum standard of living while encouraging personal and economic independence.
Madam Chairman, Head 55 has been allocated $46,948,000 for the continued provision of services during fiscal 2014/15. This represents an increase of $7,472,000, or 19 per cent over the original
budget of $39,476,000 in fiscal year 2013/14, as seen
on page B-277.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Financial Assistance (DFA) is responsible for assessing
applicants for financial assistance and child day-care
allowance, and granting benefits and awards under
the guidance of the Financial Assistance Act 2001, the
Financial Assistance Regulations 2004, the Child Day
Care Allowance Act 2008 and the Child Day Care Allowance Regulations 2008.
For the benefit of Honourable Members and
our listening audience, and with your indulgence, I will
provide a brief synopsis of historical expenditures in
the Department of Financial Assistance. Figure 1 that
I have given in my presentation, [at page 46] (which
the Shadow Minister has a copy of in my brief) graphically illustrates that total actual expenditures have
risen steadily over the last decade and more sharply
within the last few years. This figure shows that the
total actual expenditure has dramatically increased
from around $16 million in 2005/06 and is expected to
reach almost $50 million during 2013/14.
During 2005/07 the average number of persons on financial assistance was about 680. At that
time, seniors and persons with disabilities accounted
for approximately 75 per cent of the total financial assistance client base. Several factors contributed to the
observed dramatic increases in overall expenditure.
First, the closure of the indigent clinic in 2007 caused
an influx of over 400 persons, with the average number of persons on financial assistance rising to over
1,100. This is an approximate 60 per cent increase.
Second, the Child Day Care Allowance programme
launched in October 2008 and increased expenditures
by $3.4 million and the average number of persons on
assistance to around 1,360, a 25 per cent increase.
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Madam Chairman, in 2009 there was an increase in health insurance premiums due to the
launch of FutureCare. This caused the average number of persons on assistance to rise to almost 1,500
persons, and the total expenditures approached $32
million per year.
Madam Chairman, the impact of the economic
downturn, especially with the evaporation of the
much-needed second job for many Bermudians, began to be felt in earnest in Bermuda in 2010, and the
average number of persons on assistance reached
1,575, and larger numbers of able-bodied persons
and persons on low earnings applied for financial assistance. Numbers of seniors and persons with disabilities also increased, albeit at a slower rate. These
trends continued throughout 2011/12, such that, by
2012/13 the number of able-bodied persons and persons with disabilities had increased to 941, with the
average number of persons on assistance exceeding
2,200 and the total expenditure climbing to $43 million
per year. The wave was continuing to build.
Madam Chairman, in fiscal 2013/14 spending
by the Department of Financial Assistance has
reached unprecedented levels, averaging $11 million
to $12 million per quarter. Seniors and persons with
disabilities now account for some 59 per cent of the
overall client base, whilst the numbers of able-bodied
persons and persons with low earnings account for
over 40 per cent of all persons on financial assistance.
The average numbers of persons on assistance and
the total expenditure level are now at historic levels of
about 2,680 persons and almost $50 million, respectively.
Madam Chairman, these levels of assistance
and expenditure are expected to remain high throughout 2014/15, even when amendments made to the
Financial Assistance Regulations in 2011, 2012 and
2013 to effect cost-cutting measures are taken into
account. Although the previous legislative amendments resulted in reduced [individual] monthly financial assistance payments, the fact remains that more
people than ever before are applying for and receiving
financial assistance benefits. However, we will continue the trend of reduced allowances which started in
2011, during this fiscal year.
Madam Chairman, the current level of financial assistance expenditure is unsustainable. For the
past several years, the budget allocated to the Department of Financial Assistance has not been adequate to meet the demand for financial assistance
benefits. The Ministry is constantly having to play
catch-up and has again been forced to seek supplementary funding in this Honourable House during this
Budget session in order to enable us just to meet the
current demand for financial assistance I spoke about
a moment ago.
Madam Chairman, at present, financial assistance workers are servicing a very high caseload, averaging 225 cases per worker. This number far ex-
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ceeds the amount of cases in terms of best practice
for similar agencies. Given the trend of increasing
numbers of persons applying for financial assistance,
it would not be surprising to see the average number
of persons on assistance exceed 3,000 in fiscal year
2014/15. This number of clients would mean an average caseload of 250 per worker and would be unacceptable and unsustainable.
Madam Chairman, returning to page B-277,
this cost centre includes funding for the Child Day
Care Allowance Programme and the Financial Assistance Programme, and also includes funding for organisational grant recipients, who include the Salvation Army, Care of the Blind, Meals on Wheels, Summerhaven, Matilda Smith Williams, STAR, Teen Haven and Packwood Rest Home.
Madam Chairman, in addition to assistance
provided for rest or nursing home care, the department also supports family members who qualify to
enable their senior relative to remain in the household.
This assistance, while cost effective to government,
provides a much-needed boost for seniors to spend
time with their families and to remain in the households of their loved ones. This benefit is called Home
Care Allowance and is at a cost of $2,000 monthly.
Madam Chairman, as the majority of the clients serviced through the Financial Assistance Department continue to be seniors, disabled, and persons with special needs, the department endeavours
to meet the needs of these populations in particular.
Currently, there are approximately 773 seniors serviced by the department. Approximately 163 are in
rest or nursing homes, and 103 are living in Bermuda
Housing Trust properties. The remaining seniors reside alone or with family members. The department
also pays for FutureCare Insurance for all senior clients. Currently, this rate is $440 monthly and tends to
increase yearly.
Madam Chairman, as mentioned previously,
the Child Day Care Allowance Programme was officially launched in November 2008 and is guided by
the Child Day Care Allowance Act 2008 and Regulations 2008. The most recent amendments passed affecting the Child Day Care Allowance Act 2008 and
the Child Day Care Allowance Regulations 2008 were
made in 2013 with a view to revamp current criteria
and to impose additional conditions in order to increase client responsibility and accountability. To
date, the expenditure has ranged from $267,183 to
$295,192 monthly, with an average monthly award of
approximately $794 monthly, per child, per month.
Madam Chairman, most parents on the programme remain single, employed, and with one to two
children in a child day-care environment. The average
savings per household could range anywhere from
$7,305 to $9,600 yearly per child.
Madam Chairman, the Government of Bermuda remains committed to assisting parents with the
high cost of child day care. To date, the Child Day
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Care Allowance Programme has paid out over $15.8
million towards this worthy cause, has benefitted over
2,750 children, and continues to lessen the financial
burden of their parents/guardians.
Madam Chairman, as noted above, the department’s Financial Assistance Programme operates
under the Financial Assistance Act 2001; Financial
Assistance Regulations 2004; and subsequent
amendments made in 2004, 2008, 2011, 2012 and
2013. Madam Chairman, the most recent amendments passed affecting the Financial Assistance Act
2001, the Financial Assistance Regulations 2004,
and, as I mentioned earlier, the Child Day Care Allowance Act and the Child Day Care Allowance Regulations, both 2008, were made with a view to revamp
current criteria and to impose additional conditions in
order to increase client responsibility and accountability.
Madam Chairman, the department continues
to assess persons based on the formula indicated in
our Regulations 2004, where eligibility for an award
will be established when the amount of allowable expenses of the person exceeds the amount of qualifying household income of the person or household for
that period, and the value of investments (whether
located in Bermuda or elsewhere) owned by the person does not exceed $500, in the case of persons
under the age of 65, and $5,000 for persons over the
age of 65.
Madam Chairman, as stated previously, there
continued to be an increased demand for overall financial assistance within this fiscal year. The total
number of clients serviced continued to increase, vacillating monthly between 2,174 and 2,720. This is an
increase of approximately 265 more persons over this
time last year. This influx, again, is viewed as unsustainable and represents the continued building of the
wave that started in earnest back in 2010/11.
Madam Chairman, this increase in the numbers of applicants may be directly contributed to the
shrinking of financial resources in our current economic climate. It also represents the unavailability of
the essential second job for some, which has historically been necessary for many in Bermuda.
Madam Chairman, due to the continued economic climate, it has been noted that the categories of
able-bodied unemployed, and earnings-low persons
have more than doubled over this last year and tripled
over the last two to four years. This equates to a payout of over $1.5 million monthly just for these two
categories of clients. It should be noted that we are
now seeing for the first time people who have been
out of work for two to three years, as their nest eggs
are now finally depleted.
Madam Chairman, the increase in this fiscal
year’s budget for Head 55 of an additional $7.6 million
represents the amount required to service these increasing numbers of persons that have applied for
assistance and who are found to be in need. Expendi-
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ture over the last two years has increased from $9.7
million per quarter in the first quarter of 2012/13 to
over $12 million in quarter three of this fiscal year. The
high-ticket items for pay-out include rents, that have
topped $1.35 million monthly; rest and nursing home
fees, that have a pay-out of approximately $630,000
monthly; insurance premiums, that cost over $620,000
monthly; and food, with a pay-out of over $395,000
monthly, just to name a few. Madam Chairman, again,
this growing expenditure is unsustainable and must be
addressed!
Madam Chairman, to further encourage our
able-bodied clients to shorten their length of time on
assistance, the department will continue to work with
the Department of Workforce Development, other
government agencies and non-government agencies,
to increase our collaboration in empowering our clients to seek and find gainful employment with anticipation of them being able to either decrease their
need for assistance or to eliminate the need altogether.
Madam Chairman, the second cost centre for
the Department of Financial Assistance is 65080,
General Administration, which provides funding for the
general administration, supplies of operation for the
department, and includes salaries. This year, just under $3 million has been allocated for salaries and
general administration, as you can see on page B277. The subjective analysis shows that, despite the
very high financial assistance caseloads I referred to a
few moments ago, all workers in the Department of
Financial Assistance are subject to furlough days as
part of the overall reduction in government expenditure. Thus, the salaries object code shows a decrease
of $132,000 for fiscal year 2014/15.
Madam Chairman, in light of this I want to
take the opportunity to salute all staff in the Department of Financial Assistance for the tremendous work
that they do on behalf of the Government and the
people of Bermuda.
Madam Chairman, the department continues
to provide income maintenance to Bermuda’s neediest individuals and families and does so in the most
effective and efficient manner. This continues to be
achieved through the commitment and diligence of the
staff of the Department of Financial Assistance.
Madam Chairman, in the upcoming year, the
department will continue to focus on internal strategies to ensure that our clients can benefit from enhanced in-house services, as well as outreach services around issues dealing with minimising or eliminating financial strife, as well as focusing on strategies
for reducing the overall expenditure of the department.
Madam Chairman, the investigative officers in
the department have been successful in recovering
approximately $85,000 over the last 10 months.
Madam Chairman, abuse, misuse and fraud are
committed by a small margin of recipients. However,
one infraction is one too many. In January of this year,
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the department launched an anonymous hotline for
persons to report suspected cases of abuse of the
system. The department continues to extend an invitation to those members of the general public who may
be aware of anyone who may be abusing the system
to report any possible misuse of government funds by
calling 297-STOP, that is, 297-7867.
Madam Chairman, to date, the 297-STOP
number has generated some 38 phone calls to the
department since the first week of January 2014. This
averages out to be over one call per day. Of the 38
calls, 3 have been unsubstantiated, 3 have been in
reference to former clients who are currently inactive
on financial assistance, 5 were for general complaints
or comments made by the public, 9 related to open
and ongoing investigations, and 18 have been substantiated. In other words, these early statistics show
that some 18 of 21 anonymous calls—86 per cent—
have been found to be valid and represent misuse of
the Financial Assistance Programme. I can confirm
that steps have been taken to address the abuses that
were reported.
Madam Chairman, I have to stress again that
pay-outs of over $12 million monthly are entirely unsustainable, and we will ask that members of the general public, the general community, and private sector
alike, all take this current situation into account. It
would be prudent to all of us to accept that the days of
overspending are gone. We cannot continue to want
what we do not absolutely need, and we cannot fool
ourselves into thinking that if you cannot afford it government can. We are all in this boat together, and we
must remain afloat.
Madam Chairman, we are on a journey of social recovery. In doing so, we must continue to support those who are truly in need of financial assistance. However, we must also strive to do things differently. It is unacceptable to continue to increase
spending for financial assistance year over year. We
must nudge people off financial assistance and make
them more accountable for the financial management
of their affairs. We must offer help to our people
where there are underlying social issues. We must not
just give fish, but teach how to fish.
Madam Chairman, in the very near future, I
will be outlining a new schedule of allowable expenses for persons on financial assistance. We intend
to continue to help people in need, but, at the same
time, we have to strive to lessen the burden on the
taxpayer as a whole.
Madam Chairman, the staff of the Department
of Financial Assistance should be applauded and
commended for their continued commitment and for
the efficient manner in which they carry out their duties and responsibilities.
Madam Chairman, this concludes my comments on the 2014/15 budget for Head 55, the Department of Financial Assistance, and thus my overall
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presentation for the Ministry of Community, Culture
and Sports.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Community [Culture and sports], Mr. Michael A.
Weeks, Pembroke East Central.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Madam Chairman, and good morning to you.
Madam Chairman, if you recall what occurred
last year during our debate on Community, Culture
and Sports, there was very little time that was allocated to me last year. And we can go back and forth,
Madam Chairman, as to the reason for it and who is to
blame for it. But if you recall that incident, Madam
Chairman, it was the people of Bermuda that actually
suffered from that debate because I did not have time
enough to participate in the debate and/or point out
some inefficiencies during the last year’s budget.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Madam Chairman, can I give a
point of order on that? We have been down this road.
I was requested by my Shadow Minister to
read out the budget, to read out the time last year. Let
us not go there. This was a request that I accommodated for the Member.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Excuse me, Minister. Only one person standing.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Madam Chairman, again I will
say I do not want to go back and forth as to whose
fault it was. I said it already, and I will stress it again.
Ultimately, it was the people of Bermuda who were left
suffering because the benefit of a debate was lost to
them, and we are unable to talk about the various
heads.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Okay. So let us just move on
from there!
The Chairman: Excuse me. This has no relevance.
Can we just discuss the heads that are being debated
today?
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: It is always relevant!
The Chairman: What head are you on?
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: I would like to thank Minister
Scott this year, Madam Chairman, for giving me ample time in order to debate.
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So in answer to your question, Madam Chair,
we are doing heads located on page B-242, Head 71,
Ministry of Community, Culture and Sports; Head 20,
Youth, Sports and Recreation; Head 23, Child and
Family Services; Head 52, Community and Cultural
Affairs; and Head 55, Financial Assistance.
Madam Chair, I have chosen these heads to
highlight in this debate, as we, the PLP Labour Government, [have] our roots are deeply embedded in the
working-class community of Bermuda. So I specifically
chose these heads because we have responsibility to
look out and work for the better development of our
communities and for the enhancement of our culture.
This, Madam Chairman, in my opinion, is of the utmost importance of our party. So let us look closely at
the heads on B-242.
We have seen the increase in Head 71, the
Ministry of Community, Culture and Sports, of
$246,000 there. Head 20, the Department of Youth,
Sport and Recreation has been slashed by $917,000.
Head 23, the Department of Child and Family Services, has been chopped, Madam Chairman, by
$1,168,000. Head 52, the Department of Community
and Cultural Affairs, has been cut by $318,000. Head
55, the Department of Financial Assistance, has increased by $7,472,000.
Madam Chairman, I want to stress at this time
that Head 55, the Department of Financial Assistance,
in my opinion is the front-line ministry that addresses
the social needs of our community. And I think that is
what the Minister and I definitely agree on, because
we have talked. So as I go on, Madam Chairman, allow me to read the mission statement on B-243. The
mission statement for the Ministry of Community, Culture and Sports, “To strengthen the social fabric of
Bermuda through policies and programmes that support, empower and protect people and communities.”
So, keeping in mind that we are in a recession, we still
must be careful on how we address and cut our social
programmes.
These cuts, in my opinion, Madam Chairman,
could very well be an affront to the ordinary man and
woman in Bermuda at a time when they are most in
need [of] government assistance. We talk about loss
of jobs. We talk about the increase of financial assistance. It is one thing to talk about numbers up here in
this House, but these people have real faces, and
these are real people going through real challenges.
So, as we address the cuts, especially in this particular Ministry, we have to be very mindful that these
numbers have faces, [they are] real people [with] real
problems.
So, Madam Chair, let us start with Head 71,
which is located on page B-241. At first glance,
Madam Chairman, we see that Head 71 has an increase of $246,000. A closer look reveals that the Mirrors Programme has actually been reduced by
$291,000. And for the most part, the Minister also addressed this $291,000 decrease. But when we look at
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the subjective analysis on page B-244, we see a decrease in salaries, training, professional services, all
of which appear to be associated with the Mirrors
Programme. An increase in staff under Cost Centre
8100, is on page B-244, but there is no corresponding
increase in staff wages or salaries, also on page B244. So, Madam Chairman, I am going to have some
questions as I go, and respectfully, I ask the Minister if
he could just take note of the questions at the end.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Okay. As I said, I see there is
an increase in staffing. It is page B-244, and the employee number, there is an increase in staff by one in
Administration.
Do you see that? Okay.
And I said, when I go up top, there is no increase in staff, there is no increase in salaries and/or
wages, if you go to the top of the page.
Am I right? Right.
There is an increase of one. Yes, but there is
no corresponding increase in the staff . . .
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Yes. But [I ask] if you could
save that to the end, because I have got a few different questions and comments for you.
So also on B-244, Madam Chairman, I see on
244, under the Subjective Analysis, an increase of
640 per cent in grants and contributions. And at first
glance, I thought, Wow! There has really been an increase that will be going to various community people
and organisations. But as I went through this Ministry
budget, I refer to Head 52, Community and Culture,
where there is a decrease in grants and contributions
by 30 per cent, and/or $106,000, and also I see in
Head 20, Youth and Sport, there is a decrease in
grants and contributions of $442,000, or 11 per cent.
So I am just wondering if, rather than an increase, it is just a shift of monies from different departments to headquarters. And again, just make note
of that and we could address that.
Getting back to Mirrors, Madam Chairman,
Mirrors has done a tremendous service since its inception, with many success stories. And with our
economy as it is, potential to have increased participation is real. The Mirrors Programme reaches deep into
the heart of our community, with the dedicated staff
going into schools to help mentor children. As I see on
page B-246, performance measures, 4(a) and 4(b), I
see where this year’s budget has a decrease in mentoring programme, and number of youth services also
decreased. And I understand that there is a realignment of different services. But Mirrors, having known it
very intimately, because I too have been a volunteer
over the years, it is doing a tremendous job in our
schools and in our society, and at a time when our
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children, some of our children (because most of our
children, I must say, at this time are doing good) . . . a
lot of times, we just spend some of our energy on
those few who need help.
But in saying that, the Mirrors Programme is
very, very helpful. And I would implore the Minister to
make sure that the cuts to the Mirrors Programme are
not going to affect the excellent services that they are
giving that are much needed in that community.
Madam Chair, let us turn to Head 20, which
starts on page B-255 to B-261, which is Youth, Sport
and Recreation. Head 20, Madam Chairman, has always been hit hard by cuts. The 2014 budget estimate
of $10,745,000 represents a substantive decrease of
$917,000. A look at the subjective analysis on page B257 clearly shows that salaries have been increased
by $30,000 and wages cut by $505,000. I see also (
Madam Chairman, are you following me?) on B-258,
Employee Numbers, there is one additional staff. So I
do understand the $30,000. But I do not see any other
employee shifts to explain the $505,000 decrease in
wages. So again, these are just questions that I know
the Minister will address when he gets the chance.
But I must say at this time that I feel that these
cuts will hit this department hard and have a real
negative impact on the services that our communities
have come to rely on. With wages being cut by
$500,000, I know that this will directly impact, Madam
Chairman, the outreach services that have a positive
influence on our children’s development. So another
question I have for the Minister when he gets a
chance is, Has his Ministry ascertained the potential
impact of these cuts and this realignment in this particular department?
Madam Chairman, it appears quite obvious
that our Government’s mindset is to sacrifice the positive influence on our young people that our sporting
programmes provide. I am very much an advocate of
sporting, sports and development going hand in hand.
So let us look closer at Head 20 on B-256 where our
line items tell a painful story that may be a challenge
to the good value of our development of our young
people. Let us examine, Madam Chair, what this current Government thinks of this programme and how
they are aligning their monies as it relates to development of our young people.
So, on page B-256, Madam Chair, there are
nine programmes that represent Youth, Sport and
Recreation. And you will see how this department has
been severely butchered. And I use the word “butchered” because $900,000 is a lot of money when it
comes to realignment, and especially taking in mind
that there were cuts last year. So you see how they
were butchered to the extent . . . and I just hope that
our children are not the ones that are going to be adversely affected.
So let us look at Cost Centre 2001 on page B256. General Administration has been increased by
$16,000. Okay, that is fine. Cost Centre 2002, Sports
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Development has one cost centre, line item 30055,
which has been decimated by 5 per cent to the
amount of $142,000. I am wondering if this sports development . . . is this where the National Sports Centre falls under, Minister? At cost centre 2002, Sport
Development.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Page B-256.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Sport Facilities Management
will be . . . Okay. I see. Okay.
So let me read, as I go on, Madam Chairman,
the mission statement on page B-255, because I think
that is helpful to me. The mission statement, Madam
Chair, for Youth, Sport and Recreation: “To advance
amateur sport, recreation and youth development for
all—from leisure activity to athletic excellence, and
strengthen the significant contribution that these initiatives make towards the enhancement of the quality of
life for the total community.”
It has become evident that this Government’s
mindset is such that it is placing far less value on the
importance of sport in the development of character in
our community. Given the serious deterioration,
Madam Chairman, in our social fabric, and the importance of sport, a government that truly wanted to solve
the problems of our country would ensure youth and
sport was adequately funded and its programmes and
activities enhanced to meet a growing need in our
community. But no, Madam Chairman, as it seems so
far, not this Government.
We have to be careful when sinking a lot of
funds into programmes like Operation Ceasefire, operation [Team] Street Safe to help combat violence,
but fail to realise that youth and sport reaches down
into our neighbourhoods and touches the lives of our
young people, helping young people from the front
end as opposed to after the proverbial horse is out of
the stable. So I strongly believe in our youth development programmes that are available in Youth and
Sport and that adequate funding, I feel, should be
provided for them.
So, also, Madam Chair, on page B-256, cost
centre 2003, Sports Incentives and Awards, one line
item has not been affected by the chopping block.
That is fine. Cost centre 2004, Sports Facilities Management, line item 30060, under Sports Facilities, the
last couple of weeks or last couple of months, this line
item (which the National Sports Centre comes under)
was in the news a lot, mainly because the Government wanted to charge for the use of the facility by the
ordinary Mr. and Mrs. Bermuda. I am so glad that the
Minister and his Ministry decided to have a re-think of
that, because the National Sports Centre is one of the
few facilities where our track athletes can go up there
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and train and prepare for any overseas competition.
Even Mr. and Mrs. Bermuda, who cannot afford because of the current economic situation to go to a
gym, can go up to the safety of the confines of the
National Sports Centre. But I see that this line item
has been cut by $300,000. I am not going to go too
much into that, for I think the Minister has already explained that.
But let me go to the performance measures
on page B-259. First, the business unit 3075 and
3080, that is the pre-softball path and the W. E. R.
Joell Tennis Stadium. Okay. I understand those decreases. And the sports facilities at 30060 has been
explained by the Minister, so I am fine with that.
But I ask, Madam Chairman, is our Government now expecting the people in Youth, Sport and
Recreation Administration to accept all these cuts,
though, which affect our youth directly or indirectly,
one way or another? We, again, in the Progressive
Labour Party, Madam Chairman, think not. We consider a lot of these cuts insensitive and out of step
with the real problems that Bermuda is facing. Madam
Chairman, truth be told, this department has suffered
massive cuts that are demoralising to the staff and the
community workers, who are adversely impacted by
the aforementioned cuts. In some quarters, some may
say that this amounts to robbing Peter to give to Paul.
Moving on, Madam Chairman, in cost centre
2005, Youth Development, we see a cut in line item
30210, Youth Development Admin. I think the Minister
explained that that is for furlough. Cost centre 2009,
line item 30125, After School Programmes, were cut
by $418,000, or 34 per cent, and I wanted to know,
what is the real impact of this cut on our children? I
think the Minister adequately explained that one of the
After School Programmes has been closed, so I am
fine with that.
Page B-260, page B-258. Can the Minister
please explain to me the cut in the after-school
vouchers in the revenue summary, cost centre 8665?
It is page B-258, up in the revenue summary, line item
8665. The after-school vouchers have been cut by a
whopping $440,000.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: It is moved up to Registration? Okay. I figured. All right.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Which number?
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Okay. Okay. Okay. It is in
Revenue. Okay.
So, in summary, Madam Chair, for Head 20 I
note that this $917,000 represents 8 per cent across
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the board, but the cuts throughout this department
reach into our neighbourhoods and our communities,
and have the potential to have a devastating impact
into our communities and neighbourhoods. So I contend that the across-the-board cuts in these services
and to numerous community activities may (and I
hope not, but they may) have an adverse effect in our
sporting activities and, as a result, the development of
our young children. So my advice again to the Minister
and to the Government would be for them, in the best
interest of the welfare of Bermuda, to have a real rethink of these severe cuts and their long-term impact
on the young people of Bermuda.
So, Madam Chairman, that completes Head
20, Youth, Sport and Recreation.
Let us now turn to Head 23, Child and Family
Services, on page B-263, where the affront on our
families struggling during these economic times
seems to continue. On page B-263, Madam Chairman, service, the first cost centre, 2301, Service to
Children and Young Persons, an increase of
$13,000—that is fine. That shows an increase of three
staff.
Now, when you turn onto page B-265, Madam
Chair, I see the corresponding Happy Valley Child
Care line item, 33010, and there seems to be a staff
increase of three and only a salary increase of
$13,000. I know the Minister can explain that rationale.
Have you got that, Minister? That is page B263, where cost centre 2301, Service to Children and
Young Persons, Happy Valley, and then B-265, where
the employee numbers show an increase of three staff
members for the Happy Valley Day Care Centre.
Cost centre 2302, Service to Individuals and
Families, has also come under the chopping block by
$98,000, or 2 per cent. Under this programme,
Madam Chair, you will know the individuals and families who depend on these services from Government
are really facing dire issues. Line item 33020, Family
Services, has been cut by $9,000. Line item 33030,
Foster Care, has been cut by $6,000. Line item
33200, Bermuda Youth Counselling Services, has
been cut by $83,000, or 7 per cent. Across the board,
these cuts, Madam Chairman, can have a negative
impact on our families and individuals, many of whom,
as we know, are children relying on the assistance of
our government.
When we look at programme 2302, cost centre 2302, by the very nature of the description I find it
disconcerting that during these times we are still cutting. And we are well aware of the challenges that our
country is facing socially. And we could not overlook .
. . but with the stroke of a pen we have the potential to
make life a lot more difficult for a lot of our people that
are most in need.
So, Madam Chairman, in line item 33030,
Foster Care, it is a service that has many success
stories in our country. I am not here at this time to list
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them, but as a matter of record, there are many who
have expressed gratitude for their time spent in foster
care, and, by extension, in residential care. So our
concern is that with the decrease of $98,000 for this
particular cost centre their programmes could be
placed in further jeopardy, having also endured cuts
last year.
Madam Chairman, cost centre 2303, Residential Treatment. This cost centre represents six line
items. I note that of the six, only one has been unaffected by the scalping by our Finance Minister. That is
33110, Youth Residential Treatment. They had an
increase of $213,000, or 18 per cent. However, five
sister programmes under cost centre 2303, Residential Treatment, were not as fortunate to have an increase. In line item 33060, Madam Chairman, the
Home-Based Programme, [has] a decrease of
$100,000, or 5 per cent. But on page B-265, I see an
increase in staff of one. So again, I will give the Minister the opportunity to explain that when he has a
chance.
Line item 33070, Brangman Home—well regarded, Madam Chairman, with a long successful history—must now operate with a 19 per cent decrease,
or $258,000 decrease. Having a little knowledge of
residential care, I know that a place like Brangman
Home always operates on a tight budget. For them to
be cut, especially when they have to maintain and [be
on call] 24 hours round the clock, I see this being a
challenge to that programme.
The Chairman: Shadow Minister, would you mind at
this moment if we were to yield to the Premier, please,
for lunch break?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Madam Chairman. I move now that we break for lunch until 2:00
pm.
The Chairman: And when we come back, you will
resume your seat?
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Yes.
The Chairman: Okay. All right. We will reconvene at
two o’clock.
Proceedings suspended at 12:29 pm
Proceedings resumed at 2:00 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
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MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY CULTURE AND
SPORTS
[Continuation thereof]
The Chairman: Good afternoon. We resume in
Committee of Supply for this Head, which concludes
at 4:30. We are discussing the Community and Cultural Affairs, Head 71, 20, 23, 55 and 52.
The Member for the Opposition, the Shadow
Minister of Community and Cultural Development Mr.
Michael A. Weeks, you have the floor.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you and good afternoon to you, Madam Chairman.
We ended on page 256 (just give me a minute). Madam Chairman, actually it was page 263—I
am sorry, Head 23, Child and Family Services.
When lunch came upon us we were talking
about line item 33070, which is Brangman Home, and
I was saying that Brangman Home is well regarded
with a long and successful history of dealing with disadvantaged youth. So with this decrease of 19 per
cent, or $258,000, I was saying about some first-hand
experience because from what I understand, when
you have homes like Brangman Home and residential
care, those homes, regardless if there are clients in
there or not, they have to be manned 24/7 simply because of the nature of those kind of environments. So
I am very sceptical and I am very concerned that if
having this $258,000 decrease and trying to streamline . . . certain things do not change.
And a place like Brangman Home, in particular, and Youth Development Centre and the Oleander
cottages, I will talk about as I go—those kinds of facilities by the very nature of their existence have to remain accessible 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.
So moving on, Madam Chairman, to cost centre 33080, I see where there has been a cut of
$21,000, or 8 per cent. Again, that may very well be
the furlough days. But if that is the case, then furlough
days in this kind of environment could adversely affect
the proper running of those kinds of facilities.
Moving on to cost centre 33090, which is the
Observatory Cottage, I see that it has been cut by
$270,000, or 19 per cent, with a decrease of two staff
members, as we see on page B-265 in the employment numbers. Now Madam Chairman, I find this particular line item particularly interesting because, from
my knowledge, Observatory Cottage has been closed
for quite some time. It has been closed and is derelict.
It is a derelict building.
You may ask how I know. Well, Chairman, I
used to live there as a supervisor. So the Observatory
Cottage has been closed for some, at least 10 years.
So my question to the Minister is, Is a correction
needed here at the Observatory Cottage? And again,
if that was meant to be the Oleander Cottage, these
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kinds of cuts can only be detrimental to the programmes.
Moving on to cost centre 33100, PsychoEducational Programme, I see they have been cut by
a whopping $695,000, or 22 per cent. Madam Chairman, I am also concerned, I am very much concerned, about any cuts in residential care because of
the—
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Point of Information.
The Chairman: Member, do you yield for a point of
information?
Please take your seat.
Minister?
POINT OF INFORMATION
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I think the Shadow Minister
brings up some valid points on page 265, the Full
Time Equivalents. If you notice, I pointed out that column 5, of 88 was incorrect. In total, we are going from
105 to 104 staff across the board. So if you look at
column 4 and column 6, although at the bottom they
have 1 total less, you can see that those numbers are
incorrect as well. So the staffing decreases and everything that are shown in the Budget Book are actually
incorrect and in total across these whole [counting] 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 line items, there has been
a decrease of 1 staff, which I pointed out in my brief
was due to a retirement. So that will help some of that.
So thank you for pointing that out.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Okay. Thank you, but I think
what will have to be addressed, as the Minister gets
back up and answers all the questions, is the line item
concerning Observatory Cottage. Yes.
So moving on to cost centre 33100, PsychoEducation Programme, it has a whopping cut of
$695,000, or 22 per cent. Again, with my intimate
knowledge of residential care, when it comes to Psycho-Educational Programme, I remember, if I am correct, that this is where you use these funds to send
some of our residents overseas that were in much
need of more intimate assistance, rather than the assistance that they got here in Bermuda. So I am asking if we are saying that we no longer have these
young people that have these needs? And/or are we
addressing these needs here? If so, have we got a
facility that is addressing these needs? But again, I
think the Minister will address that when he [responds].
Madam Chairman, having worked in residential treatment for 20 years it pains me that any money
at all gets cut from these programmes because I remember always working understaffed, underfunded,
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with very limited resources, dealing with a lot of our
youngsters. And if the numbers and the ages are still
the same, I remember they were between the ages of
11 and 18, and they were not only court mandated
clients. Some of the clients came because of an infraction they may have had with the police, a domestic
problem where the police had to find a safe place for
someone at any given notice. Many times they just
ended up on our doorstep.
So I am deeply concerned about any cuts in
here because this 24-hour 7-day facility under these
facilities is very much needed—and more so now because of our economic climate, Madam Chair. The
incidence of domestic trouble and our youth getting in
trouble also increases. So we need to make sure that
these facilities like residential care are properly
funded.
Again, I want to stress, Madam Chairman,
that if our Government does not understand that monies must be given on the front end, we will continue to
see the rise in our youth unsettledness, I cannot say
enough that we must stay away from cuts in residential care.
So in summary, Madam Chairman, this Government found $1,168,000 to cut from this particular
Head. But I want to stress that this million dollars has
a face, a name—Mr. and Mrs. Bermuda who rely on
residential care. I spoke about it briefly already from
having firsthand knowledge of it, and that face and
that name, you would be surprised how deep the assistance that residential care goes, and especially
now with . . . if I am wrong, correct me. But I think
Sunshine League has closed now. Especially if Sunshine League is closed, residential care—and the importance of it—I cannot stress enough.
We have to recognise that it is easy to say we
can cut here and cut there, but these cuts and numbers have faces and they have names—real faces
and real names that I personally have had contact
with. So, this is just a reminder. Child and Family Services being cut by this Government represents callousness, uncaringness, and also a lack of understanding of exactly what the role and the service that
these kinds of programmes give to our communities.
This is one of part of our community that we cannot
[cut back on]. There are some times that we have to
make sure that we are ready for any eventuality,
Madam Chairman.
So again I want to stress, as I move on, that
having worked in there for 20 years you may see that I
want to stress the importance of it. And I really feel
that if we cut residential care in any way we are setting these programmes up for failure. We are setting
these programmes up, these services, and even the
children and the staff that are being provided for,
Madam Chairman, because I know firsthand that they
are already under-funded and under serviced.
So from the logical point of view, Madam
Chairman, this is where, again, every chance I get I
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go back to it. This is where, rather than having a
whole lot of money in Operation CeaseFire or Street
Safe or any other kind of organisations that come on
the back end, it is on the front end—and this one of
those organisations that is on the front end—
residential care is on the front end, or at least it is a
stop gap measure. Because from 11 to 16, 17 [years
of age] residential care . . . and the staff there are excellent. [They are] well trained, highly motivated and
highly caring. So that staff there needs to be assisted
as much as possible by us the Government.
And a lot of it comes down to financial assistance, not financial assistance for those who are unemployed, but as far as dealing with the programmes
that these places in residential care need in order to
be effective.
Before I move on to the next Head, Madam
Chairman, I would like to take this particular moment
to thank all the staff members in Child and Family
Services. And I have said already that many of them I
know personally in these programmes. And I thank
them on behalf of the Opposition, and especially the
former Minister Glenn Blakeney. Thank you.
Madam Chairman, I now move on to Head 52
Community and Cultural Affairs. That is on page B270. The Community and Cultural Affairs Department
has three cost centres—5202 Cultural Affairs, 5203
Community Services, 5204 Community Education.
These programmes, in my opinion, provide important
cultural events and education throughout our community. So, again, I am shocked to see that this Government has seen fit to cause some undue harm to these
departments, just as we witnessed previously in Youth
and Sport, and Recreation and Child and Family Services.
In total, Madam Chairman, I see in Head 52 a
decrease of $318,000, or a 9 per cent decrease. So
my first query pertains to cost centre 5202 Cultural
Affairs. And one of my favourite and one of my babies
is line item 62050, National Heroes Day, with a decrease of $36,000 or 78 per cent. So I really want to
take this opportunity to ascertain [whether or not] this
Government really intends to continue with National
Heroes Day? That was a programme that was dear to
me when I was the Minister of Community Development, and I know what that means for us as a community, and as a part of our cultural heritage, why we
implemented National Heroes Day and why I think it is
important to us.
In this time especially when we have so many
negative things happening, i.e. the recession and unemployment and whatnot, we need something that
binds us, something that keeps us together, something that makes us proud of ourselves. You know?
Lacking full independence . . . but that is a whole different conversation. But in the meantime, National
Heroes Day and the purpose of it . . . I understood
what it meant and I think this Government—or our
Government—needs to make sure that National He-
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roes Day is not allowed to just fall by the wayside, because that is a source of pride for a lot of us. And if
they do I would like for them to tell me yes—if not,
why not?
The Honourable Minister has this in the brief,
Madam Chairman. I followed it, I read it, but I did not
accept it. That is why I am speaking on it now. Importance must be given to National Heroes Day, because
under the former Government we had four living heroes and I believe—I strongly believe—that it is important for us to continue because there are a lot of people who have made historical and notable contributions to our society. And even though the Minister
says that he does not intend to drop it, and he gave
an explanation in his brief, again, I said that I did not
agree with it. But $10,000 toward National Heroes
Day, to me, says something ominous . . . that, if not
today, it is on its way.
Cost centre 5203, Madam Chairman, Community Services, line item 62130 Senior Citizen Projects with a decrease of $47,000 or 24 per cent.
Again, Madam Chairman, a lot of times over the last
couple of weeks we have seen in the newspaper or
heard in the news that a lot of times our senior citizens seem to be under attack on different fronts. And
I, for one, have a mom and an aunt who are in that
senior citizen bracket (I hope my mom is not listening), but those that are in that senior citizen bracket
look forward to these projects, these get-togethers
and these outings. And if this Senior Citizen Project is
any indication as to a cut back of any of those things, I
personally have an issue with that.
Again it is easy to cut, but all those cuts have
a name and they have a face. And these are the people that I see every day. So we have to be careful that
when we make cuts in our social programmes that we
use that scalpel sparingly because it is people we are
dealing with, not just numbers.
Cost centre 5204, Madam Chairman, Community Education. Line 62150 is a decrease of
$56,000 or 18 per cent. Again, I have always looked
at the Community Education courses as being relevant and very helpful to a lot of those in our community. And when I was the Minister of Community Development for that period of time and this fell under
my remit I know the interest that we tried to get generated and the courses that were offered, and whatnot. And a lot of people took advantage of them.
So, again, with the opportunity for that Community Education I am kind of sceptical about those
cuts. You know, all those cuts that help these people,
especially at a time when we are talking about high
unemployment and the need to retool and retrain,
Community Education is one of those courses, one of
those programmes, that could help people have a new
look, to go and have retraining and retooling. So let us
look closely as to where we are cutting when it comes
to these Community Education courses.
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But as I move on, again, I would like to thank
the staff of Community and Cultural Affairs for all the
stellar work that they have done and what they continue to do because, again, I worked closely with them
and there are some very passionate people. I see
Mrs. Whalen there and some other staff, Ms. Jackson
is there. So I thank them for all the work that they do
and our community thanks them for the work that they
do and the work that they continue to do.
Madam Chairman, I now move on to Head 55,
which is Financial Assistance. You can find that, on
page B-277. I would like to start off by reading the
Mission Statement for Financial Assistance: “The Department of Financial Assistance will ensure that individuals with insufficient financial resources have access to services in order to gain, maintain, or regain a
minimum standard of living while encouraging personal and economic independence. The services will
enable the individual to maintain a dignity and self
worth and encourage the development of personal
skills and resources.”
Madam Chairman, I wanted to read that because more and more of our community, as we know,
is in need of financial assistance. And the face of Financial Assistance also has changed. Gone are the
days of the under educated, the under skilled. It is the
working class Bermudian more and more. More and
more now are going to be in need of financial assistance. So how we address those coming to look for
financial assistance also has to be looked at because
a lot of these people are working Bermudians.
I do not know if we have considered it, but
this furlough day is going to put a lot of hard working
people on the doorstep of Financial Assistance. While
a lot of my community, and, I am sure, out in yours,
there are even some couples, Madam Chairman, who
both work for Government. So that is two furlough
days at $450, say $500 . . . that is $1,000 coming out
of people’s pay checks now if they are a couple. So
that in itself has the potential to put even some of
those educated hard working civil servants on the
doorstep of Financial Assistance.
So I really want to . . . I read that Mission
Statement so that we could be ever mindful of what
exactly Financial Assistance is geared for.
Financial Assistance, Madam Chairman, has
two programmes under cost centre 5501; Grants Administration, which has been increased by
$7,604,000; and cost centre 65080, which has been
cut by $132,000. Madam Chairman, it is common
knowledge from news reports, from the man on the
street, from talk shows, MPs out there canvassing
that, like I said earlier, the demands for our Financial
Assistance has increased exponentially over the
years. And we can have a debate about the causes of
it. But they have really increased over the years.
If I may, Madam Chairman, the National Economic Report that was just released—2013—shows
that we lost 921 jobs in 2013. And just most recently, I
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think just last week, there was an announcement that
we have lost 19 jobs from HSBC, another 4 jobs from,
I think, Catlin. And these are only the jobs that have
been reported. You know, there are a lot of jobs that
go unreported. And also you have heard me talk
about . . . you may have heard me, Madam Chairman,
talk about it before, but I want to stress that some
other jobs are going to be added to these jobs, because we have some major construction projects that
are coming to a close, and there is not much as far as
major construction [projects] on the horizon.
I can see the need, or the greater need, for
Financial Assistance coming sooner rather than later,
and we have to address this. We have to address it.
We have to take it just from a talking point of view,
Madam Chairman. We have to address what is going
to happen when these major construction sites close
down, putting another 300 or 400 tradesmen—at a
minimum—out of work en masse.
Madam Chairman, many residents have become dependent on the Financial Assistance programme in Bermuda. As I have said, it is symptomatic
of the times we are faced with. This vicious recession
has gripped Bermuda and adversely affected thousands of Bermudian families. One thing that I would
like to add at this point in time, Madam Chairman, is
that I firmly believe that the absence of the unemployment insurance has also placed a greater need—
a greater burden, I should say—on Financial Assistance. We have always discussed unemployment insurance, but I think now more than ever we have to
address that.
The Financial Assistance Department, led
ably by the Director Ms. Dianna Taylor, works tirelessly. I, for one, send hundreds of my constituents
. . . well I will not say hundreds, but when I get my
constituents I send them around there. And I know
she must get frustrated with me, but I tell them to go
straight to Ms. Taylor. And then she sends them back
down the ladder and they come back up to her. But
anyway, I know what they are faced with. And if the
unemployment insurance falls under the Minister, perhaps he could take a look at that.
We have to be mindful also, Madam Chairman, that . . . it is ironic that prior to the recession—a
lot of us forget—during the boom years when Bermuda was doing exceedingly well, we had some people on Financial Assistance then too. We had people
there that could not cope with the economy of Bermuda and they left our shores looking at some
greener pastures elsewhere. But some of those people have returned and they have stopped me on the
street (and I am sure other MPs will probably say the
same). And this is an issue that I think we have to
face. Just as people have lost jobs here and gone
back to where they came from, we have Bermudians
who are overseas who have lost jobs over there because of the recession and they have come home.
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So one of the issues that I have, and they
have, is that, Well, MP Weeks, my issue is that I
worked in Bermuda for 20 years. Things got tight in
the mid-2000s. I went away to try to find greener pastures and it didn’t work. I’m back here. But now I am in
need of Financial Assistance. And if I am mistaken I
can be corrected, but I have been told that they are
not eligible for Financial Assistance until they are back
in Bermuda for a year.
An Hon. Member: Absolutely right, that is your rule.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: And if that is the case . . . that
is the case, no matter who—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: —hang on . . .
Madam Chairman, if that is the case, no matter whose rule it was, or who put it in place, circumstances are dictating that a lot of the old laws, a lot of
the old rules have to be looked at and addressed because we cannot just say, You put it in place, and
leave it at that.
An Hon. Member: Well, the UBP—
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: I am still talking . . . it probably was the UBP. But I am not even going there,
Madam Chairman.
So, more than ever the change in reality, the
change in circumstance, as a matter of fact, dictates
that we have to look at certain rules—even if we have
that . . . some laws are called . . . some laws are
called sunset laws. We could put certain laws in place
that can go back to how it was once the economy gets
up and running.
But gone are the days that we keep saying,
You did it. That man and woman—Mr. and Mrs.
Smith—that stops you on the street, or Miss Francis
who is not yet 65 but who cannot get Financial Assistance because she owns a house, she is land rich, but
cash poor, she is hungry. I cannot go to her and say,
Well this is how the law is, so be it. What we need to
be showing our people is that we are being proactive
and we are addressing the needs of people in the time
that we are in.
So I go on, Madam Chair. Last year during
this budget monologue, for whatever reason, Madam
Chairman, I was unable to point out that Government
actually cut Financial Assistance last year. That was
most sad. But we noticed the overspend, which was
predictable. We knew it was coming. And when I say
“we” I am talking all are “we”—I know that is bad English—all of us knew that it was coming because the
need was there and we saw it. We saw it.
At this point, I know a lot of times we get a
whole lot of interpolation that it was some of the actions of the former Government and blah, blah. But
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you know we live in a global environment and when
that global recession hit, none of us . . . we have to
mindful of the fact that a lot of our international companies that are based here, even Argus and Madoff
. . . I have it written here, Madam Chairman, XL, Newstead, Sonesta, Butterfield Bank, AIG . . . A lot of
those companies were also affected by the global recession, and, in fact, they were employing Bermudians who then found themselves out of jobs. So a lot of
this unemployment stems directly from the global recession.
So Madam Chairman, as I said, it was predictable because the need was there for increasing
Financial Assistance, and we knew it was coming. But
it was the unwelcoming attitude portrayed by whomever, whatever circumstances, by my inability to be
given an opportunity to participate in the debate last
year. So I could have drawn attention to the Financial
Assistance being slashed last year and the—
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Can I draw a Point of Order on
that, Madam Chair?
The Chairman: I have two people standing. I need—
thank you.
Minister, you have—
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes
The Chairman: —No . . . ah, Minister?
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes.
The Chairman: Please wait to be acknowledged.
Minister, you have the floor.
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you.
And I appreciate . . . my Shadow is doing an
excellent job of asking questions, which I am
writing down to answer, but I would ask that he
refrain from continuing to play the victim for not
having time last year when I did what he requested—
The Chairman: Thank—
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: We have had that discussion—
The Chairman: Thank you, Mr—
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: —that is incorrect information.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
The Member was, I believe, reflecting. But it
would be good for us to continue on the numbers we
have before us and as we move into [2014/15.]
Thank you, Member.
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Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Madam Chairman, Madam
Chairman, I have to give the monologue, because I
am not just talking to people in this House; I am talking to everyday Mr. and Mrs. Bermuda. And we could
go back and forth to who requested what, or who did
what. But as I stand here, and I say, regardless of
what happened last year or did not happen last year,
the Financial Assistance budget was not discussed
last year, so the people of Bermuda were not able to
understand that there were cuts last year at a time
when unemployment was on the increase.
And now, Madam Chairman, I can move on.
So, as I said, Madam Chairman, Government
needs to look more comprehensively at the economic
forces at play in Bermuda that have caused our people to be unable to cope in Bermuda, whether these
times have been good or bad. That is the issue that
we are faced here with, that is the burden that has
been placed on the shoulders of Government right
now.
There are financial situations right now in our
communities that have to be addressed, all right? So
whether or not he said/she said . . . that is small to
me. Whether or not I put something in place at a time
in the boom years and it is still in place, does not matter to me. What needs to be done . . . everything
needs to be looked at for what it is worth in the time
that we are in, yes? And the cost of living, whether we
want to accept it or not, or who has done what, is exorbitant. And our Government needs to examine the
cost of assisting to be facilitated to determine if it is
possible for that cost to come down.
Yes, they have done some things. They have
talked to the supermarkets to try to get some relief,
but that is not good enough. So we need to go further
than that. And I have a personal issue with that because in order to give the supermarkets relief they
[allowed them] to open up on Sundays. So my mom
and pop shops now are all struggling.
The Chairman: We are talking about Financial Assistance and—
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Most definitely, Madam
Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: And even those mom and
pop shops are going to need Financial Assistance
because now they have got to compete with the supermarkets on Sunday. So yes, Madam Chairman, I
am speaking on Financial Assistance, but I am talking
about more than about numbers. I am talking about
the actual people who will be affected by lack of Financial Assistance.
So Madam Chairman, it is evident that the
growing needs of our people under this Government
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have taken a backseat so as to increase monies in
other areas. And Madam Chairman, as I am about to
take my seat I would end that the needy have always
been easy targets, and in this case have been made
the scapegoats in this Government’s quest to present
a budget.
This Department, Madam Chair—Financial
Assistance—together with departments discussed
previously, is bearing the brunt of severe cuts in various programmes and different cost centres. They are
nothing more than a footstool, in my opinion, Madam
Chairman. And I know we could go back and forth
about there is no money, you know, you used up all
the money. But the people on the street that I am
dealing with, they do not want to hear that, they have
got to eat. A lot of these programmes in this particular
Ministry are on the front line of dealing with these social problems. We are on the front line of dealing with
social problems facing this country. So any cuts at all
. . . somebody . . . there is going to be a face somewhere in Bermuda that is going to be affected by it.
So finger-pointing is not what I want to be engaged in. I want to understand how we as a community and as a society are going to be able to feed our
youngsters in need and help provide development
programmes that a lot of us [had available] coming up,
using sports to develop our character. If these programmes are cut then we are setting up ourselves on
the other end.
This attitude I feel, Madam Chairman, is uncaring, and this Government has appeared, once
again, to have put our Bermudians second—the everyday Bermudian that needs these programmes, the
mothers that need the Financial Assistance. And as I
wrap up I would like to summarise and I would even
like to say . . . I have asked already, but I want to
stress before I sit down, the impact that Mirrors has
had on our society. They have gone a long way in
helping the inner fabric and helping our children develop.
So with all those things, Madam Chairman, I
want to thank you and I will take my seat.
The Chairman: Thank you very much.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to the Heads before us under Community
and Cultural Affairs—71, 20, 23, 55, 52?
The Chair recognises the Member from the
constituency Warwick West, Mr. Jeff C. Sousa.
You have the floor.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Good afternoon, Madam Chairman,
and of course those in the listening audience.
I am happy to be able to stand today to contribute to Head 52—Community and Cultural Affairs in
particular. I would like to touch on Folklife Bermuda
5202 line item 62070 found on page B-270.
Madam Chairman, I am delighted to see that
in 2013 we saw a publication by Dr. Kuni Frith-Black
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on Bermuda Folk Remedies. This book broke records
for the demand of local publications actually having to
go to a second publication, which certainly showed
that our people are very interested in learning more
about Bermuda heritage.
Just recently I heard Dr. Kuni Frith-Black on a
talk show and she emphasised the point . . . because I
do understand that our people are hurting, believe me.
She talked about the fact that you do not find too
many people making jams and chutneys and things
like that. And she gave an example of this that at the
produce cart that they have down on Front Street tourists come in constantly asking for these products. And
of course, we can utilise readily available things on
the island like gooseberries, loquats, bay grapes, surinam cherries to make these things. So this is a great
opportunity in these very difficult economic times for
our people to help themselves.
Madam Chairman, I do, on that point, hope
that there are those in the listening audience that will
take advantage of this or share it with young ones, or
maybe a granny or mother that knows how to do this
but might not be as fit and able as they once were,
and they would share this with others. Because I do
really—being an entrepreneur all my life—think there
are great opportunities there.
Moving on Madam Chairman, I am delighted
to see that the Bermuda Folklife Documentary Series
will continue (and this comes under Head 52 and it is
still under Folklife Bermuda 62070 found on page B270). This series is a collection of full length films
highlighting the traditions and tradition-bearers of
Bermuda. These documentaries have been available
publicly via CITV as well as there have been copies
given to both public and private schools. I am very
happy to hear that the department is looking at the
launch of three new documentaries in this series during the 2014/15 budget year—a film on Seagull Racing in Bermuda, a film on legendary fisherman Lewellyn Hollis and a film focusing on boat building in
Bermuda which special emphasis on traditional small
crafts.
I personally am very happy to hear this because I know of two young people in my constituency—male and female—that want an occupation of
boat building, which is great to hear because many of
the legends we have in all nine parishes island-wide
of those that traditionally would have built the boats
that we have (you know, looking at the dinghy as an
example), these gentlemen or women have moved on
to greater pastures or are up in age, so they are not
able to continue. So to hear this is great because this
is a very important part of our history, and I am happy
to hear that these young people are following in their
dream. And of course the Department of Workforce
Development have been assisting them with that.
So again, the cultural education is vital to preserving our unique Bermuda history. I, like the Members who have spoken before me, would like to thank
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the passionate hard-working team at Cultural Affairs
headed up by Heather Whalen.
[Before] the Shadow Minister sat down he
touched on, the Mirrors Programme. I know how important that programme is. I had a cousin and several
friends involved in that programme. But what I must
point out is that in recent times, under the One Bermuda Alliance Government, this now is a registered
charity. So what this does is it gives private corporations in Bermuda the opportunity to pledge towards
this awesome organisation that is helping to get many
of our young people back on track. So I think that is a
really great initiative that has taken place in recent
times.
On that note, Madam Chairman, I would like
to take my seat.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to the Community and Cultural Affairs?
There are no other Members.
Minister?
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I would like to thank my Shadow for a bunch
of questions. I have written them down and I will try to
answer everything. It is clear, however, that the response was written before he actually listened to my
brief, because most of everything was answered. But I
will indulge and go through piece by piece.
And let me just point out first . . . and of
course I have to, with a smile on my face . . . it was
almost . . . and I made a note here . . . Wow, this kind
of points to an alternate reality, as I heard words like
“butchered,” “slashed,” “decimated,” “chopping block,”
“insensitive,” “out of touch.” Let me point out for the
listening audience and to remind everyone in this
Honourable House that the budget for the Ministry of
Community Culture and Sports represents almost 10
per cent of our expenditure as a country—and I do not
think we have ever seen that before—with a year over
year increase of about 6 per cent in total. So this
Government does care. The focus is even more specific on outcomes and, you know, making sure that we
achieve the desired outcomes.
So some of the questions . . . and I will go
through . . . not in the Heads as I presented them but
in the Heads as you asked the questions, Shadow, if
you prefer.
So Head 71 with an increase in staff. I think
on page 7 of my brief I answered that specifically
where, as far as a Policy Analyst, which was unfunded
and unfilled for two years, explains the increase of 10
rather than 9 staff with regard to Head 71.
With regard to the Grants . . . well, it is an increase in Grants because the funding for Lorraine
Rest Home has been moved over to this Ministry. So
it is not additional funds that are being put there as
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money under the table (or whatever term was used). It
was something very, very important, which just happens to be in my constituency as well. So I am doubly
excited about that.
He talked about a decrease in Youth and
Sport, but I will get to that in the next Head.
I think my colleague just talked about Mirrors.
Yes, it is a charity. The Mirrors goal is to ultimately
become stand alone on its own. Clearly, we recognise
that it is not there yet. With its charity status they have
already started to receive charitable contributions.
They have talked about the staffing and such, so I
think, again, hats off to the Mirrors Programme. These
are programmes that we need to have in our community because they help our youth and we have people
in need and we have to address it, period. So I am
right on board with you with that.
So I want to talk about Youth and Sport because there is a $917,000 decrease. Now let us think
about that. That is a million dollars off of a $10 million
budget. But, but, over half a million dollars is salaries
and wages if you add up the first two line items, all
right, with the furloughs and such. So we are talking
about a $400,000 decrease which then goes to the
contributions. And I think you are saying, how callous
is that to cut from our programmes when we need
help?
Well, when you look at that $400,000 decrease last year . . . let us stand back for a second.
We had the NatWest Island Games. We had the Junior Tennis Tournament, ICC Cricket. On all of these
programmes together—which were one off—we spent
about $600,000 to $700,000 on those programmes.
So when you look at those one offs not happening
anymore, or not happening next year, we are materially at the same for our contributions. So that decrease in budget (other than the furloughs and stuff)
recognises that some of those are one offs, that hopefully we can have again and increase our budget (just
not for the next couple of years), where we recognise
that we have to continue to provide funding for our
sports programmes . . . I am a sportsman. I get it and
believe me I have gone to bat for that one.
So I think that that actually shows that we actually have not provided any of those cuts that the
Shadow Minister talked about. So again it is minimally
impacted. It is generally negligible with regard to what
our funding has been.
National Sports Centre, however, yeah that is
a big decrease in their operating budget. Now there
are some outstanding bills that were left that we just
realised had not been paid from the work that was
done a couple of years ago. So we will actually be
talking about that next week when we are doing our
supplements. The National Sports Centre is a national
jewel, but it did not have any type of plan on how to
make it sustainable going forward.
So I have put that challenge out there, that is
why that housing that we are talking about putting up
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there must get on line this year or they will not make
their budget. And I have had that conversation with
the chairperson, so they are working hard to make
sure that happens. Ultimately, the goal is to have that
facility be as cost neutral as possible for us, you know,
for our local population. And by doing that we need to
put the housing and stuff there so that we can actually
utilise it for some overseas events, thereby lowering
our operating cost that you and I have to help to pay.
And that is the only way to make that sustainable. So we are working on it and I will gladly keep
you in the loop and solicit your help if you want to help
to do that because there is enough stuff to go around.
I did point out an error on page B-263 with
Head 23—Department of Child and Family Services. It
is the Oleander Cottage, not the Observatory Cottage.
And we talk about a lot of the cuts to programmes. Let
me point out first of all, as I said, the focus is on outcomes. So when you look at the reductions in these
budgets, it has been without materially affecting programmes at all, and in some cases programmes have
been enhanced, but just being done more efficiently.
And this is kudos to DCF.
If you go to page 33 of my presentation it says
“this is the only Government area that is 100 per cent
accredited.” Now what does that mean? It means
when you are doing assessments and you are transferring clients from one person to the next it cuts back
on the amount of work that has to be done because
you know that you have standardised work that focuses on the issue at hand, removes personalities,
and the such, about it, so it becomes more efficient
and effective. And thereby when you do more efficient
and effective work you can still have the desired outcomes with less overhead. And that is where we are
focused across the board and it is consistent with this
department as well.
We did point out the typos on page 265 under
the columns, as I did point out in my brief as well. But
as you can see there is also an error in column 6 next
to it with regard to the staffing levels, which the
Shadow and I did discuss.
I believe you fully understand that part, right?
Okay. Thank you.
There was a question about programmes being decreased, and there was specific talk about programme 2303. But if you look at even the revised
numbers for last year you could see that the cost was
already down by almost a quarter of a million dollars
because a lot of efficiency that was being put in place
. . . we were getting the benefit of that towards the end
of the year. So, that trend continuing, you are seeing a
decrease but you are not seeing any decrease in the
programmes, which is the real benefit.
Again, I think with regard to Psycho-Ed . . .
and I am glad the Shadow brought that up because,
again, with that efficiency, doing things more efficiently, what we are able to do . . . if we are doing
things more efficiently in house, then you do not have
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. . . I mean you still have a requirement for Psycho-Ed.
But the numbers of Psycho-Ed days are lessened to
achieve those same desired outcomes because you
do have more efficiency here. I think that as the department continues to enhance its services in house, I
would hope that we will see that trend continue because we have to be able to help our people here.
Moving over to Head 52 page B-271 looking
at all the decreases, again, 75 per cent of all the decreases that we are talking about was in overhead,
not programmes. So, again, we are seeing a decrease
because we are doing things more efficiently, not because we are removing programmes. And notice the
constant theme. That is what we have been doing
across the board in the Ministry and what we hope to
continue doing.
Again, I will point out that this Government
does care, we do understand, and we are not going to
compromise the outcomes that we need to have. And
we have been able to do that very effectively.
National Heroes Day, again, I think if you look
at the decrease it is . . . certainly the money that was
budgeted last year was not spent because a very
small fraction of what was budgeted was spent. What
we actually decided to do was to have advertising
campaigns to focus on our current National Heroes to
continue to bring awareness and then just focus on
. . . you know, when I talk about the social recovery
we need to have that awareness. So it does not make
sense continuing to do more and more if we are not
really grasping what we have now—let us get that out
there.
So we are going to continue that same trend,
but we do not have to buy all that material again because we did it. So I think that it is a benefit that we
recognise some of our heroes that we have had. I
would like personally—and I will say this for the record—I would like to see some of our sporting heroes
end up as national heroes. I do not want to prejudice
anything, but people like Clyde Best, who could walk
down the street of England right now and be mobbed
and is recognised generally worldwide as getting rid of
racial barriers in English football, and yet a lot of people [in Bermuda] do not even know who he is. That is
a tragedy. That is a National Hero, coming from a
sportsman if you ask me.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Well, yeah, let us not even talk
about that one.
So I think that Community Education . . . and I
think the Member made a very good point where the
goal should be retooling where necessary. Well that is
exactly why you see a decrease, because our focus
right now is on courses that can help our people. And
if we do have to remove any courses, like some of the
nice-to-haves where you necessarily will not see a
large attendance (in this climate, anyway), then let us
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put the focus where it needs to be on those things that
are going to help our people get from A to B, and that
is what we are doing. And that is why you see a decrease in that.
But there is a complete difference from purposefully readjusting things versus getting rid of programmes. So I am with you on that, that is not what
we are doing, and I think that if you look through the
Budget Book (I believe I have seen a copy of this brief
online already if the public wants to look through that),
again, I stress that we are not doing that.
When we get to Head 55 the only thing that I
will say with Financial Assistance is we have made
the funds available to help our people in need, period.
We are also doing the necessary work to, you know,
reform a system that is clearly, clearly unsustainable.
So we have got to continue to do some work on that.
I think I just about answered the questions,
but one thing I would like to wrap up with, if I may, if I
can go back, and it something that is found on page
C-14 item 76854, this Human Services Software.
In my mind this is one of the most exciting
things in the budget this year for this Ministry, even
though it is kind of hidden on the side, and it is seed
funding to actually start to put in a system that will allow us to have much better outcomes.
So we look at this CMIT Programme [Cross
Ministry Intervention Team] that many on the other
side are familiar with having been a part of putting that
in place. That is one programme in our Social Services, and one of the questions that I asked initially
was, Where have we seen better outcomes, where
have we seen someone come into the system and be
able to leave? Well CMIT . . . that is where it is at. But
it is a very manually intensive process that only a very
small percentage of people can get to.
Now I am a systems person. So one of the
things that I see that we have a fundamental problem
with, and you know we solved it with international
business and Bermuda became like one of the biggest
reinsurance type markets in the world because we
figured out how to do something with risk. Well this is
even more important, because we have a data management problem, and people’s lives are at stake on
the other end.
We cannot really look at putting in true programmes that we know can make a difference and
being able to quantify them very quickly and modify it
if need be because we just do not have access to the
data. There is nowhere possible in government right
now for (and I will use my Honourable Shadow Minister’s name if he does not mind) for anybody to go into
the system and see how many times is Michael
Weeks touched by the system—directly, indirectly—so
that we could actually put true help towards those
families, and not just deal with a whole bunch of individuals, which provides some help, but we are not
having the desired outcomes as a country that we
need.
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We have 60,000 people in this country—we
can fix this! We can solve this problem.
So I am excited to see things like this start
that will continue over the next few years to allow us
to be at a better place. And I plan to continue to work
hard with this, and I would encourage (as I did last
year) . . . I will make this offer again to my Shadow.
Every Thursday morning at 9:00 there is a standard
meeting in my office, I have my Shadow Minister, I
have my PS, whoever is necessary, and we talk about
everything going on in the Ministry. You are welcome
to come. Let us do this together because this is one
area that I think that our people’s lives are at stake. As
we have talked about many times, it is not about playing politics with this, we have to make this work and
we are all in this together.
So I would like to thank Members for that.
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The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Shadow Minister of Tourism, Mr. Wayne L. Furbert.
You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
We have until 4:00 correct?
The Chairman: That is correct.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So I have got a whole
hour—
The Chairman: Sorry, 4:30.
Member, 4:30.

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: [Until] 4:30. So I have got an
hour and a half.

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: You have another question?

The Chairman: Yes.

The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Heads 71, 20, 23, 55 or 52?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister,
Mr. Michael A. Weeks.
You have the floor.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you.
This is budget time, this is time to ask the Minister some questions and hopefully he can give us
some answers and . . . you know.
So Madam Chairman, we all understand that
the Government had to cut some funding here and cut
some funding there. We understand that. The question I have to ask, though, is this. Are the cuts realistic? That is the question that we have to ask. And
whether the Government has a vision on what they
really want to achieve. In other words, do we just
make cuts because we want to make cuts? Or do we
make cuts, or do we look at certain departments, to
help our people?

Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I thank the Minister for answering the questions, but I have another question/concern.
The Chairman: Fine.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: I have touched on this a few
times, and I know that they are trying to get independent. But has Government given a commitment that if
they are unable to raise money in the private sector . .
. because we know the climate out there. It is hard to
raise money for charities or any other organisation. So
has Government given the commitment that if Mirrors
falls short in raising this money Government is going
to help to supplement them?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister, would you like to respond please.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes, sure.
As I said before I think we recognise the importance of the Mirrors programme, we support the
Mirrors programme, we believe they are doing great
work, we want to keep that programme going. There
are ideas that Mirrors have to enable themselves to
pull free of Government, to grow and even do more
things. We support that and . . . I answered your question.

The Chairman: Member, it might be easier if you are
more specific.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yeah, okay. I am getting
there.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: And that is Head number . . .
that is the Ministry of Community and Cultural Affairs
B-242, okay?
You took me off my bowl, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: I did not mean to do that.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I was bowling a good line
there.
So the question comes down to do we ask the
question, do we allow a certain Ministry to keep what
they should have, at least what they had last year, or
add more, and cut certain Ministries that maybe do
not need help?
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And I am not sure whether that is the question. I am not sure if that is what the Cabinet went
through in their mind or if the Ministry argued that
point. In other words . . . and I hear my colleague talk
about the cut in Youth and Sport and Recreation. It is
a very valid point when you are talking about sinking
almost a million dollars from Youth and Sports. And
when you look at the historical implication of Youth
and Sports, they were [$]11,400,000 in 2012/13;
[$]11,600,000 [2013/14 original]; [$]11,600,000
[2013/14 revised] and then you are down to
[$]10,700,000 [2014/15 estimate]? What, at the end of
the day, was significantly reduced to make that $1
million cut within that Ministry? And will it have an impact on our young people?
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: You do not have to worry
about my granddaughter, because at the end of the
day her grandparents and her mother are going to
make sure that things that place. But not all parents
and not all grandparents are like us. That is where
sometimes the Government has come in and put a
cushion or a . . . a—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —well, a Big Brother, whatever it is, underneath them to make sure that they improve.

[Inaudible interjection]
An Hon. Member: Safety net.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I want you to answer it
again.
So will it have an impact on our young people? Because you are sinking more money in those
things, ones that get in trouble, you want to put some
money there (as my colleague has said). But should
we have put more money in this department—another
$2 million or $3 million—to ensure that our young
people do not get into problems?
I want to know what the philosophical thought
or how they come down to actually cutting those departments of the Ministry that are in need and, you
know, just say cut 10 per cent, 7 per cent, that is cut
and so they are cutting . . . the rationale. And knowing, Madam Chairman, that they will be here probably
next year for some supplementaries.
That is the big question I ask the Minister. And
he is a great Minister of . . . he likes riding bikes, so I
know he likes sports stuff. He knows the value of
sports. And so that $1 that he could have sunk more
into the Ministry could have benefited our young people. The first that we do . . . I know when I was the
Minister of Community and Cultural Affairs way back
in 1993—and still here, yes it was here too. Every
Government . . . we never paid much attention to
Community and Cultural Affairs.
Do you realise that if we capture the hearts
and the minds of our people, cultural aspects and
sports, what we can turn this country into? Now! Not
wait until they get 20 and whatever, in their teens and
they have got some problems. We have got to focus
on the . . . and I heard the Minister tell me he got 20
new Police Officers. Well I understand that you cut the
budget by a million dollars because you are expecting
probably some more troubles when we should have
been focusing on the beginning stage.
An Hon. Member: That is nonsense.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That is where we should be
concentrating—on the beginning stage.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Safety net. I have always
said, and I know I am straying a little bit, you know we
measure and put certain funding into education based
on the numbers of students.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am talking about youth—
the young people. I am talking about Child and Family, Youth, Sports and Recreation.
Because we know that there is not much . . .
as we grew up, I think everyone is around my age,
maybe a little younger. You look a little older than me
though—
[Inaudible interjection and laughter]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The question comes down to
should we be . . . no, no, the Honourable Member and
I go back a long way. We understand each other. It
was a low blow on the gentleman who understands
about F-gate. The whole problem comes down to . . .
we need to put funding into programmes now for our
young people and not wait because every year we are
just cutting back, cutting back, cutting back. And very
soon we will have very little in the beginning stage; we
are going to have a lot of funding at the end stage.
That is the point I am trying to say. And I am hoping
that somebody on the Government’s side will stand up
and say, Here was our vision and why we made cuts
in the young people.
The second challenge that comes down,
Madam Chairman, is this—Child and Family Services—cutting by $1.1 [million].
Well, first of all, let me jump down to Financial
Assistance. I am very happy to see that at least we
look at what has happened in the past, because as
you can see the Government was very much underfunded last year. And the Minister came up here last
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year and argued that $39 million was enough. You all
recall that. I do.
And so is he saying the same thing? So he
realised that, No, $39 million was not enough, because, historically, Financial Assistance was $43 million (whatever it is), it went down to $39 [million], now
they are up to . . . their actual was $48 [million] and
now they are at $46 [million], roughly $47 [million].
That is reasonable. When you compare historical information . . . I am not sure it is enough, but it is reasonable.
Let me tell you what I think is being hampered. And that is our seniors. As we all know most of
the Financial Assistance is to affect our seniors. A lot
of the money in here is for our seniors. And with the
growth in our seniors, the growth with the number of
seniors now turning 65, we have to ask the question,
possibly, possibly, Is that enough?
Now the Minister, maybe in his outlook, said
that he is doing other things to control certain features. But one thing you cannot control . . . when people are in need you need to reach out. There is only
one facility and that is the Government. I recall when I
was in another group, way back in 1993, when the
budget, was about $2 million for this department. We
thought it was a lot of money then—$2 million? We
thought it was a lot of money in 1993. (I think it was
roughly $2 million . . . yes, $2 million.) Now we are up
to $56 [million] $57 million and climbing.
So we hope that our people are able to get
back to . . . work out the . . . to get . . . more . . . I am
not sure what you gave me this for. It shows me the
growth pattern. So if it was roughly $18 million in 2005
. . . that is my point. It was roughly $2 million in 1993.
Do you follow what I am saying? So you are seeing a
big growth pattern since that period, and it goes on
and on, and on, and it will continue to grow, particularly because of the fueling of our seniors. And there
is going to be some more need for them. And again,
the Government has got to come up with a plan on
how we are going to deal with our seniors going forward and how they are going to be helped.
So Child and Family Services, and that is
Head 23. And we are cutting $1.1 million from Home
Based Programmes, Brangman Home, Observatory
Cottage, Psycho-Educational Programme, you have
got a little more for Youth Residential Treatment. But
when you look at the historical aspect of it you have to
ask the question whether we are making a mistake
here.
Now I know that everybody was given the orders by the Minister of Finance to cut. But have we
asked the question . . . and this is B-263, Madam
Chairman, Head 23. We have to ask ourselves the
question, Is this realistic? And by cutting, what impact
is it going to have to those individuals that we service
under those particular line items? What impact will it
have? Will it be such a negative impact that maybe
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somewhere along the line we may even have to pay
out more than what we expect?
All I am saying, Madam Chairman, is that this
Ministry is very important. It has $86 million, which
affects most of the fibre of our community, particularly
when it comes to individuals who are in need or need
assistance, or people who need growth pattern within
Youth and Sports, or need the cultural aspect. And I
am glad to see some additional money going into Culture. I wish we could have gotten more, because I
think at the end of the day, like I said, the cultural aspect is where . . . and you see most countries have
the people cling to . . . when at the end of the day you
do not have anything left you cling onto some cultural
aspect of it—whether it is in the islands, wherever it is
. . . you just hang on to something.
And we need to . . . and Ms. Whalen is doing
an excellent job in that Ministry. But can you imagine
what more she could do if she just had a little more
funding to get that word out?
So that is my concern Minister, whether the
funding that has been given to you will be able to
meet the demand that we have currently.
Thank you. And I have got another hour and
15 minutes here.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: And I thank you—
The Chairman: No, actually you have as much time
as you would like.
But we recognise the Minister in charge,
please proceed.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you. And I thank the
Member for not taking up all of that time.
And I am not sure, Madam Chairman, so
maybe you can give me some guidance. I know the
Member did just walk in, but a lot of the questions that
he asked I have answered. I am fine; I am very comfortable answering them again—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Okay, that is good.
So again—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes. The questions were already answered and I think that, as the Member is an
accountant, certainly he would understand the difference between cutting overheads and cutting actual
programmes.
I think when you look at this we have . . . it
has extraordinarily minimal impact on any programmes. This is, you know, due to, especially around
Youth and Sport, not having to fund certain one offs,
like the Island Games last year that itself cost about a
half a million dollars or so. So again, when you look at
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the approximate $400,000 decrease in funding, but
there is $600,000 or $700,000 in one offs that we do
not have to spend, we have actually got a materially
flat amount of support that we are providing. Because
we recognise that it is critically important to support
our youth, to support our sports, and also to get the
desired outcomes and to help our people. And that is
what we are doing.
Look at Child and Family Services. Again,
they are providing an excellent service. They are doing it more efficiently, more effectively because they
have standardised and are the only Government department that is 100 per cent accredited for that standardisation. So they are able to provide . . . to get the
desired outcomes with less overhead.
So I think that I will just end on this, Madam
Chairman, as I have said many times before, this
budget, which represents almost 10 per cent of our
total expenditure, where there has been an increase
of 6 per cent year over year at a time where across
the board we are decreasing our spending, speaks to
the commitment [and caring] that this Government
does have. And our focus is on outcomes and making
sure that we provide for our people who are in need.
And with that said, Madam Chairman, I would
like to move Heads 71, 52, 23—
The Chairman: Minister, I will open it up again to the
floor, but thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Community, Culture and Sports Heads 71,
20, 23, 55 or 52?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance Mr. E. David G. Burt.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I look forward to being
admonished by the Minister for, what is it, Community,
Culture and Sports? Is that the correct title?
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Mr. E. David Burt: —for asking questions which he
says that he may have answered in his brief.
But knowing that we have an hour and 15
minutes left and not wanting to take up that time, I
think that it is important, at least from my perspective
where I, as the Shadow Minister of Finance, speak
about the department which, of course, is taking up
the most money in the Minister’s budget, and that is
Financial Assistance.
We have seen a very large overspend in the
Financial Assistance budget of about $8 million this
year and I think that it is good that we drill down into
that.
Now the Minister is projecting that the department is going to spend less than they are project-
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ing they are going to spend this year, so there is a
reduction from the revised figure this year of
$45,373,00 down to $44 million. I was wondering if the
Minister could say (and if he said it in his brief I apologise, but I will ask him to go over it again because I
would like to ask him more questions on this specific
aspect) what, exactly, were the main causes for this
increase? How does he feel that this increase in any
way shape or form could be mitigated (the amount)?
And what does he feel are the factors that have contributed to the increase in this particular year? Were
they in regard to persons who were able-bodied and
unemployed? Were they in regard to . . . was it just
seniors? Was it in regard to . . . what particular aspect?
I do know that there were measures that were
put in place—reductions across the board and benefits which were given to Financial Assistance—so it is
very curious that the increase was as much as it was.
I know that there were regulations that were promulgated by his Ministry that were done by negative resolution that were never even brought to this House for
debate or were never Tabled in this House for debate
as is required as per the Statutory Instruments Act.
We never saw those things, but we know that these
things were put in place and reductions were given to
individual recipients. We heard from our constituents
that they were not getting the same amount of money
they were getting (people who are landlords, et cetera). So we know that there were a lot of measures
that were put in place at the same point in time we
see this precipitous increase.
And it should be interesting to note that, yes, it
was over budget, but it was also . . . the revised figure
is a full $5 million higher than was spent in the last
fiscal year. Yes, there was an ability to look to reduce
it, but we see that this amount was very large.
So I was hoping . . . and I will reserve the right
to speak a little bit further on this because I think it is
very important to discuss this particular issue. But I
was hoping that the Minister could point to the specific
reasons for those increases, broken down into
whether it was able-bodied unemployed; the volume,
was it just the cost and the volume of people did not
increase but the costs that were covered increased?
And what were the specific instances?
So I would appreciate that.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
I would like to point out that the speaker prior
did ask basically the same question in a different way.
And that question was, what was specifically cut? So
unfortunately you were not here to hear the answers,
but I am sure the Minister will reiterate and help to
answer any further questions.
Minister.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes, thank you, Madam
Chairman.
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I appreciate that Member for asking. I think I
understand exactly where you are going with this.
We did make reductions to the Schedule last
year, as has been the case for the last, I believe, four
or five years. And that is something that we will continue to do.
We also did make some other changes to the
policies and we did actually start to see an impact of
that towards the last quarter or so. However, when the
changes were made it did not take effect, or we did
not see those changes, until kind of the third or fourth
quarter. And I think that that is why you see the
budget numbers where they are now. We plan on continuing to make those adjustments as we go forward.
Now what I did also point out is that what we
are actually seeing now (and I pointed it out in my
brief, I am looking for the exact page, but I guess it
does not matter) for the first time some able-bodied
folks—the new face of unemployment—that are coming in for the first time having lost a job three years
ago, and they have now just finally run out of their
nest egg. And that is something that does have an
impact. And you know one of the things that we do
recognise is . . . so what that means is that this wave
that has been building for a while is still building and,
you know, we recognise that it is going to . . . that we
do have to make the funds available, and we have.
Now one of the other things that I think added
to the significant jump that I think has been adequately reflected in this year’s budget is when you
have adjustments made to some of the services in
other Ministries. I had a graph that I am sure you have
seen by now (because I did see it up on the media)
that actually showed the impact of some of the
changes historically on the Financial Assistance.
So, for instance, when the indigent clinic was
closed down or when FutureCare was launched or
when you actually have adjustments to those rates
they have immediate impacts on Financial Assistance.
So we have seen the impact of some of those adjustments in other Ministries that actually continue to hit.
Now I will point out that I think we are adequate. However, if we do see a continuing of that
trend . . . where if, let us just say, a hospital stops doing a subsidy. That could have an impact on Financial
Assistance and would then require a supplemental.
Some of these things you cannot necessarily plan for
because they would happen in the middle of the year
and you do not know that at budget time.
I believe I answered . . . did I answer all of
your questions? I believe I answered all of the questions, Madam Chairman. If I did not, I invite the Member to stand up and—
The Chairman: Thank you. Thank you very much.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance.
You have the floor.
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Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
I thank the Minister for his response. Would
the Minister possibly have the break downs as far as
the number of persons that are currently receiving
Financial Assistance, and the breakdowns between
the seniors, the disabled, and the able-bodied unemployed?
I think I would look for the breakdowns which
would be not only in the numbers but, I guess, the
amount of money, or the percentage of overall money
that is going to those individual things. It would probably also be helpful for some type of trend if it was similar to what we saw in the 2012/13 fiscal year because
we have seen this increase here.
I think it was also interesting that the Minister
noted that there were other things that have been affecting this. There are other things that could be affecting the increase. And he spoke about, you know,
whether it was FutureCare rates. Was the change that
the Government made to the FutureCare schedule,
which would have increased the cost to a lot of our
FutureCare patients, reflected in . . . was that part of
the increase that was there?
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: That is fine, I am going to ask the
question.
Minister, I hear interpolation . . . I have got
you with the Chairman—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: Now we are hearing a whole lot of
interpolations.
I would like to say for everyone, Madam
Chairman, that we have four and half hours allotted
for this debate, and we are going to continue for four
and half hours to debate. And if the Minister of National Security does not want me to speak, that is too
bad because I am going to continue speaking. Thank
you very much.
Now . . . now what I will say, because I think it
is important to continue to drill down on this issue . . .
So we see that. Now there also was a mention that
the Minister made in regard to the indigent clinic. Is
there an expectation, because I see a reduction in this
and he had spoken about things such as the indigent
clinic, we saw the indigent clinic close down. The
Government has said that they are going to reopen
the indigent clinic; at least that was in their previous
Throne Speech. Has any of that been factored into the
budget going forward? because I think that that is
something that is reasonably important. But I will take
my seat and I will wait for the Minister to answer and
reserve, of course, the right for future questions.
The Chairman: Thank you.
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Minister?
The Chairman: Please.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Madam Chairman, I will indulge the Minister. I will point out that, had he been
here he would have heard this not only in my brief but
in the answers and . . . you know—
Mr. E. David Burt: Say it again.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I will say it again.
When you look at the number of, or the percentage of seniors and persons with disabilities, it is
approximately 59 per cent now. Historically, that was
75 per cent. So you see able-bodied and low earning
workers are about 40 per cent now. I do not have the
latest quarterly report with me which actually breaks
out every item to the number. And I am going back
through my brief because I know it did have a breakdown in here to some extent. And I will go back to
page 50 and I will read, Madam Chairman, from my
brief.
“[Madam Chairman], as the majority of the
clients serviced through the Financial Assistance Department continue to be seniors, disabled and persons
with special needs, the Department endeavours to
meet the needs of these populations in particular. Currently there are approximately 773 seniors serviced by
the Department; approximately 163 are in rest/nursing
homes; 103 are living in Bermuda Housing Trust
properties. The remaining seniors reside alone or with
family members. The Department also pays for FutureCare Insurance for all senior clients. Currently this
rate is $440.00 monthly, and tends to increase yearly.”
And if I go on further, I think I have a breakdown somewhere of the number of specific ablebodied, and the such. If you look at (as I put in my
brief) . . . this may help give some context . . . high
ticket items . . . Rents are at $1.35 million a month;
“Rest and nursing home fees, that have a pay out of
approximately $630,000 monthly” (and Madam
Chairman, I am reading from my brief, page 53 now)
“insurance premiums, that cost over $620,000
monthly, and food, with a pay out of over $395,000
monthly, to name a few.”
POINT OF INFORMATION
Mr. E. David Burt: Just a Point of Information, if I
could just while the Minister is speaking, . . . and that
is just for the seniors? The figures you just read were
the seniors? Or was that overall Financial Assistance?
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: The high ticket items are overall. And just to give some context I could read the
paragraph before if you so—

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: —I am reading from the middle
of page 53 of my brief, which I delivered a couple of
hours ago.
“[T]he increase in this fiscal year’s budget for
Head 55 of an additional $7.6 million reflects the
amount required to service these increasing numbers
of persons that have applied for assistance, and who
are found to be in need. Expenditure over the last two
years has increased from $9.7 million per quarter in
the first quarter of 2012/13 to over $12 million in quarter 3 of this fiscal year.”
But again, Member, as I said, the able-bodied,
which is the largest increase in low incomes that we
see coming in, which have historically taken up approximately 25 per cent of the Financial Assistance
budget, we now see at about 40 [per cent]. As I said
somewhere . . . I mean there are 57 pages in my brief,
I do not know exactly where it is. But it actually shows
a wave that started in earnest around 2010 with ablebodied and earnings low people coming in.
And, as I have said, historically, with the regard to the numbers on the floor, that there is a
demographic that between three and six months after
they lose their job they come into Financial Assistance. So there is not a direct correlation between unemployment and Financial Assistance. However, as I
said earlier, we are just now seeing people come in
for the first time to be assessed that have been out of
work for three years or so.
So the best we do is give estimates on where
we think those numbers are going. We are at approximately 2,700 people a month. We expect that to
probably continue to grow a bit. We are continuing the
trend that started back in 2010, 2011, 2012 of adjusting the schedule of pay-outs. I think that what that
says to me is that the former Government recognised
that they had to start to curb this. And we think that
was a good choice. We are continuing that trend. We
have to provide our people with help.
But as an example, rents have come down in
the market. We can bring the rents down on the
schedule. So these are things that are coming. And I
believe in the next week or so you are going to see
that schedule announced and printed of what we are
planning on doing.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Member from
Pembroke South East, Mr. Rolfe Commissiong.
You have the floor.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Madam Deputy
Speaker.

Mr. E. David Burt: Please.
The Chairman: Chair.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Madam Chairman—
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Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Deputy Chair.
With respect to the same line on questioning
undertaken by the Shadow Finance Minister, we have
had a recent survey which indicated that black unemployment in Bermuda was roughly at three times the
level, or just under three times the level, of white unemployment. My question is along the line of demographics as well. What would be the racial breakdown
of the client base of the . . . we are talking about social
assistance, are we not?
The Chairman: Right.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Financial Assistance Department . . . the racial breakdown with respect to the
client base in line with the other demographic questions that were proposed.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I think I would have to respond
to the Member like this: That is not something that we
actually record in our budget. That is not something
that I have even looked to see if it is possible for us to
do. Using base statistics we know what our population
statistics are. Those statistics are consistent across all
of our services, right?
An Hon. Member: No, no, no, no.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Would there be any other Members that would
like to speak?
Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs, Mr. Walter H. Roban.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Also wishing to segue into some of the issues
raised by the Shadow Finance Minister and the questions, and some of the figures that the Minister has
just relayed, I just want to recall that the Minister did
say that—
The Chairman: So are we staying on Head 55?
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes.
The Chairman: Okay.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes, on Head 55 and cost centre 5501 Financial Assistance, page B-277.
The Minister just relayed some figures in reference to expenditure as it relates to clients—
$630,000 to nursing home expenditure of clients; insurance (which I am assuming is health insurance)
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$620,000 that is expended annually on behalf of clients.
What I would like to know from the Minister, if
he can, is if this is a number that is trending up as it
relates to expenditure, [is it because] there more persons coming to Financial Assistance in light of the
numbers expressed, for health reasons, like they are
finding they are challenged by medical bills or health
related expenses? Or is it that you find more persons
accelerating the trend up for the basic essentials like
the food, which you said was $290,000? Are you finding issues of expenditure on health?
And I say that because often what we find
with our persons who are in assistance . . . let us say
that perhaps they are able to manage their daily expenditure through perhaps temporary employment or
casual employment. But a health issue comes up
which exponentially puts a financial obligation on
them, and that they find themselves challenged because they have to pay a medical bill. They perhaps
have not had insurance up to that point and they are
challenged with a health issue for themselves or their
family, Madam Chairman.
So I am wondering, based on the numbers
that you relayed to us, is that an accelerating number
that you found over the last fiscal period that more
persons are coming to Financial Assistance because
they have found themselves compromised by a health
expenditure rather than necessarily a daily average
expenditure of rent or some other areas?
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other questions? Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Member from Pembroke South East.
You have the floor.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: And Shadow Minister for
Workforce Development as well.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: In follow-up to my question
(I could not get up before the Honourable Shadow
Minister did), is the Minister then saying that anecdotally 30 [per cent] to 40 per cent of the client base that
we were talking about are white Bermudians or white
clients?
And secondly, is there any intention on being
able to collect that data in terms of the racial demographic of the client base in order to create more effective public policy in that regard?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to—thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism.
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You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, the Minister may have answered this question, but I did not
quite hear, but why did . . . and maybe I do not want
you to answer this, but I want the Honourable Member
Michael Dunkley to answer this since he knows the
answer. But can he tell me why The Learnalots was
discontinued? Since you know the answer . . . The
Learnalots was discontinued.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members . . . are there
any other Members? Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Health and Seniors, Mr. Zane J. S. De Silva.
You have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I would like to ask the Minister, with the OBA’s prediction prior to December 17,
2012, election that 2,000 jobs would be created . . .
there was no timeline given. With that fact, and with
the fact that 921 jobs are lost—
The Chairman: Are we staying on Head 55?
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh, very much so, Madam
Chairman.
The Chairman: I just need you to be clear.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Head 55 line item 65050
Financial Assistance.
In order to get to my question I need to give a
little background.
So with the OBA’s prediction of producing
2,000 jobs and with the non-prediction of 921 lost, we
are about 3,000 jobs out, per se. Well, the Finance
Minister did say that 200 jobs were given during last
year so maybe it is 2,000 plus [700]. So maybe it is
2,700 jobs.
The reason I bring that up, Madam Chairman,
is because the Minister did say that in doing the
budget he estimated X-amount of dollars for Financial
Assistance. Now I very, very intently listened. He was
talking about subsidy, which is close to my heart and
of course to the Health Ministry.
Now my question is, when the Minister, and, I
guess his colleagues as well in the OBA, when they
did the budget estimates for Financial Assistance for
the year did they take into consideration that they did
say they were going to create 2,000 jobs, and did they
adjust their Financial Assistance projections down?
You see?
So in other words, with that, did they project
them down? So if they did predict 2,000 jobs but they
did not come in the first two or three years of their
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tenure, then they would not have. But I have to ask
the question, did they?
Now if they did, then of course, the other
question is where are the jobs?
Now, the other question I have is, if they have
not, then surely the Minister’s own words were that he
has seen a new trend of some people that their nest
egg has run out and that they are showing up at Financial Assistance for the first time. So, based on
that, has the estimate been increased with the thought
in mind that maybe a few more nest eggs may run
out?
Now, on top of the nest eggs, did the Minister
budget for folks that may, because of the furlough that
may affect some families [with] two, three, four in a
family . . . was that taken into consideration? So these
are very important questions and I think that if he can
give some sort of answer—and he should be able to
because he did the budget. And if you estimate your
budget you should be able to give at least some idea
as to what the thinking was taking those matters into
consideration.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs, Mr. Walter H. Roban.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I have two questions on separate aspects of
Financial Assistance for the Minister.
One is just . . . and I am not seeking to be
overly annoying, but I would be interested to know if
the Minister could just confirm a figure he already repeated as to the amount of seniors on Financial Assistance. I did hear the Minister mention 773, and then a
number of 440 on FutureCare. So I do not know if, out
of that 773, 440 of that is on FutureCare or those are
two separate numbers and you combined the numbers for your total senior allotment.
Also a question as it relates to this particular
department and the work that it may do with other
Ministries and whether it allots any funding to assist,
because, clearly, how much we spend on Financial
Assistance of that $48,400,000 . . . I am sorry, last
year’s number. But this number, that upcoming
$46,948,000 goes to assist people who are having
challenges with employment.
We did note in other debates that Government
is cutting back in some other areas which are also
assisting people with getting employment, which may
actually contribute to your own budget ultimately coming down. Does your Ministry do a lot of cross-ministry
collaboration with areas like Workforce Development
and with the Labour Department? And do you find
ways to perhaps work together to assist, as they move
people off Financial Assistance and you are using
also your own budget or resources to help facilitate
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their work? And if you do, what sort of commitments
do you make to those departments in those areas?
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members?
Minister—Oh, sorry. The Chair recognises the
Shadow Minister of Community and Cultural Affairs,
Mr. Michael Weeks.
You have the floor—
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And with regard to seniors, I think those were
two separate numbers, Member. The number of seniors and the 440 was the monthly cost of FutureCare.
So those are two different things. The 440 is the
monthly cost of FutureCare, the number of seniors
was the number of 770-odd that I mentioned. And
every senior that is on Financial Assistance, Financial
Assistance pays their FutureCare premium. That is on
a monthly basis for what we are talking about.
[Inaudible interjection]

Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: —Honourable Member.

The Chairman: Member, we will have another opportunity to ask some more questions.
Minister, please proceed.

Mr. Michael A. Weeks: I had mentioned earlier during
my reply, and I just want to get some clarification, because a lot of things that I have seen . . . and again,
Madam Chairman, I am on Financial Assistance.
There are two comments I made I do not
know if they were questions. One, what about those
Bermudians that have been away working but they
have put time in Bermuda, they left here looking for
greener pastures, but when the recession hit, like
people here that lost their jobs and they had to return
home, there are Bermudians who went overseas to
work and they have had to come back here. What is
this Government doing to address the situation of
those that come back here who cannot find employment and are not eligible for Financial Assistance until
they have been here a year? That is one.
And the second issue I have, and I asked already, was those people who are land rich and cash
poor. You know a lot of us have seen people on their
doorsteps. I have seen on my doorsteps one lady in
particular. She is not quite 65, she is not well health
wise. She has her home. She is not able to support
herself but she has difficulty getting financial assistance. So we have some real questions that I think I
made a comment on earlier, but I am just wondering
what this Government is doing now to address these
new incidences of people finding themselves in financial hardship.

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes, so those were the current
monthly numbers that I read, approximately 773 seniors serviced by the department and, of that, 163 are
in rest or nursing homes.
There was a question about The Learnalots
programme, which actually is a good programme; it
has been going on for a while. And I think as everything within Community Affairs, they do change things
up from time to time. That has been changed up. They
are now doing programmes focusing on specific parishes, and the like. So they are still doing programming, they have just changed programming up from
one to the other.
One of the things that I will say with regard to
the statistics is that they are changing on an almost
monthly basis, so there is no set amount. So if I give
you statistics on December, it could be completely
different from what was in November, or what was
from January.

The Chairman: Thank you.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: You said that they were
changed up, The Learnalots, and they would be doing
some things in the parish. Can you explain what the
difference is—

Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of Clarification if the
Minister would just . . . if you do not mind.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Sure.
The Chairman: Yes, Member.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION

The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Sure, Madam Chairman.
I think that to answer the question for the
Member from Southampton, the budget is estimated
based on current expenditures in line with the schedule. What we see is a trend of people coming in the
door. It is not a number that is picked out of a hat. So
it is a number that a lot of thought goes in behind it
from the department.

The Chairman: Is this another question or are you
clarifying something?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No. He said that they
changed from Learnalots to doing things in the parish.
Can he explain what he means by that?
The Chairman: Thank you.
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Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I can get the Member details of
what the new programme is.
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The Chairman: —you are going to be talking to me,
and if anyone else has any further questions they can
address that by standing.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: And no, I do not think I have
actually talked about that one. I will get that information in detail.
But let me give the Member the stats for December, just so that it can give some reference as to
the number of people on Financial Assistance.
When I look at December, you had a total of
2,270 people being serviced by the Financial Assistance Department; 329 were the Child Day Care Programme; 2,391 were directly associated with the Financial Assistance Programme. Of that, 445 were
able-bodied unemployed; 704 were disabled; 469
were earnings low; and 773 were pensioners and seniors.
So when you start to look at those statistics it
shows that, you know, 40 per cent, or so, are ablebodied and earnings low folk, which I actually described earlier. You know, with regard to able-bodied
folk, a lot of that represents a new face of unemployment that I have talked about many times in here before. As I pointed out, there are people that are coming into Financial Assistance because their nest egg
has finally run out.
And with that I will say to my Shadow that the
residency tests are still being used. Everything is being talked about on a regular basis in Financial Assistance. I can tell you there have been no changes at
this point to that.
With regard to folk with property, I know that
was changed at one point to allow seniors with one
property to still be able to get Financial Assistance.
And, you know, everything I think is . . . you know as
we consider every option we have. And that is something that at this point has been looked at but has not
been considered. There have been no modifications
to that at this point. And I cannot say whether or not
there will be, but we are continuing to look at the
situation on a regular basis.
I will also point out that with regard to disabled
persons, even if they are not 65 yet, and they do own
a home, they are still able to receive financial assistance. So it is seniors who are over 65 who have one
home under a certain ARV and disabled—

Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I do not have that number in
front of me. But those folk, as well as disabled folk,
whether they own a home or not, are able to receive
financial assistance.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Just have a seat, Member, just for a quick
second. I just want to make it clear for the Hansard,
and for those individuals who are listening it is better
that they actually hear the questions rather than the
[question not being heard] and then hearing an answer that they do not know what the question was.
Thank you.
That being said, the Chair recognises the
Shadow Minister of Health and Seniors.
You have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the Minister attempted to
give me an answer to my question in reference to the
estimate for his budget for the year and by no means
did I indicate that he pulls numbers out of a hat.
You know, certainly, as one who has been in
my own business for several years and certainly been
a Minister, I know what we do when we do budgets.
And I was asking the simple question which was, Did
the Minister with regard to his party’s position of creating 2,000 jobs after they were elected (even though
we were not given a time frame), put a pin in that one,
and the 921 jobs that were lost last year, when creating and devising the budget for this year, was that not
taken into consideration?
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises Mr. Wayne L. Furbert.
You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I was trying to . . . so we could speed up
time—
The Chairman: You have plenty of time.

An Hon. Member: Under what?
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: —under a certain ARV—
[Inaudible interjection]
The Chairman: Members—
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: —I do not—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —it was a good point that
you suggested as far as . . . so the people can know
what we are talking about.
And so it comes back, Minister, and you may
have said it. To be honest with you, I am not up to
date with all the qualifications for Financial Assistance
as I used to be. But you said something very interesting just now, particularly when it comes to seniors.
And so it would not be a secret, can we inform the
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public as far as what seniors can get assistance [on]
based on what ARV.
I know in my constituency there are some
seniors that do need it and I have always told them
that because they have a house . . . I thought if you
have property, I think it was over $5,000 or something
like that, you could not get assistance. So maybe you
can tell us, basically, a breakdown on who . . . what
qualifications . . . who qualifies and what do they need
to qualify to get assistance. I am not saying I want to
have a lot . . . I know you do not want to say everything because I know you do not want people to be
lined up tomorrow morning.
But this leads to a point that I think that . . .
there is something in Canada, I think it is called O-S- .
. . Old Age something . . . could we put something
different for . . . or set aside an amount, maybe in the
future, just for seniors? All right? A budget for seniors
who need assistance, and then for those others that
need financial assistance? Maybe? I know we have
got it all in a lump sum.
There is something about seniors who have
been working all of their lives, and to walk up to Financial Assistance . . . I know when I was . . . I cannot
remember what Minister I was then, but there are certain seniors that would suffer to walk up those steps or
come up the elevator to get . . . because it was something about—
An Hon. Member: Pride.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Pride.
You know, they have been there all these
years . . . and that is why the seniors, not office, but
the department that was created . . . the National Office for Seniors was created to help out seniors. They
would rather walk in and see some of their own peers
. . . and walk in that room and have people tell them
no. Because I have had some seniors that have told
me that they have [been told] no.
So maybe the Government needs to revamp,
not just reallocate, I am not saying create . . . maybe
take some of the senior people out of the Ministry and
put them in the Seniors Office. I am not talking about
creating a [new] budget. I am talking about increasing
the budget. But where seniors feel more relaxed walking into a department where they can speak to individuals who probably understand. I am not saying the
staff does not understand them, and the director can
still oversee them, but where they feel . . . you know,
to walk up that . . . it is something about seniors.
I mean I know now it has been about 20
years, probably a little more, around 20 years the department has been in existence basically. But there
are a lot of seniors who are out there suffering because they will not come in the elevator. So I am just
asking if the Minister can maybe separate that budget
a little bit and think about it in the future, put aside another little office where seniors can come in, feel more
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relaxed, have a little coffee and a scone and feel more
comfortable.
But I would like to know that figure for seniors
who can get assistance, because I did not realise . . . I
thought if they did not own a house . . . and does that
mean . . . and so let us say you are not a senior—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: It is not. You are not allowed. And that seniors at 65, you are . . . correct?
So if you could explain the ARV I would appreciate it.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Do we want to establish a system where we
ask all the questions and then have the Minister respond, or do you prefer—
[Inaudible interjection]
The Chairman: That is fine. That is fine with me.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Finance.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, having reviewed the Minister’s brief, I have a few questions. The first thing is:
How many compliance inspectors are there, if the
Minister could answer? That was not in his brief. We
have the statistics of what happened, but we do not
know how many actual compliance officers there are
inside the Department of Financial Assistance.
The next thing that I will get to is going back to
this whole funding issue, and the question as to
whether or not the amount of money which has been
assigned to the Department of Financial Assistance is
adequate. When we look on page C-21 of the Budget
Book, Madam Chairman, that actually goes to the
amount that goes for Grants. And on there we see the
amount of Grants that are given under Social Assistance this year were $40,484,000 which is an estimated $9 million increase over the previous year, and
that is what we are talking about just in Social Assistance Grants
So we are showing a $9 million—sorry—not in
the previous year, a $9 million over the budgeted
amount or the original expected budget of
$31,484,000. So we see a $9 million increase on that
line item.
Going to the revised figure of $40,484,000 the
Minister inside of his brief has projected and he is expecting that he will make it up to about 3,000 Financial
Assistance clients this year. When taking the amount
of current Financial Assistance clients at 2,680 (the
average amount of Financial Assistance clients) that
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is an increase of 12 per cent. So now we are looking
at an increase of 12 per cent of Financial Assistance
clients. In addition to that increase of 12 per cent of
Financial Assistance clients there is then a reduction
in the expected amount of money that is going to be
paid out under Social Assistance, which is once again,
on page C-21, under the estimate of 2014/15 which
goes down to $39,128,000. So that is a reduction of
the current expenditure on that line item with a glance
at that line item by about $1,356,000. When you take
the $1,356,000, Madam Chairman, which is a reduction in the expected amount and then when you take
the expected amount of increase . . . what we are
looking at right now on a piece of paper or on the paper is a 14 per cent shortfall or a $6.2 million shortfall
in this line item for Financial Assistance.
So in order for the Minister to make his
budget, he needs to institute about a 15 per cent
across the board cut in the amount of money that is
being paid out of the Financial Assistance budget in
order to make this [work]. Now these are the figures
that I came up with, so I am going to ask the Minister
what he is bringing to the House in the future. Is he
anticipating looking at a 15 per cent across the board
reduction? And to say that, Madam Chairman, that
does not even include the increased amounts which
may be required for health insurance, for FutureCare
which we may be seeing increased premiums for. So I
would like the Minister to tell . . . to answer that question, once again, because I am trying to drill down to,
Is this budget accurate? Is this budget realistic? And
what are the steps that are going to be required to
make it realistic? The Minister vaguely referenced that
he will be reducing some schedule fees, but in order
to hit this budget target with his own numbers, of
which he is expecting an increase, he is going to have
to make a 15 per cent across the board reduction. Is
that what he is expecting? Is that what we will see?
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Minister?
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes, thank you, Madam
Chairman.
And I was looking at some of the accounting
that the Member was doing with regards to jobs and
stuff and this is almost like an accounting game because between that Member and one of our accountants we are getting some fuzzy math here, but that is
cool.
Let me just say that—
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order.
The Chairman: Yes, point of order.
POINT OF ORDER
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Mr. E. David Burt: I am taking numbers from the Minister’s brief, which he has given, and if there is fuzzy
math in the brief, then the Minister needs to take it
back.
The Chairman: Minister.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes, thank you.
And with regards to the question from the
Member of Southampton with regards to, Were the
jobs factored into Financial Assistance? Financial Assistance is using actual numbers. So that would be a
benefit that we would see at the end of the year that is
not factored into this. Does that answer your question?
The Chairman: No, you have got to ask . . . and if it
does not answer the question—
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Sorry—
The Chairman: —he will stand up again.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Okay. Let me . . . let me try to
say it this way. The Member asked, Were the jobs that
we are planning on adding factored into decreasing
the Financial Assistance numbers? I think that is
where you were going. And the answer to that is no.
We did this budget based on actual numbers and that
is something that would be great to come up here and
instead of having a supplement, to actually have it be
less than what was budgeted. I think we are a little bit
of a ways from that because if you look at how Financial . . . how economics works, it takes a little bit of
time for everything to work its way through. So I think
we are not going to see these numbers decrease for a
couple of years going, provided everything goes well.
And that is just how I see it.
With the question regarding compliance officers, right now there are two full-time compliance officers in the Department.
And for the Member from Hamilton Parish,
that ARV number, I believe, is $27,600 right now. So if
a senior owns a home that has an ARV over that
amount they are not eligible for Financial Assistance
today.
And with regards to . . . did you want me to
get it—I am sorry—the Member had asked about The
Learnalots and exactly what we are doing. I do have
more information there, and it is a programme that is
getting ready to start with regards to the parishes. So
it is going to be a new TV series, it is going to focus
on the distinctive features of the different parishes,
underlying stories of folklore and historical aspects
and the such, which seems to be a very exciting new
programme.
The Chairman: Thank you.
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The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Health and Seniors.
You have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: You know, Madam Chairman, I am so glad you made that point about eight
minutes ago because my colleague here gets all excited, you know. But the good thing is I get to ask my
question.
The Chairman: You stood to your feet faster.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: That is right.
Thank you, Minister, for the answer about the
decrease and I certainly . . . I certainly can accept
that. My only question would be, knowing that you lost
921 jobs last year, was that allowed for in the budget
for this year? Because in your words, you sort of mirrored your experience from the year before. So if you
did, then you should have planned for 921 jobs that
were lost this year. So I am hoping that maybe you
will get . . . maybe you will get some more jobs coming to the market to make up for the loss because not
everybody that lost a job is going to head to Financial
Assistance right away. So that is cool, we can leave
that. We can put a pin in that one.
The question I have for the Minister, Madam
Chairman, is does he or any of his colleagues see
there being any increase in FutureCare fee, the premium. It is very important. I asked the Health Minister
that during the Health debate, but I did not get an answer. So maybe he knows since most of the seniors
that are on FutureCare tend to be on Financial Assistance. So maybe he has that answer. And I hope the
answer is going to be no.
The Chairman: Well, I would venture to say, Member,
at this point . . . take a seat.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh, no, I just have one little
add-on to that—
The Chairman: No, I said take a seat, please.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh! Oh, okay.
The Chairman: Thank you.
No. I am hoping that we stick to the Head that
is in front of us. And while that Minister may not be
able to answer that question, perhaps we can get that
in another manner.
Thank you. But I would not like to put that on
this specific Minister based on the fact that we are
discussing Financial Assistance and Head 55, and
that is not a particular line item. You are looking at
Financial Assistance and those individuals receiving
Financial Assistance. He might not have the answer to
that.
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you very much.
Thank you very much.
And having said that, because I think that
what you are doing is guiding both of us. I think the
Minister was quick to give me an answer, so that is
great. And if he does, maybe he might have some
information with regard to the benefit—that is the prescription benefit—which is now set at $2,000 per year.
And I have been, as you know, asking for two years
for that benefit to be increased to $3,000 or $4,000
and we know why, because our seniors are running
out of that benefit six months into the fiscal year.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Home Affairs, Mr. Walter H. Roban.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I would hope the Minister has not forgotten my
question because it is kind of related to the Honourable Member who just sat down but more targeted at
Financial Assistance where his is a broader question.
And that is, Has the Minister and his Department seen
the trending up or whatever of what their assessment
is of the persons coming to Financial Assistance of
the numbers that he has quoted around the number of
seniors and the like or persons generally coming because they have been compromised because of
health expenditures rather than rental [rates] or other
things? Because you did, quite pleasingly, give us a
breakdown of the sort of expenditure that your department has for the expenditure on insurance, expenditure on FutureCare, but I am interested in knowing if that expenditure you found and even the number
of persons coming, are they . . . are you finding that is
more of the circumstance? Because health care costs,
as we know just generally as a part of our discussion
in this House, are trending up. Annually there is an
average of 11 per cent increase on health care costs,
and that inflicts everyone. And as our population is
getting older more people are impacted by the cost of
health care. So just to find out what has been the
trend within their own agency with persons coming for
assistance, if it is more for those reasons than the
others, or whatever, the Minister can give me an answer on that issue.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Tourism.
You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, the . . .
the part in regards to Learnalots . . . and I appreciate
what the Minister said that they now will be dealing
with parishes and there will be a new programme, that
is, as far as a television programme. What I have not
heard from the Minister is, What is the name of that
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programme? And so if it is not Learnalots, what is the
new programme? What will it be called? Because I do
not understand why it was changed from Learnalots,
because Learnalots from Hamilton Parish would be
the same thing. I do not understand that.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Are there any other Members?
Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Community and Cultural Affairs, Mr. Michael A.
Weeks.
You have the floor.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
This is just a follow-up, a supplementary, because when I asked the Minister a question he answered it, but other Members jumped up so I am just
going back to what I had . . . we had talked about.
Earlier we had talked about people returning home [to
Bermuda] and not being eligible for Financial Assistance.
And, secondly, we talked about people who
[are] land rich but cash poor. You said to me when
you answered that that is how the law is right now and
that is, you know, that is how it is right now. So is it
possible for the Government to deal with [this on a]
case-by-case basis? Because a lot of times Financial
Assistance is the last resource for a lot of these people who are looking for assistance. So even though
you are looking at the law as it stands now and the
rules of Financial Assistance, is it possible for us to
look at it on a case-by-case basis when they come
through those doors because, again, like I stressed,
these are real people. You know, a lot of time we get
caught up in the number crunching, but it is the real
people I am talking about. That Financial Assistance
is the last resource for a lot of people. Can they be
looked at on a case-by-case basis until such time as
the law as it stands itself gets addressed?
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members? This Head finishes at 4:30.
Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes, thank you.
And I appreciate the Member Roban asking
that question, I do apologise, I did overlook that.
Currently, and just looking from the December
quarterly report, that is not tracked that way. The only
way that it is currently tracked right now are ablebodied unemployed, disabled, earnings low, pensioners, seniors, and the child day care allowance. So that
is how the current statistics are kept.
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Now, with regard to the last question with regard to the home owners who are not seniors, right
now the current answer is no. I will look into that. I will
look into that. I cannot speak to the outcome of that at
all.
And with regards to Member Burt’s question
with regard to the percentages . . . now when we talk
about the trends and we see that this is not arrested,
where it is actually going to go, certainly, if it ultimately
goes there, I think that you are going to, you know,
depending on just how high those numbers go, we
could very well be back here. There are going to be
some changes to the schedule as started back, I
think, in . . . there were changes done in 2009 or
2010, [and in] 2011, 2012 where the previous Government recognised that the amount per person
needed to be adjusted. That was done last year. That
will be done again this year. I cannot say . . . there is
not . . . what we do not do is go across the schedule
and adjust everything by percentages across the
board, but we tend to look at things differently. So for
instance, we look at the rental trends and we make
adjustments and we make adjustments to the rents
based on that. We saw an adjustment last year, we
actually think that that number is too high right now
because the open market actually has rents for less,
so that is something we can pretty much guarantee
will be adjusted. And, you know, the anticipation is for
that schedule to come out soon.
The name of that programme has not been
finalised at the moment, Member Furbert, but I ensure
you that you will be one of the first to know, if you remind me. Because although—yeah, we are not quite
the same age. I believe you have me by about a decade, but nobody is counting or anything like that.
And just to give some more specifics to the
Member Roban’s question with regard to the trend . . .
but my officers here who are giving me these details,
the trend is more for normal household expense. Of
course, a large percentage do have medical issues,
an estimation is maybe 80 per cent household, 20 per
cent specific to medical.
And I believe I have addressed all of their
questions. And let me just say that if you . . . if you
look at how Financial Assistance is paid out and what
we actually do, and especially if you look at that graph
that I provided that shows some of the trends, money
alone is not the solution to this. We have got to find a
way to help our people more, and programmes like
Community Driven Development, are tangible examples of how we are doing that and how we care and
are doing things differently to have better outcomes.
Because you are actually trying to find what some of
the underlying reasons [are]. Now granted, you have a
new face of unemployment that is just—unfortunately,
some people have lost their jobs that have never not
worked before, and I recognise that. But there is another demographic that, if jobs are available, need to
be ready to be employed, and the CDD programme is
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doing just that—it is giving hope and help to these
families and to these single mothers and to those that
are unemployed—and it is giving them the tools that
they need to help them achieve their maximum potential.
And if I can stray a little bit, Madam Chairman,
I mean, in a couple of these young ladies who were
on the first programme of Community Driven Development, some of which I have known casually for a
while, and to see some of these people at the beginning and to see them now and just to see the transformation and the increase in their self-esteem and
self-worth, I mean, man, that is where we have to go.
That is where we have to go because I believe that we
have to help our people and I believe the best way to
help our people is to actually truly teach them how to
fish and identify what these . . . if deficits do exist,
identify what they are, provide the help for them. And
that is what we have been doing because we recognise that we have to address people’s needs. And this
Government does care and I think a lot of that is being
manifested by the programmes under my Ministry.
And I would be open at any point to talk to any Member about what is going on. I would encourage you to
get involved because this is about our people and we
cannot afford to fail in this area at all.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs, Mr. Walter H. Roban.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
I do not think anyone on this side of the aisle
disagrees with anything that the Minister has just said
about teaching persons to fish. We all want to see
people of this community improve and enhance their
ability to take care of themselves, and fundamentally
that is what the capable persons under his leadership
at the Ministry of Financial Assistance and other programmes do, and they should be commended for the
work that they do.
A question for the Minister and, again, I am
looking for answers as to where things are moving.
There is the Child Day Care Allowance and the Minister mentioned the number of 329 for persons who are
benefitting from the Child Day Care Allowance. Has
that number increased or is that over the last sort of
cycle? And are you looking . . . I am not saying that
this is what you want, but are you anticipating possibly
increasing that number over the next calendar year in
some way because your output measures do not necessarily indicate any clarity on that.
And also just for my benefit because I do not
hold numbers in my head that long, the Minister mentioned a number for the amount of people receiving
the disabled support and earnings low. If he could just
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repeat those two numbers of the list of numbers for
me or I can, or if he does not have time, I will come
and get them from him after.
But thank you very much, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister—oh, sorry.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Shadow
Minister of Finance, Mr. E. David G. Burt.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I appreciate the Minister’s,
and I am not going to get too rude, and I will say “attempt” to respond to my question, but I do not believe
that he adequately addressed the question that was
asked. Because the Minister said that he does not go
down the schedule and look at various items, however, the fact is that I am assuming that the Minister of
Finance would, like the Minister of Community, Culture and Sports, to—
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Point of clarification. Point of
clarification, please.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mm-hmm.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I did not say I do not go or we
do not go down the schedule and look at each individual item. What I said is that we do not take the schedule and do a blanket 5, 10, whatever per cent cut, because that is not what we do. We look at each individual item and adjust it based on the market.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you. And I accept that point
and he is correct, he said that. But here is what I will
say, according to his very own figures which the Minister provided in his brief, he is going to have to reduce the amount paid per person if the increases will
happen as he says by 15 per cent. So how else is he
going to meet his budget targets without reducing the
amount that is paid out per person by at least 15 per
cent? And that is the challenge because the Minister
has said that he expects the average number of people to go up to 3,000—that is a 12 per cent increase.
In addition, there is a decrease in the amount which
has gone from the revised figure. And if we are just
looking at the current burn rate of Financial Assistance at $12 million a month, I have not even gotten to
that figure, Madam Chairman. I have not even gotten
to the $48 million figure.
So the question is, What steps will be taken?
Because I take the point that the Minister said that he
is not going to just reduce everything by 15 per cent,
but if he does not reduce the overall amount by 15 per
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cent we are going to be back here again approving an
$8 million supplementary. And after the Minister has
been in the job for a year, he should realise that these
are probably the steps that need to be taken. We
need to make sure that we have realistic budget numbers and these numbers, given the things that the
Minister has said, are not realistic unless the Minister
is going to commit to reducing the amount of expenditure per Financial Assistance recipient by 14 per cent.
So I am asking if the Minister will confirm that
that is the Department’s goal and objective—to meet
this budget figure—which would mean that they have
to reduce the amount per person or the average
amount that is paid out per person by 14 per cent.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members?
Minister.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I was just doing some quick calculations on
. . . based on the quarterly report I have for the Member Roban. For October, November, December with
regard to the percentage of people . . . of that number
of Financial Assistance that were in the Child Day
Care Programme, and it was consistent at around
12 per cent. So that is the detail that I can give the
Member at this point for his question.
And those categories, I said, were ablebodied unemployed—so when you look at the total for
December of 2,720—329 were Child Day Care recipients; 2,391 were part of the Financial Assistance Programme. Of that Financial Assistance Programme, the
breakdown was able-bodied unemployed 445, disabled 704, earnings low 469, pensioners and seniors
773. Those categories are also broken down for the
329 Child Day Care recipients, with able-bodied unemployed at 79, disabled at 7, earnings low at 240,
and pensioners and seniors at 3. So that is kind of
how the breakdown goes on the monthly basis.
Again, I understand where the Shadow Finance Minister is going, and as my colleagues would
attest, I have this conversation on a regular basis because if we . . . there was a question that the Member
asked about FutureCare premiums and certainly I
cannot give him that information. That comes from the
Ministry of Health and Ministry of Finance. I can tell
you that I have that exact same discussion every time
anything is mentioned because if you make an adjustment here, it makes an adjustment here. And an
adjustment made here will guarantee a supplement
over here and I have those conversations on a regular
basis. And as I did last year in the first quarter, I made
reference to a couple of things and pretty much said in
quarter one that I am probably going to be coming for
a $7 to $9 million supplement—that is exactly what
happened. So I think that, you know, I have got to
consistently try to bring information to this House as
soon as I have it. I will continue to do that on a consis-
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tent basis because I believe that this is information
that the public of Bermuda needs to have. I think that
this is a critical part of . . . I mean, this is our social
fabric. This is something that we have to succeed at,
and it is something that we have to find a way to do
things differently.
Now, there was talk about how we actually
gather some of these statistics, and I believe it was
the Member Commissiong that actually speaks specifically about how we can adjust programmes or how
we make adjustments to get the desired outcomes.
You really want to look at things statistically. I take
that stand across the Ministry as a whole because I
think it is not just the Department of Financial Assistance. I think it includes Child and Family Services. I
think it includes Bermuda housing. I think it includes
Child Development Programme and Education. I think
it includes Education. It includes some of the Court
Services departments and the like. We need to, in
Bermuda, a community of only 60,000 people, be able
to really find ways to analyse the data, really. And
people’s lives are at stake—people’s live are at stake.
And we have a massive data warehousing problem
that has people’s lives at stake. And being a systems
person, a business person, an IT person, and somebody who cares emphatically about the Ministries that
I am responsible for, I recognise that this is an issue.
And that is why I mentioned that little line item
on page C-14, or whatever, for that $400,000, that
seed money for that Human Information System. That
is something that I can assure you I will be pushing on
a year-over-year basis because I think that this is
something that in a country the size of Bermuda, we
can actually . . . we have all the information, if we can
somehow start to more effectively analyse this data,
then we can more effectively put programmes in place
that are going to benefit our people, that are going to
give us the desired better outcomes. And, you know,
we have all of the proverbial cans sitting all around,
we just do not have all the plastic thingies that hold
them all together and that is what this will enable us to
do. We have to get there. I think that this is something
that, as you can see, I am very passionate about. I
care about. I believe it is the right way to go because I
too, Member, believe that we have to start doing
things differently. And let us start dealing with some of
these underlying issues and let us start putting solutions in place for families as a whole across the multiple different social services, throughout different Ministries that we actually do so that we can actually get
desired outcomes.
Now, I know the Member is over here continuing to ask me to answer his questions with regard to
the amount of adjustments that we are going to have
to make to the schedule of Financial Assistance. And
let me just say that I . . . I . . . that that information, the
plan is in the next week or two to have that available. I
will say, however, that it is consistent with what has
been happening since about 2010, where every year
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since around then you have been having adjustments
to the schedule that take into consideration the reality
of, you know the market that certainly, I would believe,
started to be put in place because the former Government recognised that they had to start to curb
these trends that—I know the Shadow Finance Minister has a copy of my brief online and can see that
graph that actually, is—
The Chairman: Minister, if you would just wind it up,
please.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Oh, are we out of time? Okay.
I am sorry. Well, Madam Chairman, thank you
for indulging me. I think this has been a very good
debate. I would like to thank my Shadow Minister for
his questions and everybody for their contributions. I
would like to thank my team who has been sitting here
all afternoon.
And with that said, I would like to move,
Madam Chairman, Head 71, Department Headquarters; Head 52, Community and Cultural Affairs; Head
23, Department of Child and Family Services; Head
20, which is Youth, Sport and Recreation; and Head
55, Financial Assistance.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
It has been moved that Heads 71, 20, 23, 55,
and 52 that fall under Community, Culture and Sports
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
Thank you very much.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Ministry of Community, Culture
and Sports, Heads 71, 20, 23, 55 and 52 were approved and stand part of the Estimates of Revenue
and Expenditure for the year 2014/15.]
[Mr. Rolfe Commissiong, Chairman]
The Chairman: Members we are going to proceed
with the discussion here with regard to Revenue and
Expenditure, and now we will be dealing with the nonMinistry portion of the debate, and that will be led by
our Premier.
Premier, you have the floor.
NON-MINISTRY HEADS
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Crosstalk]
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I thank you once again, Mr.
Chairman.
I am pleased to rise today to present the
budgets for the non-Ministry Heads including: Head 1,
Governor and staff; Head 2, Legislature; Head 63,
Parliamentary Register; and Head 85, Ombudsman’s
Office.
You will be aware, Mr. Chairman, that these
Heads do not fall under the responsibility of any Minister, however, as public funds are expended by these
entities it is only proper that an accounting of these
activities be presented to the House. I am pleased on
their behalf to do so.
HEAD 1—GOVERNOR AND STAFF
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: With that common understanding in mind, Mr. Chairman, I will begin with Head
1, Governor and Staff, found on pages B-7 through B10 of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure.
Mr. Chairman, the Governor and Staff mission
statement is to work in harmony with the community
for a stable, prosperous and well-governed Bermuda.
The Governor's role is defined in the Constitution.
Government House staff enable the Governor to discharge his functions.
Mr. Chairman, the Governor and Commanderin-chief of Bermuda is appointed by Her Majesty the
Queen by Commission under her sign Manual and
Signet and shall hold office during Her Majesty's
pleasure. This office is in accordance with the Bermuda Constitution Order 1968. The special responsibilities of the Governor include:
• External Affairs;
• Defence, including armed forces;
• Internal security; and
• The Police.
Mr. Chairman, highlights from 2013/14. The
department consists of 14 full-time staff who assist the
Governor in discharging his responsibilities for the
well-being of Bermuda.
During the 2013/14 financial year, the Governor attended four parades, one of which was for the
Convening of Parliament at which he read the Throne
Speech for the Government.
Mr. Chairman, Government House is looking
forward to a stable 2014/15 fiscal year. I now turn my
attention to the specific estimates of expenditure and
revenue in the two cost centres of Government
House.
The total budget allocation for Government
House in respect of fiscal year 2014/15 as shown on
page B-7 of the Budget Book is $1,544,000, which
represents a decrease of $94,000, or 6 per cent, over
the original budget for 2013/14.
Mr. Chairman, the Governor’s Office, cost
centre 11000.
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The proposed budget for the Governor's Office section of the Governor and staff for 2014/15 is
$1,092,000, a decrease of $118,000 when compared
to the budget allocation of $1,210,000 for fiscal
2013/14. This decrease is due to the adherence by
Government House to the Ministry of Finance's mandate for all departments to reduce their budgets.
Therefore, Government House scrutinised its budget
to ensure that cost savings were delivered. The Governor led by example by continuing to have 10 per
cent of his salary reduced. Other areas of reduction
were in the following line items: other personnel costs,
travel, professional services, repairs and maintenance, and other expenses.
Mr. Chairman, Deputy Governor’s Office, cost
centre 11010. The proposed budget for the Deputy
Governor's office for 2014/15 is $452,000, which
represents a slight increase of $24,000 from the allocated budget for fiscal year 2013/14. This office maintains a staff of four persons who carry out the functions of the Deputy Governor as stipulated in the Constitution. Therefore, this office is relatively stable.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn the
Honourable Members' attention to page B-8, subjective analysis of current account estimates.
Other Personnel Costs, decreased by $3,000.
Government House has managed to decrease its
other personnel costs for the fiscal year 2014/15 by
$3,000, or 18 per cent, by ensuring that any additional
uniforms or clothing required by staff is purchased in
this current fiscal year. Other personnel costs also
consist of housing, clothing and other allowances.
Travel decreased by $11,000. The $11,000,
or 48 per cent, decrease from 2013/14 is mainly due
to a continued conscious effort by the Governor and
staff to reduce travel expenses.
Professional Services, decreased by $32,000.
The decrease of $32,000, or 80 per cent, is consistent
with the related costs of the Government House
comptroller which will be absorbed entirely by the
Registry General's office.
Repair and Maintenance decreased by
$43,000. There is a decrease in the Government
House maintenance budget from $82,000 in 2013/14
to $39,000, or 52 per cent, in 2014/15. In previous
years, Government House has had to maintain several old pieces of equipment which required significant
maintenance. These have been replaced and a regular maintenance schedule has been introduced to ensure that repairs are caught before costly expenditures are incurred.
Other Expenses decreased by $10,000. There
is a decrease of $10,000, or 10 per cent, for the upcoming financial year 2014/15. This is due to a more
conscious effort to reduce costs within Government
House. These expenses consist mainly of costs incurred in relation to the Queen's Birthday celebration,
the annual Christmas party and other related Gov-
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ernment of Bermuda functions which are a part of the
Governor's basic duties.
Mr. Chairman, in closing, I would like to thank
the staff of Government House for their tireless and
dedicated service. Their support allows the Governor
to fulfil his role of providing, with the Government of
Bermuda, a stable, prosperous and well-governed
Bermuda. Thank you.
HEAD 2—THE LEGISLATURE
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Chairman, I am
pleased to present the Budget for Head 2, The Legislature, as found on pages B-11 through B-14 of the
Estimates of Expenditures and Revenue.
Their mission statement is as follows: To provide an impartial advisory service to parliamentarians
by performing administrative and professional services for both Houses of the Legislature including parliamentary Committees, and to foster mutually beneficial relationships with other Commonwealth Parliaments.
Mr. Chairman, Commonwealth Legislatures
are continually evolving. Social media and other technology platforms have played a pivotal role in the areas of transparency, accountability and governance.
In July 2013, a Parliamentary Joint Select Committee,
which was endorsed by the Speaker, was established
to review the operations and management structure of
Parliament. It was widely felt that the Legislature
st
needs to be brought into the 21 century. It also has
been recognised that the parliamentary services must
be improved as legislatures worldwide are under intense scrutiny. Currently, our Legislature meets only
the minimum Commonwealth Parliamentary Association (CPA) benchmarks, of which we are a member.
Additionally, the Legislature wishes to make the Legislature more accessible via technology.
Mr. Chairman, the total expenditure, as shown
on page B-11, is estimated to be $5,206,000 for
2014/15, a decrease of $873,000, or 14 per cent,
when compared to the 2013/14 budget. This change
is due primarily to the 10 per cent salary reduction in
Ministers' salaries, the furlough day for administrative
workers, and the decision not to temporarily relocate
the Legislature's offices as a result of pending electrical upgrades.
Mr. Chairman, the employee numbers listed
on page B-12 consist of seven full-time equivalents in
administration, including the 47 Members of the Legislature, and one in the Opposition Leader's office. The
Office of the Clerk ensures that the Legislature runs
smoothly, by employees providing professional and
administrative support including that of giving parliamentary procedural advice to the Speaker and Members. Additionally, it is the responsibility of the Clerk's
Office to ensure that the legislation that the Government has chosen for introduction in the House is tabled and debated in accordance with correct parlia-
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mentary procedure and advise the Speaker of the
same. The Parliamentary staff includes:
• Clerk to the Legislature [Mrs. Shernette
Wolffe];
• Deputy Clerk [Mr. Clark Somner];
• Assistant Clerk [Mrs. Sherleeta Talbot];
• Sergeant-at- Arms [Mr. Albert Fox];
• Administrative Officer [Ms. Udora Ford];
• Administrative Assistant [Ms. Grejai Smith];
• Parliamentary Information Officer [Mr. Derek
Lamb];
• Aide to the Opposition Leader [Mrs. Dawn
Simmons].
Capital Expenditure. Mr. Chairman, in the ensuing months, extensive work will be done to upgrade
the electrical distribution system and wiring at the
House of Assembly to be in accordance with current
safety codes. Therefore, $300,000 has been set aside
in the budget under capital development to meet this
project. This allocation is noted in the Budget Book on
page C-4. This project, which is part of the Parliamentary building refurbishments, will happen over the next
few years and is managed by the Parliamentary
House and Grounds Committee, chaired by Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser. This will ensure that the
building is maintained in accordance with standard
building codes. The infrastructure of Sessions House
requires significant attention.
I now turn my attention to the specific estimates of expenditure and revenue in the three cost
centres of the Legislature.
The total budget allocation for the Legislature
in respect of fiscal year 2014/15, as shown on page B11 of the Budget Book is $5,206,000, which represents a decrease of $873,000, or 14 per cent, over the
allocated budget for 2013/14.
Mr. Chairman, the objectives for the Administration, cost centre 12000, for fiscal 2014/15 include
the following:
• provide efficient and professional support to
the Speaker, the President and other Members of the Legislature;
• promote respect for Parliament by heightening
public awareness on its role as an institution
integral to the democratic process;
• inform the Civil Service and the private sector
on the developments of parliamentary practices and procedures;
• ensure all legislation and Government reports
are tabled in accordance with the correct parliamentary procedure and to ensure that access is given to all relevant stakeholders;
• facilitate legal advice on Constitutional matters and questions of parliamentary procedures;

•
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ensure both Houses of the Legislature and
Parliamentary committees operate within the
provisions of the official Standing Orders.

To this end, Administration, cost centre
12000, found on page B-11, has a budget of
$1,207,000, which represents a 10 per cent decrease
from the 2013/14 budget. The decrease of $136,000
is mainly attributed to a reduction of $85,000 from
building rental and electrical savings since the administrative staff will remain in Sessions House as the
electrical wiring upgrade will take place in stages. This
was budgeted for in 2013/14 as administration staff
was expected to relocate. An additional $40,000 in
savings was achieved from other line items and the
Legislature's decision not to hire a consultant to review the Legislature's operational and management
structure. Instead, a parliamentary Joint Select Committee was formed to look into these areas. The administration has successfully operated more efficiently
within the cost constraints.
Mr. Chairman, Youth Parliament, cost centre
12002. This cost centre is found on page B-11. The
total budget is $15,000 for 2014/15 compared to
$12,000 in 2013/14. This represents a 25 per cent
increase. Monies have been allocated for airfares and
accommodation for the youth to attend Commonwealth Day celebrations in London and the Regional
Youth Parliament Workshop overseas. Allowances
are allocated for the advisors.
Mr. Chairman, Ministers and Members, cost
centre 12010. The Ministers and Members of the Legislature are responsible for passing our laws. They
must be able to carry out their legislative and constitutional functions. These laws help to provide a stable
and proper environment for Bermuda as a whole. The
total expenditure for cost centre 12010, found on page
B-11, is $3,864,000 for 2014/15, a decrease of
$740,000, or 16 per cent when compared to the
2013/14 budget of $4,604,000. The difference is attributed to an unanticipated over-budgeting of 2013/14
salaries, stemming from the 5 per cent reduction in
salaries as stated in the Ministers and Members
Resolution agreed to on 16 March 2012. The 2014/15
allocation provides for the salaries and benefits for the
Members of both Houses inclusive of the 10 per cent
salary reduction for Ministers as agreed in the Ministers and Members Resolution on 6 March 2013. The
decrease in salaries was offset by a $10,000 increase
in the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association
Membership Grant, which is found over on the C
pages.
Mr. Chairman, Opposition Leader's Office,
cost centre 12015.
The Opposition Leader's office cost centre is
essential to good governance and as such the Government provides for one part-time administrative officer for the Opposition Leader and the adequate administration of the office of the Opposition Leader. The
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Opposition Leader's Office receives a grant of
$75,000, found on page C-17.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn your attention to page B-12, subjective analysis of current account estimates.
Salaries decreased by $798,000. The salaries
estimate for 2014/15 is $4,182,000. As mentioned
above, this represents a decrease of $798,000, or a
16 per cent decrease over 2013/14. The decrease is a
combination of the furlough day for administrative staff
and the Ministers 10 per cent salary reduction as explained above.
Wages increased by $81,000. This increase is
mainly due to two reclassifications: the first from Salaries to Wages, and the other from Grants to Wages,
allowing for costing to be allocated in its proper line
item.
Rentals decreased by $77,000. This line item
was mainly for building rentals. In 2013/14, $80,000
was allocated in the budget to cover rentals. This consisted of $75,000 for building rentals in the event of
the administrative staff having to relocate and $5,000
for other rentals. As the relocation did not take place
and will not take place during 2013/14, these monies
have been removed from the budget. A contingency of
$3,000 has been allocated for equipment rentals.
Professional Development. Mr. Chairman, as
you are aware, our clients are best served when employees are highly skilled, knowledgeable, proactive
and effective in the performance of their duties. Training programmes help to improve organisational effectiveness and productivity. Seventy per cent of employees participated in professional development
seminars locally and internationally.
In June 2013, our Assistant Clerk, Mrs. Shernd
leeta Talbot, participated in the 62 Westminster
Seminar on Parliamentary Practice and Procedure
held at the UK Houses of Parliament. Through briefings, discussions and practical observation, she
learned about the role of the Committee Clerk, Member/Clerk relations, the Journal Office, the role of the
media in the oversight of Parliament, Young people
and Parliament—engaging the next generation, to
name a few. Additionally, she participated in many of
the Accountant General's E1 workshops.
Ms. Grejai Smith, our Administrative Assistant
took advantage of two Department of Human Resources (DHR) courses, namely "Building Effective
Work Relationships" and "Dignity at Work." Additionally, she is enrolled in the associate degree programme at the Bermuda College.
Mr. Fox, Sergeant-at-Arms, has participated in
the Tai Chi Training course, which is helpful for the
safety of House Members in the event that someone
may need to be escorted out of the House of Assembly, per Standing Orders. He was also a participant in
seminars such as the "Understanding Office Indoor Air
Quality" and "Dealing with Complaints."
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In February 2013, prior to the House convening Parliament, the Clerks facilitated an Orientation
Workshop for new Members. There was particular
emphasis on the new Standing Orders, the legislative
process and procedures used relating to the tabling of
legislation, the functions of Parliamentary committees,
when and when not to give a "point of order," to name
a few. A members' guide together with a glossary of
Parliamentary terms was issued to all Members.
The Clerk to the Legislature participated in the
Society of Clerks-at-the-Table workshops of the annual parliamentary conference of the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association. The myriad presentations
focused on the following topics:
• The challenge of managing political bosses.
• Review of the Education Services provided by
the Northern Territory of Australia.
• Use of electronic devices in the Chamber.
• Reform of budget control and oversight in Parliament.
• Parliament and public engagement.
• Constitutional change—Impact for the Clerk's
role.

During the past year, Mr. Somner and the Assistant Clerk conducted a workshop on parliamentary
practices and procedures for directors/HODs and
Permanent Secretaries in the Civil Service. We have
received complimentary remarks regarding this seminar.
Unfortunately, DHR does not offer an [Executive] Training Programme for Parliamentary staff. We
have found that little is known by the public and civil
service at large as to how Parliament really works. Far
more work needs to be done in the area of promoting
the Legislature and connecting Parliament to the people of Bermuda.
Performance Measures. Output measures can
be found on page B-13 through B-14. I will highlight
just a few areas:
There were 600 visitors to the House of Assembly in 2013 compared to 900 in 2012, which
represents a decrease of 66 per cent. This is possibly
due to the decrease in tourism numbers and the absence of a dedicated cruise ship for the city of Hamilton.
The number of Youth Parliament meetings increased from 19 to 22. Some interesting debates were
held during these meetings. Motions discussed were,
"This House believes that tertiary education be universal to all," and "This House believes that letters to
the Editor should not be allowed to be published by a
nom de plume."
Highlights. Mr. Chairman, the Parliamentary
Information Officer continues to receive positive feedback
concerning
the
Parliament
website
www.parliament.bm and the Hansard. As you are
aware, Mr. Chairman, Members use the latter as a
form of reference to craft their debating points. ApBermuda House of Assembly
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proximately 70 per cent of MPs use the Hansard. On
page B-13, Performance Measures, you will note that
the final phase of the Hansard connection in the Senate is not complete as yet. The parliamentary Committee on the House and Grounds is awaiting a cost
analysis of relocating the Senate to Sessions House.
Streaming of our parliamentary debate is also useful
and can be found on www.streaming.parliament.bm,
which is also available on Facebook.
In November 2013, a new e-mail policy for
Members came into effect. Now all Members have a
personal parliament.bm address to which their constituents can send e-mails addressing any concerns.
Mr. Chairman, in closing, I would like to thank
the parliamentary staff for their commitment and dedication to their duties in making sure that our Parliament runs smoothly so that we, as parliamentarians,
are able to carry out our duties as efficiently and effectively as possible.
HEAD 63—PARLIAMENTARY REGISTRAR
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I would now like to present
the Brief for the Parliamentary Registrar, Head 63,
found on pages B-18 through B-21 of the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure.
The mandate of the Parliamentary Registrar is
to serve the electorate of Bermuda, irrespective of
their race, creed, colour or political affiliation, with respect and unbiased attention to their needs whilst
pursuing the full objectives of the democratic process.
Mr. Chairman, the Parliamentary Registrar is
appointed by the Governor under the provisions of the
Parliamentary Election Act 1978, and as such, is required to discharge the duties conferred or imposed
under that Act. The Parliamentary Registrar is subject
to the general direction of the Governor, and in the
exercise of his statutory duties, is assisted by such
number of public officers as may from time to time be
authorised to be employed.
The Parliamentary Election Act 1978 (as
amended) and the Bermuda Constitution Order 1968
are the instruments by which the activities of the Parliamentary Registry are governed. On occasion, the
Houses of the Legislature may pass other Acts such
as the Capital Punishment Referendum Act 1989, the
Independence Referendum Act 1995, the Referendum
Act 2012 and the Municipalities (Election) Order 2011
that have a direct effect on the office's activities.
Mr. Chairman, the staff at the Parliamentary
Registry consists of five full-time positions under the
direction of the Acting Parliamentary Registrar, Ms.
Tenia K. Woolridge. We would like to take this opportunity to thank the former Registrar, Mr. Kenneth
"Randy" Scott for his contributions to the office over
his tenure. Mr. Scott retired in October 2013.
Mr. Chairman, post-election year the Parliamentary Registrar has had the opportunity to review
the operations of the election and registration proc-
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esses both internally and externally with a focus on
making improvements to both processes. After a substantive review of our organisational stakeholders and
their expectations of us, we have been strategising on
ways to engage and better communicate with them,
giving them the level of service most beneficial to all.
This includes incorporation of absentee voting for students studying overseas.
To date, we have created a mobile application
to assist us in the registration of voters while working
in the field. In addition, we have taken a look at the
quality of our service delivery and have committed to
allowing staff to take the necessary training in order to
ensure continued quality of service. As always, we are
committed to maintaining the Parliamentary Register
to ensure it is accurate in accordance with the Parliamentary Election Act 1978.
The Parliamentary Registry is looking forward
to an active 2014/15 fiscal year. This fiscal period will
th
start off with our 8 Annual Voter Awareness Month.
In April this year we will be using several media to
promote voter awareness and also to inform voters
that we will be sending out our very own field registration officers to confirm their registration details. In addition, we will be continuing our work with amendments to the Municipalities Act in preparation for the
2015 Municipal Elections and doing further analysis of
absentee voting for our students.
Mr. Chairman, I now turn my attention to the
specific estimates of expenditure and revenue in the
five cost centres of the Parliamentary Registrar's Office.
The total budget allocation for the Parliamentary Registrar's Office in respect of fiscal year
2014/15, as shown on page B-18 of the Budget Book
is $1,285,000 which represents a decrease of
$315,000, or 20 per cent over the allocated budget for
2013/14.
Mr. Chairman, Administration, cost centre
73000. The proposed budget for the Administration of
the Parliamentary Registry for 2014/15 is $1,105,000,
an increase of $13,000 when compared to the original
budget of $1,092,000 for fiscal 2013/14.
This increase is due in part to the hiring of a
temporary Field Registration Officer, who will commence work in the field on April 1, 2014 using a mobile application developed to capture new registrations
and changes to voter registration, as well as confirm
voter details. These officers will work in all 36 constituencies throughout the year. With their assistance,
we will be able to capture new information in a timely
manner that would normally have been out of our
reach. By the end of the fiscal period we plan to have
visited at least 75 per cent of the total number of
households on the Island. From these visits we expect
to see around 300 new registrations and approximately 750 changes to voter registration details. General guidelines have been ascertained with regard to
the proposed absentee voting process and further
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consideration of the amendments needed to the Parliamentary Election Act 1978 will be suggested during
the course of the year.
Mr. Chairman, Boundaries Commission, cost
centre 73005. The proposed budget for the Boundaries Commission for 2014/15 is $4,000, which represents a decrease of $12,000 from the original budget
of $16,000 in the fiscal period 2013/14.
The requirement for the sitting of the next
Constituency Boundaries Commission is not less than
three years nor more than seven years from the date
on which the previous commission submitted their
report. The Commission's last report was submitted
on May 21, 2010. A new Commission should be appointed to assess the constituency boundaries of
Bermuda no later than May 21, 2017.
Mr. Chairman, General and Bye Elections,
cost centre 73010. The proposed budget for the General and Bye Elections cost centre for 2014/15 is
$56,000. This is a significant decrease (48 per cent)
over the budget allocation of $107,000 during
2013/14. This allocated amount will serve to cover any
by-election which may occur during this fiscal year.
Mr. Chairman, Municipality Elections, cost
centre 73015. A budgeted allocation of $45,000 has
been made to this cost centre to fund any administrative activities in relation to the recent amendments
made to the Municipalities Amendment Act 2013, as
well as to cover any extraordinary municipal elections
that may occur prior to the next ordinary municipal
election scheduled for May 2015. All administrative
and process changes related to the amendments
should be completed and operational by the end of
the year.
Mr. Chairman, Referendum, cost centre
73016. During the Throne Speech on November 4,
2011, the Government made reference to the consideration of a referendum on Gaming for Bermuda.
Therefore, a budget allocation of $345,000 for this
new cost centre was allocated to cover the cost of
conducting a referendum on gaming. In December
2013, the Government announced that the referendum on gaming would not take place and therefore
this cost centre was significantly reduced by 78 per
cent to $75,000 to allow for any referendum consulting
that may be needed for future referenda.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn your attention to page B-19, subjective analysis of current account estimates.
Salaries decreased by $50,000. The salaries
account estimate for 2014/15 is $462,000 which represent a decrease of $50,000, or a 10 per cent decrease over 2013/14. The decrease is a combination
of the furlough day and the fact that the Parliamentary
Registry would not need to employ any additional
staff, which is usually needed during an election year
or during special projects.
Wages, decreased by $34,000. This category
of expense is for persons who are hired on a tempo-
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rary basis mainly in preparation for a general election.
In the absence of a general election taking place,
seasonal staff is employed on an as-needed basis.
Advertising and Promotion decreased by
$82,000. This line item has been decreased from
$141,000 in 2013/14 to $59,000 during 2014/15
mainly due to the fact that we are not in an election
year. The majority of this budget will be used for Voter
Awareness month in April 2014.
Professional Services, increased by $27, 000.
These services include legal advice, Field Registration
Officers and internal software maintenance of the
electronic registration system known as the PRO+.
Additionally, the office is working on improving the
online registration process and advancing in the direction of an absentee voting platform. Work has commenced on these initiatives, including a proposal for
absentee voting, setting out the way forward. This
work will continue during 2014/15.
Materials and Supplies decreased by
$84,000. A budget allocation of $55,000 has been
allocated for the purchase of office supplies, inclusive
of printing registers, registration forms, constituency
boundary maps and other materials that may be
needed in order to facilitate our daily functions.
Revenue. Mr. Chairman, Revenue returns for
the department are small and are derived from the
issuing of Apostilles, Justice of the Peace stamp
sales, and the sale of Parliamentary Registers. Total
revenues for the 2013/14 fiscal year are estimated at
$300,000. The Parliamentary Registrar’s Office continues to provide prompt and timely issuance of Apostille Certificates to our private sector clients.
Capital Expenditure. Mr. Chairman, a total of
$9,000 has been allocated to boardroom/training room
furniture for the Parliamentary Registry in an effort to
save on rental costs for appropriate training and meeting room facilities.
Mr. Chairman, in closing, I would like to thank
the staff of the Parliamentary Registry for their commitment and dedication to their duties over the past
fiscal year.
HEAD 85—OMBUDSMAN’S OFFICE
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I now turn to Head 85, Office of the Ombudsman for Bermuda. It gives me great
pleasure, Mr. Chairman, to present the budget Head
85, the Office for Ombudsman for Bermuda found on
pages B-22 to B-26 of the Budget Book.
Mandate of the Office of the Ombudsman: To
investigate any administrative action of an authority
for the purpose of deciding whether there is evidence
of maladministration on the part of the authority, pursuant to an investigation, to make recommendations
to an authority concerning any administrative action
that formed the subject of the investigation, and, generally, about ways of improving its administrative practices and procedures.
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Mr. Chairman, July 31, 2013 marked the
eighth anniversary of the Ombudsman institution in
Bermuda. The institution was established by the 2001
Amendment to the Bermuda Constitution Order and is
governed by the Ombudsman Act 2004. Its independence is protected by section 93B(2) of the Constitution, which reads, “In the exercise of his functions and
jurisdiction, the Ombudsman shall not be subject to
the direction or control of any other person or authority.”
The Act requires the Ombudsman to submit
an Annual Report of operations to Parliament (with
copies to the Governor and the President of the Senate). The accounts of the Ombudsman shall be audited annually (independently of the Consolidated
Fund) and reported on by the Auditor General, who
does so in the Financial Statements of the Related
Organisations and Funds (the Public Accounts) of the
Government of Bermuda.
Expenditure Overview, found on page B-22 to
B-23. The estimated budget for 2014/15 is $772,000;
an overall net decrease of $113,796, or 13 per cent,
when compared to the Revised Budget for 2013/14.
This is due to the implementation of the Ministry of
Finance’s 2014/15 Budget Ceiling, which decreased
the budget by $49,496, or 6 per cent, combined with
the elimination of the supplement of $64,300 for costs
incurred as a result of the Corporation of Hamilton’s
legal challenges to the Ombudsman’s own motion
systemic investigation into governance at the Corporation of Hamilton and the Waterfront Development.
Capital Expenditure is found on page C-9 of
the Budget Book. Of the $6,926 allocated for capital
acquisitions in 2013/14, the office spent $6,926 on the
installation of a security door. The total capital expenditure for the Office of the Ombudsman for 2014/15 is
estimated to be $4,200 which represents a decrease
of $2,726, or 39 per cent. In 2014/15, the main capital
acquisition will be the purchase of five new desktop
computers as the current computers have fully depreciated.
Manpower. The allocated budget for full-time
staff shown on page B-23 of the Budget Book has not
changed and continues to cover the positions of the
Ombudsman, two Investigations Officers, one Administrative Officer and one Administrative Assistant. The
Office also contracts a part-time Administrative Associate and engages 15 per cent of the liaison services
of a non-Ministry Comptroller as mandated by the Accountant General. Temporary technical and professional advisors may be engaged from time to time as
provided by section 18 of the Act. In January 2014,
the Governor announced Ms. Victoria Pearman as the
second Ombudsman for Bermuda. And we look forward to her tenure.
Output Measures. Just to highlight some of
the Office’s output measures, they can be found on
pages B-24 to B-26 which includes:

•

•

•

•

•
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Within five days of receipt of complaint, resolve verbally, decline or adding value—the
2012/13 outcome of 95 per cent increased to
100 per cent for 2014/15.
Begin preliminary inquiries for complaints to
be investigated within 7–10 days—the
2012/13 outcome of 40 per cent increased to
50 per cent for the year 2014/15.
Write comprehensive formal written complaint
history within 20 days—the 2012/13 outcome
of 40 per cent to be increased to 50 per cent
for the 2014/15 budget year.
Complete investigations and recommend
resolution within six months—the 2012/13
outcome of 50 per cent remains unchanged
for 2014/15.
Follow-up on statutory responses to recommendations within 5 days—the 2012/13 outcome of 95 per cent to be increased to
100 per cent for 2014/15.

Mr. Chairman, this brings me to the end of the
Office of Ombudsman’s information.
Thank you very much. It also brings me to the
end of the Heads 1, 2, 63, 85. Head 1 being Governor
and Staff, Head 2 being Legislature, Head 63 Parliamentary Registrar, and Head 85 the Ombudsman’s
Office.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Premier.
Is there any other Member that would care to
speak to these Heads?
The Chair now recognises the Leader of the
Opposition, the Honourable Marc Bean.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and good afternoon to colleagues and to the
listening public.
I would like to thank the Honourable Premier
for the brief that he has provided on the various
Heads that we will debate going forward. And I would
also like to thank the Premier for providing the brief to
me at the beginning of his presentation. I really appreciate it. I would like to also thank the Cabinet Secretary for ensuring that that was done.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to briefly touch on
Head 1, Governor and Staff. Ordinarily, we would not
be discussing many departments or non-Ministry departments because oftentimes some of them come
under the remit constitutionally of His Excellency and
Government House. But we feel in the Progressive
Labour Party that we still have to hold it to account
because it is taxpayers’ money, regardless of the constitutional relationships that we might govern ourselves under.
I would just like to read the Department Objectives of Head 1, Governor and Staff, because the
budget overall is $1,638,000 that was spent last fiscal
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year and this year is estimated to have a 6 per cent
reduction, or $94,000, to $1,544,000. And you will find
that, Mr. Chairman, on B-7.
The Department Objectives are:
• to ensure the Governor carries out his responsibilities as defined in the Constitution;
• to maintain law and order;
• to maintain stable governance; and
• to provide the protection of the independence
of the judiciary, impartiality of the public service, and the integrity in the administration of
justice.
Mr. Chairman, I read those Department Objectives out because I look at the budgetary allocation—the taxpayers’ money—of $1.5 million and I
have to ask the question, Are we getting a bang for
our buck from Government House based on the objectives that I just read?
Are the responsibilities being clearly carried
out under the constitution? Is law and order being
maintained? Forget what Minister Dunkley, the Minister of National Security, might think and say during the
most opportune time for photo ops. But constitutionally, I do not care if you are the One Bermuda Alliance
or the Progressive Labour Party, something that we
learned while we were in Government—we have no
control over law and order in this country. So there is
no use making it a political football and blaming each
other politically when things go wrong while we are
quick to jump in front of a camera when things appear
to go right.
The full responsibility ends up at Government
House for the good, the bad and the ugly. And over
the years we have been through our trials and tribulations. Question marks from the citizens of this country
have been put forth in terms of law and order in all its
various facets.
So I think it is time for us to have further consideration. And there is a motion on the Order Paper
by the Honourable Dennis Lister, whereby I think we
can delve a little deeper into whether or not we are
getting our bang for our buck, with all due respect, all
due respect to His Excellency and the Deputy Governor and the lovely and very efficient staff at
Government House. I personally, I think my MP
Walton Brown will share my sentiment, that I, personally, look forward to when a Dame Jennifer Smith or a
Sir John Swan or a Dame Pamela Banks will one day
assume that property and this budget as a Governor
General. I have enough trust and faith in we Bermudians. I could care less what political stripe you come
from, but I have enough trust and faith to know that a
Bermudian can be the highest representation of us as
a people and our statehood. And the initial step after
where we are at now would be to become a Governor
General.
So this $1.5 million, I think, could be much
more effective going forward in the future. I just put
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that out there because I feel that when I look at the
Department Objectives, certainly, more can be done.
And no, I personally do not accept this . . . this idea
that when things go bad, based on the constitutional
responsibilities of the Governor, when things go bad
all of a sudden we are hands off. We were not hands
off in the Turks and Caicos. We were not hands off
with the former Premier McKeeva Bush in the Cayman Islands. But of late it seems as if when things
appear to be sticky in this country, I have heard the
shirking of one’s constitutional responsibility and say
that I am hands off. That, going forward, will no longer
be acceptable, Mr. Chairman.
We deserve representation at the Head of
State level where we get our full money’s worth for
$1.5 million.
In terms of Performance Measures, Mr.
Chairman, B-8 . . . sorry, Mr. Chairman, not B-8, B-10.
One little Performance Measure stood out and that is
under Business Unit 11000, Meetings with Premier
weekly. The actual outcome in 2012/13 under the
Progressive Labour Party (it appears) was 15 meetings. There are 52 weeks in the year. But the forecasted outcome for the last fiscal year and the targeted outcome for the next fiscal year is actually 52
meetings. So that shows a desire, at least, for a general improvement in the relationship that we lowly legislators of this overseas territory must have with our
Head of State, His Excellency. So it is good to see
that type of relationship or those meetings . . . the intention to increase. What does it come from? Who
knows? Only time will tell because I know that we
have had our meetings—there is a reason why you
had 15 meetings in 2012/13—and that is when former
Premier Paula Cox was the Premier, who is as diplomatic and cordial as you can find. We are not talking
about Dr. Ewart Brown. But under Madam Paula Cox,
we only had 15 [meetings], so it is a relationship that
is unnatural, that is what it really goes to show. But
thankfully we are a little more mature than other overseas territories where some even have their Governor
sitting in and chairing their Cabinet meetings.
Now, Mr. Premier, look, I know you are chairing Cabinet meetings, and I have sat in Cabinet, but I
cannot imagine . . . I cannot imagine His Excellency
sitting and chairing our Cabinet meetings. So we have
got to give thanks, I guess. Right? But I am not that
thankful because he is still here. We are still spending
taxpayers’ money. And again, this is no disrespect to
His Excellency or Government House, and no disrespect to the United Kingdom because personally I
love the United Kingdom. I love the people of the
United Kingdom. I sure do, especially as you move
from the outskirts of London and you get amongst the
people—they are beautiful people in a beautiful country—but they are not our overlords, Mr. Chairman.
When you go up there you realise that you are equal
to them. There is nothing that we are lacking in this
country that they have—nothing—maybe except this
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mental desire to be free. So I just put that out as question marks. Is it money well spent?
I would like to move on to the next Head,
which is Head 2, you will find it on page B-11, the Legislature. First and foremost, I think, on behalf of the
Opposition, the Progressive Labour Party, I would like
to thank from the depths of our hearts the staff of the
Legislature, led by Ms. Shernette Wolffe and supported by the Assistant Clerk, Madam Talbot, and Mr.
Somner and Ms. Ford and Grejai, and our Sergeantat-Arms the great “Mr. Foxy.” They do an excellent job
in facilitating the business of law making. Many people
do not realise that they are up here when we are up
here at 3:00, 4:00, 5:00 in the morning—they cannot
move. They have to be here, sometimes until 6:00 in
the morning. And they carry out their functions with a
high degree of non-partiality and professionalism.
And I think, in fact, on behalf of everyone in
this Honourable Chamber I would like to thank the
staff of the Legislature and also the Comptroller, Ms.
Angie. She does excellent work making sure that the
money is accounted for.
I see on page B-11, Mr. Chairman, cost centre
0201, General (and this is under the general summary) the Youth Parliament, which is 12002, has seen
a 25 per cent increase in their funding which only
represents $3,000, but it is an indication that more
funding is being allocated to our young people. And
from this, from our side, we are all for it and, in fact, if
we can look to expand on the activities of Youth Parliament and if it requires even additional funding, then
those on our side would be fully supportive of it because the evidence of the young people today in
Youth Parliament—they are second to none, they are
sharp. And I do not think any of us would have any
hesitation in allowing them to go and represent us and
this country overseas at any conference—right now—
on any topic or any issue. And so if there is a need . . .
and we congratulate the increase of the funding for
the Youth Parliament, and feel free to bring next year
an increased budget if there is deemed for an expansion of their scope and activities.
Cost centre 12015, Mr. Chairman, Opposition
Leader’s Office, which has a budgetary allocation of
$120,000. I think I could speak with some authority on
this particular cost centre—$120,000 is insufficient for
the Opposition Leader and the Loyal Opposition to be
effective in carrying out their duties. But we have been
effective over this last year, if you ask me. And so that
has really got more to do with the people than the
budgetary allocation. But it is remarkable that that allocation—$120,000—is actually 50 per cent less than
the total travel spend of our Premier in the last fiscal
year. The Premier spent $180,000 on travel, maybe
$190,000, MP De Silva says, but yet the Opposition
Leader’s Office is $120,000—$60,000 less. And the
part-time aide as referenced in the briefing, that person’s salary—
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: What is the point of order, Mr. Premier?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: He is misleading the public. He does not have the exact figures. I have not
given the exact figures of travel for this last year. He
does not have them, neither do any of his Members,
so I would prefer for them not to give any numbers
right now because they are wrong.
The Chairman: Thank you, Premier.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, we asked Parliamentary Questions and the answer that we received was $170,000,
but then when we did the recalculation it actually
came out to be $180,000. Now if that is not the entire
fiscal year, it is still $180,000 spent, it still represents
50 per cent more than the Opposition Leader’s entire
budget, which also includes—
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, again, Mr.
Chairman. That is misleading the public once again.
That was for a 14-month period of time, not for a fiscal
year period.
The Chairman: Thank you. You may resume, Opposition Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: To me that is comparing “potayto” and “potahto,” Mr. Chairman. Two months do
not make a difference. It is still at least 50 per cent
more than the Opposition Leader’s budget—that is my
only point. I am not saying that you do not have to
spend that money, what I am saying is that in order for
us to be an effective and loyal Opposition, I think that
the office, which is not just used by myself but is
available to all Members of Parliament, should see an
increase in the budgetary allocation. There are times
when we feel that we can go on matters of urgent
public importance and we need that extra research, I
would like to send one of my Shadow Ministers to the
UK or to the Caribbean to talk face to face, to get an
idea of the issue and come back and report and so we
can shape our viewpoint on a particular issue in the
debate. But I do not have that resource available. And
it is not just me—I am the Opposition Leader now—
but who knows, tomorrow, Minister Dunkley might be
the Opposition Leader. Who knows?
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So if there is a . . . because in the brief the
Premier says that this office is essential to good governance. And, you know, I have to pat the PLP on the
back, we actually hold the One Bermuda Alliance to
account when it comes to good governance. You
know, it stings, it feels like rubbing alcohol when you
get a scratch and your momma puts rubbing alcohol
on it—it stings—but it is good for you. With a limited
budget, Mr. Chairman, so I would like to see an additional budgetary allocation.
In terms of page B-12, Salaries, which is the
subjective analysis of current account estimates, I see
a reduction of 16 per cent, $798,000, is part of the
furlough days (the Premier said) and the 10 per cent
reduction in Ministers’ and Members’ Salaries. I have
one question. Is Minister Fahy the Senator along with
former Minister Nalton Brangman—remember while
everyone else took the apparent pay cut, they actually
got a massive pay raise.
So is Minister Fahy’s salary going to alter any
or is it still going to remain at the elevated, inflated
figure that you granted to him when he assumed the
ministerial [responsibilities] in January 2013?
An Hon. Member: Say that again. Are you sure you
got that right?
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Because I see the pay cut, I
see the reduction of 16 per cent, $800,000, but some
of us in here got a pay raise. That is all I am pointing
out. That is all I am pointing out. It is like mixing oil
and water, saying one thing but secretly doing something else behind everyone’s back. And so I wonder if
the Premier can answer that question for me.
In terms of B-13, Performance Measures, I
noticed that under the General section of Administration, Business Unit 12000, there is live streaming via
websites or streaming live proceedings through a
website. In the 2012/13 fiscal year there was streaming. And it says, capture Senate proceedings for the
last fiscal year, but this year says “deferred.” Now I
know that many in the public are able to go and
stream and are listening even now via the Internet, via
streaming. So I am trying to understand what the “deferred” means because it seems like it is already in
play and people are using and are able to stream
now. So I just do not know what the deferment means.
I know what we are doing practically. People are listening right now, but the word was kind of confusing.
But that leads me to another topic that I think
is timely to discuss. If you look under Business Unit
12002, Youth Parliament, at the bottom of the last performance measures it says “debates and convening of
Youth Parliament recorded and publicly broadcast by
CITV.”
I think it is high time, as they do in other jurisdictions like the Bahamas and Jamaica and certainly
in the United Kingdom and the United States, I think it
is high time to have proceedings in this and another
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place to be televised live. If we have CITV (we are
allocating a budget up there) I do not see why we
cannot have a few cameras with remote control that
will allow the people of this country to be able to see
their representatives at work.
Because you have this thing out there where
this idea is circulating now that the House has fallen
into disrepute and has been behaving badly and the
Speaker is acting like he is Principal Horton from
Warwick Sec. But that only tells half the story. A picture tells a thousand words. And if you had the cameras up here, I could guarantee you the people would
be able to see exactly what is going on—exactly. We
will be able to identify who are the authors of bad behaviour, whether on the Opposition or on the Government’s benches. But right now there seems to be a
little confusion.
And no, I am not saying that we need to have
cameras up here so at two in the morning, when
Members are getting a little tired and we turn our
chairs to the Gallery so the Gallery cannot see us
nodding off. I do not want us to be caught out in that
manner. But in terms of accountability and transparency then certainly the people of this country deserve
to see their representatives at work. Personally, I am
not afraid to be seen. I am not hiding anything and I
do not think Members opposite are afraid of it either. I
recall that a few years ago when we were Government there was some resistance, but hey, we have to
grow up. We have to grow up. The people deserve
better. We have the technology to do it and I feel that
it is time for it to be done.
And in saying that, we may have to look at the
schedule of how we conduct business in the House
because, quite frankly, going to three or four in the
morning is not effective—for anybody—not for us up
here and not . . . Well, I do not think there is anyone
listening at that time. And Lord knows listening to the
House could put you to sleep if you have the wrong
speaker get on their feet. You know, people tune right
out.
But we might need to look at either meeting
more than once a week with shorter hours. Or look at
just changing the schedule where we start early and
leave a little earlier so that everyone can hear what is
being said instead of relying on the next morning’s rag
report from Par-la-Ville Road. That is what I think we
need to consider at this point. We need to adjust the
ways and means by which we could be for effectual in
carrying out the people’s work. And being on TV and
changing the hours and days in which we operate, I
think, could be very effectual and efficient.
Mr. Chairman, I would now like to move on—
and I will be winding up in a little bit so that others can
have an opportunity to speak—to Head 63,
Parliamentary Registrar.
I would like to first speak on behalf of the Opposition in congratulating and thanking Mr. Randy
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Scott for the long service and excellent professional
job.
An Hon. Member: Yes!
[Desk thumping]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And the Premier in his brief
also congratulated him and so, I think, we all in the
House agree that Mr. Randy Scott did an excellent
non-partial, non-biased job in ensuring that democracy flowed and reigns in this country.
I wish him all the best in his retirement. I hope
that he really enjoys himself, and at the same time, I
would like to thank him for training up and guiding a
person who has now assumed the role as the Acting
Parliamentary Registrar, a young Bermudian woman
who is sharp—professional in every sense of the
way—Ms. Tenia Woolridge. Who is . . . I believe she is
young—she looks young. And it is good to see such a
young intelligent Bermudian assuming the role. And I
hope to see her become the substantive Parliamentary Registrar in the near future, because outside of
Randy Scott, this lady knows what she is doing. And
so congratulations in assuming your role, Madam.
Now, Mr. Chairman, in the General Summary,
page B-18, cost centre 73010, General and Bye Elections, I see that in the fiscal year of 2012/13, it was
$672,000 and that is because we had a general election—that makes sense. And we see $107,000 allocated for last year and $56,000 allocated for this
year—just $56,000. And I say in my mind, I can understand why we had a massive reduction in the
budgetary allocation for General and Bye Elections—
there is no general or by-elections expected at this
point in time. But you know what? I have a funny feeling that we are going to have to come back to this
House for a supplementary, this year—$56,000 is not
enough for this year—not with the behaviour and antics of the One Bermuda Alliance Government right up
until this very moment. I cannot see how $56,000 is
going to cover all our bases. There is going to be a
need for more funding allocations for at least some
by-elections let alone a general election. And if you
think I am telling a joke, hey, I am taking bets up at
Court Street.
[Laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am taking bets up at Court
Street that it is more than likely that we are going to
have a general election or some by-elections this year
whether we in this Chamber like it or not. That is . . . I
am carrying some good odds, too.
An Hon. Member: At what time does the shop close?
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Chairman, I would like to
move on to cost centre 73016, Referenda. Mm, mm,
mm.
There was an actual, an original spend of
$345,000. And, I ask myself, For what? I could understand it originally being allocated, but it shows in this
budget that that money was spent. On what? Because, Mr. Chairman, did we have a referenda last
year to spend $375,000 or $345,000? Maybe I was
off-Island. But it has been spent. It shows up in this
book as being spent, and we never had a referenda.
And then we see (and we heard from the brief of the
Premier) that this year we have a $75,000 allocation
and we are told it is for a referenda consultant for the
future if there is a need for any more referenda.
Mr. Chairman, let me ask the Premier—does
the One Bermuda Alliance (and this is a very rhetorical question) plan to hold a referenda? And if they do
in the upcoming fiscal year, what are the issues going
to be on? If they have any idea, please, let us know. If
not, then why do you have $75,000 allocated for consultancy on a referenda, on a process that you have
shown to spend on without holding? You spent
$375,000—you did not hold it—now you are spending
$75,000 on a consultant, on what? Consult you on
what? To avoid the referenda and have a secret consultant report created to tell you how to avoid it?
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: That is probably where it
went. Who knows? Because we do not know. We just
see in this Budget Book that $345,000 was allocated,
$345,000 was spent and the people—the people—this
is the evidence of the crime of robbing democracy
from the voters of this country.
Not only did you not have the referenda, not
only did you rob that right from the people—you actually spent the money too. What type of nonsense is
this? Can the Premier give us an explanation as to
where that money went—$345,000? Because I know
one of the excuses, after that fateful day for the OBA
in December last year, was that we could use this
money for other more worthy needs—to help the poor
and get people back to work and all that other Santa
Claus stuff they have been talking, all that other
Easter Bunny stuff they have been talking about.
Tell me if that $345,000 was spent on helping
the poor, helping the infants or the elders. It was not,
but that was the excuse of the One Bermuda Alliance
and their supporters when they robbed the people of
their democratic right, and they broke another promise
over 14 months. This promise, in particular, cost
$345,000, that up until this point, as far as we are
concerned, is still not allocated for—both from a moral
perspective and a physical perspective. The Premier
has to answer; Where is that money?
Mr. Chairman, I will move on to B-19 in closing out the Parliamentary Registrar. I see in the Pre-
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mier’s brief under Professional Services, the Premier .
. . and may I quote from the Premier’s brief? The
Premier said: “Professional Services increased by
$27, 000. These services include legal advice, Field
Registration Officers and internal software maintenance of the electronic registration system known as
the PRO+. Additionally, the office is working on improving the online registration process and advancing
in the direction of an absentee voting platform. Work
has commenced on these initiatives, including a proposal for absentee voting, setting out the way forward.”
Now where have I heard of late this topic of
absentee voting systems? Maybe I will leave that to
MP Burt, he might have better knowledge of it, Mr.
Chairman. I will leave it to him to discuss, but I heard
about it. I heard about it. We are still aware of it. Certain media, like the Royal Gazette, refuse to talk about
it. But I remember it. It was just the other day. So is
that $27,000 . . . well, like I said, I will leave that to MP
Burt to delve a little deeper into, Mr. Chairman. I cannot speak to it. I can only speak to the things that I
have heard and I know, Mr. Chairman.
Head 85, Mr. Chairman, as I wind up on the
last Head, Ombudsman’s Office, [page] B-22. [Page]
B-22, Head 85, Ombudsman’s Office . . . and I do not
have much to say right now because I plan to speak
on the matter of the Ombudsman on Motion to Adjourn. I think the timing is perfect. But I would like to
welcome the newest Ombudsman, Ms. Victoria Pearman. When the Progressive Labour Party put together
the Ombudsman Act 2004 and we envisioned the archetype of a sound, strong, capable Ombudsman, it
was Victoria Pearman that could be used as the example.
She is quite capable. She is a woman of integrity. She is a competent barrister. She is a straight
shooter and honest broker. And I would like to welcome her into her new role. I am sure, I am certain
that Madam Ombudsman Victoria Pearman will raise
this office to a whole higher next level. We are sure of
it, are we not? Yes, we are.
Now, I look at the Mission Statement of the
Ombudsman, which has a budgetary allocation this
year of $772,000. The Mission Statement says: “To
investigate any administrative action of an authority
for the purpose of deciding whether there is evidence
of maladministration on the part of the authority; and
pursuant to an investigation, to make recommendations to an authority concerning any administrative
action that formed the subject of the investigation,
and, generally about ways of improving its administrative practices and procedures.”
That is the mission statement. To put it in a
. . . to summarise it, is about good governance, transparency and accountability, Mr. Chairman. That is
what our $886,000 last year was spent on. But I wonder, just like Government House, did we actually get
bang for our buck? Did we, based on that mission
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statement? Because if you look at the performance
measures, you would see that in terms of systemic
investigations, that is page B-25, systemic investigations . . . there are no performance measures in here
for own motion investigations, but for systemic ones
there is. And the only systemic investigation launched,
forecasted for this year gone, is the investigation into
the Corporation of Hamilton. Now, we are all aware of
that investigation and the report and, quite frankly, I
am not here to weigh in on the Corporation of Hamilton’s affairs. I am neither here nor there, to be honest.
But that was the only investigation launched during
the fiscal year.
Yet, just the other day during the Cabinet debate, I listed the long list of broken promises . . . the
long list, the actions of breaking the Ministerial Codes
of Conduct. I did not even get a chance to mention the
Municipalities Act where we at the last session spoke
vociferously against because it speaks to the rule of
law and turning it on top of its head. It speaks to destroying the reputation of our country. It is actually a
Banana Republic legislation which allows a Government autocratically to null and void, ab initio, private
contracts.
All Members on this side—Independent and
PLP—spoke against that, which is probably the worst
piece of legislation ever. This was the amendment
that we did in the last sitting, not the substantive Act
which was done back in September/October some
time like that. So a whole list . . . after you have three
Ministers and a business manager getting on an aircraft and going to meet a developer in Washington,
DC. And the Attorney General did not know that there
was a Ministerial Code of Conduct governing their
behaviour.
After all that activity, after robbing the people
of democracy and breaking the promise over the referenda, Mr. Chairman, after 14 months of the worst
Government that we have ever seen in the 400 years
of this country, you mean to tell me that not one investigation has emanated from the Ombudsman’s Office,
when the mission statement can be summarised as
good governance, transparency and accountability?
Not one own motion? Not one systemic investigation
into the One Bermuda Alliance Government? All the
energy has gone and been directed towards the Corporation of Hamilton, which is the type of pressure
that we are seeing that is reminiscent of when we
were Government.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Oh, of course, it sure is.
Plenty. Shocking and scandalous—the periphery of
this whole COH or the waterfront—shocking and
scandalous.
All those breaches of accountability, good
governance, and transparency, and not one peep out
of the Office of the Ombudsman.
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Zero. Zilch. The last statements that came out are over the gravesite where you
have a group of people, a church, an archaeologist,
whoever, who decided to go and break Planning laws.
If they would have gone to Planning, Planning would
have said Listen, it is a historical protected area. You
can’t touch it. Don’t do it. But they decided to go and
break Planning laws.
But yet, the last report, after 14 months of this
nonsense, is that the Minister and the Government,
the civil servants, the current CS (who was then the
PS) were negligent and showed maladministration
because we allowed somebody to break the law? Or
was it that we did not take the advice or recommendation that we should take a graveyard—which is a historic protected area—and give it an extra layer (whatever that may mean) of protection and call it a listed
building?
Now, do you know why Planning responded
the way they did? Do you know what the current CS
(who was my PS then) responded the way he did? Do
you know why I responded the way I did? Because
common sense says a cemetery is not a building. So
you cannot make a cemetery a listed building regardless of what you might think in your own mind.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It is already a historic protected area. There is no higher level of protection you
can get. You just need people—like a church and an
archaeologist—to go—
An Hon. Member: Follow the law.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —and follow the law, go up to
Planning and see what they could do. That is all. That
is all. But yet that is the last statement that came out
of that office from the outgoing Ombudsman in the
midst, again, of the worst . . . the lowest level of governance we have seen since the City of London set up
in 1620. Or certainly since 1968.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: MP Walton Brown in the
Chair, I see you are like, Mmm, I do not know, not as
bad as 1620. But certainly it has been worse than
1968.
[Laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It is certainly worse than
1968.
So what we have is one investigation—one
investigation—and on the Motion to Adjourn I am go-
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ing to speak about what you see in the Royal Gazette
today—this subtle attack. You know how it goes.
Right? Blaming us and blaming the Ministry of the
SDO, and we were wrong and she was right—but I
will bring that evidence on Motion to Adjourn to finally
put this whole topic to rest so we can welcome our
new Ombudsman into her office with expectations
certainly raised that there will be a higher level from
the office. And we will get the value of $772,000 that
is allocated this year.
Mr. Chairman, I close my remarks on the various Heads of 1, 2, 63, and 85 and I will allow other
Members to ask the Honourable Premier some more
questions and also give commentary.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Opposition Leader.
Are there any other Members that wish to
speak to these particular Heads?
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Walton Brown, Shadow Minister for Education.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to speak to
Head 1, the Governor and Staff. This is the only Head,
Mr. Chairman, for which there is absolutely no accountability because neither the Premier, nor any
other Member of Government, can answer for the expenditure of the Governor's office. So we allocate
funding—some $1.5 million—but we effectively have
no ability in this Chamber to question the use of that
money and whether—as my Honourable Leader said
earlier—if we are getting value for money.
So it is interesting to look at the departmental
objectives and to look at the performance measures.
The performance measures are somewhat odd because it cannot be the case that the only way to adequately assess the performance of the Governor is
through his attendance at a series of meetings, because that is all the performance measures amount
to—attending this meeting or that meeting. That cannot be any way of assessing whether the $1.5 million
represents a proper use of public funds.
So I have no idea who put that together, as
the performance measure, but it certainly needs to be
re-vamped because if you look at the Constitution the
Governor has a very clearly defined set of responsibilities. There is reference to it under Head 1—
External Affairs, Defence, and Internal Security. So I
would like to see in the future for those areas that he
actually has responsibility for—I would like to see
those areas identified to assess the extent to which
the Governor and his office have performed to a
clearly definable set of measures or not. Right now,
no one can be assessed by how often they attend
meetings. You can attend a meeting and sit there and
make no impact whatsoever. So merely attending a
meeting cannot be a sufficient measure. So I hope
that would be addressed.
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The Premier cannot answer questions so I will
pose these questions and hope that in the spirit of
transparency and openness that somehow these
questions will make its way to Government House and
we will get answers. But I see the staff complement
have been increased from six to ten this year. What
do the ten people do? They have more people working in Government House than we have working in the
Parliament here, Mr. Chairman. The staff here—they
work hard. They work long hours and maybe a long
night because we have had some long nights.
They have ten people who do a tremendous
amount of work. But what do these ten people do? Is
that good use of public funds? How many maids, how
many cleaners—because I do not know what they do.
My understanding—and the Premier can correct me
on this one, because I am sure he will have the answer—the British Government for years paid for the
office of the Deputy Governor (paid the salary of the
Deputy Governor) and I would like to know if that is
still the case today. You can verify that.
Mr. Chairman, the Constitution sets out the
responsibilities for the Governor. The objectives here
speak to a much broader set of responsibilities because it says that part of the Governor's function is to
maintain stable governance. I thought that was partly
the responsibility of the people who were elected to
office. How could the Governor have the responsibility
to maintain stable governance when there is no such
remit given to him under the Constitution? The Constitution is very clear. So I want to know why this objective is in there.
If you look at page B-7 in the Departmental
Objectives, the third objective, to maintain stable governance—our system of governance, the Westminster
system that we have here is our formula for stable
governance because when you add in this additional
objective, it leads to a much broader range of powers
for the Governor. To maintain stable governance
means that you have to go beyond internal security,
beyond defence, and beyond external affairs.
So the question that I pose for the Premier to
answer is, In light of the Constitution responsibilities of
the Governor, in light of this objective under Head 1,
has it been in your experience, Honourable Premier,
that the Governor has acted in areas that he has no
Constitutional responsibility for? That is my question
for you, Honourable Premier. Has the Governor acted
in areas that breach his Constitutional powers? Because this notion about adhering to or promoting stable governance gives the Governor almost a very,
very broad remit and it poses the question of, What
are we here for as legislators, in light of that particular
responsibility that I see identified here? Has your experience, Mr. Premier, been one of a growing level of
intervention? We have seen it in other territories.
There are many who will celebrate the UK intervention
into the affairs of the Turks and Caicos Islands. There
are others who will condemn it as a breach. We have
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seen the intervention of the UK in the affairs of the
Cayman Islands, and my question is whether or not
we are visiting that today.
Premier, you will know that the British position
with respect to the Overseas Territories does not
seem to alter much when they have a change of Government in the UK because whether it is a Labour
Government, Conservative, or Lib-Dem or Coalition,
the approach is all the same. It appears to be an increasing interventionist approach based on a position
outlined by a former Overseas Territories Minister,
Lord Triesman, in 2003, in which he stated the world
is getting more grey. The line of demarcation between
internal and external affairs is increasingly blurred.
Therefore, we may intervene in an area that we have
not hitherto been involved in.
So my question, Mr. Premier, is really, and I
will end of this because I understand there is at least
one other person who eagerly wishes to speak, and
give you time to answer. Has your experience been
one of a greater level of intervention by the Governor
in matters that go beyond the Constitutional responsibilities that have been set out for him in light of the
particular objective identified on page B-7?
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Are there any other Members that would care
to speak? The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Finance, the Honourable David Burt.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I have a few questions for the Honourable
Premier which I will go quickly to, and I have provided
them in advance to the Cabinet Secretary so I am
sure the Honourable Premier would be able to answer
the questions.
The first thing is under Head 1, Government
House, I do find it interesting that under the OBA the
objectives of the Government House seem to be a
little bit different. I would like to understand what they
are.
Were you able to do objectives? I have not
had objectives in my old book since 2012/13, so I
would like to know the reason for that as has been
mentioned here.
Under Head 1, Government House, though,
could the Premier, please, outline what are the actual
10 staff that the Governor has? As the member who
just took his seat said, they have more staff than we
have here at the Legislature. Yet (I mean) they are not
really doing anything. So the question is insofar as
democracy—so the question is, What would be those
job titles, and also what would be the four staff under
the Deputy Governor's office? It is also interesting to
note that while most departments had an overall decrease in funding, the Governor—Government—
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[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes, the Deputy Governor has a
slight increase so I guess the question was, Where
did that come from?
Under Legislature, just one question, or two
questions, actually. The first one was, How much has
been spent on paper this year? The reason why I ask
that is because we come to this House every day and
we have reams and reams and stacks and stacks of
paper that are just everywhere—whether it is books,
whether it be reports, whether it be everything else—
there must be an incredible amount of money that is
spent on printing, an incredible amount of money
spent on—whether it be printing, whether it be reproduction, and all the rest. The question is, How much
has been spent and what steps is the Legislature taking to reduce these costs and possibly move towards
(as other Parliaments have done) doing most of their
business electronically and basically producing things
on-demand as opposed to just giving out a whole
bunch of reports—which many of them do not even
get read and do not see the light of day. I think I would
like to know the answer to that question.
Also to note that there was a figure out of the
travel budget which indicated a revised figure of
$18,000 which just seemed low in giving the amount
of travel that takes place at Commonwealth Parliamentary Association (CPA) conferences, et cetera. I
was wondering if that travel might have been under a
different line item or if it is accounted for differently
because the $18,000 figure seems a bit low given the
amount of travel that takes place for CPA conferences
and such.
Now, I am moving on to Head [63], which is
on page B-18, which is the question under the
Parliamen-tary Registrar's Office. Our Honourable
Leader on this side spoke about it, but I am very
confused as to why the—on Head [63] under 73016—
the revised figure for the referendum is still at
$345,000. If we did not have a referendum, then how
is there still anticipated to be this amount of money
spent this year? And assuming that the money is not
going to be spent because we know that we are not
going to have a referendum, where did that money
go? That is the question. Did it go to another nonMinistry department? Did it get transferred to
Cabinet Office? Is it just coming back at the end of the
year as an underspend? Where did that money go?
Also there is this question as to referen-dum
consulting in 2014/15—I do not understand how that
is going to take place. What exactly does that represent? Finally, the Throne Speech mentioned absentee balloting and the Honourable Premier spoke about
absentee balloting as something that the Government
was looking to do. But the question is, Where exactly
is that accounted for underneath the budgeting line
items? I would be very curious to know specifically on
that $345,000 figure because the Honourable Premier
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gave answers to this House that the money saved by
the referendum would mean that the only amount of
money that is going to be spent would be $2,000.
Those are the Parliamentary questions that were answered and there is a very big difference between
$2000 and $345,000.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
The Chair now recognises the Deputy Premier
Michael Dunkley, representative of Smith's North,
constituency 10.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to speak.
I find it very curious that these Heads—the
four Heads before us this evening—would have two
hours devoted to them but it has been quite clear listening to this debate that the two hours was just to try
to cast aspersions in areas where you could not get
answers—
POINT OF ORDER
[Imputing]
Mr. Walton Brown: Point of order.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: —because clearly—
The Chairman: Have a seat.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I have not even started yet
and there is a point of order. That is good news.
The Chairman: What is the point of order?
Mr. Walton Brown: Well, the Honourable Member is
imputing improper motives. This is a Budget Debate.
We can debate any Head we want to. We have picked
those debates. For him to cast aspersions at a legitimate debate about Government expenditure . . .
Okay? It is a problem.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Continue on, Minister Dunkley.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
That shallow point of order—did not even give
me an opportunity to say what I was going to say. So
last I checked the Honourable Member was not a
mind reader—although he might think he is. Mr.
Chairman, where I was going on B-7, the Honourable
Members on that side went to great extent to criticise
the department objectives. Those department objectives are not written by the Honourable Premier. They
are written by the Governor and his staff. So the question should be directed to the Honourable Governor of
the Government House on those objectives, Mr.
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Chairman. They should not try to beat up on the Government in any way.
Now, let me go to page B-11 because I found
it very curious that the Honourable Opposition Leader
would have the temerity to stand on the floor of this
Honourable Chamber tonight and ask for an increase
in budget because when I was a child growing up my
mother always told me, If you do not ask you are likely
not to receive. Now, I have a question to the Honourable Member: How does the Honourable Member expect to receive an increase in budget if he has not
asked for an increase in budget? What political game
are we trying to play here? What are you trying to do?
Are you trying to justify a greater role than you have
right now by trying to expand the budget and just think
money is going to appear out of thin air? Mr. Chairman, it is not going to happen.
Furthermore, I have listened to the Budget
Debate now for many hours—it has been very interesting to me because we have seen the trend from
the Opposition saying that the cuts are never going to
work and saying that we need more money devoted to
certain areas. But we did not hear the Honourable
Member say who is going to pay the bill.
Remember, Mr. Speaker, we are borrowing a
lot of money to pay a lot of these bills. But the Opposition will continue to stand up and say You cannot cut
the budgets to the people of Bermuda. And, You
know, we need to spend more money here. But they
do not come up with any sound foundation where the
money is going to come from or justify where to spend
it. They just throw it all out there on the floor and see if
something makes any sense. They have not convinced a lot of people in Bermuda because the people
in Bermuda know—they know the position we are in,
and they know the culpability that the former Government has for putting us in this position. Straight up. So
for the Opposition Leader to come and say, I need
more money—at least make the request.
Now, Honourable Member, Mr. Chairman, the
last thing I will say is—
The Chairman: In relation to the . . . to which Head?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The Head we are discussing right here, B-11, Legislature.
The Honourable Member talked about the
worst governance he has seen since 1968. For the
record, Mr. Chairman, let me say that is his opinion
and his opinion just does not hold any water with me.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
The Chair will ask, are there any other Members who would care to speak to these particular
Heads?
No?
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Premier.
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will start off as the Opposition actually did
start off when they had the opportunity to ask questions and to reflect on these four Heads.
I just want to point out that (for the listening
public) under the non-Ministries department there are
actually six: Governing Staff, Legislature, Office of the
Auditor, Parliamentary Registrar, Ombudsman Office,
and Internal Audit. We are only doing four of those.
We are not doing the Office of the Auditor and the Internal Audit as well.
Now, in reflection of what was stated earlier
as to Head 1 and the Governor and whether or not we
were getting the proverbial "bang for buck" type of
thing or whether it was money well spent. I think that
is a question that we all can sit back and reflect on
whether we think that we are getting our money's
worth out of the Government department.
My reflection on my relationship with the Governor and what I have seen thus far is that the Governor has a completely different style than the previous
and even of the prior Governor then, and there may
be difference in style, per se, but I will certainly say
that the Governor has not overstepped his boundaries
as to his remit. I will acknowledge the fact that when I
look into this particular 2014 Expenditure and Revenue Budget Year and I look at the objectives of the
Governor, I notice that in prior books there were no
departmental objectives (I was looking at the 2012
one).
Again, we do not set these objectives and put
these objectives in place. The Governor puts these
objectives in place. We will go based on these objectives and I can certainly discuss with him a little further
concerning these objectives and your concerns. But,
again, this is not for the Government of Bermuda to
set these objectives. This is the Governor himself.
I also take note as we were looking on page
(let me just turn over to the page) objectives, performance measures of the former Premier having actually
met the Governor 15 times, and the forecast of myself
wanting to or looking to meet at least 52 times. Again,
we go back to style. This particular Governor is much
more personal, would like to keep abreast of things on
a week-to-week basis. I think it is already known that
he has perused our Cabinet minutes and if there are
any questions that he has to ask every week he has
that opportunity to do so. So I have not found him to
fall anywhere close to being out of his remit but,
again, I will say that he certainly likes to discuss things
as they happen, which is why we have the increased
number of forecasted meetings with this particular
Governor. Now, some of us may like that. Some of us
in leadership may not prefer something like that with
the Governor. But it is what it is.
I also would like to point out that as far as—for
the Opposition Leader's office—I can recall when we
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were Opposition that we actually wrote in for an increased budget amount, and I would encourage the
Opposition Leader that if he would like to request for
more funds for the budget that he should do so. That
falls within his remit. That falls within the Opposition's
remit to request for more funding. Not to just come up
during budget time and say there should be more
money allocated. It is your responsibility if you feel
that way to request more. We certainly did when we
were the Opposition. I do take the point and I am encouraging the Opposition to go ahead and if they feel
that there is a need for more funding, then certainly
write in for that funding so that we can consider that.
I want to just specifically say to the question
about the Governor, again, breaching his Constitutional right—that has not happened, and we will continue to ensure that if he comes even close to that, we
will be sure to let him know that he is on a thin line.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Both—FCO—as we have
done in the past. Okay—so.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: We can join hands on that
one.
But I do want to some of the other—now it
was also mentioned about Youth Parliament and the
increased amount—yes, we have increased the
amount. And do not get worried—if we do run out of
time, I have all your answers for you, Shadow Finance
Minister, to ensure—I am going to try to get through
all of them. Okay? But I have a lot of questions here,
so . . .
As far as Youth Parliament is concerned and
the increased amount, we recognise that this is vitally
important to our young people and the nurturing of
getting our young people involved in the political
arena from a very early stage. I know that my daughter had the opportunity to attend many of the Youth
Parliament meetings two years ago and it was very
intriguing to her, very informative, and we certainly
have a good group this year who I can say have been
doing a fantastic job. The young boy Perinchief who
was just awarded in the teen services, the week gone
is just a fantastic young man showing true leadership
in the area of politics. So I would agree that we need
to pay closer attention and that there may be a need
to give more monies in that area.
Now there was some other questions being
asked as to the ten Governor staff, and I would like to
just go down the list of those who are in that staff. The
aide- de- camp, the Governor's personal assistant, the
administrative officer, chef, the butler, the maid, a
pantry assistant, maintenance worker, housekeeper
and then, of course, the Governor—and that is the ten
staff that fall under the Governor.
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For the Deputy Governor, we have four staff
and that is the Deputy Governor (of course), executive
officer, administrative officer and receptionist. Just
while we are going through that, I know that there was
some question about the amount of paper.
I do not want to get all these things lost out in
the Legislature area. Just say that $650 was spent on
paper in the last fiscal year, so.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes.
Going back to, again, to restate, the Deputy
Governor, there are four positions. The Deputy Governor, the executive officer, administrative officer (I
want to make sure you are getting this here) and receptionist. I also know that there was a question as to
who pays for the Deputy Governor and it is the FCO—
to confirm that that pays for the Deputy Governor office. Now, the increase in the salary, we do not have
control over any increase in salaries there, but it is
certainly set by the FCO and it is based on the individual's rank. And so how do they rank that—I do not
know how that ranking works but that probably has to
do with the fact that you see that increment of about
$24,000 for the Deputy Governor's salary in that area.
Let me just move on. There were a few other
questions. Let me just go through here. I want to try
and get them in the order here.
The Chairman: Premier, you have about six minutes.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Okay.
There was a question about this deferred
streaming for the Legislature and this really has to do
with the fact that we are trying to get Senate in place
and presently Senate is not being streamed. So it is
only being deferred in the sense that we are just trying
to get things in order so that it can be streamed down
there—that deferred only means that, and nothing
else.
So we have also under 73016, [Referendum]
the revised figure for the referendum. If you can just
turn to page B-18—just want to point out the fact that,
you know, there are questions as to whether or not
there was an allocated amount for $345,000 and there
is a revised amount also there for $345,000—that revised amount had already been set into the budgetary
period prior to us coming to this House—prior to us
coming to this House and saying that we were not
going to referendum.
Now, the question is asked, Well, where has
this money gone? So it appears as if it has been spent
in this revised amount. It has not been spent. So we
need to be very careful when we start looking at these
revised amounts. But the revised amount was done
prior to us coming to this House and ensuring that we
go now, we deal with this referendum—not in the
House, I am sorry. I should say that we are not going
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to have a referendum and that we are going to go to
the House and make this decision.
The absentee balloting is in its infancy stages.
Once again, so you will see on page B-18, again, that
we have an estimate for referendum there in the
$75,000 amount—some of these monies may be used
to help us assisting in trying to find out whether or not
we can continue on with absentee balloting. It is
something that has been out there for some time now.
It is in its infancy stages and so we are looking to see
how we can get that up and going. We believe that in
the times that we are living we should be able to find a
way to have absentee balloting for our students and
those who are living abroad.
Also, there was a question about travel—the
travel figure of $4,000 is low and $18,000—let me just
turn over to that page. On page B-12, under Travel,
you will see that for 2013/14, $14,000 was allocated.
Again, there is a revised amount of $18,000 but then
in the estimate of 2014/15, $14,000 for travel. Let me
just say that the travel for the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association is allocated also, looking at that
difference in the CPA grant of $145,000.
There was a question as to earlier on in this
administration—there was a question about the salaries of the Senator Fahy. Earlier on we (as an administration) decided that we would have an allocation for
full-time parliamentarians—Ministers, I should say—
and that there would be part time as well and that will
continue as it is. His salary will reflect the fact that he
is a part-time Minister.
So, with that . . . well, let me just say this here.
With that in mind, we have . . . let me go back to, yes,
I am just trying to make sure I got everything—
An Hon. Member: You got it all.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: No, there was one more.
There was one more.
With that in mind, Mr. Chairman, I believe that
with the Heads, the four Heads of the Government
staff, the Legislature, the Parliamentary Registrar and
the Ombudsman Office, that completes the discussion
basically on those. Certainly, if there are any other
questions, I will continue to go to those departments
to ensure that we can get relevant answers for those.
But we only discussed the monetary funds that go to
these areas. We do not have a say in exactly how
they disburse those funds.
So with that in mind, I guess my six minutes
must be up.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Honourable
Shadow Minister.
Mr. E. David Burt: Just a question. Would the Honourable Premier please indicate how much money he
expects to be spent under the 73016, Referendum
line item in 2013/14.
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An Hon. Member: What page?
Mr. E. David Burt: Page B-18, 73016, Referendum—
the $345,000 revised figure which he said came to the
House before the referendum was cancelled. How
much do you expect to be spent out of that line item?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I could not tell you that
answer right now.
Mr. E. David Burt: Will the Honourable Premier undertake to get back to me on that answer?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Certainly, certainly. Of
course, you know, we like to give you answers.
The Chairman: Members, the time for this discussion
of the respective Heads has come to an end.
Premier, are you prepared to advance the
following Heads for non-Ministry—that being, 1, 2, 63
and 85?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Certainly, Mr. Chairman. I
would like to move now the advancement of the
Head 1, Governor and Staff; Head 2, Legislature;
Head 63, Parliamentary Registrar; and Head 85—
The Chairman: Are there any objections to the moving of the respective Heads?
[Gavel]
The Chairman: The Heads have been approved.
[Motion carried: Non Ministry Heads 1, 2, 63 and 85
are approved and stand part of the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure 2014/15.]
[Mr. Walton Brown, Chairman]
The Chairman: We continue in Committee of Supply.
We are now going to move to Head 60, Workforce
Development. The Chair will recognise the Honourable Junior Minister for Workforce Development, the
Honourable Sylvan Richards.
Mr. Richards, you have the floor.
HEAD 60—DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I move that the Committee do
now take under consideration Head 60, Workforce
Development, found on pages B-342 to B-347 of the
approved Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for
the Year 2014/15.
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Mr. Chairman, Honourable Members can find
the relevant budget information on pages B-342 to B347, Current Account Estimates, C-16 Capital Acquisitions, and C-22 Grants and Contributions of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure.
The Department of Workforce Development is
divided into four programmes:
• General;
• Labour Relations;
• Career Development; and,
• Training which was formerly known as the National Training Board.
Mr. Chairman, Honourable Members will be
aware that the National Training Board Act was
amended in 2011 leading to the National Training
Board and all of its functions being amalgamated
within the Department of Workforce Development.
Last year’s budget brief spoke to the new direction
that the National Training Board will take under this
Government. It was also mentioned that the Board will
serve as the umbrella training organisation bringing
together representatives from existing training bodies
and associations under one umbrella, as well as develop a National Training Plan.
Mr. Chairman, as Bermuda moves to reposition itself as a top destination for business, a critical
component of the National Training Plan is to seek to
build new capacity and develop human capital. The
plan which was received by the Minister this week,
proposes a framework to transform our existing workforce development system to achieve better outcomes
for businesses and for all Bermudians who can, and
who are committed to work.
A critical delivery item in the plan is to illustrate pathways, both traditional and non-traditional,
that will ensure Bermudians are also positioned to
avail themselves of prospects in the economic resurgence, both locally and globally.
Our approach to developing the National
Training Plan was first to form subcommittees of the
Board that would focus on key economic sectors as
follows:
• Government Ministries, Corporate and Agencies;
• Financial and Insurance;
• Hotel and Hospitality;
• Development and Infrastructure;
• Sales and Services.
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economy and developed our people accordingly. This
Plan will be critical to the continual improvement of
workforce planning in Bermuda and to the establishment of a common framework for discussions on future workforce numbers.
The Department of Workforce Development
will use the results of the National Training Plan to
assist in planning and developing its training and jobready initiatives for the 2014/15 year.
Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to inform you
that most, if not all, of the objectives mentioned in last
year’s budget brief for the Department of Workforce
Development have been accomplished.
In summary, these are just a few:
• We successfully completed the renovations of
the old Magistrates Court Building at 23 Parliament Street with all three sections of the
department now settled into their new offices.
This consolidation will save the Government
approximately $500,000 annually on rental
expenditure.
• The development of Phase 1 of the online
Bermuda Job Board has been completed and
went live in November 2013. We will discuss
this further in subsequent sections of the brief.
• We have completed the department’s reorganisational structure to reflect the new operational needs with all job descriptions now
revised to achieve the department’s objectives.
• The management team is now complete with
the recruitment of the Labour Relations Manager and the Career Development Manager.
• Policies and procedures for the Labour Relations Section and the Training Section have
been completed.
Mr. Chairman, the Career Development Section (found on page B-343) of the department is seeking local consulting services to address a number of
areas such as:
• analyse and document operational processes;
• suggest and document improvements;
• create enhanced processes along with detailed narrative descriptions for each process;
• outlining the activity description, responsible
party, tools and outputs for each process;
• create key performance indicators along with
a suggested reporting format for the stakeholders; and,
• create a high level process description handout for the job searchers.

Building an integrated development and training plan driven by the public and private sectors is one
of the key objectives of the Board. A second major
objective is the development of implementation and
action plans with relevant metrics and timelines to
These outputs are designed to guide the Casupport the recommendations coming out of the Plan.
reer Development Section to efficiently manage and
Ultimately, we see this Plan as a tool to fulfil facilitate successful employment matches for both
our goal of ensuring that Bermuda moves to a place of employees and employers in Bermuda.
reducing our reliance on overseas labour because we
will have carefully considered the future needs of the
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Mr. Chairman, the long awaited Jobs Board
was rolled out in 2013. Phase 1 of the Bermuda Job
Board has been implemented and the website went
live in November 2013. The Job Board is a national
employment website. Employers can now post available job opportunities to this site and candidates can
apply directly on the website from the comfort of their
home or using the resources available at the Department of Workforce Development. Immigration administrators also have access to the Jobs Board system
to assist with the vetting of Immigration applications to
determine whether or not there are other suitable
Bermudian candidates available in the system.
The Job Board was launched by first selecting
a pilot group in September 2013 to participate in the
final testing phase and who were tasked with providing feedback to the department. Many of the suggestions put forward by industry were incorporated into
the final product. Secondly, employer presentations
were hosted to provide an overview of the Job Board
and the user-friendly features.
To date, the department has presented information sessions to 219 companies, and many individuals have participated in internal training workshops. A help desk e-mail account and telephone line
was also created in the Department of Workforce Development to provide support services for employers
and candidates who require assistance with the Bermuda Job Board. The website address for the National
Job
Board
website
is
www.bermudajobboard.bm.
Mr. Chairman, Immigration policy is currently
being revised which will require all employers to post
job opportunities on the Bermuda Job Board for eight
consecutive days prior to seeking approval for work
permit applications or renewals.
Mr. Chairman, a summary of the current statistics showing the use of the Job Board for the period
th
th
November 12 , 2013 to March 12 , 2014, is as follows:
• Total Jobs Posted—104;
• Total Applications Submitted—1087;
• Total Employers Registered—244;
• Total Candidates Registered—911;
• Total Males Registered—321;
• Total Females Registered—590.
As you can see by the participation over the
last four months the usage of the Job Board is very
encouraging.
Mr. Chairman, the advantages of the Bermuda Job Board are:
•
it is free;
•
online recruitment is quick and easy;
•
access to a broad spectrum of available
jobs;
•
employers have access to the most suitable and trained job seekers;

•
•
•
•
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improved chance of success (adverts can
run as long as you desire);
online recruitment gives you a greater audience to choose from;
candidates can tailor their resumes for
specific jobs;
extremely convenient and easy to search
for jobs and employers.

Mr. Chairman, our National Job Board will be
enhanced in 2014/15 as an Online Career Resource.
In Phase 2 the Bermuda Job Board will be enhanced
to encompass career advice such as resume writing
skills, interviewing tips and training opportunities. New
functionality will consist of additional integration with
Immigration providing information on potential upcoming work permit renewals—with the skills and requirements a potential candidate should have to be
considered for this job.
These enhancements will allow Bermudians
to prepare in advance by ensuring their qualifications
match the job description approximately six months
prior to the posting of the advert as well as providing
Bermudians the opportunity to apply for the position
where they have the required skill set. It should be
noted that no personal details of the work permit
holder will be released—just the job titles, company
and job specifications. This is a proactive approach
allowing Bermudians an opportunity to see what jobs
will be coming up for contract renewals. This second
phase is expected to be completed during the 2014/15
budget period.
Mr. Chairman, the Government is committed
to facilitating employment opportunities for Bermudians. Given the current economic environment we are
required to expand our efforts beyond traditional avenues of employment. With that aim, the Department of
Workforce Development facilitated a two-day recruitment fair which was hosted by the Norwegian Cruise
rd
th
Line (NCL) on July 23 and 24 , 2013.
Eighty-five Bermudians attended the recruitment fair. The Norwegian Cruise Line Executives presented a full overview of the employment opportunities as well as realistic expectations of life as an employee of a cruise ship company. Employment offers
were made to nine applicants with seven accepting
and now working on board the Norwegian Gem. The
substantive Minister will be providing a progress update in the coming weeks.
Mr. Chairman, the Department of Workforce
Development has also had success with the Royal
Caribbean Cruise Line (RCCL), having negotiated
with the Vice President of Government Relations Caribbean, Latin America and Asia to provide on board
employment opportunities to Bermudians. As a result
of these discussions, a two-day job fair will be held on
th
th
March 26 and 27 , 2014. Arrangements are currently
in progress surrounding the logistics and I am happy
to report that the candidate recruitment process com-
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menced earlier this week. The recruitment process will
be based on the established global recruitment practices of RCCL.
Mr. Chairman, the department, in partnership
with the Bermuda Hotel Association, hosted the 2014
th
Hospitality Career Fair on Wednesday, February 26 ,
at the Fairmont Hamilton Princess.
The aim of the Hospitality Career Fair was to
encourage suitably qualified Bermudians to apply for
job opportunities in advance of the upcoming 2014
Tourism season.
Participating properties at this year’s event
were:
• Rosewood Tuckers Point;
• Fairmont Southampton;
• Fairmont Hamilton Princess;
• Cambridge Beaches;
• The Reefs;
• Mid Ocean Club;
• Grotto Bay Hotel;
• Coco Reef; and,
• Coral Beach Club.
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the programme on March 31 , 2014, will feature industry partners from the restaurant industry hosting
interview sessions with the participants.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) continues between the Department of Workforce Development and the Bermuda College which establishes a
cooperative working relationship in key areas to assist
the department and the College in promoting their interests in ways that are consistent with their respective mandates, policies, priorities and resources. The
general intent of the parties is to cooperate in professional certification and training initiatives for the underemployed and unemployed in Bermuda; specifically, as it relates to professional areas where there
are a significant number of guest workers in the job
market, and new industries where there is a need for
qualified resources.
As part of the Government’s Workforce Development Strategy, the department has identified a
need for training in the following areas of occupation:
accounting, information technology, secondary education, international business and nursing. This list is not
all inclusive.

The Bermuda Hospitality Institute and the
Associate of Science Degree in Nursing (ADN)
Bermuda College also participated in the event.
This year’s event was slightly different from
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: There are currently
years past as the hotels showcased interactive career
four individuals in the associate’s nursing programme.
stations, including plant maintenance, spa, concierge,
This is a 2-year programme which started last year
sports and recreation, culinary and food and beverwith the first cohort of students set to complete their
age.
education in December 2014. We are looking to inThe application process for the job opportunicrease this number in the September 2014 registraties were posted online via the department‘s Job
tion.
Board, once again, at www.bermudajobboard.bm.
The Associate of Science in Nursing Degree
Our aim was to provide a different experience
(ADN) will deliver quality innovative nursing education,
than in previous years, by making this event stimulatand typify excellence in nursing practice. It has been
ing, exciting and interactive. There was an array of
developed and endorsed in collaboration with the Mincareers available in the hospitality industry with experistry of Health, the Bermuda Hospitals Board, and
tise on site to explain to individuals the criteria needed
other key stakeholders in nursing throughout the Isto ensure that those taking part in the fair could have
land.
all their questions answered on that day.
The curriculum was developed utilizing the
The event was about sowing the seeds so
American Nurses Association Standards and the Nathat we can nurture our next group of hospitality intional League of Nursing Accrediting Commission’s
dustry leaders and hosted close to 200 people beStandards. It integrates a strong liberal arts core, a
tween the hours of 10:00 am to 2:00 pm in the Harnursing core, alongside sound clinical practice; ensurbourview Ball Room at the Fairmont Hamilton Prining graduates receive superior instruction and deliver
cess Hotel.
high quality care, along with critical skills that respect
rd
Mr. Chairman, on Monday, March 3 , 2014,
the dignity of all patients.
the Career Development section of the Department of
The ADN Programme includes clinical opporWorkforce Development launched a pilot Food Safety
tunities both locally and overseas, hence students
and Handling Course. The course will span the month
must commit to traveling to obtain clinical exposure
of March with classes held daily from 9:00 am to
with key clinical partners overseas.
1:00 pm at the Bermuda College. The four-week
Prior to being accepted into the programme,
course will have a curriculum on employment skills,
students must submit the following:
food safety fundamentals, hazard analysis/critical con• Annual drug screening results;
trol point, and basic cleaning/sanitation. The former
• Current immunization record;
Clean Kitchens course content has also been incorpo• Police vetting report;
rated into the curriculum. Each successful student will
• Students must maintain a cumulative GPA of
be issued a certificate from Bermuda College division
not less than 2.6 in the pre-nursing core to be
of Professional and Career Education. The final day of
Bermuda House of Assembly
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admitted into the Associate of Science in
Nursing Programme.
Upon successful completion, graduates will be
competitively equipped with the knowledge and competencies to function as a professional nurse, and
have the ability to apply for licensure through examination.
Mr. Chairman, in the professional accounting
programmes, there are the:
ACCA (UK)—Association of Chartered Certified Accountants:
• Number of students: Nine currently enrolled
(12 at start of program);
• Start date: December 2012.
CPA (Canada)—Chartered Public Accountant, Canada:
• Number of students: 2 currently enrolled(8 at
the start of the program);
• Start date: 26 November 2012;
• Students have withdrawn from the programme: 4;
• Students transferred, 2; (one joining the
ACCA program and the other joining the CPA
Becker programme).
CPA (USA)—Certified Public Accountant (USA):
• Number of students: 5 currently enrolled(8 at
start of program);
o One student has successfully completed
all exams.
o Two students are continuing their studies
in 2014.
o Two students are planning to write the
Audit exam during the first exam window
in 2014.
• Start date: 11 September 2012.

•
•
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Career Development—6003;
Training—6004.

I will now walk Honourable Members through
these numbers and provide an overview of the
planned expenditure.
Mr. Chairman, programme 6001 is the General Administration section. This section is responsible
for the overall management and administration of the
Department of Workforce Development.
Cost centre, 70000, Administration Variance,
2014/15, found on page B-343. The original estimate
for 2013/14 is $578,000, three employees. The estimate for 2014/15 is $618,000. There will be three employees—no change. The Increase in budget is
$40,000, which is a 7 per cent increase.
Mr. Chairman, the Administration section is
staffed by three full-time employees as indicated, consisting of the director, an administrative accounts officer and a receptionist. The total wages are $257,326,
or 42 per cent of the total cost for this programme.
The other costs of $359,000 relates to general expenses such as rent, local consultants, software maintenance, utilities, office cleaning, building security,
photocopiers and general office supplies.
Once again, the total variance is an increase
of $40,000, or 7 per cent, due mainly to expected
software maintenance contracts for the new Job
Board, the case management system, and reallocating the advertising costs from the other sections to
general administration.
Moving on, programme 6002 is the Labour
Relations section which includes three cost centres,
found on page B-343.
•
Cost centre 70010, Labour Relations Administration;
•
Cost centre 70011, Labour Relations; and
•
Cost centre 70012, Arbitration and Tribunal.

The CPA Becker Audit Module is scheduled to
th
Cost centre 70010, Labour Relations Adminicommence on Monday, March 17 , 2014, Financials
in June 2014, Regulation in September 2014, and stration, (variance vs 2014/15) found on page B-343.
The original estimate for 2013/14 is $228,000 with two
BEC Business 2014.
Mr. Chairman, here are some specifics with employees. The estimate for 2014/15 is $222,000 with
two employees. This is a decrease of $6,000, or
respect to the budget:
I am now reading the Current Account Esti- 3 per cent.
Mr. Chairman, the total wages for this section
mates for 2014/15 (found on page B-343) of the
is $177,158, which represents 80 per cent of the total
Budget Book.
The Department of Workforce Development cost for this programme area. The other $45,085, or
budget allocation for 2014/15 is set at $5,199,634. 20 per cent of the budget will be applied to expenses
The comparative budget figure for 2013/14 was such as international certification in arbitration or mediation, any relevant local training, consultancy fees
$5,740,795.
This will result in an annual savings of for Phase 2 of the Case Management System up$541,161, or a 9.43 per cent decrease from the grade, publications and general office supplies.
The purpose of this funding is to provide for
2013/14 budget expenditure.
Mr. Chairman, as previously mentioned, the the management and administration of the operations
department budget consists of four programmes as and staff for the Labour Relations section which consist of the Labour Relations manager and one adminnoted on page B-343:
istrative assistant.
• General Administration—6001;
• Labour Relations—6002;
Bermuda House of Assembly
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This allocation is also to provide operational
oversight to the section as well as administrative support and to ensure general secretarial and clerical
services support the operations, to ensure that existing policies and procedures are adhered to, that clients are serviced with professionalism, and that the
section functions within the existing legal framework.
Mr. Chairman, the value of the addition of the
manager’s post has been made clear over the past
year. You may recall that one requirement was that
the manager be a practicing barrister and attorney of
at least five years professional standing. This has
proven to be an important resource, given the complexity of some of the cases which have been filed,
and the increased number of complainants with legal
representation.
The requirement for additional duties that relate to tripartite initiatives will continue to require a
strategic approach from the section which will be
spearheaded by the manager.
During the next fiscal year, the manager will
liaise with the Labour Legislation Reform Committee
appointed by the Minister in accordance with the Trith
th
partite Economic Retreat of 14 and 15 November
2013, which has been tasked to undertake a thorough
review of labour legislation.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to report that to
date, several meetings of the Reform Committee have
taken place, and robust discussions regarding policy
development have ensued. It is anticipated that
amendments to the labour legislation will be enacted
during the next fiscal year.
Mr. Chairman, I now move on to subaccount
70011, Labour Relations, (Variance vs 2014/15) found
on page B-343. The original estimate for 2013/14 is
$451,000 with four employees. The estimate for
2014/15 is $423,000 with four employees. This is a
decrease of $28,000, or a 6 per cent decrease.
Mr. Chairman, the staff complement for this
programme comprises of four substantive Labour Relations Officers. However, currently there are only two
substantive Labour Relations Officers and one Temporary Relief Officer. The recruitment process for two
full-time Labour Relations Officers is currently underway. The total salary budgeted is $397,908, or
94 per cent of the total allocation. The remaining
funds are allocated for staff certification training in
mediation and conciliation, educational outreach
seminars and workshops.
The total variance is a decrease of $28,000,
or 6 per cent due mainly to the reduction in salaries as
a result of the furlough day. The purpose of this funding is to provide for the overall management of consultations, complaints and applications brought to the
Labour Relations Section pursuant to the provisions in
the Employment Act 2000, the Trade Union Act 1965,
the Labour Relations Act 1975, and the Labour Disputes Act 1992.
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Mr. Chairman, during 2013 there were approximately 473 matters resolved by the Labour Relations Section. About 341 were administered which can
be itemized by the nature of the complaint as follows:
• agency shop—1;
• layoffs—5;
• vacation pay disputes—5;
• reduced hours of work or overtime—1;
• redundancies—11;
• terminations—56;
• wages/pay—13;
• constructive dismissal—1;
• maternity leave—2;
• sick pay—3;
• union recognitions—2;
• consultations—241;
Consultation, Mr. Chairman, simply refers to
circumstances where advice and guidance is provided
to either individuals or employers and such can include a telephone call, e-mail or meeting.
We have seen a continuing trend in increasing
numbers of consultations since the 25 were reported
in 2009. From the department’s perspective, this indicates a willingness of persons in our community to
utilize our services by seeking advice before an employment relationship deteriorates into a labour dispute.
For 2013/14 to date, our case management
system indicates that 30 matters were successfully
conciliated and 82 matters were determined as matters to be pursued in accordance with the statutory
provisions administered by the section.
These funds are allocated for the provision of
the Labour Relations Officers who service the Bermuda workforce, employers, unions and private sector
representatives in understanding their rights and responsibilities, executing these in accordance with the
statutory provisions and international best practice
standards, and minimizing conflict within all work
places.
Mr. Chairman, officers facilitate the final resolution of complaints in both unionized and nonunionized environments either through mediation and
conciliation or referral to the appropriate statutory
board or tribunals such as the Employment Tribunal,
the Permanent Arbitration Tribunal, or the Essential
Industries Disputes Settlement Board. Further, the
funds facilitate the management of applications for
union representation (union certification and decertification) from the time of the application, through
to any necessary ballots, to the final Order of Certification issued by the Director.
It will allow the Officers to assist Government
at the highest level in responding to questions and or
concerns from the International Labour Organization
(ILO) and providing status reports with regard to the
state of labour relations in Bermuda. The expected
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benefits are the final determination of contentious disputes, and [to have] stable labour relations Islandwide.
Mr. Chairman, the pivotal role the Labour Relations Officer plays has also been evident in the very
public and recent labour disputes involving the Bermuda Industrial Union and the Fairmont Hamilton
Princess, the Department of Marine and Ports, within
the Ministry of Tourism Development and Transport,
and the Department of Parks, within the Ministry of
Public Works.
The Labour Relations section also played a
crucial role in the labour dispute that arose between
the Bermuda Industrial Union and the Fairmont Hamilton Princess in relation to Essential Industries as described in the Labour Relations Act 1975 earlier this
year.
This labour dispute was referred to the Permanent Arbitration Tribunal which was assisted by the
Labour Relations section and held at the offices of the
Department of Workforce Development. Although
seized by the Permanent Arbitration Tribunal, this labour dispute was determined with the diligent and
considerable efforts of the Labour Relations section in
lengthy deliberations outside of the Permanent Arbitration Tribunal and as a result, the tribunal processes
were affably abandoned.
Mr. Chairman, additionally, there was another
case highlighted in the public arena which was one in
which the Inspector determined that he did not have
sufficient information to reasonably believe that the
matter ought to be referred to the Employment Tribunal. The complainant instituted legal proceedings for
that decision to be judicially reviewed by the Supreme
Court of Bermuda. The ruling of the Learned Justice
has provided further guidance to the Labour Relations
Section with regard to the scope of the Inspector’s
discretion in referring cases to the Employment Tribunal.
Mr. Chairman, over the past fiscal year, several applications by registered trade unions to be certified as exclusive bargaining agents for groups of employees at various organizations have been submitted
to the Director of Workforce Development. The Labour
Relations section is responsible for the facilitation of
the application process, particularly, review of evidence to ensure that the application meets the statutory requirements, assisting parties with determining
the bargaining unit, setting up and conduct of ballots
through to the issuance of the Director’s Order of Certification.
The experiences with these applications have
emphasized the necessity for the assigned Labour
Relations Officer to ensure that parties to the application strictly adhere to the statutory provisions throughout the entire process. This usually necessitates a
high volume of communication between parties and
their representatives, either through e-mail correspondence, telephone conferences, or several meetings.
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Technical legal questions regarding the correct constitution of bargaining units have had to be
addressed time and time again, lending credence to
the current effort of the Labour Legislation Reform
Committee to review the labour legislation.
Mr. Chairman, the Labour Relations section
recognizes that as it goes forward, customer service is
of paramount importance. Thus, the section will continue with both public- and stakeholder-specific seminars to inform clients of the pertinent legal responsibilities with a view to minimise disputes and ultimately
reduce the number of complaints filed with the department.
Mr. Chairman, during 2013, the section made
the following presentations:
th
• Bermuda Employer’s Council: June 6 ,
2013 on the Employment Act 2000 (EA 2000),
th
there were 20 attendees. June 13 , 2013, on
EA 2000, there were approximately 16 attendees.
th
• Chamber of Commerce: June 26 , 2013 on
EA 2000, there were approximately 22 attendees.
• BPSU (Advanced Shop Stewards): June
th
27 , 2013 the focus was on mediation.
nd
• BEDC: July 2 , 2013 on Sections 29A, whistle-blowers and EA 2000, six staff attended.
th
• Care At-Home Services: August 8 , 2013 on
EA, [there were] approximately 25 attendees.
th
• Public Forum: November 25 , 2013 on EA,
[there were] approximately 13 attendees.
Health and Safety Advisory Committee, Ministh
try of Health, December 4 , 2013 on Workers
Compensation Act 1965 (WCA 1965), approximately 13 committee members attended.

Mr. Chairman, it has been agreed that the Labour Relations Section ought to promote at least five
forums per fiscal year. It is anticipated that more presentations will be necessary. This will include the continued presentation of the Employment Act 2000 to
stakeholder groups, both internal and external to
Government.
In light of the recent very public labour disputes, presentations to the Civil Service Executive
and Heads of Department are being considered to
furnish Permanent Secretaries and Department
Heads with more information on the processes and
options for addressing labour disputes in unionized
environments.
Mr. Chairman, I now move to subaccount
70012, Arbitration and Tribunals, (Variance vs
2014/15) found on page B-343. The original estimate
for 2013/14 was $175,000 with one employee. The
estimate for 2014/15 is $136,000 with one employee,
a decrease of $39,000, or 22 per cent.
Mr. Chairman, the budget allocation will underwrite the cost of the salary of an Administrative
Assistant of $71,367, or 52 per cent, and the balance
Bermuda House of Assembly
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of $65,000 will underwrite the associated costs for
arbitration and tribunal panel fees and office supplies.
The variance is a decrease of $39,000, or
22 per cent, of the total costs due to an expected decrease in the numbers of disputes filed as a result of
education seminars, and an expected increase in the
numbers of disputes resolved by mediation and conciliation as a result of increased staff proficiency in
mediation and conciliation techniques.
In 2013, three matters were referred to the
Permanent Arbitration Tribunal and of that two have
been resolved and one matter is still pending. Fourteen matters were referred to the Employment Tribunal, 10 were determined and four remain pending.
Mr. Chairman, the purpose of this funding is to
provide for the resolution of employment complaints
and labour disputes where no agreement has been
reached through mediation and conciliation. The expected benefits are the final determination of contentious disputes, and [to have] stable labour relations
Island-wide.
As a consequence of not reaching an agreement, a matter may be referred to a Tribunal. Typically, the Officers endeavour to have unresolved employment complaints referred to the Employment Tribunal within three months of the date of receipt of the
initial complaint. The referral is by way of a brief,
which summarise the issues and the position of the
parties.
Further, Officers will make every effort to have
unresolved labour disputes referred to the Director
within five working days of the end of mediation/conciliation efforts. Draft reports of the issues are
submitted to the Labour Relations Manager for review
and finalisation before being sent to the Director and
Minister.
Mr. Chairman, this section is supported by
one Administrator who executes all administrative
functions in support of the Employment Tribunal, the
Permanent Arbitration Tribunal, and the Essential
Services Disputes Settlement Board including but not
limited to the coordination of meetings, preparation
and circulation of agendas, minutes, awards and general correspondence. This post will also provide support to the Ministry of Home Affairs with respect to the
Labour Advisory Committee.
Mr. Chairman, I will now refer to programme
6003, is the Career Development section—
The Chairman: Honourable Member, just a quick
query—you have not yet completed half of your submission. I am just wondering if you intend to be the
sole participant in this debate—
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: No, no.
The Chairman: —because it finishes at eight o’clock.
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Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay. So, I have—how
much time do I have left?
The Chairman: There is about 45 minutes left in the
debate.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay. I will speak for
another 10 minutes. Is that okay?
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thanks for the reminder. Let me move ahead.
Let us go to the Training section, programme
6004, found on page B-343.
There are three cost centres:
• Cost centre 70014, Training Administration;
• Cost centre 70015, Certification and Apprenticeship Training; and
• Cost centre 70016, Professional and Vocational Training.
Cost centre 70014, Training Administration,
(Variance vs 2014/15) found page B-343. The original
estimate for 2013/14 was $314,000. The estimate for
2014/15 is $256,000, a decrease of $58,000, or
18 per cent.
The section will be staffed by two full-time
employees consisting of a Training Manager and one
Administrative Assistant. The total wages are
$184,652, or 72 per cent, of the total cost for this programme. The other costs of $71,800, or 28 per cent,
relates to general expenses such as advertising,
board and committee meetings, materials and office
supplies.
The variance in this cost centre is $58,000, or
approximately 18 per cent less than the 2013/14
budget year. This is mainly due to the furlough day
savings and a reduction in overseas consultant services.
Mr. Chairman, the purpose of this cost centre
is to provide management and administrative support
to the Training section of the Department of Workforce
Development. In addition, provisions will be made to
ensure the core requirements are met. This includes,
but is not limited to, allowing access to professional
and vocational training for those:
• seeking to enter the workforce;
• assisting the unemployed to enhance their
skill level;
• assisting the underemployed to select alternate career paths to enable them to obtain
work in more sustainable occupations; and
• to assist existing practitioners with further development skills training to enhance the probability of promotion and sustainability within
the workplace.
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Mr. Chairman, you may be aware of the successful Custodial Technician Training Programme that
was launched on February 3rd 2014, by the National
Training section within the Department of Workforce
Development. This training was initiated as a result of
careful examination of statistical data in relation to the
number of work permit holders participating in this
work category.
Bermuda continues to experience the effects
of an economy in recession and as a result the department has been placing their efforts on “getting
Bermuda back to work.” The aim is to reduce the
number of work permit issuances in this category. The
department consulted with industry which resulted in
the Cleaning Management Institute, New York, USA,
being selected as the most credible institution to deliver this programme.
It was agreed that the initial offering titled the
“pilot programme” would be available to individual
customers of the department. A total of 35 customers
were identified from the department’s database as
possible candidates for the Custodial Technician
Training Programme. All participants were unemployed.
These 35 customers were required to participate in an Orientation Workshop; however, only 26
attended. All participants were police vetted with a
total of 12 from the 26 selected in the final list for the
programme. The programme consisted of two weeks
of intense training. The second week the participants
discovered the “core physical” training.
In the initial class 10 of the 12 were successful in passing the programme curriculum and obtained
the Front Line Certificate and Cleaning Management
Institute Badge recognized throughout North America.
At the completion of the programme, successful participants were afforded the opportunity to be
interviewed by Cleaning Industry Partners. To date,
two of these individuals have been hired and another
two are awaiting the results of their final interviews
with industry partners.
Just skipping ahead here—Mr. Chairman, the
Annual Summer Employment Programme is included
in this section in wages. (Found on page B-343, cost
centre 70016, and page B-344, Wages). This programme provides summer employment for young
Bermudian students. In the summer of 2013 the programme was expanded to include students enrolled in
Technical Educational Institutions. The department is
therefore pleased to share that the total number of
students eligible for this programme increased from
100 to 150 during this fiscal year for a total of
$650,000.
I will conclude very shortly. Mr. Chairman, the
Department of Workforce Development continues to
focus on preparing the unemployed and underemployed to re-enter the workplace. The department is
working hard to ensure that Bermudians are not dis-
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advantaged and that they are prepared to meet the
needs of the ever changing economy.
Notwithstanding all the training the department is putting on, there are still challenges once a
number of Bermudians are actually placed in the
workforce. For example, employers continue to express concerns relating to tardiness, to the less than
hospitable attitudes of the local employees in the service industry.
To this end, it is critical that there be an attitude shift if we want to remain competitive in the tourism industry from a global perspective. Likewise, it is
imperative that locals have the attitude shift to that of
times past when working in the hotel was highly esteemed, with most young men and women wanting to
make a career of the hospitality industry.
It should be noted that in our conversations
with the employers, they continue to remain optimistic
and want to hire locals at each opportunity in spite of
their challenges with retaining conscientious employees.
Mr. Chairman, the old saying looks to be true
in this situation in that we can take the horse to the
well (with all the training and development funding
allocated), but we cannot make it drink.
As I conclude my presentation, I would like to
take this opportunity to acknowledge the hard-working
staff of the Department of Workforce Development led
by Director, Mr. George Outerbridge, his management
team; Mrs. Pandora Glasford, Training Manager, Mrs.
Charmaine Smith, Labour Relations Manager, and
Mrs. Felicia Rickards, the Career Development Manager.
This group is at the forefront of assisting Bermudians during these challenging economic times.
Mr. Chairman, this now concludes my budget
presentation for Head 60 and for the Ministry of Home
Affairs.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member, and
thank you for your kind consideration.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, Mr. Rolfe Commissiong.
You have the floor.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It appears that the constraints of time will be
the enemy of a more perfect consideration of this very
important Head.
Mr. Chairman, I wish, firstly, to thank the Junior Minister for accommodating me with respect to the
committee of supply's consideration of Workforce Development. Principally, Head 60, in the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure for the Fiscal Year
2014/15. Workforce Development—formerly Labour
and Training—commands a critical node of our economic development infrastructure. But to be truly successful and sustainable over the mid- to long-term, a
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healthy workforce development model and our economy must be undergirded by positive labour relations
founded upon the time honoured virtues of mutual
respect and trust between employees and employers—whether that be in the private sector or in our
public sector including, of course, our Government.
As articulated by the department's mission
statement, the Department of Workforce Development
is responsible for overseeing the effective functioning
of Bermuda's labour market. With respect to that
statement, a key part of the effective functioning of the
aforementioned labour market must be the willingness
of the Government to invest not only in the smooth
running of that market (of which I will address presently) but also invest in our people with sufficient resources, including technical expertise and money in
order to facilitate the type of training and certification
needed to enhance Bermuda's workforce and its
competitiveness. In light of the above, Mr. Chairman,
total anticipated expenditure of $5.2 million as evidenced on general summary sees a total cut in expenditures for workforce Head 60 of $541,000, and
representing 9 per cent reduction in contrast to
2013/14, which saw an expenditure of $5,741,000,
which was utilised by this department.
Looking on page B-343, 6004, we see significant reductions—
POINT OF ORDER
[Standing Order 19(7)]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Mr.
Chairman, with due respect. I do not like to interrupt
that Honourable Member.
The Chairman: Have a seat please, Honourable
Member.
Honourable Member?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I do appreciate that the
Government has briefs to read but the Opposition
should not be allowed to read verbatim.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member. I
have actually been advised that it is appropriate—
An Hon. Member: It is?
The Chairman: Apparently so.
So you may proceed, Honourable Member.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: That is what I was advised
as well.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Mr.
Chairman.
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The Chairman: Honourable Member, have a seat. I
have issued a ruling.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I know, and I am
questioning your ruling, Mr. Chairman. I would like
to know where you are getting that particular
ruling from. I have been in this House for eight
years. I have never heard that.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member. I
had been advised by the Clerk that it is appropriate
and I will take her years of wisdom as the appropriate
decision in this case.
You may proceed, Honourable Member.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Looking on page B-343, 6004, we see significant reduction of cuts not only to Certification and Apprenticeship Training, cost centre 70015, but also to
both Training Administration, cost centre 70014, and
Professional and Vocational Training, cost centre
70016.
Certification and Apprenticeship Training had
its funding cut by $79,000, representing a 5 per cent
reduction in expenditure over 2013/14 levels. With
respect to Training Administration, its funding was cut
by $58,000, representing an 18 per cent reduction in
expenditure over 2013/14 levels. Finally, Professional
and Vocational Training had its funding reduced by
$286,000, representing a 16 per cent reduction in expenditure over 2013/14 levels.
Mr. Chairman, likewise in the area of Career
Development, under 6003, we have seen fairly modest cuts to cost centre 70200, Assessment in Career
Development, which has been cut by $44,000, representing an 18 per cent reduction in expenditure from
$248,000 in 2013/14 to an estimate of $204,000 as
the estimate for 2014/15. Likewise under 6003, Career Development Administration, cost centre 70300,
saw its funding reduced by $14,000, or by 7 per cent.
This resulted in a drop from the $203,000 earmarked
for 2013/14 to $189,000 earmarked for 2014/15.
Employment and Placement, cost centre
70400, has also seen its funding reduced by $27,000,
or 12 per cent. This has resulted in a $225,000 funding level over the current fiscal year being now set at
$198,000 for 2014/15.
Mr. Chairman, we regret that any cuts have
taken place but in particular we are concerned that
expenditures for Certification Apprenticeship Training
will see a decrease in funding. Therefore, we would
like to ask the Junior Minister to specifically explain
why the expenditure costs for cost centre 70015, Certification Apprenticeship Training in 2014/15—we
would like for him to explain the rationale for the
aforementioned cut. Certification Apprenticeship
Training can facilitate Bermudian involvement in key
areas of the economy particularly with respect to the
applied sciences and professional certification.
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Mr. Chairman, the Government spoke last
year of a National Training Plan. The question I pose
is whether the aforementioned plan is to be completed
in 2014 and implemented. Furthermore, what are the
budget expenditures being—
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the mistakes of the past whereby the fruits of Bermuda's former prosperity were not more broadly distributed throughout our society. How we can we afford
not to continue to invest in our people?
The Chairman: Honourable Member?

The Chairman: Honourable Member, which Head are
you referring to?
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: I am on 70015 in terms of
cost centre.

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman: Which Head?
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: I am getting to that right
now, sir.

The Chairman: Certification—
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: And Apprenticeship Training.
The Government spoke last year of a National
Training Plan. The question is whether the aforementioned plan is to be completed in 2014 and implemented. What are the budget expenditures being
used to produce the plan? Lastly, has any outside
consultation been provided in the preparation of the
said plan and, if so, to what degree?
Mr. Chairman, you will note that under Career
Developments, 6003, the Bermuda Career Centre
(BCC) enhanced services has once again received
zero funding. Can the Junior Minister explain the ongoing rationale for that as this distinct lack of any
funding has represented the status quo since
2012/13; yet, it still remains as an item in the budget
book as cost centre 70100 under Labour Relations?
The philosophical institutional shift towards an
establishment of a workforce development model for
Bermuda began under the former PLP Government.
The goal was to establish a one-stop shop for the
aforementioned department. We are happy the current Government has seen fit to stay with this model
and advance its implementation.
Similarly, we are also happy that the conversions through renovation of the former Magistrate's
Court location which now serves as the department's
headquarters has been completed. However, I am
prepared to pose the following questions to the Junior
Minister in this regard. Firstly, what was the Total Approved Figure (TAF) for the renovation of the former
Magistrate's Court building? Secondly, what is the
final figure in terms of expenditure for the renovation
of the aforementioned building? Thirdly, is there any
work to be undertaken during this calendar year at the
aforementioned site if there is nothing noted in terms
of capital expenditure?
Mr. Chairman—and you have to forgive me
for trying to get through this as briskly as I can because of the constraint of time—we firmly believe that
the economic challenges characterised by significant
unemployment is the precise time to ramp up investment in our people as noted in terms of training and
certification. It would be counterproductive to do it
otherwise. We believe that we cannot afford to repeat

The Chairman: That was a very long preamble.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: I am going over to Grants
and Contributions, sir.
The Chairman: Okay.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: If there is one area where
increases in spending are thoroughly justified despite
the significant funding challenge that the Government
is experiencing, it is in the area of workforce development.
Moving over to page C-22, Grants and Contributions, you will note that the Department of Workforce Development has generally seen an increase in
funding levels for this very important area of its overall
responsibility. Scholarships, 6866; apprenticeship
schemes, 7095; sponsorship/training, 7096; and national certification training, 7097, have all seen their
funding levels relatively maintained or moderately increased with the exception of scholarships which will
see a $400,000 expenditure this fiscal year despite
the fact that the 2013/14 fiscal spend was originally
penned at zero. Total expenditure in this regard—
Grants and Contributions—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I hate to rise—
The Chairman: Honourable Member, have a seat
please.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Attorney General.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —but I heard the Honourable
Member, [he] is just reading quite a dialogue right
now. The rules are quite specific with regard to reading from excerpts, which is fine, and reading at length
an entire dialogue. I refer you to the [Standing Order]
19(7), Rules of Debate—
Okay—did I miss something?
[Laughter]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: And with the greatest respect, I do not mind somebody—
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[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: What is the point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
[Standing Order 19(7)]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: That the Honourable Member
should not be reading verbatim as he is doing in accordance with [Standing Order] 19(7) in the manner
that he is. If he wants to cite a particular excerpt from
something he can do that, but he cannot read ad nauseam with respect in relation to that.

The Chairman: I am not trying to interpret anything.
Honourable Members, will you please listen?
"Except for the statement in support of the
Estimates of Revenues and Expenditure, the statement in reply thereto and any statement made under
Standing Order 14 (1)(k), a Member shall not read
. . ."
So except for the statement in support and the
statement in reply thereto—
An Hon. Member: Mr. Chairman—

The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Have a seat.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: The Chair will recognise the Honourable Shadow Finance Minister, David Burt.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. If we were—

The Chairman: Member, I have issued a ruling and
we are going to proceed.
Have a seat, please.
You may proceed.
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Continuing on—
An Hon. Member: Except for!

The Chairman: Have a seat please, Honourable
Member.
Mr. E. David Burt: —to go by [Standing Order] 19(7),
then the Minister would not be allowed to read his
brief. We are in Committee—
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Please have a seat.

An Hon. Member: What is the problem?
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Continuing—
An Hon. Member: Except for! That is the—
[Crosstalk]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Continuing on—

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Have you finished your comment?
Mr. E. David Burt: No.

The Chairman: Honourable Member, will you proceed?

[Inaudible interjections]

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN’S RULING
[Standing Order 19(7)]

The Chairman: But I would advise you to try to allow
for proper debate.

The Chairman: Can everyone take a seat please? I
am going to issue a ruling. Thanks to the Clerk, that is
why we are just passing money for them to get the
budget allocation. Under the Standing Orders, if you
look at Rules of Debate, 19(7), it reads as follows:
"Except for the statement in support of the Estimates
of Revenues—
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
The Chairman: Can I . . . if you Honourable Members
would allow me to finish reading the actual sentence—

[Inaudible interjections]
An Hon. Member: He is referring to notes.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Chairman, total expenditure in this regard with respect to Grants and Contributions is expected to be at $1,680,000, which represents a $481,000 increase over 2013/14 levels which
saw $1.2 million originally earmarked. This represents
a 40 per cent increase in funding and has not gone
unnoticed.
[Crosstalk]
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Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: While we are happy there
has not been any major cuts to this funding stream,
we would like to see this trend continue consummate
with the critical need that exists particularly with regard to scholarships.
Turning our attention, Honourable Members,
to page B-346, performance measures, with respect
to 70015, Certification/Apprenticeship Training, we
find that the department intends to facilitate the training of 200 persons which would result in a decline
from the 220 forecasted figure of 2013/14. Likewise,
the target outcomes for the number of certifications is
forecasted to drop to 75 from a forecasted outcome of
125 for 2013/14. In terms of apprenticeships, that
number of 25 from 2013 to 2014 is slated to remain
steady in 2014/15.
Under 70016, Career Development Training,
the department is forecasting a 75 person drop in the
number of persons that they intend to sponsor for
training. They forecast 275 in 2013/14 and are projecting a targeted outcome of 200 for the upcoming fiscal
year.
Going to 70200, Assessment, Mr. Chairman, I
would ask the Junior Minister the following question
as to why the drop in numbers in terms of targeted
outcomes for the coming fiscal year with respect to
persons sponsored for training and the drop in target
outcomes in terms of the number forecasted to obtain
certifications, both found under 70015, page B-346.
Moreover, under 70016, Career Development
Training, the question I would pose would be similar.
Why does the department anticipate a reduction in the
number of persons who are likely to be sponsored for
training this fiscal year down to 200 from the forecasted outcome of 275 persons in 2013/14? Similarly,
were the targeted outcomes of 2013/14 achieved under 70015, sponsor for training and the number of certifications obtained and, 70016, the number of persons sponsored for training?
Mr. Chairman, recent reports found in the
Government's annual employment survey indicate that
this economy lost over 900 jobs during 2013 alone.
Considering the above, I ask the Junior Minister, Why
is the Government decreasing funding in these critical
areas? Is not the Government sending the wrong
message by doing so when people need help? Surely
not all the lost jobs would have been held by Bermudians, but rest assured a significant number—at
least hundreds—would have been. It is against a
backdrop of continued economic malaise and recession—
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you might want to try to wrap up what you are saying
so we can get some replies from the Junior Minister.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
An Hon. Member: How much time?
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Chairman, I am just
going to move over to more of the labour side here
because we do not have much time, I know that.
Over the last few months as I alluded to earlier—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Chairman, with respect—
point of order.
The Chairman: Honourable Member, have a seat
please.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Chairman—
The Chairman: Point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
[Standing Order 19(7)]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: There is entirely nothing
wrong (with the greatest respect) with saying we got
this wrong and that the Honourable Member should
not continue to read in the manner that he is. He
needs to just refer to it as an excerpt. It is okay; it
happens. You know, the rules are what they are. But
this is pretty clear—the Honourable friend knows it.
Just because you made a ruling does not mean you
cannot revisit it. You are not bound by yourself. You
should revisit it. He cannot keep reading like that.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Attorney
General.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It sets a bad standard.
An Hon. Member: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Hold on a second, please.
There is some ambiguity insofar as the rules
because one interpretation is that neither the Minister
nor the Shadow Minister shall read their actual statements.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Because—Members, Members!

The Chairman: Honourable Member?
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Yes, sir?
The Chairman: I would ask you—which Head are you
referring to and also if you want to have some replies,

The Chairman: Members, if you will listen to the ruling . . . what we are going to do is get a definitive ruling from the Speaker. But at this point and in light of
the meagre amount of time left, I am going to ask the
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Honourable Member if he can speak to some of the
remaining points that he would like to make in his
presentation and in the hope that we can get some
replies from the Junior Minister.
But this is a matter that will be ruled upon by
the Speaker in due course, because there is . . . I am
getting conflicting viewpoints. I am no expert on such
matters and therefore I will defer to those who are far
wiser than I.
Honourable Member, you may proceed.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Over the last few months as I alluded earlier
we have seen an escalation of labour strikes. The two
most notable examples have been the recent labour
breakdown in relations at Fairmount Hamilton Princess—
The Chairman: But you must refer to the Heads,
Honourable Member.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: —and the firing of our
boarding staff and, of course, in the matter of the unionised public transportation workers.
The question I pose to the Junior Minister under 6002, Labour Relations, on page B-343, and
drawing attention to cost centres 70012, Arbitration
and Tribunal is, How did the process break down in
terms of the arbitration process in the matter at the
Hamilton Princess? What measures are being contemplated to ensure that the system works within the
context of the existing Collective Bargaining Agreement? Moreover, Junior Minister, does the Ministry
intend to facilitate workshops or training for employers
as to their responsibility and/or responsibilities under
the respective Collective Bargaining Agreement?
In addition, in terms of the issues surrounding
the public transportation workers there is a view that
the Government's heretofore stated intention to designate public transportation as an essential service, now
delayed legislatively, may have been a by-product of
the Hamilton Princess matter and the industrial action
which followed.
Mr. Chairman, the International Labour Organisation is unequivocally clear on this matter at issues as to what constitutes an essential service. The
ILO takes the view that the essential service can only
be considered such if such service upon being withdrawn can affect the life, health, and safety of a portion of a population or the whole population. Clearly,
therefore, the ILO would not consider transport an
essential service. The question therefore to the Junior
Minister is, Why (considering the ILO’s view on the
matter) is the Minister intending to go down this road
and moreover will the effort to pass the Bill be good
for sustained labour relations?
Mr. Chairman, I would also pose the following
questions as well. Firstly, I would ask the Junior Minister to provide the House with a progress report on the
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work of the tripartite committee—under which cost
centres are these activities being funded and how
much is expected to be expended on this effort during
the pending fiscal year?
Secondly, similarly, I am seeking from the
Junior Minister a progress report on the work of the
Labour Law Reform Committee. As Members will
know that committee was established to look at all
labour law. As a follow up to that question I would ask
the Junior Minister, What expenditure has been spent
on the Labour Law Reform Committee? Likewise, the
Labour Advisory Committee—can the Junior Minister
provide us with a progress report on their work over
the last fiscal year?
Finally, I would like the Junior Minister to ascertain from the Minister how he intends to address
some of the aforementioned labour issues that have
manifested themselves over the preceding year.
At this point, Mr. Chairman, I will relinquish
the floor and thank you for your indulgence.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there anyone else who would wish to speak
to this Head?
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from [Sandys South] the Honourable Terry
Lister.
You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Knowing that the time is short, I will move on
as quickly as I can. I am going to work on [page] B343 starting first of all with the Labour Relations section.
I am pleased to see there is going to be a
study undertaken to look at all labour law. I think that
is healthy and maybe [this is the] time to do it; however, I will strongly emphasise that consultation be the
key—that as much consultation take place as possible.
When I heard the Junior Minister name the
Acts that were going to be looked at, I did not hear
him say the Employment Act—Is that going to be
studied as well? Anyone?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Well, if it is not going to be studied, I suggest that it be studied. I was the Minister who
brought it to this House to have it passed in 2000. An
Act like that moves through time. It is totally relevant
one day and bits and pieces become irrelevant as
time goes on. So to not take a look at the Employment
Act, now some 14 years later, would really be a mistake. So I would encourage the Minister to add that to
the list if it is not on the list now.
The Junior Minister gave me a surprise. He
said that there are four posts for labour relations officers but that two were vacant. That surprises me be-
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cause without naming anyone (which I think would be
inappropriate) during the last 12 months there was a
gentleman who is very, very skilled in this area working for Workforce Development who was sent home—
retired, made redundant. I do not understand why you
would take an experienced trained union officer—
labour relations officer—and then send him home and
then say you have two vacancies. Makes no sense to
me. So I would be interested to know what that is all
about. Why we are advertising now to fill a post that
could have been filled very easily internally.
One of the key things with the tribunals and
hearings is timeliness. We have had a lot of strife in
the labour force this year. One of the things that has
been an irritant to people has been the Kentucky Fried
case, for instance, and that is still ongoing and it must
be more than a year old now. So I would encourage
the Minister to have the tribunals and hearings work
on a time-effective basis as possible, so we do not
have unnecessary angst simply because things are
not being done very quickly.
One of the things that I am very much concerned about, which will certainly find its way to this
Head in the coming year, is the plan of the Minister of
Finance to move to privatisation, mutualisation, outsourcing—all of that. So I would suggest that this department be at the top of its game, ready to deal with
the fallout from any plan that is going forward there.
And, again, consultation has to rule. Without that consultation, we are guaranteeing that we will have a failure.
Mr. Chairman, when we listened and we
heard about training, it was really national training,
board-type training and then training, of course, in the
career development area—what I have always missed
is the level and extent of training given to labour relations officers.
Last week Tuesday, I had the radio on and on
Union Corner (Larry Scott was hosting it as always)
and his guest was Colin Simmons. And Colin (if you
know Colin, he is a very proud trade unionist, very
proud) was explaining how the union works. And he
said, Well, you know, we are very good at negotiation
because that is what we do. I think that is the way he
said it—does that not sound like Colin? That sounds
like it—that is what we do. And so we always have the
upper hand over the employer because he has to
manage the business, take care of product, hiring
people—but we just concentrate on this.
Having said that, the labour officers have to
fall into the same category. This is what they do. They
have to be up on the training. You know the BIU people, for instance, are at George Meany on the regular,
getting latest skills, latest techniques, brought to the
fore. I did not really hear what training the labour relations officers are afforded. I would like to know what is
happening because it is unfair to them to be hired in
1996 and then in 2014 they are still chugging along.
That is not appropriate.
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With regard to the Career Development area,
6003, everything I heard was good. I really like the
Job Board. I was concerned about the usage of it. The
Minister was kind enough to tell us that there were
104 jobs posted, that there are over 1,000 applicants
and that there were 240 companies on the board. So
that is 10 people applying for every job—that is
good—100 jobs means that 140 companies did not
post any jobs, but they signed on, and they were being smart and clever because they see where the
thing is going and how it is going to tie into Immigration. So it is in their best interest to sign on and say
we are playing the game—so I give them a tick for
that.
What the Junior Minister did not tell me was
how many people working through this system actually got jobs because that is all that matters, you
know. At the end of the day, all that other stuff does
not mean anything if no one gets a job. I would like to
know that. I am glad to know there are 104 positions
offered. I am glad to know that 1,100 people applied.
How many found work?
The plans that Immigration has for how it uses
the Job Board are excellent. I am very pleased about
that. I had a surprise some time ago during this last
year when talking with one of the Immigration officers,
because from my time in Immigration over a decade
ago I always (in quotes) "knew" that if an individual
spoke to the Immigration Board and Immigration officials and said, I have not been able to get work. This
is my resume. I have been applying on the regular—
when jobs that that person was qualified for the appropriate officer ensured that that resume made its
way into the pile.
When I talked to this individual a few months
ago, she said, Oh no, we do not do that anymore. I
said, What? No, no, we have not done that for a long
time. We are just too busy.
Now, you know, I am one of these people that
believes that if you have to go from “A” to “F” and the
first day you get to “C” on the third day you cannot be
at “B.” You just have to get somewhere further than
“C” in the subsequent days. What that person was
saying to me was we used to be at “C,” we stumbled
our way to “D,” but we are now on “B.” We have to go
forward. We have to do better. The people of Bermuda are relying on us to get the job done for them.
So the Job Board has a key role to play and we cannot do it as lip service.
You see, one of the things that a former Government (I think it was called the UBP) used to do was
to set up departments and it sounded brilliant—we
had a consumer affairs department set up in 1975. It
came to be under me in 1998 and it had one employee, 24 years later. Today it has about eight or
nine. We had a human rights department—not human
rights, what was it called? Yes, a human rights department had about three employees when I took it
over. Today it has about seven or eight. There were a
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lot of things that existed in name but nothing was being done. I would hate for this whole exercise that we
are describing here tonight—three, five and ten years
from now we look back and say, Boy wasn't that a
good idea. Too bad nothing was done with it. So we
have to execute on these things.
I am going to move on, so I will just skip
ahead in my notes—two more stories and I know you
like my stories, but I am going to pass them tonight
and keep moving on.
Under 6004, the Training, I have heard this
said before by the current Government. I heard it
again tonight. Summer employment programme had
100 people last year and 150 this year and there was
a lot of patting on the back. We used to have 500 students. We used to have 500 students—we had 900
applicants. What are we talking about—100 students?
150? In these times when everybody is struggling for
employment? When people are not sure they can
send their children back to school? How does that
work?
And then—you know me—if you throw some
numbers out and you throw some dollars out I just
start adding and subtracting and dividing. I cannot
help myself. So (it is my training) I heard the Junior
Minister say that there were 150 people—100 to 150
people but the programme cost $650,000 in wages.
Well, that works out to be about $5,000 each for an
eight-week programme—where did that come from?
How much are the students being paid each on a
weekly basis? Because it was never really that attractive a salary and the mathematics now say we are
paying about $800 a week based on what we just
heard. That does not make sense to me.
Before I sit down, I just want to echo what the
Honourable Rolfe Commissiong said, because it was
so striking. The NTB certification fees in the coming
year will fall from $60,000 to $20,000—that is a third.
The fees obviously fall in line or result from people
being certified. So if you are projecting a third that
means you expect to actually certify a lot less. Now, in
the performance measures it actually gives the numbers as 125 going down to 75—not quite a third, in
fact, still more than half.
But I—like Mr. Commissiong, the Honourable
Member—am concerned to think that in these times
with the work that the NTB has been doing all these
years, with it being a building block building upon what
happened yesterday and getting better at its job, that
we actually expect certification to fall from 125 down
to 75. I would really like to know from the Junior Minister what that is all about. Similarly, we see under performance measures reductions in the numbers of
people as described, and I would like the Junior Minister when he stands to really emphasise for the people,
for us and for the listeners, just what is going on there.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Is there any other Member who wishes to
speak to this Head?
The Chair will now recognise the Junior Minister for Economic Development, Mr. Richards.
You have the floor.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Well, I have had quite a few questions posed
to me and I do not know how much time I have left—
The Chairman: You have about nine minutes.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay, I will try and answer as best as I can. There is no way that I could
record all of the Honourable Members questions—
they were coming in rapid fire.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: You would have to be
Superman to answer all of those questions.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Proceed, Honourable Member.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I will, I will.
Let us start with a pretty easy one, the Magistrates Court building—the closing cost for the works
was $1,364,000.
The Chairman: Can you repeat that?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: [It is] $1,364,000—it
works out to be $156 a square foot for the total works.
Industry rates for similar work are between $188 and
$200 per square foot.
Let us turn now to . . . there was a question
about Training and the cuts to Training. I have in front
of me a table, and when you add it all up it reflects
that Training for 2013/14, the original amount was
$1.2 million. The revised 2013/14 Training budget was
$1.594 [million] and the 2014/15 estimates, the budget
is $1,680,000.
The Chairman: I acknowledge that.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: This is actually a
16 per cent increase and I have a breakdown on how
it is allocated. So the training budget actually is up
16 per cent.
The Chairman: I acknowledge that.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you.
I want to try and address some of MP Lister's
questions. A question was asked if the Employment
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Act is going to be studied. I think that is a very good
suggestion and we will take that under advisement.
There was a question asked regarding a gentleman at the labour relations board who is no longer
working there. I have been informed that the gentleman applied for early retirement on his own accord
and was given early retirement. So it looks like he just
decided to retire.
There was another question asked—what
training our labour relations officers are afforded—
page 18 of my brief actually spoke to that. I do not
know if that is one that I skipped over, but it addresses
that and there are numerous opportunities that have
been afforded to these gentlemen for training.
There was also a question asked about how
many people got jobs of the 104 positions offered.
Many did apply but I do not have the figure right now
to let you know how many actually landed jobs. But I
can get that figure for you. I just do not have it right
now.
Excuse me just for one second.
[Pause]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: There was a question
asked, I believe (I cannot remember by whom, it might
have been MP Lister) about the Labour Reform
Committee and what has been done with that committee. The Chair was appointed by the Minister and the
Deputy Chair was appointed by the Minister after consulting with the Chair. Two union members were chosen by the trade union congress and two employer
members were chosen by the employer groups. This
was announced in October of 2013 and there is nothing new here.
There was a question about the ILO and essential services. Bermuda's definition of essential services is actually a hybrid of ILO definitions. In fact, the
ILO states that for all essential services there is a 40day notice and we are seeking 21 days. Also, the ILO
says that for any public-type service the guideline is
20 days.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
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Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Misleading. The question
was clearly articulated that the ILO did not consider
transport as an essential service. He is focusing rather
on the fact of the waiting period part of the whole
equation.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Junior Minister?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Like I said, so many
questions were coming that I could not record them
all. So unless there are any other questions that would
like to be asked, I could take those on.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Like I said, so many
questions were coming that I could not record them
all. So unless there are any other questions that would
like to be asked, I could take those on.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes.
The Chairman: Is there any anyone else who wishes
to speak to this Head?
The Chair will recognise—
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I just want to ask a question.
The Chairman: I have not recognised you yet, Honourable Member.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Oh, I am sorry. I thought you
were staring straight at me.
The Chairman: I was staring straight at you, but then
my eye caught the Honourable Member that has not
spoken, so I thought I would give him an opportunity.
Proceed.

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Minister, you just did not give us
an answer on the Employment Act. Could you do
that?

The Chairman: Honourable Member, will you have a
seat.
What is your point of order?

The Chairman: Honourable Member, would you care
to pose your question or make your comment? Time
is running very short.

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: The Member is perhaps
somewhat misleading the House.

Mr. Jeff Sousa: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
I will be very brief. I just wanted to add to this debate
on Head 60, Workforce Development, because the
question was asked. Of course, the Junior Minister
was very thorough in his brief that was prepared for
the Honourable Michael Fahy, the Senator. I just

The Chairman: What is the point of order?
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wanted to inform all that I am very happy to say that
the National Training Plan, Part 1, is complete. That
will be going to DCI very shortly.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: I asked that question.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Right. He did ask the question.
Soon we will be able to present that to the
people of Bermuda. I am also happy to say that we
have already started to work on Part 2 of the National
Training Plan. I am very happy for the hard work that
the six committees of the National Training Board, as
well as the volunteers, have put in on this National
Training Plan, which will benefit all of Bermuda. But I
just wanted to—I have more to say, but obviously
there is very little time left and I would like the Junior
Minister to finish off answering any questions.
But the National Training Plan will be presented soon to the people of Bermuda.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Does anyone else wish to speak to this?
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Junior Minister.
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to address MP Lister’s question.
He made a comment saying that the ILO does not list
transportation as an essential service.
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The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Junior Minister?
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The point that I was going to make is that the
ILO affords each country the ability to determine what
is essential. So there is some flexibility there. I have
read it; I am sure the Honourable Member has read it
also.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Is there anyone else who wishes to speak in
the final minute of this debate?
There being none, Honourable Junior Minister, is there a motion that you would like to make?
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I move that Head 60, Workforce Development, be now approved.
The Chairman: It has been so moved.
Any objections?
Agreed to.
[Gavel]

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: No, I said that.

[Motion carried: Ministry of Home Affairs, Head 60,
Department of Workforce Development, was approved and stands part of the Estimates of Revenue
and Expenditure 2014/15.]

Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Oh, I am sorry. Okay.
The Honourable Member, Rolfe Commissiong, said that. That is not entirely true. The ILO
also—

The Chairman: Member, do you wish to make another motion?
Does anyone on the Government side care to
make another motion?

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order, Mr.
Chairman.

Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you.
I would like to rise and report progress as per
. . . ask leave to report progress, to sit again.

The Chairman: Honourable Member, have a seat.
Your point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Chairman, if you
look in the ILO literature the committee of experts——
The Chairman: What is your point of order?
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: —
He is misleading the House.
The committee of experts has a full list of industries that are non-essential services, transport is
one of them. So do not sit here and say that it is not
so.

The Chairman: It has been moved the Committee of
Supply rise and report progress with leave to sit
again.
Any objections?
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Committee of Supply rose, reported progress, and sought leave to sit again.]
House resumed at 8:06 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE
The Speaker: [The Committee of Supply rose, reported progress, and sought leave to sit again.]
Members, we have completed the first order
of the day. We move now to Order No. 2, which is the
Charities Act 2014 in the name of the Junior Minister
of Home Affairs, Junior Minister, Sylvan Richards.
You have the floor.

BILL
SECOND READING
CHARITIES ACT 2014
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill entitled the
Charities Act 2014, which has been recommended by
the Governor, be now read a second time and committed.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Are there any objections?
Carry on, Junior Minister.
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to introduce the Bill
entitled Charities Act 2014. This Bill seeks to honour
our commitment to protect the public interests by providing a more rigorous regulatory regime for charities.
Mr. Speaker, extensive consultation has been
held over the last several years. Public meetings were
held in 2007, 2011, and 2012 seeking input from persons involved in managing charities. At the end of
March 2013, a policy paper on the proposed amendments was circulated to relevant stakeholders for their
comments. An important aim of the consultation was
to find a balance between enhancing supervisional
charities and preserving and encouraging smaller
charitable organisations, which form an important part
of Bermuda’s heritage. To this end, revisions were
made to the policy paper to include many of the suggestions submitted by stakeholders.
After this extensive consultation, Mr. Speaker,
it was decided that a completely new Act should be
drafted, as opposed to trying to amend the old Act.
The Charities Act 2014 adopted, as a base, the UK
Charities Act 2011, although many parts are uniquely
written for Bermuda.
Mr. Speaker, you may be aware that charitable organisations play an all-important role, not just in
Bermuda’s economy, but in global economies and
social systems. Their efforts often complement the
activity of governmental and business sectors in providing essential services and bring comfort and hope
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to those in need around the world. Charitable organisations enjoy public trust, have access to considerable source of funds (both public and private funding)
and have a global presence that provides a framework
for national and international operations and financial
transactions. However, if measures are not adopted
and put in place, Mr. Speaker, then charitable organisations may be vulnerable or susceptible to abuse by
money launderers and terrorists, or others engaged in
illegal activities.
Mr. Speaker, in the Act, the definition of
“charitable organisations” now includes all entities established in Bermuda for charitable purposes, including those that are privately funded. This will expand
the number of entities that are subject to supervision
to ensure compliance with anti-money laundering and
anti-terrorist financing regulations. However, those
entities which come within specified categories will be
exempt from the requirement to register as charitable
organisations as they are subject to anti-money laundering, anti-terror[ist] financing requirements under
other legislation.
The definition of “charitable purposes” provided in the Act, Mr. Speaker, has been altered to include those who fall within specified categories, such
as the prevention or relief of poverty or the advancement of arts, culture, heritage, or science. Registered
charities will also be required to demonstrate that their
purposes are for the public benefit. Mr. Speaker, the
Registrar General, along with the Charity Commissioners, will produce guidance notes on public benefit
and how it applies to charities. This information will be
disseminated to the public through the media and
seminars and will also be available online at
www.registrygeneral.gov.bm. The Centre of Philanthropy has offered initial seminars on public benefit on
th
th
February 25 and March 4 , 2014. Mr. Richard Ambrosio, the Chair of the Charity Commissioners, was
the facilitator at the seminars, along with Mr. Aubrey
Pennyman, Acting Registrar General.
Mr. Speaker, to ensure that the Charity Commissioners have the range of skills and expertise to
perform their roles more effectively, the Act specifies
that at least one commissioner must be an accountant
and at least one must be a lawyer. Taken together,
the knowledge and experience of the commissioners
will include the law relating to charities, charity accounts, the financing of charities, and the operation in
Bermuda of charities of different sizes and descriptions. The powers of the Registrar General, Mr.
Speaker, have been enhanced to increase public confidence in the charity sector through effective oversight of charitable organisations. The Registrar General is the competent authority under the Act and the
Registrar may, in writing, delegate any of his functions
under the Act to the commissioners except his powers
to delegate.
Mr. Speaker, there will be greater options for
charity registration periods in this Act. Charities may
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be registered for an indefinite period or for a period of
one year, three years, or five years at a time. A charity
that is registered for a definite period, which makes
application to the Registrar to renew his registration at
least one month before the expiration of his registration shall, if the registration expires before the application is decided, be deemed to be a registered charity
until the application is decided by the Registrar.
Mr. Speaker, there are increased powers to
monitor and investigate complaints received about
charities, and to intervene in charities’ operations. The
Registrar will have the power to call for information
and documents, to institute investigations and to obtain evidence, et cetera, for the purposes of investigation. The Registrar will also have the power to obtain
search warrants and execute search warrants for the
purposes of investigation. The Registrar may conduct
such investigations himself or appoint a person to
conduct them and make a report to him. The Supreme
Court, after an application by the Registrar, may make
an order if a person has failed to comply with the requests for information or evidence.
Mr. Speaker, the Act provides gateways
through which the Registrar can disclose information
in his possession to other public authorities and
through which such authorities can make disclosures
to the Registrar. Provision has been made to enable
or assist a foreign authority to exercise functions corresponding to those of a competent authority under
the Proceeds of Crime (Anti-Money Laundering and
Anti-Terrorist Financing Supervision and Enforcement) Act 2008, but only if the Registrar is satisfied
that the foreign authority is subject to restrictions on
further disclosure equivalent to the 2014 Act.
Other information on the activities of registered charities, Mr. Speaker, will be provided through
the introduction of enhanced reporting requirements.
Registered charities will continue to be required to
submit statements of accounts on their operations
within six months of the end of their respective financial year. Each charity’s statement of accounts must
comply with the relevant provisions for its class, and
the class shall be determined by its level of annual
income. The format for the financial reports will also
be standardised as determined by the regulations to
this Act. The Registrar may, where he considers it
desirable to do so, require that the accounts of any
charity for a specified number of preceding years shall
be audited by a person approved by the Minister, and
a charity shall comply with any such requirement.
Mr. Speaker, a charity shall prepare for each
financial year and enter a report on the activities of the
charity during the relevant financial year, in particular,
the significant activities undertaken by the charity to
further its charitable purpose for the public benefit. It
should also include any changes to its trusts, the
composition of the officers, and information on the
charities anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing systems and controls. Details of planned ac-
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tivities for the following year, and any other information, should be included as well.
Mr. Speaker, a charity shall preserve any
statement of accounts and any annual report for at
least seven years from the end of the financial year to
which any statement or report relates. If a charity
ceases to exist, the obligation to preserve these
statements or reports shall continue to be discharged
by the last charity trustees unless the Registrar consents in writing to the statement of accounts or any
report being destroyed or otherwise disposed of.
Charitable organisations, Mr. Speaker, will be
expected to undertake best efforts to document the
identity of their significant donors while respecting donor confidentiality. Accordingly, the Act makes provision for the Minister to make regulations to require
reasonable levels of accounting and other controls to
provide effective due diligence procedures in relation
to beneficiaries, donors and partners. Failure by charitable organisations to implement due diligence requirements will incur penalties.
Public confidence in the charitable sector, Mr.
Speaker, will be increased through greater transparency. To keep the public informed about the status of
organisations to which they may be considering making donations, the Registrar General will be required
to annually publish the names and other particulars as
he considers appropriate entered in the Register of
Charities. The Registrar General may, from time to
time, publish amendments to the register, including
particulars of charities which have been suspended or
removed from the register, and such details of applications for registration as he considers appropriate.
The public has the right to inspect the register, statement of accounts, and annual reports.
Further, Mr. Speaker, a registered charity
shall ensure that its published printed materials or
electronic communications clearly state the name of
the charity, that it is a registered charity and its registration number. Mr. Speaker, the Charities Act 2014
provides for remedial or protective action in cancellation of registration. When the Registrar General is satisfied that there is reasonable evidence of misconduct
or mismanagement in the administration of a charity,
he may give notice to that charity in writing that the
action articulated in the notice will be taken unless the
charity shows cause to the satisfaction of the Registrar within a specified period why that action should
not be taken. This action may restrict transactions that
a charity may enter into, appoint a receiver or manager, freeze payments to and from the charity, direct
the charity to implement recommendations of an auditor’s report, require a new election of officers, or suspend the registration of the charity, and impose conditions that must be complied with before the restoration
of the charity’s registration.
The charity, Mr. Speaker, has the right to appeal to the Minister responsible for charities where the
Registrar has refused to register a charity, or directed
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specific actions to be taken, or directed the cancellation of its registration. Where the party is dissatisfied
with the decision of the Minister, a party may appeal
to the Supreme Court.
Mr. Speaker, to ensure compliance with the
Act, new offences are included in relation to the administration of charitable organisations, including:
• non-disclosure or supplying false or misleading information to the Registrar General or the
Charity Commissioners;
• publically soliciting donations for a charity
without the consent of the charity; and
• failing to use contributions donated by the
public for their intended purposes.
Registered charities, Mr. Speaker, are not currently required to pay any form of registration or administration fees to the Government. In spite of the
considerable cost of providing oversight for charities,
the Act will empower the charging of fees payable to
the Registrar under the Government Fees Regulations
1976. There will be an annual fee payable to the Registrar by all registered charities and fees for the inspection of the Register of Charities, or other material
kept by the Registrar under the Act.
Regulations may prescribe different annual
fees for different classes of registered charities. If a
registered charity neglects, or refuses, to pay its annual fee, such non-payment is grounds for suspension
or cancellation of the charity’s registration.
Mr. Speaker, the Charities Act 2014, and the
upcoming regulations made under the Act, will help
bring Bermuda into compliance with the international
standards on combating money laundering and financing of terrorism and proliferation under recommendation 8, of the Financial Action Task Force
[FATF].
In closing, Mr. Speaker, the Charities Act
2014 fulfils our promise to bring forward comprehensive legislation to monitor and control charities and,
most importantly of all, to protect the public.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I now invite honourable colleagues to participate.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair will recognise the Shadow Minister
for Home Affairs, MP Walter Roban.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
I appreciate the presentation by the Junior
Minister on this Charities Act 2014. This is quite a significant piece of legislation that the Government is
bringing because it is, essentially, going to eliminate
the current Act that has been in existence for quite
some time. It is good that this Act is being brought.
This process did begin, as the Minister did note, under
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the previous administration, and for, obviously, the
right reasons.
st
We have moved into the 21 century, and
even prior to that, the whole charitable sector of Bermuda has changed. It is very different from when that
original Act was put in place and things have gotten
more complicated. Not so complicated that I would
say that the charitable sector was [prevented from]
fulfilling its role. In fact, the charitable sector clearly
has become a lot more important in the modern Bermuda. It was important that this process start. It was
done under a couple of other Ministers in the previous
Government, and it took time, because, as I think the
current Government would appreciate (because they
had to do a consultation paper), the charity sector had
to be consulted.
There are many different varieties of interest
in the charity sector. There are the donors, there are
the charitable organisations of different sizes and different complexities that needed to be involved with
this process—everything from the small orchid charity
clubs to the larger Atlantic philanthropies. You know,
different types of charities doing different things here
in the community, some for local purposes and for
specific, specialised needs; and some for more
grander, global purposes. So that is the kind of situation that the Government clearly recognised and has
followed through [with] quite happily.
I congratulate them for bringing this legislation
because it is important. It does appear . . . because I
did have the benefit of seeing the consultation paper
that was circulated (and I thank the personnel of the
Registrar General for their assistance with that). So I
had understanding of what was being proposed.
Just to sort of give a few interesting details,
Mr. Speaker, the current, existing legislation has 13
[sections], this has 54. There were only about seven
very basic definitions in the original Act, as it currently
stands there are 19 [in the 2014 Act]. There are,
clearly, broader, more detailed [sections] in this new
Act that is being proposed for role of the Registrar, for
the role and how the Committee will conduct itself,
and how those roles will possibly be distributed, and
how the Registrar interacts with the [Charity] Commissioners, as well as the powers that they can exert on
what has become perhaps . . . and I am not going to
suggest that the world of company incorporations is
anything to compare with the charities world, but certainly the complexity . . . just as we have to come here
every year and pass company legislation (because of
the complexity of the economic world that we live in
on this little, 22-square-mile Island, gets more complicated and different and dynamic), this Act is to respond to the dynamic nature of the charities world as
it exists in Bermuda. That, perhaps, has come as a
part of the success of the local economy. It has grown
considerably since 1978. There is a lot more money
that is being distributed for a variety of charitable purposes.
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And that is a sign of the success of the Bermuda that we live in. But, at the same time, that
means that irrespective of the fact we might not want
to interfere with the good work of charities, we find
that there are issues that have arisen, since 1978, that
have to be dealt with, that have changed the nature of
how charitable donations are raised, how they are
distributed, and there is clearly a greater responsibility
on financial transparency and also accountability. Not
only to the persons running the charities, but to the
Government, to the taxpayers, because many charities do benefit from Government funding in their endeavours, of which I am sure the Government is
happy to provide. But it is important because the Government is accountable itself for what it does and who
it gives money to, [and] let the charitable sector operate in a way that shows that it is also very, very, very
accountable.
I would just like to note, and I would just like,
for the record to say, that we are not objecting to this
legislation. We are, as an Opposition, pleased with it
being brought, but we do have some questions that
we would love for the Government to consider and
give answers to.
Just to note some of the things other than
what I have already noted by my comments, the effort
to clarify what charitable purposes are was very important to do. And to incorporate this issue of the public benefit test and having that clearly described in the
legislation was very important also for us to have in
the Act, as it relates to the UK law, because charities
(by definition) should ultimately have a public benefit
in the main.
Obviously, the definition and the purpose of
this Act is to bring into its jurisdiction, or at least to
acknowledge that there are charitable structures that,
essentially, do not necessarily benefit Bermuda directly, but are set up here to take advantage of the
economic environment that is provided to operate so
that it can do work in other parts of the world. So this
Act (this Bill), unlike the original Act, does give that
recognition. It seeks to clarify issues, like the public
benefit.
The Act also seeks to acknowledge that there
are some charities that are exempted from being registered under the charity . . . that may not necessarily
have the classic public benefit, as it relates to local
needs. And those are some of the structures that exist
under trust and other structures that are charities, but
are subject to other legislation, broadening the powers
the Charity Commissioners will have.
And, yes, it was important to make sure that
with the advancement of the charity sector, that on
those . . . among the Charity Commissioner’s board,
that there be expertise there that can assist the Charity Commissioner with the work that he is doing. So
having a lawyer, having perhaps someone who knows
how to crunch the numbers (like Wayne Furbert, the
Honourable Member, and the Honourable Member
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Terry Lister) is important as well, because a lot of
money is being handled often by these charities. And
in the effort to police those charities, because, as has
been mentioned by the Minister, there is now a need
for where the [Charity] Commissioner may give a
charity a year (one year, three years, or like, indefinite) as a registration. So that is going to mean that
they are going to be required to more work to monitor
and to oversee what these charities are doing within
that time period. So it is important to have the expertise on the Charity Commissioners [board] that will
work.
I did note that despite the fact the document
did propose (their consultation) a five-year limit on
their requirement to keep their financial records, they
did extend it to seven. I assume that is because I think
there are laws of limitation that might indicate seven
years was more appropriate. But it was important that
these sorts of measures be put in place.
That the Charity Commissioners have power
to do investigations was not very clear in the original
Act. Like any other sector, there should be a power for
those who are regulating to deal with any, perhaps,
complaints that come from the public about activities
of a charity. I think, without being very specific, we
saw a situation like that just recently in the media.
Presumably, that was a charitable organisation that
was mentioned. So the Charity Commissioner, under
the existing framework, does not even have any of the
power to necessarily go and look at that organisation
and perhaps give it a closer look. There may be nothing wrong, but because of the attention given to it
through its activities, the Charity Commissioner should
have a legitimate opportunity and power to go and
inspect that organisation because of the concerns that
were raised publically about its activities. So those are
very good things.
Mr. Speaker, even to ensure that a forensic
(where it is clear that, potentially, the financial activities of that charity have been brought into question by
some evidence or complaints), a forensic-type of audit
perhaps can be done. Although I did not see that in
the legislation, specifically, although it is mentioned in
the policy document, I would be interested to know
from the Junior Minister why they did not specifically
say that forensic audits could be pursued. Perhaps I
am wrong. I did not see that in the principal Bill, but I
would like to have an answer on that particular point,
because it was mentioned in the consultation paper.
[It is] very important that charities, like any
other organisation, Mr. Speaker, be required to have
good recordkeeping. Perhaps this is where we have
some questions for the Government. As I have already mentioned, that sector is very diverse. There
are very small charities and there are very big charities.
Although it is mentioned in the consultation
document, some very specifics about submitting annual financial reports, and perhaps that is being left to
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be put in regulations, but I would be interested to
know if the Government is going to follow the guidelines, or the suggestion, the objective, that was set out
in the policy document, Mr. Speaker, where it suggested that charities managing funds of $30,000 or
less would just submit annual financial reports; charities managing between $30,000 and $300,000 may
also submit annual unaudited statements; and charities managing $300,000-plus, must submit audited
financial statements. That was not mentioned in the
Bill, so I would like, perhaps, some clarity from the
Junior Minister if that is going to be in regulations to
come. I would like to know what that is going to set
out. If they are following what was in the guidelines
here, or perhaps they had some other ideas about
what they would do.
Mr. Speaker, other things, such as, certainly,
the power to act to deregister a charity. Those activities of the [Charity] Commissioner, along with the
Registrar, seem to have been given a lot more texture
and a lot more “teeth” so that body can do more to
monitor [and] manage out there. And when inconsistencies in the activities of charities do emerge, they
can act in a way that allows a charitable organisation
to be suspended until such time as they can actually
prove that they are not carrying on activities that are
contrary to their own objectives, or to the law, and
they have an opportunity—and that the Charity Commissioner does have the teeth and the power to exert
that authority on charities.
In the original Act there is no clarity on that. I
guess it has kind of been just follow through policy
and procedure. But, clearly, with the 400 [or] more
charities that we have in Bermuda, not including those
that may not be identified clearly under the Act, there
is quite a bit of a body [of charities] that this particular
group, it does have to oversee locally.
I do believe it was wise to widen the powers
that the Minister has, in his interactions. They seem to
have broadened the list, Mr. Speaker, on what actually is a charitable purpose. So these are the added
things that are attached to the Bill and, certainly, even
the list of offences has become more complex and
more specific.
I say all of that and give that just for the benefit of the public, if anything that the Minister said did
not seem clear, to say that we believe this Bill does
what it needs to do in principle. But we would like to
know, as it relates to our smaller charities, what are
some of the . . . how are you going to manage [them]
through this Act, because this Act does put a great
deal more responsibility on all charities to do more.
How are we going to ensure that the charitable sector
thrives? Not just at the more profitable end that can
get all the large donors from exempt companies and
other, sort of, big cash donors, but also, our small,
traditional charities that do, perhaps, just the tag day
on a regular basis. Or is known, or operates within a
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very small community group that maybe just raises
the $20 grand a year, or maybe the $50 grand a year.
Most of their interaction is with the local community. They are not pursuing the big dollars. But they
are still going to have to be subject to this Act, which
is not a bad thing, Mr. Speaker. But it is important that
they do not find this Act to be a burden. We would not
want some of our very valuable home-grown, grassroots charities, whether it be some of our sports clubs
that do fund raising, and also, in particular, although I
know that this is accounted for in the Act, but I am
concerned about, ultimately, when this Act finally
comes into operation because it has got a lot in it.
And, you know, [through] no fault of those
who will be administering the Act, they are going to
have to do more. Our concern is that they will be putting the same heavy hand on the small charity that
they put on the big charity. The small charities may
find it difficult to survive meeting a lot of these requirements. Their valuable work to our community
might get lost. Or they might just fall away because
they cannot manage to, sort of, deal with some the
requirements that they have been levied with through
this Act.
Now, as I understand it, and the Junior Minister can confirm this, Mr. Speaker, there was consultation specifically with smaller charities. I do recall that
when this activity was being carried out by the previous administration, there was an effort to specifically
consult smaller charitable organisations in the country
about the changes that were being proposed. Perhaps
the Minister can report on some of the feedback that
was received from those smaller groups and how that
was incorporated into this Act, other than what is very
obvious.
With that in mind, I believe those are the main
questions. Perhaps I will have more questions when
we go into the next phase, but that is all I have to say
now. This is good legislation that needs to be brought.
Obviously, like any other, if there are things that we
find that may not work as well, we can come back and
change it, but, in principle, this is good law for the advancement of our charitable sector.
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise now the Honourable
and Learned Member from constituency 34, MP Kim
Wilson.
You have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Just to piggyback somewhat on my colleague
who just took his seat, yes, this is something that is
long overdue and we do support it. I just have my own
few questions that I would hope that the Minister can
answer with respect to this legislation.
The first of which is relating specifically to (on
page 15, Mr. Speaker) the remedial or protective ac-
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tions and cancellations of the registration. Now, it
does speak to mismanagement, misconduct in the
administration of a charity, and when you look at the
actions, under sub (2) that are included—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, you can actually
probably deal with that in the Committee.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Okay. I am just setting the
stage.
The Speaker: Yes. Okay.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I will get to my question. Thank
you, Mr. Speaker, but I appreciate that.
The Speaker: All right. Just want to keep you—
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: But it does speak to that specific
administrative element.
When you move on to the following page, one
would assume that it is speaking to administrative
things, like making sure the accounts are accurate, et
cetera, et cetera. I wonder whether or not the Minister
can . . . I am concerned that there seems to be an
absence, Mr. Speaker, insofar as provisions for cancelling registration of a charity for, let us say, behavioural actions, or actions that have been taken by executive members, or members of the charity against
certain individuals that they are trying to be benevolent to, or that are a part of the reaching out for their
charity.
As MP Roban spoke about, there has been a
recent episode in the press as of late. And there is a
provision in the Act, Mr. Speaker, that speaks to “may
no longer be a fit and proper charity” (and I will dive a
little bit deeper in this when we get into Committee),
but I guess my concern with respect to this generally,
is whether or not there should be more specifics in the
legislation that speak to what is regarded as a fit and
proper charity. It may no longer be a fit and proper
charity, Mr. Speaker.
If you look in other parts of the Act, they have
specifically written some of the . . . in particular,
[clause] 46. It goes into specific offences and it names
offences individually. So all one needs to do is look at
the law and say, Oh, okay. Well, if I commit this offence then my penalty is that. However, when we look
at the general provision of “may no longer be a fit and
proper charity,” that is somewhat subjective. And if on
one hand we are listing what are all the examples of
offences—and I know we cannot think of all of them—
but I think that the subjectivity (and no disrespect to
the Registrar) of the Registrar to be able to say, Well,
I have ascertained that that is no longer a fit and
proper charity . . . recent events that we have heard
about in the paper, some people have described as
social taboos. I, for one, and I think I can speak on
behalf of a number of other people would not have
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described it as such. So there is an element of subjectivity.
I wonder whether or not the Minister and the
Government would consider at least identifying what
may be regarded as “no longer a fit and proper charity,” such as, a criminal offence occurring by one of
the individuals or one of the executive members, et
cetera, that is a mischief that goes contrary to the
purposes of the charity,
Mr. Speaker, I would also like to real quickly
speak about the issue concerning the anti-money
laundering. As we all know, tax evasion and money
laundering, regrettably, are quite prevalent and we are
seeing many instances, not just in Bermuda, but
throughout the world where charities are being used
as an avenue for tax evasion or money laundering.
We may see times where people might deliberately
put monies into a charity under the guise of them being benevolent and wanting to support the charitable
rights of the organisation and the purposes of the organisation, but it may be used as a guise. And the
charity, regrettably, is innocently involved because
they are collecting the money as per their purpose for
the benevolent fund, or whatever, and that money can
be dirty money. Criminal activity can be occurring. So
I glad to see that we do have some regulations specifically in this concerning anti-money laundering and
terrorist financing.
My question would be: When do we expect to
see those regulations? Because, no doubt, Mr.
Speaker, you would be aware that Bermuda was assessed by the IMF insofar as our compliance to antimoney laundering and terrorist financing regimes, under the Financial Action Task Force in 2007. We are
scheduled for a review in 2016. One of the areas that
was highlighted in 2007, was this whole area about
charitable status and what is Bermuda as a jurisdiction doing to attempt to mitigate against money laundering and terrorist financing.
So, Mr. Speaker, I see that there is a provision in here for regulations to be brought by affirmative action, and I would just ask the Minister if he
could explain how quickly those are coming. Because
2016 is going to be here before we know it and unfortunately criminals are targeting charities as a venture
and as an avenue of cleaning their dirty money.
Mr. Speaker, I also noted the issue concerning the fees. I appreciate it does cost to do business. I
am a little bit concerned, and I am anxious to see
when, I guess when it is gazetted or in the Government Fees Act, what this classification and scale will
be. Because, obviously, a charity that collects $20,000
a year to send their football team to an overseas training camp in Florida, and they may do food drives and
so forth, what will they have to pay in order to registered as a charity versus, of course, one of these
huge organisations. So I am anxious to see how the
classification insofar as the fees is distributed.
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I am a little bit disappointed (but again, I appreciate it is subject to financial consideration) [that]
members of the public who want to do a search to see
whether or not a charity is registered and what their
status is, et cetera, have to pay for that. I do not know
what that fee will be, and I am hoping it is not something that is astronomical that might discourage people from actually going and looking at the Register of
Charities to see whether or not a place that they may
interested in supporting financially is on the up and
up. I do not know what that expense will be as well,
but those are some things that I can dive into a little
bit later when we get into Committee.
I am obliged, Mr. Speaker, thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there any other Honourable Member who
would care to speak?
There seems to be no other Member, so I will
return to the Junior Minister.
Junior Minister Richards, you have the floor.
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I will try and go through the questions once
again, starting with MP Walter Roban in terms of the
question, Why are forensic audits not part of the Act?
I would state that forensic accounts—
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on larger charities, so I believe that addresses MP
Wilson’s concerns about the smaller charities being
overly burdened by this new Act. So it will be proportional. If you are a bigger charity, bringing in more
funds, then you will be held to a higher standard.
There was a question regarding burden on
charities. There will be consultation with the Centre of
Philanthropy and seminars will be given on how to
comply with the new Act, so there will be consultation
with charities to bring them up to speed because it is a
new Act. [It is] much more comprehensive than the
prior Act, as you mentioned. So consultation with all
stakeholders will be key.
In general, the principle of proportionality will
be followed in administering the Act. So, once again, if
it is a charity that brings in huge sums of money, they
will be put—and wisely so—under more scrutiny than
a smaller charity that just brings in a few thousand a
year.
Continuing on, the regulations will be seen to
bring in a tiered approach to charities with responsibilities varying according to the size of the charity. In
addition, [clause] 2(5) [sic] requires the Registrar
General and the commissioners to abide by best regulatory practices, which includes acting in a manner
which is proportionate to the size of the charity.
[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, [clause] 2(5).
The Speaker: Is your microphone on?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes, it is.
Hon. Sylvan
[clause] 12.

The Speaker: Okay. All right.
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Can you hear me? I try
not to get too close to it. Sometimes—

D.

Richards,

Jr.:

Sorry.

Sorry,

The Speaker: It is not [clause] 2, which one?
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: [Clause] 12(5). Sorry.

The Speaker: All right. All right.
The Speaker: Right. [Clause] 12(5).
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: —I am swallowing the
microphone.
The Speaker: All right. I just wanted to make sure it
was on.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It is definitely on.
Regarding forensic accounts, accounting required, forensic accounts are required for evidence in
legal proceedings, so there is a provision for forensic
accounting to be done.
Regarding financial reports, the regulations
give the limits for the types of reports required. The
categories that are given will not necessarily be those
given in the policy document, but proportionally they
will be followed. There are higher requirements placed

Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Also, the public benefit
guidance will provide details on how the Registrar
General and the Commissioners as regulatory bodies
will perform their role. This will assume that regulatory
action was appropriate to the case at hand. So I
guess there is . . . They will look at the individual charity, based on the size, based on the function. And if it
is a smaller charity, then it appears that a little leeway
will be given to that charity as opposed to a larger
one.
And if I can speak to this. My family has a
charity that has been in place for about 10 years now,
in memory of my late nephew. There is a tennis tournament that is held every year and it has grown in
size and scope over the years. When I was made
aware of the new Act, some of my concerns were that
my sister, who organises the charity, who is a trustee,
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would be overburdened in keeping this charity going.
It benefits a lot of the young tennis players in Bermuda. It is a fun, three-day event. She was made familiar with the regulations and she is adhering to what
needs to be done, and it does not appear that it is
overly burdensome.
On a personal level, I will be monitoring this
because, like you, there are a lot of smaller charities
started by individual Bermudians, very targeted, only
raise a few thousand dollars a year, but they provide a
great social benefit to the country. We do not want
these charities to be overburdened and, perhaps,
forced out of existence because of increased regulations and red tape. So I am very cognisant of that myself.
In terms of consultation, the various Ministries
and organisations that were consulted in putting this
together [were]: The Ministry of Economic Development, the Financial Intelligence Agency, the Registrar
of Companies, the Ministry of Finance, the National
Anti-Money Laundering Committee, the Bermuda
Monetary Authority, the Bermuda Bar Association, the
Centre of Philanthropy, and the Charity Commissioners. So there was wide effort made to consult with the
various stakeholders to ensure that this Act was comprehensive and hopefully not over burdensome to the
smaller charities.
The Speaker: All right. Honourable Member, then you
need to say that the Bill be committed.
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The Chairman: Do you want to do smaller gaps than
that?
[Laughter]
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. I can move them
in bunches of five.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: How about 10?
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Ten?
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Madam Chairman, if I can assist? Perhaps [clauses] 1 through 16 would be appropriate first. And then you can go with, you know, like
[clause] 33 and then go from [clauses] 34 to 54 from
there.
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Repeat that one more
time for me. I am sorry.
The Chairman: We are going to go from [clauses] 1
to 16, and then from [clauses] 17 to—
Mr. Walter H. Roban: [Clause] 33.
The Chairman: —[clause] 33—
Mr. Walter H. Roban: And then [clauses] 34 to 54.

Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay, Mr. Speaker.
I move that the Bill be committed.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Are there any objections to that?
It has been moved that the Bill be committed
and I would ask that the Deputy Speaker please take
the Chair [of Committee].
House in Committee at 8:55 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL
CHARITIES ACT 2014
The Chairman: Honourable Members, we are now in
Committee of the whole [House] for further consideration of the Bill entitled Charities Act 2014.
I call on the Minister in charge to proceed.
Please proceed.
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I move clauses 1 through 54.

The Chairman: Okay.
I will guide you. For now, we will go through
[clauses] 1 through 16.
Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay.
Clause 1 is self-explanatory.
Clause 2 defines certain terms used in the
Bill. The term “charitable organisation” previously defined in the repealed Act has been replaced with
“charity.” The term “committee” replaces the term
“commissioners” which was previously defined in the
repealed Act.
Clause 3 modernises the definition of a “charitable purpose” which provides that a charitable purpose is any purpose described in the list of purposes
set out in clause 4(1), and which is also for the public
benefit.
Clause 4(1) inserts the list of purposes. For
example, the prevention or relief of poverty, the advancement of citizenship or community development
or the relief of those in need because of youth, age, ill
health, disability, financial hardship, or other disadvantages. Clause 4(3) states that if any term that is used
in the section to describe a purpose has a particular
meaning under the law relating to charities in England
and Wales, the term is to be taken (with the necessary
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changes having been made) to have that meaning
under Bermuda law.
Clause 5 is new and provides clarification of
the public benefit requirement which requires a purpose listed in clause 4(1) to be for the public benefit in
order to be a charitable purpose. Clause 5(3) states
that a reference in the Act to the public benefit is a
reference to that term as it is understood for the purposes of the law relating to charities in England and
Wales.
Clause 6 states that if recreational or other
leisure-time facilities are provided in the interests of
social welfare and are for the public benefit, they are
provided for a charitable purpose. Clause 6(3) sets
out the basic conditions that must be met for the facilities to be provided in the interests of social welfare.
For example, the facilities are to be available to members of the public at large, or to male or to female
members of the public at large.
Clause 7 provides for the continuation of the
committee known as the Charity Commissioners for
Bermuda, known as “the Committee.” It also provides
for the composition of the Committee and the skills
and experience required for its members.
Clause 8 provides for the functions given to
the Registrar under the Act to be exercised, where
practicable, after consultation with the Committee.
Clause 9 provides for the delegation of the
Registrar’s functions to the Committee.
Clause 10 lists the objectives of the Registrar
and the Committee under the Act.
Clause 11 lists the Registrar’s general functions under the Act.
Clause 12 sets out the Registrar and the
Committee’s general duties under the Act.
Clause 13 provides that the Registrar must issue and publish guidance as to the operation of the
public benefit requirement, and that the charity trustees of a charity must have regard to the guidance
when exercising any powers or duties to which the
guidance is relevant.
Clause 14 provides that the Registrar must, at
the request of any person, provide that person with
copies of, or extracts from, any documents in the Registrar’s possession that are available for inspection
under the Act.
Clause 15 provides that fees may be prescribed under the Government Fees Regulations 1976
in respect of: (a) the discharge by the Registrar of any
of his functions including, but not limited to, an annual
fee on registered charities, and (b) the inspection of
the Register of Charities, or the provision of copies or
extracts from documents.
Clause 16 provides that the Registrar and the
Committee may do anything that is calculated to facilitate the performance of any of their functions or general duties.
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Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I would just like to follow through with this issue of the Government fee, clause 15(1), which discusses the fees. My honourable and learned colleague, Ms. Wilson, brought up the concern about
what the fee structure going forth was going to be like.
We understand that that will come forth in regulations.
But perhaps the Minister could under this particular
clause give us some idea as to what the new proposed fee structure is going to be. Is it just going to be
using the existing fee structure?
We appreciate that with this new Act a lot
more work and time is likely to be required in overseeing the charitable sector, and it will be understandable
if there are going to some fee adjustments to reflect
the new regime. But if the Junior Minister could give
us some idea as to what the likely future fee structure
is going to be, that would be helpful at this point. [That
is] with clause 15.
That is the one question I have.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Is there any other Member?
[No audio 21:02:0 through 21:02:2]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
No fees have been assigned at this time.
Those regulations will be forthcoming, but it is being
proposed that the fee will be between $100 to $400,
depending on the size of the charity.
[No audio 21:02:4 through 21:03:1]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I will now move clauses
17 to 33.
Clause 17 amends section 4(1) of the repealed Act and provides in greater detail for the registration of charities and the maintenance of a register
of all charities so registered.
Clause 18 requires any charity to be registered unless they are exempted from registration under clauses 18(2) or 18(4). For example, a charity is
exempted from registration if it is privately funded,
does not solicit funds from the Bermuda public, does
not receive funding from the Bermuda Government or
from Bermuda public sources, and has a registered
office with and is subjected to compliance by an institution that is licensed by supervisory authority within
the meaning of the Proceeds of Crime (Anti-Money
Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financing Supervision
and Enforcement) Act 2008.
Clause 19 provides that the Registrar may direct that a charity established for special purpose is
(or is not) a separate or distinct charity for the purposes of this Act.

[No audio 21:00:36–21:00:49]
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Clause 20 provides that an entity is conclusively presumed to be, or to have been, a registered
charity at any time when it is, or was, on the register.
Clause 21 requires the register to be open to
public inspection at all reasonable times, including
statement of accounts and annual reports submitted
by each charity. The Registrar intends to make the
register and relevant information available electronically for public inspection via the Registry General’s
website. Once available electronically, it will no longer
be necessary for the Registrar to gazette the register.
Clause 22 provides for the publishing of the
names, and such other particulars as the Registrar
considers appropriate, entered in the register. The
Registrar may, in order to keep the notice current, during the year publish amendments to the notice after
January 1, in every year.
Clause 23 provides that the Registrar may
give notice where there is reasonable evidence of
misconduct or mismanagement in the administration
of a charity, and unless the charity shows cause to the
Registrar’s satisfaction, remedial or protective action
may be taken by the Registrar, or the charity’s registration may be cancelled. The clause inserts a list of
actions that may be specified in the notice.
Clause 24 is similar to section 6 of the repealed Act that provides for appeals against decisions
of the Registrar to be made to the Minister in the first
instance and thereafter to the Supreme Court.
Clause 25 is new and gives the Registrar a
general power by written order to call for information
and documents that relate to a charity and are relevant to the discharge of the functions of the Registrar
under the Act.
Clause 26 is new and gives the Registrar a
general power to institute investigations with regard to
registered charities, but with regard to exempted
charities, he may do so only if he has a reasonable
suspicion that the charity is engaging in illegal activities.
Clause 27 provides for the manner in which
the Registrar may obtain evidence for the purposes of
an investigation. For example, by written order the
Registrar may direct any person to [provide] accounts
and statements in writing with respect to the matter, or
to return answers in writing to any questions or investigations addressed to the person on the matter.
Clause 28 is new and provides the power of
the Registrar to obtain a search warrant for the purposes of an investigation and the conditions on which
the search warrant can be issued.
Clause 29 provides the manner of executing a
search warrant issued to a member of the Registry
staff. For example, entry and search under a warrant
shall be at a reasonable hour and within one month of
the date of its issue, or the Registry General’s staff
member shall be accompanied by a police officer not
below the rank of inspector.
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Clause 30 entitles any authorised member of
the Registry staff to take copies or extracts from the
records and documents of any court, public registry or
office of records for any purpose connected with the
discharge of the Registrar’s functions under the Act.
Clause 31 provides that, except as permitted
under clause 32 (permitted disclosure), a person who
under this part of the Act (Information Gathering and
Investigations) receives information relating to the
business or affairs of another person shall not disclose the information without the consent of the person to whom it relates and the person from whom it
was received (unless it is already available to the public from other sources, et cetera).
Clause 32 states by whom, and the circumstances in which, information that would otherwise be
restricted under clause 31 can be disclosed for the
purpose of enabling or assisting the Registrar to discharge any of his functions under the Act.
Clause 33 is new and provides for the Registrar to apply to the Supreme Court for an order compelling compliance with a request for information or
documents.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 34 to 54 [sic]?
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Home Affairs.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes, thank you, Madam Chairman.
Just to . . . clause 18, Madam Chairman—
The Chairman: I just need to make a correction. I
said the wrong clauses. It is actually clauses 17 to 33.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
In reference to clause 18, that is the clause
that deals with the charities that might be exempted
under law because they are perhaps supervised under other pieces of legislation. As to a question and a
comment made by my honourable and learned colleague, as this charity sector has become more complex locally and globally, we find that there are all
types, different types, of charities that locate and operate in different parts of the world essentially getting
services in other places. And, certainly, this clause
makes provision for that.
Does the wording of this particular clause take
into account some of the different charities that would
generate under an Islamic financial framework? For
instance, it speaks to trusts here and so on, but that
may be the English . . . well, it speaks to those that
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are exempt because they are subject to our trust law,
but it does not mention any other types of legislation.
Clearly, there are . . . for instance, under the
Islamic, like Sharia framework, they have a charitable
system. And just to note that we have, ourselves, as a
country, been looking to attract Islamic finance. Perhaps some of the charitable organisations that exist
within that framework may find interest in locating in
Bermuda to operate. Would that particular provision,
as it exists, accommodate a type of charitable framework that does not follow the normal, traditional English common law charitable structure? Does it accommodate, and/or can amendments be made later to
accommodate, these different types of structures as it
relates to that exemption provision? That is one question I have as it relates to [clause] 18.
The other question and comment I have relates to [clause] 23 and the remedial or protective action and cancellation of registration. I am not trying to
take the opportunity from my honourable learned colleague, but the Honourable Member brought up some
very valuable points. I am hoping that they can be answered by the Junior Minister as it relates to . . . as we
have seen in the public, there have been certain mentions of organisations. And I can go back to the concerns that [were stated] about the Sunshine League
and their ability to be viable, and so on. All we had
available to us at that time was this old Charities Act
and, certainly, there were challenges with dealing with
their situation and how it was structured, and so on.
I would be interested to know . . . and, of
course, we had the recent discussions in the media
about a certain charity as well, and the actions of one
of their employees. Although it says a trustee charity,
it does not mention in here an employee of a charity,
in [clause] 23, as it relates to [clause] 23(3)(b), “or a
charity trustee of the charity, has been convicted of an
offence . . .” Is that perhaps not necessary? But a
charity trustee will be somebody who runs a charity,
whereas, if there is an employee of a charity who
commits an offence, does this provision here take
[into] account that you may have employees that
commit offences, misappropriation of funds, or the
like?
So, if this particular provision accommodates
them, that is fine. I am just asking the question because [it] does not specifically mention employee, it
just mentions charity trustee.
Those are my two questions for now on that
area. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Attorney
General, the Shadow Minister of Legal Affairs, Ms.
Kim N. Wilson.
You have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
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With respect to [clause] 23, again, concerning
the actions and the cancellation of the registration, I
do note that under [clause] 23(3) it speaks to the satisfaction of the Registrar, that the charity has neglected or otherwise failed to take any action with respect to subsection (1). In other words, a notice is issued to the charity and they fail to abide by that notice, et cetera, et cetera. And then it goes on and
speaks to the issue about a trustee, but I appreciate
that that is with respect to offences under this Act.
What I am particularly interested in is [clause]
23(3)(d) that speaks to “may no longer be a fit and
proper charity.” And back to when we were doing the
general debate on this Act, that, to me, is a very subjective theory. What one person might think is a fit and
proper charity another person may think it is not the
case. Recent examples in the newspaper have expressly spoken to this particular point.
Again, without any disrespect to the Registrar,
I wonder whether or not the provision itself is a little bit
too vague and far too subjective. Perhaps the Government would consider, as they have done in itemising [clause] 46, specific offences. I am not trying to
pre-empt that particular [clause], but in [clause] 46,
Madam Chairman, they outline specific offences. If the
charity commits these offences, these are the repercussions.
For us to specifically say, Everything deals
specifically with administration and filing accounts,
and rah, rah, rah, And then we speak to a blanket
statement saying, “May no longer be a fit and proper
charity.” I think, with respect, it is far too subjective.
Perhaps the Government would consider adding a
proviso, such as, May no longer be a fit and proper
charity (a)(1) in circumstances where a criminal offence has been committed by one of the agents or
principals of the charity that goes directly contrary to
the functions and the purpose of the charity. And that
one, I think, is a little bit clearer and it is less ambiguous and it speaks for itself.
So if a person commits a criminal offence that
has nothing to do with the charity itself—drinking in a
public place (I am just using that as an example),
which is not quite criminal. But in any event, you get
my point. Then if it does not affect the operations of
the charity, or the purpose or the functions of the charity, then perhaps in those circumstances the charity
would not be struck off.
But, clearly, and especially because of recent
events, and especially because subjectivity has entered into that conversation and that discourse, where
some people might describe recent events as taboo—
which is like on the opposite range of the spectrum
from how I would describe it—but, clearly, there could
be cases where if a person is convicted of a criminal
offence, the Registrar should have the power under
“may no longer be a fit and proper charity” (because I
cannot think of whatever other reason is not fit and
proper), you file your accounts . . . so if you read it as
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this, you have done all of your accounts, you have
done whatever you are supposed to do, insofar as
numbers, accounts, you filed them on time, et cetera,
et cetera. But a criminal conviction can take place that
goes completely contrary to the objectives and functions of the charity and, depending on the Registrar’s
view, they might not think that that was something that
is sufficient to strike them off the register. So I am just
wondering if the Government would consider that.
And my last question is with respect to
[clause] 28. That is a huge power! So we are effectively giving civil servants—again, no disrespect to the
Registrar and her people—but we are giving civil servants the right to apply to a magistrate to get a search
warrant. And then they get the search warrant and
then they go and they execute the search warrant,
accompanied by a police officer. And unless I do not
see it in this piece of legislation, I wonder whether or
not the Minister can either point to me where it is, or
indicate whether the Government considered it and
just felt that it was not necessarily important. There
does not seem to be any type of indemnity clause.
So if the Registrar and/or her people go and
get a search warrant and it is proven to be a frolic of
their own, or something, are they going to be sued
personally? And no doubt the Minister will be able to
answer whether or not the Government considered
this and whether they . . . because sometimes you
see like an “out clause,” that says that they are indemnified by their actions. I do not know if it exists in
this. I do not know if the Government considered it. If
they did consider it, and it matters not, I would be interested in it because I happen to know the Registrar
and I would hate for her to be finding her way [to] being sued or liable for suit because one of her agents
swore an avadavat and—whatever!
If they could just explain that position to me, I
would be grateful.
Thank you very much, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
The Chairman: I recognise that we have a different
Minister standing and responding.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: while the Minister is
getting answers to some of those questions, if I may
be helpful . . . the Honourable Member asked the
question about “fit and proper.”
Fit and proper is a term, which the Honourable Member would be aware, appears, certainly, in a
lot of the legislation—for example, the BMA [Bermuda
Monetary Authority] legislation. And I am led to believe there is a fair amount of case law as to what defines “fit and proper.” In the event that that is not ade-
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quate, the Honourable Member would probably be
aware, under the sections we just did, under [clause]
11(1),(2) and (3), the Registrar may give guidance
with respect to the administration of the charities as
he or she considers appropriate. And that guidance in
[clause] 11(3) can be “Any advice or guidance given
under subsection (2) may relate to—(a) charities generally; (b) any class of charities; or (c) any particular
charity.”
So there is, I think, scope here for the Registrar to issue guidance if this issue of fit and proper
becomes more problematic. But, as I said, I am informed by the technical officers that “fit and proper”
has a fair amount of case law, so there is plenty of
precedent here.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you. Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
MP Roban referenced clause 23. I believe it
related to if an employee of a charity did something
that was illegal or that basically was not in adherence
to the charity and basically caused a legal issue,
would the employee be held accountable or disciplined? Basically, the employee of a charity . . . we
would expect that the charity would hold all of their
employees responsible and accountable for their behaviour.
An Hon. Member: Really?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes.
So that is the response that I would give to
that.
An Hon. Member: You would assume, definitely.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: In terms of failure to
respond to a notice, I believe, MP Wilson asked what
are the ramifications. The Registrar General and the
Commissioner would work together on guidelines on
basically what is fit and proper. Paragraph (d) refers to
whether they are a fit and proper charity.
I was also informed that if a decision is made
that they are not fit and proper, there is an appeal
process set up (it is in the brief). They can appeal to
the Minister and, if not satisfied, there is an option to
appeal to the Supreme Court. So there is a course of
action that is available to the charity if they feel that
they have not been given a “fair shake,” so to speak.
There was a question regarding the indemnity
clause. The indemnity clause is not included at this
present time. However, Government would be vicariously liable. So it is not included at this time; Government will be vicariously liable.
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[Inaudible interjections and laughter]

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I have another question.

The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 17 to 33?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs.

[Crosstalk]

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The comment as it relates to my questions
about [clause] 23(3) was interesting. Of course, I am
sure the Junior Minister appreciates that this question
does come here because of recent events. Perhaps it
is an area that if . . . I understand the answer that the
Junior Minister has given, but I do believe that perhaps, as this Act continues to evolve and be administered, that perhaps some more specifics in this area
that not only are the trustees themselves held responsible, explicitly in this legislation, but also those who
work for them. Yes, we would assume that the trustees of a charity will hold in their own internal policies
their employees accountable, but this is not a perfect
world. And perhaps having an expressed clause in the
legislation is something that can be impressed by trustees who employ and then give responsibility to others
for the charitable organisation’s endeavours, [so they]
know and are mindful that they will be liable for their
employees’ actions.
Something that would certainly impress [upon
them] that an employee, just as equally as a trustee,
is held responsible for any misconduct or for carrying
out, or being convicted of, some penalty that pertains
to the responsibilities of the charity. That, you know,
you cannot pass the buck just because you are the
leader. But that a person who is working for the charity is just as liable, if convicted, as the trustee. That is
the point that I am trying to make. Perhaps be more
explicit in light of recent events. That might be a helpful provision in how we manage these situations.
I did not get an answer from the Junior Minister on my issue pertaining to the different types of
charitable structures that might come about because
of different types of financial arrangements, i.e.,
through an Islamic-type of arrangement. This talks
about exemptions under the trustees and regulations
and trust business, but we know that that is based on
English common law, or principles of trust, and so on.
But there are other types of charitable organisations
that might exist. I am just thinking perhaps having an
explicit exemption that will take that into account. Or
perhaps this does take [it] into account, the Junior
Minister did not make it clear. If it does take that into
account, then fine, my question is answered. But the
Honourable Member did not answer the question.
Thank you.
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The Chairman: Yes. I will.
The Chair will recognise the Shadow Attorney
General, Ms. Kim Wilson.
You have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you.
The Chairman: You are welcome.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes. I just did a quick search on
my own, Madam Chairman, and I appreciate the answer that was given by the Honourable Minister MP
Gibbons.
But when you look at . . . and I am just referring to Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs, on their
webpage, when it speaks to charities and the “fit and
proper test.” And it speaks to the fit and proper test
being related, specifically, to the use of charitable
funds and that those charitable funds are being used
for the charitable purpose. So it does not speak to
molestation, or any other type of offences that somebody who is an executive or an agent of the charity
can do. Again, I would ask the Government to perhaps consider qualifying that particular provision and
coming right out and saying, Criminal offences that
deal specifically with the purpose . . . or has the potential of interfering with the purpose and objective of
the legislation.
Because according to HM Customs and
Revenue, and they have a very similar legislation [as]
here, “fit and proper” deals with how the money is
spent, not the behaviour.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Junior Minister?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I will first deal with MP Roban’s question regarding Islamic charities. If there is a charity that is an
Islamic charity it may be regulated by this Act or the
Bermuda Monetary Authority. So there are provisions
to deal with that. Okay?
For MP Wilson’s question regarding the more
recent case, molestation and whatnot, the Commissioners are currently drafting Vulnerable Persons policy. They are working on that as we speak. That will
address children, seniors, and other vulnerable people
within Bermuda, and more details regarding this will
be coming soon. So it is being worked on.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: May I ask another question?

The Chairman: Thank you.
Junior Minister?

The Chairman: You certainly can.
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The Chair recognises Ms. Kim N. Wilson. You
have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you.
I am so obliged to the Junior Minister in answering my question with respect to the Vulnerable
Persons policy. Again, that is just a policy. Would the
Government consider adding to that legislation, that
[clause] 23(3)(d), “may no longer be a fit and proper
charity” something that talks about vulnerable persons. You know, and/or . . . I am getting frowns here.
But, you know, the reality is . . . I know a lot of people,
especially mothers, are a lot concerned about what
has been going on in recent events. And the fact that
we have this legislation that is so timely, Madam
Chairman, that is speaking specifically to the important role that charities play and, more importantly, or
of equal importance, is the registration and the proper
operation of charities. Right?
And “fit and proper” deals specifically with
money. And even so, as I said previously, it is subjective, because we know what some people think is fit
and proper others do not.
So I am saying, if we are having a Vulnerable
Persons policy, and I applaud the Registrar and her
team for developing that, surely, we can put something in the legislation as a consideration that speaks
specifically to criminal activity. And you know what?
[Inaudible interjections]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: That speaks . . . “fit and proper”
goes to illegal uses of the charitable funds; not for the
charitable purpose. That is the fit and proper test. It
does not have anything to do—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: We are not talking about . . . the
recent example that we spoke about in the House,
that you know what I am talking about, has nothing to
do with money. There was no money that was passed
in that charity that was used for another means. We
are talking about criminal activity—criminal convictions.
So why the Government will not even at least
consider . . . appease me! Humour me! And walk
away and say, Yes, okay, right. We will take it under
advisement. But I just feel all this resistance. Yes, it
came from this side. But I know I am not the only one
in this House, or in this community, that is outraged at
the recent events. And we have a perfect opportunity,
as we pass legislation, to try address that—if not for
me, for the mother of this child!
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs, Mr. Walter H. Roban.
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Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I would hope that the Government would take
into some account what my honourable and learned
colleague has said. It does sort of dovetail with what I
have actually asked about the actual issue of explicitly
making sure that any actions that an employee of a
charity may be convicted of in relation to their role in
the charity, they are held as strongly responsible as
the trustees would be as well. You cannot pass the
buck.
Clearly, some people might believe that because the employee committed the act, that actually
they will punish the trustees. But I think that it is important to make sure that all are accountable if a
crime is actually carried out. And that is why I said
expressly mentioning in the clause, although my honourable and learned colleague’s point is about the fit
and proper definition, which also speaks to that as
well in trying to have a strong message in the legislation about clearly what is fit and proper. This all
speaks to ensuring that if wrongs are done from within
the charity, or people who have, you know, carried out
activity in the charity that violates the charity’s objective and trust that it is supposed to be having with the
clients of the community, that they can be held accountable.
That is ultimately what I believe my honourable and learned colleague is actually trying to say,
and make clear that the Government takes this into
account. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Junior Minister?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I will once again say that in such a situation as
this, the Charity [Commissioners] or the Registrar will
determine if a charity is not fit or proper. If it is not fit
or proper, then the charity has the right to appeal in
this kind of affair.
Similar to what is going now, the likelihood is
that they will not appeal, because it is so apparent that
a wrongdoing occurred with a minor. So I stand by
this, basically stating that the Charity Commissioners
or Registrar will determine if a charity is not fit or
proper. They can appeal. If they do not like that, they
can appeal to the Minister. If they do not like that, they
can take it to the Supreme Court. So the Supreme
Court is the last port of call for this type of situation.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 17 to 33?
No?
Minister, will you please proceed? [Clauses]
34 to 54.
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Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Clause 34 is new and
requires accounting records to be kept by the charity
trustees of a registered charity. Account records shall
be kept in respect of the charity which is sufficient to
show and explain all the charity’s transactions. For
example, disclose the financial position of the charity
at that time or show from day to day all the sums of
money received and expended by the charity, and the
matters in respect of which the receipt and expenditure takes place.
Clause 35 requires accounting records to be
preserved for at least seven years from the end of the
financial year in which they were made.
Clause 36 requires charity trustees of a registered charity to prepare, in respect of each financial
year of the charity, a statement of accounts in such
form as may be determined by the Registrar. The Minister may prescribe the contents of the statement of
accounts.
Clause 37 is similar to section 8 of the repealed Act and requires the charity trustees of a registered charity to submit a copy of the statement of accounts to the Registrar within six months of the end of
each financial year of the charity, but if there are compelling reasons in a particular case, the Registrar may
extend the six-month period.
Clause 38 requires the charity trustees of a
registered charity to prepare annual reports on the
activities and other pertinent information of the charity
in respect of each financial year.
Clause 39 requires the charity trustees of a
registered charity to preserve any statement of accounts and annual report for at least seven years from
the end of the financial year to which it relates.
Clause 40 sets out the circumstances in which
the original purposes of a charitable gift can be altered
to allow the property given or part of it to be applied
cy-pres. Clause 40 is substantially the same as section 10 of the repealed Act.
Clause 41 is substantially the same as Section 11 of the repealed Act and provides that property
given for specific charitable purposes which fail shall
be applicable cy-pres as if given for charitable purposes generally where it belongs to a donor: (a) who,
after such advertisements and inquiries as are reasonable, cannot be identified or found, or (b) who has
executed a written disclaimer of his right to have the
property returned.
Clause 42 is similar to section 7 of the repealed Act and restricts fundraising activities. Apart
from the exceptions set out in clause 42(2), only registered charities may solicit members of the public for,
or receive from any member of the public in any public
place, a donation for any charitable purpose or for any
professed purpose which is otherwise benevolent.
Clause 43 is new and allows a person (not being a charity) to apply to the Registrar for a temporary
licence to solicit and collect donations from the public.
The Registrar shall not grant an application for a tem-
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porary licence unless he is satisfied that the applicant
will solicit and collect donations for a purpose which
falls within the description of purposes listed in clause
4(1).
Clause 44 provides that the charity trustees of
a registered charity must ensure that the name of the
charity, the fact that it is a registered charity, and its
registration number appear on all its publications to
promote transparency and public trust.
Clause 45 is new and makes it an offence to
supply false or misleading information to the Registrar, or to alter, suppress, conceal or destroy any
document which the person is or is liable to be required to produce to the Registrar.
Clause 46 sets out a list of certain other offences. For example, a person commits an offence if
he fails to apply for the registration of a charity where
required by this Act to do so. Clause 46 also sets out
penalties for anyone guilty of committing an offence
under this clause.
Clause 47(1) is new and provides that the
Minister may, after consulting the National Anti-Money
Laundering Committee [NAMLC], make regulations in
respect of charities for the purposes of detecting and
preventing money laundering and the financing of terrorism. Subsection (3) states that regulations made
under subsection (1) are subject to the affirmative
resolution procedure.
Clause 48 is similar to section 9 of the repealed Act and provides for the Minister, after consultation with the Registrar and the Committee, to make
regulations for carrying the Act into effect or for any
other matter that under the Act is to be prescribed.
Subsection (2) states that, except where the Act expressly otherwise provides, regulations made under
the Act are subject to the negative resolution procedure.
Clause 49 repeals the Charities Act 1978 (“the
repealed Act”).
Clause 50 carries over certain savings from
the repealed Act.
Clause 51 is new and deals with transitional
matters. The registration of any charitable organisation already registered under the repealed Act will
continue in force and will be deemed to have been a
charity registered under clause 17, and the provisions
of the Act will apply to such charity. The trustees of an
entity deemed to be a charity under this clause must,
as soon as practicable, submit the charity’s trusts to
the Registrar for approval. The charity’s trusts must be
so submitted by no later than: (a) in the case of a
charitable organisation the registration of which had
effect indefinitely, by no later than twelve months after
the coming into operation of the Act, and (b) in the
case of a charitable organisation the registration of
which had effect for a period of twelve months at a
time, by no later than the expiration of that period of
registration.
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Clause 52 makes general amendments regarding references in other legislation to the repealed
Act or to a charitable organisation.
Clause 53 makes a consequential amendment to section 18 (permitted disclosure) of the Financial Intelligence Agency Act 2007.
Clause 54 provides for the Minister to bring
the Act into operation by notice in the official Gazette.
Madam Chairman, I will now invite my
Honourable Members to comment on the Bill.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members who would like
to speak to clauses 34 through 54?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs, Mr. Walter H. Roban.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
My specific question to this is related to
Part 5, about accounting and reporting. Clause 35(1),
where it specifically states “ . . . registered charity
shall preserve any accounting records made for the
purposes of section 34 in respect of the charity for at
least seven years from the end of the financial year.”
And [clause 35(3)], “The obligation to preserve the
accounting records in accordance with subsection (1)
shall continue to be discharged by the last charity
trustees of the charity, unless the Registrar consents
in writing to the records being destroyed or otherwise
disposed of.”
As we well know, Madam Chairman, at times
charities will come and be dissolved, perhaps their
purpose will be fully realised or for different reasons
they will be dissolved. And now that the Government
has seen fit to create a, sort of, scaled registration
period, and just have, sort of, an indefinite discretionary provision (but most charities will be registered for
a couple of years, five years, or whatever) perhaps as
a charity dissolves the Registrar could maybe request
that a charity give their records over to the Registrar
and have them scan and [digitise] them to preserve
them. Because sometimes in those seven years people may go away or, you know, disappear, and then
you find that something went down, or you get a complaint two years down the line that, Oh, well, something happened to that charity. I don’t know what the
deal is. But you then have to go find that last charity’s
trustee who may not even be around, or nobody is
around.
Maybe there could be a capacity for the Registrar that once it is clear that that charity is going to
be dissolved, that the Registrar can take digital custody or copies of their last set of records. Not the
whole history, but maybe that last set of records so
that there can be an accounting of their situation at
that last moment and there is no need for the Registrar to run around.
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Now that we are in a digital age, I am sure
that that can possibly be done. It is just an idea to ensure that this seven-year requirement can be fulfilled.
Because that can happen; people will disappear. And
there isn’t the capacity to go back and look, or find the
records, and that seven-year requirement does not
get fulfilled. So that is just an idea about, in relation to
that [clause] 35.
I think that might be it for me, really, on that
Madam Chairman . . . Oh, sorry, clause 43, about
temporary licences. This, I think, speaks to what had
been raised before about persons who have these
very occasional or temporary events of charitable purpose. They just want to raise some money for, you
know, Susan’s scholarship to go off to beauty school,
or whatever, or to college, or to go and participate in
the Olympics, or something like that. I would like to
know if, for these temporary-type of measures, they
also will be required to pay that proposed $100 fee. Or
will there, perhaps, be a different fee charged for the
temporary charitable purpose exercise?
It would seem to be . . . I am not saying that it
is over burdensome, but perhaps there could maybe a
$50 charge for someone who is doing a temporary
charitable event that will conclude and end with them
raising whatever funds that they have. Having to be
burdened with paying $100 . . . that $100 could go to
the benefit of the child, or persons whom they are
raising the money for, whether it is a health expense
or educational expense or some sort of . . . Just a
thought to share with the Government on that issue.
That is it for me. Thank you very much,
Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you very much.
Minister?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you. Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
MP Roban makes a very reasonable request
that as a charity dissolves that the records be preserved for seven years. And it is quite doable that
their records could be scanned and input into a system electronically. That is doable.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Yes. So that is doable
and that is a very good suggestion. So I do not see
that not being able to be achieved.
In referencing [clause] 43 about the fees,
once again, fees have not been set. But for the
smaller charities, there will be a separate fee structure, so if the $100 to the $500 is onerous, then they
will be charged a separate fee. The fee structure has
not been set yet, but it is something that is being
taken into consideration. We do not want the fee to be
onerous to the smaller charities.
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The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes. Thank you for that.
I am labouring the point, but these small . . .
you know, there are a lot of people who on a yearly
basis do these little, temporary activities to benefit a
whole lot of people. These are the grass-root activities
that bring some gel to the community.
I know the Minister said that the fee structure
has not been decided yet, but some consideration for
temporary activities, that they could have a different
fee structure from the, sort of, standing fee structure
for the more permanently licensed charity. Just as a
thought, I think that that would be helpful for those
persons. Because I understand that they should be
properly regulated so that they do what they do and
the money goes where it has to go. I think that that is
important for us to ensure, but belabouring them with
maybe an onerous fee goes against what we should
be doing with them.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Attorney General and Shadow Minister of Legal Affairs,
Kim N. Wilson.
You have the floor, Honourable Member.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you.
My one question does relate specifically to
[clause] 47 concerning the anti-money laundering and
financing of terrorism. And perhaps I misunderstood,
but I do not think so, I was writing down what the Minister said when he giving that explanation in the general debate. The principle of proportionality will apply
insofar as the administration of this Act and that scrutiny will be applied based on the size and the function
of the charity and that leeway would be granted.
I guess the concern that I have is when you
are looking at issues concerning money laundering
and terrorist financing, particularly using the vehicle of
charities, particularly when we speak also, Madam
Chairman, about our international obligations under
the Financial Action Task Force, is that these manners are regulated based on risk, not just because of
the size. It does not preclude, of course, a risk being
assessed, or an area of vulnerability being assessed
on a charity that perhaps is a grass-roots charity that
is raising $25,000 for a football club and then somebody makes a $10,000 donation to that charity, and
that $10,000 could very well be the subject of money
laundering.
Our international obligation demands and requires that we look at the aspect of vulnerabilities and
risk. And it is a little bit frightening for the Minister to
say that we are going to, as I quoted, Look at the size
and the function of the charity and give some leeway,
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because smaller charities are just as culpable and
capable of money laundering and utilising. I should
say, crooks are just as responsive to utilising whatever avenue they can to launder money. If they think it
is going to be a little bit easier through smaller charities—$5,000 amounts to money laundering, if it is illicit
gain, so is $50,000 and $5 million.
So if they see that we are going to be not
looking at it from a risk analysis point of view (I am
looking at the vulnerabilities as a country) and they
are just going to apply the principle of proportionality
and administer it based on the size and the function
and give leeway to the smaller [charities], I am not
quite sure that that is going to pass the mustard when
Bermuda is assessing 2016 for the charities in our
regulatory regime for AML.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises Minister Gibbons.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you.
Just, if I may help the Honourable Member, on
that last question about the AML and essentially our
obligations to bring this up to date under the FATF
[Financial Action Task Force] requirements.
I refer the Honourable Member to [clause]
12(5). This is the general duties of the Registrar and
the Committee. It says, “In performing their functions
they shall, so far as relevant, have regard to the principles of best regulatory practice, including the principles under which regulatory activities should be proportionate, accountable, consistent, transparent and
targeted only at cases in which action is needed.”
I think that that addresses the general requirements that the Honourable Member was referring
to.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 34 through 54?
No other Members.
Minister?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I would just like to address MP Roban’s concern about the fee structure.
Once again, I understand his concern. We do
not want the smaller charities to be overly burdened
by paying an exorbitant fee, and that will be looked at
and it will be taken into consideration.
So, I appreciate his concern; I have the same
concern.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Minister, while you are on your feet.
You may proceed.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
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I now move clauses 1 through 54.
The Chairman: Thank you.
It has been moved that clauses 1 through 54
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 54 passed.]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Madam Chairman, I now
move the Preamble.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Madam Chairman, I
move that the Bill be reported to the House.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Charities Act 2014 was considered by a Committee of the whole House and passed
without amendment.]
House resumed at 9:53 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
CHARITIES ACT 2014
The Speaker: Members, we have had the second
reading [and committee stage] of the Charities Act
2014, which has been approved.
We move now to the next Order of the Day,
which is consideration of the draft regulations entitled
Government Fees Amendment Regulations 2014, and
it is in the name of the Minister of Finance, the Honourable E. T. Richards.
Minister of Finance, you have the floor.

DRAFT REGULATIONS
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very much,
Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, with the Governor’s recommendation and in accordance with section 36(3) of the
Bermuda Constitution, I move that consideration be
now given to draft regulations entitled Government
Fees Amendment Regulations 2014, proposed to be
made by myself under the provisions of section 2 of
the Government Fees Act 1965.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Are there any objections?
Minister, you move on.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, sir.
Mr. Speaker, the Government Fees Amendment Regulations 2014 represents the conclusion of
the biennial review of Government fees. By way of
standing policy, Government reviews the fees on a
regular basis to ensure that there is reasonable cost
recovery for the provision of various services offered
by a range of Government departments. Each of the
71 heads described in the Schedule are to be increased generally by 5 per cent, which is in line with
the rate of inflation over the past two years.
Mr. Speaker, each of the heads included in
these regulations identifies the principal Act wherein
the authority exists to permit the changing of each of
the fees set out in the regulations. Each of the fees,
therefore, makes reference to a section in the principal Act where the specific authority exists for the
changing of a particular fee. Again, Honourable Members will note that 71 different laws governing the issuance of licences or permits or the provision of a
service by a government department are covered by
the amendment regulations now before the House.
This is, indeed, an Omnibus statutory instrument. Mr. Speaker, in the majority of cases the fees
have been increased by a factor of 5 per cent, which
is line with the actual inflation experienced since the
fees were last reviewed in 2012. For ease of administration, a number of small fees have been rounded
up to the next whole dollar. Based on the general increase of 5 per cent, the overall financial impact of
these revisions is estimated to be an increase in yield
of about $2 million to $3 million in 2014/15.
As part of the biennial review, departments
are also requested to consider whether fees are adequately covering the costs incurred in delivering the
service. In cases where utilisation has decreased,
and/or specific legislation is under review, fees remain
at the 2012 levels or are being reduced. Also, as part
of the biennial review, new heads and a number of
additional provisions have been added to existing
heads in the new 2014 Fees Schedule. The additions
are as follows:
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Head 1: Agriculture Act 1930, provisions
(3)(b), (3)(c) and (6) to (8).
Head 3: Allied Health Professions Act 1973,
provisions (3) and (4).
Head 5: Bermuda Archives Act 1974, provisions (1)(h), (1)(i), and (2).
Head 6: Bermuda Immigration and Protection
Act 1956, provisions (6)(b), (11)(a)(ii) and (21)
through (28).
Head 11: Building Authority Act 1962, provisions (2)(a)(iv), and (e).
Head 16: Condominium Act 1986, Fee previously under Head 21, Development and Planning Act 1974.
Head 19: Dental Practitioners Act 1950, provisions ([3])(a) and (b), (4), (7) through (10).
Head 20: Department of Works and Engineering Act 1984, provisions (2) through (9).
Head 26: Endangered Animals and Plants Act
2006, Fees previously under Head 1, Agricultural Act 1930.
Head 36: Marine Board Act 1962, provision
(10).
Head 39: Medical Practitioners Act 1950, provisions (4) and (5).
Head 44: Optometrists and Opticians Act
2008, provisions (3) and (4).
Head 48: Pharmacy and Poisons Act 1979,
provisions (3) through (5).
Head 53: Public Health Act 1949, provisions
(3) and (12)(c).
Head 54: Public Treasury (Administration and
Payments) Act 1969, provision (1).

Mr. Speaker, I now invite Honourable Members for their consideration, I invite them—
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Shadow Minister of Finance, MP David Burt.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Good evening, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good evening. Good evening.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I am afraid that I am
going to talk a lot longer than the Minister will talk.
The Speaker: That is fair enough.
Mr. E. David Burt: I have a few questions so I will just
go ahead and get started. The Minister went over the
new regulations and I thought that he might give an
explanation of some, but I have gone through and I
have compared the 2012 fees to the 2014 fees. I
made note of the new ones, but I also made note of
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where there were, I guess, significant increases. I am
going to ask for reasons for those increases and I
hope that the Minister might have them.
The Speaker: Okay.
Mr. E. David Burt: I do see on Head 6 that there has
been a change in the amounts that have been work
permits. Specifically, where there is an introduction of
a fee where one did not exist before where charities or
non-profit—
The Speaker: Where are you reading? Where are
you reading?
Mr. E. David Burt: Sorry. I am on Head 6. Sorry
about that, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes, I am trying to follow you.
Mr. E. David Burt: I am on Head 6, so I am on
page 7, Head 6, (5)(a)(vi).
The Speaker: Okay.
Mr. E. David Burt: Where it says “a letter of permission (where-under the Minister may grant such permission for a period of time specified in the letter not
exceeding 1 year to not-for-profit organisations, including registered [charitable organisations] . . ..” So,
basically, if there was someone like a member of the
clergy, or someone coming down for a charitable organisation, the charity would not have to pay a fee for
the letter of permission, but then now there has been
a few that is introduced for $100.
We are introducing a fee for charity, so I was
wondering if the Minister could possibly clarify the
reason as to why this fee for charities has been introduced. I would think that charities and churches and
different things like that, they have had this fee at zero
(for letter of permission) and it only applies for not-forprofit, it is not for other organisations. So I was hoping
the Minister could clarify that specific instance on why
that fee was introduced.
I note that there are significant, I guess, increases in the price of work permits. But there is a
challenge that we have had a reduction on the price of
10-year work permits, which has now gone from . . . I
think that was probably . . . we did that before? But I
am just noting the change from $20,000 down to
$15,750. So I was just wondering if the Minister could
shed some light on that.
If I go to the 2012 Regulations, which were
the previous ones, I was hoping that the Minister
could possibly clarify, because on the 2012 Regulations, there was a fee, which I do not see on the new
items, which was “considering an application for an
extension to or exemption from term limits.” I guess
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we do not have that anymore because term limits do
not exist. So that is self-explanatory.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: No problem. Just making sure I go
through every single thing which I have.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: In 4 . . . there was a significant
increase which I do not necessarily have an objection
to—and we are still on Head 6 (14), Granting permission to reside in Bermuda. This is an application under
section 31A or B (it is on page 9 [Head6] (14)(a)(ii).
The increase went from $1,100 to $1,800, so it was
not in the normal 5 per cent range. I was wondering if
the Minister had a reason why, I guess, that was—
The Speaker: More than.
Mr. E. David Burt: —a significant increase, which
existed there.
We are on Head 6, on page 9, and it is
(14)(a)(ii).
The Speaker: [Head 6](14)(a)(ii).
Mr. E. David Burt: And it is “on application for a permanent resident’s certificate under section 31A or
31B.” The old fee was $1,100 and this one has moved
up to $1,800, so I am guessing the reason for that
specific thing, for that specific change.
Now, moving on, Mr. Speaker. I would just like
to note that there has been a reduction in the price or
the cost for retroactive planning permissions, and it is
a significant reduction, a 50 per cent reduction and
75 per cent reduction. I know that there certainly has
been some challenges—
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that that is, basically, just about a 400 per cent increase, or more than a 400 per cent increase. The old
fee was $1,591 and we see the new fee is now
$7,250. So I thought it was curious that some of the
retroactive fees were reversed, and then a whole lot of
them were increased. I was just wondering if there
was any reasoning or justification on that specific
large variation.
Moving on to Head 14. We are on page 15
now, Mr. Speaker. I am getting it right now. Page 15,
Head 14 (6), which is “Applying for permission pursuant to rule 17 of the Clean Air Rules 1993.” And we
see that there has been a 500 per cent increase in
that fee, from $40, where it stood, up to $200 now.
Now, I just want to make sure that this application
does not have anything to do . . . because I know that
this law covers alternative energy. I was just hoping
that we were not increasing the fees on any type of
application which may be related to things that deal
with alternative energy.
I took a look at the rules, it just has, it just basically states that any application is subject to this fee.
So I am just trying to figure out if this fee is going to
possibly have any negative impact on persons who
are looking to invest in alternative energy, because
the 500 per cent increase does seem to be quite extraordinary, going from $40 to $200.
I note that the Minister mentioned a lot of new
fees, as it seems, under Head 20, with the Department of Works and Engineering Act [1984]. There
were lots of additional fees that were added on for . . .
well, that are different from 2012 to 2014, Mr.
Speaker, regarding the Department of Works and Engineering, to do with Tynes Bay. So I was hoping that
I could possibly get some clarification on that item.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: Head 20, yes. Head 20.

The Speaker: Where is that, so I can look at it?

The Speaker: Page 20.

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I apologise again. I
am on Head 10, page 12. Head 10(1)(f)(i), (ii) and (iii),
on page 12.
And there is another place where there is this
reduction in retroactive planning permissions that are
there.
So I would just like to state on that, we welcome the reduction, because we do know that, I think,
the large increase did have some unintended consequences that has caused a great amount of pain to a
certain amount of people. So I would like to commend
the Government for that reduction.
I will note that there is a large increase. Now
we are on Head 11, on the Building Authority Act
[1962], Head 11. We are on page 14, Mr. Speaker.
Head 11, (2)(d), where the elevators . . . I guess this is
retroactive permission for the elevator. I have seen

Mr. E. David Burt: Page 20, Head 20, Head 20 and
page 20, from (2) down to (9) were not in the 2012
Regulations. So maybe there was a regulation after
that, but when I looked at the 2012 Regulation and
compared it, these were the things that appeared to
be new.
Moving on, Mr. Speaker. There seemed to be
above the 5 per cent increase on the . . . We are now
on page 27, Head 36, under Marine Board Act 1962,
and we were looking at [(6)], “Issuing a licence for an
island boat under the Marine Board (Island Boats)
Regulations 1965. The increases that were put in
were above the 5 per cent. They were more along the
lines of about 16 [per cent] to 18 per cent. So I was
wondering if there was any specific reason why these
ones were increased above the just regular just 5 per
cent increase that goes into place.
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Under Head 50, Mr. Speaker, which is on
page 34, comparing the 2012 Regulations to the 2014
Regulations, on (3) and (4), Head 50, we have, “Application fee for a licence to act as a private investigator or security guard . . .” The fees just doubled from
$100 to $200 over the years. So I was just wondering
if there is any specification or any reasoning for that
doubling of the fess under that particular Act.
Moving on, if I could, Mr. Speaker, under the
Public Health Act, which is Head 53, Public Health Act
1949, on page 36, and so this will be Head
53(7)(a)(iii), and it says, “a stand or vehicle propelled
or drawn by mechanical power or by a horse or other
beast.” And that amount has been—
The Speaker: Beast.
Mr. E. David Burt: Beast, yes.
And that amount has been reduced from—
The Speaker: What is the other beast?
Mr. E. David Burt: A donkey, I guess, yes.
And that amount has been reduced from $500
to $300, and I guess I was just curious as to the reduction in that amount.
The Speaker: So that came down.
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes. I saw that reduction; I thought
it was curious. So I was just asking if the Minister
could possibly shed some light on the reason for that
reduction.
I do note the increase on Head 54, the new—
The Speaker: No more other beasts around is there,
Minister?
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Mr. Speaker, those are all of my comments.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable
Shadow Finance Minister.
Any other Honourable Members care to
speak?
Minister, you . . . all right.
Honourable Minister Dunkley—
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes, thank you—
The Speaker: Minister of National Security, you have
the floor.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
While the substantive Minister gets some answers back, I will answer one of the questions from
the Shadow Finance Minister.
In regard to Head 50, Private Investigators
and Security Guards Act 1974, I think the Honourable
Member will be aware that a couple of years ago there
was a new piece of legislation passed, Private Investigators and Security Guards, and attached to it were
some regulations that called for training and certification. That format is being set up at the present time.
The Commissioner of Police will give the licences after approved training. The training will be done
through the Department of Workforce Development.
We thought because of the raised standards and the
training that was associated with it, it was more appropriate to have a reasonable fee of $200 to be attached to that. So that is the reason for the $100 to
$200 in fee in both those classes.
The Speaker: Thank you for the explanation, Minister.
The Chair will recognise now the Minister for
Works, the Honourable Patricia Gordon-Pamplin.
You have the floor.

[Laughter]
Mr. E. David Burt: I do note on page 38, Head 54,
the new fee for the “Service for fees payments made
by debit or credit card . . ..” I know that came up in the
Budget Debate which we had, Mr. Speaker, and I
would just like to recognise it.

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I did have a little bit of a background with respect to the Honourable Member’s
question concerning lunch carts—
The Speaker: Okay. Where is that?

The Speaker: Which one is that, sorry?
Mr. E. David Burt: This is on page 38, Head 54,
which is “Service fees for payments made by debit or
credit card under section 19A.” I would just like to
commend the Government for introducing that. I
guess the Government was losing revenue off of
credit and debit cards. If we are putting that fee on
there, then it makes sense that if the Government is
not getting the fee, then we certainly are losing revenue, so I think it is certainly a good thing to put in
place. I recognise that that was new and accounted
for.

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —and the reduction of—
The Speaker: Where is that? Where is that so I can
look.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: It was—I think it
was page 35, Head 53—
The Speaker: Oh, that is the one about “beasts.”
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes.
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And the reason was that a previous Minister,
previous to me, had actually promised the lunch cart
owners that there would be a reduction in their fees,
notwithstanding that there was no authority to do so,
because it had not been included in the [regulations.
As a result, when they came to visit, and asked
whether that commitment could be honoured, I believe
that it was negotiated in good faith and therefore we
agreed to it and hence you are seeing the reduction
here.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister, for that explanation.
Honourable Finance Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, as it relates to Head 6, and relates to work permit fees, the Minister of Home Affairs
conducted significant consultation with the industry on
these fees and the fee adjustments, they have been
increased as a result of that consultation with the respective parties.
The rest of the . . . there were a lot of very
small fees that the Honourable Member used (what I
will call “large per cent exchanges” but they were
small numbers). What was tried to be done here was
that we tried to get these fees to be at least 5 per cent
bigger than they were before, some of them have
been a lot more, but that is kind of like, in some respects, the law of small numbers. As I said, some of
these things were rounded up.
Also, from a general context, these fees were
increased. Some of them were increased substantially
because, as I mentioned in the brief, some of them
were increased to reflect the actual cost of delivery of
the service. Then we felt that some of these fees
needed to be increased to reflect the cost. Not that I
am guaranteeing that these fees actually do cover the
cost of service, but at least an attempt to address the
fact that before the fees were not covering the cost of
the actual service [provided by] government to the
users of the service.
I can have an offline consultation with the details, if the Honourable Member wishes, but those are
really the only sort of general comments that I have to
these fee increases.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Any further questions, Shadow Minister?
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker. I appreciate that.
If I could just get one piece of clarification
from the Minister, because I understand, but in the
Minister’s brief he covered the 5 per cent, and he covered the new fees, but there were some fees where
there were significant changes. Although it may be the
“law of small numbers,” they could have an impact on
certain things, specifically, if we are looking at raising
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fees which may impact individuals looking to invest in
solar energy. So I think that that is important.
And the final thing that I had hoped the Minister would get back to me on, would certainly be that
issue where it comes to the fact that charities now are
going to be charged money, or churches will be
charged money, for letters of permission, which is a
new fee, which they never had to pay before. I was
just hoping for clarity on that. The Minister has said
that he will speak to me offline, so I look forward to
hearing from him on those particular issues.
The Speaker: Okay.
Minister would you care to comment now, or
...
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I do not have any specifics on those at the moment, but I undertake to get
those answers for the Honourable Member and I
will—
The Speaker: Okay. That is fine, Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thanks.
The Speaker: Shadow Minister, you fine with that?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Okay with that, Honourable Member?
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Yes. Yes, he is fine with that. Yes.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I guess so.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Okay, Mr. Speaker.
So I guess I will have to move clauses 1, 2
and 3.
Clause 1 cites the title of the regulation.
Clause 2 revokes the schedule of Government fees in the 1976 Regulations.
Clause 3, firstly, gives the commencement
st
date of April 1 , 2014, as the date for the fees to become effective. Secondly, this [clause] deals with the
validity of fees paid before the commencement date.
And, lastly, Mr. Speaker, I move the Schedule
itself, which details individual fees under the 71
Heads, described in the Schedule.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Member.
Are there any objections to the movement of
the clauses and the schedule?
Since there are no objections . . .
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[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 3 and the Schedule passed.]
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move that the draft regulations be approved
and that a message be sent from this Honourable
House to His Excellency the Governor.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister.
Any objections to that?
So a message will be sent from this House on
the approval of these regulations.
[Motion carried: The Draft Regulations, entitled the
Government Fees Amendment Regulations 2014,
were approved.]
The Speaker: Next, Members, we have consideration
of draft regulations entitled the Government Fees
(Trade Marks and Service Marks) Amendment Regulations 2014; again, in the name of the Minister of Finance.
I recognise the Minister of Finance, the Honourable E. T. Richards. You have the floor

DRAFT REGULATIONS
GOVERNMENT FEES (TRADE MARKS AND SERVICE MARKS) AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you again, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to rise this evening
to introduce the amendment regulation entitled Government Fees (Trade Marks and Service Marks)
Amendment Regulations 2014.
The amendment regulation seeks to increase
fees and introduce a new fee structure for trade and
service marks registrations. Mr. Speaker, the intellectual property section of the Registry General facilitates
the protection of intellectual property rights.
I think I might use that phrase “intellectual
property” a few times. I will refer to it as “IP” rights, so
you will recognise the shorthand, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. That is fine, Honourable Minister.
That will help us move along.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Also, I will really get my
tongue really tied up otherwise.
The Speaker: Help us move along a little quicker.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So that Bermuda, in the
protection of IP rights, so that Bermuda remains in
place where creativity and talent can thrive.
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“Intellectual property” is the term used to describe a class of property rights that emanate from
creations and expressions of one’s mind or intellect. In
general terms, Mr. Speaker, IP rights are the products
of thoughts, creativity, and intellectual effort, examples
of which include copyrights and related rights, patents,
designs, trade and service marks, and other matters
such as trade secrets.
Mr. Speaker, trade and service marks are important in the overall creation of products and the provision of services since the origins of commercial
trade. They serve the purpose of associating the quality of a product or services from a particular source
while alerting the consumer to origin of that commodity. Trade and service marks also serve to protect the
goodwill of the entrepreneur’s business operation and
also to ensure that customers are not deceived into
purchasing inferior products or acquiring services that
bear a mark that is confusingly similar to their own.
Mr. Speaker, the key function of the IP section
of the Registry General, is to administer the Trade
Marks Act 1974 (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”.)
This legislation provides for the registration of trade
and service marks, and therefore affords protection
and control to the proprietors of trade and service
marks against infringement and the unlawful use of
these marks. Examples of the services provided are
the registration and the assignment of trade service
marks in respect of specific proprietors.
Mr. Speaker, in early March 2014, the acting
Register General, under whose purview the Registry
General falls, advised the local trade mark practitioners and members of the Bermuda Bar Council of the
proposed increase in trade and service mark fees.
Although the increase is slightly higher than the usual
3 per cent, the proposed new fees are compatible with
fees in other jurisdictions which allow Bermuda to remain competitive and attractive for trade and service
mark registration. The trade mark practitioners in particular were pleased to learn that the proposed increase of fees is reasonable and not too large, in light
of the fact that their clients and the global economy
are slowly recovering from the effects the economic
downturn.
Mr. Speaker, these fees, for the most part,
better reflect the amount of work and effort required
by IP staff in caring out the various processes required under the Act and compare favourably with
relevant fees charged in other jurisdictions. A highlight
of some of the more significant increases in fees, together with the supporting rationale, is as follows:
Fee No. 1 of the Schedule: Requests for Registrar’s preliminary advice. The proposed fee is $107,
which represents a 4 per increase over the current fee
of $103. This activity involves extensive research on
the part of the examiner. It was required to search and
compare the proposed mark against all similar marks
on the register and advise as to its ability to be registered. Advice must be given, not only with respect to
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the similarity that the proposed mark might have with
one already on the register, but also in respect of any
objections which may be raised based on lack of distinctiveness of the proposed mark. It is felt that the
proposed fee better reflects the amount of effort required to complete this activity.
Fee No. 3 of the Schedule: Application to register trade mark in a single class. The proposed fee of
$234 is a 4 per cent increase over the current fee of
$225. It is believed that the increase to $234 is quite
reasonable, given the fact that other jurisdictions
charge a much higher fee for trade mark application.
For example, [$243] in the Cayman Islands, [$375] in
the US, and a [£200] in the UK. The proposed fee,
although no equal to that of other known jurisdictions,
is justified as it better reflects the time and resources
involved in processing each application.
Fee No. 4 of the Schedule: Requests for
grounds of a decision. The proposed fee of $294 is a
4 per cent increase over the current fee of $283. This
activity involves extensive research on the part of the
Registrar who is required to search all marks on the
register, and may be required to consult case law,
trade mark textbooks, and other legal precedents in
order to validate his decision in any matter arising under the Act. Although a 4 per cent increase has been
imposed on the current fee, the proposed fee is still
considered inadequate in terms of its complexity.
Fee No. 5 of the Schedule: The notice of opposition. The proposed fee of $161 represents a 4 per
cent increase over the current fee of $155. A trade
mark which has been accepted for registration must
be advertised to allow for opposition from a third party
on the grounds that its registration is infringing the
rights of the third party. When an application is opposed, the role of the Registrar changes from administrative to judicial. The Registrar is required to act in a
quasi-judicial capacity. The proposed increase in the
current fee is slight, and somewhat inadequate, given
the quasi-judicial nature of the proceedings that are
being initiated.
Fee No. 7 of the Schedule: Hearing of opposition. The proposed fee of $109 represents, again, a
4 per cent increase. This increase is not substantial
given the legal expertise that the Registrar must exercise in conducting the hearing of parties involved in
the opposition and issuing, at the end, a decision
which can be appealed in [the] Supreme Court.
Fee No. 8 [of the Schedule]: Registration of a
trade mark or service mark. The proposed fee of $234
represents, again, an increase of 4 per cent. This fee
covers the cost of the certificate and entry of the mark
on the register. Registration of a trade mark or service
mark is granted for a period of seven years, in the first
instance.
Fee No. 13 of the Schedule: Application to
register an assignment of a trade mark or service
mark. The proposed fee is $187, representing an assignment for six months. Again, it is representing a
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4 per cent increase. It is also $214 to register an assignment between 6 and 12 months, representing a
4 per cent increase. It is $241 to register an assignment over 12 months, representing, again, a 4 per
cent increase.
The recording of an assignment requires a review of the deed of assignment which accompanies
the application. A certain level of legal knowledge and
expertise is required to ascertain that the document
has been properly executed and to ensure that the
Registry General does not incur an undue legal liability. The proposed fees better reflect the work required
by the IP staff and the application complies with the
legislation before processing the assignment.
Fee No. 17 of the Schedule: Application for
renewal of a trade mark or service mark. The proposed fee is $343, representing a 4 per cent increase.
This is a major revenue earner for the department.
The application for renewal requires the officer to review the trade mark or service mark file to ensure that
the application for renewal has been filed in the right
name and that the address of the applicant corresponds with that on the file. Changes may have occurred in the preceding seven years and the officer
must ensure that register is correct. A fee of $343
grants a right for further 14-years of protection.
In closing, Mr. Speaker, the proposed increases in trade mark and service mark fees will bring
the fee structure more closely in line with comparative
fees charged in other jurisdictions. The Government
has taken the comments of the local trade mark practitioners into consideration and has produced a new
fee structure which it believes is acceptable to, and
not onerous on, our local and overseas clients. This
proposed fee structure will enable Bermuda to retain
its attraction as a recognised and valued jurisdiction
for registration and protection of trade marks and service marks.
Mr. Speaker, I now invite Members’ comments.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Minister.
The Chair will recognise the Shadow Minister
for Finance, MP David Burt.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I have had a chance to go
through regulations and I realise that all of these are
just 5 per cent increases across the board, so they
enjoy our support.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Any other Member care to speak?
The Chair will recognise again the Minister for
Finance, Minister Richards.
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I would like now to move clause
1, which cites the title of the regulations.
Clause 2 revokes the Schedule of the Government Fees, Trade Marks and Service Marks Regulations 1993.
Clause 3, firstly, gives the commencement
st
date of April 1 , 2014, as the date of the fees to become effective. And, secondly, this section deals with
the validity of fees paid before the commencement
date.
Lastly, Mr. Speaker, I would like to move the
Schedule itself, which details 51 individual fees described in the Schedule.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Are there any objections to the clauses and
the Schedule being approved?
There are no objections.
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 3 and the Schedule passed.]
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I would like
now to move the draft regulations Government Fees
(Trade Marks and Service Marks) Amendment Regulations 2014 be approved an a message be sent from
this Honourable House to His Excellency the Governor.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
There are none, so the Government Fees
(Trade Marks and Service Marks) Amendment Regulations 2014, have been approved and a message will
be sent to the Governor.
[Motion carried: The Draft Regulations entitled the
Government Fees (Trade Marks and Service Marks)
Amendment Regulations 2014 were approved.]
The Speaker: We now move Order No. 8 the Second
Reading of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Bermuda Amendment Act 2014, in the name of the
Minister of Finance.
Minister of Finance, the Honourable E. T.
(Bob) Richards, you have the floor.

BILL
SECOND READING
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF
BERMUDA AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very much
again, Mr. Speaker.
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Mr. Speaker, the Bill before us this evening is
the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda
Amendment Act 2014.
The purpose of the Bill is to amend the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 1973, which is the principal Act, and the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda By-Laws
2006 (the principal By-laws), to facilitate the unification of the accounting professions in Bermuda in line
with Canada.
Mr. Speaker, the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (the CICA), the Canadian Management Accountant Association (CMA), and the Certified General Accounting Association of Canada
(CGA), have been engaged in discussions with the
intention of bringing the three bodies together to unify
the Canadian accounting profession. In Quebec, the
CA, CMA, and CGA governing bodies have already
merged in accordance with the provincial government
directive to form “CPA Quebec.”
CICA and CMA Canada have merged with efst
fect from January 1 , 2013, to create “CPA Canada”
as the national organisation to support unification of
the Canadian accounting profession under the CPA
banner.
The CICA and CMA Canada have jointly published a national unification framework as a basis for
unification. Given Bermuda’s long association and
affiliation with Canadian accounting bodies, local accounting bodies have considered the implications of
unifications in Canada on the accounting profession in
Bermuda. Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, the ICAB [Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda] members
th
held a special general meeting on December 6 ,
2012. Those present voted in favour of remaining affiliated with the Canadian profession and joining CPA
Canada. Likewise, the Certified General Accountants
of Bermuda (CGA Bermuda) held a meeting in February 2014, and also agreed to the proposal for the unification of the accounting profession locally.
Mr. Speaker, while the underlying principles of
unification are the same as those across Canada, the
practical application of those principles differs significantly in the Bermudian context. Accordingly, local
accounting bodies are working together to prepare a
specific proposal for Bermuda. This proposal will provide relevant information and also recommend to
members an appropriate way forward for the accounting profession in Bermuda. This proposal contains
three fundamental components which are as follows:
1. Incorporate a professional body called the
Chartered Professional Accountants of Bermuda, to be known as CPA Bermuda. To
govern the accounting profession in Bermuda.
2. Enter into an agreement with CPA Canada
similar to those in place presently between
Bermuda accounting bodies and their Canadian counterparts.
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3. Develop a licensing regime in Bermuda under
the authority of CPA Bermuda to regulate the
eligibility of members to provide assurance
services.
4.
Mr. Speaker, unification is intended to provide
no direct gain or loss to any party and preserves the
right to continue using legacy designations in conjunction with the new CPA designation. There will be no
dilution of professional standards. Any changes required in accordance with the formation of CPA Bermuda will continue to reflect the high standards maintained by ICAB.
In summary, the practical effects for this proposal for Bermuda’s accounting profession are the
adoption of the CPA designation and a willingness in
future to admit members from other Canadian provincial CPA bodies. The highest professional standards
will be maintained with the formation of CPA Bermuda.
Mr. Speaker, some of the key amendments
being proposed with this Bill are as follows:
1. We have changed the name of Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Bermuda to the
Chartered Professional Accountants of Bermuda wherever it appears.
2. Rename the Council of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda to the CPA
Board.
3. To update the provisions that relate to the
right to use a designation, Chartered Professional Accountant, and associated initials.
4. To make other consequential amendments
that have to be brought into effect.
Mr. Speaker, until the enactment of this legislation, ICAB will continue to operate and be governed
under existing structure. Honourable Members are
advised that the development and implementation of a
plan to form CPA Bermuda will be overseen by a transitional steering committee, with representation from
ICAB, CGA Bermuda, and one or more independent
public representatives and perspective members from
other accounting bodies, which would be part of CPA
Canada.
The transitional steering committee would be
accountable, and will report progress, to ICAB. The
transitional steering committee will operate according
to terms of reference provided by ICAB, which would
include such priorities as:
1. Working with Government on legislation and
by-laws.
2. Developing an effective Government structure
for CPA Bermuda.
3. Determining the education delivery for the
new CPA pre-certification programme.
Mr. Speaker, the principles of unification are
appropriate and sensible for the future of the account-
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ing profession in Canada and Bermuda. As accounting and auditing standards are becoming increasingly
global in nature, so too are the standard-setting bodies. It follows logically that in order to have an effective voice in the future, accounting regulatory bodies
must adopt a global perspective, which means,
among other things, be more inclusive in terms of
membership, while maintaining the highest standards
of competence, integrity and service.
So with those introductory remarks, Mr.
Speaker, I now read for the second time, the Bill entitled the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014. And move that the Bill be
committed.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, yes, just . . . I
would think that Honourable Member, there are couple of Members that would like to speak first before
we move to commit the Bill.
The Chair will recognise, first and foremost,
the Honourable Member from Hamilton West, constituency 6, MP Wayne Furbert.
You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I believe that the Minister has
made it very clear. This is straightforward as far as
concerning . . . First of all, I declare my interests, being a qualified accountant. We have been following
this for some time now, as far as what the association
wanted to do. So it is straightforward; I cannot explain
it any more.
It is interesting now, they will be called CPA,
Chartered Professional Accountants. I remember the
time when I first entered the profession there was the
CPAs, there was the CAs, there was CMAs, and
CGAs, and everybody felt that they were better than
the other. So I am glad that now we are trying to unify
something, do something together.
So, anyway, I have no problem with this. I
support the Minister bringing this about. I support the
body bringing this to the Minister.
Thank you.
The Speaker: The Chair recognises the Honourable
Member from Sandys South, constituency [33], MP T.
E. Lister.
You have the floor, sir.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, the Minister gave a very, very
good description of where we are, but what he did not
talk about, probably because he did not know, was
how we got here.
Where we are today is that, in Canada, these
three bodies have come together and formed one union. The Bermuda Institute of Chartered Accountants
joined in with the Canadian Institute way back in the
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early 1970s. It was a coup for us to be able to do that.
Our students trained in Halifax and Bermuda. They
wrote their exams and they prepared as part of Halifax, though we had the options for those students to
train, to take university in Ontario, to be part of the
Ontarian students if they chose to. So from Bermuda’s
point of view, this all works swimmingly well. It was
very successful for us.
The Canadians ran into a problem. Historically, young, bright students who wanted to be accountants, went to university, took the CA exams and
were gleeful when they passed. It was the best thing
that could happen to them—so they thought. However, in the late 1980s into the 1990s, students decided that they preferred to do the CMA. They preferred the route to success. And the CA Institute in
Canada found itself struggling to keep up—
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ning around calling themselves CPAs, although they
trained in the States. They were admitted into the Institute and could be CAs.
This exercise here, which combines the three
groups, should really end up with everybody being
called a CPA—Chartered Professional . . . Chartered
Public Accountant . . . sorry, Certified Public . . . no,
Chartered. See I am confused!
An Hon. Member: Yes, you are!
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Imagine what the public is going
to be! I am confused!
The Speaker: So what is it?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Is this a test?

The Speaker: To the CMA? Explain that to me.

[Laughter]

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Certified Management Accountant.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: No, it is Chartered Public Accountant. I got it right.

The Speaker: Good. Good.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes. You did not explain that,
Bob?

Some Hon. Members: Chartered Professional Accountants

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: No, you are giving a
wonderful recount of this, Honourable Member. Proceed.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Okay.
The Speaker: You are doing all right, Honourable
Member.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: The CMA were successful in
getting the numbers. So it created an issue, a problem
as to the long-term viability of the CA profession. If
you cannot get new students, and you cannot get new
CAs, you are going to be in trouble.
So attempts of merger had taken place in the
1970s and in 1980s, and the CAs just duffed it off.
They were not interested at all. They had the numbers. But when the game changed and they could not
get the students, they then turned around and said,
Maybe we should talk seriously. So what we are seeing here tonight is Bermuda continuing its relationship
with Canada, a very strong and a very positive relationship, and this falls out because of that. We are
doing exactly what the Canadians have done.
One thing that disappoints me, in clause 9, if
you will allow me to just address two clauses, there is
a whole list of alphabet soup initials. In the past what
we did was when young students chose to go the
States and qualify as CPAs, when they came back
and joined the Bermuda Institute, they were giving the
option of calling themselves “CA” and the “P” dropped
out. So you had very few Bermudians who were run-

Hon. Terry E. Lister: And you see, that is what it
should be. Period! Just one title—one representation—if you are going to be one body, be one body.
In fact, if you look at that long list, the distinctions that are there in the initials actually still give the
opportunity for people to do as the last [Member] said,
hold their noses and say, Well, I am better than you,
by still having the separate designations. It really
should not be there.
The last point, in clause 11, it talks about
penalties. People holding themselves out to be professional accountants and therefore being able to financially benefit from it, if you do it—I mean you really
should not—the penalty for the first time is $1,000.
Well, that is no penalty. I know a fellow who sells
goods by the roadside and he has no permit to do it.
He refuses to get a permit. Every time he gets picked
up for it, he ends up in front of the judge, and the
judge says, All right. I am going to fine you. And he
says, Yes, your Honour. I have the $50.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: He is not the least bit concerned. And he could get a permit! He has been a
pedlar for years, but he will not be bothered because
he does not want to. He gets stopped once or twice a
year and it is only $50.
So, in this case, $1,000 penalty for holding
yourself out to be a professional accountant when you
are not, really is no penalty. Then it goes on to say
that the second time you are caught doing it, it is
$2,000, and $2,000 thereafter. You know, not really
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much. We have made efforts here through Consumer
Affairs and everybody else to ensure that the public
knows if a plumber says he is a plumber, this is what
he should be. If he is a carpenter, this is what he
should be. We have gone to a National Training Board
having certification. And people who have not certified, through time will find themselves losing out on
the marketplace, because we will use the certified
people only.
So the same should apply here. So I am disappointed to see the penalties. I am sure that they
were recommended by the professional body to the
Minister and he has acted in accordance with their
wishes. I am just disappointed that they did not think it
through enough to say, We believe our people are
going to be fair and professional to start with, so we
can make it $10,000 the first time, and $25,000 the
second time, and we will never catch anybody because people won’t do it. But it is a mistake here. You
know, we are bringing it and we are going pass it tonight as is, and we will leave it up to the Institute to
see what transpires in the future. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there any other Honourable Member who
cares to speak?
Then the Minister will respond.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very much,
Mr. Speaker.
I take comments of the Honourable Member
as a long-time member of the profession. There is
nothing more I can add to it. So I move that the Bill—
The Speaker: Except that is the Chartered Professional Accountants.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It is the Chartered Professional Accountants; that is right. That is what we
are trying to achieve.
[Laughter]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So I move that the Bill
now be committed, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
It has been moved that the Bill entitled Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014 be committed.
Are there any objections to that?
There are none so I would like to ask the
Deputy Speaker to, please, take the Chair [of Committee.]
House in Committee at 10:50 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]
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COMMITTEE ON BILL
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF
BERMUDA AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Chairman: Honourable Members, we are in
Committee of the whole [House] for further consideration of the Bill entitled Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014.
I call on the Minister in charge to proceed.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, this Bill seeks to amend
the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Act
1973 and the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Bermuda By-Laws 2006, thereby changing the title of
the principal Act and principal By-laws to reflect the
merger between the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants—
The Chairman: Minister, are you looking at passing
clauses 1 through 17?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, Madam. I am seeking to—
The Chairman: What clauses?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —seeking to move all
clauses.
The Chairman: Thank you. Now proceed.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Sorry. I jumped the gun,
again.
The Bill seeks to amend the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Act 1973 and the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda By-Laws
2006, thereby changing the title of the principal Act
and principal By-laws to reflect the merger between
the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, the
principal affiliate of the Institute of Accountants of
Bermuda and the Canadian Management Association
st
which took effect on January 1 , 2013, and the signing of the integration agreement with the Certified
General Accountants of Canada in October 2013.
Clause 1 is the citation and interpretation
clause.
Clause 2 amends the principal Act by renaming the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda
as the Chartered Professional Accountants of Bermuda. Clause 2 also amends the principal Act by renaming the Council of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda as the CPA Board.
Clause 3 amends the title of the principal Act
by renaming the principal Act the Chartered Professional Accountants of Bermuda Act 1973.
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Clause 4 makes general consequential
amendments to the principal Act.
Clause 5 amends section 1 of the principal
Act thereby adding new definitions to the principal Act.
Clause 6 repeals and replaces section 2 of
the principal Act, clarifying that the body corporate
established by section 2 of the principle Act (as originally enacted), is to continue in being under the name
of Chartered Professional Accountants of Bermuda
with the exclusive right to use this name and under
that name to have perpetual succession.
Clause 7 amends the headnotes to section 4
to 7 and 8B.
Clause 8 amends section 5 of the principal
Act: (1) in the headnote by deleting the word “Council”
and substituting the words “the Board”; and (2) in the
body of section 5 by deleting the word “Council”
(where it appears) and substituting the word “Board.”
Clause 9 repeals and replaces section 9 of
the principal Act, establishing the right to use the designations “Chartered Professional Accountant,” “Chartered Accountant,” and associated initials.
Clause 10 amends the principal Act, inserting
section 9A, thereby making allowance for honorary
memberships.
Clause 11 repeals and replaces section 10,
thereby prohibiting and making it an offence for an
unqualified person to practice or hold themselves out
as a public accountant.
Clauses 12 to 15 make consequential
amendments to the By-laws. By-Law 50(13) is
amended to allow members until 1 January 2015 to
obtain professional liability insurance coverage required by that By-law.
Clause 16 sets out other consequential
amendments that are to have effect, as set out in the
Schedule.
Clause 17 sets out the commencement provision.
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I move the Preamble.
The Chairman: Clauses first, please.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I move clauses 1 through
17.
The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1
through 17 be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 17 passed.]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
move the Preamble.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble—no, we have to move the Schedules first. There
is a Schedule attached.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: There is Schedule attached. Indeed, there is.
I move—I think there is only one Schedule.
The Chairman: Yes.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I move the Schedule,
Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: And the Schedule is called?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Schedule—
The Chairman: Consequential Amendments?

The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 through 17?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism, the Honourable Wayne L. Furbert.
You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
No, we are quite happy with the clauses and
we will move from there.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Consequential Amendments.
The Chairman: Thank you.
It has been moved that the Schedule, Consequential Amendments, be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]

The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 17?
There are no other Members.
Minister?

[Motion carried: Schedule “Consequential Amendments” passed.]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I move the Preamble,
Madam Chairman.
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The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
move the Bill be reported to the House.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
Some Hon. Members: No.
The Chairman: No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014 was considered by a Committee of the whole House and passed
without amendment.]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you.
House resumed at 10:58 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF
BERMUDA AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Speaker: The second reading [and committee
stage] of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Bermuda Amendment Act 2014 have been approved.
Are there any objections to that?
There are none, so we will move on to Order
No. 9, the Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014, in the name of the Minister of Health
and Environment, the Honourable Minister, Travis
Moniz.
Minister Moniz, you have the floor.

BILL
SECOND READING
HEALTH INSURANCE (MISCELLANEOUS)
AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
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I move that the Bill entitled Health Insurance
(Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014, be now read
the second time and committed.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
There are none.
Minister, carry on, please.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I am obliged, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members, the
Health Insurance Act 1970 contains the foundation of
our current national health insurance system. There
are a number of regulations associated with the Act,
some of which are updated annually and others periodically. In particular, the Health Insurance (Standard
Hospital Benefit) Regulations define the minimum
mandated package of health insurance and require
this Honourable House to set its price.
The Health Insurance (Portability) Regulations
determine the extent to which the Standard Hospital
Benefit is covered at hospitals overseas. And the
Health Insurance (Portability of Subsidy) Regulations
determine government’s coverage of standard hospital costs overseas for subsidised persons.
The standard hospital benefit is defined by the
Health Insurance [Standard Hospital Benefit] Regulations 1971, and consists of hospitalisation for inpatient
and outpatient benefits. It is the minimum mandated
package of health insurance. Employers must provide
at least this level of [coverage] for their employees
and their non-employed spouses. Insurers have to
include this package in their policies at the regulated
price, which is called “the standard premium rate.”
The Government subsidises children, the indigent, and seniors at prescribed rates set by the
Health Insurance Act 1970. Earlier this month I provided information to this Honourable House on a
number of changes that will be made to the standard
hospital benefit. These have an impact on the standard premium rate, and on Government’s budget. As I
explained at that time, a key driver for some of the
changes was the need to reduce the Health budget.
We have been able to achieve estimated savings to
the Consolidated Fund of $17.6 million for the upcoming fiscal year.
Mr. Speaker, let me pause for a moment here
to stress that $17.6 million has not been taken out of
the health care system. Rather, responsibility for paying the $17.6 million in health services—that is, claims
which are made—has been transferred from the Consolidated Fund to insurers, who will be responsible for
paying these claims under the standard hospital benefit [SHB] or supplemental benefits.
I will not reiterate the explanation for the
changes here. Rather, I will focus on the Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014, which
will bring about the necessary legislative changes. But
I can summarise that the changes will be as follows:
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Firstly, age subsidy will be reduced by 10 per
cent, which will transfer some of the costs for
insured seniors to the standard premium rate
and save the Consolidated Fund $8.6 million.
Secondly, SHB portability will be abolished,
including portability of subsidy, meaning these
costs will be transferred to supplemental insurance benefits and save the Consolidated
Fund $9 million.
Thirdly, dialysis, kidney transplant and longstay benefits will be transferred from the Mutual Reinsurance Fund [MRF] to the standard
hospital benefit, which is an administrative
shift.
Fourthly, the transfer from the MRF to the
Health Insurance Fund will be increased from
$7.00 to $14.00 per month per insured person.
Fifthly, likewise, the transfer of $14.00 per
month per insured person from the Mutual Reinsurance Fund to the FutureCare Fund will
be established.
Sixthly, a transfer of sixty-seven cents from
the Mutual Reinsurance Fund to the Bermuda
Health Council will be introduced. Again, that
is per insured person per month, sixty-seven
cents.
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dard hospital benefit, which is the standard premium
rate. The standard premium rate is the combined price
of the standard hospital benefit and the Mutual Reinsurance Fund.
The Mutual Reinsurance Fund has acted as
an experimental fund to cover new benefits that are
subsequently downloaded to the SHB. It has also
acted as a transfer mechanism to help fund the Government’s low-cost insurance products for the benefit
of the general public. The MRF is funded by a premium which is included in each health insurance contract which is sold. And this premium is transferred by
insurance carriers to a collective fund administered by
the Health Insurance Department. The SPR (standard
premium rate) is set following a review of the claims
history of all insured participants across both private
and public health plans. The claims history of all the
health insurers is consolidated, and a single rate for
the premium which reflects the consolidated history is
then determined. This is known as “community rating,”
and it spreads the risk across the entire insured population.
Mr. Speaker, the Bermuda Health Council
commissions an actuarial review of the standard premium rate every year to recommend to the Ministry of
Health and Environment the level at which the standard premium rate should be set for the upcoming
fiscal year. Mr. Speaker, I have to stress to this House
and my honourable colleagues that we have made
great efforts to make changes that will have the
smallest impact on our community, while protecting
essential health services and reducing Government’s
budget. This has been an incredibly difficult balancing
act, but I am satisfied that it is the best course of action available to us at this time.
The recommendation is, therefore, to reduce
the standard premium rate by $23.99 from the present
$325.84, to $301.85. Although the reduction in age
subsidies by 10 per cent resulted in a transfer of costs
for insured seniors to the SPR, the removal of portability had the effect of dramatically reducing the premium, which offset the age subsidy shift. The overall
result to the SPR is a reduction of 7.4 per cent.
As explained earlier, the SPR includes a premium to be paid into the Mutual Reinsurance Fund.
The MRF will play an increased role in transferring
funds to the low-cost Government plan. But because
benefits will be transferred to the standard hospital
benefit, the MRF portion will decrease by $14.39, from
$43.57 to $29.18. The total dollar decrease is due to
the combined effect of the kidney and long-stay benefits being moved over to the standard hospital benefit,
which reduced the MRF premium, and to the increase
in the transfer to HIP and the new transfer to FutureCare and the Health Council.
Mr. Speaker, I want to stress at this time that
the kidney and long-stay benefits that have been under the MRF for many years will continue to be covered just as they always have been. Private and pub-

Mr. Speaker, the Health Insurance Act 1970
prescribes that the Government will subsidise standard hospital benefits for children, the indigent, and
seniors at various levels. The amendment to the Act
will reduce the subsidy for seniors aged 64 to 74, from
80 per cent to 70 per cent, and for seniors aged over
75 years, from 90 per cent to 80 per cent. The subsidy
for children and the indigent will continue at 100 per
cent.
In addition, Mr. Speaker, the Health Insurance
Act 1970 prescribes a standard hospital benefit, and
the hospital subsidies are covered at approved hospitals outside Bermuda. The amendment revokes this
benefit and the statutes that supported it, namely, the
Health Insurance (Portability) Regulations 1971, and
the Health Insurance (Portability of Subsidy) Regulations 1973.
The Health Insurance Act 1970 is also
amended to transfer the kidney-related and long-stay
benefits from the Mutual Reinsurance Fund to the
standard hospital benefit. Secondly, it increases the
transfers to the Health Insurance Fund and introduces
transfers to the FutureCare Fund and the Bermuda
Health Council. The Health Insurance Standard Hospital Benefit Regulations 1971 will be amended to
clarify that dialysis provided by the Bermuda Hospitals
Board, kidney transplant costs up to $30,000, antirejection drugs and hospital stays over 60 days are all
standard hospital benefit.
Lastly, Mr. Speaker, the Health Insurance Act
1970 is amended annually to set the price of the stanBermuda House of Assembly
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lic insurers will keep the premium to cover these services. The claims will be paid in the same manner as
all standard hospital benefits are currently paid.
Mr. Speaker, I cannot stress enough that
these combined changes were necessary in the economic situation we face currently, and we have done
everything possible to assess the risks of a number of
alternatives, and deem these changes to be the least
painful changes.
The reduction in age subsidy will be offset by
the standard premium rate picking up the difference.
The transfer of MRF benefits is simply administrative
for most plans. Overseas cover will continue to be
available, as it is now, under supplemental benefits,
including the benefits for HIP and FutureCare.
Mr. Speaker, during the coming year, we will
work very hard to ensure that wider health system
improvements take place so that the funds that are
available are dedicated to protecting the most vulnerable and assuring that essential population needs can
be met.
Those are my introductory remarks. Thank
you, Mr. Speaker.

the people who are being afforded dialysis care are
not wealthy. And I could say something else, but I am
trying to keep this particular debate focused on the
issues, the principal issue of health care for all residents of Bermuda. And dialysis is a serious issue. It is
the by-product of a serious health problem that many
people in this country have, and it is something that
we have to get to grips with.
But it does appear that this change which is
being made is going to cost us. It is going to levy
heavier costs on those who require dialysis, who now,
through the benefit of the MRF (Mutual Reinsurance
Fund), get a maximum level of coverage. The Government’s move, with the $17.6 million that they are
doing and changing how this dialysis cost is going to
be applied, it is going to impact those persons getting
dialysis. And it may present those with no health insurance with issues.
The Minister has said, Mr. Speaker, that they
are still examining the wider impact of this and how it
is going to impact. But it is clear that it is going to have
a negative impact. We do not understand why the
Government is going down this road.

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Shadow Minister of Home Affairs, who is going to respond. MP Roban.

[Inaudible interjection]

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker. I
will respond on behalf of my colleague, who is not
here, the Honourable Zane De Silva, in relation to this
particular Bill entitled Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014.
Despite the shortness of this Bill, I think it is
clearly understood that this is going to have some serious impacts. We have already heard, Mr. Speaker,
in the Budget Debate and in the media, of the broader
impact that this Bill is going to have on health care for
the immediate future. There is an admittance by the
Government that higher costs are likely to be fixed,
costs and expense, because of the change in the distribution of where monies are going, but also, ultimately, it could result in premiums increase for those
of our seniors and families who are facing health care.
It is likely, as a result, to impact the insurance
policies in the private sector, of which many of our
people are, in some cases, struggling to afford. We
have concerns about this. We have concerns that the
Government is not really getting to grips with the reality of the increasing cost of health care. We understand that the rationale for moves like this is to deal
with the overall budget, the cost that this spending in
health is to the government coffers, and this is just a
part of their effort to try and proportion monies in
places that will create the least amount of burden on
the public system.
But as I said, Mr. Speaker, we have grave
concerns about this—dialysis, in particular. Most of

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Mr. Speaker, there is also the
issue of . . . I can understand where the Government
is trying to reduce costs and control the increase in
health care, and particularly this area of haemodialysis is a part of one of the catastrophic areas that the
MRF deals with on a daily basis, and it is extremely
expensive for us to service. They appear to be, as a
part of their strategy here, shifting some of that cost to
the private sector.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, if I might just
rise.
The Speaker: Yes. Your point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: That Honourable Member is
misleading the House. I think he is doing so in error.
He is misleading the House.
Some of what he is saying is correct; but with
respect to dialysis, it is not. As I said in my brief in the
beginning, the dialysis, with the kidney transplant and
the long-stay benefits, costs are simply being transferred from one fund to another. They are being transferred from the Mutual Reinsurance Fund to the standard hospital benefit, which is an administrative
change. There is no less coverage for dialysis, kidney
transplant, or long-stay benefits than there was before.
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The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, thank you, Minister.
Yes. Honourable Member?

ered by these subsidies you need to get it at the hospital. But there is nowhere else that offers it in Bermuda, in any case. But, in theory—

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Well, our concern also, Mr. Speaker, is who is
going to be . . . How is this going to be managed? We
do not feel that these changes get to the heart of the
issue with the increase of the costs overall for our
health care system. It is just moving the chess pieces
on the chess board.
Now, there is another concern that we have in
relation to the issue of changes in this Bill for haemodialysis, and it is outlined in clause 3(a). It is essentially saying that the haemodialysis is a standard hospital benefit and can only be provided by the Bermuda
Hospitals Board.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: That is exactly what we are
stopping.
What this stops is people getting subsidised
by the Government to, in theory, get dialysis abroad,
for example, and say, Oh, well, I am going to go to
California and get dialysis, and I will be subsidised by
the Bermuda Government to get dialysis in California.
No. That is not going to happen.
So you are saying that if you are going to get
dialysis subsidised by the Bermuda Government, you
have to do it at the Bermuda Government facility,
which is the hospital. And that seems to make sense.

An Hon. Member: That is restrictive.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Now, that is very, very interesting. And I accept what the Minister said, that they are
just moving the costs from one place to the other.
That is one thing.
But there is this other thing here. What does
this do to lower costs? It just moves the cost from one
fund to the other, as the Minister said. But here is a
restriction that essentially is being established. And I
do not know why the Government is doing this. I ask
the Minister to perhaps give more clarity as to why
they are doing this. Why are they restricting the opportunity to provide dialysis services just to the hospitals
alone?
The Speaker: He should be able to answer that.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: When, Mr. Speaker, there are a
variety of other services of health care that are provided by other providers—lab services, diagnostic
services and other providers. And in fact—
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, if the Member
would permit me, I am asked by Opposition Leader to
take a point of clarification. If he permits me. Otherwise, I can . . .

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Thanks for that clarification.
Carry on.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
You know, fine. I have heard the Minister’s
comment. But that raises another question. Why is it
so specific that it can only be at the hospital at this
juncture? It has not been the case for as long as the
Health Insurance Act has been, since the 1970s.
There has not been such a specific provision, despite
the fact that that is actually what has been going on.
But as I was saying, Mr. Speaker, our health
system has changed. There are a number of variety of
providers, credible, licensed, certified, legitimate providers of a variety of health services in Bermuda that
are accessories to the major hospitals, and do provide
legitimate,
credible,
licensed,
to-internationalstandards services. Now, let us presume that there is
a vision for health care in Bermuda. At least when the
National Health Plan was functional there was a vision
being formulated. But I cannot say that I am certain
that there is a vision right now. But perhaps, like we
have a variety of providers in other—
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.

The Speaker: If you would like.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes. I mean, the thinking behind this—and this, to some extent, is a little bit more
theoretical than real, with respect. We are generally
trying to encourage people to get services at the hospital in Bermuda. So, you know, we are dealing with
some of the portability issues.
At the present time, there is no other place in
Bermuda to get dialysis. The only place you can get it
is the hospital. The Act now says, in order to be cov-

The Speaker: Please sit down.
Honourable Member?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes. Misleading
the House. The Honourable Member just spoke to the
issue of when the National Health Plan was functional
and active. It has never been functional and active. It
was being formulated. And I think it is important to
make that distinction.
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Carry on, MP Roban.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Since the National Health Plan is no longer
being actively pursued by the Government, Mr.
Speaker, the question has to be asked: Do we have a
future with health care and in ways that will actually
benefit lowering the cost of care?
Now, if one ascribes to certain economic principles—and bear in mind, I do perhaps . . . There is a
level of contradiction in this concept, because we do
have certain monopolistic services in Bermuda. One
of them is a portion of our health care is provided by
one hospital. So that is a sort of monopolistic sort of
provision. In some other areas of our society, services
are provided by a monopoly. And they are regulated
as such. But certain aspects of our health care are
not. Perhaps there is a future, Mr. Speaker, with
someone who can provide credible dialysis services.
Fine! Right now, the hospital is the chief and exclusive
provider. But perhaps there is someone who might be
able to provide dialysis services in the future that
would alleviate the need for the hospital to be the exclusive provider, and may be able to provide those
services cheaper than the hospital in Bermuda.
But here we have a very peculiar provision of
creating an exclusivity for service that has been provided now for decades under legislation without the
mention of exclusivity to the hospital. But suddenly,
now, Mr. Speaker—
[Inaudible interjections]
[Gavel]
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
But now we have this need for an exclusivity
provision for this service. We do not have an exclusivity provision for MRIs, C-scans, lab work and other
health services that the public desires. In fact, as we
know, for some of these services, the hospital gets the
premium payment, compared to the outside providers.
But they still provide it in a credible, licensed, certified,
medically safe way. But there may be a future where
dialysis, Mr. Speaker, could be provided in a similar
way as those other services.
Why has the Government gone to such
lengths to make it exclusive, in law, that only the hospital can provide this service? I do not understand. We
on this side have our suspicions about why this is
happening. The Minister ([to whom] I yielded) gave a
theoretical and conceptual idea around why this is
being done. We understand that. There may be a future, but without a clear vision for health care, perhaps
they only see what they want to do right now. Or perhaps this is being done for another reason that we
have not been told. I do not know.
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But we find it peculiar, Mr. Speaker, that there
has been the need, or belief that there is the need, to
make exclusive the provision for dialysis after all these
years. Has there been some experience out there
that, other than what the Minister has conceptually
presented here, to why this is needed? Perhaps the
Minister can explain further. But we are troubled by
that particular change.
When it comes to the issue of portability and
the standard hospital benefit, and now there is a clear
restriction being instituted by this Act to the provision
of portability. And we understand that of the areas that
constitute additional costs to the system this is an
area that has over the years successfully added an
extreme increase to much of our costs in health care,
this issue. Because many of our citizens are pursuing
services abroad, voluntary services abroad, or in
some cases, needed services abroad (through our
partners) who like to do so.
But there is a concern, a huge concern, Mr.
Speaker, because if you are a child or indigent or senior without insurance, and perhaps the Minister can
confirm the estimated numbers of people who might
be impacted by this change—in the thousands, perhaps?—not all are sick. But could this particular
change affect a life or a life being successfully saved
by one of those groups who are essentially, because
they do not have private health insurance, are subject
to HIP or FutureCare or with the SHB being limited in
this way? How is that going to affect those occurrences? These are the people who have to be running
over to LCCA [Lady Cubitt Compassionate Association]?
I am just asking questions, and the Minister
will have his opportunity to answer my questions and
tell me, No, Honourable Member. This is the case. I
am asking questions that others out in the community
will ask, because it has changed. The headline, or at
least the banner message from the Government already that this is going to be a part of the pain that is
going to be experienced . . . And when people see
health and pain, they panic. That is what they do:
pain–health–panic. It will happen because of just what
the Minister said.
And, fine. The Minister has admitted there is
going to be pain as a result of these changes. I am not
accusing the Government of anything that they have
not already uttered, Mr. Speaker. But health and pain
are things that people do not usually like to see together. They want other things with their health. They
want relief. They want cure. They want, you know,
nice things. They do not like to hear about pain. But
this change may bring pain to some of our citizens.
Previously, if you were uninsured, you could
have been responsible for 25 [per cent] to 30 per cent
of the costs. Now, it is 100 [per cent]. That is going to
bring some pain to some people. Again, what does it
do for our uninsured? And yes, perhaps the Government has some ideas as to how they can manage the
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situation. But as the Minister has told us, all the pieces
of this have not been quite worked out yet. So that is a
question. How are they going to deal with this, Mr.
Speaker? Again, this issue of portability is of concern
as well.
I would like to ask the question, because the
Minister did say that $17.6 million of this cost is being
moved from the Consolidated Fund to insurers. So
insurers essentially are getting, voluntarily, $17.6 million annually, a portion of the public health care dollar
spent. They already control just over 50 per cent of
the expenditure in total. They are getting $17.6—the
Government is giving over $17.6 million of expenditure to them.
I would like to know, since it is insurers that
are going to be . . . What percentage of expenditure
can the Minister tell us is with each insurer? There are
three major insurers of health care, Colonial, BF&M
. . . of that $17.6 million, who is getting a percentage
of that dollar? Which one? Who is carrying the greatest possession of that dollar right now? Essentially,
which one has the biggest client base that is being
serviced by dialysis? That would determine who is
getting a percentage of that dollar because each dialysis patient, some of that dollar is what is attached
to them.
Perhaps we can be told by the Minister what
percentage of the major insurers, what percentage of
that dollar will they be getting? They are going to be
managing that cost. What is going to be their expenditure? Or what are they going to be getting? Because
that is monies that are essentially being shifted to
them. So we would like to know that, Mr. Speaker.
I keep thinking that I might hear the “big C,”
might be the really big winner in all this. But perhaps I
am wrong.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walter H. Roban: The big C. We all know what
the “C” means when it comes to insurance. It does not
mean CAT scan; it means something else.
[Pause]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, we really need
clarification. He seems to be, you know, some sort of
conspiracy theorist there, impugning motives.
The Speaker: Yes. Yes.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I just want to clarify what he
means by that.
The Speaker: All right.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Can you ask him what he
means by the big C?
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The Speaker: Thank you.
Honourable Member, if you can be clearer, it
would be helpful.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Mr. Speaker, I have asked the
Minister a question, and I have already asked him the
principal question. And the Minister can answer the
question when I sit down.
The Speaker: All right. Carry on. Carry on.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: So I am just going to carry on.
And I am not going to take any more clarification
points.
The Speaker: You will take them if the Honourable
Speaker asks you to.
Some Hon. Members: Yes!
Mr. Walter H. Roban: I will just continue, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Carry on.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Hmm. Perhaps we protest too
much, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Stay on your train of thought.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Mr. Speaker, I have some other
questions I would like to make sure that the Government answers around this.
Who and what populations will be most affected, in their estimation, by this change to the standard hospital benefit?
Do these changes have any relation to the
proposed changes on precertification? Because as I
said, there are a number of providers of other legitimate, licensed, done at a credible international standard of health services outside of the hospital.
Does the hospital not being an exclusive provider of other services, other than, you know, obviously, we have to go to the hospital for surgery? We
obviously have to go to the hospital for certain services. But there are doctors and labs and medical
practices providing other credible services that even
the hospital is doing. And some of them are providing
it to them even better than the hospital and more
cheaply than the hospital. So, it is important to know if
the issue of precertification is somehow a part of the
decision-making of these issues.
Now, Mr. Speaker, we would have thought
that costs would be paramount to the Government’s
thinking around these issues, and how they are going
to, over time, reduce costs. This does not seem to be
a cost-saving measure; it seems to be just in a propor-
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tional measure. It is not going to materially reduce the
health care dollar expenditure in the country by what
they are doing. They are just shifting it somewhere
else. You know? It is sort of like me, instead of washing dishes in my sink, I just put them in the dishwasher. But guess what? The water still comes from
my tank. It does not change. It is just apportioning the
effort somewhere else. It does not change that I am
going to have less water as a result of my dishwasher
washing my dishes than if I did it in my sink. Those
dishes are still going to get washed, but something is
still expended as a result. I am not going to stop not
having my tank drained of water because I shifted the
effort somewhere else.
So, the Minister needs to explain how there is
a belief that these measures are going to reduce the
health care dollar over time, because this is not going
to save costs overall to the system. It is just shifting
the expenditure somewhere else. We do not understand that. The Minister needs to explain that, and not
just for our benefit, but for the public benefit. Because
as I said, there has already been an admittance, Mr.
Speaker, that this is going to bring pain.
Health equals pain means panic by those who
do not understand all the nitty-gritty of these issues of
standard hospital benefit, Mutual Reinsurance Fund,
HIP, FutureCare and the conceptual ideas behind
them and how you manage costs around them. Most
of Bermuda does not understand them. They do understand about when they go to their doctor or when
they have to go to the doctor or if they need to go to
the doctor, and they cannot. Or the service is more
costly than they anticipated, which is likely to be a result of these changes, to particularly those in the private sector, the many who are experiencing health
insurance and even the FutureCare persons of which,
who are part of a Government plan.
The Minister has admitted that there is going
to be some change to their expenditure, of the costs
that they are levied with. And this will be the second
year in a row—despite the promises made by the
OBA Government of reducing health care costs—that
persons within at least the public sector of management of care, which the Government has chief responsibility for, will have costs higher levied on them.
Last year, when those changes were made to
level off the FutureCare premium to an exclusive 440,
the majority of the FutureCare clients experienced an
increase in costs. That is just the reality of it. And this
will bring about the same change for FutureCare clients, another additional cost by decision of the Government, rather than finding another way.
So we ask these questions. We are concerned about this piece of legislation. And we do hope
that the Government can relieve, perhaps through
their explanation, some of the pain or likelihood of
pain that the public is going to see as a result of these
changes. Thank you very much.
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The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, the Honourable Member,
MP Jeanne Atherden. You have the floor.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I think in order to help the public
and the Members in the House to get some perspective, I just want to remind everybody that we have
been coming to this House to, if you will, set the standard hospital benefit for, I think as long as I can remember, it is probably over 30 years. So what we are
doing right now is essentially once again defining the
standard hospital benefit and defining the standard
premium rate.
What the Minister is doing, though, is making
changes and making some other changes at the same
time. When I hear the Member who just sat down talking about the standard hospital benefit and persons
not understanding it, I am thinking that perhaps, because this is not just a one-step exercise, he is perhaps getting a little confused. So I am going to go
through it slowly.
Every year, the standard hospital benefit, as
the Minister said, the actuary goes through and looks
at the claims experience for all of Bermuda and
comes up with a rate that should be charged for standard hospital benefit. And I just want to remind us that
standard hospital benefit means the claims for services that would be rendered at the hospital for inpatient and outpatient services. So this has been done
for years. So, by coming around and the Minister coming up with a new standard hospital premium rate for
the new standard hospital benefits, that is nothing
new. But what might be new, and what is new and is
perhaps causing a little bit of misunderstanding, is the
fact that the Minister is doing several things at the
same time.
The Minister in the past . . . I can remember
(and it is more than 30 years ago) when the Government decided that it was going to give a benefit to the
people of Bermuda by taking care and paying for the
youth, giving them the youth subsidy, by giving the
age subsidy and giving what was called the “indigent
subsidy,” that was Government saying to the people
of Bermuda, We are going to say that we are going to
cover some of your costs and give this as a benefit to
you. And I do not know whether you remember. But
years ago, it actually used to be 80 per cent for aged,
and 100 per cent for youth, and the indigent was
100 per cent, but it was based upon your ability to
pay. And over time, the Government actually raised
the subsidy so that if you were over 65 you got 80 per
cent, and if you were over 70 you got 90 per cent. So,
we started off with a base of 80. Now the Government
is going back.
Now, I know that sometimes, persons do not
like to take things away. But we are in a situation
where Government has to look at all the costs that
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they are paying, and, therefore, this change, while it
might not be something that anybody would want, we
have to recognise that the cost of health is going up
and there is something that needs to be done. Therefore, by going back to the 80 per cent and dropping
down now, so that if you are over 65, you are going to
get a 10 per cent reduction, is something that, although it is taking something away, it was something
that was given to the people back then and something
that was free.
I also, Mr. Speaker, want to remind us here,
and the listening public, that when you talk about being monopolistic, it was standard hospital benefit. That
is how it was defined. The hospital is the hospital. It is
the only hospital! And therefore, that was what was
deemed to be covered.
Mr. Speaker, when it was suggested that, with
respect to the dialysis, I just want to remind us here in
the House and the people,—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: —the Honourable Members.
I just want to remind the Honourable Members
and the listening public that when dialysis started, and
that was, I would think it was almost like 35 years ago,
because I remember when we started off with about
four patients, we thought that we were only going to
be able to have four patients. And because we were
not sure which insurance companies would end up
having to pay for those persons, and we did not want
any particular insurance company to have the burden
of, just because you happen to be the person or I
happen to be the person, that would be a burden.
That is how we came up with the Mutual Reinsurance
Fund. It was designed to take the money from everybody and say no one insurance company would have
the claims experience negatively because you just
happen to have the misfortune of the person that had
to have renal dialysis.
So, what has happened over time—I hate to
say it, but we now have . . . I mean, the dialysis machines, which were like four machines, now they are
going seven days a week, two shifts. And we have so
many people in for dialysis right now that the Mutual
Reinsurance Fund has really, really, really grown. So,
Mr. Speaker, to talk about it being monopolistic, and
to ask why we are turning around and saying it is the
dialysis at Bermuda Hospitals Board, it is because
that is right now, Mr. Speaker, where the dialysis is.
I think the Minister tried to explain to all of us
here, all the Honourable Members and the listening
public, the steps that had to be taking place. One, we
came up with the standard hospital benefit. Two, the
decision was made by the Government that it still
wanted to provide a benefit to the people of Bermuda,
but it was going to reduce the subsidies. So when that
happened, the actuary had to obviously turn around
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and understand and go through and calculate how
much of the claims were going to be moved from the
Government to the private insurers, because as you
can appreciate, the standard hospital benefit was
based on the claims that were paid, regardless of
whether it was paid by the insurance company or
whether it was paid by the Government.
So the actuary went through and did the calculation to come up with how much the standard hospital benefit would be and the impact that it would
have on the insurance premiums, because now some
of it would be paid by the insurers.
Mr. Speaker, I want to also point out the fact
that by removing the portability, and I think we have to
recognise that portability was something that was introduced a while ago when the insurance companies
and the Government wanted to turn around and say
that not everything could be done in Bermuda and
services that were done abroad, we should try and
allow the individuals to have some degree of coverage
and have some premiums put aside. But changing
and removing the portability does not mean that persons cannot go abroad! It just means that it is not part
of the standard hospital benefit.
And I think this is what we need to understand, the Members here and the general public. It
does not take it away and say you cannot have it. It
just says that it is not part of the standard hospital
benefit.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: That is it! This is the part
that I want to remind everybody.
Most people forget that standard hospital
benefit is the minimum that you have to have. Most
other plans have supplementaries. They have supplementaries that give you all those little extra things
that you want. You want your doctors’ visits. You want
your executive physicals. You want all of these things.
That is covered under supplementary. So persons can
still go abroad if they have supplementary, but also,
as the Minister said, under HIP and FutureCare they
do have supplementals. So it means that the portability is still in there.
So when the Honourable Member earlier was
going on and he was describing what I call the most
pessimistic approach . . . Mr. Speaker, I have to say
that I have really started to get weary, when we start
to talk about something, of when persons start building these cases like, My mother is going to go here
and something is going to happen to her, and all of a
sudden she is going to die because we took this
away, Mr. Speaker, this is exaggeration.
And, Mr. Speaker, I am really concerned because it is making people out there believe that something so dire is going to happen that it is as if we never
thought about trying to look at all the circumstances
and make sure that what has been put forward is the
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best in the circumstances when we are trying to control costs, and we are trying to still make sure that
benefits, reasonable benefits, are being made available to the people.
Mr. Speaker, we are talking about standard
hospital benefit; we are not talking about supplementary. We are not talking about other things that people
can have. And therefore, I also wanted to say one
other thing, because I know that we are going to talk
about the various provisions. But, Mr. Speaker, when
in their general comments here they are actually trying
to paint this big picture, like it is so bad and so negative, I just feel that I just really have to remind us that,
as I said, it is standard hospital benefit. But the other
thing that the Minister said, which I think was misunderstood, and I am just going to reiterate it again.
What the Minister said was that because the
Mutual Reinsurance Fund had the money, which was
taken from all the insurers and was sitting there, if you
will, not being available to take care of some of the
standard hospital benefit claims, the decision was
made that because that standard hospital benefit was
also going to include kidney transplants up to
$30,000, anti-rejection drugs and also dialysis that
was included in Bermuda, plus the stays for over 60
days . . . it was significant that some of that money
should go into the standard hospital benefit because
now you are putting more things in there. Therefore,
that was not a negative. That was a very good thing to
have happen.
But the Minister also did say that, because the
MRF was collecting all of this money certain other portions of that money was going to be taken out and
was going to go into the claims for FutureCare and
HIP. And remember . . . if you remember that HIP and
FutureCare were the plans that the Government
opened up so that persons who were aged and persons who did not have the ability to be able to go out
and get what I call the private insurers’ plans would be
able to go and have these plans taken out. And by
and large, these were the Mr. and Mr. Joe Public, the
ordinary men who could go there and at least have a
plan.
And over time, this plan has . . . It started off
from what I call minimum coverage. And then it
started to have things like [prescription] drugs, and it
started to have doctors’ visits and it started to have
portability, prescription drugs. So over time, over time,
what started off as a very basic plan got better. But it
also meant that the claims experience—
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Honourable Member is perhaps not intentionally misleading the House.
The Speaker: What is the point of order? Go ahead.
What is the point of order?
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POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

Mr. Walter H. Roban: The FutureCare plan has always been a comprehensive health care plan. It was
never basic like HIP and other plans that were offered
by the private marketplace. It has always been a
comprehensive plan with things like drug coverage in
the amount of $2,000—always comprehensive, never
basic.
The Speaker: All right, all right. Thank you, thank you.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Sorry, Mr. Speaker. Perhaps because I included the two together, but HIP
started off as being basic, and yes, FutureCare had
more.
All I am saying to you, Mr. Speaker, is that
whether we liked it or not, the claims experience,
based on how it started off and the levels of premiums
that were charged, those plans by and large tended to
be in deficit. Therefore, these transfers, which are now
being taken from the MRF and going to these funds,
have the ability of at least making sure that the claims
experience and the premiums ended up at least being
closer to what I call “reality.”
But the most important thing, Mr. Speaker, is
not so much talking about the experience, but the fact
that this is setting the premiums for the standard hospital benefit. This is setting the basic that every private
insurer will charge from their particular customers and
make sure that, even if they offer supplementaries,
that this is what is going to be paid.
And the most important thing here is the fact
that the subsidy is going to be reduced and the portability is going to be reduced. But, by and large, the
standard hospital benefit, afterwards, as the Minister
said, it is going to go down. It is going to go down!
And that is very important. Because if you have the
supplementary with your private insurer, they will turn
around, and they will have to look at . . .
But I think we have to remember, because the
previous speaker was turning around and suggesting
that it was automatic that there was going to be some
rebalancing and an increase. The standard premiums
were based on the claims experience for everyone.
And therefore, those other insurers, the private insurers, obviously have a claims experience for what I call
the supplementary. And they will now only have to pay
out the smaller amount for the standard hospital benefit. Therefore, that leaves them more money to deal
with those claims.
Now, I obviously cannot turn around and second-guess what is going to happen. But I do not think
that I am going to turn around and automatically go off
and assume that it is going to be the most negative.
So, Mr. Speaker, I know when we start to talk
about the individual clauses, some more things will
come up. But I do think that it is very important for us
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not to turn around and start to suggest that the
changes that have been made here have not been
made for anything other than trying to do two things:
come up with the standard hospital benefit and make
sure that it is reasonable; two, try and address some
of the issues with respect to the cost that Government
has to pay for subsidy; and three, trying to determine
other things that are impacting on the cost of health
care in Bermuda. And portability is impacting on the
cost of health care in Bermuda.
Going forward, the Minister, with the stakeholders, will obviously be looking at the cost of health
care and looking at the other things.
There is one other thing that I want to just say,
Mr. Speaker, before I sit down. We have to recognise
that for a long time Bermuda has been in what I call
and I believe is a very laissez-faire environment,
which basically said that if someone wanted to come
up and offer a service, we would allow them to offer
the service. We are now starting to get into the situation, Mr. Speaker, where we are starting to recognise
that regulations, looking at entry into health care, looking at persons allowing to be able to set up being providers, whether it be labs or whether it be other things,
that has changed over time. But years ago, when you
looked at all the labs that existed—
[Inaudible interjections]
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Mr. Speaker, I am not certain whether there is a buzz. But there is obviously a
little . . .
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And in the end, we will come around. And I do
not know whether it will be one, two, three or four, but
we will have the numbers that the Island needs. That
is what I believe, Mr. Speaker. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Members care to speak?
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member from Sandys, constituency 36, the Learned Member. MP Michael Scott, you have the floor.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, thank you.
Mr. Speaker, I have been making notes. I
have just realised how the far-reaching the implications of tonight’s matter are, and I really wish I had a
little more time to just consider this.
But, you know, Mr. Speaker, the Honourable
Member who just spoke made a statement that sought
to deal with the historical basis for the Mutual Reinsurance Fund, to deal with haemodialysis in our country. And I completely repudiate her, the Honourable
Member’s characterisation that it was meant to soften
the blow against insurance companies.
Mr. Speaker, Dr. Berry [Beresford] Swan (now
the late Dr. Berry Swan) was the doctor who, with inspired genius, but in recognition of advocacy for dialysis patients and the need for the protection and advocacy on behalf of those patients, way back in the
1970s, is the reason why he started, by this inspired
genius, the Mutual Reinsurance Fund, recognising
that in a country where—
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.

[Inaudible interjection]
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
But over time, what has ended up happening,
if someone wanted to set up a lab or someone wanted
to do something, they did. But now we have to look at
Bermuda and the size of the Island that we have, and
we have to look at, what can we afford as it relates to
the type of care, the level of providers? And we are
going to have to turn around and make some serious
decisions. And that is the decision that the Minister is
going to have to make in consultation with the providers and looking at what is best for Bermuda.
Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I do not have a concern that the Minister is making these decisions as it
relates to determining that certain things will not happen because we actually have the hospital, which is
the only hospital in Bermuda. And I do not actually
believe that Bermuda is big enough to have a freemarket society. I believe, Mr. Speaker, that Bermuda
has to turn around, and we have to look at a plan that
says, Let’s have the best service that we need, and
let’s make sure that it’s efficient, and let’s make sure
that it’s cost-effective.

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: I think that the speaker is
misleading the House inadvertently.
The Speaker: The Honourable Member.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: The Honourable Member,
the Honourable Member is misleading the House inadvertently. Dr. Beresford Swan, yes, he was the physician that started the dialysis unit. But I was also the
Chief Executive Officer that turned around and created the billing for that. And it was not Dr. Swan that
made the decision. It was a decision by the Government to turn around and set up the Mutual Reinsurance Fund. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you. Thank
you.
Carry on.
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Hon. Michael J. Scott: It was Dr. Swan’s advocacy in
recognition as a dialysis patient himself that, when a
country, as far back as the 1970s, Mr. Speaker, with
the onset in our country of persons with this, what Dr.
Swan noted was a catastrophic illness which would
require a large amount of money, often beyond the
reach of poor people, that he came up with this inspired idea of a contribution to an insurance scheme
of small amounts spread across the entire platform of
insurance providers and employers. And it was a
wonderfully democratic, transparent and open, fair
system that was inspired by Dr. Swan.
Tonight, what is being proposed could have
been proposed back in Dr. Swan’s day, which was to
make it a standard hospital benefit. But I believe that
Dr. Swan would not have seen it go that way. And so
it begs the question, Why are we dismantling the policy and approach of way back in 1971–1973? Dr.
Swan is no longer with us, but this is a concerning
step by the Government that the excellent platform set
up to ensure that catastrophic illnesses would be adequately
covered,
would
not
involve
overcommercialised policies of ensuring that insurance
companies are protected or supported. This is what
we are doing tonight. This is what we are doing tonight. And this is my concern. It is unravelling what
was a perfectly workable, fair funding of catastrophic
illnesses in our country.
It is also concerning that now the claim for . . .
Maybe this is what the Minister, the Honourable and
Learned Member meant that there is going to be pain.
As far back as 1973, when we had the portability provision put in place, if it was recognised in
1973 that patients with these kinds of illnesses should
have the option, Mr. Speaker, to make a claim for
travel overseas for their illnesses, how can we, in all
good conscience, in 2014 dismantle that with as little
an explanation and rationale for it as has been given
tonight?
I know that a court threw out the entire hospital plan analyses. The Government, the previous
Government, too, is looking for ways to reduce the
cost of health care. But to unravel Dr. Swan’s inspired
funding model to choose that system, Mr. Speaker,
belies a complete incapacity of the Government of the
day to properly prioritise. There have to be other areas that can be chosen for cost savings.
But I believe that there is seen by this OBA
Government some real money-making raw commercialism going on.—
An Hon. Member: That is what it is. That is exactly
what it is.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: This is exactly what is being
done tonight—raw commercialism in favour of advocacy for the patient.
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The Speaker: Let us be careful, Honourable Member.
Let us be careful. Yes, okay.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: So, Mr. Speaker, this is a
concern. The provision in this Bill to now repeal the
portability regulations of 1971 just as gamely and
without any further consideration is very concerning. It
is most concerning. I do take note of these reductions
of the standard hospital benefit that are listed in
[clause 3], [regulation] 8, the standard hospital reductions. And I am going to leave it to other Members of
the Opposition to address those.
Mr. Speaker, I would hope that the Government reconsider this. It is certainly something that I
cannot support. I hope that they would reconsider this
step that they are taking tonight to roll back the system that was working well, that was true advocacy for
patients suffering with catastrophic illnesses in our
country. I heard the Honourable Member who just
took her seat say that it has been the experience in
our Island to see an increase in dialysis in our land, an
increase in dialysis patients in our land. The Honourable Member is absolutely right. This is an area of
great sensitivity. It requires the model of Dr. Swan to
be applied to it because it worked and had worked
well and will continue to work well.
To make this adjustment and to cause the
patient, the typical patient who remains, Mr. Speaker,
poor, who remains unable, but who remains a patient
with a catastrophic illness . . . This is an area for compassion and care and advocacy on their behalf. This
is not an area for the application of raw cost-cutting
policies being thrown at this particular area.
When it was conceived by Dr. Swan, he, I do
not doubt, knew, as the bright physician that he was,
that we would face this day. I do not recall whether it
is accurate, as the Honourable Member who just took
her seat said, that we only had four patients. I believe
that Dr. Swan knew that this problem and this condition would grow in our country. Therefore, the inspiration was to democratise the payments, keeping them
low in a system of mutual reinsurance premiums paid
that would grow and cover, and cover and assist and
support the considerable health care costs of this
catastrophic illness.
I cannot imagine that this approach tonight
which the Government is advancing and pushing in
this Bill, making the rationale to simply reduce costs of
health care in this country, would have been properly
applied or regarded as prudent or sensible or compassionate by Dr. Swan and the Government and decision-makers in health care of the day. I think it was
always meant to be an area where it was to be recognised that this illness affects a particular patient cohort
in our country, but, more particularly, it is an onset of
disease that, unless treated, is fatal. It is such a catastrophic disease that you have a death watch and wish
assigned to you if there is not in place a sensible funding of it, a sensible programme of covering the costs.
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Dr. Swan, with inspired reasoning, created
this funding plan through the Mutual Reinsurance
Fund. And why are we messing about with it? Why
are we interfering with it, and why are we unravelling it
when the risks have not changed? We have heard
that the quantity of patients is increasing. So it is callous, Mr. Speaker, callous, unwise and just bald application of commercial interests over patient interests
that is going on with this Bill. It is something that I invite the Government to rethink, because it will impact
the vulnerable. It will impact the most, . . . will impact
the victim. And it will be a blot on health care in our
nation to pursue this policy. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable and Learned
Member.
Does any other Member care to speak?
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, MP David Burt. You have
the floor.
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basic healthcare.” That is what the One Bermuda Alliance said.
So, Mr. Speaker, I will ask the Minister of
Health (hopefully, he is listening), I will ask the Minister of Health, How is that coming under the One Bermuda Alliance insofar as providing universal access to
basic health care? Because what we see now in the
Minister’s own words, our pain will be felt. And pain
will be felt does not sound like universal access to
basic health care, Mr. Speaker.
I will then go on to the next—
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, if I might just ask
for a point of clarification.
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes.
The Speaker: Honourable Member.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION

Mr. E. David Burt: Good night, Mr. Speaker.

The Speaker: Honourable Member.

The Speaker: It is good early-morning now.

[Inaudible interjections]

Mr. E. David Burt: Good early morning?

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I was—

The Speaker: Yes.

The Speaker: All right.

Mr. E. David Burt: See, I was going to give you good
night, give you the evening before.

Mr. E. David Burt: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I have discovered in the realm
of health, though, there are these sort of magic words
that actually mean something else. When you talk
about “universal access,” you are not talking about
access; you are talking about free services. I just want
to clarify, “universal free services.” In other words,
services which are not means-tested in any way.

The Speaker: Good morning.

The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, today we find ourselves debating what in many cases should be a very
simple piece of legislation, but what seems to be most
[contentious] is a small line which has been inserted.
But I am not going to speak to the line right now, as
we are in the general debate. I will save a lot of that
for Committee.
But I think it is interesting, especially to hear
the comments that were made by the Honourable
Member from Pembroke West, the Honourable
Jeanne Atherden, when she spoke. But I just want to
remind the One Bermuda Alliance of what they said to
the people of this country in September, October, November, December of 2012. And that was during the
election campaign.
Mr. Speaker, allow me to quote from a document that the One Bermuda Alliance put out during
the election campaign, which was called More OBA
Solutions. And I will start with what it said. It said that,
“Change is necessary to provide universal access to

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will quote once
again from the One Bermuda Alliance, which said
that, “Change is necessary to provide universal access to basic healthcare.” That is what was said in
their platform—not ours—“universal access to basic
healthcare.”

The Speaker: Just about, just about. No, I am awake.
I am wide awake.

[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: I am hearing a lot of interpolation,
and I got it!
So, Mr. Speaker, when they said this in their
platform, it just meant that you can go to the clinic.
Because I think that you can go to the clinic now. So
let us be clear—“universal access to basic healthcare”—we now understand that it does not actually
mean health care. It just means that you can walk inside the building, according to the interpolations which
are coming from the Government benches.
But let me move on, Mr. Speaker.
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Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker.
That Member is misleading the House.
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POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Just for clarification, I did
not indicate that it was not unregulated. I indicated
that, relatively speaking, there was not . . . I did not
indicate that there was no regulation. I indicated, relatively speaking, that there was not a lot of regulation.
Thank you Mr. Speaker.

The Speaker: Yes?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: No. The OBA will be protecting the most vulnerable. And they are those people
who are either uninsured or underinsured who are at
greatest risk. When I wind up I can speak to the issue
of services which are presently available for free to
everyone, which may be means-tested.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Carry on.
Mr. E. David Burt: I am still missing the point of order.
But, Mr. Speaker, I will go on. Mr. Speaker, I
will then go on to another thing from this wonderful
document, More OBA Solutions. And I quote, Mr.
Speaker: “[We will] reduce the cost of healthcare
through a strong focus on the Bermuda Hospitals
Board, which accounts for 40% of all health care
spending in Bermuda.” So we are going to reduce the
cost of health care by focusing on the Bermuda Hospitals Board. Okay!
So, okay. That makes sense. That is what
they said, Mr. Speaker. But here is what I do not understand. What I do not understand is how you reduce
the cost of health care by focusing on the Bermuda
Hospitals Board, while removing the ability for the private sector to compete and offer services more efficiently than the Bermuda Hospitals Board. How does
that help to reduce the cost of health care, Mr.
Speaker? How does that make sense?
The statements which were made by the
th
Honourable Jeanne Atherden at 11:55, on March 14 ,
2014, basically said that the market does not work!
We must have strict regulation that there cannot be
people providing different things all around!
The Speaker: You cannot speak for the Honourable
Member.
Mr. E. David Burt: And, Mr. Speaker, I was surprised!
I am sitting here, I was like, Oh, my goodness! Oh, my
goodness! I probably would have expected to hear
that from, you know, Jonathan Starling, a socialist. But
to hear it from—
The Speaker: One second.
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Carry on.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I know what I heard.
And what I heard was, Mr. Speaker, that the market
forces in Bermuda may be too much. And I think that
is very troubling, Mr. Speaker. Because what we need
to make sure we do—
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes?
POINT OF ORDER
Mrs. Jeanne J. Atherden: The Member is putting
words into my mouth that I did not say. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Carry on.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, again, when we are
talking about that there needs to be more regulation,
when there needs to be possibly less providers, when
there needs to be providers of all these services, and
we have allowed that and we may need to think about
coming back from that, that is meaning that we are not
trusting the market!
Now, I can understand, because you certainly
need regulation in certain areas, Mr. Speaker. I can
understand that. But let us be clear. The One Bermuda Alliance said that they would reduce the cost of
health care through a strong focus on the Bermuda
Hospitals Board, which accounts for 40 per cent of
health care spending. I do not understand how you
can encourage an organisation to become more efficient, while then attempting to remove the competition
from that organisation. That does not make sense to
me, Mr. Speaker! It does not seem like it will add up! It
only seems as though if you will make that body (the
Bermuda Hospitals Board, and the general hospital)
more of a monopoly, [there is] more reason to be less
efficient. We hear about, you know, privatisation and
all of these other things, make it more efficient, increase competition. And here we are on something
that is a huge amount of health care spending in this

The Speaker: Yes. What is your point of order?
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country, a huge amount of the budget! We are talking—
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. What?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: The Honourable Member is
misleading the House.
If you move dialysis from the Mutual Reinsurance Fund to the standard hospital benefit there is no
impact on those patients. They are covered under
their supplementary benefits on their insurance policies. It does not stop someone from offering that service! There is nothing that stops them.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Carry on.
Mr. E. David Burt: I am . . . I am . . . Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: I think, Honourable Minister, you will be
able to certainly address what he is saying when you
. . . It is his point of view.
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Right, right. But he has a point of view.
And I think you should be able to just deal with that
when you have the opportunity.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I will attempt to continue. I will attempt to continue, because we go on.
Because of the surprising statements from the
Honourable Jeanne Atherden, I was like, Oh, my
goodness! I am saying it is from a Government that
will consider themselves right of centre. It is one of the
Members of their caucus who probably has the most
knowledge of health care, with probably the exception
of the Honourable Grant Gibbons, who is intimately
aware of how health care functions.
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Now, the Honourable Jeanne Atherden went
on to then point out the reductions we are going to
see in this Bill [which] will somehow possibly put less
pressure on the increase of insurance premiums.
Now, Mr. Speaker, we heard from the Minister
himself saying that there is going to be more pain. We
have heard during the Budget Debate that there is
going to be anticipation of the increase in GHI, because health insurance premiums are going to go up
because of the reductions of the subsidies that are
going to happen. That is a fact! We know that out-ofpocket expenses for everyone, Mr. Speaker, are going
to increase because of this move. You cannot remove
$17 million from health care spending and expect it to
just be made up from magic. It is not going to happen,
Mr. Speaker! It is going to affect each and every single person in this country. It is going to hurt the vulnerable and uninsured the most. But it is going to impact everyone across the board.
So to say that these reductions and these
transfers here, that somehow it is going to . . . No, Mr.
Speaker! There is no reduction that is going to happen. Everyone will see their health insurance premiums rise. That is a fact, Mr. Speaker, and that is what
this Bill is doing. So let us not be distracted in these
rules. And insurance companies, by the way, Mr.
Speaker, are doing quite a good job of reporting very
good profits for their shareholders. And this is just going to give them leave to raise premiums again and
extract.
So when we are talking about regulation, what
I would love to hear (as opposed to looking to regulate
the people who can provide service) is about how we
look to regulate the insurance companies who are
making profits from that service, Mr. Speaker. That is
maybe the regulation that the Government should be
looking at! That is probably where it is!
[Desk thumping]
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: So, now, Mr. Speaker, allow me to
say that if the Honourable Member, the Honourable
Grant Gibbons wants to talk . . . he has not spoken
yet, he will have plenty of time to get up and speak,
Mr. Speaker.

[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Speak to me. Speak to me.
Mr. E. David Burt: In Bermuda.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: And we hear from this Government that what we need is more regulation and less
free market in the health care system. Which, I mean,
that is okay if that is what it comes to. But I am just
surprised to hear it.

Mr. E. David Burt: I got you, Mr. Speaker.
But the Honourable Member seems to like interpolating when I talk, so I am okay. I admire that. He
is an old Minister of Finance, been around for a very
long time, and I admire that he feels a need to do that.
Now, Mr. Speaker, then we heard the Honourable Member talking about stories that keep coming from this side about the fact that people may die.
Well, Mr. Speaker, if you are going to withdraw care, if
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you are going to start changing things, if you are going
to take $17 million out of the system and expect it not
to be made up, then you are going to reduce access
to health care. You are going to impact people. And
yes, Mr. Speaker, people will be put at risk. And people may die. That is . . . We may not want to talk about
it, Mr. Speaker. It may make us uncomfortable. But
that is a fact! That is a fact. These are the realities,
Mr. Speaker, of the changes of which we have. And
these are the impacts. They cannot be minimised because we may not want to talk about it, Mr. Speaker.
But it will happen.
Those are the things that will take place. So it
might not be comfortable. It might not be fun. But
those are the facts. Because this will affect people,
and it will not be a positive impact on the people of
society, especially when we are talking about the uninsured, especially when we are talking about the vulnerable, and especially when we are talking about
dialysis patients, which, Mr. Speaker, by and large,
happen to be elderly black people in this country. So
let us be clear: That is who this will affect. That is who
this will affect the most.
So when we are talking about that 70 per
cent, Members are telling me, of the persons who this
will impact, they are elderly black people in this country. Seniors! That, Mr. Speaker, is who we are talking
about that this will affect. So when we hear these stories about, Oh, we should not talk about this . . . Well,
yes, Mr. Speaker. Yes, Mr. Speaker! It will have an
impact on our people.
Now, Mr. Speaker, if you will allow me, before
I go on to my next point let me give another quote
from More OBA Solutions. And it says, “[We will] open
a hospital medical clinic to ensure access to medical
care for the vulnerable.”
Well, Mr. Speaker, I hope the Minister will let
us know how that is going, too. Because we saw it
missing from the Throne Speech here, [and we] have
not heard much [about] it in the Budget Debate. And
what I will say, Mr. Speaker, is that right now we are
removing access to care for the vulnerable. That is
what we are doing. I mean, we are making it more
difficult. Yet, before the election, it was like, We are
going to set this thing up to make it vulnerable. After
the election, We are going to start taking things away.
That is what we have.
Now, Mr. Speaker, let me move to the crux of
this issue, because the crux of this issue is—and it is
this weird thing that has been inserted into this Bill—
just this tiny little thing about You can’t have dialysis
anywhere else except for the hospital. Now, Mr.
Speaker, dialysis is not offered anywhere else other
than the hospital right now. That is where it is offered.
So, Mr. Speaker, if it is not offered anywhere else,
why insert the restriction? What is the purpose to insert the restriction? I do not understand, Mr. Speaker,
if it is not offered anywhere else.
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And I love the statement, you know, that the
Minister came and gave clarification when one of my
colleagues was speaking. But the overseas thing is
covered somewhere else in legislation. It is covered
somewhere else in the legislation. So the whole argument that someone cannot go and get dialysis
overseas, that is covered somewhere else, Mr.
Speaker! So the question is, Why is that there?
Now, Mr. Speaker, here is where it comes
again! Let me go back to that wonderful document
called More OBA Solutions. And I quote, Mr. Speaker.
This is from the OBA before the election! “[We will]
encourage and expand the use of outpatient and preventive-care facilities to allow the hospitals to focus on
acute care.”
So they said before, encourage and expand
the use of outpatient services! What is this, Mr.
Speaker? So you mean to tell me if there was an entrepreneur in this country that decided that they could
provide dialysis at a cheaper rate than the hospital
that was approved and better, that we do not want
that to happen? That somehow we think this is a bad
idea for the country? Mr. Speaker, we see many other
places inside of this schedule, which thing this is
amending, that say, at rates approved by the Bermuda Hospitals Board or the Bermuda Health Council.
Why could we not do that? I do not understand the
reasoning behind restricting things, because it does
not make sense, Mr. Speaker!
If it is only offered by the hospital right now,
then why insert the restriction? Why insert the restriction? So you are basically saying, Oh, no! We do not
want you in the future! No! It cannot be by rates set by
the Bermuda Health Council! No, no, no, no, no! We
want to make sure . . . Even though we heard the
Honourable Jeanne Atherden say the machines are
running constantly, double shift, et cetera, one would
think that it might be more efficient to see if it could be
(what is that word that the One Bermuda Alliance likes
to use?) “outsourced”! What a thought, Mr. Speaker!
But now we see that it applies in some places, but not
others. Now we see that the empowerment might be
able to take place for some people, but not others.
Mr. Speaker, you can see where it is, and it
just does not make sense why that one line has been
put in. But I am sure that the Minister will speak to it. I
am sure he will.
Now, Mr. Speaker, let me finish and close
here because I want to go back to that wonderful
document called More OBA Solutions.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: The Honourable Member is on a very
good wicket. And some people are making noise behind you that are putting you off the wicket.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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The Speaker: Yes. Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: And I will close quoting here from
that document. It says, “Bermuda’s seniors are the
fastest growing segment of our population. Making
sure their needs are met will require awareness, understanding and careful planning. The One Bermuda
Alliance will stand on guard for them.”
Mr. Speaker, all of the things we have seen
from the One Bermuda Alliance Government thus far
this seem to run completely contrary to that promise.
And I am quite certain that the seniors of this country
will take note that the One Bermuda Alliance Government is not standing on guard for them. It is standing
on them.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
[Desk thumping]
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member Burt,
for those comments.
Would any other Honourable Member care to
speak?
Then I will recognise the Honourable Minister.
Minister T. E. [sic] Moniz, you have the floor.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: T. G., T. G.
The Speaker: T. G.! I am sorry, Honourable Minister.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: There is another Member who
is T. E.
The Speaker: The other T. E. is down in the other
corner.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes, T. E. Lister.
The Speaker: Sorry, Minister.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: No problem at all.
The Speaker: Carry on, please.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I would like to thank Members
tonight for their contributions to this debate. It has gotten a little bit off of kilter. There has been a bit of
scaremongering, and there has been a bit of melodrama.
The benefits are still covered; they are not
covered under standard hospital benefit. That is the
thing. They are still covered. Most of them are covered as supplemental benefits. Terms of portability,
they are still covered under HIP. They are still covered
under FutureCare. They are still covered under private
insurance. The indigent are still covered. All of these
groups are still covered.
In fact, one of the things that we have done is
. . . you know, our predecessors, the PLP Administra-
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tion, cut the amount of the grant given to the LCCA for
assisting those people who needed catastrophic hospital treatment abroad. They cut it from $3 million to
$2 million to $1 million. And now we have increased it
back up to $3 million. So we have given an additional
tranche of money for those people who find themselves either underinsured or uninsured needing to go
abroad for catastrophic medical treatment. There is
additional funding in place for those people. So, we
were helping the most vulnerable in a number of
ways.
You know, I am deliberately trying to keep the
debate focused because I am aware that there is another Order on the paper from the Shadow Minister
which addresses costs of the health care system more
generally. So I do not want to be accused of anticipating that debate and stealing his thunder at that time.
And I am looking forward to a robust debate in a more
general sense. However, having said that . . . And of
course, we miss him this evening, as he has gone
abroad this evening.
The fact of the matter is that the major problem in the system is a complete lack of financial sustainability, the issue that he wants us to speak to in his
debate. When we came into the system, it was clearly
completely financially unsustainable. So we have to
take steps in order to balance up the system. And
these are steps which we need to take immediately so
the whole system does not crash and burn, quite simply. So we are taking steps which are rational steps.
When I came in as Minister, the options which
were presented to me were not invented by me. They
were not invented by the OBA. They came from the
Civil Service, from the Health Council, from the Hospital Insurance Department, from the Permanent Secretary, from the Chief Medical . . . from all of those people who served under the PLP Administration. The
only difference was that under the OBA we have a
mandate from the last election to try to rescue Bermuda from the dire financial straits that they were left
in when the PLP left office. So we have that responsibility.
Now, I am looking as we go forward at many
different things. And one of the Members mentioned
the management of chronic non-communicable diseases, including hypertension (which is high blood
pressure), diabetes (which you get dialysis), and
asthma, et cetera. And we are looking at better managing those diseases. As our platform said, the hospital is a very important place for us to look, and we are
looking at making the hospital more efficient, managing itself better, particularly as we have the new Acute
Care Wing, which in the long term is going to cost
us—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, we have some shortterm major payments we have to make this year.
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There is a cost long-term, which is going to be something like $800 million. It is a very costly item. So how
are we going to manage to pay for all of that while still
retaining coverage? And what we are concentrating
on is retaining coverage for the most vulnerable. So
we are trying to create a level playing field, and we
are trying to help the most vulnerable.
One of the troubles with the system as it exists is that the services that our Government subsidises or gives for free are not means-tested. So those
people who are well-off or wealthy get them free, just
like everybody else gets them for free. And when you
have no money, that is not sustainable. So the whole
system is going to crash. So you have to rebalance
the system. Well, you cannot do that overnight. You
cannot do it in one year or two years. It takes a period
of time. And that is what we are working on. And we
have been working on cooperating with the stakeholders. The most important thing for us is the patient,
whether it be at the hospital or anywhere else.
Earlier this week, the Shadow Minister of
Health and Environment complained bitterly that we
had been talking to the doctors, that we had issued a
joint statement. But, surely, that is what we are meant
to be doing. And it was strange that the Opposition
spokesman should see that as improper, to speak to
some of the stakeholders in the system. What I have
been doing since I became Minister is learning myself
up on all of this very complex health care system, both
from within the system (people at the hospital, the
technical officers within the department), and meeting
with stakeholders. We have had a health symposium
so that not only can I learn from all of the stakeholders, the physicians, the insurance companies,
everyone within the system, but that they can also see
from me my determination and the strategic vision
which we have as the OBA.
So going back to . . . one of the early Members spoke of the National Health Plan that was in the
process, but was never released before the last election. The research that was done for that will not be
wasted. It had to temporarily be put on hold in the last
financial year because of the exigencies which we
face. I am, as Minister, taking up that research, reformulating it, rebalancing it with input from all the stakeholders, again. And one of the key things that missing
from all of that was financial sustainability. There was
no sustainability within that plan, and that is what we
have really got to work on. The stress was on affordability to the individual. But the system would have
crashed very quickly if it was not financially sustainable. So we are working on doing that.
We are very proud of what we are doing tonight. With what we are doing tonight, the standard
premium rate, which is the rate paid for that package
under standard hospital benefit, is going down. It is
going down significantly for the first time. It has never
gone down before. It has always gone up. And now it
is going to go down. And we will not see the great
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hardship that is prophesied, because we have allowed
for those things. We have allowed for those things
with measures such as the increased transfer from the
Mutual Reinsurance Fund to HIP and to FutureCare.
We have allowed for it by the increased grant to the
LCCA for catastrophic treatment abroad. We have
tried to anticipate those things which may cause difficulty to the most vulnerable, and we have allowed for
all of those things on advice from the technical officers.
We have sat down and had these discussions
with the hospital, with the insurance companies, et
cetera. Naturally, it is working its way through the system so we will see what comes out at the other end.
But it will not be the catastrophe of the scaremongering that the Opposition is trying to put forward. It will
not be that melodrama.
In terms of dialysis, there is no removal of
dialysis from anyone. Everyone who is receiving dialysis now will be able to receive dialysis in the future.
We are not preventing anyone from setting up a dialysis centre. They could still do that. They can still be
covered by insurance. Most insurance benefits are
covered under supplemental benefits. You can still be
covered for that. Just as in terms of portability, let us
say for HIP and FutureCare, portability will no longer
be covered under the standard hospital benefit. But it
is still covered under the HIP supplementary benefits
and under the FutureCare supplementary benefit. So
that ability to go abroad still exists even for those vulnerable people who are seniors that the Opposition
Members spoke of.
We have been very concerned to do the best
that we can for those individuals. They are uppermost
in our mind as we do this. But we have had to make
some very difficult decisions because of the impossible situation the country is in. So, you know, we have
to address the finances of the country. And I excuse
Members for misunderstanding some of what we do,
because the Opposition Shadow is not here with us
this evening. And it is a complicated area. But it will
not be the catastrophic result that Members on the
other side are predicting.
I am just trying to cover a few . . . Again, I
want to say that I am looking, as Minister, and we are
looking as Government at a raft of reforms to the system. When the Honourable Member Jeanne Atherden
spoke, Bermuda is an unusual place in the sense that
it has been relatively unregulated in terms of services
provided by physicians. There is very little regulation.
If you were to go, for example, to the United States or
to Canada, certainly to Europe, you would find a great
deal more regulation than you find in Bermuda. If you
go to many of the islands to the south, you will find
more regulation.
[Inaudible interjection]
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HEALTH INSURANCE (MISCELLANEOUS)
AMENDMENT ACT 2014

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: The Member suggests that is
not true, but it is true.
Now, Bermuda, it is true, is a small market.
And you find some of the issues that you find in small
markets with people having large market shares, and
therefore they have power in the marketplace. But that
is why you need regulation to control that. And the
Members on the other side seem to agree with that,
where people like, let us say, BELCO which has a
monopoly position with supplying electricity . . . you
have a small market; you need regulation to control
that.

The Chairman: Members, we are now in Committee
of the whole for further consideration of the Bill entitled Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment
Act 2014.
I call on the Minister to proceed. Minister, you
have the floor.

[Inaudible interjection]

The Chairman: Please proceed.

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Exactly right. They have monopolistic power. That is right. But you have the same
position here.
But the Members on the other side suggest,
for some reason, that I would not look at regulating
the insurance companies. The insurance companies
now are regulated, and it is a small market. So likewise, they have certain monopoly power because
there is a relatively small number of them. But to suggest otherwise . . .
But in terms of physicians, they have been
very lightly regulated. And I see that from my experience in the Ministry. So we have introduced things like
standards of practice for physicians, which did not
exist in this jurisdiction before. And you would find in
most other jurisdictions that you have standards. So
that is just one small area.
I think, Mr. Speaker, I have covered most of
the areas there. I am just checking my notes because
I do not want to leave anything out. But we will be able
to address it in the future because when we come to
the Honourable Member’s motion with respect to rising costs in the health care system, we will be able to
address almost everything in great detail.
So with that, I would move that the Bill now be
committed.

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, thank you.
Clause 1 sets out the title of the Act.
Clause 2 amends the Health Insurance Act
1970. The amendment to section 2(1)(b) reduces the
age subsidy for persons aged between 65 and 74 to
80 per cent, which is four-fifths, to 70 per cent, which
is seven-tenths. The amendment to section 2(1)(bb)
reduces the age subsidy for persons aged 75 and
over from 90 per cent, which is nine-tenths, to 80 per
cent, which is four-fifths. Section 3 is deleted and replaced to make it clear the subsidy is not portable under the standard hospital benefit. Section 3A is
amended by repealing paragraph 2, which eliminates
Mutual Reinsurance Fund benefit. Section 3A(2A) is
deleted and replaced to make provision for transfers
from the Mutual Reinsurance Fund to the Health Insurance Fund, the FutureCare Fund and the Bermuda
Health Council.
Clause 3 amends the Health Insurance (Standard Hospital Benefit) Regulations 1971. Regulation
3(viii) is amended to make it clear that dialysis is only
a standard hospital benefit when the service is provided by the Bermuda Hospitals Board. Regulations 4
and 8 are deleted and replaced to make it clear that
standard hospital benefits are not portable overseas,
and Regulations 9, 10, 11 and 12 are amended to set
the new premiums for the standard hospital benefit
and for the Mutual Reinsurance Fund.
Clause 4 revokes the Health Insurance (Portability of Subsidy) Regulations 1971.
Clause 5 establishes the date upon which the
st
Act shall come into effect, which is the 1 of April
2014.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Member has moved that the Bill, the
Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act
2014 be committed.
Are there any objections to that?
There are none.
I will ask the Deputy Speaker if she will please
take the Chair [of Committee].
House in Committee at 12:40 am
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I move clauses 1 through 5.

The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 through 5?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs, Mr. Walter H. Roban. You have the
floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
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I think we have clearly expressed in the previous debate how we feel about these particular
changes to provisions. But I am interested in finding
out, as relates to clause 3(2A), can the Minister give
us the estimated amounts that are likely to go to the
Council and the FutureCare Fund as a result of what
will be coming out of the Mutual Reinsurance Fund,
the exact amounts? Or is there is an estimated
amount that they plan that is going to be moving?

vider for dialysis that they would be open to . . . if a
private provider could provide it, that persons could
certainly take up the service. But I would assume that
there would have to be some sort of procedure for
licensing a private provider for dialysis. Who would
play that role with ensuring, with essentially approving
such a private service of dialysis in light of the fact of
this change? Would it be the Health Council? Would it
be the Health Ministry? I would be interested to know.

[Inaudible interjection]

The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister.

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes. Yes, each one of those
funds.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 5?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance, Mr. E. David G. Burt. You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes. Thank you.
I would hope the Minister could please clarify
for us in clause 3 where it is inserting [in (a)] “regulation 3(viii) by inserting after the word ‘facilities’ the
words ‘when provided by the Bermuda Hospitals
Board.’” As the Bermuda Hospitals Board is the only
person who can provide this benefit, what is the reason for the insertion of that? Or who currently provides
this on-Island, what is the reason for the insertion of
that?
The Chairman: Are there any other Members?
Minister?
I will come back to you if you would like. Or do
you want to ask a further question now?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs. You can continue.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes. I also have a question in
relation to [clause] 3, the same provision. Under what
conditions . . . since again the concern with this is that
since 1971 the hospital has only been the only provider. Under what conditions would, in light of the fact
that you are making this an exclusive provision—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Okay, for dialysis. What conditions? because you did say that there may be . . . You
would not reject an opportunity—
The Chairman: Would the Member kindly address the
Chair, please?
Mr. Walter H. Roban: I am sorry, Madam Chairman.
The Minister seemed to indicate that, despite
what they are doing here in this particular provision of
making the hospital designated as the exclusive pro-

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you. Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
I can only approximate the aggregate
amounts that will be transferred by those transfers.
But I think there are approximately 49,000 insured
persons. So you can obtain an approximate figure by
just multiplying those amounts by that figure. We will
get more accurate amounts as we move forward with
this. So it is kind of hard to give you exact results.
Anything I give is going to be an estimate at this point
in time. But it will become clearer as we move forward,
st
particularly after the 1 of April.
With respect to the other one, there were two
separate questions about the exclusion of getting dialysis under standard hospital benefit from any facility
other than the hospital. And the reason there is exactly the reason that was set out in the OBA platform.
Because the hospital forms such a large part of the
health care system costs, we are trying to address the
efficiency and effectiveness of all of the services provided by the King Edward Hospital. So this is a part of
rationalising that.
As we go forward, the public and Members
will see further reforms that we are going to put into
place. Some of them may have the result of changing
the services provided by the hospital. Some may result in them ultimately receiving more revenue in certain areas, and others will result in them receiving less
revenue in some areas. It will be a rebalancing of the
services provided and an improvement in the efficiency and effectiveness of the services provided by
the hospitals, and particularly by King Edward Hospital.
Now, in terms of dialysis being provided in
another facility, there is nothing in particular here
which prevents someone else from offering that service. If you want to offer that service you will have to
go through whatever the regulatory hoops there are
for such a service. I cannot say that I am familiar with
them at the moment.
In addition to that, it can be covered in the
supplemental benefits which people have under their
insurance no matter what type of insurance that may
be. There is a broad range of insurance out there. So
there is nothing to prevent that from being covered
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under supplementary benefits on people’s insurance
policies.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 5?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance. You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I still am . . . I heard what
the Minister said, and I understand completely what
he said. I guess I am still just trying to figure out is, if
the hospital is the only [provider] of this service, then
why was the need to include this item there? When
you look at the originating legislation that this is
amending, the Schedule of Rules, there are a large
number of outpatient services listed. Many of them,
most of them do not have this clarification. There is
only one other one that has this clarification, and the
other ones have, you know, by a schedule that would
be approved by the Bermuda Health Council.
So I am still trying to figure out, why was this
inserted if the only people who currently offer that is
the Bermuda Hospitals Board? Because it does seem
as though it is saying that we do not want someone
else to offer this service. And taking what the Minister
is saying, understanding what the Minister is saying
about, this is about the standard health benefit, but
the fact is that this . . . If this is excluded specifically,
then it makes it less likely that those things will be
provided by other people, or it will be more expensive.
And I do not know how that can help the overall cost
of health care. If there is something that can be done
more efficiently than the hospital is actually doing it,
why would we want to prevent that? Would that not
help?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 5?
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes. It is a simple thing.
As the Member said, there are other services
which you must receive at the hospital in order for
them to be covered under standard hospital benefit. I
think those are to do with lab work. We are trying to
make the hospital financially sustainable. This is part
of that plan. It is one piece.
As we go forward, we will see many more
pieces come into place. But we are trying to rationalise. Where we see gaps in the system, we are trying
to rationalise it so that it makes sense, again, under
the standard hospital benefit. With respect to supplementary benefits which people have under their various insurance policies, both public and private, you
can go and receive these services elsewhere.
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The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Home Affairs. Mr. Walter Roban, you have the
floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you.
A question in relation to the Minister’s comments on dialysis. It is my understanding that the new
Acute Care Wing will have a dialysis section in it. Is it
expected that this new facility and the fact that it will
have the latest technology in dialysis and so on, will
afford . . . This speaks to your issue of cost, that the
fact that you are going to have a facility with those
levels of efficiencies and so on, that you expect to be
able to have a better control of costs compared to the
facility you have now. Or is it just going to expand the
amount of dialysis units you will have available currently? Because I know the issue of this is cost. You
are trying to control costs.
Is the new wing going to afford you an opportunity to get a better control of costs? Or is it just going to allow you to have more available dialysis units
going forward, mindful that dialysis patients are increasing in the community?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Yes. As the Honourable Member has alluded
to, the new Acute Care Wing of the hospital is an extraordinarily expensive facility that we are putting forward. There is an area in there for dialysis. That area
for dialysis has more stations, but it is also expensive
in that it has privacy for patients. So, you know, you
are in separate areas, separate rooms, which is much
more expensive overall than where it is now. So we
want to ensure the best usage of that facility, which
will provide more privacy, more comfort, more availability for patients. Of course, there is a cost factor
involved that, you know, the costs must be covered as
best we can.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Finance. You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you.
And I would like to thank the Minister for answering my question, because he has now answered
it. And his answer was, We are trying to make the
hospital financially sustainable. So I guess the thing is
that the reason . . . And he said that there will be more
things to come. So . . . and please correct me if I am
wrong, because I am still on this clause, just trying to
understand the motivation behind the Government’s
thinking on this, is that you want to make sure that you
retain as much services.
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So can we expect the Government to then
look to try to, I guess, make sure that more service is
delivered at the hospital, as opposed to other places,
which is in contravention with what was stated in the
platform, but to make sure that more things are done
at the hospital in order to make sure that more money
is generated at the hospital in order to make the hospital more sustainable? Because I am thinking that is
what I am getting from what the Minister said. He said,
you know, there is new equipment and important
equipment. It is important that we get this.
And to be clear, if this thing of which we are
talking about, dialysis, is not under the standard hospital benefit, then it makes it less likely that it is going
to be paid for and provided under standard plans; it
would be more expensive. So this is almost like basically saying, This is where dialysis is going to take
place in the country. So I am thinking that the Minister
answered my question in which I was looking for the
rationale, because I could not understand the rationale. But is his rationale basically saying that he wants
to make sure he keeps as much stuff in the hospital in
order for the hospital to pay for itself? I just want to be
clear.
The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman, yes.
The Honourable Member is on the right track.
But the answer is not as simple as that. You know,
what we are trying to do with the new Acute Care
Wing is to make sure that we right-size the hospital
and right-size the services that are offered. So we are
trying to rationalise things so that they make sense, so
that you have services and you want to be able to utilise them efficiently and effectively so that they cover
their costs.
What happened under the previous administration was that the services from the hospital tended
to increase greatly. And the revenue increased
greatly. Unfortunately, the cost increased even faster
than the revenues! So it is not just a question of revenue. It is about having the right services for the right
price for a community of our size. And that is a challenge with the new Acute Care Wing and a challenge
which we are going to tackle, and hopefully we are
going to meet that challenge. And that is what we are
trying to do.
So we are not trying to increase revenues at
any cost. That is the point that I am making at bedrock.
The Chairman: Thank you. Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Madam Chairman. I
think this the last time I will stand up on this.
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But if the Minister could possibly give an indication as to (still dealing with clause 3) what other
services he may look to claw back or make exclusive
to be delivered at the hospital as we see the opening
of the new Acute Care Wing?
The Chairman: In the interim, the Chair recognises
the Shadow Minister of Home Affairs. You have the
floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes. I think perhaps the last
couple of interactions have revealed a little bit more
helpful information as it relates to some of the rationale behind these changes. I am assuming, based on
what the Minister is saying, that when it comes to the
question of portability, because portability is a huge
driver of cost . . . That has been known for quite some
time. And that is an issue. And some of the control
that you are seeking, by the changes that you are
making, seems to be looking to put a control on that
driver. And that is understood.
Perhaps the Minister will spend a lot more
time articulating this issue to the public, as well,
around what the drivers are for some of the costs.
Portability is a clear driver. Obviously, the rationale of
what you are doing with dialysis, since there is an opportunity with the new Acute Care Wing, is to have
control of services, as well as perhaps begin to have a
better control over an area that is going to drive up
costs. It is not an area of care that is going to be less
expensive over time.
So I think it is understood, and perhaps if that
is the way the Minister is going, we had better understand. Not that we necessarily agree, but we understand where you are going with these issues here that
you have outlined as it relates to [new regulation 4] (c)
in particular, the portability point is what I was just trying to deal with. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Workforce Development, Mr. Rolfe Commissiong.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, this question is directed, of
course, to the Minister. How many people would have
been, on average, taking advantage of this benefit
with respect to portability? And how many people may
be affected by these changes, Minister?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, Madam Chairman, to
answer that last question first, the vast majority of
these benefits are just shifting to individual plans, be
they HIP, be they FutureCare. You know, the indigent
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are covered. Children are covered already. People
have their private plans where they are also covered.
So in the sense of people being able to
achieve these results, they will still achieve them. And
those who are uninsured or underinsured to the degree that they need public assistance can go to
LCCA, who have received an additional $2 million this
year. They are receiving a grant of $3 million, so you
will not see any huge effect from all of this.
With respect to the comments made by the
Honourable Shadow Minister of Home Affairs, we are
looking at a number of areas here. With regard, again,
to portability, this, as I said, is still covered by HIP. It is
covered by supplementary benefits under HIP, FutureCare, et cetera, et cetera. So there will not be any
big changes there. But certainly, I did not come in with
any presuppositions in terms of policy. I am coming in
with a mind to say, Have we right-sized the services
we are offering? Are we doing things in a rational and
fair fashion?
I mean, one of the things we know the previous Administration did, which we in the OBA differed
with completely, was the premium rates for FutureCare, where there were two different levels of premium for no particular reason. So we went, and when
we went in—
Mr. Walter H. Roban: A point of order, Madam
Chairman.
The Chairman: Yes. Your point of order is?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Perhaps the Minister just does
forget that—
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The Chairman: Member, if you would take your seat,
I will recognise—
Mr. Walter H. Roban: I remember very clearly. There
were two, and they were—
The Chairman: Member! If you will take your seat! I
think we understood. Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member Pat Gordon-Pamplin.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the Honourable Member is
misleading the House. The entry into FutureCare,
level one, as he indicated, was open to people who
were already on HIP and were over 65.
But level two . . . when they came in there
was no means-testing. There has never been meanstesting for entry into FutureCare. The second tranche
allowed for people who were 70 and over to automatically come into FutureCare. It had nothing to do with
means-testing. It was only age related.
And then the third tranche picked up the people who were between that original 65 and 70 who
were not able, in the first instance, to get onto FutureCare because of timing, and now it is two years later.
These people would have been, let us say, 65, and
did not have HIP. And now they are two years older,
so they are around 67 and thereabouts. But they were
never, ever means-tested. So the Honourable Member is misleading the House.
The Chairman: Thank you for that clarification.

The Chairman: Your point of order is?
Mr. Walter H. Roban: The point of order is that the
Honourable Member, perhaps not intentionally, but he
is actually misleading the House on the history of FutureCare.
There were two streams of entry. One was for
the people who were already on HIP, who were the
least able to pay. Then there was a second phased
entry of persons who were, to some degree, meanstested to come in at a higher rate. There were two
rationalisations to provide—
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Point of order,
Madam Chairman.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: And as the Minister who actually oversaw the institution of those—
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Point of order,
Madam Chairman.

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Point of order, Madam Chairman. The Honourable Member is misleading the
House. I did not say—
The Chairman: Wait! Excuse me! Excuse me. I would
like to recognise you so individuals know who is
speaking. You can continue to stand to your feet.
The Shadow Minister of Home—
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. Walter H. Roban: The Honourable Member is
misleading the House. And I can appreciate perhaps
she believes that she understands that. I did not say
that it was exclusively means-testing. It was a way of
means because we decided, in reference to different
tranches of people who are more capable of affording
certain payment categories that we had set. I am not
saying that it was a total means-testing strategy, but it
is a way of understanding who has the ability to pay.
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That is a form of means-testing. I am not saying that it
was exclusively the choice. But it is a form of evaluation of people who are able to pay. And that is a
means.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to the Bill before us, clauses 1 through 5?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Public Safety. The Honourable Member
Michael J. Scott, you have the floor.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, a question for the Minister
on the standard hospital benefit reductions. Can the
Minister say whether these reductions are likely to
have the impact of increasing insurance premiums in
Bermuda, this tranche of reductions in clause 8 [sic]?
Thanks.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister, the question was to clause 8.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, I think it is clause 3, the
bit that affects section 8 of the Act, the 1970 Act.
It is not entirely predictable what effect it will
have. It depends, with respect to the various insurers,
upon the risk profile of their insured base. So it is difficult at this point to say what will happen. Each insurer
will look through . . . Because on the one hand, you
are having a reduction in the standard premium rate,
which has never happened before. And then you have
the shifting of these services. So each insurer, depending on its insured base, it will depend what happens at the end of it.
So, for example, if you have . . . It is quite
likely, for example, to affect something like GHI, which
I would assume has more older customers, people
over 65. You know, and obviously, with respect to
HIP, well, FutureCare in particular, you would see an
effect. But, you know, you have the standard premium
rate going down. And in the case of HIP and FutureCare you have an additional transfer of funds from the
Mutual Reinsurance Fund. So it is not immediately
predictable what is going to happen.
You expect that there will be increases
somewhere along the line, but you cannot predict
what increases and where at the moment. You can
say, Well, they are more likely to occur in this area.
But we do not know how much. It will become clear as
we go on.
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The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1
through 5 be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman, I move the
Preamble..
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I move that the Bill as printed
be reported to the House.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Health Insurance (Miscellaneous)
Amendment Act 2014 was considered by a Committee of the whole House and passed without amendment.]
House resumed at 1:09 am
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
HEALTH INSURANCE (MISCELLANEOUS)
AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Speaker: It has been moved that the Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014 be
reported back to the House. All those in agreement
with that Bill, please say Aye.
AYES.

The Speaker: No objections? So the Bill is passed.
We now move to our Third Readings. I recognise first . . . sorry. All other Orders are carried over, I
assume. All other Orders are carried over. So that is
Order Nos. 10 through16.
I will recognise first the Junior Minister of
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I move clauses 1 through 5.
Home Affairs, Junior Minister Sylvan Richards, for the
third reading.
Bermuda House of Assembly
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 5?
There are no other Members. Minister?
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Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I now move the Bill entitled . . .
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INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF
BERMUDA AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I move that the Bill do
now pass.

The Speaker: The Charities Act 2014.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: The Charities Act 2014.
Sorry, Mr. Speaker. It is late.
The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: That that be read for the
third time.
The Speaker: Right. It is moved that the Charities Act
2014 be read for a third time.
Are there any objections to that?
No objections.

The Speaker: All right. The Bill is now passed.
Any objections to that?
The Bill is passed.
[Motion carried: Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Bermuda Amendment Act 2014 was read a third time
and passed.]
The Speaker: The next matter is the Health Insurance
(Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014.
Minister of Health and Environment, Minister
Moniz.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21

THIRD READING
CHARITIES ACT 2014
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I will read by its title
only.
The Speaker: Right, the Charities Act 2014. Carry on.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: I move that the Bill now
be passed.
The Speaker: Right. Absolutely. The Bill is now
passed, unless there is an objection. So the Charities
Act 2014 is now passed.

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I move that Standing Order 21 be suspended
to enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Health
Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014 be
now read the third time by its title only.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
Minister?
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]

THIRD READING

[Motion carried: The Charities Act 2014 was read a
third time and passed.]

HEALTH INSURANCE (MISCELLANEOUS)
AMENDMENT ACT 2014

The Speaker: The Chair now recognises the Minister
of Finance for the Institute of Chartered Accountants
of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014.
Minister?

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: The Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014. I move that the Bill do
now pass.

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move Standing Order 21 be suspended so
that we can move the Bill entitled the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014,
be now read a third time by its title only.

ADJOURNMENT

The Speaker: Any objections?
Minister, carry on.
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]

THIRD READING

The Speaker: Thank you.
The Minister has moved that the Bill do now
pass.
Are there any objections to that?
There are none. The Bill is passed.
Thank you, Honourable Ministers. I recognise
now the Honourable Premier.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move now that we adjourn until Monday,
th
March 17 .

The Speaker: Thank you.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from Sandys South, MP T. E. Lister.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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READING RECOVERY PROGRAMME
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, way back in 1995, some senior
officials from the Ministry of Education took a trip to
New Zealand. You may remember that.
The Speaker: New Zealand?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes.
The Opposition party criticised them heavily.
There was some $90,000 spent to take half-a-dozen
officials to New Zealand. The reason they went there
was to examine something called the Reading Recovery programme.
Ten years went by. I became Minister of Education, and what I realised was that that was the best
$90,000 probably ever spent by the Government. The
Reading Recovery programme is an excellent programme. It took our P2 students, brought them back
on stream in a period of 12 to 16 weeks, and we really
got real benefit from it.
To my shock, Mr. Speaker, I learned that in
the last two years the programme has been gradually
wound down to a point where it does not exist anymore. We have no one qualified to lead us in education. We have lost the licence. So we are not licensed
to even teach it in Bermuda anymore. And what our
children were getting from that—a proven, excellent
programme—has now fallen by the wayside. We have
reading teachers, yes. But we do not have the programme anymore. And we are falling away.
On top of that, which I find absolutely amazing, is that the literacy programme has been cut from
$508,000 to $254,000.
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we have slashed the literacy programme. Where is
our commitment to our young people? That is the
point. That is the point.
th
On the 4 of December, the then-Minister of
Education, Nalton Brangman, made a speech about
Government’s commitment to early learning. He
talked about that the section of the Ministry that supports early learning and consists of an Assistant Director for Early Childhood Education, the Child Development Programme, et cetera, et cetera. That all
sounded good except for one little thing, Mr. Speaker.
There was not, there is not, and there never has been
an Assistant Director of Early Learning.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, again,
the Honourable Member (I am sorry to say this; I know
he has got good intentions) is reflecting on a debate.
We went through this in detail on Monday. I explained
that an Assistant Director was coming in, and we
talked about the Child Development Programme and
that sort of thing.
The Speaker: Yes, yes. Right.
MP Lister, please keep that in mind.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
th
That may well be true. But as I said, on the 4
of December, the then-Minister said the programme
consists of—saying that the post was filled. And it was
not filled. That is the point I am making.
So I go back. Where is the commitment to our
children?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, point of
order.
The Speaker: Yes.

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, the
Honourable Member is basically—
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Reflecting on debate]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: What is the expression? (It is 1:30 in the morning.) He is basically reflecting on the Budget Debate at this point. I am happy to
talk a little bit about the programme at some point. But
I think he is going back over what we just covered on
Monday.
The Speaker: Okay. Right.
Honourable Member, as you go forward, keep
that in mind.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Certainly.
The only point I am making here is that we
have given away the Reading Recovery programme;

POINT OF ORDER
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I am not sure what
the former Minister said. But the fact of the matter is
that this Assistant Director of Early Learning [post] has
not been filled for many years. I think it has been in
place probably back to that Honourable Member’s
time as Minister, maybe through yours.
I explained on Monday (and again, maybe I
am reflecting on the debate) that the Ministry has
hired somebody. The department has hired somebody. They are coming in mid-April, and that is the
intention.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you.
Honourable Member, so there is an [Assistant
Director] coming. Although that Honourable Member
. . . The Minister did in fact say on Monday that there
will be this person in place in time in April. So, please.
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I am not going to
debate the Member on what is happening tomorrow. I
am referring to this report, which was the Ministerial
th
Statement of the 4 of December, when the Minister
said we have this person. Now I will move on. That is
what the Minister said.
The Speaker: Go ahead. Move on, please.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, you will recall that
when we moved to middle schools, there was a commitment to have equal facilities, equal opportunities,
equal standards of learning in all the schools. Today it
is my understanding that the science labs at T. N. Tatem, your old school, Whitney Institute and Clearwater
are lacking—lacking equipment, lacking proper facilities—whilst, of course, Sandys and Dellwood are up
to snuff. This is not what our children deserve. We are
supposed to give them an equal standing. Where is
the commitment to our children? Where is the commitment?
Mr. Speaker, we have two grandchildren in
our house who are at senior school. And it amazes my
wife and me at the amount of time they are legitimately out of school—not playing hooky, not fooling
around, but time off. This is on, that is on, the other is
on. There was a commitment to having 200 teaching
days. But in actual fact, what I think we are having is
196 official days of school. I do not know what the
number of teaching days is. And I would invite the
Minister to actually tell us. Not tonight, because you
do not know the answer. But find out the answer and
tell us. Tell us how many days, how many teaching
days our children actually have, because it is certainly
not 200 days.
Again, where is the commitment to our children? That is a question I am going to ask. Because
the children are [our] tomorrow. If we do not get that
right, we may as well forget it.
EDUCATION COMMISSIONER
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I, like many others, was shocked at the report today of Dr. Heatley
being shortlisted to jobs in the States. When you get
shortlisted, you have to apply well ahead. Now, we
know if you were shortlisted for a job in the Bermuda
Government, you would have applied about 10
months ago.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: We all know that. And I know
the Minister, the Premier is on the hem now. We can
blame him if that does not improve. But I know he is
trying to fix that.
But we have got to figure . . . in their systems
you have to apply at least three months [prior] before
you get shortlisted. Dr. Heatley took up his job on the
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th

11 of September. So he applied for this new post on
th
th
December the 11 , November the 11 , October the
th
th
11 , or September the 11 ?
You, Mr. Speaker, are a lifetime Spurs fan.
Am I right? Absolutely. I think Harry Redknapp was a
great manager. But Harry Redknapp wanted to be the
England coach, too, did he not? So he put it all out
there. He applied for the job. And Spurs took him to
the side, and what did they tell him? Get cracking!
You are not committed to us! Get cracking! And he
was the best coach Spurs had had in years, and they
have not recovered from it.
I have got a little advice for you, Minister. Tell
him, Get cracking! Tell him, Get cracking! We want a
commitment to our children! And if he is not prepared
to do it, get cracking. And he has already shown us he
does not have it. Get rid of him.
Now, Mr. Premier, I have got a little word for
you. Give us a Minister and a PS. Give us a Minister
and a PS. Dr. Gibbons, the Honourable Member, is a
fine Minister of Economic Development. But we need
an Education Minister. It is not fair to him (see, I am
on your side tonight)—it is not fair to him—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I am still trying to
figure that out.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Well, you will get there.
It is not fair to him to have him doing these
jobs, sitting up here in the city trying to save our business sector and these other places way down here in
Southside. Come on, now. This is a nonsense. It is a
nonsense.
Please, show us a commitment to our children, because they need it. Our schools are challenged. Our children are challenged. We know what
they are going through. We know it. So let us give
them the best. Having a Minister up here in the city
and the department down there is not the best. Having
a PS whose whole background is business and knows
nothing about education . . . Now, of course, he knows
what a school is; he went to one. He has nothing that
says, I can be PS of Education. To now have a commissioner who, from almost the day he arrived, applied to jobs back in the States—stop it. Save our
children. Do the right thing, and let us move forward
together. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.
The Chair recognises MP David Burt.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker, and good morning.
The Speaker: Yes. Good morning.
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Mr. E. David Burt: Today I will be brief. And today I
will be non-confrontational, which would be a surprise
for the Members on the other side.
But a few hours ago, I received a phone call
from a young man. This young man called me, and he
was concerned about what was going on in his community. He spoke to me about some person who is
on-Island who is promoting some financial seminar to
locals in Bermuda, which he through his research has
found out is a scam.
So, he called me, and he was saying, you
know, Shadow Minister Burt, I meant to get back to
you beforehand. This person was here two weeks
ago. He has come back. There was a whole room full
of mostly black people, and they are listening to this
thing that sounds too good to be true. And I am really
worried that he is going to scam our people, who do
not have the money, out of their money.
And I was like, Okay, this is interesting.
Please send me more information. He said he went
online and looked at a review site, and basically, he
has concluded that it is a scam. So I sent the information to the Honourable Attorney General. I know he no
longer has Consumer Affairs. But I sent it to the Honourable Attorney General, because it was something
that was concerning, because—
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: Sorry. Interpolation, once again.
The Speaker: Speak to me.
Mr. E. David Burt: I had sent it to the Honourable
Attorney General, but I want to make sure that I make
it clear that this individual—
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
[Gavel]
The Speaker: Honourable Members! Please.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
That this person, Mr. Scott Yancey, is onIsland promoting this thing. Now, Mr. Scott Yancey is
a star on A&E. He has his own A&E television show
called Flipping Vegas. And he is the proprietor of his
own real estate investment system, which he promotes through seminars and books.
Now, the research that this young man
brought to my attention is that what was happening
online is that the people who have attended this seminar in the United States have written it off as a scam.
Out of this online review site, out of 46 reviews, with
one star being the lowest and five stars being the
highest, the average score on the reviews of this sys-
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tem, Mr. Speaker, is 1.5 stars. And we have things
that say this, and I quote: “Scam!! Don’t waste your
time and money”; “A perfect case of bait & switch”;
and “out to get your money.” And another person saying, “We were very excited for the use of our money
for only a 1 per cent fee.”
Now, Mr. Speaker, as people in the world of
finance will tell you, and it goes back to that wonderful
thing called the efficient markets theory, that if is too
good to be true, it most probably is. And the fact is,
Mr. Speaker, that this person, who is on-Island, had to
have been allowed to come on-Island by the Government. Now, I am not saying that the Government did
not do something. What I am saying is that we might
need to make sure that we do some checks to make
sure that our people do not necessarily have the ability to be scammed.
Now, I hope that, after bringing this up to the
Attorney General, and I hope that raising it here in this
public forum, there will be members of the public who
are aware of what is going on. Because when times
are desperate, as they are now, when times are
tough, people will latch onto things where they feel as
though if they can make money . . . and in a way that
they can lose money. But I cannot understand how
this gentleman, who has a show on A&E in Las Vegas, but is coming here to Bermuda to try to get people in Bermuda to invest in American real estate . . .
he is coming here! This charlatan is coming to our
shores to try and get money from our people to send
overseas. And it is not right.
So I sincerely hope that the Government will
take a look into this because it is something that is
very important. And I think it raises an important issue,
Mr. Speaker. It was one of the issues that I brought up
in my Reply to the Budget Speech. It spoke about the
need for an increase in financial literacy. I would hope
that the Government would take that on board to
make sure that they could share these things with the
public of Bermuda and some public service announcements making sure that we enhance the
knowledge of financial literacy in this country to make
sure that our people are not taken advantage of in this
way. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Attorney General. You have the floor.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Just further on that, it is nice to have this spirit
of cooperation in the House. I am obliged to the Honourable Member, because he did pass that information on to me. We had a brief chat about it, and I have,
in fact, passed it on, I think, to the right source. I certainly undertake to look further into it. I read the information that he has passed on to me. And from what
he said, and also from what I have looked at and the
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comments on there, I think it is a matter that raises an
issue of concern.
The fact of the matter is we just do not know
on what basis that individual may be here or what they
are doing or what they are up to. But certainly, it
raises enough of an issue that warrants having a look
at it. I will undertake to get back to the Honourable
Member as soon as I can to indicate what information
and clarification and clarity we can bring to the issue.
So I am obliged.
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The Speaker: I am ready to go home. I can tell you
the truth. So do not be long. Carry on, Honourable
Member. MP Scott, you have the floor.

journ—there was a lot of sizzle, but no substance,
when it comes to the electric cars. The sizzle, it
sounds nice, electric cars, so on and so forth. But the
substance that it lacks is that it negatively impacts our
Bermudian economy, in the sense that it negatively
impacts the taxi industry, it negatively impacts road
congestion and so on and so forth. Now you are opening yourself up to have people just bumper to bumper
with cars.
But once again, that is not my main point. My
main point is that when you read further into this, it
says that those behind the project believe vehicles
would make an ideal rental car for visitors. That is
what stands out for me, Mr. Speaker, because I do not
remember . . . I mean, I have been here to almost
every session of this House. And I work closely with
my counterpart, the Minister of Transport. And I do not
remember legislation being passed for tourists to be
able to drive electric cars, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I
will try to be as fast as possible.

The Speaker: Do not believe the Bermuda Sun. That
is all.

The Speaker: Please.

[Laughter]

The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you. Thank you very
much, Honourable Member.
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]

ELECTRIC VEHICLES FOR TOURISTS
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I am rising today to talk
about the front of the Bermuda Sun. And it says, “History rolls off the docks.” And it is talking about electric
cars. But, Mr. Speaker, the first thing that I would like
to point out is that I feel as though . . . if it was possible I would call a point of order on the Bermuda Sun
for misleading the Bermudian public, because I could
have sworn that electric cars were already here.
And my honourable colleague, the Honourable Dennis Lister, has already had electric cars here
for some time. So I do not know how electric cars being here could be considered history.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I hear some people saying
that is even before that. So we are just pointing out
that having electric cars here is not history.
So I go on to read a little bit further. And it
says here a new batch of cars just arrived in Bermuda
all the way from India. Okay. Then you go in, and you
look in page 6, and it goes on to say 18 months ago
that a project was begun in making electric cars from
India brought here to Bermuda. I remember, just to
give you some history, around 18 months ago, my
team and I were getting ready for the previous Budget
Debate, and we were looking at innovative ways and
ideas to bring forth to this Honourable House. And we
came across these electric cars.
But we found out that . . . how can I say it?
Just like the Honourable Member, the Minister who
shares my last name, said at the last Motion to Ad-

The Speaker: That is all! Do not believe the Bermuda
Sun.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Mr. Speaker, I am glad you
said that, because if you read through, I mean, I was
like, Well, this could not be credible. It could not be
credible! And I did not think it was credible. Out of the
whole article, you have three parts of it that are focused on selling it to locals, but seven parts that focus
on tourist use and selling it to tourists. And I said, It is
not credible, until I got to a certain quote. And it just
said that “We believe” (and this is “we,” talking about
the group that has brought in these electric cars) “We
believe that e2o would make the ideal tourist rental
vehicle.” And then it goes on to say, “For us, it is
about providing customers with choice,” and so on
and so forth.
You know what pops out at me, Mr. Speaker,
is who made that quote? The Honourable Member
that sits in this House, the Honourable MP Glen
Smith. So, now, as an Honourable Member, I am going to believe what is being said now because they
are quoting him, Mr. Speaker. They would not misquote him, Mr. Speaker, because then they would be
liable for defamation of character.
So I said, Well, how is this possible that you
have an MP bringing in cars? These cars are here,
Mr. Speaker. There is a picture of people pushing
them out of the crates. You have got cars here whose
purpose is to be rented to tourists, but yet the tourists—
Mr. Glen Smith: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
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The Speaker: Yes?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. Glen Smith: The Honourable Member is misleading the House. I brought those cars . . . First of all, I
will declare my interest. I am the Managing Director of
Auto Solutions the Honourable Member is referring to.
I brought those cars in to sell and not to rent.
And if you will notice, if he reads the article
further, it says that they will be selling for $25,000.
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Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Okay, Mr. Speaker. Well, Mr.
Speaker, as I said, I find it coincidental, and we know
what I think about coincidences and politics.
But I will move on. Now, my question, Mr.
Speaker, is, Is it a coincidence that the MP Glen
Smith has the government contract for maintaining the
Government vehicles? Is that a coincidence as well?
The Speaker: I do not understand that. I do not understand.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Is it a coincidence that MP
Glen Smith’s company—

The Speaker: Thank you. I read that as well.
Mr. Glen Smith: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Glen Smith: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes, yes, yes.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: And, Mr. Speaker, right under that quote that he said about $25,000—which he
is correct; it is said there—it then goes on to say, and I
quote, basically, Stuart Kriendler, a manager, says, “I
feel we need four-wheel rental vehicles in Bermuda,
that is a no-brainer . . . There are many people who
will simply rule us out as a travel destination, and potentially a business destination, since we only rent
scooters.”

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. Glen Smith: The Honourable Member is misleading the House once again. It appears almost every
weekend. I do not have a government contract!

The Speaker: What is wrong with that? There is nothing wrong with that.

The Speaker: Yes. I do not know where . . .
Honourable Member, let us get your facts
straight! Do not stand up in the House and indicate. If
you do not know, do not say it!

[Inaudible interjections]

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Well, Mr. Speaker—

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: But . . . Okay, Mr. Speaker.
They are saying that it is a proposal. But one thing
that we have noticed about this Government, Mr.
Speaker, is that when they propose something . . . I
will put it this way, Mr. Speaker. There are no coincidences in politics. There are no coincidences in politics. It is a coincidence that there is a proposal, and
the coincidence is that David Dodwell, only a few
weeks ago, said it would be a good idea if we rented
electric vehicles to visitors. And now you have got, a
few weeks later, electric vehicles on the Island, Mr.
Speaker! That is not a coincidence.

The Speaker: If you do not really know. And you cannot go by the newspaper!
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Okay, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Please!
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Okay, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, so what we are deciding now
and what is being said now is that electric vehicles will
not be rented to tourists. Can the—

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Point of clarification?
The Speaker: Honourable Member, that has not been
said in this House. Now, please! That has not been
said!

The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: How many vehicles, electric vehicles, were imported? Was it three? That is a
lot of rentals going on, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, thank you,
Honourable Member.

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Well, Mr. Speaker, this is
what I am trying to say. If I am being told that I do not
have my facts straight when I say that the Government is looking at renting electric vehicles, that would
mean that they are not planning on renting electric
vehicles. So therefore, I can stand here and say
that—
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker. Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: He is misleading the
House and those who are listening, our listening audience. He does not have his facts straight, and he is
talking about coincidences and connecting dots. He
does not have his facts straight! Get your facts
straight!
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Premier.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Mr. Speaker, how can
someone be wrong when they say that something is
going to happen, and then also be wrong when they
say it is not going to happen? Because the Government is telling me that these cars are not here to be
rented. That is what they are saying right now. So,
therefore, they should be able to stand up and say
that electric cars will never be rented to tourists!
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
The Speaker: Come on, Honourable Member! Look.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: No. Please. Please, sit down.
Honourable Member, that is not a good
statement. Please! Honestly, Honourable Member,
really, really. I would rather that you come to a conclusion. Really. Thank you very much.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Okay, Mr. Speaker.
My conclusion is this: I will stand here and say
that my conclusion is that there is something fishy going on up here!
The Speaker: Honourable Member, that is enough!
Honourable Member! Take your seat!
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: And I will close on that.
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Honestly, I appreciate your . . . I am going to very
brief, Mr. Speaker.
I just wanted to say, ever so briefly, to the
Honourable Member, Mr. Lister, that I understand his
concerns. I think had he been here during the Education Debate, some of those questions would be answered. There is distinctly a very clear commitment to
early literacy. Unfortunately, the Reading Recovery
programme . . . and I think he knows the individual
who was the licence-holder for some years, Darnell
Wynn, did a very nice job in this area, retired under
the former Government. And unfortunately, nobody
was taken on to replace her.
But there is very much a commitment. I am
certainly committed to early literacy, and I think that is
important. I will look into the issue of the science labs.
I was not aware that there were discrepancies there at
all. And certainly I will check on the number of teaching days.
EDUCATION COMMISSIONER
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: As far as the Commissioner is concerned, I spoke today on the news. I
said we were all a little bit surprised. I suspect the
Commissioner was, as well. My understanding was
that back in December when he went back to the US
for vacation, a colleague of his, who is a headhunter,
asked him if he could put his name into this particular
programme. Senior members in a lot of different industries put their names out there occasionally. I have
the understanding from the Commissioner that he is
very committed to Bermuda.
My experience so far with him is he has been
a very active commissioner. He has been in the
schools. He has instituted this programme of audits in
the middle schools. Obviously, he will have to speak
for himself on this, but I hope he is prepared to continue. And we will have to, obviously, see how the future bears that out. But it is obviously for him to make
that decision.
Anyway, Mr. Speaker, those were the main
points that I wanted to make. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you. Members, we are adth
journed to Monday, which is the 17 .
[At 1:41 am, [Saturday, 15 March 2014] the House
stood adjourned until 10:00 am, Monday, 17 March
2014.]

The Speaker: Take your seat!
The Chair will recognise now the Honourable
Member, Dr. Gibbons.
READING RECOVERY PROGRAMME
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. I know it is late. But that is a good example
of how the Opposition takes two and two and gets six.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

PRAYERS
[Prayers read by Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton,
Speaker]

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
[Deferred]

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I have the honour to
attach and submit for the information of the Honourable House of Assembly the Corporate Landholding
Policy. Mr. Speaker, this relates to the legislation currently on the Order Paper respecting the Companies
Amendment Act 2014.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.

PETITIONS

The Speaker: Good morning, Members.
th
th
The Minutes for the 12 and the 14 of March
will be deferred.

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR
The Speaker: There are no messages from the Governor.

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER
OR MEMBER PRESIDING

The Speaker: There are no petitions.

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS
AND JUNIOR MINISTERS
The Speaker: No statements.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The Speaker: No reports of committees.

QUESTION PERIOD

APOLOGIES
The Speaker: I have two announcements. MP Glenn
Blakeney is absent due to illness. And MP Zane De
Silva is off-Island.

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE
The Speaker: There are none.

PAPERS AND OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE
The Speaker: I will first recognise the Honourable
Minister of Economic Development and Education.
Dr. Grant Gibbons, you have the floor.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker, and good morning.
The Speaker: Good morning to you.
CORPORATE LANDHOLDING POLICY

The Speaker: No questions.

CONGRATULATORY AND/OR
OBITUARY SPEECHES
The Speaker: We get to congratulatory and obituary
speeches.
The Chair recognises first the Minister for
Public Works. Minister Patricia Gordon-Pamplin, you
have the floor.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask that this Honourable House send a letter of congratulations to Inter-Island Communications on a very successful hosting of Bermuda Idol for 2014. There were 14 finalists—14 people who made it through the auditions
and the elimination round—and, of the 14, they chose
five finalists. The numbers one, two and three . . . this
is one time I can say that the judges got it right. Mr.
Speaker, I think that they—

The Speaker: Judges always get it right.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Well, I am not 100
per cent sure.
[Laughter]
The Speaker: They always get it right. Trust me.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: There are times
that we may disagree.
The Speaker: We may disagree, but they get it right.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: But I believe in
this instance the judges got it right, Mr. Speaker, and I
would like to offer congratulations to the successful
final three. I would like to associate my honourable
colleague, Wayne Scott, and also the Honourable
Member Suzann Roberts-Holshouser and the Honourable Member Shawn Crockwell. Thank you. And
the Honourable Member—
The Speaker: All those in the House.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Everybody in the
House, especially those who were there. I believe a
good time was had by all, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Are there any other Members who care to
speak?
I do recognise the Honourable Minister of
Community, Culture and Sports. Minister Wayne
Scott, you have the floor.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I would like to offer congratulations to Mr. Tyler Butterfield, who has just performed an extraordinary feat in a world-class triathlon field in Abu Dhabi,
winning that triathlon. I think that that is something
that has been a culmination of a great career so far,
and certainly has made Bermuda proud. I would like
to associate, as far as I can see, everybody at this
point, so the whole House. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair recognises the Honourable
Learned Member from constituency number 34. MP
Kim Wilson, you have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I would just like to be associated with the congratulatory remarks for Inter Island Communications
already advanced in this House by the Minister the
Honourable Mrs. Gordon-Pamplin. I attended the
event, and it was, as she said, certainly a good time
had by all. I think that Inter Island Communications, in
particular, in addition to the winners of the event,
should be commended because they are active in al-
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lowing local artists in Bermuda to become exposed
and to show their talent.
There were two international judges that were
there, and I do recall hearing one of the judges indicate to one of the finalists, I would like to chat with you
afterwards, in hopes of perhaps helping to develop
her career. And we have an abundant amount of talent in Bermuda, as we know, particularly when it
comes to singing. And the fact that Inter Island Communications continues to take steps and produce programmes such as these to promote local talent and
give them an avenue for exposure and so forth, I think
needs to be commended.
I understand that there is going to be another
event concerning dancing in June. Perhaps the Honourable Minister Gordon-Pamplin and I could attend,
because we actually thought everybody was going to
sing, and then we turn around and look at MP, Minister Crockwell, who was sitting next to Gita Blakeney,
of course, so they were talking about falsetto and this
and that, and we were like, They sounded good to us.
Actually, I had a chat with MP Roberts-Holshouser,
who has some type of vocal training. So she could tell
when someone was flat. We did not think anybody
was flat.
But the point is that we have incredible talent.
And Inter Islands Communications takes steps to advance that talent. And I think, for that, they too need to
be congratulated, as well as all of the participants.
One of the youngest participants was 12 years old—
the youngest participants made it to the finals. She is
a school colleague of my daughter. And she did quite
well, as well. So I think the talent is there in Bermuda,
and they have an opportunity to show-light it through
the organisations such as Inter Island Communications. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member from Warwick West. MP Jeff Sousa, you have the
floor.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Good morning, Mr. Speaker, and of
course, good morning to those in the listening audience.
Being a big fan of sports like you, Mr.
Speaker, delighted to see Bermudians such as Tyler
Butterfield and Nahki Wells doing so well on the international stage. Considering our Island’s size and
population, we as a people can mix it up with the best
in the world. Certainly, my football team, Manchester
United, could have used some of that Onion juice on
the weekend.
The Speaker: They could have used a lot of it Saturday.
Mr. Jeff Sousa: Regrets to your team as well, Mr.
Speaker.
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Mr. Speaker, I rise this morning to congratulate the Bermuda Equestrian Federation for putting on
their fund raiser, Country Hoedown, which I attended
with my wife this past Saturday night. For the first time
ever, Bermuda is hoping to qualify a team for a major
equestrian event. Currently, there are seven qualifiers—in jumping, Raishun Burch, Patrick Nesbitt,
Jillian Terceira, Nick DeCosta and Ki-Juan Minors;
and in dressage, Dawn Fox and [Virginia] “Vee”
McKey.
th
The qualifiers are on April 4 for jumping and
are being held in Belgium and Florida. The Central
American and Caribbean games are being held in Veracruz, Mexico in November. This is being held along
a modified Grand Prix height, the jumping. These
games are a step towards the Pan Am Games and
then on to the Olympic Games.
What is remarkable about this, Mr. Speaker, is
that most Caribbean countries just have one equestrian individual going. Most of the teams that are going
are from Central America. Mr. Speaker, for the first
time in Bermuda’s history, we look destined to have a
team going to these events. I would like, as Bermudians have rallied around other Bermudians on the international stage, for Bermudians to likewise assist in
this team getting there, to Mexico. If anybody is interested, they can contact my daughter, Lindsay Sousa,
at Sousa’s Landscape Management, or of course,
myself or another equestrian in the House of Assembly, Cole Simons, if they wish to help in any way.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable Deputy Speaker, MP Suzann Roberts-Holshouser. You
have the floor.
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker, and good morning.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: I would like to
echo the sentiments expressed for both the event of
Bermuda Idol, which I think stood well above the
American Idol. It does go to show that not only does
Bermuda have a lot of exceptionally talented young
individuals, we have to remember that those individuals who were focusing on the talent (i.e., vocal), it
takes a lot of time and a lot of effort. As a result, they
are not the ones that we are losing sight of. They are
the ones that are focusing. They are not the ones that
are basically finding other things to do with their time.
So, while sport is always number one in Bermuda, I really take my hat off and tip my hat to the
organisers of the event. It was outstanding.
In addition, Mr. Speaker, I would also like to
be associated with the congratulations for Tyler
Butterfield, who runs in the steps, I am sure, of his
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father, who was extremely proud. His father was, I
think, Bermuda’s first triathlete winner. He won the
Hawaiian Triathlete many, many years ago. One has
to recognise that this is not just a physical feat; it is a
mental feat at the same time.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Sorry? Seventh.
Sorry, you are right, but again a participant.
We have to recognise that a 3-K swim followed by a 200-K bicycle ride and a 20-K run, it is exceptional. And again, it is far more than just a physical
exercise. It is a mental exercise in order to be able to
start and then continue as you transition from one
event to another. So, again I would like to be associated. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from Sandys South, MP Lister, from constituency 33.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
I want to offer three congratulations this morning. First, to Ms. Charlita Saltus, who is a young architect, who, you may recall, became a partner in the
Conyers and Associates architectural firm a few years
ago, and they decided to wind that down. And she is
opening her own architectural practice. I have several
Members who want to be associated with that. This is
a young lady who is making a contribution, a young
lady who is brave. At this point in time, there is not a
lot of work for architects, and she could have hidden
behind another firm, just joined another firm and taken
a paycheque. But she is prepared to go out there and
cut her own way. And I think this House should offer
her congratulations just for the boldness.
Secondly, last week there was the unveiling of
the Walter Maddocks Memorial Clock. And I am
pleased about this from the point of view of the contribution Mr. Maddocks made. Not only was he a fine
lawyer, magistrate and that sort of thing, but he was a
tremendous Rotarian. Now, I am not a Rotarian myself, so I am not pushing Rotarian today. But the Head
of the Rotary International came to Bermuda to be
part of this process. And in his little presentation, he
pointed out that prior to Mr. Maddocks taking on the
DeGlasses campaign worldwide, there had only been
something like $20 million ever raised for a project.
Through his drive worldwide, they raised over $240
million. This is a tremendous contribution.
I am hoping that the clock, which I have not
seen as yet, actually has a properly marked plague so
that through time—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I am being assured that it does.
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So that through time, people can go by. They
may wonder why the clock is there. They will see why,
and they will see what a Bermudian who is committed
can do, not only on the Bermuda stage, but worldwide.
Lastly, Mr. Speaker, I too want to join in on
the congratulations for Bermuda Idol. I was on hand. I
was excited by just about all the performances. I had
one of my constituents performing, and their parents
kept telling me, Terry, you have to come, you have to
come. So I came. I had a second constituent. But best
yet, no one has mentioned who came second and
first. They mentioned third.
Second was a young Jesse Seymour, who
performed outstandingly well with a Marvin Gaye selection, Let’s Get It On. I think all the women in the
audience went wild. But that is okay. The men enjoyed it, too. But then the winner was Olivia Hamilton,
who really blew the place apart. Ms. Hamilton, for
those who do not know, is the granddaughter of Reverend Goody Smith. And my sister was particularly
excited because of her goddaughter. She can really
perform. I have heard her a few times before. She
was the one that the Honourable Kim Wilson referred
to as being invited by the judge from BET [Black Entertainment Television] to have a chat. I think it can be
a productive chat because she has got what it takes.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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There was good synergy because we signed
the Hamilton Declaration last week. These two gentlemen came for that. And they also came to the students’ conference at the aquarium. Other presentations were made by Dr. Bill Curry, the President and
Director of BIOS [Bermuda Institute for Ocean Sciences], and Dr. Robbie Smith, Curator for the National
History Museum, BAMZ.. So I would like to congratulate them on a very successful conference, which was
funded by the Ernest E. Stempel Foundation, together
with the Bermuda Aquarium, Museum and Zoo, BIOS,
Sargasso Sea Alliance and KBB.
In addition to that, I would like to thank the
Health Council for honouring one of its members last
Thursday afternoon. The Health Council held a treeplanting ceremony at the Arboretum for the recently
deceased Louise Jackson. Her two daughters attended. It was quite a tearful, but at the same time
joyful celebration of the legacy of Louise Jackson with
the planting of a moringa tree at the Arboretum. The
Members in the House, Mrs. Jeanne Atherden was
there, as well as Susan Jackson. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from Warwick, MP Lawrence Scott. You have
the floor.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Minister of Health and Seniors. Minister Trevor Moniz,
you have the floor.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Health and the Environment
these days.
The Speaker: Health and the Environment. Excuse
me, Minister.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: We still cover seniors. We still
cover seniors.

The Speaker: Good morning.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: I rise to congratulate Ms.
Beverle Lottimore, the former Director of CITV, who
was nominated and then granted the honour from the
group of Women of Great Esteem. She has been
honoured with that award. That means that she joins
the likes of former Premier Paula Cox, former Premier
Dame Jennifer Smith. You have Dr. Una Clarke of
Jamaica; Maxine Waters and Sheila Jackson Lee of
the [US] House of Representatives.
So, I just would like to send congratulations to
Ms. Beverle Lottimore.

The Speaker: Right. Thanks for that, though.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I rise to my feet today just to ask that this
House send congratulations to the Bermuda Zoological Society Environmental Youth Conference last
week. Their youth conference was entitled Protecting
the Sargasso Sea: The Power of One. And it took
place at the Bermuda Aquarium, Museum and Zoo
[BAMZ]. There were some 83 students who were registered to attend. I was invited to speak on Friday. But
they also had keynote speakers, Dr. David Freestone
of the Sargasso Sea Alliance, and Professor Howard
Roe, the Scientific Advisory Chair of the Sargasso
Sea Alliance.

The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, MP David Burt. You have
the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and good
morning to you.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask
the House to send a letter of congratulations to my
constituent, Mr. Antonio Belvedere. He was featured
in the Bermuda Sun last Friday for opening a restau-
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rant at Bermuda College campus called Peppino’s. He
is a graduate of Bermuda College Culinary School,
and I think that it is good to see one of our young
people opening up a restaurant in these times, especially. He is an entrepreneur. He was working at an
establishment, was not necessarily happy there and
decided to go out on his own. And it is something that
is very good and something that should be encouraged and congratulated. I would like to associate the
former Chairman of the Bermuda College, MP Minister Dunkley and MP Jeff Sousa with those remarks.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Honourable Member care to
speak?
I do recognise the Honourable Member from
Pembroke. MP Michael Weeks, you have the floor.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Good morning, Mr. Speaker;
good morning, colleagues.
I would like to associate myself with the remarks for the Bermuda Idol competition, Mr. Speaker,
and also for the remarks about Tyler Butterfield. He
did an excellent job over here in Abu Dhabi. But before I take my seat, I also want to congratulate the two
teams that were promoted this past weekend to the
premier division, St. George’s Colts and Robin Hood. I
wore an orange tie because I thought the Devonshire
Colts were going to beat St. George's Colts. But it was
not to be. It was a great game. It was a great game.
So I take my hat off to St. George’s Colts and to the
Robin Hood football club. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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NOTICE OF MOTIONS
The Speaker: No notice of motions.

ORDERS OF THE DAY
The Speaker: We move now to the Orders of the
Day. I will recognise the Minister for Finance, Minister
Bob Richards.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very much,
Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that we now resume in
the Committee of Supply to further consider the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the Fiscal Year
2014/15.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Any objections to that?
There are none. So I would like to ask that the
Honourable Member from Devonshire, MP Glen
Smith, take the Chair.
House in Committee at 10:23 am
[Mr. Glen Smith Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
[Continuation thereof]

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Members care to speak?
Thank you, Members.

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE
The Speaker: We move now to matters of privilege.
There are none.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS

MINISTRY OF WORKS AND ENGINEERING

The Speaker: No personal explanations.

NOTICE OF MOTIONS FOR THE
ADJOURMENT OF THE HOUSE
ON MATTERS OF URGENT
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
The Speaker: No motions.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS
The Speaker: No introduction of bills.

The Chairman: Good morning, Members and listening audience.
We are now in Committee of Supply for further consideration of the Estimates of Revenue and
Expenditure for the Year 2014/15, for the Ministry of
Public Works, Heads 68, 36, 81, 82 and 69. Threeand-a-half hours have been allocated to this head. I
call on the Minister of Public Works to proceed. Minister, you have the floor.

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to move Heads 68,
36, 81, 82 and 69.
Mr. Chairman, it is with privilege and purpose
that I stand before this Honourable House and honourable colleagues to present the Budget for the Ministry of Public Works for the Fiscal Year 2014/15, and,
in particular, the detail as requested by the Opposition
for Head 36, Ministry Headquarters; Head 68, Parks;
Head 69, Conservation Services; Head 81, Public
Land and Buildings; Head 82, Works and Engineering.
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Mr. Chairman, the budget allocation to the
Ministry of Public Works for 2014/15 is $82,313,000, a
decrease of $5,260,000, or 6 per cent under the
2013/14 budget, found on page B-203 in the Budget
Book.
Mr. Chairman, the anticipated revenue of the Ministry
of Public Works for 2014/15 is $13,138,000, a decrease of $717,000, or 5 per cent, when compared
with the revenue during the 2013/14 budget period, as
seen on page B-203.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry’s capital budget for
2014/15 is $39,846,000. This comprises the capital
development budget of $38,319,000 and the capital
acquisition budget of $1,527,000.
The Ministry’s budget for full-time equivalent
employees (FTE) over the Fiscal Year 2014/15 is at
772, a decrease of 35, as seen on page B-203.
Mr. Chairman, at its core, the Ministry of Public Works is the custodian and manager of the Government’s immoveable assets. In order for the Government to carry out the significant responsibility, it is
suitably served by the departments already mentioned
and an additional two departments which have not
been included in the Opposition’s schedule—namely,
Land Valuation, Head 49; Land Surveys and Registration, Head 97.
I would like to acknowledge my Permanent
Secretary, Ms. Marva Jean O’Brien; the Acting Permanent Secretary, Billy Francis, who served me well
when it was needed; and the outgoing PS, Randy
Rochester, who ensured a smooth and seamless
transition when both my Permanent Secretary and I
took over our positions in the Ministry. I would also
like to acknowledge the department heads and their
teams of over 800-strong who have made and continue to make contributions to the improvement of our
Island home.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to take this opportunity to recognise the respective chairmen and members of the boards of the Bermuda Land Development
Corporation, the West End Development Corporation
and the Bermuda Housing Corporation. I anticipate
that these partnerships will continue to be beneficial to
Bermuda at large.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to conclude my
opening remarks by thanking those dedicated chairmen and board members who have served and who
are continuing to serve on the boards of Works and
Engineering, Historic Wrecks Authority, National
Parks Commission, Professional Engineers Registration Council, Land Valuation Appeal Tribunal.
Mr. Chairman, I have shared a copy of my
brief with my Shadow Minister, and I now move to
consider Head 68, Department of Parks.
HEAD 68—DEPARTMENT OF PARKS
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Chairman, it
gives me great pleasure to present the budget for
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Head 68, the Department of Parks. The mission
statement, Mr. Chairman, for the Department of Parks
is to develop and maintain public parks, beaches and
school grounds and to produce plants necessary for
this purpose; to provide safe and aesthetically pleasing active and passive recreational and educational
facilities for the enjoyment of residents and visitors; to
promote the educational and cultural history relating to
the environment for residents and visitors.
Mr. Chairman, the department is responsible
for the maintenance and management of approximately 1,000 acres comprising the national parks system, as well as other designated areas including
roadside verges, health clinics, public schools, post
offices and some sports fields. The Department of
Parks is also responsible for the provision of a professional lifeguard service at Horseshoe Bay, John
Smith’s Bay, Clearwater Beach, Turtle Cove and
Cooper’s Island Nature Reserve. The Department of
Parks is also tasked with the protection and preservation of cultural and natural resources and for the enforcement of the National Parks Act 1986. Finally, Mr.
Chairman, the Department of Parks is responsible for
the production of the annual Agricultural Exhibition.
To these ends, Mr. Chairman, the department
has five programme areas, each with a number of
cost centres, as shown on pages B-215 to B-219 of
the Approved Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure—namely,
• Programme 6801, Park Services, comprising
cost centre 78000, Park Ranger Service;
• Programme 6802, Lifeguard Service, comprising cost centre 78010, Lifeguard Service;
• Programme 6802, Park Maintenance, comprising cost centres:
o 78015, Government House and Camden,
o 78020, Maintenance and Development,
o 78030, Eastern Parks,
o 78035, Tree Service,
o 78040, Western Parks,
o 78045, School Grounds,
o 78055, Tulo Valley,
o 78065, Botannical Gardens,
o 78100, Railway Trail;
• Programme 6804, Administration, comprises
cost centre 78050, Administration and Planning; cost centre 78110, Annual Exhibition;
and
• Programme 6805, Forts, comprises cost centre 78080, Forts and Historical Sites.
Mr. Chairman, the Current Account expenditure of the Parks Department for 2014/15 is
$9,893,479, which represents a 6 per cent reduction
compared to the current year’s financial budget.
Mr. Chairman, 83 per cent of the budget is
devoted to salaries and wages totalling $8.2 million,
for a staff of 150, including 114 industrial employees,
24 civil service employees and 12 seasonal employ-
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ees. There are currently three industrial posts vacant
and five civil service posts vacant. Business cases
have been submitted to obtain permission to fill some
vacancies, while others will be left vacant as a means
to reduce the budget to meet our cash limit.
Programme 6801, Parks Service. Mr. Chairman, cost centre 78000, Park Ranger Service, has a
specific budget allocation of $383,000 fiscal year
2014/15, a reduction of $77,000, or 17 per cent. The
reduction in the budget is in response to reduced cash
limits for the Department of Parks. As a result, the
department will hire less seasonal assistant park
rangers for the summer and will realign the services
provide and continue to enforce the National Parks
Act 1986 and the National Parks Regulations 1988.
Programme 6802, Lifeguard Services. Mr.
Chairman, cost centre 78010, Lifeguard Services, has
a specific budget allocation of $356,000 for fiscal year
2014/15, a reduction of $90,000, or 20 per cent. Once
again, this reduction was made to meet the new cash
limits for the Department of Parks. As a result, the
Department of Parks will have to creatively deploy
lifeguard services throughout the system.
Programme 6803, Park Maintenance. Mr.
Chairman, cost centre 78015, Government House and
Camden, has a specific budget allocation of $289,000,
a reduction of $18,000, or 6 per cent over the previous
year. This represents a reduction in wages and overtime, as well as in consultancy fees. One of the vacant
posts has been temporarily frozen to assist the department in meeting its new cash limits.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 78020, Maintenance and Development, has a specific budget allocation of $994,000 for 2014/15, a reduction of $230,000,
or 19 per cent. This represents a reduction in wages
due to the furlough deduction, freezing vacant posts,
as well as a reduction in overtime. This will mean that
services that typically are offered on the weekends,
such as sanitation services in the parks, may be
scaled back so that the department is in keeping with
its reduced cash limit. Less essential budget items,
such as cleaning supplies, maintenance materials, et
cetera, have also been reduced.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 78030, Eastern
Parks, has a specific budget allocation of $891,000,
an increase of $24,000, or 3 per cent. We have rearranged the work unit and incorporated some of the
goods, services and activities previously managed by
other cost centres.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 78035, Tree Service, has a specific budget of $558,000, an increase
of $16,000, or 3 per cent. The Department of Parks
has rearranged its workforce and shifted funds to
match this change.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 78040, Western
Parks, has a specific budget of $1,295,000, a 10 per
cent decrease of $140,000. This reflects the deduction
of furlough days, as well as the necessity to efficiently
use tools and equipment and maintenance materials.
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Mr. Chairman, cost centre 78045, School
Grounds, has a budget of $510,000, a decrease of
$85,000, or 14 per cent. This change is related to the
deduction of furlough days, reduction in horticultural
supplies, as well as the temporary freezing of a vacant
post.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 78055, Tulo Valley
Plant Nursery, has a specific budget of $567,000, a
decrease of 3 per cent, or $19,000. This change, in
part, is due to the furlough day deduction.
Cost centre 78065, Botannical Gardens and
the Arboretum, has a specific budget of $1,661,000, a
6 per cent decrease totalling $98,000. The change
represents a reduction for furlough days, as well as
the transfer of security funds to cover growing costs in
other areas such as mobile equipment and energy
costs.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 78100, Railway
Trail, has a specific budget of $393,000, a decrease of
$11,000, or 3 per cent. This decrease is reflected in
the reduction of the Maintenance Materials object
code to assist the department in meeting its cash limit.
Programme 6804, Administration. Mr. Chairman, cost centre 78050, Administration and Planning,
has a specific budget of $1,226,000, a 13 per cent
increase representing $138,000. This increase reflects
the consolidation of services under the Administration
banner for services such as electricity, mobile equipment and the transfer of wages into this cost centre.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 78110, Annual Exhibition, has a budget of $326,000, a decrease of
$9,000, or 3 per cent. This change represents the deduction for furlough days and refreshment provisions
at the exhibition.
Programme 6805, Forts. Mr. Chairman, cost
centre 78080, Forts and Historical Sites, has a specific budget of $444,000, a decrease of $45,000, or 9
per cent. This reduction reflects the Furlough Day,
Land and Buildings, Tools and Equipment, and Maintenance Materials object codes.
Budget variances from 2013/14 to 2014/15.
Mr. Chairman, the current economic climate has required us to make numerous cost savings throughout
our budget and compels us to be creative in the provision of services. We have endeavoured to do this with
the 2014/15 budget. Mr. Chairman, the 8 per cent
budget decrease in salaries and wages is due to our
efforts to reduce spending. This required a reduction
in the hiring of seasonable employees, freezing some
vacant posts and reducing the overtime budget. This
action will impact on the lifeguard services, whereby
the department will be required to deploy available
resources effectively. Some of the maintenance crews
will also be required to work with reduced numbers,
and efficiencies will have to be realised in order not to
affect their maintenance schedules.
Mr. Chairman, the decrease of 22 per cent in
the training budget is to reduce spending. However,
the Department of Parks is still committed to training
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its team. We will be partnering with other Government
departments to provide land-themed courses to our
team, and we will be seeking the assistance of the
Department of Human Resources for the provision of
professional development courses.
Mr. Chairman, the 8 per cent decrease in
transport relating to air and sea freight costs for Exhibition, Lifeguard Services, and Tulo Valley Plant and
Nursery operations reflects the need to reduce spending.
Mr. Chair, the 32 per cent decrease in the
travel budget is due to our efforts to reduce this expenditure. The department hopes to continue to work
in partnership with other organisations and stakeholder groups to sponsor travel expenses for events
such as the Annual Exhibition and to assist with overseas training, which is not available in Bermuda.
The 138 per cent increase in the Communication budget is due to the cost of providing the technology for our teams to be able to interact with their customers in a timelier manner. This increase is offset by
savings in other cost centres.
Mr. Chairman, the 24 per cent reduction in
Advertising and Promotion budget is a cost-saving
measure. The Department of Parks will continue to
find creative cost-effective methods of promoting the
parks and advising the public.
The 5 per cent increase in the Professional
Services budget reflects an increase in the cost for
doing business with our vendors. This covers costs for
contractors and security, et cetera. We will once again
be partnering with other government departments,
where possible, to provide services such as towing
abandoned vehicles, borrowing cranes or high lifts or
utilising specialised services as required.
Mr. Chairman, the 12 per cent increase in
Rentals is necessary to cover costs associated with
activities, services and facilities which cannot be provided by other Government departments due to either
time constraints or lack of resources.
Mr. Chairman, the 13 per cent increase in the
Repair and Maintenance budget reflects the cost of,
and our need to maintain, our physical resources. The
92 per cent increase in the Energy budget reflects the
reallocation of existing resources to more efficiently
meet our obligations. We have analysed our costs and
services and transferred funds from less-essential
cost centres to the Energy cost centre to meet the
projected needs.
Mr. Chairman, the 21 per cent decrease in
Clothing Uniform budget is due to our efforts to reduce
spending. However, this reduction in spending will not
compromise the use of personal protective equipment.
Mr. Chairman, the 30 per cent decrease in
Materials and Supplies is also an effort to reduce
spending. The Department of Parks makes every effort to get discounts and value for money for the purchase of materials and supplies.
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The 167 per cent increase in Other Expenses,
albeit the number is not material, Mr. Chairman, it reflects a reallocation of existing resources to more efficiently meet our obligations. We analysed our costs
and services and transferred funds from less-essential
cost centres to cover anticipated costs in the new fiscal year.
Minor capital within the Current Account at
$2,000 remains unchanged from the previous year,
and, again, it is not material.
Capital Development. Mr. Chairman, the Capital Development allocation for the Department of
Parks, as seen on page C-7, is $2,400,000. The Parks
Improvement budget, cost centre 75101, has been
allocated $400,000, which will allow the department to
undertake much-needed improvements to the national
parks, such as renovations to forts, playgrounds,
Railway Trail and general improvements. Other parks
that will be a part of the general improvement initiative
are Parsons’ Road Playground, Kindley Field and St.
David’s Battery.
Mr. Chairman, the Maintenance Yard Facility
budget, 75234, has been allocated $2 million to complete the project in the upcoming fiscal year.
Capital acquisitions. Mr. Chairman, the Department of Parks did not receive any funding to purchase capital items such as computer equipment and
maintenance vehicles to replace the ageing fleet. As
the Department of Parks relies on vehicles to carry out
their work Island-wide and to respond to hurricane
and storm clean-ups, we will ensure an effective maintenance schedule for the existing assets and ensure
that it is adhered to.
Mr. Chairman, total revenue is projected to be
$254,000. The Budget Book rounds these numbers to
the nearest thousand; 79 per cent will be raised from
admissions from Fort [St.] Catherine and the Agricultural Exhibition, for a total of $200,000. The balance
will be raised through service fees, $1,000; camping
fees, $11,500; general, $35,000; horticultural produce,
$3,500; other retail sales, $200; facilities, $1,000; and
concessions, $1,500.
Major Achievements for 2013/14. Mr. Chairman, the Department of Parks has had another busy
year working to maintain the variety of areas under its
care. Despite some of the short-staff issues and dealing with unprecedented rainfalls which resulted in excessive vegetation growth and equipment breakdown,
they have achieved many of their goals. The performance measures for the Department of Parks can be
found on pages B-218 to 219, and I would like to bring
a few measures to your attention.
Mr. Chairman, the Park Ranger Service, programme 7801. This section was involved in numerous
community projects, including
• Chewstick Foundation’s Good Friday Kite Fest;
• Emancipation Day at Horseshoe Bay on Thursday,
1st of August;
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• End to End Charity Walk along the western section
of the Railway Trail;
• the Family Centre’s Cycle for Change;
• Centre Against Abuse’s Century-wide fund raiser;
• August Insurance adoption of Lighthouse Parks
held at St. David’s lighthouse; and
• Bermuda Bicycle Association Mountain Bike Series conducted at various parks, including the
Railway Trail.

Mr. Chairman, the Park Rangers Service also
provided Bermuda Red-Cross-sanctioned CPR [cardiopulmonary resuscitation], First Aid and AED [automated external defibrillator] certification courses to
both the public and private sectors. In addition, the
instructors trained and certified new instructors.
Mr. Chairman, the park rangers provided assistance for Morgan’s Point vegetation clearance for
the PGA bus route, assisted with the preparation of
the old Club Med property for the Department of Tourism and provided tours of the golf courses with Bermuda Tourism Authority personnel to potential developers of the golf course in St. George’s.
Mr. Chairman, the park rangers also assisted
with neighbourhood clean-ups. The Bermuda Police
Service Community Action Team liaised with Keep
Bermuda Beautiful for the various clean-ups of parks
and beaches and assisted with infrastructure set-up
and staff management with the promoters of the annual John Lennon Peace Concert held in the Botanical Gardens.
Mr. Chairman, the Park Ranger Junior Programme continues to be a huge success with children.
The children who participate in this programme are
involved in tours and assist at the Agricultural Exhibition. They look forward to their outings, often expressing the desire to become park rangers when they are
old enough. Mr. Chairman, as a part of our outreach
programme to educate the public on the functions and
responsibilities of the Department of Parks, the Park
Ranger Division created an exciting booth at the Agricultural Exhibition which detailed all of the work performed by the various sections of the Department of
Parks.
Mr. Chairman, the Lifeguard Services, programme 6802, provides lifeguard coverage at five of
Bermuda’s public beaches. The Lifeguard Services
also presented five water safety lectures in the community, also partnered with the Bermuda Cancer and
Health in promoting prostate cancer awareness in
July. Mr. Chairman, their efforts raised just over
$1,000 for Bermuda Cancer and Health Men’s Health
Programme. The Bermuda Lifeguard service also provided water safety coverage for the Triathlon Association’s sanctioned triathlons at Clearwater and provided
rescue boat services at this function. The service was
deemed to be the first responder services for the
Bermuda Powerboat Association during the Around
the Island powerboat race.
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Mr. Chairman, the Lifeguard Services provided certification courses to the hospital staff in
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation, First Aid and automated external defibrillator training through the American Heart Foundation and certified medical staff at
doctors’ offices in CPR, First Aid and AED through the
Bermuda Red Cross. This training has proven to be a
tremendous service to the public. Mr. Chairman, in
commemoration of Geoffrey Burns, a former lifeguard
who passed away, the Bermuda Lifeguard Service
continued to maintain a corner of Cooper’s Island Nature Reserve as a picnic area.
Mr. Chairman, the Park Maintenance Division,
6803, are responsible for the landscape maintenance
of approximately 1,000 acres comprising national
parks and other specific lands.
Mr. Chairman, it is important to note that the
involvement of the Parks Department in their miscellaneous areas has been voluminous. I have provided
my Honourable Shadow with a copy of the brief. And
while the numbers augment the budget numbers, I do
not believe that time is best served by continuing to
highlight every single item. This is a three-and-a-halfhour debate, and we have to be mindful to be able to
cover all of the areas requested by the Opposition and
also to allow them time to be able to contribute to the
debate.
HEAD 36—MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WORKS HEADQUARTERS
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Chairman,
with this quite comprehensive overview of the department, I will now move on to Budget Head 36, which is
the Ministry of Public Works Headquarters.
Mr. Chairman, the mission statement, the
mandate of the Ministry of Public Works Headquarters
is to provide centralised support services to the operating programmes, which include Public Lands and
Buildings, Works and Engineering and the newly
added Department’s Park Conservation Services
Land Valuation and Land Surveys and Registration.
Mr. Chairman, the services provided by Headquarters
are organised in the following six programmes, shown
in the Budget Book at page B-205:
• 3601, Head Office Admin;
• 3610, Accounts;
• 3611, Purchasing;
• 3612, Telecommunications;
• 3613, Human Resources; and
• 3614, Architect and Design.

Head Office. Mr. Chairman, the Head Office
Administration programme, 3601, as seen on page B205, comprises Headquarters Administration, 46111,
and Central Filing, 46112. It has been allocated a total
of $1,210,000. Administration Programme, 46111,
page B-205, has been allocated $980,000 for fiscal
year 2014/15, a decrease of $831,000 over the previBermuda House of Assembly
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ous year. Mr. Speaker, the reduction is a result of the
Parish Council grant of $750,000 being transferred to
the Ministry of Home Affairs.
Headquarters Administration, under the direction of the Permanent Secretary, provides oversight
and management support to the entire Ministry of
Public Works. It also ensures that the Government
policy objectives are met and specifically that the implementation of the Ministry’s strategic plan and yearly
business plan are implemented and that safety and
health matters, as well as numerous special administrative projects, are managed.
Mr. Chairman, during 2013/14, the Safety and
Health Office conducted internal audits in partnership
within sections within the Department of Works and
Engineering. The audit focused on the following parts
of the Occupational Safety and Health Requirements
2009: [Part 2] Safety and Health Committees; [Part 3]
Investigation and reporting; [Part 7] Electrical safety;
[Part 8] Fire safety and emergency; [Part 9] First Aid;
[Part 11] Sanitation; [Part 12] Hazardous substances;
and [Part 16] Protective clothing and equipment. All
audited sections have developed a corrective action
plan and are at varying stages of completion of implementation.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry of Public Works
continues to provide safety and health training to staff
in an effort to promote the wellbeing of all employees.
In 2013/14 the Ministry offered a total of 142 hours of
safety training. Training programmes included ladder
safety, scaffolding safety, fall protection, asbestos
abatement, manual material handling, fire safety and
CPR/First Aid Training. These training modules enhanced employees’ awareness regarding the hazards
associated with work activities. One Ministry employee has also been certified to provide training in
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation, first aid and AED. A
total of 408 employees participated in safety training
modules in 2013.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry of Public Works
continues to conduct documented risk assessments to
manage risks that the employees and the public are
exposed to as a result of our activities. These assessments will continue into 2014.
Mr. Chairman, to improve the quality of incident data collection and analysis, the electronic accident investigation database and the accident report
form were modified in 2013. These amendments will
assist in providing additional data sets that will assist
in improving the environmental working conditions for
all employees in the various facets of the Ministry.
Mr. Chairman, during the fiscal year 2014/15,
the Ministry of Public Works will continue to develop
and strengthen its Safety and Health Programme in
accordance with the requirement of the Occupational
Safety and Health Act 1982 and the Occupational
Safety and Health Regulations 2009. In an effort to
reduce the number of injury and illness cases, the
Ministry will continue within our current initiatives such
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as internal safety audits, safety and health awareness
training, and risk assessments.
Central Filing. Mr. Chairman, another area
under the Public Works Head Office Administration is
Central Filing, 46112, which provides records management for all Human Resource records, Cabinet
documents, capital projects and contracts and maintenance records for the Ministry’s legislative functions.
It has been allocated $230,000.

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER
HOUSE VISITOR
The Chairman: Honourable Member, do you mind
just taking your seat for a second?
We just want to acknowledge the presence of
Neletha Butterfield, former Member of Parliament, and
also was the Minister of Community and Cultural Affairs. Welcome.
[Desk thumping]
The Chairman: Thank you. Please continue.
[Committee of Supply continuing, Head 36]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, the Public Works Accounts
Programme, 3610, as seen on page B-205, has been
allocated $1,170,000 for 2014/15, an increase of
$109,000. This increase is due to the transfer of an
accounts officer from Tourism. This person will assist
with supporting the four additional departments added
to the Ministry of Public Works from the Ministry of the
Environment. This programme provides management
and oversight of the Ministry of Public Works operating budget of $82,313,000, along with the Ministry’s
capital development vote of $38,000,000 and the capital acquisition budget of $1.5 million.
With the use of a centralised accounting system, the Public Works accounts section not only manages the yearly budget preparation, but also provides
monthly management reports, a process that enables
management to effectively and efficiently monitor and
control the Ministry of Public Works operating budget,
accounts payable, accounts receivable, payroll, capital asset management and financial reporting functions for the operating departments within the Ministry.
Mr. Chairman, the accounts department will
continue to focus on implementing the debt collection
process and strategy. There have been instances
where some customers have had their water supply
disconnected, and some truckers have been placed
on the refuse-dumping stop list. However, Mr. Chairman, be assured that this Ministry is actively working
with these customers to set up payment plans so that
they may be reinstated as soon as possible. As a re-
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sult of this proactive stance, we have seen a decrease
of 3 per cent in the accounts receivable.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry has also joined
forces with the Accountant General’s Department,
who have assisted with customers delinquent over 90
days to develop a debt-collection module within the
E1 computer system.
Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Public Works
Accounts Section, I would like to welcome aboard the
new Ministry Comptroller, Bermudian JoAnne Smith, a
CPA with over 20 years’ experience in the accounting
field.
Mr. Chairman, the Purchasing Programme,
3611, as seen on page B-205, has been allocated a
budget of $1,226,000 for 2014/15, an increase of 20
per cent, or $207,000, which is due to the removal of
the programme recharge. So the credit is not going to
be there; therefore, the expense is higher.
Mr. Chairman, this programme provides the
centralised purchasing and supply function to other
programmes within the Ministry and to other ministries
from time to time. The services provided range from
the initial research of sources of supply, ordering, customs clearance, the physical receipt of goods, to the
management of inventory for the Ministry. During
2013/14, the purchasing section focused on process
improvements and creating efficiencies. They partnered with the operational areas to review the current
processes and improve the flow of work. This has resulted in a decrease of the number of steps and time
required for foreign orders, which has historically affected efficiency.
The purchasing team also partnered with the
Office of Project Management and Procurement to
review the Public Works Procurement of Contracts
Services Management Procedures, PFA-2002, which
is being adjusted to be used as a government-wide
procurement procedures practice manual. It is expected that this document will be rolled out in September of 2014.
Mr. Chairman, the Stores Section is currently
implementing a recommendation from the inventory
internal audit report for 2013. A work-back schedule
was developed to ensure all recommendations were
addressed in a systematic manner. This year, we also
worked to increase our inventory counts, and all the
reports have been created in E1 computer system,
and we are working on completing a full count before
the year end.
Mr. Chairman, during Fiscal 2014/15, the purchasing team will continue to implement the internal
audit recommendations. They will also continue to
partner with the operational area to improve efficiencies in their inventory and purchasing. They will continue to partner with the Office of Project Management
and Procurement to review the government goods
and services purchases, with a view to increasing
government’s buying power.
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Mr. Chairman, the Telecommunications Programme, 3612, as seen on page B-205, has been allocated $1,219,000 for 2014/15, a decrease of
$109,000, or 8 per cent. The decrease is related to
local telephone bill reduction and a contractor vote.
Mr. Chairman, this programme provides a
suite of services to the majority of government ministries and departments. These services include the
repair and replacement of telephones and related
equipment, the relocation of departments and ministries and the management of mobile service contracts.
The programme also provides advice to the department heads regarding call flows, voice network designs and telephone system tenders, resulting in
greater efficiencies. In addition, the programme manages the implementation of new technologies to
maximise cost saving.
Mr. Chairman, highlights for the 2013/14 were
the successful completion of the Nelson Bascome
Centre for Substance Abuse. This is not only the first
large-scale convergence project completed outside of
Hamilton, but it is also the first attempt to integrate a
non-traditional office environment into the core voice
network. This serves as the model for the elimination
of separate telephone systems currently installed at
most remote government locations, which will reduce
maintenance costs and carrier access fees.
Telephone projects scheduled for the fiscal
year 2014/15 will include, but are not limited to, voice
and data convergence for the Departments of Management Services, Human Resources, the Cabinet
Office, Police Complaints Authority and the Parole
Board, all located at number 129 Front Street.
Mr. Chairman, the Human Resources Section,
3613, as seen on page B-205, has been allocated
funds of $622,000 for the fiscal year 2014/15, an increase of $50,000, or 9 per cent, over fiscal 2013/14.
This is attributed primarily to an increase in the training budget for the Basic Employee, Foreman and Superintendent Training, BEFAST programme. Mr.
Chairman, this programme provides recruitment, training and development services for all staff within the
Ministry of Public Works.
The Ministry’s dedicated Human Resource
team liaises and partners with the Department of Human Resources to provide advice, guidance and administrative support throughout the Ministry, based on
the policies and procedures of the Public Services
Commission, the Government of Bermuda’s conditions of employment and Code of Conduct, and the
applicable collective bargaining agreements of the
respective trade unions.
Mr. Chairman, in 2013/14, the Ministry of Public Works Training Committee, in conjunction with the
Public Works Human Resources Section, focused on
the mandatory training objectives outlined in the Human Resource strategy, which was the creation of
mandatory training for all industrial staff and supervisors, inclusive of the basic employees to the superin-
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tendents. The team developed the Basic Employee,
Foreman and Superintendent Training, which now
carries the name of BEFAST. This programme objective is to advance training, create career opportunities,
and build new working relationships with peers and
staff, ultimately creating a team that speaks the same
language, resulting in providing better service to our
internal and external customers.
This year, we focused our efforts on the Effective Team Member and Effective Team Leader
courses, which are core training requirements listed
under BEFAST for the foremen. These courses were
delivered by the Bermuda College’s Professional
Adult Career Education Department, known as PACE.
Both foremen and superintendents attended the training starting September 2013. Thus far, 13 superintendents have completed the Effective Team Leading
training, and 15 foremen completed the Effective
Team Member training.
In January 2014, the foremen who had completed the Effective Team Member training enrolled in
the Effective Team Leading training, and a new set of
15 foremen enrolled in the Effective Team Member
training. Other core BEFAST training covered this
year include the Department of Human Resources
Management Development Programme, Internal Human Resource Quick Guide, safety and health orientation, computer courses at ITO and E1 training with
the Accountant General.
Mr. Chairman, in 2013/14, the sponsorship
programme continued to progress. The sponsorship
programme, developed by the Ministry of Public
Works in partnership with the Department of Workforce Development, was created in recognition of the
need for succession planning. This programme is an
apprenticeship programme aimed at fast-tracking the
students’ exposure to modern professional working
environments.
The first set of students enrolled at the New
England Institute of Technology in January 2013. The
students are currently studying for their associate’s
degrees or bachelor’s degrees in the following disciplines: automotive technology, automotive collision
and repair technology, automotive services management technology. And each of those students is actually named, Mr. Speaker. There will be a place for
them. We are grateful for the relationship with the
New England Institute of Technology and the Department of Workforce Development, which allows the
Ministry to have a consistent approach in the development of local workers.
Mr. Chairman, during the past fiscal year, the
Ministry’s Human Resources Section also continued
managing the Ministry’s Apprenticeship and Training
Programme, a programme that combines school and
on-the-job training. There are six apprentices in the
Building Maintenance Section who are currently attending the Bermuda College, studying electrical wiring; and two employees who are continuing their stud-
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ies overseas in the United Kingdom for vehicle body
collision and spray-painting at Manchester College;
and in Canada for millwright at Cambrian College.
The Ministry of Public Works is working
closely with the Department of Workforce Development and the Bermuda College to ensure that the
Ministry remains compliant with the apprenticeship
guidelines and objectives set by these institutions and
that the enrolled employees attain certification in their
respective trades.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry also has in place a
trainee programme in which two trainees are involved.
This programme focuses on training Bermudians for
difficult-to-fill professional positions such as draftsperson. Kimmisha Perinchief is studying at Southern
Polytechnic State University for a Bachelor’s of Science in Civil Engineering Technology; and secondly,
management accounting, Rashida Bean is studying
for her Certified Public Accountant designation.
Mr. Chairman, the Ministry is in the process of
hiring a trainee estates surveyor. We are also pleased
to report that a young Bermudian, Daniele Bortoli, has
completed his trainee commitments as an electrical
engineer as of December 2013.
Mr. Chairman, in addition, the Ministry of Public Works also plays a part in the Bermuda Government bursary scheme and have two bursary students
assigned to the Ministry, Ms. Allanette Hayward, who
is studying at Coventry University in the UK for a Master’s of Science and Civil Engineering and is expected
to graduate November 2014; Mr. Ricardo GrahamWard is studying as an engineer at Loughborough
University in the United Kingdom.
Mr. Chairman, the Human Resources team
continued its successful partnership with CARE
Learning Centre, who prepares a number of the Public
Works staff for their general education diploma (GED).
To date, 12 Ministry of Public Works employees have
gained their GED diplomas, and 11 others are currently pursuing the qualification. Mr. Chairman, you
acknowledged earlier the presence in the gallery of
Neletha Butterfield, who is the founder and Managing
Director of CARE Computer Services. And to her we
express our thanks for the work that they do for the
staff of our department.
Mr. Chairman, during fiscal 2013/14, the Human Resources Section hired a training coordinator.
The Ministry will continue to focus on the training
needs of the over-700 staff members. Additionally, Mr.
Chairman, in 2014/15, they will focus on continued
implementation of the Human Resources strategy with
a focus on succession planning, BPSU job description
review, foremen and superintendent training, apprenticeship and sponsorship programmes.
Architect and Design Programme. Mr. Chairman , the total budget for the Architect Design Programme, 3614, is seen on page B-215. For the coming year, it is $232,000, which includes capital recharges. The objective of this programme is to deliver
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architectural design support for Government’s capital
development projects in a professional, fiscally prudent and timely manner. Further, it provides opportunities for Bermudian graduates in architecture and
related disciplines to obtain the necessary experience
and training to acquire the professional designations
in their career field.
The objectives established for this programme
are:
• to administer the programme in an effective
and efficient manner, providing all required
reporting to top management within established deadlines;
• to provide all required administrative functions
for the programme within allocated budgets;
• to have all programme staff undertake at least
one training and development opportunity
each fiscal year;
• capital project fees less than the percentage
of fees applied by the private sector;
• to deliver project architectural design documentation within established budgets through
more effective quality management administration;
• to provide all required technical support services for architectural design to meet established schedules set by the project management plan.
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were conducted for employees, with a total of 408
employees participating in 2013/14.
Business unit 46116. As of today, the Ministry
has delivered three of four newsletters for 2013/14.
The newsletter was created to increase the communication to all the workers. Business unit 46116, as well,
during 2013/14, the Ministry complied with the Human
Resources Department’s instruction to complete all
four job plans and personal development plans with
100 per cent return.
Business unit 46118. The Ministry also completed five lunch-and-learns for the industrial staff for
the current period. The lunch, breakfast and learns
were as follows: Personal budgeting, there were two.
Diabetes awareness and screening, there were two.
The Bermuda Human Rights Act and Community
Gardens, one each. Business unit 46118, in the current year the Ministry hosted one retirement seminar
for employees eligible to retire.
Business unit 46030. The water debtreduction target of 15 per cent was not met. We had
challenges with keeping staff in this area, causing a
breakdown in the process. We are working to improve
that, Mr. Chairman.
Business unit 46040. At least 90 per cent of
clients serviced during the current year expressed
complete satisfaction with the service offered and that
the operational needs of projects at completion have
been met. Client satisfaction is ensured by a formal
approval process at every stage of the design process. Generally, clients also will be kept involved by
inviting them to attend the regular meetings if they so
wish. This enables them to continue to provide their
input during the architectural design phase.
With respect to the second performance
measure, to hold regular meetings with project managers in business unit 46040 and to increase efficiency, the programme continues to work very closely
with the client department’s project leader and project
managers during all stages of the architect design
work to ensure that what is delivered fully meets the
client’s expectation. In addition, the programme will be
sending out brief non-scientific questionnaires to clients for whom architectural projects are completed.
The questionnaires are intended to gauge the programme’s performance in the delivery of the architectural design support services from the perspective of
the client ministry department with respect to their satisfaction with the project and the overall delivery process. This points to further efforts required by the programme to develop methods to assist project managers to expedite delivery of their contracts.
Mr. Chairman, in closing, I would like to express my sincere thanks and appreciation to the dedicated team of officers and staff of the Department of
Finance Administration for the Ministry, led by Chief
Financial Officer Thomasina Hassell. Theirs is an often-unseen but nevertheless important role.

Capital Works. Mr. Chairman, during fiscal
2013/14, efforts were primarily focused on completing
the projects that were already underway at the beginning of the year, such as new public toilets at John
Smith’s Bay beach and the remedial works to the department headquarters.
Progress. Construction to the headquarters is
anticipated to be completed in the third quarter of this
year, final accounts and close-out done at the end of
the defects liability period ending third quarter 2015.
The John Smith’s Bay bathrooms are underway, and
they are expected to be completed by June of 2015—
sorry, 2014. (Sorry. That would upset my member for
Smith’s.)
Mr. Chairman, the budgeted head count within
the Ministry of Public Works Headquarters may be
seen on page B-207. The head count has been decreased by 2, to 51 for the fiscal year. The decrease
relates to the reduced storekeeper post that was
budgeted.
Output Measures. Mr. Chairman, here are a
few results of the performance measures for the Ministry of Public Works Headquarters, as seen on pages
B-208 and B-209. This is unit 46111. The Public
Works Safety and Health Programme focused on performing internal safety audits and hazard awareness
training in 2013/14. Eight sections within the Ministry
received an audit, and each section has developed a
corrective action plan to address the safety concerns.
In addition, 40 hazardous awareness training sessions
Bermuda House of Assembly
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HEAD 81—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC LANDS AND
BUILDINGS
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Chairman, I
would now like to turn to Head 81, the Department of
Public Lands and Buildings. Mr. Chairman, the budget
for the Department of Public Lands and Buildings will
be found on pages B-225 to B-228 of the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure.
Mr. Chairman, it is the responsibility of this
department to efficiently and effectively manage Government real estate assets to support the corporate
and service objectives of the Bermuda Government. I
will highlight throughout my presentation the programmes within the department, as well as the plans
for the upcoming fiscal year that are designed to meet
that responsibility.
The programmes under Head 81 are as follows:
• Programme 8100, Administration, comprising
cost centres:
o 91000, Department of Administration
Programme,
o 91001, Training and Apprentice Programme;
• Programme 8101, Buildings, comprising cost
centres:
o 91002, Building Service Management
Programme,
o 91003, Building Maintenance Programme,
o 91500 and 91600, Regular Sick Leave
and Training have only been included in
the Budget Book due to the 2012/13
comparatives;
• Programme 8102, Estates, [comprising] cost
centres:
o 91004, Property Asset Management
Programme,
o 91005, Insurance,
o 91006, Government Rental;
• Programme 8105, Receipts. Again this is only
included due to the 2012/13 comparatives—
o 91014, Property Asset Income,
o 91101, Property Programme Receipts.
Mr. Chairman, the total budget allocated to
the Department of Public Lands and Buildings is
$20,532,000 for 2014/15, which represents a decrease of $2,337,000, or 10 per cent, as seen on page
B-225. Mr. Chairman, the stock of government buildings, with the exception of the Dame Lois BrowneEvans Building, is dated and requires ongoing maintenance and upgrades. Notwithstanding this fact,
Madam Chair, the Department of Public Lands and
Buildings will continue to do their best to effectively
utilise these funds to manage government’s buildings
and lands, as well as provide professional real estate
advice and services to government departments un-
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able to be housed in government properties and required to rent premises in the public sector.
Mr. Chairman, to further this objective, the
department will develop during this fiscal year an estate management plan that will set out how government’s lands and buildings are currently being used
and provide a road map to more efficient utilisation of
these assets to help deliver the corporate priorities
and services of the Bermuda Government, going forward.
Mr. Chairman, one of our key resources is our
human resources. It is not just about hiring and retaining the right people for the job; it is about their development and succession planning. The department has
a total complement of 163 staff, and the continued
training opportunities that are provided benefit both
the employer and the employee. It provides for a welleducated and motivated workforce with opportunities
for advancement both within Government and the private sector.
Mr. Chairman, despite our best efforts to train
and develop our teams to assume the various positions, it is a challenge to recruit professional staff
across the range of disciplines needed by this Ministry, and this has provided a challenge for this department. However, the management team will continue in
its efforts to recruit estates surveyors and building
surveyors to fill the vacant posts.
Mr. Chairman, staff shortages, principally
chartered surveyors, has continued to hamper performance and the requirement for a proactive approach to estate management. It is our expectation
that the vacancies will be filled in the not-too-distant
future and that once again the department will be able
to improve delivery times significantly, thereby improving customer satisfaction across the wide range of
ministries that we support.
As part of the succession planning, the department will shortly be hiring a Bermudian trainee
estates surveyor and is seeking to offer bursaries to
students for study in estate surveying and building
surveying. Mr. Chairman, during 2014/15, the Estates
Section will continue to provide property- and landrelated management services to all government ministries. This section will also progress its work on the
government estates management objectives, which
address such items as the regularisation of encroachments, both on Railway Trail and foreshore,
and the implementation of a strategic initiative to
minimise government’s rental payments to third parties.
Mr. Chairman, the health and safety of employees who work in our buildings and members of
the public visiting for government services continues
to be a high priority. The department will work closely
with the Health and Safety Office to remediate issues
found throughout all premises owned by the Bermuda
Government to mitigate the risks to both the employees and members of the public. Included with this are
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the government schools and the health and safety of
our students and staff.
Mr. Chairman, there are three main programmes for the Department of Public Lands and
Buildings: 8100, Administration, total budget
$413,000. This is split between the two cost centres—
namely, 91000, Administration, which has a vote of
$330,000; 91001, Training and Apprenticeship, a vote
of $83,000. Mr. Chairman, the Administration Programme, whose objective is to provide administrative
support for the Estates and Building Section, has a
budget of $413,000 split into two cost centres. When
compared with the $428,000 for the current year, this
budget represents a decrease of $15,000, or 4 per
cent.
Mr. Chairman, the Administration cost centre,
91000, has a specific budget allocation of $330,000,
which is a decrease of 2 per cent, or $8,000. Training
and Apprenticeship, cost centre 91001, has a budget
allocation of $83,000, which represents a decrease of
$7,000, or 8 per cent. The allocated funding will continue to support a structured apprenticeship programme, as well as facilitate the training and development of staff at all levels. Examples of programmes
include those pursuing certifications in electronics,
carpentry, plumbing, air conditioning and leadership
management at the Bermuda College. The department has enrolled staff who are members of the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors [RICS] for online access to continuing professional development training
with the RICS. This ensures that professional staff can
meet their continuing professional development requirements with interactive training without the expense of traveling overseas.
Mr. Chairman, programme 8101, Buildings,
total budget is $9,594,500. This is split between two
cost centres, 91002, Services Management, at
$721,000; and 91003, Maintenance, $8,873,00. Mr.
Chairman the Buildings Programme, with a mandate
to effectively manage the maintenance, repair and
minor renovation of all government buildings, has a
total budget of $9,594,000. Mr. Chairman, when compared to the $10,467,000 allocated during the current
year, this is a decrease of $873,000, or 8 per cent.
These funds are used for the operational costs associated with the maintenance and repair work to some
800 government-owned buildings, including all government schools. The Buildings Section is also responsible for the preparation of major government
events, such as the opening of Parliament, general
election polling stations, among others.
Mr. Chairman, the Service Management cost
centre, 91002, has an allocation of $721,000 for
2014/15, a decrease of 14 per cent, or $119,000 over
the prior year. Maintenance cost centre, 91003, has
an allocation of $8,873,000 for 2014/15, compared to
$9,627,000 during the current fiscal year. This represents a decrease of 8 per cent, or $754,000. The
Buildings section’s total labour force of full-time em-
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ployees in both cost centres stands at 143. This
represents a reduction of three employees, which reflects the early retirement posts that have been frozen
for two years. The manpower is spread across administrative staff, management and the various work units
by balancing the workforce across all trades and ensures that each work unit has sufficient tradesmen to
deal with the various maintenance requests that the
department receives daily.
Mr. Chairman, while our in-house workforce is
and always will be the first choice for delivering services to our client departments, they will continue to
be complemented by a wide-ranging group of private
contractors that provide services such as general
maintenance, painting, asbestos abatement, plumbing, security and fire alarm inspections and monitoring. This supports the Government’s on-going commitment to provide opportunities for local companies.
Mr. Chairman, the goal is to employ sufficient
staff to carry out on-going maintenance of our property portfolio and to use private contractors where
needed. Owing to the age and obsolescence of many
of our buildings, maintenance and improvements put
an increasing demand on our limited resources. However, there is a balance between hiring too many staff
and wasting resources or hiring too few staff and becoming too reliant on contractors for day-to-day maintenance. Whilst some people are quick to criticise our
workforce, it is unjustified and their perceptions do not
reflect reality. Our in-house tradesmen provide quality
work and value for money.
Mr. Chairman, the Buildings section staff has
a complement of building surveyors who assist with
the correct logging and recording of current building
conditions with the goal of improving the maintenance
programme. The condition of our buildings provides a
significant challenge to our limited resources. Prioritising work and a preventative maintenance programme
are key to success in this area. These surveyors have
also been instrumental in the roll-out of our email bidding system, which ensures that all maintenance and
capital contractual services are acquired with transparency. This will ensure long-term client needs are
met, improve the quality of the building environments,
and improve and promote excellent service delivery.
Mr. Chairman, I now move to programme
8102, Estates. The mandate of the Estates Department is to effectively manage the government estate,
to provide insurance cover to all relevant buildings
and to facilitate and secure office and residential accommodation for the government departments, as
needed. The Estates section provides property and
land-related management services to all government
ministries and departments. This service includes insurance, acquisition, letting, renting and disposal of
land and property across the Island. This section is
the custodian of the foreshore and seabed and has
responsibility for licensing and leasing of the same.
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Mr. Chairman, the Property Asset Management cost centre, 91004, together with Insurance cost
centre, 91005, and Government Rentals cost centre,
91006, have a total allocation of $10,525,000 for the
fiscal year 2014/15. When compared to $11,974,000
for the current year, this budget represents a decrease of $1,449,000, a decrease of 12 per cent.
Property Asset Management cost centre 91004 has a
total allocation of $3,775,000. When compared to
[$3,724,000], there is an increase of $51,000, or 1 per
cent.
Mr. Chairman, the Estates team has been
hindered in the past by not being fully staffed, and as
a consequence, having to be reactive rather than proactive in their work. However, the section has just
filled the post of Senior Estates Surveyor with a Bermudian, Ms. Sudell Joseph, from within their ranks.
The additional senior estates surveyor post is to be
filled locally within the next month, and the recruitment
for two of the vacant estates surveyor’s posts is in
process. The result of this will be a section that will be
properly staffed for 2014/15 fiscal year and will be
able to be proactive. This proactive work will include
an estate management plan being completed, which
will enable rationalisation of the government estates
and cost savings.
Mr. Chairman, the estate management plan
that is being developed comprises a number of elements. Government-owned buildings are audited to
ensure that the existing occupiers are the most suitable occupier for the space and that they are making
the most efficient use of the space. A similar exercise
is carried out for properties that are rented from the
private sector. The goal is to maximise the efficient
use of real estate, minimise our footprint and thereby
lower the cost of renting space from the private sector.
To this aim, the rent roll for 2014/15 year was reduced
from $13,216,000 to $11,000,468. This can be seen
on pages C-27, C-28 and C-29. This was achieved
through a combination of reducing the amount of
space rented and renegotiating rents to current levels
of market value at rent renew and lease renewal.
Mr. Chairman, there are a number of government-owned buildings that stand vacant and in various states of disrepair. These include Tulsa House,
the old Hamilton Police Station and the Bishop
Spencer School, among others. Part of the rationalisation of the government property portfolio through the
estate management plan will be to bring properties
that are needed back into use and to dispose of those
properties that do not meet our current or future
needs.
Mr. Chairman, $6,737,000 under programme
8102 is allocated to cost centre 91005 for the provision of insurance coverage for government buildings
for 2014/15. When compared to the $8.2 million for
the previous year, or current year, this amount represents a decrease of $1,463,000, or 18 per cent. This
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budgeted decrease is the result of a reduction to the
premium paid out for insurance coverage.
Mr. Chairman, government’s rental budget,
cost centre 91006, has an allocation of $13,000 for
2014/15, which is a decrease of $37,000, or 74 per
cent. This reduction is in the continuation of the Estates section policy from the fiscal year 2011/12,
which prescribed that there would be no funding to
assist with the relocation of any government department into leasehold accommodations.
Mr. Chairman, the Estates section, like others,
continues to contribute towards the professional development of Bermudians and to adhere to the practice of succession planning, thereby reducing the
need for such a large number of contract workers. As I
mentioned earlier, the Estates section is about to hire
a new Bermudian trainee estates surveyor with the
aim of becoming a fully qualified chartered surveyor
and thereby filling one of the estate surveyor positions. In addition, as I mentioned earlier, the Estates
section is seeking to offer two bursaries for students
going overseas to study property management and
building surveying. When training for internationally
recognised RICS (Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors) qualification, the trainees spend approximately 60 per cent of their time on study-related work,
much of which benefits the section, and 40 per cent of
their time on associated tasks within the section.
Mr. Chairman, I now move to the capital expenditure budget of $2.7 million. The capital expenditure estimates for the Department of Public Lands and
Buildings can be found on page C-7 of the Estimates
of Revenue and Expenditure for the Fiscal Year
2014/15.
(Mr. Speaker, let me just make a correction. I
believe I said pages C-27, 28 and 29 earlier when I
was referring to a reference on the Government Estates. And that is just a reference that I have. It is not
the page number.)
Mr. Chairman, here are the major building upgrade cost centres. Together with the all schools
maintenance, 75309, and the bathrooms upgrade for
the Government Administration Building and the GPO
[General Post Office], cost centre 75298 has a total
allocation of $2,700,000. Mr. Chairman, the capital
expenditure for the major buildings upgrade, cost centre 75112, has an allocation of $1.5 million for
2014/15. This represents no change on the fiscal year
2013/14. The capital expenditure for the all schools
maintenance, cost centre 75309, has an allocation of
$1 million. This also is static to the current year. The
capital expenditure for the proposed bathroom upgrades at the Government Admin Building and GPO
have been given an allocation of $200,000.
Mr. Chairman, with the capital expenditures
for the major buildings upgrade, cost centre 75112,
and all schools maintenance, cost centre 75309, the
buildings team shall continue to enhance its planned
and preventative maintenance plan to counteract the
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costly measures associated with a reactive approach.
Besides the cost benefits of a planned approach,
there is an added bonus of minimising the disruption
to the occupants.
The importance of properly planned maintenance has been highlighted by ongoing discoveries of
mould. Most major government buildings were constructed at least 30 years ago. Over the past 20 to 30
years, many of our facilities have received only basic
reactive maintenance and no planned or programme
maintenance. This practice has resulted in a portfolio
of buildings that are currently facing major refurbishment needs with their physical plant and major systems having reached the end of their life cycle. The
evaluation as to whether such buildings should be
refurbished or even demolished will be assessed
through the estates management plan which is now
being prepared, which will guide us through our future
maintenance decisions.
During the current year, a number of upgrades were completed, with some nearing completion as I speak. These include the refurbishment and
painting of Gibbs Hill Lighthouse, new roofs on the
Prospect Depot building, Clearwater Middle School
gym roof and Sandys Middle School library roof.
These two school roof repairs will enable the schools
to provide hurricane shelters at the east and west end
during the hurricane season. The cleaning and painting of a number of schools was also completed in
2013/14, and these included St. George's Preschool,
East End Primary, Prospect Primary, West Pembroke
Primary and Heron Bay Primary. West End Primary
also benefited from electrical upgrade during the year.
During the 2014/15 year, the focus will be on ensuring
that our buildings are sealed and water-tight and that
the government schools are free from defects and
meet health and safety requirements.
Mr. Chairman, coupled with the repairs I just
spoke about, the buildings team shall utilise cost centre 75112, or the major buildings upgrade vote, to continue addressing the works that will properly seal
many of the government building envelopes, preventing moisture intrusion and improving the air quality
throughout. To this end, both Government Admin
building and the GPO roofs are to be repaired, resealed and painted. Their exteriors will also be repainted, and the GPO will also have new windows
installed.
During 2014/15, the Buildings section will utilise cost centre 75309, or the all schools maintenance
vote, to complete many projects that demonstrate our
varied abilities and skill sets. The building team will
continue to work closely with the Ministry of Education
to develop a planned maintenance programme by
identifying and prioritising works based on safety and
health, infrastructure and school operations. These
works need to be carefully planned to coincide with
school holidays to minimise disruption to the school
programmes. Teams from the Buildings section have
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already begun inspections of the schools to identify
and prioritise repairs for the new fiscal year.
Mr. Chairman, there are daily many small projects undertaken and completed by the Buildings
team. Many go unnoticed by the public, and they are
carried out with little or no disruption to government
services. Irrespective of the size or scope, great emphasis was placed on ensuring that the work was carried out to the highest possible standards by mostly
all-Bermudian teams. The 2014/15 fiscal year will present many of the same challenges as the previous
years, notwithstanding the primary objective this year
will again be to increase the skill sets of our staff,
readying them for addressing our greatest challenge,
which is to manage and programme wholesale infrastructure replacements. With this additional training,
the Department of Lands and Buildings will enable its
in-house team to be more efficient and also to undertake a broader range of works than in the past.
Mr. Chairman, as I conclude the budget brief
for Head 81, the Department of Public Lands and
Buildings, I would like to take the opportunity to thank
the team, led by Chris Farrow, for their hard work and
dedication.
HEAD 82—PUBLIC WORKS HEADQUARTERS
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Chairman, I
now turn to Head 82, Public Works Headquarters,
which can be found on pages B-229 to B-236 of the
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15.
Mr. Chairman, I am very fortunate to be responsible for this department, I think. This is one of
those assignments where you say, Thanks, I think.
But it is part of my portfolio as the Minister of Public
Works. This is the most interesting department, with a
variety of different and fascinating activities, which are
extremely important to the way Bermuda functions as
a civilised and modern society. The staff and workforce of the department, led by Chief Engineer Pete
Havlicek, are very professional and fully committed
and have given me much support and encouragement
in the short time I have been with them. I would like to
take a moment to recognise those men and women,
who have continued to provide a first-class service to
the people of Bermuda despite budgetary constraints.
The Department of Works and Engineering is
responsible for the provision of essential services to
the people of the Bermuda public and the maintenance of highly visible major elements of the Government infrastructure. The range of activities covered by
the department includes:
• garbage collection and disposal;
• road maintenance and repairs;
• bridge maintenance;
• Government vehicles maintenance; as well as
• safe water extraction, treatment and distribution.
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Services such as disposal of hazardous substances, recycling; water treatment and distribution;
the maintenance and repairs of the government’s infrastructure, which includes roads, bridges, docks and
street lighting are all carried out by this department.
Mr. Chairman, there are seven operational
sections of the department—namely, highways, structures, electrical/mechanical, solid waste, water,
wastewater, Tynes Bay waste-to-energy facility, and
the Quarry facility. All of them are critical to the effective operation and maintenance of the government’s
infrastructure. Mr. Chairman, it is within this framework
that I present the Works and Engineering Department’s budget brief for fiscal 2014/15.
Mr. Chairman, the mission statement of the
Department of Works and Engineering is to ensure
the effective and prudent management of all operations and engineering services relating to the construction, erection, improvement, maintenance and
repairs of the government infrastructure. The services
provided by the Department of Works and Engineering include:
• structural, electrical and mechanical professional services;
• highways development and maintenance;
• water production and distribution and sewage
disposal;
• solid waste collection and disposal;
• vehicle and equipment repair services; and
• transport and equipment support services.
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partment will continue to operate with just one seriously overworked Chief Engineer.
Referring to the performance measures, on
page B-234 for fiscal 2013/14, the total number of
personal injury accidents that have taken place in the
department is currently 35. This means that the allaccident frequency rate for the department is currently
6.09. This represents a good safety record, as it covers all injury accidents, not just the reportable ones.
The average number of training days per managerial
staff member is forecasted to increase from four to
five in the new fiscal year, as more staff take mandatory courses.
Programme 8201, Engineering Services. Mr.
Chairman, the mandate of the Engineering Services
programme is to provide quality electrical, mechanical
and structural engineering services. These services,
92001 and 92002, manage the provision of planning,
design, construction, installation and maintenance
services for electrical and mechanical systems associated with the government facilities. This includes
such areas as electrical power distribution, lighting,
fire protection, security, telecommunications, heating,
ventilation and air conditioning, as well as energy
conservation and acting as government’s functional
authority in these matters.
Structural Engineering Services, 92003, manage the provision of structural inspection, design, construction, maintenance and project and contract management services, as well as acting as the government’s functional authority on structural and related
civil engineering matters. Mr. Chairman, $2,734,000
has been allocated for this programme, a decrease of
$25,000 as against the current year’s budget. Further
provision has been made to both cost centres 92001
and 92003, for an increased allowance for capital
works and budgets for technical training have been
eliminated in this budget. Cost centre 92001 has been
increased by $71,000, to $596,000. This increase
takes into account the appointment of a principal electrical engineer and the return of a trainee electrical
engineer from secondment with an engineering consultancy in Canada.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to report that this
team is now finally fully staffed after operating for
many years with inadequate resources. The team
covered by this cost centre provides support on electrical and mechanical issues to other sections and
departments. For instance, the team was responsible
for providing the upgraded fire alarm system in this
very House and is currently involved in managing the
improvement of the electrical system, activities for
which I am sure the House is very thankful. The team
is also actively involved in seeking energy savings
throughout the government buildings.
One of the highlights of cost centre 92001
during the year has been the award of contract for the
maintenance of streetlights to BELCO. Included in this
contract are initiatives to look at new and innovative

Mr. Chairman, the department has seven programme areas, each with a number of subprogrammes, or cost centres, as shown on pages B230 and B-231 of the Approved Estimates of Revenue
and Expenditure: Programme 8200, Administration;
8201, Engineering; 8202, Highways; 8203, Waste
Management; 8204, Quarry Transport; 8205, Quarry
Products; 8206, Water and Sewage.
Mr. Chairman, the recommended budget for
the Department of Works and Engineering for the
coming year is $31,767,000, which represents a decrease of 2 per cent from the 2013/14 budget level.
Programme 8200, Administration, page B-230
of the Budget Book. This programme provides for the
senior management team of the department, the Chief
Engineer and the Assistant Chief Engineer. The mandate of the senior management team is the efficient
management of seven sections of the Ministry, including highways, structures, electrical/mechanical, solid
waste and water service, the Tynes Bay waste-toenergy facility and Quarry operations.
Mr. Chairman, a $173,000 budget has been
allocated for 2014/15. This represents a decrease of
$147,000 against the current year. In order to keep
within budgetary constraints, provision for the Assistant Chief Engineer, along with some administration
costs, have been removed. Budget for an administrative assistant was removed in fiscal 2013/14. The deBermuda House of Assembly
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ways to reduce the energy costs of street lighting and
its impact on the country’s carbon footprint. The current trial of the use of the light-emitting diode [LED]
technology on Trimingham Hill between Crow Lane
and South Road roundabouts is an example of this.
Mr. Chairman, I would also like to highlight the
recent attainment of professional engineer status by
Bermudian Daniele Bortoli, who has benefited from
the excellent training initiatives carried out by the ministry and the government as a whole.
Mr. Chairman, referring to the performance
measures, on page B-233, for cost centre 92001,
Electrical and Mechanical, the percentage of hours
billed to projects for other government departments is
currently close to 40 per cent. So it is likely to exceed
the forecast of 25 per cent for fiscal 2013/14.
Mr. Chairman, the budget for cost centre
92002, Electrical Support, remains unchanged at
$1,717,000. This cost centre covers the energy
charges for street lighting. As more energy-saving
lights are incorporated, it should help to reduce the
budget in the long term. There is currently an average
of 56 streetlights out of action per month, which is
higher than the forecast for the year as given in the
performance measure for cost centre 92002, Electrical
Support, and which will receive attention from the department.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 92003, Structures,
has decreased by $96,000. Regrettably, the Structures team has continued to manage throughout the
fiscal year with lack of resources. The team is currently operating with only two people, when in the past
there have been seven engineers. We have been unsuccessful in recruiting specialist local engineers, and
attempts to recruit overseas engineers in the past two
years have also been unsuccessful. Despite using
local engineering firms, there is still a significant backlog of routine maintenance work that needs to be carried out. The Structures team has nevertheless still
carried out important capital works of which more will
be reported later, and I will wish to acknowledge the
principal Structural engineer and his team for the
commitment they have shown.
Mr. Chairman, the lack of resources for cost
centre 92003, Structures, has been reflected in the
performance measures on page B-223 in that no inspections have been carried out on any of the bridges
or docks during the year to date. This will be corrected
in this upcoming budget year.
Programme 8202, Highways. Mr. Chairman,
the mandate of the Highways Programme is to develop and maintain the public roads infrastructure to
ensure the safe passage of motorists and pedestrians.
This entails all work associated with the planning, design and construction of road schemes, and includes
activities such as resurfacing, drainage, signage, road
markings, retaining walls and bus shelters. They are
also mandated to provide technical advice to other
government ministries and agencies on highway-
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related matters, to manage the improvement of public
roads and other roads under the Private Roads Improvement Act, to assist citizens with their private
road improvement needs and to act as the government functional authority on highways’ engineeringrelated matters. Mr. Chairman, $3,969,000 budget has
been allocated to this programme. It has been decreased by $481,000 over the 2013/14 budget.
Cost centre 92004, Management, only has a
limited reduction of $6,000, as the savings—accrued
from removing the provision for external consultants
and the equipment, such as computer software and
hardware—have been counterbalanced by the need
to provide a budget for a principal highways engineer,
who is anticipated to be appointed during fiscal
2014/15.
Mr. Chairman, the performance measure for
cost centre 92004, Highways Management, on page
B-233, indicates that the amount of communications
received by the team from members of the public during fiscal 2013/14 is forecast to be close to 850, which
is reflective of the scope of work and numbers of issues that this section deals with. For instance, the
section has received many requests for measures to
slow traffic down, such as speed bumps, and they
have responded accordingly. Speed humps have
been placed in several locations, such as on Berkeley
Road, Woodlawn Road and Harrington Sound Road,
and the section has also brought some more electronic speed signs on the Island, such as the one
placed on Middle Road, Devonshire, by Somersfield
Academy. This section has also been operating shortstaffed during the year, with one engineer on secondment on engineering consultancy in Canada, and
the principal highways engineer position being vacant.
During fiscal 2013/14, there have been four
personal injury accidents to date amongst the highways workforce, which equates to a current allaccident frequency rate of 3.47.
Cost centre 92005, Road Asphalts and Signs,
has been reduced by $318,000. This budget reduction
has been achieved as a result of the furlough day, as
well as by limiting the purchase of materials. There
will be a reduction in the amount of signs and anti-skid
material purchased, as well as allocating more asphalting materials to the capital budget.
Mr. Chairman, performance measures for cost
centre 92005, Asphalt and Signs, seen on page B-233
of the Budget Book, shows that the amount of road
center-line that has been marked out during 2013/14
is likely to reach 20 kilometres. The road-marking machine was operational again in October 2013, after
being immobilised for a considerable period of time
due to the difficulty in getting parts for this specialist
piece of equipment. For fiscal 2014/15, it is anticipated that an increased amount of road marking will
be possible.
Cost centre 92006, Public Roads Maintenance, has increased by $65,000 when compared to
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the current year. This increase is due to a reduction in
the amount of budget that was reallocated to the capital budget. The performance measure for cost centre
92006, Public Roads Maintenance, page B-234,
shows that it is anticipated that there will be five new
bus shelters placed during fiscal 2013/14. These will
be mainly of the plexi-glass variety. A significant
amount of sidewalk has been constructed during
2013/14. Examples include North Shore, Pembroke,
by Grassy Bay, and North Shore Smith’s, by Gibbet
Island, which not only improved the safety for pedestrians, but motorists as well.
Cost centre 92007, Public Road Cleaning, has
been reduced by $172,000, which reflects the savings
as a result of the furlough day. Mr. Chairman, the performance measure for cost centre 92007, Public Road
Cleaning, page B-234, indicates that there have been
fewer reliability issues with the mechanical road
sweepers during 2013/14, and as a consequence, the
amount of roads cleaned by this means is likely to
exceed 12,000 kilometres. (That is a lot.) There is a
provision in the capital acquisition budget to replace
one of the existing mechanical road sweepers, as
both have reached the end of their economic lifespan.
This section also gets called out regularly to
deal with emergency call-out issues such as wall collapses, fallen trees and rock falls. It is forecast that the
emergency call-outs will be 22 for fiscal 2013/14. I
would also like to take a moment to recognise these
work crews, who respond to such issues at unsociable
hours and often in extremely treacherous conditions.
Mr. Chairman, the budget for cost centre
92008, Private Roads, has been eliminated, which
has resulted in cost savings of $50,000. The performance measures for 92008, on page B-234, indicated
that the number of private roads on the waiting list for
improvement under the Private Roads (Improvement)
Act 1969 is 35. In fiscal 2013/14, resurfacing work
was carried out to Cameron Close. Despite the budget
cut, monies from other cost centres will be used to
carry out essential drainage improvement on some
private roads during 2014/15.
[Programme] 8203, Waste Management. Mr.
Chairman, the mandate of the Waste Management
programme is to arrange for the collection and safe
disposal of Bermuda’s solid wastes. This includes:
• the collection of household refuse, provision
of appropriate programmes to recycle materials, management of special wastes, waste
education and enforcement; management of
the waste disposal and composting sites;
• the management of the Tynes Bay Waste-toEnergy facility in a reliable, safe and costeffective manner; and
• to act as the government functional authority
on all matters relating to solid waste, environmental engineering, waste-to-energy and
process engineering.
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Mr. Chairman, $17,322,000 budget for
2014/15 has been allocated. This has been decreased
by 1 per cent, or $229,000, as compared to the
2013/14 budget.
Cost centre 92009, Management, Education
and Enforcement, has been reduced by $194,000 as
a result of a reduction in the amount of advertising
and marketing, as well as the removal of the KBB
subsidy. This section is very active in engaging with
schools and public forums on waste issues such as
recycling and enforcing the Waste and Litter Control
Amendment Act 2011. The team is also looking at
several options to streamline operations and to minimise costs.
Mr. Chairman, may I also take this opportunity
to recognise the achievements of Mr. Allan Hunt, the
former Solid Waste Manager, who retired the second
time from the Ministry on 28 February 2014. Mr.
Hunt’s enthusiasm and energy for his work was infectious to both his work colleagues and those members
of the public who were fortunate to have his acquaintance.
The performance measures for 92009, Solid
Waste Management, page B-234, is forecast to have
carried out some 40 educational lectures during the
year, as well as placing 2,800 radio and 40 print advertisements. The forecast for 2014/15 reflects a reduction in this budget.
The budget for cost centre 92011, Recycling,
has increased by $19,000 when compared to 2013/14
to provide an allowance for maintenance of the materials recycling facility. A significant amount of recycling
materials and e-waste continues to be collected. And I
wish to thank those members of the public who contribute to this programme. The Ministry is engaged in
making the collection of the recyclables more effective, as it is noted that the collection date is still confusing to members of the public. The Ministry is also
engaged in maximising the revenue from recycled
goods and has succeeded in receiving monies from
additional materials.
For instance, in January, the Ministry made
$15,000 profit from the export and sales of old car
batteries. The performance measure for 92011, Recycling, indicates that the amount of recycling material
picked up in a month for 2013/14 is 100 tons and the
amount of e-waste picked up for the year will be 40
tons.
The budget for cost centre 92012, Airport Disposal Facility, has decreased by $183,000. This decrease is as a result of reducing the overtime as a
consequence of reducing the opening hours during
the weekends. The Ministry is continually looking at
different revenue streams. In 2014/15, the new weigh
bridge will be operational at the Airport Disposal Facility, which will enable the Ministry to charge deliveries
by the ton as opposed to the current mechanism,
which is by the load. This will enable a more equitable
pricing mechanism to be levied. The performance
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measure for 92012, Airport Waste Disposal, page B234, shows that it is forecast that 20,000 loads of material will be delivered to the Airport Disposal Facility
and the number of cars scrapped will be around 800.
The budget for cost centre 92013, Composting Operations, has increased by $393,000 when
compared to fiscal 2013/14. This increase takes into
account under-funding from the previous year, as well
as an increased amount for external equipment hire.
Savings will be made from the reduction in overtime
as a result of opening hours at the weekend. The performance measures for 92013, Composting Operations, found on page B-234, indicates that a considerable amount of horticultural waste continues to be
treated at the Marsh Folly Dump, covered by this cost
centre. The Ministry plans to implement charging deliveries by the ton as opposed to by the load in April
2014 to make it fairer to all concerned.
Following the serious fire that took place at
Marsh Folly Dump in March 2012, the Ministry now
carries out regular infrared surveillance to check for
hot spots. During the fiscal 2013/14, only three hot
spots were detected, which were dealt with before
they became an issue.
Cost centre 92014, Special and Hazardous
Waste, has been increased by $97,000. This increase
will help rectify under-funding of the previous year to
pay for contractors to remove hazardous wastes from
Bermuda and to dispose of it within the United States.
The performance measures for 92014, Hazardous
Waste, page B-235, forecasts that for fiscal 2013/14,
fifty 20-foot containers will be exported overseas. Mr.
Chairman, this section is also responsible for treating
asbestos. The asbestos found at Morgan’s Point,
however, was treated by the contractors. So there will
be no register on these performance measures.
The budget for cost centre 92029, Collections,
has increased by $197,000 when compared to fiscal
2013/14. This increase is to provide an increased allowance for overtime; however, there will be an extremely vigilant process to minimise the necessity for
this cost. The performance measures for cost centre
92029, Collections, indicate that, on average, 400
tons of domestic waste continues to be collected during the week. The section also has had its challenges
during 2013/14 in keeping 12 garbage trucks operational during the week, as the older trucks become
more unreliable and some of the newer, replacement
trucks experience manufacturing faults. Cost savings
in 2014/15 will be made by scrapping the bulky waste
home collection programme.
Mr. Chairman, the Tynes Bay Waste-toEnergy Facility is one of the jewels of the Ministry. It is
a well-run plant that is most interesting to visit, as I
witnessed, myself, in January, shortly after being appointed the Minister of Public Works. The facility conducts about 20 tours annually, as indicated in the performance measure at 92016, Tynes Bay Administration, on page B-235, that are typically taken up by
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schools. The facility is also proud to boast that there
are 20 qualified Bermudian power engineers employed at the plant, and there are minimal complaints
received from the public drop-off facility.
The budget for cost centre 92016, Tynes Bay
Administration, is reduced by $91,000 as a result of
administration savings. The budget for cost centre
92017, Tynes Bay Operations, is reduced by
$754,000 as a result of the reduction of overtime. The
performance measure for 92017, Tynes Bay Operations, page B-235, indicates that 53,000 tons worth of
solid waste will be treated at the Tynes Bay Waste-toEnergy Facility during fiscal 2013/14. This figure is
reflective of the downturn in the economy and reduced
population, and is significantly below what was being
treated shortly after the turn of the century. The
amount of waste in 2012/13 of 60,700 tons is considered to be an unusual spike rather than the norm. As
a consequence, the amount of electricity generated
and sold to BELCO is forecast to be less in 2013/14
as compared to the previous year. The facility also
generates a forecast 6,000 cubic yards of ash concrete that is used to form part of the land reclamation
and storm protection at the Airport Waste Management Facility. The budget for cost centre 92018,
Tynes Bay Maintenance, has increased by $287,000.
This is used to form part of the land reclamation and
storm protection at the Airport Waste Management
Facility.
The budget for cost centre 92018, Tynes Bay
Maintenance, has increased by $287,000. This is to
take into account the need to carry out increased
maintenance now that the two new combustion
streams have been operational for two years. The performance measure for cost centre 92018, Tynes Bay
Maintenance, page B-235, indicates that the availability of both streams and the turbine is forecast to be 85
per cent for fiscal 2014/15. This figure is an industry
standard, and the actual availability is actually closer
to 90 per cent.
Programmes 8204, Quarry Transport, and
8205, Quarry Products, on pages B-230. Mr. Chairman, the mandate of these two Quarry programmes
is, collectively, to manage the fleet and equipment
leasing, mechanical maintenance, Quarry operations;
and, secondly, to act as the government functional
authority on all matters related to fleet management
and vehicle and other mechanical engineering and
maintenance activities. Mr. Chairman, $7,504,000
budget and a $4,800,000 rechargeable for vehicles
and maintenance has been allocated to this programme for 2014/15. This budget has been increased
by $964,000 as compared to the 2013/14 budget.
Cost centre 92019, Quarry Administration,
has decreased by $176,000, as a result of removal of
the training budget and other administration costs.
There have been to date six personal injury accidents
in fiscal 2013/14 for the Quarry workforce. This gives
a current accident frequency rate of 3.65 per cent,
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which is marginally above the figure given on the performance measure for cost centre 92019, on page B235. The budget for cost centre 92020, Quarry Vehicles and Equipment Operation, has increased by
$4,000. The budget for cost centre 92021, Quarry Vehicles and Equipment Maintenance, has increased by
$1,136,000. This is as a result of the need to allocate
all the labour force carrying out this operation to this
cost centre, as issues are still being experienced in
counter-charging this work to other ministries.
Cost savings will be made by not opening the
Swing Bridge. This bridge requires maintenance and
will be included in the 2014/15 schedule of maintenance. The operation and maintenance of the government vehicles and equipment fleet continues to be
hampered by outdated facilities and issues with securing parts in a timely fashion. There may be challenges
with the maintaining of the government fleet for
2014/15 due to mandated limitation on overtime and
due to TCD requirements.
For performance measure for 92012, Quarry
Vehicles and Equipment Maintenance, B-236, the average time for a full service reflects an average of all
the government fleet, tract machines, garbage trucks,
as well as cars and trucks.
Programme 8205, Quarry Products. Mr.
Chairman, a $1,636,000 budget, with a rechargeable
of $1,780,000 rechargeable for Quarry products, has
been allocated to this programme. The income in this
cost centre is generated from the sale of asphalt
products. As a cost-cutting measure, the production of
concrete products previously associated with this cost
centre will cease with the men redeployed to work in
the highways section.
Mr. Chairman, this budget is decreased by
$445,000 compared to 2013/14, a change that is attributable to scrapping cost centre 92022, Products.
The outputs for this performance measure for this cost
centre have been reduced to zero for 2014/15, a decrease in cost centre 92023, Quarry Asphalt Plant, to
take into account reduced labour cost for this facility,
as compared to 2013/14. During 2014/15, the department will look to further minimise costs by the increased use of recycled materials in the asphalt mix.
The performance measure for cost centre
92023, Quarry Asphalt Plant, forecasts an increase in
the amount of asphalt produced in fiscal 2013/14 due
to the increased amount of resurfacing. It is forecast
that the asphalt plant will suffer less downtime in
2014/15, as the Ministry has been [replacing] and will
continue to replace several key components which
have reached the end of their working life.
Programme 8206, Water and Sewage. Mr.
Chairman, the mandate of the Water and Sewage
Plant is to:
• provide planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance of the Government water extraction, treatment and distribution sys-

•
•
•
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tems and the wastewater collection and distribution systems;
provide potable water on a cost-recovery basis to meet demand;
provide septic receiving facilities for private
sanitation truckers and for limited public facilities; and
act as the government functional authority on
all matters relating to water and wastewater
engineering.

Mr. Chairman, a $5,009,000 budget has been
allocated to this programme. This represents a decrease of $156,000 as compared to the current year.
The budget for cost centre 92025, Water and Sewage
Administration, has decreased by $113,000 as the
result of a reduction in the amount of water being purchased from other companies and organisations.
Therefore, if there is a reduction in the supply from
one of the water plants, this section will not be able to
supplement from another source. This step gives me
the opportunity to remind consumers of the necessity
for effective conservation of water.
The performance measures for cost centre
92025, Water Section Administration, indicate that
there are around 700 metred customers. The target is
to increase this during 2014/15 by providing new infrastructure. The budget for cost centre 92027, Water
Supply and Treatment, has decreased by $121,000 as
a result of the limiting of overtime for out-of-hours
checks. As a consequence, if there is an issue with
one of the water plants, unless it is an emergency, it
will be resolved on the next working day.
Mr. Chairman, performance measures for cost
centre 92027, Water Supply and Treatment, page B236, forecasts that 125 million gallons of potable water will be produced during fiscal 2013/14. This represents a reduction in the quantity produced from the
previous fiscal year, which suffered from a long period
without rainfall. As only about 40 per cent of the water
extracted by the seawater reverse osmosis plant and
about 70 per cent of the water extracted from the
fresh-water lens is turned into potable water, this explains why the total amount of water extracted is approximately double than that produced.
The budget for cost centre 92027, Water
Storage and Distribution, has increased by $156,000
to ensure that there is sufficient allocation to include
the electricity charges associated with the various
pumps in the infrastructure. The performance measure for cost centre 92027, Water Storage and Distribution, page B-236, shows a high figure for the nonrevenue water in fiscal 2012/13. This is mainly as a
result of inaccurate metre reading, which has now
been resolved.
The budget for cost centre 92028, Sewage
Collection, has been reduced by $78,000 mainly due
to the reduction in overtime. As reflected in the performance measures, page B-236, a significant number
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of loads of sewage is deposited in the ministry’s septic
plant.
Mr. Chairman, staffing levels within the Department of Works and Engineering are shown on
page B-232. Employee numbers for the 2014/15
budget are 334, reduced from those in 2013/14. Positions of employees who leave or retire will not necessarily be replaced.
Review of major capital projects. Mr. Chairman, I now wish to provide Members of this Honourable House with a summary of the status of the major
capital projects being managed by the Department of
Works and Engineering. The overall 2014/15 capital
expenditure plan for the department is $28,555,000,
details of which are found on page C-8 of the Approved Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure
2014/15. This highlights the range and variety of activities that the Ministry is working on.
Number one, Road Works, cost centre 75042.
Estimates for the cost centre, $4,750,000. This budget
comprises improvements to the roads network, which
includes road surfacing, as well as road schemes,
such as junction improvements. Road improvements
have been carried out in North Shore Bay by Gibbett’s
Island, North Shore, Pembroke, by Grassy Bay, Burnt
House Hill in Warwick, and work has progressed on
the South Road, Paget, to create a safer crossing by
the Railway Trail.
In fiscal 2014/15, amongst projects planned,
around about at the junction of Middle and North
Shore Road in Flatts, a realignment of St. David’s
Road between numbers 1 and 2 gates, to use the old
base road, widening of Middle Road, Warwick east of
Burnt House Hill, traffic light control at the junction of
Middle Road, Southampton, and Rockaway, and a
roundabout at the junction of Blackwatch Path and
North Shore Road in Pembroke.
Progress on resurfacing has been limited by a
lack of aggregate and issues with the asphalt plant,
and it is anticipated that nine kilometres of resurfacing
will be completed by the end of the year. In fiscal
2014/15, it is anticipated that 10 kilometres of road will
be resurfaced.
Water Project, cost centre 75044. Mr. Chairman, this programme is for planned and unforeseen
small to medium water and sewage projects, including
a requirement in every year to provide equipment and
general-facility upgrading to meet ongoing treatment,
environmental and safety-related issues. The 2014/15
estimate for this cost centre is $500,000. This budget
will be used to help improve the Water section infrastructure. There are plans to improve the service and
the number of customers in the eastern parishes, as
well as improving the operation of the septic plant at
Tynes Bay.
Improvement in street lighting. Mr. Chairman,
the estimate for this cost centre is $500,000. This
budget has been increased substantially from that in
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previous years to allow more streetlights to be converted into energy-saving ones.
Asbestos disposal, cost centre 75064. Mr.
Chairman, trials have been taking place to provide a
method to encase the asbestos in the containers,
which has proven thus far to be successful. The
2014/15 estimate for this cost centre is $500,000,
which will be used to continue the encasement process to help stabilise the containers. As many of the
containers carrying the asbestos are in a poor state
after many years of deterioration, this is likely to be a
slow process.
Structural Refurbishment of Bridges, cost centre 75116. Mr. Chairman, the 2014/15 estimate is $1
million for this cost centre. This budget will be used to
carry out bridge inspection work and a programme of
remedial work. Swing Bridge in St. George's needs
particular attention, and the expansion joints on Watford Bridge need replacement.
Ferry docks and public landings, cost centre
75117. This has been used mainly for the improvement of Heritage Wharf and Dockyard, which was
successfully completed in time to accommodate the
Norwegian cruise line Breakaway. The 2014/15 estimate for this cost centre is $1 million, which will be
used to provide some of the funding necessary to
carry out the feasibility and environmental study of the
widening of the shipping channel to accommodate the
Royal Caribbean Quantum [of the Seas] class cruise
ship. The cost of studies will be shared between the
Ministry and Royal Caribbean.
Reconstruction of retaining walls, cost centre
75127. Mr. Chairman, during 2013/14, this cost centre
was used to fund the completion of the wall at Devon
Spring Road, partly funded with the Corporation of
Hamilton to repair the wall at Angle Street and design
of the collapsed wall at Palmetto Road. The 2014/15
estimate for this budget is $350,000, which will be
used to carry out the construction on the retaining wall
at Palmetto Road.
Stabilise Roadside Rock Cuts, cost centre
75142. Mr. Chairman, 2013/14, money from this cost
centre was used to carry out stabilisation on rock cuts
at Blackwatch Pass and Marsh Folly Road, The
2014/15 estimate is $200,000. This budget centre will
be used to carry out repair work on the retaining wall
th
at Palmetto Road that collapsed on February 14 ,
2014.
Foreshore Protection Work, cost centre
75144. Mr. Chairman, this cost centre is used to carry
out repairs and mitigating measures to the foreshore.
This cost centre is also used for the flood modelling
initiative that was included in the Throne Speech. The
flood modelling project aim is to identify coastal areas
that might be at risk during storm surges. No budget
has been allocated to this cost centre for 2014/15,
although it is anticipated that there will be a carryforward of money from the previous year to allow work
to continue.
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Causeway Refurbishment, cost centre 75207.
Mr. Chairman, it was fortunate that the 2013 hurricane
season was again quiet, from Bermuda’s perspective,
as it meant that the Causeway continued to function
as normal. The 2014/15 estimate for the cost centre of
$1.5 million will enable the Ministry to carry out a geotechnical survey work and to firm up the proposals for
the crossing, which will help to facilitate investment
from private enterprise.
Middle Road, Warwick, Sidewalk, cost centre
75209. Mr. Chairman, this cost centre is to be used to
widen Middle Road, Warwick, between Burnt House
Hill and Spicelands Riding School. The 2014/15 estimate for this cost centre is $300,000, which will enable some of the work to be carried out.
Tynes Bay Waste Treatment Expansion,
75201. Mr. Chairman, in 2013/14, work continued with
the manufacture of the 7.4-megawatts stream turbine,
which, when installed, is projected to increase electricity sales revenue to $6.5 million per year, at current
prices. At this figure, the new turbine will realise a
payback of 3.8 years. Work was carried out to refurbish and upgrade the seawater intake facility by the
installation of new seawater pumps and header pipes.
Mr. Chairman, funds from this cost centre
were also used to award a contract to an environmental consultancy to carry out the design of the
remediation works for the Airport Waste Management
Facility. The Department of Environmental Protection
and the Environmental Authority have expressed concern about contaminants in Castle Harbour, which
they believe may be emanating from the Airport
Waste Management Facility. These contaminants
have a potentially detrimental effect on the local flora
and fauna. The final report is expected to be with the
Ministry in late 2014. The estimated cost for cost centre 75201 is $5 million.
Dangerous Walls and Rock Cuts, cost centre
75258. Mr. Chairman, the 2014/15 estimate for this
cost centre is $300,000, which is used to carry out
repairs to collapsed walls and rock cuts. The recent
issues Island-wide have shown the importance of everyone being vigilant and reporting dangerous walls
and rock cuts before they become a serious hazard.
Airport Waste Disposal Facility, cost centre
75262. Mr. Chairman, the 2014/15 estimate for this
cost centre is $100,000, which will be used to complete the construction of the weigh bridge at this facility so that a more equitable method of charging deliveries by the ton rather than by the load can be implemented.
Quarry Refurbishment, 75264. Mr. Chairman,
the estimate for this cost centre is $50,000, which will
be used to carry out design work when providing new
facilities at the Quarry depot.
Pembroke Canal upgrade, 75293. Mr. Chairman, this programme is for the upgrade of Pembroke
Canal. The 2013/14 [budget] has been reduced to
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zero, as there were insufficient resources to carry out
any further design work during the current year.
Reverse Osmosis Plants, Electrical Systems,
cost centre 75294. Mr. Chairman, this programme has
been created for the upgrade of all the electrical control systems in each of the water plants except Tynes
Bay Seawater Reverse Osmosis. The 2014/15 estimate for this cost centre is $500,000. This budget will
be used to carry out the upgrade of the electrical and
control systems of the Devon Springs water plant.
Tynes Bay Capital Maintenance, 75308. Mr.
Chairman, following the refurbishment of the incinerators and the flue glass-cleaning equipment, the continuing major maintenance will focus on the auxiliary
equipment. It is proposed to replace the main refuse
cranes that feed the furnaces, upgrade the central
emissions and monitoring systems, replace critical
pumps and compressors, and replace the bulky waste
share. The estimated total of these initiatives is $8
million, with $1,500,000 scheduled to be spent in
2014/15. This allocation will facilitate the replacement
of air compressors for the plant’s soot-blowing system, replacement of pumps for the plant’s boiler condensate return system, upgrades of the control room,
refurbishment of the bulky waste share in lieu of a replacement due to budgetary constraints, and replacement for the plant’s boiler system.
Wastewater Treatment Facility, Dockyard,
cost centre 75317. Mr. Chairman, this budget is used
to pay the loan payments for the wastewater treatment facility that was put in by WEDCO. The 2014/15
estimate for this cost centre is $1,605,000.
Morgan’s Point Works, cost centre 75324. Mr.
Chairman, the management of this project has been
given back to the Ministry of Public Works from the
Office of Project Management and Procurement. In
2014/15 the estimate for this cost centre is
$8,500,000.
Mr. Chairman, I would now like to provide you
with a summary of the status of the major acquisitions
being managed by the Department of Works and Engineering, the details of which can be found on page
C-13 of the Approved Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure.
Quarry, number one, Vehicles and Equipment, cost centre 76495. The vehicles and equipment
to be acquired under the 2014/15 budget include:
• garbage compactors and the bulk refuse containers to help with the garbage collection;
• two new cement trucks to help with the removal of ash at Tyne’s Bay;
• one mechanical road sweeper; and
• some replacement construction equipment.
Finances. The 2014/15 estimate for this annual allocation is $1,500,000. Mr. Chairman, it has
been a most interesting experience in the short term
that I have been the Minister of Public Works. The
variety of works carried out by the Ministry and the
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Department of Works and Engineering in particular is
notable, and the professionalism and dedication
shown by the staff and the workforce of the Department of Works and Engineering is something to be
admired.
The Department of Works and Engineering
will continue to face a great many challenges in fiscal
2014/15; however, we are always striving to find enhancements and improvements to the delivery of our
services. I would like to reassure the people of Bermuda that I have full confidence that the staff and
workforce of the Department of Works and Engineering are committed to providing a professional and efficient service throughout.
Mr. Chairman, with this comprehensive overview of the department, I will now turn to Head 69,
which is Conservation Services.
HEAD 69—CONSERVATION SERVICES
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin:
Mr. Chairman, the Department of Conservation Services can be found on pages B-220 to 224 of
the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for
2014/15. It gives me great pleasure to present this
budget, Mr. Speaker, for this department, the mission
statement of which is to conserve and promote Bermuda’s natural and marine heritage through research,
education, advocacy and restoration.
Mr. Chairman, the department is responsible
for the Aquarium and Zoo, Natural History Museum
and Library, government nature reserves and programmes focused on environmental assessment, protection of Bermuda’s bio-diversity, recovery of protected species, management of invasive species and
monitoring of marine heritage.
Mr. Chairman, the department functions in a
dynamic partnership. Technical officers from the Conservation Section and the Bermuda Aquarium, Museum and Zoo [BAMZ] undertake monitoring and research to develop management programmes, environmental policy and legislation. BAMZ acts not only
as Bermuda’s top tourist destination, but also as a
repository for all of government-related environmental
research and as its very successful educational and
visitor outreach vehicle.
The Bermuda Zoological Society, as the formal charity for the department, provides much added
value with volunteer and research support raising
capital funding and delivering education programmes.
Mr. Chairman, the department has seven programme
areas, each with a number of sub-programmes, or
cost centres, as shown on pages B-220 to 224 of the
[Budget] Book:
• Programme 6903, which is General, comprising cost centre 79000;
• [Programme] 6902, Bermuda Aquarium, Museum and Zoo, comprising cost centres:
o 79020, BAMZ Administration,

•
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o 79030, Aquarium and Zoo,
o 79040, Museum;
Programme 6903, Conservation, comprising
cost centres:
o 79050, Marine Ecology,
o 79060, Agricultural Services is included
only due to 2012/13 comparatives,
o 79070, Marine Heritage and Health,
o 79090, Terrestrial Ecology.

Staffing. Mr. Chairman, the key to the success
of the department is its highly motivated and trained
staff led by Drew Pettit. The department has a staff
complement of 50 full-time employees, as seen on
page B-222. While the number has remained static
over the last two years, it should be noted that much
effort has been made by management to modify job
descriptions and retool in order to increase efficiency
and secure technical staff with specialised skills in
order to better provide critical services in areas such
as zoo animal care and ecosystem management.
Mr. Chairman, the department’s current account expenditure can be found on page B-220. The
budget for 2014/15 is $4,559,000, which is a reduction
of 6 per cent for the original estimates for the current
year. Mr. Chairman, 65 per cent of the current budget
is allocated to fixed costs, including salaries and
wages, energy, food costs and cleaning supplies
needed to operate the Aquarium, Museum and Zoo.
The remainder is fixed costs to operate the department’s administration and ecology section. Of the total
budget, 81 per cent is dedicated to salary and wages
for the department.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 79000, the Departmental Headquarters, has a budget allocation of
$989,000 for 2014/15, a reduction of 4 per cent, or
$40,000. This reduction is as a result of the acquisition of office supplies, consolidation of services within
the department.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 79020, the Administration Section, has a budget allocation of $212,000
for 2014/15, a reduction of $35,000, or 14 per cent.
This reduction reflects the consolidation of supplies,
consolidation of services resulting from the mandatory
furlough, reduction in computer networking costs, as
well as advertising and promotion funding for BAMZ.
Mr. Chairman, 79030, the Aquarium and Zoo
Section, has a budget of $2,156,000 for Fiscal Year
2014/15, a reduction of $133,000, or 6 per cent, reflecting a reduction in maintenance materials supply,
Government supplied water and consolidation of services resulting from the mandatory furlough.
Mr. Chairman, 79040, Natural History Museum and Library Section, has a budget allocation of
$291,000 for 2014/15, a reduction of 4 per cent, or
$13,000. This reflects a reduction of services resulting
from the mandatory furlough and the close of the library on Fridays.
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Mr. Chairman, cost centre 79050, the Marine
Ecology Section, has a specific budget allocation of
$281,000 for fiscal year 2014/15, a reduction of
$34,000, or 11 per cent. This reflects the elimination
of the water quality monitoring programme and furlough.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 79070, Marine
Heritage and Ocean Human Health Section, has a
budget allocation of $123,000 for 2014/15, a decrease
of $10,000, or 8 per cent. This is a reduction in the
promotions budget and a reduction in service for the
mandatory furlough.
Cost centre 79090, Terrestrial Ecology. This
section has a specific budget allocation of $507,000
for 2014/15, a decrease of $27,000, or 5 per cent.
This reflects the reduction in tools and equipment,
animal control services, and a reduction in services
resulting from the mandatory furlough.
Capital Development. Mr. Chairman, the Capital Development allocation for the Department of Conservation Services, as seen on page C-7, is
$1,400,000. The vast majority of this, some
$1,200,000 will be used to support the repair of the
Aquarium Hall roof. A further $200,000 is designated
as minor works for the continued repair and improvement of the Aquarium and Zoo and nature reserves.
Mr. Chairman, I just have a few performance
measures. But as we are on the lunch hour, I would
be happy to just spend a few minutes after the lunch
break to highlight those areas. I have tried to race
through this as much as possible. Hopefully, members
of the public and Members of the House have been
able to follow this appropriately.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I move that we rise for lunch and resume
again with the Honourable Minister at 2:00 pm.
The Chairman: The Committee stands adjourned
until 2:00 pm.
Proceedings suspended at 12:29 pm
Proceedings resumed at 2:00 pm
[Mr. Walton Brown, Chairman]

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR 2014/15
MINISTRY OF WORKS AND ENGINEERING
[Continuation thereof]
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The Chairman: Good afternoon everyone. We are in
Committee of Supply. We are going to continue with
the Honourable Minister, Pat Gordon-Pamplin.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, pre the lunch break I was able
to do Heads 68, 36, 81, 82 and the majority of Head
69. I will now move into the major achievements for
Head 69, which is the Department of Conservation
Services.
HEAD 69—CONSERVATION SERVICES
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: This debate will
conclude at 3:25?
The Chairman: That is correct.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Okay. So we have
an hour and 25 minutes. I want to be able to give the
Opposition an opportunity to have their chance to
speak.
Mr. Chairman, the Performance Measures for
the Department of Conservation Services can be
found on pages B-223 to B-224 and I would like to
bring a few measures to your attention.
This year has been both busy and successful
for the department. Cost centre 79000, General Administration Headquarters, provides financial and human resource management to the department ensuring that programme delivery is efficient and in line with
the department’s stated mandate, human resources
policy and financial instructions. It plays a key role in
administering Bermuda’s biodiversity strategy, conservation legislation, protected species recovery, invasive species management, geographical information system mapping and maintaining the department’s website and Facebook page.
Mr. Chairman, Headquarters continued its
mission to protect and promote Bermuda’s unique
biodiversity. Support was given to important initiatives
to promote the department and its mission at events
such as the National Trust Children’s Walk, School
Career Days, World Oceans Day, various science
fairs and the Agricultural Exhibition.
Mr. Chairman, Headquarters collaborated with
other departments on a number of GIS projects, such
as mapping of commemorative trees at Government
House, Southlands vegetation mapping, concession
guidelines for public beaches, recreational fishing
mapping, a large scale wind turbine study, mangrove
mapping, song bird surveys and data for the marine
spatial plan currently being developed.
Mr. Chairman, a report on Bermuda’s activities over the last three years to conserve migratory
species was submitted to the UK Government in December 2013. This will be included in the 2014 UK
Report to the Convention on Migratory Species. High-
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lights of this report include effort to recover the endemic Cahow, research on whales and sea turtles,
and local sightings of a number of rare migrant birds.
Further, the department continued to support all partner organisations in carrying out their commitments as
outlined in the Bermuda Diversity Action Plan and a
report was developed which detailed the activities carried out in 2013.
Mr. Chairman, this year the department
launched Bermuda’s first official Geo Tour taking advantage of the worldwide popularity of geocaching
and invited residents and visitors alike to explore
Bermuda’s parks and nature reserves in a unique
way. Since the launch on July 23, 2013 over 50 people have successfully completed the tour including a
number that actually came to Bermuda specifically for
that purpose.
Mr. Chairman, the staff will continue to develop the department’s website www.conservation.bm
as well as the department’s Facebook page.
Mr. Chairman, let me just back up a bit and it
should be noted that the project on the Geo Tour actually received a Bermuda Tech Award 2013 for the
People’s Choice and Innovation of the Year for the
local market focus. That is quite commendable for the
department.
With respect to that Facebook page, Mr.
Chairman, this year’s website received over 150,000
visits from users seeking information on Bermuda’s
flora and fauna, which was a substantial increase from
the previous year, an increase of approximately
42,000. Additions to the site in 2013 included flyers on
DCS projects and programmes, profiles of Bermuda
shipwrecks, new reports and management plans, as
well as links to the Bermuda Conservation Geo Tour,
an inventory of marine spatial data, and profiles of
Bermudian habitats and species with a focus on protected species. The department also added to the
website a feral bird control request form enabling the
public to easily submit a request for feral birds to be
removed from their properties. This online system has
already received over 400 requests for service.
Mr. Chairman, work continued on the active
recovery of Bermuda’s most endangered plants and
animals. Much of this work continues to be done in
partnership with local and overseas partners at minimal cost to the taxpayer. This is known as Bermuda’s
Lifeboat Programme whereby small populations of
endangered species are sent overseas for safe keeping, breeding and research. For example, 12 skinks
were transferred to the Chester Zoo in the UK to be
part of an off-Island captive breeding population. Collaborators at the Chester Zoo will provide a husbandry
and breeding manual for this critically endangered
species, which will help to form any future breeding
efforts undertaken in Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, the department also collaborated with a scientist from the St. Louis University in
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the United States to study the taxonomic diversity of
all Killifish presently living in Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, it is anticipated that this study
will address a number of action items in the Killifish
recovery plan and ultimately provide critical information necessary to continue managing these endangered and unique species.
Mr. Chairman, invasive species seem to have
a tremendous impact on Bermuda’s ecology. Of specific note are the Red-eared Slider, feral chickens,
feral pigeons, and crows, as well as plants such as
Brazil Pepper, the Indian Laurel tree and the Jumbie
Bean. As such the department began the design of
species specific management plans in order to develop effective means of control. This year the focus
was on amending the feral chicken management plan
to include innovative but humane ways of dealing with
this pest. Since the inception of this programme in
October 2013, the programme has now removed
15,200 feral chickens as well as 2,500 feral pigeons,
150 crows, and 200 Red-eared Sliders.
Mr. Chairman, it is hoped that these efforts
have not only taken the pressure off our threatened
species but also give some relief to our farmers, gardeners and members of the public bothered at
4:00 am by noisy birds.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 79020 and 79030,
the Bermuda Aquarium, Museum and Zoo [BAMZ]
seeks to promote care and appreciation for the Island’s environment by providing environmental education, high quality animal care for the specimens in the
collection, and engaging exhibits to support family fun
for local and overseas visitors to the facility. It provides the resources needed to collect, maintain and
care for BAMZ collection of fish and other exotic animals and their exhibits on a daily basis.
Mr. Chairman, BAMZ continues to be the Island’s leading tourist attraction and is especially popular with local school children, with visitor numbers in
the last year estimated to be 84,000 people—by indication will reach 84,000 by the end of this fiscal year.
Mr. Chairman, the Madagascar Exhibit continues to prove to be popular with both tourists and
locals alike. The immersion exhibit which allows visitors to get up close to the animals has been a huge
success.
Mr. Chairman, the new restaurant which includes a wraparound balcony overlooking Harrington
Sound has replaced the tented concession and has
vastly improved the visitor experience by providing an
attractive place to obtain refreshments and enjoy the
facility. This renovation was made possible by a corporate donor through the Bermuda Zoological Society
and underscores the value of the public/private partnership that BAMZ enjoys.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to take this opportunity to extend my great appreciation to Dr. Ian
Walker as principal curator and to all the staff of
BAMZ for their stellar efforts in preparing the facility
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for the AZA inspection and accreditation which is a
vital part of the Museum, Aquarium and Zoo and it
demonstrates the continued diligence of BAMZ to
raise the bar and to improve the visitor experience.
Mr. Chairman, over 1,300 new plants and
animals and photographic images were added to the
collection in 2013, a significant increase from the previous year.
Mr. Chairman, the National History Library
continues to develop the online public access catalogue of library books and research journals adding
553 books and 256 scientific journals for a total of
over 4,300 viewable online records.
Mr. Chairman, the BZS is the registered charity that supports the work of the Bermuda Aquarium,
Museum and Zoo. BZS continues to offer its wellsubscribed environmental programmes. They served
6,378 students—youth and adult—in 2013 which is a
decrease from 2012. Diverse programmes were offered such as Bermuda School Programmes, Story
Time Events for preschoolers, the Summer Aqua
Camp, the Christmas Camp with Teen Junior Volunteer Programmes and the Nonsuch Natural History
Camp for senior school students.
Mr. Chairman, the Schools Programme had a
very busy year hosting 6,183 students. And the free
programmes supported children from preschool to
senior age with onsite and offsite classes including
boat trips, providing valuable experiential learning experiences.
Mr. Chairman, these decreases have been
unfortunate year on year as a result of the reduction in
the BZS education staff caused by the economic
downturn resulting in the team being reduced to only
one full-time person and two part-time educators.
They have, though, done a stellar job with the resources that they have.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 79050, Marine
Conservation Programme, allows the department to
focus its efforts on monitoring, research, and restoration of key marine environments. Priorities lie in the
field of study of critical marine habitats, such as coral
reefs and grass beds. This field unit provides important consultation advice to the Department of Planning
by the Marine Resources Board and other departments for matters relating to marine habitat assessment. This marine habitat assessment programme is
in its seventh year, Mr. Chairman. The ecology team
resurveyed 183 sites, which include coral reefs, sea
grass, algal beds and sand habitats across the Bermuda platform. The captured data is continually analysed to determine whether there have been any
changes in these marine habitats as well as the water
column.
This important programme will ensure that the
Government has a better understanding of changes in
habitat, identify key sites for endangered animals
(such as the Sea Turtles and Queen Conch), fisheries
organisms and other benthic resources such as corals
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and sponges that support our fisheries and tourism
industries in Bermuda. The monitoring programme
also serves as a mechanism to increase the probability of detecting invasion by non-native marine species,
for example, Lion Fish and green algae.
Mr. Chairman, this year’s data from the research programme was used to develop a scientific
paper, “Tropical species at the northern limit of their
range: composition and distribution in Bermuda’s benthic habitats in relation to depth and light availability,”
which was published in the peer review journal, Marine Environmental Research, in May 2013.
Mr. Chairman, cost centre 79070, the Marine
History and Human Health section, is primarily responsible for carrying out the mandate of the Historic
Wrecks Act 2001, providing advice and assistance to
the Historic Wrecks Authority and developing and implementing an underwater cultural resources management programme specifically for ship wrecks and
marine heritage sites. This programme also undertakes to explore, initiate, and undertake collaborative
evaluations of the impacts of environmental conditions
on human health.
Mr. Chairman, this year was an exciting year
for this section. It hosted and assisted in the story
production for the BBC Scotland film crew looking at
the shipwreck the Montana.
Mr. Chairman, the section has also led the
research in cooperation with the Waitt Institute for the
production of a comprehensive report on the archaeological recovery of artefacts from the Mary Celestia.
Recognising the potential that Bermuda’s extensive
marine heritage has to international tourism, the section worked with the Bermuda Dive Association (the
body that represents the local dive shops) on several
initiatives including the search for the Roanoke, an
historic vessel scuttled at the east end of Bermuda
during the Civil War.
The section also assisted the Catlin Seaview
Survey team with their 360 degree camera work and
specifically [with regard to] the shipwreck of the Mary
Celestia. Subsequently, the Mary Celestia was featured as the first shipwreck to appear as a full virtual
swim through on Google Map’s street view survey. Mr.
Chairman, this department continues to ensure it
makes a positive impact on the international scene.
Cost centre 79090, the Terrestrial Conservation section, manages all of Government nature reserves, some 200 acres. Mr. Chairman, activities include clearing invasive plants and animal species and
building artificial habitats such as Cahow and Longtail
burrows. The unit is also responsible for developing
management plans for all Government Nature Reserves as mandated by the National Parks Act 1986,
as well as managing the Historic Fortifications within
the Castle Islands Nature Reserve, an important part
of its mission.
Mr. Chairman, this department . . . I could go
on ad infinitum. I have a tremendous brief on their res-
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toration of Cooper’s Island Nature Reserve. Their
work continues to improve Nonsuch Island Nature
Reserve, [helped] along with some supportive corporate donors such as the Ascendant Group of companies. The crew have also helped to protect the historic
fortifications of King’s Castle Fort and Devonshire Redoubt Fort from rampant growth of invasive Casuarina
trees.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to take a moment
to publicly thank HSBC Bermuda, Ascendant Group
and the Bermuda Garden Club for all of their support
in helping us maintain our Nature Reserves. On behalf
of the Government, I must express my gratitude for
their investment in our natural heritage from which we
all benefit.
Mr. Chairman, plans for the upcoming year
2014/15. The department will focus its attention and
resources on ensuring that services are provided efficiently and critical projects are delivered on budget.
The roof of the main Aquarium hall will undergo complete replacement. Originally built in 1926, the roof is
reaching the end of its natural life and is in need of
extensive renovations in certain areas. The renovations are scheduled to begin in November 2014 and
will be completed in phases in order to allow the
Aquarium to remain open during the six months that it
is anticipated that the work will take. The department
will continue to build partnerships with the Zoological
Society in developing its educational programmes.
Mr. Chairman, recognising that alien invasive
species are considered to be the main threat to the
Island’s biodiversity worldwide, the department will
develop a National Invasive Species Strategy.
Mr. Chairman, the department has mandated
to lead efforts to preserve and restore the Island’s
threatened species and habitats. Working with international research partners will advance the preservation of key species such as Killifish, Skink, Governor
Laffan’s Fern and the endemic Bermuda Land Snail.
Mr. Chairman, in order to better manage the
Island’s threatened habitats, the department will develop and implement strategic long-term Nature Reserve management plans. This year’s focus will be on
Nonsuch Island and Castle Island.
Mr. Chairman, drawing on the international
prestige of Nonsuch Island, work will continue to restore Cooper’s Island Nature Reserve as an extension
to the living museum, and it will become Bermuda’s
premier eco-tourism destination. Restoration will continue with block clearance of invasive plants and replanting with native and endemic species.
Mr. Chairman, work will continue on Castle
Island as a priority for both its historical and ecological
importance. While the management plan is being developed to ensure the preservation of Bermuda’s earliest fortifications and protective species, invasive Casuarinas and Brazil Peppers will continue to be removed from the Landward Fort and the outer ramparts
of the Devonshire Redoubt.
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Mr. Chairman, the department will continue to
ensure environmental assessments and monitoring
programmes for proposed development [submitted] to
the Government are undertaken as a priority, specifically to the Department of Planning on matters relating to Bermuda’s important terrestrial, marine and marine heritage protected area as well as protected and
invasive species.
Mr. Chairman, the department is currently
developing a range of products to assist Government
departments and the public in the management of
conservation areas. This includes the web-based
Bermuda plant finder customised to Bermuda’s needs.
This product will not only enable easy identification of
Bermuda’s common and not-so-common plants, but
will give helpful advice on where and what to plant for
different situations.
Mr. Chairman, the Marine Conservation section will complete the eight-year Marine Habitat Assessment Programme and provide data on over 183
sites across Bermuda’s reef platform.
Mr. Chairman, the department will also undertake an Island-wide GIS-based survey and assessment of Mangroves which will be developed into a
recovery plan for this key species and as part of critical information needed for disaster management,
such as an oil spill. The department will continue to
monitor, preserve and promote Bermuda’s unique marine heritage. The Historic Wrecks Authority will undertake a review of the wrecks legislation, develop a National Underwater Cultural Heritage Management
Plan, and continue the protected dive site mooring
programme as an important component of the National Tourism Plan for offshore Bermuda.
Mr. Chairman, Bermuda is endowed with
natural wealth, including our stunning reefs, beaches,
flora and fauna. Add the mystique of shipwrecks, and
we have an award winning recipe. We need to better
capitalise on these attributes. Recognising this, the
department will work with the Bermuda Tourism Board
to identify innovative ways of promoting Bermuda’s
unique environmental qualities.
Mr. Chairman, in closing, I would like to express my sincere thanks and appreciation to the dedicated officers and staff of the Department of Conservation Services, again, led by Drew Pettit. Theirs is an
often unseen but nevertheless important role. They
are charged with the custody of our marine and terrestrial ecological heritage. The sustainability of our Island’s natural resources depends on their success.
Mr. Chairman, I have given quite a comprehensive overview of the five areas that have been requested by the Opposition. And before I take my seat,
Mr. Chairman, I would also like to recognise the efforts of Lisa Dawn Johnson, who is the Director of
Parks, as I failed to do at the end of my Parks brief.
With those comments, Mr. Chairman, I will
take my seat and allow other Members to contribute to
the debate.
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go over all of them, but one . . . and I am not going to
do this in any order, but—

The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
Is there anyone else who wishes to speak to
these Heads?
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Hamilton Parish, the Honourable Derrick
Burgess.
You have the floor.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I would hope, being that we
just have an hour and approximately five minutes left,
that once I finish my questions, Members will give an
opportunity to the Minister to answer. And once we
are finished, I would hope then they could jump in if
there is any time left.
The Chairman: Yes, we have a hope.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I hope that will happen
because that has not happened throughout, and I
think we have robbed the public of information that
they should have.
Mr. Chairman, first, I would like to recognise
the workers and admin staff of Works and Engineering. I must say that when I was Minister there under
. . . and I had my PS Bobby Horton. When questions
were coming at me he had those civil servants cracking to get the answers for him, which was great. And
that is one thing, I guess, he made sure everybody
had a pad and a pen or pencil.
Also, I would like to thank the staff, the blue
collar workers. We have some workers there that work
in all conditions, like the garbage collecting folks, I see
them working in the rain. I have seen the fellows that
unclog the drains, they work in the rain. The tree cutting crew; you know, all sorts of elements out there,
and they do a very good job despite some of the
comments that were made by SAGE. And I take offence to some of them.
Also, I would like to recognise my relative,
Marva O’Brien, Permanent Secretary. I think she has
done a great job on this brief. But it is obvious that in
all briefs you cannot include everything, you know,
and that is the reason why we have two sides here.

The Chairman: You will let me know what order you
are doing them in.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Oh, you will know
where I am coming from. You will know. And the Capital budget, you will see it on C-8 in the Budget Book.
The Chairman: Yes.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: One concern I have is
the Hamilton Police Magistrates Court Building. Last
year we had a budget of $733,000 revised to zero. I
do not know what the original estimate of that project
was, and I would like to know what the original budget
was and what the actual completion cost was.
The National Drug Rehab Centre, it is the
Nelson Bascome Rehab Centre in Dockyard, I would
like to know what the original budget was and what
the actual completion cost was of that project.
One area that was cut that concerns me . . .
another area was Lefroy House. Lefroy House had an
original budget of $350,000 and was cut to only
$70,000. We should never, ever stop or slow down on
the refurbishing, improving, adding on to our seniors’
rest homes.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Chairman, this
young man, would you ask him to . . . you know, before he came here, we were all quiet. Now if he cannot take the heat, well, you know, get out of the fire.
Now, Mr. Chairman, do you know what annoys me? They inherited the Government. Now they
are complaining about what they inherited. You know,
they are complaining every time . . . this is not . . . why
does he have to go there?
The Chairman: Member, do not allow yourself to be
distracted.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: No, no, but I am not
going to act like I don’t hear him. I will answer him accordingly and he may not like what I say.

The Chairman: Yes, sir.

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Chairman, the
2013/14 budget for Public Works was $87,573,000,
revised to $91,964,000, an overspend of 5 per cent, or
$4,391,000.
When I look at the Capital Projects, just about
every item in the Capital Projects budget was cut. I
find it a bit upsetting because many of the items, the
projects in the Capital Development Budget, are
things that I consider essential. I will not necessarily

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: No, you are not going
to like it. I told you before.
The other one on C-7 is Sandys 360. They
had an original budget of $2,000,000—
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Point of order.
Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
I do wish to—
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The Chairman: Have a seat, please.
What is your point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I just do not wish
to interrupt the Honourable Member’s train of thought,
but the works that are the responsibility of the department were actually on C-8 and they were all the programmes that I mentioned earlier. So the other programmes to which he is now alluding to will come under different areas for debate.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Development comes
under Works and Engineering, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: You were referring to C-7; correct?
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, I was talking
about Sandys 360. All right?
The Chairman: Right, yes.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: That budget was cut
from $2,000,000 to $500,000—a place that we all
know needs money.
Horseshoe Beach, that budget, we had a
budget of $2,350,000 that was cut to zero. Now that is
a very busy beach. It is our prime beach when we talk
about cruise ship visitors to the Island and it always
needs improvement—always—because of the water
we have to use down there for flushing.
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there, but they are still there and they have increased
in number. I would imagine there are over 600, 700
containers in Bermuda with asbestos in them.
The Pembroke Marsh Devonshire Plan III. We
had an original budget of $100,000 and we only spent
$35,000. You know, if it rains very hard you see the
flooding. That is another area that we should never
stop working on because no one needs to tell us
about the condition in Marsh Folly out by Masters and
different places, on those areas, and the flooding that
we have because of the rain. So that is something that
we should never, ever cut.
The Refurbishing of Bridges, we had a budget
of $450,000 and we only spent $50,000. And I probably can understand that, but what I really do not understand is that there were no inspections of bridges
in 2013/14. That is kind of serious because if anything
had happened on one of those bridges, particularly
the bridge that we have down at the Causeway, I think
the Government would have been liable for more than
water if something would have happened. Thank God
that nothing happened. Those bridges should be
checked as part of the schedule in Works and Engineering, yearly. But the whole year and no inspection
of the bridges? Not great at all. Not great at all.
And then in the Capital Development budget
there is only one thing that increased there. It was the
Heritage Wharf.
The Chairman: Where are we now?
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: C-8.

The Chairman: Mm-hmm.

The Chairman: Okay.

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: You have always got
problems with the toilets. And to cut the budget to
zero, you know, I wonder . . . are we trying to keep the
standard up? I think they do, but you cannot keep the
standard up with without money. And we have thousands of visitors that go to that beach.
The St. George’s Sewage Plant that was
$100,000, cut to zero. We know what the infrastructure is like down in St. George’s with those pipes.
Every bit of money that the Government allocates to
the Old Town of St. George’s should be used, particularly on the sewage pipes. That is a serious situation
down there and $100,000 will only touch a little bit of
the work. You know, it would not do near the amount
of work that is necessarily needed down there.
Asbestos Disposal. We have had that problem
for many years. We inherited it, but we did not complain about it, and it is still there. But I would like to
know what are the plans for asbestos? Because, you
know, we had $1,000,000 budgeted there and that
was cut to $100,000. And we all know the condition of
the containers, you know, they rust. And it is going to
be very difficult trying to encase them. I know we did
have some plans. I do not know what has happened

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: And it went from an
original of $10 million to $14,500,000. As I understand
it the bridge is still not complete, despite the thenMinister telling us that it should be complete two
months after the cruise ship season. Here it is midMarch and it is still not complete.
You know, Mr. Chairman, we wasted a lot of
money there on that bridge, on that project. [We
spent] $2.5 million to bring in and rent equipment
when all the equipment was available in Bermuda—all
available in Bermuda, Mr. Chairman. All the equipment that was done for the Heritage Wharf, and many
other areas in Bermuda, equipment was already in
Bermuda. I can name them off if you want me to, the
different docks that we completed with 99 per cent
Bermudian workers.
You have the Hamilton docks, the St.
George’s cruise ship dock, the Esso docks—all of
these were done with Bermudians, equipment in Bermuda, 99 per cent Bermudian staff. And the Government said at that time that we will have 75 per cent
Bermudians up there and 25 per cent guest workers.
But, Mr. Chairman, that did not happen. How this
worked, it was about 60 per cent guest workers and
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40 per cent Bermudians. And then they broke the
building code. They used black rod. Black rod!
Now in the building code says that you shall
use galvanised—that is the building code—and if
black rod was so good, why are they not using it today
in other projects? They are doing a project up in Paget
Town—
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Chairman, I cannot sit
through that one. What he is saying is not true.
The Chairman: Your point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes, point of order.
What he is saying . . . he is misleading the
House. He is talking about the residential building
code which does not apply to Heritage Wharf.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
You may proceed.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker [sic], I am
not—
The Chairman: I have not yet been promoted.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Chairman, I am
not misleading the House. Miles Outerbridge who has
over 60 years of experience in building in Bermuda,
an engineer, and others, spoke against this black rod.
They do not use black rod in Bermuda. If that Minister,
that former Minister, knew about black rod he would
keep quiet.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: See? The code states
. . . again, the building code states you shall use—it
did not say “may.” You “shall”—nowhere in Bermuda. I
do not care if it is residential, hotels or not—nowhere
in Bermuda. Black rod [is used] nowhere!
People with 60 years of experience can tell
you that and you are still trying to prove them wrong,
you know? Okay, well, they really do not know.
Now the roadside rock cuts . . . that is very
dangerous, very dangerous because you have that
limestone getting very sandy and falling down, the
walls falling down. That is something that should have
our close attention. That budget was cut 50 per cent.
Foreshore Protection: If you go . . . and I do
not travel in a boat. Very, very seldom. But I happened to be on a boat some years ago going up to
North Shore. There is a lot of erosion. In fact, one
house, when I was the Minister of Works and Engineering, these people called me from the North Shore.
The erosion had gone under their house. And it is not
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the job of Works and Engineering, but Works and Engineering said, We will provide the engineering work
for you. But it is not their job. But all along that North
Shore . . . and that is a job that . . . it is a long job because there is quite a bit of erosion on that North
Shore and, you know, that is an ongoing job.
The Causeway. I see in the Minister’s brief
that some geotechnical work is going to be going on.
Well, I am wondering if we are doing a replication of it
because a lot of geotechnical work has already occurred down at the Causeway for that bridge. Sometimes people repeat stuff. I am hoping this is not the
case because much, much work was done on the
geotechnical.
The dangerous walls and rock cuts. I know
the Minister has seen it out at Marsh Folly—not only
the house with the pit that was built by Works and Engineering was blue . . . in fact, there was bad work
there. I am sure the engineer from W&E would tell
you. I did not see any rod in that. And it came down. I
thank God it happened at the hour it did because if
anybody was in that yard when that thing blew, somebody would have been killed in there. So I am happy
that that did not happen.
And across the street on Marsh Folly it is a
very serious situation there. It can go anytime. And we
had some sand slides there and it is not finished. So
those residents there are going to need some help.
The railway, Mr. Chairman, that is . . . I noticed an area in Hamilton Parish that I took the Minister then (not Mr. Moniz) and the Honourable Cole
Simons to just to look at it on the railway. There is a
situation there where they have got the sandy wall
ready to fall down, that needs immediate attention.
Morgan’s Point, the budget was cut there. I
can understand that after having some talks with the
Minister on Friday, but there is some unforeseen
situations there that will occur, well, they have seen it
already because of the . . . there were some pipes
found there with oil in them. That was not anticipated,
so that is going to be another expense. That is going
to be what they call an overrun. What they used to call
it with our Government, they used to call it “incompetence,” “corruption,” when something went over
budget, and you get these things in construction.
Mr. Chairman, again, we would certainly like
to know when Heritage Wharf will be completed because this is ongoing. And the other thing is, I understand they are out there working on King’s Wharf. I
am not sure—if I have got it wrong, the Minister will
correct me—that they are working on King’s Wharf, I
do not think there was any tendering that went on in
that area. But the workmen are up there working on
King’s Wharf.
Now, Mr. Speaker—Mr. Chairman that is—
The Chairman: Yes, yes.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes.
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The Chairman: That is more appropriate.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, I will get used to
it, calling you Mr. Chairman.
Head 36, Mr. Chairman, B-205, cost centre
3601, Business Unit 46111, Administration. We have
a reduction of 46 per cent, which is . . . I am sorry, it
went from $1,811,000 to $980,000, a reduction of
$837,000 and one reduction in staff. I did not see that
in the Minister’s brief. If it was there I did not see. I do
not know if she read that one or not, but if you did.
forgive me.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Cost centre 3601,
Business Unit 46111, Administration.
On the cost centre 3610, Business Unit
46030, you went from increasing the budget of
$109,000. And staff, you have an increase of 17 per
cent in the staff. Now, what I find a bit amazing [is
that] in 2013/14, the budget was under spent by
$130,000. It was $1,061,000 and they only used
$931,000. Now, they are going to take it up to
$1,170,000 and add two more employees. I find this a
bit odd. It may not be odd, but certainly I would like to
have some explanation to that.
Cost centre 3611, Purchasing. Purchasing
Administration increased from $246,000 to $461,000
in 2015 and you are going to increase staff. Supply
Stores cut $8,000, where you are going to cut three
staff members. You have Supply Stores cut, you have
Materials and Supplies cut, and you are adding three
staff. Yet, you have . . . and you have increased the
budget by $215,000. It just does not seem to add up. I
would like to have some explanation on that.
And the other thing is, I would like to know if
these workers are retirees, because I am mindful of
the Memorandum of Understanding that was signed
by the Government and the Trade Unions. So I am
sure they are mindful of that, at least they should be.
The Human Resource is 3613, 46118 cost
centre, to increase by 61 per cent, or $75,000. In the
Minister’s brief it says that they are going to train a
Basic Employee Foreman . . . and then they talk about
the BEFAST Programme. I am not sure what the BEFAST Programme is and I would like to know where
this training is going to take place because whether
the BEFAST Programme is one, two, three persons, I
do not know, but obviously the basic employee foreman, that is one person. So I would like to have some
response to that.
The Travel budget, if you look on Head 36
page B-206, we have got a reduction in Salaries and
Wages combined of 3.75 per cent, there are two less
staff in there. You have got the furlough day, a freeze
in wages since September 2013. Now this to me does
not add up because when you . . . Salaries and
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Wages combined is a 3.75 per cent decrease. It
seems like it should be more if you have two less
staff. Again, I am concerned about staff as per the
Memorandum of Understanding.
Let us go to Head 68 Parks. Out of the number of staff in Parks (and that is Head 68), I would just
like to know, out of the 164 how many of those positions are vacant? In fact, Mr. Chairman, under Head
68, Parks has 164 staff under 2013/14 and the estimate for 2014/15 is 150. So there are 14 staff they are
going to get rid of. Now I would like to know what is
. . . Why are we getting rid of 14 staff? Are these retirees or what? Because, again, I mentioned the Memorandum of Understanding.
Now, Mr. Chairman, Head 68, Lifeguards
6802. It is my information that management hires staff
from overseas. And the question is, Why are we not
training Bermudians for these jobs? Now, also, it has
been brought to the attention of management (I do
know) that lifeguards . . . it was suggested that we
have a lifeguard at the Amity House Park on particular
public holidays and Sundays, as they say that is the
number two area where people have had serious accidents in the water.
Park Service, 6801, cost centre 78000, Park
Ranger Service has been cut by 17 per cent. You are
cutting staff by 25 per cent. There has been no significant change in the performance measures, yet the
same amount of work is to be performed by 25 per
cent less staff. I want to know how we are going to do
this because what you do not want to do, we do not
want to put any people at risk, the Park Service, because they do a very important job keeping those areas safe, making people adhere to the rules and regulations.
Cost centre 6802, I am sorry, this is Lifeguard
Service. Lifeguard Service has been cut from . . . because that was Park Ranger Service (my apologies)
that I just finished.
Lifeguard Service has been cut from $446,000
to $356,000—20 per cent, or $90,000. We are going
to cut staff by four workers. We have the performance
measures. I do not know how there is . . . it is an interesting target that your rescues will go from 74 to
58. I hope they go to zero, but I do not know how you
are going to judge that. But anyhow, it is supposed to
go down. So I do not know how you are going to do
that. But that is something that we need to have . . . I
think we need to have the staff there. We have not
only visitors, but we also have our own children on the
beach and everybody always says, It’s not going to
happen to me, despite the warnings. We need our
people safe with the Lifeguard Service and, again, let
me repeat this—why are we not training Bermudians
for the Lifeguard Service? We are always hiring people from overseas.
Park Maintenance, 6803, cost centre Business Unit 78020, Maintenance and Development, that
is cut from $1,224,000 to $994,000, or $230,000. We
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see a staff cut by 30 per cent (that is six workers).
There has been no change in the performance measures, yet, six workers. I know in the Minister’s brief
she said some positions have been frozen. Did you
freeze six of them? I do not know, but we need to
know.
Interesting one—Eastern Parks, 78030, page
B-217. In the Eastern Parks, we are going to increase
staff by two. We are going to increase the budget by
3 per cent. There is no significant change in Performance Measures. In the Western Parks, we have a
budget of $1.4 million and we are going to cut it to
approximately $1.3 million—10 per cent, $140,000.
And we are going to decrease the staff by two. Yet,
under the performance measures we are going to increase maintenance site visits from 22 to 24.
Sports Field mowing, we are going to increase
from 30 to 36. So that is a 20 per cent increase. And
we have a budget decrease of two less staff. It just
seems a bit backward to me that you are going to put
more work in the Western area, less staff, no more
work in the East and more staff—that does not seem
right to me. I do not think it seems right to anybody.
There has got to be some good reason for that.
In addition to what has been stated (it is not in
the Budget Book), Parks has inherited the Southlands
Park which is 37 acres. And I know the Minister did
not mention that there have been no monies allocated
for that, at least I did not see it as an item. And where
we are cutting staff by 14, we have got more work to
do now. We have got to get Southlands ready and we
are going to cut staff. It does not make any sense to
me.
Also, 6803, Business Unit, 78045, School
Grounds. We are going to cut School Grounds by
14 per cent or $85,000. I think we all remember the
. . . last year a lot of the schools were not ready in
terms of the grass being cut. Yes, it rained. It rains in
Bermuda, normally at Cup Match time. And—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, it did save
some—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: And then there is the
staff, you are going to cut staff by four. It looks like our
schools may be having some problems again this
year. You are going to cut staff by four, you cut the
budget by 14 per cent. We had problems last year. If
numbers work the way they work, this is not going to
work.
Botanical Gardens is cut from $1.7 million to
$1.6 million, staff increased by one and no significant
changes in the performance measures. I do not know
why we have the [decrease] in the budget.
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Cost centre 78050, still on Head 68, Administration and Planning, will increase from $1,088,000 to
$1.2 million—a $138,000 increase, with staff cut by
9 per cent. What puzzles me a bit is the performance
measures. They were going to have five less events
at the Botanical Gardens and we are going to have
one less staff, but we have an increased budget of
$138,000. It does not make much sense to me.
Railway Trail is cut from $404,000 to
$393,000. It is a contract and I think it is a result of a
better price. I have no problem with that. My question
is, Are we still training Bermudians? Because I do
know when we put that in place during the previous
Government’s tenure, that it was a requirement that
they train six—ongoing training of six—Bermudians at
a time. I think it was over a three- to six month-period.
And I think the problem there was that we had some
Bermudians that graduated from that programme and
were not able . . . they were denied a job at Parks.
That is a tragedy when Government puts on a programme approved by Parks and then you do not hire
the people, to say they are not qualified, [this is] not
good.
Mr. Chairman, let us go to Head 69, Conservation Services. The 6901, General, Administration,
79000, we have an Administration cut of $40,000 or
4 per cent, but we have a staff increase of 14 per
cent. I would just like to know why the increase? And I
am not saying you should not increase that, I am just
saying you should not be decreasing staff. We should
not be cutting as per the Memorandum of Understanding.
The Aquarium has been cut 14 per cent—
79020—that is Aquarium Administration. Performance
measures, when I look at 79020, it is forecast that we
will have 18,000 less visitors. I would just like to know
why the forecast reduction in visitors to the Aquarium.
But the other amazing part about this here is while the
visitors have been projected to be 20 per cent less,
the revenue from admissions is projected to be 51 per
cent less. The two just do not add up. Maybe admissions is admissions . . . visitors . . . I think that is
where you get your income from.
The Aquarium, that has been cut $133,000
(that is the Zoo part) and staff have been cut by one
worker. And the amazing part of this is that every item
in the performance measures in this particular department has increased, but we are cutting it by one
worker.
Now, let us go to Head 81 [which] is Public
Lands and Buildings. We have a targeted staff reduction of six workers, or 4 per cent, from 169 to 163.
That concerns me. And they are projected to save
2 per cent on the salaries and wages combined.
Again, I would like to know the makeup of these workers, whether they are retirees or what.
Cost centre 8100, Administration, I will do
91000, Administration is cut by 2 per cent and the
91001, that is cut by 8 per cent. Also, the staff has
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been cut by 43 per cent. So you are saving $15,000 in
these cuts on 91000 and 91001, yet we are getting rid
of three staff. This does not add up. And again, because I do not want anyone to forget the Memorandum of Understanding that the Government has with
the Trade Union Congress.
Buildings, 8101, Services Management,
91002, is cut from $840,000 to $721,000. That is
$119,000, with one staff cut. Maintenance is cut from
$9,627,000 to $8,873,000, that is cut by $754,000,
also staff cut by two workers. Why are we cutting back
on staff when we have got these buildings that the
Minister described (and she is right) that need all this
maintenance—the older buildings—and they need
maintenance every day. The older they get the more
maintenance they need, but we are cutting the budget
and we are cutting staff. It does just does not make
sense.
Estates. I am glad to see that the insurance
premium has decreased by 18 per cent because I
know I had to ask a question in Parliament (written
question) about what we paid in insurance premiums
for a four-year period. I believe it was 2008 to 2012,
and the premiums we paid during those times were
like $34 million and we had claims of under $2 million.
So I am glad to see that. Why could we not have gotten that break some years ago. Even at this point, I
still think it is high because if one of our buildings got
damaged. We have to buy the materials. We have the
men to do the work. We have those men, so to me it
is still overpriced. And I think the reduction should be
even more. When you take that four-year period,
when you look at the premiums paid and the claims
made, that is a no-brainer.
When you look at on Head 81 under Revenue
8795, we see Government increasing the rents from
$1.7 million to $1.8 million—an 11 per cent increase.
Why would we be increasing rents when we have a
furlough day for our workers that they are receiving
5 per cent less pay, you are given tax breaks to businesses in town, people are making less money in
most areas—in some areas—yet we are taking the
rent up by 11 per cent? That is not what Government
should be doing. That is not the way Government
should lead. That concerns me.
B-226: When we look at our Energy costs it is
going to increase 35 per cent. It is going to increase
by $543,000. When we look at our Rentals, our Rentals decrease from $303,000 to $77,000. That is a decrease of 75 per cent. Why would we have an increase in energy costs when we should be using LED
bulbs and other energy saving devices?
I know the Minister then came up here and
said that is what we are going to be doing and that
programme has been in place, we turn off lights before you leave. This does not reflect what the Minister
said and does not reflect present day technology. Why
are you going up? You are paying less rent—75 per
cent less rent—and you are paying more for energy.
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Mr. Chairman, let us go to Head 82. The
budget for Salaries and Wages has increased by 10
per cent for 2014/15. I am not sure why. We are cutting staff by 15 workers in that area, yet we are increasing Consultant Fees by $550,000. We have a
wage freeze, we have cut regular staff, but we are
hiring more consultants. It does not add up. It really
does not add up.
B-231: Training has been cut from $369,000
to $141,000. Why cut Training in this area? Yet, Professional Services, as I just mentioned, increases.
And the wages have gone up 10 per cent. I do not
know how that can happen. You are cutting 15 staff,
you have got a freeze on, you have got a furlough day
and wages have gone up 10 per cent. It does not add
up.
Administration 8200, 92000 you have cut from
$320,000 to $173,000 that is a 46 per cent cut, or
$147,000. You are going to cut staff by one, you are
going to leave only one administrator (poor administrator, I hope that is not Thomasina), but you are going to increase the Training budget for 25 per cent.
You have only got one employee left so . . . I . . . that
is a little confusing.
Engineering
8201,
92001
Electrical/Mechanical is going to increase from $525,000 to
$596,000. It has increased by 14 per cent. We are
going to cut staff by 1 (when I say “we” I mean the
Government). There is no change in the Performance
Measures. Why would you have an increase of
$71,000 and you are cutting one staff?
Structures 92003. You are decreasing that
from $517,000 to $421,000 or a $96,000 decrease.
Staff is going to be increased by two (that could be
consultants, I do not know), and a budget cut of
$96,000. And yet a 40 per cent increase in staff. I
really do not buy that one.
Highways—Road Asphalt and Signs. You
know, Mr. Chairman, there were some what I would
call “unkind” remarks from SAGE about the Highways
crew. They said they do not meet their targets. They
meet their targets. They did not ask why they do not
meet their targets. You know that asphalt machine
has over 100 (and that is on the low side) moving
parts, and to get a part today under this procurement
sometimes it takes two to three months, which I think
is silly because . . . I hope they change it. It was not
changed while I was there even though I requested it.
If you need a part for a bus . . . no, let me simplify it a
little more. If I need a part for a Toyota why would I go
to Masters or HWP to get an estimate for a part? The
parts come from Grant Gibbons’ company Toyota—
Gibbons’ company. That is where it comes from. So
why waste time? Get the part. If you need a part for a
trash truck, you cannot buy it here so you have got to
get three different quotes from around the world before you can get it? Some things just do not make
sense, it does not add up, it is silly.
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And we heard in the Minister’s brief how we
are having problems with the trucks, and I know there
have been times when . . . we can normally get some
of those parts overnight. Some of them are so desperate they will fly somebody out, pick the part up and
come right back and put those trucks back on the
road.
The other thing is, the asphalt plant does not
have a dedicated electrician, so when it is down it is
down. It is not the [fault of the] workers.
The other question is, Do we have yearly
training for staff in the asphalt area? I know one company used to shut down for two weeks and send their
people away for two weeks just to get training on asphalt, and that is how they kept going.
Now I do know they have a new manager
down there which is great. So these guys reach their
targets. In fact, in some years they have gone over
their targets. I know it was in 2009/10 they went over
their target, they went 12.5 km (normally they do 10 a
year—if they have got the materials). Last year they
could not get aggregate for about five or six months,
so the Performance Measures for that period would
probably be down. If you cannot get the material . . .
you could not get it from up North because it was too
cold. So before they make these reports. . . because
there is no other firm in Bermuda that can resurface
those roads like the Works and Engineering crew.
They are the best. They are the best.
Then in the SAGE Commission they said,
Well, we approached a union but we could not make
any headway—I will wait until you finish, Mr. Chairman.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: They said they could
not make any headway with the union in regard to
schedule changing.
Well, Mr. Chairman, they never came during
my time as President of the Union. I have checked the
President, Mr. Furbert, they have never been to him
about any changes in the schedule. And they never
came to me, as I never heard about it even as the
Minister over in that department. So that is just a wild,
irresponsible statement. One thing about that union—
the Bermuda Industrial Union—all of them will cooperate. They are showing you that. And if we have got
to make some changes to save jobs, that is what they
will do.
But in some areas the road crews, they do
start on time if they can detour traffic somewhere else.
It is quite dangerous out there the way some of our
folks drive, and the roads . . . they do not have much
space to work with. We all know the size of our roads,
but they do a fantastic job.
Mr. Chairman, the Roads Maintenance, that is
92006—
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The Chairman: Just refresh my memory, what page
is that again?
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Page B-230.
They have increased staff. I can say good, but
then I go around it and they can decrease it. They can
increase it here and then I go around further they
have decreased it more than they have increased it,
you know. So I cannot say . . . which is great. Anyhow, I will leave that one alone.
Let me say this about the Highways crew
again, Mr. Chairman. I know there was a time (and I
am talking about services from W&E they were out . . .
this is how good these workers are. They were out
doing construction on a road at Perimeter Lane, marking it out. And they called me, they said Burgess, we
can’t follow these plans because if we follow these
plans it will create chaos out here. So I said okay,
hang on, I went out there and from there I called Dennis Correia. Dennis Correia came out there at no
charge to the Government or anybody, and laid that
road out with the workmen in less than a half hour and
that is the product you see out there today.
So the workmen know when they are doing
something wrong as far as . . . they have got much
experience. And I applaud them because if they had
followed that schedule, they would have been calling
Mr. Havlicek and everybody else. [Peter] Havlicek was
not there during that time so he is not responsible for
it, but they would have still been calling up until it
would have changed.
Airport Disposal Facility, 92012, that is going
to be cut by 15 per cent and you are going to cut staff
by 5 per cent. Again, staff cuts. Memorandum of Understanding. What is going to happen? There is no
change in the Performance Measures but there are
five less staff. In the Minister’s brief she says there is
a reduction in overtime and a reduction in operating
hours and then we are going to cut five staff. It does
not make sense. I would like to have some answers
on that.
Special/Hazardous Waste. I would like to,
again, thank those staff in the Hazardous Waste Department for doing such a great job. Their budget has
increased by $97,000 and the staff increased by 20
per cent. Again, I do not understand this either because the inspected containers will be down 10 per
cent from 50 to 45 so that sort of throws me, less containers but more staff.
Water Supply and Treatment. A budget cut of
4 per cent, one staff cut. We are going to have all
these cuts. The production of water will increase from
125 million to 200 million [gallons], water extracted to
increase from 250 million to 400 million gallons. I am
not sure why the production was down, the Minister
could have said it, but I am not sure why the production was down in 2013/14. But Mr. Chairman, the water section crew are working with a very old infrastructure. They can give more water in certain areas, but a
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lot of the piping is not adequate enough to give more
water. And to trench, again, is going to be very, very
expensive. I know they could do it, but they do not
have the budget for it. So Government can increase
their revenues there. I applaud the water section crew
for what they do. They do a great job.
Water and Sewage Distribution. We are going
to increase that. The budget is going to be increased
by $156,000. They are going to cut one worker, and
the pipeline installation will decrease by 50 per cent. I
do not understand why the increase in the budget
when you have got one less worker and you will decrease the pipeline installation by 50 per cent. I am
sure there is a good reason for that.
And then in the 8206 Business centre 92025,
the budget is cut by $113,000. There are no staff
changes, which is great. But the Performance Measures is targeted to increase the metered customers
from 700 to 901. Yet, they are projecting less Revenue as you will see on page B-232. I do not understand that. The Minister could have said something; I
think she did, on the big reduction in water sales, because if you look under 8659 we had water sales in
2013/14 of $4,865,000 cut to $74,000. That is a 90
per cent cut. And then you have the Standing Charge
Water cut from $235,000 to $176,000 a cut of 25 per
cent. I do not understand why you would budget less
revenue when you are budgeting to increase your
customers by 30 per cent.
Still on Head 82, Waste Management 8203,
you have got a budget increase of 5 per cent or
$197,000 you are going to cut staff by one. Performance Measures are not included. I do not understand
the staff cut here.
Quarry Transport, the budget was $1.7 million
revised to $3,700,000 in 2013/14 and that includes the
Quarry Receipts. Cost centre 92019 Administration is
cut by 19 per cent or $176,000. The original budget
was $931,000 but was revised to $1,500,000. So they
were over their budget by 62 per cent in 2013/14.
What I do not understand is you had a budget in
2013/14 of $931,000, it was revised to $1.5 million but
in the year 2014/15 you budget only $755,000, which
is less than the original budget of 2013/14. I clearly do
not understand that.
Let me this say about the Quarry Transport.
The [condition of the] facilities that the men work under at the Quarry . . . they have been there where the
buildings have not changed in over 40 years. The
same size buildings. They cannot put vehicles in
some of those buildings to service them. So a lot of
those vehicles they have to service outside. They get
a bad rap. In fact, in 1979 there were probably 100
vehicles that they had to service down there in the
same shop. Today it is over 500. They cannot . . . they
cannot operate under those conditions.
And Mr. Chairman, I understand and I know
this is not . . . as Ministers will tell you we do not deal
in staff issues. But we do deal in Bermudianisation. I
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understand that the Ministry wants to bring in a principal highway person, and you have one in the department. You know my history, I am all for Bermudianisation. We have a civil engineer in the department—a
Bermudian—and with unemployment in Bermuda [as
it is] the Government should take the lead in not bringing in anybody, particularly when you have got qualified Bermudians.
We heard in the brief, I thought it was a great
brief, how we are training people here, there and everywhere, all right? We need not bring in anybody for
this here. Because I have seen people come in, like I
told you about Perimeter Lane, they do not know what
they are doing most of the time, or half of the time. If
we are going to . . . Mr. Chairman, can I get your attention?
Mr. Chairman, if we are going to bring in anybody and we have got to train them, we need to train
Bermudians and get Bermudians ready for positions,
right? And I know how some Bermudians feel about
some Bermudians—I am not one of them. We need to
take care of Bermudians first as they do in any country.
I will never forget Cal Smith, he was the statistician living in Canada working in . . . he had a high
position—
The Chairman: Is this a momentary transgression?
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: No, I am just trying to
make a point. It is no transgression, Mr. Chairman.
A job came up that would take him to a higher
level and he applied for it, and a lady that he was
training applied for it. She was Canadian. The Canadian got the job and it was right for her to get the job.
And do you know what they told Cal? This lady is a
Canadian, right? They were going to train her. It was
right. Cal was not upset by that, and he was the one
training this lady. She got the job. She was supposed
to get the job. Because she was Canadian.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: That was in Canada.
So Mr. Chairman, let me sit down because we have
not got much time.
The Chairman: No, no, it is contrary to your intention
of having an actual response.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, I am sorry. Let
me sit down. I am not even finished, but I want to sit
down . . . at least you can give me a couple of answers.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Minister Pat Gordon-Pamplin.
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Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, just to let the Honourable
Shadow Minister know that any requests, any responses that I am unable to give in the last few minutes that we have, I will certainly endeavour to ensure
that I share with him the information that has come up.
I am just going to run through some very
quickly.
The Chairman: You have about five minutes.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes, the Honourable Member asked about Lefroy House, Magistrate’s
Court Building. Lefroy House is under the Health Department’s budget and Magistrate’s Court Building is
under the Police budget.
Head 36, 46111, reduction of 46 [per cent]
was the grant. It was reduced to a grant for Warwick
Parish Council and was being transferred to the Ministry of Home Affairs.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Just a Point of Order.
The Chairman: Member, I do recognise the Honourable Member Derrick Burgess.
POINT OF INFORMATION
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, you are very
kind.
The Public Works manages Capital Developments and the only time a Ministry can manage . . .
they have to write to Public Works for permission to
do that, but Public Works manages all Capital Development.
The Chairman: Honourable Minister.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: The comments or
the questions that you have asked are things that
have actually been given to those particular areas to
manage for themselves. So it is . . . they are deemed
to be “Government Buildings.”
You inquired about BEFAST. It was in the
brief—Basic Employee and Foreman and Superintendent Training. And the course is done at the Bermuda
College, so that is where the training is going to be.
Why an increase in rental premium for 8795.
The increase reflects rental premiums for Foreshore
Licences, that is the reason for the increase. It is not
household [rents], or . . . so we are not gouging employees.
Energy costs—why is there an increase? We
had actually under budgeted last year for the cost of
energy and this year there is actually going to be a
supplementary. So now we have actually budgeted at
a more appropriate rate.
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Under Head 81 staff reductions. The total staff
in the original budget was 169 and an estimate for
2014/15 of 163 (a reduction of 6), 3 posts are frozen
for two years owing to staff taking early retirement
packages, the other 3 posts are posts that have been
vacant for some time and they are effectively frozen.
So we have not actually let anybody go in that area.
The Honourable Member asked again on
Head 81, the employees not adding up. Most of these
inconsistencies are from retirees or vacancies that
have been frozen.
On Head 82, Asbestos Disposal, what are the
plans? Recently [we were] successful with encasing
the asbestos in the special foam concrete, which was
actually included in the brief. We also indicated we
have put $100,000 in the budget this time for it, but we
indicated that it was going to be a relatively slow
process because of the deterioration of the condition
of the containers.
Pembroke Marsh Canal, upgrading cut to $0.
This is basically mentioned in the brief, but it was the
design that we are not going to be able to put any
more money to. Obviously, if there is flooding or anything like that it will be dealt with in the normal course
of events.
The Honourable Member asked concerning
the Causeway, the geotechnical work on the Causeway. This is not repeat work. This is work that was not
carried out before, so this is just a continuation to
make sure that we have a complete overview of everything that we are looking for there.
Roadside work cuts. There is annual budget
of $200,000. What we are going to do, though, is to
make sure that we prioritise and look at some of the
important things and, again, as I mentioned in my
brief, it is very important for people to be vigilant and
to ensure that we are able to attend to those areas
before they crash . . . you know, before they slide.
The inspections of bridges. There really was
just a lack of resources. I did mention that in the brief
but it is something that we have actually tried to ameliorate that. We will not be opening the Swing Bridge.
We will make sure that that will be done. And it is part
of the 2014/15 to ensure that the bridge inspections
come back on schedule.
Heritage Wharf. The work that is being done
up there at Heritage Wharf is actually finished. What is
being done is just some little tidy-up. They are actually
doing some minor repairs on King’s Wharf right now,
not Heritage Wharf.
Refurbishment of ferry docks. The budget was
set to cover . . . sorry, I just mentioned that. Inspection
of bridges . . . I mentioned that . . . so my staff is really
excited there because they are giving me two lots of
answers—but the answers were the same.
What is the actual cost of the new Police Station? I can actually give you that information when we
do the supplementaries, but it is not part of this budget
because that project has been turned over to the Po-
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lice Department, so we do not have that information
handy.
St. George’s sewage pipe. That was just a
study, it was not anything . . . it was not activating
anything different. It was a study for St. George’s.
Training—
The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Are we done?
The Chairman: I believe we are.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Oh, I am so disappointed . . . my staff . . . well let me just thank everybody—all of my technical staff that are here in the
Chambers—Drew Pettit from Conservation Services,
Lisa Johnson from Parks, Thomasina Hassel from
Headquarters, Chris Farrow from Land and Buildings,
Marva O’Brien is my Permanent Secretary, Peter Havlicek from the Department of Works and Engineering.
I have quite a few questions to be answered
and I have them all, and I will share those answers
with the Minister.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Chairman, I
would now like to move Heads 36, 49, 68, 69, 81, 82
and 97.
The Chairman: Ninety-seven?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: They did not ask,
but I am moving all the Heads of the Department other
than—
The Chairman: Yes, sorry.
It has been so moved that the aforementioned
Heads be approved.
Any objections?
There are none.
Approved.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Ministry of Works and Engineering, Heads 36, 49, 68, 69, 81, 82, and 97 were approved and stand part of the Estimates of Revenue
and Expenditure for the year 2014/15.]
The Chairman: Minister, I believe you wish to move
another Head.
HEAD 53—BERMUDA HOUSING CORPORATION
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would like to move Head 53 which is the Bermuda Housing Corporation.
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The Chairman: It has been so moved.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, the budget relating to the Bermuda Housing Corporation will be found on page B213 of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for
2014/15.
You will know that this is a one-line item on
the book and it actually refers to the Rental Assistance Grant, but I think it is important to give some
background on the actual Ministry, or this segment of
the Ministry.
The Mission Statement of the Bermuda Housing Corporation is to provide accessibility to adequate
affordable housing and to promote independent living
to enhance the quality of life in Bermuda.
Just to confirm, Mr. Chairman, this is a one
hour debate so we will finish at 3:20—
The Chairman: Four twenty-seven.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —I mean at 4:27,
okay. Thank you.
The Bermuda Housing Corporation’s budget
allocation of $7,440,000 represents a decrease of
$759,000 over the 2013/14 budget of $8,199,000. It is
a 9 per cent reduction.
BHC (Bermuda Housing Corporation) has
significantly increased its responsibilities with multiple
rooming houses, emergency and transitional housing,
the Rent Geared to Income programme, the support
services requirements to clients, and direct responsibility for operating the Hustle Truck Initiative that is
helping the unemployed sustain themselves with limited employment.
The Corporation is cognisant of the current
financial challenges of Bermuda and will be maximising services while streamlining costs. The Corporation
will continue to strive to provide the best services
available to clients with a reduced budget. There are
no other changes between 2013/14 and 2014/15
budgets.
Mr. Chairman, real estate prices in Bermuda
continue to decline. There is currently a multitude of
units available for sale or rent on the Island. Although
the decline in real estate prices has created challenges for some who purchased when the market was
artificially inflated, the historical upward trend of escalating real estate prices could not continue without
long-term damage to Bermuda’s future and most importantly to the children of Bermuda’s future. Today’s
real estate market, while challenging, now presents
opportunities for good value purchases for Bermudians, as worldwide the real estate market is recovering
and Bermudians should be prepared to take advantage of the current reduced market rates in Bermuda
for home ownership.
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I will point out at this stage, Mr. Chairman,
that according to the Budget Book and the delivery of
the Budget Statement by the Honourable Finance
Minister, that one of the challenges inhibiting people
from purchasing their homes has been the difficulty
they experience [dealing with] the banks and their
lending practices. I believe that it is important, it is imperative, for the banks to row in the right direction, as
the Finance Minister indicated.
The Corporation continues to work with lending agencies to help assist Bermudian clients to retain
their homes by advising on the best steps to manage
mortgage payments under the current economic and
financial constraints. The Corporation advises home
owners on creative ways to service their debt to respective lending agencies by either renting out homes
or apartments or by providing helpful advice on refinancing current loans.
Mr. Chairman, the Grand Atlantic development continues to attract both local and international
interest. The Corporation is presently in sensitive discussions with enthusiastic interested investors who
are keen to manage the future of the development.
The development, consisting of 60 two-bedroom units
and 18 three-bedroom units is presently not available
for sale to individuals interested in purchasing their
own homes in the local real estate market, but, instead, the property is reserved for local and international creative ideas that will not compound the problem of the number of empty condo units that presently
exist on the Island.
In addition, Mr. Chairman, it is important to
know that we are trying to ensure that there is a large
sum of money that is made available in order to be
able to repay the financing that is choking the Finance
Ministry and the Housing Corporation.
The Housing Corporation has taken a realistic
approach towards combating the serious social ills
that are plaguing our society. Many of the Corporation’s clients have been affected by the anti-social and
violent behaviour of our young people. The Corporation is meeting the challenges by working closely with
the Police Community Action Team to ensure safety
and security in our neighbourhoods. Regular meetings
are held with clients and the Bermuda Police Service
to discuss their fears and to offer viable solutions to
their concerns.
Mr. Chairman, let me pause here for a moment to congratulate the Bermuda Housing Corporation for being awarded a Police Community Service
Award for the second successive year for their sustained efforts and support over a protracted period of
time in assisting the Bermuda Police Service with its
operations. The award was presented to the Corporation in October of last year.
Rent Geared to Income [RGI]: Mr. Chairman,
the RGI initiative is a continuing programme designed
to assist BHC clients in managing their financial affairs. Since its inception multiple families have ex-
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pressed their keen appreciation for the initiative that
affords them more time to spend with their children
and less time stressing about their ability to pay their
rent. Where once clients were paying close to 80 per
cent of household income on rent, with the innovative
Rent Geared to Income only 25 per cent of clients’
household income is requested for rent, a further 10
per cent is required to be put into mandatory savings
in order to discipline clients in the art of having a prudent savings plan for future emergencies.
The RGI programme has been very welcome
relief to many BHC clients who have expressed extreme gratitude for the timely initiative during these
economically distressful times.
Accomplishments in 2014/15—Transitional
Housing: Mr. Chairman, the BHC continues to operate
seven rooming or transitional houses that contain a
total of 200 beds. The various houses are located
throughout the Island and provide a safe habitat for
BHC clients. The rooming houses cater to households
that need immediate safe or emergency accommodations. Regular meetings are held with clients at these
houses. The supportive services manager and staff
listen to clients’ concerns and impart information as
appropriate. As well, BHC staff ensures that the
houses are operating safely and efficiently.
In order to better effectively manage the two
larger rooming houses located at Southside, the satellite offices are manned by personnel with strong emphasis on social work. These staff members have a
myriad of tasks and duties including interviewing clients, devising comprehensive plans for their improvement, and guiding them into their eventual
graduation out of the rooming houses.
The supportive services plan includes financial management, good housekeeping, sound social
skills and conflict resolution. The aim of the Corporation is to have clients graduate out from the rooming
houses into more traditional modes of living, thereby,
ensuring that the rooming houses are short-term transitional housing solutions only.
Gulfstream—multi-unit rooming house at
Southside, St. David’s: Mr. Chairman, the Gulfstream
multi-unit rooming house is comprised of 79 units. The
Gulfstream residents have become more compliant as
time passes, initially having had resistance to the established strict house rules including regular payment
of rent, no alcohol allowed on the premises, no illegal
drugs permitted, no intoxication and no fighting. The
clients have accepted the rules and regulations and
realise the importance of having policies that help
guide their daily lives. Non-compliance with house
rules can lead to convictions, and clients can fully appreciate that transgressions can lead to severe sanctions that will be followed after warnings and interventions of unacceptable behaviour are given.
Langley House: Mr. Chairman, Langley House
is a 63 unit rooming house facility located at Southside, St. David’s. The rooming house is used specifi-
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cally to house men in need of affordable safe accommodation. Most of the men work during the day and
return evenings to a unit that is marshalled by hired
security to ensure that the environment remains safe
and adequate to the men’s daily needs. The Corporation has a qualified social worker based at the satellite
office who is available to counsel and provide assistance to the residents on a daily basis. Assistance
provided includes job advice, conflict resolution,
communications skills, and listening to residents’ concerns.
Harmony Club: The Harmony Club property
continues to be of valuable use to the Police Service
to house its personnel. At present there are 32 units
occupied by overseas Police Officers. The location is
centralised affording the Officers [the ability] to respond in a timely manner to all means of emergencies. In addition, the Harmony Club is also being utilised as office space and storage for the Hustle Truck
Programme along with meeting rooms for the Paget
Parish Council. The Corporation has also partnered
with tennis professionals to offer the use of the tennis
courts to neighbourhood children to enable positive
afterschool activities at the site.
BHC Staff: The Bermuda Housing Corporation
has a supporting role to play in the wellbeing of Bermuda residents. To this end the BHC has engaged in
a social agenda to provide services that help clients
better manage their daily lives. The BHC assists in
working out payment plans that can help alleviate
some of the financial stresses of clients. If a family
has trouble coping with social issues the BHC has a
support service team that is responsible for interviewing them and recommending professional helping
agencies that can assist the clients in becoming more
productive members of society. The staff members
are dedicated and loyal to the mantra of the BHC of
providing a safe and healthy environment for all to live
in.
The Bermuda Housing Corporations’ Head
Office is located at the IAS Park Building East Entrance, 44 Church Street in Hamilton and consists of
49 personnel. Of that total four Hustle Truck members
operate from the office space at the Harmony Club
and four staff members, under the direction of the
Support Services Department, operate offsite at the
satellite office at the Southside complex.
The current structure of the BHC consists of
seven departments:
• Project Management, 3 people;
• Property Operations, 11 people;
• Finance, Collections and Home Ownership
Services, 11 people;
• Support Services, 13 people;
• Administration, 5 people;
• Human Resources, 2 people;
• Hustle Truck, 4 people.
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Project Management: Mr. Chairman, the Project Department assists with advice regarding major
repair work necessary on existing buildings owned by
the Corporation to ensure longevity of the Corporation’s assets. The department also meets with outside
home owners to provide advice on planning and infrastructure issues on a regular basis.
Property Operations: Mr. Chairman, the Property Operations Department is responsible for the
maintenance of BHC’s housing stock of approximately
700 units. The department’s responsibilities include
the regular maintenance of buildings under the control
of BHC and providing advice and assistance to clients
of BHC on housing related matters. The department is
comprised of a property manager, three property officers, six maintenance officers and one administrative
assistant. The department conducts regular maintenance checks of buildings under the management of
the Corporation and is responsible for small maintenance works along with coordinating more difficult
tasks with trusted and able contractors.
Mr. Chairman, the Finance Department has a
total staff of 11 employees consisting of 1 finance
manager and 2 assistant finance managers (1 responsible for reporting and the other for IT); 1 account
supervisor; 2 finance officers; 1 junior finance officer;
1 collections officer; 1 mortgage officer and 1 special
projects officer and 1 cashier.
The Finance Department carefully monitors
the Corporation’s spending and compliance ensuring
that policies and procedures are adhered to and clients act responsibly in paying their bills. The Finance
Department fields questions of a financial nature and
assists clients in understanding their financial obligations to the Corporation.
Mr. Chairman, the Support Services Department is the department responsible for ensuring that
adequate housing is found for BHC clients and for
regular inspections of the BHC housing inventory.
There is a current wait list of 215 clients either looking
for accommodation, or keenly interested in changing
their present location for a variety of reasons. Clients
are not immune to the state of affairs of gang affiliations that adds an additional burden on families seeking safe and affordable housing. This is a relatively
new phenomenon in Bermuda, and intervention plans
are in place to try to combat this serious issue. In addition the department provides assistance and guidance to tenants to help them in their daily lives.
The department consists of 13 persons: 1
manager, 1 senior rentals officer, 1 rentals caseworker, 2 transitional house caseworkers, 2 junior
transitional house caseworkers, 2 rental inspectors, 2
intake officers, 1 rental officer and 1 residential supervisor.
The Support Services Department offers a
myriad of services to clients that include money management, housekeeping, social and behavioural problem eradication, child care, and health and safety. In
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addition the department offers advice on support from
other agencies that stand ready to assist clients who
are in need of professional counselling. The department is also a member of the cross-ministries initiative
intervention team (CMIT). The CMIT programme is
used to assist at-risk families in managing their daily
lives including budgeting, learning acceptable social
skills, job placement, and more responsible behaviours.
Administration: Mr. Chairman, the Administration Department consists of the general manager, one
executive assistant, one receptionist and two office
assistants. The Administration Department is responsible for the orderly daily business of the Corporation.
Human Resources: Mr. Chairman, the Human
Resources Department has a total staff of two. The
HR Department ensures that staff members have the
required skills to efficiently and successfully carry out
their daily roles as the Corporation continues to provide the services required to ensure that the needs of
Bermudians requiring affordable housing are met.
Mr. Chairman, Hustle Truck is “Helping Unemployed Sustain Themselves with Limited Employment” and is a programme that continues to be a
valuable assistance to unemployed persons during
these troubling economic, financial and social times.
The initiative was created in April 2007. To date the
Hustle Truck programme has assisted over 1,500
Bermudians with short-term weekly employment and
has seen many members graduate into fulltime occupations within the community having been counselled
and guided in job opportunities.
The programme is currently also working with
the Workforce Development Department to also assist
those who have volunteered for the newly created
Workforce Development Initiative along with the Parks
Department. The Hustle Truck has also partnered with
the Department of Corrections in providing temporary
employment to assist inmates who are seeking parole
or who are about to be released from the Corrections
facility. The officers liaise with senior corrections officers and commit to temporarily employing qualified
former inmates to assist them on the path to redemption.
The Hustle Truck continues to administer their
daily operations from the offices based at the Harmony Club. There is a long waiting list of enthusiastic
people anxious for a vacancy so they can gain an opportunity for short-term employment. The programme
caters to the community by providing assistance to
those who are in need of a helping hand. Senior citizens, charitable organisations, community clubs,
neighbourhoods and churches are just some of the
entities that have benefited from the free services provided by the Hustle Truck programme.
Mr. Chairman, the Bermuda Housing Corporation has had a demanding year with managing the
housing and social needs of over 700 families. The
multiple rooming houses have brought a new para-
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digm of communal living to many Bermudians. This
model is not without its challenges, but the Corporation has overcome the obstacles thrown in its way with
courage, conviction and commitment.
The Corporation continues to provide suitable
and adequate traditional accommodation to its clients.
The global financial and economic downturn has created opportunities for the Corporation to be even more
creative and dynamic in carrying out its mandate. With
the young energetic workforce of employees continuing to strive to provide accessibility to adequate affordable housing and to promote independent living
while enhancing the quality of life in Bermuda the
Corporation is well placed to achieve its objectives.
Mr. Chairman, in closing I would like to thank
the Board of Directors, the management and staff of
the Bermuda Housing Corporation led by Kenneth Dill
[sic], to thank them for their past services. They continue to be flexible and responsive, adapting to the
many challenges presented to them.
Mr. Chairman, with those brief comments I
now would invite other Members to participate in this
debate.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Is there anyone else who wishes to speak to
this motion?
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Somerset, the Honourable Dennis
Lister.
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Mr. Chairman, thank you for
acknowledging me. I saw you were stumbling over
my name. You are following on from the Minister who
stumbled over the last name that she called.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: You said Kenneth Dill, but
Minister I will assist you, it is Mr. Barrett Dill—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: It is all in the same family
though. I understand how those mistakes happen
around here.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: No problem, Minister.
Minister, let me start by first of all thanking
you for sharing the brief. You passed a copy to the
Shadow Minister for Housing and Works, and he has
passed it on to me, as the spokesman here for housing on this side. So I am appreciative of that.
Let me say that I am somewhat disappointed
that you are the Minister presenting it this year in that
last year when the former Minister presented it as the
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Minister responsible for Housing, and it was under his
Ministry of Community and Culture, I agreed with him
at that time that I thought it was a good mix for Housing to be there in that the emphasis of Housing today
is not on building anymore and construction as it used
to be at one time, but it is on addressing the social
need and social fibre. And in fact, Mr. Chairman, I will
just read what the former Minister said in his opening
remarks last year, if you will permit me.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: No, no, no, no, but I will just
read his opening remarks. The opening remarks from
the former Minister said:
“Mr. Chairman, the Ministry of Community
and Cultural Development plays a lead role in the social development of Bermuda, in particular, responding to the need to address serious social ills, such as
family dysfunction, economic hardship . . . .
“Mr. Chairman, the Ministry has been expanded to include responsibility for the Bermuda
Housing Corporation [BHC], which will result in opportunities for” (and here is the key point) “[synergistic]
action and collaboration between the BHC and the
departments under the Ministry, leading to more efficient and effective delivery of social services.” [Official
Hansard Report, 18 March 2013, page 883]
For that reason, Minister, I agreed with the
Minister last year—I thought it was a good fit—
because we both recognise that the former Ministry
that it was under and the Bermuda Housing Corporation do address the needs of the social agenda with
the services that they provide.
You are a sensitive Minister. Okay Minister.
Not to throw stones at that Minister, but just at the
system under which we find this department now.
I think the key part for me there was recognising last year that I thought that the Government had it
right by putting the two together in the need to address the social agenda, because I think the social
agenda is a key component of any Government. And
getting it right to address the needs of the people—the
Bermudians who are in need, particularly during these
economic times that we are going through—I thought
it was a perfect fit to have it in that Ministry. But be it
as it is, it is under this Ministry. And Minister we will
chug along with you as Minister.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Now you have got
a pretty face to go with it.
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: I have got a pretty face to go
with it, okay.
Mr. Chairman—
The Chairman: Yes, Member?
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Hon. Dennis P. Lister: I am sort of repeating myself
with my next few comments in that last year I made
reference to it (and the Minister made reference to it
on her feet) the fact that this particular department is a
single line item in the Budget Book. And I know it is
not anything new, it has been there for a while. I said
it has been like that for a while.
I said to the Minister last year that as we look
forward to new transparency and new collaboration on
what goes on across this floor it might be nice to give
consideration . . . I think it is time to give consideration
to highlighting the Bermuda Housing Corporation with
more detail as we do with other cost centres throughout the Budget Book to really give us the opportunity
in this House to have a full exposure, disclosure, of
what goes on in the Housing Corporation. It is a line
item of funding that is accounted for under the Government budget, and I think a proper disclosure would
be helpful, considering the fact that it does play such a
vital role in the needs of our community.
Now, Mr. Chairman, when you compare this
to other Heads that are debated here you know that it
is broken down in many different ways. We have the
Performance Measures, we have the ministry objectives, we have department objectives, we have mission statements. And let me just touch on that one
particularly, Mr. Chairman.
This year’s mission statement for the Bermuda Housing Corporation is basically four words—
“Rental and mortgage assistance.” Again, I can go
back to what was said last year as a mission statement and, again, Mr. Chairman, if you do not mind me
reading from last year’s Minister’s statement, it read,
“To promote accessibility to adequate and affordable
housing and to promote home ownership for Bermudians.” [ibid] Mr. Chairman, I think that is a more
comprehensive mission. It gives some objectives, it
gives some targets you could sort of set. You know
where it is going as far as addressing social needs,
that the Corporation is there to serve [people in need],
versus what has been done this year with providing
just four words of “Rental and mortgage assistance.”
Again, one has to sort of question, has the
Government moved away from addressing the social
needs that this Housing Corporation should be providing, or does provide and does address? I really would
not want it to reflect or indicate that it has moved away
from that because it serves a very, very important
part, Mr. Chairman. You know, again, in trying to give
more disclosure to this department, to the Corporation, the mission statement is just one of those things
that can emphasise more what is the real agenda,
what the Corporation should be addressing and
should be doing.
Mr. Chairman, I think if we really viewed the
Corporation from that perspective—of the fact that it
really, really serves an important role in addressing
the social needs of the country, particularly during this
time when many Bermudians are being challenged in
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this economic state that they are finding themselves
in, I think we would have a mission statement that
would address that. We could have the performance
measures in here, more detailed disclosure in here
that would help us look at the objectives, look at the
performance, and make sure the BHC is actually moving in the right direction in serving and meeting the
targets that it should meet.
What is interesting here as I went through the
Minister’s brief while she was reading and, again, to
sort of relate to last year . . . and that is the only
benchmark we really have in that we do not have any
performance measures or details in this Budget Book.
I only can relate it to the statement that was given last
year by the former Minister. And as I followed along
and went through the present Minister’s presentation
a couple of things stood out to me.
One was that because we do not provide
more detail, a lot of the presentation that the Minister
gave (and it is no slight at the Minister) was almost
very similar to the presentation that was given last
year by the former Minister. There was very little variation in there as far as where the Corporation is moving
to, what was accomplished, what was not accomplished, so that we could sort of benchmark the successfulness or where they missed the targets in a
sense, Mr. Chairman.
To highlight what stood out to me as being
sort of the difference or variation from last year was
that I noticed, Minister, only two new activities from
last year’s Budget Statement to this year’s Budget
Statement. And those two new activities, Mr. Chairman, were: (1) in reference to the Harmony Club,
when reference was made to the fact that there was a
new programme with a professional tennis coach
through which they have enlarged the tennis courts to
be open to the neighbourhood children to provide tennis training, lessons, et cetera. And I know that Minister is a big proponent of tennis, she claims that there
was one time when she was probably one of our better tennis players. She might say she still is, but I will
put it that there was a time when she claimed—
The Chairman: I have heard a similar claim.
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: You heard a similar claim?
Okay.
So maybe it was because of the Minister’s
own interest and background that we now have the
tennis courts available to the neighbourhood children
up in the Harmony Club area. But that was one of the
new initiatives that were in this year compared to last
year.
The second one, Mr. Chairman, is the actual
Hustle Truck programme and it is now includes the
inmates, and the programme is being incorporated to
take in inmates and former inmates to help reintroduce them to the work environment.
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So those, Madam Minister, were the only two
new initiatives or activities that I saw in my glancing at
or going through this year’s presentation in comparison with last year’s presentation.
There was another area that was different
from last year. And that was actually one of the programmes that they highlighted that they have had
more Bermudians being able to benefit from. Last
year the former Minister indicated that there were
1,000 people that benefitted from that particular programme. This year we have seen a 50 per cent increase in that there are now 1,500 people who have
benefitted from that programme in the Minister’s presentation this year.
Mr. Chairman, here is the interesting part.
That particular programme that I am making reference
to is actually the Hustle Truck again. So my question
here, Minister, is what percentage of the 500 new persons who will be able to benefit from the programme .
. . what percentage of that is actually the new inmate
programme? Is the new inmate programme part of
what has boosted the 50 per cent increase in this particular programme? And it would be interesting to
know—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: In your brief you make reference to the Hustle Truck and that 1,500 Bermudians
have been able to benefit from the Hustle Truck in this
past year. Last year, when the former Minister spoke
to this same programme, he indicated that 1,000
Bermudians had benefitted from the Hustle Truck programme. So there is a 500 person increase over—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: And then as we moved on to
the last comment I made in reference to the new programme that Hustle Truck has tied in with the Corrections . . . what percentage of that 500 person increase
are actually inmate increase?
Or is it actually more Bermudians who are actually out in the general public (my words) that are
actually benefitting from the Hustle Truck programme,
meaning that we have seen a 50 per cent increase of
Bermudians who are unemployed, possibly, who have
taken part in the programme? Or was it a 50 per cent
increase because of the inmates being included in the
programme? Okay?
Mr. Chairman, I am continuing on in this vein
basically to sort of highlight the fact that the Budget
Book does not give these details and I am trying to
pick out the changes and variations that I may have
seen or may have appeared between last year and
this year’s.
There is actually one, Mr. Chairman, that (in
my words) highlights what could have been a failure in
the programme. It could have been a failure. Mr.
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Chairman, based on the information that the Minister
shared with us this year, and compared to the information that was shared with us last year, it raises that
question for me as to whether or not there was success or indeed failure in that particular programme.
Mr. Chairman, if you do not mind me reading I
will refer to the comment—
The Chairman: What are you reading from?
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: I am reading from the Minister’s notes, if you will allow me.
Here we go, Minister, on page 12 of your
notes under the Support Services Department, I am
going to read the second sentence of that opening
paragraph there. It says, “There is currently a wait list
of 215 clients either looking for accommodations or
keenly interested in changing their present location for
a variety of reasons.”
Now Mr. Chairman, the reason I highlighted
that is because I would like to read what was stated
last year, with your permission. And in last year’s
statement—
The Chairman: From the Minister from last year?
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: The Minister from last year,
correct.
During his budget presentation, Mr. Chairman,
last year the former Minister read under that same
Support Service Department, “There is a current wait
list of 215 clients either looking for accommodation or
keenly interested in changing their present locations
for a variety of reasons.” [Official Hansard Report, 18
March 2013, page 884]
Minister, it is the exact same as it was last
year. The exact same. Which means, in my opinion,
the Corporation . . . there is no improvement. The Minister hit it right on the head and said there has been
no improvement. The Corporation has missed its target, or failed to address the target in that regard, in
that if we had 215 persons in need last year, and the
same number is 215 this year, again, without the detail of performance breakdowns, department objectives—those things—we do not know if it is a whole
new 215 people and they already serviced the 215
from last year or, in fact, it is the same 215 people.
We do not know. And that—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Well, maybe it was a sentence that should have been removed from there (as
the Minister is saying). But I do not know that. I did not
draft it, Minister, so I cannot speak to that. I can only
go on what it is presented before me and ask the
questions surrounding that as to, you know, whether
in fact it is the same number and the Corporation has
just failed to be able to address that in their pro-
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gramme. And my concern or question here is that if, in
fact, it is the same number in reference to the same
215 people from last year, then, obviously, there is
some redress that needs to be done to that programme. And I would implore you to take a look at
that, Minister.
Mr. Chairman, the other thing that sort of hit
me in here was the . . . Minister, in your opening
comments, I believe on the very first page (it is on the
very first page) you made reference to the decline in
funding. There is a decrease in funding for this year
over last year. And you basically close the page with .
. . I think your last line on the page is “there were no
other changes” between last year and this year. What
actually hit me here, Minister, is the fact that there is
actually a decline in funding this year.
Again, Mr. Chairman, most of what I have
spoken about thus far is relating to the social agenda
that the BHC should have in addressing the current
state of where we are in Bermuda and the need for
many families who are finding themselves in hardship
and hard times because of unemployment and redundancies, et cetera, et cetera.
When we look at the daily newspaper and
media we hear of redundancies and job losses taking
place, which is unfortunate, on what seems to be a
regular basis right now which would mean that there
are more Bermudians—increasing Bermudians—who
are in need of some type of assistance. And one
would think in that atmosphere that one of the departments or corporations that are here to assist Bermudians in that regard, would at the very least have
kept the same amount of funding, or, hopefully, would
have increased the funding. But the last thing we
would have expected would be that the funding would
be decreased during this time.
Again, Mr. Chairman, we do not have the
benefit of proper detail and disclosure in the Budget
Book as it is drafted. So your mind can wander in
many directions as to why we see a decrease, particularly during this time. Maybe there is some realisation
that the Corporation had been working with funds that
they did not need all this time, they were overfunded.
And that would be a concern in itself (which is a whole
other argument that I could go down), which I really
will not go down at this point, other than to stress the
fact that we are in a time when we see more and more
Bermudians being placed in hardships through unemployment and redundancies. And those additional
Bermudians will be looking for the social assistance
that government offers—whether it be in other departments or in the Housing Corporation. So, at the
very least, we would have expected that that funding
would have remained the same, not be decreased
during this time.
Minister, I know you know how to work around
if we need to come back and have supplementaries.
So if you come back for a supplementary in this area
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next year I will understand why you came back for a
supplementary.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: I got some chuckles over
there. But, no, I am serious on that one, Minister. I
am serious on that.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: The Finance Minister is there
smiling. So the Finance Minister is in support of you
having to come back if you need to. Thank you, Finance Minister, thank you.
Mr. Chairman, the other point I want to touch
on at this point is one that was actually raised . . . yes,
yes. And you know before I go on to my next point, let
me also address another concern, Minister, behind
the number of 215 persons who were out last year
and are still out this year looking. We have to keep in
mind, Mr. Chairman, that very shortly that number is
going to increase because of the housing in Dockyard
being deemed not fit for renovation. Which means that
at some point persons who live in the housing on Albert Row and Victoria Row could find themselves in
need of a place to live because, under a plan that was
put by a former Government, there was to be an additional 100 housing in that area.
The current Government put it down to 20 additional housing with new housing, with the original
discussion around the fact that they took it down to
20, chopped it down to 20, reduced it to 20 (whatever term you want to use), because they were going
to renovate the existing old housing at Albert Row and
Victoria Row. The former Minister (who sits on this
side of me down here) had clearly indicated that the
former Government had done a full assessment and
knew that those buildings were in a state that it would
be too costly to renovate—far too costly, far beyond
the financial benefit to be able to restore those properties.
The new Government, the new chairman, and
the West End out there took a different view that, No,
no, we will just chop the 100 down to 20 and we will
restore those, under all the protest and argument that
was put up by the former Minister who sits on this
side. Now, some 14 months later we are being told by
that same chairman that, guess what, it is beyond
economic sense to repair those buildings. Well, we
could have saved them that exercise if they had simply listened 14 months ago.
But the point here, Mr. Chairman, is that if we
had 215 persons this year, who were looking for additional housing last year, that have not moved yet,
have not been addressed—those 215—expect that
number to swell, Mr. Chairman. Expect it to swell.
Which, again, goes back to my point about the concern that the funding for this line item has been re-
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duced this year with us clearly knowing that there will
be more people in need just simply from that one location, let alone those who will be unemployed, made
redundant, et cetera, et cetera.
These are actual bodies, real Bermudian families, Mr. Chairman, who are going to be affected by
these things. So it even heightens the concern around
the need for that supplement, Mr. Finance Minister,
that you were smiling to the Minister about before.
Realistically, she probably will have to come back to
you for that supplement. So I hope you keep smiling
when she comes knocking on your door. Just keep
smiling when she comes knocking. The Minister is still
smiling. Look, he is joyfully rocking his foot right there,
so he knows he is going to have to reach in and pull
that pen out. See?
The Chairman: Member.
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Mr. Chairman, I can talk back
to you at this point.
So, Mr. Chairman, it is a real concern. It is a
real concern that has to be addressed there, Mr.
Chairman.
Now Mr. Chairman, the other matter I would
like to move on to—
The Chairman: Member, Member . . . you do want
the Minister to answer some of your questions?
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Yes.
The Chairman: Just checking, okay.
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: I will leave a brief moment for
you, how is that Minister?
That is fine. That is a good Minister. She and I
will talk afterwards, I am sure, and we will correspond
back and forth. But, Mr. Chairman, the other matter
that I would like to address at this point is one that
was brought up here on this floor a couple of nights
ago on the Motion to Adjourn and it is the matter of
the Grand Atlantic.
Now Mr. Chairman, let me state up front that
during last year’s debate I basically applauded the
Minister and we have had many chats outside of
these Chambers in regard to that. I applauded him for
the fact that he was prepared to look elsewhere, outside of it being a residential facility, to find out how
can we take (my words) a lemon and make lemonade—because we recognise that it is a lemon.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Thank you, Finance Minister, I
was trying to find another word to try to ease into that
one, but you turned me right into that one, so I will
take your word.
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Yes. But we recognise that. I
am not going to have blinders on in there because I
do have some interest in the real estate market and
understand the market.
I was very concerned even before we got to
this point, when we were still Government, [about] the
fact that we were taking on that. And I have expressed
that before so it is nothing new for those who know. I
had a concern back then and I supported the Minister,
as I said, last year when he was prepared to look
elsewhere.
My concern, however, now Mr. Chairman, relates to where we are today. And I would like to read
(with your permission again) what the current Minister
stated this afternoon in her presentation. And I will just
read from page 4, in reference to Grand Atlantic. And
I think I will start with the second line of that first paragraph, again.
“The Corporation is presently in sensitive discussions with enthusiastic interested investors who
are keen to manage the future of the development . .
.” and then it goes on (I am going to skip the part
about the number of rooms, et cetera) to say, “ . . .
but, instead, the property is reserved for locals and
internationals with creative ideas . . .” of what can be
done at the site (in a nutshell), Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, here is my concern. The last
time this House was informed of any update on this
matter, after having supported the Minister last year in
his interest in going and looking elsewhere, the last
update we had was in September of last year (which
was indicated the other evening during the Motion to
Adjourn). Let me just briefly go through what was
stated in that update back in September.
1
Back in September, Mr. Chairman, the
House was informed that eight proposals had been
received—eight proposals. There were a variety of
objectives in those proposals in that some were of a
pure tourism interest, some were of a senior residential component, and others were of a mixed use,
which we never got a full clarification of what that
mixed use was, or the intention. That statement in
September, Mr. Chairman, went on to further say that
of the eight, there have been four shortlisted proposals. All four of those shortlisted proposals were of a
tourism nature—all four.
It further went on, Mr. Chairman, in his Statement that “the Grand Atlantic property is entering final
stages of sensitive negotiations.” A potential investor
had viewed the site and agreed to submit the second
tier of formal documentations confirming their interest
including partners and projected costs.
It further went on to state, Mr. Chairman, (the same
Statement from September of last year) that a rec1
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ommended proposal would be submitted to Cabinet
for approval very soon. Very soon. That was September of last year. And we come here now, in March of
this year, with the new Minister only being able to say
that the Corporation is presently in sensitive discussions—basically the same wording that we were told
last year in September. But even in September it went
further. So one would have expected between September and now . . . and I know the Minister is a new
Minister, but one would have expected by now that
the Government would have come to this Chamber
and updated us once again.
We sat here with bated breath, so to speak,
Mr. Chairman, expecting a Statement to come saying
that we finally have the ink on the paper, that the investor who was prepared to go to the second tier has
gone away and fine-tuned his proposal, has got a
clear objective of what he would like to do at that
site—that tourist component—and turn it into something that would be beneficial to Bermuda in that we
are trying to rebuild our tourism industry, and we need
a new property, a new face. And he is taking what the
Finance Minister referred to as a lemon and is turning
that lemon in what will bring benefit to Bermuda because of this tourism component that has been put
there.
We have all sat here, Mr. Chairman, with
bated breath waiting to hear such an update provided
to us. And now months later—months later—we seem
to be in . . . I am looking for the right word here.
Finance Minister, I thought you were going to
help me with that word that time. We are in no man’s
land again.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: No, no, I am not flogging you
though, Minister, I understand that you are a new Minister, see? And I am just helping you along because I
know you like to be up to speed, and I want to give
you the points that you need to get up to speed on this
one, see? I do not want you to be lost in the exchange
between the former Minister and yourself.
But we would need a proper update provided
for this House, but not only for this House, Mr. Chairman, for the country. The country is also concerned
about what is going on out there, Mr. Chairman, and I
think time has lapsed too long for it to be left sitting as
it is.
The former Minister, in fact, I think made three
statements here on this floor that led us up to that last.
The September statement was the third statement.
But we had had three statements, I believe, to get us
to that point. And that gave the impression that there
really was some serious activity taking place, there
was some real serious interest. The last statement in
September indicated just that—that there was a real
serious investor who was prepared to go to the second level and sign off the second tier (to use the Min-
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ister’s words) and to sign off and come back with his
partners and all the projected costs and the interest of
development that would take place there. So we really
expected by now that we would have been able to (my
words) stand hand to hand on this one, because we
know we need to turn that into something positive.
We are not here to knock you and beat you up
on that one, we are here to say let us get on with it
and get on with it in a way that is going to benefit us
all.
Mr. Chairman, I am sensitive of the time . . . it
is about . . . eight minutes or so?
The Chairman: You have eight minutes left, yes.
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Eight minutes, okay.
Minister, because of the fact that we do not
have a full disclosure in the layout of the Housing
Corporation in the Budget Book, I will throw out a
couple of quick questions. I am just trying to jump
down to the end of my presentation being that time is
getting away from us.
When I look at the number of units that fall
under the remit of the Housing Corporation, I believe it
is some 700 units that they provide [for] housing, and
that is in a mixed range. It would be nice to have an
update as to the status of those units right now, meaning are they all rented? Are there any vacancies? Are
there any derelict properties on that list? Are there any
properties on that list that need any type of renovations to get them back up to speed? That would be
helpful for us to get an understanding of what goes on
in the Corporation and where the Corporation is at this
point so we have a good benchmark when we come
back next year to be able to have this debate and discuss this particular Head.
Secondly, one of the points that you raised,
Minister, was the RGI (Rent Geared to Income). I
think actually it is a good programme—we agree to
that. I think, again, if we could have some statistical
information on that . . . What is the success of the
programme? You have a component here. Here is
what I like. There is a component in there that requires a client to have a 10 per cent savings programme. It would be nice to know what type of success we are having with that. Are we really reaching
the people and getting them to understand the need to
change how they spend, how they live, and put aside
that savings, because that would be significant in turning around the lives of those people who are in the
programme and trying to gain from the programme.
So if we good get some type of information,
Minister, to help us create these benchmarks and
gauge whether or not there is actual success or failure
taking place—I would like to think that it is success
though.
Minister, another question would be with the
rooming house, those who are living in the rooming
housing. What is the ratio between those who have
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been able to transition out of the rooming home into
more traditional living facilities that fall under BHC? I
mean one of the objectives of putting the persons into
the rooming home was to try to bring them up to
speed to be able to move out and live in a more traditional environment. I think your brief indicated some of
the skills that are trying to be shared with those persons in the rooming home, how to live and care for
themselves so that they can transition out into traditional and hopefully fill that spot with some other persons who need to benefit from that training.
So it would be very beneficial to all as we discuss here in this Chambers those types of statistics,
those type of stats so that we know how to gauge the
real success that the Bermuda Housing Corporation is
actually achieving, or if they are falling off their target.
And that is what is key; because it is government
funds that are being allocated, even though it is a single line item. It is nice to be able to have a better discussion here about how those funds are really being
impacted or not impacted and the targets and objectives that they should be reaching.
And I note, Mr. Chairman, it is only about five
minutes. Minister, I will yield and take my seat.
The Chairman: Well that is assuming no one else
wishes to speak.
Is there any other Member who wishes to
speak to these Heads?
The Chair will recognise the Honourable Minister Pat Gordon-Pamplin.
You have the floor.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, let me just say that the Honourable Shadow Minister for Housing has done a
wonderful job. It just kind of shows the importance of
having time when you are in the Opposition to be able
to sit and critique and match last year to this year. And
he has done a great job. I think he needs to stay right
there in that seat where he is.
But let me just say that, yes, the Housing
Corporation is a quango and it is just a line item within
the budget. The question that the Minister asked initially was has the OBA objective changed in terms of
our social conscience based on the Mission Statement that was included in the Housing Corporation
budget. And I would like to say no. The objectives
have not changed.
I think that one can see that the staffing complement that comes with the Ministry is still dedicated
to the social element. The programmes themselves
are providing for continued occupancy of the rooming
house, ensuring that there is a social element, that
there is training. So we are still holding people’s
hands and moving along.
In terms of the reduction, clearly we were required to follow the directive of the Minister of Finance
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that we have to start looking for efficiencies. And I
think what happens is that when you know that you
have got a little bit less money to operate with there is
a tendency to just minimise a little bit the expectations
that you have. So instead of wanting . . . as a matter
of fact, there are many requests that can come. But if
we cannot afford to pay for it we just have to draw the
line and say, No, I’m sorry, it is not going to happen.
I agree 100 per cent with the Shadow Minister
in terms of transparency and accountability. It is kind
of difficult that we have got, you know, a quango.
Quangos are effectively self-sufficient. But when those
quangos require government money in order to bolster their operations, I believe that there is a standard
of accountability that should be required for this Honourable House and I think it is something that we will
certainly be looking at as to how we can enhance this
budget debate.
The other thing that I wanted to speak to was
Grand Atlantic. The former Minister had indicated, and
I think that the Shadow Minister has just indicated,
that there was a commitment in terms of an update.
That commitment is still there. It is closer than it was. I
will hopefully be able to bring a statement to this Honourable House . . . it may not be Friday, but it will certainly be when the House resumes. The programme is
still there. We are not making it available for local purchase because there is a glut of housing on the local
market.
The Honourable Minister criticised about us
not listening to them in terms of WEDCO and the Albert Row and Victoria Row houses. I think it kind of
goes both ways because we were almost begging on
bended knee on Grand Atlantic—do not do it. So—
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the books. And it is closer than it was, but I am not
quite at the position of being able to give a statement
of the accurate, up to date situation, and hopefully we
will be in a position to do that.
In terms of the—
The Chairman: You have one minute left.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes, in terms of
the additional people who are coming on the inmate
programme, we understand that there are just more
Bermudians coming that are coming on to the Hustle
Truck programme out of the 500. There are apparently only about three inmates per month. So it is that
500 bodies are not made up of inmates, they are just
additional people utilising the benefits of that programme.
The Chairman: Minister.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Are we done?
The Chairman: We are.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: This has been
such an enjoyable debate, Mr. Chairman—
The Chairman: It is.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —and I certainly
appreciate Members for their participation, their involvement and for their contributions—
The Chairman: Yes, all good things must come to an
end.

[Gavel]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: —that was the
bell for time?
The Chairman: No, that was just—

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes. All good
things come to an end, and as I said to the Minister,
he has got a pretty Minister to look at this year, so I
will work very closely with him. I am more than just a
pretty face.
I would like to move—

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Oh, okay.
The Chairman: —to encourage Members to listen to
you.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Okay, thank you.
You know we were virtually begging to say
don’t go Grand Atlantic it was the worst, biggest white
elephant that we have seen perhaps in the history of
the country.
But, with that said, the Honourable Member
did indicate when life hands you a lemon you have to
make lemonade. And I think that we are utilising our
best resources to be able to make something of that
project where we can actually get it off the books. The
Finance Minister does not want to have to continue to
pay debt servicing charges. So we need to get that off

The Chairman: Minister.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I would like to
move Head 53, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: It has been so moved.
Any objections?
There are none.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Ministry of Works and Engineering, Head 53, was approved and stands part of the
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the year
2014/15.]
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The Chairman: The next few Heads that we are going to discuss involve Tourism. And I believe the Honourable Minister for Tourism and Transport will speak
to this.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable Minister Mr. Shawn Crockwell.
You have the floor.
MINISTRY OF TOURISM AND TRANSPORT
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, good afternoon, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to move Heads 48
and 33.
The Chairman: So moved.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Chairman, you will be
aware that I actually gave the brief for Head 48 on the
th
7 of March, which is the Ministry Headquarters. I
have already consulted with my counterpart who has
agreed that I do not have to repeat that particular
presentation as it would be redundant, but he may
very well ask questions on that.
The Chairman: Fair enough, yes.
Proceed.
HEAD 33—TOURISM
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: So I will be dealing with
Head 33.
And Mr. Chairman, this primarily deals with
the transition of the Bermuda Department of Tourism
to the Bermuda Tourism Authority as the new entity
that will be managing Tourism in Bermuda.
[Change in Chairman]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: So Madam Chair, welcome. I will begin my presentation.
Madam Chairman, the launch of the Bermuda
Tourism Authority (BTA) in 2014 marks the most important tourism initiative for Bermuda in years. The
last decade has seen a consistent decline in tourism
visitation with the global economic downturn contributing to further erosion of Bermuda’s tourism industry
since 2008.
Due to increasing global competition, Bermuda’s tourism sector has seen near zero compound
annual growth in total visitation over the past three
decades with a total growth of 7 per cent over 30
years. Over the same time period, global tourism experienced total growth of approximately 270 per cent.
Bermuda has also experienced a significant shift in
visitation from air arrivals to cruise arrivals from 76 per
cent versus 24 per cent in 1987 (that is air to cruise),
to 36 per cent versus 63 per cent in 2011.
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Given today’s lower economic benefits for the
local tourism industry associated with cruise visitors
compared to air arrivals with an air to cruise dollar
spend ratio of 9 to1 (for example, lower lodging and
food and beverage spend per person), this transition
has led to a material decline in tourism industry benefits for Bermuda such as contribution to GDP, employment, hotel supply and demand, and availability of
airlift.
Madam Chairman, recognising the consistent
decline in tourism performance, the Government of
Bermuda commissioned the development of the National Tourism Plan (NTP) in 2012, which has become
the blueprint for the vision and objectives of the BTA. I
have consistently acknowledged the Shadow Minister,
the Honourable Wayne Furbert, for his leadership in
creating this Plan.
The Bermuda Tourism Authority was formed
under the Bermuda Tourism Authority Act, which became law in December 2013, replacing the prior tourism governance model, which consisted of two entities: the Bermuda Department of Tourism (BDOT),
which executed functions including destination marketing, local events and hotel licensing; and the Bermuda Tourism Board (BTB), which conceived and
implemented strategy development for Bermuda’s
tourism industry.
To address declining tourism visitation to the
island of Bermuda, the BTA has set an ultimate objective to guide all efforts of the organisation to revitalise
the Bermuda tourism industry through effectuating a
return to growth.
Madam Chairman, the principal objectives of
the BTA, as specified by the Act, are more specific
and supplement the broader objectives defined in the
NTP. Those are to:
• develop and promote Bermuda as a tourism
destination;
• advise and assist the Government on matters
relating to travel and tourism;
• contribute to the economic growth of Bermuda
and to increase the travel and tourism sector’s
contribution to the Bermudian economy;
• implement the National Tourism Plan;
• provide appropriate tourism education and
training;
• ensure the social and economic enhancement
of Bermuda through the development of tourism and implementation of the National Tourism Plan;
• ensure the development of tourism is appropriate and sustainable given the size, environment, resource and population of Bermuda;
• build a strategy that will seek investment and
also facilitate and manage the tourism investment process;
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recommend tax, licensing and regulatory opportunities in respect to travel and tourism enterprises as the Minister may determine.

•
•

The BTA Mission Statement is as follows: The
Mission of the Bermuda Tourism Authority shall be to
increase income earned by the Island through tourism
and ensure the industry is economically, socially and
environmentally sustainable. The BTA Vision is as
follows:
• The BTA will be an independent, modern, and
leading tourism enterprise—dynamic, entrepreneurial, and vibrant.
• The BTA will be the singular voice that continually evolves Bermuda as a world class
tourism destination.
• The BTA will partner with the Government of
Bermuda to grow tourism and create jobs.
• The BTA will develop creative and innovative
ways to make Bermuda a highly desirable
destination for visitors and tourism investment.
• The BTA will be results-oriented, accountable,
and transparent to our stakeholders.
• The BTA will allocate its resources strategically, take select risks and move quickly to
capture the opportunities afforded by growing
global tourism demand.
• The BTA will pursue strategic initiatives and
actions that add value to Bermuda tourism.
• The BTA will empower its people to be customer focused, proactive, solution-oriented
and make decisions that are in the best interest of Bermuda as a tourism destination.
• The BTA will have a fun and positive workplace culture that generates pride in Bermuda.
• The BTA will be impassioned in its communication to the world that Bermuda is open for
business.
The BTA’s Objectives: Madam Chair, within
the context of the longer term objectives of the NTP,
the BTA has defined the following short-term objectives, to be achieved by the end of its 2014 fiscal year.
These Year 1 objectives will lay the groundwork for
longer term success and they are as follows:
• fully operationalise the BTA organisation;
• develop and implement a new Sales & Marketing strategy, including a redefinition of the
"Why?", "How?" and "What?" for Bermuda to
support purpose-driven positioning, sales and
marketing;
• develop new and enhance existing products
and experiences, supported by the formation
of a Product and Experience Fund for coinvestments and grants;

•

•
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set the tone for creative funding sources
(debt, owned property, businesses) to develop
new sources of revenue for the BTA;
focus efforts to improve service quality
throughout the tourism value chain;
to build a strategy for new investment to Bermuda to fund products and experiences,
which will include development of a Capital
Fund for tourism related equity or debt investments by the BTA; and
to maximise value of the cruise passenger by
increasing cruise visitor spend in Bermuda
and conversions of affluent cruise visitors to
repeat air visitors.

The Critical Success Factors for the BTA:
Madam Chair, the Bermuda Tourism Authority was
created in 2014 as the new governing body for tourism tasked with executing the National Tourism Plan.
The NTP and the BTA plan objectives are aligned in
their pursuit of tourism growth. The BTA was designed
to build a unique and competitive positioning for Bermuda as measured by new investment into tourism
products and experiences, increased tourism arrivals
and reduced seasonality, increased visitor expenditure, job creation, and overall tourism experience
quality improvement. The NTP and BTA plans were
created with economic, social and environmental sustainability in mind.
Based on our assessment of the Bermuda
current state and the evaluation of tourism governance features observed in select destinations (Puerto
Rico, Aruba, Hawaii, London, UK and Ireland), the
following critical success factors were considered for
the enhancement of Bermuda’s tourism governance
model:
The BTA is the lead entity for all travel and
tourism business in Bermuda, set up as a nondepartmental public entity governed by the Minister of
Tourism Development and Transport. In order to coordinate the transition of tourism governance from the
BDOT to the BTA, a detailed transition plan was developed that addressed questions from internal and
external stakeholders such as employment, assets
and liabilities, and transition costs; civil servants not
rehired were considered for other positions within existing government departments.
Functions and services of the Authority include the following and will evolve over time as
needed to address changing tourism needs and priorities:
• branding;
• sales and marketing;
• investment and funding, including grant making and investor coordination;
• business planning and strategic development;
• destination and attraction development;
• tourism research and business intelligence;
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tourism education and training;
corporate functions (e.g., legal, human resources, financial reporting, general administration);
convention tourism and sports facility management as applicable.

Power and duties of the BTA include those of
the BDOT, supplemented by additional powers and
duties as needed for the BTA to meet its stated objectives and functions; all powers and duties are being
clearly documented and made publicly available to
provide industry participants with transparency about
powers and limits of the BTA.
The BTA will lead the collaboration specific to
the tourism industry with key stakeholders such as the
Economic Development Committee of the Cabinet,
Labour, Chamber of Commerce, Bermuda First, the
Bermuda Hotel Association, Department of Parks, and
Department of Public Works.
The powers of the Minister over the BTA have
been clearly defined and made publicly available to
provide stakeholders with transparency of governance; such powers include:
• appointment of the Chairman of the Board;
• appointment of the first Board and consultation on future appointments of the Board;
• power to discharge board members for cause;
and
• approval of future strategic tourism plans.
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investments by the BTA align with the goals and objectives of the Bermuda National Tourism Plan (or
subsequent plans); every investment consideration
should be supported by a professional feasibility study
and business plan (for example, experience development and product development initiatives).
The BTA’s public reporting and communication protocol includes:
• an annual report of its activities, financial
statements, and performance measured by
key tourism metrics;
• tourism research reports that provide market
transparency;
• periodic surveys among tourism stakeholders
for feedback to highlight measures needed to
improve the tourism industry in Bermuda; and
• any other reports or communication beneficial
for the coordination of tourism activities and
investments in Bermuda.
The Authority will periodically carry out an internal performance evaluation of its own work based
on a balanced scorecard, including various economic
and social statistics related to tourism; the results of
this self-evaluation may inform budget allocation and
compensation decisions.
Over time, the BTA seeks to establish independence from the government’s general fund; this
will allow the BTA to execute the strategic tourism
plan and its own initiatives without the restraints of a
traditional government related budgeting process.
Funding needs to manage the implementation
of the National Tourism Plan are anticipated to exceed
current revenue sources of the BTA for 2014/15. As
per Part 3 section 11(h) of the Bermuda Tourism Authority Act of 2013, the BTA shall “charge fees for services rendered to travel and tourism enterprises as
the Minister may determine in consultation with the
Minister of Finance” and “exercise such tax, licensing
and regulatory functions in respect to travel and tourism enterprises as the Minister may determine.” Thus,
the BTA will seek additional, alternative funding
sources, including taxes, fees and other earnings. The
goal is to be self-funding in three to five years.
Measuring the impact and success of the BTA
will occur periodically including the BTA’s Annual Report. The BTA will continually monitor overall tourism
performance as measured against a basket of key
competitors. The BTA is committed to assessing and
reporting on the effectiveness of a new sales and
marketing strategy as well as its operational efficiency
as measured by timely and on budget execution of
activities, reporting accuracy, hours of training received, employee retention, and various other key
performance indicators.
Organisational Structure and Responsibility:
Madam Chairman, the BTA will meet its objectives by
providing core functions through the operation of the
following divisions:

The Board of the BTA is an executive board
and its committees provide an advisory function and
include members representing key areas in tourism
across public and private sectors (Chamber of Commerce, Hotel Association, and Department of Economic Development); consideration has been given to
diversity when electing board members; board member terms are staggered to avoid any abrupt, material
loss of intellectual property.
The CEO of the BTA is a non-political executive and corporate employee of the BTA who is responsible for the execution of the tourism strategy as
determined by the board; the CEO has no financial
interest in a tourism business or entity in Bermuda to
avoid conflicts of interest.
To avoid disruption from politics, the BTA
considers forming partnerships with private entities
that will assist in carrying out initiatives created by the
BTA regardless of what political party is in power.
In order to further avoid conflicts of interest by
BTA executives, regulatory powers remain within government and have not been transferred to the BTA
from the BDOT; members and staff with material conflicts of interest in specific matters will also absent
themselves from related meetings and not have a vote
related to such matters.
New investment policies and parameters of
the BTA ensure that any financial incentives and other
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Sales and Marketing—this sets and executes
the sales and marketing strategy to build
unique and competitive positioning, resulting
in an increase of demand and awareness for
Bermuda.
Product and Experience Development—this
division manages tourism product enhancement opportunity identification and develops
tourism product enhancement delivery strategy to maximise performance of existing tourism products and add new tourism products
on the island of Bermuda.
Research and Business Intelligence—this division conducts research on customer behaviour, trends, satisfaction and on-island expenditures. The division also measures brand and
advertising performance in key markets on an
ongoing basis.
Operations—this division is responsible for
operation and administration of the Bermuda
Tourism Authority. The division will provide an
environment of business excellence and efficiency by performing the administrative functions for the entire organisation. It will ensure
that the organisation works to best practise
standards, that its employees are well motivated and that the business support elements
are fully functional and effective. In addition,
this division is responsible for training, standards and local Bermuda resident engagement in the industry along with raising tourism
appreciation. The division will also be responsible for the funding and implementation of the
Bermuda Hospitality Institute (BHI) which will
be located in the BTA’s new offices.
Investment—this division will build a strategy
that will seek investment, and also facilitate
and manage the tourism investment process.

Each of these divisions has clearly defined
objectives as well as an approach and action plan to
reach both near and long term goals of the BTA. The
divisions will collaborate to achieve the broader goals
of the BTA. The core values of the organisation emphasise a collaborative, entrepreneurial, dynamic and
efficient environment.
Hotel licensing will continue to be a function of
the Ministry of Tourism and Transport. The Product
and Experience Development division of the BTA will
liaise regularly with the Ministry of Tourism and
Transport for updates on the licensing status of the
local hotel inventory.
Madam Chair, the BTA will initially consist of
38 full-time employees with up to 7 additional potential
full-time employees to accommodate expanding responsibilities of the BTA over time. The number of
employees by division, as conceived at start up, is
outlined below:

•
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In the Sales and Marketing Division, there will
initially be 17 employees with a potential to
add 3, making a total of 20 employees.
In the Product and Experience Development
Division, there will initially be 7 employees,
with a potential to add 1, making a total of 8
employees.
The Research and Business Intelligence Division will start with 1 employee, with a potential
to add a second.
The Operations Division includes the CEO
and the Executive Assistant and will initially
have 12 employees, with the potential to add
another, for a total of 13.

The BTA will have offices in an efficient, cost
effective location in Northeast USA to ensure responsive, knowledgeable, meaningful and effective communications through relationships with its primary
business partners. The primary headquarters will continue to be located in Bermuda.
Now Madam Chairman, I would like to provide
an update on the transition, which is still in process.
The following are transition accomplishments and activities to date:
Business continuity and transfer of functions:
The BTA has worked closely with its BDOT counterparts to ensure that business continuity is maintained
and that there will be a fluid transition of operations
from the BDOT to the BTA. The BTA’s project management office has also put together a detailed transition plan to document activities to be completed in
order to stand up its operations fully. At this point, the
BTA is close to completion of many of these activities.
In addition, the BTA has taken on several new functions such as Human Resources, IT and Finance, and
therefore has maintained regular contact with the
various Government departments responsible for
these functions in order to ensure the appropriate
transition of those responsibilities.
The BTA has recruited BDOT employees, in
the Product Development and Sales & Marketing divisions, who bring with them much of the institutional
knowledge that is critical to the transition. In total the
BTA has recruited 18 out of 38 former BDOT employees and 19 BDOT employees have been placed
within other government departments and ministries.
While the BDOT will cease operations on
March 31 of this year, the BTA will still be in a period
of transition for the next few months as it fully ramps
up its operations.
Transfer of assets and liabilities: The BTA carried out a current state assessment of all of the
BDOT’s assets, which was followed by an analysis of
all assets needed to be transferred. The resulting list
of assets selected has been documented in a memorandum of understanding (MOU) which was finalised
in March 2013. The BTA will work closely with the
BDOT to determine mutually suitable timing for the
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transfer of all the requested physical and electronic
assets along with any intellectual property specified in
the MOU.
Organisation structure: The recruitment process for the BTA was initiated in October and is currently underway. BDOT employees had priority after
which, the remaining open positions were advertised
to the public.
The BTA has appointed three of the four Csuite positions, with the remaining two positions being
actively recruited. An industry veteran with over 25
years of senior management experience, Mr. Bill
Hanbury (who is in the House today, Madam Chairman) has been appointed as the BTA’s first CEO. We
are very pleased to have someone of his experience
and high calibre.
Miss Karla Lacey, has joined the BTA as its
Chief Operating Officer, from her previous role as the
CEO of the BHI. And I can say from person experience, Madam Chairman, that she did a spectacular
job as head of the BHI and we are very excited that
she has chosen to join the BTA.
Miss Pat Phillip-Fairn has been appointed as
the Chief Product and Experience Development Officer from her previous role as Deputy Director, Corporate Governance and Communications at the Bermuda Monetary Authority.
I would like to publicly congratulate all of
those executives on their appointment and wish them
well in their new positions. In fact, Madam Chair,
Bermuda needs them to be successful and we firmly
believe that we have a high calibre executive thus far.
The BTA has made offers to 19 employees of
the BDOT in Bermuda and New York, of which 17
have accepted positions. The BTA is still in the recruitment process for the nine remaining open positions, and is prioritising local, Bermudian candidates.
It is expected that the BTA will be fully staffed by June
2014.
Sales and marketing plan: The BTA has
aligned on a new strategic direction for sales and
marketing which will guide and inform the tactical plan
through 2014. BTA has made a decision to focus on
building unique experiences on the Island, including
creating partnerships and alliances to improve customer touch points. The new strategic direction also
includes selecting agencies that are specialised in
their respective areas. Vendor selection processes for
PR, social media and an event management company
is in progress to be initiated.
Fuse (which is an ad agency) have shared
their Quarter 2 media plan as well as presented creative concept for Quarter 3. Timeline and creative review is in progress.
The BTA is looking to invest its funds, focus
and time on activities and events that are aligned with
the new purpose and with driving unique experiences
to the target personas in their on-Island experiences.
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Madam Chairman, other transition accomplishments and activities to date include a comprehensive 2014 annual tourism growth plan, including
background on current state of tourism in Bermuda,
National Tourism Plan priorities, BTA organisation
structure and responsibilities, divisional goals and objectives, activities, milestones, KPIs, report inventory
and annual budget.
In the first year of BTA operations, with year 1
defined as April 2014 to March 2015, the BTA will
demonstrate that it can achieve short-term as well as
long-term goals, showing progress in creating jobs
and growing market share. While the National Tourism Plan will be implemented over a ten-year period,
several objectives will be targeted for year 1 of the
newly formed authority. The priorities (As I previously
stated as objectives) of the BTA for year 1 are: to:
• fully operationalise the BTA;
• develop and implement a new Sales and Marketing strategy;
• develop new and enhance existing products
and experiences;
• develop new sources of revenue for the BTA;
• set the tone for creative funding sources;
• improve service quality throughout the tourism
value chain;
• attract new investment to Bermuda to fund
tourism products and experiences; and
• maximise value of the cruise passenger by increasing cruise visitor spend in Bermuda.

Sources and uses of funds: Madam Chairman, the year 1 annual budget will follow the Government of Bermuda’s fiscal year of April 1, 2014
through March 31, 2015. The BTA will be following a
calendar year fiscal period. This was decided, Madam
Chairman, because the industry itself operates on a
calendar year fiscal period and it was deemed prudent
that the Authority also work in this manner.
The Sources: The Bermuda Tourism Authority
will initially receive funding from two sources: a government grant and tourism authority fee collections.
The BTA’s funding will be granted every April, at the
start of the government’s fiscal year. For 2014, the
BTA will receive a government grant of $23,100,000
to fund tourism activities on the Island of Bermuda, a
8.9 per cent decrease over the government allocation
to the Bermuda Department of Tourism in the prior
year 2013/14.
Collected on a quarterly basis, the Tourism
Authority Fee is currently 2.5 per cent of room revenues. Hotel guests are charged 2.5 per cent of the
hotel room revenues which hotel proprietors are responsible for charging and collecting from hotel
guests and paying to the Tourism Authority. It is estimated that the Tourism Authority fee collections will
generate $3,396,234, or 12.8 per cent of total funding.
The BTA will also institute an emergency contingency fund enabling the BTA to continue operations
Bermuda House of Assembly
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given a major operational, economic or governmental
disruption. The emergency contingency fund will total
$100,000 and will be allocated to the Operations Division.
Funds used by the various Divisions: The Investment Division will be allocated $939,371 or 3.5
per cent of total expenses. The Product and Experience Development Division will be allocated
$4,947,151 or 18.7 per cent of total expenses. The
Sales and Marketing Division will be allocated
$15,656,998 or 59.1 per cent of total expenses.
I see that the Chairman is questioning the
Budget Book. The money is now a grant, so you will
find the grant in the Grant section, I believe it was, C–
. . . my apologies. I will get the number in the Budget
Book in terms of the Grant. Madam Chairman, you are
not going to see an allocation because all of the monies have now been transferred to the BTA. So that is
the primary purpose of itemising it out in this presentation so that Members will know how the monies will be
spent.
I know that I did mention the . . . again, if you
look in the Budget Book, I believe it is B-185 if you
have the Budget Book. So if you look at B-185 you will
see in the budget book the Head 33—Tourism—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, I am going through
that. So that is where it starts, then the next page B186—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: [Page] C-19 is the Grant.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No. As you will see on B185, Honourable Member, that—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, under the Ministry
Headquarters, Honourable Member, but for the specific Head of Tourism you will find that on B-186 and
you will note that in the 2014/15 estimates there are
zero figures because those monies now represent a
Grant to the BTA, which can be evinced on page C19. So the only actual physical line in the Budget Book
to depict an allocation will be that of the $23 million
found on page C-19.
So, the purpose of this exercise is to now go
through and identify the expenditure per division. So
the Investment Division will be allocated $939,371 or
3.5 per cent of total expenses.
The Product and Experience Development
Division will be allocated $4,947,151, or 18.7 per cent
of total expenses.
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The Sales and Marketing Division will be allocated $15,656,998, or 59.1 per cent of total expenses.
The Research and Business Intelligence Division will be allocated $608,278, or 2.3 per cent of total
expenses.
The Operations Division will be allocated
$4,244,437, or 16 per cent of total expenses.
Madam Chairman, the following is an overview of the BTA Divisions:
The Sales and Marketing Division. Goals and
objectives:
• Raising brand awareness and tourism
demand through targeted sales and marketing efforts;
• Optimising the sales network by coordinating between sales offices and product
and experience development divisions;
and
• Developing and executing a focused
strategy to attract key market segments.
Madam Chairman, the Sales and Marketing
team will achieve its year—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Just a point of clarification,
Madam Chairman. When you mention these numbers—
The Chairman: Ah! I did not recognise you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry, Madam Chairman.
Do you recognise me now?
The Chairman: You are recognised. I recognise the
Shadow Minister of Tourism, the Honourable Wayne
L. Furbert.
You have the floor.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Since we do not have something similar to what we are used to, I just want to ask
one question, maybe the Minister will get to that. But
when you talk about these amounts allocated to divisions, does that include salaries?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, that is correct.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So is there an amount here
that breaks down what the total salary will be? Is it in
your report . . . for all divisions together?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No. I do not believe that
there is a salary—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I will deal with that later.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Sure. You can deal with
that later.
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That is the first question.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Okay. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
Please proceed.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, the
Sales and Marketing team will achieve its year one
objectives and set the stage for long-term success by
identifying the most effective routes to target consumers, and by innovating and redeveloping the sales and
marketing approach. The sales and marketing approach will focus on creating sustainable tourism
growth in line with the NTP, living by the “Why,” “How”
and “What” for the destination, and assisting in the
identification and development of the appropriate
products, experiences and talent to support growth.
The Sales and Marketing team will curate a
cohesive and all-encompassing brand promise
through focusing all sales and marketing efforts
around a central message: “Connecting the visitor to
the beauty of life.” In addition, the BTA and Sales and
Marketing team will fund and organise the Golf Summit, an annual event bringing together leaders in the
golf and leisure industries. The Golf Summit aims to
change the perception of Bermuda from a destination
with golf to a golf destination in order to capture additional market share of the golf tourism market and to
reduce seasonality.
The Sales and Marketing division will closely
liaise with the Product and Experience Development
division to effectively communicate the product and
experience offerings of Bermuda and ensure the congruency of sales and marketing campaigns and deliverables with tourism product and experience development and strategies. The Research and Business
Intelligence division will be leveraged to provide consumer insights needed to provide strategic direction to
various sales and marketing campaigns and projects.
Madam Chairman, the current roles within the
Sales and Marketing Division are:
• Chief Sales and Marketing Officer;
• Executive Assistant;
• Director of Partnerships;
• Director of Marketing;
• Director of Sales;
• Customer Service Representative;
• Distribution Accounts Manager;
• Hotel Liaison;
• Creative Services Manager;
• Digital Manager;
• Tradeshow and Events Manager;
• Group Bureau;
• Business Development Manager;
• Marketing Coordinator;
• Webmaster.
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Potential roles include:
• Admin Support for Director of Partnerships;
• Airline Accounts Manager;
• Sports and Events Manager.
Madam Chairman, the responsibilities of this
division include:
• Identify sales territories, target groups and
market segments and delegate responsibilities to division leaders;
• Seek out and maintain synergistic relations
and partnerships that enhance the reputation
of Bermuda, improve awareness, refine image
and increase demand;
• Set strategy, and execute on action plans and
KPIs;
• Develop annual BTA Sales and Marketing
Plan, measureable objectives and budgets
designed to satisfy the key goals of the National Tourism Plan, get appropriate approvals
and then implement and manage that plan;
Present feedback on key partnership trends. Marketing:
• Create and execute a marketing plan that
promotes the strategic vision of BTA;
• Identify aspirations of the defined market
segments and communicate said aspirations
to the other divisions of the BTA;
• Focus BTA sales and marketing on market
segments with most return on investment potential;
• Drive on-Island marketing efforts;
• Oversee trade shows and events, ensuring
marketing information is on-message;
• Review website development as well as social
and provide feedback on a regular basis;
• Assist in the day-to-day management of thirdparty agencies or representation companies;
• Manage the database marketing strategy;
• Work with the Bermuda Hotel Association in
the creation and execution of a sales, marketing and distribution plan;
• Monitor return on investment on all aspects of
sales and marketing plan, set measurable
performance metrics and measure success
against those metrics;
• Manage public perception of BTA and the
tourism industry in Bermuda.
Sales:
• Communicate sales and other performance
data trends signalling investment opportunities;
• Research competitors' sales and marketing
campaigns and strategies to enhance development of strategies for the Island of Bermuda;
• Sell marketable experiences and activities
packages in line with target audience de-
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mand, meeting their price point and expectations;
Set qualitative and quantitative sales and
strategy objectives;
Monitor and report sales activity and results
on a regular basis;
Provide feedback on key sales trends and
competitor activity;
Work with hotels to build innovative packages
and tactical promotions for current business
lines as well as to create new opportunities.

•
•
•
•
•

•
Budget—Madam Chairman, the Sales and
Marketing division will be allocated $15,656,998, or
approximately 59.1 per cent of the total budget. These
funds will be used to raise awareness of Bermuda and
create demand for the Island as a tourist destination.
Sales and Marketing will go through a review of strategy and activities, which may impact funding with the
reassigning of specific allocations over the course of
the financial year.
Expenses for the Sales and Marketing Division are as follows:
• Salaries and Benefits, Honourable Member,
will account for $2,432,410, so that is for the
Sales and Marketing division—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, I believe we will go
through them one by one and then we can add them
up.
—or 15 per cent of the division’s budget.
• Travel will account for $415,000, or 3 per cent
of the division’s budget.
• Partnership funding will account for $600,000,
or 4 per cent of the division’s budget.
• Marketing will account for $1,506,815, or
9 per cent of the division’s budget.
• Sales will account for $2,302,773, or 15 per
cent of the division’s budget.
• Vendor expenses (including PR, advertising
and social media) will account for $8,400,000,
or 54 per cent of the division’s budget.
Changes from Previous Years:
• There will be a greater emphasis on public relations and social media;
• Consolidation and continuity amongst agencies;
• The organisation will be living the brand;
• Shifting strategy towards more digital marketing; and
• Further customer profiling and targeting.
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Increasing the overall attractiveness and
competitiveness of Bermuda as a tourism
destination;
Strengthening tourism demand;
Reducing seasonality;
Allocating capital as determined by Selection
Council and CEO
Developing the five tourism hubs which are:
St. George's and St. David's, City of Hamilton,
Royal Naval Dockyard, South Shore Bermuda
and Offshore Bermuda; and
Executing product development initiatives of
the National Tourism Plan.

Madam Chairman, the Product and Experience Development division of the BTA will achieve its
year one and long-term goals by identifying and implementing opportunities for enhancement of existing
tourism product and/or experiences (including tourism
accommodations, events, attractions, activities, sights,
monuments, beaches, infrastructure, services, et cetera), or development of new tourism products and
experiences anticipated to grow tourism demand
throughout all seasons for Bermuda.
Opportunities may be identified through either
external partners or entrepreneurs (co-sponsorship
program) or the internal initiatives of the BTA. Approved projects will receive co-funding from the division’s proprietary Product and Experience Development Fund. Investment decisions will reflect the BTA’s
entrepreneurial culture and focus on measurable returns on investment.
The Product and Experience Development division will principally impact tourism development in
the following ways:
• Funding: The Product and Experience Development division will coordinate an application
process for tourism stakeholders to receive
funding from its proprietary Product and Experience Development Fund for qualifying
products and experiences, including real estate and operations, sports and sports experiences and culture and leisure experiences.
The application process will occur on a biannual basis in the first and third quarters of a
calendar year.
• Serving the private sector: Through its internal
resources, the Product and Experience Development division will assist the private sector in regards to coordination, strategy, training and services related to privately developed products and experiences.

Madam Chairman, the Product and Experience
Development
division will closely liaise with the
The Product and Experience Development
Sales
and
Marketing
division to identify market needs
Division.
and
aspirations
as
well
as identify consumer preferGoals and objectives:
ences and word of mouth via focus groups and social
media (for example, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook,
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Pinterest, et cetera). The Product and Experience Development division will also liaise with the Investment
Division to coordinate foreign capital investments into
tourism products on Bermuda. Ongoing product and
experience development projects will be coordinated
with the Sales and Marketing division to ensure proper
market positioning of new experiences and products.
The Research and Business Intelligence division will
be leveraged to provide consumer insights needed to
provide strategic direction to various product and experience development areas and segments.
In close collaboration with the Investment division, the Product and Experience Development division will work with the Government to update hotel
concession legislation as needed to support the division’s objective of bringing new hotel product to Bermuda for the benefit of the local economy. Concessions to be targeted may include full, partial or temporary relief or deferral of customs duty, land tax, hotel
occupancy tax, payroll tax, licensing fees, or immigration related fees.
Madam Chairman, the current roles within the
Product and Experience Development division are:
• Chief Product and Experience Development
Officer;
• Sports and Events Development Manager;
• External Coordination Manager;
• Culture and Leisure Events Manager;
• Hospitality Real Estate Asset Manager;
• Assistant Product Development Manager;
• There is potential for one additional role which
would be Admin Support.
Madam Chairman, the responsibilities of this
division include:
• Developing a strong understanding of “the
Purpose/the Why” of the new organisation
and tourism to Bermuda;
• Develop a strong sense of voice of the customer for the organisation and the Island;
• Act as a “demand function” to the Island—
translate customer expectations into strategic
requirements for on-Island experiences by
continuously refining the expectation demand
in the customer journey;
• Build trusted relationships with key partners
and stakeholders, bringing investors and
stakeholders together to build trust and align
on the purpose and the why;
• Build and maintain a strong knowledge and
inventory of Bermuda’s existing tourism products and experiences;
• Analyse Bermuda’s existing tourism products
and experiences relative to market and competitor tourism product trends and offerings;
develop strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats;

•

•

•
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Develop and cultivate relationships with key
industry stakeholders specifically intergovernment relationships to source and/or
support product and experience development
opportunities;
Identify, manage and develop all tourism
events and product development strategies in
Bermuda through coordination with the individual product managers that include the
Sports and Events Development Manager,
Real Estate and Operations Manager;
Strategically explore product and experience
development for new demand niches (for example, medical tourism).

Product and Experience Development Division Budget.
Madam Chairman, reflecting the major
change in the focus of the Authority compared to the
past, the Product and Experience Development division will be allocated $4,947,151, or approximately
18.7 per cent of the total budget.
Expenses for the Product and Experience Development Division are as follows:
• Salaries and benefits will account for
$1,137,151, or 23 per cent of the division’s
budget.
• Product and experience funding will account
for $3,400,000, or 69 per cent of the division’s
budget.
• Travel will account for $25,000, or 1 per cent
of the division’s budget.
• Vendor expenses will account for $385,000,
or 8 per cent of the division’s budget.
Changes from Previous Years:
• Clearly defined application and selection
process for funding;
• Greater focus on the entire customer experience;
• Using research and intelligence to create experiences the customer wants;
• Tracking satisfaction and success of new
products and experiences;
• Professionals with real estate and asset management experience on the team to work with
key stakeholders and business owners.
The Research and Business Intelligence Division.
•
•
•

Goals and objectives:
Developing, executing and managing research and business intelligence projects;
Conducting tourism research, statistics collection and maintenance;
Communicating research and business intelligence to the BTA in order to develop strategies;
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Conducting on-Island research to gauge perception of BTA and Bermuda's tourism industry among its residents.
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The Chairman: You have not been acknowledged
yet, Member.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry, I keep forgetting.

Madam Chairman, this division constantly
works with other divisions, not just reactively but proactively in monitoring trends. Market intelligence and
research work as tools to help shape strategic decisions, tactical choices, and achieve business objectives. A consistent research strategy and coordinated
approach to information sharing is essential among
stakeholders. It provides a beneficial forum to investigate broader tourism issues, and shares information
about current trends, new market opportunities, and
changing traveller profiles. It should provide up-todate awareness of market trends, competitive developments and relevant-specific market issues.
The Research and Business Intelligence division will collaborate with other divisions within the
BTA to guide strategic decisions. The BTA will take
advantage of opportunities to share research findings,
optimise existing research, and establish new relationships to gain additional market intelligence. This
division will be proactive in its involvement with the
selection council for evaluation of new products and
experiences, making interim decisions throughout the
development process.
Roles—There is currently one role or position
for this division and that is:
• The Director of Research and Business Intelligence. (Madam Chairman, it must be dinnertime as we do not have many Members engaged).
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes. And I am grateful,
Madam Chairman. I am sure they are all listening because they quite often like to debate Tourism.
There is a potential role, Madam Chairman,
and that is Research Assistant. The current responsibilities of this division include:
• Plan and direct research and business intelligence projects to support Bermuda's tourism
product development, marketing and investment strategies.
• Evaluate results of research and prepares
recommendations to marketing, investment
and product/experience development.
• Report on key market trends and changing
market conditions; highlight opportunities and
threats in order to facilitate informed decisionmaking by the business.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Point of order, Madam
Chairman.
I heard the Honourable Member say that we
had gone out for dinner—

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you.
The Honourable Member had mentioned that
there was no one in the House. He was absolutely
right because I needed a calculator to work those
numbers which he has not given me. That is why I
went out.
The Chairman: And this is a point of order?
Well, I am glad you were listening. Thank you
very much. And I do believe you have his brief. Do
you have his brief, Member?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The number I need, he has
not given it to me, trust me.
The Chairman: Okay. Thank you, Member.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
And let me just state that I did provide the
Honourable Member with the brief, particularly because . . . and whatever numbers he would be requesting do the question and answer, I will do my best
to address.
But I would just like to make note that I never
received a brief from that Honourable Member, although we do like to work together. But because this
is new and because the numbers are not itemised in
the Budget Book, it was imperative and prudent that
the Honourable Member be able to follow along. And I
know he did not go to dinner, Madam Chairman, but it
appears to be just he and I and a few others here listening to this riveting debate. So I hope we can keep
their attention.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Oh yes.
We were under the current responsibilities of
the division:
• Plan and direct research and business intelligence projects to support Bermuda's tourism
product development, marketing and investment strategies.
• Evaluate results of research and prepares
recommendations to marketing, investment
and product/experience development.
• Report on key market trends and changing
market conditions; highlight opportunities and
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threats in order to facilitate informed decisionmaking by the business.
Establish an efficient framework for obtaining
and disseminating valuable intelligence, and
creating high quality, accessible, and timely
research for the benefit of all industry stakeholders.
Maintain and enhance database of all tourism
research and statistics including:
o Manage CRM (Customer Relationship
Management) tool, monitor performance and use to achieve intelligence
objectives; and to
o Develop
competitive
intelligence
strategy.

The Research and Business Intelligence division budget.
Madam Chairman, the Research and Business Intelligence division will be allocated $608,278,
or approximately 2.3 per cent of the total budget.
These funds will be used to identify, develop and execute research and business intelligence projects.
• Salaries and Benefits will account for
$251,372, or 41 per cent of the division’s
budget.
• Current consumer research will account for
$266,996, or 44 per cent of the division’s
budget.
• Marketing and Product Research will account
for $85,429, or 14 per cent of the division’s
budget.
• Travel will account for $4,481, or 1 per cent of
the division’s budget.
Changes from Previous Years:
• Connect the dots between existing research
methods to track the entire customer experience from when the customer is first deciding
where to go on vacation to the post-trip experience and possibility for return.
• Create a proprietary online panel using the
250,000-plus visitors and industry professionals that are already in our database to gather
key insights and feedback.
• Make data collection from visitors and industry
stakeholders more efficient and robust using
an online portal.
• Keep all stakeholders informed of key market
trends and Bermuda’s performance.
• Track the economic contribution of visitors to
Bermuda more closely.
• Create a competitive intelligence strategy.
• Proactively monitor market trends in order to
drive Sales and Marketing and Product and
Experience strategies.
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So you will note, Madam Chairman, that there
are substantial changes to how this type of business
will be implemented by the BTA.
The Operations Division. Goals and Objectives:
• Effectively and efficiently managing the organisation from a financial, technical, human
relations and administrative perspective so
that the BTA can fulfil its mission and manage
the BTA budget.
• Introducing and sustaining the new culture
and vision of the BTA.
• Raising tourism appreciation among the Bermudian public through initiatives and campaigns such as “More Pink Bermuda.”
• Collaborating with and providing operational
funding to the Bermuda Hospitality Institute.
• Identifying, promoting and implementing
world-class training programs across the tourism value chain.
Madam Chairman, the Operations division will
achieve its year one objectives through budget tracking and funding development, efficient management of
internal operations of the BTA across the Bermuda
and New York offices and development of key reports
including the annual report and internal audit, and
positive employee culture. It will create and maintain a
first-class working environment while always identifying operational development opportunities and executing strategies to improve operations which will be crucial in maintaining and enhancing operational efficiencies. The division will liaise with the Product and Experience Development, Sales and Marketing, Research and Business Intelligence and Investment divisions, monitoring the overall BTA budget and operations and ensuring effective interoffice communication.
The Operations division will develop and implement a tourism training program based on best
practices. It will foster pride in tourism through initiatives and campaigns such as the More Pink campaign. In addition, the division will be responsible for
providing operational funding to the BHI which will
continue to operate with its own independent board.
The BHI will be co-located with the BTA in order to
better align the program with the BTA mission and
objectives going forward.
The current roles within the Operations Division include:
• Chief Operations Officer;
• Receptionist;
• Controller;
• Communication and Tourism Appreciation
Manager;
• Training Standards Manager;
• Office Admin Human Resources;
• Human Resources Manager;
• General Accountant;
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Operations Division Budget.
Expenses for the Operations Division are as

Accounting Assistant;
IT/on-site support.

There is a potential role which is the Admin
support for the Chief Operations Officer. The responsibilities of this division include:
Human Resources:
• Ensure the culture and vision of the BTA are
manifested throughout the organisation, particularly in the way employees are retained
and managed.
• Instil a human capital development and
"coaching" culture through training, development, compensation and benefits, employee
relations, performance evaluation and recruiting.
Finance:
• Maintain and adhere to statutory requirements
including all applicable acts, taxes and laws
impacting financial reporting or integrity.
• Ensure effective internal controls environment.
• Create regular finance updates to leadership
and other ad hoc reporting needs.
Information Technology:
• Provide technical and network support to all
divisions.
• Provide on-site technical support and maintain
hardware and software inventory.
Administration:
• Ensure the physical environment of the BTA is
fully supportive of the efficiency and culture of
the organisation.
• Manage administrative and operation functions of the US office with the direction and
policies established by the CEO and the
Board.
Tourism Training and Standards:
• Leverage existing ranking and classification
systems (for example, TripAdvisor, Zagat,
Mobile, AAA); to assess the quality of Bermuda’s products and experiences, including
hotels, restaurants, spas and other tourism
products through coordination with the Tourism Training and Standards Manager.
The budget, Madam Chairman—the Operations division will be allocated $4,244,437, or approximately 16 per cent of the total budget. These
funds will be used to carry out all operational and administrative functions of the BTA.
The Operations division will administer an
emergency tourism fund, financed with $100,000 in
year one and set up to counter unexpected events
threatening to hurt Bermuda’s tourism image such as
hurricanes, criminal events, et cetera. The declaration
of an emergency and the corresponding release of
emergency funds will require Board approval.

follows:
• Salaries and Benefits will account for
$2,061,136, or 49 per cent of the division’s
budget.
• Real Estate will account for $589,370, or
14 per cent of the division’s budget.
• General Expenses will account for $347,926,
or 8 per cent of the division’s budget.
• Vendor expenses (including Bermuda Hospitality Institute and all others) will account for
$1,023,500, or 24 per cent of the division’s
budget.
• Emergency contingency fund will account for
$100,000, or 2 per cent of the division’s
budget.
• Tourism Appreciation and Public Relations
on-Island will account for $122,505, or 3 per
cent of the division’s budget.
Changes from Previous Years:
• Greater emphasis on culture of the organisation—modern, entrepreneurial, and vibrant;
• Incorporating training and standards as well
as tourism appreciation into the organisation;
• Creating efficiencies in IT and Finance by implementing latest technologies.
Madam Chairman, moving on to the Investment Division—Goals and Objectives:
• Streamlining the investment approval process;
• Seeking new investment;
• Serving as a concierge to external investors;
• Devising innovative financial vehicles that encourage new investment;
• Managing existing investment;
• Establishing a capital fund program for future
investment;
• Developing a standardised investment process;
• Implementing the results of the 2013 Investment Summit including deregulation of the inbound investment process and procedures,
implementation of an investment concierge
program to support investors and a program
to assist existing hotels.
Madam Chairman, the Investment arm of the
organisation will achieve its goals by bringing the new
vision of Bermuda to the global investment community
including international investors, private equity joint
ventures, hospitality funds, and high net worth individuals. Proactive identification, analysis and marketing of feasible tourism investment opportunities will
generate momentum in attracting capital for new
product, service and real estate concepts. Attendance
at investment forums as well as the organisation of
events with targeted potential investors will provide
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networking benefits to communicate investment opportunities in Bermuda.
To further lower the in-bound investment hurdles into Bermuda, the Investment division will assist
foreign investors as an “investment concierge” to
navigate local rules and regulations, bureaucracy,
market data and research, and investment opportunity
identification, effectively reducing their due diligence
costs and broaden their market reach.
Finally, the Investment division of the BTA will
set up a new capital fund program to make its proprietary capital available for the debt or equity funding of
strategic tourism projects in Bermuda. Capital will be
accumulated from the BTA’s public and/or private
funding allocated to this division. Capital not invested
in the current business year will remain in the capital
fund for future investments.
Roles and Responsibilities.
The current roles: A Chief Investment Officer.
There is scope for the potential role of Investment
Manager.
The responsibilities of the Investment Division
are to:
• Develop and implement overall investment
strategy to increase the attractiveness of
Bermuda from an investment perspective;
• Coordinate with relevant Government entities
to develop investment opportunities;
• Coordinate with Government and industry
leaders to increase access to investment opportunities and create a stronger investment
climate for tourism in Bermuda;
• Develop and cultivate relationships with current and potential future investors, including
leading local and international investors in
public and private sectors;
• Market investment opportunities to parties internal to Bermuda (for example, BTA Board of
Directors, Ministry of Economic Development)
and external parties;
• Develop and monitor the “red carpet” and
“one-stop shop approach” to attracting global
hospitality and leisure investors and developers to Bermuda, as well as assisting investors
and developers move a project through Government channels and approvals;
• Oversee the successful and timely execution
of investment transactions including lender
selection, due diligence and process management, legal documentation and negotiation;
• Provide strategy financial and legal oversight
for value enhancement activities including
renovations and asset repositioning projects;
• Set up and manage the BTA’s proprietary
capital investment fund to invest in qualifying
tourism investment opportunities in Bermuda.
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Madam Chairman, the budget for the Investment division will be allocated $939,371, or approximately 3.5 per cent of the total budget.
Expenses for the Investment division are as
follows:
• Salaries and benefits will account for
$386,645, or 41 per cent of the division’s
budget.
• A Capital fund will be established in the
amount of $500,000, using 53 per cent of the
division’s budget.
• Travel and conferences will account for
$52,726, or 6 per cent of the division’s budget.
Changes from the Previous Year:
• Having a dedicated resource with experience
actively looking for investment;
• Creating a one-stop shop for investors looking
at Bermuda;
• Creating marketing collateral to promote Bermuda for investors;
• Researching and recommending incentives to
encourage investment in Bermuda;
• Assisting existing hotel industry.
Now I would like to look at the Board of Directors, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, on December 19, 2013,
the BTA appointed its Board of Directors consisting of
six Bermudian and two non-Bermudian business
leaders. The Board of Directors are responsible for
assisting the Chairperson and Minister in the activities
of the BTA including attendance at board meetings,
developing select governance committees as needed
and advising on strategic and operational matters of
the organisation. Government does have responsibility for oversight—for example, borrowing money, consultation for major decisions, and selection of the
Chairman. There is an active partnership between the
BTA and the Government.
The Board is responsible to the Minister for
the overall performance of the BTA. The Board’s responsibilities include:
• Setting the BTA’s strategic direction, including
approving strategies and targets and establishing policies;
• Accountability for monitoring BTA’s business;
• Communicating with the Minister of Tourism
and other Ministers as appropriate;
• Complying with general Government policy as
directed by the Minister and according to the
BTA’s statutory obligations;
• Ensuring that the performance of the BTA’s
functions and the exercise of the BTA’s powers are consistent with, and designed to give
effect to, the current Business Plan, the current Annual Operational Plan, and the National Tourism Plan;
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Selecting and monitoring the performance of
the CEO;
Reviewing the performance of CEO;
Ensuring good corporate governance, including effective risk management, legal compliance, strategic direction and appropriate
structure of the BTA;
Fulfilling the BTA’s long-term vision of becoming self-funding by identifying alternative funding sources.

Madam Chairman, the Board composition includes the following Bermudian members:
• David Dodwell (First Chairman);
• Jessica Mello (Deputy Chairperson);
• Phil Barnett;
• Peter Everson;
• Paul Telford;
• Allison Towlson.
Board members include the following nonBermudian members:
• Earl Graves Jr., President and CEO of Black
Enterprise (media company);
• Allison Reid, Senior Vice President of Real
Estate, Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc.
Positions, Profiles and Term Structure:
Madam Chairman, the Chairperson is appointed by the Minister. He is required to have travel
and tourism background. He will serve for a term of
three years and may be reappointed for a further term
by the Minister.
Board Members (inclusive of the Deputy
Chairperson)—there are seven board members:
• They are initially appointed by the Minister in
collaboration with Chairperson and afterwards
appointed by existing board members;
• Representation from key areas in tourism and
public and private sectors;
• Consideration should be given to diversity;
• Limit of two terms at a maximum of four years
each;
• There is a staggered term structure with two
members appointed for two years; three
members appointed for three years; and two
members appointed for four years. This will
prevent a material loss of intellectual property
from the board at any given time.
Committee Members will have a Governance
focused nature. The number of members determined
by Board members as seen fit; they are appointed by
members of the Board; and the term is determined by
Board. Madam Chairman, Board members are compensated for their efforts. In addition to expense reim-
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bursement, these Board members may receive an
annual stipend of $20,000 for their service.
Madam Chairman, I would now like to look at
Governance. The BTA will include the following governing bodies to oversee key financial, strategic and
risk decisions. These governing bodies include:
• The Board of Directors—This committee is the
highest level of approval, responsible for
oversight and approval of all major financial,
strategic and risk management decisions.
• The
Finance/Audit/Risk
Committee—
Responsible for oversight of financial documents, reporting, monitoring tax and legal
ramifications of all financial decisions and risk
management.
• The
Human
Resource
Committee—
Responsible for oversight over all personnelrelated decisions.
• The CEO—First level of approval for all strategic, financial and risk-related decisions; approval of the CEO is the first level of review
required before escalating to other committees.
• The C-Suite—Second level of approval for
decisions after CEO approval; responsible for
financial, strategic and risk-related decisions.
The BTA governance structure will also include councils to garner community input and involvement in advising and supervising key decisions
of the BTA. These councils include:
• The Sales and Marketing Council—Primarily
responsible for advising on sales and marketing campaigns and initiatives and selection of
on-Island customer experiences aligned with
the new purpose of the BTA. The council will
also provide some oversight for strategic decisions and vendor selection. This council is
appointed and chaired by the CEO or other CSuite members.
• Product and Experience Selection Council—
This council is responsible for selecting products and experiences to be funded and developed that are anticipated to achieve the BTA’s
tourism growth objectives. This council is appointed and chaired by CEO or other C-Suite
members.
• Investment Council—Primarily responsible for
financial decisions, investing to achieve a financial return, specifically approving spend
for loans and other funding, with some oversight over strategic decisions. This council is
appointed and chaired by the CEO or other Csuite members.

Madam Chairman, the outlook for tourism in
Bermuda for 2014 is very positive, and improvements
are already being seen. Hotel occupancies for January were up 6 per cent over 2013 and hotel Revenue
Bermuda House of Assembly
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per Available Room, which is a combination of hotel
occupancy and the average daily rate charged per
room, was up 12 per cent over last January.
The hotel pacing over the next 12 months is
up 12.2 per cent from last year. The group room
nights on the books for the next 12 months are pacing
up 20per cent over the last year.
An efficient and hard-working BTA team, I believe Madam Chairman, will bring even more positive
results going forward.
Madam Chairman, I would like to first of all
say that this has been a very challenging exercise—
the transition to a Tourism Authority. I believe it is historic for Bermuda and I believe it will be the watershed
for how tourism is managed. And I fundamentally believe that we will see fantastic results going forward.
We had been doing tourism the same way for decades and we were not getting much in return of positive results.
Madam Chairman, this is no fault of any particular Government or no fault of any particular Minister, but the Government fundamentally believes that
the methodology of how tourism was managed and
implemented was broken. And so we fundamentally
believe that we needed to change the status quo.
And as you know, Madam Chairman, that is
the mantra of this budget—that the status quo can no
longer be considered satisfactory.
And so out of all of the Government’s initiatives, I believe that the creation of the Bermuda Tourism Authority exemplifies no longer doing business
like we used to do business. And so we are very excited moving forward that we will see significant improvements.
I would like to at this time thank the Chairman
of the Board, Mr. David Dodwell, a former Member of
this Honourable House and Minister of Tourism for his
tireless efforts at creating this Authority and at the
transition process. Mr. Dodwell, although I had to twist
his arm a little bit at the beginning because he recognised that it was a yeoman’s task, he is a very busy
man with businesses of his own that he must attend
to, but let me say that he has not only worked hard, he
has exceeded my expectations. And I can say with
confidence that we would not be where we are today
in the transition process had it not been for the commitment and hard work of Mr. Dodwell.
I would also l like to recognise the Permanent
Secretary who is also here—my right-hand man, Mr.
Francis Richardson—who has also put in a great deal
of time. It has been extraordinary because, of course,
the Ministry has many other departments that we must
oversee and the transition and the creation of a Tourism Authority took up a tremendous amount of his
time—weekends and nights—I was informed of fivehour meetings and the like that went on for months,
Madam Chairman. This has not been a simple task. It
has been very complicated and very difficult and he
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has done that with great professionalism in addition to
all of the other duties in this very challenging Ministry.
I would like to, of course, recognise, as I said
earlier, the presence of Mr. Bill Hanbury in the Gallery
in the House today behind me. He comes with many
years—25-plus years—of experience. He was actually
in Washington, DC in charge of their travel agency
there right after 9/11 and had the enormous task of
getting their tourism product back on track after . . . as
you can imagine the fear that tourists had travelling to
the US, particularly travelling to a region that was directly hit by that unfortunate event and he did so successfully. And that is not the only destination that he
had turned around.
The Honourable House would know that when
I first talked about creating the Tourism Authority and
what I was looking for particularly in a CEO—and let
me state here that I did not choose the CEO, the
Board of Directors chose the CEO, but I made it clear
that I wanted someone who had experience in turning
a destination around—and I think that everyone that I
have spoken to has been extremely impressed by
what Mr. Hanbury has brought to this task already.
And I have to say to his that he has already passed
his first major hurdle by doing extremely well on the
Sherri J Show, or Sherri Simmons Show, last week
Friday. So hats off to him and I wish him well.
I would also like to recognise the presence of
Ms. Karla Lacey. She is now the Chief Operating Officer. I am not sure exactly when she takes that position
on full-time—
[Desk thumping]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: (Acknowledgement of
Miss Lacey by the House.)
She is the former CEO of the BHI and as I
said earlier, Madam Chairman, I have had the opportunity to work with her during all of the activities last
year in April and she did a spectacular job. She exemplifies professionalism and high standards and we
are thrilled that she has decided to come on board to
lend her expertise to this endeavour.
I would also like to recognise Miss Erin Smith,
who is in the audience today as well, and who did a
wonderful job in helping to put together this presentation.
It would remiss of me, Madam Chairman, if I
did not recognise Mr. William Griffith who served as
the Director of Tourism for the past five years. He did
so with a great passion. He was my right-hand in
Tourism over the past year. I had the opportunity to
travel with him. I spent a lot of time with him, and he
has a great love for Bermuda and a passion. He
worked extremely hard and I want to wish him well in
his future endeavours and thank him for the service
he provided his country.
With that, Madam Chairman, I will now open
up comments to the other Honourable Members.
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Please proceed.

The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to Heads 48 and 33? The debate will conclude
at 7:57.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism, the Honourable Wayne L. Furbert.
You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, before I start I would like to
have your permission—I am going to try to do something different, I spoke to the Minister already about
this. Instead of going through a presentation, I would
like to have the opportunity of asking the Minister
questions and sitting down and letting him respond. It
may be a little bit unprecedented, but I would like to
get that agreement from you and the Minister basically
because this is a new body—the organisation is just in
place—and I believe that it is important that the people of Bermuda at least have a clear understanding of
the TA and where we are going from here. So if that is
okay with you, I would appreciate it.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
We will—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you. And I did have a
discussion with the Honourable Member Terry Lister,
and Terry being an accountant like myself—
The Chairman: The Honourable Member.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I did say Honourable Member. I think the second part—you are right—I think I
did. Like I said, Michael—sorry Michael. The Honourable Michael Dunkley.
But it is to have a . . . we understand numbers
and it is like being on a board. A CFO brings information and it is important that Members throw information out to get some feedback. So I am hoping that
Members will ask questions if they want to around the
same topic that we are discussing at that time.
The Chairman: Well—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I cannot stop them, and my
side understands that I cannot stop the Honourable
Members on that side. Now if they do it, trust me, I will
not sit down the next time I stand up.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, a
point of clarification before you make your ruling on
that.
I did speak . . . the Honourable Member did
bring this idea to me prior to the commencement of
the debate, I do not have an issue with it. My only
concern is that if there are other Members who would
like to speak to it this may truncate the time available
to them. But I will defer to your guidance.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So I am just saying that.
The Chairman: Member?
I will control the debate, but thank you for your
input. Are Members generally in agreement with the
way we should proceed?
Well, for those Members we are going to proceed as requested. But I will point out that I will recognise individuals should other individuals want to
participate in the debate.

The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: What I would love to do—
The Chairman: Member!
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry.
The Chairman: Thank you.
I have heard your request. You have had the
liberty of speaking to me beforehand so I was aware
of your request. And as I mentioned at that point it is
imperative that we give all Members the opportunity,
especially as we do have an Independent Member
sitting in the room, that we do recognise . . . and I will
be recognising individuals as the debate goes on
should they choose to stand up and have questions
themselves.
Thank you, Member.
The Chair now recognises, again, the Shadow
Minister of Tourism.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Understood, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, let me say right up front,
and I recognise the former Minister the Honourable
David Dodwell; the CEO, Mr. William Hanbury; the
Permanent Secretary, Mr. Francis, and my good
friend Karla Lacey for . . . I am sorry, you know, I am
going blank when it comes to . . . and my good friend,
Rhonda Corn, will be happy, and Miss Smith (please
forgive me for that. I was trying to think while I was
standing here) for being here.
I have met with the Chairman, Mr. Hanbury,
for a brief moment saying that the Progressive Labour
Party will work with the TA because we believe at the
end of the day we have got to make Tourism work.
We accept that. But it does not stop us from asking
questions during this debate and other debates and
also during the engagement for the time to come if we
see certain things that are happening.
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As I said to them, do not be political because
then it will be political. I believe the mistake about
coming after the unions was political. If anybody
wanted to say something, the Minister should have
said it and not the CEO. Just a fair shot across the
bow, but that is where I believe the person should
have spoken. The Minister should have spoken, not
the CEO, because he has a direct encounter or ensuring that Tourism benefits and he is responsible for
Tourism. I expect the CEO and the Chairman and the
rest of the Board to be in that room working ahead
and being non-political as they had talked about. But
once they become political, trust me, we become political. That is how the game works in this town.
Madam Chairman, let me just say right up
front, the Honourable Minister said that the numbers
will be up this year. Well, let me just say that it was
not from the TA, let us make that very clear up front. I
do not want anybody to be celebrating because we
formed a TA—a Tourism Authority—that somebody
heard in Boston that we had a TA and they all started
flying in. It did not happen that way. It did not happen
that way, all right? So let us make it clear it was from
the hard staff that we had at the BDOT and the Honourable Member said—it must have been the Minister—well, the Minister understands one thing better
the Honourable Member Michael Dunkley, who continues to try to interpolate, and that is why he sits
there because he has not been here for the whole
discussion.
The Chairman: You can focus on me.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am, but I will be focused on
him and every time he opens up his—
The Chairman: Be careful.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —opens up his, you know, to
talk—
The Chairman: Opinion?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The whole thing is this,
Madam Chairman, we know and everybody—no,
maybe the Honourable Member Michael Dunkley
does not know and some other Members do not
know—but this is a special year. Why is it a special
year? Because we have the Boston-Newport Race.
Thousands of people come down to Bermuda—the
Newport-Bermuda Race—all right?
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Where is it located?
So the problem is that that is one of the reasons why our numbers will be up this year. Let us be
honest. Let us not say the numbers are up because
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there is a new TA in town, it happened to be because
there is a—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am not finished.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Madam
Chairman.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Oh, boy. Re-start.
The Chairman: Yes. If you would take your seat.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, the
Honourable Member certainly is partly correct in terms
of some of the pacing, but numbers being up in January and other numbers that do not affect that particular event are still very positive and do not include
those individuals coming for the Newport-Bermuda
Race.
We have seen across the year improvement
in numbers.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I . . . I—
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Tourism.
You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I accept that Madam Chairman. That Newport-Bermuda Race has nothing to do
with January. But if the Honourable Member would be
clear that we expect and want them—as a matter of
fact, the 6 per cent—we would rather have 12, 10,
20 per cent, let us make it very clear that we would
love to have that happening. And maybe the Minister
should have given us a better idea of why those numbers are up. All right? Why were those numbers up?
Not because they were just up. So we know that there
are going to be a thousand people coming in for the
Newport-Bermuda Race; that is one thing.
And the hotels in 2012 (and the Chairman will
confirm this) were given a million dollars by the former
Tourism Board to promote convention business in
2012, particularly the Southampton Princess. And we
know their numbers are up for the convention business this year.
Maybe, Madam Chairman, maybe it is because the sales and marketing that was done during
that time (because they were not going to show up
2013 because they take time to plan their . . . they do
not come the next year, they always plan their times
ahead) so unless that million dollars was wasted, I
would have thought that that money that was put in by
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the Board at that time has some impact on the convention business this year.
So it is not because of a Tourism Authority, it
is not because there is a new sheriff in town, but because of some work that was done by the BDOT over
that period. Now, we all know that the Tourism Authority is the baby of David Dodwell, Honourable Member
David Dodwell. We all know that. Mr. Dodwell has
been talking about Tourism Authority since I was—
An Hon. Member: 1997.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: A long time. A long time. In
fact, he should be knighted for doing that—being persistent.
I think at the end of the day that I will support
it. He knows I supported a Tourism Authority. I may
not support the total structure that the Government
has put in place because if you look at every Tourism
Authority around the world there is no one like us.
Trust me. Unless he can prove it. Name one organisation. Every one reports to the Minister. Report to the
Minister, report to the Minister, report to the Minister.
Every one. Singapore, Hawaii, reports to a Governor
(I think it is), British Columbia reports, South Africa,
Barbados, they all report to the Minister. And the Minister, at the end of the day, reports to the people. So
to say your independent, you are a private enterprise,
and we are giving you 87 per cent, 90 per cent of the
funding—do not tell me you are private because if you
are, we can just put this to zero right now and tell me
whether you exist.
We could vote zero right now and tell me that
board will be able to survive. No, they will not! So do
not talk about private. Who owns it? Who are the
shareholders? That is what private means to me. It is
a body that operates and the Minister is giving them
some responsibilities, but the Chairman still reports to
the Ministers to a certain agree. He appoints them.
And as much as he appoints them, he calls them in.
Those conversations happen all the time. Every Minister knows that they appoint a certain chairman, you
have a little brief conversation. The chairman, I do not
think it is going quite this way. You should make some
other changes.
Now, the chairman could not listen, he could
change them, whatever. But he will not renew it after
three years. That is how it works. So there is influence
by the Minister over the chairman who has influence
over the CEO, who has influence over the board. That
is how the game is played. So, let us not say that this
board . . . I am tired of hearing that this board is private. We gave them the right and we can take it away.
I will make it very clear. When we get back in
we are making some changes. We are making some
changes. However long it may take. It may take six
months to three years. But those changes will take
place. At the end of the day the people—the board—is
more accountable to the people. That is all we are
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asking for. They can run the operation. We have no
problem with that. Matter of fact, I will say that if you
look at the Tourism Board Act and the Tourism Authority Act—there was not much difference. They can
say whatever they want.
But they can buy buildings without the responsibility or responding to the Minister. They can to
certain things but the structure overall is pretty much
the same. Not much different. I believe, Madam
Chairman, that Mr. Hanbury could have come and
been the OT and done the same thing. The strategic,
the implementation, the strategies, could have been
done whether he is BDOT or whether he is a Tourism
Authority. We could have changed those same people
they have on the board—we could have put them on
the Tourism Board.
So it is not a solace that all of a sudden we
have this Tourism Authority. It is going to save the
world. It is going to save Bermuda. People in Toledo,
Ohio are going to wake up and say, There is a Tourism Authority let me go to Bermuda. It is not going to
happen. It is going through the sales and marketing,
all those things that they talked about that they are
going to do, that is going to take place. The strategies
that are being worked on . . . I wish them all the best,
whatever they do, because we want to get people, we
want to get hotels here, we want to get more people
on the ground, we want to get our people working.
I benefit from the Tourism Authority. I declare
my interest. I rent out two of my units at my house to
tourists. But I am for all those hotels because I am like
my good friend, my cousin, Kenny Bascome, Honourable Member Kenneth Bascome. When they come to
my house I shake their hands the old Bermudian way.
I take them by the gas station. I take them to the market place, pick up their groceries, buy them some
eggs from the Honourable Michael Dunkley.
An Hon. Member: And milk.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: And milk (I am trying to stay
away from milk).
But my point is, that is the old Bermudian way.
That is why they came to Bermuda over the years.
Not because of a Tourism Authority. They were welcomed by Bermudians—visitors.
Well, my cousin keeps on reminding me. He is
absolutely right. I have a couple leaving tomorrow and
another couple just wrote me to come in on Thursday
and another one coming in tomorrow—tomorrow and
Thursday. They are not coming here because—no—
they are coming here . . . do you know why? Because
my reviews are good. Look at my reviews. People are
commenting about Bermuda and about how I take
them out—I do that purposely.
My wife hardly even sees them. She goes up
in her room and goes to sleep or reads a book. I am
the one there. I went to see them last night because I
knew I would be here. I went downstairs and said
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Hey, you know, I am not going to be able to see you
tomorrow. How did you enjoy Bermuda? They told me
they loved it! As cold as it was, they said they loved it.
I am coming back and I am bringing my friends and
guess where I am staying? At your place. My other
friend will stay in the other unit. That is what it is going
to take. It is going to take Bermudians. I will get to it
later on. So we know that.
We know—everyone has been involved in the
tourism side—the Honourable Kenny Bascome—
when you go down to St. George's, he has seen some
of the people. He said, I saw the mayor how he spoke
to us and how he did all these things. It is because
that is what happens. It is not because they said,
Wow, you have a great Tourism Authority. No. It is
about the people that are on the ground. It is the people that are on the ground that wins wars.
The generals are sitting back there on Reid
Street and they will be making some trips through. But
that smile from a Bermudian, that hello from a Bermudian, that good morning, good afternoon, good
night, that is what has gotten us here. Now where did
we go wrong? We went wrong way back in 1980. That
is when the numbers started to decrease in tourism. It
was booming. Had the problem at the hospital, the
United Bermuda Party (which I was a member of) took
their eyes off tourism and no other person on that side
can deny it.
I remember the Honourable Member Jim
Woolridge saying, You gave me hardly any money for
tourism. No, because it was focusing their whole trend
on international business. That was not where they
were going. And let me tell you something, we would
not be here talking about tourism right now if international business was up, because . . . when did we
start talking about it? In 2007, 2008. That is when we
woke up and said, Oops! We need another leg to
stand on. But if the money was flowing like international business, and hiring up people . . . the Honourable Member, former Premier, Sir David Gibbons, was
the one that started saying IB is where we should be
going. And every Premier from then on said “IB” and
we went off to IB. So numbers started to decrease.
The Honourable Member was the former Minister of Tourism. He knows that. You had the “Let
yourself go” campaign to try and attract more people
here. Every Minister has tried it. The Honourable
Member Premier Ewart Brown got caught up right at
that time, that period, and his numbers were kind of
going up. I think in 2006/07 it was going up. But guess
what happened. The bottom fell out and our major
market in the United States started to withdraw.
Well, all we need is 400,000. We were getting
235,000. Has anybody ever asked that question? All
we need is 400,000. Now we are up. Our summer
months are good. Our summer months are good—
80 per cent, 85 per cent occupancy maybe. It is that
winter period. I will say, even if the 2,500 to 5,000
beds that I think we have were full every day, we
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would have 1,300,000 visitor bed nights. That is a lot.
Even with the numbers that we have, you would not
even need a hotel, if they were full every night. We
could make all that space a green pasture.
But we need it because in the summer time
planes are coming in half empty because our rooms
are full. So we have concentrated . . . and I have not
heard the Minister talk about what we are doing in the
off season. That is the key because that is the secret
behind our success. I know sports tourism . . . I heard
a little about golf. I want to know what is happening
after August and September. Every Minister has tried
it. So I take my hat off to the Tourism Authority if those
numbers come up. We want them to come up. But
what difference will they do?
So, that is kind of my introduction, Madam
Chairman, because you notice I have not actually
really asked any questions yet. But here is the first
one.
All right, I did talk about the private enterprise
and I said the reason why we are giving a grant of $23
million to this board. I think it is $23 million and they
want to tell me they are private. Well, let us vote down
that $23 million and tell me how private they get. It will
not happen. But my heart goes out because I want to
make sure Bermudians are functioning and so we all
support the grant. There is no doubt that we will support it. In fact, I am surprised that it is less than what
we the BDOT had last year. I am surprised at that.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, no, no. We’ll get to
salaries in a few minutes.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, they did not cut any
salaries.
And we knew that the guest fees (or whatever
they call themselves now) get about 2.5 per cent rack
rate. Now, that was an idea that I thought of when I
was the Minister of Tourism. Do you know why? Because they were getting “X” amount of percentage
and it was going to the Bermuda Hotel Association. I
said, No, no, I am going to grab that money and put it
into the Board. That is how it came about. That is how
it really came about. So we are talking about 87 [per
cent] to 90 per cent of funding comes from the people.
Yet they want to tell they are private. I do not ever
want to hear that—
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Madam
Chairman.
The Chairman: Your point of order?
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Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I was waiting for the
question so I could respond, but we have consistently
said that this is a semi-private entity. We have made it
clear that the private component is the management
structure of it and that, as I said in the brief, is the aspiration that it will be fully private particularly through
this financing in three to five years. So we have never
said, as of today, that this is a private entity.
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Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: —to reference. He has
made reference to two separate—one publication and
one was a radio interview. I know that consistently it
has been stated privately managed organisation. If the
Honourable Member is going to stand here and make
these references, he should quote them.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Member?

The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman—
The Chairman: Member, the Chair recognises the—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry, I was—
The Chairman: That is all right. That is okay. I think
by the time we finish you will have remembered.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I am not going to debate semi-private or private. This is the first time I have heard the word semiprivate. First time I have heard it termed. I could check
Bernews, Royal Gazette, I can tell you right now, the
Honourable Member David Dodwell said private. And I
can read it from Bernews—which I will read it in a few
minutes. Okay, he is the Chairman, he is the one running that Authority. But the Honourable Member David
Dodwell said it is a private—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I heard the CEO on Sherri's
Show. I will get the tape and play it here. He said private!
So the Minister has not been talking to his
board. They said private. Now, you can write a note to
him, but they both said it. Now they are the ones running the show—not the Minister. Now maybe he
thought it was semi-private. But they are telling him.
No, no, you are not in the business—we are in
charge. We are the private, and that was done by the
Honourable David Dodwell in Bernews and the CEO
on Sherri's Show. Now, I will end that part.
Now, Tourism Authority—
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, point
of order. I would like for the Honourable Member—
The Chairman: The Chairman recognises the Minister.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: All right, I am not going to
spend too long on it, Madam Chairman, because it is
not worth the effort to . . . but they did say it and I
could get to it if you want me to.
But let me just say this. So we have a Tourism
Authority. It came through this House, was passed,
th
the legislation, September 28 , 2013. Matter of fact, if
you will recall, Madam Chairman, it lasted until
5:00 am in the morning. A long debate on this particuth
lar topic. The Senate passed it on October 7 and the
th
Governor assented to it on October 9 which, to me . .
th
. October the 9 . I have to verify it—
The Chairman: That is okay, Member. Please proceed.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Which means that the Minister is aware that a Bill does not pass until the Governor has given his assent. So it really means the Tourth
ism Board Act was in place as of October the 9 ,
2013.
Here is the question, the first question: In the
Tourism Board Act 2012 guests had to pay
2.5 per cent of the rack rate to the hotel (which is considered a guest fee) and the amount has to be paid by
hoteliers every quarter according to the Act. If they did
not pay it, they were guilty of an offence and liable on
conviction by a court of summary jurisdiction to a fine
not exceeding $10,000.
The Chairman: And that is under the Act. Right?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes.
Here is the question. Can the Minister confirm
to me whether all hotels had paid their rack rate, their
guest fee, on a timely basis?
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Madam
Chairman.
A direct answer to the question is no. There
are hotel properties that are in arrears as it relates to
this payment. That was the subsisting position when
we became the Government, but I am pleased to say
that a substantial amount of those arrears have been
collected since the Chairman, Mr. Dodwell, took over
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the BTA—over $1 million, I understand, was collected
on arrears.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister.
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POINT OF ORDER

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Madam
Chairman.
The Chairman: Point of order?

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, interesting. It says it
shall be guilty—not may, but shall be guilty—and so
what is the Board doing to collect that million dollars?
What is the Board doing to collect that million
dollars? Because they shall be guilty of an offence
and liable on conviction by a court of summary offence for a fine of $10,000. Matter of fact, under the
current Board it is $50,000 fine. And what am I saying
to you Madam Chairman? Hotels are collecting
2.5 per cent from guests, our visitors, and the money
does not belong to them (hotels, that is), it belongs to
the country. So what are they doing with the money?
They should not be using it as operating costs because we give them payroll tax and every other tax
reduction.
So do not tell me at the end of the day that the
chairman is collecting . . . because I know he is a hotelier, and I do not want to ask personally whether his
hotel is one of them. But there is a conflict of interest
here. If it was another chairman, I would have asked
that question. But I am not going to put my friend on
the line.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of clarification,
Madam Chairman, if the Honourable Member would
yield.
The Chairman: Please proceed.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, the
Honourable Member knows that the Chairman of the
Board was the Honourable Maxwell Burgess. And
when I appointed the current chair, I appointed him as
the chair designate of the Tourism Authority. And to
facilitate the transition, he took over as chairman of
the board. Upon his appointment, it became the focus,
based on conversations, that we had to collect the
arrears of the tourism guest fee which was not being
collected under the previous administration.
The Chairman: Thank you very much.
The Chair recognises—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman—
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry.
The Chairman: I just want to make sure that you understand the reason why I would like to acknowledge
you is so that—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, I hear, I do.
The Chairman: All right.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am sorry, Madam Chairman.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you.
Again, I just want to be clear. I did not say that
there is a million in arrears. I said that a million was
collected since the appointment of the chairman for
the Authority and that the chairman's property is up to
date in the payment of this particular fee.
The Chairman: Thank you. Although that question
was not asked, there was a reference to, so I am glad
you—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, I think
it is important, since it was alluded to, that it be clarified.

The Chairman: That is okay.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I apologise.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Is this not ironic? Ironic! The
Honourable Member Maxwell Burgess was Chairman
up to a point. The Honourable Member appointed the
Honourable Member, David Dodwell, Chairman and
all of a sudden the Honourable Member David Dodwell started collecting these outstanding fees. I do not
want to ask the question, but his hotel was one of the
hotels that they were collecting from.

The Chairman: Thank you very much.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I just answered that.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But Madam Chairman, do
people realise who was the Chair of the Tourism
Board? The same Chairman. So why did he not collect it when he was Chairman of the Tourism Board?

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I do not want to ask that
question, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: But Member, I do—
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But they forced me to do it.
The Chairman: But Member, we have actually just
heard that those particular hotel payments have been
made in full. I think that clarifies the question.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry. Madam Chairman,
you are missing the point.
The point is this: Did the Honourable Member
only pay his hotel fees when he became Chairman of
the Board of the Tourism Authority? Because up to
that point the question was, Were the Honourable
Member's fees outstanding?
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am. I am. I am saying he
should not ask me.
The Chairman: We have actually heard that. Please
proceed.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, he should ask the current Chairman.
The Chairman: Member, if you do not want to proceed—we have actually heard that. Please proceed
with your next question.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Hold on, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chair—

An Hon. Member: I do not know.
The Chairman: Yes?
The Chairman: Member?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, I have
answered the question that the property that is related
to the Chairman is up to date. If the Honourable
Member wants to have a private conversation with
that Member based on when he was the Minister, he
can do so.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I have the right on my feet to
ask any questions.
The Chairman: We have heard the same question,
though.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, you did not. No you did
not. I said the Honourable Member—

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chairman: Excuse me?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: But when I was the Minister, we had a focus on ensuring that the arrears were
paid and I am pleased to say that the majority of them
have been paid.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: You did not, Madam Chairman. The Honourable Member said that if I want to
have a private word with him I could.

The Chairman: Thank you.

The Chairman: Correct.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I suggested that he did not
need to have a private word with me. He needs to
have a private word with the former Chairman.

The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister.

The Chairman: I heard that. Thank you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I will say that the Honourable Member should
not have a private word with me. I will actually have a
private word with the chairman.
The Chairman: Please proceed. Please proceed on
the questioning.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Not with me.
The Chairman: Member, please proceed with your
questioning.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: A private word with the—
The Chairman: Member, please proceed with your
questioning.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I just want to make sure that
he hears it. Thank you.
All right. But it still does not answer the question, Madam Chairman. If there are fees outstanding
by hotels right now, What is the Board doing? Because under the Act they are liable and it says shall—
th
in other words, the payroll tax comes up on April 15 . I
understand that the fees outstanding from January to
March, but no one should be outstanding prior to December to January 1. So, let me ask this question, Are
there any hotels whose fees are outstanding as of
January 1—prior?
The Chairman: Thank you. Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you Madam
Chairman.
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As stated earlier, yes, there are properties
that are not up to date, Madam Chairman. If the Authority . . . the Authority is taking the appropriate
measure to help to encourage these properties to
come up to date. The legislation does not state that
upon a certain time then there is going to be an automatic writ granted. If the Authority has to go and enforce the Act to take a particular property before the
court, then that is a separate matter. But right now the
Authority is proceeding with a particular process to
help encourage and work with the hotels to become
up to date. The same way the Government does so
(the Honourable Member would know) as it relates to
Hotel Occupancy Tax. There are similar penalties as it
relates to being delinquent with Hotel Occupancy Tax.
But we work with the hotels because we understand
their challenges and we try our best to make sure that
they do pay, be compliant, in a way that is not harmful
to the property.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, I will
leave that point alone from there on, but what I want
to say is that the money that the hotels collect is in
trust. They are entrusted. They collect payroll tax, they
collect all these things—matter of fact, they do not pay
payroll tax. But Occupancy Tax—it is in trust! They
should not be used for buying chewing gum. They
should not be used for operating costs. That is not the
purpose. The purpose is that they should be using it
and paying . . . when the money is collected, it should
go in a trust and the money should then be paid to the
Government. It is not their money. It is not.
I understand if it was operating costs and we
were charging a percentage of the profit—that is clear.
But they are collecting money from guests and then
you are using it to pay for operating costs. That is not
right! That is the point I am trying to make. All right?
That is the point I am trying to make. So, I hope the
Minister will look into that.
Now, let us talk about salary. I am sure you
will realise that was going to come up today.
The Chairman: You did give us a heads up.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But why should we . . . let
me make a statement by the Honourable Member
David Dodwell. He said that the intent of the Authority—
The Chairman: Where are you reading it from, if you
do not mind?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Bernews.
The Chairman: Thank you.
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: "The intent of the Authority is
to function with as much transparency as possible.
We want all of Bermuda to be aware of what we are
doing, why we are doing it and how it will impact tourism." Except one thing he put in here—except to tell
people's salaries.
Why should we not know what the salaries of
the executives are? Why should we not know?
Now, I have heard some Members say, Well,
you did not tell us what the hospital was. You did not
tell us what the BMA was. Okay, you are in position
now—tell us. It is not about tit for tat. We should know.
It should not be a secret and that is the biggest part
that came out. When you try to hide these things, the
public starts asking more questions. Do not use the
excuse that . . . and this is one thing they said. Here is
what he said why the CEO’s salary is not being revealed—"The most important assets of the BTA are its
team members. Particularly those in senior positions."
This is Bernews [February 14], 2014—
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: "For us to reveal any confidential details of employment would simply be feeding
competitive information to those who are competing
against us."
What does that mean?
"We are in the process of hiring other executive and staff positions right now. If any of those applicants were informed that the details of their remuneration were going to be revealed by the media, many of
them would probably walk away from their application."
Nonsense! Nonsense! What are we talking
about here? We are not going to be competitive because someone knew the salary?
Check this out, Madam Chairman. Let me just
say that Mr. Hanbury has an impressive résumé,
which I agree. But can someone tell me they do not
know what the Governor gets paid? If you do not, you
can look in the [Budget] Book right now and let me tell
you what it is—$215,000.
Can someone tell me what the Premier gets?
$207,000. The Ministers—the Minister is full time—
$156,000. No secret. No one is making a fuss. Chief
Fire Officer—$150,000. The Lieutenant Colonel—
$155,000. The Commissioner of Police—$169,000.
So we know the highest person paid out of the
public funds . . . Sorry that is absolutely wrong. In the
public service I should say is $215,000, the Governor.
Why should we not know what the CEO and the other
executives make? And they said . . . and I like Mr.
Hanbury. But on the Sherri Show he says that some
might want . . . during the interview a person said to
him or to the committee, Is my salary going to be
known? It was like, I am not going to come work for
you. They are out the door. What is that? Because
somebody knows what your salary is? Everybody
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knows what the parliamentarians get. Everybody
knows what the Governor gets. But the CEO and the
Board will not reveal what the CEO gets. Well, Madam
Chairman, why?
Here is a Parliamentary Question put by Mr.
Gino Cauchi who asked the Prime Minister the detailed remuneration package that other related benefits enjoyed by the Chairman and CEOs of Authorities
in Malta. In Malta. Okay? Someone asked the question. They came back and said that the Malta CEO
gets $105,000, plus performance bonus, up to a
maximum of $17,000, a free car, a free phone, firstclass air tickets and accommodations outside Malta
anytime he is on official business. And t and medical
insurance both in Malta and abroad. If Malta knows,
why should we not know?
The Hawaii Tourism Authority, which my Honourable friend David Dodwell loves to quote quite often . . . I do not have the exact number but as of 2011,
he was making $194,000, Mr. Michael McCartney.
Here we go. Knoxville executive in the Authority
makes $411,000. Las Vegas—$409,000. Head of Los
Angeles Convention—$535,000. San Francisco—
$441,000. San Diego—$435,000. Greater Philadelphia—$389,000. Washington, DC—$344,000. But we
cannot find out what our CEO of our Tourism Authority
is making because they are private.
They are private?
Madam Chairman, I know I asked early on
about the salaries and I asked the Minister what is his
salary for. And he said I can add them up. That is not
my responsibility to add them up—that is for his technical people to add up those numbers. What is the
total salaries paid out—salaries and benefits—paid
out on behalf of the Tourism Authority? Total.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
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mensurate to the industry, but clearly you do not attract individuals like Mr. Hanbury. And we felt that it
was important, and it was a decision of the Board of
Directors that we not disclose the personal information
of these individuals' employment.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
What I am saying is it is wrong. That is my
point.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Madam
Chairman.
The Chairman: And you point of order is?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: My point of order is the
Honourable Member is misleading the House in saying that it is wrong. The Honourable Member was the
Minister of Business Bermuda and did not disclose the
salary of that CEO.
An Hon. Member: Oh!
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: That salary of that CEO
has never been disclosed. He was the Minister of that
agency and the Government provides the funding. So
he understands that these entities do not disclose the
personal information particularly compensation of their
executives. He protected that when he was the Minister! So he cannot get up here now and say it is wrong.
An Hon. Member: Yes, he can.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you Honourable Chairman.
Based on the five divisions of the Authority,
the total salary, including the benefits (and these are
also for potential roles), is $6,268,714.
I would like to also say based on the Honourable Member's comments in terms of the reasoning—
we have stated it consistently. The issue was not
[that] it would make us not competitive, but, as he just
mentioned, I believe it was in Malta they had an incentive plan. I believe what the chairman was stating in
that article was that the compensation structure is divided between a base salary and various incentives.
And we think it is quite innovative.
And so when he said that he did not want to
reveal that, he did not want to give away to the competitors the actual structure that we have in place, we
believe that we have (as the Honourable Member has
stated) an exemplary CEO in place. We are thrilled to
have Mr. Hanbury and our salary structure is com-

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: He is out of line.
Well, you know what is interesting is that the
other side is now very . . . it is common in getting up—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No, you want to do it this
way; we are going to do it this way.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I am on my feet, Madam
Chairman.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, he cannot.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The Honourable Member—it is not a point of order.
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The Chairman: I would like—thank you.

The Chairman: We actually—Member.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Okay. The other side
likes to get up here now and say what they did for 14
years was wrong. That is hypocrisy. That is hypocrisy
at its worst by the Honourable Member, the [Shadow]
Finance Minister, likes to get up here and speak hypocrisy in this House.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Honourable Member.

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, the Honourable Member . . . you know something? He is a
friend of mine. But something is forgotten. It was that
Government that hired the CEO of BDA—not me.
An Hon. Member: Yes, but you were the Minister.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No I was not. No, that gentleman did not last six months. The gentleman who
just left only lasted six months which was under—

The Chairman: Members!
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Honourable Member, we
gave them a grant of about $2,250,000. Okay? I did
not remember and the Member can go back to Hanbury [sic] or any other thing. I do not . . . I am calling it
“Hanbury” because I am tying him with Mr. Hanbury.
But my point is this—Hansard. My point is this: He can
go back to any of those reports he will never find—
The Chairman: The Honourable Member, the Honourable Member.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Member—
he will never find where he asked me or anybody else
asked me what the CEO of Business Bermuda made.
Never!
An Hon. Member: Did you disclose it?

The Chairman: Just focus on the—
The Chairman: Member, Member, just focus on me.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am, Madam Chairman, but
when we was talking he did not say anything. Let me
say this. That CEO of the Bermuda Development
Agency . . . that is why the Minister left, because he
knew very well . . . came under the Honourable Member Grant Gibbons.

The Chairman: You did.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Member is
saying, Did I disclose it? It was never asked and it
does not come under any Heads. All right?
We had a grant and the Member that asked
me, because he was not the Minister (I am not sure
who the Shadow was, but whoever) . . . they never
asked me that question. I would not know. I did not
want to be the one . . . and they never reported to us.
They reported to another body.
As a matter of fact, trust me, Madam Chairman, if it ran under us we would have removed that
body a long time ago. But we had to fight through all
the bureaucracy within that group and other things to
get the formation of Bermuda Development Agency.
But maybe the Honourable Member who now gives
them a lot more money . . . the Minister should reveal
to us what he . . . because we asked him. First of all,
we asked why he left—six months. Six is all, Madam
Chairman. We had a gentleman come here from BDA
with a big résumé and everybody said he would come
and save the world. And he left. Now we have a Chief
Financial Officer who came from overseas who was
supposed to save the education. Now we are hearing
that he has two jobs.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: You know, the Honourable
Member, he does not know. He does not know.

The Chairman: Member, are we going to try to stay to
Tourism?

An Hon. Member: The Government gave them
money?

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, I am going to use this
point. I hope Mr. Hanbury stays here for (and I have
told him) a long period of time getting Bermuda on
board, too, I have told him that. I hope he is here. But
what we do is we undermine Bermudians in all facets

An Hon. Member: No.
An Hon. Member: No previous CEOs.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Member of
the . . . no, it was not. No, it was not. You see you
have it—the Bermuda Development—
The Chairman: You are—
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Madam
Chairman. I did not say the Bermuda Business Development Agency. I said Business Bermuda which was
under that Honourable Member.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: We gave them—
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of our economy. We are not good enough. We are not
good enough. And I am sick and tired of it. But we are
willing to take anybody from overseas—anything that
comes from overseas is good, better—
The Chairman: Member, can we stay focused on—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am. I am. Talking about the
CEO is not a Bermudian. We are talking about the
money that we are giving to help pay for salaries you
will not tell me. Not only salary, does he get free housing? Does he get travel? Is it first class, business or
economy? Does he get a phone? Does he get a car?
Does he get—I do not know—food? I do not know.
But the Board should have a responsibility to tell me.
So that is why I did it, Madam Chairman.
The average salary for the BDOT was
$81,000. Do you know what the average salary is for
this group? $164,000—average. Yes, it is. $6 million
divided by 38—unless there is another number. Last
week you told me it was 38—$164,000.
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House know what the salary he is getting. So if they
are not there in two years, maybe six months, I can
promise you that number will be known. No chairman
and no board will ever tell the Progressive Labour
Party that they are not going to tell what the taxpayers
paid.
An Hon. Member: Yes, sir.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Never.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: Member, Member.
[Inaudible interjections]
An Hon. Member: For 14 years they did it!
The Chairman: Member.
[Inaudible interjections]

An Hon. Member: Wow.
The Chairman: Member, no—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Do you know what the average salary is for the operation for 12 staff?
$171,000—average!

[Inaudible interjections]
[Gavel]

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But they do not want to talk
about that. They do not want to talk about that. They
try to, you know . . . being in accounting we want, you
know . . . I would have liked to have seen some numbers down telling me . . . I am not going to reorder
stuff and break it down and have to run outside and
add up the numbers. That is why he said I was getting
my dinner.

The Chairman: We are going to . . . now if the Member who is standing to his feet would like to continue—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am, but I am waiting—
The Chairman: I would love to hear you.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But the Honourable Member
is trying to—

[Laughter]

The Chairman: You have my full attention.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I had the same numbers he
did. I just wanted him to confirm it. But the average
salary (I want it so the people of Bermuda can hear
the average salary for the Bermuda Tourism Authority) is $164,000. That is not the average for the Government, you know. We are down in the five digits.
The average salary for the operation which included
the CEO and the top level is $171,000. It is either
someone is making a lot of money and somebody is
making a little money and they are averaging out. But
somewhere along the line either one is an average of
$171,000.
Now, I could be wrong, but we will not know
because they will not tell us, but we have a responsibility. We will be giving them $23 million approved by
the end of tonight. But let me just make very clear—if
they are all in positions when we get back in office, I
will float back into Parliament and let everybody in this

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am just—I asked a question, so I am going to ask the Honourable Member
Terry Lister (I think) wants to ask a question.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member, Mr. T. E. Lister, from Sandys South.
You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
You know, this is a budget debate.
The Chairman: Yes, it is.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: We do not normally have heat
in budget debates. There is a lot of heat here.
[Inaudible interjections]
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The Chairman: This one is a little bit different.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Not in this.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: So I would like to change the
subject a little bit just to calm it down.
The Chairman: As long as we stay under Tourism,
we will be fine.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes. Just calm it down.
I believe these gentlemen and ladies have a
very challenging job ahead of them. I believe returning
Bermuda to the heyday of tourism is going to be very
difficult. One of the things that has been of concern to
me and many other Bermudians has been the unwillingness (seemingly) of hotels and others to embrace
Bermudian entertainers.
I had a good friend of mine, Bermudian, who
was at the Southampton Princess as a musician for
12 years. And for 12 years he had an annual contract
that paid straight pay—no benefits of any sort. And
finally he moved to Canada in the last year. He is not
here anymore. To me, that was extremely disappointing and there was no way I could convince him to
stay. He had to go.
I would like the Minister to tell us what the
plan is for Bermudian entertainment to get us back in
this business because without that it is going to be
very hard to sell the tourists on the Bermudian experience. You have heard me say before, Madam Chairman, there are many beautiful beaches in this world
and there are many places that have better setups on
the beach. You can do all sorts of things on the beach
on the regular (without special permission) that you
cannot do in Bermuda. So it is time for us to make
some changes. Not put a board in place. The board is
fine. I am not going to fuss with the board. Let us do
some things that give a real Bermudian flavour that
can get us back in the business. Make Bermuda different.
You know, we sang that song for so long that
we convinced ourselves—Bermuda is another world—
and now we realise it is not true anymore. So if you
want to get back into a premier position, we have to
make that song almost true.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Madam
Chairman, and thank you to the Honourable Member.
I do not disagree with anything that the Honourable Member stated. We certainly recognise—I
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think all Bermudians recognise—that the dearth of
local entertainment is a problem as it relates to our
tourism industry. And it has been a problem that has
been in existence for some time now.
When people travel . . . in fact, I had a gentleman [from] overseas who is a high net worth individual who has a group of friends that golf on a weekly
basis. He lives in New York. I met him and he said
that on Monday or Tuesday he and his friends will
look at the weather for the upcoming weekend in
nearby jurisdictions like Florida or the Dominican Republic or North Carolina and he has two criteria—one,
quality golf courses; and two, entertainment at night.
And he said, Minister, you only have one. You meet
one of the criteria and we are not going to come. We
have money. We want to spend it.
So one of the reasons why we are introducing
casino gaming in Bermuda is because we believe that
will fill part of that void of lack of entertainment. We
hope that that would also be the catalyst to help open
up the door for entertainment opportunities and options. But the whole point of having this new product
development and experience division is to look at how
we can create more experiences—particularly get our
Bermudian entertainers working again so that when
our visitors come they can have an authentic Bermudian experience. So I agree with the Honourable
Member.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises Mr. T. E. Lister from
constituency 33.
You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Madam Chairman, I want to
congratulate the Minister on shining up that crystal
ball. He actually answered the question I was going to
ask, roundabout. My question was, What is this authentic visitor experience? I have heard about it; read
about it. I do not know what it is. This authentic (what
is it called?) . . . the authentic experience that visitors
want. Who is responsible for developing it? When we
see it, how will we recognise it?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you.
Again, I think that this will fall under the product development and experience division recognising
the importance—an authentic experience is an experience you do not get elsewhere.
As the Honourable Independent Member said
earlier, you know, we have beautiful beaches, we
have wonderful summers, but you can find that in
many other destinations. So we have not been able to
differentiate ourselves from our competitors over the
last few decades. People say, Where can I go for the
same experience maybe at a reduced cost? We have
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to create an authentic Bermudian experience. I mean,
people come here . . . I have had an individual, Tony
Jacklin, for example. He is a golfer that has travelled
the world. He came to Bermuda and based on how we
are now he said this is the best Island nation he has
ever come to. He just loved it. It was beautiful.
We had Lisa Leslie come here for a women's
sports event last year—another person who has travelled the world. She said the same thing—that this is
the most beautiful Island she has ever been to and is
looking forward to bringing her friends. So we have to
take a wonderful product that we have—and I believe
we all agree it is a wonderful product—and then we
have to add the amenities to it that can make it
uniquely Bermudian so that those tourists can have
that authentic experience. So that is what the BTA will
be charged to do so that we can do things differently
than we have done the last 20 years.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism.
You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you.
Some of the questions I was going to ask also
regarding entertainment . . . I would have hoped that
the Minister would have laid out some of the (because
summer is fast approaching) entertainment that the
board would expect to be doing during the summer
season. I would have thought by now somebody
would have made some decisions on how the entertainment is going to take place.
I suggested one thing to the former Minister,
the Chairman, Mr. Hanbury, is that maybe on a Friday
evening we can call it "Dancing on Front Street." Let
us have some fun. Same as we have on Wednesday
night, Harbour Night, but Dancing on the Street. Just
dancing, get down there—and I have taken it from the
th
th
idea from the 24 of May. The 24 of May when people were waiting for the parades, a lot of people are
dancing on Front Street and it is fun. So maybe we
could keep the stores open and get the right . . .
maybe have some of the dancers that come out. I do
not think you would need ballet, but you know all the
jazz or whatever and dance and get the participation
from our audience. I think that is one thing you may
want to suggest, that you want to look at.
Madam Chairman, Can the Minister let us
know who has contracts right now from the board?
Who are they and how much are those contracts? Is
the Minister able to tell us who they are?
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The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Education, Mr. C. Walton D. Brown.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walton Brown: Yes, good evening, Madam
Chairman.
Just one question for the Honourable Minister.
Minister, Can you advise us whether or not the board
has determined any criteria or measures of success?
Obviously, we want to see improvement in numbers
but there are likely to be some interim measures as
well which indicate that process is being made. So,
can you speak to the issue of measurement of success and also the timeframe for achieving that success?
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Absolutely, there will be other governance
documents. We have them now. It was an extensive
process to set goals and objectives for the organisation going forward. I did say in my brief that they will
have internal audits as well to make sure that they are
meeting certain targets. So in terms of the timeframe,
I can consult with the board or the CEO to ascertain
exactly when they expect to have certain benchmarks
achieved. But we do have governance documents as
to how we can go about implementing the National
Tourism Plan which is the fundamental blueprint for
the organisation and if you reference the plan you
would ascertain there are quite a few benchmarks in
the plan as well and the board will be following that
plan very carefully.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I will give way to the Honourable Member if he wants to ask a question.
The Chairman: Thank you.
An Hon. Member: No, I do not want to ask a question. Go ahead.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the one individual that is standing and that is the Shadow Minister of
Tourism.
You have the floor.

The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I am unable to answer
that question at this time.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, I do not understand
why the Minister cannot give us—he has all his tech-
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nical people sitting next to him—what the contracts
are. Name three. Must be one of them they know.
What are some of the contracts that the board has
given out (since they have been board Members) and
how much are they? I do not understand why they
cannot name a few.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, the
Honourable Member asked me—
The Chairman: Thank you. The Chair recognises the
Minister.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: He asked me for all of the
contracts and the value. I do not have that number
and I am not going to sit here and cherry-pick any particular contract. We can have a conversation about
that and either the CEO or the board can provide that
information to the Honourable Member if they so desire.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Let me just say, Madam
Chairman, at the BDOT he would know. It normally
was about four contracts that I can think of—so there
is not a lot of them—PR, the ad agency, the agency in
London—this young lady that was a consultant out of
Canada. I am just saying are those the same people—
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of clarification. Now
that the Honourable Member has framed the question
differently—
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knowledge of the destination and because of the continuity that is required. They have been extended.
Now, in terms of any new contractual relationships, I will not know the answer to that and I am sure
that the contracts—the remuneration will be in line
with the existing contracts as they were prior to the
BTA coming into existence.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, the Honourable Member can recall those contracts that came over from
BDOT and they took them out. I am surprised that
with all the top guns sitting around him he cannot
mention at least one or two contracts that are new. I
just find it quite odd. Go ahead; just get somebody,
the Permanent Secretary, to write down the numbers
and who they were. There cannot be that many more
addition. If there are, then we should know.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: There are not any major—
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That was easy.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, well, I was not
sure—obviously, they could hire people to do other—
The Chairman: I only have one person standing at a
time. Please, take your seat so we can hear the answer.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, I was
standing and he just stood up.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No, you said all of the
contracts that will be in addition to—
The Chairman: Member, please speak to the Chairman.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: First of all, the Honourable Member consistently makes reference to the Department of Tourism. We are no longer operating under the same structure as the Department of Tourism.
Again, we are fulfilling the mandate of not
maintaining the status quo. So any reference or comparison to the Department of Tourism there will be
variances and differences. But, clearly, for transition
purposes, the BTA has extended all of the contracts (it
is my understanding) with the major marketing and
sales companies, ad agencies, the ones in Italy and
Germany and the UK—all of them—because of their

The Chairman: Member, would you like to take your
seat, so we can hear the answer?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, to just
answer the question there are no additional major
contracts. Obviously, there were some contracts in
terms of the transition process of the BTA.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Madam Chairman, my good friend.
Golf consultant—is Mr. Andrew Brooks still in
New York as the golf consultant?
The Chairman: Thank you, if you will take your seat
we will ask the Minister.
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Minister?
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, you can.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The honourable member,
I believe, is located in South Carolina but he is still the
consultant for golf for the BTA.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: All right.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman—
The Chairman: Yes?
[Laughter]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Andrew Brooks, good
golfer, but to sell Bermuda and tell them—unless he is
going to play against them—there are many Bermudians around here who can be golf consultants. I will
name one—Kim Swan.
But we do not want to recognise Bermudians.
We are too caught up on somebody who came here
from (I think it was) Ireland, got his job up at Port
Royal. But to sell Bermuda? There is nobody . . . I am
not saying that Kim is the only one, but there are
many Bermudians that can do that.
Now, you asked me, What is their handicap? I
can tell them I am the best golfer. I can sell Bermuda.
I do not have to play the game, but I can knock on
every door. I have done a few. I have been to Canada
talking about golf and attracting more golfers here. So
I do not know what this gentleman is doing that a
Bermudian cannot do. I do not know how long this
contract is going to be in place, but I am hoping that
the board is wise enough and that the Minister will
give advice to them to get a Bermudian there.
South Carolina? Where are you playing golf?
How many golfers has he attracted since he has been
out there for (I believe) about six months or a year?
What is his performance? Are there more golfers on
the course because Andrew Brooks was abroad? We
have . . . I will ask my dearest . . . Darren Swan, Kim
Swan's brother. These are Bermudians who are Bermudians and know how to play golf and can sell Bermuda.
So I am asking the Minister, because if I cannot tell the board what to do—but I am hoping that the
chairman and the CEO would pay attention to that
one. We do not need Andrew Brooks around here. I
said it last year when he was given that job. But it
never happened under me. It would never happen
under me, Madam Chairman.
Here is another one.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Do you want me to answer that question or—

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
The Honourable Member did raise this issue
some time ago, but I do not think the Honourable
Member was having conversations with some of his
own parliamentary colleagues because I will tell you
this: When I first became the Minister I got e-mails
from two senior Members of the PLP asking me to
ensure that we instruct and hire Andrew Brooks. In
fact, Mr. Brooks was leaving (I believe) the Port Royal
at the time and they . . . I did not even know who he
was. I did not know who he was. I found out through
Members of the Opposition who are golfers and who
were very complimentary of his connections with the
PGA, in particular.
Now, without me having any conversations
with the Tourism Authority it was brought to their attention that it would be advantageous to employ Mr.
Brooks. He provides sales in other jurisdictions to
bring golf to Bermuda. He enters into various partnerships with different golf clubs and the like. He certainly
helps with our relationship with the PGA and looking
to create other golf amenities and activities in Bermuda. But that Honourable Member is the only Honourable Member I have had say anything negative
about the appointment of Mr. Brooks. Not that Bermudians are not qualified to sell golf, but specifically
because of the relationship that Mr. Brooks has with
the PGA is one of the primary reasons, I understand,
that the board thought that it would be advantageous
to retain him.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, it is a
shame to tell this Honourable House and the people
of Bermuda. I am not speaking anything negative
about Andrew Brooks. We know he can play golf and
we know he is a good administrator. But you cannot
tell me that there is not a Bermudian, Minister, who
can do that. You cannot tell me that. Do you think
when he left Ireland that he knew much about the
PGA? He built those relationships up when he got
here.
Well, Rodney Carr came through, the former
Premier and Minister of Tourism—that is how you
build relationships up. The CEO—first time to Bermuda, he did not know where Shelly Bay was until he
got here, but it does not mean he is not a good CEO.
You get my point? Give our Bermudians a chance.
Give the Bermudian a chance. We have to put our
Bermudians back in charge.
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Next question, Is there a Bermudian doing the
Canadian marketing or is it still the young lady who
was out there?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The individual in Canada
is the same person that you had, Honourable Member.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, I am glad you said that
because when I was the Minister, you can talk to the
former Billy Griffith, I said Billy, we can put a Bermudian out there in Toronto—
An Hon. Member: Did you?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, we lost the election in
2012, as you will recall.
[Laughter]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: As you recall—but there are
Bermudians who can be knocking on doors in Toronto. I was there for just about 12 months.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Beg your pardon?
An Hon. Member: [It was] 14 months.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am just saying we now
know—get a Bermudian in place. You can ask Billy. I
said, Billy, we are going to put a Bermudian in Canada. We are going to put some Bermudians up in
London—because Bermudians can sell! But we are
relying on all these non-Bermudians.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Those positions will be
under review.
Thank you, Honourable Member.
An Hon. Member: Whoa!
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well, why did you not say
that at the beginning?
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: All right, Mr. Chairman, I
want to be on the quick with you. In other words, let us
not wait until next year, we are asking the same question.
If you [listen] to the recording you will hear me
saying the same thing. I said last year that Bermudians should be in place in Toronto. This is about
$90,000, if I recall. What Bermudian, who is unemployed right now, is not going to knock on some doors
. . . and I test them—the CEO and the Chairman
should know this.
I went to the Eaton Centre in Toronto when I
was Minister and I knocked on some doors at the
mall—Eaton Centre, I think it is call Eaton Mall. I
knocked on the travel agency's door and I said I
wanted to go to Bermuda. There were no flyers up—
nothing—and the girl just kind of kept on her computer
and she said, Bermuda? Oh, it is cold there right now.
You do not want to go to Bermuda. I identified who I
was and then all of a sudden the place came alive.
Has that lady knocked on Eaton Centre and said,
Look—this is Bermuda?
We do not need any foreigners out there
knocking on doors selling Bermuda. At the least we
need that. We can have the CEO for now, as top
brass, but we can do it. If David Dodwell as a Bermudian can do it, if the people down at Grotto Bay as
Bermudians can do it, then there are other Bermudians also that can do it. Okay. So let us make that
happen.
Mr. Chairman, I am confused—who is in
charge of hotel development? Is the Minister or the
Tourism Authority in charge of hotel development?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you.
The Government continues to have the residual authority for hotel development—particularly if you
are talking about Government property. We will be
working very closely with the BTA. The BTA will have
someone specifically on staff to help assist in this
process of implementing what we learned during the
investment summit and other information that we have
received from developers on how we should proceed
going forward. But the ultimate authority for development in Bermuda will reside with the Government.
Thank you.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I answered your question.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister for Tourism, Mr. Wayne Furbert.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Anyway—
An Hon. Member: Answered your questions.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I want to be—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you. So can the Minister tell me why we need the general manager of
Esso—of the Premier's—in the meeting for the hotel
development?

[Mr. Rolfe Commissiong, Chairman]
An Hon. Member: Whoa!
The Chairman: Excuse me, Members. Can both
Members address the Chair, please?

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Why was that necessary?
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Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Chairman, we have
gone down this path already and had extensive debate on whether something is sub judice or not. But,
again, I will reiterate that the meeting that the Honourable Member is referring to was not a discussion of a
particular development in Bermuda.
Chairman, for the record, I am not going to
entertain any further questions on this subject.
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the other party line. All I am saying is that at the end
of the day it does not add up.
But you have to answer the question. Someone has to answer the question eventually. Answer
the question, Why was he in the meeting? I know he
was bumming a ride and then all of a sudden he ends
up in a meeting with a developer.
The Chairman: Shadow Minister, with all due respect,
I do not see where that is relevant with respect to the
issues of grants and contributions.

The Chairman: It is “Mr.” Chairman.
[Laughter]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Well—
[Mr. Rolfe Commissiong, Chairman]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, Mr. Chairman, welcome to the Chair. Thank you.
The Chairman: The Chair now recognises the
Shadow Minister—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, you know—thank you,
Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Which Head are you addressing,
Shadow Minister?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am addresses the Grants—
there is only one Head.

The Chairman: Wait, wait, wait. Notwithstanding that
the Minister has offered an answer, I do not think he is
going to improve upon it. Can we get back to the substantive part of this discussion right now?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, you are absolutely wrong. What I mean by that is this. We are talking about grants and contributions which comes under
C-19—
The Chairman: Go ahead.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I asked the Minister who is
responsible for hotel development.
The Chairman: Okay.

The Chairman: What was that?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: It is the Minister.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Grants. C-22.
The Chairman: Okay.
The Chairman: Grants and—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: There is only one Head and I
can talk about that all day.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I understand the Minister to
say he is not going to entertain any more questions.
Sorry. He has to entertain the question; he may not
have to answer them.
But to have the general manager of the Premier's gas station in meetings in Washington . . . it is
questionable. Whether they were talking about a hotel
development, whether they were talking about . . .
whatever they were talking about. There were Ministers.
And to say there was sub judice . . . what? We
are not going to be sub judice. I am not a lawyer—and
he is a lawyer, I am an accountant—but to me . . . I
am talking about the general manager. Is that part of
the case? I do not know. If it is, I do not know. Is that
part of the . . . where you guys write those things out?
The writ, or whatever. I do not know. I am not part of

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay? And we are talking
about tourism. I just asked the Minister why was that
person . . . because, at the end of the day, who paid
the . . . you know the taxpayers paid for the Minister to
go up to Washington—
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order, Mr.
Chairman. The Honourable Member is—
The Chairman: Honourable Member, what is your
point—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: —confusing his facts. But
as we stated, it is clearly known that the public purse
was not used at all for that trip and I do not know why
people are acting surprised. They know that.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I will not pursue this, but I
will say this. I want to know whether the Minister took
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a salary reduction that day if the taxpayer did not pay
for that day.
[Laughter]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: That is all I want to know.
Maybe it was a furlough day for the Minister and he
just did not get paid.
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braced by the BTA in terms of implementation . . . that
st
decision will be made on the 21 of this month. So this
Friday. The deadline to accept the various proposals
st
and implement them will be on the 21 .
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you. That is very good.
Would you be in position, Minister, to tell us how much
money is being set aside for investment in these companies?

[Laughter and crosstalk]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: All right. It was a furlough
day for all the Ministers and the Premier. But all I say
is, Did the Ministers get paid for that day for travelling? If they did not, then I understand that . . . they do
not know. But if the taxpayer paid for their salary, then
it was taxpayers’ money.
An Hon. Member: Yes.
The Chairman: Thank you, Shadow.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you.
The Chairman: I think you are . . . I think the question
is fully understood. Are you continuing or—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes, I am. No, I think the
Honourable Member wants to ask a question.
The Chairman: The Chair now recognises the Honourable Terry Lister.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If the Minister does not mind, I want to take
him back to the unique experiences. During January
there was a series of workshops put together with a
view to having people come in, learn what we were
looking for, what the TA is looking for in creating this
unique Bermudian experience. They were supposed
th
st
to attend workshops on (I believe) the 30 and 31 of
January with a view to having the experience—their
experience—funded or encouraged, and starting efst
fective April 1 (coincidentally, the same time as the
new fiscal year).
Having said that, would you be in a position,
Minister, to tell us of that workshop, what the attendance was, what was the success, and what we can
expect to see different in the New Year because of
those workshops?
The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My information is that there was a total of 140
participants in those workshops and I have heard a
great deal of positive comments as it related to the
workshops. The actual presentations that will be em-

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The total budget is $4.9
million.
The Chairman: The Chair now recognises the
Shadow Minister.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you. No, I am not
happy with that figure $4.9 million. Maybe we need a
little breakdown of what that $4.9 million for these new
ventures will be. But you can answer that because I
see we are going to have to get some work done.
Here is the question I want to ask. The Board
says that they hope to be fully funded in three to five
years. That means the Board should be working on
something else—some numbers. Can the Board—
through you—give us an idea where it hopes to get a
million dollars outside of the—or $5 million—where
does it hope to get some of this revenue from? Shall I
give you time for that question? Or do you have it?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: You can ask another one.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay. Minister, I do not support the rental cars to tourists—I want to make it very
clear. As Minister, are you leaning towards rental of
cars? because you have not said one way or the
other. Are you in discussions? Are you . . . is Cabinet
having a discussion on it? Are you there? What is
your view of rental cars to tourists?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you.
The Chairman: Go ahead, Minister. You may respond.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have been approached by various entrepreneurs in Bermuda who have ideas as it relates to the
rental of vehicles—whether it be different types of
bikes that are more safe than what we currently have,
as well as cars.
No presentation or proposal has been put before Cabinet, so right now we are in the discussion
phase. I have not taken the view as to whether or not I
think it is advantageous for our jurisdiction. What I do
know is that we are one of the only jurisdictions that
do not provide this service to our guests. So it is
something that we are looking at. Obviously, there are
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other considerations that we have to look at in terms
of traffic and the like before that decision has been
made. But nothing has been put before the Cabinet as
yet.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister. The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister Furbert.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Before you go running on
that road as far as renting cars to tourists, I am hoping
that you do some significant studies as far as the impact, and do not give me that story that we are the
only Island that does not do or whatever. There are a
lot of islands . . . we are the only Island which does
not allow more than one car. Did you know that?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, I did.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Right.
Open up more of the cars for Bermudians because we had a discussion on cars way back since 19
. . . whatever it is. I recall the time when we were going to move towards (I think it was under Dr. Massey
was the Minister of Transport at the time) allowing
people to drive cars based on a number on their car,
and restrict people coming from Hamilton because we
thought there was too much traffic on the road.
We control our traffic based on the assessment numbers that we have. So we know the amount.
But to open up that door—and I am talking to every
Minister now—open up that door and allow cars . . .
can you not imagine? Unless you are just going to
allow 10 cars and restrict them to only a few tourists.
But if you are saying any tourist can have a car . . .
can you imagine?
I just want you to imagine, Minister, 6,000
people getting off a cruise boat and they can have a
car. Can you imagine them getting out of the airport
and they can have as many cars as they want. I am
telling you; do not let the Honourable Member David
Dodwell lead you down that road. It is the wrong road.
First of all, you are going to hurt the taxi drivers. We cannot afford [at] this time of our history to
take food out of the mouths of at least 6,000 people in
their families—6,000. These are people who . . . some
have retired, some people have been there for a long
time and we are going to . . . where do you think that .
. . you better increase that budget for financial assistance!
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Chairman, if the Honourable Member would allow me—
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Honourable
Minister.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
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Again, just to reiterate, I do know the Honourable Member's position, he has articulated his position
on more than one occasion. I appreciate he is not in
favour of it and I believe the taxi industry has also
stated their concern. We are looking at it; we are
studying it. No decision has been made. It has not
even come before Cabinet at this stage. So I think the
Honourable Member may be a bit premature at this
point.
Also, I would like to clarify for the Honourable
Independent Member, the figure I quoted was (I believe) the entire budget for the product development,
product and experience development division. For
specific product and experience funding, it is $3.4 million, and that would also include some of their own
internal ideas as well. So once we make the decision
in terms of how many of those proposals we would
embrace, then funding will be allocated to them individually.
Also, the Honourable Shadow Minister asked
about the self-funding. I have been advised that a
committee has now been put together to actually look
at different ways as it relates to the Act, how the BTA
can generate greater revenue. So it is being looked at
now and work has already begun to come up with
various ideas through this committee.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair once again recognises the Shadow
Minister for Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Chairman, let me just
say, before it gets to Cabinet, the Minister has to
agree. I am just saying to the Minister, as the songwriter says "don't touch that one." You will be heading
on the wrong path when it comes to allowing tourists
to drive cars.
Now, when it comes to those bikes you may
have another look at it. I am not too much in disagreement with that. We can take a look at that. But
then you have to allow Bermudians to drive those
same bikes. You cannot allow tourists to have . . . I
am assuming that is three-wheel vehicles you are talking about, and Bermudians cannot. Okay, but what I
am saying is that I think the cars are the problem.
[Cars are] causing congestion on our streets.
Have you been to the Bahamas and gone on
Bay Street? because everybody is allowed to drive a
car. They are trying to now get policy in place so that
[they] have only one car per household. They cannot.
Do you know why? Because once you give something
to the voters you cannot take it back. It is very hard.
Do not go down that road because we will
be—you and I—be suffering when some other people
will be either leaving Bermuda or passing out of here.
And you are putting your children in jeopardy. It is the
future generation that we are looking at. So I am just
telling you—getting to your Cabinet colleagues—I
hope they turn you down if you go that way. If you
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bring it, some of us are going to turn you down. You
will not make the next election. Trust me.
Now, I do not believe that the Board can make
$25 million in budget for the next three years. You
better then put that Board together and give it to the
Minister of Finance so he can make some additional
revenue. Unless you can tell me that you are going to
ask the Minister for the departure tax, and that means
that at the end of the day that the Minister is going to
still have to look out for some other revenue to take
that—because it is in consolidated funds.
You are telling me that and then you are telling me that tourists and the Airport Authority is going
to need that same source of revenue. Someone is
fighting over each other. I do not know how, Minister. I
do not care how many committees you put together,
you are going to get additional revenue in three years.
You will be here . . . Well, the maximum is three years
you guys can be here. Well, no, I said that you will be
here three years . . . the maximum three years you
guys will be here.
So my point is, you will not be bringing paper
to this House. Get the Honourable Member Patricia
Gordon-Pamplin on that committee because she is a
nice accountant, and, yet, I do not know how you are
going to make those numbers. To think of where the
revenue is coming from, it is mind-blowing. Just give
me one source that you can get it from.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
The Chairman: You have the floor, Minister.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Again, I am looking forward to the ideas that
will be coming from this committee as it relates to the
actual legislation and the various powers it has to
raise revenue. But in terms of ideas—and I am speaking without consulting with the Minister of Finance, so
speaking off the cuff—but things like, if, indeed, this
House authorises gaming, then there can be a portion
of the gaming revenues that will go towards the Tourism Authority. We see this happening in many other
jurisdictions right now. In the event that the Government wants to look at, for example, a lottery—a national lottery—then a portion of those revenues can be
segregated for the Tourism Authority.
So as we go forward, the Government has to
work with the BTA, who is also looking at innovative
ways to raise revenue, but there are other revenue
streams that the Government can engender that we
will take a portion of it and provide a percentage toward the Tourism Authority. So I am sure we all agree
that the Tourism Authority needs to be successful,
and to be successful it needs sufficient funding.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
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Are there any other Members who would like
to contribute to this discussion?
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Education, the Honourable Walton Brown.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just one other question for the Honourable
Minister. I understand that the Tourism Authority is
working within the Tourism Plan that has been developed. I also understand the point that we cannot continue to do the same thing as usual and expect a different result. My question is, To what extent has the
Tourism Authority revamped or reconsidered the typical socio-economic group that comes to Bermuda as
well as the geographical location (i.e., the northeast
coast of the United States)?
Because if you look at global trends, you see
in some emerging markets tremendous amounts of
people travelling with a lot of disposable income. So to
what extent is the Tourism Authority looking seriously
at other markets? To what extent is there a renewed
focus on those who can actually afford to come to
Bermuda and spend their money? Because what has
happened in the past is people have been driven by
low-cost flights and cheap hotel rates yet they do not
have . . . or they are disinclined to spend their money
in restaurants, to spend $200 on a dinner for two, for
example.
So to what extent are those a part of the Tourism Authority’s considerations? Just to repeat, a new
geographical area for tourists (i.e., South America and
Asia). Secondly, a revamped consideration of the
socio-economic group that they are trying to attract
(i.e., those who are not fundamentally driven by low
fares and cheap hotel rates). If you can speak to that,
I would be most appreciative.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. The Chair now
recognises the Minister of Tourism.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Chairman
and thank you Honourable Member for you questions.
We fundamentally believe that if we augmented the marketing to the Eastern Seaboard that
we can maximise on those numbers. As the Honourable Shadow Tourism Minister mentioned earlier, we
are only looking at a certain number. So right now we
are around 240,000. We would be very happy if we
can get 400,000 air arrivals. So it is not a huge target
to try and reach. There are 90 million people that we
can market to on the Eastern Seaboard and we believe that we need to maximise our proximity and be
able to go after those individuals.
You know the term, Fish where the fish are at.
It does not mean that we are going to ignore those
emerging markets like South America and Asia and
the like, but the difficulty we have is in airlift—getting
here. If we want to incentivise an airline to travel here
that is going to be quite costly with minimum revenue
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agreements and the like in order to get that going. We
are looking at it. We know that the South Americans
are travelling extensively. We know that Asia is right
now probably the most burgeoning market as it relates
to tourism. But we think that to get the industry back
on track, we need to more effectively market Bermuda
to our closest destination.

Caribbean territories (including Bermuda) could automatically accept those visas for purposes of entering
Bermuda. Just for consideration.

The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair now recognises, once again, the
Shadow Minister of Education, Mr. Walton Brown.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you.
Just to pick up from what my Honourable colleague said, Minister, this side has no problem with
you travelling, you know. We have already told you
that. You had a problem with us travelling and we are
just saying, Why are you travelling? Well, we had no
problem with you travelling if you are doing business
on behalf of the people. We make that very clear. So
when we get back in I do not want you to be sitting on
this side (if you are still here) saying, Why are you
travelling? We believe that travelling should be done.
Let us be clear on that.
Let me tell you about Qatar and the CEO and
the Chairman. We met with Qatar, and when we left
Qatar—and there is a report sitting I think in either
your Ministry or at . . . probably at your Ministry, but
definitely at the Cabinet Office. There is a report of a
study we did on a hotel in St. George's, a feasibility
study. I hope that you have seen that report because
they were going to fly in to see the property. And what
they said to us, we said (the Premier and I—the Honourable Premier Paula Cox and I said around there)
they were going to fly the three top Ministers in, because the Prime Minister (I think they call him Prime
Minister or President, I am not sure what they call him
in Qatar) [said] make it happen.
So we had our first meeting on a late night
and they said get us a feasibility study of the hotel. So
we got it done and I said it is either in your Ministry . . .
I know it is definitely in Cabinet of this feasibility study
for the hotel and see what is the return on investment
because they were not interested in making a return
on investment in the first five years.
These guys have . . . you know, they make
$761 million a day! All they wanted was a long-term
investment. They have interest—I am not sure if you
are aware—in Fairmont. So, if they have that interest
in Fairmont, why could they not own their own property here in Bermuda? Because 40,000 of them travel
to London every year—every year.
Here are what my thoughts were at the time.
They fly in a beautiful airline—Qatar flies from Qatar
to New York on a daily basis. I said, Wow. Why could
they not fly Qatar, New York, Bermuda, New York,
Qatar and drop off some wealthy individuals on this
beautiful rock. But we have to have the products that
they want. They love high-end stores. The stores that
they buy from are, you know . . . you have seen everything else. You just go down there, they have . . . that
is what they have. So if we can combine that and the
development of the waterfront and everything else

Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just to follow up, you know, if you can get . . .
I cannot remember what the data points to but there
are literally millions of Asians who are flying to the
United States now. New York seems to be a very big
attraction. So I am just thinking you might want to
consider some added value and I think there is also a
decision made that if you have visa to enter the United
States, Canada and (I believe) the UK, then one
would not need a visa to come to Bermuda. So that
might be a way of getting some additional traffic.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
The Chair now recognises the Minister of
Tourism.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
In relation to the visa challenge, I think we
have to look at that further because I know that the
CTO, or the Caribbean Tourism Organisation, had
that high on their agenda in terms of how we can
break down those visa restrictions and visa requirements coming into the Caribbean region and Bermuda
because right now there is a challenge of tourists
coming from Asia being able to come here. In many
instances they have to wait three to six months to get
a visa and that is quite onerous just to go on vacation.
So there is right now a collaborative effort within the
Caribbean Tourism Organisation to come up with a
solution to this problem. But, no, we recognise that,
again, that is the emerging market. I would love to be
able to go to Asia on a regular basis to try to drum up
business, but I might get criticised for going to Singapore and China and the like, so, definitely—the BTA is
definitely looking at these other markets.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member, the Shadow Minister, Mr. Walton Brown.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Not to belabour the point but the thinking is
that in some groups, some areas, that if you could get
the United States, Canada—and Canada for example—to actually process the visa applications for people who come to those countries anyway, then the

The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister for Tourism, the Honourable Wayne Furbert.
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with high net worth stores and attract these wealthy
Qataris every year—because it is too hot in Qatar in
the summer time. They fly to London. Beautiful vehicles they drive. But if they had their own place here . .
. and we had some discussions. I am not sure how far
you are with Morgan’s Point, but we had some discussion with them.
I support and I agree with what the Shadow
Minister of Education is saying, that we should be able
to attract some of the high net worth individuals. We
know there are 98 million people on the East Coast.
They are not coming. We have to find out why they
are not coming because all we need is 450,000 out of
New York, out of Florida, out of Boston or wherever,
Atlanta, our gateway cities, London. So do not discount . . . and I see your budget has gone up for
travel. I am assuming that is where you are heading.
If your travel budget has gone up, Minister, I
thought that is where you were heading. That you
were going back to talk to Qatar and talking to China.
That is why I never talked about your travel budget,
because it went up 30 per cent. Now if you are travelling to New York, I want to know why are travelling to
New York because you have sales people there—
The Chairman: And your specific question, Member?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I do not have to ask all questions—I am the Shadow Minister.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I do not have to answer any
question.
The Chairman: Continue Member.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: This is not “P” and “Q.”
It comes down to this: Is the Tourism Authority
going to be making any headway on leads into those
markets that are talking to them?
In Brazil? Okay, in Brazil. Are we heading
their way?
We know that at the end of the day, I think it
was Copa Airlines—Copa? Okay, I will leave that to
our leader because he knows more about airlines than
I do, he and Lawrence. He knows more about . . .
anyway I am not going to get into that one. But my
point is do not just discount. This party will never
complain about your travelling on behalf of Bermudians to get things done. Just do not complain when we
get back in. That is all we are asking. And keep your
Members at bay because they do not complain when
you are travelling. But when we get back in they complain when we are travelling. Okay? You know. So
that is all I am saying to you.
And the other thing, there are a few other
things, so other Honourable Members can ask their
questions. What are some of the new initiatives they
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are doing for the winter programme to get to increased business here? What are you spending on
the cost between the different markets—USA, Canada, and Europe? Are you spending money in other
jurisdictions?
The new products that we . . . I know you had
a meeting with some Bermudians as far as bringing
new products here. What are some of the new products? Do not discount Horseshoe Bay. Tony Brannon
has quite often talked about the beach tennis or soccer (whatever it is). We can turn Horseshoe Bay . . .
and, you know, because there is one tree about three
feet high with a red bird on it does not mean that we
cannot knock that tree down. One small tree about
three feet high and it has a little red bird on it—one of
the environmentalists complained about it. All I am
saying to you [is that] maybe Horseshoe Bay can become a destination in itself. We talked about it in the
plan.
What more can we do within that Horseshoe
Bay? Massages out on the beach for Bermudians to
get involved in? Maybe a little Dark ’N Stormy—a little
tent? You can create that in a decent way that is environmentally protected, but new creative business
ideas. So what is the Board thinking about? Who is
taking that grip to make things happen up in Horseshoe Bay? You want to keep Long Bay with nobody
on it—you have some bathrooms there—and all the
other beaches. But maybe Horseshoe Bay can be a
special area that Bermudians like, that the tourists
like, and can be something working behind the dunes
that can be making things a little better. That is all I
am saying to you.
So new products, and I am going to give a
chance for my leader to ask a few questions, and then
I will take some more if need be later on.
The Chairman: Any other Members who would care
to speak to these Heads?
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Opposition Leader, Marc Bean.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Good evening, Mr. Chairman.
Good evening, colleagues. Good evening, Minister.
Minister, a few minutes ago you mentioned, or
a question was asked in terms of the diversification of
our markets and you spoke of the focus being on the
Eastern Seaboard which has been our focus since I
think the 1920s. Then you spoke of Asia and Latin
America and I heard the discussion going back and
forth. I will ask you this question. Last year, around
this time I mentioned about the need to go and visit
Copa and Panama. Have you in any way?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, to respond to the Opposition
Leader's question I do recall during that debate him
saying—and actually he offered his knowledge and
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whether or not we could collaborate on that. It is not
off the table. And, clearly, now that the BTA is going to
st
come into its own on the 1 of April—it is part of the
conversations to be had with them as well. We recognise the benefit of the emerging markets. We want to
look at how we can actually tap into that. One of the
biggest challenges that we have found at this stage is
airlift, and the conversation that I have had is that, you
know, we will have to incentivise these airlines to
come here. But just on the, again, I just want to clarify
my earlier comment and that is that it is the BTA's position right now to try to get on our feet by looking at
our closest destination or our closest jurisdiction, and
then as we develop from there we can look at other
destinations.
Thank you.
The Chairman: You have the floor, Opposition
Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, when you look at, for example
the Bahamas, which the Honourable Minister has
travelled to. And I use the Bahamas as an example
instead of other jurisdictions to the south because
there are a lot of similarities between Bermuda and
the Bahamas culturally and the economic foundation
of both countries is similar also.
Well, I am sure you are aware that Copa flies
daily to Nassau, Bahamas, from Panama. But they
started with three flights a week. I am pretty certain
that they did not have any minimal revenue guarantees attached to it. Now, the Bahamian market is a
little larger—or is much larger—it is five times larger
than the Bermuda market. But the reality is that Latin
America, at this point in time, especially where we are
located in the Atlantic Ocean, that should not or cannot be considered just an emerging market. And Bahamians look at it as a market they have to tap into
right now.
So it is not a question of getting airlift when
you have airlines that have the capacity to actually
provide the service. It is not a question of minimum
revenue guarantees because you can start with a very
minimal schedule—two flights a week. You can even
have a line route system where you can negotiate with
Copa to say, Listen, depart Panama City, come to
Nassau, and then come to Bermuda. That ensures
higher load factors. But the South American market
today represents a tremendous opportunity for the
revitalisation of Bermuda.
We cannot be a one-leg pony anymore. If you
are telling me that the money that we are directing—
taxpayers’ money—towards the Tourism Authority is
going to be focused on the same market we have
been focused on for the last 94 years—94 years—
because you got up and you said earlier in the budget
speech . . . the whole spirit of the budget speech was
we have to get rid of the status quo. Well, the Eastern
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Seaboard is the status quo! It is the status quo. So I
am not saying we should not give attention to the
Eastern Seaboard, but we cannot discount as an
emerging market, Latin America—one that we have to
look into and we have to discuss while other countries
are actually doing it. They are acting. That is the difference.
Whether we are going to be competitive or
not. Those who are competitive do it. They do not just
say it. So I encourage you. I encourage you and I
promise you—I know you all like to take every word
we say from this side as gospel—but I promise you
that we will not complain one bit if you got on American Airlines and went to Panama City and saw Pedro
[Heilbron], the CEO of Copa, and he will talk to you
because they have a strategy where they are looking
to expand into the Caribbean and connect the Caribbean into Latin America.
There is a lot of money flowing down south.
To show you the approach that the Bahamas takes,
there is a concerted effort to learn Spanish by Bahamians in order to adapt to that new market. That is
something that we have to be encouraging our people
to do too. We cannot just have the plane fly here and
have Spanish-speaking people come here and then
we have a communication barrier. So it has to be part
of a holistic strategy. It cannot be piecemeal, but it is
something that we have to pursue ASAP.
Another question that I have, Mr. Chairman, to
the Minister, you mentioned earlier because the Honourable Independent Member, Mr. Lister, spoke of an
“authentic experience” and you said that that is, once
again, what differentiates us from our competitors.
Can you, again, just remind me what a Bermudian
“authentic experience” is?
The Chairman: The Chair now recognises the Minister of Tourism.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you.
That is what we are trying to create, Honourable Member. I appreciate the question. We now recognise that we do not have that experience. People
come to Bermuda. It is a special place so it is always
going to set itself apart because of our natural beauty.
But in terms of the entertainment, in terms of the experiences they will have, the BTA is looking at . . . and
we have just had back in January, we had conferences entertaining Bermudians who had ideas that
could make the experience uniquely Bermudian and
we hope to implement that going forward.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Opposition
Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am sure the Minister has travelled throughout the Caribbean, as an example. If you go to the
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Bahamas, do you experience an authentic Bahamian
experience? Yes or no? Tell me.
If you go to Jamaica? Yes? Barbados? Trinidad? Antigua? St. Kitts? Cuba? You get authentic experiences.
If you go to Hawaii, you get an authentic experience. In fact, if you go to 99 per cent of the tourism destinations around the world you get an authentic experience.
So the reason why I asked, What is it? was to
really actually take our discussion up a little higher.
What distinguishes the Bahamas from Jamaica is
nothing but the people of the Bahamas—Bahamians.
What distinguishes Jamaicans from Trinidadians in
terms of the authentic experience are the people
themselves. So the authentic experience that I am
speaking of or alluding to is centred around the people
of a country.
An Hon. Member: Yes, it is.
An Hon. Member: Culture.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Culture. Thank you, Mr. Minister. That is what I was trying to draw out of you, so we
can start thinking a little bit more instead of just throwing out terms like authentic experience.
So the question is, What is our culture? If we
are looking to develop a culture, is the Tourism Authority the vehicle by which to develop it, or is it (on
the other hand) the people themselves?
The Chairman: The Chair now recognises the Minister of Tourism.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
I must say this format might become something new for the Budget Debate because it is very
effective.
But, again, it is the people. It is the people.
But how can the people have their unique ideas—for
example, whether it is through their entertainment,
through music, visual arts, food, beverage, whatever it
is? The BTA can be the vehicle to help support,
whether it is through finances, whether it is through
other support mechanisms to allow these individuals
to create and develop the various unique experiences
within our culture.
We all know Bermudians are well known for
their friendliness and people come here year in and
year out because of that experience, but I fundamentally believe that we have not developed and we have
not matured in terms of a special cultural experience
for our tourists, and I believe the BTA will provide the
funding and the support to help those entrepreneurs
who have these great ideas.
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The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Opposition Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the response because that allows
me to segue into the next point, which is the Tourism
Authority itself, where you say that it is the responsibility of the TA to cultivate this cultural or authentic experience. Instead of saying, Oh, it is just the people
themselves.
You know, that is a serious distinction because one says that you have a group of people who
sit in a room who determine what the market or what
the product offerings will be. When really the more
effectual way is when you allow the people themselves to determine what the product offerings should
be. So one is a free market approach from the grassroots up where you allow the people to be free. You
remove the regulations that say, No you cannot do
this, no you cannot do that. Even though there are
6,000 tourists at Dockyard you cannot set up your
store here or there because there are park rules. Removing those regulations is something that the TA can
do, but it is the people who determine what the market
desires. It is not a group of people getting paid
$20,000 a year to sit on a board, and a CEO and
COO with undisclosed compensation packages.
It leads me, if there is a few minutes left, to reiterate our position on this side, Mr. Chairman, about
the Tourism Authority. The Tourism Authority . . . the
Minister keeps saying that it is private, as if there was
a connotation that it is free market. But there is a distinction. Privatisation does not necessarily mean an
open free market. Not at all. So here we have a classic example of the opposite. The one that pulls the
wool over your head and makes you think one thing
when there is actually something else going on that is
different. I would like to ask, as the first question, and
you probably answered it, but for the record, I would
like to know the CEO and COOs compensation package.
The Chairman: Thank you, Opposition Leader.
The Chair now recognises the Minister of
Tourism.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, just to clarify I have consistently said
that at this point the Authority is semi-private because
we do appreciate—and I empathise for those who ask
this question because the majority of the funding for
the Tourism Authority is coming from the consolidated
fund. There is no question about it. But I have also
stated that the Board of Directors, which is responsible for the employment of the BTA, made a decision
not to disclose the compensation package of all of
their employees as standard practise of private enti-

The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
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ties that manage their affairs privately, and I did not
take objection to that position.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair now, once again, recognises—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
So the Minister is saying that the Board of
Directors, for whom the taxpayers pay $20,000 a year
each, is telling the taxpayer that it is none of our business as to how much the compensation package is for
the CEO and the COO? The Board of Directors that
we pay is telling us that we are not privy to how much
the compensation packages are?
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Minister . . . you are looking around and I figure you are saying, Yes that is
what they are saying. But can you, Minister, actually .
. . are you clear with your conscience on that? Speaking from a perspective of transparency and accountability, are you clear with it? I just want to know for the
record.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Again, I appreciate the question and I understand why the question is asked. I am comfortable
with the position because it is the aspiration and the
objective of this Government that the Tourism Authority evolve into a fully private entity. We fundamentally
believe that it is through that model that the tourism
industry will be effectively and efficiently managed to
bring the results that we want, and so therefore we
must treat it now how we want it to be long term. So I
appreciate the prudence in having it managed in a
private capacity.
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tion. We are going to spend the money and not account for it.
That is the big problem. I asked you, Minister,
do you have a clear conscience with it? Because I do
not think there is a greater example of redistribution of
wealth in this country in the last few decades. Like
blatant in-your-face redistribution of wealth.
You mentioned earlier, Mr. Minister, something about $4.9 million being distributed in a private
or entrepreneurial venture capital manner to assist—I
guess it was in response to MP Lister's question on
authentic experience. See that is the problem right
there. That is just that alone. If it was $4.9 million of
private capital, we would have no problems with it. But
the fact that it is $4.9 million of taxpayers’ money
means that it is being redistributed, and it is being redistributed based on what criteria?
See? It is a criteria that actually picks the winners and the losers. It picks the winners and the losers, Mr. Chairman. Let me move on because there are
a couple minutes left.
Mr. Andrew Brooks, is he the golf consultant
for Tourism and all things golf?
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Tourism
Minister.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
These matters have been canvassed already.
The answer is—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I asked, is he all things golf?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I do not know if all things
golf, but he has been hired to help market golf overseas.
An Hon. Member: Market.

The Chairman: The Chair now recognises the Opposition Leader, once again.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me make it clear: When the Progressive
Labour Party returns to Government the current arrangement with the Tourism Authority will change, and
will change immediately.
Now, I am not going to go on record to say
which direction it will go. It could either be absorbed
back into government proper or we will truly have it
privatised. Not just in word but in deed—meaning,
okay, if your budget is $25 million, go find it! Get the
stakeholders in the tourism industry who have been
subsidised for what—94 years—by the taxpayer, to go
and fund that private Tourism Authority themselves.
We do not want to hear that they will be private at
some point in the future. The here and now is that you
are spending the taxpayers’ money. There is no leeway to say, Well, while we get there this is the aspira-

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Nothing to do with development?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No, my information is to
market and attract golf groups and the like to Bermuda. But I can seek greater clarification for you, Opposition Leader, on that.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister of Tourism and
Transport.
The Chair now recognises the—is there any
other Member that cares to—
An Hon. Member: How much time do we have left,
Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman: We have three minutes.
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The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Finance, the Honourable David Burt.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Chairman, can the Minister
please let this Honourable House know under what
financial instructions the Authority operates and
whether or not he would be willing to share those financial instructions with the House?
The reason I ask is because insofar as public
money is being spent there is certainly something that
is a concern when we are talking about tendering,
making sure that things are fair, open and transparent.
We understand the Government has given financial
instructions to the corporation who received public
monies, and we were just wondering if they will be
sharing those financial instructions that are part of the
Tourism Authority with the people of this country.
The Chairman: Thank you, Shadow Minister of Finance.
Minister of Tourism and Transport, would you
care to respond to that?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I will take the remaining
questions and then quickly respond if there is time.
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Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you.
I will undertake to answer the Shadow Finance Minister's question at a later date due to the
time constraints and I am trying to remember your
questions, Honourable Minister.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The financial statements for
the Tourism—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, those financial
statements are currently being audited [by] the Auditor
General. We have been pushing and trying to get it
done in a timely manner but have been told that there
were some delays within that office. So once they are
finished they will be laid before the House. In terms of
the assets, I will get that to you, Honourable Member.
Mr. Chairman, I now would like to thank all
Honourable Members for their questions. Historically,
Tourism has been one of those debates that can
evolve into a heated debate at times, but that is because we all appreciate the value that it has to our
community. So, I would like to thank everyone for their
participation and I now move Heads 48 and 33.
The Chairman: The Honourable Minister—

The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Tourism, Honourable Wayne Furbert.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, let me just say that I have enjoyed this discussion going back and forth between
ourselves and I hope in the future that Ministers can
work with Shadow Ministers to make this happen because you get more answers and you leave here with
a clear mind.
But here are my three last points: One is, Why
has the Minister not laid the financial statements of
the old Tourism Board before this House, because the
financial year ended March 2013, and [they were]
supposed to lay it by at least September—at least laid
by.
Were the financials every audited? Have they
been audited?
And the last one would be about the assets of
BDOT being transferred to the Tourism Authority.
What is the total value of those assets that are being
transferred to the Tourism Authority?
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow
[sic] Minister of Tourism and Transport.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I think he has just sat
down, but I am the Minister of Tourism and Transport.

[Pause]
The Chairman: My microphone was off—I will do that
again. The Honourable Minister has indicated that he
is now prepared to move Heads 48 and 33.
Are there any objections from the Honourable
Members?
No objection.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Ministry of Tourism and Transport, Heads 48 and 33 were approved and stand part
of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure
2014/15.]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Chairman, I am not
sure of the process but I think I defer now to the Finance Minister as this concludes the debate.
The Chairman: Yes. The Chair now recognises the
Honourable Finance Minister, Mr. Bob Richards.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to move the remaining Heads, the
Heads that have not been already moved—Heads 5,
3, 74, 12, 50, 49, 97, 56, 18, 19, 29 and 94.

[Laughter]
The Chairman: The Minister of Tourism and Transport.

The Chairman: Members, the Minister of Finance has
moved that the aforementioned Heads be approved.
Are there any objections?
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No objections.
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The Honourable Finance Minister has moved
that the approval of the Estimates be reported to the
House.
Are there any objections?
None.

[Gavel]
The Chairman: Agreed to.
[Motion carried: Remaining Heads 5, 3, 74, 12, 50, 49,
97, 56, 18, 19, 29 and 94, were approved and stand
part of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure
2014/15.]

[Gavel]
The Chairman: Approved.
House resumed at 8:00 pm

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I move that the Current Account Estimates, the
Capital Development Estimates and the Capital Acquisition Estimates be approved.
The Chairman: Members, the Finance Minister has
moved that the Current Account Estimates, the Capital Development Estimates and the Capital Acquisition
Estimates be approved.
Are there any objections?
No objections.
[Gavel]
The Chairman: Approved.
[Motion carried: The Current Account Estimates, the
Capital Development Estimates and the Capital Acquisition Estimates were approved and stand part of
the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure 2014/15.]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I move that the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the Financial Year 2014/15 be now approved.
The Chairman: Members, the Finance Minister has
moved that the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the Financial Year 2014/15 be approved.
Are there any objections?
No objections.

[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
2014/15
The Speaker: Honourable Members, the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15 have been approved. Are there any objections?
There are none.
Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I am introducing the Bill entitled
the Appropriation Act 2014, with the Governor’s recommendation signified.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
Carry on, Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I move, in
accordance with Standing Order 28(5)(1) that, under
the provisions of Standing Orders 41, 12 and 42, the
remaining stages of the Bill entitled the Appropriation
Act 2014 be taken forthwith.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
Carry on.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move that the Bill entitled Appropriation Act
2014 be now read the second time in the House.

[Gavel]
The Chairman: Approved.
[Motion carried: The Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the Financial Year 2014/15 were considered by a Committee of the whole House and
passed.]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Chairman, I move
that the approval of the Estimates be reported to the
House.
The Chairman: Thank you, Honourable Finance Minister.

The Speaker: Are there any objections?
Carry on, Minister.

BILL
SECOND READING
APPROPRIATION ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I move
clauses 1 to 6, inclusive, together with Schedules A, B
and C, as printed.
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The Speaker: Are there any objections?
Minister, carry on.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Minister, I move the Preamble.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
Carry on, Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I move that
the Bill entitled the Appropriation Act 2014 be now
read the third time by its title only.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
Minister, carry on.

THIRD READING
APPROPRIATION ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I move that
the said Bill do now pass.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
There are none. Carry on.
[Motion carried: The Appropriation Act 2014 was read
a third time and passed.]

MESSAGE TO THE SENATE
APPROPRIATION ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I move that the following
message be sent to the Senate. The message is as
follows:
“To the Honourable President and Members
of the Senate, the House of Assembly has the honour
to forward herewith the undernoted Bill for the concurrence of your House, the Appropriation Act 2014.
“Copies of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15 are also forwarded for the information of your House.”
That is the end of the message.
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SECOND READING
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE (NO. 2) FOR
THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2012/13
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, in accordance with Standing
Order 43(4) and 43(5), I move that the Supplementary
Estimate (No. 2) for the Financial Year 2012/13 be
approved.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I move that
the estimates now be committed.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Are there any objections to that?
I would ask that the Deputy Speaker, please,
take the Chair of Committee.
House in Committee at 8:05 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE (NO. 2) FOR THE
FINANCIAL YEAR 2012/13
The Chairman: Thank you, Members.
Honourable Members, we are now in Committee of the whole for further consideration of the Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) for Financial Year
2012/13.
I call on the Minister. Minister, you have the
floor.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chair. Madam Chairman, I am introducing the Supplementary Estimate for the year 2012/13 No. 2. This
is the second supplementary for that year.
Madam Chairman, this Schedule identifies
five items totalling $10.325 million and . . . Let me do
that right out—$10,325,410, to be introduced in the
Supplementary Estimate No. 2 for the 2012/13 year,
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
made up of $10,289,080 on Current Account and
Are there any objections to that?
There are none. So, therefore, the message $36,330 on Capital Account.
Honourable Members will note, in respect to
will be sent to the Senate. Thank you.
Order No. 3 is carried over, I believe, and we the total $10,325,410 supplementary, the full amount
move now to Order No. 4, in the name of the Minister is considered a technical supplementary. A technical
of Finance. Finance Minister E. T. (Bob) Richards, you supplementary indicates that the requirement for additional funding can be met within the original approprihave the floor.
ated estimates. However, it cannot be transferred,
since they are appropriated within another Ministry
BILL
and/or on the Capital Account. In this case, no additional appropriation is required.
Honourable Members will recall that the criteria for determining debatable supplementary estiBermuda House of Assembly
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mates requires all items on current account to be debated if the total current account spend of a Ministry,
which when taken with prior supplementary estimates
for the year shows an increase of greater than 10 per
cent, or $250,000, when compared to the original estimate. All capital items are debatable.
Supplementary Estimate 2012/13 No. 2 was a
combination of the above budget and unanticipated
expenditure items. Of the total supplementary request
on the current account, $6.9 million relates to support
for the Continuing Care Unit of the King Edward Memorial Hospital, and $3 million of additional expenditure was required for inventory purchases and airline
revenue guarantees for the Transport Department.
The total current account spending for
2012/13 was $23.5 million, or 2.3 per cent over the
original budget of $1 billion. On the capital account, a
minor amount of $36,000 is required. Total capital account spending for 2012/13 was $12.7 million, or
16.7 per cent below the original budget of $76.2 million.
Applying the criteria that I have just described,
all three items on the current account and both capital
account items are debatable. I would therefore move
approval for the items as follows: Current account 1
through 3, all debatable; and Capital Account 4 and 5,
all debatable.
The Chairman: Are there any Members that would
like to speak to Item No. 1? We will go by each item,
and I think it will be easier to go [straight] through. Are
there any Members? Thank you.
Minister, we are going to do Item No. 1, and
then each consecutively. And I will then go to the Opposition for their input.
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Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Well, if they want us to
wait, we can wait. There seems to be objection from
the Opposition, Madam Chairman.
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: And your point of order is?
Mr. E. David Burt: Has the Minister moved Head 1?
The Chairman: No. We have not moved Head 1. We
are going to do items 1, 2, 3 individually. The Minister
of Health is not in the room. So we thought we would
proceed, rather than wasting time.
Is there an objection to that?
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Yes.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: It is—it is—
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Honourable
Member, the Shadow Minister of Home Affairs. Mr.
Walter H. Roban, you have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: The normal procedures are that
the head has to be moved once it has been discussed, and then you move on to the next one. But I
do see the Minister of Health coming in now. I will
wait, if he is ready to move.
The Chairman: Absolutely. Have a seat so we can
hear from the Minister.
Minister?

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Do you want me to go
through each one of these myself?

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
This is the 2012/13 Supplementary?

The Chairman: I believe it will be the Minister responsible.

The Chairman: Yes.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Minister responsible.

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: This deals with Head 24,
Hospitals?

The Chairman: So in this particular case, it will be the
Ministry of Health. The Chair looks for the Minister of
Health.

The Chairman: Yes.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, whilst
we wait for Minister of Health, I do not mind doing the
Ministry of Transport.

[Inaudible interjections]

The Chairman: Fine. That will be fine. We will move
to Item No. 2, and then go back to—
[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman—

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: No, no, no, no, no. You will be
aware that I spoke earlier regarding the Supplementary for 2013/14. Right.
We are now addressing 2012/13. Under the
Health Insurance Act 1970, certain persons are eligible for subsidies at the local hospital for inpatient and
outpatient services. These subsidies require the
claims for the standard hospital benefit be paid out of
the Consolidated Fund to certain populations, includ-
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ing young people, the elderly and those who cannot
afford to pay. A budget is created annually based on
the predication of utilisation, increases in fees and
historical data. In 2012/13, the approved budget was
$104 million.
Madam Chairman, again, the approved
budget was not sufficient funding for the subsidies. An
additional $6.931 million is required for the 2012/13
fiscal year. I will also discuss again the initiatives that
have been embarked upon for 2014/15 to address this
particular budget to minimise the spending and avoid
supplementaries.
In the 2014/15 approved budget, the age subsidy has been reduced by 10 per cent for each of the
two aged categories. This will see a savings of approximately $8 million to the Consolidated Fund. The
aged population will not be disadvantaged by coverage because the cost will transfer to the insurance
companies.
There are also two projects that are currently
in place to review: one, a case management system
which will seek to minimise utilisation by having the
frequent users managed by an alternative, appropriate
and less-costly facility or practitioner. Two, Management Services is conducting a review of the whole
health system and some of the business practices in
determining where some economies of scale can be
achieved in the short term.
Madam Chairman, the initiatives mentioned
above will have an effect on the upcoming 2014/15
Budget; however, a supplementary of $6.931 million is
required for Head 24, Hospitals, for 2012/13.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
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Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman, I am presuming that this is just for the number of people in
Continuing Care that grew beyond what was budgeted
for. These are charged on a per-patient basis. So I
presume that what happened during the course of the
year was that under the last administration, there were
more people in CCU than they had budgeted to be in
CCU. So that is what was happening. The population
of CCU was growing faster than was anticipated.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Home Affairs. You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you for that.
If the Minister could say what that number
was and what the ultimate number was? What essentially was the number that we thought we were funding
at the time, and then what it ended up being, I would
like to know that.
Also, this is definitely one whole number. It
says Current Account, and then under it, KEMH Subsidy—Continuing Care Unit. Is that just one amount
itself? Or is it separate for Current Account Hospital,
and then there was a separate part of that $6.9 million
that was also a part of the KEMH Subsidy Continuing
Care Unit?
[Inaudible interjection]
The Chairman: Thank you. I need to have one sitting
down, please. If you would like to have a response,
we will hear a response from the Minister.

The Chairman: Are there any other Members that
would like to speak to Item No. 1, Ministry of Health?
Honourable Member, Walter Roban, you have
the floor.

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Do you want me to answer
that or—

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
I am interested to get clarity from the Minister,
because how this is listed as Current Account, and
then separately, KEMH Subsidy—Continuing Care
Unit. Is that all just one figure? Because it is just a
little confusing how it is listed. If it is separate, a Current Account and also KEMH Subsidy, I would like to
know what the breakdown of expenditure was on the
Current Account expenditure itself. And what else can
he tell us as to the Continuing Care Unit [CCU] as to
what expenditures did they find, particularly as a part
of the overspend in relation to the Continuing Care
Unit? What aspects of expenditure caused this particular overrun?

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I mean, it is paid as a Current
Account expense. The subsidy as it is going forward is
paid on Current Account. That is why it is under Current Account. The amount that was budgeted was
$104 million, and it came in, presumably, to $110.931
million. But it is dealt with as a Current Account expense.

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister of Health.

The Chairman: Minister, you have the floor.

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Finance. You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I do not believe it is too late, but I am a little bit
dense on trying to follow this. I need to make sure I
get this.
The question that I would ask is, Is this entire
$6 million figure only for Continuing Care Unit? It does
not have to do with age subsidy? It does not have to
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do with old-age subsidy? I just want to know, is it just
for Continuing Care Unit?
The Chairman: Perfect. Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes. That is the case, yes.
Just the CCU.
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ing to debate in a little while, why would we reduce the
budget by $6 million for the current year? And are we
actually setting ourselves up for this same conversation in a year’s time? Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
[Inaudible interjection]

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Home Affairs. You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes. I also ask the question . . .
Thank you for the clarification. That is what I was asking. But, fine.
As it relates to the number, because you did
say that there was a number which was funded, and
then there was a dramatic change or an increase in
the number. Can you give us what the actual number
was expected to be funded? And then ultimately, this
number is brought about because of the [increased]
number of persons. Can you give us the difference in
the number of persons who actually ended up [being
counted] and why that contributed to this number increase?
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: No, no, Madam Chairman. I
do not have that. All I know is that . . . I mean, we are
going back several years now. And we were not the
Government. A total of $104 million was budgeted.
The charges were higher than that. But the numbers
in CCU can change by the day. So this is at the end of
a year. So, you know, when you added up all the
charges over the period of a year, the attendance in
CCU was that much higher than was budgeted for.
I mean, you do not know whether the budgeting was unrealistic or whether genuinely there were
more patients going through CCU than were expected. It is hard to look back under a different administration and see what the thinking was when they
budgeted the $104 million.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises Mr. T. E. Lister, from
Sandys South, constituency 33. You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, you have heard me speak
before about bad budgeting, just putting numbers
down on a piece of paper that are not going anywhere. And some of that results in us standing here
tonight doing this exercise.
In the current year’s budget that we just dealt
with, this head has actually been reduced by $6 million. Now, if we were over in this particular year and
we are over again in the next year, which we are go-

The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Minister.
Please have a seat.
The Chair recognises the Minister. We are going to have a response.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
In answer to that question, I think the answer
is the hospital is doing its best to reduce the number
of people in the CCUs. So, for example, there were a
number of CCU patients that were sent to Summerhaven. The situation is that, over the process of time,
some people at CCU are passing away. And they are
not accepting any more people into CCU. And they
are taking some out of there and putting them in other
places where there are suitable places for them. So
that is why it has been budgeted, the figure will go
down. We think it is realistic. We believe that that is
realistic.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs. You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I have heard the Minister’s answer. I would
ask if the Minister could at least endeavour to come
back and provide myself or the Shadow Minister responsible on this particular 2013 issue with the number that was actually budgeted for and then ultimately
the $6.9 million as it relates to the number of people
who actually went through Continuing Care Unit and
the associated increase with that. I would appreciate it
if the Minister could make that undertaking.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, Madam Chairman, it is
not really figured out. The charges are made on a perpatient per-day basis. So you cannot say we budgeted
for 50 patients, and we had 52. You are doing it over
the period of a year. There are patients who are coming in and going out. There are patients who are coming in and maybe passing away. So you cannot say
that we budget for “X” number. It is patient/days during the year. It would be too complex to go back several years now to try and calculate that.
The Chairman: Thank you.
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Are there any other Members? Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance. You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, can the Minister confirm
. . . It is kind of along similar lines. But I am sure, under the subsidies Act, which this is a part of, that the
subsidies which are paid under this would fall under
old age, because they are at hospital and it is a percentage. So I am figuring that it falls under there. The
reason why I am asking that question is, was there not
an agreement with the Bermuda Hospitals Board for a
total cap to this subsidy? And would this increase the
figure, although in the past, and recognising it does
not take the overall spending figure of Government
from that part, does that impact that cap, seeing that
we are basically giving money back under the subsidy
and there was a cap that was put in place?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman, the
Shadow Finance Minister speaks of caps. There was
an agreement for a cap. But that was between the
hospital and insurance companies for insured claims.
These are not insured claims. So there was no cap
that applied to these charges.
The Chairman: Are there any other Members that
would like to speak to Item No. 1, Ministry of Health?
There are no other Members that would like to speak
to Item No. 1.
We will move to Item No. 2, and I would then
call on the Minister of Transport. We will move the
whole thing afterwards. So the Minister of Transport,
Item No. 2.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the requirement for supplementary estimates more often than not indicates
unforeseen challenges a Ministry or department of
Government has to meet in any given year. The Ministry of Tourism Development and Transport, formerly
the Ministry of Transport, has three departments included in Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) for the Financial Year 2012/13.
In the case of the Department of Marine and
Ports Services, Head 30, the unbudgeted sum is in
the amount of $374,198. The Department of Airport
Operations, Head 31, the unbudgeted sum is in the
amount of $1,374,850. In the case of the Department
of Public Transport, Head 35, the unbudgeted sum is
in the amount of $1,255,883.
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The total for the Ministry of Tourism Development and Transport in Supplementary Estimate No 2
for the Financial Year 2012/13 is $3,004,931.
I am now looking at Head 30, Marine and
Ports. Madam Chairman, the actual Current Account
expenditure for 2012/13 for the Department of Marine
and Ports Services was $21.2 million. Supplementary
Estimate (No. 2) for the amount of $374,198 is now
requested to cover the remaining budgetary shortfall,
which is subject to debate because it exceeds
$250,000.
Madam Chairman, Estimate (No. 2) relates to
expenditure for inventory purchases which, prior
2013/14, are expenditures for which budget was not
formally appropriated. The residual budget amount on
hand to cover inventory purchases in 2012/13 was
inadequate and in this case related to critical mechanical parts and repair work on the water jet propulsion systems of the catamaran fast ferries. Unfortunately, the anticipated funding amount for such mechanical work can never be precisely assessed until
the actual dismantling and mechanical inspections
and repairs begin. In turn, any problems discovered
have to be fixed on the spot, using the available
spares inventory, as well as specially ordered parts,
such that the boat’s underwater propulsion system
can be reassembled and the boat put back overboard,
ready for service.
Madam Chairman, the total for Supplementary
Estimate (No. 2) for 2012/13 for Head 30, Marine and
Ports Services, again, is $374,198.
Now looking at Head 31, Airport Operations.
Madam Chairman, actual account Current Account
expenditure for 2012/13 for the Department of Airport
Operations was $25.2 million. I refer to this Department as the DAO. Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) of
$1,374,850 represents 5.4 per cent of the department’s total expenditure, and is subject to debate because it is greater than $250,000.
Madam Chairman, historically, new airline
routes have taken three years to become financially
viable. However, with the increase in fuel prices and
the lure of more attractive routes elsewhere, airlines
are loathe to continue allocating aircraft and resources
to an underperforming or low-profit route. As such,
minimum revenue guarantee agreements have become a prerequisite of sorts for new leisure routes,
with airlines increasingly calling upon vacation destinations throughout the Caribbean and North America
to share in underwriting the financial risk.
Madam Chairman, the DAO continues to negotiate with our airline partners to safeguard the
scheduled air services to and from Bermuda. These
negotiations have resulted in commitments pursuant
to agreements in support of the Government’s airline
and air service development policy in the amount of
$1,374,850. Madam Chairman, the total for Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) for 2012/13 for Head 31,
Airport Operations, is $1,374,850.
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Now moving to Head 35, Public Transportation. Madam Chairman, the actual Current Account
Expenditure for 2012/13 for the Department of Public
Transportation was $25.3 million. This Supplementary
Estimate (No. 2) of $1,255,883 represents 5 per cent
of that total expenditure and is subject to debate because it is greater than $250,000.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Public
Transportation, known as DPT, projected a budget
overspend for 2012/13 of $3.07 million. This projection
outlined a detailed analysis of expenditure and provided support for Supplementary Estimate No. 1 for
2012/13. During 2012/13, DPT reviewed its inventory
and determined that there was a need to purchase
additional body and engine parts to be used to effect
vehicle repairs. This resulted in part from the increasing usage of spare parts to maintain an ageing bus
fleet. The subsequent expenditure was higher than
originally projected and also more than was spent in
previous years. It should be noted that the parts acquired will be used over several years.
As noted earlier in the brief in discussing the
Department of Marine and Ports Services, prior to
2013/14, expenditure on inventory purchases were
expenditures for which budget was not formally appropriated. Madam Chairman, DPT was also obliged
to provide support for additional bus runs, requiring
resources for manpower, fuel and other operating
costs. This included transport for passengers arriving
on two megaships at the dockyard. As a result, DPT’s
final cost for the year exceeded its original projection.
Madam Chairman, the 2012/13 Supplementary Estimate for Head 35 is $1,255,883 for the purchase of inventory.
That concludes my presentation on Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) for 2012/13 for the Ministry
of Tourism Development and Transport.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to Item (No. 2), Ministry of Transport, Head 30,
31 or 35? It would be easier if you could identify which
head, and that way we know which line you are on.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism. You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes. This is Head 31,
Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: That would be Airport Operations.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Right.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Airline Revenue Guarantees.
I am not going to get into the details as far as what
was paid to whom. But the only thing I would ask the
Minister, because every year the minimum revenue
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guarantee, even when we were Government, came
here as a supplementary. And I know it was not budgeted for this year. It was not budgeted. The Minister
will be back here next year with another amount of
money. It could be . . . I mean, last year, it has not
come up yet, but last year it was $2.4 million. Okay?
This year, the one we are talking about now is $1.3
million. So somewhere between $1.5 and $2 million,
the Minister will be coming back again next year for
that.
So I do not understand why governments do
not budget for this. I did not find out until later on . . .
As a matter of fact, it came out of Transport at the
time. Then they came to us, asking us at Tourism for
some money. And, no, no, no. We did not budget for
it. Because it should have been your budget. It should
have been your budget, Transport.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, this is Transport. This is
Transport.
The Chairman: Please refer to the Chairman.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: It is not Tourism; it is Transport.
So all I am saying is that you are going to be
under budget again this year. I mean, we hope that
. . . I know with your lines what you are paying for. So,
I mean, it is too late now. But just every year we did
the same thing.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members?
The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Madam
Chairman. And I do appreciate that the Honourable
Member respects the fact that many of the terms of
these agreements are confidential, and so we do not
want to get into the specifics.
But the overall MRG [minimum revenue guarantee] is deemed to be a contingent liability. So it is
difficult to budget for it because we do not know [what
it will be] exactly, as the Honourable Member just
noted. Last year, I think he said it was over $2 million.
Now it is, I believe, $1.3 million. So it is hard to budget
for it when you do not know exactly what the liability is
going to be.
Having said that, we hope that there is no liability at all. And if we can get the Tourism numbers
up and get the airlines full, then ultimately, as we have
seen with other airlines that started off with an MRG
and after a few years no longer needed it because of
its performance, it is our hope that that would happen
in this case as well, But I do take the point from the
Honourable Shadow Minister that we normally come
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back for a supplementary in this particular department.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Item No. 2 that covers Heads 30, 31 and
35?
There are no other Members that would like to
speak to that.
We will go down to Item No. 3, the Ministry of
Public Works, which is Head 36. The Chair recognises
the Minister for Public Works. You have the floor.
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The Chairman: Are there any other Members that
would like to speak to the Ministry of Public Works
Supplementary under Head 36?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Finance. Mr. David G. Burt, you have the
floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Minister said this was for inventory purchases. Could she possibly, in any way, shape or
form, be more specific?
The Chairman: Minister?

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the Ministry of Public
Works provides centralised support services to the
operation programmes within the Ministry. The Headquarters Administration, under the direction of the
Permanent Secretary, provides oversight and management support for the entire Ministry of Public
Works. It ensures that the policy objectives are met
and is responsible for the implementation of the Ministry’s strategic plan, yearly business plan and any
number of administration projects.
The revised budget for 2012/13 is
$12,662,202. The original budget for Public Works
Headquarters is $12,199,808, creating a supplement
request of $352,827. The supplement is required for
Public Works Headquarters; it is the purchasing programme, which is responsible for centralised purchasing and supply function to the operating areas within
the Ministry. The inventory purchases were higher
than the usage for the 2012/13 period, thus creating
this negative variance in the Headquarters budget.
This is for 2012/13.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Honourable Members who
would like to speak to Item No. 3, which is Head 36
Supplementary. The Chair recognises the Deputy Opposition Leader, Shadow Minister of Public Works. Mr.
Derrick V. Burgess, you have the floor.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, on Head 36, Head 36 only
went over budget by $123,000. Yet the supplementary
is for $352,827. I would like to know why the difference.
The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: The information
that I have is that this is relating to the inventory purchases. So if there is any further information, I am
afraid I will have to get that and bring it back to the
Honourable Member.

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I could make an
attempt at it. It has been an ongoing challenge for the
system that they use to actually purchase inventory,
and this goes across the spectrum. The Ministry
Headquarters is actually responsible for purchasing
things like materials and supplies for use within Headquarters. It also is responsible for purchasing aggregate and the like for use down in the quarry. So there
are all manner of things that are the responsibility of
the Ministry Headquarters with respect to purchases.
So all of that [purchasing is done] out of the Ministry
Headquarters. And this specific one, as is mentioned,
Inventory, I do not have a breakdown in terms of, you
know, whether it was nuts, bolts, paper towels or bathroom tissue. I am afraid I do not have that information
at that granular level.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, and I understand
that. But in this paper here, they have got Head 36.
And that is where I have the problem, the issue, with. I
am clear where you are coming from. But it is Head
36. It does not say the whole Ministry. If it did, then it
should have been under those different heads.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Head 36 is the
Ministry Headquarters, but it is responsible for the entire purchasing function. So that if it purchases something and then it is used out somewhere else, then it
would charge it out to that other Ministry. This is the
extra between that which was budgeted and that
which was actually spent in inventory, spent by the
Ministry Headquarters. And ultimately, it will get
charged onto the various other cost centres. But the
responsibility for ordering and paying for it is actually
with the Ministry Headquarters. And that is why we
have this number.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Deputy Opposition
Leader. You have the floor.
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I think you are making
it more difficult. The thing is, if Head 36 is purchasing
for other Ministries, then there would be a charge
back. They will get a credit on that. I think what needs
to happen is you just need to let us know—I know you
cannot let us know tonight—why is it that it is only
overspent by $123,000, yet they are asking for
$352,000? They should have supplied the information.
That is the problem I have. It specifically says just
Head 36. And it is okay to get it later; I am fine.
The Chairman: Thank you. The Chair recognises the
Minister.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
I take the Honourable Member’s point, and I
will endeavour to get slightly more granular detail in
order to give the Honourable Member a little bit more
information. I do have my technical officers in the Gallery. So if they are able to provide that information
momentarily, I will certainly give it to you before we
finish tonight.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Item No. 3, Ministry of Public Works?
No? We will move to Item No. 4, which is Police. That is Head 65, Capital Development for Hamilton Police Station and Magistrate’s Court.
The Chair calls on the Minister in charge to
come to the floor.

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
This amount for $7,912 is in conjunction with
the Hamilton Police Station and Magistrate’s Court. It
is a small amount of money, and the reason why it is
coming here tonight is because this project has had a
number of extras over the TAF [total allowed funding],
and this is getting close to the end of the project. So
that $7,912 is a change to the TAF that needs to
come here. And I understand the project is almost
fully completed this time. So this should be just about
the end of it.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Item No. 4, Police?
No? We will move to Item No. 5, Works and
Engineering, Head 65, Capital Development Reconstruction of Retaining Walls.
I call on the Minister responsible. Minister.
You have the floor.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
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Madam Chairman, the allocated budget for
cost centre 75127, Reconstruction of Retaining Walls,
for fiscal 2012/13 was $350,000. In 2012/13, this
budget was used to carry out two significant and vitally important projects: the construction of the ammunition storage building at Warwick Camp for the Bermuda Regiment; and for work on the police firing
range at Southside to contain stray bullets, which otherwise could, in certain instances, ricochet onto the
airfield.
The police firing range was used in the 2013
NatWest Island Games, and so it was important that
the range was safe. Whilst carrying out work on the
ammunition storage building, it was also necessary to
build a large retaining wall—
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Just, Madam Chairman, for clarification.
The Chairman: I just need one person standing.
Minister, do you want to sit for a clarification?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes, I will.
The Chairman: I call on the Deputy Opposition
Leader. You have the floor.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Well, this is under
head Capital Development of $7,900 and $28,000,
which is $36,000 total. I mean, no explanation is necessary. I do not know what—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: It is. It is. It is
capital. It is capital.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Oh, it is capital. Okay.
$36,000?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Okay.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: I am referring to
just Item No. 5 under Works and Engineering, the
Capital Development, Head 65, for $28,418. The
Honourable Minister for Public Safety just gave the
total of $7,912. Because it is capital, all capital items
are debatable. So this is the explanation relating to
what happened and what caused the overspend of
$28,418, compared to that which was originally budgeted.
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Let me just carry on. Whilst carrying out work
to the ammunition storage building, it was also necessary to build a large retaining wall to repair a rock cut
adjacent to where the ammunition building was to be
built. The work on the retaining wall had not been
planned.
Madam Chairman, the Ministry of Public
Works requests the supplementary funding of
$28,418, that it be approved to Capital Cost Centre
75117, Reconstruction of Retaining Wall. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to Item No. 5, Works and Engineering?
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.
You have the floor.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Just one quick question to the Minister. Minister, at the beginning of your brief just now, in talking
about the regiment and the police range, you gave a
figure of $300-and-something-thousand?
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what other places that money was able to be found so
that this did not increase the overall appropriation?
Thank you.
The Chairman: Yes.
The Chair recognises the Minister of Finance.
You have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: No, Honourable Member.
I do not have that information.
The Chairman: Are there any other Members?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much.
Will the Minister undertake to provide that information to the House? I think it would be interesting
to know where the money was saved in order to make
sure that overall additional money or additional Government money was [not] spent.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, for clarification. I just
missed . . . I was confused.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes. I will get that to the
Honourable Member.
Madam Chairman, I would like to move the
heads now.

The Chairman: Minister?
The Chairman: Yes. Please proceed.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes. In the total
head, for that particular head, the total budget was
$350,000. That was everything. And then part of it,
when all the money was spent, we were overspent by
$28,000.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Item No. 5, Works and Engineering, or
Police, 65?
There are no other Members that would like to
speak to Works and Engineering.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
[Pause]
The Chairman: The Chair now recognises, because
there was an open question, I do believe, the Shadow
Minister of Finance, Mr. David Burt.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman, and I thank you for your indulgence.
I would just ask if the Minister of Finance, before he closes out the Supplementary Estimate, he did
say that the entire $10.325 million was a technical
supplementary and no additional monies, because
there were monies being able to be found in other
places. Would the Minister have the information of

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I would like to move Ministry of Health, Head 24; Ministry of Transport, Heads
30, 31 and 35; Ministry of Public Works, Head 36; Police, Head 65; Works and Engineering, Head 65. I
would like to move all those heads, please.
The Chairman: Thank you.
It has been moved that Item No. 1, Ministry of
Health, Head 24, be approved; Item No. 2, Ministry of
Transport, Head 30, 31 and 35; Item No. 3, Ministry of
Public Works, Head 36; Item No. 4, Police, Head 65;
Item No. 5, Works and Engineering, Head 65 [do
pass].
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Items 1 through 5 passed.]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
move that the adoption of the Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) [for the Financial Year] 2012/13 as
printed to be reported to the House.
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The Chairman: We will approve Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) for Financial Year 2012/13 and submit it
to the House.
Are there any objections to that Motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) for
the Financial Year 2012/13 was considered by a
committee of the whole House, passed without
amendment.]
House resumed at 8:45 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE (NO. 2) FOR THE
FINANCIAL YEAR 2012/13
The Speaker: Members, the Supplementary (No. 2)
for Financial Year 2012/13 has been reported to the
House as approved.
Are there any objections to that?
There are none. So those supplementary estimates are approved.
We now move to Order No. 5 on the Order
Paper, Consideration of the Supplementary Estimate
(No. 1) for the Financial Year 2013/14, in the name of
the Minister of Finance.
I recognise the Minister of Finance. Minister
E. T. Richards, you have the floor.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: As the Finance Minister, I
can tell you, Mr. Speaker, that none of these supplementaries that happened under our watch I am
pleased or proud of—none of them, even though
some of them, I think, were unavoidable. But I have to
say one or two things.
Firstly, that these supplementaries have been
tallied and have been presented to this House in a
timely fashion. That is the first thing.
Some, as you will go through them, will be
seen are a result of strategies that were implemented
after last year’s budget was approved. So they are a
result of an actual deliberate, if you like—deliberate
action and strategy by the Government. And these
actions were done to ultimately save the Consolidated
Fund money in the long run.
Some others were not quantifiable at the time
of the Budget, and their quantification happened after
the Budget was passed.
Quite frankly, Mr. Speaker, some are the result of inertia in the civil service that the SAGE Commission identified, where inertia of a practice that
people were not accountable for overspends on
budgets [continued]. This has historically been the
case in Bermuda. It is a corporate culture that we are
trying very hard to eradicate. But it is still with us. And
the reform of the civil service that has been announced and that has been started is one of the
things that is going to be implemented to help lower
the frequency and the amounts of overspends, going
forward, because people will be held accountable for
overspends, particularly senior officers.
So with those few remarks, Mr. Speaker, I
would like to move the House go into Committee on
this matter.
The Speaker: It has been moved that the House go
into committee.
Are there any objections?
I would ask that the Deputy Speaker, please.

BILL
SECOND READING
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE (NO. 1) FOR THE
FINANCIAL YEAR 2013/14
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, in accordance with Standing
Order 43(4) and 43(5), I move that Supplementary
Estimate (No. 1) for the Financial Year 2013/14 be
approved.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
Carry on, Minister.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Just one or two words
before we go into Committee, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Carry on, Minister.
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House in Committee at 8:50 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE (NO. 1) FOR FINANCIAL YEAR 2013/14
The Chairman: Honourable Members, we are in
Committee of the whole for further consideration of
the Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) for the Financial
Year 2012/13 [sic]. I call on the Minister in charge.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman. Actually, this is Supplementary Estimate
2013/14 (No. 1).
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Madam Chairman, this Schedule identifies
seven items totalling $52,266,000 to be included in
the Supplementary Estimate (No. 1) for the 2013/14
Fiscal Year, made up of $50,138,000 on Current Account and $2.128 million on Capital Account.
Honourable Members will recall that the criteria for determining debatable supplementary estimates requires all items on Current Account to be debated if the total Current Account spend for a Ministry
shows an increase greater than 10 per cent, or
$250,000, when compared to the original estimate.
All capital items are debatable.
This Supplementary (No. 1) for Fiscal Year
2013/14 is a combination of above-budget and unanticipated expenditure items. Of the total supplementary requests on the Current Account, $12.7 million
relate to interest payments on public debt due to the
Government’s revised financing strategy, to borrow for
multiple years; $11.5 million for the hospital subsidy,
of which $10 million is in support of the Continuing
Care Unit; $9 million in support of Financial Assistance; $4.5 million for Public Works in order to provide
for waste collection, maintenance and repair, quarry
operations, water supply and treatment for the entire
Government; and $12.4 million of the Ministry of Tourism, Development and Transport, which is to provide
for additional wages over time, airline revenue guarantees and operational costs. Also included in this
amount is a $4.2 million grant to support the transition
costs of the Bermuda Tourism Authority.
On the Capital Account, the $2.1 million relates to the completion of the Aquatic Centre at the
National Sports Centre, and that is for $1.6 million,
and infrastructure upgrades to assist the Mid Atlantic
Wellness Institute of $500,000.
Applying the criteria that I have just described
for all items on the Current Account and Capital Account, all of these items are debatable. I would therefore move approval for the items as follows: Current
Account 1 through 5, all of which are debatable; and
Capital Account 6 and 7, all of which are debatable.
The Chairman: Thank you.
We will begin with Item No. 1 on the Supplementary Estimate (No. 1) for Financial Year 2013/14.
That is the Ministry Department of Ministry of Finance.
It is Head 58, for the Interest on Public Debt.
Minister, I call on you to continue.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I will not spend much time on this because all
of the details of this are well known to the House, and
in particular to the Honourable Member who speaks
for Finance on the other side. We had a multiple-year
strategy. It was not in the original budget. We borrowed $800 million last year, $750 million in US markets and $50 million in Bermuda-dollar markets.
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Therefore, our net interest has gone up, and that is
what has caused the supplementary.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to the Ministry of Finance, Head 58?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance. Mr. E. David G. Burt, you have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the Minister is correct that,
of course, this is something that we have discussed
and debated on many occasions. But the fact is that
the Government spent $12.7 million more than they
anticipated to spend. Now, when the multi-year budgeting or multi-year borrowing framework came into
place, that is it. But if the Government would have
only borrowed for one year of funds, given the amount
of money that was predicted in the deficit, they would
have only spent $16.16 [million] in additional interest
this year, whereas we are looking at a total of $27.8
[million] in additional interest this year.
In addition to that, Madam Chairman, what we
have seen is that interest rates, by and large, have not
gone up. Now, I know the Minister always says that
interest rates will go up in the future. They will not go
down. They are only going to go one way, and up.
That is fine. But the thing is that, thus far, interest
rates have not gone up. And thus far, that means that
the Government paid more because we were borrowing [more] for future years than we would have. So we
had to pay all the interest in the future years on the
expectation that interest rates would have gone up.
But because interest rates did not go up, we are technically overpaying.
So if we are looking at all things being equal,
and the $333 million deficit for this year, if we are
looking at the other side of it, which would be $470
million, or $467 million, we are paying interest this
year on $467 million that we are not spending. And in
addition to that, the interest rate is about 4 per cent,
but we heard in a different speech, the amount of return that is coming in on that from the Sinking Fund is
only 0.5 per cent. So we are spending money that we
do not technically need to spend.
So I have posed this question many times,
and I am hoping that we can possibly have this discussion today: How much do interest rates need to
rise in order for this bet that the Minister of Finance
made to pay off? Because right now, it is on the negative side. Right now, it has not benefited Bermuda.
Right now, we are paying more than the expected
benefit of which we are supposed to receive. How far
do interest rates have to rise before we get to the
point where we need to be?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
This is the problem, and you do not have the
ability to look over the horizon. One thing about being
a Minister of Finance—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: As a Minister of Finance,
you have to look . . . As a financial planner, you have
to look over the horizon. You just cannot look from
year to year. You just cannot do it! The plan that we
have implemented as a Government is a 10-year plan.
The Honourable Member is talking about what has
happened in the last eight months. I mean, there is a
non sequitur there. And the non sequitur is that this is
long-term planning. I have borrowed money for 10
years! The results of this financing really will not be
known for 10 years. Anything in between is really not
relevant, particularly in eight months.
So, I would invite the Honourable Member to
raise his horizon from eight months to 10 years to see
what we are trying to do here. If you would look at the
yield curve, you will see that the yield curve is still
steep and that the market is pricing into the price of
bonds, rising interest rates. There is no question
about that. I did not just make this up, Madam Chairman. You know, I did not wake up after having a revelation in the middle of the night and say, Oh, well, we
are going to just do this. This was an act that came
out of market analysis and our situation of having to
borrow money to finance the operations of this Government, going forward. That is the imperative. If we
did not have to borrow this money to finance the Government, we would not be here talking about this stuff!
We would not have the need to borrow money.
The truth is that, under the former administration, they were borrowing little bits, really little bits of
money year to year to finance a deficit without any
kind of plan. In doing so, they missed opportunities to
finance the position of the Government in an efficient
way. That is what we have done here. We have expanded the reach of the Bermuda Government to financial markets outside of Bermuda instead of trotting
down the street to our friends down on Front Street
year after year.
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Madam Chairman.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: What is the point of order?
Mr. E. David Burt: That the Honourable—
The Chairman: If you could hold on a moment, Minister. Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance.
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POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: To say that we are expanding beyond the reach of the banks down the street without
realising that we have been financing globally for a
long time is misleading the House. We have been getting financing from global capital markets for quite
some time.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, the
vast majority of their financing has been managed by
one manager, who will remain nameless—the vast
majority, by one manager. Even though there were
investors from overseas, they went to one manager.
That is what I am talking about. Okay?
So we have—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is right. One manager down the street. And they have arranged the financing year after year after year.
We have broadened the reach of this Government insofar as a catchment area and insofar as
our options going forward. Because, unfortunately,
this money that we borrowed last year is going to run
out. Yes. It is going to run out.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Therefore, there is no
question that we are going to have to go back to the
capital markets. Therefore, one has to get the market
presence that is required so that you can get this financing as cheaply as possible.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I will remind the Honourable Member that the cost of these financings that we
got last year have never been cheaper—have never
been cheaper. They were very successful. Given the
fact that we have to borrow, given that necessity, we
have done well in this particular endeavour. So it is
not about the short term. It is about a medium-term
plan, which is what we have implemented. The former
Government, the Government which that Honourable
Member was a Member of, was the Government that
introduced this concept to Bermuda. But they did not
do it! That is the difference. It was a great concept.
They talked about it; they did not do anything about it.
We did something about it. We executed it.
So, I understand, if you want to keep your
horizon at eight months, the Honourable Member is
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right. But I do not believe that that is the appropriate
horizon.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Finance, Mr. E. David G. Burt. You have the
floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I am certain that the Members in this House and the listening public heard the
Minister of Finance just contradict himself in his own
statement. He said that this money is for 10 years.
And then he said this money is going to run out in two
years and we are going to have to go back to the
market. So which one is it?
The fact is that we will be able to calculate
how much money this has cost or saved in two years!
We will not have to wait until 10 years, Madam Chairman. We can calculate how much it will save in two
years. So it is clear that the Minister of Finance does
not wish to answer the question which I posed. He
says that it is unanswerable. But if the Minister made
the statement when he first put this multi-year borrowing strategy out to the public and he said it will save
the Government between $20 [million] and $40 million
over time, then surely, as he professes to look at the
markets and look at the yield curve and take into account all these things, surely he must have had a projection on how high interest rates would have to rise in
order for us to save the money in which he says that
we are going to save.
Because right now, Madam Chairman, we are
not saving money. We are spending more money than
we would have spent. No one can tell what may happen. But we can go by what has happened. And what
has happened is that interest rates have not gone up,
and we are here now looking at spending $11 million
more than we had originally anticipated in spending.
That is the point, Madam Chairman.
So, yes, we can take a long-term view. We
can talk about the medium-term expenditure framework. But if we want to talk about what happened
when we were on that side, we can also talk about
what the Minister of Finance currently said when he
was on this side and said that, When I am the Minister
of Finance, we will not be having supplementary estimates. So we can see that times have changed! We
can see that because the supplementary estimates
are here. And it is not necessarily, as the Minister
said, because of poor budgeting. But we will get there
later, Madam Chairman.
What I would like to know is, and we have had
this question many times, and certainly, certainly the
Minister of Finance sat down, opened up a spreadsheet and did some form of calculations to say that
this would save us between $20 [million] and $40 million. Madam Chairman, if the Minister of Finance can-
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not share how much he predicted interest rates to
rise, then one must deduce that he only made those
numbers up. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, the
Honourable Member really is doing a very good job of
just talking—
The Chairman: Be careful.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —pure foolishness. You
know, it is great to be able to look into the past. Anybody can do that. But the job of a Minister of Finance
and any financial manager/treasurer, anything like
that, investor, the easy part is looking back. The hard
part is looking forward. Quite frankly, one of the biggest failings of the Government that they represent is
that they had no ability to look forward. None whatsoever!
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: None whatsoever. You
had the ability to look forward? No, you had no ability
to look forward.
The Chairman: Member! Member! Refer to the
Chairman, please.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: No ability to either look
forward or plan forward.
The Chairman: I should not hear any other voice
other than the one who is on the floor standing. Thank
you.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: To look forward or plan
forward. So, the Honourable Member can get up there
and pontificate about how we are spending more
money than we budgeted for. He is right. He is right.
There is no question about that. I take the blame for
that. But I am doing it to save $20 [million] to $40 million in this country. That is what I am doing. The yield
curves at the time told us that; they still tell us that.
Insofar as coming up with an exact amount,
that is a useless exercise. Interest rates change every
day. That would just be an opportunity for somebody
to fixate on a number that is meaningless. So we are
not doing that. I am not going to dance to the Honourable Member’s tune.
The only thing I am going to tell the public of
Bermuda is that for the first time in decades, that a
Government of Bermuda is taking charge of its finances. It is taking charge in a professional and organised way.
[Inaudible interjections]
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It is taking charge in a
way that I can explain to people what we are trying to
do.
And you know what, Madam Chairman? It is
doing it in a way that very nicely convinced institutional investors all over the world who invested in our
paper at the cheapest rate ever. So, you know, it
really does not matter what the Honourable Member
thinks. It matters what the markets think. Because
they are the ones who are paying. They are the ones
who pay out the money to us. We are borrowing. We
are borrowing, but they are lending it to us. It matters
what they think most when it comes to this! They are
the ones who have got all the skin in the game. They
have got $800 million of skin in our game. So it matters what they think a lot more than what that Honourable Member thinks.
You know, he can pontificate and he can
make political points. That is all fine. But I can tell you
that for the first time in decades, the finances of this
country are under proper professional control. And we
are going to continue to make the decisions for the
best interests of this country and its Government.
[Desk thumping]
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance. You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Madam Chairman, what type of
professional financial control cannot tell you how he
arrived at $20 [million] to $40 million? What type of
professional financial control is that, Madam Chairman? What type of professional financial control will
not get up and admit that, during the deficit recession,
we had interest rates at 2 per cent that we were borrowing money at? What is that, Madam Chairman?
What I am saying, Madam Chairman, is that
the entire country and listening audience would have
heard that the Minister of Finance said that it was a
pointless exercise to fixate on how the Minister arrived
at the prediction that we are going to save $20 [million] to $40 million. At the same point in time, he
wants to—
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. Point of
order!
[Laughter]
The Chairman: Point of order.
Minister?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member
is misleading the House. I never said that. I never said
that.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Finance
Minister.
Mr. E. David Burt: I wrote it down, Madam Chairman.
He said, It is meaningless. How is it meaningless to
ask the Minister of Finance, who gets up on the floor
of this Parliament and says that this will save us $20
[million] to $40 million, how he arrived at that figure?
How is that meaningless? I mean, I am sitting here
with a spreadsheet. I can calculate the interest rates
going forward and how much would be needed for the
rates to rise [for Bermuda] to save. Why cannot the
Honourable Minister just tell us: We have predicted
that interest rates will rise to this level, and that is the
reason why I have made this thing forward, and that is
the reason why I made the prediction that it will save
$20 [million] to $40 million?
I will ask another question, Madam Chairman.
Maybe this one is a simpler question for the Minister
of Finance to answer, which does not have him go
back into his spreadsheet and just tell us numbers
that are in spreadsheets. Maybe he will be able to answer this question: Does the Minister of Finance still
believe that his multi-year borrowing strategy will save
the Government $20 [million] to $40 million, or is he
willing at this point in time to revise that number?
The Chairman: I call on the Minister of Finance. You
have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I have a very long answer
for that, Honourable Member.
The answer is yes.
[Laughter]
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to [Item] No. 1? The Chair recognises the
Shadow Minister of Finance.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman. And I appreciate the extraordinary, long
answer. But the facts are, Madam Chairman, that interest rates have not gone up over the past year, as
the Honourable Minister of Finance has predicted.
And the facts are that this supplementary estimate of
which we are approving in an additional $12.725 million in debt of interest in this year is money that could
possibly not have to have been spent. Those are the
facts, Madam Chairman.
Because if interest rates, when we go to the
anniversary and if interest rates are along the same
lines that they are today, then we would have paid
more for financing than we would have, and that for-
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ward interest of which we paid could have been spent
on other programmes or could have been spent on
deficit and debt reduction. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Item No. 1, Ministry of Finance?
There are no other Members.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Honourable Member, I
just cannot let that Honourable Member have that last
say, which was not correct.
The Chairman: By all means. The Chair recognises
the Minister of Finance.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you.
The fact is that interest rates have started to
rise, Madam Chairman. The markets say so in every
way. The US economy is starting to grow, and as it
does, interest rates will rise with it. Even the slow-boat
economies in Europe are starting to show growth.
Economies around the world are starting to recover.
They are recovering. They are expecting sort of like
over 3 per cent growth in the United States this year.
This growth rate is going to produce higher interest
rates, Madam Chairman.
So I do not want people—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member
says I am speculating.
The Chairman: Well, do not worry about the Honourable Member. You have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, but, you know, this
is important, because it shows a lack of understanding
of financial management.
I will repeat. I will repeat. I will keep repeating
it over and over again. Financial management is about
looking into the future. It is looking—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I sat on that other side,
Madam Chairman, at the beginning of 2008. I sat in
that same chair that that Honourable Member is sitting
in and got up here in a written speech and told the
then-Government that the outlook for that year was
bleak and that we were facing an economic storm.
And in the face of that, the PLP Government were
busy spending more money, borrowing more money
and trying to stimulate an economy that was already
overheated. That is the understanding of economics
they have over there.
We do not work like that over here. We do not
work like that. So interest rates are rising, and the
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scenario under which we made the decision to borrow
multiple years’ worth of deficits at once is still intact.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Moving to Item No. 2, Ministry of Health and
Seniors, which is Hospitals, Head 24.
I call on the Minister, the Honourable Trevor
G. Moniz, the Minister of Health. You have the floor.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, thank you, Madam
Chairman.
This is very similar to the earlier one. Again, it
is Head 24, Hospitals, which deals with the grant to
hospitals, which deals with subsidies for young people, the elderly and those who cannot afford to pay.
Again, the budgeted amount for 2013/14 was $104
million. In this case, the additional amount that is required is $11.482 million for this year. Again, as I said
in the earlier brief, there are a number of measures
which are being taken to control the amount of subsidy going to the hospital. And we have seen during
the budget the changes to the standard hospital benefit, which will produce reductions, savings, to the Consolidated Fund. I will not repeat those ad nauseam,
but we have a case management system, and the
Management Service is conducting a review of the
health system.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to Item No. 2?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs. Mr. Walter H. Roban, you have the
floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
I will present similar questions as I presented
before to the Minister. This number is considerably
higher than the previous supplementary that was approved. So, the Minister gave certain explanations
about this being far in the past, the previous number.
But this is last year’s numbers.
So perhaps the Minister can give me or this
House, Madam Chairman, more details in relation to
the $11.4 million in overspend on the Current Account
for the Hospitals as he said relates to the funding for
the Continuing Care Unit. Can the Minister perhaps
give, for this year, a calculation as to how many more
persons were admitted or cared for at the Continuing
Care Unit who, as it might have accounted for as
overspend, or what activities related to the Continuing
Care Unit contributed to the $11.4 million overspend?
Bearing in mind I understand the Minister has
already said that there are steps to be taken that are
going to substantially reduce any future spending with
Continuing Care, perhaps the Minister can also give
us a projection now as to the expectation as to how
many persons will, based on the number that have
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been cared for at the Continuing Care Unit now, what
is the likely projection of, if you are moving persons to
other facilities, like you mentioned before to Summerhaven, how much is that number of persons that you
care for expected to reduce by? What percentage, or
numerically—because clearly that will affect this number, going forward.
But I would like to know how much was budgeted for, how many persons it was budgeted for, like I
said before, and what actually was the end number of
persons that actually were cared for at the Continuing
Care Unit for this calendar year, of which this overspend is responsible for. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
I call on the Minister of Health. You have the
floor.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Well, the information, as I have it, is laid out in
the Budget Book at B-155. So most of this is what is
put under Geriatric, and most of that which is under
CCU. But there are some other amounts there for
what was budgeted and some variances. The big
numbers are Geriatric; the other ones are minor ones.
I do not have numbers of individuals, but you can see
on that—
An Hon. Member: B what?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Page B-155. At the bottom,
you see that the original estimate was $104 million
and the revised estimate was $115.482 [million]. So
that is the difference of $11,482,000 of this supplementary. And you can see there, a column over, for
2014/15, the subsidy estimate, the total is
$109,491,000. So that is what is being budgeted.
Now, we have taken steps through the
changes to the subsidies that we saw on Friday as the
standard hospital benefit. We have seen changes
where we are trying to get control over that subsidy
amount. And we are taking other steps as well. That is
what was mentioned, the Management Services review, to change the way that we are dealing with
these subsidies at the hospital. But we will not see
that . . . We will see the success of that as we go forward.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Home Affairs. Mr. Walter H. Roban, you have
the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you for that from the
Minister. But I completely understand that. But I am
interested in knowing, since this figure accounts for
. . . If I can reflect slightly on what the Minister said
before in that the additional capacity that the Continu-
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ing Care Unit was required to expend on, if the Minister can tell us what that additional capacity was,
based on what they are projected for? How many
more people were cared for at Continuing Care Unit
over what was projected for? And also, we know from
public announcements that the Continuing Care Unit
is scaling down, winding down its capacity. What is
the projected reduction number that you expect to be
caring for over this calendar year?
We know what the plans are, and we know
that there has been some limitation by the Government in expenditure on Continuing Care. Is that because, like you said, you are moving people to Summerhaven and other care facilities? How many people
are you moving out—10, 20, or 10 per cent, 20 per
cent of those persons who are constantly cared for
now? What is your projection? Clearly, that will be
responsible for us perhaps next year not having any
subsidy related to Continuing Care.
And I am happy to get these numbers later if
you cannot give them to me now, Minister—I am
sorry, Madam Chairman. If the Minister can give an
undertaking to give those numbers later, I am happy
to wait for them if he cannot give them now.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman, I do not
have those numbers for the Honourable Member. And
the changes to CCU at the moment are not huge
changes. They are very gradual changes. So it is not
that we are making radical changes there. There are a
number of balls in the air at the moment. Obviously,
this year, we are going to see the opening of the
Acute Care Wing.
As we open the Acute Care Wing, changes
are going to be made to the utilisation of the old King
Edward [Hospital] and the even older building that
CCU is presently in. So we are trying to deal with a
number of balls in the air at the same time. But what
we have said to King Edward is that we are bound by
our budget, and in some cases, you know, This is the
amount you are getting. You are unlikely to receive
any more than that. You have to review what you are
doing and come up with a plan.
So it is really being pushed onto the Bermuda
Hospitals Board to see what they can do. We are willing to help them in any way we can. But we have said,
You really have to come up with a plan to deal with
this issue.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Item No. 2? The Chair recognises the
Shadow Minister of Finance. You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
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[The] $11.4 million is a significant amount of
money. Why was the Minister, whether it be his Ministry team, whether it be the Bermuda Hospitals Board,
whether it be the Health Insurance Department or
whether it be the Minister of Finance, not able to
budget for this better, seeing that we saw a supplementary the previous year and the year before that?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, I cannot really answer
that. In fact, for the previous year, that was the second
supplementary. So I do not know what the variance
was from the budget, whether that was the only supplementary for that year for this head. I am not sure.
But I do not know the answer to that.
But all I can say is in the future, we will endeavour to be much better.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister.
Mr. E. David Burt: Just for clarity, there was no hospital subsidy supplementary in Supplementary No. 1 for
2012, just so we are clear. So the overall supplementary for the hospital subsidy was $6 [million], which we
just did in the previous year, and right now we are
looking at $11.4 [million].
If the Minister cannot answer the question, I
am wondering if he might be able to possibly get
some explanation either from the Minister of Finance,
who sits next to him, or the former Minister of Health,
to find out the reason why was this not taken into account? Why are we once again, after being relentlessly criticised when we were on the Government
benches in regards to poor budgeting on this specific
issue, [learning that] the Ministers and the team not
been able to resolve this and we are now looking at
what is, in effect, an almost 10 per cent overspend?
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being soundly criticised for a substantial supplementary in this area at one point by Members on the other
side. But I think the question is valid as to, having
seen those overspends, it is quite interesting that the
Government did not budget better.
But we understand why these things happen.
Health is a moving target, which is why we were confronted with the same things when we were in similar
seats.
What I would like perhaps the Minister. . . And
he may have already answered this in a way that he
felt was satisfactory. What steps are going to be taken
to minimise . . . Since the last two supplementaries
are related to Continuing Care, what steps other than
some of the things we have already mentioned, because the Minister has stated that the changes with
Continuing Care are going to happen over time. They
are not going to be immediate. What steps are going
to be made to control the overspend, since these
seem to be specifically related to Continuing Care?
Are there other methods other than moving people to
other facilities that will be made to deal with overspends related to Continuing Care Unit?
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman, all I can
say really is that we are going to apply much stricter
budget discipline in the future and also look at far better efficiency and effectiveness in the utilisation of the
facilities that the hospital has. So I am meeting with
the board of the hospital, the Hospital Board, as well
as the Executive of the Hospital Board to impress
upon them the changes that they need [to make].
So there are entrained measures to create
greater efficiency at the hospital.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister.
You have the floor.

The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, Madam Chairman, as
the Shadow Finance Minister is aware, the election
was very shortly before the budget period last year.
So largely, the budget that was arrived at was the one
that was already prepared for. Preparing for the
budget begins in August. The budget is in February.
So if you are elected four weeks before the budget,
there is very little you can do to change it.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs. You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes, Madam Chairman.
I find the answer quite interesting. Bear in
mind, as having been the Health Minister, I remember

Mr. E. David Burt: Madam Chairman, it is absolutely
fascinating to listen to the Minister of Health say that
the Budget that the Minister of Finance presented in
this House last year February was an entirely PLP
Budget and had nothing to do with the One Bermuda
Alliance.
So I will just ask the Minister—
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman, Madam
Chairman. That is not what I said. I said it was largely,
because it takes six months to prepare a budget.
The Chairman: Yes. That is correct.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: So, in four weeks you do not
make major changes.
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The Chairman: That is correct.
Mr. E. David Burt: I appreciate the clarification, because if it was largely the Progressive Labour Party’s
Budget, maybe the Minister of Finance will [answer]
(and I will yield), did he make any changes to the
Budget which he found when he came into office? Do
you wish to answer that?
The Chairman: No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no.
Mr. E. David Burt: No? Okay. So, the Minister, we
have heard largely and we have heard overall . . . I
will refer back to statements of which were made, if I
could. And these were taken by the Hansard. And
these are spoken by none other than the Honourable
Minister of Finance. And he said, “This particular item
having to do with the hospital is the biggest offender
. . . ” while talking about supplementaries. We were
talking about the 2011/12 Supplementary No. 1,
where there were supplementaries for the hospital
subsidy. And he goes on to say, “. . . when it comes to
overspends, in the whole Government—every year! I
mean, all you have to do is look to see what happened last year. I mean, it is not hard. You are not
going to know how many people walk into the hospital
for treatment, true. You are not going to know that.
But you can estimate it from your experience. That is
what budgets are all about.”
He goes on to say, “. . . Because this is just
not good enough. It is . . . not good enough for the
people’s money. If it was your own money, fine. You
can spend your own money any way you like. But for
the people’s money, we need to have better budgeting
than this. And there is no way that this can hold water
that somehow you cannot predict this if it happens
year after year.”
So the question that I would ask on this particular head, Madam Chairman, is, Seeing that this
was largely the PLP’s Budget, and given that the Minister of Finance had made these criticisms, saying that
this has happened all the time, why were there not
any adjustments made to the Budget to make sure
that we are not here approving an $11 million supplementary on the Hospitals item and history is repeating
itself?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Unfortunately, Madam Chairman, under the PLP administration, the hospital got
used to going over their budget. They still did not believe that efficiency was going to be enforced. During
the course of this year, they have begun to realise that
that efficiency will be enforced. And in the coming
year, I think the lesson will have sunk home.
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Member, I just want to point out (if you could
just take a seat for a second) it would be a lot easier
for me if you wait for me to acknowledge who is about
to speak. If it continues that you do not give me that
opportunity, then I just will not.
So, that being said, are there any Members
who . . . Thank you. The Chair recognises the Opposition Finance Minister.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you.
That response is curious. The reason why I
say that, Madam Chairman, is because what measures have been taken with regards to efficiency at the
hospital that has resulted in an overspend of $11.4
million? When last year there was not that much overspend, the final year of the PLP’s budget. They are
saying efficiency measures were put in place. What
efficiency measures yielded this change? It is nonsense to say that there were efficiency measures. It is
nonsense to say the hospital was getting used to it
under the PLP, but under us, they are understanding.
If they were understanding, Madam Chairman, then we would not be here with an $11.4 million
overspend at the hospital.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs. You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes. My honourable colleague,
I think, makes a valid point that if the previous
2012/13 year was so problematic, certainly what the
OBA Government would have put in place the following year would not have accumulated an $11.4 million
overspend. But I will ask the question again because I
think I would like if the Minister cannot give me . . .
And the Minister may have already given the undertaking. Can the Minister perhaps provide, even later,
the amount of traffic that did go through the Continuing Care Unit for the calendar year of this year? So we
can get an idea as to the number of persons that are
going through, whether as permanent persons or as
occasional clients of that facility.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister, do you care to respond?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes. Madam Chairman, I am
not prepared at this time to go into that level of detail
with respect to this. It will become clear as we go forward.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs. You have the floor.

The Chairman: Thank you.
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Mr. Walter H. Roban: I am not asking the Minister to
give the information now, Madam Chairman. If the
Minister can provide that information later, I am perfectly satisfied with that. I did not expect the Minister
necessarily to go through that detail now. So if an undertaking can be made to provide it later, that will be
fine with us.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Item No. 2, the Ministry of Health and Seniors?
We will move to Item No. 3, the Ministry of
Tourism Development and Transport.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the requirement for supplementary estimates indicates unforeseen challenges
a Ministry or department of Government has to meet
in any given year. The Ministry of Tourism Development and Transport has five departments included in
Supplementary No. 1 for the Financial Year 2013/14.
In the case of the Department of Marine and
Ports Services, Head 30, the unbudgeted sum is in
the amount of $3,764,000. The Department of Airport
Operations, Head 31, the unbudgeted sum is in the
amount of $2,467,000. The Bermuda Department of
Tourism, Head 33, the unbudgeted sum is
$3,600,000. The Department of Public Transport,
Head 35, the unbudgeted sum is in the amount of
$1,845,000. And in the case of the Ministry Headquarters, Head 48, the unbudgeted sum is in the amount
of $91,000.
The total for the Ministry of Tourism Development and Transport in Supplementary Estimate No. 1
for the Financial Year 2013/14 is $11,317,000.
Madam Chairman, looking at Head 30, Marine
and Ports. The original Financial Year 2013/14 Current Account estimate for the Department of Marine
and Ports Services was $18.5 million, with a revised
st
expenditure estimate for March 31 , 2014, of some
$22.3 million. The requested supplementary Current
Account estimate of $3,764,000 is subject to debate
because it is greater than $250,000.
Madam Chairman, while every effort is made
to avoid operations, including overtime, invariably
overtime work is required in order to avoid service
interruptions at short notice. Boat crews and/or mechanics receive certain premiums assigned by the
collective bargaining agreement, and crews must
sometimes be called in on rest days to operate
service vessels due to crew sickness, or leave in order to maintain scheduled public transport services.
Some 71 full-time staff and six part-time staff assist
with the operation of the SeaExpress ferry service,
supporting the Government’s marine transportation
programme, which benefits local commuters and visi-
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tors to our Island alike. The service’s operations are
highly seasonal, requiring additional staff in summer
to assist cruise ship passenger processing at the
Dockyard in Hamilton ferry stops, where high passenger volumes are encountered.
Ferry service overtime was funded at
$129,000, while actual expenditure is estimated at
$739,000. It was apparent from the start of the financial year that the allocated budget was insufficient, as
the projected ferry service public holiday overtime
coverage alone was $130,000. Other overtime costs
within the ferry service include overtime costs to cover
for sick leave, totalling $114,000, and other built-in
operational costs—for example, providing additional
services on weekends when cruise ships are in port.
Madam Chairman, overtime to Dockyard engineering personnel supporting engine and system
repairs aboard the three tugs, the tender Bermudian,
Dockyard slipway operations and additional mechanical support to the ferry service amounted to $207,000,
and overtime expenditure for this section was unfunded in the 2013/14 allocation. While a further
$383,000 is paid out against a $20,000 budgeted
overtime amount to tug crews supporting port operations, although this expenditure is offset by the revenue generated.
The department’s Aids to Navigation Section
incurred $66,000 in overtime against a $30,000 budgeted amount. Maritime Safety and Security is expected to incur a year-end overtime cost of around
$90,000 versus a budgeted $70,000 due to short staffing. The Pilot Service overtime is anticipated to be
around $125,000 versus a budgeted $120,000 total.
Madam Chairman, based upon this synopsis,
the total overtime cost for the department is expected
to be $1,880,000 versus an initial 2013/14 budgeted
amount of $380,000, an overspend of $1.5 million.
A budget shortfall of $600,000 occurred with
insurance. Insurance was initially budgeted at
$830,000. However, the department had to designate
the insurance budget to other areas of expenditure,
requiring cash payments that were not sufficiently
funded in the 2013/14 budget award—for example,
the purchase of spare parts. The appropriated insurance budget was reduced by $530,000 to $300,000
through the year to meet these necessary outlays for
operations, despite fleet insurance commitments being essentially fixed and obviously critical to protecting
the Government in case of accident and any potential
liabilities.
Example of such marine liabilities include
heavy lift operations by the buoy tender Dragon, dangerous manoeuvring scenarios by our tugs around
larger ships and the operation of pilot boats offshore
in rough weather and against the size of ships, where
damage and injury can occur if a boat is not handled
correctly.
Madam Chairman, the need for the charge of
the fast ferry Millennium was previously explained at
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the start of the 2013/14 Budget year, with the rationale
being to provide relief to our local ferry fleet through
local technical support staff being able to get ahead of
critical maintenance. This larger fast ferry is also able
to provide a 400-passenger capacity versus the 350
maximum passenger capacities of our two largest
catamarans. Charter arrangements for this vessel
were not concluded until after the 2013/14 Budget
was submitted, but our inability to assure mass transit
operations afloat in 2013 with the arrival of the Norwegian Breakaway was sufficiently in doubt that the
vessel’s lease was viewed imperative.
As such, an apparent budget shortfall of some
$1.5 million is now reflected in this supplementary request, given the resulting charter fee and crew costs.
Fuel costs for the entire Marine and Ports fleet
was budgeted at $2.7 million for the year, with an
overspend of some $100,000 anticipated, and therefore also needing supplementary coverage. Note that,
despite the budget overrun, the 2013/14 expected
expenditure of $2.8 million represents a reduction of
$145,000 from 2012/13 actual fuel consumption.
Madam Chairman, the 2013/14 Supplementary Estimate for Head 30 is $3,764,000.
Now moving to Head 31, Airport Operations.
Madam Chairman, in 2013, the Department of Airport
Operations (DAO) continued with its efforts to introduce measures designed to reduce energy consumption throughout the airport facility. In November, the
airport completed the first phase of the visual slope
segment penetration (known as VSSP) capital improvement project that included the installation of the
new LED runway edge and centreline lighting. The
newer, more energy-efficient lighting replaces the old
incandescent system and stands to reduce the airfield’s annual energy consumption.
The DAO has also remained consistent in its
attempts to minimise its energy bill by processing
early monthly BELCO payments that resulted in discount savings totalling $244,377 in calendar year
2013. However, despite these collective efforts to reduce energy expenditure, the approved budget allocation proved insufficient to meet the annual energy
costs of approximately $2.6 million required to operate
the L. F. Wade International Airport. This figure represents 13 per cent of the department’s annual operating and maintenance cost. The shortfall was $200,000
in 2013/14 against the approved budget of 2013/14.
Madam Chairman, historically, new airline
routes have taken three years to become financially
viable. However, with reduced capacity and the lure of
more attractive routes elsewhere, airlines are loathe to
continue allocating aircraft and resources to an underperforming or low-profit route. As such, minimum
revenue guarantee agreements have become a prerequisite of sorts for leisure routes, with airlines increasingly calling upon vacation destinations throughout the Caribbean and North America to share in underwriting the financial risk.
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While there has been positive growth in revenue performance, the WestJet flight has yet to reach
the profit levels realised by the airline elsewhere
throughout its route network. Madam Chairman, DAO
continues to negotiate with our airline partners to
safeguard the scheduled air services to and from
Bermuda. These negotiations have resulted in agreements in support of the Government’s airline and air
service development policy whereby, in consideration
of providing regular air service to Bermuda, the Government is required to pay the airlines a calculated
sum if there is a financial shortfall on the route.
Agreements may vary in detail, but guarantee the airlines either a certain level of revenue or a specific
level of profit on a particular route.
Government’s commitment pursuant to current agreements is in the amount of $1,361,536.
Madam Chairman, the 2013/14 Supplementary Estimate for Head 31 is $2,467,000.
Now, Head 33, Department of Tourism.
Madam Chairman, the original estimate for the Department of Tourism was $27,273,000. The supplementary estimate of $4,250,000 represents 15.5 per
cent of that original estimate. All of this overspend is
attributed to costs for the transition for the Department
of Tourism for the newly created Bermuda Tourism
Authority. Madam Chairman, the Bermuda Tourism
Authority (or BTA) became effective on Decemth
ber 16 , 2013. The BTA is now assuming activities of
the former Bermuda Tourism Board [BTB] and the
Bermuda Department of Tourism (known as the
BDOT). The transition is scheduled to be completed
st
by the 31 of March of this year.
Madam Chairman, the BTA has continued to
maintain a budget of transition funding to successfully
set up the organisation and its operations, along with
funding to support operating costs to ensure business
continuity. In November of 2013, the BTA estimated
the total amount needed to support these activities to
be $4.7 million, and this amount was adjusted to
$4.25 million. Due to modifications to the transition
plan, delayed hiring and ramp-up of operations, and a
further refinement of assumptions, the BTA now anticipates the total remaining funding amount to be
around $3.6 million, a decrease of $1.1 million to the
total original transition funding request.
Madam Chairman, as a semi-autonomous
entity, some of the services that were previously provided to the Department of Tourism at no cost by
other Government departments will now have to be
paid for by the BTA. The costs of these nowoutsourced services are included and are not part of
the BTA one-time transitional cost. The one-time transitional costs include:
• the creation of the new BTA entity, website
and social media update and website domain;
• support for finance vendor in setting up finance function and assisting with related transition activities;
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•

costs for advertisements, marketing campaign
for the launch of the BTA, as well as monthly
charges for PR agency;
• legal fees to support activities, such as legal
entities set up, vendor contract review, employment contract review;
• visa and tax analysis support for New York office;
• investment capital fund set up and additional
US support for labour law compliance;
• support for IT vendor in setting up IT function;
and
• assisting with all transition activities.
Other setup costs include:
• purchase of new equipment and software for
all divisions;
• tenant improvement, deposit, moving fees;
• signage, architectural fees, and estimate for
New York office reconfiguration and/or moving
expenses;
• HR services for recruitment support and strategy, job advertisements, benchmarking, on
board and training, payroll, benefits and pension setup;
• support to project manage the operationalisation of the BTA;
• vendor and cost management;
• sales and marketing strategy; and
• planning.
Madam Chairman, funding was also required
for ongoing operational costs that included the fully
loaded salary costs for new BTA employees, existing
BTB employees and temporary support staff for administrative services. Operating costs also include
administrative expenses such as meeting costs, experiences workshops, grant repositioning, telecommunication, ongoing back-office support services,
bank fees, rent and audit fees.
Madam Chairman, the 2013/14 Supplementary Estimate for Head 33 is $3.6 million.
Now, Head 35, Public Transportation. Madam
Chairman, the original estimate for the Department of
Public Transportation was $20.945 million. The supplementary estimate of $1,845,000 represents
8.81 per cent of that original estimate. Madam Chairman, $1.54 million, or 83.5 per cent of the sum will be
used to fund personnel costs for overtime. In 2013/14,
the department received $151,525 to fund overtime
costs. This sum was inadequate to finance the cost of
present staffing levels and the additional routes and
services that DPT was required to provide. This Honourable House will note that the bus service includes
additional routes outside of the fixed schedule, including school bus and shuttle services to the cruise ships
at the Dockyard. These services combined are commonly referred to as the grey schedule, which has
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evolved since the current bus schedule was first implemented in 1999.
Much of this service is, by necessity, handled
with overtime at premium pay. Additionally, overtime
was incurred to provide cover for short-term staff absences as a result of sick leave and furlough days. It
was intended that some savings in this area would be
garnered through implementation of new, more efficient work rosters aligned with the new schedule. We
are again addressing this issue with the objective to
enact a new schedule by July of 2014.
Notwithstanding the new schedule implementation, it should be noted that in 2013/14, the level of
service provided was not reduced. In its 2013/14
original estimate, the Department of Public Transportation was provided with $1.4 million for the cost of
diesel. This represented 71 per cent of the cost incurred for diesel for 2012/13 and proved to be inadequate to meet the department’s needs. An additional
sum of $305,000 is required to fund the cost of fuel to
operate the bus fleet until the end of this fiscal year.
Madam Chairman, the 2013/14 Supplementary Estimate for Head 35, Department of Public
Transportation, is $1,540,000 for overtime and
$305,000 for fuel, totalling $1,845,000.
The final head is Head 48, Ministry Headquarters. Madam Chairman, the original estimate for the
Ministry Headquarters, Head 48, was $882,000; the
supplementary estimate of $91,000 represents 10 per
cent of that original estimate. With the appropriate
approval, the Ministry employed the services of the
Innovation Group to update their 2009 report on gaming in Bermuda. Their updated report included research on the economic and social impact casinos will
have in Bermuda and recommended the gaming
model that should be pursued, with the eventual decision being to adopt the integrated resort casino
model.
Madam Chairman, the 2013/14 supplementary estimate for Head 48 is $91,000, and that concludes my presentation on the Supplementary Estimate No. 1 [for the Financial Year] 2013/14 for the
Ministry of Tourism Development and Transport.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to Item No. 3, Ministry of Tourism Development
and Transport, Head 30, 31, 33, 35 and 48?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Transport. Mr. W. Lawrence A. Scott, you
have the floor.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman and Deputy Speaker.
My question to the Minister is that he came to
this House and told us before that the total cost of the
Millennium was going to be $1.2 million. And then he
came back, and after I made some comments and did
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some math on my own, which took it to $5.5 million,
he said that, No. I was wrong. I had fabricated those
numbers, and that it was going to be actually $1.5 million.
So, how do we go from $1.5 million to an additional $3.7 on top of that which, if my math serves
me correctly, 1.5 plus 3.7 would equal 5.2 million?
How do we actually get to that without even going into
the other additional costs for having the Millennium on
the Island?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
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I would like to recognise you for Hansard and
for those who are listening.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.
You have the floor.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I would like to thank you,
Madam Chairman.
I would think that the fuel costs for the regular
ferry schedule was already budgeted for that fiscal
year, was already in the budget. So this fuel cost,
which is a supplementary, has to be attached as an
operational cost for the Millennium.
[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes. Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I am not sure if the Honourable Member was
listening to my presentation. But I made it clear that
. . . He is mixing up the overall costs of the department and the specific cost of the Millennium. I made it
clear that out of the overall supplementary of
$3,764,000 that the Millennium accounted for $1.5
million. The other costs were taken up with overtime
th
and other expenditures. But for the 100 time, the Millennium cost was $1.5 million!
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Leader of the Opposition.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I just heard the Learned Minister say for the
th
100 millionth time.
th

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I said 100 time.
th

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The 100 time the cost for the
lease of the Millennium was $1.5 million. Right.
So tell me. The insurance and fuel that are
here, is that part of the Millennium’s operations?
The Chairman: Minister?

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I would think—

[Crosstalk]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: It is being brought to my
attention that there is actually . . . I am being told that
the overall cost of fuel was a reduction of $145,000
from 2012 to 2013 as we relate it to the actual fuel
consumption. In 2012/13, there was a reduction this
year of $145,000.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Opposition
Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: So, could I ask, was there a
reduction in utilisation year over year?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The information is that
there was a reduction of the speed of the vessels,
which led to a reduction of fuel consumption.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you.
But the Millennium was an additional vessel.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: My information, as articulated in the brief, was that the cost for the Millennium
was $1.5 million. The fuel was across the entire fleet,
which may have included—and I will find out—the Millennium. The insurance, my understanding is, no. So
the overall cost for the Millennium is $1.5.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I would think—

The Chairman: Minister?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes. And I take the point.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: You see what I am getting at.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: So I will see if the fuel,
the diesel increase here was attached to the Millennium. But in terms of the basic costs for the Millennium, it was $1.5 million.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.
You have the floor.

The Chairman: Excuse me!
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Would the Learned Minister
also confirm that the wages and overtime, you said it
was spread across the entire Marine and Ports, the
wages and overtime which was part of the supplementary? Or is it associated with the lease of the MV
Millennium?
The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No, it is not associated
with the lease.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Transport. Mr. W. Lawrence Scott, you have the floor.
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variety of types of leases that you can use for transportation equipment. You have a dry lease, a damp
lease and a wet lease, usually. Can you tell me . . .
And you understand the distinction? Dry lease is just
the asset. You have the crew, you have to maintain it,
you have to pay the insurance and whatnot. A damp
lease or a wet lease comes with full crew, fuels included, insurance is paid for, the works. Then a damp
lease is a combination of a little bit of dry and wet.
What type of lease is this, based on that description or definition?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
[Pause]

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Yes. Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I just want to make sure that the Minister is
including the accommodations for the Millennium staff
while on the Island and the furnishing for the apartment for the Millennium staff while on the Island in this
$3.7 million, plus the air fares for the rotating of the
overseas staff for the Millennium while they are on the
Island. Are all those things included in the $3.7 million?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you.
Actually, my understanding is that it does not
fall into any of those categories. The explanation was
that the cost of the lease was for the actual utilisation
of the vessel, the crew, salaries and the like. And we
then added in fuel. But there were specific costs associated with the Millennium. But I am being told it
was not categorised as one of those three definitions.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.

The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No. All of those costs
were included, Honourable Member, in the $1.5 million. So all of the costs associated with the Millennium, barring maybe the diesel, are $1.5 million.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Madam Chairman, you mean
variable costs such as travel and accommodation, but
in particular travel to and fro, is contained in a lease
rate of $1.5 million—variable costs like travel?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: It was not the figure. I
believe the original figure was $1.2. But it was not a
leased rate. These were the projected costs for bringing the Millennium here, which include some of the
items that you have raised. It ultimately cost $1.5 million.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Opposition
Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay. Just for clarity, because
I think when we first had this discussion in the House,
we did not get the clarity that we sought. There are a

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you.
So the rate of the lease is determined on an
hourly basis? Or is it a monthly basis? Because you
used the term “utilisation.” The rate was based on its
utilisation. That really speaks to a wet lease on an
hourly basis.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: My information is that it
was set for that particular fixed period. So there was a
cost for that fixed period.
The Chairman: Are there any Members that would
like to speak to [Head] 30?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Transport. You have the floor.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Now, when it comes to Marine and Ports, another thing that was brought up that I noticed for this
past fiscal year was the tugboat Powerful, which was
estimated at $300,000 to be for work to be completed.
But yet, we know that it came to a total of $1.2 million.
Why is there not a supplementary submitted for this
overage?
The Chairman: Thank you.
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Can I ask you, Member—Member. Can I ask
you to repeat the question, please?
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Yes. Sure—submitted for
this overage?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Can I ask you, Member, to repeat the question, please?
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Yes. Sure, Madam Chairman.
In Marine and Ports there is a tugboat named
Powerful. It was budgeted to have maintenance done
to it which would have cost $300,000. However, after
the maintenance was done, the total cost was $1.2
million. Why is there not a supplementary submitted
for this tugboat Powerful?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: My information is that the
additional costs for those repairs were capitalised.
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Now you also mentioned that this funding—
and this is the first time that you have mentioned an
airline. You said WestJet. Is this amount only for
WestJet?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No, and if the Honourable
Member would allow, I am not going to get into specifics in terms of amount. That airline was mentioned in
the previous year, that why it was mentioned again. I
would rather not get into details of that. I probably
should have omitted that statement.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I understand what the Minister was saying, and I was just surprised that you did
mention it. And so, are there any other airlines (without mentioning)? because we know that there was at
least two.

The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to just the Head 30?

[Inaudible interjections]

[Crosstalk]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay. Are there any other
airlines that we are talking about within this $1.3 million?

The Chairman: Thank you. We will continue on Item
No. 3.
I recognise the Shadow Minister of Tourism.
You have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
In the $2.4 million for the current account and
airport operations, I am only going to speak to the
minimum revenue guaranteed portion of $1.3 million.
That is what he said, $1.361.
Honourable Minister, is that correct?

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Outside of West—
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: There are other airlines,
yes, that received MRG payments.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Sorry. For the minimum
revenue, you said $1.3 million? I believe that is what
you said.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay. So, $1.3 [million] for
the financial year 2013/14, and it was $1.3 [million] for
the financial year 2012/13, so it has been consistent.
So, again, I ask the Minister, Have you budgeted for this amount in 2014/15? (Which we know you
have not.) And so, you will be here again next year
asking for, basically, the same thing.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: First and foremost, Madam
Chairman, I would like to let the Minister know that
these questions are not intended to attack him. We
acknowledge that we started minimum revenue guarantees [MRG]. But it is always an opportune time to
assess their effectiveness.
And so, you did mention WestJet, which then
allows us to analyse the Toronto and the Canadian
market and the effectiveness of an MRG. It also
speaks to whether or not our tourism spend, in terms
of marketing, is being effectual, because there should
be a synergy between the two.
I ask the question of what airlines, and we do
not need to know the amounts, but which airlines servicing Bermuda today are in receipt of minimum reve-
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nue guarantees? Because that allows the people to
understand which markets have a depression in demand, which markets are people finding difficulty.
That is not a dangerous question; it is a fundamental
question of marketing.
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I hope that the Honourable Opposition Leader
will accept this answer. And then, again, I would like
to have the conversation offline. But I can give you the
destinations.
[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It is not dangerous question. I
would like to know, is it American Airlines out of Miami? Is it American or Delta out of New York? These
questions are important, so if you could furnish the
answers, please.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
The Opposition Leader, I am sure, would be
aware that many of these agreements have confidentiality clauses which is important in—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I know you are not asking
the amount, but even in dealing with the actual individuals that we are engaging [with] because of the
competitive nature of the industry. I would rather have
this conversation with the Honourable Opposition
Leader offline, if he would accommodate.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I appreciate the response, but
this is the second instance where we have heard
“confidentiality” invoked because of competitive pressures or secrecy around competition. But we just do
not accept that. We just cannot accept it. We are not
asking to know the actual amounts of subsidy that
each particular carrier is getting. We would just like to
know: Are there carriers, which routes, are experiencing that type of suppression in demand which requires
us to give out minimum revenue guarantees.
And the reason why I ask is because . . . for
instance, is there an airline operating out of the New
York area that is receiving minimum revenue guarantees? I raise that because we have at least three or
four different carriers coming out of New York. And if
there is one that is getting an MRG, it means that they
are not being competitive, which means that they
need to remove themselves from the market.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Canada is a destination,
and Miami.
[Inaudible interjection]
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: That is all I wanted to know.
All right? Because Miami, in particular, is a very important gateway into Bermuda, especially even for locals
trying to get to the Caribbean and Latin America. But
we also see when . . . because the Miami route has
no competition, American Airlines is able to play their
yield management to the highest level. Okay? So the
cost per seat, on a 73 coming up and back, is probably, I could calculate it off the top my head, maybe,
$200 a seat. And that is at the high end—$200 a seat,
round trip. But, you see, the average fare out of Miami
is about $600 or $700.
Now, even with that high fare they are still
asking for minimum revenue guarantees. I think an
alternative approach, and I know that the General
Manager of Airport Operations has always cautioned
us over it, is go and approach JetBlue and see if they
can introduce a service out of Fort Lauderdale. Now,
maybe that might increase the competitive pressures
on American, but it will also require them to up their
game, and that could also stimulate more demand,
which means that they would not have to rely on
minimum revenue guarantees.
Well, once you give someone a minimum
revenue guarantee, it is a pacifier. Okay? It destroys
the initiative to compete. And so we should introduce
competition. And if American has to scale back their
operations as a result—fine! Because JetBlue’s presence would be beneficial to us and our tourism product. Instead of being overly focused on their bottom
line. So I encourage the Minister to go with the General Manager, Mr. Adderley, who is quite capable, to
go talk to JetBlue to see if we can get some competition out of Fort Lauderdale for the southern Florida
market.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Finance
Minister. You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I just wanted to make
something very clear to all Members of the House and
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all members of the listening audience, that minimum
revenue guarantees are not confidential, as they are
disclosed in full in our financial statements every year
as contingent liabilities. They are not confidential. The
amounts and terms are stated clearly inside of the
financial statements. And we know how much money
was paid out. We know the irrevocable letters of credit
that have been issued to secure these amounts. We
know and we understand. So it is not confidential in
nature here. It is fine. Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Item No. 3?
[Inaudible interjection]
The Chairman: Item No. 3. So it depends on which
. . . thank you.
[Inaudible interjection]
The Chairman: You just have to tell me which Head
you are going to speak to.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Opposition
Tourism Minister.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So we have finished
Heads 30 and 31. Correct?
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tually be $3.6 [million] and then the balance would
obviously revert back to Consolidated Fund. In terms
of the itemisation of the cost, how much is in this, it
could be an overlap. I do not know. I know that this
was the cost of the transition, and I itemised all of the
various initiatives. I can undertake to get you more
specifics, Honourable Member.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Tourism
Minister.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, I cannot believe that the
Minister is asking us to approve $3.6 [million] (if that is
the number) without knowing the full details. I mean,
that is extraordinary.
I would have thought—and I see the one representing the TA [Tourism Authority] sitting there—
that they would have come here with some information. Just to say $3.6 million: Parliament, approve it is
unacceptable, Madam Chairman. So maybe this
number should be held over because I just think it is
crazy.
What are we approving? I mean, it is one
thing if it was the employment agency. I heard the
Minister read out a different transition plan, you know,
employment agency. That TA started already, without
giving us full detail on how they are spending the taxpayers’ money. It is unacceptable.
So I do not know where we go from here, but I
do not think . . . how can we approve this?
[Inaudible interjections]

The Chairman: Yes.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay. So as far as Head 33,
which is the $4.2 million for the Tourism Authority
Grant, the Minister was well aware they were moving
toward a Tourism Authority, in last year’s budget. And
so, I am quite surprised . . . either the Government did
not set aside additional money for the transfer or the
combination, or the Tourism Authority, or the board
itself, because they collect $3.8 million in revenue
from guest fees. Why did they not put it in a budget as
far as moving? So I am a bit surprised that it is up to
this amount, $4.2 million.
Now, I am going to ask the Minister, What
was the cost? Because during the actual staffing, employment costs were advertised by, I think, a local
company here and an overseas company. What was
the total employment agency’s fees? Is it in this
amount here? And how much is it?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you.
We are approving $4.2 [million], but as I said
in my brief I have been advised that it is going to ac-

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: And what is it for? It makes
no sense at all. And now you are saying it was $4.2—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order. Point of
order, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Your point?
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I accept the fact that you
do not know specific amounts in relation to what it was
for, but I clearly explained what the amount of money
was for. I went through, in fact, quite a few of the
costs of the transition. Now, I did not put a line item
next to it. I accept that. We will provide that information once I can get that. But I explained what the cost
was for. So we are not just coming here asking for an
amount of money without understanding what that
money was spent on.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Transport. You have the floor.
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Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Yes, Madam Chairman, I
just ask for your indulgence, if I could just go back to
Head 30, with the Millennium. Just because the Millennium was brought into the Island to help relieve the
workload of the local fleet, and I understand that he
has a supplementary for $3.7 million. If the Honourable Minister could let us know what major repairs
were done on the local fleet while the Millennium was
in service, I think that that would help us put the value
for money in perspective.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I think it was very evident when you compare
the transportation system as it relates to the tourists
that were arriving in Dockyard last year with [the] previous year, no one can say that value for money
wasn’t abundantly clear. I do not believe any ferries
were out of service during the high season. With the
Millennium, in service it allowed for your regular maintenance, and it also reduced the capacity and the burden on those ferries during that time. We had almost
zero complaints last year during that period of time
from our tourists and others because they were able
to effectively get across the Island.
Do I know the exact mechanical cost and the
like toward the fleet during the Millennium? No I do
not. But I think the value of the Millennium was very
evident.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.
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The Chairman: Member, I am going to just ask for
your patience here. I would prefer that we go down
from each Head, and not go back and forth.
So just to confirm, is everyone satisfied that
they have asked all their questions for Head—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Madam Chairman. Madam
Chairman?
The Chairman: Yes.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: We are still on the Ministry of
Tourism Development and Transport, and I think we
should have the flexibility and leeway to go between
the various Heads.
The Chairman: Member, I understand what would be
easier; but, quite honestly, we would be here all night.
So I am asking—
[Crosstalk]
The Chairman: I am asking as we go forward that we
will go forward by each Head. So if you can . . . and
we do it with other Bills. Once you are complete and
you are happy, then we move on to the next Head.
[Crosstalk]
POINT OF ORDER
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, though, Madam
Chairman.
I will note that the Minister in charge, moved
Heads 30, 31, 33, 34, 35 and 48, all at the same time.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I think a question (if it has already been answered then I apologise) . . . but does the Government, does the Minister have any intention in acquiring additional ferries so we can move away from this
lease arrangement with the Millennium?

The Chairman: That is correct.

The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?

Mr. E. David Burt: Got you.

Mr. E. David Burt: Okay. So we can debate all
Heads. I understand where you are going, and I
happy to go in order. I just want—
The Chairman: And we are going to go in order.

The Chairman: And that is all I am asking—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: At this time, we do not
have the budget for purchasing new ferries.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Finance
Minister.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I am on Head 33, in regard
to the current account—

Mr. E. David Burt: No problem.
The Chairman: —is that we go in order.
Mr. E. David Burt: But I just want to make sure, for
the record, that people can go back because those
are all the Heads in which we are discussing.
The Chairman: Thank you very much.
Let me confirm, just in case anyone is confused. In order to smoothly go down each of these
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Heads, I would like, and I plan, to finish with each
Head and go on to the next one. And so, therefore, I
am, to be clear, not going to go backward. We are
going to go down the Heads in front of us. So if you
can prepare your thoughts as we go down each Head,
it would be easier for us to proceed.
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: I beg your indulgence, Madam
Chairman.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Opposition
Whip.
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: In order for there to be a fair
debate around these Heads, because they were all
moved at the same time, then we should be allowed .
. . I do not think that you can dictate that we cannot do
that, because they were moved at the same time, so
we can speak to them.
The Chairman: Fair enough.
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Madam—
The Chairman: Fair enough. That is fair enough. And
what we will do, since basically you are guiding at this
point, when we finish with three, when we start the
next one, number four, be prepared. We will go down
by—
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Well, I am just saying that you
cannot dictate it, but I do understand it would make it
more orderly, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: And I am hoping that you can be a
little bit—
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Yes. I think people will try to
comply.
The Chairman: Perfect.
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Mr. E. David Burt: [Head] 33.
The Chairman: Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: In regard to Head 33, and the
Bermuda Tourism Authority Grant, I must concur with
what the Shadow Minister of Tourism said. I would
have expected that the Minister in at least coming up
here with this would be able to give some sort detail,
some sort of itemisation, some sort of idea, instead of
just saying, Here! I want you give $4 million to Tourism Authority. We have had other details in other
Heads where the Minister said, It has been this much
for gas. It has been this much for overtime. It has
been this much for . . . et cetera. But here we just
have a whole bunch of subjects and there is nothing.
So let me try to get some clarity from the Minister. The Minister said that in the cost for the Bermuda Tourism Authority there were website costs, HR
services, project management support. Were those
items and activities managed by the Ministry of Tourism? Or were they managed by the provisional Tourism Authority?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you.
All of the items that I listed were costs that
were implemented by the ETA.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Finance
Minister.
Mr. E. David Burt: I thank the Minister very much for
his answer.
The next question I would ask is: Can the Minister confirm of the items of which he noted for website costs, social media, HR services, and project
management support, if the Bermuda Tourism Authority put those items out to tender?

Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Yes. Okay.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?

The Chairman: Thank you.
[Crosstalk]
Mr. E. David Burt: Madam Chairman, I am on
Head 33.
The Chairman: I recognise the Opposition Finance
Minister.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you.
The Chairman: But do tell us what Head you are on.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The answer is yes. I
could not say all or how many, but I know most of
those services were put out to tender.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Opposition
Finance Minister.
Mr. E. David Burt: Would the Minister undertake to
share at least the documents that were put out to tender so that the House can see those documents? Because I would like to know, specifically, how the tender and the detail was released. The reason why I say
this, Madam Chairman, is I think it is very important
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because we have heard a lot about the Tourism Authority. We have been told that we are coming here
today to approve funds for the Tourism Authority without knowing what those funds are for.
And if I could, Madam Chairman, refer to Finance Instructions, because Finance Instructions are
very clear. And they say that, “Any organisation that
receives funds from the Bermuda Government must
have a set of written financial procedures in place to
provide for the control of financial transactions together with the governance and control of capital projects which should be available for review by the funding department, and/or provided upon request to the
Accountant General and/or the sponsoring Department.”
Before, in our earlier debate, we spoke our
Finance Instructions and what we were done, and
they said it would be provided. Financial Instructions
call for items to go out for tender for various things
that are above $5,000 for three quotes, and $50,000
for tender process, and Finance Instructions should
be complied, especially when someone is getting a
significant amount of funding. So I am asking, Will the
Minister share those items of which were put out to
tender?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, yes, the
Minister also mentioned that certain government departments will be charging the TA for services. Can
the Minister tell us what departments will be charging,
the TA?
The Chairman: Thank you.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I believe you mentioned that
the TA will be charged by certain government departments, I believe that you mentioned that. Did you
mention that? I thought I heard you say that in your
Statement, that the TA will be charged by certain government departments. You did not mention that?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Just a point of clarification. I think you are referring to when I said earlier that
things like human resources, IT, which currently the
Government provides or provided for the Department
of Tourism. Now the BTA would have to outsource
that since they are now separate from government.
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Are there . . . thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Finance
Minister.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much.
On Head 33, still, is the Minister able to provide an estimate in any way, shape or form to provide
any sort of details on Head 33? Specifically, could the
Minister please state how much was spent by the independent Bermuda Tourism Authority on the promotion of gaming in Bermuda?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are we on [Head] 33 or down to 48?
[Head] 33. Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes. Thank you.
I do not believe that is part of the supplementary, Madam Chairman. I think what I mentioned in the
supplementary in terms of gaming, was the $91,000
that was spent on re-engaging the Innovation Group.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow
Finance Minister.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
From answers provided in response to Parliamentary Questions from the Honourable Independent Member, Terry Lister, the Honourable Premier
stated in his response that the projected monetary
costs of educating the Bermuda public on the benefits
of gaming are approximately $2,200 from the Ministry
of Tourism Development and Transport, enhanced by
additional funding from the Independent Bermuda
Tourism Authority.
There was no funding for the Bermuda Tourism Authority before any of this. This is the first funding for the Bermuda Tourism Authority. Therefore, the
question is being asked: How much did the Independent Tourism Authority spend on promotion of gaming
in Bermuda?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The amount that was
spent does not form part of the supplementary that is
before the House today. It was actually when it was
the Tourism Board, at that time, when we were expecting a referendum. I asked the board if they would
segregate funds to help support that process. Those
funds were used for the education programme.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Finance
Minister.

The Chairman: Thank you.
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Mr. E. David Burt: Madam Chairman, we are getting
mixed messages from the Cabinet again. These questions were asked after the referendum on gaming was
cancelled, and it was spoken in regard to—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of information,
Madam Chairman.
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Minister?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I believe it was, yes.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you.
Well, Madam Chairman, the first two employees were the CEO and CO, correct? To be hired?

The Chairman: Will you yield?
Minister?
POINT OF INFORMATION

The Chairman: Minister?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: As I will say again, I requested before there was a Tourism Authority for the
Tourism Board to approve funding to support the
Government’s position in the referendum, which we
were supporting a positive vote. They did so with
monies that were already budgeted. When the decision was made not to have a referendum, those monies were used to support the education programme.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No. The Honourable
Member will remember that during the transition we
formed a Project Management Office which was
called the PMO. I think those salaries, primarily, are
reflected in this supplement.

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Was the current Chairman, Mr. [David] Dodwell, a part of this PMO?

Mr. E. David Burt: So is the Minister of Tourism saying that the Premier was wrong by saying that additional funding would be provided by the independent
Bermuda Tourism Authority?
The Chairman: Minister?

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.

The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No. No, he was not.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Tourism.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No. It was the Tourism
Authority at the time that provided the funding. But the
funding . . . the board transitioned into an authority. It
used the same funding. It was the same funding. The
money that the Tourism Board had, they had segregated funds for certain purpose, and those funds were
ultimately used for the education programme. When
the education programme commenced, it was a Tourism Authority.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance.
The Chair now recognises the Opposition
Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, still on Head 33, Bermuda
Tourism Authority Grant. Minister, correct me if I am
wrong, because I missed a part of your brief, but is
there any part of this $4.25 million that is a part of the
compensation packages for any employees in the
Bermuda Tourism Authority.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Was Michael Winfield part of
this?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, he was—
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes.
The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Can the Minister confirm the actual amount
that was paid, I guess, in consultancy fees or to the
PMO out this supplementary?
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I do not have the exact
figure and I would be loath to try and estimate. But I
can give it to you, Honourable Member.

The Chairman: Thank you.
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The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Opposition
Leader.
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Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you.
The CEO did start the end of January. The
CEO is not full time, as yet. Funds to cover various
expenses were transferred from the Bermuda Department of Tourism to cover certain expenditures.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you.
So the Minister has given indication that he
will provide that information about the PMO, as part of
this . . . their salary or consultancies fees of $4.25 million. Which begs the question: Why not also provide
the information for the CEO and CO?

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism.

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So are you saying that it is in
the $4.2 million?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: It is two different things.
You have the . . . this was the transition team taking
us to the BTA and the employees, not just the executives, all of the employees that have been hired in the
BTA have been hired under a certain category, and it
has been deemed that they were going to keep their
compensations confidential. But it was three staff of
that transition team. We told the public about the transition team. I will get you what their compensation was
during that short period of time.

The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Minister.

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Finance
[Minister].
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, given the amount of questions and given that the Minister does not have the
details, would the Minister consider possibly holding
off on moving Head 33 until he can provide those figures to the House. We could do it on Friday so we are
not here trying to get answers to questions all night
and we are not able to get them.
The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No, I am not prepared to
do that, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would—the Chair
recognises the Opposition Minister of Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, would the
Minister confirm, the CEO, I believe, came on board in
January?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No, as I said earlier, my
information is that it is not reflected in this supplementary. Monies were transferred, because you have got
to understand that the Department of Tourism still exists, in fact, the full transition is not complete until the
st
1 of April. So monies were transferred to cover certain expenses.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
So the Minister is confirming that the CEO
was paid with direct funds from the Ministry of Tourism
and he is still being paid directly from funds reallocated from the Ministry of Tourism and not [by] the
Bermuda Tourism Authority?
The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The ultimate transition is
going to require funds that were held by the Department of Tourism to go to—just like all the other assets. And the funding is an asset. So in essence, what
was transferred to the Bermuda Tourism Authority
becomes the property of the Tourism Authority and
allocated accordingly.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I do not . . . sorry.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Tourism.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So the payment of his salary, was that already budgeted under the BDOT or
under . . . where was it budgeted for the payment of
January up to March?
The Chairman: Minister?

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I do not believe what I just
heard.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Are you saying the Government approved for funding [by] the Government?
Where does it show on the financials? That somebody
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was transferred to . . . what was the transfer? Was it
grants? What was the transfer of that?
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, I do
not have the specifics of that. That does not form part
of the supplementary. So we, we—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Well, I have informed this
Honourable House that it does not form part of the
supplementary, so we are now venturing outside of
the supplementary debate.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Tourism.
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The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: As I said earlier, yes. I
give an undertaking. Whether or not it will be ready by
Friday, we will endeavour to do so, but I give that undertaking.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other—
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Tourism.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, I respect
what my colleague had asked the Minister to do.
The Chairman: Mm-hmm.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Chairman, we do not
know that, as my Leader has said. So until we know
what these numbers are, we can ask whatever we
want, basically.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: But this is a new revelation.
He did not reveal this information while we were on
the Tourism part. He said “assets” and we thought it
was just physical assets. Now, knowing that cash was
transferred over from the BDOT—which was taxpayers’ money, again—

[Inaudible interjections]

The Chairman: Mm-hmm.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Because he cannot . . . he
does not know what they are either. So, again, how
much was transferred from BDOT over to TA for the
salary of the CEO?

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: —so I am disappointed that
. . . we do not even know how much it was that was
transferred over in total assets. But, you know, that is
how they do things around here.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Madam Chairman, as I
said already, I know (if the Honourable Member does
not want to accept it, that is up to the Honourable
Member) that that does not form part of this supplementary.

The Chairman: Thank you. That was not a question
then.
Are there any other questions to Head 33?
Are there any questions for Head 35, Public
Transportation?
Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Leader.

The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Minister
of Finance.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Hopefully we can bring this Head to a close.
Could I have an undertaking (I will just ask again, just
for complete clarity) from the Minister of Tourism Development and Transport to provide a breakdown, in
the same way that we get it on the Budget Book, for
the money that was spent out of this additional supplementary that he is calling us here to do.
Before we had a debate. We asked questions.
Now, being asked to allocate funds that we do have
the supporting information for is a challenge. He has
said that he does not wish to rise and report progress,
so we can actually get the answers to the questions
we asked, could he undertake—because we are here
back on Friday—to give us a breakdown of the supplementary for the Bermuda Tourism Authority Grant.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Real quickly, Madam Chairman, Head 35, it says $1.845 million for wages overtime.
Would the Minister confirm that that is just a
reflection of the age-old scheduling problems that we
still face at the department?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes. As I stated in the
brief, and during the debate on this department, that is
the challenge of grey schedule, the cost of the premium over time, which is approximately $1.5 million.
The Chairman: Are there any other questions pertaining to Head 35?
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No? We will go to Head 48. That is a Ministry
Headquarters.
Are there any Members—thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
The question that I have is in regard to
$91,000. What was the breakdown of that figure? Was
that entire amount for Innovation Group? Or do we
have additional funds?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
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The Chairman: We were going to approve it like we
did in the last one, when we did the supplementary
estimate for number two. So we are going to . . . thank
you very much for bringing that . . . and by the way, I
would like to say at this point, thank you very much for
your patience and endurance as we continue to go
through the supplementary estimates.
[Inaudible interjection]
The Chairman: No, we are going to move them in the
end.
[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you.
That entire amount, in full, was to the Innovation Group.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Opposition Finance
Minister.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, in going back to the answer [to the Parliamentary Question] that was provided by the Honourable Premier where he said that
the education costs would be $2,200 from the Ministry
of Tourism Development and Transport, can he just
say that that does not form part of the supplementary,
and if so, where did the money come from?

The Chairman: Then, we will move them one by one
and we will start up with the Ministry of Finance.
So, before we go to the next Ministry, we are
going to—
[Inaudible interjection]
The Chairman: No, they were not moved. We moved
the last Heads all together.
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
The Chairman: We approved them en masse the last
time. So we will now approve them individually . . .
[Crosstalk]
The Chairman: We are going to go to [item] 1 [Ministry of Finance], and we are going to approve [item] 1.
So if the Minister of Finance would . . .

The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: It does not form part of
the supplementary, and it was just part of the Ministry’s budget. We had the money to pay for it.
The Chairman: Are there any other questions pertaining to Ministry Headquarters, Head 48?
No? We will move to the Ministry of Public
Works, which is Item No. 4.
The Chair recognises the—
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order.
The Chairman: Were there further questions?
Mr. E. David Burt: Don’t we have to approve the
Heads first?
The Chairman: Sorry?
Mr. E. David Burt: Don’t we have to approve the
Heads before we move on?

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
move Head 58.
The Chairman: It has been moved that Head 58 be
approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
There are no objections to that motion.
[Motion carried: Item 1, Head 58 was approved and
stands part of the Supplementary Estimate No.1 for
financial year 2013/14 ]
The Chairman: Minister?
Item No.2, Ministry of Health and Seniors.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes, I move Head 24.
The Chairman: It has been recommended that we
move Head 24.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
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[Motion carried: Item 2, Head 24 was approved and
stands part of the Supplementary Estimate No.1 for
financial year 2013/14]
The Chairman: Ministry of Tourism and Transport,
Item No. 3.
[Crosstalk]
The Chairman: And he is moving.
[Laughter]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Pardon me, Madam
Chairman.
I move Heads 30, 31, 33, 35, and 48.
The Chairman: It has been moved that under the
Ministry of Tourism Development and Transport,
Heads 30, 31, 33, 35, and 48 be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
AYES and NAYS.
The Chairman: The Noes have it.
[Motion carried: Item 3, Heads 30, 31, 33, 35, and 48
were approved and stands part of the Supplementary
Estimate No.1 for financial year 2013/14]
The Chairman: We will now move to Item No. 4, Ministry of Public Works and we are going to go Head by
Head here.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes, thank you,
Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: And thank you again for everyone’s
endurance.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
I would like to move [Item No. 4] Head 36,
Ministry Headquarters, a current account amount for
inventory for $856,000.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, for the fiscal year 2013/14
Public Works Headquarters required a budget supplement of $856,000. Revised budget for 2013/14 is
$7,102,000. The original budget for the Public Works
Headquarters is $6,246,000, creating a supplement
request of $856,000.
Madam Chairman, the supplement is required
for Public Works Headquarters, the Purchasing Programme, which is responsible for centralised purchas-
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ing and supply functions to the operating areas within
the Ministry. Tynes Bay storage required a large number of new parts due to the replacement of furnace
and boiler components and the flue glass cleaning
equipment, which had an estimated capital cost of $15
million and $10 million, respectively.
The inventory parts were selected based on
the wear and failure potential to ensure the reliability
of the plant, especially within our isolated Island. Failure to obtain these parts could lead to unplanned
shutdowns of the plant, which would have financial
and physical consequences in the long term.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Are there any Members that would
like to speak to the Ministry of Public Works, the Ministry Headquarters, Head 36?
The Chair recognises the Deputy Opposition
Leader, Mr. Derrick V. Burgess.
You have the floor.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, you know, the Government, when they were Opposition, gave us a lot of flak
about spending money before it was approved. And
here we have got $50-plus million spent without approval. And I am only speaking on it because they
made so much fuss about it. In Head 36, I can see
most of it, about $788,000 is to do with materials and
supplies, and the rest are odd pieces.
Madam Chairman, the damage is done. That
is all we got to say about that.
The Chairman: Are there any other Members that
would like to speak to the Ministry Headquarters,
Head 36?
No other Members.
Minister? Please move it.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
I would like to move Head 36.
The Chairman: It has been moved that Head 36 be
approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
[Motion carried: Item 4, Head 36 was approved and
stands part of the Supplementary Estimate No.1 for
financial year 2013/14]
The Chairman: Continue, Minister.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I would like to move
Head 81, Public Lands and Buildings.
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the Ministry, because you are paying $700,000 more
in that. Maintenance, materials, again, very high, the
actual was $600,000. A lot of money spent without
approval.

The Chairman: Please proceed.
[Crosstalk]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Public
Lands and Buildings within the Ministry is responsible
for the management and maintenance of all Government-owned properties. Our property stock is dated
and requires ongoing repair, some of which is plant
maintenance, and some of which is emergency repair.
The department is also responsible for the
electricity bills for the four main government buildings
in the City of Hamilton; namely, Global House, the
Dame Lois Browne-Evans Building, the Government
Administration Building, and the GPO.
For fiscal 2013/14, the Department of Public
Lands and Buildings, require a budget supplement of
$649,000. The total budget for fiscal year 2013/14
was $22,869,000. The requested budget supplementary is to cover the unanticipated cost of maintenance
materials for government buildings for the year and
the total electricity bills for the four main government
buildings through year end, which are to exceed the
original budgeted amount.
The original budgeted amount for electricity
was $1,556,000 and the anticipated final costs for the
financial year will be $1,900,000. That is a differential
of $344,000. For maintenance materials, the initial
budget was $300,000 and the anticipated final cost for
the financial year will be $708,000, a difference of
$408,000. While these two increases are more than
the supplementary requested, savings were made in
other areas to keep the request to a minimum.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak the Ministry of Public Works, Public Lands and
Buildings, Head 81?
The Chair recognises the Deputy Opposition
Leader. You have the floor.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, Madam Chairman, you know, I think it was last year when the thenMinister of Public Works came here saying in the brief
that he brought here how they were saving money by
paying the electricity bills on time, and they saved so
much money. I find it a bit hard (well, difficult) to understand why would you budget for $1.5 million and
you end up paying $2.2 million, over $700,000 difference? That is a big differential in what you budgeted
and what you actually paid.
You know, with all the modern technology,
again, this . . . obviously, the Minister’s Statements
that he brought here, he even brought one here about
LED bulbs and everything else, that is not following by

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, maintenance and
materials here. It is budgeted for $621,000, actually
spent $1,046,000. Yes, so about $400,000, just over
$400,000. A whole lot of money spent; no approvals
at that time, as per the regulations.
Again, Madam Chairman, I would hope that
next year that, according to the Finance Minister (not
his exact words) will hold people accountable for this
overspend. You know, it is quite a bit. Quite a bit
overspend for these little items.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you very much.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Madam Chairman, I have no problem with the level of accountability
to which the Minister alludes. He did make some sort
of error in the calculations, but I think that the initial
was $344,000, as I indicated, for the electricity. And
$408,000 for the maintenance materials.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order, Madam
Chairman. The Budget Book—
The Chairman: The Chair—
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I am sorry.
The Chairman: Thanks okay.
The Chair recognises the Deputy Opposition
Leader, if the Minister would yield.
POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you very much,
Madam Chairman.
The [Budget] Book, if you look on Head 81,
[page] B-226, the energy charge is $1,557,000. It was
revised to $2,217,000. That is a difference of
$740,000. There is no error there.
The Chairman: Thank you—
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: If the Honourable
Member—
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you.
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If the Honourable Member would just like to
point me to that number again, because I am just a
little . . .
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: [Page] B-226. Look
under energy, in the expenditure.
The Chairman: For 2013/14.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. You see it?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Right.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: You see the
$1,557,000 for energy, original?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Right.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Revised to $2.2 million?
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Minister?

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you.
Yes, I did speak with the Engineering Department and they indicated that one of the highlights
for this year was to ensure that electricity payments
were made on time in order to get the benefit of the
discounts. I am not sure why the extra utilisation, notwithstanding . . . because with the discounts that
would indicate that there is higher utilisation of electricity and that is something that we would have to
look at. I am not sure if there are revisions in actual
charges out from BELCO, or the like, but they did
highlight the fact that they are quite proud of ensuring
that they met their deadlines with respect to taking
advantage of the discounts that were available.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Item No. 4, Public Lands and Buildings,
Head 81?
No?
Minister?

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Okay.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Right there.
The Chairman: Thank you very much.
Minister?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: [It is] $1.556 million and revised to $1.9 million.
So I will have to get a proper explanation of
that difference, of the revised, because I am not
happy with that number. But the information that I
have, Madam Chairman, is that the amount was $1.9
million as against an original of $1.556 million; hence,
the reason why I indicated that it was $334,000.
With that, and no further comment, I would—

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I would like to now move
Head—
The Chairman: We have to move and approve
Head 81 first.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes, that is what I
am trying to do.
The Chairman: Okay.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: That is what I am
trying to do.
I would like to move and approve Head 81.

The Chairman: No. There are other individuals.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Oh, sorry.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Public Safety. The Honourable Michael J. Scott, you
have the floor.

The Chairman: Thank you.
It has been moved that Head 81 be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]

Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Arising from the question by the Shadow Minister of Public Works, about achieving the benefit of
early payment of electricity bills so that we get the
(what is it called?) the discount, is that progressing or
has that now been successfully implemented to make
those savings pointed out by the Minister in previous
Statements?

[Motion carried: Item 4, Head 81 was approved and
stands part of the Supplementary Estimate No.1 for
financial year 2013/14]

The Chairman: Thank you.

The Chairman: Please proceed.

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I would like to move
Head 82, the Department of Works and Engineering.
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Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: This is a supplementary amount of $3,009,000.
Madam Chairman, the Department of Works
and Engineering provide highly visible and essential
services to the Bermuda Public. Essential services,
such as garbage collection and disposal, safe disposal of hazardous substances, recycling, maintenance on the government vehicle and equipment fleet,
water treatment and distribution. They are all carried
out by the department, as well as maintenance and
repairs to the government’s infrastructure, which includes roads, bridges, docks and street lighting.
For the fiscal year 2013/14, the Department of
Works and Engineering requires a budget supplement
of $3,009,000. The original budget for 2013/14 was
$32,286,000. The budget for the department has been
progressively reduced from [2007/08] when it stood at
$40,380,000. But the department has continued to
provide the same level of service, despite material
and labour cost increases in that time.
The revised budget estimate for the Department and Works and Engineering in fiscal 2013/14 is
$35,295,000. The overspend is attributable to seven
areas: Solid waste collection, solid waste special hazardous waste, Tynes Bay maintenance, quarry administration, quarry vehicle and equipment maintenance, quarry receipts and water supply and treatments.
The solid waste collection, which is cost centre 92029, requires a budget supplement to cover for
extra overtime costs that have been necessary while
carrying out the collection of garbage. The Ministry
has struggled to keep 12 garbage trucks operational
for each collection day due to the delay of the procurement of parts in a timely fashion.
The solid waste special hazardous waste,
cost centre 92014, requires a budget supplement to
cover for necessary payments to a specialist contractor to remove hazardous waste material from Bermuda and to dispose of it in the United States. Insufficient budget had been allocated to this operation. Insufficient budget had been allocated to this operation.
The original budget was $978,000 and the revision
was $1.262 million, a differential of $284,000.
If I could just back up one, to solid waste, I did
not give the actual numbers. The original budgeted
was $3,976,000, the actual was $4,396,000 for a differential of $420,000.
Madam Chairman, Tynes Bay maintenance,
cost centre 92016, requires a budget supplement to
cover for maintenance work carried out at the plant
that was not budgeted for. Following completion of the
upgrading of the existing waste stream works in early
2012, most maintenance, until early 2013, was covered by warranties. Since then, all maintenance costs
are now covered by the operational budget. The original budget amount was $1.747 million, the revision
was $2.168 million, or a differential of $421,000.
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Quarry administration, cost centre 92019, requires a budget supplement to cover for wages and
internal vehicle hire that had not been included in the
original budget estimate. The original budget estimate
was $931,000, the revision was $1,510,000, a differential of $579,000.
Quarry vehicle and equipment maintenance,
cost centre 92021, requires a budget supplement to
cover for wages and materials required for carrying
out repairs to vehicles and equipment that are used by
other departments and which have not been charged
to those other departments. The original budgeted
amount was $3,052,000. The revision was
$3,588,000, for a differential of $536,000.
Quarry receipts, cost centre 92034, requires a
budget supplement due to the reduced recharges received from the utilisation of vehicles and equipment.
This is as a result of reduced hiring requirements and
due to less vehicles being operational because of the
lack of receiving spare parts in a timely fashion. Also,
some vehicles have not been charged properly to
other ministries and departments that have actually
used them. The initial estimate was that the department would receive $4.8 million, when it fact their revision was that they received $4 million. So that put an
extra $800,000 cost to the Ministry.
Cost centre 92026, water supply and treatment requires a budget supplement to pay for the purchase of water from external sources that was not
included in the original budget, which was $3.362 million, and the ultimate cost was $3.671 million, a total
of $309,000.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to Works and Engineering, Head 82?
The Chair recognises the Deputy Opposition
Leader. You have the floor.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, Madam Chairman.
When we look at the quarry transport and receiving parts, I know it is a hold-up there, and I think
that the Government must do something about procurement, and have procurement live in the real
world. Because when you are taking the time to secure parts, that certainly adds another expense.
Also, in this Ministry, in that particular Head,
13 more staff were hired when the Government was
telling us [that] we have got too many people hired,
but they hired more people. And hence you have got
that $4.5 million overspend. Materials and supplies, I
think . . . I am sorry.
The consultant fees increased about a million
dollars. Salaries and wages, $1.6 million. And what I
find a bit . . . I thought overtime had been frozen. But
we have overtime in the waste collection of $420,000,
and that almost is about $8,000 per employee in overtime. I found it a bit hard to believe. Obviously, that is
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not managed properly. If you are going to spend
$8,000 per employee in overtime, we have a problem.
We have a big problem with the collection because
many times during last year we did not get collection
in many areas, for some time. And so I do not know
what is happening there. That is all I got to say on
that, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, in the Honourable Member’s reference to the refuse collection, he is absolutely correct terms of overtime. We have made a
concerted effort to freeze overtime, but, as you would
have noted, both within this brief and within the earlier
brief today, there have been challenges with the actual trucks themselves. One of the things that we tried
not to do, notwithstanding that one may not have refuse collection on the appointed day, they would come
in another day or work later in order to clean up the
rubbish that had been left by the roadside.
Madam Chairman, I know that, notwithstanding that this is an inconvenience and a difficult thing to
spend more money [on] and it is really not the way to
run a railroad, we also have to recognise that the sanitation workers are working under some very stringent
and difficult conditions. Not least of which is finding
themselves with equipment that has been outdated,
and even some of the newer equipment that were experiencing mechanical difficulties. So they have tried
their best to ensure that the rubbish has been cleaned
up from the roadside, and for that I applaud them.
Notwithstanding that, we do not want to see
people working overtime. But I would rather have
them working a little bit of overtime to make sure that
our streets are left pristine and our residents and constituents are satisfied rather than leaving the garbage
along the roadside for, you know, two or three or four
extra days.
So it is not the way to run a railroad. Certainly
we are looking at the issue of updating the parts and
ensuring that the maintenance on the existing vehicle
fleet is appropriate. We are also looking at why there
are issues respecting the failure of some of the newer
trucks to be able to operate in a manner in which they
ought to. These are things that we definitely have to
look at because, truth be told, [with] the amount we
are spending in overtime we could have actually two
more trucks. So it is not the sort of thing that I would
like to see happen, but it is something that we are absolutely on top of and you can be assured that I will
hold my Permanent Secretary accountable to ensure
that we have a proper proactive maintenance program
in place and in operation for the trucks at the sanitation department.
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The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Deputy Opposition
Leader.
You have the floor.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, I appreciate the
comments by the Minister. That staff—we have had
the waste collections—probably the best staff in the
world. They do a good job. As I said earlier today,
they work even in the rain. They are a great crew.
But when this it is a non-scheduled collection
day . . . normally what they do not get on Monday and
Tuesday, Wednesday is their normal day to do it.
Also, it probably would help if we would have the trash
drop off on Tynes [Bay] down Palmetto Road open at
7:00 [am]. It opens at 9:00 [am] and a lot of people
normally would take their trash on their way to work.
But it opens at 9:00 instead of 7:00. So people do not
bring their trash—they have more trash hanging
around in the streets.
I would hope that the Minister would look at
that and open that at seven o’clock, even if you have
to close it early. People are not going to leave town,
go back home and come back and bring the trash after hours. They would normally bring their trash when
they come to work. I just think that makes sense.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to Works and Engineering, Head 82?
No other Member.
Minister?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
The point is noted with respect to the hours of
operation of the drop-off facility. It was something that
was done. The timing was clawed back in order to
effect cost constraints. But with that said, we might be
in a position . . . we are certainly looking at to see how
efficacious it is to have it open at the time that it does.
We might be able to split the difference and open it at
8:00 as opposed to opening it at 9:00 and maybe closing it an hour early. We are trying to curtail the amount
of money that we are spending and we have to cut
back somewhere. We thank the public for their cooperation and their patience during this period of time of
tight budgetary constraints and with that, unless there
is any other Member that wishes to speak, I would like
to move Head 82.
The Chairman: It has been moved that—
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Be approved.
The Chairman: —we approve Head 82, Works and
Engineering.
Are there any objections to that motion?
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No objections.
Agreed to.

[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Item No. 4, Head 82 was approved
and stands part of Supplementary Estimate No.1 for
financial year 2013/14]
The Chairman: Minister? We are looking now at Item
No. 5, Ministry of Community, Culture and Sports,
Head 55, Financial Assistance.
I call on the Minister responsible.
You have the floor.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I would like to move Head 55.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you.
Madam Chairman, this supplementary estimate relates only to cost centre 65050, Grants Administration within Head 55.
Honourable Members will know that the mandate of this department is to ensure that individuals
and their families have sufficient financial resources
and services in order to gain, maintain or regain a
minimum standard of living while encouraging personal economic independence. These services enable
clients to maintain dignity and self-worth and encourage the development of personal skills and resources.
I would like to just point out (as I said in my
brief) that of course the actual expenditure of Head 55
has increased dramatically from around $16 million in
2005/06, and it is expected to reach almost $50 million this year. The original budget for Head 55 in
2013/14 was $39,476,000. I will also point out that,
recognising a lot of the expenditures over the years, in
April 2011 the then-Government made several
amendments to the Financial Assistance Regulations
in an effort to tighten the overall expenditure and reduce the financial assistance costs.
Some of these measures were changing eligibility criteria such as persons who own property, or
homeowners who have interest in property—whether
inside or outside of Bermuda—would be ineligible for
financial assistance, imposing the three-month time
frame after a person had their job terminated, as well
as a residency requirement of one year before a person can receive financial assistance benefits, as well
as adjusting parameters on the scale of allowable expenses.
Although previous legislative amendments
resulted in reduced individual monthly financial assistance payments, the fact remains that the people that
are receiving financial assistance have continued to
increase and this Government does recognise its
statutory obligation to provide assistance to qualified
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Bermudians in need. Thus, the Department of Financial Assistance has to make such payments as demand dictates.
This is a consistent issue that we have. [For]
fiscal year 2012/13 they had to come back for a supplement of $2 million; in fiscal year 2011/12 that was
$12 million that had to come back for supplement. So,
again, this supplementary estimate of $9 million is
required for 2013/14, cost centre 65050, Grants, Administration.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to Item No. 5—Ministry of Community, Culture
and Sports, Financial Assistance, Head 55?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Community, Cultural Development and Sport, Mr. Michael A. Weeks.
You have the floor.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
There is not really much to say on this $9 million increase other than I did notice that the original for
2013/14 was lower than 2012/13. So at first glance I
think that what the now-Government had promised the
electorate, that if they voted them in and got 2,000
jobs right away . . . when I saw the decrease, I just
thought that it was going to come true. But having said
that, it did not come true. Right?
There is $9 million—it is definitely much
needed. But I prefer to have and not need than to
need and do not have. So rather than keep coming
back for supplements we need to make proper allowances for financial assistance because people are
losing jobs more and more. I mean unemployment is
going up and whatnot so there is not much more I can
say other than I understand this $9 million.
The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any other
Members that would like to speak to Item No. 5 Ministry of Community, Culture and Sports, Head 55?
There are no other Members.
Minister?
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes, thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I just have to comment that this Government
did not promise that 2,000 jobs would happen immediately. And I believe it was in the spring of last year
that I informed this Honourable House that it looked
like this would be where we would end up. So I think I
have kept this House fully in the loop. I do take the
Member's point, though. I mean, every year for the
last several years we have come back for a supplement in this area and that is something that I would
certainly like to end the trend. I will certainly do my
best towards that.
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With that, Madam Chairman, I would like to
move that Head 55 be approved.
The Chairman: It has been moved that Head 55 be
approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Item No. 5, Head 55, was approved
and stands part of Supplementary Estimate No.1 for
financial year 2013/14]
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Madam Chairman, I would like
to move Head 65—
The Chairman: Minister—we will look at Item No. 6,
Community, Culture and Sports Headquarters, Head
65.
Please proceed.
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Honourable Members may recall that the National Sports Centre, Aquatics Centre, was officially
opened in June 2013. A capital supplementary estimate in the amount of $1,628,000 is requested to
cover outstanding invoices associated with the construction of the Aquatic Centre in order to facilitate a
successful opening and operation of the facility.
This $1.628 million includes funding for additional electrical work, mechanical work, parking lot
excavation and architectural fees associated additional excavation, paving, finishing, flooring for the
dive tower, painting, site cleaning, site security plus a
variety of small ancillary costs associated with the project as well as the BELCO substation. This BELCO
substation was an unexpected addition late in the project that had not been anticipated nor provisioned for.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any other
Members that would like to speak to Item No. 6,
Community, Culture and Sports Headquarters—65?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Community, Cultural Development and Sport, Mr. Michael A. Weeks.
You have the floor.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Again, there is not much more to say about
this addition. I mean, the National Sports Centre is a
nice project. It is a good facility now and I know that
hidden costs come with construction sites. But let me
ask you, How much did the new BELCO substation
cost?
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The Chairman: Minister?
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: I do not have that exact figure.
I can get that exact figure to you. I could tell you that
the taxpayers spent approximately $750,000 or so on
that. It was a shared cost.
As the Member would know, the original plan
was that there would be enough power at the old substation. As a matter of fact, during construction as the
Member would know, there were conduits that were
built from the National Sports Centre to the substation
at the entrance going up the hill to cross back and it
was only halfway through construction that it was
really sprung on Government that this substation was
needed.
I will just say to this House that I do not consider that to be a closed topic. I will just leave it at
that. We can have an offline discussion if you would
like.
The Chairman: Are there any other Members that
would like to speak to Item No. 6, Head 65?
No other Members.
Minister?
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Madam, Chairman, I would like
to move that Head 65 be approved.
The Chairman: It has been moved that Head 65
Community, Culture and Sports Headquarters be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Item No. 6, Head 65, was approved
and stands part of Supplementary Estimate (No.1) for
financial year 2013/14.]
The Chairman: The next item is Item No. 7, Hospitals, Head 65. I call on the Minister in charge.
Minister you have the floor.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I move Head 65 under Hospitals—its capital
development, supplementary of $500,000. It is for
Bermuda's Hospital Board infrastructure upgrades.
Madam Chairman, Mid-Atlantic Wellness Institute (MWI) has had challenges with its ageing facility.
The air handling units have reached the end of their
30-year useful lives and are at an advanced stage of
dilapidation. The total costs of replacements estimated to be $770,000. The Ministry has granted MWI
a funding of $500,000 to assist in that cost. Therefore,
a supplementary of $500,000 is required to assist in
the purchase of new air handling units at the MWI facility.
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The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any Members
that would like to speak to Item No. 7, Hospitals, Head
65?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs, Mr. Walter H. Roban.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I do not have much to ask about this, but I
was curious what component of BHB this was with
because I know that there were major infrastructure
upgrades going on at the KEMH facility old site. But
this is exclusively to do with Mid-Atlantic Wellness
Institute's upgrades of the area you described and
nothing else to do with any other part of BHB?
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The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, Madam Chairman, the
Honourable Member asked a very good question. He
is asking me to use my crystal ball.
There are serious problems with the estate at
MWI, but I do not think it is any secret that the infrastructure for the new acute care wing at the hospital
site, the KEMH site, is quite capable of handling further building and it has been examined whether it is
possible to move both of these hospitals onto one estate. But, obviously, we are looking down the road for
that so it is going to be some delay before we can
even look at that. But that is what we are looking for
down the road some period.

The Chairman: Thank you, Minister.
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: No, this is just for MWI.
The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any other
Members?
The Chair recognises, Mr. T. E. Lister.
You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you very much.
My question is an easy one. The Minister said
that these are repairs that have become necessary to
the cost of some $750,000 or so and this is an allocation of $500,000 already spent. Can you tell us where
the remaining $250,000 is coming from? Because,
obviously, we need to spend that.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?

The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members who would like
to speak to Item No. 7, Hospitals, Head 65?
There are no other Members.
Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: I move Head 65, Hospitals
Capital Development for $500,000.
The Chairman: It has been moved that Item No. 7,
Hospitals, 65, Capital Development, $500,000 be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Madam Chairman, I would be
happy to answer that. Those funds the Bermuda Hospitals Board have, and they are able. But they need
additional funds from Government.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises, Mr. T. E. Lister.
You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you.
My concern, as I listen, is, given the state of
MWI, given the age of the plant, given what is happening here now—is this a Band-Aid?

[Motion carried: Item No. 7, Head 65, was approved
and stands part of Supplementary Estimate (No.1) for
financial year 2013/14]
[Supplementary Estimate (No.1) for financial year
2013/14 was considered by a Committee of the whole
House and passed without amendment.]
House resumed at 11:18 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE (NO. 1) FOR FINANCIAL YEAR 2013/14

An Hon. Member: Yes.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: What really should we be doing
and what is the plan? Because clearly this is a BandAid. I am not aware of any monies in this year's
budget—the current year's budget—for overall maintenance or an overhaul to MWI. What is the plan for
it?

The Speaker: Thank you, Members. The Supplementary Estimate (No. 1) for Financial Year 2013/14 has
been approved and reported to the House. Are there
any objections to that?
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Thank you, Members. We move now to—it is
my understanding that all orders are carried over? Oh,
sorry—yes, Honourable Minister.
Minister Dunkley, which order—
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: [Order] No. 7.
The Speaker: [Order] No. 7.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes—Criminal Code
Amendment (No. 2) Act.
The Speaker: Okay, thank you.
The Minister will be looking at the Criminal
Code Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014.
Minister of National Security, Minister Michael
Dunkley.
You have the floor.

BILL
SECOND READING
CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT (NO. 2) ACT 2014
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move that the Bill entitled the Criminal Code
Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014 be now read the second
time and committed.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
Minister, please carry on.
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rant any person who is on parole for any violation or
breach of the conditions of the parole. The Bill before
this Honourable House this evening proposes to allow
the police to carry out this function in keeping with
established practise in this jurisdiction.
This Bill also makes (in my view) a very useful
addition to our body of laws by codifying the conditions and special conditions of parole. Inmates, parolees and affected family will have already access to
the conditions of parole and can see what kinds of
things will form part of any parole made by the Board.
I would invite Honourable Members, Mr. Speaker, to
take note of the provisions of this new section 70R, in
particular.
We know that the risk of reoffending is increased if parolees are exposed to the destructive
elements that led to their original incarceration. The
new section 70R makes it clear that the Parole Board
can impose conditions aimed at keeping parolees
away from people, groups and venues that are unsuitable and may adversely affect their rehabilitation.
The principle of this Bill is not without precedent. Some Honourable Members will recall the Bail
Act 2005, specifically section 10, which provides for
arrest without warrant of a person who has been released on bail in criminal proceedings where a police
officer has reasonable grounds for believing that that
person is not likely to surrender to custody or is likely
to break or has broken any conditions of his or her
bail.
Mr. Speaker, the ability of officers to arrest a
person on parole for a breach of the conditions of their
release is tempered by the reasonable test. That is to
say a police officer must have reasonable grounds for
suspecting that the person has breached any conditions of his parole. Additionally, the parolee supervising officer must consider it to be in the public interest
to recall the person.
These and other safeguards in this Bill are
designed to provide a balance between these new
police powers and the rights of the individual. It must
however be borne in mind that an inmate released on
parole has not yet completed his sentence, but is on
licence and the regime surrounding his conduct is deliberately strict.
As I commend this Bill to the Honourable
House for debate, I wish to thank the Parole Board
under the chairmanship of former Honourable Member of this House, Mr. Ashfield DeVent, for their work
and the even-handed manner in which they administer
the parole of inmates.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Bill before the Honourable House this
evening is the Criminal Code Amendment Act (No. 2)
2014. Honourable Members will recall that in the very
first Throne Speech in February of 2013 this Government promised to make the breach of parole arrestable.
This Bill delivers on that promise and is yet
another legislative means to assist law enforcement in
disrupting the rhythm of anti-social and gang behaviour and institutes a clear regime for the enforcement
of parole conditions with consequences for any
breaches.
Honourable Members will be aware that an
inmate released on parole ordinarily has conditions by
which he or she must abide. A breach of these conditions, no matter how serious, is not in itself a cause to
arrest that parolee. Presently, where a police officer
witnesses a breach of conditions of the parole, but
where no other offence is committed, the police cannot immediately arrest the individual. Parolees must The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
Is there any other Honourable Member who
be recalled by the Parole Board and can only be arwould
care
to speak?
rested if a warrant has been issued by Magistrate
The
Chair will recognise the Honourable
where they have failed to attend a breach hearing.
Learned
Member,
the Shadow Minister for National
Mr. Speaker, in many jurisdictions parole officers have the authority to arrest with or without a warBermuda House of Assembly
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Security, the Learned Member from Sandys [North],
constituency 36.
MP Michael Scott, you have the floor.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Very clearly, the old regime are under the
[Prisons] Act 1979 of placing a requirement on a person paroled and released on licence placing a number
of requirements on them to comply with or to be in
compliance with the requirements of the society or a
probation officer are noted. But we recognise and
agree with the concept of specifically codifying or providing the roadmap for persons released on licence to
be in compliance—not just with requirements, we
have given a new rubric of conditions.
I note that the Bill very sensibly adds specific,
or additional, or specified, conditions that can be imposed either before the person is released on licence
or even after they have been released on licence, and
it is determined by the monitoring authority that these
new or additional conditions need to be put in place to
manage the successful licensee.
So we agree with this codification that seeks
to manage a person released who is really on . . . He
is serving his time, he is in jail, but for the fact that he
has been recognised for the movement of time and
good behaviour and is now being integrated back into
the society—all recognising the whole point of rehabilitating our persons who come into corrections and
then moving them back into our society.
So I believe that the balance is right. And I believe, too, that the balance takes account of our current and modern conditions. We know that we went
through a period . . . and I believe that these amendments specifically speak to some challenges that we
have met in our society with the release of licensees.
Every person who ends up in jail, no matter how bad a
criminal they are . . . and we developed a criminal
profile in our country now associated with gangs. And
I see how the scheme of these amendments are targeted or directed at managing persons who have associations with gangs.
I recall, too, that when I managed corrections
as Minister of Justice, the Corrections Authorities recognised that even in the prison setting there was the
need to manage members of gangs or members with
gang associations. So I commend the Minister for
drafting a set of amendments which do in fact speak
to how we manage persons who are released on licence who have gang affiliation, gang association,
because on licence the conditions are fairly specific.
They are aimed at preventing or discouraging a licensee from participating in gang associations or managing a gang or operationalising a gang.
There were one or two specific instances that
gave this country great cause for pause on the occasion when persons with high gang leadership profiles
were released and they certainly did cause the country's public safety to be brought into threat or jeopardy.
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So we see that a reason for an arrest or a basis for a
police officer having the grounds for making an arrest
would be his having a reasonable suspicion that either
public safety or public order is being put at risk.
I note, too, that one of the Members on the
PLP bench asked the question, Is the arrest to take
place on a first breach? I note that the Act seems,
again, to demonstrate a commendable balance by
offering two options. First, if there is a breach of these
conditions by a licensee or a person released on licence they are subject to recall and/or (so there is an
option) arrest provided the police officer who has
made this arrest has these reasonable causes for arrest.
So I think the balance is there and the recognition that we are still pursuing giving persons released on licence the opportunity to reintegrate and to
get their lives and the glide path back into the integration of the Bermuda society, one that is fair and flexible (I think is the word I am looking for). But the assessment is that they are causing either real risk to
the places where they are living, to themselves, or are
participating in crime that is going to bring the level of
crime in our country to an unwanted place—this is
where it triggers.
I say all of that to say that the amendments do
appear to strike the right balance of putting in place
both this format and this regime now for improving the
conditions of [Part IV] of the parent Act, section 70Q,
[under Part IV] of the parent Act, which simply referred
to a very broad set of requirements for licensees to
adhere to a more specific and codified roadmap for
conditions for parolees.
I would like to invite the Minister to address if
he can (perhaps I will take that up under a separate
heading), but there are some issues relating to the
disparity between how foreign parolees qualify for eligibility or not and locals. But I believe that goes a little
outside of our consideration here.
As far as the aims of the amendments to both
lay down good conditions and follow the conditions for
persons and make the management of their release
on licence something that is both, certainly for them,
clear for them to follow and to the extent that it then
introduces the sanctions for breach to be either that
they be recalled to answer for some breach or a supposed breach or a suspected breach and/or to be arrested if they cannot simply return on a notice being
given to them that, you know, you have been recalled.
We support the amendments as being ones that are fit
for purpose.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member Scott.
The Chair now recognises another Member
from Sandys—Sandys South this time, constituency 33.
MP T. E. Lister, you have the floor.
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
For the last 16 years I have repeatedly heard
Government trumpeting promise made, promise kept.
You know there is a platform that goes out during the
election time and when successfully elected, we start
ticking the boxes. I also heard the Honourable Member Bob Richards quite wisely say, I am looking under
the hood. And when he looked under the hood he had
to adjust what he was going to do. He claims he found
things were not quite what he thought they were going
to be. So I give him credit for looking under the hood.
This one here I think may have needed a look
under the hood. It is a campaign promise the Minister
said. It is delivery on the promise and that is good.
When we are in Opposition another powerful long time
we have thoughts of how things are. But when we
take over we have the chance to see how they are. I
am concerned about the need to make these
changes. I am concerned about what it is in the present system that is not working. I did not hear that.
What I heard was there was a promise that we are
carrying out.
An Hon. Member: Yes.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: So I do not know what we are
fixing. And if it is parolees who are misbehaving—how
many instances do we have of parolees committing
serious crime while on their parole? I do not know. I
have not heard about them over the years and the
Minister has not told me tonight. I am concerned as to
why the need to give power to the police to arrest
without warrant—to simply pick people up out of nowhere. Again, where are the statistics? Where are the
figures? Tell us more about what is actually being
fixed here. When we come to this House with an
amendment, we are fixing something. So I want to
know what is going to be fixed.
Now, there are two pieces to this. One is picking up people for breaches and the other piece is
clearly setting out conditions for parole and relating to
the parole. I support that 100 per cent, and I commend the Minister for bringing that. It is to clarify what
a person has to do, how they have to conduct themselves under parole. I think if the Bill had stopped
there my speech would be very short. I would just get
up and congratulate the Minister, give him my full
support and ask him to get on with it.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes, but I would not be being
very fair. That would not be right for me to stop there. I
have to deal with part two. But there is a chorus that
tells me I was great at the first part and just congratulate him. Well, I think I gave a great congratulation.
Now I am going to move on to the second part—the
breach.
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The lawyers know these things better than me
but I tend to think that you are on a slippery, slippery,
slope (I had problems with “s” last time, did I not?).
You are on a slippery slope.
An Hon. Member: I have problems with “s” all of the
time.
[Laughter]
The Speaker: Honourable Member, be careful down
there. Be careful down there.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I will not follow that! You can
rest assured I will not go there!
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I am worried about
the slippery slope when you start to take people's
freedoms away without very strong reasons. Why
would we allow the police to detain people if they think
they are in breach? And even worse, I believe I heard
the Minister say you can detain them if they are likely
to breach. Now, that is really into the slippery slope
position.
An Hon. Member: Yes.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I see Joe going down the street.
I know Joe. Joe likes to break into houses. Joe is
walking on a street where there is not anybody else
around and the cars are not in the yard because everyone has gone to work. I think he might break into a
house so I am going to arrest him and have him sent
back to Westgate [Correctional Facility].
I do not know, Mr. Speaker, that does not
sound like a good thing to me. But that surely is not
the way you want to conduct Bermuda. So there is a
concern. You know, if Joe was actually committing the
crime—I know he breaks into houses and, as I follow
him at a distance down the street, I see him actually
climb in a window—that is fine. He is committing a
crime. He has had a history of doing it. I see him doing it now let us get him out of that house and on his
way back to Westgate. Arrest him. But on the simple
suspicion of a breach, we must be now bordering on
infringing one's constitutional rights and that concerns
me.
The part that I gave credit to was setting out
what the terms of one's parole are and each prisoner
upon becoming a parolee can have a different set of
conditions that he is to comply with. Only seems reasonable—that is why you want to set it out. How are
the police going to have knowledge of the varying
conditions of all parolees? How will they know that?
How do we expect them to know that? So I am a little
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surprised to think that we are going to allow the police,
without warrant, to simply approach Joe and grab him
on failing to live up to his terms of parole when in effect they are specific to him. Do you follow where I
am? So it can be very tricky here.
As I looked through the Bill I could not find
any specifics as to time—i.e., time to be held. What is
in place for due process to have the matter brought
back before the Board (who I believe does have the
ultimate say), the Parole Board? If I am arrested on a
particular day, deemed to be suspected to be in
breach, taken back to Westgate, how long is it before I
appear before the Board? Suppose it is two weeks,
and, in fact, when I appear before the Board there is a
complete agreement that I am okay, and I should be
released and I should not have been picked up in the
first place and, We want to apologise to you, Terry,
you can go about your business.
Now, remember, Terry is a criminal who is
now trying to reform his life. He has employment—that
is one of the conditions of parole—but he has been
locked up for two weeks. And by the end of two weeks
the boss is convinced that he has really done some
things that are wrong, he has given his job away and
does not want him back on the premises. So having
been picked up in this manner, the job that was provided for Terry does not exist anymore. Now, that is a
tricky one because one of the conditions of my parole
is that I have a job. But you just picked me up and
disqualified me from my job. So at the end of the two
weeks do I just get released into the streets? Or
should I now be kept at Westgate until such time as
somebody can find me another job?
Do you see the implications to this? They are
fairly serious. It should not be taken for granted that
everything is going to be okay.
It would be helpful if the Act had specified how
long someone could be held before being seen by the
Board. Just like when you are picked up on suspicion
of something, you [can] be held for 48 hours maximum and then released if there is no charge to be
made. That is pretty clear. The police know; everybody knows. You cannot hold me for more than two
days. In this case it is not specified and so we do not
know how long I am going to be held.
Ultimately, somebody has to make a decision
that there has been a breach and then start the
wheels in process. It could be the probation officer but
at the same time we are aware here in Bermuda—
forget about the rest of the world. We hear of the failures of probation officers. We had a situation not too
long ago where one probation officer was eventually
made to retire because they were consistently writing
up how they had seen parolee A, B and C and eventually it turned out they had never seen them. Never
seen them!
[Inaudible interjections]
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: Okay, so which one are you
talking about here?
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Okay, I took a note when you
were speaking because I heard you say the probation
officer—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Okay, then I will change my
notes and apologise. But I wrote down probation officer because I thought that is what I heard.
So it will be the parole officer who will decide
if there is a breach.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Okay, do not give me too many
terms. I cannot handle them all. Just give me one that
I am going to work with.
Now, Mr. Speaker, part of the thrust here is to
keep control over the behaviour of gang members. I
understand that. But as you have heard me refer to
before four years ago when 50-, 60-year old men
were getting killed on the road driving drunk the Government reacted by putting in penalties against 16year old children. I never understood that. You and I
fought against it as well as we could, if you remember.
It did not make sense.
Well, here I would like to have an idea what
percentage of our parolees are gang members. Is it
98 per cent? Or is it 2 per cent? Because it could be
2 per cent. People go to prison for all sorts of things
and those who are not really criminals, who made a
mistake, when given the opportunity to get out they
say Yes, I will go. But people who are really criminals,
half the time . . . I do not know statistics, I should not
say half the time. But it is my understanding (How do
you like that? that is a better way to put it) that some
of those people would rather say, I will do all of my
time and go and I will leave as a free man. Having
been in prison before they are comfortable with the
situation, they understand how it works and they stay.
But those who are there for the first time because they
just did the wrong thing—they will take the parole.
So whilst this may be desired as a means of
controlling the behaviour of gang members, I would be
interested to know if the gang members are
98 per cent or 2 per cent.
Now, the last comment I want to make refers
to section 70S, and I discussed this with the Minister a
little earlier. I told him I would raise it anyway. Under
this a person can be taken back to prison if, while
maintaining regular employment with a specified employer (so they are doing what was agreed), that person jeopardises the safety of any other person in their
employment. Well, when you first read and you think
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about it, what it means is the parolee gets on the job
site and because he has anger issues, he starts to
threaten other people—tells them he is going to beat
them up, that he is going to do this, that or the other
every time they cross him, or he perceives that they
have crossed him. And he actually does it once or
twice. Well, he is a danger to the guys at work. They
do not deserve that. And back he goes until he understands.
But, you know, I think what the law says in
English is what it is supposed to do. So what this actually says is if this person is jeopardising the safety of
any other person.
You will recall a few years ago when a parolee was working up at the roundabout for Works and
Engineering. He was doing his job. He was happy to
work there. And another gentleman from a gang came
by and shot at him—right there on the worksite. They
had to have a special meeting amongst Works and
Engineering to decide what was going to happen because the other fellows did not want to work with a
man who would get them shot. It is not fair to them.
So arrangements had to be made.
Now, following the letter of this law, to me it
would appear that in that case this young man would
have been in breach because he has put his colleagues in danger. So the only appropriate thing to do
would be to put him back to prison because he
brought danger on the people. Do you see where I
am?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I am taking the law as written,
the words—the English. That is what I think it can say.
You can read it either way. That is the point I am making.
As always, Mr. Speaker, I will bow to the lawyers who understand these things far better than I. But
as someone who can simply read an Act and work my
way through it, I see both implications in there and my
suggestion would be that my concern be eliminated.
Just write it in a way that I do not have the concern.
Then I can say I fully support it because I know what
you intend and we are all there. But right now the
words (to me) yield both ways.
Those are my comments, Mr. Speaker. Thank
you very much.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member Lister.
Is there any other Honourable Member that
would care to speak?
Looks like no one else would care to speak.
We turn back to the Minister.
Minister Dunkley, you have the floor.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you Mr. Speaker.
I appreciate the support of the Members on
the other side with the slight exception to the Honour-
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able Member who just spoke. I appreciate the comments of the Honourable Member as well.
An Hon. Member: You have my full support.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: And the Honourable
Member says I have his full support. He would just like
some explanation. I guess it is late at night I must
have missed some of the support during the conversation.
But, Mr. Speaker, let me try to start where the
Honourable Member ended with that example he
made in regard to the worker working up at the roundabout. Let us look at it this way. I spoke to the Honourable Member before the debate, let me try to put it
another way.
One has to take action that is considered to
jeopardise the safety of others—not that he was present when somebody took action. So working up at
the roundabout is not jeopardising the safety of others. If he had taken action at the time by threatening
his colleagues or threatening somebody when they
drove by on a bike, that would be different. So you
have to take that action to jeopardise the safety of
others, and I think it is clearly written in the Bill.
And, Honourable Member, I do understand
that at times we have to keep rereading some of this
law and get advice from lawyers, but I feel very comfortable with the way it is written.
I think the Honourable Member, the Shadow
Minister for National Security spoke very clearly on
this, and he amplified a point that I made in my brief,
that parole is not an absolute release. Parole is a release on licence. And then the Honourable Member I
think used the example that they are still under the
conditions but they are just not locked up. So we have
to be very strict on how we deal with it because as
soon as we give an inch then a mile can be taken.
Certainly, in these times when we are faced
with some of the challenges that we face, I think it is
important not only to codify the conditions of parole
but make the breach arrestable. I think it makes good
common sense.
For example, Honourable Member, Members
on that side . . . some of you are probably aware,
some are not aware, but when inmates are released
on parole, the police know about the release on parole. So naturally they know what is going on when it
takes place. So the police naturally would be able to
question somebody because they know Michael
Dunkley has been released on parole and they would
have the ability to check the conditions of parole.
So as the law currently stands now if they see
Michael Dunkley in a place that he is not supposed to
be, they cannot do anything about it until they go get a
warrant. When they come back, Michael Dunkley is
gone. This here makes the law act in a much more
efficient way and emulates the good practise that we
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see throughout the rest of the world. I think it is an
important example to make.
In addition, when you have the reasonable
grounds built in, I think it is quite clear to police officers the responsibility that they have. The Honourable
Member mentioned (and I think I wrote the exact
words down) the police can pick people up out of nowhere. That is not the case. The police cannot pick
people up out of nowhere. They have to have reasonable grounds that there is a breach and they have to
take a look at it from there.
So I appreciate the support of Honourable
Members on that side and unless there are any other
questions I move that the Bill be committed.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister. It has
been moved that the Bill be committed. Are there any
objections to that?
There are none, so I would like to ask that the
Deputy Speaker, please take the Chair [of Committee].
House in Committee at 11:52 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL
CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT (NO. 2) ACT 2014
The Chairman: Honourable Members, we are now in
Committee of the whole [House] for further consideration of the Bill entitled the Criminal Code Amendment
(No. 2) Act 2014. I call on the Minister to proceed.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I move all the clauses.
The Chairman: Thank you. You move clauses 1
through 2.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Yes.
The Chairman: Thank you. Please proceed.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Madam Chairman and
honourable colleagues, Clause 1 is the standard citation clause and sites the Bill as the Criminal Code
Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014.
Clause 2 amends the principal Act to insert
two new sections, section 70R and section 70S. Section 70R provides for the codification of the conditions
and special conditions for parole that a person released on licence is required to be subject to. Under
subsection (2) of section 70R the Parole Board is empowered to specify special conditions that shall apply
to a person released on licence that shall take into
consideration the particular circumstances relating to
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that person. Section 70R further provides under subsection (3) that a person who fails to comply with a
condition or special condition of parole may be recalled by the Parole Board under section 12(5) of the
Prisons Act 1979 or may be arrested as provided in
the new section 70S of the principal Act.
Section 70S provides to enable a police officer to arrest, without a warrant, a person released on
licence who fails to comply with the conditions or special conditions of his parole. The section further provides that the arrest of a person for failing to comply
with the conditions or special conditions of his parole
shall be treated as a recall of that person to prison in
terms of section 12(5) of the Prisons Act 1979 and the
person recalled shall be entitled to appear before the
Parole Board in terms of section 12(5A) of the Prisons
Act 1979, before the Parole Board makes a final decision regarding his recall. Where a person released on
licence is arrested under section 70S for committing
an offence separate from his parole conditions, his
arrest shall not be treated as a recall but shall be dealt
with in accordance with the normal procedure for a
person charged with an offence as set out in the
Criminal Code 1907.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any Members
that would like to speak to clauses 1 through 2?
Thank you, the Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Public Safety, the Honourable Michael J.
Scott.
You have the floor.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Just addressing the provisions of 70S which
deal with the arrest powers including the proactive
arrest powers on suspicion that there may be an arrestable offence that the Honourable Member, Mr. T.
E. Lister, raised, it is curious that under that regime
before today's amendments there was no arrest powers. I mean, it left us in the unenviable position of having no power to do anything but issue a recall notice
and then rely on the good graces or goodness of the
parolee to comply, and if they could not be (you know,
if they went on a frolic of their own), they were left at
large. So I was curious to read section 4 of the parent
Act to see that there was no provision there.
On the question of whether this amounts to a
constitutional breach of rights, there has to be (I believe) this proactivity to control a person who is suspected based on intelligence from the supervising officer or from court services that a person is at risk of
causing a public disorder issue or a crime. If that intelligence is available to the police officer, I believe that
our society is served well by having that person arrested before they create mayhem in our community.
I recall, as Minister of Justice, that the statistic
that the Honourable Member Mr. Lister asked for on
what are the specific numbers (and Colonel Lambe
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gave me the information and it was surprisingly—it is
significant) of gang leaders and persons with gang
affiliations, I do not recall it, but it struck me as a number that was significant. I thought it might be low too,
like the Honourable Member Mr. Lister, but it was a
significant percentage.
I know that if the Minister of National Security
asked the question, he will be provided with that specific detail and the Honourable Member Mr. Lister can
put it back in to the perspective of just how prevalent
the conditions may be once we start dealing with the
release on licence of persons with associations to
gangs in our country. I believe the former National
Security Minister had that information made available
to the prior administration.
Those are my observations on illuminating a
little more the power—not only to arrest but to have
the proactive, pre-emptive powers to arrest are there
for those reasons.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any other
Members that would like to speak to clauses 1 and 2?
There are no other Members. Minister?
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I appreciate the Honourable Member’s comments. I will endeavour to break out specifics on suspected gang members released on parole and talk to
Members offline. During the budget debate, I did provide some information on the number of gang members that we believe are incarcerated at the present
time. It is not a majority but it is close to a majority of
members in prison. So I will provide some information
to Members offline when I compile them.
Unless there are no other comments, I also
move the Preamble.
The Chairman: We have to move the clauses first.
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[Gavel]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I move the Bill be reported
to the House.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Criminal Code Amendment (No.
2) Act 2014 was considered by a Committee of the
whole House and passed without amendment.]
House resumed at 12:00 am
[Tuesday, 18 March 2014]

[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT (NO. 2) ACT 2014
The Speaker: Members, the Criminal Code Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014 in the name of the Minister of
National Security, has been approved. Are there any
objections to that?
An. Hon. Member: No.
The Speaker: Order No. 8 in the name of the the—
An Hon. Member: All Government business carried
over.
The Speaker: All Government business carried over.
All right. Order No. 14—

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I move all clauses.
An Hon. Member: Carried over.
The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 1 and
2 be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.

The Speaker: Okay. All Opposition business carried
over as well.
So we move now to the third readings, so I
would like to call on the Minister for Public Safety,
Minister Dunkley.

[Gavel]
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 and 2 passed]
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: I move the Preamble.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved. Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Mr. Speaker, I move that
Standing Order 21 be suspended to enable me to
House of Assembly move the Bill entitled the Criminal
Code Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014 be now read the
third time by title only.
The Speaker: Thank you.
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Any objections?
Carry on, Minister.

[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]

THIRD READING
CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT (NO. 2) ACT 2014
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: The Criminal Code
Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014—I move that the Bill do
now pass.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Are there any objections to that?
The Bill is now passed.
[Motion carried: The Criminal Code Amendment
(No 2) Act 2014 was read a third time and passed.]
The Speaker: I will now recognise the Premier.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
I now move that we adjourn until Friday the
st
21 , 10:00 am.
The Speaker: Then the Chair will recognise the
Leader of the Opposition, MP Marc Bean.
You have the floor.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you very much and
good morning to you, Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: Morning, just about good morning, yes.
FORMER OMBUDSMAN AND UK HOUSE OF
COMMONS SUSTAINABILITY IN UK OVERSEAS
TERRITORIES REPORT
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, it is not very
often that I will stand to my feet this early in the morning (or late at night). But I feel obligated as a result of
th
an article that was in the Friday edition, March 14 , of
the Royal Gazette on the front page.
There were a few articles on the front page of
the Friday edition of the Royal Gazette, Mr. Speaker.
You had the Honourable Deputy Leader—the Deputy
Premier—he was showcased reading in the World
Book Club, the book club held by Ms. Nikita Robinson,
in addition to others in this Honourable Chamber who
participated. You also had a discussion by the Deputy
Premier on legalisation, or the potential, to legalise
cannabis in the country. You also had an article regarding myself in private capacity—and I am going to
leave that alone, Mr. Speaker. No need to . . . I will
just leave it at that.
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But, Mr. Speaker, there was another article
and it was on the retirement of our former Ombudsman, Madam Brock. If you allow me, Mr. Speaker, I
would like to read some parts of that article so I can
provide the proper context as to why I am presenting
what I am presenting on Motion to Adjourn.
The Speaker: Mm-hmm.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It said, Mr. Speaker, "the outcry over the granting of a special development order
(SDO) to Tucker’s Point in 2011" (which we are all
aware of in this Honourable Chamber) "convinced Ms
Brock to look into what she saw as an issue of ‘national importance’.
"Her conclusion was that Government acted
unlawfully by not carrying out a required Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of developing the
resort.
"She contended that the Island was legally
obliged to do the study since it signed up to the UK
Environment Charter—but Government insisted it
wasn’t."
Now there is a reason why I have to stand.
Not just to my defence, because I was the substantive
Minister at the time, but I also stand to the defence of
the current Cabinet Secretary who was my Permanent
Secretary and all the hard-working civil servants in the
Department of Planning.
The story goes on to say, "Marc Bean, who
was Environment Minister when Ms Brock’s report
was issued, claimed ‘own motion’ investigations by
Ombudsmen were rare, adding of her inquiry: ‘It is left
in doubt whether the outcome is without bias.’" Fair
enough.
"Ms Brock says now of that reaction: ‘When
stakes are high you recognise that people will be resistant. Nobody likes to go to their grave thinking ‘the
Ombudsman found that I did everything wrong’”."
Okay, I am reading it—I am absorbing it.
"‘You know, no one likes that. So you recognise that people will be people.’
"But she says the thing she ‘obviously hasn’t
let go of because I keep bringing it up’ is Government’s claim that she was wrong about its legal obligation.
"Ms Brock says: ‘I know absolutely without a
shadow of a doubt that I am completely correct. We
have a slew of things that all point to this—and the
Government said ‘oh no, we disagree’ but didn’t produce a shred of evidence, a scintilla”—
An Hon. Member: Scintilla.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Scintilla—sorry. Above my
vocabulary. Sorry.
[Laughter]
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, scintilla.
An Hon. Member: “Skintilla” is good, too.
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: "But it didn't produce a shred
of evidence, a scintilla of anything.
"The outgoing Ombudsman says her office
obtained two legal opinions which it shared with Government—but Government refused to share the legal
opinion it claimed to have obtained from the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office.
"‘I’ve had the opportunity to speak with the
young man from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office,’ says Ms Brock. ‘He said he gave a preliminary
cursory view; he did not give a legal opinion.
"‘So I would say if you think I am wrong, go
and check your sources.’"
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: She is retired. She is retired. I
spoke of it in our Ministry here. I spoke at length of the
Ombudsman. But I said, Mr. Speaker, that it was another part that I was going to touch on in the motion to
adjourn and because of the lateness of the hour on
Friday, I thought I would just hold.
Mr. Speaker, go and check your sources.
th
Now, I did. I did. On January 17 , the Environmental
Audit Committee of the United Kingdom's House of
Commons, in their tenth report, on Sustainability in the
UK Overseas Territories—and this was this year,
January 17, 2014—produced a report that speaks to,
in essence, UK Environmental Charters whether it is
legally binding and we are obligated to adhere to it.
And it also spoke of the charters being in the greater
context of the convention of biodiversity.
It is true. This discussion here is not going to
put food on anybody's table It is not going to clothe
anybody. It is not going to make sure that the aged
are protected and the infants are cared for. But we
have to set the record straight for the sake of posterity. I looked at the report—lo and behold, on January
nd
the 22 —
The Speaker: Which report are you looking at? The
report from the—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The House of Commons
“Sustainability in the UK Overseas Territories” Tenth
Report [of Session 2013–14] which was released
January 17, 2014.
nd
If you go to Bernews and check January 22 ,
you will see an article by Madam Ombudsman where
she gives a commentary of this report. She also left a
link to the report, so I went and actually clicked on the
link and said, Let me take a look at what this report is
saying.
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Mr. Speaker, I do not think time permits, but if
you compare (and anyone who is listening can go on
the website and google “UK House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee” and read the report yourself or go on Bernews and click the link and read the
report). If you compared what is actually written in the
nd
report with the commentary of January 22 . . . all I
can say is that something is wrong. Something is
afoot. Someone is practising a high degree of intellectual dishonesty—a high degree. So, thank goodness I
went and looked at this report.
I would now like to refer quickly to the report
so everyone can understand what is going on. Because, remember, this whole issue was whether or
not it was legally binding for this Government to adhere to the environmental charter. The former Ombudsman says, Yes you are; we said, No, we are not.
It is aspirational. And it went from there. So I looked at
the report—the same report. I would like to go down to
the Conventional Biological Diversity, which is number
16. I will read it very quickly but very briefly. I am not
going to read the whole thing, Mr. Speaker.
"The UK signed the UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) at the Rio Earth Summit in
1992. The CBD comprised a comprehensive list of
actions that parties must take to protect species and
ecosystems. CBD signatories are committed to developing strategies for the conservation and sustainable
use of biological diversity. . . ." I move down to number 18.
"When the UK ratified the CBD in 1994, ratification was extended to three UKOTs under the Vienna Convention procedure, namely British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands and St Helena, Ascension and
Tristan da Cunha." That sets out the original Overseas
Territories in which it was ratified and bound.
Mr. Speaker, I move on to number 20. It says,
"The UK submitted its Fourth National Report to the
United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity in
May 2009. This 136-page report addressed biodiversity in the UKOTs in four-and-a-half pages, despite
the UKOTs containing 90% of the biodiversity for
which the UK is responsible. Under the heading
‘Statements from UK Crown Dependencies and Overseas Territories’, the report covered St Helena and
Bermuda. The entry covering St Helena referred to
neither Ascension nor Tristan da Cunha, to which the
CBD has been extended. The report on Bermuda was
puzzling, because CBD ratification has not been extended to Bermuda."
CBD ratification has not been extended to
Bermuda.
So if the CBD, which the UK Environmental
Charter springs from, is not ratified and legally binding—then environmental charters are not legally binding—according to the UK House of Commons. Again,
I am checking my sources.
I move down, Mr. Speaker, to Environment
Charters, which is the crux of the matter. And I will
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finish after this referring to this report. It says in number 26, "Environment Charters were a key development following the 1999 White Paper. They consisted
of a high-level agreement between individual UKOTs
Governments and the UK Government setting out
their shared environmental responsibilities. The current UK Government has distanced itself from Envi42
ronment Charters. In 2012, for example, the Bermuda Ombudsman stated that the requirement to
conduct environmental impact assessments in Bermuda’s Environment Charter was binding. Having
clarified the situation with the UK Government, the
Bermuda Minister of the Environment . . ." (which was
myself at the time) "subsequently stated: [‘]We have
taken advice from both the Attorney-General’s office
and the FCO via Government House, and conclude
that the UK Environment Charter does not constitute
law. It is unenforceable. Rather, the UK itself considers the Charter to be aspirational.[’]"
Last sentence: "The 2012 White Paper
claimed to build on the achievements of the 1999
White Paper, but it contained no references to Environment Charters." None.
Now, remember, I just read out this very selfabsorbed article from Friday and it ended by saying—
“So I would say if you think I am wrong, go and check
your sources.” And then we have this report coming
out from the UK House of Commons to which we
looked to from these hollowed Chambers—some of
us. Right? But it is through this House of Commons
and the report comes out to say that in fact, in fact,
Madam Ombudsman, you are wrong.
An Hon. Member: Always wrong.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Government of the day—
meaning the Minister at the time, the CS, currently,
who was PS—and the entire Department of Planning
were vindicated. But if you look on Bernews on Janund
ary 22 and look at the commentary by the Ombudsman on this report, there is no indication in her commentary that she was wrong. None. Intellectual dishonesty.
Let me move on, Mr. Speaker, let me move
on. Going down in the same article on Friday,
th
March 14 , she talks about Tucker's Point Golf Club
and the destruction of gravestones, which, in our
country, is one of the most emotional topics you can
bring up. When you are talking about Tucker's Town,
the gravestones, black people being dispersed from
the land—it is very emotional. So it is not something
that you should just throw out there irresponsibly
unless there is some ulterior motive.
So it is clear, again, in quote, the Ombudsman
says, "She wrote that civil servants resisted her recommendations by ‘focusing on what cannot be done,
rather than what can be done; and giving me information that borders on misleading.’" She said that she
hammered home the point during her final investiga-
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tion, into the destruction of the tombstones—the
cemetery—should have an extra layer of protection.
But she says the Department focused on what cannot
be done rather than what can be done.
Mr. Speaker, as I said previously in the debate, a cemetery cannot be listed as a building because it is a cemetery. So regardless of what one person thinks up in their mind, to say let us offer an extra
layer of protection by taking an historic protected area
and calling it a listed building—an extra layer—the
reason why the Department ignored and did not respond is because it is not relevant. It is not even realistic. A cemetery is not a building.
So all the archaeologists had to do, all Marsden Church had to do, was go to Planning, follow
Planning rules and ask Planning can they do A, B or C
with this graveyard. Planning would have said, Listen,
it is an historic protected area. You can’t touch it. That
is all the layer of protection you need! That is why it
was there. But yet, as a result of this SDO issue—this
SDO issue, where we challenged the ivory tower of
the Ombudsmanship when she said, Listen, you are
wrong. We are right. You broke the law. We said, No.
Actually, Madam, no you are actually wrong. It was
like, How dare you challenge the Ombudsman!
Well, maybe that concept might apply in the
world of Ombudsmanship, but in the real world we can
challenge anyone when they are wrong. Especially
when they accuse the Government of the day of actually breaking the law. Not just the law but international
law.
So now we bring up this whole concept of
Tucker's Point. The last report put out in February
from the former Ombudsman was of grave error talking about tombstones—an emotional topic—all as a
result of us challenging the Ombudsman over UK Environmental Charter.
Now in the midst of all that, Mr. Speaker, in
the same article last week, it says, "She mentions with
obvious satisfaction the new administration’s announcement earlier this year that it will do a comprehensive EIA before deciding whether to widen one of
Bermuda’s shipping channels.
"‘Let me heartily say that this is the way to
go’” she says. “‘That’s the modern era; that’s what
should be done. Before making any decisions, get
your facts.’"
Now is not the Ombudsman going to be the
watchdog of a good governance transparency and
accountability? So you mean to tell me that over the
last 14 months, the only comment that the former
Ombudsman can give regarding the current administration is that she is pleased that they are actually
going to carry out an EIA in the midst of the Tourism
Authority that was questioned today where you have
taxpayer money being unaccounted for.
[Inaudible interjections]
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not reflecting.
The Speaker: Yes, you are somewhat. Carry on.
Carry on, but stay—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: In the midst of a referendum
that was stolen by the people. In the midst of Jetgate.
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give compliments to a One Bermuda Alliance Government that any Ombudsman—
An Hon. Member: Worth their salt—

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —worth their salt—would
have launched [an] own motion systemic investigation.
We do not see one and we are not going to
see one. So I have already proven, Mr. Speaker that
all of this started from us challenging her recommendations, her position, as if the Ombudsman is the Supreme Court Justice; as if her word is binding, her
word becomes case law.

An Hon. Member: We disagree with that.

An Hon. Member: And it does not.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Honourable and Learned
Member said they disagree, but they never reimbursed—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And it does not. So because
we challenged it—

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not reflecting.
It broke the Ministerial Code of Conduct.

[Timer beeps]
An Hon. Member: Never declared.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Never declared and they
never reimbursed for the cost of the trip. So you are
still in breach—

The Speaker: Honourable Member, that is your time.
Thank you, Honourable Member.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I
look forward to the new—

The Speaker: Just be careful, Honourable Member.
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not going over—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —Ombudsman taking her
role.

The Speaker: Just be careful.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And last but not least, probably the worst piece of legislation we have seen since
1968, the Municipalities Amendment, which actually
allows the state of Government to make private contracts retroactive which actually turns the rule of law
on its head. Absolutely destroys the reputation of our
jurisdiction. It is the epitome—
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member, we just finished talking about that and you had the opportunity—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —it is the epitome of bad
governance.
Mr. Speaker, on the motion to adjourn—it is
the epitome of bad governance. You had five or six
instances where you have poor governance. No accountability. No transparency. But the only remark
after 14 months by the former Ombudsman was that
she is pleased that they are looking to do an EIA over
a shipping channel? I do not see that type of . . . a
lack of energy directed to the Corporation of Hamilton.
So what is it? How is it that your whole focus
for the year, of 14 months under the OBA, would be
focused on the SDO and Tucker's Point and then you

The Speaker: Thank you.
Honourable Premier?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you.
Mr. Speaker, I simply just wanted, at the end
of this Budget Debate, to thank everyone for this opportunity. I believe that there may have been some
surprises in some of the debate. Some things expected. There certainly was some informative dialogue that went back and forth that we can glean from
and take note from, suggestions that came from those
informative sessions.
But I will say this: The budget takes the economy of Bermuda and the reality of where we are today
to heart. It does not pass the buck. It does not kick the
can down the road. But it certainly looks at the reality
of where we are to ensure that we continue to work on
our debt situation and our unemployment and some of
the inefficiencies that we do believe that exist.
I want to give the Finance Minister great appreciation for the job well done and for the community
receiving this budget in a wonderful way.
[Desk thumping]
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: And I also want to commend the Opposition for a lively debate, as I have already mentioned, and in many cases, a very informative debate going back and forth.
So at the end of this, I simply want to say that
there is no easy road going forward with the realities
of where we are, Mr. Speaker. It is a tough assignment between the peoples' needs and our financial
obligations. Yet I do believe that this budget has
struck a great balance in moving us forward on the
right path to recovery.
So with that in mind, I would like to thank the
House and the listening audience for tuning in over
the last couple of weeks to the Budget Debate.
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Premier.
[Gavel]
[At 12:24 am (18 March 2014) the House stood adjourned until 10:00 am, Friday, March 21, 2014.]
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[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

PRAYERS
[Prayers read by Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton,
Speaker]

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
12, 14 MARCH 2014
The Speaker: Good morning, Members.
We have first the confirmation of the Minutes
th
th
of March the 12 and March the 14 . All Members
should have received those Minutes.
Are there any objections to those Minutes?
If there are no objections to those Minutes,
th
th
then the Minutes of the 12 of March and the 14 of
March are confirmed.
[Minutes of 12 and 14 March 2014 confirmed.]
th

The Speaker: The Minutes for the 17 of March will
be deferred.

MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR
The Speaker: There are no messages from the Governor.

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER
OR MEMBER PRESIDING
APOLOGY
The Speaker: There is just one announcement that
we have. The Deputy Premier has informed me that
he will be out of the House this morning.

PAPERS AND OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise first the Honourable Minister of Finance. The Honourable E. T.
Bob Richards, you have the floor.
CONSOLIDATED FUND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
ST
FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2013

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I have the honour to attach and
submit for the information of the Honourable House of
Assembly the Consolidated Fund Financial Statest
ments for the Year Ending 31 of March 2013.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
There are none. Carry on, Minister.
INVESTMENT BUSINESS AMENDMENT ORDER
2014
INVESTMENT FUNDS AMENDMENT ORDER 2014
TRUST (REGULATION OF TRUST BUSINESS)
AMENDMENT ORDER 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, sir.
Also, I have the honour to attach and submit
for the information of the Honourable House of Assembly the following papers and communications to
the House, which will be sent electronically to Members:
• Firstly, the Investment Business Amendment
Order 2014;
• Secondly, the Investment Funds Amendment
Order 2014; and
• Thirdly, the Trust (Regulation of Trust Business) Amendment Order 2014.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to these matters being laid?
There are none.
Thank you, Minister.
The Minister of National Security has asked
that he be given the opportunity to [table] his report
when he comes this afternoon. So at that time, I have
given him permission to stand and ask that he is able
to [table] that when he arrives.

PETITIONS
The Speaker: There are none.

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS
AND JUNIOR MINISTERS
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The Speaker: The Chair will recognise first the Honourable Premier. Premier Craig Cannonier, you have
the floor.
SIGNING OF HAMILTON DECLARATION
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, and good
morning to all Parliamentarians and Bermuda and Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I rise today to inform this Honourable House of the historic signing of the Hamilton
Declaration on Collaboration for the Conservation of
the Sargasso Sea.
Mr. Speaker, you will recall that I recently advised this Honourable House that I would soon sign
the Hamilton Declaration. I am now pleased to advise
th
that, on Tuesday, the 11 of March, at the Rosewood
Tucker’s Point Resort, 10 Governments and five international organisations joined Bermuda to affirm their
commitment to protect the Sargasso Sea. Bermuda
was joined by representatives from the Azores, the
Bahamas, the British Virgin Islands, Monaco, the
Netherlands, the United States of America, the United
Kingdom, Turks and Caicos Islands, Sweden and
South Africa. In addition, representatives from the
Convention on Migratory Species, the Inter-American
Convention for the Protection and Conservation of
Sea Turtles, the International Sea Bed Authority, the
International Union of the Conservation of Nature and
the OSPAR Commission also were in attendance.
Mr. Speaker, this effort was driven by the
Sargasso Sea Alliance, a partnership led by the Government of Bermuda in collaboration with scientists,
international marine conservation groups and private
donors, who all share a vision of protecting the unique
and vulnerable ocean ecosystem of the Sargasso
Sea.
The Sargasso Sea is a unique marine ecosystem in the north of the Western Mid-Atlantic Ocean. It
is the only sea without a coast, for the sargassum algae from which it gets its name is held in place by the
currents of the North Atlantic, concentrating it into
large mats and windrows around the islands of Bermuda. Spreading over more than four million square
kilometres, the Sargasso Sea provides shelter and
nutrition to large numbers of threatened and endangered species, including sea turtles, and also to commercially important species such as tunas and billfish.
It is the only spawning place in the world for the
American and the endangered European eel.
Bermuda has for decades demonstrated its
leadership in ocean conservation, and our leadership
of the Sargasso Sea Alliance and our work to bring
other governments and international bodies together
to create a means to protect high seas beyond national jurisdictions furthers our legacy in this regard.
Mr. Speaker, this effort is unique, as it has
successfully drawn together nations and organisations
in a voluntary, collaborative manner to protect a spe-
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cial high seas area beyond national jurisdictions, without the force of a convention or treaty or legislation,
and funded entirely by private donors who share a
common vision. It is our hope that the model established in Bermuda will be replicated by other bodies
for the protection of other high seas areas.
The declaration was signed by Bermuda, the
Azores, Monaco, the United Kingdom and the United
States of America. The other attending nations will
sign over time. I am pleased to confirm that the declaration does not in any way impact Bermuda’s authority
over and its ability to manage our own exclusive economic zone. We, like every other nation, retain the
right to sustainably manage the resources of our waters.
It is instructive to note comments from the
Secretary General of CARICOM in response to our
invitation to attend the ceremonies and sign the declaration. The Secretary General was not able to attend
because the date of the signing ceremony coincided
th
with those of the 25 Inter-Sessional Meeting of the
Conference of Heads of Government of the Caribbean
Community. The Secretary General stated: “the
CARICOM Secretariat considers this initiative to be
both laudable and timely. As you are no doubt aware,
there is recognition at the international level of the
importance of the sustainable use of ocean resources
to Small Island Developing States (SIDS). This issue
is increasingly recognised by the international community as being of great significance . . . The Sargasso Sea Alliance being initiated by your Government is a very positive initiative for the Region and will
go a long way towards building partnerships and synergies to allow the Region to fulfil its commitments
under the various international agreements.
“In light of the foregoing, the Secretariat would
be pleased to collaborate in the proposed virtual Sargasso Sea Commission and to exchange experiences
and best practices emerging out of the Alliance: I applaud the leadership role which Bermuda is playing in
this most worthy initiative and extend best wishes for
a highly successful Ceremony.”
Mr. Speaker, the work does not conclude with
this momentous signing. Indeed, the real work is perhaps about to begin. To oversee the commitments
affirmed at the signing ceremony, a Sargasso Sea
Commission will be established in Bermuda. The
Commission will be composed of distinguished scientists and other persons of international repute committed to the conservation of high seas ecosystems, and
would serve in their personal capacity. It is anticipated
that the Commission will be comprised of five members, appointed by the Premier of Bermuda, following
consultation with the parties. At least one of the five
commissioners will be Bermuda-based. The commission is expected to meet virtually, and like the Sargasso Sea Alliance, be funded by private donors.
The signing of the Hamilton Declaration on
Collaboration for the Conservation of the Sargasso
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Sea has focused worldwide attention on Bermuda.
Our leadership in marine stewardship is firmly established. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Premier.
Again, Minister Dunkley has asked if he could
make his Statement last this afternoon.
I will now recognise the Junior Minister for
Education.
EDUCATION UPDATES
Ms. Leah K. Scott: Good morning, Mr. Speaker, and
thank you. Good morning, honourable colleagues.
Mr. Speaker, the students in Bermuda are
alive and thriving. Over the past few weeks, the Minister of Economic Development and Education and I
have had the opportunity to attend several educational
or educational-related events, and have seen firsthand the positive things that are going on in our public
school system.
th
Mr. Speaker on March 6 , I was asked by the
Child Development Programme to launch the Red
Flags Guide. The Red Flags Guide was first piloted in
2002 by the Simcoe County Early Intervention Council
in Canada. The Bermuda Child Development Programme was granted permission to use the guide by
the York Region Red Flags in 2010, and after some
revisions, the Red Flags Guide has been modified to
suit Bermuda’s needs. This guide will be utilised by
the Child Development team to promote the early
identification of children who are in need of additional
resources to meet their developmental milestones.
The ultimate goal is to ensure that all children in Bermuda are able to develop to their optimal potential.
Mr. Speaker, early intervention is the best
prevention, and that has been evidenced repeatedly
by several studies worldwide. The Child Development
Programme is an excellent community resource that is
committed to partnering with parents. The Journal of
the American Medical Association states that participation in a school-based intervention programme beginning in preschool was associated with a wide range
of positive outcomes. It has been found that established early education programmes can have enduring
effects on the general well-being of a child into adulthood.
Mr. Speaker, early childhood interventions
have demonstrated consistent positive effects on children’s health and well-being, and their impacts are
unique in two important ways.
First, early childhood intervention in the first
five years of a child’s life show evidence links to a
broad range of positive outcomes up to three decades
later, including better reproductive health and birth
outcomes, higher cognitive skills, school achievement
and performance, higher school attainment, higher
earnings capacity, and lower rates of delinquency and
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crime. Mr. Speaker, few if any other interventions
have been shown to have such multifarious impacts.
The second unique feature is that early childhood intervention has proven to be cost-effective in
providing public benefits and increased well-being that
substantially exceed costs.
Mr. Speaker, the staff of the Child Development Programme must be lauded for their continuous
efforts to ensure that we have early intervention programmes in place that aid in the overall growth and
development of our young people.
th
Mr. Speaker, on Friday, March 14 , I opened
th
the 49 Annual Middle and High School Art Show at
the Bermuda Society of the Arts at City Hall. I was so
impressed by the range of talent and artwork that was
on display. Mr. Speaker, I believe that the arts are an
important part of every school curriculum, and that
means theatre, music, dance, whatever form of expression it takes. It is vital.
Mr. Speaker, like music, art cuts across racial,
cultural, social, educational, and economic barriers
and enhances cultural appreciation and awareness.
The arts teach people to work independently and collaboratively. It improves academic achievement, enhancing test scores, attitudes, social skills, and critical
and creative thinking. The arts celebrate multiple perspectives—there are many ways to see and interpret
the world. The arts teach children to make good
judgments about relationships, and unlike some other
areas of the curriculum in which correct answers and
rules prevail, in the arts it is judgment rather than
rules.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to give a quote given
by Dr. Ernest Boyer, of the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching. I quote: “The arts are
essential parts of the human experience, they are not
a frill. We recommend that all students study the arts
to discover how human beings communicate not only
with words, but through music, dance, and the visual
arts.”
Mr. Speaker, there are many social ills that
are eroding the moral fabric of our society. Our children are joining gangs and getting involved in activities without any understanding of the consequences,
legal implications or their legal rights. The Centre for
Justice saw the need for our children to be aware of
their rights, and following extensive consultation over
the past year with various stakeholders who work and
interact regularly with children and young persons, the
Centre for Justice has produced a handbook called
Know the Law, Know Your Rights: A youth handbook
for rights and responsibilities.
On Tuesday night, I had the privilege of serving as a judge at the Clearwater Middle School Quiz
Night, together with Honourable Member, MP Walton
Brown. This quiz night was organised by the Centre
for Justice, and the material that formed the basis for
the quiz questions came from this Know the Law
handbook. Mr. Speaker, there were three teams of
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three students per team, and it was clearly evident
that these students had spent a great deal time studying and preparing for the quiz. The students proudly
displayed their mastery of the details and specific
knowledge of the subject matter they were quizzed
on. The parental support was excellent, and all in all, it
was a good evening.
Finally, Mr. Speaker, I attended the 2014
Bermuda School Sports Federation Primary School
Track and Field Events for the Primary Schools at National Stadium yesterday. Mr. Speaker, sports,
whether team-based or individual, is a great activity
for children that provide a variety of benefits other
than physical activity. Participation in sports can help
build self-esteem and confidence, can motivate children to excel academically and can help build social
skills. Through sports, children learn leadership skills,
team-building skills and communication skills that will
help them in school, personal relationships and their
future careers. Mr. Speaker, children who participate
in sports get praise and encouragement from coaches
and parents, which also help to build self-confidence.
They also learn to trust in their own abilities and push
themselves to the limit.
Mr. Speaker, it has been shown that children
who participate in athletics excel in academics as well,
because they can apply the same principles of dedication and hard work learned through sports participation to their studies.
Mr. Speaker, as you can see, there are many
positive things happening in our public schools and in
our Island. In particular, Mr. Speaker, the arts and
physical education are an important part of any education curriculum and provide our students with a truly
well-rounded education. These subjects have been
shown to improve a student’s educational experience
and can lead to greater academic achievement.
Mr. Speaker, notwithstanding challenges and
budget cuts, our schools continue to do an outstanding job. Teachers, administrators and other
school employees who put in tremendous hours are
achieving amazing results. They are working to ensure the success of current and future students.
Mr. Speaker, I, as well as the Minister of Education and Economic Development, will continue to
visit the schools, attend events such as these I have
highlighted here today, and bring back to this Honourable House continued stories and updates of our students who are excelling under our public education
system.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Minister of Finance. Minister Bob Richards, you have
the floor.
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CONSOLIDATED FUND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2013
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, in accordance with the Government’s commitment to effecting ongoing improvements in its public accounts and in reporting to Parliament, I am pleased to table the audited financial
statements relating to the Consolidated Fund for the
st
year ending March 31 , 2013.
As Honourable Members are aware, the Consolidated Fund is the general operating fund of the
Bermuda Government and is the fund through which
Government conducts the majority of its transactions.
The Consolidated Fund Financial Statements report
the financial position, operations and changes in financial position resulting from the activities of the
Government. This includes the accounts of the Senate, the House of Assembly, all Government departments and offices, and all courts.
Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to note that the
annual accounts of the Consolidated Fund for the
Government of Bermuda were given an unqualified
audit opinion for the first time in six years!
[Desk thumping]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Despite the clean audit
opinion, the Auditor General has, for the third consecutive year, included explanatory paragraphs as
other matters which she deems appropriate. These
other matters relate to the following:
1. the increased level of the net debt and the
need for the Government of Bermuda to take
concerted action to address it;
2. increased incidents of non-compliance with
the Government of Bermuda’s Financial Instructions; and
3. the preparation of Summary Financial Statements for the Bermuda Government.
It is important to note that these explanatory
paragraphs do not alter the Auditor General’s unqualified opinion, but are highlighted matters. However, the
Government shares the Auditor’s concerns in these
areas and has already started to tackle these matters.
For instance, Mr. Speaker, the Ministry of Finance has
already moved to a medium-term expenditure framework [MTEF], which is seeking to eliminate the deficit
and ultimately reduce the debt.
Mr. Speaker, liabilities related to pensions and
other employee future benefits are included in the Net
Debt amount disclosed in the Financial Statements,
and the Government has already committed to review
these benefits to ensure their sustainability. Also, the
Accountant General’s Department has recently updated Financial Instructions [FI] and has revamped
their financial instructions training that will be delivered to comptrollers and all heads of departments.
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Mr. Speaker, with regard to the preparation of
vices were $96 million, or 7.65 per cent of the
Summary Financial Statements for the Bermuda Govtotal, compared to 2012, where the number
ernment, the Ministry agrees there are benefits to iswas $99.2 million, or 8 per cent.
suing consolidated financial statements and confirms
that, in the first instance, we will bring forward legislaMr. Speaker, total current expenditure on a
tion to create the reporting entity under which the modified cash basis, which is the basis upon which we
summary statements will be prepared. While legisla- do the budgeting, was $1.029 billion compared to
tive changes are required to effect consolidated re- $1.083 billion in 2012, which was $23.4 million higher
porting, they simply are one aspect of a complex ap- than the original budget estimate and $81 million
proach that would be required to achieve this account- higher than 2012.
ing objective. Accordingly, progress is being made on
Expenditures were above budget in 2012/13
this important initiative, but it should be emphasised primarily due to the following items:
that consideration must be given to resources, ac• increased expenditure on Government’s
counting systems, management roles and other fachealth subsidy programme for the youth,
tors that are critical to the accomplishment of this task.
aged, indigent and continuing care facility;
Mr. Speaker, the sign-off date for the comple•
various above-budget expenditures in the
th
tion of the audit was March 10 , 2014. The Ministry’s
Ministries of Transport and Public Works; and
position is that the audited financials should be able to
•
above-budget expenditure on substitute and
st
be completed within six months of the March 31 year
paraprofessional’s salaries in the Ministry of
end and have instructed the Accountant General to
Education.
work diligently with the Office of the Auditor General to
address the issues causing delays in issuing the anMr. Speaker, total capital account cash exnual accounts of the Consolidated Fund.
penditure was $63.5 million, which was $12.7 million
Some financial highlights of the Consolidated lower than the original budget estimates. Total capital
Fund Financial Statements 2013 are as follows:
and current account cash expenditure for 2012/13
• The total revenue raised by the Consolidated was $1.092 billion, which was $10.8 million higher
Fund for fiscal 2012/13 was $866.6 million, than the original budget estimate of $1.082 billion. The
representing a decrease of $47.6 million (or all-inclusive results from Government operations (both
5.2 per cent) from fiscal 2011/12. That figure current and capital) for the year ending March 31st,
was $914.2 million. This was lower than the 2013, was a deficit of $408 million. There are many
original budget estimate by approximately $43 non-cash expenses included in this figure. If we strip
million, or 4.73 per cent.
away those, the modified cash all-inclusive results
• The most significant generators of revenues from Government operations, which is on the same
for fiscal 2012/13 were payroll taxes account- basis as the Budget Book, was a deficit of $225.9 miling for $328 million, or 37.9 per cent, and in lion.
2012 it was $344.7 million, or 37.7 per cent;
In 2012/13, interest in the amount of $51.1
and Customs Duty accounting for $169.7 mil- million was paid from the Sinking Fund and the Govlion, or 19.6 per cent. In 2012, the figure was ernment matching contribution to the Public Service
$180.7 million, or 19.8 per cent.
Superannuation Fund was suspended. If we include
• Revenues were below budget in 2012/13 these items, the deficit would have been $309.3 milmainly due to shortfalls in Customs duty— lion. Whether on a cash basis or accrual basis, the
$30.3 million below. Other revenues of $11.8 level of deficits mentioned above are not only unsusmillion were also below, and Immigration re- tainable, but economically and fiscally imprudent.
Mr. Speaker, the statements of the Consoliceipts were $8.6 million below.
• Current expenses for fiscal 2012/13 were dated Fund provide valuable information on the financial position of the Government, and I would encour$1.254 billion. In 2012, it was $1.246 billion.
• The three largest components of current ex- age the public to examine these statements in their
penses were employee costs, grants and con- [own] time. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
tributions, and professional services. Total
employee costs were $600.9 million, or The Speaker: Thank you very much, Minister.
Minister Richards, you have another State47.9 per cent of the whole. In 2012, that number was $583.6 million, or 46.8 per cent of to- ment, the Public Bodies Reform Act 2014?
tal expenses. Included in this amount is
$114.3 million of non-cash retirement benefit Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, sir.
expenses.
• Grants and contributions were $277.4 million, The Speaker: So I recognise, again, Minister E. T.
or 22.13 per cent of all expenses, compared Richards.
to 2012, where the number was $274.3 million, or 22.0 per cent. And professional serBermuda House of Assembly
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PUBLIC BODIES REFORM ACT 2014

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I rise today to provide the Honourable House with an update on the status of the
Public Bodies Reform Act. Honourable Members will
recall that it was announced in the Budget Statement
that, in order to introduce reforms to Government’s
public bodies and related agencies so as to achieve
financial savings and efficiencies in the delivery of
public services, I intended to lay legislation entitled the
Public Bodies Reform Act before Parliament before
the end of this Budget session.
Mr. Speaker, I can advise that significant progress has been made on this initiative. I have also
decided that, as part of the consultative process, a fordiscussion draft of this Bill will be provided to key
stakeholders, such as the unions, before it is tabled in
this legislature. We anticipate that the discussion draft
will be completed by early April, and the Ministry looks
forward to any comments that the unions may have on
this important Bill.
Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members are advised that the Public Bodies Reform Act will provide
for, among other things, the following:
• Establishes the legal authority for the relevant
Minister charged with the responsibility of the
affected entity under the Bermuda Constitution, in consultation with the Minister of Finance, to make various reforms to Government departments, quangos, Government
funds, Government boards and committees
(that is, to abolish, merge, modify, transfer)
and any other related legislation for that;
• Establishes the Efficiency and Reform Authority reporting to the Minister of Finance and
provides for its various powers, functions, responsibilities, operations and related provisions;
• Provides for the requirement to consult before
reforms are made;
• Provides the relevant Minister, in consultation
with the Minister of Finance, with the discretionary power, upon making a reform order, to
transfer property, rights and liabilities to an
eligible person;
• Enables the Minister of Finance to vary any
applicable taxes related to such transfers.
Mr. Speaker, it is important to note that any
reforms to Government departments, quangos, Government funds, Government boards and committees
will be provided for by the making of a reform order.
Given the potential extent and implications of reform
orders and the fact that reform orders will necessarily
amend primary and subordinate legislation, these orders will be subject to the affirmative resolution process. These orders will only be made after a mandatory
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consultative period, which will be embedded in the
Act.
Mr. Speaker, the Public Bodies Reform Act is
an important piece of legislation, as it will allow Government to make the cost savings required as we
seek to reduce the deficit. We recognise and understand people’s concerns about this matter and will
work carefully to ensure that the proposed reforms
work in a manner that is responsible and fair to both
the workers of the Government and the Bermuda taxpayers. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Minister for
Tourism and Transport. The Honourable and Learned
Member, Minister Shawn Crockwell, you have the
floor.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you and good
morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.
DEPARTMENT OF MARINE ADMINISTRATION—
RESULTS OF 2014 FOLLOW-UP MONITORING
VISIT BY UK GOVERNMENT
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I rise today to report on
the successful completion of the strategic project to
stabilise the Bermuda Shipping Registry that is administered and managed by the Department of Maritime
Administration.
As I had stated during my Budget speech,
there was an embargo on the growth of the shipping
registry imposed by the United Kingdom due to a
number of serious deficiencies identified during their
audit. Last week a follow-up audit was conducted by
the UK auditors on the Department of Maritime Administration, and it was found to be in full compliance
with the relevant standards, and as a result the embargo was lifted. This will now open the doors wide for
the registry to promote and grow in its size and tonnage, earning additional revenue for the country.
Mr. Speaker, the growth restriction had been
in force for the last two years following the UK Government’s monitoring visit to the Maritime Administration in 2012. The auditors who carried out the monitoring functions had identified a number of serious noncompliances with the required standards stipulated in
the Memorandum of Understanding between the UK
Government and the Bermuda Government.
Mr. Speaker, the deficiencies identified were
legitimate and valid, as they were concerned with the
safety of life at sea, safety of ships, the passengers
who travel on Bermuda ships, pollution prevention
from ships and matters relating to maritime security on
board Bermuda ships—all of which are fundamental to
operating a safe international maritime administration.
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Mr. Speaker, the ships engaged in international trade are subject a number of international treaties and conventions. In order to operate a shipping
registry that can register ships which are entitled to
conduct international trade, the country that operates
the shipping registry must be a party to each of the
relevant international maritime conventions. The
United Kingdom is the signatory to these conventions
for itself and its Overseas Territories [OTs] and Crown
Dependencies [CDs]. These conventions are subsequently extended to OTs and CDs that operate REG
category 1 shipping registries. However, it must be
noted that each convention is extended only after a
successful verification by the UK Government that the
necessary framework, which includes national legislation, technical resources, training of personnel and
budgetary provisions for giving full effect to that convention and instruments, have been properly implemented by the relevant OT/CD requesting the extension.
Mr. Speaker, once these maritime conventions are extended to Bermuda, the Department of
Maritime Administration [DMA] becomes the custodian
for those conventions, and it is the responsibility of
this administration to ensure that these conventions
are properly implemented on ships flying the Bermuda
flag. Also, it is the responsibility of the DMA to enforce
similar standards on foreign ships arriving in Bermuda
waters. In order to implement these international conventions, we need to enact national laws and regulations and we need proper resources.
Mr. Speaker, these conventions are subject to
continuous review and modifications by the relevant
international bodies such as the United Nations, International Maritime Organization, International Labour
Organization, World Health Organization, and International Telecommunication Union, in order to address
dynamics of the global commerce, finance, banking,
political changes, maritime security, piracy, marine
disasters, et cetera. It is important that the Maritime
Administration has the necessary technical experts,
legal personnel and funding to be able to give effect to
such changes through national legislation in a timely
manner.
The quality and the reputation of a Maritime
Administration is often judged by the status and availability of national shipping legislation for implementing
the international conventions.
Mr. Speaker, at the time the UK audit was
conducted, Bermuda was a number of years behind in
enacting the national legislation required for updating
with the international maritime conventions. This deficiency, identified by the UK Auditors, was a major
concern of the UK Government and was one of the
reasons for imposing the embargo on growth of the
registry.
Another major deficiency identified by the
auditors was the insufficient number of in-house surveyors to service the number of ships on the Bermuda
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Register. At the time of the audit, we had 180 large
ships on the register. In order to service 180 ships, the
DMA was required to have a Chief Surveyor and a
minimum of nine surveyors, not counting the additional surveyor requirements for passenger ships on
the register.
Mr. Speaker, at the time of the 2012 audit,
Bermuda administration had only two surveyors and
no Chief Surveyor. Obviously, this surveyor number
was grossly below the required capacity and in no
way acceptable under the REG category 1 standards.
During the 2013 audit, there was an improvement in
the surveyor numbers, but not sufficiently to service
the Bermuda fleet. This deficiency in technical resources was a major deficiency, and this untenable
situation also contributed to the growth restriction.
Mr. Speaker, irrespective of the findings of the
UK auditors, the DMA had well been aware of the lack
of surveyor resources, deficiency in maritime legislation and shortcomings in the infrastructure. Initial attempts made to recruit surveyors were not successful
due to lower salary scales and employment conditions
offered. At present, with the fast developments in the
shipbuilding industry, the surveyors are in great demand and the available number is very limited. Understanding the surveyor recruitment difficulties under
the existing local economic hardship and constraints
on creation of new jobs, the DMA was in a challenging
situation for meeting the UK recommendation.
Mr. Speaker, at this stage, following a meeting
of the Minister, the Permanent Secretary, the Chief
Surveyor and a consultant from the Cabinet Office, a
decision was taken to put a definitive plan in place to
address all the recommendations given in the UK Audit Report and stabilise the DMA. The following process was adopted towards reaching the goal of stabilising the DMA:
Surveyor Recruitment—
• The Annual Budget 2013/2014 was dedicated
to stabilisation purposes;
• Resources were allocated where they needed
to address the deficiencies;
• A system for monitoring the progress of stabilisation was developed, with key performance
indicators;
• Working with Department of Human Resources, alternative salary scales were developed for the prospective surveyors, keeping in
par with the international salary scales;
• Cabinet approval was sought for the creation
of additional surveyor requirements and additional funds for engaging them;
• Cabinet approval was sought for operating a
satellite DMA office in the UK and engaging
the new surveyors to work from the UK, servicing the UK fleet and the European ports.
Merchant Shipping Legislation—
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Regular meetings were held between the
Senior Parliamentary Counsel and the DMA to
discuss and prioritise the legislative process
for the DMA;
Having given priority for the legislation requirements for implementation of the new
Maritime Labour Convention 2006, drafting of
regulations was completed and subsequently
introduced into Bermuda legislation in time for
the convention to be extended to Bermuda;
Drafting of long-outstanding merchant shipping regulations were completed and are now
pending legal process;
During the 2014 follow-up audit, the Senior
Parliamentary Counsel met with the audit
team and explained the ongoing legislation
programme, which was accepted by the auditors as meeting their recommendations.

Other Recommendations—
• Most of the recommendations relating to infrastructural requirements were either completed or were ongoing. Some could not be
completed due to lack of resources. However,
the auditor team was content to accept and
recognise the positive steps taken towards
addressing the deficiencies highlighted above.
Results of the 2014 UK Audit
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to state that the Department of Maritime Administration has successfully completed the UK Govth
ernment’s Monitoring Visit Audit on the 13 of March
2014. The audit team met with me in the morning of
th
the 13 and discussed their findings and advised me
that the embargo on growth of the registry is lifted and
the requirement for the annual monitoring visits by the
UK is removed and reverted to four yearly monitoring
visits.
Mr. Speaker, the Chief Surveyor and the DMA
team have done a tremendous amount of work to get
the standards of the DMA up to the high level required
in order to pass this stringent audit, and I thank them
for their efforts and contribution. Additionally, I acknowledge the support and resources provided by the
Cabinet, Cabinet consultants, the Attorney General,
the Department of Human Resources, the Minister
and the Permanent Secretary of the former Ministry of
Economic Development, who spearheaded the DMA
stabilisation programme, and the Permanent Secretary of my own Ministry, who had been diligently supporting the DMA stabilisation programme.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
Minister, I see you have another Statement on
the taxi industry. So, the Chair will recognise again the
Honourable and Learned Minister.
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Minister Shawn Crockwell, you have the floor.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TAXI LEGISLATION
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
th
On the 20 of September 2013, I informed
this Honourable House that I will be bringing forth
amendments to the Motor Car legislation to address
recommendations raised during consultation with the
taxi industry. Today I will inform the Honourable
House of the amendments that will be processed
through the negative resolution procedure, and they
are as follows:
The maximum number of passengers permitted to be carried in a taxi at one time will be increased
from six to seven. This is to accommodate the larger
taxis, which are fitted with seating capacity for up to
seven passengers.
Currently, taxis are prohibited from displaying
advertising matter in or on any taxi. We will make
amendments to permit advertising matter inside of the
vehicle only. The medium for the advertising will be
subject to the approval of the Public Service Vehicles
Licensing Board. This will be a revenue generator for
taxi owners, as well as provide information to passengers.
The current annual taxi licensing period comst
mences on the 1 of February. This will change to the
st
1 of October to coincide with the end of the peak
tourism season. Therefore, in 2015, taxis will be list
th
censed from the 1 of February to the 30 of Septemst
ber, and subsequently from the 1 of October annually
thereafter.
The legal charge for hiring a taxi will increase
by 25 per cent. Whilst this may appear to be exorbitant in the current economic climate, taxi fares have
not been increased since December 2007. There will
be no increase to the waiting time for the first five
minutes; this will remain free. However, each subsequent period of three minutes or part [thereof] will
therefore increase from $1.30 to $1.60. The first onefifth of a mile will increase from $4.15 to $5.15 and
from forty-five cents to fifty-five cents for each subsequent one-fifth of a mile or part thereof.
Sightseeing tours will increase from $40.00 to
$50.00 for one to four passengers, and $55.50 to
$70.00 for five to seven passengers. Shared rides
from the airport to specific locations will also increase:
• Zone 1 to Grotto Bay from $6.70 to $8.50;
• Zone 2 to Flatts or St. George’s from $10.70
to $13.50;
• Zone 3 to Cobb’s Hill or to the City of Hamilton from $20.00 to $25.00;
• Zone 4 to junction of South [Road] and Middle
Road, Southampton, from $24.00 to $30.00;
• Zone 5 to Watford Bridge from $29.50 to
$36.50; and
• Zone 6 to Dockyard from $33.50 to $42.00.
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It is our intent for these amendments to be efst
fective from the 1 of May 2014.
Mr. Speaker, as it relates to legislative
amendments to make it optional for taxis to be
equipped with a global positioning device (which is
commonly referred to as GPS), it is my intention to
provide an update to this House within the next few
months. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you very much, Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Minister for Community and Sport.
Minister Wayne Scott, you have the floor.
REPORT FROM UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION
ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and
good morning to you.
Mr. Speaker, I rise today to inform Honourable
th
Members about the 58 session of the United Nations
Commission on the Status of Women (or CSW, as it is
commonly referred to) held at the United Nations in
th
st
New York from the 10 to the 21 of March 2014.
Mr. Speaker, for the first time, four representatives from Bermuda attended the first week of this
significant meeting, as part of the United Kingdom’s
delegation, in an observatory capacity. The representatives were Senator Alexis Swan, Junior Minister for
Community, Culture and Sports; Deborah Blakeney,
the Director of the Department of Human Affairs, under whose banner the Bermuda gender mandate sits;
Jane Brett, the Policy Analyst for the Department of
Human Affairs; and Laurie Shiell, in a dual capacity as
the Chairwoman of the Bermuda Women’s Council
and the Executive Director of the Centre Against
Abuse.
Mr. Speaker, the CSW is a functional commission of the United Nations Economic and Social
Council, dedicated exclusively to gender equality and
the advancement of women. Every year, representatives of UN member states gather at the UN headquarters in New York to evaluate progress on gender
equality, identify challenges, set global standards and
formulate concrete policies to promote gender equality
and advancement of women worldwide. CSW is the
highest level international forum on gender equality
and women’s empowerment.
Mr. Speaker, each year there is a priority
theme and a review theme. This year, the priority
theme is challenges and achievements in the implementation of the millennium development goals for
women and girls, and the review theme is access and
participation of women and girls to education, training,
science and technology, including for the promotion of
women’s equal access to full employment and decent
work. The emerging issue is women’s access to productive resources.
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Mr. Speaker, in addition to member states,
there are also many representatives from accredited
non-governmental organisations [NGOs] from all regions of the world who actively participate in CSW and
who are influential in shaping the current global policy
framework on women’s empowerment and gender
equality.
Mr. Speaker, the Bermuda delegation attended a wide range of events organised by the
United Nations and permanent missions to the UN, as
well as parallel events organised by lobby groups and
NGOs related to the theme. Specific sessions attended included those on:
• Violence against Women;
• Everyday Sexism and Hate—the Consequences for Women’s Empowerment and
Equal Opportunities;
• Encouraging More Women to Choose Careers in STEM (the acronym which stands for
science, technology, engineering and mathematics);
• Women’s Leadership and Political Participation; and
• Indicators for Monitoring Gender Equality.
Mr. Speaker, a great deal of attention was
focused on these issues throughout the week, and the
panellists came from diverse backgrounds, including
Glaxo Smith Kline, the large pharmaceutical firm;
United Nations statisticians; UK MP Lynne Featherstone, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
International Development; Zonta International and
Soroptimist International. (The latter two are global
women’s organisations working to improve the lives of
women.)
Some of the noteworthy takeaways included
facts such as:
• Salary disparities between men and women
are lowest in STEM jobs—however, women
only hold 28 per cent of STEM jobs;
• Women in the United States earn seventyseven cents for every dollar a man earns; and
• Women’s representation in Parliament is at
21 per cent globally, up from 14 per cent in
2000.

Mr. Speaker, women’s issues in developing
countries are sometimes much different than those in
more developed nations, but the group found that an
issue such as violence against women is common
amongst all nations. One in three women globally will
experience the scourge of violence during their lifetime.
Mr. Speaker, the Bermuda group also attended a reception hosted by the UK Permanent Representative to the United Nations, Sir Mark Lyall
Grant, which included an introduction to the UK Minister for Women and Equalities, Maria Miller. The Bermuda group also met with Helene Reardon-Bond, the
Bermuda House of Assembly
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UK Government Head of Policy for Equalities, to discuss the extension of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) to Bermuda.
Mr. Speaker, CEDAW is a landmark international agreement that affirms principles of fundamental
human rights and equality for women around the
world. The extension of CEDAW has been on my Ministry’s agenda for some time. With some 187 countries
having already signed into the convention, CEDAW is
one of the most ratified treaties in the world, and it is
time that Bermuda joined the group. The UK assured
us that they will be focusing their efforts to progress
this in the next few months.
Mr. Speaker, you may be wondering what
exactly are the millennium development goals. The
millennium development goals (or MDGs as they are
referred to) are eight international development goals
that were established after the Millennium Summit of
the United Nations in 2000 and following the adoption
of the United Nations Millennium Declaration. The
eight international development goals are:
• Eradicate extreme hunger and poverty;
• Achieve universal primary education;
• Promote gender equality and empower
women;
• Reduce child mortality;
• Improve maternal health;
• Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases;
• Ensure environmental sustainability; and
• Develop a global partnership for development.
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the Caribbean on the Millennium Development Goals
and the Post-2015 Framework presented last week at
CSW.
Mr. Speaker, as Bermuda prepares to embark
on the development of a national gender policy, attendance at this meeting was a tremendous opportunity
to learn and gather information. Indeed, Senator Swan
informed me that she and the group are truly inspired
by what they heard at the sessions and by the people
that they met. She said that she is looking forward to
developing and implementing some of the ideas and
frameworks that the group heard about, especially in
regards to encouraging more young women to enter
into the STEM professions. Equality for women is
something that needs to be promoted more in Bermuda, and investing in our women changes a society
and creates economic growth. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Minister for Economic Development and Education,
Dr. the Honourable Grant Gibbons.
Dr. Gibbons, you have the floor.
CYBER SAFETY
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker, and good morning.
Today I am pleased to announce that the Department of E-Commerce is launching its revised
website dedicated to cyber safety, called Cybertips.bm. This website is part of a broader online safety
initiative known as the Cybertips Programme. While
the website has been undergoing reconstruction, we
have continued to offer other cyber safety activities.
This programme provides useful information to primary, middle and secondary schools, as well as private schools, parent/teacher associations and youth
organisations across the Island, and includes materials for schools and advertisements. We will now offer
information to seniors and on topics such as fraud.
Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members of the
House will recall that in May of 2008, Criminal Code
amendments were passed that promoted online safety
and included anti-child pornography and Internet luring provisions. In relationship to this legislative
change, the Department of E-Commerce, in partnership with the telecommunications carriers and the
Bermuda Police Service, launched an extensive campaign to provide information and resources about
Internet safety to parents, children and the public. Recently, this legislation has been successful in prosecuting a predator who was preying on girls online.
The mandate of the Cybertips initiative is to
arm the local community with the tools and resources
necessary in the fight for cyber safety.
Mr. Speaker, information, communications
and technology continue to be in high demand at lev-

All 189 United Nations member states at the
time (and, of course, there are now 193, currently)
and at least 23 international organisations committed
to help achieve the millennium development goals by
2015.
Mr. Speaker, many of the events were focused on the assessment of the impact of the MDGs,
and two of the consistent criticisms that the group
heard were that none of the eight goals relate to ending violence against women and girls and that gender
equality was not explicitly included. As the CSW looks
toward a post-2015 development framework, many
organisations are demanding a standalone goal on
gender equality.
Mr. Speaker, although Bermuda is an Overseas Territory of the UK, geographically the United
[Nations] places us in the Latin America and Caribbean Region. In this regard, the Committee of NGOs
of CSW for Latin America and the Caribbean asked
the Centre Against Abuse this year to contribute to a
regional assessment on the MDGs. The Centre provided suggestions on how to include violence against
women, and more specifically domestic violence, in
the sustainable development goals for 2015 onwards.
The Centre Against Abuse’s contribution was noted in
the document called A Look from Latin America and
Bermuda House of Assembly
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els never before experienced and for all age groups.
We know that technology does provide beneficial outcomes to users of all ages, whether it be related to
education, work, socialising or exposure to new ideas
and concepts. However, with increased access to information and knowledge, we also need to make a
conscious effort to keep information access channels
safe for our citizens, and in particular, our children.
Mr. Speaker, Internet predators, bullying and
stalking are threats to our children and their safety.
We are keenly aware that Bermuda is not immune.
Many of the Department of E-Commerce talks given
to students, teachers and PTA meetings are requested due to incidences of cyberbullying in our
schools. Cyberbullying involves using the Internet, a
mobile number or other technology like a camera to
hurt or embarrass someone. Unlike bullying in real
life, cyberbullying can make the person being bullied
feel that they cannot escape, since it can happen
anywhere and at any time.
To help combat cyberbullying, the new Cybertips website has a lot of information for both parents
and kids. Cyberbullying is already an offence in Bermuda, as it is captured under the Electronic Communications Act, section 68. It is an offense to cause annoyance, inconvenience or needless anxiety through
a public electronic communications service. The Cybertips initiative also provides students, their teachers
and parents information on the consequences of cyberbullying and advice on what to do in such situations.
Mr. Speaker, the Department of E-Commerce
and the Bermuda Police Service representatives visit
schools to raise awareness of issues in our schools
and community and share strategies to help them deal
with or avoid such situations. Additionally, these conversations result in real information on what our children, teachers and parents are facing on a daily basis.
This allows us to source tools and information that
they can use to practice safe use of technology and
the Internet. Relationships such as the one developed
with Microsoft Corporation are important to give us
access to the most up-to-date materials and tools.
Mr. Speaker, the Cybertips initiative, while
geared primarily toward the safety of children online,
is also an important resource for our community at
large. The re-launched website can be found at
www.cybertips.bm, and it has been re-designed to be
a catalyst for open discussion between parents and
children, to deliver tips to our seniors as they increase
their use of various technologies, to provide access to
classroom resources for teachers and provide the
community information on issues such as fraud, and
hot topics, such as cyberbullying.
Mr. Speaker, our Cybertips.bm website pulls
content from a variety of leading sources in order to
ensure that the content is the most current and up to
date. To achieve this, we work with partners. We recently re-signed an agreement with Microsoft Corpo-
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ration, a relationship that began as changes were
made to the legislation, and we have renewed that
agreement every two years. In 2010, the Cybertips.bm
website, featuring Cyber Cyd, our website mascot,
provided a link for children to Hector’s World, a digital
[citizenship] resource for children two to nine years of
age. Hector’s World originates out of New Zealand
and has a wealth of resources for young children and
their teachers and parents, with a particular focus on
online safety. Since then, we have also gained permission to use resources and links to sites such as
Netsmartz and Common Sense Media.
Mr. Speaker, the resources mentioned are
used for the Cybertips website, presentations and in
the development of articles that we develop for local
publications. We also leverage information provided
by the Bermuda Police Service and other local partners in order to localise the message. The new Cybertips website has sections for kids, tweens, teens, parents, teachers, and seniors. It also allows you to
search by issues and topics such as fraud and even
gangs.
Sexual predators, gangs and other criminally
minded individuals are using social networking for a
variety of purposes. Cybertips.bm provides information for parents and youth. The website also includes
a reporting link to report abuse.
Mr. Speaker, the Cybertips website is an educational tool that helps build the skills and values children will need for life online and can begin whenever
a child first starts using technology. The benefits also
extend to their teachers and their parents. It was also
important to broaden this education to include seniors
and the wider community, who can also be affected by
issues such as fraud. The Department of ECommerce has been doing a great job promoting
education to minimise the risks and maximise the
benefits online technologies have to offer the people
of Bermuda.
Mr. Speaker, the Cybertips initiative must continue to be proactive in raising awareness and encouraging Internet users to be safe and smart in the
online environment. If our citizens know the dangers,
they can work to avoid them. Additionally, if they know
that particular behaviours can get them in severe
trouble, they can make the decision not to participate
in such behaviours. In promoting cyber safety, Cybertips must continue to make people aware that they
must act in ways that will ultimately protect them
against the risks that come with Internet use.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to now recognise
one of the main local partners of the Cybertips initiative, and that is the Bermuda Police Service, and in
particular, the Vulnerable Persons Unit, the Financial
Crime Unit and the Community Action Team. The
Bermuda Police Service not only works in the schools
providing cyber safety information, but also assists the
Cybertips teams with their presentations. They have
also contributed the local content on sexual exploita-
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tion of our young people, gangs, fraud, et cetera. We
would like to thank them for their significant dedication
and collaboration to help us achieve our goal of promoting good cyber safety practices in Bermuda.
Mr. Speaker, I would also like to thank our
other local partners: the Department of Education, the
Department of Child and Family Services, Consumer
Affairs, Crime Stoppers, SCARS, the Family Centre,
Bermuda Parent Magazine, the Coalition for the Protection of Children, the Centre Against Abuse, and
Logic Communications for providing hosting for Cybertips.bm.
Mr. Speaker, this Government is committed to
promoting safety and security in the use of technology
in our lives. In a time when all of Bermuda and, indeed, the world, is accessible to a child and adults
from their homes, phones, work and through many
devices, Cybertips is more important than ever.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Minister of Health and the Environment.
Minister T. G. Moniz, the Learned Member,
you have the floor.
LAMB FOGGO URGENT CARE CENTRE
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, thank you for the opportunity to
provide the Members of this Honourable House and
the people of Bermuda with an update on the plans for
the Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre.
Mr. Speaker, as you will recall, I am sure, at
the end of last year, the Government announced that
the Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre would be closing, as it was not felt that it was financially viable. This
announcement was met with, shall we say, some concern and discontent. The Premier and the Government made it clear that they had heard the people,
especially the people at the East End of the Island,
and we announced that the Urgent Care Centre would
remain open for a period while we reviewed the decision and looked at options.
Mr. Speaker, during the intervening three
months, the Ministry of Health and Environment, the
Department of Health and the Bermuda Hospitals
Board [BHB] have been doing just that, exploring options. The BHB was approached by three different
groups which expressed an interest in taking over the
use of the Urgent Care Centre building, but none of
these approaches bore any fruit. During this period,
the hospital has continued to operate the Urgent Care
Centre as per normal. They provide services between
the hours of 4:00 pm and midnight during the week
and from noon to midnight on the weekend. Honourable Members will recall that daytime diagnostic services were discontinued quite some time ago.
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Unfortunately, despite the publicity that was
generated by the announcement that the Urgent Care
Centre [UCC] would be closing, utilisation of the facility has not changed. In fact, in some months, it has
gone down. Typically, the UCC has seen an average
of 14 people per shift, but this number has dropped to
10 to 12 visitors per shift, at times. This may be good
news, Mr. Speaker, as hopefully, it just means that
fewer people were ill or injured during this period. Ultimately, as I said earlier, we have continued to review
all of the options for the Urgent Care Centre. We also
took the opportunity to review the hospital’s plans for
their move to the new Acute Care Wing, which will
take place later this year.
What we have decided is that we will not rush
into any decision. The BHB will continue to operate
the Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre, using the current model of providing evening and weekend service
at least through March of 2015. This will allow the
Government and the Board to fully consider the options. It will also serve to take some of the pressure off
of the Emergency Department at King Edward. The
Emergency Department will be moving from its current
location to the new Acute Care Wing in September,
and having the UCC continue to provide services will
reduce the amount of traffic in the new Emergency
Department, as well as providing additional capacity
to the system.
We have also been exploring other ways of
increasing the use of the Urgent Care Centre building.
Members will be aware that the Department of Health
operates a series of Public Health Clinics at their
small (and old) facility in St. George’s, just across the
street from the Sylvia Richardson Care Facility. These
clinics include:
• maternal and child health clinics;
• dental clinics; and
• wellness clinics for seniors.
We have been reviewing the pros and cons of
moving the public health clinics from St. George’s to
the Lamb Foggo building. While the Department of
Health clinics would not provide urgent care services,
their regular clinics could operate in a facility that is
newer and much more modern than their current location. The Lamb Foggo facility may also allow the department to expand some of its offerings and to use
the St. George’s facility for other purposes.
Mr. Speaker, this Government is not only
seeking to continue the delivery of service that the
residents of the East End have come to expect over
the past five years, we are seeking to enhance the
delivery of emergency services to the residents of
both the East and West Ends.
Yes, Mr. Speaker, the Ministry of Health and
Environment has worked closely with the Ministry of
National Security to explore the feasibility of deploying
ambulance service out of the East End and West End
Port Royal stations, which are operated by the Ber-
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muda Fire and Rescue Service. The co-location of
Bermuda Hospitals Board and Bermuda Fire Service
personnel at the satellite stations would shorten the
response [times] and transporting of medical emergencies to King Edward VII Memorial Hospital.
To summarise, Mr. Speaker , the Lamb Foggo
Urgent Care Centre will continue to operate for at
least the next year, and we may also take the opportunity to relocate the public health clinics. During this
period, we will closely monitor the use of the UCC,
assess the combined utilisation of the UCC and the
Emergency Department and explore other opportunities to provide timely and effective emergency services in both the East and West Ends of the Island.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
That concludes our Statements.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
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As detailed in my May Statement, I believe
the question to be a bit redundant, because it says “as
detailed in his Personal Explanation.” So the Honourable Member does know the answer to this question.
It also has been out there in the media as to who accompanied me on that trip.
The Speaker: The supplementary? You have a supplementary?
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will attempt to ask
the question again, because I—
The Speaker: I think he answered the question. So
he did. He may not have answered it to your satisfaction.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will then direct the
supplementary.
The Speaker: Right.

The Speaker: There are none.
SUPPLEMENTARIES

QUESTION PERIOD
The Speaker: Just before we begin the Question Period, I just want to point out that there are two matters
left off that should have been on the Questions (which
we added at the end), and that is the Honourable T. E.
Lister had questions for the Junior Minister Sylvan
Richards; and the Honourable Member Walton Brown
had a question for the Minister for Education and
Economic Development.
So we will begin with the first question, the
Honourable L. C. Cannonier to provide responses to
questions from Mr. E. D. Burt.
Member Burt, you have the floor.
QUESTION 1: “EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION”
TRIP
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker, and good morning to you.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, my question to the
Honourable Premier is, Would the Honourable Premier please inform this Honourable House the names
of all the persons who accompanied him on the (and I
quote) “exchange of information” (unquote) trip to
Washington, DC, detailed in his Personal Explanation
st
on May 31 , 2013?
The Speaker: Premier?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. E. David Burt: Were there any people additionally
on this trip that the Minister did not detail in his Personal Explanation to this House?
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Premier?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Certainly. Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: Would the Honourable Premier
please tell us who else was on the trip who was not
detailed in his Personal Explanation in this House?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Again, it is a redundant question. It has been
put out there in the media already, all who were on the
plane.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Just a second. Yes, there is no point of
order. I mean, if you have a supplementary, you can
ask a supplementary.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, that response by
the Premier—
The Speaker: Just a minute. Honourable Member,
you have to . . . You can ask a supplementary.
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay. Then let me ask—
The Speaker: But if the response was not satisfactory, then you ask a supplementary.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I will ask a supplementary,
Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Right. Right.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: What is the name of the person who has not been mentioned officially either inside or outside this Honourable Chamber that accompanied the Premier, the Learned Attorney General
and the Learned Minister of Tourism on this trip to
Washington, DC?
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Mr. E. David Burt: And my second question reads as
follows: The Government’s February . . . Sorry, Mr.
Speaker. I will begin my question: The Government’s
February 2013 Throne Speech stated, and I quote,
“During his recent trip to Washington, DC, for the inauguration of President Barack Obama, the Premier
had the opportunity to engage in meaningful dialogue
with a number of influential politicians and business
people from the eastern seaboard of the United
States.”
My question is, Mr. Speaker, Will the Honourable Premier please inform this Honourable House if
he, and I quote, “engaged in meaningful dialogue”
with any of the principals of Landow and Company
during this trip?
The Speaker: Premier?

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
N-O. No.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I have already answered the question. It has
already been put out there in the public and to the
media. So the question is redundant. They know the
answer.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise now the Honourable
Member Blakeney, who also has a question for the
Premier.

[Inaudible interjections]

QUESTION 1: “EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION”
TRIP

The Speaker: Yes. All right.
Yes, I recognise the Honourable Shadow Minister of Tourism.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Was the gentleman who bummed a ride in the
meeting that accompanied the Minister of Tourism,
the Attorney General and himself, the person who
bummed a ride?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I decline to answer that,
Mr. Speaker.
An Hon. Member: Wow. Wow. Wow!
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Member?

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and
good morning to my colleagues.
Mr. Premier, Honourable sir, would you
please inform this Honourable House why a fourth
passenger was allowed to travel on a private jet used
to transport yourself and two Cabinet colleagues for a
meeting in the United States to discuss matters related to hotel and/or casino development in Bermuda?
The Speaker: Premier?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
At present, our Budget in the Government
does not allow us to have any private jets for ourselves. So the owner said that he could be on the
plane.
The Speaker: Thanks.
Yes, you have a supplementary?

Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I will move to my second question if I may.

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: How many supplementals do
we have, Mr. Speaker?

The Speaker: Yes.

The Speaker: You have two, sir, two.

QUESTION 2: “EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION”
TRIP
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Would the Premier agree
that he was in breach of the Ministerial Code of Conduct with regard to having a fourth person, unrelated
to the Government, on the jet to an official trip?

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I am just trying to just get
some assistance!

The Speaker: Premier?

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: But this is not right!

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
We also answered that back some time ago
when I made my Statement in May. I regretted the fact
that it was viewed in the negative. But the answer to
his question is no.

The Speaker: One second, one second, Honourable
Member.
The thing is that you ask the question. And I
agree that sometimes the question may not be . . .
[Inaudible interjection]

The Speaker: All right.

The Speaker: Just please! The question may not be
what is—

The Speaker: Yes. I know. Let me just say—

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Second supplemental?
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Second supplementary, yes.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Would the Honourable Premier advise this Honourable House if the fourth person was in a meeting with him and the two accompanied Cabinet Ministers in addition to the prospective
investors who discussed various matters related to
hotel and/or casino development in Bermuda?
The Speaker: Yes. Yes.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I appreciate the fact that the same question
can be asked maybe a dozen different times. The answer is already out there. Maybe the Honourable
Member should listen to his radio station. It has already been out there in the public by the media.

The Speaker: Honourable Member, please. May not
be what it is that we want, and that is why we ask the
point of clarification or—
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Can you clarify?
The Speaker: Yes, go ahead.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The Premier just said that it
has been out there. But it has not been from the Premier. So, how do we know if what is out there is true
or not? That is why we are asking the Premier, to get
the truth!

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.

The Speaker: Okay, good. Thank you.
All right. One minute, Honourable Member.
Honourable Premier, do you wish to respond
to that?

The Speaker: Yes. What is the point of order?

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: No.

POINT OF ORDER

The Speaker: All right.
MP Burgess, Deputy Leader?

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: We are asking the Honourable Premier—
The Speaker: Right. Honourable Member, you cannot
. . . You ask the question; he answered it. If you are
not happy, then you deal with . . . you know, the fact
that you are unhappy—

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, question to the Premier.
The Speaker: Yes, supplementary.
SUPPLEMENTARY

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I think this is why we are
here, to deal with the protocols and processes applicable to our responsibility in being answerable to the
country. And this is the formal, formal platform.

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: What was the purpose
of this fourth person in the meeting?
The Speaker: Premier?

The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Honourable Member, I do not need a speech! I do not need a speech
like that!

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
That question also has been answered in the
media as well.
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The Speaker: Can you just help us out, though, Premier? If it has been outed in the media, then if you can
help us out.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: That question was answered in the media by the Honourable Member of
Tourism—in the media already.
An Hon. Member: Never!
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I am sorry. Could you repeat?
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes. Was that fourth
person’s presence because of their golf expertise?
The Speaker: Honourable Member?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Certainly. The intent of the
fourth person was not to be in the meetings. So.

[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Thank you. Right.
So, MP Burt, yes, you have a supplementary
on that.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes, it was.
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member—

SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Would you please take your seat, MP
De Silva?
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, does the Premier believe that this Honourable Parliament—
The Speaker: Wait a minute. That is a supplementary.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Supplement.
The Speaker: Supplement on the question, on the
question, yes.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Yes.
Does the Premier believe that this Honourable
House should get their answers from a talk show?
[Laughter]
The Speaker: Honourable Member, that is not really
an appropriate question.
MP Burgess, do you have another supplementary that you would like to ask?
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, yes.
The Speaker: All right. Yes.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, to the Premier, was that fourth
person’s presence because of his golf expertise?
The Speaker: Premier?

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, as a supplemental,
because the Premier has admitted a fourth person
inside of an official Government meeting with a potential developer—
The Speaker: Okay. Question?
Mr. E. David Burt: The question is, Will the Premier
now take the opportunity to name the fourth person in
this official Government meeting with a potential developer?
The Speaker: Premier?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Again, it has already been put out there in the
media, blasted to the public. So the answer to that
question, they already know.
The Speaker: All right.
Honourable MP Lister, you have a supplementary?
SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I really have no
desire to be part of this. But I am listening, and I am
getting confused.
My understanding is this fourth person was in
the meeting, but then the Premier just said he was not
intended to be in the meeting. Now, I do not understand how that works. Explain that to me. Explain how
this gentleman rode on the plane with you all the way
to Washington, was not supposed to be in the meeting, but got in the meeting room and participated! Explain how that happened so I can sit down.
The Speaker: Premier?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Again, Mr. Speaker, it has
already been put out there in the public, the answers
to these questions. And so there is no need to be re-
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dundant and ask them over and over and over. We
are asking the same questions over and over and
over.
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The Speaker: Thank you.
You have one more, your last supplementary.
SUPPLEMENTARY

The Speaker: It would help if you just give one answer, and then it would be done.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I have given the answer.
The Speaker: All right.
MP Lister, you have the second question.

Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
So, is the Honourable Premier telling this
Honourable House that this fourth person, who was
not intended to be at the meeting, travelled to the
place where the meeting was and just waited outside
the door until a question happened to come up about
golf and where he could be called in?

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, that answer is an
insult to the House and to you personally. You should
not accept that answer. My question was very . . . I
am not making my question. I am talking to the
Speaker.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: No. And that is rather suggestive. No.

The Speaker: No. Ask the question, Honourable
Member.

The Speaker: Honourable Member, you have a question? Yes.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, please work with
us here because this is not acceptable today. The
man said he was on the plane—

Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Actually, Mr.
Speaker, I am just questioning the Rules under—

The Speaker: Premier?

The Speaker: Do not question the rules, Honourable
Member.

The Speaker: Honourable Member.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Okay. I do not have to repeat
that anymore. You know where I am at.
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Do not allow this House to be
insulted, nor yourself.
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Honourable
Member.
MP Burgess? Your final supplemental.

Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: It is just for clarification. I am not actually . . . It is just a question that I
have on it, where it says the question should not be
framed primarily as to convey information or as to
suggest its own answer or convey a particular point of
view, which I believe is what we have been hearing.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair recognises MP Scott.
QUESTION 1: “EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION”
TRIP

SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: The Premier said that
it was no intent for this fourth person to be in the
meeting. Then why was he there?

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: What was the question?
Sorry.

Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Question for the Premier. Mr. Premier, will you
confirm to the House if Mr. Derrick Green was involved in arranging and attended the Washington, DC,
meetings with Mr. Nathan Landow; Mr. Jerry Evans;
the Attorney General, the Honourable Mark Pettingill;
and the Minister of Tourism, Shawn Crockwell; and
Mr. Stephen DaCosta and yourself?

The Speaker: Why was the person in the meeting?

The Speaker: Premier?

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: No. He needs to repeat
that question, though, because there was one part I
was confused about.

The Speaker: Premier?

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Again, as I have said, Mr.
Speaker, the gentleman was not intended to be in the
meeting. So when questions were asked concerning
golf, we knew that he was a golf pro, and so we asked
him if he would come and answer those questions.

The Speaker: Would you repeat the question,
please?
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Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Premier, will you confirm
to the House if Mr. Derrick Green was involved in arranging and attended the Washington, DC, meetings
with Mr. Nathan Landow; Mr. Jerry Evans; the Attorney General, the Honourable Mark Pettingill; and the
Minister of Tourism, the Honourable Shawn Crockwell?
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Honourable Members, I think that I will take
one more question from this Honourable Member.
And then we will move on.
QUESTION 1: “EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION”
TRIP

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: No.

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Can the Honourable Premier inform the
House, how long was the fourth person in on the
meeting with the American principals?

Hon. Michael J. Scott: And yourself?

The Speaker: Premier?

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: No.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: No.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Honourable Member, you have one more
supplementary left.

[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: Premier?

SUPPLEMENTARY

The Speaker: How long? How long?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: I do not know how long it
was.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes. Thank you.
Can the Honourable Premier confirm that the
whole relationship which started with the jet ride to
Washington to meet with Mr. Landow was created and
fostered by the Learned Attorney General, Mark Pettingill?
The Speaker: No, Honourable Member. I do not think
that . . . That is . . . Yes.

An Hon. Member: You do not know how long it was?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: No.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Members.
[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am asking this Honourable
House, I am asking the Honourable Premier, the
whole crux of the matter is his trip to a developer in
Washington, DC, the relationship.

The Speaker: Honourable Members, can we have
some order, please?

The Speaker: What is the question?

The Speaker: The Honourable E. T. Richards, Minister of Finance, is to provide responses to questions
from the Honourable T. E. Lister.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Was the Attorney General,
Mark Pettingill, the person who fostered and created
the relationship?

[Gavel]

QUESTION 1: BERMUDA BANKERS’ ASSOCIATION

The Speaker: Honourable Member!
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: He is not even a member.
The Speaker: Yes?
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Can he confirm that this relationship was fostered by the Attorney General, the
Learned Member, Mark Pettingill?
The Speaker: All right. Premier?

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
My first question is, Will the Honourable Minister please inform this Honourable House of the intended goal/desired outcome of the planned meeting
with the Bermuda Bankers’ Association to discuss the
situation of credit lending in Bermuda?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, yes. I have
provided the answer to the question in writing to the
Honourable Member, but I will read it out.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: No.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.

The Speaker: Yes. Okay.
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: In response to the first
question, or the question the Honourable Member just
asked concerning the goals and the desired outcome
of the intended meeting with the Bermuda Bankers’
Association, I have yet to meet with the Bermuda
Bankers’ Association—I mean subsequent to my
Statement in the House, that is. So I will keep my reply on a general level.
In summary, the key objectives of the meeting
are as follows:
• information sharing on the state of the economy and the state of the banking sector;
• information sharing on the challenges banks
are facing in managing existing or nonperforming loans; and also
• the reason for the decline in lending activity,
credit appetite of markets versus quality of
credit facilities proposed.
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able, for bringing some relief to the people of Bermuda as regard to this interest rate spread?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, the time
frame that I would find acceptable would be sort of
minus-six months. In other words, last year. That
would be the time I would find it to be acceptable.
So, we will try to resolve this as soon as humanly possible, but bearing in mind that it is a complex situation and there are no real easy answers
here.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
We now move to—
Hon. Terry E. Lister: We have a second question,
Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Sorry. Excuse me, MP Lister.
Your second question?

The Speaker: Thank you.
MP Lister?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Understanding that the interest
on deposit—
The Speaker: Is this a supplementary?
SUPPLEMENTARIES
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes. Understanding that the
interest on deposits can be as little as half a per cent
while the interest in fees on borrowing can exceed
10 per cent, what spread does the Minister consider to
be acceptable for the local market borrowings?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I will thank the Honourable Member for that question.
Certainly, the current spreads are unacceptable. And I have said so already. And I guess in the
real world, the margin between deposits and loans
could be somewhere between 200 and 300 basis
points, which is 2 [per cent] or 3 per cent.
We have in Bermuda 600, 700, 800 basis
points, which is really quite unusual indeed. So that
will certainly be a matter of discussion with the banks.
The Speaker: Thank you.
MP Lister?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Second supplemental to that
same question.
The Speaker: Yes.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: What time frame do you consider to be acceptable, what would you find accept-

QUESTION 2: BERMUDA BANKERS’ ASSOCIATION
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Will the Honourable Minister
please inform this Honourable House what steps will
be taken to specifically re-direct the lending philosophy of the local banking institutions, given that there
has been a reduction in bank loans to residents over
the past two years of some 14 per cent?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Again, my answer would be general, in context. The banks finding the right balance between adherence to prudent lending underwriting standards
while also providing the stimulus needed to jump-start
the economy, that is an important point. Designing
new fixed-term products aimed at making it easier for
qualified first-time buyers to enter the property market,
and considering rent-to-buy schemes for foreclosed or
distressed property inventory that the banks have, or
also providing redevelopment financing facilities to
new tourism and tourism-related projects.
Just to add to that for the Honourable Member, that the whole question of lack of lending by
banking institutions has, I guess, two parts. The first
part is that globally, banks are consolidating. So they
are not in expansion mode; they are in contraction
mode. That is no excuse for Bermuda, though, because it is much worse here than anywhere else I
know. So we are looking for ways to help the banks
find a way to break themselves free of a consolidating
environment and to somehow manage the nonperforming loan portfolio that they have, because that
is one of the things that is really holding them back.
So I am just trying to give some context to the
answer that I have just written.
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The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, thank you.
MP Lister?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes. I have two supplemental
questions, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes?
SUPPLEMENTARIES
Hon. Terry E. Lister: The first one. Many houses are
currently on the market under duress. Yet these
houses are not being sold. Would the Minister agree
that the present restrictive practices are serving to
both stagnate the real estate markets and the general
economy, thereby hindering the Government’s attempt to expand and renew the economy?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I would agree, yes.
The Speaker: Yes.
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of large, exempt companies. So, having said that, [we
say] we want to encourage small business in Bermuda. And the whole situation with banks being reluctant to lend to any kind of business, much less small
businesses, which are viewed as even more risky,
certainly includes the problem of start-up-type companies in Bermuda. So all businesses are affected. And
of course, small businesses, which have, I guess, a
bigger need or bigger appetite for finance than more
established businesses, are affected the most.
But we have the Bermuda Small Business
Development Corporation. And certainly, when I was
on that side, I did not approve of the way that corporation was conducting its business. But we still want to
be able to use that facility to help encourage small
business in Bermuda. And that will be part of the mix
of the conversation when we talk to our friends in the
banking industry.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
All right. We move now to the Honourable S.
G. Crockwell, who has oral response to a question
from the Honourable D. P. Lister.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Second question?
QUESTION 1: FORMER CLUB MED PROPERTY
The Speaker: Yes.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I know that the Minister would
agree that the small businesses are the job creators in
many countries and many economies. What steps will
the Minister take to secure commitment from the
banks to increase the size of the book of business on
their books with small businesses?

Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, this question is for the Honourable Minister of Transport and Tourism. Mr. Speaker,
the question reads: Would the Honourable Minister
please inform the House of the current status of the
former Club Med property and if he will make a statement to update the country on this matter?

The Speaker: Minister?

The Speaker: Yes. Minister?

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The definition of small
business in big countries covers like 90 per cent of the
businesses in Bermuda. That is the first thing. All
right? When you hear that statement like in the United
States, when they talk about small businesses, they
are talking about businesses that hire less than 200–
300 people.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you.
The Ministry of Tourism Development and
Transport promulgated a request for proposal for the
development of the St. George’s tourism development
site in January of this year. And the proposal’s subst
mission deadline is the 31 of March 2014. We have
received expressions of interest from both local and
overseas potential developers, and we have also conducted site visits. We are confident that we will receive some very good proposals.
st
Following the 31 March submission deadline,
the proposals will be reviewed and analysed, and a
recommended shortlist created for the approval of the
Economic Development Committee. Our Ministry will
ensure this Honourable House is fully apprised of the
progress.

[Inaudible interjection]
[Gavel]
The Speaker: Let us let him . . . Carry on, Minister.
Carry on. Just carry on your answer.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, the quote that the
Honourable Member made was a general observation
that has been made many times overseas that the
engine for job growth comes from small business. And
the definition in that context is businesses that employ
less than 300 people.
If you use that definition in Bermuda, it covers
almost all businesses in Bermuda, with the exception

The Speaker: Do you have a supplementary?
SUPPLEMENTARIES
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
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Mr. Speaker, will the Minister be able to tell us
whether the RFP [request for proposals] was an open
RFP, or was it by a selected process where selected
individuals were asked to respond?

nies that did receive an RFP and they wanted a site
visit, can he tell us who supervises that site visit?

The Speaker: Minister?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, thank you.
The Government retained the services of a
gentleman, Mr. Ronald Sutherland, to assist in the
RFP process.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: It was both.

The Speaker: All right. Minister?

An Hon. Member: Both?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: It was an open process,
and we also sent specific requests to about 22 [development] companies.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Hon. Dennis P. Lister: With that in mind, could the
Minister indicate whether the responses that he has
gotten thus far or that the Ministry has received thus
far, are they more from the open or from those that
you selected?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I think it would be best to
answer that question after the deadline.

The Speaker: Thank you.
MP Burt, you have a supplementary?
SUPPLEMENTARIES
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
The supplementary is, in regards to the Club
Med property, can the Minister please indicate
whether or not this site has been earmarked as a potential site for gaming?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I would not say it has
been earmarked. But certainly, it is a development, a
hotel development, and if there is interest in a gaming
licence, the Government would refer that to the Commission.

The Speaker: Thank you.
Yes, MP De Silva, you have a supplementary?

The Speaker: Thanks, Minister.
Yes.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: A supplementary, yes, Mr.
Speaker.

Mr. E. David Burt: Can the Minister please confirm if
there is any mention of gaming in the RFP?

The Speaker: Yes?

The Speaker: Minister?

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, I would like to
ask the Minister, Have the boundaries of that site
been clearly defined?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes. It is my understanding that we stated in the RFP that the Government
was considering legalising gaming going forward.

The Speaker: I am not so sure that is really the question . . . That is not related to the question, really.

The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.
We move now to the next question. It is also
for the Honourable Learned Member, Minister Crockwell . . . Oh, sorry, these are written responses. Yes.
Those are written responses. Thank you.
The next was an oral and written response.
There is one oral question to the Honourable and
Learned Attorney General from the Learned Member
K. N. Wilson. MP Wilson, you have the floor.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Well, it relates to the property, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. The question, not to the particular
question, or we could go very wide all the time. We
need to key in on the actual question that the Honourable Member, D. P. Lister, asked.
SUPPLEMENTARY

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Good
morning.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay, accepted, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I may ask this question. Can the
Honourable Minister tell us if any one of the compa-

The Speaker: Good morning.
QUESTION 1: TRAVEL EXPENSES
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Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Would the Honourable Minister
please inform this Honourable House as to the number of overseas trips that were taken by the Honourable Attorney General on Government business either
alone or with others at the taxpayers’ expense during
th
th
the period December 18 , 2012–March 6 , 2014?
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An Hon. Member: Wow! Wow!
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
The Speaker: Honourable Members, can we have
some order in this House?

The Speaker: Attorney General?
[Gavel]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
th
I took eight trips between December 18 and
th
March 6 of this year.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Supplemental, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes?

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member?
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I am just
looking for your advice. I have not received the written
answers to my Parliamentary questions from the Honourable and Learned Minister of Transport.
The Speaker: Okay. We have them. So they will be
. . . Okay. Thanks, MP.
The next question . . .

SUPPLEMENTARIES
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Would the Learned and Honourable Attorney General agree that the second trip
th
nd
which he took was between the 20 and 22 of March
in Washington, DC, with the purpose of meeting with
potential developers, and other Cabinet Members that
accompanied him were the Honourable Premier and
the Honourable and Learned Minister of Transport
and Tourism?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: That is set out in the written
answer, Mr. Speaker. But yes, that is correct.
The Speaker: Yes.

Mr. E. David Burt: This is a supplementary to the
question.
The Speaker: Yes.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Mr. E. David Burt: I am trying to ask a supplementary, but the Member is leaving. Thank you.
Would the Honourable Attorney General
please indicate the fourth person that was in the meeting, how long was he involved in the official meeting of
the Government?

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Second supplemental?
Would the Honourable and Learned Premier—Excuse me. Attorney General—at the meeting—

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I am not really sure of the
length of time that he was in the meeting.

[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: At the meeting, at the meeting,
at the meeting with the Premier and the Honourable
and Learned Minister of Tourism, as well as the
Learned Attorney General, would the Honourable Attorney General indicate what was the name of the one
civilian present at that meeting?

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: But he was in the meeting,
and there were breaks in it. And he was certainly in it
for a period of time during one of the trunks of the
meeting. I recall that, yes.

The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Member . . .

The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Honourable
Member.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: That was Mr. Stephen
DaCosta.

Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Supplementary.

Some Hon. Members: Thank you!

The Speaker: Yes.
SUPPLEMENTARY

Some Hon. Members: Yay!

Hon. Dennis P. Lister: Supplementary following off
from that answer. Mr. Attorney General, can you indi-

[Desk thumping]
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, thank you.
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cate whether it was just one meeting that this individual sat in on, or would he sit in a series of meetings?
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QUESTION 1: CANADIAN FEDERAL INVESTOR
PROGRAMME AND FEDERAL ENTREPRENEUR
PROGRAMME

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Just the one meeting, as I
recall. It was quite a lengthy meeting.

(SUPPLEMENTARY)
The Speaker: Yes. Thank you.
All right. Thank you.
We move now to questions, oral question for
the Honourable R. W. Scott. It was an oral question
and written responses from M. A. Weeks. MP Weeks.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
Good morning, colleagues.
[Gavel]
The Speaker: Honourable Members! If we can get to
hear the questions.
QUESTION 1: TRAVEL EXPENSES
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Would the Honourable Minister please inform
this Honourable House as to the number of overseas
trips that were taken by the Honourable Minister on
Government business either alone or with others at
the taxpayers’ expense during the period Decemth
ber 18 , 2012, to March 6, 2014?
The Speaker: Honourable Minister?
Hon. R. Wayne Scott: Yes, Mr. Speaker. That is
three, three times.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
We now move to Honourable T. E. Lister, who
had a supplementary for the Junior Minister. Yes.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, the first question, the supplemental that I have for the Junior Minister is, Given that
Canada found that these two programmes—and of
course, nobody knows what the programmes are because no one has heard it—but given that Canada
found these two programmes produced immigrants
who were less likely to stay over the medium- to longterm and, in fact, paid less tax than other immigrants,
what steps will the Government of Bermuda take to
ensure this experience is not duplicated here?
The Speaker: Junior Minister?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The Minister of Home Affairs is currently reviewing changes in Immigration policies from several
countries around the world, and not just Canada. During the course of our investigation, we learned that
countries change their immigration policies at different
times for different reasons. The decision by the Canadian government in their 2014 budget was to terminate their federal immigrant investor programme. As a
result, Canada is introducing a new pilot project entitled Immigrant Investor Venture Capital Fund.
To answer the Member’s question directly,
specifically, Mr. Speaker, I would like to read an excerpt from the Canadian Economic Action Plan 2014.
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes?

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Actually, Mr. Speaker, we never
did the question. So if I can start from that point?
The Speaker: Yes. You only can ask one question.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Sorry? Go ahead. I am listening.
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member, you can just
ask one question. That is why I had indicated to you
that you ask supplemental questions on the questions
which were already answered. And I believe we received the answers. Yes.

POINT OF ORDER
[Standing Order 17(9)(a)(viii)]
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order. According to the
Standing Order 17(9)(a)(viii), if there are statements
that are excessively long, the Minister should provide
that in a Statement, not during Question Period.
The Speaker: It is not excessively long yet, Honourable Member.
[Laughter]
The Speaker: Move on quickly, please.

[Pause]
The Speaker: Honourable Member, so you can ask
supplemental questions on both of those questions.

1

Original question asked in full at page 1728
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Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Member was given these answers in writing.

The Speaker: All right. Go ahead, go ahead, go
ahead, Honourable Member.

The Speaker: Right. So he has . . . What you need to
do is just tell him to refer to what you . . . ask the
Member to refer to what you . . .

QUESTION 1: CANADIAN FEDERAL INVESTOR
PROGRAMME AND FEDERAL ENTREPRENEUR
PROGRAMME

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Okay. Can he—
The Speaker: Member Lister.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Member Lister can refer
to the answers that were previously provided.
The Speaker: Yes. Right.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, sir.
Question number one, for those who are listening: In light of the Government’s current study of
commercial immigration, would the Honourable Minister please provide this Honourable House with any
lessons learned from the termination of the Federal
Investor Programme and the Federal Entrepreneur
Programme by the Government of Canada? That is
the question. I have had an answer.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: If he needs some extra
additional information, I can give it to him.
The Speaker: Yes. Okay. All right.
MP Lister?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, you know that I
would never contradict you. However, you cannot tell
him he answered the question already if I asked him a
new question. He has not answered my question. It
was a new question. It just came up. I just asked it two
minutes ago. He answered a question from several
weeks ago.
The Speaker: Okay.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: He now has the opportunity to
answer my question from today. He can do it in whatever manner he likes. But I would like today’s question
answered.
The Speaker: Yes. I think that the Honourable Member is correct in that, yes, if you can expound on the
question that he gave. Or if you are unable to answer
it, you need to get the information from the Minister.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: If the Honourable Member could just repeat the question one more time for
me, please.
The Speaker: MP Lister.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, with your guidance, I think for the Members of the House, and certainly the people at home, if we read the original question, even if you do not get the answer, people would
know what we are talking about. Nobody knows what
we are talking about!
So if you would be kind enough to allow me to
read question one—he does not have to answer it—
then I will go to the supplemental questions, and then
I will read question two.

SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Terry E. Lister: My first supplemental is, Given
that Canada found these two programmes produced
immigrants who were less likely to stay over the medium- and long-term, which was obviously the goal,
and in fact found that these folks paid less tax than
other immigrants, what steps will the Government of
Bermuda take to ensure that this experience is not
duplicated here in Bermuda?
The Speaker: Yes, Junior Minister.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you for that,
Member.
Canada, okay, is replacing their Federal Immigrant Investor Programme with a new Immigrant
Investor Venture Capital Fund. It was quite apparent
that the last programme, the federal programme, was
not working. Why? It was because the requirements
that applicants were asked to adhere to were significantly less than peer countries. Therefore, the Canadian Government in their recent 2014 budget made a
decision to do away with that programme.
So, to answer your question, once the new
programme, the New Canadian Immigrant Investor
Venture Capital Fund programme is implemented, we
will study that to see what that programme is and what
benefits can be derived for Bermuda. Okay?
The whole commercial immigration question is
still under study. No decisions have been made. We
are looking at various countries around the world, because there are a number of countries that have these
types of programmes. They all differ, and they all are
set up to benefit that individual, particular country. And
we will do the same.
The Speaker: Thank you.
MP Lister?
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QUESTION 2: CANADIAN FEDERAL INVESTOR
PROGRAMME AND THE FEDERAL ENTREPRENEUR PROGRAMME
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I have to say that
was an excellent answer, and I am very happy with
that.
Now, my second question is, One of the difficulties that the Canadian programme experienced
was that the net worth requirements for persons participating in the programme was too low. It was set at
$1.6 million, Canadian dollars. What net worth target
is being considered by the Government of Bermuda?
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Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Well, I think the answer is subjective. Bermuda is a very welcoming place to live. We do believe
that there are people around the world who would
welcome the opportunity to live and reside in Bermuda. More specifically, under commercial immigration, there is no personal income tax here, relatively
low employment tax and social programmes. So that
would make Bermuda attractive. We have a low crime
rate. This is just a nice place to live.
The Speaker: Thank you.
MP Lister?

The Speaker: Junior Minister?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Once again, the programme is not set in
stone. We are going through a consultation phase. So
I cannot specifically answer that question.
What I can say is that our threshold would be
significantly higher than the Canadian. But what that
threshold will be I do not know. I have heard numbers
of $10 million. We want high net worth individuals living, working, spending money in Bermuda. So it is not
going to be high volume. It is not going to be thousands of people. We are looking to target very high
net worth individuals who can benefit the country.

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, I would like to invite the Member to read the answer that he has on the
piece of paper so I can ask my question, please. Because it all falls under that. And I said that in the intro
when I made it. Without the answer that I have . . . I
can read the answer myself (if you like). But without
that answer, that question is a moot. It means nothing
to anybody in the House. You have to see the question in order to follow my next question.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you.
Yes. MP Lister?

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, if you have it, you
will see there is a two-sentence paragraph followed by
a three-sentence paragraph. Those are the ones I
would like to have read.

SUPPLEMENTARIES
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, my supplementaries to question
two fall directly out of the answer. And the answer is
only one short paragraph—it is a lot, but one short
paragraph. So, I would invite or ask if I could be allowed to read the question, and then the Junior Minister could give that first paragraph, and then I can do
supplemental questions as they come straight out of
it.

The Speaker: Yes. I think that is going to take up a
little bit too much time, Member. So if you go, go to it,
yes.

The Speaker: Which two? What are you talking
about?

Hon. Terry E. Lister: The second question is, Given
that Bermuda citizenship cannot be granted to commercial immigrants—because you cannot do it—Will
the Honourable Minister please inform this Honourable House, what are the factors that the Government
believes will make Bermuda more attractive than the
many other countries that do offer this opportunity, the
opportunity for citizenship?

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Response to . . . It is important
to note that Bermuda controls its own immigration and
Bermuda status policies. By contrast, the UK system
is considerably more liberal for residence and citizenship rights.
“Becoming a British Overseas Territories citizen, any person who legally resides for a period of
five years in a British Overseas Territory and is free
from immigration control for 12 months or greater and
is of ‘good character’ may apply to the British Government to become a British Overseas Territory citizen [BOTC]. You automatically become a British citist
zen on the 21 of May 2002 if your British Overseas
Territories citizenship was gained by connection with
a qualifying territory.”
Now, that is the answer that has been given.
That is pretty startling stuff for most people. So I
would like to ask some questions about that.

The Speaker: Yes.
Junior Minister?

The Speaker: Yes, okay, if you can get to them
quickly, please.

The Speaker: Yes.
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: Sure. First question: Is the Minister telling us that we can expect that the British Government will give these persons the right to live in
Bermuda forever by issuing a BOTC status?
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, as you know, because you invited me to Chambers earlier, there was no notice to
this particular question. You have allowed it. I do not
feel it is urgent, but you have allowed it.

The Speaker: Minister?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: My initial response is
that that is not the intent. I cannot answer definitively. I
would have to look into that specifically.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Your last question.

The Speaker: Well, I do. I do, Honourable Member.
Yes.
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Honourable Member, do you mind?
[Pause]

Hon. Terry E. Lister: Last question: Can the Junior
Minister confirm that persons finding themselves in
this position will be legally able to apply to the British
Government for BOTC status without informing the
Bermuda Government?
The Speaker: Carry on, Minister.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: If I understand the
Member’s question correctly, a person legally residing
for a period of five years in a British Overseas Territory, free of immigration control for 12 months, can
apply to the British Government to become a British
Overseas Territories citizen and obtain a BOTC passport after being naturalised under the British Nationality Act 1981.
What must be noted is that having a BOTC
passport does not give that person the right to vote in
Bermuda, which I think is where the Member is going
with this. So, having a BOTC passport does not give
that individual the right to vote, which is not our intention.
The Speaker: Right. Thank you, Member.
That is it, Honourable Member. You have had
your two questions, yes. Thank you.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member, MP Walton Brown, who has a question for
Dr. Gibbons.
QUESTION 1: COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, my question for the Honourable
Minister with responsibility for Education is, In light of
the recent developments concerning the Commissioner of Education, can the Minister inform this
House whether or not he remains confident that the
Commissioner is fully committed to his duties and responsibilities in Bermuda?
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Minister Gibbons?

The Speaker: Carry on, Minister.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I am also concerned because,
by its very nature, the question is calling into question
the integrity of a senior civil servant. So I do not see
any public good in answering the question in the way
it was put.
What I will say is that this is an evolving staffing issue. I met with the Commissioner before he left.
He is on personal leave right now. And I will meet
again with him on his return.
[Gavel]
The Speaker: Members, can we hear the question
being answered?
Carry on, Minister.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
But, Mr. Speaker, as you are aware, Ministers
must be very careful not to interfere in the staffing issues. And any discussion involving a senior civil servant like this, particularly the Commissioner of Education, involves a range of individuals, including the
Permanent Secretary, in this case the Board of Education and, obviously, ultimately the Public Service
Commission.
Mr. Speaker, I believe that the Commissioner
has done a very good job to date. He has put out
there a personal statement in terms of his commitment to Bermuda. I have nothing further at this particular point to add to that. Thank you.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Mr. Walton Brown: Just one supplementary, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.
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SUPPLEMENTARY
Mr. Walton Brown: Has the Minister or the Ministry
contemplated any contingency plans in the event of
an abrupt departure of the Commissioner of Education?
The Speaker: Minister?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, most
Ministries and, certainly, this one, considers succession planning for all senior civil servants. And there
would be no difference here.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Yes.
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Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
My understanding of the situation is that part
of the raison d’être of the clinic was to provide services out of hours when services from GPs [general
practitioners] were not available. And that was the
reason why the services were set from four until midnight and twelve until midnight on a weekend, when
other services are not available.
Also, the question is to be able to obtain people to serve there, it is normally people who are also
working at the hospital. And some of them work in
their off-time at the UCC. So that is how we managed
to make it to some degree financially viable.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister.
I recognise again the Member from constituency 3. Do you have a supplemental?

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you. Supplementary?
SUPPLEMENTARY
The Speaker: Yes.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Can the Minister confirm that
the Commissioner of Education is on personal leave
and is now conducting interviews in another jurisdiction while on personal leave?

Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
Well, given that the hours were formerly
8:00 am to midnight where the diagnostic centre did
operate, may I ask you why indeed has not that service been restored, since that was quite a revenueearning stream for the hospital?
The Speaker: Minister?

The Speaker: Honourable Minister.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I cannot confirm that. I do know that there were a number
of personal issues he wanted to attend to, one of
which, there was a death in the family and he was
responsible for organising the funeral.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, thank
you, Minister, for those answers.
We now move to the Statements by Ministers.
And we look first at the Lamb Foggo Urgent Care
Centre. The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from constituency 3. MP Lovitta Foggo, you
have the floor.
QUESTION 1: LAMB FOGGO URGENT CARE
CENTRE
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. And
thank you for your update, Minister of Health.
My question is this: Given what you have
shared in your most recent update, why has there
been no effort made to extend the hours, considering
the fact that now you are looking at an average, which
has dropped down to 10 to 12 visitors per shift, and
one of the main reasons why the place was closed
was due to economics?
The Speaker: Minister Moniz?

Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
My information is, I have been informed that
the diagnostic part was totally untenable financially; it
just did not work.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Honourable Member Foggo, do you have a
second question?
QUESTION 2: LAMB FOGGO URGENT CARE
CENTRE
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Yes. I am going to just speed
along due to the shortness of time.
I want to thank the Minister for at least promising the people of Bermuda for keeping the place open
until 2015. However, what efforts are being made to
ensure that the place does indeed stay open, period?
What measures have been put in place to try and
bring that about?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Well, Mr. Speaker, I can only
repeat what I said in the Statement. We are broadening our net to look at the various services from the
clinic to improve the ambulance service, which if we
are able to do that, I think will address one of the great
concerns that was originally had, to be able to speed
the service to get patients to the Emergency Depart-
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ment at the hospital. So, you know, we are exploring
all avenues that appear to be realistic. And we will
continue to do so.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you.
MP De Silva, you have a supplementary?
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Is the Minister saying that
that statement is not true?
The Speaker: He is not . . . You cannot ask that question. The Premier said it. The Premier said that, Honourable Member. You know that. We all know that. He
said it in a report. Yes.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, I have a question.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: You have a question?
You are finished, MP Foggo?
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Yes.
The Speaker: Okay. Question from MP De Silva.
QUESTION 1: LAMB FOGGO URGENT CARE
CENTRE
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Minister stated
in his Statement that the centre would remain open for
a period and, in fact, later on went on to say to at least
March 2015.
Mr. Speaker, my question to the Minister is,
nd
November 22 , here at this House, we had a petition
given to the Premier. And on that date, the Premier
said that the Lamb Foggo Clinic would not close, gave
his undertaking.
My question to the Minister is, in his Statement saying that it will remain open at least until
March 2015, has he confirmed with the Premier that
the Lamb Foggo Care Centre is going to stay open
beyond that time, as he promised?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz: Mr. Speaker, I can only speak
for myself, and I am trying to make realistic statements on a realistic timeline. So that is as far as I am
able to go at the moment, which I think is good
enough for most reasonable people.

The Speaker: Is there any other Honourable Member
who would care to ask a question? All right.
We move now to the Public Bodies Reform
Act 2014. I recognise the Honourable Deputy Leader
of the Opposition. MP Derrick Burgess, you have the
floor.
QUESTION 1: PUBLIC BODIES REFORM ACT 2014
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, the Government has stated that,
with this new reform authority, that there would be two
members from the unions and five others. Will the
Minister reconsider the makeup of the authority?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, the purpose
of the consultation process is to investigate all variations. If the Honourable Member has an idea, I would
be quite happy to hear it.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, that was
not the question I asked about in the consultation. I
asked him, Will the makeup of the authority, will the
Minister reconsider the makeup of the authority? He
has stated that it will be two from the union and five
others.
The Speaker: Yes.
Minister?

The Speaker: Thank you.
You have a supplementary?

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I have answered the question.

SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Supplementary, Mr.
Speaker.
For the Minister to say “reasonable time,” that
statement for me does not wash, Mr. Speaker. The
Premier—the Premier of the country said it would not
close.
The Speaker: What is your question, Honourable
Member?

The Speaker: Okay. Yes.
I think, Honourable Member, what he said is
that—
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: That is not an answer.
But that is okay. I understand! I understand very
clearly what is going on here! That is fine.
Supplementary.
The Speaker: Right.
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SUPPLEMENTARY
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Will the authority be
the power that orders or recommends the privatisation
or mutualisation of a department?

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: The Minister said that GPS
is now optional. But the original plan was to have advertising via GPS—

The Speaker: Minister?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order. Point of
order. Point of order.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: No.

The Speaker: Yes.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
The next is on the taxi industry proposed
amendments, the Honourable Learned Member S. G.
Crockwell. I recognise MP Lawrence Scott.
QUESTION 1: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TAXI
LEGISLATION
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Yes, thank you, Mr.
Speaker, and I am going to try to be as brief as possible.
Is the Minister aware and concerned that
there is a threshold in where consumers will draw the
line and stop supporting our taxi industry, and does
the increase of the taxi fare cross that threshold?

POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I did not say that GPS
was now optional.
The Speaker: Right.
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Okay. He is looking at making it optional. But part of that making it optional, the
original plan was to have advertising via GPS inside
the taxis. Does that mean that the only taxi drivers or
owners to be able to advertise would be those that still
subscribe to GPS?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No. Those are two separate initiatives.

The Speaker: Minister?
The Speaker: All right. MP Burgess.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The requested increase was one that was
lobbied by the industry to the Ministry, and we think
that it is not unreasonable.

The Speaker: Yes.

The Speaker: Thank you.
Do you have a supplementary?

QUESTION 1: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TAXI
LEGISLATION

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Supplementary.

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Minister, are you
aware that the Government workers and the hotel
workers are presently working from the 2008 wage
rate, in light of the 25 per cent increase you are proposing?

The Speaker: Yes.
SUPPLEMENTARIES

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, question.

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Could the Minister explain
how many people from BTA or how many taxi drivers
and owners he spoke to in consultation to get into this
decision?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: This is separate from taxi
drivers? I am sorry . . .

The Speaker: Minister?

The Speaker: I guess just in general.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I cannot say the exact
number. We consulted with all of the various companies and associations and had a meeting at the Ministry at the end, which over 200 individuals attended.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I am not quite clear. I am
not clear on the answer to your question, so I can undertake to get it.

The Speaker: Minister?

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Another supplementary?

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: The taxi drivers are
going to receive a 25 per cent increase. Are you
aware that the hotel workers and the Government
workers are working from the 2008 wage scale?

The Speaker: Yes.

The Speaker: Yes.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
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Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: No, I understand what
you are saying. I am not familiar with those conditions.
But certainly, we were lobbied on behalf of the taxi
industry. We think it is reasonable. There has not
been an increase in fares since 2007.

and funding to be able to give effect to such changes
through national legislation in a timely manner.”
Can the Minister reveal that that department is
actively training Bermudians in some of these key areas to deal with some of the shortfalls in personnel
that it is experiencing?

The Speaker: Yes, you have a supplementary?

The Speaker: Yes?

Mr. E. David Burt: If I could, please.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you. I can confirm
that there are a number of Bermudians that are working at that department. In terms of active, ongoing
training programmes, I will have to get that answer for
you.

The Speaker: Yes.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, did the Minister consider other aspects to lower the costs for taxis, such
as fuel-rate based instead of increasing fares, which is
going to possibly cause taxi drivers to lose business?

The Speaker: Thank you.
MP Roban, second question?

The Speaker: Minister?

The Speaker: Okay.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: We are looking at other
options as well.

QUESTION 2: DEPARTMENT OF MARINE ADMINISTRATION—RESULTS OF 2014 FOLLOW-UP
MONITORING VISIT BY UK GOVERNMENT

The Speaker: Thank you.
All right. I go to the Maritime Administration,
and I will recognise the Honourable Member from
Warwick, MP Lawrence Scott.
QUESTION 1: DEPARTMENT OF MARINE ADMINISTRATION—RESULTS OF 2014 FOLLOW-UP
MONITORING VISIT BY UK GOVERNMENT
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Will the Minister confirm that, despite the additional revenue earnings potential as outlined in his
Statement, that Maritime Administration is one of
those departments that are earmarked for privatisation?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I can
say that the Government is looking at various, again,
options. Not necessarily privatisation, but maybe looking at this as becoming a quango.
The Speaker: Thank you.
MP Scott, are you done?
All right. I recognise now MP Roban.
QUESTION 1: DEPARTMENT OF MARINE ADMINISTRATION—RESULTS OF 2014 FOLLOW-UP
MONITORING VISIT BY UK GOVERNMENT
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
On page 3 of the Minister’s Statement, he
said, “It is important that the Maritime Administration
has the necessary technical experts, legal personnel

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes, second question.

Mr. Walter H. Roban: And thank you to the Minister
for undertaking that.
The Minister also said on page 3 that Bermuda was a number of years behind enacting national
legislation required for updating with international
maritime conventions.
Can the Minister confirm the exact number of
actual pieces of legislation that are outstanding, or the
conventions that have not been addressed by being
updated thus far?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I can confirm that we will
be bringing about another three or four pieces of legislation as it relates to pollution and the like, regulations
to reduce pollution and be in line with UK standards.
In terms of the exact amount of legislation, I do not
know. But I know that in the immediate future, we will
be seeing about three or four pieces of regs.
The Speaker: Thank you
You have a supplementary?
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Supplementary to that.
The Speaker: Yes.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Could the Minister undertake to
confirm how many pieces are currently outstanding?
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currently being trained in this area. Again, I will confirm that for you, Honourable Member.

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Well, can you actually at some
point confirm how many are outstanding beyond what
you are going to bring?

The Speaker: Thank you.
You have a supplementary?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: That is fine.

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Supplementary.

The Speaker: Yes, yes. All right.

The Speaker: Yes.

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Question, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: You have already asked . . .
Mr. Walter H. Roban: I have asked a question, and
question and a supplementary.
The Speaker: You have one more supplementary,
yes.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Well, I actually just want to ask
my last question, Mr. Speaker, my third question.
The Speaker: You have already asked . . . You cannot ask three questions.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: You can ask three questions,
two supplementaries per question, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes, yes, right. Yes, exactly. You have
one more question.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Thank
you for confirming that.
The Speaker: I was trying to get . . . MP Brown
wanted to ask a question.
QUESTION 3: DEPARTMENT OF MARINE ADMINISTRATION—RESULTS OF 2014 FOLLOW-UP
MONITORING VISIT BY UK GOVERNMENT
Mr. Walter H. Roban: On page 4 of the Minister’s
Statement, the Minister says that the auditors were
. . . That it was identified by the auditors that there
were an insufficient number of in-house surveyors to
service the number of ships on Bermuda’s Register.
Can the Minister confirm—and it may be related to a previous question—are there any Bermudians currently being trained specifically in that area to
take some of the future opportunities that might be
available as surveyors?
The Speaker: Minister?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you. As I stated in
the Statement, there is a dearth of surveyors. We
have made modifications to try and make it more attractive. I do not believe that there are Bermudians

SUPPLEMENTARY
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Would the Minister agree that
perhaps this is an area of opportunity where we could
attract some of our young, talented, math-minded and
sea-minded persons to this area for the long term?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I certainly would agree.
And again, we do have Bermudians in the department
doing very well.
[Gavel]
The Speaker: Thank you.
That completes our question time.
Honourable Members, since it is 12:25-plus, I
would suggest that we take lunch now. So, Honourable Premier, if you would?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move now that we break for lunch until
2:00 pm.
The Speaker: Thank you.
We will adjourn until 2:00 pm.
[Gavel]
Proceedings suspended at 12:26 pm
Proceedings resumed at 2:00 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]
The Speaker: Thank you, Members.
We had finished today, and we ended with the
end of the Question Period, and Minister Dunkley is
here so I will ask Minister Dunkley if he would proceed.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 14
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I ask your permission and the
leave of this Honourable House to suspend Standing
Order 14 to allow me to present a Paper.
The Speaker: Yes.
Any objections to that?
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[Motion carried: Standing Order 14 suspended.]

PAPERS AND OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS TO THE HOUSE
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY AND DEFENCE REVIEW COMMITTEE
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I have the honour to attach and submit for the
information of this Honourable House of Assembly the
Report of the National Security and Defence Review
Committee.
The Speaker: Thank you very much, Honourable
Member.
Minister, carry on with the next one please.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 14
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Again, I ask for leave to suspend Standing
Order 14 to allow me to read this Ministerial Statement.
The Speaker: Yes, if there are no objections.
Please, carry on.
[Motion carried: Standing Order 14 suspended.]
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Mr. Speaker, I have consistently indicated that
this report would be tabled in this Honourable House
for the consideration and debate of Honourable Members. I am pleased therefore to table the report and a
motion inviting this House to take note of its contents.
Mr. Speaker, I do so on this last day of meeting so
that the House will have the opportunity to consider
this report during our well-earned 7-week recess.
Mr. Speaker, the Ministry of National Security
continues to consider the report which contains some
significant analysis and recommendations. The service chiefs are concurrently reviewing its contents and
in conjunction with Government House the Government will more clearly set out its position in the coming weeks.
Mr. Speaker, this report is an independent
analysis of the areas considered by the Committee,
and there are some recommendations that have farreaching consequences and require careful consideration in the Bermudian context. However, this Government is committed to best practice in national security and where changes and improvements are required, they will be made.
In closing, Mr. Speaker, I wish to thank the
Chairman, the Committee and the technical officers
who manned the Secretariat for their work and for the
production of this comprehensive document.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS
AND JUNIOR MINISTERS

CONGRATULATORY AND/OR
OBITUARY SPEECHES

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY AND DEFENCE REVIEW COMMITTEE

The Speaker: We now move to our congratulatory
and/or obituary speeches.
The Chair will recognise the Deputy Speaker,
the Member from constituency 4, MP RobertsHolshouser.
You have the floor.

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, let me first thank you and all
Honourable Members of this House for the indulgence
in the tabling of this report, its accompanying motion,
and the delivery of this Ministerial Statement.
Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members will be
aware that His Excellency the Governor appointed a
National Security and Defence Review Committee on
22 May 2013. The Committee's mandate was, briefly
stated, to undertake a fundamental review of Bermuda's national security needs, to assess the resources required to meet those needs and to make
recommendations on the structures and organisation
required.
Mr. Speaker, the Committee was chaired by
former Cabinet Secretary, Mr. Leo Mills, and comprised the late Honourable Member, Mrs. Louise
Jackson, Major George Jones, Mrs. Cheryl-Ann Lister,
Mr. Ralph Richardson and former Commissioner of
Police, Mr. Jonathan Smith.

Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker, and good afternoon.
The Speaker: Good afternoon.

Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Normally we are
doing “good mornings.”
I would like the House to acknowledge the
passing of Edith Clair Spencer. I knew Mrs. Spencer
because she was the organist at St. Peter’s and, of
course, St. Peter’s is part of a family of churches—
one of them being Chapel of the East, St. Peter’s
West and, of course, St. Peter’s.
Mrs. Spencer was the organist for 38 years
and a few years ago when she retired we had the
privilege of acknowledging her dedication by naming
the church hall where the Sunday School meets in St.
Bermuda House of Assembly
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Peter’s in St. George’s by her name. So it is now the
Edith Clair Spencer Hall.
Just a little bit of interest that caught my attention—Mrs. Hall [sic] initially started her career (let us
say) in St. Peter’s as an individual that would give
tours of the area. She then fell in love, of course, she
came from a family of musicians, and she decided she
was going to teach herself how to use the organ.
There were days when she was known, after she finished work, to have locked herself in the church so
that, of course, no one would interrupt her as continued to practice. She then went on to become our organist for 38 years. So that is a long time of dedication. She was raised . . . she was a lifetime member of
St. Peter’s (if there is such a thing since nowadays our
churches seem more empty).
But I would sincerely like the House of Assembly to recognise her at her passing. Once she
learned her skill, she also took her time and her patience to mentor other young Bermudians in the ways
of how to play the organ, so my hat is off to her. My
sincere condolences go to the family who are, I am
sure, suffering at this time.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Whip, MP Foggo.
You have the floor.
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I would like to be associated with the condolences for Mrs. Spencer. In fact, I guess you can say
that Mrs. Spencer is definitely a stalwart of St.
George’s and, indeed, of St. Peter’s Church. She was
the organist there for many years. Her son, Philip
Spencer, was a teacher for a great many years at the
elementary level, teaching at both East End as well as
St. George’s Preparatory School. I think you are familiar with her son who has been a long-time employee
of the Public Works Department, Mr. Dennis Spencer,
who holds a high position in that department.
Certainly, Mrs. Spencer will be a great miss to
the St. George’s community and, as has been said by
the Deputy Speaker, she comes from a family of musicians. One of her brothers, Mr. Ike Callibras, indeed
went to school with my father. And Mrs. Spencer herself was in the same graduating class as my mother.
In fact, I have had occasion to talk with Mrs. Spencer
in terms of some of the things that my mother and her
class used to do when they were young. Again, it is a
great loss to St. George’s losing Mrs. Spencer, and I
think one of the proud moments both for the Spencer
family as well as for St. George’s overall was when
they did indeed honour Mrs. Spencer by naming the
Sunday School Hall at St. Peter’s Church after her.
She definitely was deserving and she will be remem-
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bered by many of the tourists who frequent our shores
for her tours of the St. Peter’s Church.
So condolences to the Spencer family, Mrs.
Spencer will be a great miss.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from St. George’s, constituency 1, MP Kenneth Bascome.
Mr. Kenneth (Kenny) Bascome: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I need to inform my colleague that she said
“Mrs. Hall.”
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Kenneth (Kenny) Bascome: I would like to also
be associated with those comments about Mrs.
Spencer. I knew Mrs. Spencer personally. Her son,
Dennis, and I were on the committee of the St.
George’s Cricket Club together—I as the Treasurer
and Mr. Spencer as the Secretary and Mr. Gregory
Smith as the Bar Chairman, Mr. Speaker (I do not
want to go into that). But we actually, the three of us,
became known as the three greatest individuals because we did so many things for the club. I also would
like to acknowledge Mrs. Spencer because she on
numerous occasions—you would be aware of my past
character, Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. Kenneth (Kenny) Bascome: —she used to always talk with me and encouraged me to be a productive citizen. And I will miss her, personally, and I can
say that she has touched many of the visitors to our
Island. I made a few phone calls to make people
aware that she had passed, and I can guarantee that
she will be a miss in the community of St. George’s.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, MP Michael Weeks.
You have the floor.
Mr. Michael A. Weeks: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and
good afternoon.
At this point, Mr. Speaker, I would like this
Honourable House to send a letter of congratulations
to a Miss Dakia O’Brien. She is one of my constituents
and she went away a few years ago to study the culinary arts and become a chef. She came here looking
for permanent employment and she was not successful in finding something permanent, so rather than
quit, she decided to become an entrepreneur, Mr.
Speaker, and she opened up her own little enterprise.
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And she is coming to be known as the “Chicken
Queen” because her specialty is chicken wings, and
not just the normal fare we get, but she has indulged
in a lot of different spices and tastes. So I would like
the House to definitely send her a letter of congratulations. She is a fine example of what it is when you can
put your mind to it and you become an entrepreneur.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Any other Members care to speak?
The Chair will recognise the Honourable Premier.
You have the floor, Premier.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I also would like to be associated with the
condolences to the Spencer family. St. George’s certainly has lost a matriarch there in St. George’s. I must
declare my interests here, my son-in-law Raymond
Spencer, she was his grandmother. But all of us coming along as kids and even before myself, as you
heard the Honourable Member, Kenneth Bascome,
speaking fondly of Mrs. Spencer. She will continue to
be spoken of very fondly—a wonderful woman—even
during my childhood I remember seeing her in the
church playing the organ and the likes, and always a
wonderful word she had to say, even when we were
kids.
So I would like to extend my condolences to
the family. Mrs. Marie Binns, who I also used to play
in a musical group with her as well, she would play
one of those big trombones and I was playing the
saxophone and all of that musical talent was coming
from Mrs. Spencer, her mother. So, again, I would like
to be associated with the condolences for the Spencer
family.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Premier.
Are there any other Honourable Members
who would care to speak?
No other Members.
We will move on.

MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE
The Speaker: There are none.
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The Speaker: There are none.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS
The Speaker: There are none.

NOTICES OF MOTIONS
The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honourable Premier.
MINISTERS AND MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATURE (SALARIES AND PENSIONS) ACT 1975
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I give notice of the following motion which I
am asking for the leave of the House to debate later
today under the provision of Standing Orders 23(2)
and (9).
The Speaker: Any objections to that?
Carry on, Premier.
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Yes, yes, it is coming now.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that pursuant to
section 2 of the Ministers and Members of the Legislature (Salaries and Pensions) Act 1975, the annual
salaries payable to Members of the Legislature listed
in Part A, and Officers of the Legislature listed in Part
B of the table below shall be as set out in column 3 of
the table with effect from 1 April 2014 to 31 March
2015.
And hopefully Honourable Members have a
copy of . . . should have a copy.
The Speaker: Members should . . . do you have that
yet?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Essentially, we are carrying over salaries of everyone as they stand.
The Speaker: Nothing is changing.
[Inaudible interjections]

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS
The Speaker: There are none.

NOTICE OF MOTION FOR THE
ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE
ON MATTERS OF URGENT
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE

The Speaker: Right.
Are there any objections to that?
And so we will move on to that later on. The
Chair will recognise now the Honourable Minister
Dunkley.
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY AND DEFENCE REVIEW COMMITTEE

Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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Mr. Speaker, I give notice that at the next day
of meeting I will move the following motion: That this
Honourable House take note of the report by the National Security and Defence Review Committee.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Objections?
There are none.
Thank you, Minister.

ORDERS OF THE DAY
The Speaker: The first Order is to be carried over.
The second Order is the Companies Amendment Act 2014 in the name of the Minister of Education and Economic Development, Minister Dr. Grant
Gibbons.
Dr. Gibbons, you have the floor.

BILL
SECOND READING
COMPANIES AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that the Bill entitled the
Companies Amendment Act 2014 be now read the
second time and committed.
The Speaker: Are there any objections?
Minister, please carry on.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I am pleased to introduce the Companies
Amendment Act 2014. This Bill proposes a number of
important amendments to the Companies Act 1981
that affect the ability of both local and exempt companies to acquire and hold land in Bermuda. The Bill is
accompanied by a comprehensive policy on corporate
land holding, which was tabled earlier this week.
Mr. Speaker, as Honourable Members will
recall, Government indicated in the November 2013
Speech from the Throne that the Minister of Economic
Development, working with the Ministry of Home Affairs, would move forward with proposals to improve
property market conditions.
Issues with holding, acquiring and conveying
land would be clarified and streamlined through
amendments to the Companies Act 1981. We are now
following through with that commitment.
Mr. Speaker, there are a number of reasons
for introducing these amendments at this time and
they include:
1. To provide, for the first time, a clear and
transparent written policy on corporate land
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holding in an otherwise cloudy area of law,
practice and Ministerial sanction;
2. To rectify some problems in the passing of
clean title due to lack of, or deficient, Ministerial consent being given under section 120 of
the Companies Act;
3. To stimulate turnover in the real estate market
and create jobs in the construction sector; and
4. To make Bermuda a more attractive and
competitive jurisdiction and to further
strengthen the bond that exempt companies
and their senior executives have with Bermuda.
Mr. Speaker, this Bill specifically addresses
the Companies Act provisions relating to corporate
land holding. The provisions have been overhauled in
order to modernise the laws governing corporate land
holding and to ensure clarity, transparency and consistency in the application of Ministerial sanctions.
At the same time the Bill seeks to safeguard
the long-standing policy of protecting land in Bermuda
for Bermudians under the provisions of Part VI of the
Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act 1957.
Mr. Speaker, I think it might be helpful to
briefly set out the law as it currently stands for corporate land holding.
Under the existing section 120 of the Companies Act, with the previous sanction of the Minister,
local companies are able to acquire and hold land that
is bona fide required for the purpose of the company.
With the exception of certain existing exempted companies that have been incorporated by a
Private Act, exempted companies are currently not
able to acquire and hold land fee simple.
In the case of both local and exempted companies, they are only allowed to hold commercial land
that is required for their business purpose by way of
lease or tenancy agreement. They can lease such
land for up to 50 years.
Also, with the consent of the Minister, they
can rent or lease land for up to 21 years in order to
provide accommodation or recreational facilities for
their officers and employees.
Mr Speaker, based on the way the law is currently written, if the principals of a company believe
that, at some time, they want the company to hold
land; under section 7(1)(g) of the Companies Act, the
company is required to set out in its Memorandum of
Association its maximum land holding powers.
For many years, up to approximately the year
2000, the standing practice (although there seems to
be no written policy to support this) was that companies would list up to half an acre. The Registrar of
Companies would review the memorandum and would
accept applications that cited reasonable land holding
powers. In other words, if it was 10 acres or 15 acres,
they would turn it back.
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When a Company came to the point of actually seeking to acquire land, again, per section 7(1)(g)
they would then need to submit a full description of
the particular parcel of land they proposed to hold. To
further complicate the situation, under section 120 of
the Companies Act, the company was required to obtain the Minister’s consent for each and every land
acquisition within its maximum land holding powers
(accompanied by a full description of the particular
parcel of land each and every time).
A further complicating factor is the section 11
requirement for the Company to list their objects in
their Memorandum of Association and the section120
requirement to list their bona fide purpose in their application for Ministerial consent. These applications
have to be assessed and considered without the
benefit of an established or formal policy. Subsequently, the processing of applications for consent is,
at times, protracted.
Furthermore, the inclusion of the bona fide
purpose wording in section 120 and the requirement
for a company to set their land holding powers became more confusing and essentially moot in 2006
when the Companies Act was amended to allow companies to have unrestricted objects and the capacity,
rights, powers and privileges of a natural person.
Indeed, Mr Speaker, the combination of this
requirement and the absence of an established policy
appear to have been the root cause of some previously issued and defective Ministerial sanctions.
In addition, for unexplained reasons, there
appears to have been periods, after the year 2000
when Ministerial sanctions under section 120 were
simply not issued, or issued irregularly. All of this has
resulted in questions about valid title for some properties.
Mr. Speaker, if this sounds complex and convoluted—that’s because it is—that is why we are
seeking to clarify it by modifying the law, producing a
clear policy and providing a mechanism to address
inherited problems.
Mr Speaker, there are other problems as well.
The Ministry has been advised by the Bermuda Bar
Association that several local companies hold property to which they do not hold proper title due to the
lacuna between the Ministerial consent they hold and
their Memorandum of Association and/or the submitted descriptions of their land parcels.
An example would be as follows:
• A company has sufficient land holding powers
listed in its Memorandum of Association.
• The company correctly applies for consent
and lists the parcels of land it intends to hold.
• The company is then granted a section 120,
Ministerial consent.
• The company goes about its business. In the
ensuing years—the company subdivides the
property, changes its boundaries or makes
other amendments that mean that their parcel
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descriptions no longer comply with those that
were consented to. The company may well
have performed such actions in good faith
thinking they were acting within their powers
and within the overall limit of their land holding
they declared in their Memorandum of Association.

In such a situation, as I have just described
Mr. Speaker, any conveyance or financial transactions
entered into by the company, relating to those pieces
of land, is questionable with regard to the validity of
the title to the land.
This title is now “suspect” because it could be
argued that the Ministerial consent is null and void
due to the fact that it no longer corresponds to the
description of land for which the consent was given.
This has become a significant problem for certain
companies who need to be able to pass on clean title
in order to remain commercially viable.
Mr Speaker, the Ministry is aware of at least
10 such cases that have been brought to its attention
over the last couple of years. There may be many
more, as some companies will not realise there is a
problem until they attempt to sell their property.
The current Act enables a company to alter its
Memorandum of Association; however, Ministerial
consent can only take effect from the time of the altered Memorandum of Association, not retroactively.
In order to rectify such deficiencies and to allow clean title to be conveyed, the Act is being
amended to:
1. allow the Minister to give retroactive consent
to companies; and
2. to repeal the provision in [section] 7(1)(g) that
requires a Memorandum of Association to set
out the maximum land holding powers of a
company and the particular parcel of land that
it proposes to acquire.
Mr Speaker, in reviewing the Act to accommodate the aforementioned rectification, it became
apparent that there were other areas of uncertainty
and that there was not a clearly articulated, written
policy to guide the Minister in his decision-making on
providing consent.
In seeking an expedient method to progress
the amendments, it was determined that land holding
by corporate entities should become a restricted business activity.
By making corporate land holding a restricted
business activity, the amendment removes the confusion about whether land holding is a power or an object that the Company must set out in the Memorandum of Association.
Also, in order for the Minister to give his consent, the Bill requires that he must be satisfied that
this restricted business activity is in accordance with
the corporate land holding policy. The policy must be
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approved by the Cabinet and will be published on the
Ministry’s website.
Mr Speaker, I wish to make it very clear that
our approach toward corporate land holding is one of
caution. Our land is a scarce resource. It is precious.
We are very careful to balance this fact with the need
to stimulate our economy. With this in mind, we have
crafted the policy to ensure that restrictions remain on
the capacity of companies to acquire and hold land.
The main change between the previous situation and the new policy is that now local and exempt
companies will be allowed to purchase residential
property. Let me be clear here.
The residential properties companies will be
allowed to purchase are very specific and are the
properties that are already available to what is known
as “restricted persons.”
This restricted person category is a designation that the Department of Immigration uses for foreign nationals or persons who do not possess Bermudian status. Residential properties with an Annual
Rental Value, or ARV, of $177,000 and above are the
properties that are available to restricted persons.
There are about 250 high-end residential
properties in this category, as well as about 420 condos that are similarly designated. The policy will prevent companies from renting these properties in the
market.
The proposed policy changes will also allow,
within certain criteria and restrictions, exempt companies to hold commercial property if it is used for the
specific purposes of their business. Similar provisions
will apply to local businesses. Another change is that
companies will now be able to hold mixed-use properties. This is where no more than 20 per cent of the
property is for residential purposes while the remainder is commercial.
Mr Speaker, to further ensure the best interests of Bermuda are protected, when considering
whether to consent to a licence, the Minister will have
regard to the following factors:
1. the economic situation in Bermuda and the
pool of available property;
2. the nature and previous conduct of the company and the persons having an interest in the
company whether as directors, shareholders
or otherwise;
3. any advantage or disadvantage to Bermuda
and/or Bermudians which may result from the
company acquiring and holding residential
property; and
4. the desirability of retaining in the control of
Bermudians the economic resources of Bermuda.
Mr Speaker, the Minister will be allowed to
impose conditions deemed appropriate. For example,
if an exempt company seeks to purchase a building
for commercial use, they must declare what it is they
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intend to use if for. If they say it is (and this is just an
example) for a dry goods warehouse to store files,
then the Minister can impose the condition that the
building must be used for storing these dry goods.
If the owner then demolishes the warehouse
and builds a restaurant, then the Minister is likely to
ask the company to explain themselves.
In order for such conditions to have the force
of law, the Minister retains the power to modify or revoke his consent. The company will be given notice of
the Minister’s intention, in writing, specifying the
grounds on which the Minister proposes to revoke his
consent. The company will be afforded the opportunity
to make representation to the Minister with regard to
the potential revocation.
A non-exhaustive list of conditions is contained in the policy. As an example; In the case of a
private trust company, a policy condition is that the
beneficiaries must be Bermudian and the company
must fully comply with the restrictions imposed by the
Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act 1957. Further, the company must file a report annually with the
Department of Immigration confirming that the beneficiaries are Bermudian.
It is important to note that these proposed revisions to the Companies Act do not impact on the
Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act. The decision-making of the Minister of Home Affairs with regard to Immigration consent still applies on land holding.
Mr Speaker, this Bill is another example of the
initiatives we have introduced to create a more welcoming environment for companies. Strengthening the
bond that companies have with the Island will encourage them to retain existing jobs in Bermuda and hire
new people.
Like the Incentives for Job Makers Act, this
Bill is designed to send a clear message that those
who create jobs in Bermuda, for Bermudians, are valued members of our social and economic fabric.
Those in senior decision-making positions are
far more inclined to make a long-term commitment to
Bermuda when they feel they are welcomed and valued. We want their jurisdictional decision to be more
than just a numbers game. It should also be emotional.
Individuals and companies that truly feel that
they are appreciated in Bermuda are also more likely
to contribute their financial and human support to
charitable causes and our community.
Mr Speaker, the proposed amendments in this
Bill are also important for attracting new businesses.
Companies who are considering a move to Bermuda
look for a barometer. That barometer is the group of
existing companies and job makers who are already in
Bermuda. If existing stakeholders are not happy, and
do not believe they are welcome, it is more difficult to
attract new business.
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Mr Speaker, we believe that with passage of
this Bill, several properties that are currently on the
market will be acquired. This will produce revenue for
the Government via stamp duty. And, most importantly, this will produce jobs in the construction sector.
Many of the properties, once acquired, will undergo
renovation and redevelopment.
Mr Speaker, I will point out that there are a
number of floor amendments that I would like to propose that relate to the Bill. Most of these are for clarification purposes. One is a little more material. I will
address these later on in Committee, but wanted to
point it out up front.
I also would like to advise that, following a
question from the Honourable Independent Member,
we have made one small modification to the policy as
it relates to Ministerial consideration on whether to
grant permission to an exempted company at the bottom of page 4 of the policy. This Ministerial consideration will now apply to both residential and commercial
property.
In addition, in order to avoid ambiguity, we will
change the phrase “for accommodation of the company’s employees or corporate hospitality/recreation”
currently in the policy on pages 1, 2 and 4. This will be
changed to “to provide accommodation or recreational
facilities for its officers and employees” which is the
phrase currently used in section [120](4)(b) and section 129(1)(a)(ii) of the Act.
Mr. Speaker, thank you. At this time I will take
my seat and let others contribute.
Thank you.
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tele, business people, the right foreign investment is,
of course, a necessary endeavour.
However, it cannot be to the detriment of the
Bermudian. And there are some questions that, you
know, begs an answer with regard to the effort to provide a more seamless process and protocol for those
that would be attracted to Bermuda to engage in business activity and to establish themselves here over
the medium to long term.
However, there is no guarantee. And even
though it might be explained and attempted to be substantiated that the properties (the 250 or so) would be
out of range for the average Bermudian, it does not
make it something that is palatable to Bermudians.
When there are situations that one would look at in a
Bermudian becoming wealthy enough to compete with
that foreign investor, but that property has been spoken for over a long period of time and there is no particular direct benefit to the Bermudian in circumstances such as a business failing or a company deciding that they are just going to up and move elsewhere. We see that happening now where a company
just moves elsewhere. What happens then? Are they
still going to hold the property, rent the property out?
That capital that they receive in rent is then siphoned
overseas? They own the property. Where does the
revocation address that kind of a scenario, which is a
very significant possibility?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: If I may, Mr.
Speaker, just a point of clarification.
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member.

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Devonshire North Central, constituency 13, the Shadow Minister of Economic and Social
Development, MP Glenn Foggo [sic].
You have the floor.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Glenn Foggo?
The Speaker: Glenn Blakeney.
You have the floor.

POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: There are two things
here. One is the company will not be able to rent it to
third parties. And two, if the company actually moves
out of Bermuda then they are obligated to divest the
property and they are given three years to do that.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Minister.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: And that is in the legislation?

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I thought I had been cloned
or something and given—
The Speaker: That is right—Glenn Blakeney—you
have the floor.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I do applaud the Government for
its effort to try and stimulate the economy. However,
you know, there is an innate concern that I and we
have on this side with regard to property holdings in
the country by foreign investors. And I think, you
know, the approach in trying to be responsible in providing opportunities that would serve to attract clien-

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Okay.
You know, we have other concerns, some my
colleagues will address as well. But you know, how
many of the condo properties would be available for
purchase? We are talking about a high of about 250.
Who has really asked for this? I mean, are there people beating down the door to come to Bermuda and
this is, you know, one of the game changers that
causes them to decide that they are going to choose
Bermuda as the domicile of choice? I think Bermuda
has done quite well. And even if you are looking to
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incentivise, why at the expense of property when we
have, you know, 22 square miles, if that, and a lot less
of that available to Bermudians, as we speak?
The issue with commercialisation and residential—I think that is a kind of tricky and slippery slope
that really concerns me as well.
Why exactly are we making this change?
What is the problem that we are really trying to solve?
Is it no problem that we are trying to solve and just
purely an overture as an incentive to prospective investors in the country that may be looking for an overseas territory to domicile because of the financial regime, the tax regime, et cetera? I mean these are the
kinds of things that beg for answers because if it is not
broke, what are we fixing? And if there has been no
plethora of requests demanding this kind of situation
be looked at from potential investors—high end investors—that are saying, You know, we are going to base
a decision solely on being able to purchase a property, when they already know what they can benefit
from by coming to Bermuda, they already know that
there is a huge challenge with regard to the available
property for the citizens of the country, and now we
are going to put a number of properties in a pool that
provides an opportunity for realtors to make a very
handsome commission, notwithstanding you know the
effort to attract business to Bermuda.
I do not think that a realtor is necessarily going to be very interested in what kind of business or
what is the real motive behind the business coming
here, they are going to be interested in just selling the
property. And in this current climate there may be a
number of people who . . . you know, mortgage free,
have these beautiful properties and they decide, You
know what? I am not really looking to live in Bermuda
any longer. I do not need to maintain this property. I
just want to sell it. And they make it available to nonBermudians for the ease of their plan to retire or
whatever elsewhere and not necessarily to be committed to Bermuda.
What will the economic impact for the change
be? In the long term, I do not know how it can be positive when that title has been conveyed to a direct foreign investor and that investor could be here for a
number of years, there is elimination of opportunity for
Bermudians that might, you know, through their hard
work and a rite of passage based on that hard work,
and their successive tenure of being a proprietor of
business that is successful, be able to afford property
and may be looking for one, not just to reside in but be
looking to own their own building, to operate their own
business. But all of the available and suitable properties have been gobbled up by those that . . . in the
near or short to near term, have the resources to just
eat up all of the property that becomes available.
I know that there is the Ministerial consent,
the ability to revoke, but that is, again, putting politics
right in the middle of it all when they say they are trying to get the politics out of it with the Minister having
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that autonomy to make the decision. We have got the
Tourism Authority and there was the substantiation,
the argument, the rationale, for having an independent
body to make decisions going forward that would be in
the best interests of serving the country and addressing the major tourism challenges we have. But yet on
this particular situation, it seems like there is a cherrypicking, where the Minister now will have the prerogative to do exactly what they say a politician should not
have the prerogative to do for the Tourism Authority.
So why is there not a committee? Why is there not an
authority that will look at this kind of vetting that is required and be like the regulator to make a decision on
those that apply to obtain these properties that might
be available or that they might actually broach a realtor or a property owner and make an offer that is too
good to refuse—too good to refuse? You know, what
would be the stopgap measures to really protect the
long-term interests of Bermudians, especially those
generations to come. You know, the economy will
eventually turn around. When that does happen and
Bermuda starts to enjoy the kind of success that we
once knew, even if not as much, what stops an entrepreneur becoming so successful and being in the
market for a nice property and not being able to get it
because it is just not available because the foreign
investors have most of those properties that would be
conducive to the kind of operation, businesswise, that
that Bermudian entrepreneur would want?
Also, there are some comparisons that we on
this side would be concerned about regarding the
Companies Act 1981 and the [Bermuda] Immigration
and Protection Act 1952 [sic] as was amended and
related to in the regulation. And there are a number of
these concerns that we have, and I am going to allow
my colleague, the Honourable Member, Mr. Walter
Roban, to address those because he has done due
diligence and, particularly, research with regard to
some of the anomalies and/or concerns that we would
have on this side. And since he would be the substantive Shadow Minister, I think it would be appropriate
for me to yield to him to speak to that particular issue.
I wanted to just refer to a couple of things in
the Minister’s brief because, on the residential side,
even with regard to the rationale of a number of construction jobs being potentially provided for the industry as a result of the sale of these high-end properties
because people are going to want to refit the property,
renovate the property, et cetera. There is a very involved planning application process for that to happen, first and foremost, and I do know that the Government is about trying to streamline that process
which was something that we were committed to doing when we were the Government.
However, when someone is coming into a
country and looking to spend $5 [million], $10 [million],
$15 million on a property, they are not looking to make
any major renovations in the short term. They are going to look for the property that is best suited to the
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need that they would have for that property. So they
are not going to come and buy a $5 million home and
then want to turn it into a $10 million commercial/residential property. Number one, there are zoning issues and number two it just does not make
sense, because if you have got that kind of resource
you are going to really identify the property that is going to be most conducive to your business operation.
So if you come into the country and there is a
property that is a turnkey property with regard to the
kind of business that you want to operate in that property and you identify that property, you buy that property. You are going to do that because you want to
save and you are feeling that you are already going to
be adding to the local economy because you are going to have pay my stamp duty fees and that kind of
thing and you are going to look to employ a few people in the business that you will be operating, but you
are not necessarily going to be looking to engage in a
major development that is going to require construction—not if you have got those kind of resources—
because you are going to do the due diligence and
come here to do site visits and engage through and
liaise with a realtor to identify the suitable property.
I could say, Listen, I am willing to wait six
months or a year. I just want the right property. And as
soon as you tell me the property is suited to my
needs, now that you know the profile that I have given
you for what I am looking for, I will be here with a suitcase full of money to take title to that property and go
through the process of conveying that property into
my name.
So I do not see where there is going to be this
major, immediate uptick in construction as a result of
making these high-end properties available to a foreign investor. They will eat up the property, but I can
guarantee they are going to look for the property that
is ready-made for their particular interest. They are
not going to come to necessarily help Bermudians in
the construction industry at their expense. What they
are going to look to do is identify the most expedient,
convenient and cost-effective way to transition or
transfer their business to their domicile of choice residency. That is what I believe because that would be
the prudent thing to do for a high-end investor, or
business person, or entrepreneur. So that is another
major concern.
Now, with regard to the breaching of the terms
of the use of the property as it relates to revocation, it
seems to me that we are going to be involved in potential litigious proceedings if a proprietor disagrees
that he has breached the use of the property. Let us
say, for instance, we use a scenario where the property is demolished and he did not get the consent. I
mean, he finds a way around to substantiate why it
was demolished, where is the stopgap measure
there? I mean, we know people who are eminently
qualified to condemn a building or to say that there is
something structurally wrong. Is that addressed where
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there needs to be an engineering survey done if there
is going to be that kind of thing? What stops a guy
from saying, You know what? I have got the money. I
will deal with the litigious part of it, but I want to build
my own property and I will take my chances. I know a
few people and I am going to, you know, politically
pedal my advocacy, and that kind of thing? This does
not appear, to me, to be a substantial deterrent with
regard to the potential to have the property revoked.
Because if someone comes in and decides that they
want to change the use of the property, again, the
Minister has the prerogative to say, Okay, you can do
it. You come, you start a business using a property for
a particular type of operation, it does not work out,
then you say, I have got the property now. I have got
to make it work.
What prevents that person applying to the
DAB to say, You know what? I would like to find out
what the potential is for this property based on its zoning to be renovated and redeveloped. The DAB says,
We are not going to have much of a problem. But, of
course, because of the caveat, you have got to go to
the Minister to get the consent. Now that business
person might have a great relationship with the Minister because the Minister understands that the business he has brought into this country is worthy of a
favourable consideration because he is employing
100 people that would not otherwise be employed. So
the Minister goes beyond even his own principle and
says, Okay, we will make that exception. That is
where—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Well, I am not. I am not . . . I
am saying the potential, the potential, is only revealed
when there are special circumstances that drive the
motivation for doing something quite innocently for the
right reason based on an experience.
As I said, if the experience is that a business
is not succeeding as it started originally operating and
it decided it wanted to change its focus and change
the business, I mean, this is the kind of thing that a
smart person could attempt to do. And I am saying
now it goes on. If you follow the bouncing ball, if there
are 100 people employed by this particular person, he
commits to still keeping those people employed but he
is going to change his focus of the business, change
the use of the building, he needs the building to be
converted or . . . in a way that services a different
business and he needs to get the consent of the Minister, the Minister could be compromised because the
Minister looks in a very favourable way at the person
who is employing Bermudians. And so he has got to
juggle and find that balance. And he could say, You
know what? I am going to make an exception, because this exception is warranted. And he could come
and say, You know what?—
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An Hon. Member: He can always say it, no accountability.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: —This is something I can
explain and get everybody to understand. But at the
same time, it is to the chagrin of the country and the
principle upon which the legislation is designed to deter that kind of potential thing happening. And that is
what I am saying. It is a hypothetical, but it is a real,
real potential scenario. Someone comes, sets up a
business to do a particular thing, they get halfway
down the road and decide they want to change the
terms of reference as far as the business is concerned—the actual business itself. They change the
whole operation. They do the due diligence. They go
to the planning board and say, Look, this is what I am
thinking about doing. I understand I have got to get
the consent of the Minister, but I need to know if I am
going to have problems. If the Minister says it is okay,
we do not have a problem because the zoning—it
could be changed or the zoning will facilitate that kind
of a development—but yes, you do actually need to
go and check with the Minister. You come back and
you give me the Minister’s blessing or the Minister
gives you his blessing vicariously to give to me, and
we will not have any problem.
So therein lies the concern upon which the
principle was based, where the Government of the
day said a Tourism Authority would be the authentic
independent body to deal with issues relative to tourism without there being the political interference.
When we were the Government one of the big issues,
Mr. Speaker, that the Opposition of the time, who now
sits as the Government, was concerned about was the
Ministerial autonomy with regard to Special Development Orders. Get the politician out of the way. Let us
make it a more objective process with more thinking
minds looking out for the interests of Bermuda so that
the politician is not even forced to consider compromising. That was the Government’s mantra with regard to their political speak relative to getting politics
out of the way of progress and expediency and rolling
out the red carpet as opposed to the red tape.
So these are some of the things that we would
like to hear from the Government. Where are the
loopholes? And how will you plug them when they are
identified? Because there are other concerns, again,
that my colleagues will raise with regard to the
amendments and as well the floor amendments.
I think I have just about covered some of the
main points and I want to leave some issues for the
colleagues of mine that wish to contribute.
But, Mr. Speaker, that would be some of the
concerns that I have and I look forward to hearing
from the Minister with regard to some of those concerns. But it is something that is quite serious. It is
something that we need to find a very unique balance
on because of the particular context of Bermuda relative to the land mass, which is very limited. We cannot
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play with the future of the country relative to land. You
know, most wars in the world are over land. Everything on the earth—every single thing on the earth—
comes from the land. Everything. And that is what
makes it so valuable. And when you have precious
little of it, you need to protect it at all costs. Notwithstanding what it is that we need to do to attract the
kind of business investment that would bode well for
future generations as well.
So that is why I speak in the context of finding
that correct balance. I am not so sure, Mr. Speaker,
that this is satisfying those concerns.
Thank you.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Does any other Honourable Member care to
speak?
The Chair recognises the Honourable and
Learned Member from constituency 36, the MP Michael Scott.
You have the floor.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Mr. Speaker, thank you.
Mr. Speaker, I have concerns about these
amendments that reduce the control over the protections of our land policy to a matter of policy as opposed to reserving and letting the question of land
protection in our country remain the purview of statutory protections. I have great concerns with it notwithstanding the pronouncements by the Honourable
Member, Dr. Gibbons, who pilots this Bill of amendments to laud the requirements to make Bermuda
. . . What is concerning is that we are now using what
was historically a tax neutral environment (Bermuda)
to attract business to our shores. That used to be
enough. There now is this switch in paradigm where
the use of eminent domain—our land—is being used
as bait or a lure to make Bermuda even more attractive to company players.
Mr. Speaker, in a time when there are in our
private sector, Mr. and Mrs. Bermuda, with their properties severely distressed, I mean, there is a real portfolio in every bank in this country of properties that are
severely distressed, many of them are going into forfeiture status and being sold, we are making a wholesale replacement of these Bermudian owners of properties with a new company town grouping. These 250
properties to which the Honourable Member Dr. Gibbons refers to will wholesale replace . . . the new emphasis will be these 250 high-rolling, high net worth
individuals.
Mr. Speaker, in the meantime, very little will
be done about the portfolio of Mr. and Mrs. Bermuda
who are now the holders of distressed properties
across all of our banking institutions, they will simply
be left. There will be celebrations about the attraction
to our shores of 250 new high net worth homeowners
in this country. People will go to the wall, however,
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who are the people that we represent—that we represent in this House. And I believe that the emphasis
will be focused on these new global players, these
international players. But in the meantime the people
whom we should be representing and thinking through
policies to protect—these homeowners—they will just
go by the wayside. Banks holding these remarkably
under . . . stressed-out properties in their portfolios,
God knows what they think they are going to do with
them, they do not know.
Here is what they are going to do, Mr.
Speaker. They will introduce . . . they will take letters
of credit or credit references with respect to a whole—
at least 250—so says the Honourable Member Dr.
Gibbons—at least 250 will present their credit references and banks will replace underperforming mortgages by Mr. and Mrs. Bermuda with a beautiful new
set of wealthy, international players on their books.
Now, I think, Dr. Gibbons—who is a board member of
one of our banks—needs to have declared that interest up front, Mr. Speaker.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, please. Please
take your seat.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, I know
it is unintentional, but the Honourable Member is misleading the House. I am not a board member of any
bank—
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ipate, they will benefit by this very policy today. That is
the first point.
The second point is that I am very concerned
that historically both the Bermuda Immigration and
Protection Act under Part IV [sic], as the Honourable
Member Dr. Gibbons mentioned in his brief, that is the
provision in our country along with the Alien Act historically in this country—
An Hon. Member: Part VI.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Part VI.
—historically in this country, eminent domain—I use it because it is such a strong word. It is
the American word for “land ownership.” Here we just
call it “land protection.”
Historically, land protection has had a handsoff policy. It has been protected; it has been placed
through serious restrictions of foreign ownership, only
because of the acreage in our country. How many
acres do we own in the country? You know, this is not
North America. And so governors and governments
down [through] history have always, with laser-like
focus, protected land in Bermuda because it is scarce.
So to wholesale supplant the statutory protection and
the scrutiny of this House—Mr. Speaker, your
House—when it comes to altering eminent domain
protection in our country with Ministerial policy, is another concern. It is a very serious concern because
the Ministerial policy—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, point of
order.
The Speaker: Yes.

The Speaker: Honourable Member, please—
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons:—nor was I in the last
20 years.

Hon. Michael J. Scott: I apologise to Dr. Gibbons.
We all know that Dr. Gibbons has—

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I believe the Honourable Member is misleading the House. As I have
said in the brief, we are not touching the Bermuda
Immigration and Protection Act—all those protections
are still there. This is simply the Companies Act we
are dealing with now.

The Speaker: The Honourable Minister.

The Speaker: Thank you, thank you.

Hon. Michael J. Scott: The Honourable Member—

Hon. Michael J. Scott: I was not making that point.
That is a point that I was not making. I hear the Minister. Frankly, it strains my credulity that he is not impacting with this policy the Part VI protections. It
strains my credulity completely. What I know has happened is that in relation to—however specified the
Honourable Minister may seek to make it to this—
carve out of 250 properties, we have a new definition
now of land in these amendments introduced. We will
see it in the Committee. But 250 properties in Bermu-

The Speaker: Thank you, thank you.
Honourable Member.

The Speaker: The Minister, the Minister.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: —has this close relationship
through his family with Capital G. And I am making the
simple point now that banks will all have a huge benefit now, Mr. Speaker, will have a huge benefit with reshaping and resetting the balance of all of this
heavy—from Butterfield to HSBC to Capital G—
replacing these distressed properties. They will partic-
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da are still land. They form part of that great acreage
that is our eminent domain.
And, Mr. Speaker, that the entire amendment
and the powers of granting corporate landholding to
companies within this country now fall within the purview of a Ministerial edict—not a House scrutiny . . .
this is what is happening. It is very clear. And the
precedent that it sets, Mr. Speaker . . . it is time that
we just stopped running these reckless, not-wellthought-through responses to the place where we find
ourselves economically.
Those Bermudians that I began my speech
with, the children in our education institutions that
need to be prepared to deal with the economic necessities of our country—our focus needs to be there.
These short-term reactions and solutions will not get
us very far. They will not get us very far because we
will still ignore the long-term planning, policy planning
and just good Government decisions about making
sure that the people who enter the economy, our kids,
who are well-prepared, and an education system that
is so well aligned to what is coming through the Bermuda economy in the future . . . so well aligned to that
economic activity that they will be the new people who
embrace, uptake the benefits and participate in the
economic activity of our country. We have failed to do
it. And all of these distractions, with commissioners
not being committed, continue to show that we are not
focused on long-term plans.
This is what President Obama is doing when
he says in America, We have got to shape the education policy, support it—not cut funding to it—we have
got to shape it to make America start working again.
The same rule applies here. The policies must be
aimed at assessing where Bermuda is and will be 20
years from now as an economy, and where the new
economic activities will be, and align our education so
that our citizenry—those clients who are our children—run through the education system and become
persons who both adopt and take part as the controllers of the economy 20 years later.
We are not doing that. What we are doing is
inviting in the wealth where we see it and saying,
Let’s, for heaven’s sake, solve these immediate
stressed problems that we have within our banks with
all of this under water . . . with all of these mortgages
that are not performing. This is short term. This is
short-sighted.
And so, Mr. Speaker, 250 properties will set
the precedent. This is what they will do. And it sets a
bad precedent, in my respectful submission. Leaving
the policy decision on just how a divestment of power
of the Minister, in the case of a corporate entity
changing its use of the land, leaving that to the Minister, is again too wide a berth for the Minister.
My biggest concern, Mr. Speaker, is that we
have removed the scrutiny of Members of this House
to the important area of land protection and land holding in our country. What a precedent we are setting
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today! I mean, it is okay to leave policy in the hands of
a Minister responsibility for dog protection or telecommunications and Internet service provision . . . but
eminent domain? There is a reason why we had solid
legislation always in place insisting that our governments bring [decisions on] removals of protection to
eminent domain here. There has to be an obvious
reason for understanding that kind of a policy, that
kind of approach to statutory protection of land in our
country, because it is so scarce, because it is so valuable.
Now, it therefore places on the Minister of
Economic Development a greater burden for working
through the problem. I mean, I both applaud and support the fact that we need to be continuing to introduce foreign investment, investment dollars into our
country, and we have got to do that. But it is important
to send the right signal to the country, as a whole, that
whilst we are doing that we are not doing that at the
sacrifice of something more important. It is important
[to send the right signal]. It will show that Ministers
here in this Government are fit for the task. Fit for the
task of being innovative, purposeful and able to meet
the modern challenges of Bermuda without giving
away the shop, without throwing out the baby with the
bathwater. And this is what I fear is happening here. I
am concerned that it is happening here, Mr. Speaker.
We do not want to make Bermuda into a
company town. The great mix of the beauty of our Island, its proximity to the United States (our chief trading partner), its intellectual property capacities that I
hear in the presence of the financial giants that are
here and the financial services giants and reinsurance
giants that are here—this is a mix that has astounded
the world, impressed the world, and does not need to
be turned into this one-horse company town emphasis.
People in the country, Mr. and Mrs. Bermuda,
the people who are suffering—alas because of the
economic downturn with their mortgages—need to be
supported because they are as important a factor in
making this country attractive as a part of the great
mix of all the other persons who are present here taking part in the financial services provision of the international financial sector that we are famous for. But to
sideline . . . it is going on, I know it was not part of
Minister Gibbons’ brief, but it is a reality. People are
losing their homes to distressed mortgages.
In the meantime, we are passing policy that
sidelines them and sidelines attention to them whilst
we think . . . and I think it is a complete mis-thought
that this amendment, that this policy power that we
are giving to the Minister to distribute land in our country is part of the solution. I think it is a day that we will
rue in history and we will learn to rue it in history, Mr.
Speaker.
And so I invite us to be extremely cautious
about supplanting statutory oversight, legislative over-
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sight, with policy power. It is a bad precedent particularly in the context of land protection in our country.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, MP Scott.
The Chair now will recognise the Honourable
Deputy Leader, MP D. V. Burgess, from constituency 5.
MP Burgess, you have the floor.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Very briefly, it was back in 2007 that legislation was brought to this House to protect land for
Bermudians. At that time, 6,000 of the residential
acres—37 per cent of it—was owned by nonBermudians and we gave the folks, the residents, two
years to register their properties. We asked back in
January (I think it was) What is the number now? Is it
37 per cent, or is it 47 per cent of all property owned
by non-Bermudians?
And I thought before bringing this Bill (even
though I question the Minister who is bringing it I
thought it would have come under Immigration, but be
it as it may) that those figures should be supplied to
Bermuda before we give—even consider giving—any
property away in terms of selling it to nonBermudians. We need to know how many acres of
residential property are owned by non-Bermudians
now. I would urge the Minister to rise and report progress and find out what it is because it makes no
sense to sit up in this House and pass a Bill and we
do not even know at this present moment how many
residential acres are owned by non-Bermudians.
So I would ask the Minister to really consider
that because we have—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, point of
clarification.
The Speaker: Yes, Minister.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I will deal with that
question when I respond.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you. Thank
you, Honourable Minister. I await your reply because
we oppose this Bill because we need to save some
property for our children and our grandchildren, and
we cannot just keep going. We have only got 13,000
acres in this country and 6,000 of them are residential.
And, you know, the Act, way back in the early 1900s,
we were only supposed to sell 400 acres per parish to
non-Bermudians. Some parishes have gone over that.
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And so, Mr. Speaker, that Bill to me is not
good for Bermuda. It is not good for Bermudians. Yes,
what the . . . the thing is, the legislation is already in
place for non-Bermudians to purchase property in that
particular category. We do not need any more legislation for that. It is already there.
So I do not know what the purpose of this Bill
is at this time.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Sandys South, constituency 33, MP T.
E. Lister.
You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
[When I] looked at this Bill I realised that we
were looking at some good and some bad, some
things that are helpful, and some things that may not
be so helpful. The intent, clearly, is to first of all, give
the clear title to clean up a problem, an issue that has
been going on for some time. And one can agree with
that; that only makes sense.
The expansion that comes is giving companies the right to own land, the right to own buildings—
companies being local companies and international
companies. When I consider this and I think about the
local companies, I am actually hard-pressed to see
why we would not have done this all along. And in
doing so, cleaning up like we are now, to say clearly
that local companies can own land and buildings. I
have no problem with that given that “local companies” means owned by Bermudians, although in some
cases you could have 60/40, et cetera, et cetera. But I
do not really have a problem with that.
The restriction being put in place that the
buildings—residential buildings—would only be occupied by the company and its employees and not third
parties, I think is helpful. So that part I agree with.
When we look at the residential properties
being those only at the top-end—I checked with the
Minister because I had a number in my head of 250
and I checked and found it was actually 256 units—
that is a small portion of Bermuda’s total housing
stock. We have over 29,000 housing units of one sort
or another, so this is a small portion. It was designated in the way it was some years ago to give people
from abroad the opportunity to own property in Bermuda.
One of the changes that we made, probably
around 2006 or 2007, was that the law was changed
because prior to that, if a foreigner owned a house in
Bermuda, it could only be sold to a foreigner. And if a
Bermudian bought that . . . sorry, a foreigner could
only buy from a foreigner. So if a Bermudian bought
that house, it took it out of the stock of foreign-owned
houses or houses that could be owned by foreigners.
So a Bermudian who bought a top-end property and
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then wanted to buy a different one or simply wanted to
sell it and buy a smaller place because he or she was
older now and wanted a smaller house, they would be
restricted to only being able to sell it to another Bermudian. The PLP Government changed that so it
could go back into the foreign market. So the Bermudian was given an advantage on an individual basis of
being able to sell his house to anybody.
Now in this change that is being made, the
restriction is still on the 256. There are further restrictions in that it can only be used by the owner or
some employees. In other words, they cannot rent it
out. With the existing 256, the houses that are currently owned by people from abroad, they can rent them
to their heart’s content. Now, I do not know what percentage of them are under rent, but they have the
ability to rent them should they decide to. I was trying
to get a figure on that but could not get it.
One of the questions that I have is how many
of these properties actually have been changing
hands anyway—2011, 2012, 2010—how many of these transactions actually took place? Because from
what I understand the market has been fairly dead,
people who were interested in selling could not sell.
And so getting this market going again can only be a
healthy thing—good for Bermuda, good all around.
I was also concerned about the ability of the
purchaser. Oh, I know what I was going to tell you, Mr.
Speaker. Not included in this Bill was something that
the Government should consider, which is how the
taxes are collected on overseas sales transactions,
where we are selling to foreigners. As it stands now,
the purchaser pays the tax. That would seem to make
sense. But if you consider in other jurisdictions people
pay capital gains tax on property when they sell it, it
might be more beneficial to the Government to actually have the vendor pay the tax and the purchaser just
pay the purchase price.
The vendor simply wants out. He or she has
made their profit, they have had the enjoyment of the
property, and now they are going to sell—so they get
clipped a certain amount that goes to the Government
and the purchaser just pays the price up front. That is
something that I offer to the Government for consideration to actually help them stimulate this whole activity.
One of the fears is that you will have people
who come and just buy all this property up now—a
small number, number one. Number two, the Minister
does have to give the consent and I would think that
the thrust here is related to existing companies in
Bermuda. When I look at this, I want to see companies that have been just a little bit jittery settling down
again and cementing their relationship. Those of us
who were here long ago (because for some people
five years ago is long ago, I am getting that impression these days) but those of us who were here long
ago, were party to the discussions [concerning the]
land sold to ACE and XL—that was a major decision.
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And the Members of the Progressive Labour Party
supported that 100 per cent (if I remember correctly)
because there was a belief that that would cement
ACE and XL. It was a good thing. It was the right
thing.
And if you remember, that property had been
the Bermudiana. Anybody over 50 has memories of
the Bermudiana—some occasion they were there,
something they did, you know, those of us who were
lucky enough to be in the Debutantes’ Ball—the Ball
was there and we danced—or some danced, I did not
dance, I tried to.
An Hon. Member: How about the Hoopaloo, for us
younger fellows?
Hon. Terry E. Lister: No, I do not remember the
Hoopaloo—that is not one of mine.
The point is the Bermudiana had been a wonderful facility and then it fell into disuse; it was almost
falling down, and along came the opportunity to cement ACE and XL.
Now, one of the questions asked by the
Shadow Minister was, What happens if these people
want to go? That is an important question. When you
look today at the ACE/XL building, large portions of it
(I understand) are closed. The business volume, the
need for people, has been changed as the way people
do business has changed. And so the potential for
that lies with these transactions as well. However, Mr.
Speaker, in the Act there will be a requirement that if
someone goes, they have to sell within three years.
That is standard.
I suggested to the Minister that we might even
consider reducing it to two years in this case. This is a
separate piece of legislation. There is no real requirement that we have to be consistent with everything else in this Act. We can do what we want in this
Act. And so you tighten it up and you put a little bit of
pressure on people to think a little more clearly about
what they really want to do, and then also to incentivise them to get the next transaction going. So there
may be reason to look at it that way.
There is another concern. There are 420 condos in this group. I do not know how many of those
condos are currently occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Smith
from North Carolina who bought a place in Bermuda
and come back and forth and how many of them—
although they are available for foreigners—are actually occupied by Bermudians and how many are actually occupied by guest workers. There is the potential
where the Bermudians own to create a scenario
where Bermudians lose rental income. Rental income
is a huge part of the asset base for middle-class Bermuda—a huge portion.
Middle-class Bermuda has been taking a tremendous hit in the last three or four years. If you were
struggling before and you are now down and out, you
have a pretty intimate relationship with Financial As-
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sistance more than likely. But if you were in the middle
class you have a relationship that you do not enjoy
with your bankers. That is why I was asking the Minister of Finance earlier today, What is going to be done
to help people? Because the middle class are really
being hurt by their banking relationships today.
And so if we were to put through a policy that
was actually going to hurt the middle class, then we
are really hurting a big broad section of Bermuda. And
in any country it is the middle class that drives success—that drives the country forward.
So where do we go from there? Well, I believe
that purchases of these top-end properties, purchases
of commercial buildings, will lead to renovations of
various sorts. Those in the construction business like
the Honourable Zane De Silva, may well be able to tell
us of renovations they have done on properties down
in Tucker’s Town that have run into hundreds and
hundreds and hundreds of thousands, even the millions. I know that takes place and has taken place.
However, I am concerned about the land—the
actual land transactions. I would be much happier today if the Minister pulled back on that and went ahead
with the Act, passed the Act if Members want to pass
it, but we took the land piece out of it. The last speaker, the Honourable Derrick Burgess, talked about one
piece that has really concerned me, which is, all of
these years for reasons that we could never figure
out—I sat in the chair, you sat in the chair—we do not
know how much of Bermuda’s acreage is actually
owned by non-Bermudians. It is something we should
know. We have been trying to get to it, but we are not
there yet. And so until we actually know that, to actually give away land, to me, is a dangerous policy. And
we may be wiser today to go ahead with the lifting of
restrictions on companies—local companies—to go
ahead with the right for exempt companies to buy their
top-end of the housing market, but to certainly pull
back on the land piece.
Now one might say, if we pull back on the
land piece, there goes the construction and all the
benefit you would have gotten from construction is
lost. I do not believe it. The construction benefit can
still come in the top-end.
Now with the commercial properties, if you
just let your mind wander, you can think of properties
here in the city (in this beautiful city we have) that
need to be dealt with. It was not . . . when I was at the
early stages of my career as a professional accountant, one of the buildings that people proudly [worked]
in here was Reid House. The top law firm in the country—Reid House was their property. It is just sitting
there. It is a disaster. They have been trying to sell it
for several years. They thought that they would be
clever and strip it so the building inside is naked, there
is nothing inside it and nothing is happening to it. That
is the type of thing that this arrangement can help and
we can get these buildings rehabilitated, put back into
use, and that will create construction money and other
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money for everybody. And so there is a real positive
to that.
Mr. Speaker, the questions that I have asked,
the question that the Honourable Member Derrick
Burgess asked, really need to be answered for us by
Immigration. Minister Grant Gibbons is not responsible for that area, though it all should have come together. If we have the answers today, then we can at
least feast on them to some extent. But as I said, I
would strongly encourage the Minister to withdraw
that piece from the Bill, give us the rest to decide on
and let us make decisions on what is best for Bermuda and make decisions that we can all be together on.
I have been loath over the years, even when I
was a Minister, to push things through. This idea of
the Opposition having their say and the Government
has its way—I have got 19 votes; I can win any vote—
I am always uncomfortable with that. And I always try
to take amendments from the opposite side. Some of
the Ministers on the other side are very open to take
amendments. I have seen them do it, they have certainly listened to the things I have said to them and I
appreciate that.
And so, again, here today let us pass a Bill
that everyone can agree to, and the opposition to the
Bill can fall away.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member Lister.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke East, constituency 15, the
Shadow Minister of Home Affairs, MP Walter Roban.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I am
glad to make a contribution to this very important debate on this Companies Amendment Act [2014].
A number of [Honourable Members] have already spoken and highlighted, I think, some of the
very significant, salient issues around the changes
that have been brought to this House today, and they
are not insignificant in any way because of what this
Bill does seek to do.
Now, we have had an explanation by the
Honourable Minister who has brought this particular
piece of legislation, and he has linked it essentially to
promises that the Government sought to make as it
relates to the Throne Speech (promises, on page 9 of
the Throne Speech), if you will allow me to refer to
that, Mr. Speaker, about the issuing, holding, acquiring and conveying of land will be clarified through
amendments to the Companies Act 1981 and consequential amendments to the Bermuda Immigration
and Protection Act 1956. So that is where we are.
I cannot help but slightly reminisce, having not
only heard the Minister’s brief this afternoon, but I also
refer to a statement that the Minister made prior to
coming to this House for this debate, but following the
tabling in the public domain in which the Minister an-
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nounced (a couple of days ago on the 17 of March)
that this particular Bill will be debated, Mr. Speaker.
Some of the things the Minister said, such as this is
going to assist some companies that have had some
issues with their ability to dispose of land. And that
these changes will provide the Minister with the opportunity to rectify, i.e., right some injury, I guess, that
some of these companies have been presented with,
or challenges, some of them. And the Minister said
that there are at least 10 cases that seemingly have
been confronted with this issue.
It would have been nice if the Minister had not
necessarily given sensitive information on those cases, but described some of those cases so that we
could picture the dilemma that some of these companies have been in. That might have been nice. Just a
reference to 10. Okay? Fine. But giving us some texture as to the types of land issues these companies
had with their ability to dispose of land might have
been helpful. He did not have to go through all 10, but
perhaps he could have actually said, Well, company
“A” experienced this situation and this caused them to
have to go through, perhaps, unnecessary legal
hoops to ultimately dispose of the property that they
genuinely want to dispose of. So that is some of what
would have been nice.
And certainly, the Minister has said in his
statements that the main change from the previous
situation to the new policy is that now local and exempted companies will be allowed to purchase residential property. And I think, perhaps, that is a part
that has created some of the concern. Also, the Minister mentioned that there was some level of consultation in this with the Bar Association and with the
Chamber of Commerce.
Well, I am not surprised to hear the Chamber
of Commerce mentioned here, Mr. Speaker, because
they seem to have been salivating at the whole possibility. They put this sort of action on their wish list of
what they were looking to see. So it is quite clear that
they had a quite exclusive and up front and personal
discussion with the Minister around this.
Although the Minister did refer to the Bar Association, I would be interested to know who in the
Bar Association, or in what way did the Minister consult with the Bar Association? I will at least be able to
. . . I will say, certainly, that I know a few very, highly
experienced land lawyers in this country and I do not
believe they got any information on this (and perhaps I
am declaring my interests just slightly). But I would be
interested to know who the Minister or his people
talked to in the Bar Association around these matters.
Or did they just send a memo letting them know that
they were making this change and that this is what
they were going to do and that was the level of consultation because, unfortunately, we have seen over
this past year that the term “consultation” means
something very different to the Government than it
means to other parties in this country.
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So I would be interested to know about the
substantive levels of consultation that they took with
parties other than the Chamber of Commerce. We
know that they consult with the Chamber of Commerce quite a bit and they seem to have an easy,
easy effort to get the Chamber of Commerce on side
with whatever they do.
But certainly Members on this side and the
Member who sits Independent have made it very clear
what are some of the issues that have arisen with this
Act. And part of the concern as well, Mr. Speaker, is
that you know, the Companies Act as the Minister has
drafted this amendment does not—
[Gavel]
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
—that the Companies Act does not specifically make reference, although the Minister has taken
care to mention in his brief about the references to the
Immigration and Protection Act and the regulations
that govern the ARV requirements, the actual
amendment itself does not explicitly refer to the Immigration and Protection Act where the dearth of regulation as it relates to the non-Bermudian ownership of
land in Bermuda since 1956 has existed in Part VI.
Now as my colleagues have said, this seems
to be a move away from a sacred tradition—a sacred
tradition that has existed for over 100 years in this
country—that has existed in the law of this country
irrespective of party, irrespective of political perspective, but been almost a part of the national interest. If
you ever had one, it is the protection of land. Even in
the days of the oligarchs (if I can mention that word,
but not in a bad way) they themselves—irrespective of
the creation of Tucker’s Town and other properties
and the opportunity to develop our visitor industry, the
creation of golf courses, and all of these things—the
protection of land for Bermudians has been seen as
being beyond politics and not susceptible to any temptation of greed, of the multitude of wealth that might
be available to totally dispose of huge swaths of Bermuda land that ultimately would see more land than is
necessary in the hands of non-Bermudians. That
seems to have been the prerogative of every government of this country, even in the most undemocratic
period of our history.
This amendment alludes to a movement away
from that. I think that is part of the concern that many
people have in that what the Government is taking is
an opportunity, they perceive, by giving companies—
and irrespective of the emotion and compassion that
the Minister mentioned, companies are neither emotional or compassionate organisations—in essence, in
organisation, in structure. In principle, they are not.
They are about making money. Their purpose is to
advance their interests and to make profit and there is
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not . . . there is rarely ever compassion in that process. It is people who have the compassion, not the
companies.
[Gavel]
[Pause]
The Speaker: Honourable Member Roban, just continue, please.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
So to mention things like compassion and
emotion that will somehow solidify a company’s connection with Bermuda, I do not think that represents
the facts that we have experienced over the last, certainly, couple of years. even the last 14 months of the
hundreds of jobs that have left, the companies that
have re-domiciled despite the success of the ACE/XL
development which all Bermuda has benefitted from
the mid-90s up until recent years. Even that particular
property has been vacated, to some degree, and it is
not full. So these things happen but they do not happen as necessarily . . . they are not always sustainable because we are not always in control of these
things, and I think that is a reality.
These changes proposed by the Government,
Mr. Speaker, will not necessarily bring about some of
the things that the Government has mentioned. I am
skeptical at this point, based on what we have seen
over the past year, that some of these changes
around law because, let us face it, and I am referring,
of course, although I am talking about the Act, there
are other components of law that are related to this
change, and it is difficult to speak about this legislation
that we have brought here today, Mr. Speaker, without
talking about the immigration legislation and framework because that is really where a lot of the meat
upon which this will sit is going to be, and a lot of the
control, if there is any, irrespective of the corporate
land holding policy which the Minister has provided to
us.
I noted some changes the Minister has made,
which I am sure the Honourable Member will detail
further, to this corporate land holding policy, because
there is a certain vagueness in this that concerns us.
And the vagueness is, for one, Mr. Speaker, this part
of the document will not—irrespective and when you
consider the amount of impact it can have on the decisions as to who owns land or who will control land—
this particular land holding policy, once it goes through
here, it does not have to come back to this House in a
negative or affirmative way.
The Minister and the Cabinet can change this.
They can arguably, Mr. Speaker, remove the references to the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act
and the ARV requirements, particularly if you consider
some of the things that have been mentioned—if you
read them, Mr. Speaker, at the end of it—the econom-
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ic situation in Bermuda and the pool of available property.
We have had concerns raised by some honourable colleagues, Mr. Speaker, about the pool of
available property. Well, Mr. Speaker, we are not quite
sure what that pool is. There is a mention of a 250
number, but we know right now despite the best efforts of the previous administration and the current
administration in their own work, we do not know how
much land is held by non-Bermudians in this country—residential property—we do not know. That is an
issue and that is connected to all of this that is being
done.
Now, Mr. Speaker, there may be a case for
what this Act does (and I believe that the Honourable
Independent Member has made a reference to this)
on some of the components that the Minister has
brought here today to amend. There are existing Bermuda companies that hold land right now that find
themselves challenged by some of the lacunas (as the
Honourable Member mentioned) as it relates to the
relationship between what is in their by-laws with the
policy and with the law. And rectifying any of their injury in this process and allowing them because they are
here, they are currently holding land, to efficiently dispose of and transfer land—there may be a case for
that. But the question is about allowing other players
into this, other exempted companies.
And I might add, Mr. Speaker, this is some of
the inconsistency that we find with the Companies Act
with the Bermuda Immigration Act, because there was
already a reference . . . if you go through the law to
restricted persons being exempted companies, being
able to purchase certain classes of land under licence.
So there is already some ability for exempted companies to purchase certain classifications of land under a
licence by the Minister. But that is a process and that
provides . . . that is a restricted process that is through
licence so there is a way to track, there is a way to
manage the process, and that is already there.
If exempted companies under other provisions
of the Immigration and Protection Act do have the
ability to purchase certain areas of land with permission—residential as well as condominium—then what
are they doing here? That ability already exists under
certain regulations passed between 2007 and 2011.
So what is seeking to be done here? And why? And
the questions have been asked—why? Who is asking
for this, Mr. Speaker?
Some of the questions that we have been
asked and that have not been answered by the Minister are the economic impact. I know the Minister has
alluded to a certain economic impact, but as the Honourable Independent Member has raised a point, does
allowing exempted companies and non-Bermudian
companies to hold property and purchase residential
property and expand their ability to purchase commercial property, does that change our income as a
country?
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Does it move certain opportunities to rent to
non-Bermudians away from Bermudians who have
benefitted from . . . when our economy expands and
we have a presence of non-Bermudians here working
and contributing to the economy, [Bermudians] benefit
from the rents? Does the opportunity for an exempted
company to purchase a commercial or a residential
property now change that relationship in a way that is
detrimental to Bermudians?
I do not think we have received the reassurances, but perhaps the Minister cannot give it to us
because this is a really hypothetical. We are not really
going to know how these changes are going to impact. It is no different from the land holding amendment that we made last year, where the Government
assured us that by changing these percentages of
land holding charges, this was going to see a rush of
money from PRCs and non-Bermudians to purchase
our vacant property. We know we have a surplus or a
glut of condominiums, so they would take up the condominiums or other properties upon which they would
receive permission. Nothing happened, Mr. Speaker.
Why is it so certain that this is going to make a difference?
We do know, Mr. Speaker, that perhaps fundamentally this is all about just tapping into another
pool income of, like potential capital here in Bermuda,
possibly. That since the PRCs have not come up with
the dough, other non-Bermudians have not come up
with the dough—okay, the companies are the last resort—give them the latitude to potentially begin to enter into the property market in a way . . . flooding their
money in, raising the value of property and potentially
not helping our Bermudians, and then removing opportunities in the long term that Bermudians may have
and will disappear forever.
This in our view, Mr. Speaker, brings about
short-term gain and potentially long-term agony and
consequences to Bermudians’ economic aspirations
to use property as a facilitator to build wealth and opportunity. These are some of the things we are concerned about, that this change, irrespective of perhaps the genuineness that the Minister is seeking to
achieve, just as with the land holding charges change
of 2013, will not bring what they are aspiring to bring.
Also, we have to consider, Mr. Speaker, globally, if you look at what is happening, there is a lot of
property being bought by non-Bermudians—
foreigners—in different jurisdictions, whether it be
from people in Singapore buying in London or people
from Russia buying in New York. This is a big business, so there potentially is . . . you know, are we going to see a flood of non-Bermudian capital rushing in
here to take advantage of our property market here in
ways that are not going to be beneficial other than to
high-end realtors, bankers, and property lawyers and
intermittent fees that the Government will make as a
result of the transaction? Will this actually benefit
Bermudians?
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That is at the core of, I think, the questions
that we raise because there is a vagueness in the
corporate land holding policy that does not either in
. . . although there is reference to the Immigration Act
in here, the law itself, this will not be subject to Parliament once it goes through here. You know? This
will go to Cabinet and to the Minister and disappear,
and none of us are going to necessarily know what
changes. And one change, and I am not suggesting
that this is the intent of the Government—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, just a
. . . I will not say a point of order, but a point of clarification.
The Speaker: Clarification?
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I think we have said
pretty categorically in the amendments to the Act that
this policy will be on the website. Any changes to the
policy (should they come) will be on the website, so it
will be very, very transparent.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
[Inaudible interjection]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: No, it is not after the
fact.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you for the explanation.
Honourable Member Roban, continue please.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: On the website after they are
done—[allowing] no public input, intervention, dialogue, consultation on the issue, Parliamentary scrutiny, legislative scrutiny, industry scrutiny, or perhaps
maybe the few in industry are the ones who will know,
Mr. Speaker. That is a concern.
We are not suggesting that there is any malevolence in the Government in this. At least I am not.
But I am suggesting that the process that they are
deploying . . . this Act, the vagueness upon which the
Companies Act is drafted, its lack of—although there
is a reference to the Immigration and Protection Act
(which is where all the substantive controls exist in the
relationship of land to non-Bermudians) it is a loose
relationship. It can be changed. They could strip out of
this positive document the reference to the Immigration Act the next day, after it leaves here. There is no
oversight on this, and these are the concerns that we
have—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, a point
of order, again, if I may.
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Mr. Walter H. Roban: A point of order?
The Speaker: Honourable Member, yes.
POINT OF ORDER
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: We cannot strip out
the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act. It exists
as a separate piece of legislation, there are licence
requirements in it, and it exists independently of this.
So I think that is all still there and that, obviously,
would require statutory change to change that.
Thank you.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Minister.
Carry on.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: I understand, Mr. Speaker, but
this is not subject to that Act, this is a corporate land
holding policy given life by the Companies Act. Okay?
Not the Immigration and Protection Act. The Immigration Minister is not bringing this here today. This is a
creature of the Companies Act. There is a reference,
loosely as it is, in certain areas to the . . . they could
be taken out. But I am not saying that this is the intention of the Government.
But we are here in Parliament to create certain relationships and policies that will be intertwined
and linked to protect the public interests. Because
fundamentally, Mr. Speaker, we do not see this as
being something that is going to directly help Bermudians. There is an aspiration that it might generate
some construction work. Well, we have not seen that
yet. That it might generate some jobs, we have not
seen that yet. That it might generate some movement
up in economic activity, we have not seen that yet.
And the Government has certainly tried.
So I think that other Members have spoken to
what, perhaps, the Minister can do to perhaps give
much more assurance around this. Again, our concern, I think, cannot be ignored although, again, the
Minister did get up and say that about the issue of the
unregistered amount of acres held by nonBermudians, that he is going to speak to that. Well, it
is unfortunate. Why did he not just have that in his
brief? That would have eliminated a lot of the concern
that Members have because that is an outstanding
issue.
So we do want to hear something from that
from the Government that will give us some assurances that that is being addressed in the proper way.
And we certainly do feel that these changes should be
subject to those coming forth first.
The other thing is we have the project of the
Land Title Registry, which in itself, Mr. Speaker, was
designed to deal with some of these issues of unregistered land and us not knowing who holds what and
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where. That is another substantial project that the
Government has invested in that does not seem to
have seen the light of day under the OBA administration, since we have not heard anything about it of any
substance. That, in itself, combined with some other
things, would perhaps provide some of the assurance
that we on this side would like to have around the impact of this legislation.
Our concern is fundamental here. Moving
even more Bermudian land into the hands of corporate, private interests we see as being concerning.
And I note the expression that the Minister said that
Bermudian land holding is precious so, okay, so we
heard that, but we are still concerned about this. So
this is a change of almost philosophy as to how we
dealt with our relationship with land. We have avoided, other than to directly impact on the development
of our economic interest—like in tourism and in some
components of international business of which we
made reference—we have allowed that to happen, but
there has been the direct impact where multitudes of
Bermudians benefitted from these steps. And this has
been the philosophy of governance in this country.
This seems to move away from that. That is our concern.
Suddenly, you know, we want people from the
world to come to our shores, but we do not want them
to take it all over! That is what we do not want. And I
think that is a justified right, and an aspiration that
every Bermudian has. Yes, come to Bermuda. Enjoy
it. But we are not going to give it all away to you. And,
yes, we should have some limitations on how we invite our clients and how they engage in our country.
You know, all that glitters is not gold. I think the OBA
sometimes forgets that because of their desperation
to deal with their perception of the economic situation
that we are in.
These are some of the things that the average
person in the community has been fearful of—how
much further are they going? What else are they going to give? What else are they going to allow to happen? Is it all about the business? What about us?
What about the Bermudian aspiration to hold property? That is why certain experiences like Tucker’s
Town are still indelibly on the memory of generations
because it is a scar that has not been healed and it
has continued in other ways for people. This is, for
some, it is that feeling [that] we are allowing the big
corporate entity to come in and have an opportunity to
take up more of the Bermudian experience, more of
what we value the most.
So we implore the Government to look further,
carefully, at this. We are concerned about the vagueness that exists in the Companies Act in its reference
to the Immigration Act, the looseness upon which this
corporate land holding policy has been drafted, it has
no responsibility to come back to the Legislature in
any form to be altered, to be varied, to be consulted
on, to be considered—it is purely a creature of the
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Minister and the Cabinet of the day and subject to certain criteria, which frankly, could be viewed in a very
subjective manner and could be governed by political
philosophy, ideology, private intent or just outright
greed—this a., b., c. and d., at the end of this.
So those are our concerns. And we think that
the Government has an opportunity at this point, Mr.
Speaker, to provide some of the assurance that is required around this so that we are not left with the possibility of corporate money coming in and sucking up
all the property that may be available and leaving the
future for many aspiring persons and even current
land holders who benefit from rents from international
business from seeing their dreams realised.
So I will sit down now and hope to hear more
as to where we can go and possibly the Government
having a rethink on some of these key changes.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Minister for Finance, E. T. Richards.
You have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very much,
Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, in the budget we just passed
and in the Budget Statement that I had the honour of
providing and presenting to the Parliament, there was
a refrain that was repeated over and over again. And
the refrain was that the status quo is not an option.
The status quo is not an option, Mr. Speaker.
And the status quo at the moment is not a
good status quo; it is a bad status quo. And this Government is here to make the changes that are necessary to change that status quo. And that is what this
particular Bill represents—a change from the status
quo.
I find very interesting the remarks of the Opposition. They sound to me, Mr. Speaker, like a conservative party—conservative with a small “c” I should
say. They sound like a conservative party because,
Mr. Speaker, you know the word “conserve” in conservative comes from the Latin word conservare
which means to preserve. And it seemed like what I
heard from the other side today is all about preserving
something that was in the past—in other words, wanting to stick with the status quo. You know, they want
to preserve budget deficits, they want to preserve rising debt, they want to preserve unemployment, and
they want to preserve declining property prices.
Mr. Speaker, you know, we cannot have it
better and not change anything. I was really surprised
that the Honourable Member who spoke on this—the
Honourable Member, Mr. Blakeney—and he said
something which really took my attention. He said that
he thought that we are doing “quite well” and sees no
need to change. Well, you know, I think that is really a
different perspective between the two aisles here be-
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cause on this side we do not think we are doing quite
well and we do see a need for change. And this is one
of the changes that we think will help move us forward
as a country—move our economy forward.
You know, Mr. Blakeney seemed to think the
economy was going to turn around on its own. That is
the other thing, Mr. Speaker. And you know, I think
that when I was sitting over there, I was pounding the
table week after week telling the then-Government
that this thing is not going to change on its own, we
have to take deliberate, specific action to make
changes. It is not going to change on its own.
The US made some huge changes to their
economy and it is now growing again—albeit not to
everybody’s satisfaction—but it is growing again because they made some major league changes.
The same thing in the UK; they have made
some major league changes over there to try to get
their economy moving. It seems as though, Mr.
Speaker, that Members of the Opposition have not
gotten that memo; that in order to change this economy, to change the trajectory of this economy, we have
to make changes in the way we do business.
[Gavel]
The Speaker: Can I ask the Honourable Members
please, if you are going to talk . . . I do not mind you
talking, but please do not talk [so loud] that we hear
you and you disturb the speaker. Thank you.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
So we have taken the approach here that we
are going to be proactive and we are going to make
the changes that we think are necessary to change
the trajectory of this economy. So that is what this is
about.
I was also interested in Mr. Blakeney’s notion
that somehow wealthy people will come and buy a $5
million property and not fix it up. I mean, he clearly
does not have any idea about that demographic. I
think we had this conversation before in this House at
some point because these are people who are accustomed to having things customised. It does not matter
how much they spend on their property, everything in
that house is going to be to his or her exact specifications, and they will spend the money to get it that way,
and when they spend that money to get it that way,
they will hire Bermudians to get it done. So that is
what we are after.
Now, there has been talk by a number of the
Members on the opposite side about, if I might paraphrase it, to preserve our children’s birthright, you
know, this Legislation is the threat to the preservation
of our children’s birthright.
Well, Mr. Speaker, I ask a bit of a different
question, what about the preservation of the value of
our children’s birthright, what about that? Because,
Mr. Speaker, we are still in, unfortunately, an envi-
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ronment where property prices are falling. What about
the value of those properties? You know, we can preserve the property, but if the value of the property
keeps going down, we are not doing our successors
any favours if we do not do something about the value
that they are going to inherit.
The past notion, Mr. Speaker, that somehow
Bermuda property [value] always goes up, I think has
been exploded. Most of us have grown up with the
notion that markets may go up and down, prices may
go up and down, but Bermuda property keeps going
up. And quite frankly, that was true for all of our lives
up until 2008. It was one of those things that, you
know—that is why they said Bermuda was another
world, because that particular law of economics did
not apply to us. Well, now we know we are just like
everybody else.
So we have essentially a bear market in property in Bermuda. And so we have to take note of what
we are leaving our children insofar as the value that
they are going to inherit. And this is important, Mr.
Speaker, because let me just use an example. Suppose . . . what is the point of owning a property that
was once worth, just for arguments sake, $1 million
and you had a mortgage of $900,000, let us say, six
or seven years ago. And today the mortgage value
has not gone down very much, but the property is now
worth $800,000. Your property is underwater; you owe
more money on the property than it is worth. There
are Bermudians in that situation. This legislation is an
attempt to address some of that issue.

ment has had requests. I have heard it from the other
side, Who is asking for this? I have heard several
people ask, Who is asking for this? Well, exempt
companies are asking for this. When they are here
(the ones that have a physical presence) they want to
be able to have the house of the CEO or the owner,
they want to have the house owned by the company.
Now it may be for some tax reasons back home, who
knows, but they want to have the property of the CEO
owned by the company. What is it to us whether the
house is owned by the company or is owned by the
CEO? It is still going to be owned by one or two of
them, and they are both foreign.
So the objection to this is just not reasonable,
it is just not reasonable. And so, we have a situation
here where exempt companies are asking for this. If
we say no because we want to stick with the status
quo, what happens? Well, there are—

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: And those nonBermudians, where do they live? They live in houses
owned by Bermudians. They live in houses owned by
Bermudians that have mortgages [from] these same
banks we are talking about.
This piece of legislation will enable some of
those mortgages that are in trouble to get out of trouble. All right?

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So it is not just good
enough to talk about we are preserving our children’s
birthright—
[Gavel]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: —it is the value of that
birthright that is important. And it is the value of that
birthright, Mr. Speaker, as it relates to the amount of
money people owe to [keep] those properties.
We had a conversation this morning about
banks and bank lending, and that the banks are not
lending. Well, when banks lend money in Bermuda,
what do they use for collateral? Ninety percent of the
time it is Bermuda property. Well, if the Bermuda
property is going down, do you expect the banks to
lend money collateralised on an asset that is going
down in value? Heck no, they are not going to do that.
So all of these things connect. I just want to
give Members a bit of a broader perspective of the
issue that this particular piece of legislation really
connects with, because it is not just a birthright, it is
the value of the birthright.
Mr. Speaker, the principal reason that this legislation is before this House is because the Govern-

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I am glad you said that,
Honourable Member, I am glad you said that. All
right? I am glad you said that.
What happens if they do not get what they
want? Well, then some other jurisdiction may give it to
them. These companies, Mr. Speaker, employ
(a) Bermudians; and (b) they may also employ nonBermudians—
[Gavel]

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Because if that company
leaves, then the people that are working for those
companies—particularly the expat people—they will
go. So it will increase the vacancy level and increase
the amount of properties that cannot rent their houses
and cannot pay their mortgage. So these things all
connect, Mr. Speaker.
[Inaudible interjections]
[Gavel]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Thank you.
So all of these things connect, Mr. Speaker,
as it relates to exempt companies that already have a
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physical presence in Bermuda, the Honourable Minister said that at the outset.
Somebody (I am not sure which Honourable
Member) started talking about foreign people buying
Bermuda property on speculation from Russia and
from other countries. This is nonsense. This thing
here is for exempt companies that have a physical
presence in Bermuda, that are employing Bermudians, that are renting our houses, that are shopping in
our shops, they are buying in our restaurants and supermarkets. That is what we are talking about, companies that are already part of the fabric and part of
the economy of Bermuda.
What this thing does, Mr. Speaker, is help further cement those companies to this Island and to this
economy. That is what it does. We are in a competitive world and it seems like the Members from the
other side just do not get that. And you know, we have
had five, six, seven (I do not know how many) thousand people leave this Island in the past five or six
years and they still do not get it. You have Bermudians out of work and they still do not get it.
We are in a competitive environment. We
have lost a lot of exempt companies—we have lost a
lot of exempt companies—and what we want to do is
keep the ones that we have got. We want to keep the
ones that we have got. And we have got to do what it
takes to keep the ones that we have got so that they
can employ our people, so that they can rent our
houses—
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Excuse me, Mr. Speaker. I
have a point of order.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: The Honourable Member is
misleading the House. The Honourable Member
states that we lost a lot of exempt companies. He offers no evidence of that.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, please.
Carry on.
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[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Honourable Members, there is a rule
that talks about constant interruptions. There is a rule
in the Standing Orders that speaks to that. I do not
need to name Members. I do not want to name Members.
Honourable Member, carry on.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Honourable Member, Mr. Scott, actually
talked about distressed mortgages and how that
somehow he did not think this was connected with the
distressed mortgages of Bermudians. But what I am
trying to point out here is that, in fact, it does connect
with distressed mortgages of Bermudians, even
though this particular initiative enables exempt companies to buy properties that are already available to
non-Bermudians.
But you cannot just cut it off from reality, all of
these things connect. When an exempt company in
Bermuda has a physical presence in Bermuda it is
benefitting Bermuda, the wider Bermuda, the Bermudians in Bermuda and all the other infrastructure that
exempt companies—we all acknowledge—make a
contribution to. This particular legislation helps all of
that, so you just cannot cut it off and say it does not
affect distress mortgages in Bermuda; it will, it will
help. If it is that one thing that keeps this exempt
company in Bermuda, it will help. And that is the point.
You know, I heard a remark, a sidebar, from
the Honourable Member, Mr. Roban, saying that I am
using fear tactics. But, you know, Mr. Speaker, he was
the one who mentioned the word fear in his own remarks. He was the one, because this whole thing
about people from the outside world coming into Bermuda and overwhelming Bermuda is a fear policy. It is
something that I referred to in my Budget Speech. It is
the politics of fear. So I do not know why they are accusing me of fearmongering; they are merchants in
this, wholesale merchants. We are more interested in
the politics of opportunity, Mr. Speaker, not the politics
of fear.
[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker that is another example of La-La Land, what can I tell you? Another example of La-La Land.
An Hon. Member: Is that parliamentary language?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It is not unparliamentary
language.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, just speak to the
Chair.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Sorry, Mr. Speaker, I got
distracted. Let me just continue here.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Somebody said we are
selling this for a dollar. Mr. Speaker, this is about economics. You know, they just do not get it. They are
still trying to divide people up, us versus them, people
who do not have money versus others, Bermudians
versus foreigners—it is all about the politics of division
and fear.
What we are trying to do here, Mr. Speaker, is
piece by piece, there is no magic bullet to get this
economy back on its feet, no one thing. There are lots
of little things; and this is one of those things, Mr.
Speaker, to get this economy back on its feet, to try to
cement the connection of exempted companies with
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Bermuda, but also putting in the safeguards to protect
against the fear that the Honourable Member Mr.
Roban is selling. It is to protect against that fear. We
are not allowing them to buy houses willy-nilly all over
the place. We are not allowing them to buy office
buildings and speculate on office buildings. The office
buildings are supposed to be for their own use. If they
leave the country, it has to be sold back. So you
know, we have thought of these eventualities.
So the bottom line here, Mr. Speaker, is that
Members on the Opposition still think that somehow
this economy is going to come back on its own. We sit
back, relax, put our feet up and just wait, and somehow it is going to get better.
Mr. Speaker, this is not the case. We have to
do like every other country has done, see what needs
to be fixed, see what needs to be improved, fix what
needs to be fixed, improve what needs to be improved, and make it better so that we can get back on
our feet.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke Central, Mr. Walton Brown,
the Shadow Minister of Education, constituency 17.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and
good afternoon colleagues.
Mr. Speaker, if you listen carefully to what my
honourable colleague, the Finance Minister, just said,
we on this side should just sit back, shut up, and allow
Government to do exactly as they please because
they appear to be (in his view) the only font of
knowledge, there can be no sensible and intelligent
debate, they have all the answers and we should just
sit back and pass the legislation.
But, of course, Mr. Speaker, you would know
we were elected here to represent the interests of the
people, first and foremost. If you listen to the argument from the other side, Mr. Speaker, you would
think that the international business sector were the
most important sector in the country.
We are here to represent the interests of the
people. All of us want to see a strong economy. All of
us want to see a robust set of opportunities for Bermudians. And it helps no one for the Honourable
Member who just took his seat or others to try to put it
as if one side has all the knowledge and the other side
has none.
Mr. Speaker, the international business sector
argue that term limits create a problem and led to
companies leaving, so the Government got rid of term
limits. They said they needed to have a greater set of
rights in the country, and so the Government is now
considering that. We now hear talk of demand from
the international business sector with respect to the
purchase of properties. If that is the case, Mr. Speak-
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er, why would the international business sector not
even make any sort of comment about that publicly?
We have heard nothing. All we have is a comment
from the Government side saying this is an expressed
demand of the international business sector.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Walton Brown: And the honourable colleague,
my friend, the Honourable Sylvan Richards, continues
to say things that only provoke me further, Mr. Speaker, but I will be guided by your direction. It may come
as a surprise to the Honourable Member that people
on this side do, in fact, have a series of ongoing relationships and contacts with key sectors of the international business sector, but we have a pledge to hold
some of those discussions confidential until such time
as we are best suited to raise the content of those
deliberations.
Mr. Speaker, the issue of property is a delicate one in this country. You would know of the earlier
experiences where property has been dispossessed
from people. But we hear today an argument which
says this is an undertaking to not do business as usual. The comment was made by the Government side
that the status quo has to go. I agree. We cannot continue to engage in the status quo.
I just defined the status quo as much more
than simply economics. For the Government side, the
status quo only relates to how certain aspects of the
economy need to be changed. It does not talk about
the totality of Bermuda. They do not touch on the
more fundamental issue about our real status quo and
our position in the world and the extent to which our
real lack of opportunities can be enhanced by a different political status quo, but now is not the time for that
discussion, Mr. Speaker. But if you really are interested in addressing the status quo in this country, you
will look at the totality of our relations and not focus on
one minor aspect of our particular set of circumstances.
There is some talk of the need to see property
prices rise. On our side we have at least two real estate agents—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walton Brown: Well, at least two. I said at least
two, that is correct.
Mr. Speaker, anyone who lived in Bermuda
between 2005 and 2012, will know of the extraordinary set of circumstances that happened with respect
to property prices. They mushroomed. If you were to
do a chart and track the momentum of housing prices,
there was a tremendous upshot around 2006, 2007,
and 2008. That was the period of the economic boom.
And what do we hear yet again from the Government
side? We will take what existed in 2008 as the norm
and everything needs to revert back to 2008. So they
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run this ridiculous argument about the need for a
40,000 sized workforce, because that is what is was in
2008, and now we hear a similar argument that really
strains credibility when one says, We need to get back
to the prices that existed in 2008.
Mr. Speaker, that was the period when one
person (Greenspan) coined the term “irrational exuberance." But you saw it reflected in Bermuda. People
had all sorts of money and prices were going up.
Construction costs, my honourable colleague, Mr. De
Silva, can confirm, went up to I believe at least $400 a
square foot from what was previously $300, and in
some cases more because contractors were so busy,
so many companies got formed, so many people set
up their own construction company to get involved in
the business. That led to a fundamental, irrational and
exceptional increase in property prices.
And what do we have here today? An argument that we need to get back to 2008. It was an aberration. And all the Honourable Minister and the
Government need to do is look at the trend and you
will see. So it is not appropriate. High prices may help
one sector of the community; high prices also make it
very difficult for the average man and woman to be
able to buy a property in their own country.
I will repeat, Mr. Speaker, my rule of thumb for
a country and a Government that cares is [this], where
you have a situation where a working couple can afford to buy their own property. My mother was a waitress and my father was a bartender, and they were
able to buy a property in 1972. We need to get back to
a state in this country where working men and women
can afford to buy a home in their own country, otherwise what are we here for? We are not here to do the
bidding of international companies. We are here to put
policies in place to benefit the people.
Now, Mr. Speaker, 10 or 15 years ago you
and I used to occasionally meet in Miami at the Miami
Conference where you had a lot of countries promoting investment in their country. I think we even shared
a panel at one point. Well, at one of these sessions
there was a representative from the Turks and Caicos
[Islands], pre Misick, pre the Misick government. I
cannot remember the gentlemen’s name, the Chief
Minister, but we sat down and talked with him, and
every year he would go there and say to international
investors, Come to the Turks and Caicos, you can buy
whatever you want. And I used to say to him, Chief
Minister, why are you doing this? What legacy are you
leaving for your children and grandchildren? Who
does it benefit to have a country in which the vast majority of your assets do not belong to its citizens? Anyone that does that, Mr. Speaker, does not really care
about the country or its people. They do not care. And
that has to be addressed.
Now, Mr. Speaker, there was a piece of legislation passed in the 1970s that governs the sale of
property to foreigners. I would like to know from the
Government, have you examined this piece of legisla-
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tion? Have you examined the extent to which the
changes now being proposed in this legislation will
actually contravene that law, because it may well be,
Mr. Speaker, that this proposed legislation is in contravention or will lead to contravention of existing legislation. In 2007, a former Minister in the PLP Government, Minister Birch, put in a set of conditions to
ensure that we will get an accurate count of who
owned what land in Bermuda. There was a requirement for registration. There was so much fuss about
it, so much opposition to it, Mr. Speaker—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walton Brown: And here we go again, Mr.
Speaker. I just wonder sometimes, I really wonder
sometimes—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walton Brown: Yes, I am going to speak to you,
Mr. Speaker. I just really wonder sometimes if Members on that side take these matters seriously, because you hear cynical comments that have no regard
for the people who are going to be marginalised by
this. Because the more you allow land to be sold in
contravention of existing law, the fewer opportunities
for purchase of property you have aligned for our children and grandchildren. If this Government does not
care about it, then the people need to say something
about it. I understand, Mr. Speaker, I understand.
So, Mr. Speaker, this legislation is ill-timed.
They had the temerity to present it in the absence of
any demonstration that it is consistent with the existing legislation and this needs to be withheld. They will
not do it of course, Mr. Speaker, so I am speaking not
just to them, through you, I am speaking to the public
at large.
This Government is set to pass a piece of legislation that will make it more difficult for men and
women who called this country home to be able to
purchase property. They are doing it under the guise
that international companies are demanding it. Well,
let us hope international companies do not demand
full citizenship rights, let us hope they do not demand
a full abolition of 60/40, because it seems as if this
Government unthinkingly and most robot-like responds to the dictates and/or suggestions of international companies.
This Government was given a solemn mandate by the people. You were not elected by international companies; you were elected by the people.
You promised transparency. You promised openness,
and you promised responsiveness to the needs of the
people in this country.
And what we see in this legislation and others,
Mr. Speaker, is a complete disregard, almost contempt, for the interests of the people. This legislation
has not been talked about to the country at large,
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there have been no meetings to explain anything to
anyone, it is almost as it if is a surreptitious act to engage in the dispensation of land to people outside of
Bermuda.
Mr. Speaker, this is an ill-conceived piece of
legislation. I hope the Government will reconsider. I, of
course, know they will not.
And so with that note, Mr. Speaker, I take my
seat.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member, Junior Minister, Sylvan Richards.
You have the floor.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, it is becoming increasingly clear
to me that what we have is a philosophical difference
of opinion when it comes to how to get our country
back on track. I acknowledge that and I accept that.
And I am not going to stand here and say that everything that comes from the Opposition benches we do
not take under consideration. It would be unreasonable to say that or to do that. But I must stress that to
my core being, Mr. Speaker, I sometimes find it difficult to comprehend the viewpoint, the stance and the
utterance that sometimes comes from the Opposition
benches.
Now I am going to speak very frankly and very
plainly because that is the only thing I know how to
do. From where I stand, Mr. Speaker, it appears that
there is a fear of outsiders coming from the Opposition
benches. That there is—

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: Yes?
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: —the Honourable
Member is misleading the House. We do not fear any
foreigners in this country. In fact, we welcome them.
All right?
I would ask that you have that Member withdraw those statements. They are very serious and
damaging statements to this country.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
All right, carry on, Honourable Member,
please . . . you certainly want to choose your words a
little more carefully.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Bermuda’s past immigration policies have
generally been more restrictive than many other jurisdictions—
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Honourable Member—
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: This Member is reading his statement. If he is going to read his statement,
he needs to table it right here.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
No, he is referring to his notes, Honourable
Member.

[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: No, I am speaking from
my—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, speak to the
Chair.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: —heart, Mr. Speaker.
That there is a fearmongering against international business, for whatever reason. I do not understand it, Mr. Speaker.
If you look at our economy right now we are a
one and a half horse town. We have international
business and then we have a floundering tourism
business. So it begs the question, why would there be
such negativity and anti-international business sentiment—
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member?
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Well, he needs to say
that because we are not supposed to be reading in
this House.
The Speaker: He is not reading, he is referring to his
notes.
Carry on please, Member.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I actually need to get my eyeglass prescription
changed because I am struggling here.
But experience has shown that an overly protectionist immigration outlook does not work well when
trying to grow the economy. That is what we are trying
to do. We are trying to grow the economy.
Now to get down to specifics, these 250 highend residential properties are already available to restricted persons. Now, I work in international business. I make a pretty good salary, but I cannot afford
a house that has an ARV of $177,000 and above.
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Those houses are set aside for high net worth individuals who can afford them. So when I hear that we are
giving away our land and—
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, point of
order.
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: This Member is misleading the House because, Mr. Speaker, under present law those folks can buy a house right now.
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, I cannot—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I do not think it is
anti-business. Please, please, not.
Carry on, carry on. Stay away from that line—
anti-business. Yes, stay away from that line.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Speaker, being . . .
putting in conditions that are going to benefit international business and also doing things to benefit the
average Bermudian are not mutually exclusive.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from constituency 5, Hamilton West—

The Speaker: All right, thank you.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Why do you want to
change it?
The Speaker: All right.
Carry on, carry on, Member.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Six. Six, constituency—
The Speaker: Constituency 6, sorry.
Hamilton West, MP Wayne Furbert.
You have the floor.

Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Exactly. Those houses are set aside right now
for high—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, speak to the
Chair. All right?
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: So the change in policy
is to allow these homes, these houses, to be purchased by local and international companies. So there
is no competition with Bermudians for these homes.
Now, what it will do is give these international
companies and local companies who have the
wherewithal to buy these properties the ability to bring
people into Bermuda to live in these properties. That
is the intent. What will that do? The Honourable Finance Minister said we will have people living in Bermuda, Mr. Speaker, buying cars, shopping in our
stores, eating in our restaurants, fuelling our economy. Right now our economy is not growing, it is
shrinking. Therefore, this change in policy is one that
we are going to implement to grow our economy.
All I hear coming from the other side is
fearmongering. It is fearmongering at its best, pitting
them against us. Now I have no problem with an international company that wants to buy some very restricted high-end properties to put their employees in
who are going to be living in this country and spending
money in this country that is going to benefit all Bermudians. It is not difficult. It is not a difficult concept to
grasp, Mr. Speaker.
So all I hear coming from the Opposition
benches, and once again, it bewilders me why there is
this anti-business, anti-foreigner—

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Mr. Speaker, I heard the
Minister of Finance talking about change. And not all
change is good. We must accept that. I mean, we
th
know that after December 12 it was not good to vote
for the OBA, I think most people now accept that.
But, Mr. Speaker, we are talking about growing the economy. There is no doubt that this party—
the Progressive Labour Party—supports international
business. And I do not want the notion being put out
there by the Honourable Member who just sat and the
Honourable Minister of Finance that the Progressive
Labour Party does not support international business.
This economy grew from 1998 to 2006 from a
$3 billion economy up to $6 billion solely on, particularly on, international business. So there had to have
been a party that supported international business. If
not, we would have gone from $3 billion down to $2
billion. So we recognise the importance of having the
people . . . our people working in that field. I declare
my interest, my daughter is an ABP for one international business, and many of our colleagues and
friends are involved in international businesses. So we
recognise the importance of international business.
But the thing about it is the most precious
thing that we have on this particular Island is property—property. We are not growing it, the only place
where it is growing is down at the airport, but we are
not growing it anywhere else. And [the question] is,
how do we manage that for future generations?
But when we talk about international business
and them being able to buy property, as my colleague
said a few minutes ago, there is nothing wrong right
now with a CEO personally buying a property down
there, I think there are 256 individual homes. There is
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nothing wrong with that because they can do it right
now. But it is this idea of the fear we are hearing,
them saying that if we do not do this (that is what the
Minister of Finance said) there is the potential of them
leaving. We cannot continue to live under a threat that
if we do not do certain things, then they will leave. We
cannot . . . we cannot be that way. We have to be a
country based on principles, democracy, business
oriented to ensure that business can thrive.
I can tell you when I was the Minister of International Business and I visited practically 90 per cent,
95 per cent of the CEOs, only one individual had mentioned to me that they wanted their company to buy a
property—only one. So all of a sudden the Minister
tells us that he has heard from this big avalanche of
companies coming here that want to buy—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, point of
order.
The Speaker: Yes, yes.
POINT OF ORDER
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: My honourable colleague, Bob Richards, did not say a big avalanche of
companies. He said that there were a number that
approached him. Okay?
The Speaker: Okay. Thank you, Honourable Member.
I think that is correct.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: He said many and I thought
the Honourable Member himself said many also. But
like I said, I visited many of them. I visited 95 per cent
of them—and there were basic principal things that
they wanted. They wanted to make sure that the
economy works, that Bermuda had things in place so
that they could grow. Yes, they did talk about term
limits those times that I was there. They were talking
about the benefits of how the model has changed for
the insurance business, how it used to be. There was
a whole process of things, but not once did I hear that
if we do not get the right to purchase part of these 250
[properties], then I am going to be leaving. I do not
know . . . international business is not going to say
that. These gentlemen and ladies are fair, they understand the principle of why they came to Bermuda, it
was not about let me get a call and make sure I stay
down at Tucker’s Town.
Now, here is something that benefits . . . I
mean, based on what the Minister said, when they
buy these properties . . . I mean, Ross Perot right now
cannot rent his property to anyone (that is my understanding, I could be wrong). Ross Perot cannot rent,
as I understand. I could be wrong. I stand to be corrected. But the international business, if I understand
what you are saying Minister, is that if they buy one of
these properties they cannot rent.
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[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Will they be able to rent under the new policy?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: No.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Okay. My point is this—we
understand the impact of rental of property on GDP.
You understand it clearly and the Minister of Finance
understands that. But if they were able to move and
buy their own property, it has to have an impact on
GDP, it has to have.
So the policies that the Minister is proposing,
or the legislation that he is proposing and the policies
that are attached to it, would no doubt have an impact
on GDP for Bermuda because they are based on
goods and services—gross domestic products—
goods and services. We measure and, as a matter of
fact, if you look at our GDP, one of the highest calculations—you have got international business up there
. . . let me just say, international business plays a very
important role in this community without a shadow of a
doubt.
You will see me defending to encourage new
international business here until the cows come home,
but they cannot be leaving every five minutes, the
Minister jumps up on his feet and says, Well, if you
don’t do this they are going to leave. I do not think . . .
I cannot imagine CEOs just keep on saying that, it is
not in their DNA. They work on basic principles. Does
this community create an environment so that they
can benefit? That is the 30 per cent, I think, they save
on their underwriting. That is why a lot of things are
being outsourced right now. All right? The accounting
services being outsourced overseas. But the underwriting, all of the underwriting is done here in Bermuda. There are basic principles and basic benefits for
them doing it here on this beautiful Island. Now, if
Obama changes that rule tomorrow, whether . . . I do
not care how many homes they have down in Tucker’s Town or wherever, they will be gone because that
principle of that 30 [per cent] or 33 per cent that they
are able to benefit from [will be gone].
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Deputy Speaker,
in the Chair]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So Madam Deputy Speaker,
the Honourable Minister talked about a protective society. You cannot accuse the Progressive Labour Party about a protective society. We lived under a protective society based on the rules and the party that I
used to belong to for years—for years—and some
things are still protective. And they are protected because of their own benefit, not for the benefit of the
Bermudian people. So they will change policies, they
will change legislation, not for the benefit of the Ber-
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mudian but for their own personal reasons. Those are
the reasons why things come rushing up here. It is not
that all of a sudden they got this flash and God spoke
to them so they have got to change— no. It is because of certain benefits they can gain out of it.
So we are living in a protective society. I
mean, we have law firms, right now, that are protective. We have banks that are protective. When I was
the Minister of Business Development, I talked about
bringing more banks here. I have never . . . the Minister of Business Development right now, he will never
. . . you will never hear him talk about bringing new
banks here. You never [hear] talk about bringing new
insurance companies here. You never hear him talking about bringing some more . . . opening up to allow
more cars. You will never hear certain things like that.

the day we live in a . . . this was the most protective
society around the world. If we want to open up, just
open up the whole system, if that is the philosophy
that we are going in. Let everybody and anybody who
wants to buy property in Bermuda . . . because mom
and pop will benefit from that too. Not from individuals
on that side whose property values are $177,000
ARV. As a matter of fact, those who have a property
at 177 should declare their interest on that side. Well,
those properties which may be in trust, too. Okay?

An Hon. Member: Never.

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: And those are protected. I
know last year when we removed the 60/40 on certain
technology, that Minister stood up and said, No, we
shouldn’t be doing it. We shouldn’t be doing it!

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So let us not talk about . . . I
never understand the Honourable Member who always says his declaration of interest is zero. Anybody
knows that this Honourable Member has more than a
zero interest in Bermuda—that is a non starter right
there.
But my point, Madam Deputy Speaker, is this:
If we are talking about opening up the system, let us
have a real chat. Let us all sit down on both sides and
see how we can do it. But do not ever stand on that
side of the House accusing this side that we want to
stop international business and that we are
fearmongering. No, it is not. We have a right to ensure
that things benefit Bermudians in general. We have a
right to do that. And if they move out of their homes—
out of the places they are renting, where do you think
I, as an individual . . . Let us say I had international
person renting my property and he was the CEO and
he moved and bought a house on top of the . . . guess
who is getting impacted? My house would go under
the water; it would be right in the deep, deep water.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: We will bring out the evidence—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: He spoke up most vociferously on that thing about 60/40. When the Minister of
Finance talked about opening up 60/40—
The Deputy Speaker: Your point of order is?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, that Honourable Member is misleading the House.
The reason I spoke up on that 60/40 legislation was because it was flawed—and it is still flawed—
and we are still dealing with the fallout from those policies which were not carefully thought through.
The Deputy Speaker: Thank you.
Member?

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Not I’m just saying my property, let us put that part in trust, okay? Or beneficial
trust. Okay?

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, no. That is my point.
They miss the point. My point is that you are having
an impact on Bermudians when you allow those people to move out of their residential and buy homes.
[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Madam Deputy Speaker, let
the Honourable Member bring some real 60/40
movement that will affect him personally. I guarantee
he will never bring it.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Have we asked the question
what impact would that have on Bermudians? What
will they have—
[Inaudible interjections]

The Deputy Speaker: Do not impugn.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, it is not—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: The Honourable Member will
never bring those 60/40s here. Because at the end of
Bermuda House of Assembly
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The Deputy Speaker: Please refer to the Chair, do
not worry—
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: No, Madam Deputy Speaker, they missed the point. A property that is $169—
nice place by the water, it has a nice big pool, international business right now is renting that home
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Like mine. That is right. I
said that. I said that—you are absolutely right. But I
have to make sure that I collect money so that I can
pay you some mortgage.
[Laughter]
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should not come before this Honourable House because land is so valuable. It is valuable. If there is . . .
probably the most valuable thing that Bermudians can
. . . I am not sure about that right now, especially if
their mortgage is not paid off, but there are a lot of
Bermudians that have paid their mortgages off.
But when the Minister of Finance stands up
and talks as if we are trying to suppress economic
activity, he talks on a principle of, as my Leader said,
free market . . . you strip the whole system. That let
Bermudians overall be able to do . . . I can sell my
home to . . . and I have got a good friend who used to
be involved in Coldwell Bankers. I have coffee with
him every morning (not every morning, but maybe
twice or three times a week). He believes that we
should just open up and let everybody be able to buy
every little house around the corner here.

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: So do you understand that?
[Inaudible interjection]
The Deputy Speaker: Do you just want to keep talking to the Chair and do not worry about . . .
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: I am saying to you that if you
have a property and you are renting to an international
CEO and then all of a sudden he says, Hey, I can own
my own property. It just makes common sense that I
(the company) buy the property. All right? And I am
able to spread my payments out over a longer period
of time, or whatever it is, because, at the end of the
day, it is the asset value to the properties. But you are
having an impact on the Bermudians who have built
their homes over the years.
I remember the times when they first started
when a Bermudian was able to build a house and get
cash up front and build a house out of the money that
was given to the CEOs, as it is, by companies. I recall
those days. Times have changed. Times have
changed. So what I am saying, Madam Deputy
Speaker, is that it does now.
So my . . . let us say, I was getting (I don’t
know) $14,000 a month because a CEO was there. If
everyone moves out of that bracket, I am now going to
move down to maybe $10,000 or $12,000 to compete.
Somebody moves from another Bermudian up to . . .
and it keeps on going. So it has to have an impact on
the Bermuda rental market.
I do not know whether the Government has
had much discussion and asked themselves the question, What impact will it have? I know that the international business . . . what they will have. But what will it
have on the regular rental market when it comes to
them moving into that sector? What impact will it have
on our GDP?
What I do not like, Madam Deputy Speaker, is
that policies that—and I understand the Minister said it
would be on the website. But being a former Minister,
a policy being changed on a website—what does that
mean? People have not had time to discuss it. What
impact will it have on the Bermudians overall? It

Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: He does. I am just saying he
does, this gentleman does, he believes it. If that is the
way the Minister . . . so what I am saying is, maybe
what the Minister of Finance should be coming to us
and give us a clearer picture—not come every week
and say, Well, I have got another Band-Aid. This is
going to work. This is going to work. We have got the
term limits, that is going to work. We are going to allow them to . . . or we are going to reduce the stamp
duty. That is going to work.
That is what the problem is, they can never
. . . they got into office without a clear plan. They had
no plan on tourism; hence, they picked up our plan.
They had no plan on international business; hence,
they picked up our plan. And then they say [clap, clap,
clap], we have done it.
No, Madam Deputy Speaker, we have an obligation to the voters of this country that we have a
national plan. And in this national plan is what the
Minister is still trying to accomplish, then it would be a
national plan. But the Bermudians have to buy into
what is going to take place—we have to.
So all I am asking the Government [to do] is to
just pause. I know maybe some of you guys, some of
you ladies and gentlemen, Honourable Members, are
under the whip. They are sitting here now because
they know they have got a vote coming up. They are
all sitting here those under the whip. And I am hoping
my honourable friend and cousin from St. George’s, a
wise gentleman, will get his leave. A wise man understands the principle. He has got to protect the people
of St. George’s. I know Tucker’s Town is part of his
parish.
The Deputy Speaker: Member, do you want to refer
to the Chair, please?
Thank you.
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Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: All I am saying to you, Madam Deputy Speaker, is I am just hoping some Members on that side would hear the call from the Bermudians and just pause and go back into your Cabinet
and ask them simple questions. What impact does it
have on GDP? What impact will it have on the ordinary Bermudians who are renting their homes? What
are these policies? Because every policy has an impact. For every action there is a reaction. That is what
we learned in physics. [For] every action there is a
reaction.
So all I am saying is that it is time for us to be
clear on where we are heading.
Thank you, Madam Deputy Speaker.
The Deputy Speaker: Are there any other Members
that would like to speak to the motion?
Thank you.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Health and Seniors, the Honourable Zane J. S.
De Silva.
You have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Madam Deputy
Chairman [sic]. I am happy to weigh in today, Madam
Deputy Chairman [sic].
The Deputy Speaker: Deputy Speaker.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Madam Deputy Speaker.
That is right; we are not in Committee yet.
The OBA continues to try to slip it in every
chance they get that the Progressive Labour Party are
against international business in this country.
Madam Deputy Speaker, the good thing is
with Bermudian people they know different. And the
voters will show that in the next election.
Madam Deputy Speaker, we know that international business employs 4,000–5,000 people in
Bermuda. We know that. We know that out of that
4,000 or 5,000, 50 per cent of that total are Bermudian
workers, Madam Deputy Speaker. We know that
when their friends and families visit it benefits all of
our Bermudian people, Madam Deputy Speaker. They
stay in homes with our foreign guests here in Bermuda. They go to restaurants, they go sightseeing, they
catch the buses, they catch the taxis—we get it, we
know it.
But come on, let us stop that. It happens too
often on that side. Because you know you may think—
they may think—they are getting political points, Madam Deputy Speaker, but they by the mere fact of saying that, may damage Bermuda and it has to stop. It
has to stop. They know it. They know it. They contribute to our health insurance. They contribute to our
Payroll Tax, we know that, Madam Deputy Speaker,
and they know that. And they know that we know that.
So let us stop it.
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Now, Madam Deputy Speaker, I have listened
to the Government and I have listened to my colleagues and I agree with some of the Members of the
OBA and I agree with my Members on this side. And I
think some of us have said that we agree with certain
things, but some things we do not. And I would like to
just talk about some of those things, Madam Deputy
Speaker.
One of the things that the Honourable Member, Mr. Bob Richards, talked about was he mentioned that . . . because we talked about the banks
and the banks not loaning money, and he said that
you know, the reason the banks are not loaning money is because property values have declined tremendously over the last . . . since 2008, and we know that.
But Madam Deputy Speaker, let me say this, we have
to be conscious of a few things.
That some of these homes, and he talked
about the mortgages being stressed and this will help,
and some of the reasons he gave, I am with him, I
agree wholeheartedly. Some of the things that this will
do and some of the other things that we have done in
recent years will help. The more people we get to
work the better chance we have of our people not
having mortgage issues and challenges. We know
that. And I will declare my interest, I have real estate
that I rent to international business, quite a bit of it,
Madam Deputy Speaker.
So let me say that we have to be careful because some of the mortgages that are stressed may
become even more stressed in such a way that folks
have to sell their homes. Why do I say that, Madam
Deputy Speaker? Because maybe some of these folks
that have homes and are renting to international business executives. Once homes are bought by those
companies they move into those homes, that is the
whole purpose, yes? Well, what happens to the Bermudian [landlords] that the tenants are leaving to go
and move and live in these homes? Do you see?
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member
says they can do that now. No, they cannot do that
now because they cannot . . . the international companies cannot buy homes now, so they cannot do it
now, Honourable Member. They cannot. They cannot.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Point of order, Madam Deputy Speaker.
The Deputy Speaker: And your point of order is?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, I think the Honourable Member is a little bit confused.
An Hon. Member: What is the point of order?
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POINT OF CLARIFICATION

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Restricted persons,
which means—
The Deputy Speaker: Clarification?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —restricted persons
can currently buy properties in the ARV range above
$177,000. They can do that personally. They can also
buy condos which are in that designated range as
well. That occurs right now. This is not—
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: This is not an extension of those properties—
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Madam Deputy Speaker—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The same ones are
available now to both.
An Hon. Member: Well, why are we here?
[Gavel]
The Deputy Speaker: I have not recognised you. If
you will take your seat until I recognise you.
Thank you very much.
The reason why I put the gavel down is basically this. I continue to hear interpolations from both
sides and at this point in time I would prefer to hear
those individuals who are standing to their feet in clarity so that all of us, when we have an opportunity to
speak, can hear what has been said.
Thank you very much.
Member? Member?
Thank you, the Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister.
You may continue.
Thank you.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Madam Deputy Speaker,
that was not a point of order. I said “companies.” I said
“companies”—companies buying property for their
executives. The Honourable Member needs to listen a
little closer.
So Madam Deputy Speaker, I will say again
that when these situations happen and, again, let me
reiterate. I am for this and I will explain what I am for
and what I am against. Okay? I have no problem with,
as we know, the homes above that ARV that can be
bought and sold now; we know that. We know that. So
I got that. And for good reason.
Listen, if we can get 200 wealthy, high net
worth people in this Island tomorrow and it puts 5,000
of our people to work—you have got me. You have
got me, Madam Deputy Speaker, you have got me. It
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puts our people to work. It will help our Payroll Tax. It
will help our Health Insurance . . . all the things I outlined previously, so you know, we got that.
Some of the things we have been passing in
this House, some are good. Some are not so good. It
will have its pros and cons. But let us not lose the fact,
because, you know, we talked about fearmongering
from the other side about some of the things our
Members had to say, but let us not forget that between 1998 and 2008, almost to a business owner,
everyone that had a business in Bermuda flourished. I
would venture to say that 99.9 per cent of them had
record profits under a PLP Government between 1998
and 2008.
Now, the Honourable Member, my colleague,
Mr. Wayne Furbert, talked about our GDP. We know
that our GDP went to the highest it has ever been during that period. But in a more layman-type way let us
talk about the businesses that flourished during that
period—1998 to 2008. I think the Honourable Finance
Minister even said himself that in Bermuda, you know,
money was easy. Things were flowing. Things were
flourishing. Yes, they were.
Of course, the OBA might have us believe
that the PLP caused the worldwide crisis that we are
currently in. Bermuda, as you know, it is often said
that when the USA sneezes, we catch a cold. So, yes,
we were very severely affected by the worldwide economic crash that the world experienced, and is still
experiencing. We had countries that were bankrupted.
Some countries are still struggling. So we are in that
boat, but we must not forget that from 1998 to 2008,
were some of the best, most profitable times we ever
saw in Bermuda.
Madam Deputy Speaker, yes, we need people
in Bermuda. Yes, we do. Like I said, I support what we
are doing—part of it. And I will get to the part I do not
support in a minute, Madam Deputy Speaker. We
know that we have had a lot of people leave Bermuda.
For the life of us, the OBA constantly says, The Progressive Labour Party would love to see them fail so
that we can get power back. And I have said here
several times, since the election, No, no, no, no, no! If
we have to remain in Opposition, for the remainder of
my life, to put all our people back to work, and make
Bermuda a prosperous place, then so be it! I will say
that from time to time, and I will remind Members Opposite that that is where I stand. You put all of our
people to work, I will stay on this side of the House. I
have no issue with that. And we will hold their feet to
the fire like we do. Let us not forget that for a moment.
You will never see this side of the House criticizing for
the sake of criticizing to try and win back power. We
will kick their tail—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Sorry! Sorry! I will withdraw
that. I will withdraw that. Sorry, Madam Deputy
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Speaker. I am sorry. I do apologise. I got a little passionate that time.
So for initiatives that encourage people to
come to Bermuda and to live and stay in Bermuda,
Madam Deputy Speaker, you got me. It creates jobs
and it sets a domino effect, we know that. I encourage
that. We will talk about some other legislation later on
today, which we hope will create jobs. We will support
that too.
Now, Madam Deputy Speaker, the Opposition
[Deputy] Leader, Derrick Burgess, and the Independent Member, Honourable Member Terry Lister, talked
about the land purchase. Now, this where I draw the
line with this legislation, and I think the Honourable
Minister and the OBA should withdraw it. Okay? I now
look forward to [hearing from] the Honourable Member, Dr. Gibbons, [who] said [that] in Committee he
was going to give us some details. I think it was with
regard to land registration, how much land is available, how much has been bought by foreigners. So I
look forward to receiving that information. I really do,
because that is where I have an issue.
Now, if you said to me that Home Depot
wanted to come in tomorrow, knock down two or three
buildings in town, and put in a Home Depot, and put
300 Bermudians to work, you got me. You got me! I
am okay for that. Now, if you said that Home Depot
wanted to come to Bermuda and go up to Southampton, or down in St. George’s and take a big lot of land,
four or five acres to do that, I might have an issue with
that. Because now, once that land is gone, it is gone.
Our people vote us here in this House to look after
their interests. It is not just money; it is the future of
our children and grandchildren. So that is where I
have a big issue. I do have a very big issue with companies being able to come into Bermuda and purchase land. I am hoping that the Minister will bring
forth an amendment to scratch that out. I think that he
would have a lot easier time from us on this side if he
did.
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, notwithstanding everything that I said, I would certainly like to think
that it is time the OBA, when they talk about putting
our people to work and you want to open the floodgates into Bermuda with legislation such as this . . .
and I think the Honourable Member, Mr. Furbert,
touched on it, when he [said], Why don’t we open up
the floodgates and let insurance companies come into
Bermuda. Maybe some more banks, we might find
that interest rates drop and health premiums drop.
Why don’t we look at that? That might create some
more jobs too, and, at the same time, drop interest
rates on our mortgages and maybe health premiums
for our people. Why does the OBA not bring something like that here? Maybe we could do a Private
Members’ Bill.
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Mr. Speaker, whilst the OBA has brought
some things to this House in quick fashion—term limits—this stuff which we are not totally against . . . why
do we not bring something like that? Maybe open up
competition in Bermuda so that our people can get an
advantage and possibly put more of our people to
work.
Mr. Speaker, I look forward to Committee. I
look forward to other Member’s contributions, and with
that I will take my seat. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Any other Honourable Member’s care to
speak?
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke, the Shadow Minister of Finance, from constituency 18, MP David Burt.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and good
afternoon to you.
Mr. Speaker, as I stand up to speak on the
general debate on this Bill, I have to ask something
which has been asked by Members on this side. It
comes from my background as being a project manager and someone who analyses software systems.
What exactly is the problem that this legislation is trying to solve?
Now, we understand that the Minister . . . because there is two parts to this legislation. The first
part is the technical aspects of clarifying companies’
powers to hold land, which is understood. Those are
technical things. But the second part is, when it comes
to companies, local and exempted companies, holding
residential property, what is the problem we are trying
to solve? Why is that necessary?
The Minister spoke about the technical
changes that are required. We can understand why
those are necessary. But why the necessity to give
permission to companies, both local and foreign, to
own land? This, Mr. Speaker, is the challenge.
We heard, when the last speaker spoke,
about Members of the Government benches saying,
Well, they can do that already. That is not true, Mr.
Speaker. Because if they could do that already, then
we would not be here discussing this addition and this
change. Individuals, who are restrictive persons, can
do it already, but now we want to make sure that all
companies can have the ability to do this. That, Mr.
Speaker, is a very profound change. Because, as
many Members have spoken about, we are not making any more land. We are not, Mr. Speaker. So when
we are talking about giving the additional ability to
transfer land to restricted persons, it certainly represents and presents a challenge.
Now, I would like to just ask a question at the
outset, just to make sure that I do not go offline (and I
will yield if the Minister would like to clarify), but we
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are giving the rights to companies to purchase vacant
and undeveloped land as well?
Now, Minister, do you mind clarifying that
statement to me? Or is that correct? I will yield.
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjections]

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker—

Mr. E. David Burt: Okay, so, it is possible. So here
we go again, Mr. Speaker. We are giving companies
the right to purchase vacant and undeveloped land.
Now, Mr. Speaker, if that does not concern—

The Speaker: Yes.

POINT OF ORDER
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, point of
order. The Honourable—
The Speaker: Just one second. Yes.
Carry on.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, we are
not giving anybody the right to do anything. Okay?
This, like a lot of legislation, requires permission, ministerial sanction, [and] consideration. It is a very different situation than the Honourable Member is currently
presenting.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: Carry on.
Mr. E. David Burt: We are giving . . . if that was not
the case before, then it will be the case after this. It
will. Companies will be available to hold vacant and
undeveloped land. This, Mr. Speaker, is a challenge.
This should concern a lot of individuals. It should concern a lot of people, because that means that land can
be lost from the traditional Bermudian land stock forever.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, point of
order.
The Speaker: Yes. Point of order.
Honourable Member, yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I think the Honourable Member has to understand this in terms of the way
it is couched, because he is misleading the House.
It has to be for a very specific business purpose. He is suggesting that vacant land would be a
business purpose. It is not.

Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Minister can continue to attempt to parse my words, but I am just
speaking what this Act will give the ability for companies to do.
Now, the Minister will not be the Minister forever. He may not be the Minister for Economic Development. There may be someone else. And we cannot
understand their motivations. The fact is, Mr. Speaker,
that this Bill allows that opportunity to take place. This
Bill allows that opportunity to happen. This Bill leaves
it up to the interpretation of the Cabinet of the day,
and the Minister of day, to make that determination—
without public scrutiny, Mr. Speaker. It gives the ability, it opens that door, it is a thin edge of the wedge,
whichever way you want to put it, if it was not possible
before it will be possible now, Mr. Speaker.
Now, Mr. Speaker, let me move on. Because
what is interesting is, and it is something that I always
say when I am here in this House, and I get up and
say it. It is almost as though the only people in this
country who believe that property values are too low
are the Government. Mr. Speaker, we still have constituents of mine, and certain constituents of yours,
that would like to enter the property market but they
still cannot. That, Mr. Speaker, is the reality. That is
what we are facing. So when we hear this drumbeat
about wanting to re-inflate the property market, bring
up property prices, we have to question who is that to
benefit and who is that to help?
Mr. Speaker, we like to talk about Grand Atlantic, but we have to remember that Grand Atlantic
was the exact same thing, was the exact same proposal, the exact same structure as Loughlands, something that was incredibly successful. Why do we need
to turn tourism property into residential property for
Bermudians to own, Mr. Speaker? Because Bermudians could not afford property in the regular housing
market, and that was because they were priced out of
it, Mr. Speaker. And it seems as though some Members on the Government bench want to go back there
again. This is not something, Mr. Speaker, that is
good for Bermudians. This is not something that is
good for voters. This is something that will benefit
banks and will benefit people who do not vote, Mr.
Speaker, and that is the fact.
Now, Mr. Speaker, let me move on. We are
now faced with the simplistic approach and the reason
why we have to put this through is because it will generate government revenue. Well, yes, Mr. Speaker,
there will be some generation of government revenue,
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because if there is some conveyancing going on there
certainly will be some taxes. But the next thing that we
hear about is jobs in the construction industry. Where
have we heard that before? I think it was last year, Mr.
Speaker, when we were talking about, once again,
relaxing restrictions and lowering taxes for individuals
who do not vote. So, a year later, we find out that that
did not work. It did not have its intended effect. So we
are going to extend it and possibly, because of some
red tape reason it did not work, we are going to extend that. So we hear the same argument again.
Mr. Speaker, many people on this side have
said already, many Honourable Members have said it.
If you are going to be pumping $10 [million] and $15
million into a house in this market, I promise, you are
not going to buy a fixer-upper, Mr. Speaker. You are
not going to buy a fixer-upper. You are going to buy a
completed house that is ready to go, because if there
are people that are looking to sell properties, as we
read in the daily, if there are people that are looking to
sell properties, one may assume, Mr. Speaker, that
they are in the condition to sell. And when we are talking about condominiums, Mr. Speaker—come on!
Come on, Mr. Speaker. There is not going to be a lot
of construction generating from this. So the question
is: What is this trying to solve? Who are we trying to
help?
Now the real issue here, Mr. Speaker, because . . . and the Minister alluded to it earlier, the
Minister of Finance alluded to it earlier, and he said,
about exempted companies, companies that are in the
international business space, what happens if they do
not get what they want? Someone else will give it to
them. That is what the Minister of Finance said. And it
seems, Mr. Speaker, that all of our decisions, which
are predicated that we hear from the Government, are
done under threat. It is almost done with a gun barrel
to their head insofar as saying, Do this or else! Do this
or else! Do this or else!
And it seems as though if the One Bermuda
Alliance just bows down and says, Okay. Sure. We’ll
take it. Do you want that too? It is [like] someone said
yesterday on the news, Do you want mayonnaise with
that as well, on top? That is what it is, Mr. Speaker.
That is what we are facing.
So, Mr. Speaker, I have to ask: If the international companies are our partners, then why are we
dealing under issues of threats? If they are truly partners in our economy, and truly partners with the Bermuda business community, then why is it that we are
in this—because we are hearing that this is coming
from the business community—so why are we under
threat, Mr. Speaker? How is that possible?
But here is the thing, Mr. Speaker, what has
been interesting is that we have heard very little from
those alphabet groups—ABIC [Association of Bermuda International Companies] and ABIR [Association of
Bermuda Insurers and Reinsurers]—about the need
for this. We have heard very little clamouring from the
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international business sector insofar as saying, Oh,
yes, we want to buy some properties. We have heard
very little, Mr. Speaker. Very little. An Honourable
Member on our side, he used to be the Minister for
Business Development, said he knew of one person.
One person, Mr. Speaker! So where is this coming
from?
Where is the big drive, the big ramp-up, everyone calling and banging down people’s doors? Because, Mr. Speaker, when there are issues that are
important to international companies, international
companies do not just lobby the Government’s side,
they lobby the Opposition as well. We have meetings
with the alphabet groups, but we have not heard anything about this issue. And our research, when we are
speaking to them, they are saying, It didn’t come from
us. So the question is, Mr. Speaker, who did it come
from?
Now, we know one place where it came from.
We know the Chamber of Commerce is calling for this
in their pre-Budget Statement. Oh, make sure that we
give companies the easier right to handle land. And
why is that, Mr. Speaker? Could it be because of selfinterest? Could it be because there are a lot of realtors in that industry?
Some Hon. Members: Aha!
Mr. E. David Burt: Could it be that a lot of realtors
want to line their pockets?
Some Hon. Members: Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: Could that be what it is about, Mr.
Speaker? Because I do not think it is in support of
Bermudians.
Some Hon. Members: No.
Mr. E. David Burt: And if we do not hear the noise
from ABIC and ABIR about it, so who is this really targeted for? Could it be, Mr. Speaker, that it is for the
banks?
An Hon. Member: Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: Could it be? We heard earlier the
Minister of Finance talking about Bermudian properties that are under water. Well, Mr. Speaker, if the only properties of which we are talking about here are
the 215-odd, high-end properties, and the 422 restricted condominiums, how many of those are owned
by Bermudians?
That is the question, Mr. Speaker. Because
we already have these restricted properties, there is a
restricted pool. And we are talking about Bermudians,
mortgages that may be under threat? How many is
that, Mr. Speaker? Could this be something that is an
attempt to bail out some banks that made a bad deci-
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sion? Trying to say, Okay, let’s take some money from
the international business side—to the detriment to
the overall Bermudian economy.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I will get to that because
any reasoning that a company would have to want to
buy a residential property for their executives, means
that they are tired or they do not want to pay rent anymore. Now, Mr. Speaker, we understand that the
way that our economy is set up, the gross domestic
product, or the contribution that international business
makes to our economy, is limited. It is limited by its
very nature, Mr. Speaker. So the only benefit and direct benefit that we get inside of our economy is the
rent they pay for their building itself and whatever rent
allowance they may give, the salaries which they pay
to their staff, and the money they spend on their suppliers, and the taxes they give to Government, the
payroll taxes. But all the rest of their activities, Mr.
Speaker, are not even counted on GDP [gross domestic product], because they do not technically—it is
like this shadow, phantom economy. We see billions
and billions of dollars of profits, but they do not fall into
our GDP. Because our GDP . . . the only benefit that
we extract are the four things that I mentioned before,
Mr. Speaker.
Now, here is what happens. Let us say a local
company or a local international company is spending
$200,000 a month on rent allowances, just picking a
number out of the air (it might be too high), but for an
example, or a pool, Mr. Speaker. If those same companies can now own properties to house their employees, then that money, Mr. Speaker, is no longer
going to be benefiting our GDP. That money is no
longer going to be entering the local economy. That
money that they are now paying in rent will not be
paid anymore every month. That asset, of which they
buy, will be transferred to their balance sheet. They
will not be putting that rental income into the economy
anymore, Mr. Speaker. That means that international
companies will be contributing less, not more. And
that, Mr. Speaker, is the danger.
We heard other Members talk about, Who
does this hurt? Because we understand that it may
help the banks, and we understand that it may help
the realtors, but who does this hurt, Mr. Speaker? It
hurts the middle-class families of this country who
own their properties, who may support their income
via renting apartments. That is who it hurts. Those are
the people who this policy will affect. Those are the
Bermudians who will feel the negative impact of this
change that the Government is making today—this
change, Mr. Speaker, that has not had this big clamouring from international business, this change, Mr.
Speaker, which is to benefit some persons in this
economy and not overall.
Mr. Speaker, I do not understand the Minister’s rationale when he says that this will help people
with distressed mortgages. I do not get it, Mr. Speaker, because for that to happen it is to assume that the
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persons in distressed mortgages only fill up that minor
slice of the pie we are talking about, of the properties,
condos or otherwise, that individuals are able to hold.
The distressed mortgages are not there. The
distressed mortgages are from the government workers who have had to take pay cuts under the One
Bermuda Alliance. The distressed mortgages are for
the hotel workers who have been under a pay freeze
since 2008 while their cost of living and their insurance goes up, under the One Bermuda Alliance Government. The people who are having trouble with the
mortgages, Mr. Speaker, are the 921 people who lost
their jobs last year under the One Bermuda Alliance
Government. Those are the people, Mr. Speaker, who
need help. Not the individuals who we may find in these 422 properties which are already able to be purchased by restricted persons.
So that is why, Mr. Speaker, we have to question the logic and benefit of this particular piece of legislation.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: The impact, Mr. Speaker, I do not
think can be positive in the long term. I can understand and accept the arguments that somehow . . .
now, it is hard to understand that somehow we can
make an international business more tied to Bermuda
because they may own land that they can have their
executives in. It does not wash with me, Mr. Speaker,
because if the business case changes, if Congress
decides to change a little piece of legislation tomorrow, they are gone. And they will sell the property too.
So, Mr. Speaker, I do not get that. I do not get
the thought that this can create some type of emotional attachment to this country. One would think, Mr.
Speaker, that international business “partners” [they]
would want to “partner” with Bermuda. They would
want to be in a partnership and they would want to
support Bermuda and develop Bermuda in whichever
way they can to benefit. I do not believe that holding a
piece of property is going to do that, because, as we
have heard before, the executives, Mr. Speaker, can
buy the property now. They can. Some do, as we
have heard. Those are the people who, of course, are
committed. Why do we need the companies to do it as
well?
We heard from the Minister of Finance that it
might be a tax reason. Okay. That is fine. So what
does that mean? The international company makes
more and Bermuda gets less. I spoke about this, Mr.
Speaker, when I gave our party’s Budget Reply. The
partnership is not balanced, and it seems as though it
is becoming more and more unbalanced. And it cannot be good for us to continue to kowtow to these
wishes.
Now, Mr. Speaker, the Minister said that maybe when we get into Committee he will talk about the
amount of land which is owned by restricted persons.
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We do have laws in place that restrict the amount of
land that the Minister can issue licences for. And there
are some of us who believe that those limits may have
already been bypassed. Has the Government done
the research? Will we hear whether or not they intend
to increase the amount of land stock that can be
owned by restrictive persons? Because if the land
stock is already there, if we have already passed that
limit, Mr. Speaker, then this could be all for naught.
The Minister may not be able to issue any licences. I
will be interested to hear that when we get into Committee.
I want to close with this, because I think it is
important. We hear the Government say that there are
still immigration controls under the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act. Okay; that is fair. There are a
lot of rules that come out of the Bermuda Immigration
and Protection Act. But this policy, Mr. Speaker, allows companies to hold land and the rules in the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act can be changed
at the whim of Parliament without parliamentary scrutiny, because they are negative resolutions. So what
happens with the insatiable appetite that we hear from
local and international companies about wanting
more? It does not stop the Cabinet from lowering that
threshold which brings more properties into that market and that threshold. It does not stop them from
lowering the threshold or from adding condominiums
to the list.
Because let us be clear, Mr. Speaker, right
now restricted persons can only own 442 specific
properties and 551 total properties, and the difference
between those two numbers is properties that are currently under development. And that is specified in the
rules. But there is nothing that is stopping the One
Bermuda Alliance from just expanding that pool. So,
today it might be 551, they could just make a regulation [and] tomorrow it could be 900. Then next day it
could be 1,800, Mr. Speaker. We can read about it in
the newspaper, because it will never come here. And
that, Mr. Speaker, is the danger of this policy. It is the
same thing we hear in the Cabinet policy—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Point of order.
The Speaker: Yes.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Honourable
Member—
The Speaker: Honourable Member?
Carry on.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Honourable
Member is misleading the House. He did refer to negative resolution, that does come to this House.
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The Speaker: All right. Thanks. Thank you.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, although that Honourable Member who just took his seat has been in
Parliament for quite a long time, I have also been in
Parliament for a while. And I know that negative resolution . . . we have seen things from the One Bermuda
Alliance, Mr. Speaker, negative resolutions that have
not even made it to this House. So, we understand,
we understand that it is made, and then laid.
So, Mr. Speaker, they can make the negative
resolution tomorrow and we would not hear about it
until May. They could do a negative resolution in August and we would not touch it until November, Mr.
Speaker. So let us be clear.
We understand, we know, we understand Mr.
Speaker. I understand the rules. I know what the Statutory Instruments Act says. I do not need lectures
from the Honourable Member telling me the process
and the way that it works. I understand the way that it
works. The fact is that the Government can make the
change without the people knowing about it. It gets
gazetted and that is the end of the story, Mr. Speaker.
We find out about it after the fact. So, Mr. Speaker,
that is the case.
Now, Mr. Speaker, here is the other interesting thing. Because we hear about exempted companies, but no one has talked about the local companies. My understanding, and I hope the Minister will
correct me if I am wrong, is that local companies now,
the exempted companies, are restricted to the 442
properties, but local companies can buy any condo
under $32,400. Could be, I do not know, a construction company. It could be an insurance company. It
could be a car company. It could be a liquor distributor. Whoever it is, Mr. Speaker, that may want to purchase condominiums for their employees so they can
house them.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not know how that
benefits Bermudians. I do not know how that benefits
Bermudians, but here is what I will say. It does benefit
the persons that I said before—the banks and the
realtors. And it negatively impacts individuals who
would collect those rents.
So, now, let us be clear. I want to make this
point very clear. Exempted companies are limited to
442 properties. Those 442 properties can be expanded under negative resolution at any point in time. The
thresholds that they can hold can be changed by negative resolution at any point in time by the Government. The policy of which is being applied is a policy
by Cabinet which can change at any point in time that
Cabinet makes a policy. We are relying on the Minister of Home Affairs, an unelected Member who sits in
another place, to be the safeguard to make sure that
these rules are not going to be changed. This is the
same Minister, Mr. Speaker, that wanted to give children of people who are here on work permits the right
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to work in the summer. That is who we are relying on
to protect our Bermudian land right now, Mr. Speaker.
That is what this Government is putting forward. They are putting forward a change that will
make local companies able to buy any condo in this
country underneath $32,400 on the ARV [annual rental value] scale, Mr. Speaker. So it is not just the international companies. It is expanding the pool very
widely, and that will negatively impact Bermudians.
So, Mr. Speaker, as I close, there could be
some form of benefit in the approach that the Government is trying to take. However, I do not believe
that this particular piece of legislation will accomplish
the goals of which it is intended to do. I believe, Mr.
Speaker, that this particular legislation is very simple
to help realtors and to help the banks. It does not help
the middle-class Bermudians who will suffer a loss of
rental income.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now will recognise the Leader of
the Opposition, MP Marc Bean.
You have the floor.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. And
I would like to thank my Shadow Minister of Finance,
David Burt, for an excellent overview of many of the
challenges that this Bill poses to the people of this
country. In fact, every Member on this side of the
House has gone into detail as to the various pitfalls
that accompany this piece of legislation.
I must say, though, Mr. Speaker, that outside
of MP Zane De Silva, I did not really hear anyone else
who stood up in this House declare their interest in
regard to this Bill. We are speaking of allowing companies the ability to buy property. There are Members
in this House that are either real estate agents who,
as MP Burt has just elucidated, stand to benefit directly, are able to touch that hot, new money and get first
dibs. Then you have others in this House that have
humungous, huge property holdings—whether personally, directly, via trust, or any other arrangement or
vehicle.
Even the Honourable Minister who is leading
and introducing this legislation is part of a family group
that everyone knows are major real estate holders in
this country. And it is not just commercial real estate.
It is residential real estate too. So it makes you wonder, What, really, is this all about? And that is why you
see the high degree of skepticism—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker—
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[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: All right.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —really, he is really
over the line here.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Please. Just a minute. One second,
Honourable . . . one second. All right. One second.
Now, please, please, stand up and make your
. . . and Honourable Members, if a Member wants to
make an objection, he makes an objection.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Imputing improper motives]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —I think it is very
clear. The Honourable Member is imputing improper
motives to Members on this side.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Just be careful, Member, as you speak because—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
It is hilarious that the Honourable Minster
would say that we are [imputing] improper motives.
There is a reason why we, on this side of the aisle,
and the majority of the people in this country, look at
this legislation with the highest degree of skepticism.
Because there has not been one piece of legislation of
major weight that has benefited or has been intended
to benefit the majority of the people in this country,
that the OBA has brought forth to this Honourable
Chamber. Not one!
So if legislation is being brought forth and it is
not benefiting the majority of us, then who is it benefiting? I do not think it is a matter of imputing improper
motives, it could be a matter of suffering from guilty
consciences.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable
Member, please—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: [It] may be. It may be, Mr.
Speaker.

The Speaker: Yes. Yes.
The Speaker: Please. Please be careful—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, the
Honourable Member is [imputing] improper motives.
He is really—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: But see—
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The Speaker: —be careful on that.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: But see, Mr. Speaker, Mr.
Speaker, people have direct interest when we sit in
this House and we discuss legislation [that] they will
stand to directly benefit from. Why can that not be put
to scrutiny? Do people have some . . . does the OBA
have some type of force field where we cannot hold
them accountable? We cannot question their motives?
Why not?
The Speaker: You can question, Honourable Member—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not asking you—
The Speaker: Right. Right.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am not asking you, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: You can question; there is no question.
That is what the House is about, holding people to
scrutiny.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, instead of going into the details,
or repeating the details of the pitfalls, I would like to go
further into the mindset, the intention behind bringing
this legislation. Where on earth does it come from?
Because it does not benefit Bermudians. So who does
it benefit?
Now, when I say “Bermudians,” I am talking
about the majority, not those, again, the lawyers, the
bankers, and the real estate agents, who seem to
benefit from all things through international business.
Where is this mindset coming from? Well, first off, this
is a Bill that is meant to benefit, not buyers of real estate, but sellers of real estate. It has already been reiterated by MP Brown that, you know, we had a bubble in 2006, 2007, 2008. You had a tremendous
amount of subprime lending, or our local version of
subprime lending, where you had 100 per cent financing. All right? Which was coupled by the cusp of the
amount of easy credit that was circulating. You had
inflation, especially in the real estate sector where
prices were overvalued by 50 [per cent] to 150 per
cent. And, now, finally, we are having a market correction, because of all that speculation over the last 10
years.
An Hon. Member: Driven by greed.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Driven by greed. And what
they call “financial wizardry.”
Now we are having a market correction. All of
a sudden we see legislation that is attempting to interfere with a market correction. When you have a boom
in the business cycle, you must have a bust. And only
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the most delusional people, who try to get the power
of the state, use that power to try to avoid that bust,
because they are seeking to protect their own interests.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Honourable Jeff Sousa,
says he just does not get it. We understand, on this
side. The public understands too.
So these banks are looking for bailouts. They
are looking to . . . because as has been reiterated, the
ending of term limits, that did not work. The reducing
of PRCs to $25,000, which is basically 30 pieces of
silver, that has not worked. So now we are on the final
furlough, this is the biggest act of desperation. Basically selling us out! Selling us out!
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And it is shameful because I
am yet to hear . . . outside of the Minister of Finance
(with his typical narrative of fear and coercion) and the
elusiveness of the Minister of Economic Development,
I have not heard hardly anybody else from the One
Bermuda Alliance on this topic. So that means, are
they all sell-outs?
Did the people who voted for them on Deth
cember 17 , 2012, vote for the land and their interests
to be sold out? I doubt it! That middle class which is
suffering, and everyone has indicated it already, those
who were encouraged to vote for the One Bermuda
Alliance, I wonder, what they are thinking now? Because that is who is going to be directly impacted by
this piece of legislation. I wonder, What you are thinking now?
This mindset, which the Honourable Minister
of Economic Development, to me, in my humble opinion, is the archetype of . . . and that is no secret. It
stems from what some persons in the world, especially like the Tax Justice Network, the Tax Justice Network, which obviously, philosophically, they are not
my friends. They are not my friends. But they had an
interesting study called “The Finance Curse,” which is
similar to the resource curse that mineral-rich nations
have to be subjected to by big finance. We do not
have those resources, but we have finance. And that
is what most offshore jurisdictions are. We are suffering from what is called . . . this piece of legislation is
an example of what is called “the finance curse.” [This
is] where you have the political, the politicians (some
of us up here), the political elites, the business elites,
and all their lobby groups, who basically [are] aided
and abetted by willing and able media, passively, lazy
media. They basically do the bidding of everyone but
the people who put them up here.
We are supposed to serve the voters. It
seems like some folk up in this place serve another
master. And, Mr. Speaker, you know we cannot serve
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two masters. This legislation does not serve the voting
public in this country. So whose master are we serving? This finance curse, where we basically allow our
country to become a captured state to offshore finance, and because of the threat, the force, the coercion, which the Minister of Finance, he was elegant in
the age-old threat—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I can withdraw it.

[Inaudible interjection]

The Speaker: You are good enough to be able to find
the appropriate words, Honourable Member.

The Speaker: All right. Carry on.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: But, Mr. Speaker, sometimes
it is difficult to find words in the English language to
describe people’s behaviour and their mindset.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Eloquent in the age-old threat
and coercive narrative that comes from IB [international business]. Oh, they will leave. Oh, they will do
this. Oh, they will do that.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes, I see the Honourable
Minister did not like that description. But the fact of the
matter is—

[Inaudible interjections]

[Inaudible interjection]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It is unbelievable. So, yes, we
have a major problem, Mr. Speaker, with this piece of
legislation. We have a major problem because we are
getting sick and tired of seeing Bills brought to this
House that continuously seek to marginalise the people in this country.
The Progressive Labour Party is tired of seeing this concerted effort to marginalise Bermudians—
the majority of us, at the expense of this select, elite
few. The people of this country are tired of the marginalisation. Yet, it is silence. Yet, there is no prick of
conscience when I look into the eyes of the Honourable Minister. He is calm. [It] seems like he is cold; like
ice water runs through the veins, meaning that—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, who the cap fits, let him
wear it.
He asks, Would I?
The Speaker: Carry on. Carry on.

[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, it does not apply to me.
The Speaker: Carry on.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I am warm-blooded.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Now, see that is not the saying.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, no—
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Honourable Member, no, no. Please.
Please, you cannot speak like that about any individuals. Okay? Please.—

The Speaker: All right.
[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, I thought, I—
The Speaker: So, please, withdraw that. Honourable
Member, you were on a good line,—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: You want me to withdraw
that?
The Speaker: Withdraw it. You can make your
point—

The Speaker: All right. Honourable Members, let us
let the Honourable Leader of the Opposition continue
with his presentation. All right?
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Honourable Members, let all Honourable Members, let us let the Leader of the Opposition
continue his presentation.
Thank you. Thank you.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I can withdraw it.
The Speaker: —without having—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I can withdraw it.
The Speaker: —to go that way.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: We have seen, we have seen
this combination of greed for a bail-out and then its
inclination to serve a master that is external to the
voters of this country. And that is what we see coming
out of the One Bermuda Alliance—especially from the
Ministry of Economic Development. Especially.
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And it is without apology. And that is what
makes us sick. It is cold and calculated, with no care
as to the ramifications or the impact that it has on the
majority of the people in this country. So it is almost
as if the people have been used, fooled, bamboozled.
They have been sold a bill of goods which has been
falling short of the terms of its value and quantity.
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The Speaker: Please, Honourable Member—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: All right? So I am using the
description because it—
The Speaker: But now, please, please, do not use,
please do not use that.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: And quality.
And the excuse is, We’ve got to do this to turn
the country around. No we do not! There are alternative forms of development, and we all know that. But,
again, because of the single, one-track mind of sitting
at the bottom of the table begging for crumbs, that
mindset that permeates under the One Bermuda Alliance, they are not able to see the bigger picture, because they are eating first. They stand to benefit first.
They, in the most highest level of arrogance,
will say, Yes, you all just wait. Be patient. It is coming.
It will benefit you too. It will even benefit the person
who pumps gas at the gas station. And all this other
foolish talk!
[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —because it describes your
relationship between the voters of this country and the
Government of this country.
The Speaker: No. No, Honourable Member, I cannot
accept that. I cannot accept that. Okay? Please.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: I cannot accept that. Honourable Member, speak, speak to the Speaker.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: Yes.

The Speaker: There is no “ladies of the night.” Honourable Member—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: We cannot serve two masters. Okay? If we are not serving the people of this
country, who are we serving?
If we are being sold down the river, if I have
been told to go out and do what is necessary, do what
you are told, and then take all the benefits to someone
else, it does not matter how we describe it, we know
how we feel because we are experiencing it. And the
people have had enough of it.
The Minister of Economic Development . . . to
be honest, I have not seen any piece of legislation
that really looks at the holistic benefit of this country. It
is almost oligarchic. Again, without apology. The good
thing is [that] sooner rather than later it is going to
come to an end. The good thing is that laws like this
can be repealed or amended in the future. The good
thing is that after our people finish getting crucified—
politically crucified, socially crucified, economically
crucified—by the One Bermuda Alliance, we will be
there to ensure that there is a resurrection and renewal, to ensure that they are at the front and centre
of our development in this country—no longer marginalised, no longer walking the street corners.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker—

[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: No I am not going to—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Walking the street corners.
And then we have apologies, unconscious
apologies. Like the Honourable former Minister Sylvan
Richards. Unconscious apologies for this status quo.
Mr. Speaker, enough is enough. And I would
like for someone on that side to stand up and give a
real rationale as to why [they] are serving a master
that is not the voting public. Let us know. You do not

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: After they have taken the
whole cake, they ate the appetizer, the whole buffet
table! Then they say, Well, yes, this is for you over
here.
The people of this country are not going to
tolerate it any longer, Mr. Speaker. Mark my words.
Mark my words. So even if people act cold-blooded,
eventually, their blood is going to get warmed up—
mark my words—sooner or later. Stop taking the people of this country for granted. Stop treating the people of this country as if they are ladies of the night.
Would you accept that as parliamentary language?
The Speaker: It is not very nice. No, I would not. Not
. . . no, no.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, but—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker—
The Speaker: No, please—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, Mr. Speaker, because the
alternative is definitely unparliamentary language.
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have to tell us who it is, but let us know. And tell us at
what point you are going to fulfil your mandate to
them, because the people of the country would like to
know when they will have a Government that is going
to serve their interests. This piece of legislation does
not serve the interests of the people of this country.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

The Speaker: Yes.

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Are there any other Honourable Members
who care to speak?
The Chair will recognise the Honourable Minister, Dr. the Honourable Grant Gibbons.
Dr. Gibbon, you have the floor.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —of term limits having—

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: There is no evidence at all.
He has not presented any evidence to you or this
Honourable Chamber—
The Speaker: All right.

The Speaker: Thank you.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —a positive effect.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you.

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I thought, up until at least the
last speaker, we have had a pretty good debate this
afternoon. I have got to say, we have gotten back into
what I would refer to as “collective amnesia” on the
other side. Talk about economic crucifixion, those
Honourable Members over there were responsible for
5,000 jobs being lost in this country over the last five
years.
This is an effort, a small effort—there is no
silver bullet here, Mr. Speaker—here to try and correct
the extraordinary damage that those Honourable
Members did to international business in this country.
I have heard it directly from international business, Mr.
Speaker. There is no doubt about it.
To say that term limits and retracting term limits did not have an impact, is absolute nonsense. I
have it heard it time and time again in the last year or
so, that the removal of term limits has saved a lot of
jobs in this country. It is going to take us, because of
the damage that was created, and the downward
trend that we have seen, a little while to get this done.
No, there are no silver bullets here, Mr. Speaker,—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —there are a number of different issues that—
The Speaker: One, one second—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —need to be addressed.
The Speaker: Honourable Member.
Yes.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It is misleading. It is conjecture.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Carry on. Carry on.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
We have seen over the last year, at least historically, an extraordinary increase in new company
incorporations. We have also seen in terms—
[Inaudible interjections]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Well, it was extraordinary, in terms of what we saw during the tenure up
to 2012. We saw a decline in the international business. We saw executives leaving this country as a
consequence of the policies of the former Government. And they know who they are, because they
have obviously been talking to them, Mr. Speaker.
We had to change the Incentives for Job
Makers Act to actually have some impact because
international business was extraordinarily, extraordinarily disappointed when the former Government
brought that piece of legislation here. So there are a
number of things that have to be changed.
I can remember speaking to a group of at
least 10 HR directors from international business.
Most of them were not even on this Island. They said
to me, back in April of last year, Bermuda isn’t even
on the radar screen in terms of incorporating new
jobs. It is too difficult. It has been too difficult to deal
with the former Government. The policies are absolutely negatively impacting our interest in putting—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —anything in Bermuda, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Honourable Minister is
misleading the House.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, again, all—
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —conjecture. No evidence.
Nothing. No Ministerial Statement.
The Speaker: All right, Honourable Member. All right.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Word on the street. Hearsay.
The Speaker: All right, Honourable Member. Thank
you, Honourable Member.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It is deflection.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Thank you.
Carry on. Carry on.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, that is
not a point of order.
The Speaker: All right. Carry on. Carry on.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, we
have heard extraordinary hyperbole from the Member
who just got up and who took his seat. We have seen
straw men created all over the place. We have seen
the end of the world. In fact, it is almost like Chicken
Little is alive and well in this House here.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order.
The Speaker: Yes. Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Unparliamentary language]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Chicken Little, Mr. Speaker?
The Speaker: Chicken Little. Yes, Honourable Member, withdraw “Chicken Little.” I think—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Sure. Mr. Speaker,
you know the story.
The Speaker: Absolutely. Absolutely. Yes.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The sky is falling, the
sky is falling . . . okay.
The Speaker: Absolutely. Carry on.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Now, I understand that the Opposition gets
great satisfaction talking about, All we talk about is
international business. But, frankly, Mr. Speaker, from
my portfolio, which is Education and Economic Development, I am responsible, along with the Minister of
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Finance, for international business in this country.
Why do I talk about it? Because it is a very important
part of our economy. Mr. Speaker, you understand
that. We have had Honourable Members on that side
of the House who have talked about it as well. Okay?
International business, just by itself, accounts
for a quarter of our economy—25 per cent—when you
add in all the other jobs (and there are thousands of
jobs right now in international business). They pay
good salaries. We all know that their salaries are
above the average in Bermuda. They support children
in school. They support rents. They support mortgages. They support restaurants, hospitality, taxi drivers,
and all the rest of it. They are an extraordinarily important part of this particular economy. So, obviously,
we are going to talk about trying to make things work
for international business.
We have heard, All you do is react to threats,
and things of that sort. Mr. Speaker, no one has
threatened over here. In the same way we speak
about visitors and what we need to do to make visitors
come here, visitors are not threatening. International
business is not threatening. They are customers. They
just happen to be here for a longer period of time and
they actually add a lot more than visitors do right now.
Now, my honourable colleague, Mr.
Crockwell, is working very hard to change that. But
the fact of the matter is right now, international business is responsible for thousands of jobs directly, and
indirectly, thousands more. When you add in all the
associated businesses like banking and legal work,
and things of that sort, which employ a range of Bermudians, you get up to almost 50 per cent of the
economy.
So, Mr. Speaker, obviously we are going to
talk about international business. Does that mean that
we do not care about Bermudians? Certainly not! Because Bermudians are employed across these sectors. They are responsible for an extraordinary number of jobs and extraordinary amount of spending in
this economy.
So, Mr. Speaker, let me just say that I
thought, up to this point, the last speaker, I thought we
were having a pretty good debate. And let me start off
with some of the comments that I want to make here,
and just say, Look. Nobody is writing a blank cheque
right here. If I thought that these particular policies
and these amendments were going to turn a light
switch over night and change the world, I would have
said so. I do not. I think this is another arrow in the
quiver that is going to help to make international business feel more welcome. It is also going to help local
companies as well, and those are the employers in
this country, Mr. Speaker—local and international
business.
So let me go back and talk a little bit about
some of the other issues that I think have been raised
here. I would like to go back to the question about,
Why are we talking about this right now? Well, the fact
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of the matter, Mr. Speaker, was the consultation (the
Honourable Member Roban asked this) started back
in April of 2013, effective with the Bar Association who
submitted a series of amendments to effectively deal
with the problems that we are talking about in this legislation that need rectification, that is: clear title and
problems with section 120 and [section] 7(1)(g) of the
[Companies Amendment] Act. They came forward and
suggested that.
As that discussion started from April and went
further forward, they then recommended that, Look.
You have such a problem here (and dare I say a mess
that was created by the former Government in terms
of how they handled this) you have got to go back and
actually (no one likes to do this) allow for retroactive
approvals here. There were a number of meetings
about that. It started to broaden, Mr. Speaker, and it
said, Look. Because there is (to use the Honourable
Member Mr. Roban’s words) such a vagueness and
ambiguity, and there is no written policy—it became
very clear at that point that the Government, working
with the Bar Association and others, needed to bring a
clear, definitive, written policy on land holding, both
exempt companies, local companies, and residential
and commercial as well. There was simply no policy
out there.
I have to say that in the short period of time
that I have been in the Ministry I have seen all kinds of
things. And things just keep popping up because of a
lack of clear policy. Things were done by different
Ministers in different ways. That is the whole point.
We are trying to bring a very clear, written policy
which is going to be communicated. It is going to be
on the website. It is the first effort to really have a
clear policy, so everybody knows where they are going forward. Because you have all kinds of things that
we are now trying to correct as a consequence of
people who were doing (I will just say) different things
or not doing various things, which landed us into the
trouble we have in the first place.
Basically, the consultation was started as a
technical kind of issue. It then broadened from there.
The Chamber of Commerce was involved and we
have not been speaking to any banks or others. We
have had a lot of conspiracy theories raised on the
side here, Mr. Speaker. We simply were not there.
Now, I also got the sense—
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. Point
of order.
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member.
POINT OF ORDER
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Member said he
was not speaking to any banks. However, the Honourable Member knows fully that banks were repre-
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sented and have their own committee on the Chamber
of Commerce.
The Speaker: Carry on. Carry on, Honourable Member.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: That is not—
The Speaker: I gave you—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —what I said, Mr.
Speaker. I was not speaking, nor were my technical
officers speaking to banks on this. Okay? There was
broad consultation with the Chamber of Commerce. I
suspect that banks may have had some input. I simply
do not know. But we were not speaking with banks.
There is no conspiracy here with respect to banks or
others.
Now, I guess the other issue is, Who asked
for this? The simple fact of the matter is, as I have
said, the way this evolved we had a very clear request
from the Bar Association. Members of the Bar Association said, Look, it would be useful to bring a clear,
written definitive policy, because we simply have not
had one, or at least there was nothing that written
down. It varied from over the years, and it got increasingly more complicated. After that amendments to the
Companies Act came in which allowed the companies
to have all the rights of a natural person. It just became very, very difficult after that.
But the fact of the matter is that we have had
at least two who have come to us directly and said
(these are international companies) we would like the
company to be able to buy a residential property for
our chairman or chief executive officer. Now, that particular chairman or chief executive officer could buy a
piece of property in their own right, right now, in this
same pool of residences that we are talking about—
the residences that are over $177,000. But for whatever reasons—they could be tax or otherwise—the
company wished to buy it.
Now, both of these companies are fairly large
employers in Bermuda. We also heard the comment
that companies are not emotional, they are not compassionate. The answer to that is you are right. Companies are not. But when it comes to the mind and
management, basically chairmen and chief executive
officers—the job makers that we have been talking
about up here—they are emotional. They do have,
what I would call, “ties” to Bermuda. And we have the
very clear sense that this would help to cement both
of these companies to Bermuda in a way that had not
been before.
We are obviously concerned about job loss.
We are obviously concerned about a number of CEOs
and others who moved from here to Connecticut, to
Switzerland, for a variety of policy reasons under the
former Government. So what we are trying to do is
basically provide another welcoming—
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POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker, point
of order.
The Speaker: Yes, what is your point of order?
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Minister is misleading the House and it is applying this broad brush.
There are executives who have left this country for
many reasons including personal family reasons and it
has happened under their Government as well.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Thank you.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Exactly, Mr.
Speaker. The Honourable Member makes my point.
Some of those personal reasons were directly related
to policies of the former Government.
[Inaudible interjections]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: So, Mr. Speaker, we
have heard a lot about the status quo. We have heard
a lot about what happened, the wonderful things that
happened from up until 2008. The fact of the matter is
that we are in a very different world now. We have
seen that. We have lost 5,000 jobs. There are a lot of
Bermudians that are underemployed in this country
and we have to, in the same way we appeal to try and
make things better for tourists, make them more welcoming, to make the country work better for them because if it works better for them it works better for
Bermudians as well, given the importance of this particular sector of the economy. So, those are sort of
broader issues here.
I think there has also been an extraordinary
expansion of this. What we are talking about here—
particularly on the residential side—is we are not increasing the number of properties that are available to
non-Bermudians. There is no intention of the Government to do that going forward—as far as I am
aware, anyway. There is something in the order of
250 to 256 residential properties that are available to
non-Bermudians. That is the same (and they have
been buying them now to some degree) pool that will
be available to a company that wishes to buy a residential property for its Chief Executive. So there is no
expansion of that pool.
We are looking at an ARV which represents
(probably) a sale price. I understand from real estate
agents, something in the order of $3 [million] to $3.5
million and up. I do not think we are going to be seeing a lot of exempt companies buying up $3 [million] to
$5 [million] to $10 million houses and stuffing all their
employees in them. It simply does not make sense.
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So there are some 420 condos out there, and I think
you may see some condo purchases as well. But I
honestly do not think you are going to see a flood
(what was the word), an avalanche of people coming
through the door here. It is simply another provision to
try and make Bermuda more welcoming to certain
companies that are very key job providers right now.
I think the other thing that is important to recognise as well is that under the current Companies
Act international business and, indeed, local businesses can lease properties for up to 50 years. That is
a couple of generations. So many of them will probably stay in that space as well.
And believe me, Mr. Speaker, we understand
the sensitivity and the concern about land in this country and that is why we have put a lot of restrictions on
this. I do not think you are going to see a lot of companies buying a residential property which they cannot
then lease onwards because this is not about land
speculation. If they buy a property as an exempt company or indeed a local company for residence for their
employees, they cannot then lease it on. That is one
of the restrictions that is in here. So I do not think it is
going to be attractive to a lot of people. It is much better for an individual to buy it themselves, then they
would have the ability to be able to lease and do it that
way. This is another provision to be able to sort of follow that through.
We had a lot of discussions about whether
this might have an impact on the real estate market. I
think the answer is it is going to have some impact. I
do not necessarily think, as I said, it is the silver bullet
or that it is going to be huge. Real estate works on the
issue of supply and demand. There may be more
turnover and when there is turnover, as my honourable colleague, Mr. Richards, said, particularly in the
higher end area that we are talking about, people
generally want to customise that property to their particular needs. So you tend to get a fair amount of
renovation that happens as well.
So I think there will be coming out of this certainly jobs in the construction sector. There will be
money paid to Government and there certainly will be
money that will be changing hands, probably mostly to
Bermudians in this particular case. I do not think it is
also going to have much of an impact on your average
Bermudian landlord because that is not the sector we
are talking about here. We are way above that and in
a much more high-end exclusive area.
The other thing that I think is important to recognise is that even though there are these changes
that we are putting into the Companies Act in terms of
making land purchase and land holding a restricted
category, there are still protections under the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act. A restricted
person, which means either an exempt company or an
individual who is non-Bermudian, still has to be able to
get a licence to be able to do that and all of the cur-
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rent protections still exist within the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act.
It might be useful at this point to talk a little bit
about the other question that arose about the amount
of acreage currently owned by restricted persons.
What I have from the Ministry of Home Affairs as of
today is that the amount of property owned by restricted persons is some 2,302 acres. The limit (as I
understand it) is 2,500 acres under the legislation that
Honourable Members were talking about on that side.
Now, I am going to provide a further caveat
here, Mr. Speaker, the Ministry thinks that this 2,300
acres is too high because apparently there was a fair
amount of double counting under the former Government and you had situations where when you had a
condo, for example, one restricted person, one nonBermudian, in a condo development, and owned the
condo. Not only was the, let us say, 2,000 square feet
of condo counted as the acreage but also the entire
complex. So you could have three acres, you could
have one restricted person in there—everybody else
could be Bermudian—but that entire complex (the
whole three acres) was counted as that acreage. So
the sense is, as they started to work through this and
it is still a little —
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —it will start to come
down.
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, if I could.
The Speaker: Yes?
Mr. E. David Burt: I kind of missed it, but the Honourable Member is clearly misleading the House. He
said that there were Members of the department who
said that there was double counting going on in the
former administration. Mr. Speaker, I promise you the
former Minister of Home Affairs was not going down a
piece of paper and counting properties.
The Speaker: Right, thank you. Thank you.
Mr. E. David Burt: Civil servants count properties, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker, I will take that objection.
It would of course have been civil servants
who have produced the particular acreage that I am
talking about right here. So I understand, again, Mr.
Speaker . . . look, we all get it. Land is precious. Land
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is sensitive here. But I think we know . . . The information I have received from the Ministry is that we are
still well shy, by some 200 acres, of this restricted limit
that is required here.
Let me see if I can tackle a couple of other
issues that . . . Yes, the Honourable Member Terry
Lister made, I think, a pretty good point. And that was
[that] the thrust of this is not to try and get in, as
somebody over there, Russians and Chinese and
Singaporeans and everybody else. The thrust of this
is really to deal with existing companies.
We are sort of unlikely to have somebody
come and in and say, Look, I want to buy property,
right off the bat. There is a very clear set of provisions
in the policy which effectively reflect actually the provisions in the [Companies Act 1981, section] 114B
that the Minister has to look at (and I will read them).
And those are (in considering whether to grant permission to an exempted company to acquire either
residential or commercial), the Minister will "have regard to– (a) the economic situation in Bermuda" and
the pool of available property.
In other words, if this thing starts to look like
(and I think it is highly unlikely) a runaway train, the
Minister will certainly pause. Not to mention the Minister responsible for Immigration. The Minister also
needs to look at "(b) the nature and previous conduct
of the company and the persons having an interest in
the company whether as directors, shareholders or
otherwise." In other words, that is really for established companies here. Are they good corporate citizens? Are they making a contribution? Are they providing jobs for Bermudians? All that kind of stuff needs
to be considered.
Any advantage or disadvantage to Bermuda
and/or Bermudians which may result from the company acquiring and holding residential land . . . again,
the same kind of issue. What is the benefit here to
Bermudians, and, Mr. Speaker, the desirability of retaining in the control of Bermudians the economic resources of Bermuda? Essentially, the pivotal issue
with respect to land holding is: What is the benefit and
the desirability of holding that land for Bermudians as
opposed to giving a licence or consideration here?
I think there were a couple of other things I
wanted to mention. I have talked about the independent check and balances. The Honourable Member,
Mr. Roban, said it would be helpful if you would describe a case. In the brief I did describe a case as to
how a company got into trouble through the Memorandum of Association for the sanction under [section]
120. It was a good example in there on that.
Let us see. The Honourable Member, Mr. Roban, also complained about the vagueness. I think,
Mr. Speaker, with all due respect, this policy is trying
to address the vagueness because there was no written policy before. It was all over the place. I will not
say it was the Wild West, but we are obviously having
to come along now and correct some serious defi-
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ciencies in terms of ministerial sanction and other
things that sort of went on.
I think somebody was talking about the impact
on GDP. Obviously, I have talked about GDP and the
fact that this is going to be a benefit. It is going to be
welcoming and it is going to help Bermudians in that
regard. We talked about opening up the flood gates. I
said that was highly unlikely. But in terms of the sanction and the ministerial considerations, clearly, if this
thing looks like it is getting out of control, the Minister
does not have to . . . nobody has rights here to have
that land holding. This is always predicated on the
Minister may give the sanction. May give the consideration required to the company to hold land. So I
think—and there is nothing being done under threat
here. Nobody has basically got a gun to our heads.
This is just simply good policy which will benefit Bermudians in terms of jobs—we think in the construction
area and the rest of it and I have already dealt with
the issue about hyperbole, Mr. Speaker.
I think I have answered most of the questions
required and, I guess, at this stage, I move that the
Bill be committed.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
It has been moved that the Bill be committed.
Are there any objections?
Then I would like to ask the Deputy Speaker if
she will please take the Chair [of Committee].
House in Committee at 6:14 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL
COMPANIES AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Chairman: Honourable Members, we are now in
Committee of the whole [House] for further consideration of the Bill entitled Companies Amendment Act
2014.
Minister, I call on you to proceed.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I have just handed you
some amendments and perhaps I can just start by . . .
would you like me to start by moving the clauses?
The Chairman: I would like everyone to have the opportunity to have the changes in their hands first.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I actually provided
these amendments last night to the Shadow and also
the Independent Member as well. So, hopefully, the
Government has had time to look at these.
Madam Chairman, let me just explain that I
have a number of amendments here. In many re-
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spects they are more housekeeping than not. I would
prefer not to have to bring amendments to the floor
but because of the consultation process we did allow
some of the law firms to look at the legislation. They
have come back to us. We have obviously discussed
those with Chambers and Chambers feel that they
help to clarify the intent of the legislation and the language is slightly clearer than it might have been before. That is really the nature of most of the amendments that I am going to be bringing out.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member. So what we will
do is we will go through first clauses 1 through 3—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Perfect.
The Chairman: —and get those—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: That is exactly what I
would like to move.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Madam Chairman,
as we know, this Bill amends various sections of the
Companies Act 1981 to revise and update its provisions relating to corporate land holding.
Clause 1 is the standard citation clause.
Clause 2 amends section 2 of the principal
Act to insert a definition of “land” for the purposes of
the principal Act. And let me just say here that we
were specifically asked by the Bar Association to define "land" in the Companies Act because up to this
point it was only defined in the Interpretation Act and
there have been some mild changes from that because it . . . anyway, I can get to those.
Clause 3 amends the principal Act by inserting a new section 4AA. The essence of the new section makes corporate land holding a restricted business activity. Subsection (1) of the section prohibits
any company from carrying on restricted business
activity relating to corporate land holding without the
consent of the Minister.
AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 3
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The first amendment
I am going to do is (1)(a) on the list that Members
have. It is relevant to this clause in that it inserts into
its subsection (1), at the end of subsection, the words
(and I quote) "under section 4A, which consent shall
be given subject to the provisions of this section."
Effectively, what this does is it clarifies that
only a 4A licence is required as opposed to requiring
both 4A and 4AA licences. So the way it was written
before it looked like . . . there was an ambiguity. It
looked like you might actually have two licences. This
clarifies you only need one licence under section 4(a)
in the existing Act.
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[Clause 3], [new section 4AA] subsection (2)
requires that the Minister is guided by the policy which
must first be approved by Cabinet in order to consider
providing his consent. This subsection also informs
that the consent may be subject to the conditions of
subsection (3).
Now the second floor amendment I am going
to do here [is listed as] (1)(b) and is relevant to this
clause in that it deletes the wording in the current
Amendment Act and substitutes the following (and I
quote) and this is for [new section 4AA](2)—"Subject
to subsection (3), where the Minister is satisfied that
an application under subsection (1) is in accordance
with the policy approved by the Cabinet, he may consent to such application."
It does not actually change the intent of what
is there; it simply makes it more clear. It clarifies that it
is corporate land holding itself that is a restricted business and it is the policy that guides the Minister's decision-making as opposed to the policy dictating which
restricted businesses are allowed to hold land. So
there is a little bit of ambiguity the way it was written
before and that has come through in the last couple of
days.
Now, [clause 3, new section 4AA], subsection
(3) empowers the Minister to grant his consent subject
to such conditions as he may deem appropriate. The
subsection further empowers the Minister to modify
his consent or the conditions applicable to the consent
and to revoke his consent where a company granted
consent contravenes any of the conditions imposed.
The Minister is required, before revoking his consent,
to inform the company of his intentions in writing setting out his grounds and affording the company an
opportunity to submit a statement setting out its objections to the revocation. All due process, Madam
Chairman.
Subsection (4) prohibits a company to change
the business purpose for which the land is held without the consent of the Minister and where a company
does change its business purpose without Minister’s
consent. The subsection allows the Minister to revoke
his consent. In other words, that is the stick in case
somebody does something and does not come back
and say here are the changes I want to make to the
land holding.
Subsection (5) requires that where the Minister’s consent is revoked the company is to divest itself
of the land within a period of three years commencing
with the date of the Minister’s revocation.
Subsection (6) clarifies the policy, sets out the requirements that the Minister must consider before making
his decision on whether or not to give consent for a
company to carry out the restricted business activity
relating to corporate land holding. This subsection
also clarifies that this policy must be publicly available—and we talked about transparency earlier—via
website and at the Ministry offices.
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The next amendment I am going to make
which is [listed as] (1)(c) is relevant to this clause because it deletes subsection (6)—again for clarification
reasons—and substitutes the following: “(6) the policy
referred to in subsection (2) (a) shall set out the requirements the Minister must consider before determining whether to give his consent under subsection
(2); and (b) shall be published on the Ministry website
and be available for inspection at the offices of the
Ministry.”
It simply is a clearer way of expressing the
same intent that was in the original amendment.
That takes me up to the end of clause 3,
Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: It certainly does.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 through 3?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister for Home Affairs, Mr. Walter H. Roban, Pembroke East, constituency 15.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
I would like to refer to page 2 under "Restricted business activity relating to corporate land
holding" and [new section] 4AA(2) which makes reference to the policy—i.e., the corporate land holding
policy. So if you will allow, Madam Chairman, I would
like to refer to this because this is an extension of the
legislative clause that is outlined here which is a policy
which the Minister provided to us. It is one of the only
places where the policy is actually mentioned.
The Chairman: Okay, so you will refer to the policy.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: This policy which is an extension of the actual clause.
The question . . . there is nothing in the policy
that limits the number of properties that can be acquired by a company. Is that to be outlined in the policy, or is there any restriction? There is some restriction in the Immigration Act as to the amount of property that can be acquired by a restricted person. So is
this going to also deal with that issue? Or is it that
there are no restrictions on the number of properties,
whether condominiums, mixed or residential, that can
be acquired by those companies that will be entitled
under this particular Act? That is my main question.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you for that
question.
Let me start [with] what the Honourable Member said under the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act. That is obviously connected to this in the
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sense that a restricted person still needs to get a licence. So that has not changed at all. And the Minister of Home Affairs obviously is going to be bound by
the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act.
We have not set a number in here in terms of
the number of residential property that they can buy.
But we are required . . . and we do not have to give
permission. It is the Minister may. But we will also be
bound by the considerations I read out earlier in the
House which is the economic situation in Bermuda,
the company itself and things of that sort.
So I think if there is any sense, in my mind,
certainly, that some company is buying up property
left, right and centre (which I think is highly unlikely
because we are talking about very high-end value
properties here), certainly we will have a discussion
about that. My sense is that you are probably not going to see more than one or two at the most. But,
again, as the Honourable Member pointed out, himself, the Minister of Immigration under the Bermuda
Immigration and Protection Act [BIP] has to licence
that person and it has to work under the BIP Act as
well.
The Chairman: Thank you. The Chair recognises the
Shadow Minister of Home Affairs.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Minister's explanation is helpful but it
does not really come to the conclusion and the assurance, I think, that we are looking for here.
I think part of the challenge why we said that
this policy, which is an extension of [section] 4A of
which we are discussing . . . there is a vagueness.
And if it takes the Minister to get up and give all these
broad explanations it may be better that these sorts of
caveats are particularly outlined in the policy document because these are the questions that are going
to arise as to the number of properties that can be
acquired under the policy.
This is the policy here that many companies
are going to be guided by, because this is an amendment to the Companies Act giving companies a certain right or privilege in a restricted way to acquire
property. If those sorts of limitations are clearly outlined in the policy it is clear. The Minister has to get up
and explain that to me. And others may not have the
benefit of that.
The Chairman: Thank you. Minister?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman. I certainly take what the Honourable Member has said, sort of under advisement.
I think what we wanted to do was get the policy out there in sort of clear form and see how it
works. And I know this will probably scare the Honourable Member, but, clearly, if there is a sense that
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people are either trying to abuse this (because they
will not be able to abuse it, but are trying to abuse it)
we may come back and say in the policy document
that we are going to change that to limit it to a certain
number of properties. But right now, as you have correctly said, there is not a limit on the number of properties that we have specified here because we are not
really sure whether there is going to be a huge demand in any case.
But we will have to see. I understand where
the Honourable Member is coming from. I think it is a
good suggestion. We are going to review it perhaps
after three to six months and just see what happens. I
think if it is clear that it looks like someone or a number of people are trying to abuse this for whatever
reason then the policy can be amended accordingly.
But I think we would like to have some consistency
though, obviously, as well. And we are not going to
amend the policy every other week because that obviously would not be consistent.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any other
Members that would like to speak to clauses 1
through 3 only?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Attorney
General and the Shadow Minister of Legal Affairs,
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson.
You have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Obviously the Opposition has clearly articulated the position as it relates to the sale of Bermuda
to the detriment of Bermuda. I understand the Honourable Minister indicated in his brief that this was
something that would be welcomed by companies.
However, I respectfully submit that this is actually going to cause confusion and cause the exact opposite
effect.
Specifically, I am referring to clause [3, new
section] 4AA on page 2. I am going to go through this
step by step, if you do not mind, so that I can make
sure that those people listening who do not have the
benefit of having this in front of them can follow with
us.
So with respect to [clause 3, new section]
4AA(1) and [4AA](2) (and I am paraphrasing) this provides that the Minister can grant consent to a company to hold land in accordance with the policy. And
my colleague, the Honourable MP Roban, just spoke
about this policy document that the Minister did circulate with us earlier this week. So we have at that point
the Minister, in conjunction with the policy, and a policy that has been approved by the Cabinet . . . so we
have the collective responsibility of some 12 Cabinet
Members agreeing to a policy and then that policy (as
the Minister indicated) would go up on the webpage.
And if there are any amendments and so forth it will
be changed.
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So we have a policy that has been agreed to
by Cabinet in pursuance of that policy the Minister can
then grant the consent to a company to hold land.
That is 4AA(1) and (2). I am okay so far with that and
I actually want to take a different approach because
my colleague, as I said Madam Chairman, has already spoken quite eloquently concerning the issue of
selling Bermuda to the disadvantage of Bermudians.
However, I want to look at this from a legal
point of view. I am a little bit concerned because some
of the challenges that I see at [4AA](4), I think could
be potentially detrimental to us particularly as it relates
to perhaps property rights and litigation.
Madam Chairman, [4AA] (1) and (2) speak to
this policy. So that we have the point where the policy
has been established by Members of the Cabinet and
the Minister has made the decision to grant consent.
Fine. I am okay with that. But when we start going on
to the next paragraph (which I will speak about in a
moment). That concerns me because . . . and I mean
no disrespect to the existing Minister, nor do I in any
way intend to impugn the character of the Minister.
But the following provisions speak volumes to a huge
power that one person has insofar as it relates to the
land holdings, the conditions and the like.
One day, a person that is responsible for this
particular legislation could very well be an unscrupulous individual. Again, I am not suggesting anything in
this regard. I am just speaking to the legislation. And it
is scary that we as legislators (and that is why I want
to look at it from a legal point of view) where we are
perhaps passing laws that are capable of the most
egregious . . . oh dear, I just lost my train of thought.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: No, not behaviour—abuse!
Abuse, Madam Chairman.
So at [4AA] (3), the Minister consents. So,
again, we have the policy and the Minister has consented. Now that the consent has been granted—
[4AA] (3). “The Minister’s consent given under subsection (2)” (which we just spoke about) “(a) may be
made subject to such conditions as the Minister may
consider as appropriate to impose.” So we have a
power that one individual has insofar as appointing
conditions to a consent.
So we have granted consent to somebody to
purchase land, but it is going to be subject to any
condition that the Minister, in his or her infinite wisdom, wished to impose. So there is no oversight from
the Cabinet, there is no oversight from the elected
people that elected the Minister. There is no oversight
from the legislature. One body can make the decision
as setting out whatever conditions they deem appropriate.
Secondly, [4AA(3)](b) those said conditions in
which the one body can make can be modified. So
now we are looking at, in addition to giving one person
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the power to make any conditions they want, they also
have the prerogative to change their mind. Now, we
recognise that there is a saying that a woman's prerogative is to change her mind. However, this is a little
bit scary because this is ingrained in legislation.
We are about to pass legislation that says the
Minister can make a condition and unilaterally change
his or her mind regardless—and does not have to
even say a reason, presumably, because the legislation is silent on that. So they can just change their
mind at the flip of a switch.
Now it really gets scary. [New section
4AA(3)](c)—in addition to them making any condition
they want in addition to their ability to be able to modify that condition and change their mind, they now
have the power to revoke it. So a company who has
been granted a licence to hold land—they have purchased land, probably got a mortgage (I do not know
what their circumstances are), the Minister has given
some crazy conditions—and then once they fulfil all
those crazy conditions the Minister can then say,
Hang on a minute, I have changed my mind. I have
some more crazy for you. Then when the company is
unable to abide by those crazy conditions, the Minister
then has the power to revoke the consent. All of this is
on one person's shoulders.
So then it goes on about [4AA(3)](c)(i) and (ii)
insofar as writing intents. The Minister at least has to
give the company notice that they are going to revoke
the consent and allow the company to submit to him in
writing. They do not even get to make oral representations and plead their case. They just have to submit it
in writing with respect to the revocation.
Then we go on [4AA](4) “A company shall not
change the business purposes . . .” Shall not. So that
is obligatory. So a company that has entered into an
agreement and has purchased land and, let us say,
for example in illustration, the company's purpose is to
develop condos. We will just use that as an example. I
am going to return to that in a moment, Madam
Chairman. So then all of a sudden afterwards the
company has decided, Hmmm, I think we are going to
change it. We are going to be farmers now and on
some of that lot of land over there we are going to
grow some carrots and potatoes. So they have
changed their business, and they are not allowed to.
However, the Minister—that same individual that can
issue conditions, modify conditions and revoke all with
the flip of a switch—is not even compelled to do anything about the change that the company made in
their business purposes. Huge, huge power for one
individual!
Then it goes on, [4AA](5) “Where the Minister
revokes his consent under . . .” the subsections—this
is the killer—if you did not think (a), (b), (c), (d) and (4)
were bad this is just like . . . things that make you
want to say, Wow! After all of that there is a condition
that the Minister can put on it, as crazy as they are, he
can then modify them, as crazy as they are, he can
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revoke them if the company is unable to abide by the
crazy conditions.
The company can change their whole business purpose and the Minister does not have to do
anything—does not have to revoke it. And here is the
clincher: If the Minister, in furtherance of his powers,
revokes the consent that he granted for that company
to purchase the property and hold land, they then
have three years—three years—from the date they
received that refusal (revocation) to divest of the
property. And you know that means sale or set a
match to it. We know there is a law against burning
your own property. So the reality is they have three
years from the moment the Minister reverses his consent to divest themselves of the property. Three
years!
So, again, let us go back to that illustration
that I used a moment ago, Madam Chairman. I build a
condo. I have a condo unit and my condition of business activity is to develop residential property and
retail. In that condo unit I have 20 tenants. And I have
my whole bottom floor fixed out and fitted out for retail.
And those were the conditions in which I entered into
the agreement with the Minister, et cetera. So, the
Minister goes crazy on me and says, You know what?
Instead of 20 units (now I have a mortgage with a
bank), I am changing your condition. You can only
have 10 now. So I already have 20—what if they are
already rented?
So I have them rented and I have leases and
the tenants are already in the premises and they have
leases and the Minister then changes their condition.
Now, I know a lot of people are thinking, That will
never happen. We are far more responsive as a Government, et cetera, et cetera. Remember, I said that
this is not necessarily aimed at this particular Minister—it could be any Minister that this legislation applies to. And then somebody might say, Well, hang on
a minute. I just remember the other day this Government passed legislation that made all kinds of contracts retroactive in the City of Hamilton. So if they can
do that, they may go crazy on us and put some really
crazy conditions in place as well and then turn around
and revoke the licence.
So my condominium that I have 20 [units] in—
and they have now changed the conditions to say that
I can only have 10—what happens to my tenants?
What happens if I am unable to divest myself of that
property within the three-year period? There is no
provision in here. There is no provision in this legislation that says what next. As soon as I read through it I
was scurrying around and marking off. I said, Okay,
three years. Well, what happens if I cannot get rid of it
in three years? Does it revert to the Crown? Does the
Crown now own my condominium? I have a big mortgage so the mortgagors are going to be sitting looking
at me. What happens there? What happens to the
existing tenancies that I may have with respect to that
property?
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So, Madam Chairman, let me just continue on
real quickly. As it relates to the conditions . . . I have
to just go back for a moment. These conditions that
are indicated in 4AA(3)(a), there is nothing static
about those conditions. We have a policy document
that is going to be on the webpage. Okay, all right, fair
enough. However, if the Government were to at least
consider making something more static, making
something more final, providing some type of legislative backing to it so that all and sundry . . . so I have a
company. I am a lawyer and I have a company that
wants to come to Bermuda and set up business, a
multimillion dollar conglomerate. And [the company]
wants to purchase property and hold it for their executives or whatever.
How do I tell them, based on [4AA](4), Well,
yes, come on over here and develop. But let me tell
you that this is the policy. It is on the webpage so everybody can see it. The Minister will use that policy to
give you consent, but I have to warn you. Once he
has given you his consent, he can set some really,
really crazy conditions.
Oh, really? Hmmm. Okay. So do we want to
do that? All right, okay, maybe we can live with that.
Maybe he can just give us some crazy conditions.
But then I say, But hang on a minute, he can
change those conditions too—without notice. [He can]
unilaterally change his mind.
Oh (then the company starts thinking), Hang
on a minute. Maybe we do want to go somewhere
else.
And then I say, Oh, by the way, they can revoke it, too. And that big property that you purchased,
if the Minister revokes it, you have three years to get
rid of it.
That to me, Madam Chairman, would scare
off investors if we look at it from a legal point of view
what the legislation is saying. I do not know how you
can say this is going to promote economic activity
when investors are probably sitting here thinking,
What is this crazy stuff?
Let me go on. So we are talking about the
conditions. That is frightening in and of itself. Then,
like I said, we have this whole issue about modification. Again, you can take your crazy condition and
make it crazier. And the Minister can do all of that with
no oversight from his Cabinet colleagues, no oversight
from the legislature, and no oversight from the people
of Bermuda who are going to be most affected.
Then we go on, insofar as speaking about the
issue concerning the modification. I wondered
whether or not the Government would consider a couple of things insofar as perhaps amendments with respect to the revocation clause at paragraph. Well, the
three years to divest their property if it is revoked at
4AA(5). Again, I think three years could be onerous.
There is nothing in this legislation that says what next.
So my question would be, What next? So I am
unable to get rid of my property. Does it go vested to
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the Crown? What happens? That is a question I would
like to know. And I am just . . . if you look at this legislation, I just wonder whether that was even considered
because it is silent.
The other question I would like to know is in
the event that the . . . would the Government consider
at least adding a clause to that, build in an extension?
In other words, there are a lot of pieces of legislation
that have a time limit that says you must do X, Y and
Z by blank period. However, they also might go on
and further such period as may be agreed between
the parties, the Minister, et cetera. Just in case I have
that company that wants to come over here and incorporate in Bermuda, but they know that if things go
wrong and they have to divest their property they only
have three years to do it. That is somewhat risky in
this climate. So perhaps the Government would consider amending that. And I do not mean by policy; I
mean in the legislation.
Which reminds me, when we speak about
conditions, if we look at the conditions that are outlined in the Bermuda Immigration Act, I think in section 96, for a restricted person (we have spoken about
that) to be able to acquire property, they obtain a licence, they apply to the Minister, rah, rah, rah—very
similar provisions as here. However, the main difference is that the conditions for an individual that is a
restricted person acquiring property is in the Act. So
there is no uncertainty. There is no, I have to check a
webpage that is subject to change because the policy
can change by the Cabinet. This is legislated. So if
they wanted to add to these conditions they have to
come back here so that we can be a party to that.
Madam Chairman, I appreciate though that
(and I will qualify this because I do not want anyone to
say that I am attempting to mislead you or the public)
it does speak to the conditions and it does speak to
things not being all-inclusive.
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that we could perhaps have claims under our Constitution for deprivation of property when section 4 requires the company to dispose of their property—
divest it—if they are unable to comply with one of
these crazy conditions that we spoke about?
Again, I wonder whether the Government has
considered that, and whether there may be some issues [with] that. If anything, again, as legislators (and I
am only raising this as a duty because I am wearing
another hat as a lawyer) we should be concerned
about legislation that we are passing in addition to all
of the policies and the adverse effects that it could
have. But from the legal point of view . . . are we going
to sit here and pass legislation that we know has huge
capabilities of being unconstitutional by virtue of a
deprivation of property concerning [4AA](5)?
I am almost done, Madam—
The Chairman: Take your time.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you for your patience.
The Chairman: Take your time.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: My final point, which I think is
critically important, is somewhat scary. When I read
this Act I thought, Okay, so the Minister has the right
to issue conditions. The Minister has the right to modify the conditions. The Minister has the right to revoke
the company consent that he gave and, furthermore,
once a revocation takes place, the Minister has the
right to tell them to divest their interest in three years.
All of those rather strong provisions for one individual—there is no appeal process!
An Hon. Member: None!
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: None! So the Minister gives
me—

The Chairman: And this is the Immigration Act, right?
[Inaudible interjections]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: That is correct, Madam Chairman. This is the Immigration and Protection Act. And I
am referring specifically to the Immigration and Protection Act 1956, [section] 98 which outlines the conditions for a restricted person to be able to acquire
property by making an application, not to this Minister,
of course, but the Minister responsible for Labour. But
unlike what we see here where the conditions . . .
well, we do not know the conditions, really, because
remember the conditions are set by the Minister. At
least this legislation has them ingrained in statute.
Another challenge that I think could potentially
cause problems here is with respect to this ability for
the Minister to revoke the consent and force the sale.
What about the Constitution? That gets flung up here
a lot of times. We have provisions under the Bermuda
Constitution Order 1968 that speak specifically to deprivation of property. Is the Government not concerned

Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: So the Minister issues a crazy
condition—no appeal process. Take it or leave it. Like
it or lump it.
The Minister then modifies that crazy condition to make it even more crazy—no appeal process.
The Minister then revokes it because I did not abide
by that crazy, crazy condition—no appeal process.
The Minister then says sell your property in
three years—no appeal process. When we looked at
pieces of legislation that deal specifically with property
rights . . . because we have heard a lot of people
speak about the importance rights, and it is perhaps
one of the fundamental rights that an individual may
have insofar as the right to own property, the right to
not be deprived of their property and so forth.
But when you look at things like the development and applications legislation that deals with plan-
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ning and so forth, if the Minister says something crazy
like, You must tear down that wall. You must build
this. You must do that . . . you have the right of appeal
to the Supreme Court, so that the Supreme Court can
at least be the adjudicator and ascertain whether the
Minister has made some crazy call that is unsubstantiated. And then if you are not happy with the appeal,
you go to the Privy Council in England. So the reality
is that there are mechanisms ingrained in legislation,
other pieces of very, very important legislation, that
speaks to if the Minister gets it wrong—and we are all
human—if the Minister gets it wrong, at least I have a
right to appeal.
Setting aside for a moment all the social
things that were discussed earlier when we were in
the general debate, when we look at this legislation, I
think there are inherent problems with section 4AA for
the reasons that I have spoken about. And I hope that
perhaps the Government will consider as well to at
least get rid of that land provision and deal specifically
with the 256 properties or so forth in question that restricted persons can already purchase.
But we are giving a lot of power, Madam
Chairman, to one individual. And what if that individual
really is crazy? They have the power to do a lot of
things concerning companies, and that cannot be a
manner in which we want to try to invite people to
come to Bermuda and do business when they know
that we are dealing with a legislation where there is a
lot of power in one individual and we are dealing with
legislation and a Government who we have seen pass
legislation to retroactively cancel contracts that have
been operated and entered into under good faith. That
is very, very scary. And I am not quite sure how this
can help to stimulate our economy.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 3 only?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Public Safety, Honourable Michael J. Scott.
You have the floor.
Hon. Michael J. Scott: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I want to first acknowledge and thank the
Learned Shadow Attorney General, Mrs. Wilson, for
that analysis that speaks to some considerable anaemia in these provisions. I am about to deal with them
in turn starting with the land definition as advised and
committed by the Minister of Economic Development.
May I just reiterate that to introduce in these
clauses amendments which so graphically omit normal legislative provisions such as appeals, makes the
amendments stand out for the paucity, or the absence, of that provision, of that kind of protection.
But may I take up the points that I have questions about? Dr. Gibbons, the Minister of Economic
Development, indicated that the Bar Council re-
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quested a definition of land, having only been able to
have a reference in the Interpretation Act for land now
in the Interpretation Act. So they have introduced a
specific definition of land here in clause (2). But the
definition under the Interpretation Act is precisely the
same. There is no material difference in the [definition]
of land in the Interpretation Act. In the Interpretation
Act land is defined as you would only expect land to
be defined as, to include “land covered by water and
any building erected on land and any estate, interest
or right in over any land or building.”
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Michael J. Scott: The Interpretation Act precisely reflects that language.
So the question for the Honourable Minister
is, What was the rationale for adding the exception in
the definition of land for these purposes (easements
or mortgages in or over any land or building)? He said
this came from the Bar Council. I can contemplate that
the land being contemplated by this corporate land
holding is just land like any other land in the country
which will include mortgages and will include easements. So what is the policy? I would be most interested . . . it may be just informational; it may be a very
simple explanation. So what is the reason for the exclusion of mortgages and easements in these land
corporate holdings definition of land?
And then I move to the restricted section 4AA,
clause 3. [New section] 4AA is headlined “Restricted
business activity relating to corporate land holding.”
So that is what this section is about in the Companies
Act—both in the parent Act and in this amendment.
And we saw the Minister move in his first iteration of
amendments to deal with the problem of amendments
by making the following amendment that where the
Minister is satisfied that the restricted business activity
. . . so it makes reference, it uses the language “restricted business activity” referred to in the headline or
the topic of 4AA, where the Minister is satisfied that
the restricted business activity relating to corporate
land holding applied for under subsection (1) is in accordance with the policy approved by the Cabinet regarding such restricted business activity, he may consent to such application.
That has been abandoned to a much narrower formulation to make subsection (2) read as follows: “Subject to subsection (3), where the Minister is
satisfied that an application under subsection (1) is in
accordance with the policy approved by the Cabinet,
he may consent to such application.”
My concern is that that solution in the language is insufficiently referable to restricted business
activity relating to corporate land holding. It just leaves
it. It is just too vague, and I ask the Minister whether
he thinks that the new solution, this leaner language,
really is sufficiently referable, if I may put it that way, is
sufficiently referable to restricted business activity re-
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lating to corporate land holding. To me, it just simply
does not hit it and it is anaemic in both its meaning
and/or its intent, because under the restricted business activity relating to corporate land holding, under
[new] section [4AA](1), there is clear language. “No
company shall carry on any restricted business activity relating to corporate land holding as set out in
paragraph (c) of the Ninth Schedule without the consent of the Minister.”
And then we have this language which makes
no reference to restricted business activity. It simply
makes a reference to the land policy and the land policy is broad and makes the reference to . . . yes, it
makes reference to the land policy, but it does not
refer it back to restricted business activity relating to
corporate land holding.
So what I am saying is that it leaves it far too
wide and makes it far too open for it to be statutory
language that is exempt from misinterpretation. I think
that is my criticism of . . . open to misinterpretation.
The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any other
Members?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister—
Hon. Michael J. Scott: We can stand twice. Thank
you.
The Chairman: Sorry, I just was not sure whether you
were complete. Sorry.
The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Home Affairs, Mr. Walter H. Roban.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Madam Chairman, interesting
the points made by my honourable learned colleague,
because what I do notice is that for the purposes of
this discussion the definition of land within Part VI of
the Immigration and Protection Act is the same definition as in the Interpretation Act, so perhaps for clarification, at least, the Honourable Minister can give an
explanation as to why there was a need to vary the
definition of land for the purposes of this amendment.
Just an explanation.
Perhaps the Minister can at some point explain that, because in every other area where the relationship of land is to non-Bermudians or restricted entities, it is the same definition that follows throughout
our laws. Clearly, there was an intent to vary that
slightly for the purposes of this legislation. So hopefully the Minister can later explain that.
I have a question as it relates to the land holding policy again, which is defined or made point of in
clause 3, and the [new section] 4AA (2), as it relates
to when it comes to the divestiture of property. In the
conditions set in the land holding policy the time for
divestiture is different when it comes to local companies and it is also different when it comes to leasehold, which is three years. Was there a reason why
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those divestiture times are different? Is there a rationale for why it is not just three years across for each
category? Is there some reason why the five years or
three years is different for the process, and this is . . .
obviously, I understand the difference in the Act. If it is
a forced divestiture then it is like three years is what is
demanded of that company. But where the company
in this document chooses to leave the Island and to
end its company operations, it is three years for one
category and five years for the other. Is there a reason
why they are different times? That is what I would like
to know on that point.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 3?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Finance, Mr. E. David G. Burt.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Madam
Chairman.
I have a question because in the general debate the Minister . . . and I am speaking to clause 3 in
speaking to clause 3 specifically on [4AA](2) when we
are speaking about the policy that is approved by
Cabinet. The Minister said (during the general debate)
that there were only two companies that have asked
for land holding permission. I was wondering if the
Minister would like to share who those two companies
are. It seems very bizarre that only two companies
would ask and we are giving all companies in Bermuda permission to hold property and only two companies asked for it.
The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any other
Members that would like to speak to clauses 1
through 3?
Minister, you have the floor.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman. I am going to try and work my way back
through some of those questions.
I guess the first question was would I be prepared to say who the companies were. I would prefer
not to, Madam Chairman. If the Honourable Member .
. . perhaps I can have a chat with him later. These
were companies that came later. But I do not think it is
appropriate to put their business on the street at this
stage.
POINT OF INFORMATION
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of information, if I could,
please.
The Chairman: Yes.
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Mr. E. David Burt: Could the Minister clarify if they
were actual international companies? Is it an exempt
company or are they local companies?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: They are international companies.
Mr. E. David Burt: So restricted persons or local
companies?
The Chairman: The Chair recognises—
Mr. E. David Burt: Oh, sorry.
The Chairman: —the Shadow Minister of Finance.
Mr. E. David Burt: Were they exempted companies
such as to fall under restricted persons? Because they
can have international companies that are local companies. Exempted companies or non-exempted companies? That is, I guess, the question.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: They are both exempted companies.
I will do my best, Madam Chairman. The
Honourable Member, Mr. Roban, asked about the divestiture time of three years. Actually, the three years
parallels the divestiture time which is required under
the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act as well,
so that is where that came from.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: There are two different divestitures.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, well, there is. I
think the other divestiture time that you are talking
about is where somebody is developing condominiums and they are given five years to sort of sell those
condominiums. I believe that is the other one that I am
aware of. It is a slightly different situation. You are
developing condominiums and then you want to sell
them all, so under that particular set of circumstances
you are given five years. Here what you are talking
about is essentially when you get to the very end of
what I will call is an extreme set of circumstances
where [there is a] revocation we are giving them three
years. Actually, one Honourable Member earlier said it
should only be two years. Again, I think we are trying
to find a balance and three years was chosen because it is in the Bermuda Immigration and Protection
Act under the powers of that particular Minister. So
that is why that was chosen.
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Going back further to the issue of the definition of land, in the Interpretation Act, the definition of
land includes “land covered by water and any building
erected on land and any estate, interest, right or
easement in or over any land or building.” We have
removed the easement part at the recommendation of
the Bar Association. They are very happy with the
definition here because we do not want the Minister
responsible for the Companies Act to have power over
easements and things of that sort. It is simply the issue of land and that is the rationale. That is why it is
different here.
The Honourable Member asked about
whether this was sort of contrary to the Constitution
and, again, because we are talking about land here—
and if I may, I am just going to give this—because I
have to clear up this thing because this issue has
been raised before. But it says, basically, the power to
impose terms and conditions to section 4A and licences and to modify consent is consistent with the
provision with section 11(2)(e) of the Bermuda Constitution which provides that—and this is the important
part—the Constitution provides that "the imposition of
restrictions on the acquisition or use by any person of
land or other property in Bermuda” . . . under the authority of any law will not be held to be inconsistent
with or in contravention of the enjoyment of the person's freedom of movement. So the Constitution allows restrictions on the acquisition or use by any person of land or other property in Bermuda. So it is in
compliance with the Constitution.
We had obviously from the Honourable Member who speaks for legislative affairs, the Shadow Attorney General, sort of a long progression of concerns
about the particular section 4AA. I think it is probably
best to say that I understand that if you have a crazy
Minister—and I do not think we expect to have a crazy
Minister on this side—I do not even think that you are
likely to have a crazy Minister on that side. But you
never know. The right of judicial appeal is always
there. So you can go to the courts and say this is
completely unreasonable and if the courts find against
the Minister they push it back. You only need a couple
of those I think before people will say this one is crazy
and you would have other situations after that, I
guess. I suspect the Premier would intervene or things
of that sort.
I guess the power here to revoke is, obviously, an important power here because you have to
have some stick or sanction here otherwise the company just says, you know, So what? You have tried to
modify—unless you have an awful lot of power there.
But I think the important thing, Madam Chairman, is to
say that I do not think anybody is going to get to that
point because I think there are plenty of provisions in
here for the Minister to respond in writing what the
objection is to give the company due process. I suspect that there would be a consultation here.
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Clearly, if a company is going to bulldoze
through and do whatever they want, then you have to
have the ultimate sanction here which is the requirement to divest. They still have the ability to go to judicial review. But I think it again cuts to the issue we
were talking about earlier. Land is precious, land is
sensitive, you have to have sufficient power to be able
to make sure that companies comply. But, again, we
would not expect to get to this point without quite a bit
of discussion and quite a bit of, shall we say, horse
trading back and forth. So I think that is the reason
that there is a succession of things here.
I also do not think that you are going to get
Ministers that are just simply going to—
[Gavel]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I understand that if
you have somebody who is completely irrational you
may have a problem here. But hopefully the Premier
or Cabinet will deal with that. But I think the conditions
that are implied here are absolutely parallel to the
Companies Act a little bit further along which is the
114B provision. The Minister there can revoke a 114B
provision. They can put in conditions so there are a lot
of similarities here, and in fact I understand that the
Minister of Home Affairs has similar abilities under the
Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act as well. So it
is not unique to the Companies Act. It is in the 114B
section in terms of allowing somebody to exceed the
60/40. It is in the—in a slightly different way—similar
powers as the Minister in the Bermuda Immigration
and Protection Act and that is because (I think) we are
dealing with land here and you want to be very clear,
given the resource and the nature of land, that the
Minister has powers to be able to do that. I think, obviously, if a Minister is abusing that, then there are
other ways to deal with that apart from judicial review
as well.
The Chairman: The Chair now recognises the Deputy
Opposition Leader, the Honourable Derrick V. Burgess.
You have the floor
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I would just like to ask the Minister, What percentage of residential property is owned by nonBermudians?
The Chairman: Thank you. The Chair recognises the
Minister.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I honestly do not
know the answer to that. I am going to try and get it. I
did read out earlier the number of acres that are
owned by restricted persons and that is below the
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2,500 that there was a lot of discussion within the
general debate.
The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any other
Members that would like to speak to clauses 1
through 3?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Home Affairs.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes, going back to the Corporate Landholding Policy and the—on page 4 of 5 at
the bottom it says, “In considering whether to grant
permission to an exempted company to acquire and
hold residential property (fee simple or 999 leasehold), the Minister will have regard to: . . .” and there
are listed (and this is piggybacking on the Honourable
Deputy Leader’s question) a., b., c., d. And a part in a.
says, “the economic situation and the pool of available
property.”
I would like to ask, and I am not trying to put
the Minister in too difficult a situation here, but I think it
is important because this is information that is a part
of the texture of this debate, is that the 2,302 acreage
that I think he has presented to us—how definitive
does the Minister with whom he has consulted feel
that is? Is that a number that is still in revision or is
this the most solid official number that they can bring
and they are confident that that is where we are and
there is likely not to be any variation of that in the near
future? I think that is important to understand because
that does impact the perception of how the rest of this
is going to be applied and how people are going to be
impacted by whether an exempted company or a local
company or international company does venture into
purchasing property of which—it has been confirmed
by the Minister—there is no limit on the amount of
property they can acquire at this point.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
The Honourable Member raised sort of a good
question and I think we have talked about it in different ways before, but obviously the economic situation
in Bermuda and the pool of available property sort of
deems how many properties are actually available.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: That is why I am asking the
question.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, I think that was
one of the reasons that Honourable Members on that
side were asking what is the acreage that is currently
owned by non-Bermudians—is it coming up against
that limit? I spoke to the Minister responsible for
Home Affairs earlier on today and the 2,300 was what
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I got. What he also said to me—and by the way, the
Ministry of Home Affairs has been involved in this discussion all the way through, so I do not want to have
the sense that somehow Economic Development is
going off in a row tangent here. Dr. Ming has been
involved in this all the way along and we have asked a
number of questions about that. But I think—did the
Minister of Home Affairs feel that number was a solid
number? The answer was the number is probably going to be revised downwards so there will be less than
2,300 acres owned by restricted persons, but they are
working their way through this now because of—and I
know people took offence to the double counting, but
there apparently are some properties which were accounted to a greater extent than they should be. I will
just put it that way. I do not understand the technical—
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: There was this controversy
back in the early 1990s when it was believed that
Ross Perot owned two houses and that was an issue.
I agree with the one house. I do not understand and I
did not realise until the back and forth here that companies could actually end up with more than one
property. I do not appreciate why we would do that. If
individuals can only have one house, why would we
say to company ABC, Yes, we know you have $200
million in profit last year. You are a great and wonderful reinsurance company and respecting that we are
going to allow you to buy four houses. Why would we
do it?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Understood, understood.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: —aspects there but
that was the explanation that I was given.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: So my sense is
2,300 is where it seems to stand right now but will
probably go down. They are going to work on it over
the next couple of months was the answer I got today.
But, clearly, under the Bermuda Immigration and Protection Act the Minister responsible for Home Affairs
can say, That is it. No more. You are up against the
2,500 acre limit. And that is sort of the balance of
power on the other side here. I think the issue about
considering the pool available property—obviously,
there is going to be some dialogue going back and
forth in the meantime as well.
Thank you.
The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any other—
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Member
from Sandys South, constituency 33, Mr. T. E. Lister.
You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes, I just have two questions
for the Minister. While we talk about the 2,500 limit,
my understanding, my belief from the past was the
limit is per parish and each parish may well have a
different limit, and there were times when it was believed that some parishes were right up against [their
limit] as long ago as 2002. St. George’s Parish, for
instance, had about two inches of space left—well, it
is probably well over now. So not only do we have to
look at it nationally but we do have to look at it parish
by parish because under the law it is parish by parish.
Now, more importantly, my understanding is
that foreign individuals can own one house in Bermuda.
An Hon. Member: Yes.

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
On the latter point I think (as I said) the Minister of Home Affairs could take that view, I suspect,
because they still have to get licences as a restricted
person. Interestingly enough, I will be honest, I have
not had that discussion with them. My sense is at
least in terms of the interest expressed so far, people
are not looking for multiple houses—
[Inaudible interjection]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Sorry?
The Chairman: Please refer to the Chair.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes, yes. So . . .
The Chairman: Thank you.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes.
The Chairman: The Chair recognises the Deputy Opposition Leader, the Honourable Derrick V. Burgess.
You have the floor.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
In July—I think it was July—of 2007,
37 per cent of the residential acres was owned by
non-Bermudians. There seems to be no change in this
2,300. Obviously, those figures cannot be right. If they
are right, then I would like to know from July of 2007
how much property (in acres) has been purchased
since then up until now.
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Sorry, Madam
Chairman.
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The issue was—what has been purchased
between then and now? I do not have the answer to
that. All I have was the figure that I gave you earlier
on which is the 2,300.
[Inaudible interjection]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Sorry?
[Inaudible interjection]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I can certainly try
and get that, yes.
Sorry, I did not answer the Honourable Member Mr. Lister’s question about per parish. Yes, that is
an issue and I believe Immigration clearly is trying to
keep track of that as well. But that could put some
further constraints on it as well from their licensing
perspective.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Education, Mr. C. Walton D. Brown.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I am a bit surprised to hear that we are here
today spending all this time discussing a piece of legislation because two companies approached the Minister with a request. I am surprised. I would not have
thought that the Government would be so almost flippant given that—
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I do not have any
problem with going back to my Cabinet colleague and
getting him to sort of talk about it. In fact, he will
probably have an opportunity in the Senate because
he will be present during the debate.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 3?
There are no other Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 through 3.
Minister, I ask you to actually see that one
through—just 1 through 3—and then we will move on
to the rest of it, please.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I move that clauses 1 through 3 be approved.
The Chairman: With amendments.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: With amendments,
thank you very much, yes.
The Chairman: Thank you.
It has been moved that clauses 1 through 3
be approved with amendments. Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]

The Chairman: Do you have a question pertaining to
the legislation?

[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 3 passed with
amendments.]

Mr. Walton Brown: I do.
The Chairman: Minister, please proceed.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Mr. Walton Brown: It was sort of like a preamble.
The Chairman: We are to discuss the questions.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you. I am guided by your
direction.
My question is with respect to the land ownership issue, Can the Minister—I know it is not his portfolio but since he spoke to it—can he undertake to
provide to the House the methodology by which land
holders are calculated with respect to this restrictive
person ownership? Because clearly there is a different
methodology at play between what was done previously and what is done now. So can we get an undertaking that the methodology of calculating ownership
can in fact be shared with this House?
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
I am going to move clauses 4 through 7 at this
point.
The Chairman: [Clauses] 4 through 7?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Clause 4 amends
section 7 of the principal Act to repeal paragraph (g)
of subsection (1) so as to remove the requirement that
the memorandum of a company should state the
maximum land holding powers of the company and
details with respect to the land to be held by the company.
Clause 5 amends section 120 of the principal
Act to repeal subsection (1) and to provide for conse-
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quential amendments to other subsections. The
clause further inserts a new subsection (1A) to provide that the Eleventh Schedule shall have effect for
the purpose of saving the rights, powers, duties and
liabilities that are applicable to the land held by a local
company which obtained a sanction to hold the land
under the repealed subsection (1), and to also empower the Minister to act with respect to land held by
a local company contrary to the repealed subsection
(1).
Clause 6 amends the Ninth Schedule to the
principal Act by inserting a new a paragraph (c) so as
to make the acquiring of land or taking of land other
than in the case of land acquired or taken under sections 120 and 129 to be a restricted business activity
requiring the Minister’s consent under section 4AA(1).
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Sorry. I move that
clauses 4 through 6 be approved with the amendments.
The Chairman: Correct. Thank you.
It has been moved that clauses 4 through 6
be approved with amendments. Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clauses 4 through 6 passed with
amendments.]
The Chairman: Minister, please proceed.

AMENDMENT TO CLAUSE 6
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Now, the second
amendment I am going to make here at this point is
relevant to this clause by modifying clause 6(b) and
the new paragraph (c) by deleting the word “taking”
and substituting the word “holding.” (It is a better word
choice.) By deleting the word “taken” and substituting
the word “held” for the same reason. It is a little bit of
a housekeeping issue, Madam Chairman. It is clearer
language to try and make the point.
Moving on to Clause 7—

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you.
Clause 7 amends the principal Act to insert
the Eleventh Schedule which shall provide for the saving of all rights, powers, duties and liabilities pertaining to the land held by a local company under the repealed section 120(1). The Eleventh Schedule shall
also provide for the conditions that are to apply in order that land held by a local company contrary to the
repealed section 120(1) may be retroactively sanctioned.
AMENDMENT TO CLAUSE 7

The Chairman: Well, actually we are going—because
clause 7 is basically the schedule—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Oh, okay.
The Chairman: Let us just take it from—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Would you like me to
stop there.
The Chairman: —to [clause] 6.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Very good.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 4 through 6?
There are no Members.
Minister?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Clause 7—
The Chairman: No, can we—because we have some
amendments to fix?

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Now, this is the third
amendment I am going to do, which is number three
on the list that was handed out. It then makes the following modifications in clause 7, in the new Eleventh
Schedule– by inserting at the end of paragraph 1(a)
the words “or held on behalf of such company (as the
case may be)”.
The next [amendment] is by deleting in the
last line of paragraph 1(b) the word “in” and substituting the word “against” so it is consistent with the start
of that paragraph.
Then the third amendment is by inserting in
paragraph 2(a) after the word “land” the words “other
than repealed section 120(1) of the Act.”
These, I think, make it absolutely clear what
we are trying to do here.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clause 7?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Home Affairs, Mr. Walter H. Roban.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes, thank you very much,
Madam Chairman.
In clause 7 of the Bill, page 4, in relation to
paragraph 2 [of the Eleventh Schedule], “Retroactive
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sanctions,” [it reads] “. . . the Minister may, where he
considers it appropriate to so do, sanction retroactively the holding of land by a local company that is
holding land, before the commencement of this paragraph, contrary to provisions of the repealed section
120(1) . . .”
I just have a query. Does this one have to do
with rectification of any transactions that might have
been injured by the previous arrangement?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Okay. Can the Minister at least
tell us, Madam Chairman—
The Chairman: For the sake of those individuals listening they might not have heard the response to your
question. You asked a question—
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In answer to the question about 10—we are
aware of 10 so far, but we suspect that there will be
many others out there for the simple reason that until
you come to sell your property, you may not be aware
that you have a problem with a section 120 sanction
or your Memorandum of Association setting out your
land holding powers and things of that sort. Under the
current Companies Act, there is no way to rectify that
and that is why we have had to effectively put in this
retroactive sanction which will be there in the future so
that in five years, for example, you know, with a different Minister—
[Inaudible interjections]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Probably a different
OBA Minister—
[Laughter]

Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes, I will sit down and let the
Minister—
The Chairman: Or you could just say it.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Yes, the Minister confirmed
that this does have to do with that particular—and
thank you very much, Minister.
But what I am interested in knowing . . . you
mentioned 10 possible cases in the past. Is that really
the only number that, in dealing with this issue, your
Ministry has found where there were circumstances
where possible transactions were injured by these
issues that you are raising today? Were there possibly
more that came to your attention, or was it just the
10? I know you said that two companies did approach
as relating to wishing to be able to act on the
changes, but is that within the 10, or were there actually more than the 10 that you were confronted with?
The Chairman: Thank you, Member.
Minister?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thanks, Madam
Chairman.
The two companies we were talking about a
few minutes ago are in a different category. They are
companies that are interested in purchasing residential land. What we are talking about here, as the Honourable Member was suggesting, are companies that
fell afoul—either they did not get a section 120 sanction to be able to hold the land or their Memorandum
of Association which originally set out what they were
able to hold and then subsequently got permission to
hold changed and they did not get permission under
the section 120 to change it, and therefore there was
some credibility problem with respect to their clean
title and they are unable to convey it or there are other
situations which have risen as well.

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: You will have the
ability for the next OBA Minister to be able to retroactively sanction as well, because someone may not try
and sell the property for five years, or it could be even
farther in the future as well. So this is a fix that will go
forward.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clause 7?
[Crosstalk]
The Chairman: There are no other Members.
Minister?
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I move that clause 7
be approved with amendments.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you. It has been moved that
clause 7 be approved with amendments.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clause 7 passed with amendments.]
The Chairman: Minister, please proceed.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Madam Chairman, I
move the Preamble. Or do you want me to move—
The Chairman: Schedule.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Schedule?
Is it clause 7 or—
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Would you like me to repeat the question?
Thank you.
The question is whether or not the [Companies Amendment Act 2014] be reported to the House
as approved and with amendments.

The Chairman: Clause 7.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes.
The Chairman: Which we have already done.

[Pause]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: We have approved
clause 7 and that has the Schedule in it.
The Chairman: Yes, thank you—the Preamble.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: So we are all set
there?
The Chairman: Yes.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Madam Chairman, I
move the Preamble.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved. Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I move the Bill be
reported to the House—
The Chairman: With amendments.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: With amendments.

The Clerk: [Calling the division.]
DIVISION
[Companies Amendment Act 2014]
Ayes:
Mrs. J. J. Atherden
Mr. Kenneth Bascome
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley
Hon. Dr. E. Grant Gibbons
Hon. P. J. Gordon-Pamplin
Mrs. Susan E. Jackson
Hon. Terry E. Lister
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.
Ms. Leah K. Scott
Hon. R. Wayne Scott
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons
Mr. Glen Smith
Mr. Jeff Sousa

Nays:
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney
Mr. Walton Brown
Hon. D. V. Burgess, Sr.
Mr. E. David Burt
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert
Hon. Dennis P. Lister
Mr. Walter H. Roban
Hon. Michael J. Scott
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott

The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House with amendments. Are there
any objections to that motion?

[Division paused]

Some Hon. Members: Yes.

The Chairman: Thank you for your patience. We will
just . . . We are going to start again with the votes so
that we have it all clear—so there are no missed—

The Chairman: Thank you.
All in favour?
Thank you. There are more than three Members standing so there will be names.
We will have two minutes before individuals
are . . . two minutes for individuals to come into the
room. After that point the doors will be locked and no
one will be able to vote.

[Crosstalk]

The Clerk: I do not want any mistakes.
The Chairman: Thank you for your patience. We are
going to start again and the question is whether or not
the Bill entitled Companies Amendment Act 2014 be
reported to the House as approved with amendments.
That is the question.

[Pause for ringing of bell]
The Clerk: I am going to start again.
The Chairman: Thank you. The two minutes are up.
We remain in Committee and the question is whether
or not the Bill entitled the Companies Amendment Act
2014 be reported to the House.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Chairman: As approved.

DIVISION
[Companies Amendment Act 2014, division on Report
to House thereof]
Ayes: 19
Mrs. J. J. Atherden
Mr. Kenneth Bascome
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell
Ms. Nandi Outerbridge
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley
Hon. Dr. E. Grant Gibbons
Hon. P. J. Gordon-Pamplin
Mrs. Susan E. Jackson
Hon. Terry E. Lister
Hon. Trevor G. Moniz
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.
Ms. Leah K. Scott
Hon. R. Wayne Scott
Mr. N. H. Cole Simons
Mr. Glen Smith
Mr. Jeff Sousa

Mr. Walton Brown
Hon. D. V. Burgess, Sr.
Mr. E. David Burt
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong
Hon. Z. J. S. De Silva
Ms. Lovitta F. Foggo
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert
Hon. Dennis P. Lister
Mr. Walter H. Roban
Hon. Michael J. Scott
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott
Mr. Michael A. Weeks
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson

The Chairman: Thank you. The Ayes have it (or the
Yeses) 19 [Ayes] to 15 Noes.
Minister, we will proceed to . . . the Bill has
been reported to the House with amendments as
agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Carried by majority on division: The Companies
Amendment Act 2014 will be reported to the House as
considered by a Committee of the whole House and
passed as amended.]
House resumed at 7:41 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
COMPANIES AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Speaker: Honourable Members, the Companies
Amendment Act 2014 [Committee thereon] has been
approved [as amended].
We will move on to Order No. 3, the second
reading of the Criminal Code Amendment Act 2014 in
the name of the Attorney General and Minister of Legal Affairs, the Learned Member, Minister Mark Pettingill.
Minister, you have the floor.

BILL
SECOND READING
CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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I move the Bill entitled Criminal Code
Amendment Act 2014 be now read for a second time
and committed.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Any objections to that?
Please carry on.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, from time to
time our local justice system is challenged to respond
to rulings by our highest technically appellate judicial
authority, the Privy Council. Occasionally, those decisions not only overturn the decisions of our courts,
they also compel us to return to the drawing boards to
make sure that our domestic policies are in line with
the legislative record.
By so doing we may be further compelled to
enhance those policies by further ensuring that matters give rise to the judicial ruling in the first instance
are comprehensively addressed.
The Criminal Code Amendment Act 2014 is
intended to achieve both objectives. Members of this
Honourable House will no doubt recall the Privy
Council’s decision not so long ago that overturned the
sentences of two criminals convicted for extended
sentences for some of the most heinous crimes in
Bermuda history.
I refer to none other than the October 2013
Privy Council decision in the cases of Selassie [(Appellant)] v The Queen [(Respondent)] and Pearman
[(Appellant)] v The Queen [(Respondent)]. In both
cases it was held that the sentencing provisions of the
Criminal Code Act 1907 relating to the offences of
murder and premeditated murder prevent our courts
from setting a tariff of more than 25 and 15 years, respectively, before a defendant can apply for a parole
on a life sentence. In plain language, what this means
is that currently within Bermuda no matter how serious
the crime a criminal cannot be in prison for more than
25 years before being given the chance to be paroled.
Granted, he or she may not be granted parole, but I
do not think there is anyone alive in the country who
would not agree that some offences warrant being
locked up—some offenders—warrant being locked up
for much longer before a person should be given the
chance to be released.
These rulings were shocking to the public
which was challenged to reconcile the technical findings of the court with the average person’s disdain for
the crimes that evoked them. The Government has
responded to those concerns and went yet further to
elicit agreement from members of the Defence Bar
that the law requires amendment. From this process
ensued additional concerns that the current sentencing provisions of the law in light of the Privy Council’s
ruling could result in perverse sentences.
Mr. Speaker, there are noted technical challenges arising to the distinction under the Criminal
Code between the offences of murder and the offence
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of premeditated murder. The difference between the
offences created under sections 286A and 286B and
section 287(1)(a) of the Code is the amount of time
between when the intention to kill is formed and the
act or mission that causes death takes place. Sections
286A and 286B have been interpreted by the courts to
mean that a conviction for premeditated murder requires proof that the intention to kill was formed preceding the act with sufficient time to afford the offender the opportunity to desist. By comparison, murder contrary to section 287(1)(a) of the Code requires
proof that the offender intended to cause the death of
the deceased or that of some other person.
As such, Mr. Speaker, in light of the ultimate
outcome of loss of life this distinction has posed peculiar challenges for those practising criminal law as well
as those prosecuting and adjudicating criminal cases.
Ultimately, it also challenges the sensibilities of lay
members of the public who are even more hardpressed to reconcile the technical distinctions in light
of media headlines in the wake of the tragedy of one
person’s wickedly taking the life of another.
It follows from our innate sensibilities that
cases carrying a mandatory penalty of life imprisonment should also entail a minimum period of imprisonment before the offender is eligible to apply for parole. Other jurisdictions have sought to require such
minimum period to be imposed as an indication of society’s condemnation of the crime and satisfy the retributive and deterrent requirements of punishment.
Mr. Speaker, it is being suggested that any
legislative amendments should definitely preserve a
sentence of life imprisonment. The same should also
allow a sentencing judge to set a tariff that he or she
deems appropriate in the circumstance of the particular case including any element of premeditation as an
aggravating factor.
In tandem with the issue of the need for appropriately longer sentences for the most serious
crimes, this Bill’s attention is incidentally turned to violent crime and gang related activity that has plagued
Bermuda since 2009, if not longer. Unfortunately, in
recent years within Bermuda, whenever a life is taken
(usually by gun) it is more than likely due to gang altercation. We are cautiously optimistic with the recent
trend of abatement in this regard, but will not rest on
our laurels. Tough measures continue to be needed to
address the problem and to protect law abiding citizens from the looming threat of its resurgence.
The Code was previously amended by the
Criminal Code Amendment Act 2012 to provide additional penalties for gang leadership and committing
crimes that fall under the definition of unlawful gang
activity. The additional penalties currently prescribed
are discernibly not sufficiently calibrated to the basic
sentences and therefore do not provide adequate deterrents to the would-be gang crime offenders. Most
disturbingly, they do not remove such offenders from
civil society long enough to eliminate the threat they
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pose to allow correction to run its course or to deter
such offenders and others from reoffending.
Mr. Speaker, in this regard the Bill further
amends the Code to increase the penalty amounts
and creates a two-tiered sentencing regime in relation
to unlawful gang activity. It also removes the statutory
threshold of 25 years before eligibility for parole and
defers the determination of the appropriate period to
the sentencing court. Premeditated murder is removed as an offence and where appropriate the term
of year sentence relating to murder becomes simply
and appropriately life imprisonment. For the sake of
stating policy consistently, Mr. Speaker, consequential
amendments are also made to the Young Offenders
Act 1950, the Court of Appeal Act 1964, and the Prisons Act 1979.
I am confident that the changes brought about
by this Bill reflect a more appropriate range of penalties befitting of the crimes that evoked them. I am also
confident that the public will better be served by the
tools that these changes will provide to law enforcement, prosecution and correction elements of our
criminal justice system.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable and Learned
Attorney General.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from constituency 34, the Learned Member
MP Kim Wilson.
You have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
We, as the Opposition, have canvassed and
whence we canvassed many times we have concerns
expressed by our constituents that on one hand may
look at a sentence for a particular person being convicted and feel that that sentence was rational and
appropriate under the circumstances concerning the
offence. However, on the other hand, we would have
also heard a cry from our constituents who have indicated that they felt that the [crime] was certainly not
sufficient enough to warrant the severity of the particular penalty.
So we commend the Government for bringing
this legislation and bringing it quite quickly because,
as the Learned and Honourable Attorney General indicated, there were some Court of Appeal cases
about a year and a half ago and the Privy Council finally resolved the matter for clarity for our particular
jurisdiction in the fall and we commend the Government for making haste in bringing this legislation here
so that we can address something that I think, in the
eyes of the majority of the members of the public, has
been somewhat egregious insofar as the type of sentences that have been meted out.
The other issue that I would like to just quickly
address is that we also like the provisions in the legislation that allow for the sentencing judges to impart a
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discretion “so to speak” (and I use that in inverted
commas), as it relates to determining the length of
sentence that must be served first prior to a person
being eligible for application for licence. I think that a
lot can be said for the fact that the sentencing judge—
he or she—who, having sat through the trial and the
deliberations, being more familiar than perhaps those
of us lay people that may not have attended the court
proceedings, knowing what the aggravating features
were in terms of the severity of the case, and alternatively the sentencing judge would also be in a better
position knowing what any of the mitigating factors
were concerning the particular case. So I think that
also stands us in good stead insofar as the administration of justice in these Islands—particularly as it
relates to the criminal courts where these types of
cases would no doubt result in the loss of civil liberties.
So in that regard we do commend the Government for bringing this legislation very timely and we
will be supporting it.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you Honourable Member.
Any other Honourable Member care to speak?
The Chair will recognise the Honourable Minister for National Security.
Minister Dunkley, you have the floor.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Good evening to you and colleagues.
Mr. Speaker, I am delighted to have the opportunity to speak to this tonight and I want to take
this opportunity to thank the Attorney General for
bringing this to this House in such quick fashion, as
the Honourable Shadow Attorney General has said,
and we appreciate the support from the Opposition
benches.
Obviously, Mr. Speaker, I think anybody who
has been involved with the drafting process of legislation realises it takes a great deal of time to get these
things done. So thanks must go to the Attorney General and his Chambers for the work they have done to
get it here so quickly.
As the Minister responsible for National Security—and certainly all of my colleagues in Cabinet and
caucus—we were well aware of the concerns that
were raised in the community once the courts laid
down their decisions and we jumped to it, supported
the Attorney General as quickly as we could to bring
this legislation here tonight. So I think—quite often in
politics where we beat each other up back and forth
across the floor, now is the time to say that somebody
has done a good job and we are all committed to work
with the Attorney General to get this legislation
passed. I did not want to miss this opportunity because I think kudos are in order for the Attorney General with the tremendous legislative agenda that has
been on tap for the past year, and he continues on to
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do that work and to bring this Bill here to rectify a
situation. The people will be happy with this legislation.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Any other Honourable Member care to speak?
There is no other Member that cares to speak.
The Chair recognises the Learned Attorney General.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I
am obliged to my honourable and learned friend in the
Opposition for her comments in relation to this and for
the Opposition support and also the comments of my
honourable friend, Minister Dunkley.
I just want to make one thing effectively clear.
My honourable and learned friend and I had a brief
discussion about it earlier, Mr. Speaker. Just for the
sake of clarity to the public, we have removed the offence of premeditated murder, and people should not
be thinking that that somehow makes anything less.
What it does in fact is now make premeditation something to be taken into an account. Some time ago, before Lord Cheney, premeditation was more like a
death sentence. If one was guilty of premeditated
murder, it was a death sentence. Often before, obviously, [it was] commuted and that sentence was
changed to life imprisonment. And then when it became if someone was guilty of premeditation, that was
automatically a life sentence which carried the 25-year
term. What this does now is—even in the sensibility,
you know, the law constantly moves and changes and
develops (and it must) and this is an example of
where there has been a ruling or an advice given to
Her Majesty by the Privy Council and we have been
able to look at that and say, Well, that certainly is not
the way that we want our law to work in the circumstances of this country, and we are able to make
those changes.
Premeditation is a funny one because you
may have the case, Mr. Speaker, where somebody
plots to go out and assassinate somebody with a gun
and plans it—buys the gun, loads it up, sees where
they are going to be, drives down there with a mask
on, and all that type of thing—and executes a person.
That is a premeditated crime.
You might also have the type of crime in tragic
circumstances (very rare) where you have a husband
who is riddled with cancer or is technically brain dead
on the machine and the wife goes in because she
feels that, you know, he would want to die and she
unplugs him. Premeditated killing. Obviously, those
types of things . . . euthanasia is a premeditated killing
that may be considered a mercy killing; but it is still a
premeditated murder, technically.
So that would be an instance in those two
crimes, the first one the sentencing judge would be
able to look (in the gun crime) and say that is premeditated murder, it is life imprisonment and the per-
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son should be sentenced to 28 years before they can
apply for parole. And the other one might be a situation where they look at it as a mercy killing and say
that they should be eligible for parole after six months.
Then it would be, despite the sentence being handed
down of life, the person who commits the mercy killing
in those circumstances would be eligible for [parole]
after six months because the judge would be able to
look at the individual facts and circumstances of the
case.
So what we are really doing is putting it in the
realm at the discretion of the sentencing court to take
account of what the circumstances are in what is now
the offence of murder—of unlawful killing. If it is premeditated then the court is going to view that as making it more heinous, calling for a greater sentence. If
there are other factors that make it less than that, then
the sentencing judge would recommend a sentence
that calls for parole on licence at an earlier stage.
So just to put it in context, because I know
that the wording of it is a little bit convoluted. But that,
in effect, is what it does.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Just making sure. So with
that I would ask that the Bill go into Committee.
The Speaker: Thank you, Attorney General.
It has been moved that the Bill the Criminal
Code Amendment Act 2014 be committed.
Are there any objections to that?
An Hon. Member: No.
The Speaker: There are none. I would like to ask that
the Deputy Speaker please take the Chairman.
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Act 1950, the Court of Appeal Act 1964, and the
Prison Act 1979.
I would move in the circumstances clauses 1
through 6.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Please proceed.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Clause 1 is the citation.
Clause 2 amends section 70JB of the principal Act to increase the penalty amounts and to create
a tiered sentencing regime in relation to unlawful gang
activity.
Clause 3 amends section 82 of the principal
Act, removing the statutory threshold of 25 years (before a person can be deemed eligible for parole), and
deferring such determination to the sentencing court.
Clause 4 amends the principal Act by:
(a) removing the offence of premeditated murder; and
(b) to change (where appropriate) a term of years to a
term of life imprisonment.
Clause 5 sets out the consequential amendments in the form of a Schedule.
Clause 6 is the commencement provision.
The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any Members
that would like to speak to clauses 1 through 6?
The Chair recognises the Opposition Shadow
Attorney General and Shadow Minister of Legal Affairs, Mrs. Kim N. Wilson.
You have the floor.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
As was said previously before entering into
Committee, this is a very timely piece of legislation
and we do support all of the provisions that are contained therein.
Thank you.

[Pause]
House in Committee at 7:57 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL
CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT ACT 2014

The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I am obliged to my honourable and learned friend.
Madam Chairman, I move the Preamble.
The Chairman: Clauses first.

The Chairman: Thank you, Members. We are now in
Committee of the whole [House] for further consideration of the Bill entitled the Criminal Code Amendment
Act 2014.
I call on the Minister in charge to proceed.
Minister, you have the floor.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I move the clauses, I apologise.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
This Bill seeks to amend the Criminal Code
Act 1907 (the “principal Act”), the Young Offenders

The Chairman: Thank you. It has been moved that
clauses 1 through 6 be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.

The Chairman: It has been—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I move clauses 1 through 6.
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Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members, I now
request that you give consideration to the Bill entitled
the Customs Tariff Amendment Act 2014.

[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 6 passed.]

The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
Minister, please, carry on.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I move the Preamble.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Madam Chairman, I move
that the Bill be reported to the House.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: The Criminal Code Amendment Act
2014 was considered by a Committee of the whole
House and approved without amendment.]
House resumed at 8:00 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Speaker: Thank you Members. The Criminal
Code Amendment Act 2014 has been approved [by a
Committee of the whole House] and we move now to
Order No. 4.
Order No. 4 is the second reading of the Customs Tariff Amendment Act 2014 in the name of the
Minister of Finance. I recognise the Minister of Finance, the Honourable E. T. (Bob) Richards.
You have the floor.

BILL
SECOND READING
CUSTOMS TARIFF AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you very much,
Mr. Speaker.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Bill proposes to
amend the Customs Tariff Act 1970 which is to be
called the principal Act with a basket of measures.
This is our usual sort of clean-up of the customs—
annual clean-up of the Customs Tariff Act. I have
eight measures.:
1. Streamlining customs administration of certain
duty reliefs and allowances;
2. Reducing or zeroing import duty on selected
boats;
3. Clarifying the scope of certain duty reliefs and
introducing definitions;
4. Widening the scope of other reliefs;
5. Introducing a number of new reliefs;
6. Removing archaic or spent provisions;
7. Updating outdated Ministerial styles;
8. Amending certain provisions in the Bermuda
nomenclature in conforming to the International Harmonised Systems Rules (HS).
These measures affect the principal Act and
the Second, Fifth, and Sixth Schedules that are attached.
In the Budget Statement in support of the
budget of 2014/15, I promised that there would be no
new taxes in the budget for the ensuing fiscal year. I
also suggested that an increase in taxes would hurt
the recovery and impose new pressures on individuals
and families struggling to make ends meet. Accordingly, the list of measures I have just read out includes
no duty rate increase. Rather, many of the measures
involve reduced duty rates and moderately expanded
duty reliefs.
These duty concessions are made against the
backdrop of higher than estimated customs duty yield
in 2013/14 and in the expectation that customs duty
yield will continue to rise in the next fiscal year. Honourable Members will recall from the Budget Statement that the revenue estimates for 2014/15 is
3.4 per cent higher than the original estimate for the
previous year and that customs duty yield is expected
to rise by $25.7 million, or 14.7 per cent compared to
the previous year.
I will now comment in further detail on the
various measures of the Bill. I will begin with those
measures of the Bill that are directed at streamlining
the administration of certain duty reliefs and allowances.
Mr. Speaker, the Bill proposes to give a $200
duty free allowance for accompanied principal goods
of any arriving passenger who is entitled to reside in
Bermuda. Currently, only persons who are ordinarily
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resident in Bermuda can claim the $200 allowance
and customs officers have no easy way of distinguishing between those passengers who are entitled to reside and those who are in fact ordinarily resident.
Once the amendment is made, persons who are entitled to reside in Bermuda need only to produce their
travel documents to a customs officer on arrival as
evidence of their entitlement and so easily claim their
duty free allowance.
Honourable Members will have noted that in
amending this personal relief the opportunity has been
taken to recast the description of qualifying goods—
that is accompanied personal goods—by reference to
the relevant tariff code in chapter 98 of the Tariff Act.
This approach has the advantage of legal certainty
and economy of words eliminating the need for the
current proviso concerning restrictions on allowance
of tobacco and alcohol. With these changes, the allowance is at once easier to understand and to administer and there is only minimal potential for any loss of
revenue.
The Bill also proposes to streamline the administration of the visitor allowance by expanding the
scope of that duty free allowance to include all
goods—not just goods intended as gifts—and by removing the current “once every 31 day restriction on
claims.” Honourable Members will appreciate that the
Customs Department cannot chase visitors about to
check if duty free goods have been gifted appropriately. Moreover, with the implementation of the dual
channel (that is the red and green system at the airport) Customs can no longer accurately track the frequency of claims by visitors arriving by air. Most visitors now exit through the green (that is, nothing to declare channel) without making any written declaration
or claim.
Honourable Members will have noted that
hereto the opportunity has been taken to recast the
duty free allowance by reference to the relevant Tariff
Code for the same reasons of legal certainty and clarity. The opportunity has also been taken to increase
the visitor gift allowance from $30 to $50 per person.
This allowance has not been amended in a great
many years and the $20 increase is intended to take
account in some measure of the loss in value of
money due to inflation.
The Bill further proposes to give the collector
of customs lawful discretion to authorise the duty free
importation of baggage that arrives in Bermuda within
90 days before or after the arrival of the relevant passenger. Honourable Members may be aware that
presently the collector has the discretion to authorise
duty free importation of baggage arriving in advance
and that application must be made to the Minister of
Finance, in every case, where baggage arrives after
the arrival of the relevant passenger. The current requirement for Ministerial intervention is impractical for
customs, inconvenient for the passenger concerned,
and is potentially an unwelcome distraction for me.
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This change will enhance the uninterrupted flow of
baggage operations at the airport.
I now turn to the measures of the Bill that provide a zero or reduced duty rate for imported goods.
The Bill proposes to introduce in a new First Schedule
to the principal Act a number of new tariff codes for
selected goods with corresponding zero per cent or
reduced duty rates. I will speak to each of these
changes in turn.
The First Schedule includes zero duty rates
for refrigerant recovery containers and refrigerant filtering machines together with a 10 per cent duty on
refrigerant recovery machines. Such containers and
machines are currently dutiable at 22.25 per cent.
These new tariffs are intended to reduce the cost of
compliance with the clean air regulations for the heating, ventilation and air conditioning industry in Bermuda thereby encouraging the correct disposal of
waste refrigerants.
The duty rate for bronze doors and windows is
to be reduced from 22.25 per cent to 10 per cent. This
new tariff is intended to charge bronze doors and windows with the same duty rate as doors and windows
made of other materials like wood, PVC and steel.
In addition, the duty rates for lens manufacturing or processing machines, parts and supplies are to
be reduced from 22.25 per cent to zero per cent.
These new tariffs are intended to help to reduce the
competition advantage currently enjoyed by overseas
manufacturers and suppliers of lenses thereby encouraging the local production of optical lenses for
corrective spectacles.
The new First Schedule includes zero duty
rates for exhaust catalytic converters for motor vehicles, work trucks and motorcycles. Catalytic converters are currently dutiable at 33.5 per cent. These new
tariffs are intended to encourage the replacement of
spent catalytic converters thereby better controlling
vehicle emissions in line with the 2009 Energy Green
Paper.
In addition, the duty rate for hospital beds is to
be reduced from 22.25 per cent to zero per cent with a
view of reducing the cost of acquisition of such beds
for old age rest homes and for domestic use by the
seriously ill or disabled.
Finally, Mr. Speaker, the new First Schedule
introduces zero duty rates for safety seat belts and
safety airbags—currently dutiable at 33.5 per cent.
Seat belts and airbags have been zero rated to encourage the refurbishment or repair of motor vehicles
using such safety systems.
With that, Mr. Speaker, I would like to move
that the Bill be committed.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Any other Honourable Member care to speak?
The Chair will recognise the Shadow Minister
of Finance, MP David Burt.
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You have the floor.

Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
I will do my best to be brief; however, I do
have a few questions for the Minister. I thank the Minister in advance for sharing his brief. I have had a
chance to review it so I will just make my questions
easy and brief.
The first one is that I see that there is a CPC
for 4210 in regards to Government Capital Projects
and I guess I was just a little bit confused by that because I guess I was asking if the Minister could clarify
that and we might have to do that in Committee because of course we cannot go back and forth—but
does Government pay duty to itself? One would think
that would be an administrative headache in that level
because technically, at the end, of the day it balances
out if the Government is paying duty to itself it is not
really (I guess you could say) very helpful. It just
seems like it is a lot of work for nothing because the
Government is paying duty for itself. It is just coming
out of one account and going into another. So I guess
I was wondering what exactly was the reason for giving that zero rate, if technically, there was not really a
transaction that existed before?
I do want to spend a little time on CPC 4160
which is the relief for tour boats. Tour boats get duty
relief at 10 per cent in general whereas fishing vessels
get duty relief—or duty free—for their end-use relief.
Now, Mr. Speaker, the reason why I bring this up is
that it causes a problem every year. When I was in
another place and in another position, it would be
something that I was confronted with on a number of
occasions. What would happen was over the Cup
Match weekend there is a very large boating event.
And during this large boating event, which takes place
on the Cup Match weekend, there are no boats on the
Island for rent. And the challenge we actually have is
that the fishing vessels are not allowed to be used
because they are not technically allowed to do inland
charters, which causes a lot of confusion on a yearly
basis.
It is something that we dealt with (as I said before) in my prior capacity as Junior Minister of Finance. It is not something that was ever able to be
resolved. And I just wanted to ask the Minister—and I
guess we will discuss it in Committee—whether or not
he would look at possibly introducing a single one-off
fee that would allow the Government to collect revenue and that would allow individuals to use their vessels, or whatever they have, for a single event which
may not be in line with their end-use.
The reason why I say it, Mr. Speaker, as I
said before, is that on this one particular day all the
tour boats are rented and there are additional boats
that are on-Island which could be used whether they
be for tourists or whether they be for locals—which
because of the licensing and because of the end-use
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(because they are specifically fishing vessels that
have to go out-shore) they are unable to do inshore
charters for that particular day. So it certainly presents
a challenge and one would hope that—I would just
ask the Minister if he could possibly examine that.
Apart from that, Mr. Speaker, as I said, I welcome the Minister’s brief in advance. There are no
significant increases that are occurring and a lot of it is
housekeeping measures. As I remember, having to
put these Bills through in another place, they are very
technical, and the final thing is, Mr. Speaker, is that I
would hope that at one point in time in the near future
we will be able to stop killing so many trees by printing
these very large Bills. But apart from that, Mr.
Speaker, the Minister has our support, but I look forward to hearing a response on those questions.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member from Sandys South, MP T. E. Lister.
You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The question I have for the Minister is: Would
he care to elaborate on his decision-making with regard to the tax breaks given to particular industries—
whether there was some particular philosophy,
whether it was simply that those industries had made
a lot of noise in the past and now they are being responded to—or just what the reasons were. Because
as you look through the Schedule, you will see some
particular pieces have been picked out and given particular treatment. So I would appreciate at this stage
finding out just what the thinking was.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Are there any other Members who would care
to speak?
Looks like, Minister, we are back to you.
The Chair recognises Minister E. T. Richards.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I thank Honourable Members for their questions.
It appears, Honourable Member, that the
Government does not charge itself duty. So I think
that is only in writing. The practise is that Government
does not charge itself duty. Insofar as tour boats are
concerned—you are right, that is an issue every nonmariners race and–– and the Government gives the
fishing boats permission to do what they do—but we
do not charge them a fee for that day.
The tour boats are not particularly happy
about that but, of course, the tour boats are up there
to do what they do all year round. To answer the Honourable Member Mr. Lister, there is no particular philosophy. These are treated on—each of them is on a
one-off basis and on their particular merits. So there is
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no sort of overall thing other than what I said before
which is that, you know, our aim was not to raise
taxes in general but these are the annual sort of effort
to (if you like) harmonise, but also to simplify and to
adjust these rates in areas that, in particular, HM Customs feels need attention.
The Speaker: Thank you for that. Honourable Member, you will do it in Committee. Remember we are still
in the House.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: We are still in the House,
yes.
The Speaker: Yes.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I would like
to move now that the House go to Committee.
The Speaker: Thank you.
The Honourable Member has moved that we
go into Committee.
Are there any objections to that?
There are no objections. I would like to ask
that the Deputy Speaker please take the Chair [of
Committee].
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The Chairman: Thank you. Are there any Members
that would like to speak to [clauses] 1 through 10 from
the Customs Tariff Amendment Act 2014?
Are there any Members?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Shadow
Minister of Finance, Mr. E. David G. Burt.
You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: I am sorry, Madam Chairman,
when you caught me napping there for a second. I just
want to—I was not actually asleep but—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. E. David Burt: I would like to ask just as a clarification of the Honourable Minister because the Honourable Minister when we were in the full House did
make a statement, so I just wanted to clarify. The Minister said that it will continue to be his policy to give
fishing boats that leeway for that individual day. I just
wanted to make sure that it is clear because, if it is, I
would welcome his policy pronouncement. I think that
there would be a whole lot of people that would actually welcome it as well.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister.

House in Committee at 8:18 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Robert-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Well, I wanted to tell the
Honourable Member we are trying to keep that quiet.
[Laughter]

CUSTOMS TARIFF AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Chairman: Honourable Members, we are now in
Committee of the whole [House] for further consideration of the Bill entitled the Customs Tariff Amendment
Act 2014. I call on the Minister in charge to proceed.
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Customs Tariff Amendment Act 2014. Madam
Chairman, this Bill seeks to amend the Customs Tariff
Act 1970 to (a) make changes to certain duty free allowances in section 5A; and (b) repeal and replace
the First Schedule; and (c) make certain changes to
the Second, Fifth and Sixth Schedules. The Act also
makes a consequential amendment to the Revenue
Act 1898 (repealing section 27 thereof).
Madam Chairman, I guess I would move all —
clauses 1, 2, 3—
The Chairman: [Clauses] 1 through 10?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes—[clauses] 1 through
10.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: However, that has been
the practise and we will continue that.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there no other Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 through 10?
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Mr. T. E.
Lister from Sandys South, constituency 33.
You have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I spoke to the Minister some time ago and, in
fact, I think I gave him a memo or something suggesting that he might want to tell us how much these waiving of taxes was costing the Government—how many
dollars we were giving up especially at a time like this.
In the brief I did not hear him give it, so I will ask him
some of these questions and he can help me or not
help me—it is really helping us.
With regard to the commercial fishing equipment and bait, the duty rate is now going to be
zero per cent for a whole list of goods that the commercial fisherman will have. From the fisherman’s
point of view, I am sure this is a good thing. I am sure
it will help them to be a little more profitable. There are
some, I believe, 71 licensed fishermen, some of whom
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do very well, some of whom struggle. So this will help
them, but I wanted to have a feeling for what revenues
have been collected annually in this sort of category to
be able to say, Well, let us use this as a predictor for
what would have happened and therefore having reduced the rate to zero this is what we are giving up.
So if the Minister has that nearby, I would be pleased
to know.
Turning on to page 5, to 4152, Paper for Use
in the Printing Industry—my comment earlier when I
asked the Minister, was there a lobby (in so many
words) was really going back to this one in particular.
The print industry have—I want to say something
other than “complain,” but they have expressed concern for some time that it has been cheaper and easier for people to send abroad to get products—paper
products produced abroad—be they flyers, be they
calendars, be they annual reports. The industry has
suffered. People in the print industry have lost jobs.
The industry has become somewhat less profitable,
and so I would like to hear from the Minister if this
duty rate now going down to zero is in response to
that with the Minister wisely saying we will do something to help the industry. Now, if that is the answer, I
would expect for him to have tooted his own horn
without me having to give him the opportunity to, but I
would like to think that that has to be the reason otherwise why give up the revenue. And also give us an
indication how much it is costing us again to help this
industry to get back on its feet.
Furthermore, Madam Chairman, I would like
to have an indication of whether the Minister will do
this and say, That is it, or whether he and his team will
monitor through time to see what impact it has on the
industry. For instance, if now becoming duty free they
still cannot compete with what is coming in from overseas and companies still get their reports done overseas and they still get their flyers made up overseas
then we may as well put the duty back in place and
collect the few dollars that can be collected, if you follow where I am going. So I would like to think that the
Minister would look at this through time, not just do it
today and call it a day.
Now, the next one concerns the commercial
tour boats. The Honourable Member, Mr. Burt, asked
a different question—he was more interested in I think
the non-mariner’s race or—What is it called? Yes, the
non-mariner’s race. However, my question is this, we
have reduced the rate down to 10 per cent. First off,
what was the rate before? Secondly, you will recall
that last week I asked the Minister a duty deferral
question under Parliamentary questions. It was a
pointed question as all these questions are (as you
know) and there I was trying to pull out exactly what
happened to some of the entities that had been given
duty deferrals in the past. This was one that really
concerned me.
But when we saw the Schedule—without calling the names of the company because, in fact, I can-
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not even remember the name of it—there was a
commercial tour boat that had been imported at a cost
of $3 million that had been given a duty deferral of
$380-odd thousand which was due a year ago which
so far they have paid about $10.00 on. So if I am that
company, how do I feel about this deferral? Does this
mean that my competitors who now bring in a boat will
not have to pay any duty, yet I am being harassed by
the Government (quite correctly) for the $380,000 that
I have not paid? So, again, Minister, can you tell me
what is going to happen—not with the next guy, but
with that last guy who got the $380,000 waiver—not
waiver—deferral and has failed to pay it. What will
happen to him now in light of the decision here to
make it free for everybody else?
Turning on to page 9, the code 4211, Global
Marine Systems, Bermuda. They are going to be getting a duty rate of zero again—I believe this company
is the company that took over from Global Crossing. If
you will recall, Global Crossing started out as a wonderful new enterprise. I was the Minister at the time.
We in fact had a big event up at South Princess—do
you remember that?
An Hon. Member: Yes, all goodness and light.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes, yes, we all remember
those days.
Well, Global Marine, I think, picked up what
was left of it. I assume that this has to do with cabling
and equipment to maintain the telecommunications
line that runs from South America across Bermuda.
But I would like the Minister to give us an indication of
how much this is going to cost us and why this is being done. Again, the word I use about philosophical—
what is the philosophy behind this because this is a
decision. I assume it is being made because one says
this is an industry we want to support, this is a company we want to support, and this is to make Bermuda
totally competitive in the telecommunications field.
You will recall that some years ago companies were
coming here and they were shocked at how slow our
telecommunications were and the Global Crossing
and others brought us right up to speed. So that is
why I am asking the question in that regard and . . .
that is it.
Thank you very much.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 10?
Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
As it relates to commercial fishing, the duty
costs are apparently revenue neutral. The changes
that are being proposed are revenue neutral. Insofar
as the paper and print industry is concerned (which is
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something that I know, Madam Chairman, you know
quite a bit about) there are a lot of the—to answer the
Member’s question, Have they lobbied the Government? And the answer is yes. I have seen them a few
times in my short tenure. However, the aspects that
we are dealing with today only relate to envelopes.
But having said that, there are a number of
items that relate to that industry that are already duty
free—printing ink, newsprint is 10 per cent on sheets,
matrices for printing purposes is zero per cent. Of
course, some other general goods for the printing industry is 15 per cent. So there are a number of these
things [which] are free and some of them are not, but
paper (excluding newsprint) is 48 per cent which is
quite high. That is probably what they are coming in to
see me about. But the various materials that they
have to import, some of them attract duty and some of
them do not. But we are only dealing with envelopes
here.
I cannot really give the Honourable Member
an answer about the deferred duty on that very expensive vessel. I cannot really give you any more colour to that at this point in time. Although we both know
which vessel that is—
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Minister, you have the floor.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I really
did not read through all these clauses. I kind of
skipped to the end. I know the Honourable Member
did not take me up on that, so I presume that he is
okay with that.
Yes? Good, good.
In that case, Madam Chairman, I would like to
move clauses 1 through 10.
The Chairman: Thank you. It has been moved that
clauses 1 through 10 be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 10 passed]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
would like to move the—
The Chairman: Schedule—

An Hon. Member: We will watch that spot.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Schedule.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, we will watch that
spot, yes, that is right.
Insofar as Global Marine Systems is concerned—apparently it is a subsea cable to use outside
Bermuda and it is—the Honourable Member is right—
that the system is only temporary. That is what I am
being told here.
I do have something on that vessel, Honourable Member, the name will of course remain nameless, but apparently they are paying $1,000 a month
for that.
An Hon. Member: So it will take up to 12 years to pay
it?

The Chairman: It has been moved that the Schedule
be approved. Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Schedule passed]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
would like to move the Preamble.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Maybe. By that time the
vessel will be underwater, I guess.

The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved. Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.

[Inaudible interjections]

[Gavel]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: By that time the vessel
will be a reef somewhere.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Madam Chairman, I
would like to move that the Bill be reported to the
House as printed.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Yes, yes. It will be a reef
somewhere feeding the fish.
I think that is all I have, Madam Chairman.

The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed. Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.

The Chairman: Are there any other Members that
would like to speak to clauses 1 through 10?
There are no other Members.

[Gavel]
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
[Motion carried: The Customs Tariff Amendment Act
2014 was considered by a Committee of the whole
House and passed without amendment.]
House resumed at 8:33 pm
[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
CUSTOMS TARIFF AMENDMENT ACT 2014
The Speaker: Honourable Members, the Customs
Tariff Amendment Act 2014 has been approved [by
Committee] and we move now to the next matter
which is the second reading of the Morgan’s Point
Resort Act 2014 in the name of the Minister of Public
Works. I recognise the Minister.
Minister Gordon-Pamplin, you have the floor.

BILL
SECOND READING
MORGAN’S POINT RESORT ACT 2014
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I move that the Bill entitled Morgan’s Point
Resort Act 2014 be now read the second time and
committed.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
Carry on, Minister.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I rise to present the Bill entitled Morgan’s
Point Resort Act 2014 that will repeal the previous Act
entitled Morgan’s Point Resort Act 2011 and will enable the re-granting of rights, ownership, leases and
concessions.
The Honourable Members of this House will
remember that the Morgan’s Point Resort Act 2011
intended to produce a phased resort development
which would consist of three hotels, condominiums,
and single family residences. The proposed plan
would also include a marina, retail shopping, a spa,
water sports activities, a golf course and a wide range
of food and beverage options. The agreed upon exchange, according to the 2011 Act, allowed for both
freehold and leasehold components in seven specified
parcels. The freehold property exchanged at the time
amounted to 80 acres and the leasehold 128.4 acres.
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The Government undertook by way of a freehold agreement dated 8 April 2011, inter alia, the responsibility to compete post remedial investigations,
monitoring, reporting, operation and maintenance or
other care with respect thereto. All such remediation
of the Morgan’s Point property which shall achieve a
reasonable internationally accepted health, safety and
environmental standard for residential use in compliance with the guidelines and policies of international
financing organisations including the World Bank, International Finance Corporation and Export-Import
Bank of the United States [Ex-Im Bank] and such final
remediation standards shall be more specifically detailed in the contract for the remediation as agreed
upon between the developer and the Government.
Mr. Speaker, there was also a timeline within
which the remediation was to be completed. Article 6
of that freehold agreement states—6.1 Remediation—
the Government shall commence the remediation and
clean-up of the freehold land and leasehold land
within 12 months following the date of the agreement.
The Government shall cause the remediation to diligently proceed in a timeframe which supports the developer’s development schedule for the project and
the Government shall use its best efforts to complete
the remediation work on the portions of the freehold
land and leasehold land necessary to accomplish the
early phases of the project within 24 months following
the date of the agreement.
The Government shall subject to force majeure complete the remediation and clean-up of all of
the freehold land and the leasehold land within a period of five years from the date of the agreement. The
developer may require the Government to consummate the exchange of land before the completion of
the remediation of the freehold land. The undertaking
by the Government to cause remediation of the freehold land shall be a continuing obligation of the Government after the conveyance of the freehold land to
the developer.
Mr. Speaker, the conditions for the remediation required in that 8 April 2011 agreement were
commenced but there were impediments to the specific performance of the terms of the initial agreement.
As a result of these difficulties, after reviewing the options and further amicable negotiations with the developers, it has become necessary for us to change
key elements of the 2011 Bill so as to ensure a balance between the people of Bermuda’s interests and
the developers need for a financially viable investment.
Mr. Speaker, this has entailed withholding
31.5 acres from the leasehold section and relinquishing 6.2 acres in the freehold section such that the developers will now have a total of 183.1 acres as
against a total of 208.4 acres in the original Act. This
adjustment allows the Government to remediate the
property that is not part of the revised boundaries on a
more planned and sustainable basis.
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The main differences between these two Acts
are as follows: the new development plan, the freehold acreage (from 80 to 86.2 acres), the leasehold
acreage (it is now 96.9 acres). This significant reduction in the acreage is the result of the environmental
issues discovered and the change in requirements for
a golf course on the site. The users of this facility will
have access to Port Royal Golf Course which is in
near proximity. As a result, references to the golf
course and Point Beach have been removed from the
new Act and other recreational facilities and amenities
have been added.
While the overall five-year completion date
still applies, there is a one-year extension to the target
date for completion of remediation on the portions of
the property to allow for the first phase of development.
Mr. Speaker, upon acquiring the property, the
developers arranged certain financing based on the
existing seven parcels of land. This new Act provides
for subdivision of the portions of the property and
there will now be 37 parcels which will allow refinancing at an appropriate level. As the developers have
fondly referred to this subdivision, they need to split a
dollar to get some change.
This new Act will continue to support that development operative except that the developers intend
to construct two hotels—a boutique hotel in phase one
consisting of 235 units and a luxury hotel with 416
keys in a later phase. It must be noted that the developers must construct the first hotel before commencing construction of the condominium units.
The new Act also allows an exemption from
stamp duty for substituted mortgages where such
stamp duty had already been paid on the original
mortgage as the mortgage documents will now have
to be redrawn to reflect the new alignment of the
boundaries.
During the clean-up process, it had been determined that there is no way to be absolutely certain
that all the areas acquired will be able to be absolutely
pristine to residential standards of remediation and as
such the new Act allows the Minister to have the ability to increase or decrease freehold and decrease or
increase leasehold up to a maximum variance of 10
acres. This will result in no overall change to the
amount of property conveyed to the developers.
This new Act will continue to support that development imperative; however, changes will be necessary to the Morgan’s Point boundaries and the proposed division of land parcels being offered to the
Morgan’s Point developers.
The 2014 Act will also allow for the alteration
of the boundaries of the Morgan’s Point property and
the amendment of the leases and the related agreements for the development of the Morgan’s Point Resort.
I would like to inform this Honourable House
that the remediation project’s intended completion
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date is March 31, 2016, which is consistent with the
originally agreed date of April 11, 2016—or five years
from the signing of the agreement.
Mr. Speaker, the remediation work completed
thus far encompasses the following: extensive preliminary studies and testing to characterise the remediation site; inspection and verification for ordinance
purposes; location, inspection and removal of over 25
underground fuel storage tanks ranging in size from
25,000 gallons to 1.5 million gallons; location, inspection and removal of fuel pipelines; removal and bioremediation preparation of hydrocarbon contaminated
soils; asbestos abatement phase one (three phases in
total involving the asbestos abatement of over 30
structures). The remediation work currently in progress includes: ongoing validation of the remediation
work completed to date; asbestos abatement phase
two (three phases in total of demolished debris); the
development of remedial plans to address the remaining hazards such as Bassett’s Cave and underground
fuel plumes.
Mr. Speaker, you should know that throughout
the Morgan’s Point remediation project the office of
project management and procurement aimed to
maximise the Bermudian contribution and financial
stake in the project by employing a large number of
local firms. This has served to fast-track capital funds
directly into the local economy and to stimulate cash
flow.
Mr. Speaker, I would be remiss in not acknowledging those principals who have been steadfast and committed to seeing this development project
to its fruition. I would like to thank Mr. Craig Christensen, Mr. Brian Duperreault, Mr. Nelson Hunt, and their
support team. We are grateful for their commitment
and continued collaboration with the Bermuda Government. We are confident that upon completion of
the remediation exercises we will begin to see the development of a new and exciting resort that will revitalise Bermuda’s Tourism product, provide new jobs for
Bermudians and spark growth in our economy.
I would now invite others to contribute to this
debate. Thank you, sir.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair will now recognise the Shadow
Minister for Public Works, MP D. V. Burgess of Hamilton Parish, constituency 5.
MP Burgess, Deputy Leader—
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
First, I would like to thank the Minister for
consulting—not only consulting but agreeing to this
here because some folks think that consulting is just
having a meeting—there was no agreement. If you
look at the ILOs definition of consultation, [it] is one
where you get agreement. And not only the Minister
but the owners—Mr. Duperreault, Mr. Craig Christen-
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sen, and my cousin, Nelson Hunt—have consulted
extensively with us and we are in full agreement with
this here.
But, Mr. Speaker, let me say this about the
hotel industry (as you probably know just as well as I
know) that the hotel industry would need about 2,000
beds to put it in pretty good shape as far as being a
major player as we used to be. Right now we have
about 5,000 beds—we are going to need at least
7,000 beds (I would say) to get back into the game,
fully.
Again, with the Morgan’s Point issue, it was
Nelson Hunt who kept it alive.
An Hon. Member: Yes.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: What do I mean by
keeping this alive? Mr. Hunt went up there, he
cleaned—took all the vegetation out—because, Mr.
Speaker, being an investor, if you were coming down
here to look at some property and all you saw were
these Mexican peppers and tall trees you would say,
What am I looking at? You know, you would probably
turn around and go back. He kept this alive. In fact,
Mr. Speaker, I am glad he did that because we used
to have a lot of young folks going up to that property
via the waterside and just, you know, run through the
property. It is dangerous up there. In fact, Mr. Hunt
injured himself up there—fell in a hole up there. You
have some of those tanks about 40 feet deep up in
that area and, I mean, they just discovered the other
day a pipe with some oil in it that they did not anticipate. But on these properties you may find some more
stuff up there. So, you know, this is not an easy property to work with.
In fact, I told Nelson Hunt to knock down
those houses—they were dangerous. Knock them
down! We will deal with the asbestos later and procurement at that time—not the present people that are
there. Mr. Hunt told them not to go into those places.
Told them on more than one occasion not to go in
there. It was dangerous. You know, they did not pay
him any mind. Guess what? We lost a life up there. A
life that we should never have lost up there if they
would have paid attention to Nelson Hunt. That is
what we lost up there. They were very dangerous and
Nelson was knocking them down, as I instructed him
to do, and he removed all that vegetation.
I can recall seeing a couple of the quotes that
came in to clean-up and remove the vegetation and all
that stuff, and I think that the price for removing the
vegetation was like—I think it was $3 [million] to $5
million. And as I recall, I think one of my colleagues
had told me (I was not in the Cabinet then) that, I
think, Mr. Hunt’s bill was in the area of $300,000, and
he was not the only one up there. He was employing
Bermudians that were unemployed. This is what he
was doing to keep that alive. Employing our people,
and he still has not been paid for all the work he has
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done. And there is no responsibility—I should not say
no responsibility, but it was not during the present
Minister’s time. I think it was during the present Minister’s time that we probably had some movement on
there.
Mr. Hunt moved three thanks up there—three
tanks—and these tanks had to be moved because
Morgan’s Point owners, they still had to pay mortgage
on the Southlands property. In order for this transaction to be complete, they had to move that mortgage
from Southlands to Morgan’s Point, and the only way
you can do that is to clean the property down by the
bay side. You might know better than me because I
do not know Somerset—you know, up that way, I only
go up there during—
The Speaker: Yes, it is my constituency.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: You know, I only go up
there during Cup Match when St. George’s brings the
Cup back down to St. George’s. Right? That is the
only time that I go up there.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I thought I would get
that crowd there wound up when I said something
about the Cup. But, Mr. Speaker, he moved those
tanks so that the land became clean land and it was
able to get that mortgage moved and finally the transaction was complete. Having met the owners, they
intend to have what we call a shovel into the ground
this year—later on this year—to do the 84-room boutique hotel. That will result in hundreds of jobs for
Bermudians. So I want them—if they can get that
shovel in the ground tomorrow or yesterday—get it in
the ground so we can employ some people. They
have some great plans for up there. That area up
there has to be—it is going to have to be the show
piece for our hotel industry in Bermuda, just like the
Atlantis is in Bahamas—
An Hon. Member: Yes.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: —because the plan
said that—and the 84-room boutique—that is only the
first phase. There is another phase where you will
have the 400-room hotel, and I would call a little shelter area where they will do some work up there where
they can take larger motor yachts in, those types of
yachts that are owned by my friends, rich friends—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, yes, Dennis.
—and bring them in there. So that is another
revenue-producing industry that we can take advan-
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tage of because we need as much revenue as we can
get.
Now, Procurement has (in my opinion) let us
down up there. They have let us down and I do not
mean any disrespect to any of them that work in Procurement. But you know me, I will call a spade a
spade—I am not going to call it a diamond. It is a
spade. They messed up, you know, and they need to
pay Nelson Hunt for all the work he has done up there
moving those tanks. Because I heard the other day—it
does not sound true, but then again knowing some of
these consultants—one consultant, I am told, told the
Government that it is going to take about $700 million
to clean up that property up there. That is what we
get. That is what we get and you have to watch these
people. You have to watch some of these people because they have heard about Bermuda. They think
Bermuda is so rich they can put in any bill and it will
be paid.
Let me tell you about an incident I had when I
was the Minister in Public Works and they wanted me
to bring a paper to Cabinet for approval to pay for a
report that would have cost us $1.3 million. I said, You
have to be joking! I am not an engineer, but I have
some common sense. I was educated on the wall
down Devil’s Hole.
[Laughter]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Street University—and
I knew that that is not the price. So we called one of
our consultants who got that same report for
$300,000. This is why I say you have to watch these
people—they rob us. We are on the lookout for those
types of people that come here and rob this country
because I would bet you some reports they are doing
now have been done before. There are so many reports out there, so many consultants have been up
there—that clean-up—most parts can be done by
Bermudians. Most parts can be done by Bermudians.
Nelson Hunt has proven that and just by him clearing
those lands you can find all the holes up there and
these places are uncovered—no tops on them. So he
brought some safety to that area. He brought—so
when people stray up there, they will not get hurt as
Mr. Hunt got hurt up there.
Mr. Speaker, with that, we have no objections
to this here. We want to get this thing going as quickly
as possible. It has been far too long and we just hope
that all the accounts payable were paid to those people who need to receive it. Particularly the Bermudians so we can get this project started, on the way, get
some life back into the industry. And one more thing,
Mr. Speaker, I am glad they are not venturing into the
golf course because I think you would probably remember that when we signed this lease, they wanted
more land for the golf course.
In order to make a top-class golf course I think
they needed 160 acres of property but we were not
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prepared to do that. So if they would have went in with
a plan for 128 acres, it would not have been a championship golf course—it would have been just another
mediocre golf course. The other thing is we need to
promote Port Royal. We have the greatest—one of
the best public golf courses in the world across the
street. So we are glad that the owners have decided
to just not do that golf course, help promote Port
Royal—not only help promote Port Royal but also they
had interest in helping the White Hill Field (the club)
because they have taken into consideration—they do
not have staff up there and some of our guest workers
come here, they normally play for the week of Cup
Match team, normally Somerset, and they will go and
play for Somerset—
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Yes, I think you are going a little too
far, now.
[Laughter]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I am sorry, Mr.
Speaker. I will take that back and you have my apologies. But anyhow, you know, they can play for Somerset. But we will be ready for them down at St.
George’s, Mr. Speaker.
So we support this Bill and as I said, Mr.
Speaker, we have no objections to it. Again, we want
to thank the Minister for her consultation and also
thank Mr. Duperreault, Mr. Christensen and Mr. Nelson Hunt for sticking in there because I know this has
been very costly and expensive to them, and these
are three Bermudians that say, We are going to get a
first-class property there because Bermuda needs it.
So, again, thank those Bermudians—those three gentlemen—for their work and what they have done.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Southampton East, MP Zane De Silva.
You have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, before I start I think it is only
right that I declare my interest. My company has done
work on this site under a PLP Government and also
an OBA Government. So—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So let us make sure that is
put on the table.
But, Mr. Speaker, I think that the Deputy Opposition Leader covered just about everything. I would
like to say that I congratulate the OBA. I congratulate
the Minister and whilst I am quick to criticise when
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criticism is due, I am quick to certainly compliment,
and I think that whilst many times you will hear in the
House (and I used to hear it from the Government
when they were Opposition) that we used to bring
things quickly and race it through, and I even believe
with this particular legislation we accused them of racing it through.
Back in the day, I think, Mr. Speaker, you will
recall. So, I have no issues with us trying to get this
through—I am not going to say race it through. I would
like to think that everybody has done their due diligence and I am sure we will have a few things to talk
about in Committee. But I am certainly glad to see it
here because as I have said before, if this OBA Government can come up with ideas and projects and any
sort of development, any sort of a change in legislation that brings about [more] jobs—you have me and
you have all of us on this side of the House.
So, again, I congratulate the OBA and I congratulate the Minister for getting it here before we
closed down, and hopefully there can be some very
good productive things that take place after tonight
when this legislation is passed.
Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke [Central], MP Walton Brown.
You have the floor.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I just want to add a few comments to what appears to be a Kumbaya moment in
Parliament.
All of us want to see developments to aid our
tourism industry. Everyone wants to see more jobs in
Bermuda and no one can doubt the commitment and
the hard work of the three individuals who are behind
the Morgan’s Point development—their commitment
to developing a new iconic venue for Bermuda. But
there are some words of caution that I would like to
share with this House—the broad-base support notwithstanding.
This Morgan’s Point development came about
because the previous Government gave in to the environmentalists and swapped land at Southlands for
Morgan’s Point. There was a swap of approximately of
35-or-so acres at Southlands for about 80 acres in
Morgan’s Point—that was meant to be the freehold.
About 125 acres was set aside under a lease arrangement exclusively for the purposes of creating
and developing a golf course.
So the developers had persuaded the Government that they needed an additional plot of land for
the golf course. It was always unusual because there
is a golf course of world-class quality across the
street—or there was to be one at the time the deal
was struck. So I was always perplexed at that decision to grant a further lease for a golf course.
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But, Mr. Speaker, this Bill here today dispenses with the golf course altogether, yet we do not
see the land being returned to the Government. What
we see is a very intricate, detailed plan for the development of the entire area. So what we have is a 35acre swap for 180 acres, exclusively for development
purposes.
If you will recall, Mr. Speaker, that at the time
this was discussed and debated, there was one strand
of thinking that, given this was the last large, open
piece of land in Bermuda, it should be used to provide
for a multitude of opportunities for people and not just
for one developer. And what we have here today is
one developer being granted permission for the development of not 80 acres, but as was explained, 180
acres. But it is in fact much more, and I will get to that
shortly.
So I am perplexed and somewhat disappointed that we have not taken the opportunity to use
this large tract of land to provide for a much broader
set of opportunities for more entrepreneurs. It would
provide greater opportunities. And one way it could
have been done was in these deliberations, you would
have a master plan created that would allow different
investors to partake and different opportunities. This
Bill will get rid of all of that. So I say that not because I
want to oppose any development. I say that because I
want to see the Government, and by “Government” I
mean all sides, wanting to put policies and programmes in place that do in fact provide for a multitude of opportunities.
So I do not share the euphoria that obviously
exists in Parliament. But I think, obviously, it is going
to pass.
There is one other point, Mr. Speaker, that is
relevant for this discussion because, as the Honourable Member with responsibility for Public Works said,
the total acreage is about 183, I believe, 183 acres.
But if you read the fine print in the Bill, Mr. Speaker,
there is actual talk of an actual 110 acres. And that is
because there is a leasehold provision being extended to the land beneath the sea in two sections,
which by my calculation, brings us to an additional
110 acres. I could be wrong, but let us hear it.
So that makes it even more distressing, that
we are not doing just 180 acres. We are taking almost
300 acres and are using that for the development of
one developer at a time when we are dispensing with
the last remaining, largest tract of land in this country.
So I will end here, Mr. Speaker, by saying I
want to see, we want to see development. But there
has to be a balance, a balance between the need for
development, the need for job creation, but also the
need for opportunities. This development will provide
jobs. It will provide for some new infrastructure. I hope
that there is going to be some commitment that the
hotel, the boutique hotel will be built first, and not the
residential units.
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[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. Walton Brown: Okay. And, Mr. Speaker, so we
want all of that. But there is no incompatibility with
achieving those goals and actually providing for a way
to set up opportunities. And unfortunately, this Bill,
which will become law, does not do so.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member from Devonshire. MP Glenn Blakeney, you have
the floor.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you and good evening, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good evening.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I would like to join my colleagues in complimenting and congratulating the
Government, as well as the Minister, on moving expediently to make good. In my business (and I declare
an interest in business), when you have circumstances beyond your control, but you still are suffering
as a result of those circumstances because you find
yourself between a rock and a hard place, because
you have committed to providing a call to action
through an advertising vehicle, and, for some reason,
something goes wrong and the client is out, you have
to make-good. You have to make good.
I know Mr. Hunt. I know Mr. Duperreault. I do
not know Mr. Christensen. But they are all men of integrity to a significant degree and have given to the
country in various ways. Some might agree; some
might disagree.
Speaking with regard to Mr. Hunt, there is a
man who has put his money where his mouth is and
his heart before sometimes maybe his mind in taking
some huge hits.
[Laughter]
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I remember Pier 6. We had a
ship come in every single week because Mr. Hunt
stood on principle and would not capitulate to what
was an industry practice, albeit untoward and bordering on illegal, where cruise directors were not entitled
to receive any kind of an incentive to send the passengers to anywhere. Well, Mr. Hunt stood alone, got
no support from nobody. And thousands of visitors to
this Island walked off the ship, first having to pass to
get to wherever they were going his wonderful nightclub.
He then was found to be culpable for what
might be, for lack of a better term, described as negligent in not honouring a contract. And he was taken to
court by fellow Bermudians, who won a significant
amount of money in damages. Mr. Hunt had to bear
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that, nobody else. And he was only trying to do something that was good for the country. He was employing
Bermudians, as he does now in several businesses in
this country. And he does not come with hat in hand.
He comes, he stands on principles, and he holds everybody he does business with to account.
Now, I think there is such thing as good faith.
When you see a fellow Bermudian Onion doing what
he can in his power with his resources, taking a risk in
a climate where the economy is not conducive to investment, as we would all know as a country because
we have yet to get the commitment from anyone who
has the ability to put the shovel in the ground and create jobs. But we are talking the talk every single time
we come to this Honourable Chamber.
So, when there is warrant for special circumstances, and special considerations notwithstanding, I
think we should make the exception. And if we have
forgiving hearts, it does not mean we have to be silly
or stupid or nonsensical or show any particular favour
other than what would be deemed right in correcting
some wrongs.
Mr. Hunt and his partners have absorbed tens
of thousands of dollars daily to keep this project alive!
Just to keep it alive, and guess what? With no guarantee from the Government—the current Government or
the former Government, notwithstanding they had the
challenges as any prospective developer would have
in securing the confidence of potential investors to
provide the seed capital to bring to fruition a dream
that would serve the country in multiple ways, not the
least of which is jobs for our own people.
But if . . . I am not going to say “but.” When
this development is completed, and we look in retrospect, I think we are going to be very appreciative and
very thankful that a home-grown [son] or home-grown
sons of the soil made the commitment, stuck to their
guns and delivered. As a measure of good faith, we
should glory in their spirit and give them the support,
because I do not think that Mr. Hunt, knowing him as I
do, is going to [fall] short with delivering on what is
intended for that property, for the interest of this country, particularly for the hospitality industry.
It has been years since we have had any
commitment to development and that development
has come to fruition. We are still talking. We are still
prospecting. We are now going to extreme lengths to
consider various policies, amendments to legislation
to try and lure the kind of foreign investment, the foreign direct investment that we are looking to attract in
this country. And if Mr. Hunt and his partners are going to take the lead in addressing what we need to
address as a country, to provide jobs, to upgrade the
product, to provide better product, then I support him.
I support him for having the courage. I support
him for having the wherewithal and the stick-toitiveness, and I support him for being up front and
principled—and principled. No matter who he is negotiating with, when he sits down at the table, he sits
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down and lets you know by shooting straight from the
hip what is on his mind and how he feels about his
particular interest and the greater interest of the country at large. And that cannot be denied by anyone who
has ever done business with Mr. Hunt.
So for those that are engaged with him, I
would encourage you and wish you every continued
success in bringing this development to fruition, and
with it the jobs that we need in the earliest possible
course so that we can then go out and market Bermuda with a new product, create some excitement in
our feeder markets, let them know that Bermuda is
indeed open for business. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable
Member from Sandys South, constituency 33. MP T.
E. Lister, you have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, if you do not mind, I will speak
for both of us since it is our constituency.
The Speaker: Absolutely. I cannot speak, so I would
appreciate that.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I will talk. Mr. Speaker.
You will recall that we had Mr. Hunt and his
team come up to Southampton Glebe [School], as it
was known then, now Dalton E. Tucker, on two occasions to talk to the public in the area, our constituents,
about what their plans were. We were pleased that
Mr. Hunt was willing to come and to open himself up.
You will recall that on those occasions, the biggest
point of contention was the golf course. Will there be a
course? Will there not be? The few golfers in the room
almost had their shoes on and ready to go out and
play, and the others were ready to, you know, riot over
this course.
So I am pleased that we have come to this
point and that a decision has been made to withdraw
the course. I think that it will give the opportunity for
further development of the whole facility, and in a way
that is more beneficial to the whole community.
One of the things that I want to do right from
the start is to thank Mr. Nelson Hunt for what he did
from day one down on that site. Those of you who
know my wife know that she is a walker. Some accuse
her of being a runner. She walks very fast. It is not
running, but she walks fast. And she took it upon herself a couple of years ago to start to walk down on the
peninsula. Of course, she has walked the track forever, but she has now started to walk the whole length
of Morgan’s Point. She asked Mr. Hunt for permission;
he gave her permission. Whenever it was dangerous
in certain areas, he would make sure she knew so she
would not go anywhere where she should not have
gone—
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[Inaudible interjection and laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: But daily, almost, back and forth
down there, and she could tell me about the development taking place. Not development in terms of things
going up, but actually in terms of things coming down
and the site being cleared away. And this was done
day in and day out.
Now, Mr. Speaker, you and I, I am sure, both
thought that there was money changing hands on a
regular basis. So I am quite surprised to understand
that this work has never been paid for. So I would encourage the Government to take a good hard look at
how this can be paid for in a matter of equity and fairness.
The hotels that are going to go up there, as
has been said by the Honourable Derrick Burgess, will
add to our bed stock. We want to be in this hotel business. We have got the Tourism Authority up and running. It is making a commitment to our future. But we
do not have the housing stock that we had years ago.
We do not have any new and exciting properties that
can compare to other places. Anybody else who is
seriously in the tourism business, when you go there,
you walk around and you look at the new properties,
and in fact, you wish you had booked that one, or that
one, instead of the one you are booked in.
That is not happening in Bermuda. The South
P was built in 1974. Tucker’s Point is a regurgitation of
Castle Harbour. We just have not had that new property. So I think there is a lot of potential at Morgan’s
Point. There is a lot of excitement that can fall out of it.
And I know your constituents and mine are really looking forward to it.
The fact that we have a marina there is another big plus. You see, when you look at places like
Antigua, where the yachts are going in on a regular
basis and they have various races and things like that,
we have the potential to do that there. Furthermore,
my understanding is this is really a deep-water harbour. So, who knows? We do not know where we are
going to end up in the future in our cruise ship business. Or we might be able to pull a cruise ship right up
to the dock there. Now, that gives us more options.
As I said the other week, I know the people of
St. George’s want a cruise ship. But it is not going to
happen. End of conversation. Not unless they blow up
some islands and Kenny will agree to it.
Do you want them blown up?
Mr. Kenneth (Kenny) Bascome: Modified.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Oh, that is right. He told me the
word is “modify.” We can modify islands and get a
cruise ship in St. George’s, but if they do not want to
modify anything, this is another option for us. So we
can look at this.
Mr. Speaker, jobs. We have been talking
about jobs since 2010—2009, 2010, 2011. This has a
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potential to generate jobs. I think at one point I was
told it could be at the point when the development is
really at top pace, we could have as many as 2,000
people working on that site. Now, in an economy of—
what do we have, 28,000, 29,000 jobs? No, that is not
the right number. I have forgotten. I think we are at
about 35,000 jobs, 36,000.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thirty-five to thirty-seven. Two
thousand lump sum on that site is incredible. You
know, that would be 6 [per cent] or 7 per cent of our
workforce, brand-new location.
Now, Mr. Hunt is in the Gallery, so I am going
to put in a plug. We do expect that small businesses
and entrepreneurs from Dockyard to South Shore
Junction will be first in line for the work. Is that true,
Mr. Speaker? Do you agree with that?
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Yes, okay. And I am sure they
will give good proposals and they will give fair prices.
Even if it is not the lowest price, they will get goodquality work. So on that basis I do hope that they will
be given consideration.
That should be enough to get me re-elected,
so I will move on.
[Laughter]
An Hon. Member: And Randy, too.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: And the Speaker as well.
[Laughter]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, the ongoing question that has challenged the development from the
oldest point of view has been funding. Every time we
try to get something going, we get into this chickenand-egg problem. So, by doing what we are doing
tonight, we take all the issues off the table that potential funders can ask. We give clear title. We give clear
ownership and responsibility to the team, and my
hope is that they can get their funding in place as
soon as possible, working together on the remediation
piece that Government is doing, and we can get this
project going.
The team have been at bay for five to six
years, at least. And that is an incredible toll. I know
what it has done to Mr. Hunt and his operations. I
know it. My wife is a shopper at Hunt’s Food Mart in
Warwick, and she knows what is going on, on that
side of the Island. I do not think he minds me saying it,
how that operation and his other operations have
been forced to fund this operation in a large way. And
to carry that for so long is really incredible.
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So, I thank the Government. I thank the Government for coming here tonight, making this possible.
And I express my excitement about it, and I hope to
see ground broken and shovels in the ground, as the
Honourable Derrick Burgess has said, as soon as
possible so we can move forward, not just from the
developer’s point of view, but also from our Bermuda
tourism package, getting us back in the business, getting Bermuda back towards being that thing called
another world. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Pembroke. MP Rolfe Commissiong, you
have the floor.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, first I would like to clarify something. You know, not only here in Bermuda, but in
many parts of the world, any time you hear the term
“Kumbaya,” it invokes the idea that people have suspended their differences, locked arms together and
decided to come together in fraternity of some sort.
But many people do not know that the term
Kumbaya is derived from an old—I guess in an
American context, you would say an old Negro spiritual. It really means Come by here, Lord. It was like a
lament, I would suspect the invocation on the part of
those who were enduring unbearable suffering for
their God to intervene on their behalf in some way,
shape or form. That is what Kumbaya meant, Come
by here, Lord.
And I say that because I can imagine that Mr.
Hunt and his partners at times were singing the same
song, because this project has taken so long just to
get to this stage. And I want to commend him, especially, for his perseverance. You know, many people
may not be aware of this, but this whole idea, this vision—and you know the Judeo-Christian Scriptures
say that a people without vision soon perish. Well, this
vision for this idea, this vision for this grand, grand
project had its genesis in the mind of one Nelson
Hunt. It was he who then brought on board the other
partners. But it had its beginning with Mr. Hunt. He
has always been a visionary in our community, a man
who not only has concerns for the bottom line, but for
his people. And I think all of those who know him can
testify to that.
I am not going to take too much time, Mr.
Speaker. I am just going to reiterate that we all know
this economy has been haemorrhaging jobs of late,
900 jobs lost alone as evidenced by the employment
survey during the previous year. I think it would be a
foolhardy statement for any man to suggest that we
are out of the economic woods. We need jobs, and we
need them yesterday! Not only have Mr. Hunt and his
partners been singing Kumbaya, but scores of Bermudians have been singing the same song over the
last two or three years.
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We also know how many Bermudians have
just . . . I do not want to use the term “given up,” but
have gone and sought greener pastures, many to the
UK, seeking not only Government relief over there
with the more liberal social insurance and social benefit schemes that are available, but many over there
just looking for work, for jobs, to get a new start,
maybe precipitating a Bermuda brain drain.
A project of this size can do so much for this
country, for its economy, to restore hope and positive
growth again amongst the country and its people. Certainly, we know the first phase of construction will provide numerous jobs. We will all note that both the
hospital and the Waterloo site have wound [up] or are
in the process of winding down. This will further soften
the construction sector of our economy over the next
few months. Phase one will provide those jobs, construction jobs, in abundance.
Phase two will provide for significant employment opportunities from the highest level, the executive and management level right on down throughout
that project. And so I am very happy to stand here,
along with the Government, along with my Opposition
colleagues, to throw our support behind this. And we
wish the principals, Mr. Hunt specifically, and his colleagues all the best in their future endeavours. We are
all hoping for their success.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member from Hamilton West, that is constituency 6.
MP Wayne Furbert, you have the floor.
Hon. Wayne L. Furbert: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I think I would be remiss if I did not say just a
few words as the Shadow Minister of Tourism. We
give our wholehearted support behind the development at Morgan’s Point. I remember when I was Minister, as a matter of fact, the first developers I met,
and it was on a Saturday. I was there, it was probably
a week at the most, they all came in the office and
talked about what they wanted to do. So we supported
it.
But the National Tourism Plan speaks to getting new hotels on board, and Morgan’s Point is definitely one that we want to push and, of course, St.
George's. And we will be talking in a few minutes
about Par-la-Ville and other developers. So we support it, and I wish Mr. Hunt and his committee all the
best. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you very much, Honourable
Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable Dr.
Grant Gibbons, the Minister for Education and Economic Development. Minister, Dr. Gibbons, you have
the floor.
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I think, obviously, we are
pleased that the Opposition is supportive of this particular Act, the amendment Act for Morgan’s Point. But
I think it would be remiss of me not to really put, perhaps in greater context, the difficulties that have really
been faced here. I am not talking about how convoluted this whole progress, this pathway, has been going back to Southlands and the exchange of property.
The Honourable Member, Mr. Walton Brown, alluded
to some of those issues there in terms of judgments
and SDOs and problems of that sort, and the trade of
some 34 acres for 80 to 90 acres up at Morgan’s
Point.
But I think a couple of Members have touched
on it. But the question is, Why has it taken us so long
to get to this stage? And I think it is important for the
record and for people who are listening to understand
why that is. Because the original Act, Morgan’s Point
Resort Act, Mr. Speaker, as everyone knows, was
back in 2011. Why has it taken them until 2014 to effect another Act, and why do we need to do that?
The simple fact of the matter is, Mr. Speaker,
that when the current Government, the OBA Government, came into power in December 2012, we started
to have a conversation with Mr. Hunt, Mr. Duperreault
and Mr. Christensen. And what we discovered was a
completely unworkable Act and a completely unworkable leasehold and freehold agreement that had been
signed by the former Government.
What do I mean by that? Mr. Speaker, the
former Government basically had agreed to clean up
the entire site to residential standard. What that
meant, Mr. Speaker, was that we were not talking
about tens of millions of dollars; we were talking about
hundreds of millions of dollars, which would have broken the current Government on the back of—
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker. Point of order!
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member,
maybe unintentionally, seriously misled the House
and the people of Bermuda when he mentioned that
the clean-up would cost hundreds of millions of dollars. Mr. Speaker, my company, along with one of the
top companies in Europe, bid on the clean-up of the
base, and I can assure you it was not in the hundreds
of millions of dollars.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Minister?
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, you
may know that my history on this project goes way
back before that Honourable Member. I had responsibility under a former Government back in the early
1990s. And my responsibility, part of my responsibility
was essentially the transfer of the base lands back to
the Government of Bermuda. I was involved to a very
extensive degree in the environmental studies and
environmental remediation issues at that particular
time.
Mr. Speaker, I am not exaggerating. The
agreement by the former Government to clean the
entire property, Bassett’s Cave particularly, and the
underground petroleum plumes would have cost hundreds of millions of dollars.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker! That is way out of order! And I challenge the
Minister to table that information! Table it! Table it!
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Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Hang on, Mr. Speaker!
No, I need to be clear. No, I want you to understand.
The Speaker: Please, please take your seat.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Yes, he has got to sit
down. Right?
The Speaker: Honourable Member, I will run this
House!
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I understand. I understand.
The Speaker: I will run this House.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: I understand. You can
run it! You can run it.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member. Thank you, thank you.
Minister, you can—
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: We are going to
have to agree to disagree, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: —Yes. Right. Carry on, Honourable
Minister.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you.
So the issue was, Mr. Speaker, the former
agreement was simply unworkable and unaffordable
as a consequence of what had been signed at the
time. So, we have spent—
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: All right. Point of order, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: The thing is, there are
no figures available and no quotes around, unless he
has got them in his pocket, for $100 million. And he
needs to retract those statements.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you, Honourable Member.
Carry on, Minister.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: I can understand
why that Member in the former Government is embarrassed about what they had actually agreed to. But
the fact of the matter is—
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, point of
order! Point of order, Mr. Speaker!
The Speaker: Yes.

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member.
POINT OF ORDER
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: This Honourable Minister is misleading the House. The agreements that,
the quotes that had come in to the Government, not
one was over—I think the highest was $38 million.

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: You know, Mr.
Speaker, I am not embarrassed about anything.
Right? We have agreed to this here. Right?
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: I cannot hear you. Just a minute. I cannot hear you, Honourable Member.

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Now, if he has got
something for $100 million, he needs to table it. You
cannot send in this House—
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.

Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Mr. Speaker, we are in
agreement with the Government on this one here.
Why is that Honourable Member going down that
street? He does not like agreements?
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Yes, carry on, Minister.
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Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, those
Honourable Members had their chance to speak. I
have the opportunity to present basically our perspective.
The issue was, what I think, where the Honourable Member who just took his seat does not get it,
is the fact that this was an agreement to residential
standards. That is the highest standard that you need
to clean it up to. Bassett’s Cave alone was going to be
an extraordinary project. Okay?
What the current Government has done with
the agreement of the Messrs. Hunt, Duperreault and
Christensen, is we have taken out of the freehold and
leasehold land the very difficult areas like Bassett’s
Cave and the underground plumes that stretch out
that could be hundreds of thousands of gallons underneath, exploding on top of essentially the sea level
area underground. What that has allowed us to do is,
the Government still intends to clean up Bassett’s
Cave and some of these plumes. But it can do it in a
way where we do not have to rush it to fit it within the
five years. The intention is still there, obviously, to
make sure that that is cleaned up.
But because the land, the disposition of land
has been changed, because the boundaries have
been changed, those very, very difficult areas, including the landfill as well, have been taken out of the
freehold and leasehold that the Morgan’s Point group
are going to do.
What that allows us to do is to go back on the
other areas and make sure that we clean that up to
residential standard. In fact, in agreement with the
Morgan’s Point group, we are doing that to New Jersey standard, which is a significantly high level in the
United States. So we have taken a very specific
measure here.
The difficulty with the other pieces, Bassett’s
Cave and the underground plumes that we have got,
is it would have been difficult, if not almost impossible
to get those to residential standard. Hence, [we would
have had] the extreme cost that would have been involved by the agreement that the former Government
signed. In the course of that, the Morgan’s Point group
effectively were able to sort of say, Look. You have
got Port Royal Golf Course next door. There are other
things that we can do with some of that land. So, 37
acres have come back to the Government, which as
some Honourable Members have said, can be used
for other things. But the Morgan’s Point group is also
going to use some of that land for recreation, perhaps
riding, perhaps things of that sort.
They also have a very unique idea in terms of
creating a marina by separating the original islands
down towards the end of the point. So I think there are
a lot of very interesting ideas here.
The other difficulty that we inherited from the
former Government was that they did not move very
quickly on the initial phase of the clean-up.
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[Inaudible interjections]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Mr. Speaker, when
we took over, the clean-up had started, but it had not
started with sufficient speed. There was an agreement
in the brief that my honourable colleague read out that
required them to finish the first phases within two
years. The additional year that we got as a consequence of this renegotiation will allow us (the Government, that is) to hand this property over in the
spring of this year, assuming it has been signed off on
by the environmental remediation consultant—
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. What is the point of order, Honourable Member?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member is
misleading the House, Mr. Speaker. He is talking
about the length of time that the PLP took to do
things. He might remember, the UBP back in 1995, if
they would not have screwed it up, they would have
probably been built!
The Speaker: All right. Honourable Member, thank
you.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So let us go back to 1995!
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Thank you. You have had an opportunity to speak
now. You may disagree. You may disagree.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: So, effectively, Mr.
Speaker, just to finish off this point, the agreement, as
my honourable colleague said, was for two years to
clean up the first phase. Two years expired last year.
Okay? We were not in position, because of the slow
start, to do that. As a consequence, the agreement
with the developers gives us a third year, which will
allow us to be in a position where there will not be a
performance issue with the potential damages for the
Government.
So those are two very, very important points. I
think we are making good progress now. I have to
commend the Office of Procurement, who have been
responsible for the remediation, have been making
really good progress. And as the Honourable Member
across the way has said, he and many other Bermudians and Bermudian construction companies have
benefited as a consequence of that clean-up being
handed out to Bermudian companies.
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So, Mr. Speaker, the issue, it is important to
lay out what exactly happened here. And the fact is,
had things gone differently and had a more tenable
agreement been signed by the former Government,
we would have been way ahead now. But we are very
optimistic. We think there are great possibilities here.
[Inaudible interjections]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Certainly, I think the
developers, Mr. Christensen, Mr. Hunt and Mr. Duperreault, need to be commended for their perseverance
because it has taken a long time to get to this point.
They were extraordinarily frustrated by the time we
started talking to them back at the beginning of 2013.
It has taken almost a year to get to this point. But I
think now we have an agreement that is workable,
and in addition, as a consequence of this being a
brownfield site, the Government is prepared to give a
guarantee on the first phase of the project, which we
hope will get that first phase jump-started to provide
credibility for what has been a very, very difficult site
out there.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Minister.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Minister of Public Works to respond.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I am appreciative to all Members who have
contributed to this debate. And, Mr. Speaker, I believe
that there are times when we look at historical issues
and we may not like what it is. But we cannot un-ring
the bell. So, sometimes, to put things into perspective,
we may not like it, but the facts are the facts.
But let me just thank Members for their contributions and for their support.
I wanted to speak particularly to the challenge
that the Honourable Member Walton Brown had as he
gave his presentation respecting this Bill. He spoke to
the issue of the change and taking back the golf
course, but not getting back all of the property relating
to that golf course. He indicated that he did not share
in the euphoria, and that in fact there was more acreage.
We spoke in the brief, and in the opening remarks I spoke to the specific areas that come under
the leasehold and the freehold agreements, which
were the freehold acreage of 86.2 and the leasehold
acreage of 96.9. But in fact, as the Honourable Member has highlighted and indicated, the original plan
called for 251 acres in total, and the new plan in fact
calls for (let me see what the number is) . . . The new
plan is . . . hmmm . . . It was 251 acres in the original.
And let me just look at Schedule 3 here.
[Pause]
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Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Sorry, it is Schedule 2. It is now 229 acres in total.
Now, I take the Honourable Member’s point in
terms of not getting back all of the acreage that may
have related to the golf course. But I believe, as Honourable Members have contributed, that there are
times when we cannot look just at a one-for-one exchange, to say that they gave up 37 acres at Southlands and got 80-some acres at Morgan’s Point.
There was a significant outcry at the time, as
you may remember, Mr. Speaker. And I believe that
the issue was just the thought process, How could you
give away Government 80-something acres of freehold plus “X” number of leasehold in exchange for 37
acres only? But I believe that it is important to highlight and to underscore that Southlands, albeit designated as hotel development, it was still very pristine
property. The property into which this development
and the developers have exchanged are brownfields,
significantly dirty brownfields.
I believe that, while it is not a one-for-one and
while we may not have gotten back all of the golf
course, I think that the balance has been struck, which
is appropriate under the circumstances. I do believe
that ultimately, when all is said and done, when these
developments have been completed, I believe that
history will show that the agreement that has been
struck will come down on the right side of that which is
right. I believe that the issue of the clean-up, I think
that we can see some of the frustrations that have
occurred. It is wonderful, and again, I appreciate the
support by Honourable Members. But if I indicated
that there were no frustrations, that we sort of came in
to Government and we sort of were able to go with the
developers, hold hands and come up with a new
agreement—if I said that that was the Kumbaya moment, you can be assured that I would be misrepresenting.
There
were
frustrations.
Frustrations
abounded in this situation. And I can tell you, Mr.
Speaker, that I just came onto this project very recently, having been put into the position of being the
Minister of Works in December of last year, and these
negotiations were significantly advanced at that time
by the former Minister of Works, the Honourable
Trevor Moniz, as well as the Minister of Economic Development, the Honourable Grant Gibbons. But it
would be remiss of me, Mr. Speaker, if I did not take
the opportunity to thank the people in the Attorney
General’s Chambers who were responsible for the
drafting. Because I think that almost on a daily basis,
between Rozy Azhar down at Cabinet Office, who was
actually helping to lead this charge initially, with Myron
Simmons and Brian Eaton, and the people who have
put in the effort to see to it that we have gotten things
to this stage, Mr. Speaker, I believe their input has
been invaluable, and I am certain it has been appreciated by the developers.
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Let me just also say that, as was mentioned,
the hotel, the building of the hotel is a prerequisite. So
they will be putting the hotel up before the condos and
the private home developments. I think my honourable
colleague, Grant Gibbons, spoke to the issue of guarantees from Government. And Government has committed to the clean-up in accordance with the agreement that was drawn in 2011, now modified to ensure
that clean-up is done to the standard that is appropriate for the areas that are now part of the new carvedout property.
If we were to have to remediate the entire site
to residential standards, it would have been well beyond our economic capabilities, if not put us into a
situation near to bankruptcy, Mr. Speaker. So we are
mindful of that, and we are appreciative of those negotiations that permitted that exchange of property
between the agreement to allow to claw back those
extra acreages and to allow the Government to remediate those areas, such as Bassett’s Cave and such
as the landfill, in an appropriate way at a time that
does manage the public purse a lot better for the people of Bermuda.
The Office of Project Management and Procurement [OPMP] have managed this project. I take
note of Members’ concerns with respect to the work
that has been done by the developer, in particular,
and by others. Let me say that, as I have come into
this project, we have actually relied on the OPMP in
terms of ensuring that the RFP [request for proposal]
has been presented, that bids have been received
and that they have gone through a robust process to
ensure that bidders who have bid for jobs are selected
appropriately according to the criteria that they have
established.
Let me just also say that, in response to the
Honourable Deputy Opposition Leader, the Honourable Member Burgess, with respect to giving instructions to go in and demolish some of those buildings
and deal with the asbestos later, let me declare an
interest in that I do have . . . And they always say a
little knowledge is a dangerous thing. But I do have
certification in Supervisory Asbestos Abatement. The
one thing that we have to always be mindful of—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: It is not up to
date. The Honourable Member is asking, is my certification up to date? Which is why I said a little knowledge is a dangerous thing, Mr. Speaker, because
notwithstanding in order to remain current, one must
be able to re-certify on an annual basis, and that I
have not done.
But I can tell you that having the underlying
knowledge has given me an insight into what asbestos abatement requires. I think it is just important to
point out that there are certain precautions, there are
certain standards, according to the Occupational
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Safety and Health Act, which exists in the United
States on which we utilise for our standards of asbestos abatement, that there are certain things that need
to be done appropriately.
So we cannot throw caution to the wind, because asbestos is a dangerous substance when it
becomes airborne. It is fine when it is there, it is wet
down, it is undisturbed, it is not broken. It is not what
is called “friable.” But once it becomes broken, Mr.
Speaker, it is friable, it releases into the air particles
which are dangerous to human health. So it is very
important that these projects, especially with respect
to ACM, which is asbestos-containing material, that it
is abated effectively and properly.
One of the Honourable Members, the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition, also [spoke] about the recent discovery of a ruptured oil line. I believe, as some
of this abatement has been done on that site, Mr.
Speaker, everything was coming along quite nicely.
And all of a sudden, unexpectedly, there was a ruptured line which actually leached more oil into an area
that had previously been cleaned up. So, one can understand that this whole clean-up is not going to be
without its challenges.
I believe also that the opportunity to change
the parcel from the seven larger lots on which funding
was had initially to a subdivided property in which they
are able to refinance and to be able to take those
smaller parcels which are clearly delineated by new
documentation, to be able to take those to the bank
and to break up that massive plot on which they would
have had a larger mortgage and to be able to refinance it appropriately, [was beneficial]. There are going to be serious checks and balances in this property,
which we will be able to see a little bit more of once
we get into Committee.
But I think it is important to say that I believe
that this Government is committed to ensuring that
this project gets off the ground. Again, let me thank
the developers for their patience, for their consultation, for their forbearance and for all that has been
required to bring it from its inception with the vision to
take the opportunity to transfer 37 clean and pristine
acres for a dirty brownfield site.
So I hope those comments will help to alleviate some of the fears and the frustrations and concerns expressed by the Honourable Member Brown to
know that, under the circumstances, I do not believe
that the people of Bermuda could have struck a better
deal.
Mr. Speaker, with those few comments, I
would like for the Bill to be committed. (I just wanted
to make sure that I actually had covered everything.) I
would like for the Bill to be committed.
The Speaker: Thank you. All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
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The Honourable Member has moved that the
Bill Morgan’s Point Resort Act 2014 be committed.
Are there any objections to that?
There are none. So I would like to ask that the
Deputy Speaker please take the Chair [of Committee].
House in Committee at 9:50 pm
[Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser, Chairman]

COMMITTEE ON BILL
MORGAN’S POINT RESORT ACT 2014
The Chairman: When Members finish talking between themselves . . . Honourable Members, we are
now in Committee of the whole [House] for further
consideration of the Bill entitled Morgan’s Point Resort
Act 2014.
I call on the Minister in charge to proceed.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I would like to move
clauses 1 through 5. There are 15 clauses. I will move
clauses 1 through 5.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman. And again, let me say at the outset
that I am so appreciative that I think I am going to
have to continue either the same perfume or making
some cake at lunchtime to get this kind of support
from Honourable Members.
[Laughter]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Madam Chairman, clause 1 is self-explanatory; it is the title.
Clause 2, Interpretation. This clause defines
certain expressions used in the Act. In this portion of
the Act, the term “freehold land” and “leasehold land”
defines the developer’s new development plan, along
with the resultant boundary changes. The developers
now have 86.2 acres of freehold land and 96.9 acres
of leasehold land. This equates to an increase of 6.2
acres on freehold and a decrease of 31.5 acres of
leasehold.
The reference to “Point Beach” and the “golf
course” have been omitted and replaced with new
terminology such as “recreational facility” and “infrastructural facilities.” For example, the term “marina”
now forms under the definition of “recreational facilities.” Further, it was deemed to be more costeffective, in addition to providing more revenue to the
Government, that Morgan’s Point residents and
guests utilise the excellent facilities provided by the
Port Royal Golf Course. Point Beach has also been
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replaced with a number of marinas that are intended.
The developers intend to build amenities such as an
equestrian centre and additional marina berths.
Clause 3, Service of documents. This clause
provides for the manner of service of documents under the Act.
Clause 4, Vesting of Property in Government.
This clause provides that, on the coming into operation of the Act, certain land included in the property
vests in the Government. It also provides for compensation to be paid in respect of any land that is acquired by such vesting. Provision is also made for appeals to the Supreme Court.
Clause 5, Saving for personal rights. This
clause allows a person who is barred from a claim to
land forming part of the property that has been compulsorily acquired under clause 4 to recover compensation from a third party to which such compensation
has been paid.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 1 through 5?
The Chair recognises the Deputy Opposition
Leader, Mr. Derrick V. Burgess. Honourable Member,
you have the floor.
Hon. Derrick V. Burgess, Sr.: Madam Chairman, we
have no objections. We are in full agreement with
clauses 1 through 5.
The Chairman: Thank you very much.
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Health and Seniors, Mr. Zane J. S. De Silva. You
have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I certainly do not have any comments at this
stage except for the fact that we do, in spite of the
raining on the party by the Honourable Member—
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Clauses 1 through
5.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —Dr. Grant Gibbons, we
continue to give support.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Sorry. The Chair recognises the Member from
Sandys South, constituency 33. Mr. T. E. Lister, you
have the floor.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Thank you very much.
It is a question. When I read clause 5, I could
not understand where it was coming from. I would appreciate if the Minister can tell us what gave rise to the
need to include clause 5 in there?
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The Chairman: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes. Thank you.
Clause 5 basically requires . . . It is saving for
personal rights. So let us just say that when the Government acquires this plot of land, if there is somebody who, for whatever reason, believes that they
held fair title to any section of it which may not have
been transferred or may not have been identified at
that time, if there is some legitimate piece that somebody else held and had legitimate title to, then what
this Act is saying is that the entire parcel will now vest
with the Government.
So if I am taking this entire piece and this
sliver belonged to you and you have evidence that it
was yours, then you may have the opportunity to actually . . . You cannot . . . Because we are saying we
are taking the entire thing, you are effectively barred
from laying claim to that.
So if you have effective ownership and the
Government now says it owns it, then you effectively
will have the opportunity to recover any compensation. If, let us say, we paid this compensation to a third
party and the property is yours, you have the opportunity to claim that piece of it. I believe that is exactly the
way it goes. It is kind of . . . Well, that is just my understanding of what has happened with it.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Honourable T. E.
Lister.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: That was a very good explanation; I am not going to debate that.
But I am confused simply because the land
went to the Americans in 1942, I believe. So anyone
who was hard done by would have been deceased by
now. But the children could have started a process in
1995 seeking to get their land back. And, you know, it
is now 18–19 years later. So I am quite surprised that
we would be making a contingency or a plan to deal
with someone who might come forward when they did
not come forward for the last 19 years.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Thank you. The Chair recognises the Minister
for Education.
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1939 under the Compulsory Acquisition Act, [it was
stated] if the land comes back to Government at some
point, those that it may have been compulsorily acquired from have certain rights. When the land came
back to Government, it was subleased, as opposed to
conveyed, to the Bermuda Land Development Company, in order to be able to address this kind of issue.
This particular clause was in the 2011 Act as
well, and I would say it was probably a belt and
braces to essentially allow for that original compulsory
acquisition rights that may have been residually there
for whoever owned the land before. But the Honourable Member is quite correct. Probably most of those
people are deceased at this particular point, and I
think essentially estates and others probably do not
have quite as strong ability to be able to get it back.
But that is kind of what we are dealing with here, as
far as I understand it.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 1 through 5?
There are no other Members. Minister, if you
would just close 1 through 5, we will move on to the
next.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
I would like to move that clauses 1 through 5
be approved.
The Chairman: Thank you.
It has been moved that clauses 1 through 5
be approved as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clauses 1 through 5 passed.]
The Chairman: Minister, please proceed.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
I would like to now move clauses 6 through
10.
The Chairman: Please proceed.

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: And Economic Development.
The Chairman: And Economic Development.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Yes. I may be able
to help here, because I have got a little bit of history
on this. The Honourable Member is quite correct.
When the land was compulsorily acquired back in

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you.
Clause 6. This clause enables the Minister
responsible for Public Lands, in exchange for land in
the 2011 Property to convey and to lease for a period
not exceeding 262 years the respective parts of the
property to the developer.
Under clause 6(5), if the Minister is satisfied
that remediation by the Government of any portion of
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the freehold land to a residential standard cannot reasonably be achieved, [the Minister] may make an order, clause 6(5)(a) for certain boundary adjustments
between the freehold land and the leasehold land, and
clause 6(5)(b) any amendments to the Act that are
necessary to effect the boundary adjustments.
Such order is to be subject to the negative
resolution procedure. As the remediation of the property will continue for a total of five years, it is envisioned that there may be further instances where the
Minister may determine the need to make minor adjustments to the freehold and leasehold lands if problems arise from the remediation, where portions of the
land cannot be remediated to a residential standard.
This will not change the total acreage. It will
be a switch between leasehold–freehold, freehold–
leasehold.
Clause 7, Planning permission in principle.
This grants planning permission in principle for the
development. This section now incorporates the safeguards that are normally required by the Department
of Planning for subdivision approval for the subdivision. These subdivision approval conditions have
been incorporated so as to embrace the best practices and protocols as defined in the Bermuda Plan
2008.
Clause 8, Planning permission to subdivide
land. This approves the final plan of subdivision listed
in Schedule 5, thereby granting planning permission
for the subdivision of the freehold land, including freehold seafront land, into the 37 lots shown on the
plans. The removal of the requirement to obtain subdivision approval for 37 lots provides the developers
with more flexibility to refinance their existing debt and
to obtain further funds. The developers contend that
the requirement to obtain subdivision approval would
hamper their efforts to obtain financing.
Clause 9, Permission to reclaim land. This
gives permission in principle to reclaim land from the
sea, develop the marina, create beaches and dredge
sand from the sea.
Clause 10, Hotel concessions. This approves
the hotel concessions that are set out in Schedule 1.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 6 through 10?
The Chair recognises the Shadow Minister of
Health and Seniors. The Honourable Zane De Silva,
you have the floor.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
My question to the Minister is, if I heard her
correctly when she gave her opening statement, I believe she said that (and I think it refers to clause 6) the
boundary adjustments are up to 10 acres. My first
question: Is that number correct with regard to the
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boundary adjustments? So I would like to have that
number confirmed.
The other question I had was, I just have a
little concern with the Minister may Order or may
make an Order with regard to the boundary adjustments, and such order is to be subject to negative
resolution. As we said earlier today, you know, that is
not going to come before this House for discussion. I
have an issue, I have a concern with that.
The Chairman: Thank you.
The Chair recognises the Minister.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, the Honourable Member
asks the question, Was the 10 acres correct? That is
correct. And the purpose behind that is that, once
remediation starts, as the Honourable Member indicated and alluded to earlier, that you notice that there
was a pipe that erupted in one portion of the property.
Now, let us suppose that a part of the property
that forms part of the leasehold and freehold that is
now being inured to the benefit of the developers, that
something major happens. Then there has to be the
ability to switch around those boundaries a little bit in
order to ensure that they are not disenfranchised with
the amount of acreage that they have in total and that
we are not put in a position of having to perhaps
remediate something to a standard that is residential
standard that may prove difficult to do, given unforeseen underground circumstances.
So, the 10 acres is this adjustment. But if we
give some acreage there, we take it away from the
leasehold. Bear in mind that the leasehold is for a period of 262 years, so for all intents and purposes, it is
one and the same piece of property.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: The other question that the Honourable Member asked, up to 10
acres is correct. I am not sure what the second question was. If he could just repeat it.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: It was a statement. It was a
concern and maybe something for the Minister and
the OBA to consider.
It was that if such a change should be warranted, that it come before the House rather than be
done through negative resolution. As we said earlier, it
could happen when the House is out of session and it
would be nice to be able to come here and inform us
in this Honourable House that such a change is being
made.
The Chairman: Thank you.
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The Chair now recognises the Shadow Minister of Education. Mr. C. Walton D. Brown, you have
the floor.
Mr. Walton Brown: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
A quick question for the Minister: Given that
the contaminated land was left by the United States
Government, and that the land itself was given to the
United States Government by the United Kingdom, I
know there was an agreement reached some time
ago regarding a level of compensation for this remediation project. But I am just wondering if the Minister
or one of the technical persons can answer the question, if there is anything in the current agreement that
provides an opening for the UK to reconsider its obligation for remediation, given that the costs have really
become astronomical and there clearly have been a
series of unexpected findings with respect to remediation?
So I am just wondering if there is any way out
for the UK to fully uphold their responsibilities, since
they gave away the land in the first place.
The Speaker: Thank you, Member.
Minister?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you.
Let me answer the first Honourable Member’s
question first.
I think there is a misconception that the negative resolution suggests that items do not come to the
House. It is important to understand that negative
resolutions do come to the House. The question is if a
negative resolution comes, if it is tabled, a Member
can take it up, can question it, can debate it if they so
choose. That is the way negative resolutions work. So
it is not accurate to think that a negative resolution
does not come before this Honourable House.
But this also gives a little flexibility, because
what happens if something happens that they need to
have an adjustment and the House is not sitting at
that particular point in time? It would be unfair to the
developers to expect them to wait until we decide to
come back in November or whatever the date might
be in order to be able to proceed with their development, or for us to be able to proceed with the cleanup. So that is why it is appropriate to do a negative
resolution rather than an affirmative resolution.
Secondly, the Honourable Member Brown
asked the question concerning whether there is a
possibility of the UK coming back in. I think maybe
when pigs fly. I think for some reason, you know, it is
a known fact that the United States, in most of their
jurisdictions in which they have operated and have
had Naval bases, or Army bases for that matter, have
left in their wake significant pollution. It seems to be
the raison d’être that they walk away.
Now, whether the UK has any clout in terms
of being able to go back to the United States and to
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request the clean-up of any sort of measurable standard or a contribution to the cost, or whether the UK is
likely to contribute to the cost of clean-up, I would
doubt very seriously that that will happen. I believe
that the thought processes that went into effect at the
time were that there were certain benefits that inured
to every community while the bases were in their
midst, and as a result, you almost have to like it
whether you want to or not.
So that is just the status that exists as a result
of the US bases having been able to have the benefit
of operating on our shores and us having the benefit
of their contributions into our economy. And unfortunately, they have left us with one holy mess.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members? The Chair recognises the Honourable Dr. Gibbons. You have the floor.
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Madam
Chairman.
Just on the Honourable Member Walton
Brown’s question, my understanding is that when the
Bermuda Government and the US Government and
the UK Government agreed in about 2001–2002, it
was for a full and final settlement. The consideration
was about $11 million, as I recall. And my perception
at the time was that the $11 million was not for environmental remediation. It was essentially to deal with
the ongoing obligation for maintenance of Longbird
Bridge, which was part of the 1939 agreement. There
was a provision that the US had to maintain that until
2039. It was 99 years. So that was the $11 million,
because they effectively compensated the Bermuda
Government for that continuing bridge, Longbird
Bridge, issue.
But no money was paid for remediation at that
time. I think because it was a full and final settlement
agreed to by the Bermuda Government, as well—and
I will have to say some of us called it a travesty at the
time; Sir John Swan was one of the ones who called it
a travesty—I do not think there is any recourse at this
particular point.
The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any other Members that would like
to speak to clauses 6 through 10?
Minister, you have the floor.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
I would like to move that clauses 6 through 10
be approved and stand part of the Bill.
The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 6
through 10 be approved as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
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[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Clauses 6 through 10 passed.]
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The Chairman: It has been moved that clauses 11
through 15 be approved.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.

The Chairman: Minister, please proceed.
[Gavel]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I would like to move
clauses 11 through 15.
The Chairman: Please proceed.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Clause 11, this
provides that the original of each drawing or plan that
appears in or is listed in the Schedules is available for
inspection at the office of the Senior Land Surveyor.
(And for the benefit of Honourable Members of the
House, Madam Chairman, these plans, actually, there
are copies here that are available for site inspection,
smaller versions, actually, on the Bill itself).
Clause 12, Exemption from Stamp Duty on
substituted mortgages. This grants an exemption from
stamp duty on any mortgage of the property that is a
substituted security for a mortgage on the 2011 Property. This amendment would introduce a new exemption from stamp duties for substituted mortgages
charged against the developer in cases where stamp
duties have already been paid.
As a result of the changed boundaries, the
mortgage documents will have to be redrawn. Where
the mortgage documents that initially incurred stamp
duties are being substituted to reflect the amended
boundaries, it is proposed that the substituted mortgages would be exempt from further stamp duties.
Clause 13 is a consequential amendment to
Land Title Registration Act 2011. This makes a consequential amendment to section 125(1)(c) of the
Land Title Registration Act 2011, changing the reference to Morgan’s Point Resort Act 2011 to Morgan’s
Point Resort Act 2014.
Clause 14 repeals the 2011 Morgan’s Point
Resort Act.
Clause 15, this provides that the Act is to
come into operation on such a date as the Minister
may, by notice in the Gazette, appoint.

[Motion carried: Clauses 11 through 15 were passed.]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I move the Schedules,
Schedules 1 through 5.
The Chairman: It has been moved that Schedules 1
through 5 be approved as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
[Motion carried: Schedules 1 through 5 were passed.]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I move the Preamble.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Preamble
be approved as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
No objections.
Agreed to.
[Gavel]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I move that the Bill be reported to the House.
The Chairman: It has been moved that the Bill be
reported to the House as printed.
Are there any objections to that motion?
Agreed to.
[Gavel]

The Chairman: Thank you.
Are there any Members that would like to
speak to clauses 11 through 15?
There are no Members.
Minister?

[Motion carried: The Morgan’s Point Resort Act 2014
was considered by a Committee of the whole House
and passed without amendment.]
House resumed at 9:14 pm

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you,
Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, I move that clauses 11
through 15 be approved and stand part of the Bill.

[Hon. K. H. Randolph Horton, Speaker, in the Chair]

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
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The Speaker: Honourable Members, the Morgan’s
Point Resort Act 2014, in the name of the Minister of
Public Works, has been approved [by a Committee of
the whole House].
We now move to Order No. 6, which is consideration of the draft Deed of Variation, the Development Agreement between the Corporation of Hamilton and Par-la-Ville Hotel and Residences Ltd., in the
name of the Junior Minister of Home Affairs. Junior
Minister Sylvan Richards, you have the floor.

MOTION
DRAFT DEED OF VARIANCE OF THE DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CORPORATION OF HAMILTON AND PAR-LA-VILLE HOTEL
AND RESIDENCES LTD
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that consideration be
given to a draft Deed of Variation of the Development
Agreement between the Corporation of Hamilton and
Par-la-Ville Hotel and Residences Ltd.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Are there any objections to the Minister carrying on? Carry on, Minister.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members of the House, I am pleased to introduce the draft Deed of Variation of Development
Agreement (hereafter referred to as the Deed of
Variation) between the Corporation of Hamilton, a
corporation existing pursuant to the terms of the Municipalities Act 1923 (the Landlord) and Par-la-Ville
Hotel and Residences Ltd. (the Tenant), a local company incorporated in Bermuda.
Mr. Speaker, the Deed of Variation supplements the development agreement between the same
th
parties dated the 11 of April 2012, which was approved by the Legislature by resolution of the House
th
of Assembly on 11 of December 2013 and by resoluth
tion of the Senate on 16 December 2013, and communicated to the Governor by message.
Mr. Speaker, the Landlord and Tenant wish to
enter into the agreement set out in the Deed of Variation. Mr. Speaker, section 20(1A) of the Municipalities
Act 1923 requires that any agreement for 20(1A)(a)
the sale of land which is the property of the corporation or 20(1A)(b) a lease, conveyance or other disposition of any interest in land which is the property of
the Corporation, being a lease, disposition or conveyance expressed to be for a term exceeding 21 years
or for terms renewable exceeding in the aggregate 21
years, and any related agreement, must be submitted
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in draft to the Minister for approval by the Cabinet and
the Legislature.
Mr. Speaker, the Deed of Variation is such a
related agreement. It has been submitted to the Minister and has been approved by the Cabinet. It is now
before this Honourable House for its approval.
Mr. Speaker, this concludes my presentation
of the Deed of Variation.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Shadow Minister of Home Affairs, from Pembroke
East, constituency 15. MP Walter Roban, you have
the floor.
Mr. Walter H. Roban: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
We fully acknowledge and understand what
this is for. This is essentially a Deed of Variation on
the original agreement of April. And it sets out very
clearly that the parties agree that there were issues
which have impeded them meeting some of the milestone periods in the lease, such as the financial and
control events which are detailed in other clauses in
the original lease, and that essentially it is here on the
front page that the parties acknowledge and agree
that certain statutory requirements, which we know
have to do with changes to the Municipalities Act that
the Government brought in 2013, have been enacted
after the signing of the agreement and have caused
unforeseen impediments and delays which could not
have been reasonably foreseen by the parties and are
not due to any fault of any of the parties. And that if
milestone events are not extended by the agreement,
that will create some issues.
So this is essentially to extend certain milestone events—i.e., the change control events, the financial approval period. And as we can see, a number of dates have been moved to 2016, essentially to
allow for delays that were brought about by the
changes to the legislation (that we all know about, and
I am not going to go into any detail now) that are accomplished by this. This is obviously going to be of
assistance to the parties who have signed the arrangement between the Corporation of Hamilton and
Par-la-Ville Residence Ltd. and them fulfilling what
they are seeking to fulfil. We on this side have no objections to that, and thus we wish to see this moved
forward as efficiently as possible.
Thank you very much.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Honourable Members care to
speak?
The Chair will now recognise the Junior Minister.
Mr. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
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I now move that this Honourable House, in
accordance with sections 20(1A) and 20(1B) of the
Municipalities Act 1923, approve the Deed of Variation
of development agreement (the Deed) between the
Corporation of Hamilton (the Landlord) and Par-laVille Hotel and Residences Ltd. (the Tenant) as set
out in the attached draft of the Deed.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Are there any objections to that?
There are no objections.
So the draft Deed, the Deed of Variation between the Corporation of Hamilton and Par-la-Ville
Hotel and Residences Ltd. has been approved.
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The Speaker: Premier?
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Mr. Speaker, the existing
salaries for the Ministers and Members of the Legislature are set out in column 2 of the table in the Resolust
tion. Proposed salary rates that shall be in effect 1
April 2014 are shown in column 3 of the table in the
Resolution. So essentially, there is no change at all in
our salaries, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Member care to speak?
All those in favour, say Aye.
Those against, say Nay.

[Motion carried: Draft Deed of Variation between the
Corporation of Hamilton and Par-la-Ville Hotel and
Residences Ltd. approved.]

AYES AND NAYS.

The Speaker: Order No. 7, is that carried over?

[Motion carried: The Ministers and Members of the
Legislature (Salaries and Pensions) Act 1975 approved.]

An Hon. Member: Yes.
The Speaker: Order No. 8 is carried over.
Order No. 9 is carried over.
The rest, all the way down to No. 13, are all
carried over.
I will recognise the Premier, yes. Carry on,
Premier.

MOTION

The Speaker: I guess the Ayes have it.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I
move the Resolution through. Thank you.
The Speaker: Thank you very much, Premier.
We now move to our third readings. I first recognise the Minister for Education and Economic Development, Minister Dr. Grant Gibbons.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21

MINISTERS AND MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATURE (SALARIES AND PENSIONS) ACT 1975
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I move, Mr. Speaker, the following motion:
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that pursuant to
section 2 of the Ministers and Members of the Legislature (Salaries and Pensions) Act 1975, the annual
salaries payable to Members of the Legislature listed
in Part A and Officers of the Legislature listed in Part
B of the table below shall be set out in column 3 of the
st
st
table with effect from 1 of April 2014 to the 31 of
March 2015.
I hereby give notice, Mr. Speaker, of which
was given earlier today.
The Speaker: Right. Yes. Right. So the Honourable
Premier is moving the Ministers and Members of the
Legislature (Salaries and Pensions) Act 1975, the anst
nual salaries to be payable with effect the 1 of April
st
2014 to the 31 of March 2015.
Premier, do you have any comments on it?
Are there any Members? There are no
changes.

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
I move that Standing Order 21 be suspended
to enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Companies Amendment Act 2014 be now read the third time
by its title only.
The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]
The Speaker: Please carry on, Minister.

THIRD READING
COMPANIES AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: The Companies
Amendment Act 2014. I move that the Bill do now
pass.
The Speaker: Thank you, Minister. The Bill is now
passed.
Those against?

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Yes.
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Bermuda House of Assembly
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[Motion carried: The Companies Amendment Act
2014 was read a third time and passed.]
The Speaker: All right. I move now to the Third Reading of the Criminal Code Amendment Act 2014.
I recognise the Attorney General and Minister
of Legal Affairs.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21
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Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I move that
the Bill do now pass.
The Speaker: All right. It has been moved the Bill do
pass.
Are there any objections to that?
The Bill is now passed.
[Motion carried: The Customs Tariff Amendment Act
2014 was read a third time and passed.]

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: If it please you, Mr. Speaker,
I move that Standing Order 21 be suspended to enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Criminal
Code Amendment Act 2014 be now read the third
time by its title only.

The Speaker: The Chair now recognises the Minister
of Public Works for the Morgan’s Point Resort Act.
Minister?

The Speaker: Are there any objections?
None.

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I move that Standing Order 21
be suspended to enable me to move that the Bill entitled the Morgan’s Point Resort Act 2014 be now read
the third time by its title only.

[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]
The Speaker: Carry on, Minister.

THIRD READING

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21

The Speaker: Are there any objections?

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT ACT 2014
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, I move that the
Criminal Code Amendment Act 2014 do now pass.

[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]
The Speaker: Minister, carry on.

THIRD READING

The Speaker: All right. Are there any objections to
that?
There are none. The Bill is now passed.

MORGAN’S POINT RESORT ACT 2014

[Motion carried: The Criminal Code Amendment Act
2014 was read a third time and passed.]

Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The Morgan’s Point Resort Act 2014. I move
that the Bill do now pass.

The Speaker: I now recognise the Minister of Finance
for the Customs Tariffs Amendment Act.

The Speaker: Are there any objections to that?
The Bill is now passed.

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER 21
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Mr. Speaker, I move that
Standing Order 21 be suspended to enable me to
read the Bill the Customs Tariff Amendment Act 2014
by its title only for the third time.

[Motion carried: The Morgan’s Point Resort Act 2014
was read a third time and passed.]
The Speaker: The Chair recognises the Honourable
Premier.

ADJOURNMENT

The Speaker: Are there any objections?
[Motion carried: Standing Order 21 suspended.]
The Speaker: Carry on, Minister.

THIRD READING

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
th
I move now that we adjourn until May 9 at
10:00 am.
th

CUSTOMS TARIFF AMENDMENT ACT 2014

The Speaker: Until May 9 at 10:00 am.
The Chair will recognise first the Honourable
Member from Southampton East, MP Zane De Silva.
You have the floor.
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LAMB FOGGO URGENT CARE CENTRE
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, earlier on today, the Minister of
Health made a Ministerial Statement with regard to
Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre. And you will know,
Mr. Speaker, that there are many questions that were
not able to be asked due to the time for the question
period running out.
The Speaker: I do not think so. That did not stop
those questions being asked, Honourable Member.
That is not so.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No, no, no. I can assure
you I had many more. But you know, because I certainly gave way to my colleagues because they had
some questions to ask, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So, Mr. Speaker, the beautiful part about Motion to Adjourn is that you can ask a
question to anyone and it is up to them whether or not
they wish to answer.
But, Mr. Speaker, in that Ministerial Statement
this morning, the Minister of Health, the Honourable
Member, the Honourable and Learned Member, Mr.
Moniz, made a few statements. And I really need
some clarification, Mr. Speaker. I think the people of
St. David’s, St. George’s and Hamilton Parish, along
with the rest of Bermuda, need some answers.
Now, I have a question for the Premier, and I
am hoping he answers me, because he certainly did
not want to answer any other questions this morning.
So I am hoping that he has had a little lunch and—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, come on.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —had some Kool-Aid—
The Speaker: Let us get on.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: —and he feels good and
he can answer these questions. Yes. Yes.
So what I would like to clarify for all of us here
in this House and the people of St. David’s and St.
George's and Hamilton Parish is that, has the Premier
decided to close Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre
sometime in the future? Because, Mr. Speaker—
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: No.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Premier
says no. Okay. So I am hoping for . . . Well, this is the
second time the Premier has confirmed it. And I thank
you, Premier, for that answer, because he certainly
answered no to that question in November last year.
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So, Mr. Speaker, having said that, and I am
glad to hear that from the Honourable Premier, very
glad indeed to hear that. But, Mr. Speaker, the Minister also said that he has been exploring options for
Lamb Foggo Care Centre over the last couple of
months. And he has been talking with the Ministry of
Health and Environment, the Department of Health
and the Bermuda Hospitals Board.
But, Mr. Speaker, I asked the Minister, is he
not going to consult the residents? Do not make the
same mistake as the previous Health Minister. In fact,
I will give you a quote that the Premier gave on Nond
vember 22 . And he said, “I believe that in the process of this, there was no consultation and there was
error in no consultation”—Premier’s words.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I hope that even though
the Premier has categorically said, No, it will not
close. If there is going to be consultation with regard
to Lamb Foggo, let us have learned a lesson that you
have to consult the people of St. David’s at the very
least.
An Hon. Member: Bless you.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Bless you, Shadow Attorney General. Bless you, Shadow Attorney General.
But, Mr. Speaker, I did say in the past, and I
will repeat it again tonight, a suggestion for the OBA.
If they are looking at continuing to run and keep open
the Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre, which they are,
may I suggest, as I did then and I will suggest again
now, that we look at the executive staff at the Bermuda Hospitals Board and look at a reduction in pay
of 15 per cent, because that equates to $250,000, Mr.
Speaker? So, Mr. Speaker, may I suggest that to
them? Or may I even suggest that if that is not a possibility, let us look at curbing some of these trips that
the OBA take and some of the consultants that they
have on board. Because we must—we must keep that
facility open, Mr. Speaker. We have to do it.
Of course, the Premier could take a Ministry,
Mr. Speaker, and that is $200,000 right there. So I
certainly would do that.
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
MORGAN’S POINT
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So, Mr. Speaker, I am glad
to hear that the Premier is on board.
Now, Mr. Speaker, also we had an interesting
comment by the Honourable Member, Dr. Gibbons,
with regard to the Morgan’s Point.
The Speaker: We just had that debate, Honourable
Member.
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, we did, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. So you have got to be careful how
you . . . We just finished debating that, so we cannot
go back there right now.
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Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: But I think the point is
taken.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Honourable Members.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, Mr. Speaker. Okay. I
am not going to go there, Mr. Speaker. I am going to
go into a new area. Because the Honourable Minister
did talk for some length of time [about how] the PLP
Government did things.
Well, Mr. Speaker, the Honourable Member,
Dr. Gibbons, in 1995, under the UBP, had a chance!
Had a chance to clean up and start development at
Morgan’s Point.

[Gavel]
An Hon. Member: Come on, it is the last night. Your
hair looks good, though.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: At least I have hair.
[Inaudible interjection and laughter]

The Speaker: Honourable Member, we just finished
that! We just debated that, so you cannot debate that
right now!

The Speaker: Oh, boy.

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Oh, I do not want to debate
it, Mr. Speaker!

Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Mr. Speaker, as we get
ready to close for the break, I would just like us in this
House to reflect on some things. And I am hoping, Mr.
Speaker, that the One Bermuda Alliance has a little
change of heart when it comes to the people of Bermuda going forward.
Why do I say that, Mr. Speaker? Mr. Speaker,
way back when, I remember there was an article in
the Bermuda Sun Sir David Gibbons made a comment. And he was one of the first supporters of the
hybrid UPB/BDA/OBA, one of the first supporters. To
me, Mr. Speaker, that was the beginning of the fooling. That was the beginning of the fooling.
What do I mean by that? Well, Mr. Speaker,
we talked about . . . Not long ago we talked about the
MP’s cars, the GP-5s switching licence plates and all
that.

The Speaker: No. Well, please do not go there, Honourable Member.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay. I will not. I will not do
that.
But, you know, I probably . . . The Honourable
Member, Dr. Gibbons, is probably a little disappointed
in some of the things that the Progressive Labour
party did or did not do.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Because, you know, back
in the day, Mr. Speaker, maybe he is a little disappointed that he does not get advantages like he did
with TCI [Turks and Caicos Islands] and Global Crossing maybe.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable
Member, Honourable Member! You are imputing improper motives. Honourable Member, please!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Okay.
The Speaker: Come on! Please, Honourable Member. Be careful. You know.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: All right. Okay. Okay, Mr.
Speaker. I will see if I can glide around and slide
around, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Come on, Honourable Member. Yes.

CONDUCT OF OBA

[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The GP-5 and GP-7 and
GP-9, GP-13. And we talked about . . . not GP-10, Mr.
Speaker. But we talked about the switching of licence
plates.
Mr. Speaker, we heard the OBA talk about
how they are going to look after our seniors prior to
the election. And they took away the licence fees for
our seniors. Mr. Speaker, the OBA, the former Minister of Health, came here and talked about a survey
that was done for the FutureCare members of our
seniors that were on FutureCare and a survey that
was taking place and how satisfied they were. And of
course, that was about three weeks before they raised
the rates on FutureCare, Mr. Speaker, not to mention
the fact that most of the participants were sent emails. And a lot of our seniors, as you know, Mr.
Speaker, do not even have e-mails.
Mr. Speaker, the OBA withdrew funding for
the Continued Care Unit. They have not increased our
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seniors’ pensions as of yet, Mr. Speaker. But prescriptions have continued to rise, the prices. I was hoping
that the Minister of Health would look at increasing the
prescription benefits from $2,000 per year to $3,000
or $4,000 per year, Mr. Speaker. I have not seen that
as of yet. I have not seen it. Our seniors are being hit
from one side, then the other, then the other, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, we have seen the OBA promise
a referendum on gaming, then take it away. We have
heard the OBA . . . We just talked about salaries tonight. We heard the OBA talk about taking a 10 per
cent cut, when in actual fact, it was 7.5 per cent, Mr.
Speaker. Mr. Speaker, before the election, the OBA
said, We are going to look at term limits. We are going
to look at it. Within a few weeks, it was gone—gone,
Mr. Speaker. We have heard about three
people on a jet, then we have heard about a fourth
person bumming a ride, to a fourth person who is a
consultant taking part in meetings, Mr. Speaker.
We have heard the OBA talk about transparency, honesty, integrity, those words ring throughout,
Mr. Speaker. In fact, Mr. Speaker, I would like to
quote some of the things that their candidates had
mentioned before the election. And the OBA is
founded, Mr. Scott Stewart, who was an OBA candidate at the time, said, “OBA is founded on the principle”—
The Speaker: What are you reading from, Honourable Member?
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: From the Royal Gazette,
Mr. Speaker. I could table it.
The Speaker: Royal Gazette?
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: I could table it. Octoth
ber 20 , 2012, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: All right. Carry on.
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Yes, it is from Mr. Scott
Stewart, a candidate for the OBA in Pembroke.
Yes, Mr. Speaker, and it says, Mr. Stewart
says, “The OBA is founded on the principles of Service, Responsibility, Integrity, Fairness, Opportunity,
Transparency and, last but not least, Inclusiveness.”
That is the OBA. Those are the founding principles.
Okay, Mr. Speaker, we have a Tourism Authority and we have a CEO. We have not heard yet
what the CEO’s wage is. But we hear about transparency, integrity, fairness. Mr. Speaker, we have had
Members of the OBA state many times in this House
about their transparency. They are going to continue
to be transparent. They are going to continue to show
the people that they have nothing to hide. In fact, I
could quote another newspaper article by the Minister
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of Works and Engineering which says, We will reveal
all wages. We will reveal all wages, Mr. Speaker.
Now, Mr. Speaker, the Tourism Authority was
a hot topic. It was before the election, has been since.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: And, Mr. Speaker, the
Honourable Member, Mr. Dunkley, says we did not
want it. That is not true. He has not been paying attention. Well, he was not in this House, Mr. Speaker. Because I could tell you, Mr. Speaker, there are several
of us, including Former Premier Brown, who said he is
not against it. But we need to discuss how it is going
to be done.
Now, Mr. Speaker, let us say this. What I am
saying is the Honourable Member, Mr. Crockwell, I am
hoping he will bring that information for the taxpayers
of Bermuda, the information with regard to the CEO’s
wage. We know what the Premier makes. We know
what you make, Mr. Speaker. Why should we not
know what the CEO of the Tourism Authority makes?
So, Mr. Speaker, I mentioned those points
because I say this. I hope this is what will happen in
the next term. Maybe all the trickery is done, all the
fooling is finished. I ask that the OBA come clean with
the people of Bermuda, take a look at some of the
hot-topic issues and let us deal with them. Lamb
Foggo, let us [allow] the people to rest. And I think the
Premier has done that tonight. I hope his Minister is
not going to throw him a curve ball at Easter, Easter
time. Mind you, this Premier says it will not close. So I
hope that that stays the same. I hope he speaks for all
of his OBA colleagues, because that is not what was
in the Ministerial Statement this morning. It certainly
gave an indication that it is open until next March for
now, Mr. Speaker—so, for now.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: So, Mr. Speaker, I hope
when we return, we see our seniors being looked after. And I think and hope that the OBA have used up
all the tricks in their box and will not try to trick or fool
the people of Bermuda any longer. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
and Learned Member from constituency 34,—
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you.
The Speaker: —Sandys South Central. MP Wilson.
TRAVEL TO WASHINGTON, DC, BY PREMIER,
MINISTER OF TOURISM AND ATTORNEY GENERAL
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Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I just want to recant a couple of
events that happened this morning, particularly in light
of the question time that we had, and regrettably I
think some important matters were lost in translation
because of perhaps some shocking revelations by the
fact that the Honourable Premier either refused or was
not prepared to provide answers to some very reasonable questions.
Let me start by saying this, Mr. Speaker. I
have to commend the Learned and Honourable Attorney General. Now, oftentimes, people may hear us
disputing and discussing things across the aisle and
so forth. But today, the Learned and Honourable Attorney General, I think, respectfully, was learned and
honourable.
The Honourable Attorney General, when provided with written questions and oral questions, answered the written questions and, more importantly,
Mr. Speaker, unlike some of the questions that were
asked prior to the exchange between myself and the
Learned and Honourable Attorney General, he provided answers to various questions that were asked to
him, not only for the public’s edification, but also for
the Members of Parliament who were asking questions not only on behalf of their constituents, but more
importantly, the public have been asking questions
and have a right to know various answers to questions
particularly surrounding a trip that occurred around the
th
20 of March of last year. Some people have commonly referred to it as the “Jetgate.”
Now, Mr. Speaker, despite the absence of
providing sufficient answers to the questions by the
Honourable Premier, my colleague, the Learned and
Honourable Attorney General, perhaps not out of fear
or favour, answered the questions honestly and sincerely. And again, for that I commend him. Now, the
Honourable Attorney General, I believe, was acting in
the best interests of the public by providing, or I guess
by adhering to the mantra of the One Bermuda Alliance as part of their manifesto, their election manifesto, and which we hear repeatedly over and over.
And by that I mean the Learned and Honourable Attorney General in answering the question showed
transparency, fairness and accountability to the public.
And perhaps his colleagues can perhaps take a similar feather from his cap.
Now, what is interesting, Mr. Speaker, is that
we have heard from the questions that were in the
public domain, so to speak, from the Honourable
Premier, that the . . . based on the statement that was
2
read in May, the Personal Explanation from the Honth
ourable Premier concerning this trip of the 20 of
nd
March 2013 to the 22 of March 2013 to Washington,
DC, and to quote the Honourable Premier, This trip

2
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was an exchange of information trip. This is from the
Honourable Premier in his statement of May . . .
The Speaker: Thirty-first.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Thirty-first, his Personal Explanation. So we can put a pin in that. Those are the
comments of the Premier about a meeting that took
place and that this meeting took place in DC and he
was accompanied by, of his fellow Cabinet Members,
the Honourable and Learned Attorney General, who I
just spoke about, and the Honourable and Learned
Minister of Transport and Tourism at this meeting.
Those were the other Cabinet meetings, and I will return to the other members present in a moment.
So you will recall during that Personal Explanation, the Honourable Premier indicated that this trip
was simply an exchange of information trip. You will
also recall, Mr. Speaker, that at no time during that
Personal Explanation was there any mention of a civilian in attendance. And some might add that the only
reason that that information was raised publicly was
because the loyal Opposition raised it. But needless to
st
say, the reality is on that May 31 statement, there
was no discussion in the Honourable Premier’s Personal Explanation as to who else accompanied that
particular contingent to attend these meetings.
So then today, Mr. Speaker, we have questions that were posed to the Honourable and Learned
Attorney General, two of which were answered in writing. And then you will recall that there were some
supplemental questions. And the Attorney General
th
admitted that the meeting that was held on the 20 of
nd
March to the 22 of March, in which the Honourable
Premier disclosed as an exchange-of-information trip,
that same trip in which the Attorney General was attending was described by the Attorney General as
seeking a potential—meetings with potential developers.
Some Hon. Members: Ahh!
Some Hon. Members: Ooh!
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: No, no, no. I said seeking. So I
am retracting that.
The Speaker: Right, right, so please, yes.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I am retracting that.
Under the category of purpose, it says, “potential developer meeting.” And to me, that seems
quite contrary to exchange-of-information trip—quite
contrary. In fact, many would argue that an exchangeof-information trip is somewhat mild, and you know,
maybe you are having a cup of tea and a cocktail and
you are having some discussions about Bermuda and
the pink shores and the beach. But when it is elevated
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to potential developer meetings, that sounds far more
serious and that you are meeting with developers.
An Hon. Member: What is wrong with that?
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: What is wrong with that! The
Honourable Deputy Premier of this country, Mr.
Speaker, has just asked, What is wrong with that?
What is wrong with the Premier of this country announcing that the purpose of a trip in March was to
exchange of information, and the Honourable and
Learned Attorney General indicates that the same
purpose of that same meeting was not for exchange
of information, but was meeting with potential developers? That is what is wrong!
I will tell you what is wrong with it. That is a
good question. What is wrong with it is that on one
hand we have someone minimising the point of this
meeting and failing to reveal to the members of the
public that there was this outsider, this civilian that
was also present because he was just hitching a ride.
But yet on the other hand, we have the Learned and
Honourable Attorney General of this country, who
recognises his constitutional position as it relates to
law and being honest and open and fair and accountable and transparent, says that the purpose of that
same meeting, in which the Honourable Premier indicated it was just an exchange of information, the purpose of that meeting was to meet with potential developers.
And furthermore, so I am not sure if I answered the question of the Honourable Minister
Dunkley, but the reality is there is a huge difference.
And unfortunately, it is very unfortunate that in this
day and age, we have the Honourable Deputy Premier, who is probably chomping at the bit to be sitting,
moving one step to his right, by saying, What is wrong
with that? What is wrong with misleading the country?
What is wrong? And I hope that the people are listening to that. So for a question to say, What is wrong
with that? What is wrong for misleading the country?, I
hope the people are listening to that. Because if they
do not feel that there is anything wrong with that, then
we have bigger fish to fry.
Now, Mr. Speaker, in addition to that, we have
the Honourable and Learned Attorney General indicating that the persons travelling with him on this particular escapade to Washington, DC, were himself, the
Premier, the Minister of Tourism Development and
Transport and one civilian. Now, you will recall that
there were several questions that were asked this
morning of the Honourable Premier, the Honourable
Premier, who has touted transparency, fairness and
accountability, as to who was that particular civilian
that was in attendance. And every question asked
was met with an answer of either, I refuse to answer—
[Inaudible interjection]
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Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Yes, you did.
Or alternatively, It is in the public domain. And
Hansard will report that. One of the answers was a
refusal; the rest were, It is in the public domain.
Well, the members of the public actually are
curious, as are the Members here on the Opposition
side. So when that question was posed to the Honourable and Learned Attorney General as to who was
that one civilian that was in attendance, and we had to
ask because we were not getting any answers from
the Honourable and Learned Premier, who has
preached accountability, fairness and transparency,
and the Learned and Hon–our–able Attorney General,
without blinking, without hesitation, without taking a
breath, immediately revealed the name of this civilian.
Now, I do not hear the Honourable Deputy
Premier saying, What is wrong with that? because
there is—
[Inaudible interjection]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: I am speaking to you! Of course
I am speaking to you. But I am always commenting
about what I am hearing coming out of my left.
The Speaker: Right. Right.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: But the reality, Mr. Speaker, is
that the Honourable Attorney General had no difficulty
at all revealing to the members of the public who was
this particular individual, the one civilian. I do not understand. Why was it so challenging, Mr. Speaker, for
the Honourable Premier to be able to answer—to fail
to answer that question and/or refuse to answer that
question when the Honourable and Learned Attorney
General had no difficulty in answering it quite quickly?
Can it be said that the Honourable and Learned Attorney General is more committed to accountability,
transparency and fairness than the other Members of
his party? That is just a question that one must ask.
So again, in closing, I will end where I started.
I commend the Learned and Honourable Attorney
General for being up-front and frank with the people of
Bermuda and answering the questions that everyone
wants to know, not hiding behind a cloak of secrecy
because of some kind of the Fifth or some kind of legal phenomenon. He was upfront and personal, and I
commend the Attorney General. Thank you.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member Glenn Blakeney. You have the floor.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker.
You know, I have just been observing. I had
not really intended to speak. But, you know, with the
Government benches kind of mocking the last two
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speakers, I feel it is pretty reprehensible on such serious issues that we are facing on the concerns that
have been expressed, particularly those just expressed by the Shadow Attorney General.
I, too, would commend the Attorney General
for being relatively forthright, albeit a bit late in being
forthright and being, I suppose, encouraged to answer
very valid questions. You know, it is not even a question of a witch hunt or anything of the like. It is about
just getting to the bottom of an issue that concerns a
lot of people in this country.
And I do not care how hard the Premier would
like it to go away or sweep it under the carpet, it is not
going to go away. In other jurisdictions, with a similar
scenario, if revealed in public and found to be valid,
before anyone was even asked, resignations would
have been tendered because it would be considered
in breach of the Code of Conduct. There are no two
ways about that—no two ways about that!
You know, I found the behaviour of the Premier this morning extremely embarrassing and
shameful, because they were not difficult questions.
And to not give respect that is due the Members, even
on his own benches, of this House, [by not allowing
them to hear] from his lips explanations that would
clarify any ambiguity once and for all, which was warranted, was justified!
There is no one in this country that would disagree with that, whether they support the One Bermuda Alliance or the Bermuda Progressive Labour
Party. Because if you are on the one hand talking
about transparency and integrity, and you are looking
to invite people to engage with their commitment to
foreign direct investment, and they are hearing within
ear shot, if they have access to online, live, direct and
real-time experience of this debate, they could not but
be worried! They could not! They could not feel comfortable! They could not feel comfortable!
Because they are coming from jurisdictions
that would not tolerate this kind of thing. They would
not tolerate this kind of thing. You have to declare almost anything that could be seen to be a favour or a
gift, because it puts you in a position and the Premiership in a position of compromise, serious compromise.
For the Premier not to even have the respect
of his fellow colleagues to give them an explanation
on the floor of the House where even the general public would be privy, that this is the seat of power, where
we deliberate, where we conduct ourselves supposedly in the interest of the country’s affairs, where now,
through technology, every word that is said in this
House is instantaneously accessible, and you ask a
simple question of the Leader of the country—the
Leader of the country, a serious question, where two
Members of his Cabinet accompany him on meetings—
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The Speaker: We have been through this. Come on.
Come on. We have been through this. Let us not continue repeating.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes, but it warrants being
reiterated!
The Speaker: No, no, no! You cannot continue to
just—
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: It warrants—
The Speaker: Get to the point, Honourable Member.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Well, the point is this. You
have a Member—this is where I was leading, Mr.
Speaker—who contradicted the Premier’s inference
that there was no one save and except for the three
that went on this exploratory meeting. And then it is
revealed that there was a fourth person that has very
close, direct ties to the Premier, who he said bummed
a ride. But then we find out from one of his Members
who accompanied him that the individual is in a meeting. And then there is selective memory loss. They do
not know how long—
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: The Honourable Member is misleading this House. He is failing to remind the House
that the Honourable and Learned Attorney General on
his own radio show also announced that there was
this fourth civilian person at this meeting, the Minister
of Tourism.
An Hon. Member: Ouch!
The Speaker: Carry on.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The Minister of Tourism was
at what meeting?
Some Hon. Members: Oh-oh.
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of clarification!
The Speaker: I think—
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: Point of clarification!
[Inaudible interjections]
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POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Mrs. Kim N. Wilson: The Minister of Tourism was at
the same meeting and indicated on your radio show
that there was a civilian member also present during
this meeting.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Oh, yes, that is what I just
said. That is what I just said.
The Speaker: Yes. And, Honourable Member, let us
get to the point. Because we have regurgitated this
enough! All right?
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes, yes, yes. What I was
saying is that there was the Minister saying, in contradiction to the Premier, that there was this fourth person in the meeting. That is a huge, huge revelation.
That is a huge revelation.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Misleading the House. It
was never, never ever said by the Honourable Minister of Tourism, Mr. Crockwell, that he was in contradiction with what I said. There was no contradiction.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Premier.
Carry on.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The contradiction is that the
Premier said the gentleman bummed a ride. The Minister said he went specifically to go to a meeting.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Point of order.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, that is not what I
heard. That is not what I heard even! Even I did not
hear that! So there is no need for that. I did not hear
that, Honourable Member.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Well, well, well, he ended up
in the meeting.
The Speaker: He ended up, yes. But I did not hear
what you said.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: He ended up in the meeting.
The Speaker: Yes.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Well, if he did not go to the
meeting and was in the meeting . . .
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If he did not go for the purpose of being in the
meeting and just coincidentally was so available to be
in the meeting, bumming a ride—bumming a ride and
then ends up in the meeting? And then we are asking
questions for explanations because there seems like
something is a little awry there. And we get a mute
response from the Premier on a simple question,
which is a relevant question?
Mr. Speaker, I do not know how in good conscience the Premier or anybody on the Government
benches could not see the relevance of the curiosity
of the people of the country. I am asked [about this]
every single day. And, you know, outside of complimenting the Attorney General, the Minister of Tourism
was forthright!
But what I was about to say, what was so interesting is that when you go through the process of
becoming learned, you are usually taking instruction
on why it is relevant and important to first have retention so that you can recall, particularly with regard to
litigation matters because of the process that gives
you an opportunity to cross-examine. However, you
have selective memory where the Minister says he
cannot remember. Yet the person who is the fourth
person who accompanied them was someone he did
not know that well. And he was concerned. However, I
found it curious that he was not so concerned that he
would say, Hey, Attorney General, I do not feel this
here. I do not think I am going. I am going to check
you later.
No. He waited and articulated by way of email and writing when there was a follow-up by one of
the people in the meeting that he had major concerns.
You know? And I am like, wow. So the question is
asked, Well, how long was this member in the meeting, and what was his purpose? Oh, he is a golfer. He
is a professional golfer, and they wanted to talk about
the golf course. Well, how long was he in the meeting? Well, I do not remember.
Now, I cannot speak for anybody else. But if I
am responsible to the people of the country and I
travel on Government exploratory business with regard to attracting direct investment or potential investment, and there is a person that happens to be
associated with me that bums a ride on the plane, he
ends up . . . Well, not associated with me, associated
with someone else. And he bums a ride on the plane.
And I am going, and I am like, I do not know
this guy. Wow. I am going to be . . . I have got collective responsibility. I have got to answer to people
when I get back home. We are talking about Government business. I do not know, who is this guy? Now,
he is in the meeting, and I am sitting in the meeting,
and I am hearing what is going on. Okay, he comes in
to talk about golf. But then I do not remember, Mr.
Speaker? I am going to remember what this guy had
on. I am going to remember what he looked like. I am
going to remember how tall he was.
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[Inaudible interjections]
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The Speaker: Honourable Member! Stay away from
using me.

An Hon. Member: It is no big deal.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: It is not a big deal to you because you know what has not been revealed to us
with regard to the Premier being asked specific questions! And that is something that is really bothering
people in this country. Even yourself, Mr. Speaker,
you—

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: You just tried to intervene to
help the Member answer the question, just yes or no!
That is all! That is all you did.
The Speaker: You do not listen, do you? You do
not—
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Yes, I am listening.

The Speaker: Do not bring the Speaker into this.
[Laughter]
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: —you tried to intervene!
The Speaker: Do not bring the Speaker in it!
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: And you just—

The Speaker: No, no, no! But you are not respecting
the Chair. You are not respecting the Chair.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I respect you. I will not go
there anymore.

The Speaker: Leave me out of it!
The Speaker: All right. Go ahead.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: No, no! But—

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: But you were in it when you
intervened!

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: But I think I made the point. I
think I made the point. And it was credit to you because you were trying to help, which is what you are
here to do when we go wrong or we are not getting to
the point.

The Speaker: No, no. Do not use the Speaker for any
argument or whatever you make it!

The Speaker: Honourable Member, you are still going
on. You are still going on.

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: No, no. I am just stating a
fact.

[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: No, no! Do not! Please!

The Speaker: No. No. I am saying, do not use the
Speaker—

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: So, Mr. Speaker, you know, I
do not want to beat the point anymore. I think I have
made the point. And I just think it was reprehensible,
the conduct of the Premier—

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I am not using you!

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I am not making a point!

The Speaker: Come on. Honourable Member, please,
please. You cannot criticise the conduct of the Member. So speak to that. You cannot criticise the conduct.

The Speaker: Well, you are.

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Well, I will say this.

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I am repeating a fact!

The Speaker: Just regroup and finish.

The Speaker: Honourable Member!

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The behaviour of the Honourable Premier—

The Speaker: —in making any points!

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: I am just repeating a fact that
you said—

The Speaker: Just take out your orders, and you can
read them.

The Speaker: Honourable Member!
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: —Just please answer the
question! That is all you said! That is all I am going to
say!

Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The behaviour in this Honourable House of the Honourable Premier this morning was not befitting the office.
Thank you very much.
[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair recognises the Attorney General.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I mean, I have to rise. It sounds like I got a lot
of accolades, but I am certainly not going to be taking
a bow because I know that the whole . . . If the Opposition is saying something, it is with a purpose. So
whilst I can appreciate the comments of my honourable and learned friend, I know full well that there has
been a huddle and the plan has been hatched to let
us try and divide and conquer and make it look like I
have done something and we have split.
So let us just be clear about nobody is getting
the wool pulled over their eyes—especially me in relation to that.
But this is what I am going to say tonight.
Please, Members of the Opposition . . . Mr. Speaker,
they are the loyal Opposition. What does that mean?
What does the “loyal Opposition” mean? It means you
have taken an oath to be loyal to the interests of the
country. And whilst I, in doing this job, and any of the
rest of us—
[Inaudible interjections]
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you wanted to get into all the time week in and week
out. But no, no. Now the Opposition that sits there for
over a year, and we will hear Jetgate this and Jetgate
that and Jetgate the other. And at the end of the day
. . . and, you got two weeks! You got till Easter! You
got 14 months!
And all of a sudden, that hot-air balloon here
on this night is starting to go pffffffffffffffffffffffft.
[Laughter]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: It is gone.
And you know why I sat here and smiled the
whole time? Because I knew, at the end of the day,
that the scandal that they were creating was going to
be in all of the things that they are trying to attach to.
So maybe they had people looking at it and
people investigating it. And was the Honourable Premier at this meeting? And did he talk to this guy? And
who was his friend that was on the plane? And Jetgate. And you broke the Code of Conduct—that did
not seem to exist when they were the Government!
Did not even apply when they were the Government!
And, Mr. Speaker, do not let me . . . I could sit here . .
. about if he wants a list, I will give it to him.
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: Point of order, point of order,
point of order.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: —are more than prepared to
take the criticism and take the issues and all the rest
of it, that Honourable Member has the audacity to interpolate, Why did you break the Code of Conduct?,
and seems to say it in his wonderful ice-cream-melt
voice, that somehow there is no hypocrisy with regard
to his previous administration, and that there are no
issues, that they were the great un-washed, and there
was no issue.
We have sat here, and there has been . . .
And we heard these comments about That was before, and this is now. And there were times, Mr.
Speaker, I have had to nearly choke in thinking, How
could you? How could you sit there and say, You
broke the Code of Conduct, when you, as an Honourable Member—Mr. Speaker, that Honourable Member, whom I consider a friend and I love dearly—but
sat on this side of the House, sat on this side of the
House with the bench that was here before! And he is
not blind. And he is not deaf. And he is not dumb. And
he knew exactly what was going on. And he knew exactly when there were breaches of the Code of Conduct. And he knew exactly when one of his previous
Premiers would threaten to shut the debate down
every time the issue of corruption was raised.
So, in looking at it, let me tell you one thing,
Members. The one thing I stand by, hand on heart, is
that we are trying to get things done! I have not gone
on and harped on about any mess that I have had to
clear up, or pointed fingers, or tried to blame anybody
that I have had to do this, or I have had to do that if

The Speaker: Honourable Member.
Yes, Honourable Member.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. Glenn A. Blakeney: The references he makes to
the former Premier when there was the Uighur situation, there were not only resignations, there was a
huge amount of criticism from his own benches. So he
is misleading the House.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Carry on.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: So it was a breach of the
Code of Conduct? There was a breach of the Code of
Conduct? I did not see any resignations over the
Uighurs. And that is just a start.
You know what? This is what bugs me. I know
a lot of Members on that side of the House, the majority, are with a lot of integrity. They must feel a bit
squeamish because they know how many jet flights
were taken in 14 years. And they must know that I
know how many jet flights were taken. They must
know how many times . . . I will tell you this much, a
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Mr. Misick certainly paid for a jet flight for somebody
to go down to his island in the TCI [Turks and Caicos
Islands]. And that is, by the way, Mr. Misick—
[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: No!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker!
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Ooh! Point of order!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: Point of order! Yes! Let me
tell you!
The Speaker: Honourable Member, yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: The Honourable Member,
Mr. Speaker, is certainly misleading the House when
he says that a jet took a certain person . . . Misick’s jet
took a certain person down to (where was it?) Turks
and Caicos. So, Mr. Speaker, my objection is, well,
was that on Government business?
Some Hon. Members: No!
Hon. Zane J. S. De Silva: No!
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you, Honourable Member. Point taken.
Carry on.
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I do not know why that Honourable Member took such objection. I never called
his name. I am just saying that as a matter of fact,
there was a jet. And if it went with somebody I ask the
question: Was it a gift? From who? Were you doing
business? I do not know, Mr. Speaker.
Here is the point. That is an individual who is
now under indictment for all kinds of stuff. So if you
want to get at . . . There has been this whole subterfuge on, What was going on and what was it? And it
suddenly started to wind down to where there is nothing there. Jetgate? That jet is not going anywhere.
Because you know why? The scandal that they so
desperately want, the deal that they so desperately
want, the thing that they so desperately want as a pot
of gold, is not there—because it did not happen!
And I know it did not happen because I was
there! I know it did not happen! So, it is all a smokeand-mirror exchange to do it!
The number of times, and they know these
things. They know that other people rode on jets.
They know the companies that people borrowed their
jets from. I mean, so it is the hypocrisy that gets to
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me. We are not standing here and saying, You have
done this. But we have to hear about one thing over
and over and over again that was done in the interest
of trying to get something done for this country.
Mr. Speaker, they know about other issues.
They know about things that have gone on in relation
to the conduct of the previous administration. I am not
going to get into those things. I will leave them alone.
Right? I will leave them alone right here and now. But
they know. There are people over there that know.
And it is the hypocrisy! That Honourable Member
talked earlier about, at least he has hair. Because I
would be pulling mine all out on this side, listening to
that degree of hypocrisy! Spin it this way! They know
there are questions about associations that certain
people have had on that side of the House.
So, this is the point I am making, because I
am not going to go on and make the list here. I find it
interesting when the Honourable and Learned Member stands up and certainly wants to make inquiry
about, Are there investigations and prosecutors being
hired in relation to the previous administration’s conduct? I find that very interesting! Why would they be
worried about that? What would be the concern?
Part of the reason I do not feel it is in the best
interest of this country to stand up and start going
through that whole list is because we need to be getting on with getting on! And the loyal Opposition
needs to be having a go at things that are relevant
and current and not trying to look to uncover things
that do not exist or make them up. It does not help. It
does not do us any good as a jurisdiction, Mr.
Speaker. It does nothing for us.
I have to say the distraction has to stop. We
take the criticism. You do not get things right. You
want to criticise on the law, there was some good debate here tonight with regard to, This should not be
this way—very good points to be made. But this has
run its course. I do not know if it is the concern about
the fact that certain people have done things with
people they probably should not have done them with
in recent times, and they are worried about the
shadow that is cast in relation to them—I do not know.
And they want to have that distraction. That may be
for another place, at another time to be looked at.
We should not be talking about it here.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: And the thing about the interpolation, Mr. Speaker, about, Talk about it here,
and the bravado and the thump-the-chests about, You
do not have to worry about me. I have nothing to hide,
and, Bring it all out! That is fine. But you know what? I
do not need to do that. I do not need to do that because what happens in the dark will come out in the
light of day. And so the darkness—
[Inaudible interjections]
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Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I would not trust you as far as
I could throw you.
What happens in the darkness comes out in
the light of day. And I think that—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: What is that?
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable
Member!
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Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, I am not finished. I might sit down, but I am not finished, let me
tell you.
So, the invitation started before the toxicity
arrives, as it does in this place. We are having a good
debate. And then it takes just one person to throw the
whole thing off. But everybody knows who that is. The
public and those Members on that side know who
throws it all off, too. But that is fine. That will be for
another day. That will be for another day.
[Inaudible interjections]

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: What is that, Mr. Speaker,
what is that? Repeat that! Repeat that! What is Westgate?
The Speaker: I would like for you to—
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Westgate what? Say it again!
Say it again!
The Speaker: I would like you to take that . . . that
Westgate comment, please.
[Inaudible interjection and general uproar]
An Hon. Member: Say it again! Say it again! Say it
again! Say it again!
An Hon. Member: Take it back! Take it back! Take it
back!
[Inaudible interjection and general uproar]
The Speaker: Come on, please. Honourable Member.
All right, please. Please.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker.
Esoterically, the Western Gate is the gate to
Hades. It is a dark place. If I have to learn everybody
up, all I said is that—
The Speaker: No, no, Honourable Member!
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —West Gate is dark. That is
all I said.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, we do not need
to be led up in that way. Thank you, thank you.
Carry on, Honourable Minister.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Mr. Speaker, so what my
initial pitch was with regard to it, do not go there. Do
not try and divide and conquer. Stop trying to make
things up that are not there. At least have the decency—at least have the decency, when your situation, when you either know about things or you know
about questionable things that you have done not to
try and deflect and detract and make it look like that is
what you are doing now. Because it sounds like a lot
of projection as opposed to a lot of facts, a lot of the
comments that we are hearing It is, I think this happened. This must have happened and that must have
happened.
And one has to beg the question, Mr.
Speaker, What has got you thinking like that? Especially when they themselves know the history, they
themselves know what their own issues are currently.
It needs to stop. Let us come and have some good
debate on some issues that the country needs to get
at. Stop trying to find scandals that are not there! Go
with the facts. Facts will set you free. If you have
facts, you can deal with the facts all day. Bring the
facts! Bring the facts! Do not go on fishing expeditions, Mr. Speaker. Bring facts and lay them out.
Some of them probably are not facts to be
discussed here. But if you have facts, bring them out
or get them discussed in the right place. But please,
please, as we finish up in this session, let us at least
try and go in the next one and leave the jet where it is.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member David Burt. You have the floor.
Mr. E. David Burt: Good evening, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good evening.

[Inaudible interjections]
ONE BERMUDA ALLIANCE BUDGET
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I am not going to take the
bait. I will not take the bait. That is all right.
The Speaker: Go ahead, Honourable Minister. Carry
on.

Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will not be long this
evening. And to be honest, I did not actually intend to
speak this evening, because as you know, Mr.
Speaker, my alma mater, unfortunately, lost the game,
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the NCAA tournament, so I was feeling a little bit upset.
But the interpolations from the Honourable
Member opposite, the Honourable Deputy Premier,
quite surprise me. When I am sitting here and listening to the Minister in charge of the police, the Minister
soon to be in charge of Customs, the Minister in
charge saying, What is wrong with that? Mr. Speaker,
I am just shocked! I am sitting here, What is wrong
with that? We actually have to ask ourselves a question, What is wrong with that?
Mr. Speaker, if you cannot answer questions
with truth and honour in this House, and we have to
ask What is wrong with that? Come on now, Mr.
Speaker. The people of this country deserve better.
Now, we heard from the Honourable Attorney
General just now about a distraction, that all this talk
about Government Ministers’ behaviour is a distraction. Mr. Speaker, integrity is not a distraction. Integrity can never be a distraction. Integrity is what we
must speak about. Understand that? Do you hear me,
Mr. Speaker? So when we . . . Why is it that the Ministers on that side of the House want us to stop talking
about things that have to deal with the fundamental
basis of integrity? That is the question that we have to
ask ourselves, Mr. Speaker.
But, Mr. Speaker, let me go to what has happened over the last few weeks. Because, Mr.
Speaker, we have seen in this Budget session the
One Bermuda Alliance bring forth the Budget to this
country that we have passed, that we had, I would
say, very good debate on. And I would like to thank
the Minister of Finance, because although we trade
barbs very often, we have developed a decent working rapport so we can deal with the things that are
important, of which we have to deal with.
But the facts are, Mr. Speaker, that the One
Bermuda Alliance Budget which was presented to this
House cut education, cut scholarships, cut funding for
the youth and cut health care funding. These things,
Mr. Speaker, were going to go on the backs of working people. That much is a fact.
Whether it is teachers that are going to
scrounge for school supplies to make sure that their
students have what they need, whether they are going
to do additional fundraising to try to make sure that
the students in their schools are taken care of,
whether it is individuals who are going to have to rely
more on the banks, who are not lending, and private
sectors and charities to possibly get themselves a tertiary education because of the reduction in scholarship funding and continuing education funding, the
cutbacks to the Ministry of Youth and Sport and the
cutbacks to the Child Development Programme and
other things, Mr. Speaker, which are helping our
young people make sure they stay on the right track.
And whether it is the severe cuts we have
seen to health care and health care subsidies, which
we debated ad nauseam, which will affect the vulner-
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able and the people who can least afford it, Mr.
Speaker, that is what we have seen. That is the fact of
the Budget. That is the Budget that the One Bermuda
Alliance stomps their feet about, Mr. Speaker.
But let us be clear. What we will see, what we
have seen in the last year was a $45 million overspend. The question is, Mr. Speaker, how big will the
overspend be this year?
Mr. Speaker, we have also seen budget legislation, some of which you saw earlier today, which put
companies ahead of the people of this country, and
we have seen legislation which has voided contracts
retroactively, as though they never existed in the first
place, which were entered into in good faith. Mr.
Speaker, something that, as we spoke about very often, creates political risks for the country.
CONDUCT OF OBA
Mr. E. David Burt: But, Mr. Speaker, that is not all we
have had in this session, which we end today. Because we have also seen a pattern of which we have
seen emerge from the One Bermuda Alliance. And
that, Mr. Speaker, is false and misleading information
that comes from the Government front bench. It is
something that in the time of the life of this Parliament,
it is something that Members on this side and the public have gotten used to.
It happens, and it is quite shocking, because
the last time that it happened, there was . . . I remember there were calls. I remember an Honourable
Member got up and got very angry and started pointing at me. But let us be clear, Mr. Speaker. We had a
Member of the front bench get up and say that the
police had instructed the Government to change GP
car numbers. Then we find out that it was not the police, never happened.
Now, remember, Mr. Speaker. I said the last
time I spoke on Motion to Adjourn that I will continue
bringing this up because I hope that the Honourable
Minister of Public Works, as she undertook when she
came to the House to apologise for the misstatement
that she gave to Parliament, said that she would research how false information was given to her that
she delivered to this House.
Now, Mr. Speaker, that was two weeks ago.
And as yet, we have not heard anything. So when we
hear the comments from the front bench of the Government saying, Oh, you are just looking for scandal,
no, Mr. Speaker. We do not have to look for scandal.
The One Bermuda Alliance is perfectly capable of
producing their own scandals, Mr. Speaker! What we
are seeking, very simply, Mr. Speaker, is the truth.
And it should not be that hard to ask. It should
not be too hard to ask, Mr. Speaker, why a Minister
would be given false information, repeating it in good
faith, while her other Cabinet Ministers will sit side
next to her and not tell her that the information she is
giving is false, have a Minister undertake to give to
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this Parliament the reason why she delivered false
information, undertake to the people of this country,
and we still have not heard anything, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, the scandals do not need to be
created by us. All we seek, Mr. Speaker, is the truth.
Let us talk about the other misdirection, Mr.
Speaker. Let us talk about the Honourable Premier
that said that we are reducing our national debt. That
is what he is saying! Meanwhile, Mr. Speaker, the
Honourable Minister of Finance says that the net debt
is going to increase by $211 million this year! Oh, my
goodness! So, the Premier says we are paying down
the debts. The Honourable Minister of Finance says,
Oh, guess what? We are going to have a deficit of
$267 million, and we are going to increase that debt
by $211 million.
And, Mr. Speaker, we are looking for scandal?
We are being distracting? We are making up things,
creating smoke? No, Mr. Speaker. If we got honesty
and integrity at all times, Mr. Speaker, we would not
have to get up here and criticise the Government for
not giving what they should be giving to the people of
this country. That is it. Because, Mr. Speaker, I promise you, when I go canvassing, the things that the
members in my constituency talk about, they do not
want me to spend my time talking about these things.
All of us, Mr. Speaker, we would much rather be
spending our time on more productive things.
But you know what it requires for us to get to
the productive stage, Mr. Speaker? A little bit of truth
and a little bit of honesty, a little bit of forthrightness
and a little bit of that transparency that the One Bermuda Alliance liked to speak about before the election, but has been found lacking in so many different
cases since we have been up here in this House, Mr.
Speaker.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I want to go to what happened earlier today. Because, and as I said, when I
th
spoke on the Motion to Adjourn on February 14 , it is
my belief that it is time for the Premier of this country
to go. I said that then, Mr. Speaker, and I say it again
today.
And, Mr. Speaker, let me expound on that.
Because it was interesting. We had a Neighbourhood
Watch meeting in my constituency. And we were lookth
ing on the wall. It was right after the February 14 and
all the kerfuffle that happened in this Honourable
Chamber. And there was a sign on the wall at West
Pembroke. And it was a sign for students. And it said,
If you always tell the truth, you don’t have to remember what you said. That was the sign on the wall and
what it said, Mr. Speaker.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I think that a lot of Members should heed that statement, because in my view,
Mr. Speaker, it is very difficult to prejudice yourself if
you tell the truth. If you be honest and forthright, there
should not ever be an issue in telling the truth, especially, Mr. Speaker, in this Parliament. And so that is
why, Mr. Speaker, I have to wonder why the people’s
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representatives continue to be stonewalled by the
Honourable Premier.
Mr. Speaker, we work for the people of whom
we represent. The Honourable Cabinet Ministers, we
just passed a resolution for payment. That money
comes out of taxpayers’ funds. When I stand up here
and ask questions, Mr. Speaker, I am asking questions on behalf of the 1,200 voters in my constituency
whom I represent. That is who the questions are coming from, Mr. Speaker. The questions should not be
met with contempt. The questions should be met with
the fact that I represent 1,200 Bermudians and I, as
their representative, am asking a question in my capacity.
TRAVEL TO WASHINGTON, DC, BY PREMIER,
MINISTER OF TOURISM AND ATTORNEY GENERAL
Mr. E. David Burt: And, Mr. Speaker, we have to remember that Parliament is supreme. So we have seen
serious allegations made in this House and other
places, which have been met with silence. We have
seen questions, legitimate questions about behaviour
in public office, Mr. Speaker, met by the Premier of
this country by effectively pleading the Fifth in front of
Parliament, refusing to prejudice himself, refusing to
answer questions, saying that the answers are in the
public domain. Really, Mr. Speaker!
But what was more shocking than what happened is the same individual who was providing the
Honourable Premier with the advice not to say anything answers the same question that the Premier,
that he told the Premier not to answer!
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: It was extraordinary! I mean, Mr.
Speaker, we spent 10 minutes trying to get an answer
out of the Premier that took the Honourable Attorney
General 10 seconds.
The Speaker: Right. And, Honourable Member, that
question was answered. The question was answered.
Mr. E. David Burt: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, how much time do I have left?
How much time do I have left, Mr. Speaker?
The Speaker: Oh, sorry. Eight minutes.
Mr. E. David Burt: Okay. All right.
So, Mr. Speaker, now, here is what also happened in this session of Parliament, Mr. Speaker. Because we found out that last year when the Premier
made his Ministerial Statement on this exchange-ofinformation trip, he misled you, he misled all of us,
and he misled the people of Bermuda when he gave
his Personal Explanation. He said that there were
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three people who went on this Government delegation. And now we all know, based on responses to
written questions, based on responses from the front
bench, based on interviews on the radio, that that was
not the truth, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, do you know what happens if
you type the following into a Google search? And I
quote, Mr. Speaker, “omission of fact.” Can you guess
what is the first thing that comes up, Mr. Speaker?
An Hon. Member: Lies.
Mr. E. David Burt: Thank you. I have heard it in the
Chamber, so I do not have to repeat it myself, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: No. Do not you repeat it. Do not you
repeat it.
Mr. E. David Burt: I am not going to repeat it, Mr.
Speaker. But that is what happens when we have . . .
If you type “omission of fact,” this is . . . Mr. Speaker,
this is a true fact.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, yes. I think you
are going a little too far.
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Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: The individual that he
seems to be talking about is not a private business
partner. He is not a business partner of mine. He is
misleading the public!
The Speaker: Yes, thank you.
Carry on.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, it would have been a
lot easier for me to know exactly what the relationship
was if the Premier would have answered the questions when they were asked to him.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. E. David Burt: No, Mr. Speaker, and I hear
statements about, Stop guessing. Mr. Speaker, if he
said it was in the public domain, which he said was
the answer to the question earlier, well, in the public
domain, it is said the business partner. So when he
closes this debate, maybe he would like to explain the
true nature of the relationship. Maybe he would like to
take that opportunity, Mr. Speaker. But I find it incredibly curious that the Premier—

Mr. E. David Burt: I have got you, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker! Point of order, Mr. Speaker!

The Speaker: You are going a little too far.

The Speaker: All right. Yes.

Mr. E. David Burt: But I have got you, Mr. Speaker. I
am with you.
But, Mr. Speaker, I think we can all agree that
the Premier’s statements that he made last year had
an omission of fact. And I think we can all agree with
that, Mr. Speaker, that it had an omission of fact.
Some Hon. Members: Yes!
Mr. E. David Burt: That is what the standard of which
we have in this Parliament, Mr. Speaker. And we hear
coming from the Government benches, as I have said,
What is wrong with this? What is wrong with omitting
facts when he speaks to the people’s Parliament?
What is wrong with it? How are you trying to make a
scandal out of an omission of fact? What is wrong with
the Premier not answering questions of Parliament?
What is wrong with breaking the Ministerial [Code] of
Conduct? What is wrong with taking your private business partner on a trip to meet a developer—
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. Yes. Premier?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Misleading the public. To
suggest “the true nature”? What is he suggesting?
What is the allegation here?
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you, Premier. Thank
you.
Honourable Member, let us not impute improper—
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker, I will
tell you—
The Speaker: That is not—
Mr. E. David Burt: I will tell you exactly . . . I will tell
you exactly what I am seeking, Mr. Speaker. I am only
seeking for the Premier to answer the questions of
which have been asked on numerous occasions in
this House. That is it. So when the Premier will answer the questions, then we will not have—we will not
have to guess. We will not have to assume. We will
not have to question. The fact of the matter is that I do
not know what the relationship between the Premier
and Mr. Stephen DaCosta is. I do not know.
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And so when the Premier decides to share
with this Honourable House, then I will know. But until
the Premier tells us himself, Mr. Speaker, then I do
not know. And this country does not know. And if the
Premier is comfortable with people making assumptions about the relationship, then that is on him, Mr.
Speaker. That is not on me.
But let me continue, Mr. Speaker, because
there was some other comedy that we heard earlier
today. We heard comedy that said that this Mr.
Stephen DaCosta was not meant to be in the meetings! Oh, my goodness! So he went on the plane, but
he was not meant to be in the meeting. But then we
hear that a question came up about golf, and then he
got called into the meeting!
Mr. Speaker, how did he get to the meeting
site? Did he bum a ride in that limousine?
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questions. And we have seen the 19 Members of the
One Bermuda Alliance, who sit in this House, say that
is acceptable behaviour. And, Mr. Speaker, we have
seen and come to know that the Premier of this country has misled this Parliament and has omitted facts
when he gave statements to this House. And the 19
Members of the One Bermuda Alliance, or the 18
other Members of the One Bermuda Alliance, who sit
in this Parliament, believe that that is acceptable behaviour for the Leader of the party and the leader of
this country.
Mr. Speaker, I do not believe it is acceptable.
My colleagues do not believe it is acceptable. And
most of the people in this country do not believe it is
acceptable. And that is why, Mr. Speaker, I repeat the
th
statement of which I said on February 14 : It is time
for the Premier to do the honourable thing and step
aside. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

[Inaudible interjections, laughter and desk thumping]
Mr. E. David Burt: Come on, Mr. Speaker! We cannot
be taken. This is not funny. This is the standard of
behaviour of which we get from the front benches of
this country. And they had the temerity to come here,
Mr. Speaker, and say that for some reason we should
not be standing up and asking for better behaviour?
Really, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, let me close. Let me close. Let
me close, because we hear from the Honourable Attorney General, who just took his seat, that this did not
happen. This did not happen! Mr. Speaker, nobody
knows what happened. And that, Mr. Speaker, is part
of the problem. But I can tell you what did happen
over this last session of Parliament, Mr. Speaker.
Here is what happened. The Honourable Premier,
who works for the people of this country, tried to block
journalists from attending his press conference.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Premier?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: The Honourable Member
is misleading the House. I did not and have never
blocked anyone from the media. Again, misleading the
public! Stretching!
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Premier.
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I will move on because the 19 Members of the One Bermuda Alliance
who sit in this House felt that that was okay.
Mr. Speaker, we have seen over this last session of Parliament the Premier refused to answer

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Would any other Honourable Members care to
speak?
The Chair will recognise the Minister of Finance. Minister Bob Richards, you have got the floor.
PROGRESSIVE LABOUR PARTY BUDGET
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I thank the Leader of the
Opposition for giving me a chance to speak.
Mr. Speaker, I have just a few things to say
here. We have heard a lot of sound and fury from the
other side about a trip to Washington, DC, that as far
as I can tell, has signified nothing. No deals were
made, no transactions were conducted. Conversations happened, I guess. And we have been accused
of obfuscating the truth and lack of integrity. And
those are serious charges.
But I find these comments to be very hypocritical, very hypocritical. I looked in this Budget Book,
Mr. Speaker, this is last year’s Budget Book, actually.
And I very quickly came across an example of misleading the House and the public, not misleading in a
way that does not have anything to do with anything,
but actually has something to do with real money.
The last year the administration of the PLP, in
the budget, they have here that the interest on debt in
2011/12 was $70 million, and that the budgeted interest the next year was $35 million—$35 million! Now,
Mr. Speaker, this is an example of misleading the
public. And we are not talking about misleading the
public on some speculative trip that signifies nothing.
They are misleading the public on the amount of interest that is being paid by the Government of this
country. It was deliberate, Mr. Speaker, a deliberate
deception.
So I do not want to hear any hypocritical noise
from them about integrity. It is certainly the pot calling
the kettle black, except in this case, it is real money. It
is real money. It is not some imagined deal. I know,
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Mr. Speaker, a trip on a private jet sounds a lot sexier
than, you know, $35 [million] to $40 million. But I am
sorry. This is concrete. And what they have been talking about is imaginary. It really is.
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and said, You are taking money out of this pot! So
how exactly is it deception if everyone knows what is
going on?
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, thank
you, Honourable Member.

[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: And the Honourable
Member—thank you, honourable colleague—the
Honourable Member was Junior Minister at the time,
where they strove to obfuscate the truth and show that
the interest that the Government was paying on debt
was a whole lot less than it really was. They took it out
of another pot—they took it out of another pot so that
the headline numbers here were misleading. You
know, if a person who was not an analyst would look
at this thing, they would get the wrong impression.
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Minister, please take
your seat.
Carry on.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: The Honourable Member is misleading the House. I do not understand how there
could be a question as to where the money came from
when at the very bottom of the page it says where the
money came from.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Minister?
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The average Joe, Mr.
Speaker, would not be looking at the bottom of the
page. He would be looking at this number. And they
would be looking at the budget deficit number, which
is also about $40 million less than it really is. Right?
That little note at the bottom does not change the
headline numbers.
So we are talking about deliberate deception
of the public.
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. Point
of order.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member
is correct, Mr. Speaker, because I was the one who
pointed out the deception. I pointed out the deception.
Yes, that is right. I sat in that chair and pointed out the
deception. Because the deception was pointed out,
Mr. Speaker, it does not mean that the deception did
not happen! I mean, come on. Give me a break!
And this is a hallmark of their Government,
Mr. Speaker, basically. So all of the comments from
them about something that signified nothing, you
know, if they can show the public or anybody that this
trip to DC resulted in the spending or the taking of one
cent, then it would be signifying at least one cent. But
you know what, Mr. Speaker? What I am seeing here
is a deception of tens of millions of dollars—as a matter of fact, $50 million.
So, you know, let us get our feet back on the
ground and start to talk about real things. Because
while the Opposition is having themselves some fun at
the expense of my Leader, the situation on the
ground—the situation on the ground, Mr. Speaker,
particularly the situation on the ground when we took
over the Government, the situation that they left is the
situation that has caused the Premier, has caused the
Attorney General, and has caused the Tourism Minister to try to find solutions to the problems that were
left.
They do not like to hear that. But, Mr.
Speaker, the Bermudian people are living the results
of their mistakes. They are living the results of their
mistakes.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: You caused a lot of the
recession, yes, Honourable Member. That is correct.
Yes, thank you very much for that intro. You caused a
lot of it. Not all of it, but a lot of it. That is right.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is right. That is right.
Everybody else, Mr. Speaker, has come out of the
recession except Bermuda. Right? So, I mean, you
know, that is the deal.

The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Member.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I would find it hard
for the Honourable Minister of Finance to say “deliberate deception of the public” when, at whatever point
in time budgets were put forward, it was stated exactly
where the money came from. And that Member got up

[Gavel]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, Mr. Speaker, we are
here to do the people’s business. The Honourable
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Member talked about how we cut this and we cut that
and we cut the other in this Budget. Yes. We had to
cut some spending because the other side were
spending like drunken sailors—spending like drunken
sailors. And, you know, the facts speak for themselves. They took a budget deficit of $165 million and
turned it almost into $2 billion! I mean, that speaks for
itself.
When we took over the Government last year,
Mr. Speaker, my honourable colleague, who is not
here, the Honourable Minister Trevor Moniz, had to
spend around $20 million in capital expenditures to fix
a dock in Dockyard that was already almost 100 per
cent over budget! And we still needed to spend another $20 million on that. But those are realities.
These are not imaginary things that went on in a room
or imaginary things that went on in a jet plane. These
are real facts. This is real taxpayers’ money that has
been spent on things that they did, messes that they
made that we have to clean up.
So, yes, I have cut spending. We have to cut
spending. But that is so that we can cut this deficit,
Mr. Speaker. We came in promising to cut deficits and
to try to reduce the debt. Before we can reduce the
debt, we have got to cut deficits. It is as simple as
that. It is not rocket science.
So we have to do some cutting. Yes, we have
to grow the economy, too. That is why my colleagues
were on a plane trying to explore possibilities. They
were trying to explore possibilities. You know? I have
been on plenty of planes, Mr. Speaker, to try to explore new possibilities to try to bring new business to
this country. And quite frankly, Mr. Speaker, I will
never apologise for doing that. Never apologise for
doing that, because that is what we are here for!
Just to remind Honourable Members that the
way we get out of this mess, as we have said 1,000
times and we say it again, is to try to grow the economy and cut spending. We have got to do both. And
that is what we are trying to do. The efforts—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: That is right. We have
been put in a very deep hole by the other party while
they were in power. And we are trying very hard to get
out of that.
NEED TO RAISE THE LEVEL OF DEBATE
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So, you know, we hear a
lot of rhetoric. But the truth is, Mr. Speaker, that we
need to concentrate on real things here, not the foolishness that I am hearing. We hear a lot of silly stuff.
And quite frankly, a lot of it borders on character assassination. I admire the Honourable Attorney General who spoke earlier. He shied away from that. But
there is nothing shy insofar as the other side is con-
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cerned when it comes to character assassinating.
They are very, very happy to do that.
Because that seems to be the only suit that
they have in their hand of cards, Mr. Speaker. The
only suit that they have is character assassination. We
are not hearing anything concrete. We are not hearing
any real useful ideas insofar as the budget was concerned, Mr. Speaker. Their idea of deficit reduction
was to spend more money. I mean, I do not know how
that works. But in my mind, that does not work!
[Crosstalk]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: You know? It does not
work. So we have not had the kind of debate that the
people of Bermuda were expecting! We have not had
it. I said this to you on the street, I think over lunch,
Mr. Speaker. One of the things I noticed is, it is not a
litmus test, but I am just making the observation, that
the level of debate in this House has been such of late
that you do not even see any reporters in here anymore. You do not see any reporters in here anymore.
You do not see any reports—even if they are not here,
they could be sitting in front of a radio somewhere.
You do not see any reports of the late sessions of this
House in the newspaper. You do not see it!
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Because the level of debate is often not worth reporting! It is just not worth
reporting.
You know, this is not a good thing when, you
know, we are up here for hours talking about stuff,
and the media do not think what we are saying up
here is worth reporting. It is because all of the character assassination really is not worth reporting.
So we really need to get down to the problems of the people of Bermuda. The people of Bermuda have a problem with jobs. There are not enough
of them. We have lost 5,000 to 7,000 people in this
Island, and the economy is set up to service more
people than we have. So businesses are not thriving.
They are not hiring. These are the problems that we
need to be talking about. We need to be having ideas
about how to solve these problems instead of throwing grenades at other Members, personal grenades! It
just is not helpful. It is not useful. It is not progressive!
It does not move us forward!
The only purpose is to destroy. That is the
only purpose.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: It is just political rhetoric,
Mr. Speaker. And we know we always have political
rhetoric here. But I have not been in this House as
long as you, Mr. Speaker, but I have never witnessed
anything like this. I have never witnessed anything like
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this. And it is not in the interest of the Bermudian people. It is not in the interest. It is not becoming. It is not
in the interest of the Bermudian people. I would hate
to have somebody that I know come from abroad and
sit there and listen to the level of debate that we have
had in this House recently. It would be embarrassing!
It would be embarrassing! It really would be embarrassing.
So we need to get back to helping people with
jobs. We need to arrest the business exodus. We tried
to pass some measures today for that. We need to try
to grow business in this country. We need to try to get
the civil service reformed. We need to try to get some
capital projects going in this country without incurring
any Government debt. And we need to help the many
Bermudians who have mortgages that are under water. That is what we need to be doing. That is what we
need to be talking about. That is what we need to be
debating.
We need to forget about this useless and very
shameful and embarrassing type of rhetoric that we
have been hearing from the other side, rhetoric that is
so hypocritical—so hypocritical. I just used this one
example of this deception in this budget because I
knew it was something concrete that I could point to,
Mr. Speaker. But, you know, I mean, we could start
talking about . . . The ultimate deception was the
Uighurs—the ultimate deception. That former Premier
deceived his own party and the whole of Bermuda!
So, you know, they have got a long history of this.
So this is a classic case of the pot calling the
kettle black. And it serves nothing. It signifies nothing.
We need to get back to the people’s business of this
House, and I hope we do that when we return in May.
Thank you.

into a very vituperative and environment characterised
by extreme animus, he need look no further than the
mirror represented by his own party and their support
base, particularly the shock troops on the blocks! You
know, the former private school students who were on
there as if they have no other thing to do with their
lives but attack and denigrate Members of the Progressive Labour Party and black Bermudians at that!
Come on!

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will now recognise the Honourable
Member Rolfe Commissiong.

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Now, of course, next week
they will be using the term here and that—

[Inaudible interjections and general uproar]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, lest we forget
the apology offered, I would contend sincerely by a
Junior Minister for a comment that I dare not repeat
on this floor of the House! Lest we not forget!
The Speaker: Yes. Do not repeat it, please.
TRAVEL TO WASHINGTON, DC, BY PREMIER,
MINISTER OF TOURISM AND ATTORNEY GENERAL
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: I will not repeat it, Mr.
Speaker.
Members, all we want on this side of the
House, Mr. Speaker, is for the Premier to answer
questions forthright and honestly. Is that too much to
ask? The term I think that I heard earlier was “bizarre,”
the word I heard, because on two occasions the Premier literally was thrown under the bus by—
The Speaker: Honourable Member, we are going
over stuff that we have been over that already. Come
on!

[Laughter]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, I heard the
term “hypocrisy” uttered at least three or four times
over the last hour and a half. Mr. Speaker, the political
hypocrisy of the Government—
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: —knows no bounds.
I only did that because it was only last week
or week before last I used that same phrase, with the
Members here voiced significant opposition to me using that phrase.

The Speaker: Honourable Member! Come on. Honourable Member, you know better than that.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Directly contradicted by two
Ministers who, one via a talk show and the other one
on the floor of the House today, I must give him some
credit, answered questions that the Premier himself—
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker. Point of order, Mr. Speaker.—
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: —refused to answer.

[Inaudible interjections and crosstalk]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Can we remember that?
Mr. Speaker, I think, to use a tired cliché, that
the Finance Minister somewhat protests a little too
much. Because if you want to talk about the descent

Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Point of order, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes.
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Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: What is the point of order?
JOBS LOST
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: The Member is misleading
the public. There have been no contradictions by
Honourable Members on this side of the House.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Well, with respect to the
Honourable Tourism Minister—
The Speaker: Let me just say one thing to the whole
House just so we bring all of this into perspective.
Honourable Members, there is a Rule in
Standing Orders that goes like this: [Standing Order
19(11)(c)] “It shall be out of order to attempt to reconsider any specific questions upon which the House
has come to a conclusion during the current session
. . .”
So where the question was asked this morning and the Premier did not answer it, I think the question was answered by the Attorney General. So the
question was answered by the Attorney General. And
so the answer was given.
So I want us to . . .
Just sit down, Honourable Member!

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: But I just want to add this
here. With respect to the issues of the economy, I believe, and I have said this before, that the OBA Government has failed to take into enough consideration
that the same global trends which are undermining
robust growth and which are contributing to historically
high levels of unemployment in America and in
Europe are having the same sort of impact here. I believe that those sets of conditions will also impede
their ability to jump-start this economy in the way that
they have been positing—
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: —within this House and
amongst the Bermudian people.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, Honourable
Member.
Yes, Minister.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]

An Hon. Member: He thinks he is in charge.

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member
is clearly misleading the House. Levels of unemployment in all major countries are coming down. The
level of unemployment in the United States is 6.7 per
cent. You know, with what he is saying, he is just misstating facts.

[Crosstalk]

The Speaker: All right. Thank you.

[Pause]

Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: So he has got to make an
argument based on facts.

[Laughter]
The Speaker: I am not finished!

The Speaker: Sit down. Yes. Yes.
No. I just do not want us to be continually going over the same thing that we have been over already. I mean, we have clearly articulated what your
concern is. I think it has been very clear that all Members have expressed what their concern is in this regard. The matter, I believe, has been well handled.
So if you can continue on, Member, and try
and just be careful.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, I will conclude
my remarks on that subject by saying that, by reiterating that on two occasions, in response to the Premier’s failure to answer questions, those questions
have been supplied by two of his Ministers.
Now, with respect to the Honourable Finance
Minister, much of this issue which he has found so
unpleasant, some of this could have been avoided by
a more forthright attitude with respect to the questions
that were posed to him by the Premier. And I will
leave it at that, Mr. Speaker.

The Speaker: Thank you, Minister.
Carry on.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, unemployment has come down very slowly in the US, and in
some other countries in Europe it has remained
somewhat stubbornly high. Some people are speculating that this may be the new normal in Western
economies and in the developed economies.
My main point is that while they are busy
pointing fingers at the PLP’s management of this
economy and attributing the total blame for the economic problems of this country upon the former PLP
Government, they are taking their eyes off the very
real structural and competitive issues that Bermuda
faces—
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: Point of order. Point of
order, Mr. Speaker.
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The Speaker: Honourable Member.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: —which has nothing—
The Speaker: Honourable Member! Honourable
Member, please.
Yes, your point of order?
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: The Honourable Member
is misleading the House. Not 10 minutes ago I said
“partially.” And he says “totally.”
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ability and competitiveness of Bermuda and its economy. And we must take acknowledgement of that.
All outsourcing trends that have continued
here over the last 10 years have contributed to this.
The growth of technological change has contributed to
this. And pointing fingers at the PLP is not going to get
us to where we need to get to. The Honourable Minister knows better than that, and you Members over
there, the Honourable Members, should know better,
as well.
Mr. Speaker, we really want to work with this
team here, with the OBA Government, in bringing
about progressive change for Bermuda’s economy!
[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: All right. Absolutely.
Hon. E. T. (Bob) Richards: I never said that the total
responsibility . . . But he has turned this around and
said that I said that. I did not say that!
The Speaker: Thanks. Thank you.
Carry on.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Mr. Speaker, all I will say is
that I will impress upon the Members here, all of us,
that Bermuda has some very real structural problems
which have been exacerbated by global trends.
Now, if they want to keep demonising the PLP
Government over this issue, they can go right ahead.
But it will not enable them, I think, to make the necessary changes and put in place the necessary plans to
really substantially alter the trajectory of this economy.
They have been in Government for 14 months. That is
not a long time, I know. But certainly, their record thus
far has been mixed.
We know that only yesterday or the day before yesterday, Senator Fahy, still indulging in (what I
term) a misplaced optimism, made the claim that a
1 per cent increase in growth in Bermuda’s economy
was cause for celebratory optimism. I do not think so,
Mr. Speaker, because the same study that he took
that figure from also revealed that over 9 per cent of
black Bermudians are unemployed, in contrast to only
3 per cent roughly, approximately, of white Bermudians. And if we hold that 9 per cent unemployment of
black Bermudians it has to mean that, for our young
people, that figure has to be up to around between
15 [per cent] and 20 per cent. That is usually the trend
that we are seeing in other parts of the world.
Moreover, on the employment survey numbers, last year alone during the first full year of an
OBA Government we had over 900 jobs lost. Am I
going to blame the OBA for that? No.
[Inaudible interjections]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: We know that there are
significant global trends which are impacting the vi-

Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: And we believe that we can
do it! But it is going to take both sides, I think, taking a
good look (to use that term again) in the mirror. Rein
in some of our worst instincts of late, because we
have been guilty of some of it, as well, and endeavour
to work together for the betterment of Bermuda.
I just hope, Mr. Speaker, that this can represent a turning point so that when we come back in
May we can have a more prudent, a more jaundiced .
. . not jaundiced . . . I should say, a more progressive
culture here in this House that will allow us to work
better on behalf of all of our people.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you. Thank you,
Honourable Member.
The Chair recognises the Deputy Speaker.
You have the floor.
BANKS SHOULD OWN UP TO RESPONSIBLITY
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. I actually am not a night person, but I am
going to do the best I can to try and actually stay focused.
But the first thing I have to say is, My, my, my!
I would rather not take a look in the mirror, but I would
rather that everyone listen to themselves. Because if
you listened to yourselves, you would be a bit embarrassed. That being said, I had to giggle to myself, because I left the room and went into the kitchen for a
second when I heard, The Finance Minister doth protest too much. Well, I kind of think that is what I just
heard that last speaker [do]. He sounded like he was
protesting far too much.
But anyway, that is not why I stood to my feet
this evening. I stood to my feet this evening to represent an issue that the people we represent are dealing
with. And it is not these political games. It is not. It is
the reality of their real life. It is, let us just say . . . I am
going to quote from the Finance Minister, who said it
just moments ago. “Let us . . . talk about the real
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things.” Mr. Speaker, [let us talk about] the real things
that are affecting our people.
One of them is something that we as politicians have very little ability to fix or change. But I am
hoping that by my standing here today—and I know I
will have a chorus; I am quite sure because I have
heard it, not only from Members in this House, but
members in the community—it is about time that people stood up, stood strong against some of these financial institutions. And, Mr. Speaker, that is why I am
standing to my feet today. I am not a friend of a bank,
and I do not intend to stand here as a friend of a bank.
I stand here as a friend of the people. And that is what
I would like to see our finance facilities be—friends of
the people.
Mr. Speaker, I downloaded a copy of the Ministerial Statement by the Minister of Finance, Paula
th
Cox. And this was dated the 6 of March 2009. I am in
support of her. I am not criticising the statement. But I
just want to put out there that the people of Bermuda
have not forgotten what the Government of Bermuda
have done for them and what we expect for the banks
to do for the people in return.
If I may, Mr. Speaker, to ask you if I can quote
a few lines? Thank you.
The second line of this Ministerial Statement
was, “The Government of Bermuda committed to assist the Bank of N. T. Butterfield & Son Limited . . .”
That was a commitment. Now I want to see that commitment to the people. They made this commitment as
a result of a “national interest and in the true spirit of
public–private partnership, the Government of Bermuda has agreed to support the bank’s offering of a
$20 million [sic] preference share issue—”
[Inaudible interjections]
Mrs. Suzann Roberts-Holshouser: Sorry, $200 million. Thank you very much. I told you we would get all
together here.
“. . . preference share issue by guaranteeing
the principal of, and dividend payments on . . . Government has committed to purchase any preference
shares from the offering . . .” And this was to protect
bank depositors. “The Bermuda Government guarantee is seen to have real add-on value.” There was a
reason why we did this. “We are living in extraordinary
times and therefore extraordinary but purposeful actions will be required to maintain our collective confidence as a community . . .” These are all good reasons why we held up the bank.
But, Mr. Speaker, I am standing here because
this is just one of many. There was a couple who
spent their life, as many others in Bermuda, to finally
have a home of their own. Everything was going fine.
In 2005, they secured their mortgage from the bank
(the Bank of N. T. Butterfield, I might say). Then, of
course, as we have heard this evening, we all know
how the economy has changed. One partner lost his
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job, but the wife was able to maintain her job for a little
while. Needless to say where I am going, and I do not
want to break down this whole story because we have
all heard it before. The banks took their house from
them.
But it was not just about their house. The reason why this is important to me is that this family was
able to organise. Even though they were in debt and
even though they were very grateful to the banks for
holding off in calling in their mortgage and taking over,
this couple was able to organise a contract, a contract
that would enable them to change their once-upon-atime home—which they let to rent for an income. Then
they had an individual come forward and say, I want
to re-purpose your home. And I am prepared to sign a
lease for this. But this is what you need to do.
So this couple went about knowing, of course,
that the banks were looking for their money, but knowing also that with a signed lease in their pocket the
banks would recognise that they were coming to an
end of having an empty bank account here. These
individuals are going to be able to start paying back
their loan because they have got a backer, they have
got a lease, and they have got a contract. And the
homeowners are going, Thank God. We do not want
to carry this burden. We are upstanding citizens. We
want to be able to pay our debt. And, of course, with
the signed contract, we will be able to do that.
Mr. Speaker, short of maybe a day or so after
they went to court and they got an extension (they had
asked for 60 days, but they only got 30 days) they
were just about getting their permit to be able to have
this new facility take over their lease when the banks
sent the bailiff to take over ownership of the home.
What I am trying to say here today is, while
we in this House can do what we can, we have seen
under the One Bermuda Alliance the ability for individuals to get discounts in the grocery stores. We
have tried, and we will continue to endeavour to ensure that BELCO is looking at how our bills can be
reduced. I do not recall that being done before, but it
was done by the One Bermuda Alliance, and we will
continue to fight that battle.
It is time, Mr. Speaker, that the banks own up
to their responsibility and do what the Government of
the day did. The Government of the day assisted the
banks. Now it is time that the banks assist the good
people of Bermuda. And with that, Mr. Speaker, I take
my seat.
[Desk thumping]
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair recognises the Leader of the Opposition. MP Marc Bean, you have the floor.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and
good morning.
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The Speaker: Good morning.
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teeth. Our lawsuits have teeth. Our lawsuits have
teeth, brother. We do not use it as a sham.

CONDUCT OF OBA
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, I will start off
earlier in this Motion to Adjourn. The Deputy Premier
screamed out and spoke of the need for proof because in jest we said, Do not worry. If the Deputy
Premier stands up after midnight we still guarantee,
regardless of what he says, that come Monday morning it is more than likely it will be on the front page.
And he said, No! Show me the proof! Show me the
proof! Show me the proof!
I found it funny because in the last two weeks,
Mr. Speaker . . . last Friday the Royal Gazette had two
articles on the front page [about] the Deputy Premier
and the former Ombudsman, and one article on me—
night-and-day articles, too. But the Deputy Premier
was promoted as . . . well, the way the report indicated it should be promoted.
But then the week prior, Mr. Speaker, the
Deputy Premier was caught with a live microphone
using language that is unparliamentary, but human.
An Hon. Member: F-gate.
[Laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: All right. Right.
But even if it is F-gate, I acknowledge that
everyone up here is human, you know. Outside the
Chamber, inside the Chamber, we are still human. So,
understood. Right? But it was language that should
disdain to democracy and to voters in this country who
are trying to hold to account a Government that backtracked on one of their promises.
Now, if any of us were caught on this side of
the aisle using that type of language, being so disdainful to voters, guaranteed it would have been front
page for a whole month—a whole month.
So one moment, you see the selective political arm, the Royal Gazette, promoting when the opportunity is there to promote, and then hiding and protecting when it is required. It is not a conspiracy; it is
reality. Everyone can see it. And by the way, all of a
sudden, of late, I have taken crazy interest in the
Royal Gazette and Bermuda press holdings. I have
even gone online and looked for the annual reports to
look at their balance sheet. It is interesting to me all of
a sudden, very interesting.
Hon. Michael H. Dunkley: Is that because of lawsuits?

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, the Minister of Finance
got up earlier and he was speaking about, you know,
the Kumbaya talk. Once they are under pressure, they
are backed into the corner, eventually they resort to
the Kumbaya. Let us get along, and they make it
seem as if we are doing something wrong when really
that is why we need cameras up here so the public
can really see what is going on. They really could see
what is going on.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: But the reality is, Mr. Speaker,
I am sure even yourself, with your considered experience in this Honourable Chamber, the One Bermuda
Alliance has given us ammo. If they actually were doing something productive to uplift the people in this
country, then the discourse in this Chamber would be
at that level. But the level of discourse is reflective of
the level of their governance. That is what it is. They
give us ammo. Week after week after week, sometimes it is so much that we get overwhelmed. Well,
look. Let’s not talk about this this week. Let’s wait to a
couple of weeks later. Because our cup overflows with
foolishness from the OBA! It is so much week after
week. It really is a reflection. I just put it off to incompetence. That is all, Mr. Speaker.
And then, my favourite Learned Attorney
General, my favourite Learned Attorney General gets
up and says, Hand over heart, hand over heart . . .
And you know what “hand over heart” means? That is
loyalty. You know, that is serious. He says, Hand over
heart, we will get things done! Hand over heart, you
will get things done? When I was expecting the Attorney General to say, Hand over heart, going forward,
we will show a higher degree of integrity and honour.
Going forward, hand over heart, we are not going to
break promises. Hand over heart, we are not going to
be descending and actually revealing that the One
Bermuda Alliance is the worst Government we have
seen since 1968.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: All right. I am sorry, I am
sorry, I am sorry. The worst Government we have
seen since 1945, Mr. Speaker.
[Laughter]

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, one thing about
lawsuits, as the Deputy Premier just chirped out, Is
that because the lawsuit? . . . One thing about lawsuits on this side [is that] we do not use it to suppress
information getting out to the public. Our lawsuits have

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Mr. Speaker, that is the year
you were born? No way, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: I just look good, Honourable Member.
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The Speaker: It has been. Yes, it has been, Honourable Member. Has been, has been.

[Laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Okay, Mr. Speaker. You
know, one thing, I think we all look good up here this
evening, Mr. Speaker.
But the Attorney General got one thing right.
When the Attorney General was referring to my
Shadow Attorney General and MP Glenn Blakeney for
giving credit to him getting up and admitting that there
was someone in this meeting, the Jetgate meeting,
everyone was complimenting him from his side. But I
think he picked it up right. It was nothing but sarcasm.
Trust me, it was sarcasm. We did not have to huddle
and hatch a plot. Not at all. It is easier than that. It was
sarcasm because it actually took 12 months, actually
st
364 days. If this is the 21 , they came back on the
nd
22 . So, it was 364 days for them to finally admit—to
finally admit—the truth!
So, of course, you should not take that as a
compliment. I could give a little bit more compliment to
the Honourable and Learned Member, the Minister of
Tourism, because a few weeks ago, backed up in the
corner, he was like, Look. Hey, this is the truth” And
bam! The same time the Premier was blocking journalists from entering his press conference, and then
invited the press in and then did not take questions
from them. The same day. So a credit to the Minister
of Tourism for being the first bearer of truth out of the
One Bermuda Alliance Government.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I sure do.
But the funny thing about it, Mr. Speaker, in
all, when I heard the discourse and narrative comment
from the One Bermuda Alliance it appeared that they
had convinced themselves that there will be no ramifications for Jetgate. They are trying to convince us and
the public that there are going to be no ramifications
for it. And that is a miscalculation, Mr. Speaker, very
much a miscalculation.
You know, what happened on that 48-hour trip
that you had a five-hour meeting? What actually happened after that five-hour meeting? Because if they
have got a private jet, you can come and go. They
have got that access.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, let us not get into
it.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Nope.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Honourable Member, it has been. So
let us—
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It was a five-hour meeting—
The Speaker: Keep it . . . careful.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —but a 48-hour shindig.
Boy, I feel like letting you all know what happened on that shindig. But I will leave it to the Premier.
But then, in the midst of all of this skulduggery—not the Jetgate, but the governance of the
OBA, period—we see in response the subtle form of
what I term to be economic terrorism directed towards
Members of this side.
I saw that MP Zane De Silva had (what was
it?)—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: —a planning application in
the back pages of the Royal Gazette, the only planning application in big, bold print. Unbelievable! Like,
Look! Get your attention. This is Zane! I am doing
something! Economic terrorism.
But then I have to ask myself, you know the
world is wrong. And this is not the 1960s or the 1970s.
So why would people try to practice economic terrorism when all we are doing is politically holding them to
account? Should we take time out to discuss the relationships (since people are putting out there about
relationships)? There is a building across from
Butterfield Bank on Reid Street called Jardine House,
that has Colonial Insurance located within them. Jardine House is owned by Jardine Matheson. Shall I
take time to explain the relationship of Jardine Matheson and those who occupy Jardine House?
An Hon. Member: Common knowledge.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, it is not.
An Hon. Member: It is.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: But this has actually never
been raised.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, you have to go on the
Internet.

The Speaker: Let us not get into—
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: This topic has never been
raised.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, of course, it has been
that way. Absolutely. I totally agree with the Honour-
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able Member, Dr. Gibbons, that it is common knowledge and it is a relationship that has gone on for
years. Not centuries, but decades and decades. It is
an age-old relationship, a fundamental relationship, a
fundamental relationship! Yes, Dr. Gibbons, a core
relationship.

motives. He knows exactly what he is doing, and he
should withdraw it.

Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: Is there something
wrong with it?

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well, I do not know what our
elders would have described it as in the 1960s and
the 1970s when their mortgages were pulled.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No! Nothing wrong with it at
all, because as far as I am concerned, business relations are business relations. I am just . . . See, obviously, Mr. Speaker, some people on that side do not
really know, they do not really understand. If they did,
they would not be chirping like that!
An Hon. Member: Exactly.
An Hon. Member: So what?
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: See my point? Some people
think they know fine and think they know economics.
The Speaker: Just speak to the Speaker.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: But they really do not know
how the world is run. But to Dr. Gibbons’ credit, he
knows what is going on.
An Hon. Member: What is going on?
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Ask Dr. Gibbons, man. Get
learned up!
So, I could mention other Members who are
business persons in the One Bermuda Alliance. I
could mention it. Right? Because my point is this—
economic terrorism, right?
The Speaker: Honourable Member, stay away from
“economic terrorism.”
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No, no, no! Listen, Mr.
Speaker!
The Speaker: Stay away from that term, please,
Honourable Member.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No!
The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Member, I am not
going to allow that term, not “economic terrorism.”
POINT OF ORDER
[Unparliamentary language and imputing improper
motives]
Dr. the Hon. E. Grant Gibbons: He should withdraw
that. That Honourable Member is imputing improper

The Speaker: Yes, thank you.
Honourable Member, you are not going to use
that term anymore.

An Hon. Member: Oh, come on.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Oh, come on!
Mr. Speaker, can you recall in the 1960s and
1970s when people who represented the Progressive
Labour Party had their mortgages pulled? Now, I do
not know what they called it then, but I know what we
could describe it as now! And it is something that we
are still experiencing, Mr. Speaker.
So I mean, we could talk about businesses.
But for me, I am a free market man. I do not like to
interfere. So I do not know why the One Bermuda Alliance, in their oligarchic way, feels to do that to us.
But in the midst of all these apparent questionable practices, in the midst of high Opposition ratings printed by the Royal Gazette—
An Hon. Member: Oh, good gracious!
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Good gracious!
We see some weird activities, Mr. Speaker.
We see someone get up and refer to taking trips, and
Michael Misick and whatnot, Turks and Caicos [Islands], again as a form of deflection. But the reality is
that there are some people who like to live the high
life and can afford it, you know. Others who want to
live the high life cannot. That is why they end up
bumming rides, Mr. Speaker. Some people on this
side, contrary to popular opinion, can afford to charter
a plane and pay for it. They do not have to bum rides,
Mr. Speaker.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: You did not do that when
you were Government.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Premier says we did not
do that when we were Government. Oh, okay. Sorry.
So, these activities, these deflections . . . How
much time do I have left, Mr. Speaker?
The Speaker: You have got six minutes.
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Let me real quickly—hold on,
Zane.
Can you recall back in July, Mr. Speaker,
what we could term as . . . we had a Member in this
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Honourable Chamber that went through some personal things. I will just leave it at that. Okay? But a
week after that broke out publicly, we had this manufactured distraction called BurtBliss Swizzle over
Burt’s swizzle, a manufactured distraction that somehow had the DPP [Department of Public Prosecutions]
investigating my Shadow MP, investigate and then
take a file to the police, Mr. Speaker. That is what
happened! See?
And one thing about Junior Minister Sylvan
Richards (I hear him chirping and interpolating, Mr.
Speaker), if he was a Berkleyite, I would be ashamed
of him. But he is a Warwick Academy man, so I glory
in his spirit. I glory in his spirit. I understand, Mr.
Speaker. I understand; it is clear. But Swizzle-gate
was a distraction.
Then all of a sudden, we had something
called, because I heard the Premier mention something about lottery-gate. Hmm, that is interesting. All of
a sudden we have a visitor around my premises citing
the wrong legislation—the wrong legislation! Then the
DPP cites the wrong legislation. Then the Royal Gazette cites the wrong legislation. Mr. Speaker, there is
only one lawyer I know in this country incompetent
enough to advise people on the wrong legislation!
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the same mindset, Mr. Speaker. It is the same mindset, Mr. Speaker, that, as a form of deflection, as a
form of defence, one will propose to bring forth a Bill
on bribery which makes it an offense, if you know of a
bribe, to not let the authorities know, as unconstitutional as it is, Attorney General. Hmm?
[Inaudible interjection]
The Speaker: Speak to the Chair, Honourable Member.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Let me repeat that!
The Speaker: Speak to the Chair.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Such is the defence; such is
the attempt to deflect that you will have a proposal to
bring a piece of legislation that makes it a criminal
offense to not report a bribe! Now, why would that be
at the top of the legislative agenda all of a sudden?
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Yes. Honourable Member, please take
your seat.

An Hon. Member: Name him.
POINT OF ORDER
[Laughter]
The Speaker: Honourable Member, yes. Do not go
there.

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: He has kind of rambled on
enough with his esoteric incantations. But that is not
at the top of any legislation at all. So I do not know
where he is coming from.

[Laughter]
The Speaker: All right. Thank you, thank you, Attorney General. Thank you, Attorney General.

The Speaker: Do not go there.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: There is only one! There is
only one! There is only one lawyer incompetent
enough to cite the wrong legislation, and he has got
all his merry men on the wrong trail! It is funny!
[Laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: It is only one! And I am married to a lawyer, and she is not it. Okay? So it is only
one. And we all can guess who that is by the track
record of the One Bermuda Alliance Government.
That should give them a hint, but I am not going to
help them. . . Jesus . . .

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Well!
The Speaker: Let us not . . .
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Certainly, I can say that this
is legislation that is pending with regard to the Bribery
Act. That has been on the books, on the course for
some time.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you.
Honourable Member, carry on.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I must have a crystal ball, Mr.
Speaker.

[Laughter]
[Laughter]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Lord have mercy.
It is one thing to try and attack, but do not
come with a butter knife, bye! Do not come with a butter knife, Mr. Speaker! Come on!
So what mentality is this, Mr. Speaker? It is a
United Bermuda Party 2.0 mentality, Mr. Speaker. It is

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I must have a crystal ball. A
crystal ball!
[Laughter]
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Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I hope there is not a civil servant named “Crystal Ball” because we know what
happens to civil servants when people . . . You know,
there is intimidation and all that which goes on.
But, no, I have a crystal ball. It just reveals
that every step you take, we are a step ahead of you.
Trust me. We understand. We understand the mindset
behind it, Mr. Speaker, and it gives us comfort. It is a
badge of honour to know that we are doing our job.
And what we get as a reaction is 1970s-style UBP
politics. That is what we are getting. And the people
see it, Mr. Speaker. They see it.
Just a mention of our prison, Westgate, Mr.
Speaker. Just the mention of Westgate, which esoterically, esoterically, the term “Western Gate” means
the gate to Hades, or hell. That is why they called it
Westgate. I am learning some of you up, I am sure.
Okay? But just the mention of it, and you had a criminal lawyer, the Learned Attorney General, who, while
on his feet, he actually froze! He became silent for the
first time I have seen him in 14 months.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Uh-huh! The thing about it is .
. . the thing about it is that half of them on the One
Bermuda Alliance, right . . . we are giving them a little
drop of birdseed so they can consider it. But they do
not really know what is going on either. But what is
coming, what is coming—

Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
Point of order.

The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Thank you.

The Speaker: Honourable Member.

[Inaudible interjections]

POINT OF ORDER
Hon. Mark J. Pettingill: I confess I am astounded
sometimes by what he has to say. But that is entirely
out of order. I did not freeze, or something like that, as
a result of anything that he said.
The Speaker: Thank you.
Honourable Member, that is not so.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Good thing the Hansard recorded it, Mr. Speaker.

[Inaudible interjection]

[Inaudible interjections]
[Timer beeps]
The Speaker: That is it, Honourable Member.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: There will be no hiding, Mr.
Speaker. There will be no hiding.
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Western Gate awaits!

The Speaker: The Chair will recognise the Honourable and Learned Member from constituency 31, the
Minister for Tourism and Transport.
Minister Crockwell, you have the floor.
TRAVEL TO WASHINGTON, DC, BY PREMIER,
MINISTER OF TOURISM AND ATTORNEY GENERAL
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Recognising that the hour is late, I know that
all honourable colleagues are tired. It has been a long
Budget Debate, and we have spent many hours in this
Chamber late into the night trying to deal with the
business of the people. And, Mr. Speaker, it has been
interesting, which is a euphemistic categorisation.

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: No. It did not say he froze.
[Laughter]
[Inaudible interjections]
The Speaker: Carry on. Carry on, Honourable Member.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: But see, Mr. Speaker, you
see? That was a reaction. Okay? Because they know
we know that they know that we know!
Some Hon. Members: Wow! Wow! Wow!
[Laughter]

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: It has been unfortunate in
many cases, Mr. Speaker, because I think that on a
whole, we have not really served the people of this
country well with the discourse that has taken place in
the House.
Just today, I had a meeting with the business
individuals, and they were concerned. They were concerned about the discourse, the negative discourse,
the accusatory discourse that is emanating from this
Chamber. And, you know, I have heard the Honourable Opposition Leader, who just spoke, say on many
occasions that there is going to be no room or no
place to hide, that whether it is two weeks or three
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weeks (I have heard that, time and time again), it is
coming. In fact, many times he looks at me and he
points to his watch, letting me know that time is running out.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And the Honourable
Member says I lose sleep. I do not lose sleep, Mr.
Speaker. Let me make that clear right now. I sleep
well. I sleep well.
And I sit here and I smile, because you know
what? I want it to come out, Mr. Speaker! I say here
today right now, whatever you got, bring it on! Bring it
on, Mr. Speaker!
Some Hon. Members: Bring it!
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I have said it for a long
time. I have said it for a long time. So, I am not shirking. I am not afraid of whatever it is that the Honourable Member can bring. I just say, let us bring it on!
So that we can bring this to a close! But I do not think
that that is what the Opposition wants. Because, as
they have acknowledged tonight, that it has been 365
days, 364 days, that we have been hearing the exact
same thing. And the Honourable Member, 364 days,
Mr. Speaker!
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: That is fine. What I do in
my private time is my private business, Mr. Speaker.
But let me say this, Mr. Speaker. I find it interesting that the Shadow Attorney General would get up
tonight and say, Well, there is all of this conflict and
contradiction because one person said that we were
going on an information-gathering meeting, then it
comes out that we were meeting with potential developers.
And somehow or the other, that is evidence of
a contradiction! And what that tells me, Mr. Speaker,
is that there is some confusion on the other side in
terms of what needs to be done, what needs to get
done. That somehow or the other, we as the Government cannot have an information meeting with potential developers! Like somehow that is an oxymoron or
is mutually exclusive to go and sit down with a potential developer and have an information meeting!
But it was categorised as somehow that is a
contradiction. There is no contradiction with that! A
potential developer wanted to meet with the Government and have a discussion.
Now, I find it also interesting that time and
time again we hear the Shadow Finance Minister and
others talk about breach of the Code of Ministerial
Conduct. Breach of the Code.
[Inaudible interjection]
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Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And the Opposition
Leader said, Well, you did not even know it existed
when you got on the plane!
Well, what is interesting is, did that same Ministerial Code of Conduct exist when the Honourable
Shadow Tourism Minister (when he was the Minister
of Tourism) got on a plane—the fare for which was
paid by a potential developer—to go to Las Vegas
(and to quote that Honourable Member) “to negotiate”—to negotiate—about a development? And he
took the Chairman of the Tourism Board at the time,
Maxwell Burgess, to go to Las Vegas.
I am not getting up here saying that there was
a breach. But what I am saying is . . . and the Honourable Member said, Did he refund the Government?
Well, we can find out. He did not say so when he was
on his feet and discussed it.
An Hon. Member: And you did?
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Neither did he!
So the question is, did that Honourable Member at the time breach the Ministerial Code of Conduct? And what is interesting, Mr. Speaker, is that it
did not come out until we had this whole conversation
about the trip to Washington. But yet, we have heard
criticisms from the [Shadow] Finance Minister about,
Where was the Ministerial Statement about the trip?
Well, that Honourable Member did not give a Ministerial Statement about that trip.
So, it is very peculiar that all of a sudden the
PLP and the Opposition . . . the rules have changed.
The rules have changed. All the things that we did,
well, you know, it might have been wrong, but now
that you are in power, it is definitely wrong. I find that
peculiar, Mr. Speaker.
Now, the Honourable Member, again the Finance Shadow Minister, wants to harp on this issue of
security. I am not going to get into it because I do not
think it is appropriate to get into it, Mr. Speaker. But,
you know what? What I would like to talk about is the
fact that I have heard in this Honourable House people say, Well, you know, if you have to be concerned
about security, then what does that tell you? I have
heard that. I have heard that.
And you know what? Some Honourable
Members would be surprised to find out that there are
other Honourable Members in this House, and I am
not going to get into details, not on this side of the
House, Mr. Speaker, that have had some issues or
some concerns about security.
Some Hon. Members: Ooh!
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: But let me say this, Mr.
Speaker. When Honourable Members in this Chamber—and I am speaking about Honourable Members
on the Opposition benches—speak to the public and
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use language like, The Government is evil, use language like, The Government wants to take away your
jobs; they get up in front of a protesting group and say
that, They are trying to take you back to slavery, and
say that, You need to attack them!—coming from the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition! . . . and then you
want to wonder why there are issues of security?
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Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And they say, Oh, what a
joke!
Isn’t that something! Isn’t it interesting that the
Opposition Leader thinks it is okay to go on a television programme and use inflammatory words—
inflammatory words—about the Government?
There are people, Honourable Opposition
Leader, who are going to take what you say to heart!
He is the Leader of the Opposition! And there
are members of his organisation that will believe, indeed, that the Government is evil and that the Government is trying to take away their jobs! There are
people—

was going to come in and on day two, by some miraculous miracle, stop the bleeding, well, I am here to
say that that was fantasy, Mr. Speaker. It is going to
take time. It did not happen overnight; it is not going to
be cured overnight. So jobs have been lost, Mr.
Speaker.
But I want to talk to the father, Mr. Speaker,
who is unemployed and has to deal with the burden of
not being able to take care of his family, because we
have them out there. I tried to walk from the house
down to Queen Street today. I got stopped seven
times—seven times. And out of the seven, three, Minister, I need a job. I need a job. I am struggling. I need
a job.
Mr. Speaker, I want to speak to the mother
who is unemployed and wants the best for her children, wants the best for the future of her children and
right now can barely provide the necessities. That is
who I want to speak to.
I want to speak to the seniors and single parents and others who have to swallow their pride and
go on financial assistance, Mr. Speaker. Can you
imagine?

Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.

[Inaudible interjections]

The Speaker: Honourable Member?

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I will let the Honourable
Members have a conversation.

[Inaudible interjections]

POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Honourable Minister is
misleading the House. It is not just members of my
organisation; it is members, voters throughout the
country.
The Speaker: Thank you. Thank you.
Carry on.
JOBS LOST
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And that may be the
case, Mr. Speaker. And it is the dialogue; it is the dialogue that is promulgated, that is nurtured by the
leadership, Mr. Speaker, by the leadership.
You know, Mr. Speaker, I have told my colleagues within Cabinet and within my caucus that I am
not perfect. I have made mistakes as a Minister. We
all do. But, you know, if we want to know why there is
some tension out there, we have to accept responsibility for what we do and for what we say in this House
and outside the House, Mr. Speaker.
But through you, Mr. Speaker, through you, I
would like to speak to the unemployed. I would like to
speak to the unemployed. I would like to speak to the
fathers, because we know that there have been thousands of jobs, Mr. Speaker, lost over the years. There
have been jobs lost in the last year. And if anyone
thought that the One Bermuda Alliance Government

The Speaker: Let us let . . . The Honourable Member
is making a very good presentation. And I am interested, if nobody else is. And at 12:45 in the morning, it
is hard to listen to one voice and hear about three
others in the background. So help me out.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Well, you know, Mr.
Speaker, the Honourable Finance Minister made a
compelling speech, and maybe it was a Kumbaya
speech. And I glory in his aspiration. But we got rough
waters we are going to have to continue to navigate.
Because we have heard the words “collaborate” and
“let us work together” for the last 14 months, and I am
not quite sure if we—I am saying we—I am not sure if
we were ever sincere about that.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Because I have not seen
. . . and why do you say it on the other side? We
heard it from the Honourable Rolfe Commissiong tonight, Mr. Speaker! Okay? We have heard it from the
Honourable Walton Brown on many occasions. We
have heard it during this Budget Debate, let us work
together! We have heard it from the Shadow Finance
Minister on many occasions, let us work together! It is
not sincere! We are in—
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. Point
of order.
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POINT OF ORDER
[Imputing improper motives]
Mr. E. David Burt: I do believe that that would be
called imputing improper motives to say that Members
who stand up and say stuff in this House are not sincere.
The Speaker: That is right. Yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: That is not correct. There are
many points of collaboration.
The Speaker: Right. Thank you, Honourable Member.
That is right. Absolutely.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I have no problem; I will
withdraw that, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Honourable
Member.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: The actions are completely,
completely
and
totally
antithetical—
completely, Mr. Speaker.
So, you know, unfortunately, we are in a fullth
blown political war. It is full-blown since February 14 .
[Inaudible interjections]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And some say even before that. The Honourable Member thinks it was before that. But it has been full-blown. And the people
are going to suffer. The people are going to suffer.
Honourable Member, we have members of
our community who are struggling and who are suffering. And I believe that . . . In fact, I know, because I
meet with my Honourable Cabinet colleagues every
week. We meet multiple times. And as much as the
Opposition may try to demonise me and my colleagues I know that we empathise and we are concerned about the people in this country who are suffering. That is on the top of our agenda. It dominates
our meetings, Mr. Speaker.
And when you look at the things that we have
tried to do, you look at the Financial Assistance, the
fact that we increased financial assistance by $9 million, added an additional $9 million to help those individuals who are suffering, when you look at the
budget this year for Financial Assistance, it is a record
$46.9 million to be there to take care of the Bermudians families that are struggling.
My honourable colleague talked about the fact
that this Government has been working with BELCO
to get them to reduce the cost of energy for the people
of this country. We are working with the grocers to get
them to reduce the cost of food, even if it is one day of
10 per cent discount, to try and bring down the cost of
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living in this country. We have come here to pass tax
concessions to help generate and spur economic development. We created the Tourism Authority to try
and turn around tourism in this country to create jobs
and to stimulate the economy.
We constantly bring legislation here that the
Opposition wants to demonise as anti-Bermudian, but
the underlying justification is to turn this economy
around for Bermudians! That is what we are focused
on! That is what we are focused on.
You know, when the Opposition was in the
Government, their MO [modus operandi] was always
to couch things in a Bermudian and anti-Bermudian
conversation—always! Always, Mr. Speaker! All the
time. It is the politics of division! And the people will
suffer. So when people talk to me, I tell them we are in
for a bumpy ride. We are in for a bumpy ride.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Yes. People only talk to
the Opposition Leader. No one talks to people on this
side, you know. It is amazing.
But, you know, Mr. Speaker, we will continue,
as challenging as it is, as difficult as it is, we will continue to stay the course. It is easy—it is so easy for
the Opposition. When we won the election, I was telling a friend of mine, I said, You know, we have probably won the election at the worst possible time. It’s the
worst possible time to win an election when you have
a country on the precipice of disaster—financial disaster, that this Government has absolutely no culpability
for—none! Zero! Zero culpability for the financial state
of this country! And we inherited this on Decemth
ber 17 . And the political party that is responsible—
and everybody knows it—is the Progressive Labour
Party.
You know what? They, through their policies,
destroyed this country financially, and now they have
the luxury to sit back and criticise every single attempt
to turn it around.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Yes. Go ahead, Rolfy, go
ahead.
The Speaker: Yes.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: The Honourable Member is
misleading the House. He says that the Progressive
Labour Party is responsible for the total destruction of
the Bermudian economy? That cannot be true, Mr.
Speaker.
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The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: He should withdraw that
comment.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: That is my opinion, Mr.
Speaker.
The Speaker: Absolutely.
Mr. Rolfe Commissiong: Well, I . . . the point I was
making earlier—
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I am entitled to that opinion.

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I arise this morning out of frustration. And the reason that I am frustrated is because
I heard the Honourable Member who just took his seat
talk about we are in a political war and that it is always
doom and gloom. I am frustrated, Mr. Speaker, because . . . And I will speak for myself. I think that my
actions during this Budget Debate have shown that I
am willing to work with the Government. Mr. Speaker,
I focused my whole Budget Debate on providing
ideas, and suggestions for us to move this country
forward. And I said us.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: I recognise that.

[Timer beeps]

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: All right? And for us to move
this country forward. I will recognise the Honourable
Shadow Minister of Tourism, who created a new format so that we could have a more robust debate so
that we could hash things out better.
And one thing that I was raised on and I was
taught is that we make time for the things that are important to us. This whole Motion to Adjourn, Mr.
Speaker, we have made time to point out the wrongs
and point out the flaws in each other’s armour, the
chinks in each other’s armour, Mr. Speaker, which
tells me that that is what is important to us. When
what should be important to all of us is getting a better
Bermuda, Mr. Speaker! I am frustrated, Mr. Speaker,
because when I go to my constituents and I knock on
their doors, they do not understand the cut and thrust
of politics. To them it sounds like arguing. To them it
sounds like bickering back and forth.
Mr. Speaker, I understand the cut and thrust
of politics. And just to go back into history, the cut and
thrust of politics, we are strategically positioned two
sword-lengths away from each other, Mr. Speaker!
That is what this red carpet is for. The reason it is red
is that it covers the colour of blood when it was spilled
back in the early Westminster system. This is what our
history in the Westminster system is based on! It is
our culture in politics!

The Speaker: Right. Thank you, Honourable Member.

Hon. Sylvan D. Richards, Jr.: It is adversarial.

Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And we will continue to
have them as our number-one focus. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.

Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: It is adversarial, as the Honourable Junior Minister Sylvan Richards says.
So, therefore, I beg the indulgence of the
Bermudian people to please, please indulge us!
Please forgive us for reverting back to our culture. But
we are trying, Mr. Speaker, on both sides. I really take
grave offence when anybody says that we are not trying to work with them, that we are not trying to be sincere, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I mean, we sit here . . . And yes,
I understand the interpolations going back and forth;
that is part of it. Right? But, Mr. Speaker, please, by

The Speaker: All right. Thank you, Honourable Member. Thank you.
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: And that was the opinion
th
of the voters on December 17 , Mr. Speaker.
So, Mr. Speaker, while the Opposition want to
continue to highlight what they believe is some huge
scandal, we are going to continue to stay focused.
Because you know what, Mr. Speaker? It is interesting. It is like day and night. I come to this House—I
can tell you, it gets depressing, it gets depressing—
and it is doom and gloom and it is this political war
that we engage in, these accusations of malfeasance
from both sides, back and forth. It is conversations
about going to Westgate, whether it is the Westgate in
the West End or whether or not it is hell!
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Hon. Shawn G. Crockwell: Neither one is good, Mr.
Speaker! Trust me! Okay? Trust me! And that is . . .
And I come here, and I get depressed about it. I am
like, this is just so demoralising. But thank God for the
people, Mr. Speaker.

[Desk thumping]
The Speaker: Thank you, thank you, Honourable
Member.
The Chair recognises the Honourable Member from Warwick, Member MP Scott.
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no means does anybody misconstrue what is going on
in this House! At the bottom, every single one of us—
and if I had time, I would name every one of us by
name—we all have a common goal. And the common
goal is a better Bermuda. The only difference is that
we have two different ideas of how to get there. So,
please, neither one of us is wrong for having our ideals on how to get to a better Bermuda, as long as
there is a common goal.
Mr. Speaker, I rise in frustration because I
keep hearing that we are not sincere in working with
one another. The Honourable Minister of Works and
Engineering and I are working on a project with a constituent of the Honourable Suzann RobertsHolshouser. Right? We are all working together for a
common good! The Honourable Minister had the right
. . . and this is a tricky situation, where the Honourable
Minister could have said, You know what? That is too
much. But, no. We are working together, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I really wish . . . and I hope that
we can take this vacation time to reflect on what we
have done. All right? Really, to reflect on what we
have done and how we behave in this Honourable
House. Because after going and knocking on my constituents’ door, I have to remember that when I come
up here I am not speaking for myself. I am not making
decisions just the way I feel as though we should
make decisions. Not just . . . And for me, I ask questions. Because I remember the Government should be
making those types of decisions as well. They are not
making decisions for themselves. They are making
decisions for, one, the greater Bermuda people, but
also, more specifically, they are making decisions
based off of their constituents.
So, therefore, if your constituents are mainly
big business, then, yes, make decisions in the interest
of big business! If your constituents are grass roots,
yes, make decisions in the interest of grass roots! But
take no shame and have no remorse if you are up
here making decisions for the good of the country and
for the good of your constituents! So let us stop the
bickering! Let us have constructive criticism going on
up here!
That does not mean that when I say stop the
bickering that we are going to agree with one another.
That means that if I am going to . . . And I am going to
use my counterpart. If I disagree with the Honourable
Tourism and Transport Minister, I had better have a
solution. I had better have a better way of doing
things. If I do not have a solution, I should not get up
and stand to my feet. That is where I would not even
. . . When I say “I,” I am talking about the members
and residents of constituency 24. That is where I want
to see this House go. I want to see this House where
we are going back and forth, where we are saying . . .
You know what? Where we need to go, Mr.
Speaker, is when we sit in the kitchen and in the back
areas, that is where we build our relationships. You
know what? I will be even more specific. That is where
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we should build our relationships. That is where we
should build our relationships. Because that is where
. . . and I am going to give this because I know the
Honourable Members in here understand what happens in the back rooms. But for the Bermudian people, in the back rooms . . . what happens in the back
rooms? That is where we discuss. That is where we
go and we use the diplomatic channels. That is where
we go and we say, Hey, Honourable Minister of Works
and Engineering, I have a constituent that could use
your help. Can you help them? Can you meet with
them? Even though we might come back in here in
this Honourable Chamber and not see eye to eye, but
it is not personal.
So, Mr. Speaker, I rise today out of frustration
that we put so much time, so much emphasis on
pointing fingers, on showing the chinks in everyone’s
armour. Mr. Speaker, you know what? Once again, I
will use myself as an example. This last week in the
media, myself and the Honourable Glen Smith, we
have not seen eye to eye, Mr. Speaker. It got sort of
heated the last time that I rose to talk about him in the
House of Assembly. But yet, I understand. We go in
those back rooms, and we hash it out, Mr. Speaker. I
know that I can walk out of here, I can walk across the
floor and shake Honourable Member, MP Glen
Smith’s hand, and it would be honest and sincere.
[Inaudible interjection]
Mr. W. Lawrence Scott: And it can be honest and
sincere. And you know what, Mr. Speaker? Once
again, I will use myself as an example. The other day,
the Honourable Member who shares my last name
and I, we did not see eye to eye. But then last time we
did not see eye to eye, I could walk across the aisle,
he could walk across to me; we could shake hands
and walk out and go have a drink.
But the thing is that, Mr. Speaker, I want the
Bermudian people to understand that it is not . . . It
really is not bickering. It is a passion that you see.
That is how I take it, Mr. Speaker. I see it as a passion. We both have a passion for our morals, for our
rules, for our principles, Mr. Speaker. And nobody
should fault anybody for having passion for what they
believe in. That is what this country is built on.
And when you talk about economics, economics is built on passion. If I have a passion for a job, I
am going to become an entrepreneur in that job! So,
please, nobody—nobody try to tear anybody else
down because they have a passion for something that
they might not share.
So, Mr. Speaker, and for all the Honourable
Members in this House, let us take this recess to assess what we are really about. And when I say what
we are really about, as I said in the beginning, we take
time and put time into the things that are important to
us. If tearing each other down is important to us, then
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we are going to take time to do that. And I urge us not
to take time to do that.
I say that what we need to do is that, if we
have a criticism, if we have a critique—if we have a
criticism, let us turn it into a critique. And a critique
means that you can point out what is wrong, but have
a solution. Have another way of doing it, Mr. Speaker.
And as for me, on that note, I will take my seat.
[Desk thumping]
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair will recognise the Honourable Minister, Patricia Gordon-Pamplin.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I believe that certainly Members
opposite can take a lesson from the Honourable
Member who just took his seat because I believe that
he elevated what the expectations ought to be in this
Honourable House, and I believe that that is the kind
of standard that Members opposite need to aspire
towards.
And I say that because, at the beginning of
tonight, Mr. Speaker, we heard nothing other than finger-pointing, accusations, and, you know, my name
was called a gazillion times from the other side. Mr.
Speaker, this House, especially when we got to this
time of night, this session has begun to reek of vitriol,
of malevolence, and of venom! And it is completely
unacceptable!
Mr. Speaker, I have been in this Honourable
House for 15 years. And I can tell you that from day
one when I walked through that door, I do not believe
that anybody has been able to legitimately point a finger at me and say that I have spoken an untruth the
way that I had to sit and listen to the Honourable
Shadow Finance Minister tonight. I do not speak untruths, Mr. Speaker!
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of order, Mr. Speaker!
The Speaker: Point of order, sir.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Mr. E. David Burt: Did the Honourable Member just
say that I stood up and misled this House?
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes.
The Speaker: Honourable Member, yes.
Mr. E. David Burt: She cannot say that, Mr. Speaker!
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The Speaker: You do not think you misled the House,
then you did not mislead the House. Please take a
seat. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.
[Inaudible interjections and laughter]
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Speaker, the
Honourable Member indicated that two weeks ago I
made a statement on the floor of the House. I shared
with the Honourable Member the documentation from
which my statement was made. So, to say that I did
not speak the truth, that part of the front bench, that is
the way they operate, he knows, the Honourable
Member knows that that is inaccurate, Mr. Speaker!
Mr. E. David Burt: Point of clarification, if the Member
will yield, Mr. Speaker.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Yes, I will yield.
The Speaker: Yes, yes.
POINT OF CLARIFICATION
Mr. E. David Burt: Mr. Speaker, I was very clear that
the Minister got up and gave this information and then
came back later and corrected that information. I acknowledged her. I commended her for that in previous
statements. And that is the thing. All I am saying is
that she was given information that was false. That is
a fact! She knows that!
The Speaker: Yes, Honourable Minister, I think that is
what I heard.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Speaker, the
Honourable Member said he intended to drill down
until he got answers. Well, let me just say–– And he
said it has been two weeks. Just for the sake of the
edification of the general public, because Members
here know it, in the last two weeks, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Monday
were budget days. Tuesday of each of week is Cabinet day. Mr. Speaker, and I run a Ministry in addition.
The Honourable Members will have to understand
when there are times they may want to have information, but I do not operate on their schedules. I prioritise those things that are important for the people of
Bermuda! I am required to respond to them.
When the Honourable Member who just took
his seat just spoke to say that he felt free to come and
invite me to consider a challenge that he was facing
with a constituent, he could only say positive things
because my life, as all of us on this side [know], certainly, is about, How can we help to improve the lot of
the people of Bermuda?
Now, I believe that everybody in this House
ought to have that as their focal point. But we spend
so much time, effort and energy, as the Honourable
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Member just indicated, trying to pull one another
down. When the Honourable Leader of the Opposition
indicated that they have been asking questions for
364—364 days, Mr. Speaker! I would be embarrassed
to admit that I have addressed a matter for 364 days,
because it says one of two things: Number one, it is
unimportant, or number two, your methods are ineffective. Let us start looking at something that has
some substance in this place!
You know, one of the premises on which I
was raised, Mr. Speaker, was that which indicated
that small minds discuss people. Average minds discuss events. And great minds discuss ideas. Mr.
Speaker, if we can come to this Honourable House
and spend so much of our time talking about people
and insignificant things and things of which we . . . I
am not suggesting for a second that we ought not to
be held accountable. Because God knows, Mr.
Speaker, I could be asked any question and I will answer it. In fact, the whole issue of the last two weeks
has become because I answered with too much information. I do not have a problem sharing information.
But if we are going to start, you know, when
we hear, Oh, a Member on your side had issues, and
what do they do but deflect! Members on that side had
issues! And what do we hear but deflection! Last early
week we heard a whole conversation about the Ombudsman! Talk about deflection? Let us not even go to
discuss the topic of what was deflection.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: Point of order. Point of order,
Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Honourable Member.
POINT OF ORDER
[Misleading]
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: The Honourable Minister, she
is misleading the House. Everything that I said was
ignored by the mainstream media in this country was
not deflection. It was the truth, and it was facts. Thank
you.
The Speaker: All right. Thank you. Thank you, Honourable Member.
Hon. Patricia J. Gordon-Pamplin: Mr. Speaker, all I
can say is, who the cap fits let them wear it.
But, Mr. Speaker, let me just say that we are
going into the Easter season, one which holds for
many of us a very special and a solemn time. It gives
us the opportunity perhaps to share time with family,
to have the opportunity to go fly some kites, make
some hot-cross buns, you know, just share a meal,
share camaraderie, share friendships. Mr. Speaker, I
believe that this should give us the ideal opportunity to
reflect. As we stand, Mr. Speaker, and each and every
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one of us looks at ourselves in the mirror, looks at our
own performances, if we can genuinely say that we
are happy and satisfied with the contribution that we
have made on behalf of the people of Bermuda in this
session, then all I can suggest is that we all have a lot
of work to do.
Mr. Speaker, I will not stand and allow anybody to impugn my integrity without defending myself.
You can be assured that the manner in which I conduct myself is such that the two children to whom I
have given birth can always look at their mother and
know that their mother is someone of whom they can
be proud. I will never do anything to embarrass them.
I will never do anything to embarrass my family, my
roots from whence I have come, Mr. Speaker.
And I can tell you that I take this position in
this Honourable House very, very seriously. So if
Honourable Members believe that I do not get to trivial
things in their time, it is because, in my level of priority, there are things that are far more important.
Mr. Speaker, we have had a robust time. And
I believe that it was probably fitting that we ended this
session with legislation on which we were able to
agree, Mr. Speaker, because I think that that will give
each and every one of us something to leave here
tonight with, to go to our respective addresses and to
be able to reflect, as we make that transition from
here to there, to be able to say we have done something, we have pulled together, we have had legislation today, not just the last piece, but many pieces of
legislation today that we have been able to hold hands
and to agree—and to agree.
Mr. Speaker, it bodes well for the people of
Bermuda if we can work well together. But the rancour, the vitriol, the venom and the malevolence have
no place here, Mr. Speaker! And I believe that each
and every one of us needs to reflect on that, and we
honestly need to stop.
Mr. Speaker, I can say no more than to say
that each and every one of us works for the constituents who put us here. And there are times when we
may agree, and there are times when we may not
agree on things that are said. But, Mr. Speaker, I believe every one of us is honourable. I will not stand
and be accused of something that I am not responsible for. I am not going to allow people to bring me
down personally. I am going to defend my actions. I
am going to defend those of every single Member in
this House, both sides of the aisle, if you are right!
Now, if you are wrong, Mr. Speaker, I am not
the one. You are on your own. My children can tell
you, my ex-husband will tell you, if you are wrong, you
are on your own. But, Mr. Speaker, I believe we can
do better. And I would just implore each and every
one of us to have a little bit of respect for what we
each bring to the table, the sacrifices that each of us
makes in our personal lives, at 1:15 in the morning on
a Friday night, to be sitting here in the House of Assembly when we could be home with our families, we
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could be doing any number of things. But we are here
with a common purpose of doing the people’s business.
We ought not to be fighting and fussing with
one another. We should be able to find the position
within this debate circle in which we can look at the
ideas and show that we have the great minds for
which people have elected us to be in this place to
hold.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member.
The Chair now recognises the Honourable
Member T. E. Lister, from Sandys South.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Good morning.
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, this Budget session is always a long session, not as long as the
summer session in terms of sittings, but it is long because it is so intense. We come in three times a week.
Tempers flare. Passions rise. All of that sort of thing
happens. But through it all, we always have to remain
focused on the fact that we are here to do the people’s business.
Looking back, I think the Budget was nowhere
near as bad as people thought it would be. The Finance Minister had a hard job, a lot to do. There was
not that much hurt in terms of new taxes, no increases
in taxes. But on the other hand, there were no real
pluses for the people. Instead, there were cuts—some
of them mentioned here tonight—that must be of concern.
So, as we spend our time in this House, the
question becomes, What is being done for the people? What is being done? If people had taken the time
out today, whether they were at work or at play, and
kept the radio on and listened, at this point they would
be stunned trying to figure out what is being done.
Too much acrimony, too much fuss, too much fight.
Mr. Speaker, the people are hurting. The people are hurting. And the Government has a responsibility to respond to that. I have said it before. They
have to bring hope. They have to make people believe
in tomorrow, believe they have a reason to get up and
to go forward. That is the responsibility that the Government has taken on.
Tonight we have seen some good. Today we
passed a Bill relating to safety. There are a lot of people concerned about their safety. The amendment that
was made on parole and that aspect, I think it will
bring a little bit of relief to those who are worried. Last
week, or a few weeks ago, the same Minister talked
about Neighbourhood Watch 2.0 and the things that
are going on there. These are things that make people
feel that something is happening, and they can feel
glad that the Government is taking it in hand.
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JOBS LOST
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Number one, though, on the list
is still employment. People want jobs. The Minister of
Tourism just said he walked down the street, seven
people stopped him, four of them asked him for jobs.
It happens to all of us. People want to be working.
Workforce Development has come up with a Job
Board. That is a start. But we have to tie it in to immigration. Maybe it is time to look again at categories
and decide if there are some that need to be closed
and made available only for Bermudians. Maybe just
for now, maybe forever; I do not know.
But just as the Government have said, Well,
we said we would do this, but we are doing it a different way because we looked at it and did a review, we
need to review our practices in Immigration in a way
that benefits Bermudians.
The legislation passed here tonight relating to
Morgan’s Point—excellent! The only thing I can say is,
let us get it on! Let us move on that. That has the potential for many jobs. So let us get going with it.
Mr. Speaker, one of the things that does not
get mentioned in this House is the role that is played
in employment by employment agencies. People
seem to think that employment agencies, just like they
are in other countries, by and large, are this vehicle
that gets people from not working to working. But the
employment agencies in Bermuda have had a history
of blocking, blocking people out and hiring some other
people. And I would suggest to the Minister responsible for Immigration that his department take a long,
hard look at employment agencies in Bermuda, look
at the role they are playing, look at the results of their
hiring and see how they impact on getting Bermudians
in those better jobs. It is really worth looking at.
Mr. Speaker, if through time our people are
going to be able to do all of these jobs, be they white
collar, blue collar or some other colour, they need
leadership and education. I have asked the Premier—
he has ignored me thus far—but I have asked him to
give us an Education Minister. The Honourable Grant
Gibbons came—
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: I just asked you last week? You
need more time? Okay. All right. We are working together on this. He needs a little more time. I will give
him more time. But he has to give us an Education
Minister. It is not fair to the Honourable Grant Gibbons, and clearly he does not have the time—you
heard him today when he was questioned on Dr.
Heatley going up for a job interview, he barely could
give us an answer. Now, after all the heat that came
down last week, you would have thought that he
would have been on the man like white on rice. But I
do not know.
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Give us an Education Minister. Give us a PS
who is interested in Education. I am not saying any of
this to cast aspersions on the PS that is supposedly
there, because I do not even know what he looks like.
He has been in this House, but nobody pointed him
out to me. But we need dedicated people there. Education is important.
BANKS SHOULD OWN UP TO RESPONSIBLITY
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, again, my Ministerial . . . (Ministerial? Boy, that is yesterday.) In my Parliamentary questions, I asked the Minister of Finance
what he was going to do to the banks. And the Honourable Suzanne Roberts-Holshouser stood tonight
and told us a story. I did not think she made it up. I
think it is for real. We have seen them in our office, in
our real estate office. We have to do something about
the way the banks are handling this country! It is not
right!
You know, a friend of mine said to me, What
happened? With HSBC coming here, it is a complete
disaster for the people of Bermuda! HSBC bought a
line of income from Bank of Bermuda, $100 million a
year that they make. And they took it elsewhere. They
rape us for that $100 million, and then they increased
the $100 million into some other big number by taking
a payroll of 1,400 and making it 800. Six hundred jobs
disappeared, so you do not have to pay those people
anymore. You pay people in other countries, who
make a fraction of what the people in Bermuda make
to do the work that was done in Bermuda.
Who won by that? Not the people of Bermuda!
Not the people of Bermuda! So, I believe the Finance
Minister has the responsibility and the right to aggressively get on with it. And the suggestion that he will
meet with the association, I disagree with that. There
are only four banks. Call them in your office one by
one. Call them in your office! Do not meet with any
association. Call the senior guys in, and talk to them
in a serious way.
Mr. Speaker, if we get some relief here, it
would help mortgage holders. It would help business
owners. It will even help tenants, because if the mortgage goes down, if the interest rate goes down, the
owner of the house might see fit to drop the rent a
little bit. So everybody can benefit from it.
The Honourable Shawn Crockwell made reference to the attempts to work with BELCO. Well, I
heard BELCO’s announcement the other day. All you
needed was a halfway decent computer and a
spreadsheet. And you take from the bottom, and you
put it on the top. What I heard BELCO say was, We
are going to make these changes, but our bottom line
is going to be exactly the same. Because some of you
buyers are going to pay more, while some other people get a break. Is that not what they said? What a
scam! What a scam! Get out of here! Nobody should
accept that nonsense!
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What we need BELCO to do, and we need the
authority to do, is hold hands, get going on alternative
energy, do the quick, quick fixes. For instance, smart
metering. We should by now have had smart metres
up and down this country so that people could measure and record how much energy they are using on a
daily basis and thereby bring the energy costs down.
So, I am going to encourage the Government to do
these sorts of things that people can see real benefit
for themselves.
Ten per cent off on Wednesday! Is that a
joke? I think it is a joke. Mr. Speaker, I have been calling for a Food Control Board ever since. I am going to
continue to call [for it]. I am going to continue to do the
work. And just as the Minister released a statement
about four or five weeks ago showing some numbers
and saying nothing had changed, in due course, I will
come back with a statement that will show us what is
really going on, something that reflects what the
shoppers in the shops are seeing and what they are
experiencing. We have to do this. And again, I encourage the Government to take it on so that the people, the average people out there see real benefit.
NEED TO RAISE LEVEL OF DEBATE
Hon. Terry E. Lister: Mr. Speaker, clearly, clearly, the
country needs all 36 of us working together. This is
not the time for taking advantage of these aisles and
pulling our swords out and pointing them at each
other. Instead, we should be on the same side making
Bermuda first and the people of Bermuda first. Standing where I stand, basically I am tired. I am tired of
this bickering back and forth. I go home nights and I
think, What is going on here? It is unpleasant. It has
never been like this in the almost 20 years I have
been around this place. It is like the focus is gone!
And this is the time when we should be at our
sharpest, at our very best! Those who have something
to offer should be offering it. And those who do not
should go! Go! Leave! Leave the place! You do not
bring anything here. Leave! Let us get on with the
people’s business! I am tired of hearing people say,
Oh, we are going to work together! And then the behaviour is the complete opposite. Something to be
said, the behaviour I see, I would not work with the
persons! I would not work with them, calling me
names and carrying on like they are crazy! No. We
are supposed to be leaders.
Mr. Speaker, when we come back in seven
weeks, it will be a pleasure to see that gavel on your
table sit there all day, to see it sit there and not move,
and not have you say, Stop talking now! And—you
know, I cannot mock you. I cannot do you.
[Laughter]
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Hon. Terry E. Lister: But I will work on it. When we
are up here in seven weeks’ time, I would just like, as
my sister would say, being one of your students.
[Inaudible interjection]
Hon. Terry E. Lister: But my sister Jean would say,
The bear’s coming. Look out. We are not going to
have that. What we are going to do is behave ourselves and conduct ourselves like leaders. That is
what the country needs.
Mr. Speaker, 913 jobs were lost last year.
That should be a sobering fact for all of us. And the
worst part is, as I said before, people like HSBC are
amongst the chief ones giving the jobs away. Together in this House, putting our heads together, I believe we can build this country back. Bermuda is a
great country. We are in a deep hole right now. But
together, we can pull [ourselves] out. So as we break,
I would invite Members, as young Lawrence Scott
said earlier, to put our heads down, examine ourselves and see how we can come back here and
make it work.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: The Chair recognises the Premier.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I would like to probably echo the sentiments of
the last Honourable Member who stood up. You know,
there is a saying that time always reveals. As we
opened up Motion to Adjourn, quite frankly, I had a bit
of prior things that I was going to go at it in this House.
But I think listening to everyone, I believe that there is
a common sentiment that we must move forward.
So I am going to shelve those remarks and
rebuttals and put them on the bottom shelf and leave
them there, but simply speak to the heart of some of
the challenges and problems that we do have.
There are not any decisions that this Government makes without the shades and glass and sifting
of debt and unemployment and inefficiencies that we
continue to wrestle with on a daily basis. The challenges that our people are having and the decisions
that we must make every single day are tough. As a
Government, we recognise that unless we start making some decisions, rather than kicking the can down
the street and hoping that somehow it is magically
going to go away, our people will not find themselves
in a better position.
I will say this, that the loaded questions and
the interrogative style of questioning and the likes,
that does none of the people in this country any good
when they are looking for jobs. And sometimes, the
hypocrisy that gets thrown back and forth is quite astounding, Mr. Speaker, especially when I know that
Members know the difference in some of the questions that they are asking, know the answers to those
questions, because I have spoken to them about
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them, and I know that they know the answers. But yet,
we are subjected to personal attacks.
Mr. Speaker, you will know that over these
last 15 months, I have made it a point not to attack
people personally, but always have sought for opportunity where we can collaborate and talk about how
we can move forward. And it seems to be the vein and
the common dialogue tonight that we have got to
move in that direction, because we are hearing it from
the people. The real test will be in our actions. So we
will see, Mr. Speaker, because quite frankly, as many
of the Members in this House have said they are tired,
can you imagine the senior who is struggling, the single mom who is struggling and frustrated? That we
are talking about things that do not put a job back on
the table, spending week after week talking about
things that do not put more money in their pockets. So
there is a time for soul-searching.
An Honourable Member said earlier, You
have got to have a heart. Does the OBA have a
heart? Well, some may want to question that. But I
believe, as we look at the Budget, we do have a heart,
and every time we get together to discuss the decisions that, as we move this country forward, we do it
with a heart. Unfortunately, Mr. Speaker, when we
look at the reality of our situation, we have to make
some extremely difficult choices. I could throw a whole
lot of blame around as to how we got to where we are!
The point is that we are here. This Government can go on. It has the numbers in this House to
press forward with what it wants to press forward with.
Hon. Marc A. R. Bean: I wonder how that happened.
Hon. L. Craig Cannonier: Well, the Honourable
Member says, I wonder how that happened. All of that
is unnecessary, because I could very quickly say,
Well, how did he lose a Member to Independence on
his side? It is all unnecessary. So you can continue to
chirp if you want, Opposition Leader, but it is all unnecessary, because what we need to be talking about
is what is important to the people of this country rather
than suggestive and loaded stuff.
So now that we have come to the end of the
Budget period and we are about to go into Easter
break, we do need to reflect, all of the Honourable
Members in this House, all 36, on what is best for the
country going forward! We already know that the dialogue that has been going on is not the way forward! It
is not the way forward. I know it is late, it is late, it is
late, it is late.
So, let us try and move forward without the
personal attacks—on both sides. It happens. We
know it happens. And let us find a way to move this
country to a better place. Because the country, the
people, whether we are talking about individuals,
whether we are talking about businesses, whether we
are talking about Government, civil servants, they are
all looking for us to move this country forward and to
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move it into a better place. At the end of the day, yes,
the buck may stop with the Premier. But it begins with
us. And that is the key point. It begins with us! So we
must get our act together and get this country to
where it needs to be.
So I would like to wish everyone over this
Easter holiday a wonderful time. Get some rest and a
break. We will be coming back in May. We will be
bringing legislation to this House to ensure that we
move this country forward. And maybe and hopefully,
we can do it without bringing this Honourable House
into disrepute and to ensure that we continue to take
the business of this people to heart.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Premier.
Thank you, Members.
th
We are adjourned to Friday, May 9 .
[Gavel]
[At 1:35 am (Saturday, March 22), the House stood
adjourned until Friday, 9 May 2014.]
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Sex offenders registry
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1405
Technology, pre-certification for use of
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1308–1310, 1407
Teen Awards, Royal Gazette failure to attend
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1415
Trust deficit
Blakeney, Hon. Glenn A., 1068–1070
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1058–1060, 1215–1218
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1831–1835
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1839–1841
Commissiong, Mr. Rolfe, 1844–1845
Crockwell, Hon. Shawn G., 1852–1854
Pettingill, Hon. Mark J., 1835–1837
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1829–1831
Airport Authority for Bermuda, short- and long-term advantages in relation to establishment. See Motions
Albert and Victoria Row properties. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Announcements by Speaker or Member presiding
Commonwealth Day Message, 1223
Decorum in House, 1224
House Visitors
Neletha Butterfield, former MP, 1570
Play with a Purpose Nursery School, 1315
Port Royal School principal, 1422
Procedural matters
Motion to adjourn, procedure, 1307
Parliamentary Questions, procedure, 1072
Rulings
Standing Order 19(11)(b), 1079
Standing Order 19(7) (Chairman's Ruling), 1492, 1494, 1495
Sub judice, 1079
Standing Orders, discussions/questions/rulings thereon
19(11), 903, 906
Standing Order 19(11)(b), 1079
Standing Order 19(7) (Chairman's Ruling), 1492, 1494, 1495
Unparliamentary language
"economic terrorism," 1850
"skullduggery," 1194
warning in regard to, 1311
Youth Parliament, 1223–1224
Appropriation Act 2014. See Bills
Atherden, Mrs. Jeanne J.
Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014, 1206
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1086
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 22-Department of Health, 1128–1129
Head 41-Bermuda College, 1302–1303
Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014, 1536–1539

B

Banks should own up to responsibility. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Bascome, Mr. Kenneth (Kenny)
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1314–1315, 1737
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R.
Adjournment, Motions thereon
OBA, conduct of, 1848–1852
Overseas Territories, Sustainability in UK, Report of former Ombudsman and UK House of Commons,
1700–1703
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1772–1776
Education Commissioner, 1731
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Bean, Hon. Marc A. R. (continued)
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 01-Governor and Staff, 1472–1474
Head 02-Legislature, 1474–1475
Head 09-Cabinet Office, 900–911
Head 14-Department of Statistics, 911–912
Head 26-Department of Human Resources, 912–914
Head 33-Tourism, 1646, 1647, 1648, 1649
Head 43-Information Technology Office, 914–915
Head 51-Department of Communication and Information, 914–915
Head 63-Parliamentary Registrar, 1475–1477
Head 72-Department of Environmental Protection, 941–945
Head 80-Office of Project Management and Procurement (OPMP), 915–920
Head 85-Ombudsman's Office, 1478
Head 96-Sustainable Development, 920–921
Exchange of information trip, 1718, 1722
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, 1192–1195
OBA, conduct of, 1848–1852
Overseas Territories, Sustainability in UK, Report of former Ombudsman and UK House of Commons,
1700–1703
Question Period
Education Commissioner, 1731
Exchange of information trip, 1718, 1722
Bermuda Bankers' Association. See Question Period
Bermuda Environmental Sustainability Taskforce (BEST). See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Bermuda Health Council Annual Report 2012/13. See Papers and Other Communications to House
Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014. See Draft
Regulations
BEST. See Bermuda Environmental Sustainability Taskforce (BEST)
Bills
Appropriation Act 2014
First Reading, 1651
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Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1651–1652
Third Reading, 1652
Charities Act 2014
Second Reading
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 1501–1503, 1507–1508
Roban, Mr. Walter H., 1503–1505
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1505–1507
Committee, 1508–1518
Report, 1518
Third Reading, 1553
Companies Amendment Act 2014
First Reading, 1087
Second Reading
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1772–1776
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1742–1745
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1758–1760
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1748
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1767–1772
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1765–1767
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1761–1765
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1739–1742, 1776–1781
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1748–1750
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1755–1758
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 1760–1761
Roban, Mr. Walter H., 1750–1755
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1745–1748
Committee, 1781–1795
Amendment to clause 3, 1781
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Bills (continued)
Companies Amendment Act 2014 / Committee (continued)
Amendment to clause 6, 1793
Amendment to clause 7, 1793
Division (to report), 1795–1796
Report, 1796
Third Reading, 1825
Corporate Service Provider Business Amendment Act 2014
Second Reading
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1397
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1395–1396, 1397
Committee, 1397–1400
Report, 1400
Third Reading, 1400
Criminal Code Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014
First Reading, 1315
Second Reading
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1693, 1697–1698
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1695–1697
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1694
Committee, 1698–1699
Report, 1699
Third Reading, 1700
Criminal Code Amendment Act 2014
First Reading, 1316
Second Reading
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1798
Pettingill, Hon. Mark J., 1796–1797, 1798–1799
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1797–1798
Committee, 1799–1800
Report, 1800
Third Reading, 1826
Customs Department Amendment Act 2014
Second Reading
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1032
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1031–1032
Committee, 1032–1033
Report, 1033
Third Reading, 1050
Customs Tariff Amendment Act 2014
First Reading, 1424
Second Reading
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1802
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1802
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1800–1801, 1802–1803
Committee, 1803–1806
Report, 1806
Third Reading, 1826
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15 (Heads listed numerically at end of Index)
Committee of Supply (Listed alphabetically by Ministry)
Cabinet Office
Head 09-Cabinet Office
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 900–911
Brown, Mr. Walton, 921–923
Burt, Mr. E. David, 930
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 870–882, 931–934
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 923–925
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 925–930
Head 14-Department of Statistics
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 911–912
Brown, Mr. Walton, 921–923
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Bills (continued)
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15/Committee of Supply (continued)
Cabinet Office
Head 14-Department of Statistics (continued)
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 882–884, 931–934
Head 26-Department of Human Resources
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 912–914
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 884–887, 931–934
Head 43-Information Technology Office
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 914–915
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 887–890, 931–934
Head 51-Department of Communication and Information
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 914–915
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 890–893, 931–934
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 923
Head 80-Office of Project Management and Procurement (OPMP)
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 915–920
Brown, Mr. Walton, 921–923
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 893–895, 931–934
Head 84-E-Government
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 895–897
Head 96-Sustainable Development
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 920–921
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 897–900, 931–934
Community, Culture and Sports
Head 20-Youth, Sport and Recreation
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1450–1451
Scott, Hon. R. Wayne, 1432–1434, 1448, 1452
Weeks, Mr. Michael A., 1439–1440
Head 23-Child and Family Services
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1450
Scott, Hon. R. Wayne, 1431–1432, 1448–1449
Weeks, Mr. Michael A., 1440–1443, 1450
Head 52-Community and Cultural Affairs
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1457, 1462
Scott, Hon. R. Wayne, 1427–1431, 1447, –1450, 1452, 1458
Sousa, Mr. Jeff, 1446–1447
Weeks, Mr. Michael A., 1438–1439, 1443–1444
Head 55-Financial Assistance
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1453, 1454–1455, 1460–1461, 1464–1465
Commissiong, Mr. Rolfe, 1456
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1457, 1459, 1462
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1450–1452, 1459–1460
Roban, Mr. Walter H., 1456, 1457–1458, 1462, 1464
Scott, Hon. R. Wayne, 1434–1437, 1449–1450, 1453–1454, 1455, 1456, 1458–1459, 1461,
1463–1464, 1465–1466
Weeks, Mr. Michael A., 1444–1446, 1458, 1463
Head 71-Headquarters
Scott, Hon. R. Wayne, 1426–1427, 1447
Weeks, Mr. Michael A., 1438
Education and Economic Development
Head 17-Department of Education
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1293–1299
Foggo, Ms. Lovitta F., 1300–1301
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1270–1289, 1303–1305
Head 39-Registrar of Companies Department
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1377–1381
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1381–1383
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1360–1363, 1377, 1383–1384
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Bills (continued)
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15/Committee of Supply (continued)
Education and Economic Development (continued)
Head 41-Bermuda College
Atherden, Mrs. Jeanne J., 1302–1303
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1293–1299
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1289–1293, 1303–1305
Head 46-Department of Telecommunications
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1377–1381
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1377–1381
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1363–1369, 1377, 1382–1384
Head 67-Department of E-Commerce
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1369–1372, 1377
Head 89-Department of Energy
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1377–1381
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1372–1376, 1377
Head 95-Headquarters
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1377–1381
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1293–1299
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1381–1383
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1266–1270, 1303–1305
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1353–1360, 1377
Scott, Ms. Leah K., 1301–1302
Finance
Head 10-Headquarters
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1254–1257
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1230–1243, 1261–1265
Head 11-Department of Accountant General
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1257–1259
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1243–1247, 1261–1265
Head 28-Department of Social Insurance
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1259–1260
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1247–1249, 1261–1265
Head 38-Office of Tax Commissioner
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1260
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1249–1252
Head 58-Interest on Debt
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1260
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1252–1253, 1261–1265
Head 59-Sinking Fund
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1260–1261
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1253–1254, 1261–1265
Health and Environment
Head 21-Headquarters
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1118–1122
Moniz, Hon. Trevor G., 1087–1095, 1129
Head 22-Department of Health
Atherden, Mrs. Jeanne J., 1128–1129
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1122–1124
Moniz, Hon. Trevor G., 1095–1103, 1129
Head 24-Hospitals
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1124–1128
Moniz, Hon. Trevor G., 1103–1117, 1129
Head 72-Department of Environmental Protection
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 941–945
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 946
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 947–949
Moniz, Hon. Trevor, G., 934–945, 951–952
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 949–951
Sousa, Mr. Jeff, 945–946
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Bills (continued)
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15/Committee of Supply (continued)
Health and Environment (continued)
Head 91-Hospital Insurance
Moniz, Hon. Trevor G., 1117–1118
Home Affairs
Head 27-Department of Immigration
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 1010–1021, 1030
Head 32-Department of Planning
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 1021–1025, 1030
Head 42-Department of Rent Commissioner
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 1025–1026, 1030
Roban, Mr. Walter, 1026–1029
Head 60-Department of Workforce Development
Commissiong, Mr. Rolfe, 1491–1496
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1496–1498
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 1483–1491, 1498–1500
Sousa, Mr. Jeff, 1499–1500
Head 93-Headquarters
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1029
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 992–1010, 1030
Legal Affairs
Head 04-Attorney General's Chambers
Burt, Mr. E. David, 982–983
Pettingill, Hon. Mark J., 962–965, 977–982, 983, 988–990, 991–992
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 991, 992
Head 75-Department of Public Prosecutions
Pettingill, Hon. Mark J., 962–965, 965–969, 977–982, 983, 988–990, 991–992
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 976, 990–991
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 973–976
Head 87-Headquarters
Burt, Mr. E. David, 977, 982
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 984–988
Pettingill, Hon. Mark J., 959–962, 962–965, 976, 977–982, 983, 988–990, 991–992
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 969–971, 976
National Security
Head 06-Defence
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1317–1320
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1337–1338
Head 07-Bermuda Police Service
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1351, 1352, 1353
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1320–1323, 1346–1351, 1352, 1353
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1345–1346
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1337–1342
Sousa, Mr. Jeff, 1344–1345
Weeks, Mr. Michael A., 1346
Head 12-Department of HM Customs
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1323–1327, 1346
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1342
Head 13-Bermuda Post Office
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1327–1330, 1356
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1343
Head 25-Department of Corrections
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1385–1391, 1394–1395
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1393–1394
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1391–1393
Head 45-Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1330–1333, 1346
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1342–1343
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Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15/Committee of Supply (continued)
National Security (continued)
Head 83-Headquarters
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1316–1317, 1346, 1351, 1352–1353
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1337
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1352
Head 88-Department for National Drug Control
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1333–1337, 1353
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1343–1344
Non-Ministry Heads
Head 01-Governor and Staff
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1472–1474
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1478–1479
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1479–1480
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 1466–1467, 1481–1483
Head 02-Legislature
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1474–1475
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1480
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 1467–1470, 1481–1483
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1480–1481
Head 63-Parliamentary Registrar
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1475–1477
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1480
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 1470–1471, 1481–1483
Head 85-Ombudsman's Office
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1478
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 1471–1472, 1481–1483
Tourism and Transport
Head 30-Department of Marine and Ports Services
Crockwell, Hon. Shawn G., 1131–1135, 1167–1170
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1157–1160
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1152–1153
Head 31-Department of Airport Operations
Crockwell, Hon. Shawn G., 1135–1138, 1167–1170
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1163–1166
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1153–1157
Head 33-Tourism
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1646, 1647, 1648, 1649
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1637, 1644, 1645
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1650
Crockwell, Hon. Shawn G., 1610–1624, 1629, 1633–1634, 1636–1637, 1638, 1639, 1640,
1641, 1642, 1644–1645, 1646–1647, 1648, 1649, 1650
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1625–1629, 1630–1633, 1634–1635, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1640,
1641, 1642, 1643–1644, 1645–1646, 1650
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1635–1636
Head 34-Transport Control Department
Crockwell, Hon. Shawn G., 1138–1140, 1167–1170
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1166–1167
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1160
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1151–1153
Head 35-Department of Public Transport
Crockwell, Hon. Shawn G., 1140–1151, 1167–1170
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1159–1160, 1161–1162
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1147–1151
Head 48-Headquarters
Crockwell, Hon. Shawn G., 1129–1131, 1167–1170
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1163–1165
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1157–1159
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1147
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Bills (continued)
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15/Committee of Supply (continued)
Tourism and Transport (continued)
Head 57-Department of Civil Aviation
Crockwell, Hon. Shawn G., 1141–1143, 1167–1170
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1162–1163
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1153–1157
Head 73-Department of Maritime Administration
Crockwell, Hon. Shawn G., 1143–1147
Works and Engineering
Head 36-Headquarters
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1593
Gordon-Pamplin, Hon. Patricia J., 1569–1574, 1598
Head 53-Bermuda Housing Corporation
Gordon-Pamplin, Hon. Patricia J., 1599–1602, 1608–1609
Lister, Hon. Dennis P., 1602–1608
Head 68-Department of Works
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1593–1594
Gordon-Pamplin, Hon. Patricia J., 1566, 1598–1599
Head 69-Conservation Services
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1594
Gordon-Pamplin, Hon. Patricia J., 1586–1590, 1598–1599
Head 81-Department of Public Lands and Buildings
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1594–1597
Gordon-Pamplin, Hon. Patricia J., 1574–1577
Head 82-Public Works Headquarters
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1590–1593
Gordon-Pamplin, Hon. Patricia J., 1577–1585, 1598–1599
Report, 1031, 1170, 1305, 1395, 1501, 1651
Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014
First Reading, 1087
Second Reading
Atherden, Mrs. Jeanne J., 1536–1539
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1541–1545
Moniz, Hon. Trevor G., 1530–1532, 1545–1547
Roban, Mr. Walter H., 1532–1536
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1539–1541
Committee, 1547–1552
Report, 1552
Third Reading, 1553
Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act 2014
Second Reading
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1175
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1175–1176
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1176
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1175, 1177
Committee, 1177–1182
Report, 1182
Third Reading, 1210
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014
First Reading, 1086
Second Reading
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1526
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1526–1528
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1525–1526, 1528
Committee, 1528–1530
Report, 1530
Third Reading, 1553
Liquor Licence Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014
Second Reading
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1044–1045, 1048–1049
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Bills (continued)
Liquor Licence Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014 (continued)
Pettingill, Hon. Mark J., 1046–1047
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1045–1046
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1048
Committee, 1049
Report, 1049
Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014
Second Reading
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1038–1039
Crockwell, Hon. Shawn G., 1037–1038
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1034–1035, 1040–1041
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1036–1037
Outerbridge, Ms. Nandi, 1036
Roberts-Holshouser, Mrs. Suzann, 1039
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1035–1036
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1039–1040
Committee, 1042–1044
Report, 1044
Third Reading, 1050
Morgan's Point Resort Act 2014
First Reading, 1424
Second Reading
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1811–1812
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1810–1811
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1807–1809
Commissiong, Mr. Rolfe, 1813–1814
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1809–1810
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1814
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1814–1817
Gordon-Pamplin, Hon. Patricia J., 1806–1807, 1817–1818
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1812–1813
Committee, 1819–1823
Report, 1824
Third Reading, 1826
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014
Second Reading
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1192–1195
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1185–1186
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1186–1187
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1184
Commissiong, Mr. Rolfe, 1185
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1191–1192
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1195–1198
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 1182–1183, 1198
Roban, Mr. Walter H., 1183–1184
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1189–1191
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1187–1189
Committee, 1198–1202
Division on clauses 1-6, 1202
Report, 1202
Third Reading, 1210
Restaurants (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Act 2014
Second Reading
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1171
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1171–1172
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1172
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1171, 1172
Committee, 1172–1174
Report, 1174
Third Reading, 1210
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Bills (continued)
Supplementary Estimate (No. 1) 2013/14
Second Reading
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1661
Committee, 1661
Head 24-Hospitals, 1666
Head 30-Marine and Ports, 1670
Head 31-Airport Operations, 1671
Head 33-Department of Tourism, 1671
Head 35-Public Transportation, 1672
Head 36-Public Works Headquarters, 1685
Head 48-Tourism and Transport, 1672
Head 55-Community, Culture and Sports, Financial Assistance, 1690
Head 58-Interest on Public Debt, 1662
Head 65- Community, Culture and Sports, Capital Development, 1691
Head 81-Public Lands and Buildings, 1685
Head 82-Department of Works and Engineering, 1687
Report, 1692
Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) 2012/13
Second Reading
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1652
Committee, 1652
Head 24-Hospitals, 1653
Head 30-Department of Marine and Ports Services, 1656
Head 31-Airport Operations, 1656
Head 35-Public Transportation, 1657
Head 36-Public Works, 1658
Head 65-Capital Development Hamilton Police Station and Magistrate's Court, 1659
Report, 1661
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A.
Adjournment, Motions thereon
GP licensed cars, 1306
PLP, conduct of, 1306
Trust deficit, 1068–1070
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1831–1835
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1742–1745
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 07-Bermuda Police Service, 1351, 1352, 1353
Head 39-Registrar of Companies Department, 1377–1381
Head 46-Department of Telecommunications, 1377–1381
Head 95-Headquarters, 1377–1381
Exchange of information trip, 1718, 1719
GP licensed cars, 1306
Landow & Company, principals of, 1082
Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014, 1038–1039
Morgan's Point Resort Act 2014, 1811–1812
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, 1185–1186
PLP, conduct of, 1306
Question Period
Exchange of information trip, 1718, 1719
Landow & Company, principals of, 1082
Trust deficit, 1068–1070
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1831–1835
Blood alcohol levels, legislation. See Question Period
Boards, choosing and gazetting. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Brown-Darrell Clinic, rumour of closing. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Brown, Mr. Walton
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Budget Presentation by Junior Minister of Home Affairs, 1066–1068
Budget Presentation by Junior Minister of Home Affairs, 1066–1068
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1758–1760
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Brown, Mr. Walton (continued)
Education Commissioner, 1730, 1731
Elections, recommendations cited in Goudie Opinion (tabled March 10, 2014), 1424–1425
Elections, Select Committee report on, 1225
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 01-Governor and Staff, 1478–1479
Head 09-Cabinet Office, 921–923
Head 14-Department of Statistics, 921–923
Head 17-Department of Education, 1293–1299
Head 33-Tourism, 1637, 1644, 1645
Head 41-Bermuda College, 1293–1299
Head 80-Office of Project Management and Procurement (OPMP), 921–923
Head 93-Home Affairs Headquarters, 1029
Head 95-Education Headquarters, 1293–1299
Morgan's Point Resort Act 2014, 1810–1811
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, 1186–1187
Question Period
Education Commissioner, 1730, 1731
Budget
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/1 (See Bills)
presentation by Junior Minister of Home Affairs (See Adjournment, Motions thereon)
thanks extended for debate thereon (See Adjournment, Motions thereon)
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr.
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Procedural matter on motion to adjourn, 1307
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1748
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 36-Headquarters, 1593
Head 68-Department of Works, 1593–1594
Head 69-Conservation Services, 1594
Head 81-Department of Public Lands and Buildings, 1594–1597
Head 82-Public Works Headquarters, 1590–1593
Exchange of information trip, 1719, 1720, 1721
GP licensed cars, 1214
Morgan's Point Resort Act 2014, 1807–1809
Procedural matter on motion to adjourn, 1307
Public Bodies Reform Act 2014, 1732, 1733
Question Period
Exchange of information trip, 1719, 1720, 1721
Public Bodies Reform Act 2014, 1732, 1733
Taxi legislation, proposed amendments to, 1733
Taxi legislation, proposed amendments to, 1733
Burt, Mr. E. David
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Budget Presentation by Junior Minister of Home Affairs, 1057–1058
Financial Scam in Bermuda, 1556
GP licensed cars, 1058
Grand Atlantic, 1412–1413
Jobs lost, 1060–1062
OBA Budget, 1837–1838
OBA, conduct of, 1838–1839
Teen Awards, Royal Gazette failure to attend, 1415
Trust deficit, 1058–1060, 1215–1218
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1839–1841
Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014, 1206
Budget Presentation by Junior Minister of Home Affairs, 1057–1058
Cash for Gold trade, regulating of, 1226
Club Med, former property of, 1725
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1767–1772
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1314, 1564
Corporate Service Provider Business Amendment Act 2014, 1397
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Burt, Mr. E. David (continued)
Customs Department Amendment Act 2014, 1032
Customs Tariff Amendment Act 2014, 1802
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 01-Governor and Staff, 1479–1480
Head 02-Legislature, 1480
Head 04-Attorney General's Chambers, 982–983
Head 09-Cabinet Office, 930
Head 10-Finance Headquarters, 1254–1257
Head 11-Department of Accountant General, 1257–1259
Head 33-Tourism, 1650
Head 38-Office of Tax Commissioner, 1260
Head 55-Financial Assistance, 1453, 1454–1455, 1460–1461, 1464–1465
Head 58-Interest on Debt, 1260
Head 59-Sinking Fund, 1260–1261
Head 63-Parliamentary Registrar, 1480
Head 87-Legal Affairs Headquarters, 977, 982
Exchange of information trip, 1717, 1718, 1720, 1721
Financial Scam in Bermuda, 1556
Government Fees (Trade Marks and Service Marks) Amendment Regulations 2014, 1524
Government Fees Amendment Regulations 2014, 1519–1521
GP licensed cars, 1058
Grand Atlantic, 1412–1413
Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014, 1541–1545
Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act 2014, 1175
Jobs lost, 1060–1062
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, 1184
OBA Budget, 1837–1838
OBA, conduct of, 1838–1839
Question Period
Cash for Gold trade, regulating of, 1226
Club Med, former property of, 1725
Exchange of information trip, 1717, 1718, 1720, 1721
Retirement benefits, receiving early, 1226–1227
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15, 866, 869
Taxi legislation, proposed amendments to, 1734
Travel expenses, 1726
Vehicle window tint, public service policy, 1423
Restaurants (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Act 2014, 1171
Retirement benefits, receiving early, 1226–1227
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15, 866, 869
Taxi legislation, proposed amendments to, 1734
Teen Awards, Royal Gazette failure to attend, 1415
Travel expenses, 1726
Trust deficit, 1058–1060, 1215–1218
Vehicle window tint, public service policy, 1423
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1839–1841

C

Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Budget debate, thanks extended for debate thereon, 1703
Debate, need to raise level of, 1862–1863
Budget debate, thanks extended for debate thereon, 1703
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1312, 1738
Debate, need to raise level of, 1862–1863
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 01-Governor and Staff, 1466–1467, 1481–1483
Head 02-Legislature, 1467–1470, 1481–1483
Head 09-Cabinet Office, 870–882, 931–934
Head 14-Department of Statistics, 882–884, 931–934
Head 26-Department of Human Resources, 884–887, 931–934
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Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig (continued)
Head 43-Information Technology Office, 887–890, 931–934
Head 51-Department of Communication and Information, 890–893, 931–934
Head 63-Parliamentary Registrar, 1470–1471, 1481–1483
Head 84-E-Government, 895–897
Head 85-Ombudsman's Office, 1471–1472, 1481–1483
Head 96-Sustainable Development, 897–900, 931–934
Hamilton Declaration on Collaboration for Conservation of Sargasso Sea, 1706–1707
Ministers and Members of the Legislature (Salaries and Pensions) Act 1975, 1738, 1825
Cash for Gold trade, regulating of. See Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers
CEO Wages. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Charities Act 2014. See Bills
Club Med, former property. See Question Period
Commissioner of Education. See Question Period
Commissiong, Mr. Rolfe
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Debate, need to raise level of, 1844
Gaming referendum, 1215
Jobs lost, 1845–1846
OBA, conduct of, 1214–1215
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1844–1845
Debate, need to raise level of, 1844
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 55-Financial Assistance, 1456
Head 60-Department of Workforce Development, 1491–1496
Exchange of information trip, 1722
Gaming referendum, 1215
Jobs lost, 1845–1846
Morgan's Point Resort Act 2014, 1813–1814
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, 1185
OBA, conduct of, 1214–1215
Question Period
Exchange of information trip, 1722
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1844–1845
Commonwealth Day Message. See Announcements by Speaker or Member presiding
Companies Amendment Act 2014. See Bills
Confirmation of Minutes
28 February 2014, 953
03 March 2014, 1071
05 March 2014, 1071, 1311
07 March 2014, 1419
10 March 2014, 1419
12 March 2014, 1419, 1705
14 March 2014, 1705
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches
Atherden, Mrs. Jeanne J., 1086
Bascome, Mr. Kenneth (Kenny), 1314–1315, 1737
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1314, 1564
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 1312, 1738
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 869, 956, 1228, 1312
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1085, 1314
Foggo, Ms. Lovitta F., 958, 1423, 1737
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 957, 1229–1230
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1228–1229, 1313, 1424
Gordon-Pamplin, Hon. Patricia J., 1229, 1315, 1561–1562
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 957–958, 1423–1424, 1563–1564
Moniz, Hon. Trevor G., 1564
Outerbridge, Ms. Nandi, 957, 1312–1313
Roban, Mr. Walter H., 1313–1314
Roberts-Holshouser, Mrs. Suzann, 958, 1563, 1736–1737
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1315
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Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches (continued)
Scott, Hon. R. Wayne, 1086, 1560
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1228, 1564
Simons, Mr. N. H. Cole, 869, 1230
Sousa, Mr. Jeff, 956–957, 1084–1085, 1228, 1313, 1562–1563
Weeks, Mr. Michael A., 1085–1086, 1229, 1314, 1564, 1737–1738
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1561
Consolidated Fund Financial Statements 31 March 2013
See Papers and Other Communications to House (See also Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers)
Consultants. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Corporate Landholding Policy. See Papers and Other Communications to House
Corporate Service Provider Business Amendment Act 2014. See Bills
Criminal Code Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014. See Bills
Criminal Code Amendment Act 2014. See Bills
Crockwell, Hon. Shawn G.
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Jobs lost, 1854–1856
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1852–1854
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 30-Department of Marine and Ports Services, 1131–1135, 1167–1170
Head 31-Department of Airport Operations, 1135–1138, 1167–1170
Head 33-Tourism, 1610–1624, 1629, 1633–1634, 1636–1637, 1638, 1639, 1640, 1641, 1642, 1644–
1645, 1646–1647, 1648, 1649, 1650
Head 34-Transport Control Department, 1138–1140, 1167–1170
Head 35-Department of Public Transport, 1140–1151, 1167–1170
Head 48-Tourism and Transport Headquarters, 1129–1131, 1167–1170
Jobs lost, 1854–1856
Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014, 1037–1038
Maritime Administration, results of follow-up monitoring visit by UK Government, 1710–1712
Taxi legislation, proposed amendments to, 1712–1713
Vehicle window tint, public service policy, 1419–1420
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1852–1854
Customs Department Amendment Act 2014. See Bills
Customs duty deferrals. See Question Period
Customs Tariff Amendment Act 2014. See Bills
Cyber Safety. See Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers

D
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S.
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Albert and Victoria Row properties, 1404–1405
Bermuda Environmental Sustainability Taskforce BEST, 1406
Boards, choosing and gazetting of, 1405–1406
Brown-Darrell Clinic, rumour of closing, 1051–1052
Budget Presentation by Junior Minister of Home Affairs, 1053–1055
CEO Wages, 1406–1407
Government contracts, open bidding, 1211–1213
GP licensed cars, 1053
Jobs lost, 1052–1053, 1407–1408
Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre, 1827
Morgan's Point, 1827
OBA, conduct of, 1828–1829
Procedural matter on motion to adjourn, 1307
Road modification in view of recent fatality, 1050–1051
Sex offenders registry, 1405
Technology, pre-certification for use of, 1308–1310, 1407
Albert and Victoria Row properties, 1404–1405
Bermuda Environmental Sustainability Taskforce BEST, 1406
Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014, 1208–1209
Boards, choosing and gazetting of, 1405–1406
Brown-Darrell Clinic, rumour of closing, 1051–1052
Budget Presentation by Junior Minister of Home Affairs, 1053–1055
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De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S. (continued)
CEO Wages, 1406–1407
Club Med, former property of, 1725
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1765–1767
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 869, 956, 1228, 1312
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 09-Cabinet Office, 923–925
Head 21-Health and Environment Headquarters, 1118–1122
Head 22-Department of Health, 1122–1124
Head 24-Hospitals, 1124–1128
Head 51-Department of Communication and Information, 923
Head 55-Financial Assistance, 1457, 1459, 1462
Government contracts, open bidding, 1211–1213
Government-owned buildings, 1083
GP licensed cars, 1053
Health care and insurance costs, escalation of, 1209
Jobs lost, 1052–1053, 1407–1408
Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre, 1732, 1827
Morgan's Point, 1827
Morgan's Point Resort Act 2014, 1809–1810
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, 1191–1192
OBA, conduct of, 1828–1829
Procedural matter on motion to adjourn, 1307
Question Period
Club Med, former property of, 1725
Government-owned buildings, 1083
Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre, 1732
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15, 865
Road modification in view of recent fatality, 1050–1051
Sex offenders registry, 1405
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15, 865
Technology, pre-certification for use of, 1308–1310, 1407
Debate, need to raise level, Adjournment, Motions thereon
Decolonisation of Bermuda, viability of. See Motions
Decorum in House. See Announcements by Speaker or Member presiding
Deed of Variance between Corporation of Hamilton and Par-la-Ville Hotel and Residences Ltd. See Hamilton,
Corporation of
Divisions
Companies Amendment Act 2014 [on Report to House], 1795–1796
Motions to reject agreements between the Corporation of Hamilton and the Allied Development Partners
Ltd., 1204
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014-clauses 1 through 6, 1202
Double murder in east end of Island. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Draft Regulations
Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014
Atherden, Mrs. Jeanne J., 1206
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1206
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1208–1209
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant, 1209
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1208
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1206–1208
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 1204–1205, 1209
Roban, Mr. Walter H., 1205–1206
Government Fees (Trade Marks and Service Marks) Amendment Regulations 2014
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1524
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1523–1524, 1525
Government Fees Amendment Regulations 2014
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1519–1521
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1521
Gordon-Pamplin, Hon. Patricia J., 1521–1522
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob), 1518–1519, 1522–1523
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Dunkley, Hon. Michael H.
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Consultants, 1220–1221
Double murder in east end of Island, 1306–1307
PLP, conduct of, 1220
Cash for Gold trade, regulating of, 1224–1225
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1085, 1314
Consultants, 1220–1221
Criminal Code Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014, 1693, 1697–1698
Criminal Code Amendment Act 2014, 1798
Double murder in east end of Island, 1306–1307
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 02-Legislature, 1480–1481
Head 06-Defence, 1317–1320
Head 07-Bermuda Police Service, 1320–1323, 1346–1351, 1352, 1353
Head 12-Department of HM Customs, 1323–1327, 1346
Head 13-Bermuda Post Office, 1327–1330, 1346
Head 25-Department of Corrections, 1385–1391, 1394–1395
Head 45-Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service, 1330–1333, 1346
Head 83-Headquarters, 1316–1317, 1346, 1351, 1352–1353
Head 88-Department for National Drug Control, 1333–1337, 1353
Government contracts, open bidding, 1221–1222
Government Fees Amendment Regulations 2014, 1521
Legal Aid Annual Report 2011/12, 1311
Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014, 1034–1035, 1038–1039, 1040–1041
National Security and Defence Review Committee Report, 1736, 1739
PLP, conduct of, 1220

E
Education
Commissioner. See Adjournment, Motions thereon; Question Period
updates. See Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers
Elections
recommendations cited in Goudie Opinion (tabled March 10, 2014) (See Motions)
Select Committee report on (See Reports of Committees)
Electric vehicles for tourists. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Exchange of information trip. See Question Period

F
Federal Investor Programme and Federal Entrepreneur Programme by Government of Canada. See Question
Period
Financial Scam in Bermuda. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Foggo, Ms. Lovitta F.
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 958, 1423, 1737
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 17-Department of Education, 1300–1301
Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre, 1731
Question Period
Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre, 1731
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L.
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1761–1765
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 957, 1229–1230
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 07-Bermuda Police Service, 1345–1346
Head 09-Cabinet Office, 925–930
Head 20-Youth, Sport and Recreation, 1450–1451
Head 23-Child and Family Services, 1450
Head 31-Department of Airport Operations, 1163–1166
Head 33-Tourism, 1625–1629, 1630–1633, 1634–1635, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1640, 1641, 1642, 1643–
1644, 1645–1646, 1650
Head 34-Transport Control Department, 1166–1167
Head 39-Registrar of Companies Department, 1381–1383
Head 46-Department of Telecommunications, 1377–1381
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Furbert, Hon. Wayne L. (continued)
Head 48-Tourism and Transport Headquarters, 1163–1165
Head 52-Community and Cultural Affairs, 1457, 1462
Head 55-Financial Assistance, 1450–1452, 1459–1460
Head 72-Department of Environmental Protection, 946
Head 87-Legal Affairs Headquarters, 984–988
Head 95-Headquarters, 1381–1383
Exchange of information trip, 1718, 1720
Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act 2014, 1175–1176
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014, 1526
Morgan's Point Resort Act 2014, 1814
Question Period
Exchange of information trip, 1718, 1720
Restaurants (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Act 2014, 1171–1172

G
Gaming referendum. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Gibbons, Dr. the Hon. E. Grant
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Education Commissioner, 1559
Reading Recovery Programme, 1559
Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014, 1209
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1739–1742, 1776–1781
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1228–1229, 1313, 1424
Corporate Landholding Policy, 1561
Cyber Safety, 1714–1716
Education Commissioner, 1559
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 17-Department of Education, 1270–1289, 1303–1305
Head 39-Registrar of Companies Department, 1360–1363, 1377, 1383–1384
Head 41-Bermuda College, 1289–1293, 1303–1305
Head 46-Department of Telecommunications, 1363–1369, 1377, 1382–1384
Head 67-Department of E-Commerce, 1369–1372, 1377
Head 89-Department of Energy, 1372–1376, 1377
Head 95-Education Headquarters, 1266–1270, 1303–1305
Head 95-Headquarters, 1353–1360, 1377
Morgan's Point Resort Act 2014, 1814–1817
Reading Recovery Programme, 1559
Gordon-Pamplin, Hon. Patricia J.
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Budget Presentation by Junior Minister of Home Affairs, 1057
Debate, need to raise level of, 1858–1860
GP licensed cars, 1056–1057
apology to House, 1213–1214
Road modification in view of recent fatality, 1055–1056
Budget Presentation by Junior Minister of Home Affairs, 1057
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1229, 1315, 1561–1562
Debate, need to raise level of, 1858–1860
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 36-Headquarters, 1569–1574, 1598
Head 53-Bermuda Housing Corporation, 1599–1602, 1608–1609
Head 68-Department of Works, 1566, 1598–1599
Head 69-Conservation Services, 1586–1590, 1598–1599
Head 81-Department of Public Lands and Buildings, 1574–1577
Head 82-Public Works Headquarters, 1577–1585, 1598–1599
Government Fees Amendment Regulations 2014, 1521–1522
GP licensed cars, 1056–1057
apology to House, 1213–1214
Morgan's Point Resort Act 2014, 1806–1807, 1817–1818
Road modification in view of recent fatality, 1055–1056
Goudie Opinion with Select Committee report (tabled March 10, 2014), 1424–1425
Government contracts, open bidding. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
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Government Fees (Trade Marks and Service Marks) Amendment Regulations 2014. See Draft Regulations
Government Fees Amendment Regulations 2014. See Draft Regulations; Papers and Other Communications to
House
Government-owned buildings. See Question Period
GP licensed cars. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
apology by Minister (See Adjournment, Motions thereon)
Grand Atlantic. See Adjournment, Motions thereon

H
Hamilton Declaration on Collaboration for Conservation of Sargasso Sea. See Statements by Ministers and
Junior Ministers
Hamilton, Corporation of
and Allied Development Partners Ltd., motions to reject agreements with for the development of Hamilton
Water Front (See Motions)
Deed with Hamilton and Par-la-Ville Hotel and Residences Ltd. (See Papers and Other Communications to
House)
Variance of deed with Par-la-Ville Hotel and Residences Ltd. (See Motions)
Health care and insurance costs, escalation of. See Motions
Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014. See Bills
Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act 2014. See Bills

I
Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014. See Bermuda Immigration
and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) . . .
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014. See Bills
Investment Business Amendment Order 2014. See Papers and Other Communications to House
Investment Funds Amendment Order 2014. See Papers and Other Communications to House

J
Jetgate
See "Exchange of Information trip"
See Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General.
Jobs
created (See Adjournment, Motions thereon)
lost (See Adjournment, Motions thereon)

L
Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre
See Adjournment, Motions thereon (See also Question Period)
Landow & Company, principals of. See Question Period
Legal Aid Annual Report 2011/12. See Papers and Other Communications to House
Liquor Licence Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014. See Bills
Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014. See Bills
Lister, Hon. Dennis P.
Club Med, former property of, 1724, 1725
Decolonisation of Bermuda, viability of, reinstated (SO 21(2)(c)), 1400
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 53-Bermuda Housing Corporation, 1602–1608
Question Period
Club Med, former property of, 1724, 1725
Travel expenses, 1726
Travel expenses, 1726
Lister, Hon. Terry E.
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Banks should own up to responsibility, 1861
Debate, need to raise level of, 1861–1862
Education Commissioner, 1555
Jobs lost, 1860–1861
Reading Recovery Programme, 1554–1555
Banks should own up to responsibility, 1861
Bermuda Bankers' Association, 1722, 1723, 1724
Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014, 1208
Blood alcohol levels, legislation on, 955, 956
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Lister, Hon. Terry E. (continued)
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1748–1750
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 957–958, 1423–1424, 1563–1564
Criminal Code Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014, 1695–1697
Customs duty deferrals, 1420, 1421, 1422
Customs Tariff Amendment Act 2014, 1802
Debate, need to raise level of, 1861–1862
Education Commissioner, 1555
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 25-Department of Corrections, 1393–1394
Head 30-Department of Marine and Ports Services, 1157–1160
Head 33-Tourism, 1635–1636
Head 34-Transport Control Department, 1160
Head 35-Department of Public Transport, 1159–1160, 1161–1162
Head 48-Tourism and Transport Headquarters, 1157–1159
Head 60-Department of Workforce Development, 1496–1498
Head 72-Department of Environmental Protection, 947–949
Exchange of information trip, 1720
Federal Investor Programme and Federal Entrepreneur Programme by Government of Canada, 1727, 1728,
1729, 1730
Government-owned buildings, 1083, 1084
Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act 2014, 1176
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014, 1526–1528
Jobs lost, 1860–1861
Liquor Licence Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014, 1044–1045, 1048–1049
Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014, 1036–1037
Morgan's Point Resort Act 2014, 1812–1813
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, 1195–1198
Question Period
Bermuda Bankers' Association, 1722, 1723, 1724
Blood alcohol levels, legislation on, 955, 956
Customs duty deferrals, 1420, 1421, 1422
Exchange of information trip, 1720
Federal Investor Programme and Federal Entrepreneur Programme by Government of Canada, 1727,
1728, 1729, 1730
Government-owned buildings, 1083, 1084
Reading Recovery Programme, 1554–1555
Restaurants (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Act 2014, 1172

M

Maritime Administration, results of follow-up monitoring visit by UK Government. See Question Period;
Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers
Members of the Legislature (Salaries and Pensions) Act 1975. See Motions
Ministerial Statements, lack thereof. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Ministers and Members of the Legislature (Salaries and Pensions) Act 1975. See Motions
Moniz, Hon. Trevor G.
Bermuda Health Council Annual Report 2012/13, 1072
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1564
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 21-Health and Environment Headquarters, 1087–1095, 1129
Head 22-Department of Health, 1095–1103, 1129
Head 24-Hospitals, 1103–1117, 1129
Head 72-Department of Environmental Protection, 934–945, 951–952
Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014, 1530–1532, 1545–1547
Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre, 1716–1717
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15, changes to, 863–865
Morgan's Point. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Morgan's Point Resort Act 2014. See Bills
Motions
Airport Authority for Bermuda, short- and long-term advantages in relation to establishment of
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1425
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Motions (continued)
Decolonisation of Bermuda, viability of
reinstated (SO 21(2)(c))
Lister, Hon. Dennis P., 1400
Elections, recommendations cited in Goudie Opinion (tabled March 10, 2014)
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1424–1425
Hamilton, Corporation of and Allied Development Partners Ltd., motions to reject agreements with for the
development of Hamilton Water Front
Division, 1204
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 1203
Hamilton, Corporation of, Variance of Deed with Par-la-Ville Hotel and Residences Ltd.
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 1824, 1825
Roban, Mr. Walter H., 1824
Health care and insurance costs, escalation of
reinstated (SO 21(2)(c))
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1209
Ministers and Members of the Legislature (Salaries and Pensions) Act 1975
Cannonier, Hon. L. Craig, 1738, 1835
National Security and Defence Review Committee, Report
Dunkley, Hon. Michael H., 1739
Parliamentary Governance and Reform, report of, together with appendices (tabled March 5, 2014)
Simmons, Mr. N. H. Cole, 1424
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014. See Bills

N
National Security and Defence Review Committee Report.
See Motions;
See also Papers and Other Communications to House;
See also Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers

O
OBA
budget (See Adjournment, Motions thereon)
conduct of (See Adjournment, Motions thereon)
Opposition Leader's betting shop may be illegally offering overseas lottery tickets-Royal Gazette. See
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Outerbridge, Ms. Nandi
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 957, 1312–1313
Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014, 1036
Overseas Territories, Sustainability in UK, Report of former Ombudsman and UK House of Commons. See
Adjournment, Motions thereon

P
Papers and Other Communications to House
Bermuda Health Council Annual Report 2012/13, 1072
Consolidated Fund Financial Statements 31 March 2013, 1705
Corporate Landholding Policy, 1561
Government Fees (Trade Marks and Service Marks) Amendment Regulations 2014, 1072
Government Fees Amendment Regulations 2014, 1071
Hamilton, Corporation of, deed with Hamilton and Par-la-Ville Hotel and Residences Ltd., 1419
Investment Business Amendment Order 2014, 1705
Investment Funds Amendment Order 2014, 1705
Legal Aid Annual Report 2011/12, 1311
National Security and Defence Review Committee Report, 1736
Supplementary Estimate (No. 1) financial year 2013/14, 1071
Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) financial year 2013/14, 1071
Trust (Regulation of Trust Business) Amendment Order 2014, 1705
Parliamentary Governance, Report of Parliamentary Joint Select Committee. See Reports of Committees
Parliamentary Questions. See Question Period
procedure on (See Announcements by Speaker or Member presiding)
Personal Explanations
Unparliamentary language, apology for use of
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr., 1315
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Pettingill, Hon. Mark J.
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Financial Scam in Bermuda, 1556–1557
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1835–1837
Criminal Code Amendment Act 2014, 1796–1797, 1798–1799
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 04-Attorney General's Chambers, 962–965, 977–982, 983, 988–990, 991–992
Head 75-Department of Public Prosecutions, 962–965, 965–969, 977–982, 983, 988–990, 991–992
Head 87-Legal Affairs Headquarters, 959–962, 962–965, 976, 977–982, 983, 988–990, 991–992
Financial Scam in Bermuda, 1556–1557
Liquor Licence Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014, 1046–1047
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1835–1837
PLP
budget (See Adjournment, Motions thereon)
conduct of (See Adjournment, Motions thereon)
Public Bodies Reform Act 2014. See Question Period; Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers

Q
Question Period
Bermuda Bankers' Association
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1722, 1723, 1724
Blood alcohol levels, legislation on
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 955, 956
Cash for Gold trade, regulating of
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1226
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1225–1226
Club Med, former property of
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1725
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1725
Lister, Hon. Dennis P., 1724, 1725
Customs duty deferrals
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1420, 1421, 1422
Education Commissioner (See also Adjournment, Motions thereon)
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1731
Brown, Mr. Walton, 1730, 1731
Exchange of information trip (See also, Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and
Attorney General)
Bean, Hon. Marc A. R., 1718, 1722
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1718, 1719
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1719, 1720, 1721
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1717, 1718, 1720, 1721
Commissiong, Mr. Rolfe, 1722
Furbert, Hon. Wayne L., 1718, 1720
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1720
Scott, Hon. Michael J., 1721, 1722
Federal Investor Programme and Federal Entrepreneur Programme by Government of Canada
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1727, 1728, 1729, 1730
Government-owned buildings
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1083
Lister, Hon. Terry E., 1083, 1084
Roberts-Holshouser, Mrs. Suzann, 1083
Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre (See also Adjournment, Motions thereon)
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 1732
Foggo, Ms. Lovitta, 1731
Landow & Company, principals of
Blakeney, Mr. Glenn A., 1082
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1072, 1080, 1081, 1082
Maritime Administration, results of follow-up monitoring visit by UK Government
Roban, Mr. Walter H., 1734, 1735
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1734
Public Bodies Reform Act 2014
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., Sr., 1732, 1733
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Question Period (continued)
Retirement benefits, receiving early
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1226–1227
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15
Burt, Mr. E. David, 866, 869
De Silva, Hon. Zane J. S., 865
Roban, Mr. Walter, 868, 869
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 866, 867
Taxi legislation, proposed amendments to
Burgess, Hon. Derrick V., 1733
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1734
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1733
Travel expenses
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1726
Lister, Hon. Dennis P., 1726
Weeks, Mr. Michael A., 1727
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N., 1725, 1726
Vehicle window tint, public service policy
Burt, Mr. E. David, 1423
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence, 1422, 1423

R
Reading Recovery Programme. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Regulations. See Draft Regulations
Reports of Committees
Elections, Select Committee report on, 1225
Parliamentary Governance, Parliamentary Joint Select Committee on, 953–954
Restaurants (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Act 2014. See Bills
Retirement benefits, receiving early. See Question Period
Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob)
Adjournment, Motions thereon, 1417
Albert and Victoria Row properties, 1416–1417
Budget Presentation by Junior Minister of Home Affairs, 1065–1066
Debate, need to raise level of, 1843–1844
Grand Atlantic, 1415–1416
Jobs created, 1062–1065
Jobs lost, 1417
PLP Budget, 1841–1843
Albert and Victoria Row properties, 1416–1417
Appropriation Act 2014, 1651–1652
Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014, 1206–1208
Budget Presentation by Junior Minister of Home Affairs, 1065–1066
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1755–1758
Consolidated Fund Financial Statements year ending March 31, 2013, 1705, 1708–1709
Corporate Service Provider Business Amendment Act 2014, 1395–1396, 1397
Customs Department Amendment Act 2014, 1031–1032
Customs Tariff Amendment Act 2014, 1800–1801, 1802–1803
Debate, need to raise level of, 1843–1844
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 10-Finance Headquarters, 1230–1243, 1261–1265
Head 11-Department of Accountant General, 1243–1247, 1261–1265
Head 38-Office of Tax Commissioner, 1249–1252
Head 58-Interest on Debt, 1252–1253, 1261–1265
Head 59-Sinking Fund, 1253–1254, 1261–1265
Government Fees (Trade Marks and Service Marks) Amendment Regulations 2014, 1072, 1523–1524, 1525
Government Fees Amendment Regulations 2014, 1071, 1518–1519, 1522–1523
Grand Atlantic, 1415–1416
Hotels (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Amendment Act 2014, 1175, 1177
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bermuda Amendment Act 2014, 1525–1526, 1528
Investment Business Amendment Order 2014, 1705
Investment Funds Amendment Order 2014, 1705
Jobs created, 1062–1065
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Richards, Hon. E. T. (Bob) (Continued)
Jobs lost, 1417
PLP Budget, 1841–1843
Public Bodies Reform Act 2014, 1710
Restaurants (Temporary Customs Duty Relief) Act 2014, 1171, 1172
Supplementary Estimate (No. 1) 2013/14, 1071, 1661
Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) 2012/13, 1071, 1652
Trust (Regulation of Trust Business) Amendment Order 2014, 1705
Richards, Mr. Sylvan D., Jr.
Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014, 1204–1205,
1209
Charities Act 2014, 1501–1503, 1507–1508
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1760–1761
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 27-Department of Immigration, 1010–1021, 1030
Head 32-Department of Planning, 1021–1025, 1030
Head 42-Department of Rent Commissioner, 1025–1026, 1030
Head 60-Department of Workforce Development, 1483–1491, 1498–1500
Head 72-Department of Environmental Protection, 949–951
Head 93-Headquarters, 992–1010, 1030
Hamilton, Corporation of and Allied Development Partners Ltd., motions to reject agreements with for
development of Hamilton Water Front, 1203
Hamilton, Corporation of, Variance of Deed with Par-la-Ville Hotel and Residences Ltd., 1419, 1824, 1825
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, 1182–1183, 1198
Unparliamentary language, apology for use of, 1315
Road modification in view of recent fatality. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Roban, Mr. Walter
Bermuda Immigration and Protection (Land-Holding Charges) Amendment Regulations 2014, 1205–1206
Charities Act 2014, 1503–1505
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1750–1755
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1313–1314
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 42-Department of Rent Commissioner, 1026–1029
Head 55-Financial Assistance, 1456, 1457–1458, 1462, 1464
Hamilton, Corporation of, Variance of Deed with Par-la-Ville Hotel and Residences Ltd., 1824
Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014, 1532–1536
Maritime Administration, results of follow-up monitoring visit by UK Government, 1734, 1735
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, 1183–1184
Question Period
Maritime Administration, results of follow-up monitoring visit by UK Government, 1734, 1735
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15, 868, 869
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15, 868, 869
Roberts-Holshouser, Mrs. Suzann
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Banks should own up to responsibility, 1846–1847
Banks should own up to responsibility, 1846–1847
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 958, 1563, 1736–1737
Government-owned buildings, 1083
Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014, 1039
Question Period
Government-owned buildings, 1083

S

Sargasso Sea. See Hamilton Declaration on Collaboration for Conservation of Sargasso Sea
Scott, Hon. Michael J.
Companies Amendment Act 2014, 1745–1748
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1315
Criminal Code Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014, 1694
Education updates, 1707–1708
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 06-Defence, 1337–1338
Head 07-Bermuda Police Service, 1337–1342
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Scott, Hon. Michael J. (continued)
Head 12-Department of HM Customs, 1342
Head 34-Transport Control Department, 1151–1153
Head 45-Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service, 1342–1343
Head 45-Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service, 1342–1343
Head 75-Department of Public Prosecutions, 976, 990–991
Head 83-Headquarters, 1337
Exchange of information trip, 1721, 1722
Health Insurance (Miscellaneous) Amendment Act 2014, 1539–1541
Liquor Licence Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014, 1045–1046
Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014, 1035–1036
Question Period
Exchange of information trip, 1721, 1722
Scott, Hon. R. Wayne
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Grand Atlantic, 1408–1409
Opposition Leader's betting shop may be illegally offering overseas lottery tickets-Royal Gazette, 1409–
1412
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1086, 1560
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 20-Youth, Sport and Recreation, 1432–1434, 1448, 1452
Head 23-Child and Family Services, 1431–1432, 1448–1449
Head 52-Community and Cultural Affairs, 1447–1450, 1452, 1458
Head 55-Financial Assistance, 1434–1437, 1449–1450, 1453–1454, 1455, 1456, 1458–1459, 1461,
1463–1464, 1465–1466
Grand Atlantic, 1408–1409
Opposition Leader's betting shop may be illegally offering overseas lottery tickets-Royal Gazette, 1409–
1412
UN Commission on Status of Women, report from, 1713–1714
Scott, Mr. W. Lawrence
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Debate, need to raise level of, 1856–1858
Electric vehicles for tourists, 1557–1559
Grand Atlantic, 1403–1404
Airport Authority for Bermuda, short- and long-term advantages in relation to establishment of, 1425
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1228, 1564
Debate, need to raise level of, 1856–1858
Electric vehicles for tourists, 1557–1559
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 30-Department of Marine and Ports Services, 1152–1153
Head 31-Department of Airport Operations, 1153–1157
Head 48-Tourism and Transport Headquarters, 1147
Grand Atlantic, 1403–1404
Maritime Administration, results of follow-up monitoring visit by UK Government, 1734
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, 1189–1191
Question Period
Maritime Administration, results of follow-up monitoring visit by UK Government, 1734
Taxi legislation, proposed amendments to, 1733
Vehicle window tint, public service policy, 1422, 1423
Taxi legislation, proposed amendments to, 1733
Vehicle window tint, public service policy, 1422, 1423
Scott, Ms. Leah K.
Education updates, 1707–1708
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 95-Education Headquarters, 1301–1302
Senate, Messages to/from
Appropriation Act 2014, 1652
Sex offenders registry. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Simons, Mr. N. H. Cole
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 869, 1230
Parliamentary Joint Select Committee on Parliamentary Governance, 953–954
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Sousa, Mr. Jeff
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 956–957, 1084–1085, 1228, 1313, 1562–1563
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 07-Bermuda Police Service, 1344–1345
Head 52-Community and Cultural Affairs, 1446–1447
Head 60-Department of Workforce Development, 1499–1500
Head 72-Department of Environmental Protection, 945–946
Speaker's Rulings. See Announcements by Speaker or Member presiding
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15, changes. See Question Period; Statements
by Ministers and Junior Ministers
Standing Orders, discussions/questions/rulings thereon. See Announcements by Speaker or Member presiding
Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers
Cash for Gold trade, regulating of, 1224–1225 (See also Question Period)
Consolidated Fund Financial Statements 31 March 2013, 1708–1709
Cyber Safety, 1714–1716
Education updates, 1707–1708
Hamilton Declaration on Collaboration for Conservation of Sargasso Sea, 1706–1707
Lamb Foggo Urgent Care Centre, 1716–1717 (See also Question Period)
Maritime Administration, results of follow-up monitoring visit by UK Government, 1710–1712 (See also
Question Period)
National Security and Defence Review Committee Report, 1736
Public Bodies Reform Act 2014, 1710
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15, changes to, 863–865 (See also
Question Period)
Taxi legislation, proposed amendments to, 1712–1713 (See also Question Period)
UN Commission on Status of Women, report from, 1713–1714
Vehicle window tint, public service policy, 1419–1420 (See also Question Period)
Sub judice. See Announcements by Speaker or Member presiding
Points of Order regarding, 901, 902, 904
Supplementary Estimate (No. 1) 2013/14. See Bills
Supplementary Estimate (No. 2) 2012/13. See Bills
Supplementary Estimates financial year 2013/14. See Papers and Other Communications to House

T
Taxi legislation, proposed amendments. See Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers
Technology, pre-certification for use. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Teen Awards, Royal Gazette failure to attend. See Adjournment, Motions thereon
Travel expenses. See Question Period
Trust (Regulation of Trust Business) Amendment Order 2014. See Papers and Other Communications to House
Trust deficit. See Adjournment, Motions thereon

U
UN Commission on Status of Women, report. See Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers
Unparliamentary language
"economic terrorism," 1850
"skullduggery," 1194
apology for use of, 1315
warning in regard to use of, 1311

V
Vehicle window tint, public service policy. See Statements by Ministers and Junior Ministers

W
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General.
See Adjournment, Motions thereon
See "Exchange of Information trip"
WEDCO. See Albert and Victoria Row properties
Weeks, Mr. Michael A.
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Albert and Victoria Row properties, 1401–1403
Albert and Victoria Row properties, 1401–1403
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1085–1086, 1229, 1314, 1564, 1737–1738
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 07-Bermuda Police Service, 1346
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Weeks, Mr. Michael A. (continued)
Head 20-Youth, Sport and Recreation, 1439–1440
Head 23-Child and Family Services, 1440–1443, 1450
Head 52-Community and Cultural Affairs, 1437–1446
Head 55-Financial Assistance, 1444–1446, 1458, 1463
Head 71-Community, Culture and Sports Headquarters, 1438
Question Period
Travel expenses, 1727
Travel expenses, 1727
Wilson, Mrs. Kim N.
Adjournment, Motions thereon
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1829–1831
Cash for Gold trade, regulating of, 1225–1226
Charities Act 2014, 1505–1507
Congratulatory and/or Obituary Speeches, 1561
Criminal Code Amendment Act 2014, 1797–1798
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 2014/15
Head 04-Attorney General's Chambers, 991, 992
Head 25-Department of Corrections, 1391–1393
Head 75-Department of Public Prosecutions, 973–976
Head 83-Headquarters, 1352
Head 87-Legal Affairs Headquarters, 969–971, 976
Head 88-Department for National Drug Control, 1343–1344
Liquor Licence Amendment (No. 2) Act 2014, 1048
Liquor Licence Amendment Act 2014, 1039–1040
Municipalities Amendment Act 2014, 1187–1189
Question Period
Cash for Gold trade, regulating of, 1225–1226
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15, 866, 867
Travel expenses, 1725, 1726
Standard Hospital Benefit and Standard Premium Rate for 2014/15, 866, 867
Travel expenses, 1725, 1726
Washington, DC, travel to by Premier, Minister of Tourism and Attorney General, 1829–1831

Y
Youth Parliament. See Announcements by Speaker or Member presiding
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dates of Sittings: 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 17, 21 March 2014
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE 2014/15
Heads listed alphabetically by Ministry
Cabinet Office
Community, Culture and Sports
Education and Economic Development
Finance
Health and Environment
Home Affairs
Legal Affairs
National Security
Non-Ministry Departments
Tourism and Transport
Works and Engineering
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Heads 09, 14, 26, 43, 51, 80, 84, 96
Heads 20, 23, 52, 55, 71
Heads 17, 39, 41, 46, 67, 89, 95
Heads 10, 11, 28, 38, 58, 59
Heads 21, 22, 24, 72, 91
Heads 27, 32, 42, 60, 93
Heads 04, 75, 87
Heads 06, 07, 12, 25, 45, 83, 88
Heads 01, 02, 63, 85
Heads 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 48, 57, 73
Heads 36, 53, 68, 69, 81, 82
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ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE 2014/15
Heads listed numerically
Head 01-Governor and Staff
Head 02-Legislature
Head 04-Attorney General's Chambers
Head 06-Defence
Head 07-Bermuda Police Service
Head 09-Cabinet Office
Head 10-Finance Headquarters
Head 11-Department of Accountant General
Head 12-Department of HM Customs
Head 13-Bermuda Post Office
Head 14-Department of Statistics
Head 17-Department of Education
Head 20-Youth, Sport and Recreation
Head 21-Health and Environment Headquarters
Head 22-Department of Health
Head 23-Child and Family Services
Head 24-Hospitals
Head 25-Department of Corrections
Head 26-Department of Human Resources
Head 27-Department of Immigration
Head 28-Department of Social Insurance
Head 30-Department of Marine and Ports Services
Head 31-Department of Airport Operations
Head 32-Department of Planning
Head 33-Tourism
Head 34-Transport Control Department
Head 35-Department of Public Transport
Head 36-Works and Engineering Headquarters
Head 38-Office of Tax Commissioner
Head 39-Registrar of Companies Department
Head 41-Bermuda College
Head 42-Department of Rent Commissioner
Head 43-Information Technology Office
Head 45-Bermuda Fire and Rescue Service
Head 46-Department of Telecommunications
Head 48-Tourism and Transport Headquarters
Head 51-Department of Communication and
Information
Head 52-Community and Cultural Affairs
Head 53-Bermuda Housing Corporation
Head 55-Financial Assistance
Head 57-Department of Civil Aviation
Head 58-Interest on Debt
Head 59-Sinking Fund
Head 60-Department of Workforce Development
Head 63-Parliamentary Registrar
Head 67-Department of E-Commerce
Head 68-Department of Works
Head 69-Conservation Services
Head 71-Community, Culture and Sports
Headquarters
Head 72-Department of Environmental Protection
Head 73-Department of Maritime Administration
Head 75-Department of Public Prosecutions
Head 80-Office of Project Management and
Procurement (OPMP)
Head 81-Department of Public Lands and Buildings
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Head 82-Public Works Headquarters
Head 83-National Security Headquarters
Head 84-E-Government
Head 85-Ombudsman's Office
Head 87-Headquarters
Head 88-Department for National Drug Control
Head 89-Department of Energy
Head 91-Hospital Insurance
Head 93-Home Affairs Headquarters
Head 95-Education and Economic Development
Headquarters
Head 96-Sustainable Development
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